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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

This volume is the outcome of a course of lectures, delivered at Columbia

University in the winter of 1892-93, in which I endeavored to give to an

audience of general university students some account of recent advances
^ in cellular biology, and more especially to trace the steps by which the prob-

of evolution have been reduced to problems of the cell. It was my
Sira^^tention to publish these lectures in a simple and general form, in the

hope of showing to wider circles how the varied and apparently heteroge-

neous cell-researches of the past twenty years have grown together in a

coherent group, at the heart of which are a few elementary phenomena, and

;how these phenomena, easily intelligible even to thoge having no special

knowledge of the subject, are related to the problems of development. Such

a treatment was facilitated by the appearance, in 1893, of Oscar Hertwig’s

invaluable book on the cell, which brought together, in a form well designed

for the use of special students, many of the more important results of modem
cell-research. I am glad to acknowledge my debt to Hertwig’s book; but

it is proper to state that the present volume was fully sketched in its main

outlines at the time the Zdle und Gewebe appeared. Its completion was,

however, long delayed by investigations which I undertook in order to re-

examine the history of the centrosomes in the fertilization of the egg,

—

a subject which had been thrown into such confusion by Fol’s extraordinary

account of the “Quadrille of Centres” in echinodenns that it seemed for

a time impossible to form any definite conception of the cell in its rdation

to inheritance. By a fortunate coincidence the same task was independently

undertaken, nearly at the same time, by several other investigators. The
concordant results of these researches led to a decisive overthrow of Fol’s

conclusions, and the way was thus cleared for a return to the earlier and

juster views founded by Hertwig, Strasbuiger, and Van Beneden, and so

lucidly and forcibly developed by Boveri.

The rapid advance of discovery in the meantime has made it seem de-

sirable to amplify the original plan of the work, in order to render it useful

to students as well as to more general readers; and to this end it has been

found necessary to go over a*confflderable part of the ground already so wdl
covered by Hertwig.* This book does not, however, in any mannear sum to

‘Hennagay’s Lepms svr la cdluU is received, too late for furpier notice, as tiite volome is

ggiog through the press.

vii



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

be a tieatise on geaexal b|st(dogy, or to give an cachaustive nccotmt of Uie oi®.

It has rather beet my endeavor to consider, within moderate hmitft, l&i|H

i^tures ot the ceH that seem mcae important and su^estive to^
of development, and in some measure to trace the stq)s by whiOTwr fWfs*

ent knowlet^ has be^ acquired. A work thus limited necessarily dmars

many gaps; and some of these, especially on the botanical side, are, I

but too <dJvious. On its historical side, too, the subject coidd be ttaOeo

only in its main outlines, and to many investigators of whose results I have

made it has been impossible to do full justice. H
To the |Mjrely speculative side (rf the subject I do not desire to add rnwHf*

than is necessary to define some of the problems still to be solved; for
^||||p

mindful of Blumoibach’s remark that while Drelincourt rejected

Aed and sixty-two “groundless hypotheses” of development, “notihing

is more certain than that DrcUncourt’s own theory formed the two hunUted

and sixty-third,” * I have no wish to add another to this list. And yet^

even in a field where Standpoints are so rapidly shifting and existing viev;^

are still so widely of^posed, the conclusions of the individual observer may
have a certain value M they point the way to further investigation (rf |he

facts. In this spirit I have endeavored to examine some of the more im-

portant existing views, to trace them to their sources, and in some measure

to give a critic^ estimate of their present standing, in the hope of findii^g

suggestion for further research.

Every writer on the cell must find himself under a heavy obligation to

the works of Van Beneden, Oscar Hertwig, Flemming, Strasburger, and

Boveri; and to the last-named author I have a special sense of gratitude.

I am much indebted to my former student, Mr. A. P. Mathews, for Ca|^ng

my attention to the importance of the recent work of physiological chenmts

in its beating on the problems of synthetic metabolism. The views (te-

vdq>ed m Chapter VIL have been considerably influenced by his sugges-

tions, and this subject wiU be more fully treated by him in a forthcondng

work; but I have endeavored as far as possible to avoid anticipating his

own ^lecial conduaioss. Among many others to whom I am indebted for

kindly suggestion and advice, I must particularly mention my ever he^tful

friend, Professm Heniy F. Osborn, and Professors J. E. Humphrqr, T. H.
Morgan, and F. S. Lee.

In cqpyhig so great a numbm of figures from the pap^ of oth^* inves-

tigators, I must make a virtue d necessity. Many of the facts could not
possibly have been i^ustrated by new figures equal in value to those of

special workers in the various branches of cytdogpcal research, evw» had
the necessary material and time been av^lable. But, apart from thj«, mod*

* AUei Tbomaon.



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION ix

4na CrytiTlogF eactaida over so much debatabk ground that no general work

jjlgiemaBeat value can be xmtten that does not aim at w objective his-

iPKqft.bytanent of the subject; and I believe that to this end the residts

inve^^atois shoiild as far as practicable be set forth by means of thdr

orq^nal figures. Those for which no acknowledgment is made are (niginal

^ taken from my own earlier pqiera

The arrangement of the literature lists is as follows. A general list of all

the works referred to in the text is given at the end of the book (p. 449).

H^ntese are arranged in alphabetical order, and are referred to in the text }>y

tnd date, according to Mark’s convenient system. In order, however,

idicate to students the more important references and partially to das-

ifiem, a short separate list is given at the end of each chapter. The
chapter-lists include only a few selections from the general list, compris-

in^^eqiecially works of a general character and those in which reviews of

fhe special literature may be found.

>* E. B. W.
CoLOiatA UmvaKsrrv, Nbw Yoaa,

4
July. 1896.





PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION

1 irccH appreciate the kind indulgence accorded to this work even in

later years when it had become in many respects urgently in need of re-

construction. I now offer a third edition, rewritten throughout and much
ffOlarged, with the following comment.

The first edition, plaimed in the early nineties and published in 1896,

attempted to outline a new and rapidly growing subject which, in spite c£

many difficulties of detail, already showed broader bearings of remarkable

general interest. Nearly thirty years have since gone by, in the coxurse of

which cellular biology has expanded in ever widening circles. Its general

interest has grown correspondingly; but so, also, have its technical com-

plexities and difficulties. To attempt a revision of the work at this day

strictly along the original lines, and in equally brief form, would there-

fore have been impracticable, even were it desirable.

The year rgoo, in which the second edition appeared, is memorable for

the rediscovery of Mendel’s long forgotten laws of heredity. This event

opened a new era in the course of which the whole subject of the cell in rela-

tion to heredity and development has been made over. Cytology was from

the beginning closely affiliated with anatomy, histology and embryology,

and hardly less closely with general physiology and genetics. Since 1900 its

cooperation with these subjects, and with cell-physiology, biophysics and

biochemistry, has been one of the most striking features in the biological

progress of our time; and the study of the cell has thus becdme so diver-

sified that no single work could possibly cover more than a small portion

of it.

' It is with good reason, therefore, that in recent years extended general

treatises on cellular biology have largely gone out of fashion in favor of

more circumscribed works dealing with particular aspects oi the subject,

and thus making possible a more intensive treatment. Since 1900 many
admirable works of this type, and some of broader scope, have appeared,

and much has thus been gained in the way of thorough and critical analysis;

nevertheless I have ventured to think that the need of a work of somewhat

more ^thetic type has not disappeared.

No wwk written with such an aim can escape shortcomii^ in many di-

rections, nor can it fail to be largely colored by individual bias. Every
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writer mtist treat the subject frOTu the stanc^iomt given by those ftdijs rrf

wwk in whidi he is most at home; and at best he can only try to indio^n

a lew of the points c<mtact between those fields and othm.

sired to hold fast as far as possible to the generalplan followed in tlm cni^^nal

work. Now, as then, I have written frankly from the stam^jduit of a

zoological student of cytology and embryology, without pretence oi com-

petence to touch on other fields in more than an incidental way; and, as

bdore, while always holding in view the needs of technical students ai^

teaches of the subject, I have tried not wholly to lose sight of the interests

of more general readers.

The work has grown to large pr(q>ortions, but so has the subject; and

latter fact must be my apdogy for the necessarily scant treatment ac(WI?ffl

to mai^ important topics. I much regret this as affecting the botarucal

side of the subject; for in principle, botanical and zoological cytology are

inseparable, though often in practice treated as distinct. My shortcomings

in thk direction are, however, more than compensated by Professor Sharp’s

excellent IntroducHon to Cytdogy, which appeared in iQzr, written primarily

from the standpoint of a botanist. The cooperative General CyMogy,

written by a group of biologists under the editorship of E. V. Cowdry {Uni-

versity of Chicago Press, 1924), did not appear until nearly the whole of the

present work was already in type, and too late for more than the insertion

of a few rderences to it.

I would eq>edally emphasize the fact that it has not been possible to

list or refer to the whole vast literature of the subject. For the most part

the literature-lists include only works cited in the text or of interest for other

particular reasons; and the same is true of the terms included in the glos-

sary. At the end of each chapter, as in the first edition, will be found a

^ort adeemd Iht of titles relating especially to its subject-matter, compris-

ing for the Ihost part works of more comprehensive scope or containing

useful revkWs cd the literature. More abbreviated references to these

will be found also in the final general literature-list.

1 am inddrted to the authorities of the Cambridge Press for permission

to copy F^. 385, B, F; 387, 390 and 385; to the Yale Press for use of the

dectrotjpes of Fig&.r, 38, 4S~47, S3» 68, 69, 172, 173, 186, 348, 459, 509,

513, 514, S^ aud 533; to Pndeaor T. H. Morgan for use of the drawing

isx Fi%. 444; to Pr^essor Martin Heidenhain for permission to r^odnee
Fig. 52, taken from his great work Plasma «nd Zdk; and to a large number
of investigators fr-om whose works other %ures have been copied. Ac-

knowledgment few all such figures is made in the l^ends. Those fat which
no acknowledgment is made are or taken bam earlkx works by
the writer.
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j&psdal acknowledgments are due to Mabd T. Hedge, Helen £. Fer-

^tld, and Hden Daniels (Mis. D. B. Young) tia their artistic and conscam*

iPpa work in the preparation of illustrations and for mudi other aid; and

abo to Alioe E, Sheppard and Martha L. Clark (Mrs. W. W. Bennett).

E. B. W.
CounoiA UMivBssrnr, New Yobe,

December, 1934.
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THE CELL
INTRODUCTION

“ Every animal appears as a sum of vital units, each of which bears in itself the ccait'

plete characteristics of life.” Vikchow,'

Among the milestones of modem scientific progress the cell-theory rf

Schleiden and Schwann, enunciated in 183^39, stands forth as one of the

commanding landmarks of the nineteenth century. Its importance is not to

be judged by its original form; as first outlined it was but a rude sketch,

in many respects faulty and distorted. Its aimouncement nevertheless

marked a turning point in the advance of biology, opening a new point of

•view for the study of living organisms, and revealing the outlines of a funda-

mental common plan of organization that underlies their endless external

diversity. The cell-theory thus became a perennial source of fruitful re-

searches which down to our own day have continued to press forward into

always expanding fields of discovery. Long ago it became evident that the

key to every biological problem must finally be sought in the cell; for every

living organism is, or at some time has been, a cell. Applied by Goodsir,

Virchow and their successors to the analysis of organic functions, the cell-

throry opened far-reaching new vistas of progress in physiology and pathol-

ogy and revolutionized our views of vital action, in health and in disease.

It was the guide of Remak, Nageli, Kdiliker, and other irrunediate followers

of Schleiden and Schwann, in those pioneer microscopical researches which

ultimately demonstrated that cell-division constitutes the central phenome-

non in organic reproduction, genetic continuity and heredity. Thirty

years later it was the cell-theory that cleared the way for a remarkable group

of invest%ators, including Fol, Auerbach, Biitschli, O. Hertwig, Van Benc-

den, Flemming, Strasburger and Caraoy, who laid the foundations for the

new science of cytology and solved at last the ancient riddle of the fertiliza-

tion of the egg and the beginnings of the individual life. Followed iq) es-

pecially by Boveri and his successors these researches provided the basis for

a deta^ analy^ of heredity'and development that stands among dxe most

runaikable achievements d our time. Every field of bidc^cal researdi

has bean iBuminated by the ceD-theory. In respect to the range and divm'-

> CelMarpatkolope, 1858, p. 12.
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sity of the phenomena Ti^ch. it has brought under a angle point of view it is

surpassed by no other of the great generalizations of biology, and equaled

only by the theory of organic evolution. ',By force of habit we still continue

to speak ai the cell " theory ” but it is a theory only in name. In substance it

is a comprehensive general statement of fact and as such stands to-day

beside the evolution-theory among the foundation-stones of modern biology.

The cell-theory and the evdution-theory are now closely affiliated; but

the historian of biology is struck by the fact that for a long time they did

not come within hailing distance of each other. The theory of evolution

originally grew out of the study of natural history and took definite shape

long before the finer structure of living bodies was made known. A century

ago, in the time of Lamarck and Cuvier, naturalists had but the vaguest

notions concerning the finer details of internal organization. They were

mainly concerned with more obvious characters of living things; with forms,

colors, habits, distribution; with gross anatomy, organogeny and morpho-

logical classification. Long afterwards it was in the main the study of such

characters that led to the Darwinian revolution. The study of cells and

their activities seemed at first to have little connection with all this. The

ccmvergence between the study of cells (cytology) and that of heredity and

evolution (genetics) was set on foot more than forty years after Schleiden

uid Schwann, and it is still in the full tide of its advance.

, Jfa tracing the main outlines of this movement we may conveniently

divi^ the history of the subject since Schleiden and Schwann into three

perioira. The first, from. 1840 to 1870, was a time of foundation, during

which the fundamental outlines of the cell-theory were marked out aind the

principles of genetic continuity became more clearly defined. The second,

extending from 1870 to 1900, included a development of cytology and

cellular embryology which gave more definite form to our general ideas

ccHTceming the physical basis of heredity and the mechanism of develop-

ment. The third period, opening with the rediscovery of Mendel’s laws of

heredity in 1900, includes those modern and more searching inquiries into

the mechanism of sex and heredity which find their fullest expression in the

so-called chromosome-theory of heredity. These periods are separated by

no sharply drawn boundaries; they are but different phases ctf a single

movement We approach it by a statement of the most elementary facts

from whidi it proctieded.^

^ Sdildden and Sekwaao are univetaaSr and lisbOy recognized as tke founders of the cdl-theoty;

but like every other great generaKzation it was preceded by a long series of earlier investigationB,

gbining with the mcmontble mictosoo|Mcai studies of Leeuwenhoek, Malfdghi, Grew and Hooke in

the latter half of the aeVenteenUi century.

WdS, in the Theoria taterttUonu (17S9). clearly recognhml the “s{dteres” and "vencles” com-

poditg^ cnhryonlc parts both of ardmais and of plants, though he did not graap th^ real rrature

or node of origin. His omrcluaions were developed by Mlihd, Sprengd and Treviranus early in the
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In all higher plants and animals the body may be resolved into a vast as-

sonblage of extremely minute structural units, known as cdls out <rf which, or

their products, every part is built (Figs, i, 2). The substance of the skin, <rf

Tig. 1 .—A small portion of the eindermis of a laxval salamander {AiMysuma) seen in a sHshd;
oblique tangential section, enlarged about 550 diameters. Most of the cells, polygonal in [aim,
are in the so-called ‘‘resting” or vegetative (non-nutotic) state; but several are undeigoing divi-

sion (mitosis). Near s and s ace spireme stages of mito^s, near a a middle anaphase, and near the
center a late anaphase. Near ^ is a branching, granular pigment-cell that has crept up from bdow,
forcing its way between the epidcnnol cells. Note the delicate plasma-bridga (^asmodesms)
by which the latter are in many places connected. (This figure is combined from three separate

camera drawings.)

the brain, of the blood, the bones, muscles or of any tissue, is shown by the

microscope to be composed Of innumerable minute bodies, as if it were a

colony or congeries of organisms more elementary than it^lf {cf. p. loi).

nineteeenth century; and nearly at the same time Oken (1805) foreshadowed the cell-theory in the

form that it assumed with Schleiden and Schwann. His conception of "Blilschen” and of “llrscfa-

leim ’’ was, however, hardly more than a lucky guess. A still closer approximation to the truth, prior

to Schleiden and Sdiwann, appears in the works of Meyen, von Mol^ Raspail and Dutrochet and

others. “The cells of plants,” writes Meyen in 1830, “appear dther singly, so that each one form
a single individual, as in the case of some algae and fungi, or they are unit^ together m greater or
am.llor masses to constitute a mote highly organized plant. Even in this case eadi cell forms an

independoit, isolated whole; it nourishes itself, it builds itself up, and elaborates the taw nutrhmt
in.t»d«l. which it takes up, into very different substances and materials.” (Quoted ftom O. Hert-

wig. The Cali, English Trans., p. 3.) This passage might almost have been written at the present

day. Sao}i statements, however, were insuffidentiy baaed, and served on]y to pa-ve the way for the

real founders of the c^-theory.

Anunig other immediate predecessors or contanporarles of Schkfoen and Schwann should be es-

pecially menthmed: Robert Brown, who disoovered the ceB-nocleita (1831, published in 1833);
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By the early botanists these bodies were casually des^nated as

(Rc^jert Hooke, 1665), and this name was ultimatdy adopted by nearly aU
cl}servers. It was an unlucky term; for later studies prov^ that cdls do not

in genaral have the form of hollow chambers, as the name suggests, but are

typically solid bocBes. The cell is lar^ly composed of pratoplastn, a complex

mixture of substances, commonly al viscid consistency, and having the general

properties of a colloidal system. Early recognized as the active living part of

the orgtmism, and later (1868) happily characterized by Huxley as the

“ph3rsical' bas^ of life,’* protoplasm is now universally recognized as the

immediate Substratum of aU forms of vital activity.^ Endlessly diversified

in the details of their form and structure ceils possess a characteristic

cmnmon t}^ (d organization and may be treated as elementary organic

units out of whidi and their products the body is built. In higher animals

and plants [Metazoa, Mdaphyta) the body is mvliicdltdat, consisting of a

great number <d such units, while in the lowest organisms or Protista, it is

uniodlular, consisting of but a single cell (Fig. 3). All such organisms, of

wfaidi a multitude are known, are of microscopic size. They display a won-

derful diversity of structural and physiological type. Some are plants

(desmids, diatoms, bacteria, etc.), others animals (rhizqpods, dilates)

while in still others (fiagellates) the boundary between animals and plants

becomes hard to define, so that many of these forms are claimed by botan-

ists and zoologists alike.

Both structurally and ph)^ologically the multicellular organism suggests

^ colony of unicellular ones; whether this be literally true or

not f^^yds of biological phenomena is made definite and effective by

pSK^tion that the cell constitutes a primary organic unit both of

emi^iBsized the physiological importance of protoplasm ("sarcode") in Protista;

Valeotui, Johannes MttUet, Hetvle, Unger, N&geli and the early investigators of proto-

phawt entttnerated beyond. The sitnificance of Schleiden’s and Schwann’s work lies in the thor-

001^ sod oMotoehendve ws|y in which the problem was studied, the philosophic breadth with which

tbe con4usioas were develoiied, and the far-reaching influence which they thus exerdsed upon sub-

eeffaaxt iMeoKh. In tlfls Aspect it is hardly too much to compare the iiikrotkofiische Untersuck-

laiigws w£fh timOrigm ef Sfmia.
lion detailed accounts ^ the history of researdi during this period will be found in the works

mnoilKoned at the end of this Introduction, espedaily those of Heidenhain and O. Hertwlg. See also

Genndd pat).
* The WOtd Ittntnplaatt is'due to Puikinje (iflgo) who applied it to the formative substance of the

sabml etnltdm and compsied it wdtfa the "granular material” of the cambium In {duits. It wan
•ftermude inddpendenlly tried by H. von Mt^ (1846) to designate the contents of the plsot-cdl.

Tbe funthuneotat tigaiSame of protmdasm in tb celb of higher otganisms, its identity trith the

"isrende” ttbriuf&f) Pintuta, and its essential similarity in animals and planta waiegtadiMUy
kne«n by nunwMnis imeardhes between 1840 and 1870. Among the most important of these

trari^ daaiM works of pe Baty and of Max Scfaultae; hot beside them dtand atany athen of

hill^iMmst, kpatricrihw iioaeaf Uii8er,Ten Mobl, and Ctdm among botanbta, and ei ViaSmt,
Kaffiktt and Bode amoi^ soUafrida. These early works have bean reviewed by many srriteta.

ActnUnfa af them, with ^tearike Bata, wjll helemd in the woika dted in the jwecedinx kotr
gme.
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Gtructuie aad action.^ In the unkdlular body all the vital activities tu'e

performed by one such unit. In the multicellular plant or animal each

functicm, and hence the life of the organism as a whole, has at its root a

multitude of cell-activities. The mom complex life of the higher plant or

anunal arises through the specialization of the cells, this way oi that, for

the better p^ormance of particular functiems; hence that “physiological

divil^m of labor" which, as in organized human society, leads to highly

tn

Fig. 1 .—Group of cells from the meristem or embryonic tissue of the growing root-tip of the

onion, as seen in longitudinAl section. Like the preceding Sguie this is combined from aUimober oi

separate camera drawings, several stages of mitosis having been brought together. At a, • are seen

anaphase-figures, at r, r spiremes, at m a metaphose, mid at < an early teloidiaae.

functional efficiency. On such considerations was based the famoui com-

parison of the multicellular body to a “cell-state," due especially to Vir-

chow (1858) though foreshadowed by Schwann and other early writers, and

later elaborated by Milne Edwards, Haeckel and many others. This cem-

cqition of the multicellular organism brought about a revedution in the pre-

vaffing views of' vital action, and gave as great an impetus to phy^ology

and pathdogy as to morphology. As we now can see, it requires some quali-

fication, especially as allied to the phenomena of growth; but the convic-

tkm of its essential truth has survived all criticism, and as measured by

ite continued fruitfulness, it still stands among the most important generali-

zations of modem bidogy.

^Q.p.xoi. “It b to the that the study of evoy bodily functhnt sooner or kter drives ua.

In ihetnuscIs-oeO Bes the problem of the hsut-best and that of muscular contmctiui: m theidand-

odlreaMethecauaea of aeoetfanj In the eplthdial cell, in the white blood-cell, Uea the problem rffhe

^baerptkn of feed, and the aecreta of the mind are hidden hi the genaBan-oeB.** (Venmen, Ailie-

MeiM Pkjuklttk, p. S3, 18954
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Equally momaitoua ^vas the iuflueace of the cell-theory on embryok^,
where it first was thought to bear upon the problem of heredity. Prior to

tile cell-theory all atteoqits to comprehend the mechanism of development

and heredity had been futile. Aristotle, it is true, and long afterwards

Harvey (1651), had firmly grasped the principle of epigenesis or progressive

new-formation in development: but neither of these great embryologists

had the smallest real coiu:q)tion of the nature of the germ or of the mechan-

ism of its development. The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries witnessed

a speculative controversy concerning the nature of development which

constitutes one dl the most picturesque episodes in the history of biology.^

It was precipitated by the doctrine of preformaUon or "evoltUion” which

arose in the latter part of the seventeenth century. This assumed, in opposi-

tion to the teaching of Aristotle and Harvey, that the germ-cell (egg or

q>»in) contains an embryo fully formed in miniature, as the bud contains

the flower or the chrysalis the butterfly. Development is merely the unfold-

ingw “ evrflution ” <rf a pre£xisting germ; inheritance the banding down from

parent to child of an infinitesimal reproduction of its own body. This

doctrine was advocated by some of the most eminent naturalists and phys-

iologists of the time. One group of these writers considered the preformed

germ to-be borne by the sperm and to be introduced by it into the egg; an-

oth» that it is from the first contained within the egg and is merely awak-

ened to its development by the sperm. Thus arose two contending schools,

on <me side the spertnatists or animakulists, including Leuwenhoek, Hart-

soeker, Boerhave and Leibnitz, on the other the ovists, among whom were

numbered Swammerdam, Malpighi, Haller and above all Bonnet. By this

eminent French naturalist (1720-1793) the theory of preformation was

conastentiy worked out to its logical limit in the theory of encasement, the

onbiyo itself being conceived as containing eggs including embryos for the

next generation, these other eggs and embryos in turn, and so on ad infinitum

hke an unending series of boxes, one within another; hence the term “ew-

boUemmt.^’ This conclusion, evidently, was but a logical tour de fom,
hardly to be taken senously, as Bonnet himself in the end frankly admitted;

its moe statement, indeed, carries its own refutation. The controversy

was in fact wholly futile, for ^rmatists and ovists alike received their

coup de ff'dce throu^ the work of Caspar Friederich Wolff (1759), who

broof^t forward a renewed and masteriy demonstration that the fertilized

egg does not at the begiiming contain any preformed germ but gives rise

to the embryo little by little by the progressive production of new parts

previously non-existent as such. Biolr^ts therefore gradually returned

* A .^^cr account al ibta wiB be found In O. HertTrig, Ldtrbuch it EiitmMimttttMckU, gte

Anfl. wie. See abo Whitfoon (’94a, ’g4b}.
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to the vkwB of the fathers of embryoi<^, and in the end universally ac-

cepted the fact that development, in its external aspects at least, is not a

Fig. S.—Amaba Protein, an animal consisting of a single naked cell, X 280. (From ^Sedgwick
and Wilson’s Biology.)

n. The nucleus; w. v. Water-vacuoles, c *. Contractile vacuole; /. r. Food-vacuole.

process of “evolution” or unfolding but one of progressive new-formation,

or epigenesis}

This restilt provided the foundation for modem embryology; but for

nearly a century after Wolff the actual nature of the egg and the mechanism

of its development remained in the dark. The way towards.a solution of the

mystery was first opened by the proof that the egg is a single cell, like other

kinds of cells in every essential respect. This fact had been recognized by

Schwann, but was not at first generally accepted. Its demonstration by

Gegenbaur (1861) and many later observers constituted the first solid ad-

vance towards a true view of heredity, making manifest the wonderful

fact that a single cell may contain within its microscopic compass the total

heritage of even the most complex adult individual. So far as the egg is

concerned the problem of heredity thus took on perfectly definite shape;

but in respect to paternal inheritance the mystery remained as inqiene-

trable as before. It was soon to be dispelled. Since the time of Leeuwenhoek

(1677) it had been known that the sperm or fertilizing fluid contains in-

numerable minute bodies, endowed with the power of active movement,

and therefore regarded by the early observws as parasitic animalcules or

‘ A crltioal analysis of Wolff’s remarkable work is given by Wheeler (’gS) and by O. Hertwig (’10),
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uifus(ffnt~~faa»x the tmujpematptoa (sperm-anhaals) whkh the sprains

ate still often caQed. As long ago as 1786, however, the experiments d
Spallanzani proved that the fertilizing power must lie in the q>erms, not

in the liquid in whidi they swim, because the ^rmatic fluid loses its

power whrai filtered. I^nllanzani himsdf, it is true, did not thus interpret

• his results, but condud^, strangely enough, that the fertilizing effect was

due to the seminal fluid in which the sperms swim.* The correct conclusicm

seems first to have been drawn by Pr6vo6t and Dumas (1824), who in addi-

tion to rq>eating Spallanzani’s experiments performed many others demon-

strating that “The jnolific principle resides in the spermatic animalcules.” *

Shortly after the appearance of Schwarm’s great work KSlliker demonstrated

(1841) that the ^)erms arise 1^ the transformation of cells in the testis; ob-

viously, therefrae, they are not parasites but, like the ovum, form a part

d the parent organisim In 1865, finally, the final proof was attained by

Schweigger-Seidel and La Valette St, George that the sperm does not

consist a nudeus alone, as Kdlliker believed, but contains also cyto-

plasm. It was thus shown to be, like the egg, a single cell, peculiarly modi-

fied in sthicture and of extreme minuteness, yet morphologically equivalent

to other cells.*

One all-important point remained undetermined, namely, the history of

the qrerm in fertilization. In the time of Schleiden and Schwann it was

sUi^Msed by some leacfing observers that the sperm might affect the egg

merely by contact-action or by carrying to it a catalytic agent (Kdlliker,

Bisdroff); and it was for a time believed, even by such observers as BUt-

schli, Van Beneden and Strasburger, that the sperm completely diiinte-

grates as it enters the egg or fuses with its surface-layer.* On the other hand,

an in^>ortant group d observers had conjectured that the sperm must

actual^ penetrate the egg, though unable to demonstrate the fact with

certainty. This view, long ago adopted by Leeuwenhoek, Hartsoeker and

odtra “spermatists,” was reasserted by Provost and Dumas (1824), and

later by other observraa (1840-1855) who observed the presence of sperms

in^de the ^-membtahe (Barry, Meisraier, Keber) or in contact with the

egg'. Newport (1854) seems first to have actually described the entrance

d the qirain (in the ftlog), and in the following year it was also described

by PtiqgdMfin u* the green alga (Edogonmm. The first demonstrative

evkiemse of the fact, with a full and detailed account d the process d pene-

>5ceV.ILi:imeTiS,’ro).

*
'tttt diinwwr Ute apena { often aoonedlttd to IakMkBoiam, described M a piwD l4eii-

(r^7)> hnt hn wems to havedone nomam than csB the attention (d Leenvenhoek to the

sabject HartSMkeraftmnddaimed the ineift<rfhavhw seen them as early as 1674 (ABanTlMm-
son) hot his obseryatioaswett^ made known tmtS after Uwas of Leswfenhoek.

t See O. Keitwig C17, p. st).
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tretion, was however given by Fol (1879) in the seartirchin egg, at the

same time it was described in lower plants by Schmitz. In the meantime

O. Hertwig (’75) had traced the fate of the sperm within the egg; and

while he had not actually seen the process of penetration his work left no

doubt of the fimdamental fact that fertilization is accomplished by a single

sperm that enters the egg.

We retrace our steps in order to consider earlier investigations on the

origin of cells. In this all-important question is involved the central problem

of development and heredity, as gradually became clear in the course of

the first two decades after Schleiden and Schwaim. Several earlier ob-

servers had observed the origin of cells by the division of preexisting

cells, in particular the botanists, Brogniart (1827), Meyen (1830), Mirbd

(1835) and von Mohl (1835); and this mode of cell-formation was also

recognized in limited measure by the authors of the cell theory, though only

with considerable hesitation. Its fimdamental significance was obscured

for a time by the erroneous conclusion of Schleiden and Schwann that

celk most commonly arise de novo by a process of “free cell-formation,”

new cells making their appearance by crystallizing, as it were, out of a con-

tinuous and formless matrix or “cytoblastema.” The problems thus raised

engaged the efforts of investigators more and more seriously in the period

between 1840 and i86o,’‘ under the lead especially of Unger, von Mohl
and NSgeli on the botanical side, and of Kblliker, Remak and Virchow, on

the zodlogical. In the end the long series of investigations set on foot at

this time overturned the theory of free cell-formation, and finally established

the conclusion that every cell arises by the division of a preexisting cell,

and in no other way. This conclusion (as Heidenhain has pointed out) was

clearly stated already by Kdlliker in his clas.sical work on the embryology

of cephalopods (1844) and extended by him to both plants and animals;

but this observer later admitted the occurrence also of free cell-formation.

The universality of cell-division was first definitely maintained by Remak
and by Virchow whose celebrated aphorism omnis cdbda e cdlula (1855)*

has become a household word in every modem kboratory. Echoes of free

cell-formation, it is true, have now and then continued to be heard, even

down to our own day, but have always been a product of error. To-day,

dierefore, we may with complete confidence repeat Remak’s remark (1852)

that tl» origin of cells de novo is no mine credible than tltt qxmkneous

generation of life.

It is ha« that the full significance of the cdl-theory for heredity and

c for acoMUti o( tlM «uir litewtuie nee Keau^ (1855), FJemmins (1882}, Sadu (i8gi2>. A mofe
nceot deta&ed and critical review is given in Heider foo).

•Aw*. JWr Pert. Anat,. Vtll, p. 23.
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development first dawns upon us. If the cells of the body alwa}^ arise by

division of preexisting cdls, all must be descended by division from the

original germ-cell as their common ancestor; and such is the observed fact.

The first st^ in devdopment consists in the division of the egg into two

cells, which then divide in turn to form four, eight, sixteen and so on in

mme ot less r^ular progression (Fig. 4). Step by step the egg thus splits

up into a multitude of cells which build up the body of the embryo, and

finally of the adult. This process, known as the cleavage or segmentation

eSIlSf
4i—Clesvage of the ovum in the holothumn Synapta (slightly schematized). [After Se-

A~E. Socces^e deavages to the 31-cell stage. F. Blastula of 128 cells.

of the egg, was observed long before its meaning was understood. It seems

^ have been first dlefinitely described by Provost and Dumefs (1824) in

the case of the frog’s egg, though earlier observers had seen it; but at that

time ndtho: the egg nor its descendants were known to be cells. Its true

meaning was first iu&y ded|^h«ed by Kdlliker and Remak in the first decade

after Sdildden and 'Bchwaim, though important contributions in the same

direction were made at that time by Bergmann, Bischoff, Martin Goodsir

ami Barry. This critical point cmce made clear, the dominatir^ dgnifi-

cance oS cdl-divisiaft in the history of life began to stand forth in its true

prc^rticms. It became manifest that cleavage is but an infinitesimal

part of a greater sOies of cdl-diviaions that has no assignable limits in the
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past or future. The genn-cell arises by division of a cell preexisting in the

body of the parent, and in its turn divides to form the body of the offspring

and also new germ-cells for coming generations; and so on without end.

Embryologists thus arrived at the conception, vividly set forth by Virchow

in 1858,^ of an unbroken series of cell-divisions that extends backwards

from our own day throughout the entire past history of life. So far as we
know, life under existing conditions never arises de novo. It is a continuum,

a never-ending stream of protoplasm in the form of cells, maintained by
assimilation, growth and division. The individual is but a passing eddy in

the flow which vanishes and leaves no trace, while the general stream of

life goes forwards.

Heredity thus appears as a consequence of the genetic continuity of ceUs by

division, and the germ-cdls constitute its physical basis. With this result be-

fore us we may formulate the problem of development with greater precision.

If the egg contains no preformed embryo, what does it transmit? Such

was the question which, in the seventies and eighties of the last century,

first brought the cell-theory to closer quarters with the problems of heredity

and development. Among many speculative attempts to answer it we here

refer only to Darwin’s celebrated hypothesis of pangenesis (1868) which

assumed the germ-cells to be reservoirs of minute germs or “gemmules,”

originally thrown off by the cells of the body or soma, later transported to

the germ-cells and there held in reserve. During the development of the

embryo the gemmules were supposed to determine the production of (or

actually to develop into) somatic cells like those from which they arose.

Darwin thus assumed (in accordance with a notion even now widely preva-

lent) that the parent literally transmits its characters to the offspring, and

thus sought to explain the heredity of “acquired” or “somatogenic”

characters, at that time generally accepted as a fact. Pangenesis was,

however, a purely speculative construction, devoid of any actual basis of

observed fact. It received no support from later experimental tests by

Galton and others. It was therefore gradually abandoned,* leaving the

internal cell-mechanism of heredity as hidden as before.

The early eighties brought forth certain theoretical writings which grew

out of cytological researches then in progress and in consequence of whidi

the whole problem took on a different aspect. In 1883 appeared the first

> See quotation from Virchow’s Cellularpalhologie, at p. 114.

• Darwin's theory roust not be oonfuaed with the “intracellular pangenesis” of De Vries (1889),

which, though modeled upon Darwin’s conception, differed wholly from it in respect to heredity,

De Vries accepted Darwin’s fundamental conception of gemmules (which he calls tongms) as mi-

nute organized units, capable of indepoident growth and division, and responsible for particular

heredity qualities; but denied the transportal of pangois from cell to cell, and hmce &om somatic

to germ-cdls. This view, subsequently adopted by many othw writers, reodved an dabocate theo-

retical devdopmoit in Weismann’s w^-known W(^ on the Cents Ptasm (i88s).
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of Weismana’s isiemotaJble setks of essa}^ wUdi did so nauch to iUuminate

die {troMem of faemfity and to bring it into rioser eriatiom with aucroscoi^

cal research. Ibe wiay for Wdsmaim’s main conclusion was prepared by
Nussbaiun (1880), who on^iasized the genetic ccmtinuity of die germ-ceSs

from generationto generation, urging that during devri<^ment the fertilized

egg divides to produce on the case hand the ceU-matoial d the individual

body, on the other the cetla by iriiich the characters of the species are main-

tained.* From this as a starting point Wdismann’s analysis led him to a

bold chateige of the entire T<aniair.kian principle on which Darwin’s thecny

of pangenesis had been based. “I do not prqiose to treat of the whole

problm of heredity, but only <rf a certain aspect of it,—the transmission of

acquired duuacters, whkdi has been hitherto assumed to occur. In talcing

this course I may say that it was impossible to avoid going back to the

foundation of all phenomena d Ireredity, and to determine the substance

with which th^ must be connected. In my opinion this can only be the

substance of the germ-cells; and this substance transfers its hereditary

tendencks from generation to generation, at first unchanged, and always

umnfluenced in any corresponding maimer by that which happens during

the life of the individual which bears it. If these views be correct, all our

ideas upcm the transformaticoi of species require thorough modihcation, for

the whole prindple of evolutian by means of exercise (use and disuse) as

professed by Lamarck, and accepted in some cases by Darwin, entirely

cdlapses” (Essays, 1885).

Nussbaum and Weismann thus held, in opposition to the prevailing view,

that the child does not inherit its'characters from the parental bmly, but

from the germ-cdl, and the latter in turn does not owe its characteristics

to the body which bears it, but to its descent from a preexisting germ-ceU

of tke same kind (Fig. 5); so far as heredity is concerned the body is merely

a caxriex of germ-crils, held in trust for coining generations. Thus regarded,

the individual afqiears as an evanescent by-[Hroduct; it is but an incident,

—

ahnost, we might say, an accident.^ So far as the species is concerned the

germ-cells alone are of consequence, for they alone live on, canying with

tlnn, as it were, the traditions of the race from which they have sprung,

ahdi them on in turn to generations still unborn. To the layman

this often ai^wats as a paradox, and evm ammig biologists it long remained a

sut^t d omtroversy. Time has demonstrated, however, that it simplifies

and iliummates tire wdmle problm in remarkable d^;ree and, for the present

at least, cikis tire (^ly intdligibk conc^tion of heredity. Upon it is

* Sac aoobitloa at {>.

aemcitad that a hea ic«^aaan'* making andkarai^
(Sailrad Btttlac).
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foUQded the whde modem science of genetics, and it has givm a povrarfol

impetus to the study of cytology and embryology, lending new interest to

the study of the germ-cells and thek transformations during develr^ment.

These proUems, obviously, are inseparaUe from the cytological problems

offered by c^ in general. We now therefore return to those remarkable

researches, on the internal organization of cells, the structure of protoplasm

Fig. S.—Diagram illustrating the Nussbaum-Weismann theory of heredity. In each generation

the germ-cell (black) gives rise on the one hand to the body or soma, on the other to new germ-cells.

The line of heredity is thus seen to be always through the germ-cells, not through the soma.

and nucleus, and the mechanism of cell-division and fertilization, which

mark the opening of the second period in the history of our subject.

It is here that we see cytology first emerging from the earlier histology

and embryology. The advance guard of the movement was led by Sdmeider
(’73)) Fol (’73 j

’

7 S) ’79)1 Biitschli (’73, ’76) and Auerbach (’74), soon reen-

forced by 0 . Hertwig (’7S-’78), Van Beneden (’75, ’76), Strasburger (’75-

’79) and Flemming (’79, ’82). During the eighties it gained full headway

under the leadership especially of Van Beneden, Flemming, Strasburger

and Boveri whose cytological observations on the germ-cells were closdy

afiiliated with the theoretical writings of NSgeli, Weismann, O, Hert-

wig, Strasburger, Roux and DeVries (p. 14). We can at this point

barely mention the most important of the advances of this period.

One of the most fundamental of the discoveries of the time was Oscar

Hertwig’s demonstration of the fate of the sperm within the egg (1875).

Other observers had paved the way by lowing that, at the time of fertffi-

zation, the ^ contains tow nuclei that fuse together or become closely

jksociated before develc^ment b^ins.^ Hertwig, in his work of 1873 and

subsequently (’77, ’78, ’84, etc.), paralleled and supplemented by that ol

Fol (’77, ’79) dranonstrated in the eggs of the sea-urchin (Toxefmeu^

Imdus) that one ofthese nuclei belongs to the egg, while the other is derioedfrom

the sperm. This result was ^n extended to the fertilization of higher

‘ An exhtuative wview of the euller literature will be found in Fol Cyg) MaikfSt) endFleamdng
See alw KsU (’is). O. Hertwig (’17), and F. R. UUie C'isi-
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idaats Iqr Stiasburger (’77) aad ultimatdy by many observers to hi^ier

oiganisms geneially. /« €Bery case an esseiUial phmimenm_ of normal

fertUiMotion is ike union or dose association of a sperm-nucleus, of paternal

origin, with an egg-nudats, of maternal origin, to form the primary nucleus of

the embryo. This nucleus, known as the cleavage- or segmentation-nucleus,

gives rise by division to all the nucld of the body; hence every nudeus of the child

may contain nudear substance derived from both parents; and this gave the

first basis for the conclusion, indqjendently announced in 1884-1885 by
Hortwig and by Strasburger, that it is the cell-nucleus which carries the

physical basis of heredity.*

Meanwhile the way for a more precise study of these phenomena had been

prepared by investigations upon indirect cell-division, or mitosis (karyo-

kinesis) of which a detailed account will be given in the second chapter of

this work. The most essential result was the discovery that the nucleus

typically divides by spinning out its substance into elongate threads

(spireme) whidi split lengthwise, shorten and thicken to form chromosomes.

Many observers contributed to this discovery and its development, foremost

among them Flemming (’8a) and Strasburger (’80, ’82), who showed that

the phenomena are fundamentally similar in animals and plants. This was

followed by the final proof, brought forward by Van Beneden (’83) and by

Heuser ( 84) that in plants and animals alike the longitudinal halves of

each split chromosome separate from each other and pass into the two

respective daughter-nuclei. The nucleus, therefore, does not undergo a

mere mass-division but a meristic division of its entire substance. The

great theoretic interest of this fact was indicated by Wilhelm Roux (1883),

while almost at the same moment NSgeli (1884) developed his interesting

theory of the idioplasm, a hypothetical substance assumed to be present in

every cell and possesring specific properties by virtue of which the hered-

itary characters of the species are determined. By Hertwig and Stras-

burger this conception and that of Roux were blended in a single and

cdierent theory by the assumption that the idioplasm is identical with the

nudear substance or chromatin.

*nie C3dok>gical discoveries of this period reached their dimax in the

qsiendid researches of Edouard Van Beneden (’83-’84, ’87) on the history

<A the nudei during the fertilization of the egg of the nematode .dscoru

megdocephala, which demonstrated that the chromosomes of the offspring

are derived in equal nmrAers from the nudei of the two conjugating germ-cells,

and hence er^oByfrom dK two parents. This fundamental discovery opened

> The WOK modem fonn d this ooacliuion b outlined ebewheK (cf. p. prd). Haeckel expressed

tile same thought as euiy as 066-, but this was no more than a lucky guess. “The internal nucleus

pwVKtes^ the tranmulssfon of becedltory cbarscters, the external ^asma m the other head for

acoomraodatiaiis or adaptations to the external wotid” (.Gm. Uerph., pp. 387-389).
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remarkable new possibilities for the detailed analysis of the nuclear organi-

zation and the cytological study of heredity and development. Weismann
instantly grasped its importance and was the first to emphasize its far-

reauhing significance. To him, therefore, above all others, belongs the

credit for having placed the keystone between the study of cytology and

that of heredity, thus finally bringing the cell-theory and the evolution-

theory into organic connection.

The subsequent history of cytology in its relation to genetics can only be

rightly apprehended in the light of other lines of inquiry that were initiated

during this period. One of these, a logical sequel to the pioneer studies oi

Kolliker, Remak, and Hofmeister, was the foundation of cellular embryology

through the work of C. 0 . Whitman on the early development of leeches

(1878), of Rabl on that of snails (1879), and that of Van Beneden and Julin

on ascidians (1884). These researches demonstrated that the cleavage of

the ovum, in sofne animals at least, is a perfectly ordered process, in which

every individual cell in the early stages of development may possess a

definite morphological value in the building of the body. This led in later

years to numerous studies in cell-lineage devoted to the task of tracing out

the formation of the embryonic body cell by cell; while efforts to test these

results of observation by means of experiment created experimental embry-

ology. In the latter field, the early leaders were especiaUy Pfliiger, Roiu,

Chabry and Driesch (1883-92); but the earlier work of Newport (1854-55),

should also here be mentioned. Nearly at the same time, O. and R. Hertwig

(1886-89) initiated experimental studies on the chemical environment of

the egg and the conditions of artificial hybridization which had an impor-

tant influence upon the later course of cellular biology. In later years,

these studies were followed by many fruitful experimental researches on the

chemical physiology of the germ-cells and their development; among the

most interesting of the results was Loeb’s discovery (1899) that the unfer-

tilized egg may experimentally be caused to develop by pirrely chemical

or physical stimulus, without the action of a sperm-cell (“artificial partheno-

genesis”). The Hertwigs’ studies likewise led to experimental researches

on hybridization and merogony, particularly by Boveri, which yielded

results fundamentally important to our conceptions of the internal mechan-

ism of development, and contributed in an important way to the develiq)-

ment of experimental cytology.

The third period in the history of our subject opened in rgoo with the

rediscovery of Mendel’s long forgotten laws of heredity (1865) by the inde-

pendent work of DeVries, Correns and Tschermak. This momentous dis-

covery produced an effect almost as far readiing in cytdogy as in genetics

because of the remarkable new questions that it raised concerning the matu-
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of the gem-cdb. The fact had long been Tecc^zed that eVeiy sezu-

mlly produced (»ganism is of d(»ible or difMd hereditaiy constitution, a

ccHHlition obviouafy tanceable to its origin from a zygote formed by the

union of two g«in-odls (gametes) respectivdy of maternal and paternal

cuigin. M«xdd and his successors brought forward specific expmmental
proof that the zygote and im product (i. e., the diploid organian) unites in

itself two corresponding sets of qualities (“factors,” “units,” “genes,”

etc.), likewise oi maternal and paternal origin respectively, while the

gametes are single or fuiphid constitution, containing but a single such

set of qualities. This result, evidently, is exactly parallel.to Van Beneden’s

earlier discovery that the gametes contain a single or haploid group at

chromosomes, which is made double or diploid by the act of fertilization.

More especially, Mendel found in h}d)rids that in the case of any pair of

correqwnding or homologous qualities (such as two colors, C and c) in

res^rect to which the parents differ, half the gametes of the hybrid receive

one member of this pair (C) and half the other (c). This is the essential fact

(segregation) at the basis of Mendel’s first “law”; and, as Mendel clearly

perceived, it can only mean that at some period in the history of the gametes

the two mmbers of each such pair are separated or disjoined so as to pass

into different gametes. Mendel found, finally, that different pairs at quali-

ties (A a, Bb, Cc) behave independently of one another during segregation,

(indqxndent or free assortment) so that all possible recombinations of

them may appear in the gametes and zygotes (Figs. 102, 105).

These ftmdamental discoveries resulted from purely genetic experiments

havmg no direct reference to the cytcdogical problems involved. In the

meantime, however, cytologists had independently demonstrated that the

general histmy the duomosomes during the life-cycle runs so exactly

paraDd to that of the Mendelian phenomena that both may in large degree

be fonnulated in the same terms. Ttus was first clearly set forth by Sutton

(1902-03) and by DeVries (’03), who offered the first complete demonstra-

timi that the behavior of the chromosomes may offer a mechanical (or at

tenet mechantetic) explanation of Mendel’s laws.’ Taken together these ad-

Kaooee marked the advimt of a new era in both cytdogy and genetics and

opened the way for many new Imes cd progress. Prominent among them

were kvestigadons on the determination of sex and the phenomena of link-

age which demonstrated that both are in conformity with Mendel's laws.

That aex-determinatioQ is connected with the chromosomes was sugge^ed

by McQung (1901-02) gnd established by the direct otservationsd Stevens

1 1npwtsnt dftts Moauay ht tliii conchukHi iid tiitmSy been beongbt bawud, espedally by

MODtSDsW, lovini and MtdaeortdogfcaleKptonaUoa of Mendet’i Iswi was isdicared

at Ow WWc tiBWby Bo«ai and by Cawrao <sea Ik. ««&).
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aiul W3son in 1905. In respect to llaka^, numerous researdies, especially

by Hoigaa and bis fdlowers, have dononstrated that the hereditary units

are linked together in groups equal in number to the chronK>soines. Fol-

lowed out in great detail and in many directions these researches have re-

moved every doubt concerning the intimate connection of the chromosomes

with^ the determination of developanent generally, and have provided a

renurkably effective means for the detailed analysis of the intricate and

puzzling problems of genetics.

The determinative action of the nucleus in development was* thus

finally placed beyond doubt, but probably no investigator would to-day

maintain that the nucleus or the chromosomes are the sole agents of heredity.

On the contrary, both cytological and experimental research have clearly

demonstrated that the protoplasm (cytoplasm) plays an important part in

development. This has been directly proved on the cytological side by
experiments on the development of egg-fragments by Boveri, Driesch,

Fischel and later investigators, while indirectly the same conclusion is

indicated by genetic experiments on the part of Correns, Toyama and others.

With reference to this problem much interest has been aroused in recent

years by cytological studies on the mitochondria or citondriosomes, cyto-

plasmic structural elements now widely believed to play an important part

in the chemical activities of cells and perhaps also in differentiation; by
some authors, accordingly (Benda, Meves) they have been regarded as

representing a mechanism of “cytoplasmic heredity ” comparable in im-

portance with that represented by the chromosomes. This view, still very

fau* from substantiation, remains a subject of controversy and must be taken

with proper scepticism; but in spite of its doubtful status it should be kept

clearly in view in all cytological discussions of these problems. To some

extent, perhaps, our conclusions concerning the chromosomes have thus

far been more definite and frutiful because we are able to foUow their history

more readily.

The present work has been written by a student of embryology and cytol-

ogy, with especial reference to the cell considered as the physical baSis of

heredity and development. It is plain that any treatment of this subject

must be based on our knowledge of ceils generally, but neither can we, on

the other hand, go very far into the minutis of histology, cell-physidogy,

biophyrics and biodtemistry. The order of treatment has been determmed

by practical rather than by'strictly logical considerations. The first two

copters (^er a general eieinentaiy sketch of cdl-structure and cell-dividon,

tlm third a preliminary outline of the phenomena of reproductioo and cff the

life-cycle as related to the physiological problems of syngaray. The mor-

{ffiological aspects oi these problems are treated in some deti^ in the
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL MORPHCSXJGY OF THE CELL

"We have seen that all oiganisms aie composed of Msentially like parts, namely, of cells;

that these cells are formed and grow in accordance with essentially the same laws; hence,

that these processes must everywhere result from the (^ration of the same forces.”

Schwann.*

Schwann first gave clear expression to the fundamental conception that

beneath unending diversity of form and function all cells conform to a

common morphological and physiological type. Like Schleiden, it is true,

he failed to grasp the real nature of the cell, considering the protoplasmic

cell-contents as of minor importance; nevertheless the essential truth of

his sweeping generalization was established by later investigation on an

ever widening basis. Even to-day we cannot frame an adequate brief def-

inition of the cell; but fortunately such a definition is unnecessary. In

practice we need no more than the simple formula put forward long ago

by Leydig and Max Schultze, and still in everyday use. The cell, according

to this definition, is a mass of protoplasm (in modem terminology the cyto-

some) containing a nucleus; and to this may be added Schultze’s statement

that both nucleus and cytosome, arise by division of the corresponding dements

of a preexisting cell} This definition must not be taken in too formal or

narrow a sense. Like most other definitions in natural science it must be

allowed a certain flexibility, but in respect to essential accriracy the old

definition remains to-day unshaken by the advances of half a century.

The general sketch of the cell here offered is but a bare outline. Many
of the topics touched upon will be more critically discussed in later chap-

ters.

I. GENERAL SKETCH. INTRODUCTORY

The early writers applied the term "protoplasm” * to the substance rf

the cell-body or cytosome in contradistinction to that of the nucleus; and

the word (often shortened to plasma) is still commonly used in the same

sense by modem writers. I<ater it acquired a broader significance, cfften

* VtUtmuhmtm, 1834, p. 937.

* licydig, leMach der Bistohth, 1857, p. g: Schultze, Ank. Anat. « Pkys. 1861
, p. ii.

''ndz wlvd, nearir ettoivalent, etycaoiosjcany tnd in meaning, to the “Unchlehn” of Oken

(j8oi), wu fint employed by Ptnki^ (1840) to derignate the fotmiitive material of the anhud
antnyo, and later aniM by MoU to the contents (rf plant odli.' Beale (1870) proposed the appco'

prigtewoidiisyiennasasidMtitatefbTptott^dasm, but tUa has never come into general use.

21
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b^Ht iipi^ed to the odl-sabstaoee as a -w^de, including the nucleus. In

the raterast al greater precision, tiierefore, Strasburger (’82) proposed to

designate the substance d the cytosome as cytopl^m and that of the

nucleus as mdeofiasm (better karyo^m), both being included under

the mwe ‘general term “protoplasm.” This terminology has been widely

adc^ited, and tre diall continue to use it; nevertheless, when we speak of

“protqjlasm” we commonly have in mind the earlier use of the word, i. «.,

as equivalent to “cytoj^a^.”

Cytosome and nu<^us taken together form a living unit or protoplasmic

system that is often spoken of as the protoplast (Ifanstein) or sometimes

as the mergid (Sad»). Externally the cytosome is bounded by a thin,

per^heral, clear, protoplasmic film of dififaent Consistency, the plasma-

membrane (sometimes called the tdoplast), and it may also be surrounded

by non-protoplasmic walls or “true membranes” of varied nature which in

the tissues form partitions between contiguous cells. In both plants and
animals, however, the cdl-walls are often traversed by fine strands of

protoplasm (plasma-bridges, or plasmodesms) by means of which a direct

jUtUc^idasmic contmuity is maintained heJween the protoplasts. In plants,

as a rule, the cell-walls are harder, thicker and more conspicuous than in

animals, and to this circumstance the unlucky term “ ceU” owes its origin.

For the walls trf such tissues, when viewed in section, give an appearance

like that of a hcmeycomb often in the older tissues emphasized by death

and disappeanuice of the protoplast so as to leave only the lifeless walls;

hence the term “cell,” first employed by botanists of the seventeenth

century.' Here, too, was the source of the erroneous view of Schleiden and
Schwann that the cell-wall is the most important part of the cell. The
living protoplaan cA the cytosome was at first overlooked or regarded as a

waste-product. The researches of Hujardin, De Bary, Cohn, Max Schultze

and many others loaig rince showed, however, that most living cells

are not hohow but s<did bodies, and that in many cases—^for example, the

cdOs of Uood and lymph or various Protista,—they are naked masses of

pr^qfdasm. Thus it was proved that neither th^ vesicular form nor the

presmice <A a surrountfing wall is an essential character of the cdl and that

the cdl-corUenls, i, e., the cytosome and nucleus, must be thp seat of vital-

activity. The term “cell” thus became a biological misnomer. In the

oyer cdls d plants, i|is true, the cytosome itself oftor becomes sac-Uke

throi^h the appearance of watery vacuoles which enlarge and finally fuse

to iORn k sii^ laiga central vacuole, surrounded by a thjn periffiimal

* a* &at«8iiilav«di)!jrRotert Hooke (1665) tiie word wu uaed taUe^nate tke minute cavitiM

fHWtttod tqr «g)id wnHe, obMtved inoock, a tiwie wkidi be deiaibed M mode ««> “fittle bogeesor

odk dietwet tmm one anotbtr.
”
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layer (the “primordial utricle” of earlier botanists), though (rften traversed

also by anastomosing strands of protq>lasm. In such cases the IMng
protoplasm does indeed assume the form of a hollow chandira:; but this is

Centn} bodlaa

Fif- 6.—General diagram o{ a cell. It> Qrtoplaamic baais is shown as a granular meahwork or

framework in which are suspended various (flSerantiatied granules, fibrilhe and other lormed com-
ponents. a

of secondary origin and significance. In their young and less differentiated

condition these same cells are solid, like those of animals generally.

The nucleus (Figs. 6 and 8)* is typically of definite, rounded form, and

often contains one or more smaller nucleoli. In all ordinary cases the nu-

cleus is single, but in some cells two or more nucld are present. £xain|des

of cells that are constantly binudeate are offered by the sporophytic gmeis-;

tion of the rusts and certain other fungi (Fig. 309), by the dliate Infusoria

generally, and by certain of the rhizopods (e. g., ArS^, Ama^ diplMm}:

(Fig. 396), ffagellates (Giardia, Fig. 43) and Sporozoa. In the ao<bJled

potymorpkk nucld, e. g., in some forms of leucocytes ax in the

^ The nudeus was seen by Fontana'So 1781, but was empfaasiHd as a chancteristk

the cdl by Heym (iStS), and eqsedi^ by Robert Brown in tags.
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of tiw bcme-flaanrow (F%s. lo and 34) the oudeiis ccaisists of a aest or

of iiKxre or less sqiaiate vedcles or sacculatioas. In other cases se^’et^

<a many sqwrate nuclei lie scattered in a common protc^lasmic mass;

such a structure is known as a syncytium^ or (in the case of Protista) a

plamodium. This condition frequently occurs among the Radiolaria and
other rhizopods and is characteristic of the so-called ^‘nan-cellular ” fungi

Spenaatogoala of the nhinioder (Mbvbs). Above, two cdb diowhig large nuclei,

Kith thUn-tlaeads and acattoed chroraatin-gnauies; in each cell a centrosome or idiozome with

two pentrloics. Bdow, three contiguotu spennatogonia, diowing chromatin-reticolam, centtioleF

, and Uifaidle-renmants.

sudi as Mtuer and other Phycomycetes, and algs such as Catderpa or

VtMdteria (coeoocytes).

'Tile nodeus Wfis supposed to be absent in some of the Protista;

a^ fqr sddi I&ieckel set a group of so-called Monera, b which

' the was su|)|>0Bed to be nn more dian a minute and hranograieous mSss

nf iKtotk^daun. Later a similar view was hdd in regard to the Bacteria

and C^wxDidiycec. With the improvements of cytdt^cal technique ami

(dhe pgwM advance of protistdogy diis cmicqititm was progrt^uively re-
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stricted and at last abandoned by nearly all investigators. Some of the

“Monera” were found to possess single nuclei of the ordinary type; others

to be multinucleate, with many small nuclei; still others to contain nu-

merous minute chromidia in the form of granules, clumps or net-like forma-

tions scattered through the protoplasm and forming a diffuse or “distrib-

uted ” nucleus, or nuclear system. Such chromidial formations appear to

be not uncommon in lower plants and animals including certain Bacteria,

Cyanophyceae, rhizopods, flagellates and even dilates (Figs. 14, 32). Iden-

tification of the chromicfial substance as of nudear nature or as “chro-

matin” rests in part on its staining-reactions and resistance to peptic

digestion (p. 643); and the chromidial granules have been asserted to mul-

tiply by division (Fig. 32). Such evidence is in itself by no means con-

clusive, but the case seems to be established dedsively in some spedes

by the fact that at certain stages of the life-history true individualized

nuclei may be formed by aggregation or growth of the chromidial granules

and may later in their turn give off such granules or break down into them

(Fig. 343). The conviction has thus become general among protistolo-

gists and cytologists that even among the simplest of known orgardsms

the cell always contains nuclear substance (“chromatin ” or a related sub-

stance), whether in the form of an individualized nudeus or of a scattered

nuclear system. Whether the latter can be called a “nudeus ” or not is a

question of definition. In principle, however, there seems to be no present

justification for admitting the existence of “Monera ” in Haeckd’s sense.*

It is therefore highly probable that a chemical and morphological dif-

ferentiation of the active cell-substance into cytoplasmic and nudear com-

ponents is characteristic of all cells as they now exist and is necessary to

their continued life. This result, primarily based on morpholopcal grounds,

is strikingly borne out by physiological experiments on living cells. A
fragment of a cell deprived of its nudeus may for a considerable time live

and manifest the power of coordinated movement (e. g., in ciliates or rhiz-

opods, p. 657); but it has lost the power of assimilation, growth and repair,

and sooner or later dies. The operations of destructive metabdism may
continue for a considerable time in the absence of a nudeus; those of con-

structive metabolism quickly cease with its removal. Strong ground is

thus given for the condusion that the nudear substance plays some part

in the constriictive and formative processes of the cdl; and this is one trf

many reasons why the nucleus has come to be widely regarded as a pri-

mary factor in growth, development and heredity. There is reason, th«e-

fore, to believe that the differentiation of the active cell-substance into

cytosome and nudeus is in some manner and d^ree an m^uesrion oi

‘ CJ. Doflem, *16.
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the dual process of metabdism, constructive and destructive, that lies at

the basis of all life.

In addition to the nucleus, the tytosome often contains a structure

known as the central apparatus or microcentrum of which the most essential

C D
Kg. S.—Various cdls showing cytoaome, nucleus, and central bodies. A , from peritoneal epi-

thrihmi of the salanu^der-larva; two central bodies (centrioles) at the right; nucleus showing net-

knots (FueiOcing); B, Spermatogonium of frog, aster containing one centriole, nucleus with a

single pbsmosome (Hekhann); C, Spinal ganglion-cell of frog, qihere near the center, containing

a single centrosome with several centrioles (Lenhobs^k); D, spermatocyte of Proteus, nucleus

in the qriieme-stage, granular sphere (idioeome) containing a centriole and rod-shaped Gol^-bodies

(“paeudo-cimnnosoincs”) (Hesmaito).

cqnsponeat is the central body {centrosome, centriole) about which as a

crater arise the asters that form a conspicuous feature of many forms of

mitotic cell-divffiion (p. 144). The central body possesses in many cases

the power of gsowth and divirion and retains its morphological identity
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Fig. 9.—Living cells of salamander-larva (Fleiuung) A

,

group of epidermal cells at different

foci; the central cell with nucleus in the spireme-stage, B, connective tissue-cell; C, ^idermal cell

in early mito^ (segmented spireme) surrounded by protoplasmic bridges; D, dividing cell; E, P,

cartilage-cells with cytoplasmic fibrilhe or cbondrioconts.

jA
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during the interkinesis or v^tative (non-mitotic) condition of the cell
^

(when it is commonly double). Out of these facts grew the early conclusion

of Van Beneden and of Boveri that the central body, like the nucleus, is

a permanent and autonomous component of the cell; and Boveri concluded,

because of its important r61e in ceB-division, that the central body may be

regarded as the “dynamic center ” of the cell. While there is much to sup-

port these conclusions in the case of higher animals they still lack an ade-

quate basis of fact. Though central bodies we present in many lower

plants (thallophytes), they seem to be absent in the higher forms; while

experimental and cytological evidence has prominently raised the question

whether, even in higher animals, they may not under certain conditions

be formed de turn from the protoplasmic substance (p. 684). The presence

of central bodies cannot, therefore, safely be made part of the definition

of a cell; and the same is true in respect to various other cell-components,

such as the chondriosomes and Golgi-bodies, despite their wide occurrence.

The old definition of Leydig and Schultze, therefore, still holds its own.

Since cells are conmuuily solid bodies nothing could be less appropriate than

to call them “cells,” and many attempts have been made to find a better

name. Beale (’70) long since proposed the word bioplasm as a substitute

for “protoplasm,” at the same time suggesting the appropriate term bioplast

to designate the living part of the cell (protoplasm and nucleus). This is

exactly equivalent to Hanstein’s “protoplast” * or Sachs’s “energid” * and

seems a better term; but none of these words has thus far become generally

ourent, though Hanstein’s term is increasingly used, especially by botanical

writers. The word “cell ” has indeed become so firmly established, largely

because 6f its cmivenient brevity, that all efforts to replace it by a better

one have failed. Probably, therefore, it must be accepted as part of the

established nomenclature of science.

n. TOE CYTOSOME AND ITS FORMED COMPONENTS

The cell is a complex living system containing many differentiated

structural conyxjnents which will henceforward be referred to as formed

boMes, Some of these are found only in the nucleus (nucleoli of various

typiS, etc.), others only in the cytosome (chcmdriosomes, Golgi-bodies),

stffi others in either nucleus or cytosome (central bodies or division-

centers). The cytoplasmic components, vary endlessly in nature, ori^
and functicin, and it is difikult to classify them logically. Only those of mote

general occurrence and significance will here be considered.

t Otten mjoeoa^ qxiken of u the “rertins ceU.'*

* HftBUteln, Puf Ptr^thsma, iSSo.

• S«d>*. J-t Ffevo, i8o».
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1. The Central Bodies, Central Apparatus, Microcentnun

The general term central body is applied to a structure which forms the

focus of the aster or astral system during mitotic cell-division, and hence

is often spoken of as the dimsion-cetUer. In many cases this body persists

during the vegetative or “resting ” period of the cell, and is handed on by
division to the daughter-cells without loss of its identity; hence the above-

mentioned view of Van Beneden and of Boveri that the central body may
be a permanent or autonomous cell-organ which always arises from a pre-

Fig. 10.—^Leucocytes of the salamander (HEroENHATNl . A

,

cell with a single nucleus contain-

ing a very coarse network of chromatin and two nucleoli (plasmosomes) ;
r, permanent aster, its

center occupied by two central bodies surrounded by a microsome-ring; B, similar cell, with double

nucleus, the smaller dark masses in the latter are oxychromatin-granules (linin), the larger masses

are basichromatin.
^

existing body of the same kind. This conclusion probably went too far;

but there is no doubt that the central body often has such an origin.*

Van Beneden and Boveri also adopted the hypothesis that the central

bodies are of general if not universal occurrence; but this view has not been

sustained by later research (p. 150). They are of widespread occurrence in

the cells of higher animals and occur in those of many lower plants. On the

other hand, with exception of the blepharoplasts (p. 387) they seem to be

absent in case of the cells of higher plants (cormoph)d;es) generally. In

the resting or vegetative state of the cell the central body is most frequently

double, and typically lies in the cytosome; but in some cases it is intra-

nuclear.® In the former case the two bodies often lie near the nucleus but

may be far removed from it. In epithelial cells generally they commonly

*See p. 680. ' Exceptioaally io Metazoa, commonly in Protista (p. S04}.
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lie towards the free surface and often very near it, as is typically seen in

columnar cells (Fig. 42).

The central bodies and associated structures often form a rather compli-

cated apparatus conveniently designated as the central apparatus or mi-

crocentrum. Its most constant and essential component is the centriole, a

minute granule or rod, often double, in some cases lying naked in the

cytoplasm, more often surrounded by a cytoplasmic investment of vari-

ous degrees of complexity. In some cases the latter is a rather def-

inite, small rounded spheroid, the centrosome (Fig. 8) ;
when larger (Fig. 7)

it is often spoken of as the sphere (earlier called attraction-sphere or centro-

sphere) or in particular cases as the periplast or idiozome.^ In practice it

is often diflScult to distinguish certainly between centriole and centrosome;

hence the convenient and non-committal term “central body ” which leaves

open the question as to its precise homolc^ in any particular case.*

The central bodies, in particular the centrioles, are undoubtedly organs

of cell-division; but they have a broader significance than this. Even in

the vegetative or non-mitotic condition of the cell the central body is some-

times surrounded by radiating fibrillae to form a more or less definite aster

or astral sphere, as is shown conspicuously in leucocytes (Fig. 10) and some-

times on a smaller scale in connective-tissue cells (Fig. 8) ;
sometimes also

K*. 11.—Group of cefls from the pharyngeal epi-

t|>dium of the tuiucate Salpa, showing the radiate

sfdiere and central bo<^ lying in a nuclear bay

(BAUX>wnz).

in the early stages of the animal

oocyte (surrounding the “yolk-

nucleus,” p. 339), and even in

nerve-cells. An interesting ex-

ample of this is described by Del

Rio Hortega (’15) in the cells of

Purkinje, where a pair of cen-

trioles, apparently always pres-

ent, is surrounded by conspicuous,

irregularly radiating wavy fibrillae

to form an aster-like body. These

cells, so far as known, are not

capable of division. The func-

tion of the astral formations in

these various cases is unknown; but it may possibly be connected with the

fact that in the vegetative or non-mitotic phase of the cell the central appara-

tus often forms a focus about which are aggregated certain of the otherformed

elements, such as riie Golgi-bodies and chondriosomes (p. 329); and in the

‘ For a more critical acanmt see p. 672.

> See eqwdolly stemming, 'gia, Meves, ’02, Boveri, ’00, etc. The word “centrosome” has been

widdy employed especially in die botanical literature as a general term for central body; but this is

und^ttdde. See p. 673.
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earlier stages of the animal egg it seems typically to form the original center

of the yolk-formation (p. 339). In the early stages of maturation of the

germ-cells the central bodies lie at or near that pole of the nucleus towards

which the nuclear threads are polarized (Fig. 149), and hence may play a

part, if only indirectly, in the conjugation of the spireme-threads during

synapsis (p. 550). Again, in the formation of the motile sperms of both

plants and animals in many cases the centriole plays the part of a basal body
or blepharoplasi, from which grows forth the axial filament of a flagellum

or cilium; ^ and the same seems to be the case also in the flagellated cells of

sponges and in many flagellated protista. In some cases, however, the

blepharoplasts are quite separate from the centrioles; and it is probable

that the centriole may be composed of two closely associated components

which may appear as separate bodies. In any case the facts enumerated

above show clearly that the central bodies are concerned in many cell-

activities that have no immediate connection with cell-division.

2. The C3rtoplasmic Granules

Granules are among the most characteristic, widespread and varied of the

cytoplasmic formed bodies and have attracted the close attention of cytolo-

gists from an early period. They are commonly suspended in a clear, ap-

parently homogeneous and more or less viscid ground-substance or hyalo-

plasm. They vary widely in size, number, staining-reactions, mode of origin

and physiological significance, and in many of these respects often show

periodic changes correlated with the cyclical activities of the cell, as is typ-

ically shown in gland-cells (p. 37). The smallest of the granules graduate

down to the limits of true microscopical vision, and the ultra-microscope

(p. 33) makes it certain that granules still smaller lie beyond those limits

(p. 61). In some cells the cytosome is closely crowded with granules, e. g.,

the yolk-granules of the animal ovum; in others (as in ectoplasm of many
Protozoa), they are so small or few as to be nearly or quite invisible. Such

protoplasm is commonly spoken of as “hyaline,” because of its glass-like

transparency and apparent homogeneity. The larger granules (for instance

yolk-granules) vary widely in physical consistency, sometimes being solid

or semi-solid bodies, in other cases liquid drops which may readily fuse

together when brought into contact.’' It is probable that similar differences

exist among the more minute granules, perhaps among those that are of

ultra-microscopical size, and that these too may be either of solid or liquid

nature.

' la some of these cases the centriole has the form of a rod or V (p. 357).

»C/. Wilson, ’gg.
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The dassihcation and tensinolc^ of the granules is a difficult matter,

invtdving many disputed questions of fact and erf theoretic interpretation.

Many of them are relatively passive bodies which belong to the “meta-

plasmic ” or “paraplastic ” products of the active protoplasm; examples of

these are starch-grains, yolk-granules, and minute drops of fatty or watery

liquid. Some kinds of granules, however, such as the various forms of plas-

tids, the centrioles, perhaps also the mitochondria and Golgi-bodies (pp. 45,

48) belong to the more active elements of the protoplasm and in some cases

(plastids, centrioles) are self-perpetuating by growth and division.

The structural relation of the granules to other formed elements in the

protr^lasm (such as fibrillae, astral rays, alveolar structures, etc.) has given

rise to much controversy. When fibrillar formations are present the lar-

ger granules and many of the smaller ones are independent of the fibrillse,

i. e., they are inter-filar in position. An important group of observers,

however (Flemming, Van Beneden, Heidenhain, Altmann, Retzius, and in a

measure Benda), have described the protoplasmic fibrillae as containing

small *‘intra-filar ” granules, more or less definitely aligned in linear

series so as to give the fibrilla an appearance of segmentation. A similar

conclusion, as will later appear (p. 906) is still more strongly suggested in

case of the spireme threads that appear in the nucleus of the cell at the time

of cell-division (p. 121).

No claim of logical consistency can by made for the following grouping

of the granules. It is offered only as a convenient way of defining certain

features of the current terminology.*

a. Microsomes. This term, at present of only vague and hardly definable

meaning, is significant only in the light of its history. By its author (Han-

stein, 1880), it was applied to the granules in general, as seen in living pro-

toplasm, in contradistinction to the clear, homogeneous ground-substance

or kyaleplasm in which they lie, and in this sense it was used by many ob-

sarvers of living protoplasm. In the meantime the word came into general

use as a|>plied to the smaller granules seen in fixed (coagulated) and stained

preparations, and in particular those supposed to belong to the active

protoplasm as distinguished from passive “metaplasmic” storage-granules.

More precise subsequent studies showed that these small granules are of

various q}edfic types which came to be designated by special names, such

as "chromidia,” natochondria,” etc The meaning of the original word

“nuGrosome” was thus progressively narrowed unUl it became a non-com-

mittal term, applied to any small granules that could not readily be assigned

A Venable ;Sacu«tto> of tbe emiides is g^veoin Hddenh^n’s great work, Plasma uud Zellt,

('or, ’ll), end in Arnold’* bo<* on PlasaastraUsam (’14). See atao S«iii«ter (’ii), Retzius (’14),

('16) and Mev*s (’>8).
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to a place in a more specific category. In this vague sense the word is still

commonly employed, usually with more or less of a tacit assumption that

microsomes form a constant and characteristic component of the active

protoplasm. It was apparently with this in mind that some writers proposed

to restrict the term to “true” or “intra-filar” microsomes, that form an in-

tegral part of the so-called “cytomitome” or cytoplasmic fibrillar system,*

as was earlier described by Van Beneden, Altmann and many others (F^.

23). This, however, hardly seems justified by the history of the term, while

many observers have also described the “microsomes” that are scattered

along the fibrilla (e. g., astral rays) as adherent to them rather than forming

an integral part of their substance. In point of fact, however, the word is

commonly employed in a looser and broader sense, as above indicated.

The granules called microsomes are of small size and in many cases gradu-

ate down to a minuteness lying at the furthest limits of microscopical vi-

sion.* They show variable staining-reactions, being in some cases strongly

basophilic (p. 87), in other cases oxyphilic, and they appear to be of

proteid nature; but their extreme minuteness makes difficult the decision

of this question. They have been assumed by some observers to be per-

sistent structural elements, multiplying by fission (c/. the “mitochondria”);

by others to be derived from the nucleus (c/. “chromidia”); by still others

to form de novo out of the apparently homogeneous hyaloplasm in which

they lie, or by the growth of ultra microscopical particles suspended in it.
*

The difficulties here encountered are increased by the fact that minute

granules of this type may readily be produced as artificial copulation-

products of an originally homogeneous medium, such as filtered egg-al-

bumin or a solution of albumose. All studies of the granules based on fixed

and stained sections must therefore guard against this source of error.

* See Heidenhaia (’07, p. 476); also Retzius (’14).
* Microscopical measurements are usually given in mierms, or thousandths of a millimeter (i/t=

.001 mm.). Dimensions of still smaller order are given in sub-mkrons or raiUioDths of a millimeter

(i /I » .000001 mm.). The lower limit of microscopical vision in the ordinary sense of the

term (*. e., the limit of resolving power, or capadty to differentiate between two separate objects)

was shown by Abbe to be between roo and 400 /t/t, a limit &xed by the wave length of light, which
in the visible spectrum lies approximately between 450 and 760 /tfi. Particles lying nearer to-

gether than half this distance cannot be distinguished as separate bodies; or, to state the matter

differently, particles less than about aoo nn in diameter cannot be seen as such, since they form no
true image, and this may be taken as the practical working limit of the ordinary microscope under
the most favorable conditions. (See Barnard, ’19.) Particles of these dimendons are said to be
ultra-microacopic. Though such particles are invisible as such, their presence may readily be de-

tected by means of the ultra-microscope (c/. p. 710) which makes visible the diffraction-images pro-

duced by powerful reflected light. By this method it is said that particles as small as 5 711a in disme-
ter can be distinguished (Hatscbek). High powers of the ordinary microscope, as usually employed
(e. f., the oil-htunersion apochromatic objective of 1.5 mm. with compensation famses fr-iz.ZHas)

give good definition up to 3500-3000 diameters or somewhat bighw, but beyond this point, mote
is lost in definithm and illumination than is gained in enlargement.

*P. 74. Altmann (’94), WUson (’99, ’33), Heidenh^ (’07, ’ii). etc.
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Evidently, the tenn “microsome,” despite its historical priority, has now
no definite or generally accepted meaning. It is no more than a convenient

synonym for the non-committal phrase “small granule.” As such it may
often be used with advantage in a purely provisional descriptive sense,

provided that it carry no implication as to the specific nature of the bodies

thus designated.

b. Mitochondria. Many of the granules now designated by this name
were described as “microsomes” by the earlier observers—the term “mito-

chondria” was indeed first applied by Benda (’98) to granules in the sperm-

forming cells that were long ago described as “ cytomicrosomes ” by La
Valette St. George (’86). Since identified as a specific type of granules that

occur in nearly all kinds of cells, they have been brought into especial

prominence in recent years through the researches of Benda, Meves, Dues-

berg, Regaud, Guilliermond and others who have ascribed to them an im-

portant rdle in histogenesis and heredity. Since they belong to the more

general category of the chondriosontes, which are considered under another

heading (p. 45), they will here be only briefly mentioned. These granules

are typicajjy of rather small size, but sometimes very minute, and show the

cytological characters (solubilities, staining reactions, etc.) of the chon-

driosomes generally (p. 45). They are typically separate, being scattered

sqjarately through the protoplasm, but according to Benda and a few other

observers they may sometimes become aligned in linear series to form

fibriihe known as chondriomiles (Fig. 12). One of their characteristics

ai^)ears to be a great plasticity of form; they may elongate to form homo-

geneous rods or even fibrillas (chondrioconts, p. 46) while the latter may in

turn break up into granules, as observed in cultures of living cells in

vitro. Gradations between the extreme forms are also commonly seen in

sections.

In dividing cells the mitochondria are not in or attached to the astral rays

but lie between them, and they do not extend into the spindle, though they

may closely sxuround it. They possess remarkable powers of multiplica-

tion, and by some cfl)servers (Benda, Meves, Duesberg) are believed to be

self-perpetuating by division; this conclusion still rests, however, on in-

sufficient evidence. Their possible physiological significance is considered

b^nd (p. 47).

c. Ckromidia or Chromioles. By this term have been designated minute

bascqihilic granules supposed to be derived originally from the nucleus, or

(as in various bacteria, rhizopods and flagellates) to form a scattered or

distributed nucleus. Much confusion still exists in regard to the relation

between th^ and the mitochondria and other forms of granules. At one

rime -the term "chromidia” was applied in a loose way to many kinds of



Fig. U .—Chondriosomes in embiyonic cells (Meves).

A

,

entoderm-cell, chick of 37 hrs., mitochondria and chondriomites; B, group of cells from med-

ullary tube; C, cartUage-cell, chick-embryo; D, embryonic erythrocyte, chick; £, leucocyte, sala.-

mander-larva; F, wandering cell of same.

described as “chromidia” are mitochondria and have no direct connection

with the nucleus, while others are of doubtful origin. It has now become

clear that the term chromidia should be strictly reserved for granules known

to be of nuclear origin (or to represent a scattered nucleus); and it is at
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present an opoi question whether chromidia as thus defined exist in the

Cells of higher organisms (p. 700).

The case is different in the Protista, where the researches of R. Hertwig,

Schaudinn, Calldns, Dobell, Schaxel, and many others seem to have placed

the facts beyond doubt. These granules show the same general reactions

as basichromatin (p. 88), stainii^ intensly with basic dyes such as safranin,

gentian violet, or hematoxylin, resisting peptic-hydrochloric digestion, and

being attacked by midease (p. 644). The only certain test of their nature

lies, however, in thdr morphological history,‘t. e., their derivation from the

nudeus or their aggregation to form a nucleus, as is seen in some of the

bacteria, rhiz(^>ods and fiagellates. A further discussion of these granules

and their relation to the mitochondria is given in Chapter DC.

d. Metackromatic of Volutin-Granules. The granules thus called are of

general interest because of their close general similarity to chromidia, with

which they may readily be confused in such groups as the bacteria or blue-

green algse in which the nature of the nudeus has long been in dispute

(p. 83). They are of spherical form and variable size, and are foimd

in the prott^lasm of many lower organisms (bacteria, spirochaetes, cyano-

phyceae, various protozoa, fungi and algse) and probably exist also in

higher forms. They are characterized especially by their strong affinity,

in fixed material, for various blue or violet basic tar-colors, in particular

methylene blue, but also toluidin blue, gentian violet, thionin, etc., in which

th^ commonly stain red or bluish red (hence the term metachromatic).

In this respect they are stated to differ from chromidia; * nevertheless their

basophilic character suggests a chemical relation with chromatin, and they

have been regarded by some writers as a stage in its formation. A. Meyer

concluded that they consist like basichromatin of nucleic acid combined

with an organic base, a view accepted by many later observers. This is

supiported by the fact that a phosphorus-containing compound is necessary

for their development, and Van Herwerden has proved that a nucleic acid

ccnnpound, readily obtainable from normal yeast, cannot be obtained

from volutin-free cultures. ® On the other hand, it has been shown cyto-

lo^cally by Guilliermond, Dobell and others that the metachromatic gran-

ules may coexist in the same cell with a formed nucleus (e. g., in the yeasts),

or with chromidial granules. Some writers have therefore concluded that

the metachromatic granules are of different nature from chromidia, and

presunmbly represent reserve-material which has no morphological connec-

tron witii the nucleus. In bacteria they do not take part in the q)ore-

formation (Guilliermond, ’08), nor is there other evidence of their morpho-

‘S«e eqwcialbr TArya ’o8), Dobell fii), GuiUlermond (’o8, ’u), Vaa Herwerden (’17).

* See KekdHDOw Cid), VSn Herwerden ('ir).
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logical connection with a nucleus. In the bliie-green algs, on the other

hand, they enter into the formation of the central body or “karyoplast,”

and by some recent writers have been regarded as forerunners of the chro-

mioles or chromatin-granules of more highly evolved types of nuclei^

e. Secretory Granules. These granules are of widespread if not univraaal

occurrence in secreting cells whether aggregated to form glands or scattered

* Fig. 13.—Cells of the pancreu in Amphibia (Maib£«s).

A-C, NecUirus; D, Rana.

A, B, two stage* Of the "loaded” cell, showing zymogen-granules in the peripheral and fibrillar

structures in the basal part of the cell; C, cells after discharge of the granule-material and invasion

of the entire cell by fibrillse; in D, portions of the fibrillar material ate clumped to form the so-called

"mitosome,” "paranucleus” or Nebenkem,” probably an artifact.

among other kinds of cells; they are of plastic and transitory nature, sooner

or later disintegrating or dissolving to form an important part of the se-

cretion. The constitutent thus produced is often an enzyme, as in glands

generally, but may be another substance, such as mucin, or fat. The secre-

tory granules vary widely in size, chemical composition, physical con^t-

ency, staining-reactions and internal structure in different kinds of secretory

rella, and also during the cycle of activity in the same individual. In their

earliest stages these granules are very mmute, and have been described

by many observers as graduating down to the limits of viability (£. MiiUer,

‘ See Acton,
’
14, Baumgtrtel, ’zo.
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Altmann, Heidenhain, etc.). At this time they are hardly to be distingui^ed

from the “microsomes ” of undifferentiated protoplasm and show similar

staining-reactions. As will later appear, however, many of the more recent

observers have concluded that these granules are derived from mito-

diondria (Altmann, Meves, Regaud, etc.) or from Golgi-bodies (Nassonov,

Bowen)
;
still others believe them to arise from extruded fragments of nu-

cleoli (Schreiner in the case of mucous glands). As the primary granules

enlarge they often become crowded together so as to produce a honey-

comb-like or “pseudalveolar ” structure (p. 72) of the protoplasm (Fig. ^3).

Meanwhile they commonly undergo marked changes of staining-reaction;

in the parotid; for example, they stain at first intensely red in acid fuchsin

and picric acid, but when fully grown they are yellowish, whUe the inter-

granmar net is red (Altmann). They may also undergo marked morpho-

logical changes, developing a definite structure which differs in different

kinds of cells. Ultimately they are converted into the immediate fore-

rurmer of the secretory product (zymogen, mucinogen, etc.) and finally

break down, or dissolve to form the product itself, thus disappearing as

individualized bodies.'

/. Storage-Granules and other Forms. Under this heading we may briefly

refer to a great variety of granules commonly characterized as “ metaplas-

mic,” “paraplasmic,” “paraplastic " or “ergastic,” since in their ffilly

developed forms they are clearly secondary products of the protoplasmic

ac^vity. Examples of these are grains of starch or glycogen, the yolk-

granules or deutoplasm-spheres of the animal egg, fat-drops, or the char-

acteristic granules of the leucocytes. They show very wide variations of

form, physical consistency, chemical composition, solubility, and staining-

reactions. Logically they can hardly be distinguished from the secretory

granules; for, like the latter they are specific protoplasmic products tem-

porarily stored in the cell in the form of discrete bodies destined sooner

or later to distintegrate or dissolve, their products often playing a most

important part in the life of the organism.

The question of their nature and origin is too large to be taken up in

erdemo at this point. Some of them, such as the starch-grains, axe definitely

known to be products of plastids (p. 43). Others involve precisely the

same problems as those raised by the secretory granules. Fat, for example,

is laid down in the protoplasm in the form of small droplets which grow

and may coalesce to form larger drops. By the earlier observers the smallest

droplets were believed to be laid down by the general protoplasm in the

' Reidenhim divides the history of the granule during the secretory cycle into two periods- first

a oonstroctive or progressive one during which it grows and assumes its specific character: and sec-

ond, a degressive or histol3rtlc cme in which its substance is transformed into the secretory product

$aA the granule as such fins^ degenerates (’07, p. 383).
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form of vacuoles that might appear at any point. Since the researches rf

Altmann, however, the opinion has gained ground that fat-synthesis is local-

ized in cytoplasmic corpuscles or granules; but this is not yet decisively

demonstrated. In the’ case of plants these corpuscles have been regarded

by some observers as special forms of plastids (“ elaioplasts ”), analogous

to the starch-forming amyloplasts (Wakker, ’88); but this too has been

disputed. In the case of animals an important group of observers, headed

by Arnold (’07, ’13, ’14, etc.) have followed the lead of Altmann, consider-

Fig. 14.—A ciliate infusorian, Trachdocerca, with chromWial nucleus consisting of scattered

chromatin-granules (GRt'nEK)

ing fat-droplets as products of minute “lipoid granules” which are con-

nected by intermediate conditions with granules which do not show fat-

reactions (marked blackening in osmic acid, etc.) and Eire nearly similar

to the protoplasmic “microsomes.” These granules have been identified

with mitochondria by many modern students of these bodies (Faure-Fre-

miet, Dubreuil, etc.) On the other hand, Schreiner, a very competent ob-

server, has recently produced evidence (’15, ’16) that the lipoid granules

are derived from fragments of nucleoli that have been extruded from the

nucleus

Similar uncertainty still hangs over the origin of many other forms

of the granules included under this heading, for example, the yolk-spheres

or the various forms of granules found in the leucocytes. The former either

arise directly from, or are formed in close connection with, a mass of minute

granules, at first closely associated with the nucleus and regarded by earlier

observers as chromidia extruded from it. It is now generally agreed that

these granules are cytoplasmic mitochondria, and strong evidence has been

produced that from them arise the yolk-spheres or deutoplasm-granufes

(Henneguy, Van der Stricht, Loyez, Van Durme, Hirschler, etc.); but

here again the evidence is not yet decisive (p. 341).
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f. Figment Granules. Cdl-pi^ents may be diffuse, but most commonly
af^iear in the form of separate and often dosely crowded small granules of

Mrly umform size. The fact is well-established that some forms of pigment

are produced by qiecific forms of plastids (chlorophyll by the chloroplasts,

anthocyanin by the chromoplasts), but it is not yet known whether the

Wg. tg.—Prqnntions of itristed musde-celis to show longitudinal fibrilhe and their supposed

direct oonneotian with those of toidon (O. Scbultze).

same is true of pigments generally. A number of modem observers have

found^ that some kinds of pigment-granules arise by the direct transforma-

tion of mitochondria or at least arise under their influence. The nature

and origin of the pigment-granules thus raises the same general question

as that the secrettay or the storage-granules.

S. Fibrillse

Like the granules, the cytoplasmic fibrilhe are among the most wide-

qiread and important components of the cell-substance, and by a prominent

sdKxfl of cytologists, headed by Flemming, have been regarded as an essen-

ffal feature of the protoplasmic structure (p. 63). They are of many
kinds and of varied physiological signiflcance. Among the most familiar

forms axe the myofibrils and murofibrils, characteristic of muscle-cells

and nerve-cells respectively. In the striated muscle the myofibrils

(Fi^. 15) have a complicated structmre the precise nature of which has

long a sidpject of debate.* In tJie nerve<eU they form a more open,

n^-1^ structure fnm which fibrilhe pass out into the axis-cylinder process

‘See, toe emnqile, Idevtt Cti), Qaedo (’it), Schridde C13} ou iueaiosloldn; also Aavadouta

(*(|}. Fimaat (’13) end DeeriPeig Cis)-

a aided leview see Hddediam’e Plasma md ZeUe, Q.
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Fig, 16.—Unipolar nervfr<xU of eaith-

f-ranc-
stained with gold chloride, showing

neurofibrils and arris-cylinder (Szuis),

(Fig. i6). Fibrills form a widespread and often conspicuous feature of

gland-cells (Fig. 13), where they have been assumed by some writers to

play an important r61e in secretion (production of the secretory granules)

and have been designated as ergastoplasmic hbrilUe (Bouin); here as

elsewhere, however, their fimctional significance is still far from clear.

Fibriihe form a conspicuous feature in many forms of epithelia, in particu-

lar the columnar epithelia, where the

fibrilhe, often closely crowded, com-

monly run parallel to the long axis of

the cell (Figs. 17, 18) in some cases

also forming net-like structures.^ These

epitheliofibrillae have been conjectured

to be intra-cellular nerve-endings (neuro-

fibrils), motor elements, analogous to

myofibrils, paths of nutritive

portal, etc. The greater munber of

writers have, however, accepted the conclusion of Nussbaum, Kromayer,

Heidenhain (’99) and many others that they are of the nature of sup-

porting or skeletal structures, hence the term tonofibrillas (Heidenhain).

This conclusion receives fresh support from the recent work of Del Rio,

cited above, which shows that these fibrillae stain differently from both

chondriosomes and neurofibrils and are morphologically distinct from them.

In the superficial cells of stratified epithelia the fibrillae commonly run trans-

versely (parallel to the surface) and it is an interesting fact, observed by

a number of earlier histologists and recently confirmed by Del Rio, that

many of them traverse the inter-cellular plasma-bridges and thus pass from

one cell to another (Fig. 41, cf. p. 104).

Other forms of fibrillas are exemplified by the basal filaments, rhizoplasts,

or ciliary roots of flagellated or ciliated cells; perhaps by the so-called spindle-

fibers and astral rays in the mitotic figure; and those forms of chondriosomes

known as chondrioconts. An especial interest attaches to the latter, which

are found in nearly all kinds of cells, because of the conclusion of Benda,

Meves and others that they represent the most primitive type of fibrillae

from which in the course of histogenesis arise directly many if not all of

the more differentiated forms, sUch as myofibrils, neurofibrils or glandu-

lar fibrils. This view, as will be later shown, is still insuflfidently based

and must await the test of further inquiry.

‘ The ^hdio&brilla: have been gtudied by many observers, especially by M. Heidenbain (’gp)

and moi!e recently by Del Rio-Horteg» (' 17), who has obtained veiy strUring tdctures by the use

AchGcatro’s method (tannin-^ver impregnation) and offeis a valnable discussion of the subject.

Preparations made in my faihoratory by J. Nooidez show that Dei Rio's remarkable figures do not

waggeiate the clearness and brilliancy of the preparatums.
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Many of the forms of fibrillae mentioned above have been regarded as

artifacts or in some cases as optical illusions (Butschli); and the question

here raised remains to a considerable exten); unsettled. For example, it is

still by no means certain that the archiplasmic fibrillae (spindle-fibers and

Fig. 17.—Cniated cells, showing cytoplasmic fibrilhe tenninating in a zone of peripheral basal

bodies to which the cilia are attached (ENceluann).

A, from intestinal epithelium of Anodonla; B, from gill of Anodonta, C, D, intestinal epithelium

of Cyclas.

aistral rays) actually preexist in the living protoplasm; and it has been

shown that these and certain other forms of fibrillae may be closely simulated

by the coagulation oi homogeneous colloidal solutions, such as filtered

egg-albumin or solutions of albumose 65). On the other hand, some

kinds of fibrillae, such ais the chondrioconts may clearly be seen in living

protoplasm, as wais losig since shown by Flemming ('82) and confirmed by

mamy more tecent observers. The actual exutence of fibrillae ais preformed
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structural components of the protoplasmic substance can therefore not be

doubted. ^

Fig. 18.—Protoplasmic fibrillse of epithelial cells as demonstrated by the Achficarro-Del-Rio

method of gold-silver impregnation (Dei Rio).

A,B, columnar cells, Intestinal epithelium of the moUusk Tapes, showing basal granules (blephar-

oplasts, tnchoplasts) and basal rods (rhizoplasts); C, oesophageal epithelium of Lumbncus, with

longitudinal fibrillse; D, bucco pharyngeal epithelium of the smW Aplysia; B, cell from the deeper
epidermis of the toad Pelobales *

4. Plastids .

These bodies, especially characteristic of the cells of plants, are of general

interest because they possess in many cases the power of independent

growth and division, and many competent observers have accepted the

probability that they arise in no other way. They are usually bodies of

definite form, exclusively cytoplasmic, and vary widely in number, form

and size; in some cases they are single or few in number (many algae), in

others very numerous (chloroplasts of higher plants generally); they are

commonly rounded in form, but may be band-shaped, lobed or irregular.

Physiologically they are localized areas of specific chemical transformation,

producing characteristic products, such as starch, pigment of various kinds

and perhaps fat, and are classified accordingly.

In their least differentiated condition they are small, colorless bodies,

known as (i) leucoplasts, especially abundant in embryonic tissues but also

found in ciifierentiated cells. From the embryonic leucoplasts (themselves

possibly derived from chondriosomes),® arise various other forms of

1 Cf. p. 64.

* These figures do not exaggerate the clearness with which the fibrilUe ai^ieai.

* See p. 700.
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pkstids, as differentiation {uroceeds. In some cases tHey remain c<]|prless,

but enlarge to form (2) amylo^asts, which act as centers for the fiwmation

of reserve starch in the storage-tissues by the transformation of dissolved

carbohydrates (glucose) into solid starch-grains. In other cases the plastid

Fig. It.—^Fbstids and chondriosomes in seel-planU (Meves).

A, antnyonic fyll« from young leaf-bud of Tradescantia, showing chondriosomes (in black); B,

odb from meriatem at base al older leaf; C, D, from same leaf, nearer the tip, showing supposed

(tages of division of the chondriosomes and their transformation into chloroplasts; E, embryonic

oe^ ftora aerial roots of CUtrcphylum, Growing chondrioconts; P, G, older cells of same, showing

fannalion of starch-grains in the chondrioconts.

devek^ pigment and becomes a chromoplast or chromatophore. The most

important of these physiologically are (3) the chloroplasts or chlorophyll-

bodies which arc centers for the new formation of starch by photosynthesis

(Hg. 19). The so-called stigma or "eye-spot” of various flagellates, zo6-

qxires and plant gametes, a light-sensitive organella, has been regarded by

some authors as a q>ecial type of chromoplast; and some authors have also

iq;atded as plasti^ the pyrenoids, localized bodies imbedded in the
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chromoplasts of green alg£, and serving as localized centers of starch-

formation.

Besides the undoubted forms of plastids at least two other types of plastid-

like bodies have been recognized by some observers. These are: (4) the

ionoplasts which, according to DeVries, give rise to the vacuoles, the walls

of which they form, and (5) the elaioplasts, regarded by WaJtker (1888) and
his followers as plastids which act as centers of fat-formation. The plastid

nature of these two types is, however, somewhat uncertain.

The classical work of Schimper (1881-85) of A. Meyer (1883) led them
to the conclusion that plastids are never formed de novo but always by
the growth and division of preexisting plastids and ultimately from the

minute undifferentiated leucoplasts of the germ-cells. They were thus

conceived as having a persistent individuality and conforming to the general

law of genetic continuity, like cells, nuclei or chromosomes (p. 828). The
fact is now generally admitted that differentiated forms of plastids, in

particular the chloroplasts, multiply in this manner; and in some lower

plants the plastids are known to divide regularly at each cell-division (e. g.,

in Zygnema, or Anthoceros)} No general agreement has, however, yet been

reached as to whether plastids may not also arise de novo in the cytoplasm.®

In this respect they are in the same case as the chondriosomes and the

Golgi-bodies described below. In recent years strong evidence has been

brought forward to show that plastids are of the same nature as chondrio-

somes (Levitsky, Guilliermond, Meves, etc.) and are actually derived from

them in the course of early development (p. 709).

6. Chondriosomes '

These bodies, or their products, are among the most characteristic of the

formed components of the cytosome and are known to occur in nearly all

kinds of cells, among both plants and animals, and everywhere showing the

same general characters. They have attracted much attention in recent

* D&vis (go), 'Kursanow (’ii), Scherrer (’14).

’C/. Harper (’ig).

’ The term “c^ndtiosome” was suggested by Benda (’04) and brought into more general use by

Meves (’08). Meves also suggested the word chondritma to designate the entire chondriosome-

content of the cell; but this term, though sometimes convenient, has not been widely em-

jdoyed. Cowdry (’ig, ’16, and earlier) has urged the desirability of replacing the term “chondrio-

somes” by the earlier one "mitochondria" (Benda), employed in a more general sense, so as to ap-

ply to all the forms later called" chondriosomes.” The word mitochondria (thread-granules) scans,

however, both etymologically and historically to be most appropriately applied to the granules as

such, rather than to other forms which they may assume. Meves (’10) proposed to rqilace these

vari(W terms by new ones containing the component “plasto” {plaslos, form) because of the im-

pmtant part supposed to be played by the chondriosomes in histogenesis; hence, phsbtsomes, plai-

toekMidria, ploslecmU. Many more special terms, such as ckondnoplasb, chromaclundria, myockan-

dria, etc., are found in the literature. See Glossary; consult also the useful table of terms ^ven hgr

Cowdry (’i8).
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years because of the questions raised by Altmann, Benda, Meves and their

followers concerning their possible significance in histogenesis and heredity;

but opinion concerning them is still in a very unsettled state. Morpho-
ir^cally they appear in the form of small granules {mitochondria), rods or

filaments (ckondrioconts) and other bodies, many of which were observed

by the earlier observers of protoplasm and described under the name of

“granules,” “microsomes,” protoplasmic fibrillae or “fila,” “nebenkerns,”

etc. In a sense, therefore, we are here dealing with new names for old

things.* More recent studies have shown that they consist of a specific

material, showing definite cytological and michrochemical characters but

morphologically highly plastic, so that it may appear under many forms,

which are probably to be regarded as only different phases of the same

material. The most common of these are separate mitochondria and chon-

drioconts, both of which may often be observed in the same cell (Fig. 12), and

all gradations between them may be observed in sections. Less frequently

the mitochondria are aligned in linear series to form chondriomites; while

in special cases the chondriosomes may enlarge or aggregate to form more

massive bodies, spheroidal chondriospheres (Fig. 168), or even may give rise

to a single body, such as the “nebenkem” of the sperm-forming cells

(Figs. 164, 174) or the ring-shaped chrondriosome-body of Centrurus

(Fig. 169). These bodies often show a differentiation into a more deeply

staining cortical and a lightly staining central or medullary substance,

which in the sperm-forming cells may give rise to complicated structural

patterns (p. 372). All such more complicated forms seem, however, to be

secondary and specialized formations which arise primarily from minute

scattered granules, rods or threads.

According to M. R. and W. H. Lewis (’14, ’15), the chondriosomes as

seen in cultures of living cells in vitro are almost never at rest, often chang-

ing their shape from moment to moment, and also undergoing rapid changes

of position. The various morphological forms are readily transformed one

into another. In the living cell “granules may be seen to fuse into rows or

chains, and these to elongate into threads and these are said in turn to

adastomose with each other and may give rise to a complicated network

w'hich in turn may again break down into threads, rods, loops, and rings.*

“Hie threads or chondrioconts are, however, stated to arise more commonly

by the stretching out of single granules; and it should be added that few

other observers have found the threads anastomosing to form networks.

These observations, together with the evidence offered by fixed preparations,

leave no doubt of the plasticity and polymorphic character of the chon-

driosomes; though the possibility should be kept in mind that some of the

> See Retzios, ’t4< 14. p. 33 1.
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changes seen in living cultures may be due to slightly abnormal conditions

under which the cells are placed.

The physico-chemical nature of chondriosomes has been the object of

numerous researches ^ which indicate that their principal chemical compo-
nents are phospholipoid and albuminous substances, thus resembling chem-

ically the phosphatids, of which lecithin is an example; and we here find

some indication of their reactions to fixing and staining agents. They are

soluble in various degrees in dilute acetic acid, ether, acetone, alcohol and
other fat-solvents; hence the fact that they are often imperfectly fixed or

even destroyed by many of the ordinary fixing agents containing acetic

acid, and were often overlooked until a more appropriate technique had
been devised.^ They often darken more or less in osmic acid, though less

so than the Golgi-elements, to which they appear to be somewhat related

chemically (p. 48). In sections they are stained by various dyes, of which

those most frequently employed are iron haematoxylin, crystal violet

(Benda’s alizarin-crystal-violet method) and acid-fuchsin (AJtmann’s acid-

fuchsin picric acid or Bensley’s acid-fuchsin methyl-green). In the living

state they are stained characteristically by weak solutions of Janus green B.

As in the case of so many other cell-components, however, their identifi-

cation rests less upon their microchemical reactions than on their mor-

phological history.

The broader theoretical interest of the chondriosomes as possibly per-

sistent and autonomous cell-components, which has been urged by Altmann,

Benda, Meves, Duesberg, Guilliermond and many others,® will be more

fully considered later. They play an important part in the formation of the

germ-cells (p. 369) ;
during cell-division they are distributed with approxi-

mate equality to the daughter-cells {chondriokinesis, p. 163). An important

group of observers have ascribed to them the powers of independent growth

and division, and consider them as of fundamental importance for the

process of histogenesis (p. 706), forming the source from which arise many

of the more specific cell-components, including the plastids, various forms

of fibrillse, such as the neurofibrils and myofibrils, and a great variety of

granules, such as secretory and storage-granules, yolk, fat, pigment, etc.

In this direction the chondriosome-theory comes into close relation with the

granule-theory of protoplasm as developed by Altmann and his followers

(p. 74).

‘ See especially Regaud (’08), Faurf-Fremiet (’lo), LCwschln (’13). Also the general reviews of

Kingsbury (’12), Duerfwrg (’12), E. V. Cowdty (’16, ’18). N. H. Cowdry {'17), Guilliermond (’14,

etc.).

’ E. f., Benda’s fluid (Flemming’s with very little acetic or none, or those of Altmann, Bensley,

Regaud and Champy. See Cowdry, up. ol. Also Gatenby in Lee (’21).

* See Benda (’03), Mpves (’07, ’08, ’18, etc.), Duesberg (’07, ’ip, etc.), Guillieonond (’14, etc.).
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Little is certainly known as yet concerning their specific physiological

meaning. Because of their important rdle in the formation of the ^rm-
tail Benda conjectured that they may be contractile and perform motor

fimctions; but this has found little or no support, nor has the lafer sugges-

ti<ms of Koltzoff (’o6, ’09) that they are in the nature of skeletal or support-

ing structures. Kingsbury (’12) and Mayer, Rathery and Schaffer (’14)

seek to connect them with the respiratory functions; but this view also lacks

definite support, though it has been favorably regarded by some authors.

More promising is the view of Regaud (’09a, '10),who considers the chondrio-

somes as centers of specific chemical action, like the plastids, which serve to

extract, elaborate and fix definite chemical constituents of the protoplasm,

hence the term electosomes. This view, a modification of that of Benda and

Meves, is based on observations which have seemed to show, as above

stated, that the mitochondria may actually give rise to other intra-

cellular structures of specific type. To this subject we shall later return

in a more general discussion of the theoretical significance of the

chondriosomes.^

8. Oolgi-apparatus, Golgi-bodies, Dictyosomes. (“ Internal Reticular

Apparatus ” of Gdlgi. “ Canalicular System ” or “ Tropbospongium ”

of Hohngren)

By these various names axe designated a group of cell-components, as

yet imperfectly known, which show some points of resemblance to the

cbondriosomes though morphologically quite distinct from them. Like the

chondriosomes the Golgi-elements are in considerable degree polymorphic,

though always consisting, apparently, of the same specific material. Like

the chondriosomes they blacken with osmic acid, but much more intensely;

and they show somewhat similar solubilities, being readily attacked by

dilute acetic add and other lipoid-solvents, so that they are often de-

stroyed or imperfectly fixed by reagents containing these ingredients. In

these reacts they, like the chondriosomes, behave somewhat like lecithin-

c0Qq}0unds and may possibly be composed of ledthalbumin (Weigl, ’12).

The best methods for their demonstration consist in fixation by reagents

containing little or no acetic acid and impregnation by metallic silver or

osmium ,^ by which they are usually well differentiated from the chondrio-

somes. Their ident^cation depends, however, mainly on morphological

evidence, which shows them to be quite (hstinct from the chondriosomes or

'Cliapter IX.
*M.g„ Golgi's sBver-mediod following formid-siBcsnious sdd, or that of Cajal fc^wlog fiwiiMd-

uianinni-nitiate; the method of Xopsch consists simply in pnJonged treatment by osmic add,

without other stainhig. In aU these cases the Goigi-elements appear intensdy black; but this tnat-

BCBt alooe wifi not g)ways ^iSerendate them from the chondriosomes.
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other formed elements, so that they must be considered as spedhc cell-

components sui generis.

The Golgi apparatus is of very wide distribution among the cells of

higher animals and is known in the Protozoa ^ eveiywhere showing the same

D E F
Kg. SO.—Variations of the Golgi-apparatus in nerve-cells, spinal ganglia of young cat (A, C, D,

F) and rabbit (B) (Cajal).

A-C, reticular type; D-F, scattered or diBuse type.

general characters; and there is reason to believe that the same may be

true of plant cells though considerable doubt concerning this .still exists.

It appears in two principal forms, the localized and the diffuse, which may
be converted into one another in changing phases of cell-activity and are

therefore to be regarded as merely different phases of the same structural

element. In its localized form, as first described by Golgi (’98) in nerve-

cells of the spinal ganglia of vertebrates, it commonly gives the appearance

of a localized net-like structure, composed of more or less contorted and

varicose fibrils, which appear intensely black after silver impregnation or

prolonged treatment by osmic acid. This structure Golgi called the inter-

nal reticular apparatus, a name afterwards widely employed, though in

some cases no longer appropriate. In the younger cells and often in the

older ones it lies most commonly at one side of the nucleus, but in certain

cases may completely surround it (Figs. 20, 21). In the epithelial tissues

generally (including the glands) the apparatus typically lies on the side

towards the lumen—a fact of much interest in connection with its supposed

functions in secretion (p. 52). In the locahzed form, later observers found

‘ In gngarines, Hincbler (’14), King and Gatenby Cas).
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the Golgi-apparatus with many variants, in many other kinds of cells, ^ in-

iduding the germ-cells (spermatogonia, oocytes, spermatocytes) though de-

scribed under other names such as “archoplasmic loops” (Hermann, ’91) or

'‘pseudo-chromosomes” forming the “central capsule” (Heidenhain, ’00).

These structures were shown by Sjovall (’06) and later observers ^ to be

identical with the Golgi-apparatus of the tissue-cells and to be quite dis-

tinct from the chondriosomes (with which they were formerly confused).

It seems to be well established that in many cases the Golgi “net” is built

up from originally separate bodies,—^lamelliform, rod-like, banana-shaped

or the like—and that in such cases they do not lose their identity in the

so-called network. These bodies are variously designated as “batonettes,”

“ dictyosomes,” or Golgi-bodies. They may separate and scatter through

the ceE to form the diffuse type and again concentrate to form the localized

type or “reticular apparatus”; and there is some evidence that the net-

like appearance may be an artifact produced by imperfect fixation of the

separate bodies.

In its localized phase it commonly surrounds the centrioles and there is

some reason to suspect that the so-called “sphere,” “idiozome ” or “archi-

plasm-sphere ” of the resting cell may be composed of substance that be-

longs to the Golgi-apparatus (p. 361).* This relation to the central bodies

was first clearly seen in case of the germ-ceUs (“pseudo-chromosomes ” of

Heidenhain, ’00) and in epithelial cells of Descemet’s membrane (“ centro-

phormium ” of Ballowitz, ’98, ’00) and was later described in many other

cases, including the nerve-cells, epithelial cells of various kinds, gland-cells,

cartilage-cells, the primordial germ-cells, spermatogonia, spermatocytes

and odcytes. * The Golgi-apparatus is not to be confused with the chon-

driosomes, which likewise may be aggregated about the central bodies but

lie more peripherally and often show no definite grouping about the centers

(Figs. 22, 149).

The localized type of Golgi-apparatus is connected by many intergrada-

tions with the- diffuse. Even in the nerve-cells of vertebrates, as shown by

Cajal (’08, ’14) and other observers tbe structure shows wide variations,

the reticulum often breaking up into separate islands or even into separate

rods or granules scatta-ed through the cell (Figs. 20-22). On the other hand,

in the nerve-cells of gasteropods (Weigl) and Crustacea (Poluscynski) the

apparatus is said to be permanently diffuse, appearing in the form of

‘ For reviews and Uteratuie-lists lee especially Duesberg (’12, ’14, ’20), Nussbaum (’13), Pappen-

heiiner ('16), Hiischlec (’17, ’ig), Gatenby (’i6, ’17, ’18, ’jg), Nassonov (’23).

* See espedaUy Weigd (’12), Hinchler, Gatenby (of. cit.), Bowen ('20, ’21).

* See Bowen, ’20, ’22.

*See SJOvall (’06), Barinetti (’12), Pensa (’13), Weigl (’12), Temi (’14), Cajal (’14), Berenberg-

Goisler C13), Hitacbler (’18, '19), Duesberg (’20), etc.; also the earlier works of Hermann and Held-

cnbaln.
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granules, curved rods (batonettes) plates, or ring-like bodies scattered

at random through the cell. Such diffuse forms have now been found in

many kinds of cells, either as a permanent condition or one that is incidental

to other cell-activities. The most interesting of these cases are found in

embryonic cells and during the mitotic division of the tissue-cells. In later

stages of development (birds, mammals) as shown by the work of Golgi,

Sjovall, Marcora and others,’ the Golgi-apparatus is of localized and net-

Fig. 81.—Golgi-apparatus and dictyokinesis in epithelial cells, Golgi-method. {A~F from
Deineka; G, from Bergen),

A, vertical section, epidermis of the horse; B-E, successive stages of division (dictyokinesis) from

Descemet’s membrane, new-born cat; G, columnar epithelial cells, prostate of dog.

like type; but it was observed by Fafianas (’12) that in early stages of the

hen’s egg (44 hours and later) it appears in the form of separate, scattered

rod-like bodies, which only in later stages of development become aggre-

gated to form a localized net at one side of the nucleus. This is confirmed

by the more recent independent work of Hirschler (’18) and Gatenby (’19)

onpulmonates {Lymnaa). Both observers have found the Golgi-elements

in the cleavage-stages and as late as the gastrula in the form of separate,

scattered bodies, quite distinct from the chondriosomes in form and staining-

reactions (Fig. 347).

In the diffuse type the Golgi-bodies proper are readily distinguishable

after a suitable technique by their intense blackening after osmic or silver

’ Review in Hirschler,
’
18 .
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impr^natioiL In some cases, however, and possibly in aU, each of these

bodies (batonette, etc) is accompanied by a small spheroid of clear, non-

staining substance to which it is closely applied (hence perhaps its curved

form). Gatenby calls this an “archoplasm-sphere,” and regards it as the

same substmice as that of the sphere surrounding the central bodies in the

localized type, a view supported especially by the history of the Golgi-

elements in the sperm-forming cells (p. 364). There is, however, little ground

for calling this material by the vague term “archoplasm,” and none for

supposing it to have any connection with the substance of the division-

figure. Preferably, therefore, it may be called simply the “sphere-

substance.” Recent studies have prominently raised the possibility that

this substance forms an integral part of the Golgi-body, and that the

large clear sphere (idiozome, etc.) around which the Golgi-apparatus lies

when in the localized form may be built up by the aggregation of the smaller

spheresaccompanying the scattered Golgi-bodies of the diffuse type (p. 36 1 ) .
^

These facts seem to show that the localized form is to be regarded as a

secondary condition. Additional ground for this conclusion is offered by

the history of the Golgi-bodies in the sperm-forming cells, and also

by their behavior during mitosis (p. 165).

Concerning the functional significance of the Golgi-elements even less

is known than in case of the chondriosomes. The important fact has

recently been made dear that they play an important part in the forma-

tion of the acrosome during spermatogenesis ^ and perhaps also contribute

to that of the middle-piece. The evidence that the Golgi-apparatus

may be concerned in the processes of secretion will be considered later

(P- 715)-

A considerable group of observers, headed by Holmgren {’99, ’00 and later),

have considered the Golgi-apparatus in its localized or net-like form as a

system of intracellular canals filled with fluid which after coagulation and

impregnation with silver or osmium appear as solid filaments.^ Thus arose

the term “canalicular system,” first applied to the Golgi-apparatus by Holm-

gipn and adopted by many later writers as synon3nnous with the latter term.

Hdmgren conduded further that this system arises from ingrowths of the

surrounding cells (“trophocytes”) which become vacuolated and are finally

tran^ormed into canaliculi, forming a hollow network that still com-

municates with the exterior. Owing to the supposed trophic functions of

^Sw GstoAby C19), Ludford and Gatenby (’ai), Bowen (’30, ’33}.

*Qf. f>. sSt. Sjiivalt CoS), Penondto Cto), Weigl (’13), Cataneo (’14) and espedaOy

HwcWer C19), Ottmby Bowen (’30, ’33), Gatenby and Woodger (’ai), Ludford and

Gatenby Cat).
* Duedieqc Cxa, '14} ghnea a vtloabie review and diacasrion ot tfab problein, with Uterature-Uata.

Sea alio Cajat C14) Banpenbehnw (’16).
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these ingrowths the Golgi-net was designated as a “trophospongium.”

The terms “ Golgi-apparatus,” “canalicular system” and “trophospon-

gium” were thus employed for a time as synonyms for the same structure

even by observers who differed more or less concerning its nature and

Fig. Sa.—The Golgi-apparatus in various cells (A-C from Cajal, D, E, from Pensa).

A (slightly schematized) progressive functional changes in goblet-cells from the intestinal epi-

thelium of mammal, B, pancreas-cells, showing both Golgi-apparatus (G) and chondrioconts (/);

C, the same more enlarged; D, E, cartilage cells, showing Golgi-reticulum (C) and chondriosomes

ic).

origin. It now seems probable, as emphasized especially by Duesberg,

that two quite distinct structures were confused in this tisage, one the

Golgi-apparatus proper, the other a system of trabecula or fibrils formed

as ingrowths from the surrounding cells. Such ingrowths, forming a true

“trophospongium” seem to have been clearly demonstrated in a number

of cases, in particular by Nussbaum (’13) and by Ross ('15) in nerve-cells;

but these and other observers are now agreed that this structure is quite

distinct from the Golgi-apparatus. Some competent observers (Cajal,

Bensley, Cowdry) have adopted Holmgren’s conclusion that the Golgi-net

represents the coagulated, lipoid-containing contents of a system of intra-

rolliilar canaliculi, but have found no evidence of its connection with the

exterior or of its derivation from “trophocytes” or other surrounding cells.

An external origin of the Golgi-apparatus seems to be quite excluded by

its behavior during mitosis and also by the behavior of the scattered, or

Golgi-bodies in the early embiyonic cells. In such cases the Golgi-

bodies can at most be regarded as vacuoles or their coagulated Ccmtents,
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whicb at no time have any connection with the exterior. It is, however, diflS-

cult thus to regard the scattered Golgi-bodies as vacuoles (or their contents)

in view their shape and other peculiarities; and it seems more natural

to consider them as definite bodies, solid or semi-solid, that have no con-

nection with the trophocyte-ingrowths observed by Holmgren and Nuss-

baum.^

7. Vacuoles

Vacuoles are found in many kinds of cells, conspicuously developed es-

pecially in the tissue-cells of hjgher plants generally and in many of the

Protista. They are in general spheroidal cavities containing a watery

liqtiid, and probably always bounded by a delicate protoplasmic limiting

fiilm comparable with the external plasma-membrane (p. 55). Certain forms

of vacuoles (in the swarm-spores of lower plants, and in many Protists)

possess the power of rhythmical pulsation and play an important part in

excretion. In some cases vacuoles have the power of division, and for this

and other reasons have been considered as products of special forms of

plastids (tonoplasts of De Vries). Some authors have gone so far as to con-

clude that vacuoles (or tonoplasts) arise only by the division of preexisting

vacuoles,^ but it seems unlikely that this is of general validity. In many
Protozoa, for example, solid food is digested in the interior of vacuoles which

may be seen to form de novo during the ingestion of food. The power of

division, therefore, is probably confined to certain special forms of vacuoles.

The prominence of vacuoles in the cells of higher plants as contrasted

with those of animals has earlier been indicated. In higher animals, gener-

ally, vacuoles are either wanting or inconspicuous; in many of the Protista

(ciliates, rhizopods), on the other hand, they are often developed to such an

extent as to give the whole protoplasm a foam-like or pseudo-alveolar

structure (p. 72). If, as above su^ested, the canalicular system of Holm-

gren may be comparable to a vacuolar system, the latter would be of more

general occurrence in lower animals than has generally been supposed.

8. The Cell-membrane or Wall

All kinds of cells are probably limited externally by some kind of mem-

brane, though this is not always evident to the eye. Animal cells are in

general characterized by a relatively slight development of the membrane,

^ For further facte conceniing the Golgi-apparatus see p. 714. Bensley (’10) has concluded that

in piant-ceUs the “canalicular amaratus” is represented by the vacuoles, at first forming an intri-

cate diaed network of fine canals, quite comparable to the Golgi-apparatus of animal ceils. This

iriaw.whi^hasbeensuppoitedbyGuilliermond, recalls a suggestion of Cajal’s that the canalicu-

lar system (Golgi-appariuus) in the cells of higher animals may be comparable to the contractile

vacuole with its assodated <&ainage-canals in ciliates.

*ridVtie8, ’85, Went, '88.
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which is often so thin and delicate that the cells appear to the eye naked,

and in many cases were formerly so described. The plant-cell, on the other

hand, commonly shows sharply marked and often very thick walls, to which

circumstance indeed the cell owes its name (p. 22). This difference is,

however, a superficial one arising from the existence of two widely different

types of cell-membrane, one of which is common to all types of cells while

the other varies widely in the extent of its development and is often absent.

There are, respectively, the plasma-membrane ^ and the cell-wall proper,

sometimes referred to as the “ true membrane.” The first of these belongs

to the protoplast proper and forms part of the cytoplasm. The second lies

outside the cytosome, in some cases separated from it by a considerable

space, and is generally regarded as a non-protoplasmic or metaplasmic

product of the cytoplasm, though in many cases it possesses, like

protoplasmic structures, the power of growth by intussusception. By
many writers the term “cell-wall” is reserved exclusively for membranes
of this type.

As now commonly employed the term plasma-membrane designates

a thin peripheral surface-film or limiting layer of cytoplasm, differing in

physical consistency from the underlying substance, but often indistin-

guishable cytologically. Its presence is demonstrated by experiments on

plasmolysis, the penetration of various dyes and the like, which prove this

layer to have the properties of a semi-permeable membrane and one which

plays a most important part in regulating the exchanges of the cell with its

environment, and in the stimulation of the protoplasmic activities.^ Sec-

ondly the existence of the plasma-membrane is more directly established by

the so-called “micro-dissection” or “micro-vivisection ” method due to

Barber and Kite and developed particularly by Chambers.® Experiments

by this method prove that the plasma-membrane or surface-film of proto-

plasm is of firm or even tough consistency, in some cases highly elastic,

and offers considerable resistance to mechanical injury. A similar membrane

is formed about the protoplasmic vacuoles, and also about naked masses of

protoplasm produced by cutting, tearing, or shaking cells to pieces.

Modern studies on the plasma-membrane indicate that it is comparable

' Also called ectoplasm, ectoplast, Hautschicht, Plasmahaut, etc. See Glossary.

’See R. S. Lillie, ’og, ’13, ’14, ’20, ’24.

* See Barber (’14), Kite (’12, ’13), Chambers (’17, ’19, ’24 ), Seifriz ('18). These operations are

performed on living cells suspended in hanging drops (of sea-water, blood-serum or other appropri-

ate normal fluid) by means of the “micro-dissection-needle” devised by Barber. Such needles are

made by drawing out small glass rods to an extremely fine point and can be used to puncture, cut,

tear or displace the living cell-substance under high powers of the microscope. Their use'by the

observers mentioned has afforded important data concerning the physicd nature of the cell-sub-

stance Accurate control of these operations is made possible by a number of simple mechanical

appliances readily attached to the sta^ of the microscope. See Barber (’14) and, for fnlto accountsi

Clumbers (’15, 'n).
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pitQrincally to the surface-layer or film that tends to iorm at the free sur-

&x:es (or the intorfaces} of non-living colloidal systems; and on this basis

many interesting experiments and hypotheses have been put forward in

attempts to show how the osmotic pheimmena of the cell are controlled by

chan^ in the permeability of this layer * and how this may play a part in

cell-division and fertilization (pp. 191, 410). It has been plausibly argued

by Overton, Loeb and others that the plasma-membrane owes some of its

characteristic properties to its richness in lipoid substances (hence the effect

of fat-solvents in artificial parthenogenesis, etc.). Others have urged the

emulsoid nature of the plasma-membrane and the variations of viscosity

owing to the inversion of phases (Clowes), or the degree of dispersion of the

suspended phase; * but the questions raised by these inquiries lie outside

the sc(^ of this work.

The outer or true membrane, often wholly wanting, shows a very

wide diversity of development, chemical composition and other characters.

It is typically exemplified by the cellulose walls of plant-cells or the cuticular

membranes often formed on the free surfaces of epithelial cells in animals.

In free (solitary) cells the true membrane forms a distinct surrounding en-

velope. In the tissues the membranes form intercellular partitions or

walls between the cell-bodies, often consisting of several layers. The cell-

bodies may become widely separated by continued growth of the inter

cellular substance, so that in extreme cases (e. g., in cartilage) they lie scat-

tered in a non-living “matrix.”

The structure of the wall may be studied to greatest advantage in the

bilker plants, where its origin and nature have occupied the close atten-

ti<m of many eminent botanists. Some of these, impressed with its growth

by intus8usc^ti<ni, have considered it to be “living,” or at least to arise by a

direct tran^irmation of the peripheral protoplasm (Wiesner, Molisch,

Haberiandt and at first Strasburger, etc.). At present the earlier view of

Mohl and Nagdi is generally accepted that it is a secretion-product of the

pxoti^plasm, dthar at the periphery of the cell or in the interior of the cell-

phtte (p. 159). in the higher pknts generally it usua^ shows a Central

teyac {the idd^^haneOa or joimaiy wall) the presence of which is trace-

jkMe tp (ha metl^ (rf deavage by cdl-plate formation. To thb layer,

(a cariiohydtate) succeed cm dthnr side '^seccddluqr
”

and .«|U«L layers, laid down upon the mid#; |(|i

«oiin|)oa«d of .edhil^.' Thaw
a va«^ ctf dhemical and

the depodt la thte of other organic or inorgainc subatanoes, and a peat

* See (or instance Batteer^t (’13, ’i*), dowea ('160, ’i6b), Loeb (’13), R, S. UlHe (1^. eO.).
* lioyd (’,61 . Spaeth (’i6), FWe (’i8). See Sfaaip C*i).
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variety of sculpturing, pitting and the like on their surfaces. In animal
cells much less is known of the true walls, owing to their greater delicacy

and often their lack of visible structure. Many of them (including the inter-

cellular substances generally) are nitrogeneous bodies, such as keratin or

chitin; but as in the case of plants they sometimes become impregnated with

inorganic deposits, such as silica, lime-salts, etc. Owing to their different

mode of formation (t. e., by secretion from the external surface instead of by
cell-plate formation) animal membranes do not show a middle lamella; and
though in exceptional cases they may become greatly thickened, they do
not in general show the distinction between primary, secondary and tertiaiy

walls.

III. PROTOPLASM. ITS COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE

The structure of protoplasm has always offered a problem of primary

interest to students of the cell; for it seemed that we might expect here to

gain some insight into the mechanism of the protoplasmic activities. This

was early urged by the eminent physiologist Brucke (i86i), who argued

that the activities of cells demand for their explanation the assumption of

a fundamental organization or architecture of protoplasm as distinguished

from its merely chemical or physical properties.^ It seemed a reasonable

hope that at least some of the features of such an organization might

appear in a visible structure of the protoplasm; and this has led to pro-

longed cytological study of the problem. If this hope has thus far had a

rather meager fulfillment, the problem still retains a fundamental interest

and attempts to solve it have played a very important part in the advance-

ment of our actual knowledge of the cell. It is necessary to approach the

subject by some preliminary discussion of our use of terms.

1. Terminology

Max Schultze, Ktlhne, DeBary, Hanstein and other earlier observers

protoplasm (cytoplasm) described it as a clear substance, having the general

piop^es of a viscid liquid, and containing granules. They thus rea^nized

in nidimentaiy fashion the fact that protoplasm is not a faomogeneois or

iringlx lubstatice but a mixture of different componentsj-and this condusloD

hail dcBMitanfly gained in wraght with the advance of later researches bothon

tisedtemistiy of the oeO-aobstance and cm the visile fomis whidi %
mmfhwm ^^ vi^ c^l-coixqpcaHsnis (suc^m vyiiofitt loMfc j

gwwmW mtd ffbiisie) auukedly in kinidB of

Boinm to be of seccmdary ori^, arising in the ctmrse erf cfiffecen^iiiran,"^ '

fVtTwlwg and going with different phases of the cell-activities. Some of these

‘ See quotation at p. 633.
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secondary elements, such as starch-grains or fat-drops, behave like inert and

lifeless bodies; and this fact led to the conception of a fundamental living

protoplasm as distinguished from its “non-living” products. Lionel Beale

(i86i) drew a sharp distinction between the primary, “formative,” “ger-

minad” or “Sving” matter of the cell (afterwards called bioplasm), and the

“formed material,” maintaining that “the changes which more especially

distinguish Uving structures from lifeless matter take place in the substance

that I have termed germinal maUer, and in this alone.” ^ Van Beneden

(1870) distinguished, in case of the animal egg, an active “protoplasm,”

and a passive “deutoplasm,” consisting of storage products in the form of

yolk. Hanstei.i (1880) in like manner contrasted the active, living proto-

plasm with the passive or lifeless metaplasm to which it may secondarily

give rise; while Sachs (1892, 1895) distinguished the living energid (active

protoplasm and nucleus) from the passive energid-products (metaplasm).

Already in Beale’s work, however, appears a further distinction between

“formed material” and “secondary deposits,” the latteir being considered

as wholly passive products of the formed material;,as examples of such

deposits he gives the starch-grains and fat-drops. This distinction, though

not very logically carried out, foreshadowed later attempts to find a more

adequate classification of the cell-components. For instance Kupffer (1896)

recognized in addition to the active protoplasm of the energid two types of

formed material or energid-products, the active or dynamoplastic (such as

myojUtriUce or neurofibrillce) and the passive or paraplastic (metaplasmic of

Hanstein). Arthur Meyer similarly grouped the cell-components into three

classes, as follows; ^

a. Protoplasmatic: comprising the primary and most active elements,

represented by the undifferentiated or fundamental cell-substance, the

nucleus, the plastids, and perhaps the centrioles, all of which possess the

powers of growth and self-perpetuation and arise by division of preexisting

elements of the same kind.

b. AUoplasmatic: (
= dynamoplastic of Kupffer), assumed to be secondary

products of differentiation of the protoplasm, and not self-perpetuating, but

performing active functions. Examples of such structures were considered

£0 be dlia, flagella, myofibrillae, neurofibrillae, astral rays and spindle-fibers.

Meyer included here also the “tonoplasts” of DeVries, or vacuolar walls.

c. Ergastic: (

—

paraplastic, metaplastic) relativelypassive secondaryprod-

ucts of differentiation, in the form of “,inclusions ” (starch-grains, fat-drops,

etc.) or external secretions (intercellular substances), all of which are often

spoken of as “lifeless.
”

‘Q. J., i86a, p. 80.

* See Meyer, ’96, ’12. Certain modifications of Meynr’g categories have been here added.
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No attempt is here made to identify a living “protoplasm” as such or to

distinguish between “living” and “non-living” cell-components. Life is

treated as a property of the cell-system as a whole, the components of that

system differing only in the degree and manner of their activity. In this

respect Meyer’s views are quite in agreement with those earlier expressed

by Hanstein, Flemming,^ Kdlliker, O. Hertwig and other leading students

of the subject, and the same view of the matter has been adopted by many
modern physiologists and biochemists who regard the cell as essentially a

complex colloidal system.^

Logkally, no doubt, this is correct; and from a purely physiological point

of view is perhaps the only possible mode of treatment. The cytologist,

however, finds it convenient to distinguish, as did Beale, between a primary

undifferentiated substance that is common to all kinds of cells and the

formed components that may appear within it. The former substance is

probably to be identified with the hyaloplasm or clear ground-substance in

which the differentiated protoplasmic elements are suspended. Many of the

latter have been spoken of, even by recent writers, as protoplasmic “inclu-

sions ”—obviously an inappropriate term in view of the fact that they may
play an essential part in the cell-activities. We shall therefore call them

formed bodies ® without attempting to distinguish at this point between

“living” and “non-living” cell-components, or between “formed material”

and “secondary deposits.”

2. Chemical and Physical Properties of Protoplasm

Chemically considered, protoplasm is a complex mixture, comprising

especially proteins and their many derivatives; the lipoids or fatty bodies;

carbohydrates; and inorganic salts, together with a large amount of associated

water. In these respects the protoplasm of animals and plants shows a

general similarity, though the relative proportions of the protoplasmic

components varies widely in different organisms and even in different

physiological states of the same species. The earlier work on protoplasm

emphasized the protoplasmic resemblances between plants and animals

and laid esp>ecial weight on the importance of the proteins in both.

' “The moment we enter upon the question as to whether this substance or that is still to be called

protoplasm or is no longer such, we are treading on uncertain ground, simply for the reason that

no man can definitely say what protoplasm is. .. . That which lives is, in my view, the entire body

of the cell” (Flemming, ’83, pp. 78, 81).

’ Cf. pp. 633, 633. “We cannot, without gross misuse of terms, speak of the cell life as being asso-

ciated with any particular type of molecule. Its life is the expression of a particular dynamic equilib-

rium which obtains in a polypbasic system. Certain of the phases may be separated . . . bnt

life, as we inUructively d^ne it, is a property of the cell as a whole, because it depends upon the

organization of processes, upon the equilibrium displayed by the totality of the coexisting phases;”

(F. G. Hopkins, ’13, p. 213). ,
> This is taken from Beale, but used in a somewhat broader sense.
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More recent studies have shown, however, that marked chemical dif*

ferences in this respect exist between the two groups, at least in higher

forms, the carbohydrates being much more prominent in the proto-

I^m of plants, while the proteins and lipoids predominate in that of

animals.^

Physically, protoplasm displays the properties of a complex colloidal

^tem and commonly behaves as a viscous liquid. As such a liquid proto*

plasm was described by all the earlier investigators such as Dujardin,

Schultze, Kilhne and DeBary. These observers, and their followers, using

relatively low powers of the microscope, described living protoplasm as

con^ting of a clear, homogeneous, viscid ground-substance or hyaloplasm

containing suspended granules or microsomes ® of various sizes, and often

also vacuoles filled with a watery liquid. Butschli (1878), working largely

on living Protozoa, where the vacuoles are often very small and closely

crowded, suggested that protoplasm has a foam-like or “ alveolar ” structure,

similar to that of an emulsion; and he afterwards (’92) developed this con-

ception into a general theory of protoplasmic structure, which, as will later

be seen, is quite in harmony with more modem views concerning the col-

loidal properties of protoplasm.

The viscous liquid nature of protoplasm is patent in cells which display

flowing movements of the living protoplasm, as in cyclosis or in the forma-

tion of pseudopodia. Free cells, when in a state of rest, tend towards the

spheroidal form, while actively irregular cells such as Amoeba or leucocytes

generally become spheroidal upon electric shock. Living fragments of

protoplasm, produced by shaking or cutting cells to pieces, generally round

up to a spheroidal shape. Watery vacuoles in protoplasm are typically

spheroidal; and they often move freely through the protoplasmic substance,

as may also the cell-nucleus, plastids, granules, yolk-spheres and other

formed bodies. Cells originally separate may completely fuse to form a

aingi ft body, a process which occurs naturally in the conjugation of gametes

and may be artifidsdly induced in case of the eggs of sea-urchins and other

animals (p. 972). There is Strong evidence that during cell division the

astral rays, possibly even the spindle-fibers, are lines of protoplasmic flow;

while vortical and other movements of the peripheral protoplasm also may
be observed at this time (pp. 192, 198).

Numerous researches in re<»nt years have, however, proved that the pro-

to|flasmic viscosity varies widely in different kinds of cells and even m dif-

ferent physidt^cal states of the some and that it may sometimes reach

a pmnt at which the protc^lasm passes over temporarily into a jelly-like

Or semi-solid condition. Such scflidifications and liquefactions may occur

*Sce MacDooed, 'lo. tom» are dne to Hanatrin, i38o.
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in living protoplasm as reversible processes which play an important part

in the life of the cell (p. 197).

In its more liquid condition protoplasm (or rather the apparently homo-
geneous ground-substance or hyaloplasm) shows many of the properties

of a watery colloidal solution, consisting of a continuous, watery, more liquid

substance in which are susp>ended a midtitude of very minute and often

ultra-microscopic particles or droplets, electrically charged and in some
cases (as demonstrated by the ultra-microscope) in active Brownian move-

ment.^ This movement is of coxirse only possible in a liquid medium, and is

much retarded, or ceases, when the viscosity of the medium increases be-

yond a certain point. In most cases the movement is not shown by the

visible granules of living protoplasm, thus indicating a considerable degree

of viscosity in the protoplasmic substance; but active Brownian movements

of the visible granules are seen as soon as the protoplasm liquefies after

death. The occurrence of such movements in living protoplasm seems, it

is true, to be authenticated in a few cases; ^ but, as was long since pointed

out by Flemming, who observed the dance of minute fat-drops in living

cartilage-cells (’82, p. 50), it is not easy to exclude the possibility that such

granules may lie in watery vacuoles in the protoplasm or that a sub-

mortem liquefaction is in progress. In the cytoplasm of the sea-tirchin

egg during its more liquid phase no Brownian movement of the microsomes

is seen in the living object; * but when the protoplasm is killed by cnishing

or tearing active Brownian movements appear, while the alveolar spheres or

macrosomes swell and disappear (Chambers).^ On the other hand, the ultra-

microscope (p. 33) reveals the existence in the ground-substance or hyalo-

plasm of living cells particles that lie beyond the reach of the ordinary

microscope, which often are seen to be in active Brownian movement.*

According to Gaidukov the movements of these particles cease upon death

of the cell, which he ascribes to a post-mortem rigor or coagulation; and

he also showed that in the protoplasm of Vallisneria an active Brownian

movement of the particles is seen under the ultra-microscope (dark ground

‘ This movement, so called alter its discoverer, Robert Brown (iSsS), is a rapid trembling move-

ment of minute particles suspended in a liquid medium, readily seen in an aqueous suspension of

finely powdered gamboge, carmine or lampblack. Its cause is now geierally refored to bmnbard-

ments of the suspended particles or granules by the molecules of the liquid in which they are sus-

pended. Other things equal, the amplitude of the vibrations is inversely proportional to the iSze

of the granules, and the smaller ones may have a slow and irregular, but very considerable, move-

meit of translation. For an account of this subject see Bayliss, Principles of General Physiology

(’is), and the work of Perrin (’10) there dted.

*SeeF.R. UlUe, '06.

' Wilson, ’99, Chambers, ’if.
* M<»e or leas complete dissolution of the macroeomes also often takes Nace on fixation of the

cytoplasm by certain agents such as acetic or picric add; hence the difficulty of proper fizathm ct

alvecdar piotoplaam by many reagents containing a high percentage of such substwces.

* See Gaidukov, ’10, Mdnesco, ’u. Price, ’14, Bayliss, ’so, etc.
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illumination) so long as the protoplasm is moving. When the latter move-

ment ceases locally the Broimian movements likewise cease, but reappear

just before the protoplasmic movement is resumed. This means, of course,

that the viscosity of the protoplasm increases during rest and decreases

during movement. Somewhat similarly, Bayliss (’20) shows that in the

ectoplasm of a living Anueba, so long as the protoplasm is moving, the

minute particles made visible by dark ground illumination show an active

Brownian movement, but this ceases at once when the protoplasm is electri-

cally stimulated, to be resumed when the stimulation ceases and the proto-

plasmic flow reappears. With a stronger stimulus the protoplasm is killed

and the Brownian movements cease at once, not to be renewed until the

protoplasm liquefies during post-mortem changes. These changes, mani-

festly, demonstrate the variations in degree of viscosity associated with

protoplasmic movement; and as Bayliss points out, they are quite analo-

gous to the cessation and reappearance of the Brownian movements of

minute suspended solid particles in a solution of gelatin alternately

cooled and warmed.

Wide variations in the physical consistency of the protoplasmic substance

have been demonstrated by micro-dissection studies on living cells and

also by the use of the centrifuge.* According to Kite the protoplasm of

epithelial cells or of nerve-cells shows such a degree of rigidity that it may
be cut to pieces which undergo little or no change of form. The living

substance of the muscle-cell is also fairly solid but more viscous and highly

elastic, so that it may be drawn out into long threads which when released

almost regain their previous shape. On the other hand, in the “resting

state ” or interkinesis of many cells—such as egg-cells (echinoderms, ne-

mertines), sperm-forming cells, or Protozoa generally—the protoplasm

has the properties of a viscid liquid bounded by a plasma-membrane that

is of much more solid consistency. During the mitotic activities of these

ceils Heilbrunn and Chambers have shown that a large part of the proto-

plasm temporarily \mdergoes a process of solidification or gelation, re-

turning to the more liquid state at the close of division (p. 197). The va-

riations in viscosity displayed by protoplasm are evidently comparable
' with those seen in emulsoid colloidal substances, and when in its more

sdid condition protoplasm may be analogous to the “gel” or solidified

state trf colloidal substances generally. The problems here encountered

are, however, of great complexity. The larger particles suspended in the

hyaloplasm undoubtedly vary widely in physical consistency, being in

many cases more solid “granules,” in other cases more liquid “drops”;

^ Bubo:, 'ii, ’14; Kite, ’u.’iaiKite and Chambers, ’is; Chambers, ’14, ’is, ’if, ’18. etc.; Hefl-
brunn. '15, ’ij; Seifriz, ’18, 'so.
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but obviously it is difficult to draw any definite boundary line between

these two extremes. The hyaloplasm or ground-substance in which these

bodies lie is often of more liquid nature and has generally been held to be

comparable to an “emulsoid” * containing ultra-microscopical suspended

drops (in contradistinction to a “suspensoid” in which the dispersed

particles are solid)
;
but the grounds for such a conclusion seem inadequate.

In any case, when speaking of the protoplasmic viscosity in general, we
refer to the properties of the whole protoplasmic complex rather than to

any of its particular components.

The behavior of the cell-substance as a whole may be greatly affected by
the nature and amount of its formed components since these may be scanty

or abundant, and of all degrees of viscosity from liquid watery drops to

solid granules or even crystals. The nature of the inorganic salts present

also has an important effect on the protoplasmic consistency.®

3 . Fibrillar Theories of Protoplasm

The results of the earliest accurate cytological studies of protoplasm are

embodied in the fibrillar theories, which sought the fundamental structure

in delicate fibrillae, either separate or forming a connected network, trav-

ersing a homogeneous ground-substance (Fig. 23). These theories are

especially associated with the

names of Heitzroann, Klein,

Leydig, Flemming, Camoy, Van

Beneden, Retzius and, at a later

period, Boveri, Watase, Heiden-

hain and Ballowitz. Most of

these writers regarded the fi-

brillae as fundamental structural

components of the cell-sub-

stance, ascribing to them a lead-

ing rfile in the protoplasmic ac-

tivities; and even Flemming,
, , , • , .T,.i i:r„ Fig. S8.—^Reticular structure (probably a coagula-

who clearly recogmzed th
tion-product) in 6aed and stained section of early

belongs to the cell-system as a blastomere of segmenting fish-egg {Coregtmus). In B
, , / ^ .j j „ are shown the outer extremities of astral rays from a

whole (p. 59), considered it a
i^rge aster lying below.

probable hypothesis “ that the

essential energies on which life depends have their seat in the fibrillae.”
®

The early fibrillar theories of protoplasm arose through a shifting of

the center of interest from studies on living protoplasm to those on fixed

and stained material, a change largely due to the rapid development of

1 See Kite, ’13. * Clowes (16), etc. See also Seifriz (’«). • ’82, p. 80.
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cytoliogical technique between 1870 and 1890. To this deveiopment, un-

deniably, we owe the discovery and ehiddatkm of some of the most fun-

damental phenomena of the cell; but we now see that the results were in

some respects misleading, and that some of the ablest observers fell into

error because of a failure to disting^uish between the structure of living

protoplasm and that of the artificial coagula presented by sections. This

applies particularly to the net-like formations; for, although these may
perhaps really exist in some forms of living protoplasm (p. 40) they may
also readily be produced in homogeneous colloidal solutions, e. g., of al-

bumin and gelatin, when coagulated by the ordinary cytological fixing

sc^utions (p. 6$). ' As observations in this field multiplied, fibrillar con-

ceptions of protoplasm grouped themselves into two general views, which

may be designated as the reticular and the filar theories of protoplasm. By
advocates of the reticular theory, such as Heitzmann, Kupffer (’75), Leydig

(’67), Klein (’78), Van Beneden (’83), Carnoy (’85) and their followers,

the fibrillae were assumed to form a fine, continuous network or reticulum,

extending throughout the cell and even from cell to cell (Heitzmann). On
the other hand, Flemming (’82), and later advocates of the filar theory,

such as Heidenhain and Ballowitz, believed the fibrills to be in general

unbranched and discontinuous. The correctness of this view, up to a

certain point, was from the first made evident by Flemming’s demonstra-

tion that such separate fibrillae may readily be seen in the living cells of

cartilage and some other tissues (Fig. 9) ; and this has been fully confirmed

by the later observations of Meves (’10), Faur6-Fremiet, (’10) Lewis and

Robertson (’16), and others.

Under the influence of these views arose special terminologies differing

more or less with different observers. The fibrillar threadwork was variously

de^gnated as the protoplasm (Kupffer), spongioplasm (Leydig), reticulum

(Camoy, Van Beneden), filar substance or mitome (Flemming); the clear

intermediate substance as the paraplasm (Kupffer), hyaloplasm (Leydig),

ceit~sap or enchylema (Camoy), interfilar substance or paramitome (Flem-

ming). All these observers were substantially agreed that minute granules

>or microsomes are often scattered along the threads or collected at the nodes

of the network. By Heitzmann (1873) the reticulum was believed to be

continuous throughout the body, the cells being only local areas within it,

and the nuclei loc^ areas of concentration within the cells. The whole

body was thus conceived as a continuous protc^lasmic unit. Muscle-fibers,

nerve-fibers, and the like were conceived to be special local modifications of

tl» general network. A similar conception was by later writers applied

1 Among Hie eultest obMivas to describe fibrillsr structures in protoplasm were Frommann (’65,

'
61 , ’75), Hritamann fralf Aniold (’65), and Kupffer Cts).
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to the astral and spindle formations in mitotic cell-division, which were

assumed to arise by local regrouping of the pre&dsting threadwork about

the centrioles or division-centers (Klein, Van Beneden, Heidenhain); and
by assuming these fibrillae to be contractile or in a state of elastic tension

attempts were made to offer a mechanical explanation of the division of

both the nucleus and cell-body (p. 178).

4. Coagulation Phenomena

In the meantime, doubts arose in regard to the reticular and other fibrillar

formations in protoplasm. From the first, Biitschli’s studies on living pro-

toplasm had led him to a different conception of the protoplasmic framework,

while Flemming (’82) and later Berthold (’86), Schwarz (’87) Butschli

(’92) and A. Fischer (’94) had called attention to the danger of confusing

Fig. 34.—Coagulation-artifacts imitating cell-structures (Fiscbeb).

A, dead pith-cell impregnated with 5% albumin and 2 s% hemoglobin and fixed in 1% osmic

add; B, a% serum-albumin fixed in Flemming’s fluid; C, s% albumose solution in s% gelatin, fixed

in 1% osmic add and 1% acetic; D, i.s% albumose solution fixed in t% osmic add.

coagulation-artifacts with the normal structural elements. In 1899 the

importance of this subject was brought to general attention particularly by

the work of Hardy and of A. Fischer; and one can only agree with Hardy’s

opinion that it is “one of the most remarkable facts in the history of bio-

logical science that the urgency and priority of this question should have

appealed to so few minds.” ' The studies of these observers proved that

»
'PQ, p. 160.
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the artificial coagulation of homogeneous solutions of albumose, gelatin,

egg-albumin, peptone and similar substances may give rise to beautiful

net-like or alveolar formations and even to close simtdacra of astral rays and
spindle-formations. Fischer, after impregnating dead and empty pith-cells

with albumose solution, and fixing, sectioning and staining by the most

approved cytological methods, obtained startling imitations of normal

cells, showing fine protoplasmic networks, while about solid particles (such

as the dead remains of nuclei) the fibrillae assume an aster-like disposition

and between them give rise to spindles (Fig. 24). The amphiaster was

likewise imitated by Biitschli (’98) in gelatin solution containing air-

bubbles, suddenly coagulated while hot, astral rays being formed about the

bubbles and spindle-like formations between them. Hardy in like manher

showed that a film of albumin, weighted in the middle with a drop of mer-

cury and coagulated, shows a striking, aster-like figure of fibrillae radiating

from the position of the weight.

It is not possible here to enter far into the intricacies of the mechanism

of coagulation-phenomena. The studies of Fischer and of Hardy proved

that when colloidal solutions like white of egg or gelatin are coagulated

(an irreversible process) by fixing agents, such as sublimate, osmic vapor,

or alcohol, there is a separation of more solid substances from the more

liquid, in such a manner as to form a comparatively coarse framework readily

visible to the eye. This framework is of two types, each with many varia-

tions, which depend upon the nature and concentration both of the fixative

and of the colloidal solution, and to some extent also on temperature and

other attendant conditions. These two types, the spongelike and the

vesicular, closely correspond respectively to the reticular and the alveolar

structures in protoplasm. In the first case the more solid portions form a

sponge-like network the interstices of which are occupied by a continuous

liquid; in the second case the liquid phase is discontinuous, taking the form

of separate drops completely surrovmded by the continuous more solid por-

tions.

The sponge-like type appears, for example, in an aqueous 13% solution

of egg-albumin when coagulated by various fixatives, the more solid

framework forming a fine, regular sponge-like net, with spheroidal granules

at the nodes, the diameter of the meshes being least upon fixation by osmic

vapor (©.5-0.7^) and greatest with corrosive sublimate (1.7^), as shown

in Fig. 25. A corr^ponding difference is seen in protoplasm when fixed

by the same two methods. With higher concentrations of albumin the

nodal granules are much enlarged and closely crowded; with lower concen-

trations the net becomes irregular, discontinuous and finally appears as a

precipitate, or in the form of fine separate granules.
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With gelatin-solutions the results are still more varied. In solutions of

7% to 15% coagulated by formalin an open net is produced, and the same
effect appears in solutions of less than 5% coagiilated by alcohol or subli-

mate. If, however, the same stronger solutions be fixed by alcohol or

sublimate vesicular or alveolar structure appears, consisting of separate

droplets, each completely surrounded by more solid and continuous walls.

The diameter of these vesicles is inversely proportional to the concentration

Fig. 26.—Coagulated cells and coagulation-artifacts (Hardy).

A,B, epithelial cells, gut of Ontscu^, A

,

fixed with osniic vapor, B, with mercuric bichloride, C-F,
coagulated egg-albumin, C, 13% solids, sublimate; A the same, potassium sulphocyanate; £, 30%
solids, with included carminc-grams {a, a), sublimate, F, 60% solids, sublimate; G-y, coagulated

gelatin fixed with sublimate, G, io% solids; ZT, 25% sohds; /, 50% solids; /, 4% solids.

of the solution; after sublimate fixation they range from 7/1 (10% gelatin

solution) down to 2.^n (50% gelatin), as shown in Fig. 25. With 4% gela-

tin solution, however, a network appears with meshes ± 2^ in diameter.

These experiments show how readily reticulated and alveolar forma-

tions may be transformed into each other as a result o^ fixation, the

more liquid matter appearing in one case as a continuous substance filling

the interstices of a solid sponge-like network, in the other in the form of

separate and discontinuous drops with the solid matter forming a continu-

ous honeycomb structure between them.

We are thus made to realize that the results of fixation do not in them-

selves necessarily give us any information concerning the structure of the

original system. We cannot wonder, therefore, that the works of Bhtschli,

Hardy, Fischer and their predecessors set in motion a pronounced wave of

scepticism on the part of cytologists and physiologists concemii^ the

existence of reticular and filar formations in protoplasm, and even led
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to a jffactical denial by some vrriters that the meshworks or frameworks

seen in fixed material have any significance beyond that of coagulation-

products. Ihoug^ this conclusion went too far it served a most useful

purpose by putting cytologists on their guard against sources of error in

their technique and in reviving interest in the study of living protoplasm.

6. The Alveolar or Foam-Theory of Protoplasm

From the first Btitschli placed a wholly different interpretation upon the

protoplasmic meshwork, whether observed in living protoplasm or in the

artificial coagulum. Already in his early work (1878) he expressed the

opinion that in the Protozoa a gradual transition exists “from protoplasm

in which appear simple scattered vacuoles to Qompletely alveolar or,

what is the same thing, reticular protoplasm, where the alveoli are so densely

crowded that their protoplasmic walls take on a honeycomb arrangement,

which in optical section appears reticular.” This was the germ of Butsch-

li’s later conclusion (1892) that protoplasm has everywhere a foam-like or

“alveolar ” structure, consisting of two principal substances, one continuous

and commonly of higher viscosity, and a second that is discontinuous,

appearing in the form of separate but often closely crowded alveolar spheres

suspended in the continuous substance. Both substances were considered

by Btttschli as viscid liquids of different physical properties forming an

emulsion-like mixture. Later researches have shown, that the viscosity

of this mixture varies greatly in different phases of the cell-activities (p. 60),

and also that the alveolar spheres or “ macrosomes ” may in some cases

approach the solid state, so as appropriately to be described as “granules.” *

These spheres were commonly spdken of by Btitschli as alveoli, though

strictly speaking this term applies to the cavities which they fill.

Among the alveolar spheres, likewise suspended in the continuous sub-

stance, are numerous minute granules or microsomes, fairly uniform in size

but to some extent intermingled with smaller ones which graduate down to

the limit of microscopical vision (Figs. 26, 27). The microsomes are sharply

distinct from the larger spheres or macrosomes in size, staining reactions

and sometimes in color ^ even in the living protoplasm. In the eggs of

echinoderms, tunicates and other animals the microsomes are rather

stron^y bast^hilic and have been regarded by some observers as “chro-

midia.” Van Herwerden (’13) has shown that, like basichromatin, they

are readffy dissolved by nuclease; but there is little evidence of their deriva-

tion from the nudeus.

In many objects, the alveolar spheres are closely pressed together so as

to become angular in form, while the interalveolar substance is reduced

t (y. Wilaoo, ’99. ’ E. g., in OpMura, Wibon, ’99.
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Fig. S6.—Alveolar or loam-structure of protoplasm. (Butschli ).

A widetmal cell of the earthworm; B, aster and central bodies from sea-urchin egg; C, intia-

protopUsm of a radiolarian {ThalassicoBa) with varaoles; D, peripheral cytoplasm of

sea-urchin egg; E, artificial emulsion of olive-oil, sodium chloride, and water.

to collect at the angles where two or more of the lamellae meet, and

which in optical section gives the appearance of a net-like framework ot

reticulum (Fig. 26).

TUs general account has been confirmed by many later observers ^ who

‘ £. t: by Erlaoger (’g6), G. F. Andrews (’07), Rhumblw (’98). Wilson Cgo). etc.
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to thin walls or lamellae between them, as often in .an artificial emulsion.

Thus arises a foam-like or honeycomb structure in which the microsomes

H' v!h< rt m--m Ai'
I

<»
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have simplified the terminology'by applying the old word hyaloplasm to the

continuous or “interalveolar ” substance and enchylema to the discontinuous

substance of the alveolar spheres (Rhirmbler, ’98, Wilson, ’00). The ter-

minology is thus brought into harmony with that employed for the

fibrillar conceptions of protoplasm, and for this reason will hereafter

be employed in this work.* The microsomes show a tendency to col-

lect at the angles or nodes where two or more of the hyaloplasmic la-

mdhe meet.

All this was closely imitated by Biitschll (’92) in artificial oil-emulsions

in which the part of the hyaloplasm is played by thickened olive oil, that

of the enchylema by drops of soapy solutions of mineral salts (e. g., NaCl),

and that of the microsomes by particles of soot or carmine suspended in

the oil. The artificial alveolar structure thus prepared shows a startling

resemblance to that of living protoplasm, which is heightened by the fact

that drops of the mbjture suspended in water undergo changes of form that

may even simulate amoeboid movements.

A critical comparison of alveolar protoplasm as seen in the living object

and in fixed and stained sections is highly instructive. In the former case

(sea-urchin egg) the outlines of the alveolar spheres are readily seen in the

living object. In sections, on the other hand, even after the best fixation

and staining, the outlines of the spheres are often no longer visible as such

(owing to the clearing process), and the eye perceives only a meshwork of

microsomes containing crowded clear cavities or alveoli (Figs. 27, 28).

With less perfect fixation the alveolar spheres break up or run together in

various degrees while the hyaloplasm coagulates in the form of a more cr

less continuous netv/ork (Wilson, ’99). It seems certain that many of the

so-called reticular formations in protoplasm, as described by earlier observ-

ers, arise in this way. A study of such preparations makes it clear that

the “reticulum” is composed of the continuous substance or hyaloplasm, while

the so-called ground-substance, cell-sap or inter-filar substance corre-

sponds to the alveolar substance.

Btitschli considered that the longitudinal “striation” or “ fibrillation”

seen in muscle-fibers or nerve-fibers, is merely an alveolar structure drawn

out into elongated a!id parallel meshes, while the asters and spindles seen

in mitosis were in like manner interpreted as temporary radial configura-

tions of a similar alveolar structure about the division-centers (Fig. 26).

* Leydig (1883) used th* word" hyaJoplasra” in the contrary sense, applying it to the “ground-sub-

stance” (nudear sap, enchylema, or inter-hlar substance) as distinguished from the “spongioplasm ”

M* substance of the network or fibrillar formation Though this usage has been employed even by
some recent writers («. g , Conklin ’17) it seems to the author to be out oi harmony with the general

histoKcal development of the subject aa affected by BUtschli’s theory, and to introduce needless

ooofiision.
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Both appearances were successfully imitated in the artificial emulsion;

and Butschli also produced very striking amphiastral figures by coagulating

hot gelatin containing scattered air bubbles. About the latter conspicuous

asters are formed while adjoining bubbles become connected by conspicuous

B
Fig. 87.—Structure of protoplasm

A, alveolar structure, bvrag protoplasm of the starfish Astenas showing alveolar spheres (mega-

BOmes) and microsomes, B, the same after fiialion (subhmate-acetic), a small sperm-aster and

central body towards the left

spindles. Biitschli also brought forward evidence that protoplasm which

appears to be quite hyaline or homogeneous may nevertheless possess an

alveolar structure that is invisible because of the extreme tenuity of the

inter-aJveolar walls.

Btitschli was careful to distinguish between the “primary” or “funda-

I
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mental” alveolar structure and Uie “secondary” or derived structures

that may arise through the appearance of larger vacuoles or other inclusions

in the protoplasm, la the former, which he considers to be a universal

characteristic of protoplasm, the alveoli are not more than i.5-2.0 mi-

crons in diameter. All coarser structures arising through the deposit of

larger drc^s, or granules (“pseudalveolar structures ” of Reinke) are of

secondary origin and inconstant occurrence. Butschli offers evidence in

later experimental studies (’98, etc.), that the meshworks seen in coagulated

colloids, especially in gelatin, are often not true networks but alveolar

formations which he compares directly with the gel phase of the colloids

(cf. p. 66).

6. Critique of Btitschli’s Theory

Thoe can now be no doubt that protoplasm exhibits in many cases the

structure described by Butschli; but even his strongest supporters are now
convinced that he, like many another reformer, pushed his conclusions too

fir. In the first place, the evidence that true fibrillar formations exist in

protoplasm has become irresistible.^ This conclusion rests in part upon the

extreme clearness with which such formations can be demonstrated, for

instance, in nerve-cells (Bethe, Apathy, Cajal, Dogiel, etc.), or columnar

epithelial cells (Heidenhain, Del Rio, etc.); in part on histogenetic studies,

particularly on muscle-cells, in which the formation and growth of the

fibrillar formations, step by step, has been minutely studied (e. g., Heiden-

hain, ’99, Godlewski, ’01, Duesberg, ’09). Again, recent studies on chon-

driosomes have most clearly demonstrated the existence in nearly all kinds

of cells of those specific forms of fibrillse known as chondrioconts, and have

given ground for the conclusion that from them some of the more specialized

t3T)es of fibrils (myofibrilhe, etc.) may be derived (p. 707). The chondrio-

conts were long since seen in the living cells of cartilage and other tissues

by Flemming (’82), and undoubtedly form an important part of the filar

formation or “mitome,” as described by him.*

The existence of fibrills in the protoplasmic substances is by no means

incmnpatible with the alveolar theory and many observers have urged that

both t)^pes of structime may coexist side by side. Strasburger, for example

(*^2), whose views have been followed by many botanists, considers the

cytoplasm to consist in general of two physiologically different plasms

which differ diaracteiistically both in structure and in function, one being

an especially nutritive or v^etative trophoplasm, typically alveolar in

structure, the other a more active kinoplasm especially concerned with

'SeeevedaSy Hddenhw's gimt mck oo FlasauuiidZdle ('07, ’11), in wliick tbeaefotmaticnii

are exhaustively treated.

’See Mevea ’lob.
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movement (cilia, etc.), cell-division and irritability, and typically fibrillar

in structure (“filar plasm ” as distinguished from “alveolar plasm ”)•*

In the second place, it is more than doubtful whether Blitschli’s “finer”

or “true” alveolar structure is a primary or universal characteristic of

protoplasm; and whether it is logically separable from the coarser or “secon-

dary ” structure (“pseudo-alveolar structure ” of Reinke). In the sea-

urchin eggs, a classical example of the alveolar structure, it may very

Fig. Sa—a, protoplasm of the egg of the sea-urchin {Toxopne»sles) in section showing mesh-
work of microsomes; b, protoplasm from a h'ving starfish egg (.Asleruis) showing alveolar spheres

with microsomes scattered between them; c, the same in a dying condition after crushing the egg;

alveolar spheres fusing to form larger spheres; d, protoplasm from a young ovarian egg of the same
(all the figUKs magnified isoo diameters).

clearly be seen, both in the living material, and in sections, that this structure

is of secondary origin (Wilson, ’99.) The very young ova consist largely of

hyaline protoplasm or hyaloplasm, with only a few scattered “granules.”

Step by step as the egg grows the granules increase in number and the

alveolar spheres emerge into view, at first very minute and scattered, later

growing more numerous and larger until they crowd together to form the

alveolar structure as described by Butschli; though in the forms studied

by the author the alveolar spheres do not flatten together to the extent

figured by him. The observations of the writer also showed that the “mi-

crosomes,” like the alveolar spheres, may be liquid drops; and also, in

conformity with the earlier conclusion of G. F. Andrews (1897), that the

“continuous ” or interalveolar walls may themselves show a still finer

alveolization down to the limits of microscopical vision.

Ccnnparative studies show that it is practically imposrible to draw any

or logical line of distinction between the “true ” or “fundamental"

>Cf. P. fiM.
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alveolar structure and the coarser “secondary ” (pseudo-alveolar). Such

facts point to the conclusion, that “we are probably justified in regarding

the continuous substance (i. e., the hyaloplasm) as the most constant and

active element, and that which forms the fundamental basis of the system,

transforming itself into granules, drops, fibrillse or networks” ^ in different

phases of its activity. This opinion is in principle shared by Heidenhain

(’07), Conklin (’12) and others.*

Btitschli’s conception of protoplasmic structure is essentially that of a

complex colloidal system. The genesis of the alveolar structure in the

ovarian egg, as above described, leads us to conclude that it is similar in

type to the invisible structure of a colloidal solution or suspension. The

combined cytological and physico-chemical evidence thus seems to justify

the conclusion that in protoplasm, as in other colloidal systems, the dis-

continuous phase (or phases) may show all degrees of dispersion from very

large molecular aggregates (as in the coarser “pseudalveolar ” formations,

through successively smaller ones down to ultra-microscopical “particles,”

molecules and ions.® We may thus conceive Biitschli’s structure as arising

in the hyaloplasm either by growth or by successive aggregations of particles

which ultimately become visible in the form of suspended granules, mi-

crosomes and alveolar spheres or macrosomes. If this be correct the

visible alveolar structure differs from that of the apparently homogeneous

hyaloplasm only in degree, and a consistent view of the whole series of

phenomena is attained. For the cytologist, however, it is essential to

keep always in view the fact that artificial preparations are coagulation-

products which may depart more or less widely from the conditions existing

in life.

T. The Granule Theory of Protoplasm

We may here briefly consider a speculative conception of protoplasm

which, though long discredited, still offers many interesting suggestions

for the general problems of cell-organization. It was suggested by several

earlier observers® that the protoplasmic granules might be regarded as

organic units (“plastidules,” etc.) which build up the cell somewhat as

^ cells build up the multicellular body; and this speculation was at least

brought within the range of possibility by the remarkable studies of Schim-

per (’85) on the plastids of plant-cells, which showed that these bodies in-

dependently grow and divide, like symbiotic organisms within the cell,

‘Wilson, '00, p. JO.

>C/. Heidenhain, 1907, p. 489.
* Cf. Bayliss. “There Is no hard and fast line to be draem between maXJba in pieces viuble to toe

naked eye, down through uttra-miaoscopirai particles to molecules.” The Naiwe of Entyme
Action, p. 201, 1911.

* Haile ('41), Bechanq) and Estor (’60), Maggl (’78).
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and that.in higher plants the plastids of the adult tissue-cells arise in this

manner from minute plastids present in large numbers in the embryonic
cells and even in the egg. The granule-theory first appears in clearly de-

fined form, and based on more extended observation, in the works of Alt-

mann (’86, ’90, ’94) and underwent further systematic development by J.

Arnold, Schlater, Rohde, St. Hilaire, C. Schneider, and many others in-

cluding Benda, Meves, and other leaders in the modern theory of the chron-

driosomes (pp. 47, 717).

Altmann, making use of a special technique,* was able to demonstrate

fuchsinophilous (red-staining) granules in many kinds of cells, often nearly

Fig. 29.—Granular structures as figured by Altmann after various modes of fixation and staining

by add fuchain and picric add. Many of these are now known to be mitochondria (Altmann).

liver of the mouse; B, tubules of mesonephros, embryo chick; C, intestinal epithelium frog;

Df pancreas of Trtton, showing secretory granule and fibrills; E, epithelium of intestinal villus,

cat; F, Haxderian gland, rabbit; G, small portion of pigment-cell with pigment-granules, salamander

larva.

uniform in size, and in many cases so closely crowded as almost to con-

stitute an alveolar structure like that of Butschli (Fig. 29). These granules

were regarded by Altmann as “elementary organisms ’’ (“bioblasts,” “cyto-

blasts”) or their products, which live in a homogeneous basis or ground-

substance. He pointed out the analogy between such a structure and that

* Fixation by potassium bichromate and osmic acid, staining with add fuchsin and picric add, by

wbldi the granules are stained intensely red. This method has been developed by Meves, Benstey

and other more modem students of the mitochondria.
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of a bacterial zobgkea, further aui^tin^ that the granules might in some
cases even live separately in the form of minute microSrganisms of the

Micrococcus type. The granules were assumed to arise only by the growth

and division of pre&dsting granules—omne granulum e granulo (1890)

—

after the fashion of plastids; and Altmann regarded them as the essential

living units of protoplasm out of which every living part of the cell is built. ^

Admitting that many of these granules (secretory granules, etc.) belong

to the passive or. metaplasmic elements, Altmann regarded such granules

as products of originally living granules or bioblasts. This is quite analo-

gous to the formation of non-livii^ products by entire cells and, as will

be seen, is nearly akin to more recent views concerning the chondriosomes.

Altmann did not hesitate to push his conception beyond the visible struc-

ture of protoplasm into that which lies beyond the reach of the microscope;

but this side of the question may better be considered at a later point

(p. 717). His conclusions were insecurely based, and at first gained few

adherents, in part because of their too speculative character, in part because

of his failure to distinguish sufficiently between structures that preexist

in the living cell and those that are products of the coagulating effect of

fixing agents. Continued studies on the protoplasmic granules, especially

as seen in vivo, nevertheless led many competent observers to a somewhat

more favorable judgment concerning the essential features of his theory,

though it still remains a subject of controversy.* It is now generally ad-

mitted that many forms of granules play an active and important part in

the protoplasmic activities and are not to be regarded as merely coagula-

tion-artifacts, or metaplasmic products. The main controversial questions

relate to their morphological nature and origin. A prominent place in the

study of this question has been taken by J. Arnold (’79, ’07, ’14, etc.) who

believes that the so-called “inter-granular substance ” of earlier writers

(hyaloplasm) is largely made up of very minute but still visible granules

or “iplasmosomes ” and fibrillae plasmomites ”) by the enlargement of

which may be derived many of the larger formed elements; and a somewhat

similar view is advocated by Heidenhain (’n) who follows Altmann in

the conclusion that the smallest visible granules (plasmosomes) may them-

selves arise by enlargement of still smaller invisible metastructural bodies.

To this question we shall later return (p. 717). Here we only draw atten-

tion to the prominence recently given to the gnmule-tbeory by the re-

searches of Benda^ Meves and their followers, who have urged the identity

I “IMppium nuqr be defined as a odony of bSoblaiU, the individiial denaents of whiefi an
gnjuped like tboie a aoDcfixa or in filamentary chaina, held together by an indifiennt aab-

atance." Altmaim, p. I40-

*Ute(atai«eapedally in Heidenhain (’ll) sad J. Arnold Cu)- See aho eaifier worki of Arnold

C98, ’00, ’07b, ’13a. etej. SchUter C9S, ’03, ’ii), Rohde (’14, etc.).
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of the mitochondria (p. 47) with Altmann’s granules and {iscribed to them
a position of fundamental importance in the cell-actiyities.

Leaving all theory aside, Altmann’s objective description of the structure

of protoplasm to a certain extent approaches that of Biitschli as modified by
G. F. Andrews and the author, save that the “granules” were assumed to

be of more solid consistency than the alveolar spheres or the microsomes

(PP- 72, 73)- The recent experimental studies of Kite and others on
living protoplasm gives considerable reason to regard the alveolar spheres

as of rather firm consistency, even in the echinoderm egg (one of Butschli’s

principal objects); while a munber of observers have actually described

them as “granules.” The physical consistency of the granules or drops

seems, however, a matter of secondary importance in view of the readiness

with which the protoplasmic colloids may undergo changes of physical

consistency {cf. p. 60). In another direction Altmann’s theory comes into

relations with the filar theory of Flemming; for Altmann held that the

granules might grow out into rods or fibrillae or produce such structures by

a process of linear alignment; and this is borne out by recent studies on the

chondriosomes, as will later be explained. Whatever be its points of weak-

ness on the physiological and theoretical side, therefore, the granule-theory

opens the way to a reconciliation between opposing views on protoplasmic

structure so widely divergent as at first sight to offer a total and fundamental

contradiction; ^ while the contradiction between it and the colloidal nature

of the cell-substance is I believe wholly illusory.

Summary on Protoplasmic Structure

Up to the present time no single theory of protoplasmic structure has

commanded general acceptance, and it is more than doubtful whether any

universal formula for this structure can be given. We are driven by a

hundred reasons to conclude that protoplasm has an organization that is

perfectly definite, but it is one that finds visible expression in a protean

variety of structures, and we are not in a position to regard any of these as

universally diagnostic of the living substance. As far as visiMe structure is

rnnt-ympd no satisfactory distinction, practical or logical, in the opinion of

the author, can be drawn between a “primary” or “fundamental” structure,

and a secondary one. The fundamental structure of protoplasm lies be-

yond the present limits of microscopical vision and hence still remains a

tnaftw of inference and hypothesis. Probably the only element of proto-

plasm that will be admitted by all cytologists to be omnipresent is the

“homogeneous” hyaloplasm, which offers to the eye no visible structure.

Almost always, however, protoplasm exhibits a visible structure owing to

> See especUUy Meves (’lOb).
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the presence in the hyaloplasm of alveolar, reticular, fibrillar or granular

formations; but tl\ese vary widely in different kinds of cells, at different

periods of development, and in different phases of physiological activity.

We are not in a position to characterize any of these elements as “ living
”

in contradistinction to “lifeless” constituents of the protoplasm. Never-

theless, there is reason to conclude that of all the cell-constituents the

“structureless” hyaloplasm is the most constant and most active; and may
perhaps be regarded as forming the frmdamental basis of the protoplasmic

system from which directly or indirectly, all other elements take their

origin. Such a view, it is true, does not yet command the acceptance of

many cytologists, yet it involves a minimal amount of theory and is fully

in harmony with those physicochemical studies that have proved the cell-

substance to have in many cases the properties of a colloidal system. This

conclusion, it is true, throws us back upon the assumption of a “meta-

structure” in protoplasm that lies beyond the present limits of microscopical

vision; but in this respect the biologist is perhaps in no worse case than the

chemist or the physicist.^

IV. THE NUCLEUS

As seen in the living cell the nucleus most commonly appears as a clear,

roimded, sac-like body bounded by a delicate membrane and often showing

no visible structure save for the presence within it of one or more smaller

roxmded bodies, the nucleoli. After coagulation by fixing agents, the nucleus

offers a much more complicated appearance, containing in addition to the

nucleoli a net-like framework (Fig. 6) in which are suspended granules or

irregular clumps composed of a substance that stains intensely with certain

dyes (in particular the basic coal tar colors such as methyl-green or safranin),

and hence from the time of Flemming (1879) has been widely known as

ckromatin.

The form of the nucleus is on the whole singularly constant as compared

with that of the cytosome, and shows little correlation with the latter; but

it is a familiar fact that long cells, such as muscle-cells, columnar epithelial

tells (Figs. 17, 42) or certain forms of parenchyma, usually have more or

less elongated nuclei. Typically rounded and with an even contour, it may
in certain cases become irregular and has often been observed, in particular

cases, to undergo slow amoeboid changes of form in the living cell, e. g., in

cartilage-cells, leucocytes, or animal ova. Nuclei of irregular or amoeboid

form are frequent in cells characterized by very active metabolism, in

which case the nudei are often not only of large size but show a marked

> Futba evidence on tbis quesUm will be presented later. (See p. 717.)
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further increase of surface by the formation of lobes, sacculations, or even,

in extreme cases, of complex branches ramifying through the cell. An ex-

treme example of this is ofiered by the spinning glands of certain insect-

larvse (Lepidoptera, Trichoptera) in which the nucleus, originally sphe-

roidal, finally assumes a labyrinthine appearance with convolutions oc-

cupying a large area in the cell (Figs. 31, 34). In other cases the nucleus

shows deep infoldings or incisions and sometimes even tubular ingrowths of

membrane forming intra-nuclear canaliculi; and it has been shown that

such infoldings may unfold or evaginate, thus increasing the nuclear size.^

Fig. SO.—Two nuclei from the crypts of Lieberkuhn in the salamander (HeidENHain).

The character of the chromatin-network (basichromatin) is accurately shown The left nu-

cleus contains three plasmosomes or true nucleoli; the right, one A few fine linin-threads are seen

in the left nucleus running off from the chromatin-masses. The dear spaces are occupied by the

ground-substance or nudcar sap

In certain types of cells the surface of the nucleus may also be increased by

its breaking up into more or less separate vesicles or karyomerites, thus

forming “pol)anorphic” nuclei or nuclear nests. Nuclei of this type are in

some instances morphological multiples resulting from a process of true

nuclear division without cytoplasmic division (e. g., in case of the ring-

nuclei of giant-cells. Fig. 34, or of certoin kinds of leucocytes). More com-

monly, perhaps, the karyomerites are partial structures due to incomplete

union of the chromosomes after cell-division or to amitotic fragmentation

of the nucleus (p. 221). Such facts add to the evidence that active exchanges

of material between nucleus and cytosome take place in metabolism. In

respect to the relative volumes of nucleus and cytosome each type of cell

tends towards a certain norm, the karyoplamic ratio (R. Hertwig)

(p. 727).
> See Champy, ’13, Cbampy and Carleton, ’ai.
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The nuclear substance, ccnmdered as a whole, is of coUddal natiure like

tlw cytoplasm, and varies widely in physical consistency. In some cases

(e. g., in sea-urchin eggs) its substance as a whole shows the properties of a
liquid, while the membrane by which it is bounded is very viscous and
tough. This is shown by the quick and complete collapse of the nucleus

when crushed or cut, while the membrane may remain nearly intact (Kite,

’13). That the interior mass of the nucleus often is liquid is proved in

several other ways. Nuclei may readily fuse together, either within the

cell (as in the fertilization of the egg) or outside the cell when isolated in the

fresh condition, as observed by Albrecht (’99). Chambers (’16) has more

recently shown that the nucleus of the egg (in sea-urchins) may be cut iji

two, with the micro-dissection needle, and that the fragments will round

up to form spheroidal droplets which will again fuse to form a single normal

nucleus. After such an operation the egg is stated still to be capable of

normal fertilization and cleavage. Nevertheless the consistency of the

nuclear substance as a whole often shows a high degree of viscosity, as

shown by the usual absence of Brownian movement and also by microdis-

section. Kite, for instance, found in some Protozoa (Amceba, Paramaecium),

and in certain metazoan tissue-cells (muscle, epidermis) that the nuclear

substance was of firmer consistency like that of a “gel,” though not a very

solid one.

In fixed preparations the nuclear substance is of course in the main an

artificial and semi-solid coagulum. How far the nuclear framework that it

contains corresponds to the conditions pre&dsting in life is a difficult ques-

tion. Very often no trace of the framework is seen before coagulation sets

in; and this has led to a sceptical attitude concerning it on the part of some

observers. On the other hand, living nuclei sometimes show certain well-

marked structures in addition to the nucleoli. Flemming (’76-’82) clearly

demonstrated this in epithelial (slls, cartik^e-cells, connective-tissue-cells

and leucocytes, showing that the coarser features of the framework are

(hstinctly visible in life, and that they conform closely in form and extent

to those that appear in fixed material; and although these observations

were later disputed (see especially Tellyesnicky, ’05) they have since been

amfinned by a number of competent observers. ^ As a rule the jnly porr

ticms of the framewm^ visible in life are the clumps or net-knots of basi'*

chromatin, and it is still rather uncertain how far the finer framework may
not be a coagulation-effect Gross (’17) found that some types of living

nudei show in addition to true nucleoli only numerous small granules or

micnraomes (salivary glands of Lymnaa, germinal vesicle Anodonta and

Vim). In other t3q>es, including the epithelial cells of salamander larve

‘ Sw HeSdenbain (’07), p. ii.s.
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(Fleimmng’s ori^nal object) the living nuclei show in addition to such
granules very distinct net-knots. In both cases (as earlier described by F.
R. Lillie, ’o6

,
in the eggs of Chaiopterus) the small granules (“microsomes”)

are said to show active Brownian movements, a fact used by Gross as an
argument against the existence of a nuclear network in life. On the other
hand, LundegSrdh (’la) figures and describes the living nuclei in root-tips

Pig. 31.—Nuclei of spinning glands in the insect Platyfhylax (VoaaiEs).

A~F, young nuclei, showing multiplication of nucleoli and beginning of branching; G, mature
labyrinthine nucleus with numerous nucleoli.

of Allium and Vicia as filled with small bodies which he considers as

“drops” crowded together to form a “granular-alveolar” structtire, but

also, he insists, anastomosing to form a net-like framework. Such an ac-

count seems rather contradictory unless the “drops” be at least semi-solid. ^

The strongest evidence of the preexistence of some kind of nuclear framework

is, however, the gradual formation from it, during mitosis of the spireme-

thread, a process long since observed in the living object by both Flemming

and Strasburger and since repeatedly traced out with minute care by many

observeis (Fig. 52). It seems certain that this thread is formed from the

more solid portion of the nuclear substance (including the net-knots) and

that the apparent absence of structure so often observed in living nuclei

is decq)tive, being due to a lack of diSerences of refractive index sufficient

to malfp the formed components of the nucleus visible. It must be con-

fessed, however, that we are not yet in a position to state precisely the rdar

‘ Btttschli long since pointed out the unstable cbaracter of a liquid or even visdd netwoilt. C/.

p. 68.
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tion between the preSxbting nuclear framework of the living nucleus and

the net-like structure seen in settions.

A. General Structure

In a general way we may distinguish (a) vesicular, (b) massive, and (c)

chromidial or scattered nuclei; but these are connected by many transitional

forms.

The most common type of nucleus is the vesicular, which is of general

occurrence in the tissue-cells of most multicellular animals and plants and

Mg. ».—Fonns of Cyaaophyceae, Bacteria, and Flagellates with chromidial nuclei {A-C,

BBtscsu; D-F, ScHEWiAKon, G-J, Calkins).

jI, OscUlaria; B, Chromalvum; C, Bacterium hneola; D, Achromatium; E, the same in division;

P, supposed stages of fission of the granules; G, Telromitus, with central sphere and scattered gran-

ules; H, aggregation of the granules; 7, division of the sphere; J, fission of the ceil.

is also frequent among the Protista. The nucleus of this type is tisually

if not always bounded by a definite wall or membrane, and contains a

spraige-like framework of which the most conspicuous element is the so-

tted chromatin.” Among Protozoa nuclei of this type often contain

a more or less massive central body, the endosome, or karyosome—som^
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times several such—in which all or some of the chromatin may be

concentrated; and within it may be contained a still smaller centricde

(Figs. 87,
88).i

Massive nuclei occur typically in the male germ-cells of animals generally

and of many lower plants. Such nuclei usually appear homogeneous and
stain with great intensity in basic dyes; but this condition is connected

with the more usual one by transitional forms. Nuclei of this type, or

approximating to it, are common also among Protista, for example, in the

ciliates generally; but in most of the latter forms suitable staining reveals

the presence of a very fine chromatic framework. The chromidial nuclei

(Figs. 14, 32, 33) are represented by small granules (chromidia or chromioles)

or larger irregular clumps of chromatin or a related substance, scattered

through the protoplasm without forming a single individualized body. *

Such a condition can be called a “nucleus” only as a matter of convenience,

since this term properly applies only to cases in which the nuclear sub-

stance is aggregated to form an individualized body. A permanent chro-

midial condition of the nucleus is unknown among true multicellular or-

ganisms, and exists only in certain special cases among the Protista of

which the best determined seem to occur in certain rhizopods, ciliates,

bacteria and blue-green algae. Considerable doubt still exists in regard

to these cases, owing to the present lack of any decisive microchemical

tests for “chromatin.” ^ These doubts are, however, in large measure re-

moved by morphological evidence which shows that in some species the

scattered chromidia become aggregated to form a nucleus-like body in

preparation for spore-formation (bacteria), division or conjugation. Simi-

lar evidence is afforded by those cases in which the scattered or chromidial

nucleus is a temporary' formation, derived by the breaking down of an

ordinary nucleus (or by elimination of chromatin from it) and destined

to reform such a nucleus (or nuclei), as has been described in some rhizopods

(Arcella, Fig. 342, Arachnula, Fig. 343). An interesting problem is offered

by the blue-green algse (Cyanophyceae) a group in which tire presence

or absence of a nucleus has long been a subject of debate.^ Most students

of this group have found evidence of a more or less diffuse condition of the

nuclear substance in the form of scattered, deeply staining granules of

“chromatin,” “metachromatin” (volutin) or a related substance which,

however, show a tendency to collect in the central region of the cytosome.

* By some writers this type of nudeus is characterized as a “karyosome-nudeus” in contradis-

tinction to the vesicular type.

« C/. p. 700 .

• C/. pp. 644., 650.

‘For literature see espedally BUtschli (’os), Olive (’os). Guilliermond (’os, ’06), Fischer (’05),

Gardner (’06), Zacharias (’07), Acton (’14), Baurngkrtel (’ao).
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Thus arises a more or less definite “central body” (BiJtschli) or “centro-

plasm” (Fischer) which by most recent observers is considered as a prind-

Fi(. SS.—Nuclei in Bacteria (Dobell).

A-C, badlll of flexiUs type, with chromidial nuclei, spore-formation in C; I>-P, bacilli of similar

type from a difierent host; G, H, Bacillus saccobrancHi, with irregular type of nucleus; I, chain of

Cocci with massive nuclei, some dividing; J, bacillus of sptrogyra type, with spiral hlamentary

nucleus, just after division.

tive type of nucleus, though in many cases not bounded by any definite

limiting membrane.^

B. The Ntjcleak Components

Hie vesicular nucleus, as seen in sections, usually shows four distinct

conqmnents, namely: an inclosing wall or membrane; a nuclear frame-

work usually described as a network or reticulum, though by some observers

F^^arded as an alveolar structure; the nuclear sap, enchylema, or ground-

substance which occupies the interstices of the framework; and one or

more nudedi, massive and usually rounded bodies suspended in the frame-

work.

> In the CbioOcoCcaonE, a veiy primitive group of aigs, Acton (’t4), has produced eVldaioetbat

different species show inteisndations between an almost undifferentiated or scattered condition of

the nudeus {“metacfaronudic granules”) and their definite aggregation to Ustm a oenttal nudeua
whidh divides into two (amitoticaUy) prior to divialan of the cytoaome.
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1. The Nuclear Membrane

This is a delicate but usually well-defined film which often stains but

slightly with cytological dyes, and sometimes can hardly be differentiated

from the surrounding cytoplasm, thus resembling the wall of a vacuole;

in some cases, however, it approaches the nuclear framework (“ chromatin”)

in staining-capacity. As will be shown in Chapter II, the nuclear membrane
seems in some cases to be formed from the smrounding cytoplasm, a fact

which led Strasburger to regard it as analogous to the outer cell-membrane

and to designate it accordingly as the “inner cell-membrane.” In animal

cells, however, there are cases in which the nuclear membrane seems beyond

a doubt to be derived from the nucleus (chromosomes).

It has long been disputed whether the membrane is continuous or in-

terrupted, and even whether it has any existence as a separate structiue.

The earliest observers considered it as a definite and continuous structure;

and this view is now rather generally accepted as the correct one.^ Some-

what later the nucleus was conceived as being only a localized area in a

structural framework common to the protoplast as a whole, the nuclear

membrane being no more than a denser region of the same structure; * and

a similar view has been advocated even by some recent observers, some of

whom have gone so far as to deny the existence of a nuclear membrane

as a definite structure * regarding it as only the optical section of the peri-

pheral zone of the nuclear framework where it comes into connection with

that of the cytoplasm. The studies of Kite and Chambers on living cells

by means of the micro-dissection needle seem, however, to leave no doubt

of the reality of the nuclear membrane and also show that it is in some cases

of very tough and resistant nature.^

2. The Nuclear Framework

Most of the earlier observers considered the framework (Figs. 30, 36,

etc.) to be a net-like or sponge-like reticulum; and this is still the view of

most cytologists. A considerable nximber of more recent observers, how-

ever (Haecker, Reinke, Waldeyer), have followed Biitschli in the con-

clusion that the framework is an alveolar structure, analogous to that so

often seen in the cytoplasm, though often of different character. The mode

of formation of the nucleus leads to the conclusion that both types of struc-

ture may coexist in the same nucleus; for after cell-division the framework

is often produced by a process that involves not only a vacuolization of

the individual chromosomes but also a formation of branches by which

* C/. Heidenhain (’07), p. i3 »-

* S«e for hutance, Heitzmann (’83), Van Beneden (’83-’84), Wilson (’g6, ’go)-

* See StauSacher (’10), Derachau (’ii)

*Kite (’13), Chambers (’i8b, ’jib, etc.).
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different chromosomes become connected to form a network (p. 135). In

its earlier stJ^s, therefore, the nucleus is a network of alveolized chromo-

somes (Fig. 5^). In later stages it becomes difficult to distinguish between

C E
Fig. 34.—Special forms of nuclei.

A, permanent spireme^ucieus, salivary gland of dnronimus larva. Chromatin in a single thread,

composed of chromatin-discs (chromomeres), terminating at each end in a true nucleolus or plas-

mosome (BALBlAttl); B, permanent spireme-nuclei, intestiiuil epithelium of dipterous larva Plychop-

iera (Van (jZHTtchten); C, the same, side view; D, polymorphic ring-nucleus, giant-cell of bone-

marrow of the rabbit; c, a group of centrioles (Heideneain; E, branching nucleus, spinning

gland of butterfly-larva {Pitris) (KoitscHEi.T}.

the two types of structure and it seems very probable that in many cases

the alveolar walls may break down in greater or less degree, so that the

whtffe structure forms a sponge-like reticulum. It is, however, possible

that a true alveolar structure may sometimes persist even in the mature

nucleus.
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The difficulties of determining this question with certainty are much in-

creased by the fact that the character of the nuclear framework is often mark-
edly affected by the nature of the fixatives employed.^ When due allowance is

made for this, however, it is certain that great variations in the nature of the

framework exist in different kinds of cells, and the finer and closer the mesh-
work the greater the difficulty of determining its nature.

In fixed material, especially as viewed under relatively low magnification,

the nuclei commonly appear deeply stained after treatment by certain dyes,

such as carmine, haematoxylin, methyl-green, or gentian violet, while the

cytoplasm remains relatively pale. Such dyes, accordingly, are often

designated as “nuclear dyes,” in contradistinction to the “plasma-dyes”

which stain especially the cytoplasmic substance; ^ examples of the latter

are offered by eosin, acid fuchsin, orange G or light green. It was shown by
Ehrlich (1870-80) and his successors that the nuclear dyes in general, and

in particular, the anilin dyes or coal-tar colors, are “basic,” the plasma-dyes

“acidic” ® and it is convenient, accordingly, to designate the various cell-

components as basophilic and oxyphilic according to their tendency to take

up the basic or the acidic dyes. On what this tendency depends—whether

on chemical affinity, on physical processes of adsorption, or on both—need

not here be considered (p. 645).

The earlier cytologists, employing for the study of the nucleus mainly the

basic or nuclear dyes (especially carmine, haematoxylin, and later safranin

and gentian violet) observed that in fixed material, and after certain techni-

cal manipulation, only certain components of the nucleus were stained by

these dyes. To the substance thus stained Flemming (1880) gave the name

of chromatin, to that which staiins slightly or retains the color feebly upon

extraction (by acids, etc.) achrotnalin. “Chromatin,” as thus defined, was

considered by Flemming to be composed wholly or in part of the chemical

substance “nuclein” (p. 642) and to form the more conspicuous part of the

nuclear framework and also certain tyjjes of nucleoli.^ Under the con-

ception of “achromatin” Flemming included all the remaining nuclear

substance except the enchylema. Strasburger (’82) and Carnoy (’84)

recognized that the framework itself appears to consist of two constituents,

namely, a continuous “achromatic” basis, and of more or less discontinuom

granules or clumps of “chromatin” suspended in it (Figs. 35, 36). The

first of these was found to be oxyphilic and was accordingly designated by

1 See LundegSidh, ’12.

1 xhe Qrtoplesai often rAntAina v&rious formed elements (granules, fibrillc, etc.) tha>t may bke-

wiae be deeply by the “nuclear" dyes. The term “plasma-dyes,” therefore, only denotes

their predoBunant effect on the cytoplasm considered as a whole.

> For further explanation of these terms see p. 64b.

* See ’82, p. 37S.
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Sttasbiugcf as nudeohyalopkism, by Canu^ as the plasnudic network (corn*

posed cl "^asHn^’) and later by Schwarz ('87) as liain, a term still in

commmi use. To the foregoing differences may be added the fact that

“chromatin” as thus defined diows a high degree of resistance to hydro-

M*. Sa.—^Nudeur structure in the salivary glands of larve of the fly CMraHomus (Ai.ve*i>eb).

ii, B, younger nuclei, with leticolum, Unin and basichroroatin; C, D, E, origin of the basichromatic

stdrals; F, G, B, later stages, tiansfonnation ol the spirals into disc-Uke bodies.

chloric-pepsin digestion, while the ox3^hilic “linin” is less resistant in

varying d^ree (pp. 6431 644)-

Thougfa this terminology is still in common use it involves us in many
difficulties. It was found that the framework often undergoes great changes

<rf staining-c^iadty in different phases of the cell-cycle and may even com-

pletdy lose its affinity for the basic dyes, becoming purely oxyphilic, like

linin or the general cytoplasm. Striking examples of this are offered by

the ^-nucleus during the growth-period in many species of annuals

(p. 350); and this formerly led some observers to the illogical conclusion

that the “chromatin” may completely disappear from the nucleus, and to

the still more Qlogical inference that the nucleus, therefore, cannot be re-

garded as containing the basis of heredity. On the other hand, linin or

“{lastin’’ may readily be stained by acidic dyes; so that by using both a

basic and an acidic dye of different colors both “chfomatin” and “linin”

may thus be stroi^ly stained but in different colors. Obviously, therefore,

“linin” or “plastin” is no less chromatic than chromatin, llie dilemma

thus arising was haf^ily escape by Heidenhain (’go, ’07) who proposed to

designate the basophilic and oxyphilic stainaUe nuclear materials respec-

tive^ as darickramUtfn (“chromatin” Flemming) and oxychromatin, con-
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duding further (in harmony with an earlier su^estion of Van Beneden's) *

that the two substances may be only different conditions of a single sub-

stance determined by comparatively slight chemical changes

—

e. g., by vary-

ing ratios between the percentage of nucleic add and protein in the chro-

matin-substance.® A simple explanation is thus offered of the marked
variations of staining capadty exhibited by the nuclear meshwork in different

cells or in different physiological phases of the same cell; and it also escapes

the supposed consequences of the disappearance of “chromatin” from the

nudeus referred to above.

Many doubtful points neverthdess still remain. Heidenhain, following

the lines marked out by Flemming, Strasburger and Van Beneden and
other earlier observers, considers that both basichromatin and oxychro-

matin appear in the form of minute granules or chromioles and that both

kinds of granules are suspended in a non-stainable, homogeneous substance

or matrix, to which substance alone Heidenhain applies the term linin.

The meaning of the latter term is thus greatly restricted, for it seems prob-

able that as originally employed by Carnoy, Schwarz and their followers

the “linin’’ or “plastin” included also much of what is now called oxychro-

matin. It is, however, far from certain that these granules have a persistent

identity, and it is often difficult to distinguish them from mere artifacts

produced by the coagulation of the reagents. We should not, however,

take too sceptical an attitude towards this question, since as above stated

there are cases in which granules or other formed components in the nu-

clear substance are clearly visible in life. One of the best of these is offered

by the remarkable “spireme-nuclei” of the salivary gland-cells in Diptera

long since described by Balbiani, Camoy and other observers and more

recently studied carefully by Alverdes (’12). In this case the more solid

part of the nucleus appears in the form of a long convoluted thread with a

nucleolus attached to each end (Figs. 34, 35). Even in the living cell this

thrwiH is seen to be composed of denser disk-like bodies suspended in a

clearer basis; and in fixed preparations these bodies are found to be strongly

basophilic, while the lighter substance (“linin” or “plastin”) is oxyphilic.

It is extremely probable, therefore, that an analogous differentiation be-

tween hnaiVhrnTnatin and oxychromatin exists even in nuclei where no trace

of such a structure appears in vivo. The need of caution in this direction

is, however, indicated by many facts. As every experienced cytologist knows,

the character of the framework, the apparent number and size of the included

basichromatin-masses, and the relative proportions of basophilic and oxy-

pTiilir iwatgriaU
j

are materiaDy affected both by the use of mordants, and’

by the subsequent manipulation of the dyes emplc^ed. Thoroughly con-

1 ’83-’84, p. 583, etc.
* Cli«rt« VUI, p. 0$*.
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^tent results are indeed only reached after employment of a standard

fixative and by simultaneous use of basic and acidic dyes in a mixture

standardized in respect to their relative concentrations and the degree of

acidification (as in the Biondi-Ehrlich mixture, p. 650). Even in this case,

we are employing a method which, however carefully controlled, involves a

cert^ arbitrarily chosen standard of performance difficult to control by
other methods.

Such considerations led Lundegirdh (’10) to propose that the term “ chro-

matin” be replaced by “karyotin ” (caiyotin), the substance thus designated

{appearing in either a basichromatic or an oxyphilic phase. This pro-

posal has much to recommend it; nevertheless in the writer’s view it is

preferable to retain the older term “chromatin” provided we apply it to

the whole stainable substance of the nucleus, whether basophilic or oxy-

philic, and clearly recognize that basichromatin and oxychromatin are but

passing phases, more or less marked and enduring, of one fundamental

substance.

The physiological meaning of the changes of the nuclear framework in

configuration and in staining reactions is imperfectly known. Very often

FIf. 86.—Frophase-nucleus, cleavage-blastomere of the whitefisb Coregonus

Early chromosomea (segmented spireme), linin, central bodies and growing asters

the nuclei of cells that are ilndergoing active metabolic changes, such as

gland-cells or nurse-cells, contain a large amount of basophilic material and

stain vigorously in basic dyes. In old and relatively passive cells, such as

those of the epidermis, the reverse condition often exists. On the other

hand, the fact is no less striking that in some of the most pronounced ex-

amples of acthrdy growing cells the nuclear framework undergoes a marked

diminution of its basophilic character. This appears in extreme form in the

nucleus (germinal vesicle) of the egg-cell during the period of its most rapid

growth in various animals (e. g., in many insects, elasmobranchs and am-

l^faians), and may even lead to a total disappearance of basophily (p. 351).
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A similar diminution or loss of basophily has been observed also in the ova

of plants and in the early blastomeres of the segmenting egg.

3 . The Nucleoli ‘

The nucleoli are still imperfectly understood. There seem to be some

forms of nuclei in which nucleoli are entirely absent; but in the nuclei of

higher organisms, one or a few such bodies are almost invariably present

and in extreme cases may be numb^ed by hundreds (p. 269). Morpho-

logically considered the nucleoli show so many differences of form, staining-

capacity and behavior as to render their classification difficult. Provi-

sionally they may conveniently be grouped in two general classes which we
shall designate as (i) plastnosomes or true nucleoli, and (2) karyosotnes or

chromatin-nucleoli.^

a. Plasmosomes. These bodies (Figs. 30, 267, 268) as their name
indicates, are or tend to be ox3rphilic (like the cytoplasm generally)

while the kaiy-osomes are basophilic in various degrees; but this dis-

tinction cannot be very logically carried out. In many combinations of

basic and acid dyes, for example safranin and light-green or haematoxyUn

and eosin, the plasmosomes are sharply stained by the acidic dye; but in

Flemming’s triple mixture (safranin-gentian-orange) they stain character-

istically with the basic safranin, though less intensely than the chromo-

somes; furthermore, their staining reaction is often markedly affected by the

mode of fixation. Beyond this, the staining-reactions of these nucleoli often

vary materially at different periods in the history of the nucleus; so that

the same nucleolus may be at one time oxyphilic and at another time baso-

philic. It thus becomes probable that the varying staining reactions of the

nucleoli are to a certain extent analogous to those of the chromatin of the

nuclear framework, and may likewise be due to corresponding variations in

chemical conditions. Such considerations formerly led to the view ® that

the nucleoli consist essentially of a basis of oxyphilic “plastin” or the like

(“pyrenin” of Schwarz) which when impregnated with a basophilic “chro-

matin” becomes a basophilic or chromatin-nucleolus, and that the varying

conditions of staining-reaction and digestibility are due to varying propor-

tions and distribution of these two components. It is, however, more in

accordance with present conceptions concerning the relations between

basichromatin and oxychromatin to think of these varying reactions as due

to different phases of a single original substance which may assume the

‘ For an exhaustive review of the earlier literature of this subject, see Montgomery, '98; of the

later, Ludford, ’

21 .

> This distinctkm is based on that of Flemming (’83) who designated these re^pecUve dasses M
“true nucleoli" (or simply "nucleoli") and “net-knots.” The terms jdasmosomeand kaiyosomean
due to Ogata (’83).

Hertwig (’98), Farmer (’07), Reed (’14), etc.
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bBsophilk or the oxyphilic condition according to changes in its chemical

composition, e. g., to varying ratios between the nucleic add and the

protein components (p. 653). This would equally well explain the fact that

in general the oxyphilic nudeoli are readily attacked by pepsin-hydrochloric

(Zacharias) while bas(^hilic nudeoli (or nttdear components) are more

redstant in various degrees (jSrgenssen, ’13, etc.)
;
but there are conspicuous

exceptions to this

—

e. g., the peripheral nucleoli of Amphibia {Salamandra)}

It is dear from the foregoing that it is often difficult to identify the

plasmosomes by their micro-chemical reactions alone, though in “typical ”

ris.«7.—The Karyospbere in Ineects and Myriapods.

iA~B, final Buckkam; F-J, tnm Browme.)
' A, eariier and B, later stage of qiennatocytes in Lithohius; C, D, karyospheres showing both

haaichtaaiatin and nodeolar substance; £, escape of chromosomes from karyosphere, Scolopendra;

t, «adr><permatoarteof die bemipter BoUmecla; G, later stage; B, escape of chromostmies leaving

phswiosnime^mnant; I, ionsaHkm of the chromosomes.

cam they axe readi^ recognizable by the use of double stains. In a broader

sense thdr Mentity can only be ftilly established by their morphological

history; for these imcleoU do not contribute directly (i. e., as formed ele-

ments) to the fonhation of the chromosomes (p. 141). For the rest, it

I S«e p. ajo.
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may be said that the plasmosomes most commonly J^pear as sharply

defined, rounded and rather highly refractive bodies, not directly connected

with the general framework of the nucleus in which they are suspended.

Physically they appear like liquid drops; and that they are at least semi-

liquid is indicated by the forms which they assume when flattened out

against the nuclear membrane, or against other nucleoli, both of which con-

ditions are sometimes seen in the nuclei of the auxocytes in both sexes.

Sometimes they are of irregular shape and undergo active changes of

form in living cells. ^ As a rule they are devoid of a distinct limiting

membrane; though in some cases they are surrounded by a basophilic

envelope.

b. The karyosomes (Ogata), or chromatin-nucleoli (Montgomery). The

bodies thus called are intensely basophilic, like basichromatin, and show

the same high degree of resistance to peptic-hydrochloric digestion. They

contrast sharply with the true nucleoli or plasmosomes in the fact that

they contribute directly to the formation of the chromosomes, during cell-

division. They are of at least three well-marked types, as follows:

Net-knots, as originally distinguished by Flemming, of more or less ir-

regular form, often variable in size and munber, and typically in direct

continuity with the nuclear framework, of which they seem to be no more

than thickened nodes (Fig. 8). They differ only in degree from the small

granules or clumps of basichromatin, and like the latter give up their sub-

stance to the spireme-threads and chromosomes in the early stages of

mitosis (p. 141). A transition to chromatin-nucleoli of more definite typ)e

is, however, given by the “prochromosomes” which are of similar general

type, but are of constant number, equal to that of the chromosomes (Over-

ton, Rosenberg, etc.) and are believed by many good observers to be con-

verted directly into chromosomes or at least to serve as centers for their

formation (p. 901).

Chromosome-nucleoli, known with certainty only in the nuclei of the

gamete-producing cells (auxocytes and sometimes in the gonia, p. 759).

These are sharply defined, usually spheroidal, and not continuous with

the general framework. They represent either single chromosomes, or a

small group of chromosomes, which persist in a condensed and roimded

form during the “resting” or vegetative phase of the nucleus. They are

best known in case of the sex-chromosomes, which are in general dxaracter-

ized by this behavior during the growth-period of the spermatocytes in

many animals (Figs. 266, 267).

Karyospheres. These nucleoli, equivalent to the “ muUoles-noyaus^'

of Camoy, are ^heroidal bodies (Figs. 37, 109) commonly oS, large sue

‘Balbuni (’64}; see Montgomeiy (’98).
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which at certain stages contain all, or nearly all, the basichromatin in the

nucleiis (e. g., the nudeolus of Spirogyra, or that of the spermatocytes of

certain insects and myriapods) and from them arise the entire group of

chromosomes (or many of them) in mitosis. Among the Protozoa, es-

pedally in rhizopods, the nudeus often contains a very large body of this

type, commonly called by protozofilogists the “ karyosome,” which is de-

scribed in some cases as giving rise to all of the chromosomes in' mitosis, in

others to only a part of them. In these cases the karyosome plays the

part also of a central body or division-center, thus giving a possible tran-

sition to intra-nudear central bodies (p. 204). For this reason, among
others, it seems doubtful whether these bodies are dosely comparable to

the kaiyosomes of multicellular forms.

c. Amphinudeoli. Plasmosomes and karyosomes frequently coexist in

the same nudeus, sometimes quite separate, in other cases closely asso-

dated to form a double nucleolus or ampktnudeolus) the latter are corrunonly

seen in the ^gs of various mollusks, aimelids and arthropods (Fig. 108),

and in the spermatocytes of insects. In many of these cases the chro-

mosome-nucleolus is often in its earlier stages attached to a plasmosome,

though afterwards separating from it (Fig. 267). In some cases one or

more chromosome-nucleoli are imbedded in a large plasmosome; in others

all the chromosomes, in the form of dosely crowded chromosome-nuclei,

appear to be imbedded in a plasmosome to form a karyosphere (Fig. 37)

;

and it is possible that all karyospheres are of this natme.

The origin of the nucleoli is still to a considerable extent in doubt; but

the evidence is accumulating that all forms of them may be directly derived

from the chromosomes. This is obviously the case with the various forms of

chromatin-nucleoli, the origin of which has in many cases been traced step

by step, especially in the case of chromosome-nucleoli (p. 759). In case of the

plasmosomes the facts are not so evident; but here, too, there is reason

to condude that these nucleoli may arise by a direct transformation of

a portion of the chromatin thread. ^ The questions here involved are

hardly separable from those next to be considered.

d. Functions of the Nucleoli. The physiological meaning of the nucleoli

still remains one of the most obscure questions of cytology. In case

of the chromatin-nudeoli or karyosomes no great difficulties are encoim-

tered. In one form or another they are localized reservoirs of basichromatin,

though we do not know why they shoxild assiime a compact form in an

apparently inactive, condition. Concerning the true nudeoli or plasmo-

somes we are still for the most part confined to indirect evidence and con-

jecture. In the later pipphases of mitosis these nucleoli most commonly

> See CaiDtben (’13), Wenridi (’i6, ’17).
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disappear, often previously becoming reduced in size or under going frag-

mentation. In some cases they are cast out bodily into the cytosome at

the time the nuclear membrane disappears and there sooner or later de-

generate, though sometimes persisting for a long time.^ From this fact

arose the view of Haecker, later held by many others, that the plasmo-

somes are accumulations of waste-products or by-products of the nuclear

action, derived from the chromatin either by direct transformation of its

substance, or as chemical cleavage-products or secretions (nuclear secretion-

hypothesis). On the other hand, many cytologists, from the time of Flem-

ming (’82, ’91) have considered the nucleoli generally as centers for the

storage or elaboration of substances such as “linin,” “plastin ” or “chro-

matin,” destined to play some definite part in the later operations of the

nucleus (“transportation-hypothesis of Haecker”).*

This view is obviously correct as applied to the karyosomes. Flemming

regarded the plasmosomes, likewise, as somehow concerned in the storage

of “nuclein” or chromatin, or of materials necessary for the production

of these substances. Strasburger (’98, ’94, etc.), regarded the true nu-

cleoli as storehouses of “kinoplasm,” or material from which the spindle-

fibers are formed during mitosis. There is, however, little definite evidence

in support of this, while it is opposed by the fact, later to be described,

that in animal cells perfect spindles and asters may be formed, one after

another in regular succession, in the entire absence of nuclei (p. 176). More
serious attention is demanded by the fact, especially striking during the

growth-period of the oocytes of many animals, that at the period when the

chromosomes and the nuclear framework have become completely oxy-

philic the nucleoli (which appear to be morphologically plasmosomes) are

often intensely basophilic (pp. 270, 353).® This suggests that the nucleoli

may in such cases be storehouses of nucleic acid to be drawn upon at a

later period when the chromosomes are resuming their basophilic character.

This, however, is purely hypothetical.

Observations have begun to accumulate in favor of the conclusion that

the true nucleoli may be concerned in the secretory processes of the cell.

Many earlier observers described a discharge of nucleolar fragments, or

even of entire nucleoli, into the cytosome; and more recently a number of

observers have found that such nucleolar material may give rise to various

kinds of secretory products or storage-bodies. A conspicuous case of this

is offered by the formation of yolk-spheres in obgenesis (p. 345). In the

* See Haecker (92, ’93), Karsten (’93), Wheeler (’97), etc.

• See, for iastaace, Fltniming (’82, ’91), Went (’87), O. Hertwig (’93), Rhumbler (’93, ’00), Caniar
and Le Brun (’97, ’98), Lubosch (’02). Fgr general and critical reviews see Hanker C’gs, ’99)

Straabuiger (’95, etc.), Montgomery (’99). Nemec (’10), Jdrgenssen (’13), Buchner (’18).

' On this point see espedally Jhigensaen (’13), also Maxdchal (’06).
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tissue-cells the extrusion of nucleolar fragments has been described by
many observers,‘ several whom believe they have traced to this source

the origin of various formed bodies in the cytoplasm such as fat-drops and

mudn-bodies (Schreiner, ’15, ’16) albuminous granules (Nakahara, ’17,

’18) and other products. To the writer none of these cases yet seems to

be satisfactorily demonstrated, and the question is a most difficult one to

be settled by studies on fixed material alone. Until the facts have been

decisively demonstrated by the study of living cells judgment on these

cases should be suspended. Nevertheless the observations in question

prominently raise the question whether the nucleolus may not play a more

active and important part in cell-metabolism than most writers have hith-

erto assumed.

4. The Enchyiema, Ground-substance or Nuclear Sap

This has commonly been regarded as a structureless and non-stainable

liquid, but the studies of Kite ('13) and Chambers (’14, etc.) show that this

substance is in some cases of much firmer consistency than was formerly

supposed. Heidenhain’s important studies, already referred to, have

shown that the spaces occupied by the enchyiema may be much more

restricted than appears after staining by a single “nuclear ” or basic dye;

for upon staining also with an acidic dye the spaces are often found to

be ocoqiied in greater or less degree by oxychromatin granules, and the

meshwork thus appears to be correspondingly extended at the expense of

the enchyiema. The material thus brought into \'iew is, however, often

readily seen without use of the acidic dyes. It is very diflScult, perhaps

impossible, to determine how far these granules preexist in life and how

far arc only coagulation-products of the enchyiema. 2facharias (’02, etc.)

has shown in various plant-cells, that in the early prophases of division,

when the chromosomes are visible in fresh cells, a granular or net-like

substance is immediately brought into view upon treatment by alcohol,

HQ, and other coagulating agents. This material is dissolved by peptic

digestion, while the basichromatin remains undigested. It seems probable

that this material is in part thrown down from the enchyiema or ground

substance; but it perhaps corre^nds in part also to the linin and oxy-

dbiomatin in Heideahain’s sense. This subject calls for further elucidation.

S. Other Structures

The nudeus may contain still other formed elements of less constant

occurrence, of whidi the best known is the intra-nuclear division-center,

> See Ltdijattonr CSr), MontgomerK (’08), Walker and Embleton (’08), Walker and Toaer (’oglt
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or “nucleolo-centrosonie,” which plays the part of a central body during

mito^. This is very rare among higher forms; a classical case is the intra-

nuclear center of the spermatocytes in Ascans megalocephala univalens,

discovered by Brauer (Fig. 323). In Protozoa such intra-nuclear centers

are of commdn occurrence in flagellates (Fig. 88) and rhizopods (Fig. 87).

The relation of these bodies to the extra-nuclear centers and to the blq)haro-

blasts will be considered elsewhere (p. 690).

Other and less familiar intra-nucleolar bodies include small deeply stain-

ing gramdes or nucleolini, which have been described by many observers.^

Carleton (’20) has recently produced evidence that certain types of these

bodies may divide regularly in mitosis, the products being distributed regu-

larly to the daughter-nuclei, while the nucleoli themselves disintegrate.

Possibly, therefore, they may serve as centers for formation of the nucleoli;

but nothing is known of their significance. Besides the foregoing may be

mentioned intra-nuclear rodlets or straight axial fibrillse (distinct from the

nuclear framework) that have been found in the nuclei of some kinds of

sperm-cells by Retzius, Champy and others and also in the red corpuscles

of birds. ^ They are of unknown significance.

V. QUANTITATIVE RELATIONS OF NUCLEI, CELLS AND CELL-
AGGREGATES

1. Cell-size and Body-size

All cells are subject to considerable fluctuations of size; nevertheless,

within rather wide limits of variability the size of cells, like that of the

body they may build, may be regarded as a specific constant. This is true

alike of multicellular and unicellular organisms. An interesting example

of the latter case is offered by the ciliate Paramwcium caudatum, a species

in which Jennings (’08, ’ii) found it possible to isolate at least eight different

races or strains which differ characteristically in size and breed true. Though

each of these races is subject to considerable fluctuation the mean or norm

is constant, the largest form being about five times the length of the smallest

(Fig. 38). The smallest visible cells (Fig. 39) probably occur among the

bacteria, some of which {Cocci) lie almost at the limit of microscopical vi-

sion; but it is not impossible that still smaller cells exist, that cannot be

seen even with the highest powers of the microscope. At the other extreme,

so far as linear dimensions go, are probably those nerve-cells and their

branches which iimervate the extremities of the large mammals. Such

neurons may attain a length of several feet. In volume, the upper existing

> See Montgomery (’vSb).
,

' See Champy and Carieton (’21).
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limit of magnitude is probably attained by the huge eggs of certain birds

and sharks, and some of the extinct forms are known to have been larger

Fif. 88.—Eight races o{ Paramaecium (Jennings).

Upper tow, diagram showing the relative mean size of races A-H. Below, diagrams of races

A, S,£, P, andB (less highly magnified), to show range of fluctuation within each race. The mean
size of each race indicated at ffi, that of the whole eight races indicated by vertical line M.

stai. Amoi^ modem birds the largest egg-cell is that of the ostrich. Ex-

ternally this egg is in round niunbers about 6 inches in length, while the

(which alone represents the egg-cell) has a mean diameter of about

mm. or a little more than 3 inches.* The egg-shell of the extinct giant

> TU* hi my own measurtment of a fresh, unincubated egg. Measurements of the egg of the great

ahaifc, CUomydtsdacke, from an alcoholic specimen in the Columbia museum, give a slightly higher

value. ForpbotOgrapte, side by side, of the eggs of the hen, the ostrich, the extinct moa of New
Zeahad, and £pymiis, seeLucas, Animalt the Past, Fig. 20.
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bird Mpyornis, trom New Zealand, measures about 13 indies in length;

from which (assuming yolk and shell to have had the same relative pro-

portions as in the ostrich) the diameter of the yolk should have been approx-

imately 7 inches. If we estimate the diameter of the ostrich egg-cell (yolk)

as 7S mm. and that of the smallest visible Coccus as .001 m. the ratio of

their linear dimensions is as 75,000:1 and that of their volumes as (75,000)^:1.

Such a difference is of the same order as that between a sphere of one

inch in diameter and one of more than a mile, or between a sphere 500

feet in diameter and the earth.

The size of cells is to a certain extent characteristic of larger groups;

for instance, amphibians in general have.much larger cells than reptiles,

birds or mammals; gymnosperms larger cells than angiosperms, and mon-
ocotyledonous plants larger ones than dicotyledonous. In a measure

these differences are correlated with the rate of activity, so that it is almost

proverbial among cytologists that relatively sluggish and clumsy animals,

such as Orthoptera or urodeles are more likely to afford large and favorable

cells for study than active ones such as Hymenoptera, Diptera or birds.

Like the size of cells, the size of the multicellular body is, within a certain

range of variation, a specific constant, and in some cases follows the laws of

Mendelian heredity, as shown by Mendel’s familiar experiments on short

and tall races of peas. The factors by which body-size is determined are

of at least three widely different types.

(i) In a large class of cases, including both plants and animals, it has

been demonstrated that within the sjsecies individuals of different size do

not differ noticeably in respect to the size of their constituent cells, but

only in respect to their number.

This was first determined in plants

by Amelung (’93) and by Stras-

burger (’93). Rabl (’99) found the

cells of the crystalline lens to be

nearly constant in size but variable

in number, the size of the lens vary-

ing accordingly. Boveri (’04) found

that epithelial cells and bone cor- Fig. 39.—Comparative size of very small cells.

puscles from human dwarfs and

giants are of the same size as in

normal individuals. Conklin (’96,

’12, ’13), in an extended study of

a, human erythrocyte or red blood-corpuscle

(6 m); i>. typhoid bacillus (24X0.3 p); c, in-

fluenza bacillus (0.5 X 0.2 p); d, germ of polio-

myelitis of Flezner and Noguchi (0.15-03 p).

(From Jordan’s General Bacteriology, excepting d).

snails of the genus Crepidula, found a similar relation between different

species. The size of an average male of C. fomicata is about 125 times that

of an average male of C. convexa; in C. piana the size of an average female
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is about 15 times that (d a dwarf female. In all these the size of the tissue*

cells is in general nearly the same,^ and the great differences of body-size

are wholly due to variations in the number of cells. This does not apply

to the sex-cells (ova) of different species, which differ widely in size. Within

the same species, however, the ova are nearly of the same size but differ in

number in individuals of different size, just as in case of the tissue-cells.

(z) The foregoing cases include only indefinite variations or fluctuations

within the spedes.. A second and quite different kind of giantism results

from an increase in the size of cells without corresponding increase in their

number. Typical of this class are certain of the so-called gigas races or

species of such plants as (Enothera or Primula, in which the cells are dis-

tinctly larger than those of the normal types, though with a considerable

range of variation. In the most typical cases this involves a corresponding

increase of body-size, though sometimes this is seen only in certain parts.*

In giants of this type the nuclei are correspondingly increased in size, and in

most cases are tetraploid, i. e., divide with twice the usual or diploid num-

ber of chromosomes (p. 728). It has been proved experimentally that the in-

creased cell-size in certain of these cases is due to the increased nuclear size,

which in turn is due to the doubled number of chromosomes. A classical case

is offered by the experimental results of Gerassimoff (’02) on the fresh-water

alga, Spirogyra. By exposing the normal forms to lowered temperature,

and in certain other ways, it was found that mitotic division may be so

modified that although the chromosomes divide the daughter-nuclei do not

separate normally and cytoplasmic division fails. Binucleate cells are thus

produced, the two nuclei either remaining separate or fusing into one, which

then grows to twice the normal size. In either of these cases the doubling

of the nuclear mass is followed by growth of the cytosome to double the

normal volume; and by the continued division of such cells are produced

giant filaments which may be reared to maturity, produce gametes of double

the normal size, and conjugate to produce correspondingly enlarged zygotes

(Fig. 313).

In this case the number of chromosomes is not certainly known; but there

can be no doubt that it is doubled, so that the giant races may be called

tetraploid. Certain tetraploid giant forms of (Enothera, Primula and 5ofa-

Htm (p. 728) are known to have arisen as sudden mutations from species of

normal tize and dipfloid chromosome-number. It is practically certain that

they have been produced by a process of similar type; and this is known to

be the case also in tetraploid mosses and sea-urchins experimentally pro-

duced by the Marchals and by Boveri (p. i2g).

(3) In the foregQdng cases, the chromosomes of the tetraploid forms, so

^ G«ngHnn<ellg «nd maKle-cdb are »Bfcl to {orm m exoeptkm. ^Seep.r^i,
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far as they have been examined, appear to be of the same size as in the nor*

mal or diploid forms; and since their number has been doubled the total

mass of “chromatin” is also double the normal. In a third class may be

included cases of giantism which cannot be included in either of the first

two, the most striking of which are gigas-iorm& having the normal or dip-

loid chromosome-number. Examples of these are certain mutants of

Primula sinensis (Gregory,’09), and of (Enothera Lamarckiana (Stomps, ’16,

’19), both belonging to genera in which tetraploid gigas-ionas also are

known; and similar diploid giants were found by Stomps in Narcissus.

Beside these cases may be placed the curious one of Primula kerwmsis, a

tetraploid mutant of hybrid origin, which is tetraploid and has larger cells

and nuclei than the parent forms, but in which the chromosomes are but

half the typical size. In this case increased size of nuclei and cells (in the

approximate ratio 54) seems to have occurred without any increase in

chromatin-mass (Farmer and Digby, ’07).

From all this it is clear that the quantitative relations of chromosomes,

nuclei, cytosomes and cell-aggregates offer a complex problem, and one that

is incompletely solved. Nevertheless the undoubted causal relation between

nuclear volume and cytoplasmic growth (i. e., the karyoplasmic ratio of R.

Hertwig) is a fact of great theoretical interest.^

VI. THE CELL IN RELATION TO THE MULTICELLULAR BODY

The body, we are accustomed to say, is built up of cells or their products

(p. 3). In what sense do we use this phrase, and what is the morphological

and physiological relation of the cells to the body which they form? These

questions first arose with Schwann, who offered an admirably lucid discus-

sion of the facts so far as known to him (1840). It was his conclusion that

the cell should be regarded as a primary organic unit or elementary or-

ganism. The life of the higher organism, in his view, is essentially a com-

posite. Each cell has its independent existence or individuality; and “the

whole organism subsists only by meeuis of the reciprocal action of the single

elementary parts.” * This conclusion took on new significance with the

conclusion of Siebold (1845) that in the Protista or lowest forms of life the

whole body consists of but a single cell; for this suggested the view that the

multicellular body of higher forms is equivalent to an assemblage or colony

of one-celled individuals; and from this grew the further conceptum that

the multicellular organism may be regarded as a “cell-state” the one-celled

members of which have undergone a physiological division of labor.*

* For further discussion see p. 727.

* UiUersuchuagm, Eng. Trans.. Sydenham Soc., p. 181.

* A conriderable group of modem authorities have sought the origin of Midazoa In syncytial or

multinucleate rather thu actually colonial forms 0haing, A. Sedgvidt, Oelage).
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£3aborated eqjedally by Milne-Edwards, Virchow and Haeckel, this conclu-

sion offered a simple and natural point of attack for the problems of cytol-

ogy, embryology, and physiology, and revolutionized the problems of or-

ganic individuality. Its value as a means of biological analysis needs no

other demonstration than the immense advances that it made possible.

Inevitably in practice we treat cells as distinct, though closely coordinated,

elementary organisms or organic units; and although some writers have

questioned the validity of this procedure (p. 103) it nevertheless remains an

indispensable means of analysis.

That cells are elementary organisms, having a high degree of independ-

ence, is an obvious fact in case of the Protista and of the germ-cells of all

higher organisms. It is hardly less obvious in case of the blood-corpuscles,

the wandering leucocytes and other separate cells in the multinuclear body.

It is certain also, as will later be shown (p. 1031), that in certain of the lower

multicellular types, including even such forms as sponges, hydroids and

polyps, a highly differentiated multicellular body may be built up by the

aggregation of cells previously more or less completely separate. Further,

it has been shown by Harrison, Burrows, M. R. and W. Lewis, and others

that small groups of muscle-cells, epithelia, connective-tissue-cells, em-

bryonic nerve-cells and others, may be removed from the body and kept

alive in suitable cultivation media in vitro, where they may continue to

grow and multiply for long periods, in some cases for several years (p. 234)

without loss of their specific character. Again, it has long been known that

in some of the higher plants, such as Marchantia, Begonia, or Torenia, a very

small fragment of the body, perhaps even a single cell, may give rise to a

complete plant.

All this tends to support the conclusion that fundamentally the cell

possesses in itself the complete apparatus of life, and to this extent tends to

sustain Schwann’s general conception. On the other hand, it is obvious that

under normal conditions the physiological autonomy of the tissue-cells is

in considerable degree merged into the life of the organism considered as a

whole. This is due to a process of integration and differentiation through

which the tissue-cell often comes to appear as no more than a localized area

of specific activity, provided it is true with the complete apparatus of cell-

life and even capable of independent action within certain limits, but still

remaining a part and not a whole. This conclusion is most clearly brought

out by ^le phenomoia of growth and development, which seem to show that

the multicellular body arises by the splitting up of a unicellular germ with-

out impairment of the individuality of the orgtmism as a whole (p. 1029).

Frmn this point of view the apparently composite character of the individual

may be conceived as due to a secondary distribution of its energies among
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localized centers of action. This, however, is not subversive (as some writers

have assumed) of our fundamental conception of the cell-state. It is par-

alleled by the integration and division of labor seen in such organisms as the

Pennatulaceae (e. g., ReniUa) or the Siphonophora which are undoubtedly

colonies of simpler individuals yet display a high degree of individuality

considered as wholes. We shall therefore proceed upon the assumption, if

only as a practical method, that the multicellular organism in general is

comparable, to an assemblage of Protista which have undergone a high

degree of integration and differentiation so as to constitute essentially a

cell-state.^

From any point of view the physiological and structural interrelations

of the tissue-cells remains a fundamentally important question. Apart

B C
Fig. 40.—Protoplasmic cell-connections (plasmodesms), in Volvox, somewhat schematized

(Jaket).

A, V. globalor, in vertical optical section; B, in surface view, showing broad bridges; C, V. aureus,

gonidium, connected with surrounding vegetative cells by fine bridges, cp., chloroplast, cv, con-

tractile vacuoles; p, pyrenoid, si, stigma.

from the nervous mechanism and that provided by the soluble enzymes,

hormones and other chemical substances,* it is probable that an important

part in the cobrdination of the cell-activities is played by direct proto-

plasmic connections between cells (“cell-bridges,” “plasmodesms”). Heitz-

mann long since (1873) held that even when distinct cell-walls are formed

they are still traversed by strands of protoplasm by means of which the

> This view has been vigorously assailed by many writers, espedally by those who have emphasized

the conception of the “organism as a whole.” See, for instance, Whitman (’88, ’93), A. Scdgwidt

(’94), Dobell (’ll), Child (’15) and especially Ritter (’19). Such criticisms seem to ignore the prob-

able historical origin of multicellular from unicellular organisms, as well as the fundamental general

similarity between the protistan cell and that of the metazodn or metaphyte, both in structure and

mode of origin.

•See Cunningham (’21), Adami (’17), etc.
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protoplasts remain in protoplasmic continuity. Hie whole body was thus

concdi^ by him as a more or less continuous mass, the cells being no more
than nodal points m a general network of protoplasm. . This interesting

conception, at first received with extreme scepticism, has met with con-

sideraifie sup^rt from later observation. Direct protoplasmic cell-con-

nections have long been known in colonied Protista, and in various simple

alge uid fungi. A striking example is seen in Volvox, where the small

somatic cells are connected both with one another and with the gonidia or

germ-cells (Fig. 40); and more or less similar cell-connections are often seen

in colonial fiagellates, ciliates and other Protozoa. In multicellular organ-

isms cell-bridges have been demonstrated in many forms. Their existence

in the sieve-tubes of higher plants has long been known, and the researches

of Tangl, Gardiner, Kienitz-Gerloff and their successors demonstrated their

ex^tence in many other tissues.* In lower plants, the protoplasmic bridges

may be dther broader strands («. g., in Volvex globator, and in red alg«) or

fine filaments {V. aureus). In higher plants they are typically very fine and

delicate fibrils, often invisible until after suitable staining. Cell-bridges of

this type may be solitary, or scattered, or grouped together in bundles at the

bottom of pits in the cell-wall where they pierce the pit-membrane or middle

lamella of the wall.

In animal tissues the existence of both cell-anastomoses and of inter-

cellular bridges is now well established for many kinds of cells. In certain

fcmns of connective tissue-cells and cartilage-cells, also the bone-corpuscles,

the scattered cells are often connected by anastomoses to form more or

less net-like very delicate strands traversing the inter-cellular substance.

Plasmodesms or cell-bridges are of generd occurrence in the epithelid

tissues, where they were first observed in epidermal “spine-cells ” (“Stachel-

aellen”} and stq^Msed to be spine-like processes from the membrane or

oell-per^hery (M. Schultze, 1864). Later studies by many observers,

(Ran^da, Renaut, Pfitzner, Schridde, Kroraayer, Cajal, etc.) proved these

stmcttnres to be protoplasmic inter-cellular bridges, and further showed that

th^ are traversed by fibrillse, which may be followed from one cell to another,

aiul evm throu^ several cells (Fig. 41). The plasma-bridges have since

been found in the columnar epithelia generally.^ Further, it has been shown

by a considerable number of observers that the germ-cells in both animals

and plants may be ccmnected vrith the surrounding somatic cells (follicle

’Tuu} (’79-’8t), GudSns '88, (g8, ’00), Keinit».G«rloS (’gi.’os), A. M<yer (g6,
’01), Ku'hle

f^e), etc. Ciidcal reviOra irith Htentim, ia Kieoite-Gerlofi, Stnsbuiger (’01), aiul Davis ('05).

See olio Hffl Cm. *01).

*Lnent<ue In Fleminfng ('«. ’W). Hririwihain (’07, ’ii), Studnldia (’08, ’09, ’13). O. Hotwig

Css). It b pnbabb diet the {dMmorbtSdges described ia imnoth muicie-cdls bekms to the intenti-

till connecttye tissue sntf may be Shrinkoee-pioducts (Heidenhoin).
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cdls, etc.) by protoplasmic bridges (Fig. 156).* Plasma-bridges have also

been described in the case of embryonic c»lls of many types and considerable

evidence has been produced to show that they may here play an important

part in maintaining the unity of the organism.

The facts thus briefly reviewed have led some important modem writers

to accept Heitzmann’s general conclusion almost in its entirety. A. Meyer,

C
Fig. 41.—Intercellular bridges (plasmodesms), in animal tissues {A, Fixtanso] B, Rio-Hos-

TEGA, C, Ide).

A

,

epithelium of the gill-lamells of saiamander-larva, deeper layers in horizontal view; B, cells

from the mucous membrane of a nasal polypus, fibrillx traversing the inter-cellular bridges; C,

human cancer-cells.

for example, expresses the opinion that both the plant and the animal

individual is a continuous mass of protoplasm that forms a morphological

unit whether it appear in the form of a single cell, a multinucleated cell, or

a system of cells.* Sachs concluded, more specifically, that “The multi-

cellular plant differs from the unicellular only in that in the one case

the protoplasm is traversed by munerous sieve-like or lattice-like plates,

while in the other these plates are absent.” * Adam Sedgwick (’94)

endeavored to show that in Peripatus, in lower vertebrates, and presum-

ably in animals generally the embryonic cells are in general in direct con-

tinuity, the entire body being up to a late stage a continuous syncytium.

This conclusion is in harmony with that reached by many experimental

'See, few -vompla
,
Dendy (’88), (sponges), Retzius (’80), (mammals), Gkwosdiaiddn C83), (cy-

cads), A. Meyer (’06), (Volvox), Ikeno (’08), (cycads).

* p.ai 2 . Cf. the views of Hanstdn, Stzaabuiger, Russow and otben there cited.

•ated from 0 . Hertedg, ’la, p. 49i.
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embryologists (Wilson, ’93, Hammar, ’96, '97, etc.) and by some of the ablest

students of normal development, such as Rauber (’83), Whitman (’93),

and many later writers.

By the earlier botanical observers it was supposed that in the case

of plants the plasma-bridges were a consequence of incomplete division

and they were even conjectured to be direct derivatives of the spindle-

fibers of previous mitoses (Tangl, Russow, and especially Gardiner).

Later observers, however, such as Kienitz-Gerloff and Strasburger (’01)

opposed this view, so far as the fine fibrils or “plasmodesms ” of higher

forms are concerned, though admitting that broader connections (as, for

instance, in various algae) may thus arise. The finer bridges are of secondary

origin and penetrate the cell-wall secondarily; and it would seem that in

some cases the protoplasmic outgrowths from opposite sides of the wall only

approach each other closely but without actually uniting. A. Meyer (’96)

has shown in Volvox that the cell-bridges are formed anew after division;

and in like manner Flemming has observed that when the wandering cells

or leucocytes creep about among the epithelial cells of the epidermis (of

laval salamanders) they rupture the plasma-bridges, which are then formed

anew behind them.‘ In harmony with this are the interesting observations

of G. F. Andrews (’97) and E. A. Andrews (’98a, b) who have seen the

living blastomeres of echinoderm and nemertine eggs spinning numerous

delicate protoplasmic filaments which establish secondary connections

between the blastomeres subsequent to their separation by division and

may even traverse the blastocoele so as to connect widely separated cells.

VII. THE POLARITY AND SYMMETRY OF CELLS

Polarity and symmetry are among the most interesting features of the

cdl for the student of development; * for the polarity of the adult body is

modeled on that of the ov\xm, which in its turn is but a particular case of a

phenomenon seen in many other kinds of cells, among both unicellular and

multicellular organisms. Fundamentally both the nature and the origin

of polarity are unknown (p. 108). We know only its visible expression,

which in most cases is both structural and functional, appearing on the

one hand in a polarized grouping of the cell-components, on the other in

differences of functional or metabolic activity with respect to the axis thus

maxked off. Which of these (if either) is the more fimdamental is an open

question, belonging to that ancient and probably barren problem as to

*
'os. PP* lO-it, ’97, p. 161.

* The pdarity of the aniilnal egg was first made known by von Baer (1834) and further investigated

by Remak (1S05-55). It was teoagniaed in other forms of ceils by Van Braeden (’83, ’87) and RaU
(‘85, ’So).
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whether structure or function came first in the order of natiue (p. 670).

So far as external appearances go it must be said that structural p<fiarity

would seem in general to be of secondary origin, of which the egg offers a

conspicuous example (p. 1023); but critical consideration of such cases

leaves us in doubt as to the underl3dng aspects of this problem.

Functional polarity in the form of a polarized localization of function is a

familiar phenomenon in higher organisms but one that is not easy to in-

vestigate apart from the structural dispositions by which it is usually ac-

companied or preceded. It is strikingly shown in the phenomena of re-

generation in plants where, as shown especially by “ Vochting (’85, ’92, etc.)

even very small pieces (e. g., in Marchantia) retain their original polarity,

the new apical region being formed typically from or near to the most apical

region of the piece; and since these pieces may be very small, Vochting

concluded that every cell is probably polarized in the same sense and may
give rise to a complete plant. A similar polarization in relation to re-

generation has been observed in various animals, particularly in coelen-

terates, planarians and annelids, though not in pieces so small; ^ but

it has been shown that under certain conditions the direction of polarity

may here be experimentally reversed (heteromorphosis). The phemonena

of grafting, both in plants and animals, likewise emphasize the physiological

polarity of fragments of the organism.

In the case of single cells physiological polarity is seen in the polarized

metabolic activities of the germ-cells, gland-cells, many kinds of epithelial

cells, the nerve-cells and others in which these activities are more or less

clearly expressed by changes, periodic or permanent, in the ceU-substance.

This was clearly recognized by Remak whose terms “vegetative ” and “ani-

mal,” applied to the poles of the animal ovum, obviously imply a charac-

teristic difference of metabolic activity between them. Child has

recently emphasized the general importance of “metabolic gradients ” as

an expression (if not the actual caxise) of functional polarity, which in his

view may sometimes be merely a graded difference in the rate of metabolism

in the direction of the axis (though it may often be more than this). In

support of this he has proved experimentally, by a study of susceptibility

to the action of poisons and narcotics, that such gradients imdoubtedly

exist in the direction of the main axes, both in organisms as a whole and in

individual cells.

Interesting possibilities for the further analysis of physiological polarity

are opened by recent experiments. It has been shown that in hydroids

the oral region is electronegative as compared with the basal; ® and also

* See especially Morgan (’oi), Loeb ('oa). Child (’is).

> Mathews (’04), Hyman and Bellamy (aa), Lund (’23).
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that axial differences of electrical potential similar in type, though different

in detail, aist in other animals; * and Lund has demonstrated that in the

alga Fvcus the polarity of the eggs shows a distinct orientation with respect

to the electric held. Hyman and Bellamy {op. cit.) emphasize the fact that

in the various cases studied by them the electrical gradients closely cor*

respond with the metabolic, levels of high metabolic rate being electro-

negative to those lower.

Structrural polarity may appear either in the external form of the cell

OT in a polarized grouping of the various cell-components about an ideal

organic axis or ceU-axis. In the cells of higher animals generally, as was

first indicated by Van Beneden (’83), the cell-axis is most commonly in-

dicated by the position of the central bodies with reference to the nucleus,

the axis passing through the center of both (Fig. 42), while both nucleus and

central apparatus are often eccentric towards one or the other pole. This

conception was developed by Rabl (’85) who considered that the nucleus

likewise shows a polarity corresponding with the cell-axis as thus determined

(p. 829). It was carried still further by Heidenhain (’94-’96, etc.) who
omsidered the centers as forming the insertion of persistent astral rays or

“organic radii ” which extend throughout the cell and by their conditions

of tension determine the position and movements of the nucleus and the

succession of division-planes in the cell. This particular conception, how-

ever, has received little support from later investigation (p. 180).

The cell-polarity as marked out by nucleus and central bodies is often

emphasized both hy the external form of the cell and by many other of its

structural features. The Golgi-bodies, and sometimes also the chondrio-

somes, are often grouped about the centers or oriented with respect to them

(p. 50). In epithehal cells generally the centers, usually double in the form

of a “diplosome,” typically lie towards the free surface, often almost at the

perq>hery, thus marking an axis that is vertical to the surface (Fig. 42).

In the direction of this axis the ceil is often elongated (as in the columnar

q>ithelia), and the basal and peripheral regions of the cytosome as thus

Tnarfeerl often show conspicuous differences of metabolic activity accompan-

ied by cotre^xmdmg morphological differentiations. This is shown with

espedal dearness in many forms of gland-cells (pancreas, salivary glands),

in columnar dilated cells, and above all in the germ-cells, in all of which

the structural polarity is often manifested by a conspicuous stratification

or polarized grotqidng of formed elements such as granules, yolk-spheres,

pigment and the fike. This groigiing does not, however, in itself constitute

the bads of polarity, as has been demonstrated by centrifugii^ eggs and

cteBOtdMtH thejdcctnmcgativitr It stcstest at t]i» tboml pole; in i^todet and annclklt

IwCb fndt we decttwMKatire to the i^^ihUe. (Pf. Motsui and Diman
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Other cells by which these bodies may be caused to undergo marked dis-

location without displacing the axis itself, as is shown by the later history

of the cell (p. 1089).^ Both nucleus and centers likewise, may be di^

placed, either by centrifuging or by mechanical pressure; and toth may
move extensively throi^h the cytoplasm under normal conditions, without

changing the cell-polarity, as we see, for example, during the fertilization and
cleavage of the egg (p. 425). Polarity, finally, appears in many forms of

plant-cells in which central bodies are absent or are represented by much

Fig. 43•—Central bodies (centrioles), in epithelial and other cells {A-D, Zhuiebicann, £,
Heidenhain and Cohn, F, Heidenhain)

.4 ,
from gastric glands of man, dead cell at the left B, utenne epithehum, man, C, from human

duodenum, goblet-cell, with centnole in the middle, D, comeal epithelium of monkey, £, epi-

thelial cells from mesoblast-somites, embryo duck, F, red blood-corpuscles from the duck-embryo
The centnoles are double in nearly all cases

larger and less clearly defined structures, e. g., in the somatic cells of TsoHes

or in the synaptic stages of the sporocytes of MarsUia and Equisetum (Mar-

quette, ’07).

All this has led many observers to the conclusion that the fimdamental

basis of polarity must be sought in the continuous and apparently homo-

geneous hyaloplasm of the egg (“ground-substance” of LiUie, “spongio-

plffgm ” of Conklin).* In harmony with this is the fact that in many ova

‘ Curwitsch (’08), Lyrm (’07), LilUe (’08, ’09), Morgan (’08, ’00), Boveri (’ro), Morgan and

Spooner (’00), Conklin (’10, ’ra, ’16, ’17) and others.

* ‘‘Polarity Is not a result of the portion of the nucleus or of any configuration <d granules. It

must depend upon some configuration or heterogeneous physical or dwmical properties of the ground-

Bul»tance establish^ early in the history of the egg, and which is not essentially disturbed by oentri-

fuging’’ (Lillie, ’09).
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the polarized grouping of pigment, yolk and the like is visibly attained

by a secondary process of segregation, often not effected until near the

time of maturation and fertilization, but conforming to a preexisting axis

marked by the point of attachment of the egg, the position of the micro-

pyk, the eccentricity of the nucleus, or by other characters (p. 1094). It

is also in harmony with the earlier conclusion of Driesch (’96, ’98), based

on displacement of the nuclei and centers by mechanical pressure and on
the development of egg-fragments, that the position of the nuclei and centers

is non-essential, and that polarity and bilaterality belong to the proto-

plasmic substance as such (hyaloplasm) irrespective of the formed ele-

ments that it may contain (p. 1019).^

Interesting questions are thus raised concerning the organization of

the hyaloplasm. Both Driesch and Boveri argued in favor of a “polar-

bilateral orientation ” of the ultimate protoplasmic particles that make up
the “intimate structure ” of the egg. Lillie and Conklin alike concluded,

further, that the hyaloplasm is relatively solid, i. c., in high degree viscous.

Lillie at first (’06) held the view, based on the Brownian movements of the

microsomes (p. 61), that the hyaloplasm is a “fluid medium,” but later

(’09) concluded that it is “finely organized ” and that the flowing move-

ments that it seems to perform are an illusion produced by movements

of the granules through it. Conklin considers the hyaloplasm as forming a

framework of “spongioplasm” traversing a more fluid substance, in which

the granules, etc., are suspended, and through the elasticity and contrac-

tility of which are determined the positions of all the included structures

(nucleus, central bodies, granules, etc.) and their return to their normal

positions after artificial displacement.*

Accepting the general conclusions thus indicated we can readily under-

stand how the various inclusions and other intracellular structures may be

shifted about without changing the direction of the cell-axis. We may
also see how the cell-axis itself, persistent as it is when once established,

may or^inally be laid down in this direction or that by an epigenetic proc-

ess; and here, -probably, we find the most reasonable interpretation of the

fact that the direction of the axis is so often correlated with the relation

of the cell to its immediate environment (as in columnar epithelial cells

or the ovarian egg).

Van Beneden expressed the opinion that bilateral symmetry is likewise

a widespread if not universal phenomenon among cells, at least in bilateral

animals. This, however, has received little support from later researches.

1 Qa tins piAit Me espedeSy Bovetl, ’01.

fAn itttereatiiig Bght b thrown upon tbcM resultsby the work of HeObrunn and Chambers on the

dnaoes of visoosity during mitosis (pp. 197, 109s).
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Among Protista, it is true, there are certain forms (ciliates, flagellates

and some of the unicellular plants) that are more or less distinctly bilateral;

in some cases showing differentiated axes which have the same general

relation to the environment and the movements of the individual as in

higher forms (Fig. 43). It is also true that the eggs of insects and cephalo-

Fig.43.—A bilateral, binucleate flagellate, Giardia muris, showing flagella and basal apparatus
(Kojoip and Christunsen) ,

A, in the ordinary vegetative state, B in mitosis, the axostyle and blepharoplasts double-
ax, axostylei 4, blepharoplasts, bg, basal granules; k, karyosome, », nucleus; p, parabasal body;
r, rhizoplast.

pods and the sperms of some species of animals are bilateral, both in form

and in structure (pp. 276, 374). A certain amount of support for consider-

ing the cells of columnar epithelium as bilateral structures was found by

Heidenhain (’99). Nevertheless it must be said that there is little ground

for regarding bilaterality as characteristic of cells generally; and as applied

to the somatic cells Van Beneden’s conclusion wears a somewhat tran-

scendental aspect.
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CHAPTER II

CELL-DIVISION

“Where a cell exists there must have been a preexisting cell, just as the animal arises

only from an animal and the plant only from a plant. The principle is thus established,

even though the strict proof has not yet been produced for every detail, that throughout

the whole series of living forms, whether entire animal or plant organisms, or their com-
ponent parts, there rules an eternal law of continuous development’'

Virchow.*

It is now sixty years since Virchow first adequately stated the principle

of genetic continuity of cells by division, which was destined to form the

rallying point for all future conceptions of heredity and development.

Only a minute fraction of the vast field of cytology and embryology had

then been examined, and Virchow’s celebrated aphorism omnis cellula e

celltda * was too far in advance of his time to appear in its true proportions.

As years passed, it gradually became evident that this terse phrase em-

bodies one of the most important generalizations of modem science. The

advance of cytological research still continues day by day to add fresh

weight to the demonstration that cells have no other mode of origin than by

the division of preexisting cells. ^ In this respect a fundamental likeness

exists between unicellular organisms, the tissue-cells of higher plants and

animals, and the germ-cells from which the higher organisms take their

origin. Upon cell-division, therefore, depends not alone heredity but the

very continuity of life.

The division of cells was probably first seen in the segmentation of the

animal egg (Provost and Dumas, 1824), and soon afterwards in the lower

plants by several botanists; * but its significance was not fully recognized

until after the promulgation of the cell-theory, as a result especially of the

work of Kdlliker, Remak and Virchow. During the first two decades fol-

lowing Schleiden and Schwann these observers, together with the botanists

Mohl, Nageli and others, were accumulating the proof that cells arise

only by the division of preexisting cells and that the authors of the cell-

theory fell into error when they accepted the independent origin of cells

> Cottularpatiulotie, p. as, 1858. 1

*C/. Intr^acticKi, p. tz.

’ Division may be equal (fission), unequal (genunation or budding) or endogenous (usually multi-

(de).
* Bingniait, M^en, Milbel, Mohl, zSaT^zajS- •
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out of a formative blastema.* The mechanism of cell-division was not

precisely investigated until long afterward, but Remak and Kblliker showed
that the process involves a division of both the nucleus and the cytosome.

Remak believed it to be of simple type (Fig. 44) and to proceed from the

center outwards, the nucleolus di-

viding first, next the nucleus and
finally the cytosome (“Remak’s

scheme”); and this was for a time

widely accepted, though on wholly

insufficient grounds. In the mean-

time, however, observations were

accumulating to show that cell-

division is by no means so simple

an operatk'n as this.

Among both plants and animals
e 1 . . Fig. 44 .—Direct division of blood-cells in themany cases were found, prior to

,hick, illustrating Remak’s scheme (Ra-

the seventies, in which the nucleus mak).

was lost to view at the onset of
j^^»;;^.^successive stages of

cell-division while at the same

time star-shaped radiations (asters) were often observed in the pro-

toplasm.^ These observations, first made especially upon the polar

divisions and early cleavages in living animal eggs, led to the con-

clusion that the nucleus actually disappears at this time by a process of

“ Icaryolysis ” (Auerbach), to be subsequently formed de novo in the daughter-

cells; and this was for a short time held even by such observers as Kolliker,

Butschli, Fol, Strasburger and Van Beneden. As soon as the phenomena

were examined by means of fixing and staining reagents (acetic and osmic

acids, carmine), it was found that the seeming disappearance of the nucleus

is illusory, being only the result of a profound transformation of its sub-

stance; and that this process, together with the appearance of astral radia-

tions in the cytosome, belong to a mode of nuclear division far more compli-

cated than Remak’s traditional scheme. In the end it became evident that

nuclear division is of two widely different types, which came to be known as

direct and indirect (Flemming, ’79). In the direct and simpler type the

‘ See Introduction, p. 9. For an early historical review of this period see Remak’s Uniersuckim-

gen ueber die Entwkklung der Wirbelthiere, 185s, pp. 164-180. For later reviews see Tyson on the

Cell Doctrine (’78), Sachs’ Geschuhte der BoUmtk (’go), Heidenhain’s Plasma und ZeUe (igo?)

and O. Hertwig’s Generelk Biologte, sth ed. (’jo). As Heidenhain points out, RSlIiker in his cele-

brated work, Enlwicklungsgeschtckle der Cephalopodea (1844), stated the essential doctrine expressed

by Virchow in the phrase omnis cellula e cellula.

* Such radiations were figured by Remak himself (Fig. 44) and described or figured by other eariy

observers, including von Baer, Virchow, Derbis, and Kowalewsky. They were first carefully stud-

ied by Fed (’73-76) in the eggs of medusae, and mollusks, and by Auerbach (’74) in those of nema-

todes.
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nucleus, like the cell-body, undergoes a simple mass-division into two

ports. In the indirect and more complex type, the nucleus is not destroyed,

but is spun out into long threads which split lengthwise so that every portion

is exactly divided between the daughter-nuclei. Before the separation

of their longitudinal halves these threads shorten, and thicken to form more

condensed bodi^ known as chromosomes (so named by Waldeyer because

of their intense staining-capacity). The products of their hssion (daughter-

chromosomes) separate, and pass to opposite poles; and from the two groups

of daughter-diromoscnnes are rebuilt two corresponding daughter-nuclei

which by reason of the preceding processes are exact duplicates of each

other and of the mother-nucleus. In this operation we now recognize one

of the most fundamental mechanisms of heredity (p. 667).

By Schleicher (1878) this process was called karyokinesis, a term still

widely employed for. cell-division of this type. Flemming (1882) proposed

the more ^propriate term mitosis, in allusion to the characteristic thread-

formation, while the direct mode of division was called amitosis; and this

usage gradually became firmly established.* Strictly speaking, all these

terms refer to division of the nucleus, but by an extension of meaning they

are often applied to cell-division as a whole. It is often convenient to em-

ploy the term cytokinesis (Whitman, 1887) to designate the associated

changes taking place in the cytoplasmic cell-body, though in practice it is

sometimes difficult to draw any definite line of distinction between the

nudear and the cytoplasmic activities, e. g., in the formation of the spindle.

Cytcdunesis includes not only the division of the cytosome as a whole but

also the orderly distribution of smaller elements within it, such as the

cbondtiosomes or the Golgi-bcxlies; and these processes have received cor-

rttponding names {chdndriokinesis, dictyokinesis). The processes of cell-

division as a whole may therefore be conveniently, if not quite logically,

grouped as follows:

I. Uitosis (indirect division).

I. Karyokinesis (the nuclear transformation).

*3. Cytokinesis (the cytoplasmic changes).

a. Ckaeage or Division of the Cjdosome.
,

b. Meristie division or distribution. Chondriokinesis (chondriosomes),

dictyokinesis (Golgi-bodies), etc.

//. Amitosis.

Amitotic divi^m was t^arded Remak and his immediate followers as

the typical mode. Modem research has, however, demonstrated that it is a

n^tivdy rare and secondary process, often unaccompanied by division of

< other team ate kergeiienMs, cytodhmii (Heanetqjr), hiiutii, and eUnesit (Fo!, Cacaoy), tnit

tiieie ore )m seRenDjr mad.
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the cell-body, and especially frequent in highly specialized cella, or such as

are in the early stages of degeneration; for instance, in glandular epithelia

or in the cells of transitory embryonic envelopes. Some writers have main-
tained that nuclei which once have thus divided have undergone a fatal

derangement that renders them incapable of long-continued midtiplication,

but this view can only be maintained in a qualified sense (p. 222). In any

case it is a fact that in all the higher and in many of the lower forms of life

mitosis is the usual and typical mode. We may therefore justly regard it as

the basic phenomenon that underlies Virchow’s “ eternal law of continuous

development. ”

I. GENERAL OUTLINE OF MITOSIS

In the course of mitotic division the nucleus usually disappears from view

as an individualized body, while in its place appears a complicated structure

known as the mitotic or karyokinetic figure, or, more simply, the division-

figure. We may distinguish in this structure (Figs. 46, 49, etc.) a chromatic

and an achromatic figure, of which the former is derived solely from the nu-

cleus, the latter often from both nucleus and cytoplasm. The chromatic fig-

ure consists of the chromosomes, which are most often rod-shaped or V-shaped

bodies, originally threads, formed by a transformation of the network of the

vegetative nucleus, and staining with great intensity in the “nuclear” or

basic dyes. The most constant feature of the achromatic figure as seen in

sections is a fibrillar spindle, around or in which lie the chromosomes, while

in a large class of cases at or near each of its poles is a central body, often

double, surrounded by a star-shaped aster. When such asters are present

the achromatic figure is called an amphiaster. This structure is colored only

slightly by nuclear dyes and shows on the whole the staining qualities of the

cytoplasm. In all higher plants and animals the formation and division of

the chromosomes seem to take place essentially in the same way. In the

Protista, on the other hand, exist various simpler types of mitosis in some

of which it is questionable whether chromosomes are formed in the same

sense as in higher forms (p. 210).

In respect to the achromatic figure, two general types may be distinguished,

the amphiastral and the anastral. In the former true asters are present at

the spindle-poles, characterized by their definite and sharply focussed astral

rays and by the presence of well-marked central bodies at their foci (Fig. 49).

Such amphiasters are typical of the mitoses of higher animals generally

(though there are some exceptions), are of common occurrence among the

thallophytes (Fig. 84), and are found in some Protista (Figs. 85, 90). 6a

the anastral type (Fig. 65, etc.) true asters are wanting and often central

bodies also. In many of these forms, it is true, fibrills radiate in aMtte or



A-D, “Tjrjie A,” (AJ«crii); A*-/)*, Type B (sea-urchin).

A, vegetat^e nucleus; B, fine spireme; C, coarse spireme; D, late prophase vith chromosomes,

Jodies forming.

(coniu^hytes) geneially, and occur also in the maturation-mitoses of cer-

tain animal ova and in many Protista. It now seems nearly certain that in

the Idgher forms the absence of asters resulted from a secondary

^ An exccBent ptntogifcph of such a case is given by Tiraberlake (’oo. Fig. s), from a dividing

|iPiDen-inotlier-ceU of the Ivdi, JUtrix, ni which the equatorial croiBing of Uie rayn is dearly shown.
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plification of th6 mitotic apparatus. In Protista, on the other hand, many
of the anastral forms may represent a primitive condition (p. 213).

Both spindle and asters as seen in sections ordinarily show a beautiful

fibrillar structure, consisting of delicate

and closely crowded filaments which

radiate from the spindle-poles, the astral

rays spreading in all directions as they

thread their way through the proto-

plasmic meshwork, and finally branch-

ing out in it to lose themselves insensibly.

The central body, at the center of the

aster (and hence near the pole of the

spindle) varies greatly in structure in

different kinds of cells and at different

stages of development. In its simplest

form it is a very minute, intensely stain-

ing cenlriole, which is frequently double;

and surrounding this may often be dis-

tinguished a larger centrosome (also called

the centrosphere or periplast)
,
horn, which

the astral rays proceed. When the asters

are absent (as in higher plants) centrioles

and centrosomes, according to most ob-

servers, are also absent. The relations

between centriole and centrosome have

been the subject of controversy, and both

these terms have become somewhat am-

biguous. We shall find it convenient to

employ the more vague term central

body (which is historically the older) or

division-center, without prejudicing the

question as to its exact homology in

any particular case.*

The chromosomes undergo their final

division at the equator of the spindle, the , , . , „ ,

, . Fig. 46.—Diagram of the middle phases
daughter-chromosomes then separatmg of mitosis.

and proceeding in opposite directions c, earlier and later

,

^ °
* anaphases.

along the spindle nearly or quite to the

poles where each daughter-group of chromosomes gives rise by a complicated

process of “reconstruction” to a new nucleus. While this latter process is

* See p. 67a.
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gCHDg <Hi the whcde cell divides through the equatorial plane of the spindle,

so that each dau^ter-cell contains a daughter-nucleus. At the dose of

the process the spindle usually disappears and often also the aster; but the

central body (centriole), now usually divided into two, frequently persists in

the vegetative cell (p. 29), and the same is sometimes the case with the

remains the spindle (“spindle-remnant” or mUosome).

Though every detail of mitosis varies more or less widely in different

wm

Vlf. 47*—Diiigntm doting phues of fnitotit. and /^, “Type A“; and “Type B“;

1^ ghowiag two aUfl^xtly different conditiont in the interphaae.

f<»ms of cells the process always displays a typical succession of general

phases or stages, as follows: ^

(1) The frofhases, in which the mitotic figure is formed and the chromo-

somes beccnne hHigitudiiuilly qrlit (Figs. 45, 4^, etc.).

(2) Tlw mtkkphase, in which the longitudinally divided chromosomes

take a podrion in the equatorial plane of the spindle to constitute the

equatorial plattt or metaphase-group. In smne cases they lie around the

pec^hery of the spindle, in others within its substance (Figs. 46, 49).

' Theae terms were proposed by StradnirRor, 1884.
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(3) The anaphases, in which the daughter-halves of each longitudinally

split chromosome separate, thus giving rise to two sister-groups which pass

to opposite poles of the spindle (Figs. 46, 58).

To these terms may be added a fourth, due to Heidenhain (1894), namely,

(4) The tdophases, in which the daughter-nuclei are reconstructed from

the two groups of daughter-chromosomes, and division of the cell-body takes

place (Figs. 47, 50). Mitotic nuclear division is, however, not always f<d-

lowed by cell-division. The nucleus may divide, even many times, without

cleavage of the cytosome, thus giving rise to multinucleate cells (syncytia

or plasmodia) . This is of comparatively rare occurrence in higher organisms,

though common in lower ones.

The history of the chromatic figure and that of the achromatic are to a

considerable extent experimentally sq)arable; for example, a complete

amphiaster may be formed in a mass of protoplasm deprived of a nucleus,

and conversely a considerable part of the transformation of the nucleus

may go forward without the formation of a spindle, possibly without the

formation of asters (p. 168). For the purposes of a preliminary account,

therefore, we may conveniently treat the history of the chromatic and the

achromatic figures as if they were separate, though closely parallel processes.

In such a preliminary description many critical questions must be passed

over until the general outlines of the phenomena have been made clear.

11 . KARYOKINESIS. GENERAL HISTORY OF THE CHROMOSOMES
1 . The Prophases

The essential feature of the early prophase is a gradual transformation

of the nuclear framework into a thread or spireme, sometimes apparently

continuous, more frequently segmented into separate pieces, which from

an early period is longitudinally double, consisting of two exactly similar

halves. The result of this process is remarkably constant throughout

nearly all higher plants and animals, but its details vary considerably. In

this respect there are' two main types of spireme-formation in one of which

the threads arise by a direct and gradual transformation of the nuclear

framework, while in the other the process is preceded by a condensation

of the framework into localized areas each of which resolves itself into a

single thread. Even closely related forms, particularly among the higher

plants, may differ markedly in this respect.* The first of these is exempli-

fied by that classical object the epithelial cells of larval salamanders, whidi

have been minutely examined by many observers (Fig. 52); and the same

mode of spireme-tormation appears in the presynaptic spireme of these

‘ See for instance LitardiMe (’ai) on mitoda in kna. Comqiare abo the preaynaptic stuieme-
fonnation in idants and Chap. VI.
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animals (p. 540) and has been described in many plants. In this case the

nuclear framework becomes finer and more thread-like, becomes more ba-

sophilic and transforms itself into fine and closely convoluted threads

which from an early period show here and there a longitudinal cleft and

ultimately become longitudinally double.* (Fig. 53).

By the earlier observers the ^ireme was beUeved to be at first a single,

continuous thread; and such in fact it appears to be in some cases, later

s^menting transversely to form the separate chromosomes. Examples

of this are offered by the somatic and meiotic prophases of Carex (Stout, ’12)

or by the spermatogonial prophases of Ascans as described by Brauer

(Fig. 53). In many cases, however, the chromosomes are imdoubtedly sepa-

rate from the very begiiming of the spireme-formation. One of the best

demonstrations of this is given by the cleavage-cells of Ascaris where, as

was first described by Van Beneden and Boveri, the free ends of the sepa

rate spireme-threads may readily be detected, since they be from the be-

ginnii^ in separate, pouch-like pockets of the nucleus (Figs. 416-418). A
similar conclusion is indicated by many other facts which indicate that a

continuous primary spireme is an exceptional occurrence and has only a

secondary significance.

In the second tjqje of spireme-formation the process begins by a

drawing together of the nuclear framework into localized tracts or areas.

At first these have an alveolar or net-like structure, and they may re-

main in this condition until the thread-formation.^ The condensation

may, however, proceed further, thus giving rise to more massive bodies

or chromatin-blocks in which the net-like structure is hardly vis-

ible.® In such cases these bodies have often been called “prochromo-

somes ” (p. 901). It was supposed by some earlier observers that these

more massive bodies might in some cases be directly converted into the

chromosomes, but it is now certain that in most cases each mass resolves

itself into a fine, convoluted, zigzag or irregularly coiled thread which

then unravels or uncoils (Figs. 421, 422) to form a single spireme-thread.^

In case of the more solid, prochromosome-bke bodies this process gives the

a^ct of a mere r^ouping of the original substance,® and the coiled ap-

pearance is more striking. In case of the alveolized bodies the thread as

'The very eaily duality of the spireme-threads was first emphasized by Flemming and Stras-

burger (1882-1S84). Seep. 13S.

* See Gt^cfire and Wygaerts, ’03, ’04, Gifigoire, ’06, Davis, ’08, Sharp, ’13, ’ao, Litardiire, ’21,

Martens, ’3a, Overton ’22, etc.

' Espedaliy in the mdotic piophasa of many animals (p. 538); but sometimes also in the so-

matic prophaaes, e. g., in Triton, janssois, ’01.

* Cf. meroUnetis, p. 8<g.
» See Janssens (’01), Bcnnevie Vejdovsky (’ii), Wilson (’la), etc. For the theoretical

interest of these focts, see p. Sgg.
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described by Gr^goire, Sharp and Litardifere is an irregular zigzag (Fig. 55)

which is formed by the partial breaking down of the alveolar walls and

C D
Fig. 48 .—The prophases of mitosis (heterotypical form) in primary spermatocytes of Satamandra

(Meves).

A

,

early segmented spireme; two centrloles outside the nudeus in the remains of the sphere or

idiozome; B, longitudinal doubling of the spireme, appearance of the astral rays, disintegration

of the sphere; C, early amphiaster and central spindle; D, chromosomes in the form of rings, nu-

clear membrane disappeared, amphiaster enlarging, mantle-fibers developing.

coalescence of the vacuoles, while the remaining substance takes on the

form of a continuous irregular thread. The two cases do not seem to differ

in principle. In eitljer case the result as usually described is a fine single

I
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thread, which usually retains for scane time a more or less wavy course.

In this type, the spirone seems always to be segmented from the beginning.

The ^ireme-threads are at first fine and delicate, rather l^htly staining

in basic dyes, and crowded so as to give a more or less convoluted appear-

Kf. iS.—Tbe middle phases of mito^ in the first cleavage of the Ascotk egg (Bovesi.)

A, ClosiiiK prophase, the equatorial plate formiiig; B, metaphase; equatorial plate established;

b, the equatorial |date, viewed m face, showing the four chromosomes; C, early anaphase; diver-

gence of the daughter-chromosomes (polar body at one side); D, later anaphase; p, b second polar

body.

ance, thus fonning the fine spireme. Xhe threads now shorten, thicken,

assume a more <^en arrangement, and stain more intensely, thus forming

the “open ” or “coarse ” spireme the threads of which are directly converted

into the m^aphase-chromosonaes.

Neither the time at which the loni^tudinal duality of the spireme-threads

appears tux its mode of origin have yet been certainly determined. Most

observers have considered that the spireme-thread in jthe earliest prophases

is longitudinally mi^e smd that it actually ^Uts lengthwise at a slighUy
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later stage, but both these conclusions are still a matter of dispute. A large

number of observers, begiiuiing with Balbiani (’76) and Pfitzner (’81) have

described the thread as containing a linear series of smaller bodies or ckro~

momeres which divide by fission and thus initiate the splitti^ of the whole

thread (p. 908). Others have considered the chromomeres as accidental or at

least non-significant bodies; * but the most recent and accurate studies

on the subject give very strong reason to reject such a view (p. 909). By
some observers the so-called splitting is regarded as comparable to the

changes seen in the telophase (p, 133) and as arising through the appearance

in the thread of a series of axial vacuoles which subsequently fuse. The two

Flc. 60.—Final phases (tebpbases) of mitosis in salamander cells (Fleioung).

7, epithelial cell from the lung; chromosomes at the poles of the spmdle, the cell-body dividing;

granules of the “mid-body” or ZieisckmkSrper at the equator of the disappearing spindle; F, con-

nective tissue-cell (lung) immediately after division; daughter-nuclei reforming, mid-body a single

granule in the middle of the remains of the spindle

opposing conceptions are united by Muller (’12) who believes that the thread

splits first between adjacent chromomeres (forming the “vacuoles”), the

division of the chromomeres following (Fig. 54).*

A second group of observers believe the spireme-threads to be longitudi-

nally double from their first appearance, and consider this condition as

resulting from a doubling (by splitting or otherwise) that has occurred

either during the vegetative stage of the nucleus or still earlier, during the

preceding telophases or anaphases; to the writer, however, the evidence for

' See Gt^golre and Wygaorts ('03}, Otdgmre (’06, ’07), Mauo (’04), Maidchal (’04, ’07,} Stompa
Cio), LundegStdh Ciz)« Shaip (’is), etc.

• £y. P- 09-
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this seems insixfficient (p. 139). During the middle prophases the longi-

tudinal split often becomes obscured by close apposition of the longi-

tudinal halves, but always comes clearly into view in the final stages. A
noteworthy peculiarity of the spireme sometimes seen is a twisting of the

longitiidinal halves about each other to form a strepsinema; but this is much
less common in the somatic mitoses than in meiosis (p. $44) • After defi-

nite formation of the chromosomes the nuclear membrane usually disap-

pears and the chromosomes, together with the remains of the linin network

and enchylema, are set free in the protoplasm w’hile the chromosomes take

up their position in the equatorial plane of the spindle. In some cases the

nuclear membrane persists throughout the whole process of mitosis, a

condition common among the Protista, and sometimes occurring in higher

forms.

• Since a large part of the nuclear substance may enter into the formation

of the spireme-thread, it seems certain that both oxychromatin (linin) and

Fig. 51.—Early figures of spiremes,

A, bom the endosperm of the lily, showing true nucleoli (FLnsuiNG), B, spermatocyte of

salamandec; segmented double spireme-thread (diplotene) com[X>sed of chromomeres; central bodies

smd central spindle at s (Heuuann); C, early spireme-thread completely split, with six nucleolar

iragments. Endosperm <A FrUillaria (Fleuminc)

basichromatin (if these be distinct substances) contribute to the chromo-

somes; and this is home out by numerous observations showing that two

COTTCsponding substances may often be differentiated in the chromosomes

(p. 8g6). In this respect, however, the chromosomes seem to differ widely

in different species and at different periods. In many cases they ap-

pear quite homogeneous and intensely basichromatic; in others they seem

to consist of a series of basichromatic chromomeres (Figs. 8, 427, 428)

ffliywwWI in a more lightly staining or even oxychromatic linin or plastin;
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in still other cases they have during the prophases a very loose texture and

are but slightly basophilic, or even oxyphilic (e. g., in the oocyte-nucleus

(p. 350). It seems certain also that in some cases a considerable part of

the linin-network is converted into spindle-fibers or astral rays (p. 148).

2. The Metaphase

At full metaphase the chromosomes typically lie nearly in a single plane

at the equator of the spindle, forming the so-called equatorial plate (Figs.

46E, 49). In some cases, of which the epidermal cells of larval sala-

manders offer a classical example, they are arranged in ring-like fashion

around the spindle; and this has very often been figured as the typical

case. In point of fact this condition is exceptional; and in most cases the

chromosomes actually lie in the spindle, the equatorial plate extending

completely through it in the equatorial plane. At this time the chromo-

somes are plainly double (or quickly become so), alw'ays placed with the

division-plane lying in the equatorial plane and attached to the spindle-

fibers in such a manner that the longitudinal halves of each chtomosome are

connected by one or more fibers with opposite spindle-poles (Figs. 49C, D).

Their basophilic staining-capacity has now reached its climax; and in sections

properly stained they are often the most conspicuous objects in the cell.

a. Forms and Arrangements of the Chromosomes. The metaphase-chro-

mosomes show a great diversity of form in different species of plants and

animals and often show marked individual differences of form and size

in the same cell (Fig. 394). In a general way their number, size and form

are characteristic of the species, though within a limited range variations

occur. In part, their form is determined by their degree of condensation,

which varies widely in different species, in part by. their mode of attach-

ment to the spindle, in part by other conditions. In many cases they still

retain more or less the form of threads; in others they shorten and thicken

to form short rods, sometimes even spheroidal bodies, in which all traces of

the original thread-like condition have been lost. To a certain extent

these conditions are characteristic of different groups; in arthropods, for

example, they are commonly more rounded, in urodeles more thread-like.

Nearly related groups may vary in this respect; among insects, for example,

the chromosomes are in general more elongated in Orthoptera or Diptera

(Figs. 396, 413), shorter and more rounded in Odonata, Coleoptera and
Hemiptera (Figs. 354, 366). Many exceptions to this could, however, be

mentioned.

In the case erf thread-like or rod-shaped chromosomes their trans-

verse diameter is on the whole fairly constant, and the size-differences

which they may display 2ire in the main due to thfferraices of length; but



n.—Profduues oj mSto^s i» epltbeHal cells of the salamander accurately represented (HeI'

nCMHAlH).

4., Ihst rtageaof apireme-fonnatlDn, B, fine spveme, duality here and there apparent, C, coarse,

aega^tied ai^eme, A clnromosomes ready to go on the spindle, longitudinally split

Xln A-C the st^eme-thttads ace stfll connected by fine “achromatic’’ bridges, not shown m the

to that tte wfai^ Kmctuce b stiU in a net-like condition though the spireme is evident

)
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many exceptions to this are.known (p. 834). When the size-diSerences

are conspicuous the smaller chromosomes often tend to lie towards the

center of the group (Fig. 394); but conspicuous exceptions to this exist.

There is also a tendency for chromceomes of the same size to lie side-by-

Fig. S3 .—Formation of chromosomes and early splitting of the chromatin-granules in q>erma-
togonia of Ascaris megalocephala, var. bnalais (Brauer).

A, very early prophase; granules of the nuclear reticulum already divided; B, spireme; the con-

tinuous chromatin-thread split throughout; C, later spireme; D, shortening of the thread; E, spi-

reme-thread divided into two parts; F, spireme-thread segmented into four split chromosomes.

side in pairs. A conspicuous example of this is offered in the Diptera,

where aU the chromosomes, as a rule, are plainly paired (Fig. 396). In

most cases, however, the paired grouping is not clearly evident, or is de-

monstrably absent (p. 837').*

In respect to their form we may distinguish in the somatic mitoses three

principal types of chromosomes, connected by various intermediate forms:

(1) Straight rods or threads, which arise directly by shortening of the

spireme-threads.

(2) Loops, V’s or hook-forms, derived from the rods by a flexure at the •

middle point or near one end.

' For the Uieoretical interest of these facts, see p. S7S.
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(3) Ovoidal or spheroidal forms, which arise by extreme ?hortening of

the threads.^

All of these forms are double owing to the presence of a cleft or split that

may be traced back to the original longitudinal split of the spireme-threads.

In case of the rod- and loop-forms the duality still appears as a longitudinal

spUt; but in the ovoidal or spheroidal forms, it often appears as an appar-

ently transverse constriction (the so-called dumb-bell forms), owing to

the great diortening which the chromosomes have undergone.

b. Spindle-AttackmetUs of the Chromosomes. The metaphase-chromosomes,

considered individually, show marked differences in respect to their modes

F^. M.—Prophases of mitosis in the luemtem of root-tips of Naias marina (Mullea).

A, beginning of the band-like concentration of the nuclear framework; B, later stage; C,

evolution of the chromomeres, D, early spireme; early stage of the splitting; F, later stage*^:

a-ydf fission of the chromomeres, f-g later stages, twisting of the halves.

of attachment to the spindle-fibers; arid both their form and their history

during the anaphases are profoundly influenced thereby. Recent studies

lutve led to the remarkable conclusion that the mode of attachment is

aj^roximately constant for each particular chromosome and that it is in-

^(Irited from generation to generation (p. 834). Attachment of the chro-

^ In the maturation-nutoMs occur many other forms, such as rings, crosses and tetrads, which

win be oOBsidered in Chapter VI.
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mosome to the spindle is commonly limited to a small area, and is of two

general types, namely: (i) terminal or telomiiic and (2) rum-terminal or

atdomitic, being in the former case at one end, and in the latter at some

other point or points. Non-terminal attachment may be at the middle

point {median) or at an intermediate point {submedian, sub-terminal).

All gradations exist between these various cases; the attachment is some-

times not localized but extends along the whole length of the chromosome

{lateral attachment). These various attachments show a very definite

correlation with the form of the chromosomes (Fig. 56) sometimes evident

in the prophases, commonly in the metaphase, and always in the anaphases;

with terminal attachment the chromosome is rod-shaped; with median

or sub-median usually V-shaped or loop-shaped; with sub-terminal hook-

shaped or J-shaped. This correlation becomes more evident when we
consider

3 . The Anaphases

There is reason to conclude that the metaphase is a condition of relative

stability in which the mitotic figure often remains for a considerable time. ^

Fig. 55.—Prophases and telophases of mitosis, root-tips of the bean, Vida faba (Sharp).

A, resting nucleus; B, early prophase; C, early prophase-chromosomes, unravelling of the spireme;

D, early split spireme, £, F, telophases, vacuolization and branching; G, details of same, H, young
nucleus.

The anaphases, on the other hand, are passed through rapidly and rep-

resent a phase oi great activity, during which the daughter-halves of each

chromosome move apart and proceed to oppiosite poles of the spindle.

As they separate, their characteristic forms, in so far as they are correlated

’ A striking example of this is offered in the polar mitoses of many eggs (p. 404),
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with thdr modes of attachment, become more pronounced and often

undergo very definite changes. All these appearances, as shown in the dia-

gram (Fig. 56) are explained by the simple fact that wlmtever be the mode

c£ attachment, the daughter-chromosomes always begin to separate at the

point of attachment and move as if dragged towards the poles by traction

of the spindle-fibers. In the simplest cases, shown by V-shaped chromo-

somes and by the .lateral types of attachment, the chromosomes undergo

Medan *

SUb-madan

Sub-terminsl

Bmninal

4-

1
I

Fif. M.—^pee of chromosome-attachments and their results during the somatic mitoses. The
spindle-hbor attachments indicated by fine lines.

no important change of form during the anaphases. The V-shaped chro-

mosome, for example, is attached by its apex (median) and divides into

two daughter-V’s which move apart progressively from the apex towards

the free ends, at which points they finally break apart. This condition is

commcmly seen in (he anaphase-figures of growing root-tips of plants (Figs.

56, 57), or the epithieljal cells of salamander-larva, both' common demon-

stration-objects in^ labcaatoiy. Sometimes this appearance- is modified

by the approximation of the timbs of the daughter-V’s until they have the

app&asoice of doul^e rods lying parallel to the spindle. The case is essen-
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tially the same with asymmetrical V’s (sub-median attachment) or J-shaped

chromosomes (sub-terminal) which differ from symmetrical V’s only in

the unequal length of the two limbs.

Rod-shaped chromosomes ^ow more striking variations, since they

may have any form of attachment. When this is median the daughter-

rods are transformed during the early anaphases into V’s because the middle

point of each longitudinal half is drawn polewards while the ends stffl rem^
united (Figs. 56, 57). The double rod thus gives rise to a <>-shaped

figure, which breaks apart into daughter V’s exactly as in the case of

chromosomes that are originally V-shaped. If attachment be sub-median

or sub-terminal the daughter-chromosomes are correspondingly drawn

out into unequal V’s, J’s, or hooks (Fig. 56).

With a terminal attachment the two halves of the rod first draw apart

from the attached end to form Y-shaped or T-shaped figures and

by a continuation of the process come to lie in a straight line along

the spindle while still connected at one end. At this point, they finally

break apart to form two daughter-rods, lying end to end and parallel to

the axis of the spindle (Fig. 58). As seen during the early anaphase

this mode of division might readily be mistaken for a transverse division

of the rod; and for such it was in fact mistaken by some of the early ob-

servers before the importance of the mode of attachment had been recog-

nized.

4. The Telophases

The preceding phases of mitosis are fundamentally important for a

study of the mechanics of division. Those which now ensue are equally

so for broauier questions, including above all the individuality of the chro-

mosomes and the theoretic interpretation of meiosis (pp.. 561, 890).

a. Reconstruction of the Daughter-Nuclei. In the final anaphase the chro-

mosomes, often closely crowded together, lie at the extreme end of the

spmdle (Fig. 50), and in some cases even pass beyond it so as to lie actually

within the substance of the centroplasm (t. e., inside the centrosome. Figs.

$8, 322). Each daughter-group of chromosomes now gives rise to an ordi-

nary nucleus by a process of “reconstruction”; and during the earlier part

of this period the entire cell divides into two across the equator of the

spindle. Three principal modes of nuclear reconstruction have been de-

scribed, as follows:

The simplest and rarest type is by the formation of chromosomal vesicles,

or karyomeres, a process long ago described by Biitschli and Fol in the

blastomeres of segmenting eggs and since observed in embryonic cells of

many species. In this process each chromosome is converted into a
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small veside exactly like a minute nudeus, the whole group then fusing

together progressively so as to form first an irregular, chambered struc-

ture and finally a single nudeus (Figs. sS> 4^9)- From the outer wall

of this, apparently, arises the nuclear membrane, while the inner walls

of the vesicles break down irregularly to form the nuclear network. The
nudeus thus formed is at first small, irregular in outline, and stains lightly.

It then rapidly enlarges, becomes spheroidal, and the staining capacity

of the network increases. A somewhat similar mode of reconstruction

Fig. 67 .—Chromosome attachments in mitosis in root-tips (ORtooiRE)

A-Dt Calionia, terminal attachments, E, F,AlUum, terminal median, sub-median; G, Tnlhum,
sub-terminal, intermediate.

has been described by Sutton, McClung and many others in the spermato-*

gonial divisions of the Orthoptera (Fig. 361). Both in this case and in

the cleavage of the ovum, where the divisions rapidly succeed one another,

the karyomeres sometimes fail to fuse or fuse but incompletely (Fig. 95),

thus giving rise to irregularly lobed “pol)onorphic nuclei,” or nests of

more or less separate karyomeres, which might readily be mistaken for

stages of amitotic division.^

A second and more frequent mode of reconstruction, described in many

kinds of cells in both ammals and plants, involves a twofold process includ-

ing a branching of the chromosomes by which they give rise to an irregular

* See for instaice, Beckwith, '14 fhydroids), Richards (teleosts).
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network, and also the development within them of numerous vacuoles which

enlarge, crowd together and finally seem to break down more or less so as to

form an internal netlike structure. The nucleus thus becomes, in the phrase

of Gr^goire, a “network of networks,” in which the boundaries of the origi-

nal chromosomes can no longer be distinguished (Fig. 55). In the meantime

E F
Fig. 68.—The later stages of mitosis in the of the sea-urchm, Toxopncustes {A-D, Xxooo,

E~F, X500)

the nucleus becomes surrounded by a membrane the origin of which is

dfficult to determine precisely. By the eeirher observers, the chromosome-

group was believed to become surrounded by a “nuclear vacuole” contain-

ing karyolymph or enchylema and bounded by a membrane, formed from

the cytoplasm. The nucleus would thus seem to have a double origin, the

chromatin, linin and part of the enchylema being formed directly from the
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chromosomes, the membrane mul the remaining portion of the enchylema

from the surrounding cytoplasm. Strasburger and his followers were thus

led to consider the nuclear membrane as essentially a cytoplasmic structure

and to designate it as the “
inner cell-walj.” More recent studies, emphasiz-

ing the telophasic vacuolization of the chromosomes, indicate that the

membrane is formed by the outer walls of vacuoles that api)ear in the

peripheral regions of the chromosomes, or outside them; and it thus be-

comes a difficnilt question whether the membrane is formed from the sur-

rounding cytoplasm, or from the periphery of the chromosomes, as appears

to be the case in the first type of reconstruction. Perhaps both processes

may take place, as often seems to be the case with the formation of spindle-

fibers (p. 148).

Both the telophasic branching and the vacuolization were recognized by
the early observers; for instance, Van Beneden (’83-’84, ’87) described a

sponge-like vacuolization of the chromosomes in Ascaris, while the branch-

ing was emphasized by many observers, including especially Rabl (’89)

and Boveri (’87, etc.), who bruit on this basis the hypothesis of the individ-

uality and genetic continuity of the chromosomes. “ In the objects whidi

I have studied . . . (these phenomena) . . . seem to me to admit of no

other interpretation than that the daughter-chromosomes pass over into

a network by sending forth branches; and that each new chromosome arises

through the contraction of a particular region of this network. A highly

important corollary to this is given by the evidence afforded by various

forms of nuclei that each region of the network derived from a chromosome

draws together again to form a chromosome again” (Boveri, ’07, p. 232).

The vacuolization has been emphasized by Gr^goire and his followers, and

has recently been studied with especial care by Sharp in seed-plants, by

litardifere, in ferns, and by other observers.*

A third type of reconstruction, described by a few observers is by the

formation of a chromonema/ a delicately coiled, convoluted or zigzag thread

formed within the kte anaphase- or telophase-chromosomes, which is said

to uncoil or unravel and branch to form the reticulum; but this appearance,

as described especially by Bonnevie in Ascaris, Amphiuma, and Allium and

by Vejdovsk^ in Ascaris and in certain Orthoptera (Fig. 59) has been vari-

ously interpreted. According to Vejdovsky the chromonema lies in an

adiFcnnatic basis by the swelling and liquefaction of which arises the enchy-

• See Gr<s<nre and Wyfaerts (’03), KowaJdci (’04), Berglis ('04), Grfgolre (’06), etc., De Smet

('i4)> Sharp (’13, ’jo), Litardiire C^r). Some obaervera have found the vacuoles appearing already

in the ana|diaees (Merriman, ’04, Nemec, ’10, Lnndeg&rdh, ’10, 12b) or even in the metaphaae (Gr£-

gmte attd Wygaerts, ’03). Most of these dMeiven have accepted the telophasic branching of the

daoraoaomes; but this is questioned by Overton (’jj).

s.Bonnevie ('08, ’ii), Stfaneider (’10), Behome (’ii), Vejdovsk# (’ij), BruneDi Cio, ’14), BoUes

Lee (’ll), MMtens (’33).
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kma or nuclear sap, while the nuclear membrane is formed from its pe-

riphery and the nuclear framework from the chromonema itself.^ Most

recent observers, especially among botanists ^ have failed to find evidence of

a definite spiral in the telophase-chromosomes and have considered the so-

Fig. S9 .—^The chromonema in Ascaris megahcephala (VePOVscy).

A, B, chromosomes from early gamete-nuclei; C, D, uncoiling of the thread; £, formation of new
chromonema within the thread; F, late prophase-chromosomes; G, metaphase-chromosome; B,
anaphase-chromosome with chromonema; 1, telophase; J, "resting” stage; K, L, prophases; M,
supposed spiral structure of bivalent chromosomes in prophase of spermatocyte-division in the

grasshopper Decticm.

called chromonema as an illusion due to the vacuolization of elongate telo-

phase-chromosomes which causes the more solid portions to appear as an

irregular spiral or zigzag. The author’s observations, especially on the

spermatogonial divisions of Orthoptera, point to the same conclusion,

although in these same cells (Phrynokttix, etc.) the contorted piriform

)>r(j^&Me-chromonema is very clearly seen (Wilson, ’12).

‘ See p 8}6. ’ See especially the works of Grfgotre, Sharp and Litardihre.
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TTie foregoing types of reconstruction, different in aspect as they are,

are dosely rdated. The first or karyomere type represents an extreme

form of vacuolization with little or no branching, the second type a

vacuolization of different character and complicated by the branching of the

chromosomes. The third type, as shown especially by Sharp, is closely

connected with the second, but in its original form still awaits adequate

confirmation.

b. The so-called Anaphasic or Telophasic Duality. As above stated, a

considerable number of observers, beginning with Van Beneden (’83-’84)

have described the telophase- or even the anaphase-chromosomes as lon-

gitudinally double. Many have believed this duality to persist during the

resting-nuclei and to reappear as the longitudinal split of the early spireme

in the ensuing mitosis; ^ and this conception has even been applied to some

of the Protozoa in an effort to explain the apparent cross-division of the

chromosomes in these forms (p. 212). Some observers believe that the

anaphasic “split” is already in evidence during the metaphase, the chro-

mosomes having at this time a quadripartite structure analogous to that

seen in the heterotypic division (p. 509).* A remarkable case is described by

Taylor (’22) in the heterotypic division (pollen-motber-cells) of Gasteria.

As is the rule with this division, the anaphasic chromosomes are longitu-

dinally double here, with widely separated halves, in preparation for the

following homeotypic division (p. 519). The remarkable point is that each

half-chromosome (or at least the

chromomeres which it contains) is

itself at first longitudinally double

and later (early telophase) longi-

tudinally quadripartite. This may
possibly mean that in the closing

phases of the heterotypic division

preparation has already been made,

^ tn. s«cc«iing hom»-
typic division but also for an addi-

tional division, which later takes place in the pollen-grain (p. 496). This

latter conclusion, however, has not yet been demonstrated.

• On the other hand, a ccmsiderable group of observers have considered

the so-called telophasic split as an illusion due to the vacuolization of the

(’08), Fanner and Sbove (’os)> Bonnevie (’oS, etc.), Meves (’07), Lundeg&rdh (’10, ’13),

’14, ’19), Fanner and Digby (’10), BrundU (’10), Granier and Boule (’ii), Frazer and

BoUm Lee (’ii), Schneider (’10), Dehome (’ii), Frazer ('14), SchUstow (’13), Reed

•^Metriman (’04), Nawaachin (’10), in the root-tips of plants, Bonnevie (’08) in the eggs of Attaris.

See also Sands (’22}.
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chromosomes at this time.* Some advocates of the telophasic split (Lunde-

glrdh, Schtistow, Frazer and Snell, etc.) endeavored to reconcile the contra-

diction by assuming the telophasic vacuolization to result in a complete

longitudinal division, as described by other observers in the prophasic

splitting (p. 125). This, however, has been contradicted by some of the

most careful recent studies both of the telophases and the prophases, which

seem clearly to demonstrate that the telophasic vacuoles are often not

in an axial series but quite irregularly disposed (Sharp), and that the pro-

phase-threads are not double but single and subsequently split lengthwise.®

The work of Sharp, Kuwada and Litardiere shows clearly that in the

prophases of various plants the fine prophase-spireme is formed from al-

veolized bands very similar to the alveolized telophase-chromosomes;

and that by the confluence of the vacuoles and partial breaking down of

their walls arises a single Irregular zigzag thread, which later splits length-

wise. This is in accordance with many other observations on the formation

of the prophase-.spirals in animal mitoses referred to above.

Martens (’22) in a study of Paris, has endeavored to harmonize the con-

flicting interpretations by the conclusion that the anaphasic and telophasic

duality, though real, is not the forerunner of the future prophasic split.

This observer describes an anaphasic and telophasic chromonema, similar

in principle to that of Bonnevie and Vejdovsky but less regular, the sub-

stance of which is said to concentrate at the periphery and thus produce

a transitory appearance of duality, which, however, later disappeeirs (Fig.

420). In the prophases the chromonema reappears as a single zigzag

thread, as described by other observers; but this is asserted not to split

lengthwise but again to concentrate on both sides of the chromosome until

the latter becomes longitudinally double. This account confirms the ac-

counts of those who consider the prophasic split to arise already in the

preceding anaphases, but also contradicts observers who, like Sharp, Li-

tardiere, the writer and others, believe the prophase chromonema to split

lengthwise. The contradictions here arising must await further study.®

c. Telokinesis. Under this name Heidenhain (’94) characterized certain

movements of the mitotic figure, or its remains, that often take place during

the later telophases soon after cleavage of the cytosome, and may conven-

iently be considered here, though they affect particularly the cytoplasmic el-

ements. They involve two principal events, both of which seem to vary

widely in different kinds of cells and apparently may fail to take place in

' This point is urged by Grfigoire, LundegSrdh (’10, 12). Sharp ('13, ’so), deSmet (’14), Sakamuri
(’14), and others, more recently by Litaidiite (’21), and by Kuwada (’21) whose observations were

made <n my laboratory. My own observations on Orthoptera indicate the same conclusion.

* See especially Wilson, ’11, Sharp, ’13. Litardi^, ’21, Kuwada ’21.

' C/. p. 896.
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some cases. One is a rotation of the daughter-chromosome-groups towards

one side of the spindle accompanied by a corresponding movement of the

centers and often also by a more or less pronounced bending of the spindle

at its middle point (Fig. 6o). In extreme cases the spindle is thus flexed al-

most into the form of a V or U and the nuclear axes form a more or less

wide angle with one another or may even become nearly parallel. In the

latter case the nuclei have rotated through nearly 90°, and the central bodies,

Fig. 61.—^Telokinetic tnovements at the centers in the spermatogonia of the beetle Blaps

(Noiodez}.

Af metapbase; B, late anaphase; C, late telophase; D, E, still later stages, telokinetic movement
completed.

fwiginally at oppoate sides of the nuclei, have come to lie nearly side by

side. In their more pronounced forms these processes are often well seen in

the cleavage of the ovum (Fig. 62), and also in the early spermatids prior to

die differentiation of the sperm. In both these cases, further, the nuclei

citea separate mote or less from the ^indle so as to lie beside it instead of

at its rads (Fig. 167).

Secondly, the cetitrioles often perform at this time certain definite move-

ments by which their original relation to the nucleus is greatly changed.

One is a sqiaradoa of the two halves of each centriole (each of which be-

comes double durhig the metaphase or anaphase) and their migration to

iqiposite poles of the nucleus 90*' away from their original portion (Figs.

327). This is dearly a prqiaratioa for the next division following

and might ap{Hc^riatdy be redumed as a prophasic event. In another
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type d telokinetic movement, both centrioles, still closely associated, mi-

grate £U'Ound the periphery of the nucleus until they may come to lie at

a position on the spindle side of the nucleus (instead of opposite to it) and

nearly 180° away from their original position (Figs. 61, 278). The meaning

of this remarkable process is quite unknown.

6. History of the Nucleoli

The history of the nucleoli in mitosis, as in the vegetative or interphasic

nucleus, still involves many obscure points. In the prophases the chroma-

tin-nucleoli undoubtedly contribute directly, in one way or another, to

the formation of the chromosomes. The smaller net-knots seem to be

drawn directly into the spireme-threads; larger blocks, in the form of pro-

chromosomes or the like (p. 899) may be resolved into contorted or coiled

threads which then unravel or uncoU to form spireme-threads (Fig. 421).

The chromosome-nucleoli, characteristic of the auxocytes (though some-

times found in other cells), are usually likewise drawn out more or less be-

fore their longitudinal fission though in some cases this is but slight (p. 761).

Karyospheres differentiate into a closely crowded group of basichromatic

chromosomes, often imbedded in a more lightly staining or oxychromatic

matrix from which the chromosomes break away or escape into the nuclear

cavity (Fig. 37). The matrix may thus be left behind in the form of a

plasmosome, while the chromosomes may undergo a considerable process

of extension before condensing into their final form. A good example

of this is offered by the spermatocytes of Notonecta (Browne, ’13).

True nudeoli or plasmosomes are not known to make any direct mor-

phological contribution to the chromosome-formation. They often per-

sist with only slight change while the spireme forms and in the later stages

rapidly diminish in size, fragment and disappear; but there are a few cases

in which the plasmosome, or a considerable residue of it, is cast out bodily

after completion of the mitotic figure. It is possible, nevertheless, as earlier

indicated (p. 95), that these nudeoli may be storehouses of material that

is given off in a soluble form 2ind may play some part in the mitotic trans-

formation. We may here again recall the possibility that in their baso-

philic condition these nudeoli may have stored up some substance, such as

nudeic acid, that has been given off from the chromosomes (which have

in consequence decreased in basophily) and is given back to them during

their increase in basophily in the later prophases. This, however, is a mere

conjecture.*

‘ Hie best examples of such changes are offered by the growing oOcytes (p. 354); otheis are seen

in ZygKmia according to E^ye2 ('07) and van Wissdingh (’14) or in MarsUia according to Stne-

botger (’07} and Betgha ('09).
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In the telophases the plasmosomes reappear, often very early, in the

form of drop-like spheres which commonly flow together to form larger

spheroids. Their exact source is still doubtful. Until recently most ob-

Fig. a .—^Telokinesii in the first cleavage of the gasteropod Crepidula (Conkun).

c, ‘‘centrosome"; p, polocytes; s, sphere-substance.

A, initial bending of the spindle; fl, spindle bent into a V, nuclei almost in contact; centers above,

near the surface; C, interpfaase, after disappearance of the .spindle, D, early prophasc of second

cleavage, division of the daughter-centers and formation of the daughter-amphiasters.

servers have found them arising independently of the nuclear framework

and apparently de novo (see, however, p. 911).

Ifl. CYTOKINESIS. GENERAL HISTORY OF THE ACHROMATIC
FIGURE

A. The Amphiastral Type

The amphiaster may be thought of as two astral systems which jointly

give rise to the spindle that lies between them
;
and the spindle is perhaps

comparable to a specially modified group of astral rays, but this is not

entirdy certain. ITie spindle is superficially similar to the spindle-shaped

• area found between the poles in the magnetic or electrostatic field, but it is

more than doubtful whether the two cases are really analogous. As viewed

in the living object the asters appear as radiating tracts of hyaloplasm,

by a radial ifli^sition of the alveolar spheres (macrosomes) and
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microsomes about the centers. The spindle appears as merely a dear

fusiform area between the asters, containing no alveolar spheres, and most

commonly showing no trace of spindle-fibers.^ The question is thus prom-

inently raised as to whether the fibrillar structure of the amphiaster,

as seen in sections, may not be a coagulation artifact; and, as has earlier

been indicated, the experiments especially of Biitschli, Hardy and Fischer

have in fact demonstrated that fine fibrillar aster-like and spindle-like

structures (Fig. 24) may be produced by coagulating agents in artificial

emulsions, or even in homogeneous colloidal solutions (p. 65).

As seen in sections both asters and spindle are in most cases undoubtedly

composed of very distinct fibrillas, those of the spindle often more sharply

marked than astral rays. Both sets of fibrilla anastomose to some extent,

but in well-fixed material this is as a rule hardly noticeable in the spindle

until after the metaphase has been passed. The astral rays are unbranched

centrally but branch out distally into the protoplasmic framework and

are lost to view, though often extending nearly to the periphery of the cell.

In many cases the fibrillae of both spindle and asters seem to consist of a

homogeneous basis along which or in which are scattered microsomes; and

some writers, for instance Van Beneden, have described the fibrillae as

actually built up as linear series of microsomes.

1 . The Spindle

By the earlier observers, such as Van Beneden (’83, ’87) and Boveri

(’88) the metaphase-spindle was regarded as consisting of two cone-

shaped, half-spindles placed base-to-base and separated by the equatorial

plate of chromosomes. Subsequently it became evident that, in many
cases at least, the spindle consists of two kinds of fibers; and these have been

supposed to differ widely in functional significance. One of these includes

halj-spindle fibers, extending from the poles to the chromosomes, as just

indicated; these, which are probably concerned in some manner with the

movements of the chromosomes towards the poles, are called traction-

fibers, or chromosomal fibers. Secondly, the spindle contains continuous fibers

which extend without interruption from pole to pole and sometimes con-

stitute a central spindle about which the chromosomes are grouped in a ring,

attached on either side to the traction-fibers, in this case called, because of

their position, “mantle fibers ” (Figs. 48, 247). More frequently the

two sets of fibers are mingled, and no central spindle can be distinguished.

In such cases the chromosomes do not surround the spindle but lie in its

substance.

' E. g., in echinocierm eggs, Wilson, 'gg, ’01. So-called spindle-fibers may sometimes be seen in the

unfixed object (r
. g , in the spermatocyte-divisions of insects) but it is doubtful whether this may not

be due to a sub-mortem change.
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During the anaphases the two diverging groups of daughter-chromosomes

are connected by a set of connecting~fibers or interzonal-fibers C'Verbin-

dungsfasem,” “filaments r^unissants ”) which now form the equatorial

region of the ^indle (Figs. 46, 58). By the early observers these were

bdieved to be spun out from the chromosomes as the latter drew apart,

and hence to differ wholly in nature and origin from the true spindle-fibers;

some recent observations seem to give this at least partial support. Many
cytol(^ists, however, have accepted the conclusion of Hermann (’91)

that the coimecting fibers are in the main identical with the continuous

fibers which are exposed to view as the chromosomes draw apart. The
interzonal region of the spindle is at first more or less convex in outline, but

as the anaphases advance its boundaries become straighter and in the later

anaphases and early telophase nearly parallel, while the connecting fibers

become less crowded, more contorted, more granular in structure, and

their anastomoses are more readily seen. In many cases they develop,

dtumg the early telophase, a series of deeply staining thickenings in the

equatorial plane, forming the cell-plate or mid-body. This structure is

con^icuous in the anastral forms of nnitosis in the cells of higher plants,

where it plays an important part in the division of the cell-body (p. 159).

In the amphiastral types (animals generally) the mid-body is less developed

and often rudimentary, being represented by only a few granules (Figs.

50, 60).

3. The Asters

The configuration of the astral formations, most conspicuously shown

in embryonic cells, varies markedly in different phases of mitosis.

In the very small asters of early stages, the rays are straight, simple and

relatively few. With advancing development they rapidly elongate in

all directions, increase in niunber, and in many cases those of the two

asters intersect so as to cross one another at a decided angle in the equatorial

region outside the spindle. This condition, of great interest for all general

theories of mitosis (p. 186), is often seen in the metaphase or even earlier

(Figs. 48, 205) and may persist imtil the late anaphase or even the early

telophase. Sooner or later, however, the crossing of the rays disappears

by a readjustment during which those from the two asters curve more and

more towards one another and often seem to join in the equatorial pl^e

so as to be continuous from pole to pole, even in the region outside the

spindle. This condition is most perfect ly seen in the living object during

the early telophase just at the time n hen the cell-constriction appears,

Udxcn the karykinetiC field sometimes clos'ely resembles the polarized mag-

netic or electrostatic field, the astral rays and spindle fibers following
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a courae nearly similar to that of the lines erf force. This configuration is,

however, but tenyrorary and is quickly lost as the constriction cuts through

the spindle (Wilson, ’oic).

The asters are typically equal, in which case the whole karyokinetic

figure is perfectly symmetrical with respect to both chromatic and achro-

matic elements and cell-division is also equal The asters are, however, often

unequal; and this is always accompanied by a correspondingly unequal

division of the protoplasmic cell-body, though the chromosomes divide

equally as before. In some of these cases the asters only become unequal

when the spindle takes up an eccentric position, thus diminishing the field of

action of the more peripherally placed aster (e. g., in the polar divisions of

the egg. Figs. 183, 189). In a few cases, however, the inequality seems to

appear almost from the beginning and before the peripheral movement of

the spindle occurs, as shown by Lillie (‘12) in the first cleavage of the

Nereis egg (Fig. 470). In either case we find here additional evidence that

the asters are directly concerned with division of the cytoplasmic cell-body

(P- 175)-

An exceptional feature of the asters is a very distinct spiral twisting of

the rays. Such spiral asters were first made known by Mark (’81) in case

of the second polar spindles in the egg of the slug, Limax; and they have

since been described in various other animals of widely separated groups,

including echinoderms, nemertines, mollusks, annelids and vertebrates.

Conklin (’02) ascribes the origin of spiral asters to vortical protoplasmic

currents; and this is borne out by the more recent work of Painter* (’16),who
concludes that the spiral asters probably are formed as a result of rotational

shiftings of the aster subsequent to its formation in the typical manner.

3. The Central Bodies

The intricate questions involved in the relation between centriole, cen-

trosome, aster and spindle, here indicated in only a general way, will be

considered more critically at a later point (p. 672). The centriole, always

very minute and sometimes almost at the limit of microscopical vision,

stains intensely with certain dyes (such as iron hiematoxylin or crystal

violet). In the earliest stages of the alters it is most commonly single

but sooner or later divides into two, a process which commonly takes

place not later than the metaphase and sometimes even earlier (Figs. 322,

328). In the very young aster the astral rays seem to be given off directly

from the centriole. Later the centriole is seen to be surrounded by a mass

of centroplasm which usually forms a definite body generally known as the

centrosome (Boveri) a term which has gradually displaced the earUet

' This author gives a good review of the literature of the subject.
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tenns “periplast” (Vejdovsky), “attraction-sphere ” (Van Beneden) and

“centrosphere ” (Strasburger).

This body varies greatly in structure in different kinds of cells and in

different stages of development of the aster. In its most definite form (e. g.,

as described by Boveri in Ascaris) it is a definite and homogeneous sphere

from which the rays take their origin. In other cases, it is transversed by

the astral rays, which may be traced into the centriole, as in Thysanozoon

(Van der Stricht), Unto (Lillie) or Nephdis (Jorgensen). In such cases the

centrosome seems to be merely the innermost zone of the aster, its bound-

ary being formed as a rule by a circle of microsomes (Fig, 321) ;
and this view

of the centrosome is sustained by the fact that one or more additional

concentric zones may sometimes be distinguished in the aster outside the

inmost one.* In still other cases, illustrated by the segmenting eggs of

Tkdassema (Fig. aqs), Cerebratulus (Fig. 322) or Rhynchelmis (Fig. 330)

the centrosome or “ centrosphere ” is a larger and less sharply defined

mass which is not traversed by the astral rays and shows a fine net-like

or alveolar structure. Such centrosomes appear to arise by a breaking

down of the inner region of the astral rays, a progressive process which

in some cases leads to an enormous growth of the centrosome (Fig. 330).

Such cases offer advantages for the study of the division of the centriole

and the formation erf the new amphiaster within it (p. 680).

4. Origin of the Amphiaster

In all cases the amphiaster is formed about the central bodies (centrioles)

as foci; and in a large number of cases the latter undoubtedly arise by the

division of a single original body. It is remarkable that division of the

original centriole into two, which constitutes the initial step in mitosis,

often takes place before completion of the preceding mitosis; the typical

procedure, indeed, is its division not later than the metaphase of the preceding

mitosis and sometimes much earlier.* In respect to the later stages we may
distinguish two t)Tje3 as follows:

A. In one of these, well shown in the cleavage stages of Ascaris (Figs. 45,

48, 63), the formation of the new amphiaster is delayed until cell-division

has been completed and the resting stage attained. In such cases the two

cmtrioles, (rften surrounded by a centrosome or “attraction-sphere” and

* See p. 68i.
* Striking examples of this are offered by the auxocytes of certain animals. In the primary sperma-

toqrtea of Lei^doptera and some other insects, for example, not only is the cenUiole double in the

ptofitaMee,W each half has already prepared for the second following mitosis by its double

I and structure. In prophases of the pnmary oOcytes of the snail 4 rton Lams (’10) found the

centrioles already double and widely aeparated for the ensuing first polar mitosis, with each daughter-

Ceotriote also completely divided for Uie second polar mitosis.
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sometimes by astral rays, continue to Ke side by side during the vegetative

phase of the daughter-cell. The ensuing division is initiated by a prc^essive

separation of the centrioles, accompanied by the development of a small

aster about each and of a primary spindle between them (Figs. 48, 63). As
originally described by Van Beneden (’83, ’87) and Boveri (’87, ’07, etc.),

this process takes place in the cytoplasm and the primary amphiaster is en-

tirely extra-nuclear. In such cases the whole structure, at least in its earlier

Fig. 63 .—Central bodies in Ascaris (Bovehi).

A , B, early prophases of the spermatocytes; C-E, early prophases in s-cell stage of cleavage.

stages, is undoubtedly of cytoplasmic origin. The nature of the primary spin-

dle is, however, a difficult question. Heidenhain (’94) supposed it to arise

from a specific substance surrounding the centrioles and forming between

them a primary centrodesmus. Others have supposed it to arise from the

substance of the centrioles, or from hyaloplasm flowing centrifugally from

the centers in the region between them (Bonnevie, ’10). Once formed the

amphiaster rapidly enlarges by elongation of the spindle and extension of

the astr2il rays; and at this time the crossing of the rays from the two astral

systems in the equatorial plane outside the spindle is often conspicuously

seen.
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Where the outgrowing astral mys abut against the nudear membrane the

latter is dten pushed in or tkraum into folds (Fig. 239), a fact difficult to

explain unless the rays are of considerable solidity and are actually growing.

Sooner or later the wall of the nudeus liquefies and the astral rays grow

actively into the interior, apparently by progressive differentiation out of

the linin-network. The chromosomes are now quickly drawn upon the

spindle, as if pulled into position by the action of the ingrowing astral rays

with which they have come into attachment.

In this type of amphiaster-formation it seems dear: (i) that the fibers

of the primary spindle may persist to form the continuous fibers of the

definitive spindle; {2) that the chromosomal fibers, “traction-fibers,”

or half-spindle fibers likewise arise, in part at least, from astral rays

that grow into the nudeus from outside; (3) that the primary spindle

commonly persists as a central spindle, with the chromosomes lying

in a ring about its equator, and with the half-spindle fibers, attached to

the chromosomes, forming an investment of “mantle-fibers” on either side

(p. 182).

In a second type the primary amphiaster arises at a much earlier period

—

already, indeed, during the anaphase or telophase of the preceding division.

In such cases, common in the cleavage of the ovum (Figs. 47, 205, 322, 330),

the centrioles separate and a new amphiaster forms at each pole of the

spindle, inside the old centrosome and from its substance.^ During this

process the two centrioles usually move away from the original spindle-

pole towards the periphery of the centrosome, now considerably enlarged,

and may even pass outside it into the substance of the degenerating old

aster. In the final telophase the two asters finally may pass to opposite

poles of the reformed daughter-nucleus; and here the centrioles persist

throughout the vegetative period of the cell. Meanwhile the primary

spindle seems to disappear completely; though some observers have sup-

posed that it may only have flattened out against the nuclear wall. The

asters usually become much reduced or even disappear from view, but

the centriole is usually surrounded by at least a portion of the centrosome,

which forms the sphere.

During the ensuii^ prophases an aster redevelops about each centriole,

the nuclear wall often being pushed in by the rays at each pole. At these

two points the wall soon fades, and the ingrowing astral rays enter the nu-

cleus, quickly invading the whole nuclear area and apparently growing at

the expense of the linin-network. A new spindle is thus finally built up in

‘ jE. in (Hennegtiy. ’or). DkyJOnowS" (Van der Stricht, ’gr), OtoWWa (MacFadand,

'07), Tkalassema (Griffin ‘gg), CerebnUvlu^ (Coe, ’99, Vatsu, ’10), SAynckdmis (Vejdovsky and

Mtaaek, ’03) w Arim (Infps, ’10).
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the nuclear area lying between the two centrioles, the chromosomes being

from the first in intimate relation with it. In this case, accordingly, con-

tinuous fibers and half-spindle fibers are intermingled, and no central

spindle can be distinguished as such. The two foregoing types, are con-

nected by many intermediate gradations due to variations in the time of

amphiaster-formation.

The inpushing of the nuclear membrane by the ingrowing astral rays,

has been described in many different objects and by many observers who

have found (i. e., Van der Stricht, '95, Griffin, ’99) that dissolution of the

membrane begins at the points most deeply infolded. In certain cases the

inpushing fibrUlae seem actually to compress the entire nucleus lying be-

tween the bases of the two astral cones and in such cases almost the entire

spindle would seem to be of cytoplasmic origin (Vejdovsky, ’88, Vejdovsky

and Mrazek, ’93). Other observers (Watase, ’93) have concluded, on the

other hand, that the nuclear Wall is penetrated by the ingrowing rays, which

then push the whole contents of the nucleus before them as they grow.

Among the many modifications of the foregoing types there are two of

especial interest. The fact has earlier been mentioned (p. 29) that in

certain cases the division-centers are intra-nuclear and at least the early

stages of amphiaster-formation take place within the nucleus. Intra-nu-

clear centers are common among the Protozoa, though nearly all of these

cases are of the anastral type (p. 204) ;
in Metazoa they are of rare occur-

rence. In the spermatocytes of Ascaris megalocephala univalens the primary

amphiaster is intra-nuclear, the central bodies only p)assing out into the

protoplasm near the time of the metaphase (Fig. 323).^ A somewhat

similar case is described by Hegner (’08) in the oocytes of the copepod,

Canthocamptus. Again, in the oocytes of the platode Thysanzoim, Schock-

£ert (’01) describes a remarkable intra-cellular division-center of elongate

spindle-shape, which divides into two within the nucleus, the products

passing to opposite poles of the germinal vesicle, shortening to a spheroidal

form, and becoming the center of two conspicuous protoplasmic asters.

These results, in general, are in agreement with earlier conclusions of Van
der Stricht {’98) and are substantially confirmed by Kaltenbach (’is)-*

It is a surprising fact that an amphiaster may be formed synthetically by

the secondary union or association of two asters or centers originally sepa-

rate. Apparently no doubt concerning the fact can exist in the case of

triasters or tetrasters in double-fertilized eggs (Fig. 79), where one or two of

‘ It is remarkable that in A . megalocephala var. bivalens the division-centers are extra-nuclear

(Hertwig, Boven, etc.).

’ A nuniber of others have reached more or less similar condusions, e. g., JuUn (’93) in the sper-

matocytes of Styleopsis, RUckert (’04) in the eggs of Cyclops, Msthews C'05) in those of Asterias;

but outside of the I^tozoa none of these are as well substantiate 1 as the foregoing.
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the spindles, though indistinguishable from the others, must have had

centers of different parental origin.

B. Anastral Types of Mitosis

As far as the history of the chromosomes is concerned the anastral types

of mitosis (excepting for the moment those of Protozoa) do not differ in any

important way from the amphiastral. The two types differ remarkably,

however, in respect to both the structure and the mode of formation of the

achromatic figure and often also in the mode of division of the protoplasmic

cell-body; for the anastral spindle is not ordinarily formed between two

definite focal points and is devoid of central bodies, and division of the cell-

body typically does not take place by constriction but by the formation of

a cell-plate (p. 159).

Anastral forms of mitosis are of common occurrence among Protista,

including both unicellular plants and animals (p. 201). In Metazoa they

seem to occur only in the maturation-divisions of the ovum (p. 508). In

plants, on the other hand, they are of widespread occurrence and with few

exceptions are characteristic of the vegetative divisions in the cormophytes

from the bryophytes upwards.

In the seed-plants a number of the earlier observers, particularly Guignard

(’91) believed that definite “centrosomes” could be demonstrated at the

poles of the spindles and that the spindle-formation was initiated by their

division. This result was, however, proved to be erroneous by the

work particularly of Belajeff and his followers. It is, however, a very

interesting fact that in Ginkgo and the cycads {Cycas, Zamia, etc.) and

in some at least of the pteridophytes and bryophytes, the final or semi-

final gamete-producing divisions of the male are characterized by the

presence of conspicuous asters with central bodies known as blepharoplasls,

because of their relation to the formation of cilia or flagella (p. 387).

Important questions concerning the nature and origin of anastral spindles

have been raised by some of the latest studies in this field. ^ According

to most of the current accounts the anastral spindles of higher plants and

animals seem to be of two widely different types. The simpler of these

occurs in the oScytes of certain animals (Figs. 238, 243) and arise wholly

from the nudeus, which is drawn out as a whole to form the spindle, with-

out visible participation of the cytoplasm. The spindle-fibers here seem to

arise by a direct transformation of the linin-network, and never to converge

to definite fod at the poles as is the case in the amphiastral type.

By some of the earlier observers the absence of asters and centers in

, these cases was ascribed to defective fixation; but this seems to be excluded

‘ See especially Deviafi, ’»i.
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by the fact tli9,t the same preparations show conspicuous sperm-centers
surrounded by sharply marked astral rays and central bodies.* During
the cleavage ol these forms asters and centers are always present; but
here too the spindle seems to be largely of nuclear origin, as in the second
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tiiat the anastral spindles here in question have resulted .from the disap-

pearance of centers and asters tl^t were present in the ancestral forms,

the spindle-formation remaining in the main of similar type but simplified

by l<«s of the central structures or^nally present at the poles.

The second, and more complicated type of anastral spindle is that found

in the vegetative and spore-forming divisions of cormophytic plants. Ac-

cording to nearly all existing accounts these are in large part formed from

.—Division ol ^re-mother cdis in Equhetum, showing anastral multipolar sfdndle-

formation (Ostexboot).

A, esriy pr(g>base, “kinopUsmic" fibrillx in the cytoplasm; B, multipolar fibrillar figure in-

vading nudeai area, alter disappearance of the nuclear membrane; C, multipolar ^indie;

D, qoadripolar ^lindle which finally condenses into a bipolar one.

the cytoplasm immediately surrotmding the nucleus by a process that

seems to have little definite relation to that seen in the first or intra-nuclear

type. In respect to their mode of origin they are of two principal types,

namely, those that are always bipolar and those that are at a certain stage

multipolar. The latter, in turn, were distinguished by Strasburger (’oo)

as multipolar diarckal and multipolar polyarchal, the former showing

more or less clearly a bipolar condition from the beginning, while the latter

show at the start no trace of bipdarity (Figs. 65, 66). All these various

conditions lead to the same final result, a spindle that is strictly bipolar
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but devoid of sharply marked polar fod and of d^nite asters such as are

seen in the amphiastral type, though cytoplasmic strands often radiate

irregularly from the poles. The simpler or bipolar type is characteristic

in general of the vegetative divisions of the higher plants (Kg. 64), the

multipolar of the spore-forming divisions.

In all these cases the spindle is said to arise from accumulations of fi-

brillar cytoplasm or kinoplasm near the nuclear wall. In the strictly bi-

polar forms characteristic of the vegetative mitoses these accumulations

are first found at opposite poles of the nucleus, forming the so-called polar

or kinoplasmic caps.^ At first consisting of hyaline cytoplasm (kinoplasm),

they later become fibrillar, forming two cones with their bases against the

nuclear poles; and as the nuclear membrane disappears invade the nuclear

cavity and come into relation with the chromosomes. The two polar caps

thus finally give rise to an anastral spindle, often rather sharply pointed

but sometimes truncated, in either case devoid of definite central bodies

or asters. There is no evidence that the polar caps arise by the division

of a single body; nevertheless it is not impossible that they arise from ma-
terial which originally forms a single mass and later segregates into two

polar masses, as is suggested by the facts in certain Protozoa (p. 208).

In the multipolar spindle-formation characteristic of the spore-forming

divisions of higher plants ^ the process begins with the appearance of a per-

inuclear zone of “kinoplasm ” which from an early period has a fibrillar

structure, the fibrillas being sometimes at first disposed more or less radially

about the nucleus (Figs. 65, 66). Very soon they become contorted and

closely aggregated to form a felt-like web closely surrounding the nucleus;

and from this the fibrilla; are later drawn out into a variable number of

irregular cone-like projections. In the diarchal forms these are from the

first more or less polarized, in the polyarch quite irregular. Upon dissolu-

tion of the nuclear membrane the fibrill® quickly invade the nuclear area

and thus give rise to the “multipolar spindle.” The cones now diminish

in number, apparentlyjby progressive fusion,.until a bipolar spindle is formed

of the same general type as that derived from polar caps.

From an early period considerable differences of opinion existed con-

cerning the origin of the spindle-material. By a considerable group of

observers, headed by Strasburger (’95, ’00, ’08) the spindle was. supposed

to be derived very largely, if not exclusively from the peri-nudear cyto-

‘ These were first described by Rosen ('95), N^ec (’97), Ju;! (’98, ’99), Inter by many others.

' This mode of spindle-formation was first car^uUy sto<fied and figured in the ppHta-motber-cdb
of Larix by Belaieff (’94)1 in LUimn by Farmer ('93, ’95) and Strasburger (’95), iiMtmmcalHs by
luei (’97), in iMimn, by Sargent (’97), and Mottfer (’97) and in Equisetum fOttterhotit, ’97)1 in

the vegetative cells of Ckara (Debsbi, ’98). The results have repeatedly been o^duaed by later

observers. Literature in Allen (’03), Davis (’04), Farmer and Digby (’10), Devisfi (’is), OveitoB

Cai) etc,
‘

'
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{dasm; but otbers urged that the linin-network also contributes to its for'

station. For example, Lawson (’98, ’00, ’03) found in Cobea, Hedera, Glad-

iolfts, and other forms that the spindle is almost wholly of protoplasmic

oright; while the observations of Williams (’99) on Passiflora indicated

that it receives a large contribution from the linin-network. Still other

observers found the spindle to be completely intra-nuclear in origin, e. g.,

in the early cleavage of the ovtun and in the division of the pollen-nuclei

ingymnosperms. * Such divergences seemed hard to reconcile, but it should

fig. t6<—Multipolar ^indle-fonnation in poIIen-mother-celU of Cassia (Hus).

A, of perinuclear zone of kinoplasm ” ',3-0, various conditions seen in prophase;

E, rntd^Mbr diardi spindles, prophases of second division; F, multipolar polyarch spindle.

be tecaBM that in the amphiastral types, too, the spindle undoubtedly

may be ejther intra-nuclear or extra-nuclear in origin, though the mechan-

ism k heft widdy different (p. 148).

The whde question is placed in a new light by the recent work of De-

vis6 fai) Gt^goirc’s laboratoryi These studies were made on the

miezof^MWOCytes of die larch, Larix, the remarkable fine object on which

f^adchirioQs were cniginally based, and by the use of the modem

> Dmdo, 'gS, MunSl. ’00. Ferguson, ’01, Webber, ’01, Coker, ’03.
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technique for demonstration of the chondriosomes. The results seem to

show that the spindle is in reality strictly intra-nuclear in origin, the so-

called multipolar spindle and the perinuclear feltwork and radial stage

that precede it being artifacts produced by the destructive action of acetic

acid in the reagents (Flemming’s fluid) formerly employed. When prop-

erly fixed and stained (Benda’s method) cells in the “resting” '«r vegeta-

tive stage are found to contain numerous scattered chondnocotds and in

the early prophases these become radially disposed, later closldy crowded

and more or less contorted to form the perinuclear layer or “feltwork”

(Fig. 67), which is visible as a granular zone in the living cell. In this

Fig. 67.

—

Mitosds in pollen mother-cells (primary spotocytes), of the larch, Larix, after Benda’s

fixation for chondriosomes (Devis£)
i4, beginning of the prophase, scattered cHondrioconts, pennuclear felt^work oC chondno*

conts, C, disappearance of nuclear membrane, diarch spindle forming in central nudear area;

later stage of same, anaphase, F, late telophase (second division)

position the chondriocont-layer remains throughout all the succeeding

stages of spindle-formation but taking no part in it. Collapse of the nu-

cleus is followed by a concentration of the chromosomes towards the center

of the nuclear area, the peripheral part of which forms a clear zone Of linin

hmited externally by the chondriocont layer. Inside the latter, and quite

sejiarate from it, is formed the spindle, bipolar from the first, wad ih^y
associated with the chromosomes; and during the telophases <^100-

drioconts, or their products, become again dispersed through thO'i^^losome.

In the control material, fixed by Flemming’s fluid, the chondjIoiobQitS fnU
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to sppettf, but the multqjMlai* spindles are shown as described by earlier

observe 'Xhe c^servations of Nassonoff (p. 163) on chondriokinesis

suggest a pasribUity that even the polar caps in the vegetative division

of plants may represent the disorganized ronains of chondriosomes at the

pdes of the nucleus.

These famits must await confirmation by other observers before they

can be untesecvedly accepted. If well founded they go far towards reconcil-

ing the s^ndtge mode of mitosis seen in the so-called multipolar spindlc-

formatidn with the simpler type that appears in the anastral spindles of the

animai ovum, as above described. For all the facts would fall into line under

the assumption that in all the higher plants the spindle is intra-nudear in

origin and that the centers and asters, present in lower plants (p. 199), have

disappeared, precisely as in case of certain animal ova. What has de-

tennined t}& is unknown. We are tempted to the conjectme that it

may be corrdated with the more extensive development of the cell-walls

and a crmsequent general substitution of cell-plate formation (p. 159) for

constnctioD in deavage of the eeU-body; but this su^estion is not sup-

ported by the anastral polar spindles of the animal egg, which seem to

lead to division by constriction. That the anastral type in higher plants

has been determined by some such condition is, however, supported by

the presence of asters and central bodies (blepharoplasts) in the microga-

mete-producmg mitoses. The central bodies seem here to have been re-

tained because of the part which they play in forming the locomotor appa-

ratus of the q)ermatozoids (p. 387); and this is supported by the fact that

in the higher seed-plants (higher gymnosperms, angiosperms), where motile

mkrogametes are absent, both blepharoplasts and asters are likewise

absent In their relation to the loccanotor apparatus (flagella, etc.) the

blepharoplasts of jdants are obviously dosely analogous to those of the

sperm-fwnuBg cells in animals, and of the flagellated cells of sponges,

both of wluch are known to be identical with centrioles; and the same

is true, in many cases, of the blepharoplasts of the flagellated Protozoa

which nmy very well represent the most primitive condition (c/. pp. 690,

696). It seems, accordingly, reasonable to assume that the presence of

asters and blepharoplasts in the gamete-forming divisions represents

the pdohitive ami^ua^ral mode of mitosis that still exists in many
and has persisted in the sperm-producing divisions because

jdiyaiological motive. The possibility remains that al-

seon to have disappeared in the higher plants cen-

atill be pi'esent, perhaps very small, so as to have

0t intra-nudear in position as is the case m some
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C. Cleavage. Divisiok of the Cytosoue

Superfidally regarded the process of cytoplasmic division ot cleavage of

the cell-body offers a much simpler aspect than that of nuclear division;

but this appearance may be deceptive. In the main it appears as a mass-

division of the cytoplasmic substance; but it is important to bear in

mind that the division is often unequal and that it is often accompanied or

preceded by the separate division of individual structural elements,. such as

plastids, centrioles, flagella, and perhaps also of chrondriosomes and other

structures. The fact remains that cytoplasmic cleavage is on the whole

effected without any systematic general resolution of the cytosome into

separately dividing elements comparable to the spireme-threads and chro-

mosomes of the nucleus.

Cleavage is of two types or modes, entirely different in general aspect,

namely: by furrowing or constriction, and by the formation of a ceU-plaie.

The first is on the whole characteristic of the amphiastral type of mitosis,

the second of the anastral; but there are some exceptions to this and there

are also certain conditions intermediate between the two types. Broadly

speaking, cleavage by constriction is characteristic of mitosis in higher

animals, and cell-plate formation of higher plants. In both cases cleavage

takes place in a plane approximately at right angles to the spindle-axis, and

primarily across its equatorial plane.

1 . Cleavage by Constriction or Furrowing

This mode of cleavage has given rise to many speculations concerning the

possible function of the astral rays in mitosis. It is important, therefore, to

bear in mind the fact that in some cases constriction occurs in division of the

anastral type, as was first noted by Guignard (’97) in the pollen-forming

divisions of various dicotyledonous plants; this process has recently been

studied with care in the magnolia by Farr (’18).

Cleavage by constriction appears already in the one-celled organisms,

both plant and animal, but is studied to greatest advamtage in the cells of

higher animals and particularly in the cleavage of the animal ovum. It is

preceded by a progressive elongation known as the karyokinetic dorigation,

during which the cell, at first typically spheroidal, assumes the form of a

prolate spheroid, the long axis of which coincides with (or is parallel to)

that of the spindle. This constitutes the karyokinetic axis; and across it the

cleavage-furrow typically cuts at right angles. The karyokinetic elongation

first becomes clearly marked during the anaphases and reaches its climax

in the tel(^hase, just before the cell divides.^ A furrow now makes its

* This is cieatly shown in the photographs of the author’s Atlas 0/ Fertilaetim and Karyoinmtit

(Wilson, ’95); see also ’g6.
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appearance at the periphery, opposite the equator of the spindle and vertical

to its long axis, and then progressively deepens until it cuts through the

entire cell.

When the spindle-axis lies eccentrically the furrow always first appears

on that side of the cell nearest the spindle, and progressively extends itself

thence around the periphery to the opposite point (Fig. 47). An extreme

case of this is swn in the ctenophore-egg (Fig. 83) where the constriction

starts from one pole and travels thence downwards completely through

the egg, without the appearance of any furrow at the opposite pole.

The process of constriction is preceded and accompanied by a change of

surface-tension at the periphery of the egg that undoubtedly plays an im-

portant part in the process of division and may be its immediate cause.

All the facts indicate that this change is a relative increase in the equatorial

region and a corresponding decrease towards the poles. Evidence of this lat-

ter change is the fact that in many cases the polar region shows an outward

bulging to form a more or less pronounced lobe, or even a group of lobes,

which in some cases give this region an almost amoeboid aspect (Figs. 68,

69).^ To this point we shall return (p. 195). The region of the equatorial

furrow is itself often marked out by an accumulation of the peripheral

hyaloplasm, sometimes called the “cleavage-head” which in the cteno-

phore-egg persists during the whole process and travels steadily downward

through the egg as the cleavage advances.^ Even before the furrow actually

appears the future cleavage-plane is often clearly foreshadowed by a pe-

culiar structural modification of the protoplasm in the equatorial plane

called the diastem, commonly^ a narrow, more lightly staining zone composed

of larger alveoli (e. g., in Crepidula, Conklin, ’02) or in some cases of vacu-

oles; exaii:q)les of the latter case have been described especially in lower

plants.® Cleavage is also preceded and accompanied by vortical streaming

movements of the peripheral protoplasm (p. 194).

As the cleavage-furrow advances towards the center of the cell the spindle

is iKually constricted at its middle point and thus often assumes an hour-

glass shape (Fig. 62). When the furrow advances more rapidly from one

side the center of the spindle is often bent more or less sharply at this point;

but this result is dearly not due merely to the advance of the furrow but

also to tdokinetic movements of the asters (or spheres) and daughter-nudei

towards the surface (Fig. 6i). These movements, which have been studied

• The polar bulging ww described and figured by Van Beneden in the Avaris egg; and later

by several other observers. See Conklin, ’or, ’ir, Vejdovsty. 'ii-’ir, Bowen, ’ro, etc. Conklin

fcund that m certain caaes the polar lobe may be seen even in the resting cell, foreshadowing the

Jptuie spindle-axis.

-*336^^0!, ’08, RhumUer, ’gg.

kSee, for instance, Harper, 'gg, on Synckytrium, and other fungi, Swingle, ’og, in Phycomyces.

See also Rhumbler, ’g6, V3, Kostanecki, A. M . A. X.
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with especial care by Conklin (’02), probably form part of the more general

vortical movement of the protoplasm referred to above, and hence probably

are traceable likewise to the equatorial increase of surfaice-tension at this

time.

In or around the narrow neck formed by constriction of the spindle usually

appear a series of granules, formed by thickening of the spindle-fibers in the

equatorial plane and constituting the so-called mid-body (Fig. 50). In

animals the mid-body is small and inconspicuous and offers the aspect of a

vestigial structure which seems to play no active part in the division. In

the end it usually becomes condensed into a single deeply staining body

lying between the two cells after the cleavage-furrow has cut completely

through. In many cases this body seems to disappear completely; in others

it may persist for a Considerable time at the boundary between the two cells,

sometimes having the form of a very definite, deeply staining ring. The
spindle itself usually disappears entirely; but in some cases it breaks down
into a granular, often deeply staining mass, which persists for a considerable

time and often forms a bridge between the daughter-cells. This body, known

as the spindle-remains or mitosome, often persists to form a permanent pro-

toplasmic connection between the daughter-cells. The best examples of

this have been described in the germ-cells, e. g., in the spermatogonia of Am-
phibia (Fig. 7), or in the nurse-cells of various insects, which thus remain

in connection with the oocyte (Fig. 155). In some of these cases the mid-

body also persists for a considerable time in the form of a deeply staining

ring lying between the sister-cells and traversed by the spindle-remains.

A striking example of this is described by Mrazek in the spermatogonia of

Lepidoptera.

Since the equatorial furrow or constriction always appears between two

asters, whether in bipolar or in multipolar mitosis, and since the position of

the asters (and hence of the furrows) may be artificially shifted by mechan-

ical deformation of the cell (e. g., by pressure), nearly all theories of mitosis

have assumed that the astral rays play some definite r61e in the production

of the furrow. It is therefore of interest that cleavage may take place by

constriction in cells which divide without either asters or central bodies,

(p. 157). It nevertheless remains probable that the astral rays, when

present, may be concerned in causing an equatorial increase of surface-

tension (p. 192).

2. Cleavage by Cell-Plate Formation. The Phragmoplaat

This type of cleavage was first observed and carefully studied by Stras-

burger (’75, ’80) in the cells of higher plants and since investigated by

numerous observers. With few exceotions these cells ftypically surrounded
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by Sxm cellulose walls) divide without the appearance of an equatorial

furrow, by the formation of a protoplasmic partition-wall or ceU-plaie,

which first ^>pears in the equatorial plane of the spindle and extends itself

thence completely across the cell at right angles to the spindle-axis. The
cell-plate appears at first to be single, but sooner or later (often before it

has reached the cell-periphery) splits into two parallel plates between which

appears a new cdl-widl which extends across the whole cell and thus cuts

it in two.

The origin of the cell-plate is now generally agreed to be essentially as

described by Strasburger (’88, ’98), Timberlake (’00), and Allen (’or) by

Kf. tTa.—Cd-pUte fonnation The phragnioplast (^1, B, from Stkasbukger; C, from Mot-
her; D-P, from Baiutv.}

A, B, telopheiei dividing endoqierm-nuclei, PrUiUaria; C, telophase of pollen-mother-cell;

Ulkim, putting of ceU-pIate; D-F, later telophases in longitudinal diviraon of cambium-cells,

diowiag gnat dongation of ceU-plate and disappearance of axial spindle-fibers.

whom the earlier Ifterature is reviewed. The work of these and many
other observers proves that at least the central region of the cell-plate is a

product of the spiadie-fibers and, to this extent at least, is comparable

with the mid-body the amphiastral types (p. 159). It first makes its

ap^eutance, aa a txHnt, in the kte tchiphase ioi&owinf^ teocmstrucdon oi the

^ % sxmd Via^
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fibrilUe of the spindle in the equatorial plane (Fig. 67a). At this time

the spindle becomes convex in the eqriatorial region so as to assume more
or less of a barrel-shape in which condition it is often called the phrag-

moplast. In later stages the phragmoplast imdergoes further lateral exten-

sion, apparently by the continual addition of new fibers outside the limits

of the original spindle, until it extends completely across the cell in the

equatorial plane. The equatorial thickenings of the fibers, at first separate

and confined to the axial region of the spindle, extend progressively as the

phragmoplast widens, and finally reach the periphery. At the same time

they fuse to form a continuous cell-plate, a process which b^ins in the

axial region, before the phragmoplast has reached the periphery, but finally

extends across the whole cell. Meanwhile the spindle-fibers begin to dis-

organize and finally disappear; and this process, too, commonly begins in

the axial region and often long before the cell-plate has reached the pe-

riphery, while the more peripheral fibers are still intact. This fact is re-

markably shown in much elongated cells, as in the cambium, which divide

lengthwise. Here the phragmoplast is seen as a continuous plate extending

lengthwise for a long distance between the fully formed daughter-nuclei,

and with a group of curved fibers at either end (Fig. 67a, D-F) by which

the cell-plate is continually extended at its free margins until it finally

cuts completely through the cell.'

Sooner or later the cell-plate splits into two layers between which a new

cell-wall is laid down. It is an interesting fact, described already by the

earlier observers (Treub, ’78) that this process begins in some cases before

the cell-plate has extended completely across the cell. It was believed

by Strasburger that the separate spindle-thickenings might divide separately

before fusing to form a continuous structure; but later observers have failed

to confirm this (see Timberlake, ’00).

The cell-wall first appears as a very delicate continuous layrar between

the two layers into which the cell-plate splits, and according to Allen (’01)

is itself at first double. The wall thus formed becomes the middle lamella

of the definitive wall, and is composed of pectose, while the two halves

of the cell-plate itself form the plasma-membrane on each side. * Sub-

sequently additional layers, consisting largely of cellulose, are laid, down

on each side of the middle lamella to form the secondary and tertiary

thickenings of the wall (p. $6).

The process just described seems to have little in common wiHi deavage

by constrictitm; but the gap seems to be partially bridged by conditions

seen in smne of the green algae {Spirogyra, Claiophora^ Clostmum), where

fonnatlan dL the ceh-wah proceeds centxipetahy in the lotin oi a ling-^

' See evccUSy Baiky, 4g, 'ao; ebo Sharp 'it. ’Ttenb (>8), Stnaburser <'98)1 ete
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ingrowth from the lateral walls towards the center. This involves a cor

re^ndii^ infolding of the plasma-membrane which may be considered

as a process of constriction and is possibly the cause rather than the result

of the ingrowth of the wall.

3. Illeristic Division and Segregation in the Cytosome

As earlier indicated (p. ii6), mitotic division of the nucleus is essentially

meristic, i. e., is not merely a mass-division but one that affects every part

of its substance and is always equal, in both respects offering superficially

a striking contrast to cleavage of the cytosome, which has the general

aspect of a mass division, and one that may show all degrees of inequality.

Nevertheless the cytosome may contain differentiated smaller bodies,

such as the plastids, that multiply by division; and evidence has accumulated

to show that othef formed elements are distributed in more or less definitely

ordered fashion to the daughter-cells, and may have similar powers of

division. The clearest case of this is offered by the centrioles, as earlier

described (p. 120), and further possibilities are opened by the behavior

during division of the plastids, chondriosomes and Golgi-bodies. It

thus becomes possible that the contrast between nucleus and cytosome in

respect to mode of division is not in fact as great as it superficially appears;

and that cytoplasmic division, too, may at bottom be a meristic process

(p. 720).

a. Plastids. In higher plants generally, where the plastids are numerous,

the division of these bodies is not known to be accompanied by any definite

apparatus of distribution to the dar^hter-cells, though the distribution

appears to be on the whole approximately equal. In this respect these

plastids might be compared with the more diffuse types of chondriosomes

and Golgi-bodies, considered in the following sections. In lower plants,

on the other hand, where the plastids are few in number, a definite corre-

lation often exists between their division and that of the cell as a whole.

This commonly occurs among the simple alg®, for example in Coleochate,

in which each cell contains a single plastid (Allen, ’05), or Zygnema in which

two are present (Kursanow, ’11), and the same is true in some of the mosses

as shown by Davis (’99), Scherrer (’14) and Sapehin (’15). These facts strik-

h^y illustrate how the division and segregation of purely cytoplasmic

formed elements may be synchronized with that of the nucleus and cyto-

plasm as a rdiole; abd they perhaps indicate that the loss of such coSrdination

in higher forms may represent a secondary condition. Too little is known

of this subject, however, to warrant any very far-reaching conclusions.

In this direction broader aspects are opened by the chondriosomes (of which

plastids may be derivatives, p. 709) surd the Golgi-bodies.
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b. Chondriokinesis. Benda and his successors emphasized the fact that

the chondriosomes are distributed to the daughter-cells with approximate

equality, and raised the question whether this process may not be regarded

as a final stage in their division. Opinion concerning this question is still

divided; and the most careful studies seem to show that wide differences

exist between different species in respect to the precision and orderliness

of the distribution. In this regard numerous gradations exist, beginning

with a condition in which the chondriosomes show no definite orientation

in respect to the centers or the spindle-poles and seem to be segregated

into two groups passively, without themselves undergoing division during

mitosis. Examples of this are offered by the dividing germ-cells of verte-

brates, ‘ by the cleavage-stages of the ovum, and by hiany forms of tissue-

cells in both plants and animals. In such cases (as often in the division of

plastids) there is almost no evidence of definite relation between the divi-

sion of chondriosomes and that of the nucleus and cytosome as a whole.

A good example of this is seen in the spermatocyte-divisions of certain

scorpions (Opisthacanthm, Vejovis, Hadrurus) in which the chondriosomes,

at first small and numerous, finally condense into a definite number of

separate spheroidal chondriosomes, which certainly do not divide but are

merely segregated passively into two nearly equal groups. In Opistkacan-

tkus, where the number of chrondriospheres is 24 (each secondary sperma-

tocyte receiving 12 and each spermatid 6), the writer (’16) found exact

equality of distribution in about 75% out of 200 cases, about 25% having

one more or fewer than the expected number (6) (Fig. 168).

In the spermatocytes of Ascaris, as described by Hirschler (’13) the

numerous slightly elongated chondriosomes show a distinct orientation

towards the centrioles, but are not known to divide. In the vegetative

divisions of seed-plants (Vida) as described by Nassonov (’18) the chon-

driosomes (in the form of thick chondrioconts) become segregated, but

without evidence of division, into two very definite groups at opposite

poles of the nucleus already in the thick spireme-stage and apparently

before the nuclear wall breaks down or the spindle is formed. This is an

interesting case, since no central bodies or asters are present; but the spindle

is said to arise from polar caps (p. 153) about which the chondriosomes

aggregate. In none of the foregoing cases is there satisfactory evidence of

actual division of the individual chondriosomes. On^ the other hand,

Faur6-Fremiet (’10) produced evidence that in dilates the numerous

scattered mitochondria divide synchronously with the nudeus (Fig. 346®).

The transitional conditions from the foregoing type of process to those

in whidi the chondriosomes are actually cut in two during mitosis are most

•ty. Benda (’03), or Duesberg (’10) on mammals.
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deaiiy shown in the dividing germ-cells, e^iedally the spermatocytes,

which in general show in this respect mote highly specialized conditions

than dtfam: the gonia or the somatic ceils. In many of the insects the chon-

driosamra have the form of numerous elongate ro^ or threads (chondrio-

ccHits) which already in the prophases show a definite orientation with

respect to the centers ^ and in the metaphase are placed parallel to the

Fit. 68.—Cfaaadriokinesis in the spermatocytes of Hemiptera (Bowen)

A , early primary spermatocyte of Etuchiitas, with nuclear cap of cbondriosomes; B, later stage

with scattwed chradrioconts; C, polar view of late prophase; D, lateral view of same stage; £,

anaphase, showing polar lobes; P, telophase, separation of the cbondriosomes nearly complete.

In aS the figures the chondriosomes are blade, the chromosomes pale; in the original preparations

(Benda method) dte former are deep blue, the latter yellowish.

^indle, winch they dosely surround like a mantle or “palisade” * (Fig. 68).

There seems to be no doubt that during the ensuing cell-division many or

some of these threads are cut across the equator. In many of these cases,

nevertheless, it seena probable that at least some of the threads are pas-

sively drawn into one cell or the other without division. process is

* On this pdnt lee Meves (’07) on the bee, WlHce (’13) on BydromOra, Bowen (’so) on EuiMsIm.
*Tlda type of dtondtiokiiiesis has been described by many observers, for ocamide in CBeapkra

fay Send* (Vs)«nd Dnedneig (’lo), Sebafier Cx?), Vednov {'16); in the Bymeiuptera by Meyes ('07);

b^Smlptera^ Famd-Frendet (’00), Montgomery (’ii), Bowen (’so); and in Orthepun by Gdtud

C97), Dacabeig (’09)1 Fayni Cifi) ud (in the Uvihig oi^ect) by Lewis and Robertion (’16).
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more definite in Pcdtidina where the chondriosomes assume the fmm oS

four to six thick rod-Uke bodies which place themselves around the spindle

and are cut across by the ensuing division.* The climax is readied in the

scorpion Centrurus (Wilson) where ail the chondriosome-material aggregates

into a single ring-shaped body, which is placed tangentially to the ^indle
in the first spermatocyte and is cut across transversely by the division ac-

curately into two half-rings. Eadi half-ring now breaks apart to form two
parallel rods (Figs. 169, 170) which in the second mitosis are again cut

across transversely into two shorter rods. The original ring thus is divided

into eight equal parts, of which each resulting cell (spermatid) receives two,

a process comparable in precision with the division of a heterotypic chromo-

some-ring, though very different in detail.*

It is certain from the foregoing that in some cases the chondriosomes

are actually divided in the course of mitosis; but on the whole the present

evidence points to the conclusion that the division is a passive and me-

chanical result of the cell-constriction. It must, however, be borne in mind

that in many of these cases the larger chondriosomes seen diuing the actual

divisions arise by the growth and aggregation of much smaller bodies; and

we should keep clearly in view the possibility that the latter may be capable

of division.

c. Dictyokinesis, Recent observations on the Golgi-bodies give sub-

stantial reason to extend the foregoing conclusions to them idso, though

the facts are even less completely known. An increasing number of ob-

servers have found that even when the Golgi-apparatus is of the localized

or aggregate type, it returns in greater or less degree to a scattered or dif-

fuse condition during mitosis, undergoing a process of dictyokifltsis in the

course of which it breaks up into smaller bodies or dictyosomts * (“ batonettes,

Golgi-bodies, etc.) which imdergo a process of definite segregatitm to the

daughter-cells.

This process has been most carefully examined in the spermatocytes of

insects, mollusks and vertebrates, and shows considerable variation in

different forms. In the simplest case, as offered by the scattered or diffuse

type of Golgi-bodies, the dictyosomes do not aggregate at the equator of the

spindle or near its poles, but are pasdvely distributed, apparently at random,

‘See Meves ('00), Gatenby (’18).

> For further digcuieiou ot these cases, See p. 357-
' This teim is due to Perrondto (’10). The main outlinee of the process were deaiiy described sad

figured by Platiier (’8p) in the spermatocytes of Httix and by Murray ('98) in those of ffsUs and

Anrni, befcoe the Gcd^-apparatus was known as such. Platner derived the dictyosomes femn a

"NebenketiL” Murray from an “attraction-sphere” the true nature of which as a Golgi-appeiiatua

was estabtiihbd in this case by Sjbvall ('o6>, Wdgl (’»a), and later by Hlrachkr (’13, 'i7) and Gat-

eid)y (’J7, ’j8). It was more carefully eraTnlned by Ddneka (’is) and Cajal fia) in ttete-cdb,

and later espkially by Hirschler and Gatenby (as above), byBowel (’so) in insects, and by Lndfnid

and Gatenby (’si) in moflusfcs and mammal.s .
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to the danghter-cdls (Fig. 347). This has been described in only a few

cas^ exodlent examples being offered by the segmenting ova of pulmonates.'

Mcare commonly the dictyosomes become definitely oriented with respect

to the centers and segregate into two approximately equal groups near the

sjMndle-poles.

There seem to be two somewhat different types of this process. In one,

recently described by Ludford and Gatenby (’21), in the spermatocyte-

Kg. 69.—^Dictyokinesis in the spermatocytes of Hemiptera (Bowen).

W-O, ButcHistUf; B, F, Brackymena; ckr., chromosomes; G, Golgi-bodies or dictyosomes.)

B, hte spettBatOSoniam or early spermatocyte, Golgi bodies aggregated about mitochondrial

mgs nesx nudiar pole; A, older spermatocyte, spreading of Golgi bodies; C, later stage, growth

df G(^-bodles; D, late prbphase, Golgi-bodies fragmenting into dictyosomes; £, first spermatocyte-

OMtajdiase with polar lolw, dictyokinesis completed; F, second spermatocyte-telophase with

ecstteied dictyosomes.

cfivi^iaQs of mammals and mollusks, the whole localized apparatus (“archo-

l^asmic mass,” “centrosphere,” etc.) divides into two parts which pass

centrioles to opposite poles of the spindle and break up into sepa-

fliro Golgi-bo^es or dictyosomes which scatter through the cell during the

and again a^egate into a localized mass in the daughter-cells.

' See I£ncUer (’13), Gotoiby (’18).
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In a second type, described by Deineka and Cajal in tissue-cells, and mme
in detail in the spermatocytes of insects by Bowen, the dictyosomes first

scatter through the cell and subsequently aggregate in an equatorial belt sur-

rounding the spindle, which separates into two groups that pass to opposite

poles in advance of the chromosomes (Fig. 69), and later reaggregate to

form a localized structure. Bowen has also shown (’22) that in abnormal
tripolar divisions (spermatocytes of Chlorockroa) the dictyosomes segregate

into three groups towards the poles while the chromosomes are still in

metaphase, and before the equatorial constriction has appeared. This

clearly indicates that the segregation of these bodies is not a simple me^
chanical resiilt of cleavage but is oriented with respect to the centers.

In all of these cases the result is an approximately equal partition of the

Golgi-elements between the daughter-cells; and this process, obviously,

is in some manner closely correlated with the activity of the mitotic figure.

Beyond this point little can be concluded with certainty. Platner (’89),

probably the first to observe dictyokinesis, believed the dictyosomes to

undergo a regular process of longitudinal splitting during division; but this

has failed of confirmation by later observers. Bowen (’20) has clearly

shown that the so-called longitudinal split of these bodies, though very

conspicuous in the prophases, has apparently no connection with their

division, and is an illusion produced by the presence of an axial non-stain-

ing substance (p. 361).

Fragmentation of the Golgi-bodies prior to division has been described

by many observers beginning with Platner and Murray in case of the

pulmonates. Gatenby (’19), who describes it carefully in the obcytes of

Lymncea, considers division of the batonettes to be accompanied by that

of the clear “archoplasm ” sphere by which each is accompanied. Their

actual number at the time of mitosis seems to vary widely. In the primary

spermatocj^tes of Limax Gatenby (’18) finds but eight, the number being

halved at each mitosis, so that the spermatid receives but two. In insects,

as shown especially by Bowen (’20, etc.) the number is much greater (Fig.

69); but here too the evidence is that they do not split or otherwise divide

during the actual mitosis but are passively sorted out into approximately

equal groups.*

d. Review. Too little is known of the foregoing phenomena to justify

any very far-reaching conclusions; but they do not thus far greatly lessen

the wide general contrast that has been drawn between nucleus and cytosome

in respect to mode of division (p. 162). In any case it must be ad-

mitted that neither chondriokinesis, dictyokinesis nor the phenomoia of

plastid-division can be compared with karyokinesis in respect to precision

' Cf. the analn^oua process demonstrated in the chondriokineus o{ scorpions, p. 16s.
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of ajid segregation; it is not certain that plastids always arise by the

(fivisioa oi pre&dsting bodies of the same kind; and it is much more uncer-

tain whethn* the same is true of either chondriosomes or Golgi-bodies.

Nevertheless the phenomena are significant as expressions of the care so

often takoi by nature (to use the words of old-fashioned teleology) to en-

sure the perpetuation and fmrly precise segregation of specific formed ele-

ments in the daughter-cells. It is impossible to overlook the fact that in

these phenomena we see a regrouping of preexisting, specifically organized

material that is preparatory to its definite segregation in the daughter-

cdls; and one which, if less precise than in case of the nuclear material, is

a phenomenon of analogous type. Its broader significance appears in the

possible relatimi of plastids to chondriosomes (p. 709), and that of the formed

elements generally to the imderlying organization of protoplasm (p. 717).

4. Monocentric Mitosis. The Monaster

It is a fact of much interest for the analysis of mitosis and for many
problems coimected with the chromosome-cycle that the cell may pass

through a nearly complete cycle of mitosis, or even a series of successive

cycles, without division of the central body or aster.* (Figs- 70-72)- The

figure thus formed, often spoken of as a monaster, shows all of the phenomena

observed in a dicentric figure, including the normal formation and division

d the chromosomes, with the following exceptions; (1) the daughter-chro-

mosomes do not separate far but remain in a single group which gives rise

to a single nucleus; (3) cleavage of the cytosome does not take place. Mono-

centric mitosis thus leads to a doubling of the chromosomes, without cell-

divirimi, the original chromosome-number being increased from the diploid

to the tetraploid number or to a still larger number if the egg passes through

subsequmit monaster-cycles. As many as six such successive cycles have

been observed in a single living egg.^
,

After passing through one or more monaster-cycles the cell may resume

its normal mode of bipolar division, the increased number of chromosomes

being retruned. Boveri showed, in the case of sea-urchin-eggs, that mono-

centric mitoses artificially induced at the time of the first cleavage are often

immediately followed by regular bpolar cleavage, and that this may lead

to the production of young Pluteus larvae having the tetraploid number of

chromosomes, extmmally of normri appearance but having cells correspond-

* Tlx moDatten were 6nS observed by Boveri in i88s-86 in the testis cells (A tbe cray-ish, but not

idaacribed by Mm untfi tmtcb later (’or, ’os). They were in the meantime described by R. Hertwlg

C^indieeioisefseaurchkistteatediv strychnine ("half spindles,” "fan-nuclei”), by Zietler ('gS)

fa'seMOdiiB eggs after Do^uHilcal injury (seep. 447), and by Morgan in strydininized eggs (igoo).

Their Usfeeiywu fcflowedput in some detail by Wilson (*01, i), M. Boveri (’03), and more recently

by IWnter ('i«, ’18).

(Wra), Hbideree (’14), ireriant (’17).
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ingly larger and fewer (p. 730) (Fig. 349).* These facts indicate one probable

mode by which the normal number of chromosomes as seen in nature may
change, whether from species to species, or in the appearance of tetraploid or

poI)^id chromosome-groups in certain of the tissue-cells (p. 870), or in the

production of tetraploid mutants (often giants) (p. 885).

Although there is reason to believe that monocentric mitosis may occur

spontaneously under natural conditions, it is no doubt a pathological phe-

fig. 70 .—Successive mpnoster stages in living egg of Toxopneustes treated with hypertmic sea-

water and returned to normal sea water A, 14m , Sist monaster, B, 17m , first resulting nucleus;

C, 3oni , second prophase, aster reduced, D, 37m , second monaster, £, 47m ,
second nucleus; P,

59m., third monaster, G, ^m., third monaster telophase, £, 75 >r> t third nucleus (note indease in

I, 157m ,
sixth monaster

nomenon, and one that may be induced by various chemical, physic^ or

iTie-chn.niriil agents. Examples of these are strychnine, or chloral hydrate

(Hertwig), COj (Herbst), phenol urethane (Painter), hypertonic sea-water

(Morgan, Wll»n, Herlant), ether (Wilson) and mechanical agitation ca

’ This has been confirmed by various later observers (See Herbst, ’06, ’09, ’ti, ’14, ^), Hindeier

(’14).
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injury (Boveri, Segler, Painter). The last method was employed by Boveri,

who found that monocentric mitosis may be produced by shaking sea-

urchin eggs a few minutes after fertilization; and it is of especial practical

value, b«a,use of the comparative ease with which monasters may thus be

Obtained, and also because th“s treated have not been poisoned by

drugs. Monasters are often formed in artificial parthenogenesis (p. 484),

dther in close association with the nucleus or lying quite apart from it in

the cytoplasm, in which case they are variously called “accessory asters,”

“artificial asters,” or more aK>ropriately, cytasters; and these may ulti-

mately divide, though no chromosomes are associated with them. These

interesting structures will be considered elsewhere (p. 684). The monaster

is typically symmetrical, with rays extending in all directions, but in some

cases the rays are wanting in a considerable sector on the side opposite to the

chromosomes (Fig. 228), thus giving the appearance of a “fan-nucleus,” as

first described by R. Hertwig (’96).

In its general history the monaster shows a remarkably close parallel to

that of a normal amphiaster.* In the prophases the astral rays rapidly

extend themselves through the cytosome, often giving a very striking ap-

pearance; in the telophases they are rapidly reduced and may nearly or

quite disappear during the interkinesis (Fig. 70). As the aster approaches

its highest development it moves towards the cell-periphery, the centrosome

(centrosphere) beccanes flattened, elongating parallel to the nearest periph-

ery of the egg and assuming, as seen in side-view, a more or less curved

biscuit or lens-shape. This is followed, finally, by a reduction of the rays

imtil they nearly or quite disappear while the nucleus re-forms.

The resemblance extends to other phenomena, both nuclear and cyto-

plasmic. The chromosomes form in normal fashion, become longitudinally

split and attach themselves to the astral rays, forming a group (Fig. 71),

which typically lies in one side of the aster (as it likewise does in the am-

phiaster). This stage, as M. Boveri shows, is of relatively long duration

and corresponds to the stage of the equatorial plate in normal mitosis. The
chromosomes now draw out along the astral rays and finally divide into

two,* but the two halves do not move far apart, undergoing the typical tel-

ophase-transformations in sUu and becoming transformed into a common
group oi karyomeres or chromosonal vesicles, which finally fuse to form a

sin^e nucleus (Figs. 70-72).

Meanwhile the peripheral or ectoplasmic layer thickens, most on the side

from the aster, while in this re^n the contour of the egg becomes

ixregidar or even amoeboid, sometimes to such an extent that rounded pro-

* See eepecMly Wilson, ’oia, T. Bovoi, ’os, M. Boveri, ’03, Fainter, ’16, ’18, HerUnt, ’18,
’

19.

aSeecspeda^jr M. Bnveti, ’03.
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toplasmic protuberances are cut off, and the whole egg may assume an
irregular form. These changes may lead to the complete destruction of the

egg; and Painter’s observations (’18) indicate that the severity of the action

depends on the distance that the aster retreats from the center of the egg.

If it is not too extreme the egg gradually recovers, resumes its spheroidal

form as the nucleus re-forms and the aster dies down, and the egg passes into

a “resting” condition. As first pointed out by Boveri, the cortical dis-

Fig. 71.—Monoccntric mitosis m sea-urchins (M. Boveri).

A, monaster-metaphase showing dividing chromosomes (Paracm/rofus); B, telophase, karyo-

meres; C-F, from enucleated fragments of Echinus fertilized by sperms of Paracentrotus, show-

ing separation of the centers and unipolar chromosome-distribution; the figures show successive

stages in the history of the sperm-nucleus (r).

turbance of the cytoplasm undoubtedly corresponds to the equatorial

change of surface-tension and thickening of the ectoplasmic layer which in

the normal cell leads to constriction and division. The force of this com-

parison is shown by Boveri’s figure of an abnormally dividing egg that

simulates two monaster eggs artificially associated (Fig. 72), which also

^ows the peripheral movement of the aster, the enlargement and change

of shape of the centrosome, and the position of the chromosomes.

The failure (temjiorary or permanent) of the monaster to divide may be

due either to a corresponding failure of the centriote to divide or to Separate
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i^ter their divisicHi. llte centiosome in these monasters is a rather large

body within whidi, as Painter has shown, may in some cases be seen a
minute pair oi centric^es; and in the later phases of the cycle these may even

go so far as to separate and to form a small spindle between them. Such
monasters, no doubt, may be succeeded in the succeeding cycle by am-
phiasters and bipolar division may regularly follow. An interesting detail

ifaiting (Boveu).
A, middle period; B, early telophase kaiyomeres; C, later telophase with nucleus; D, abnor-

malty dividing egg, like two monaster-eggs together.

of these figures noted by Painter is that the formation of the amphiaster if.

often accompanied by the appearance of spiral asters (p. 145).

6. Multipolar Mitosis

Multipdar or polycentric mitosis, like monocentric, is usually a patho-

logical process and is characterized by the presence of more than two poles

or centers. Suuh multipolar figures may have few or many poles and may
be <rf either the astral or the anastral type, in the former case forming tri-

osters, tetrasters, or polyasters, sOTietimes of great complexity (Figs. 79,

193). A noteworthy character (rf such mitoses is the fact that spindles are

often formed between non-adjacent as well as adjacent centers. In tetras-

tets, for example, in addition to four spindles formed between the four

craiters in square formation, a ^tfa and even a sixth spindle may appear

hetvean diagonally ofqmsite craters (Fig. 79). This fact is fundamentally

important for die mechanics of mito^ (p. iSfi).
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Multipolar mitosis may arise in various ways. As first observed by Fol

and O. Hertwig in echinoderm-eggs, it is the usual result of pathological

polyspermy; and it was shown by O. and R. Hertwig (’87) that this condi-

tion may readily be produced by the action of various toxic agents. In

such cases the multipolar figure is usually formed synthetically by the union

of amphiasters that are originally separate (since each sperm-nudeus is

accompanied by a single amphiaster p. 440). Multipolar mitoses are also

readily produced in tissue-cells dividing under the influence of poisons as

Fi(. 73.—Fathological mitoses in human cancer-cells (Galeotti).

A, asymmetrical mitosis with unequal central bodies; B, later stage, showing unequal distribu-

tion of the chromosomes; C, quadripolar mitosis; D, tripolar mitosis; £, later stage; P, trinucleate

cell resulting.

was long since observed by Galeotti (’93). They also have long been known

in abnormal growths, such as tumors or cancers (Fig. 73), and were for a

timp supposed to be the active cause of such growths. It is now clear, how-

ever, that tumors, like normal tissues, grow primarily by typical mitosis,

and that the multipolar figures are of secondary origin.

In mitoses of this type the chromtMomes are found scattered at random

on the spindles and hence undergo an irregular distribution to the pdes

(Fi^. 79, 430). Boveri made effective use of this fact in his masterly anal-

ysis of the dispermic eggs of sea-urchin ^gs with re^urd to the nuclear

organization (p. 917).
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IV. THE MECHANISM OF MITOSIS

We should distii^ish dearly between the effect of mitosis and the nature

of its mediaiiism. The effect of mitosis is obvious; it involves not a mere

mass-division of the nudeus as a whole but one that is completely meristic

and also exactly equal. In both respects the nudear division shows a

marked contrast to cleavage of the cytosome which gives the general ap-

pearance of a mass-division, though it can no longer be regarded as strictly

non-meristic (p. 162). Division of the cytosome, is often unequal, some-

times extremely so, but nuclear division remains perfectly equal even in

the most extreme cases. In the formation of the polocytes, for instance,

(p. 493), one of the products may be thousands of times larger than the

other, but nudear division remains exactly equal.

A consideration of the energies at work in mitosis leads us into one of

the most difficult and debatable fields of cytological inquiry; the admission

must indeed be made that after forty years of investigation we have taken

no more than the first steps towards a real solution of the problem. We
will here limit our attention to the amphiastral t3q)e as the one that has

been most thoroughly studied by experimental and analytical methods.

The problem is a twofold one, involving the history of the chromosomes

on the one hand and that of the arophiaster on the other. Most attempts

to solve it have centered in hypotheses concerning the nature and mode of

action of the amphiaster and may conveniently be classed as fibrillar

and dynamical (Ziegler, ’95), though logically the latter term is not very

defensible. To the first group belongs the hypothesis ofJibrillar contractility

and its various modifications (Klein, Van Beneden Boveri, Heidenhain,

etc.); to the second group hypotheses, largely based on the study of living

protoplasm and on the view that protoplasm has in general the prop-

erties of a colloidal, viscid or semi-liquid substance commonly alveolar

in structure. Some of these hypotheses have attempted to explain the

phenomena as a result of radially disposed lines of diffusion-currents or of

protc^lasmic flow (Biitschli, Rhumbler), others as a result of electrical

polarities in the protoplasmic field (Ziegler, Gallardo, Hartog, R. Lillie).

A survey of these various hypotheses will drive us to the conclusion that

none of them has yet afforded a satisfactory solution of the problem, though

each has i^ntributed interesting suggestions. We first offer a brief pre-

limina^ip^lysis based primarily upon the study of living cells.

1. General Analysis. Separability fh® Factors

f'^tyDivision of the nucleus without accompanying division of the cell-body

W a common phenomenon in nature, where it leads to the formation of

'syncytia or plasmodia, as already indicated (p. 24). In some ot these
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cases the failure of cytoplasmic division is correlated with its overloading

by inert matter, such as yolk; which leads to the suspicion that this phe-

nomenon is in general due to a relative lack of energy in the general mass
of protoplasm as compared with the nucleus and the cytoplasm within

its immediate sphere of influence. * This view is sustained by the fact that

the same result may be brought about experimentally by various agents

which lower the protoplasmic activity, such as lack of oxygen (Demoor,

Loeb, Schultze, Samassa, Godlewski), lowered temperature (0 . and R.

Hertwig), narcotics, such as chloral hydrate (Hertwig) or ether (Demoor,

Wilson, Fig. 78), changes in the concentration of the surrounding me-

dium (Hertwigs, Driesch, Loeb, and Norman) or mechanical shock (Boveri).*

All of these agents cause a diminished development or even a com-

plete suppression of the rays (O. and R. Hertwig, ’87). Complete

suppression of the rays is followed by complete suppression of division.

Partial or complete recovery from the ether is followed by a partial or

complete redevelopment of rays leading either to complete division or to

the formation of more or less abortive cleavage-furrows, that approach to

a complete cleavage in direct ratio to the development of the rays. In such

cases, the cleavage-furrows always cut into the cell between the asters, and

their depth is directly proportional to the development of the rays (Wilson,

’oib, Teichmann, ’03),—a result also established by study of the super-

numerary asters or cytasters which often appear in the course of artificial

parthenogenesis (p, 481).

The conclusion is irresistible that the central bodies are centers of cyto-

plasmic division, and that the astral rays are somehow concerned in the

process, a result originally reached from a study of the normal phenomena

by Van Beneden, Rabl, Boveri and their successors.

(2) The same experiments also demonstrate that the division of both the

cell-body and of the nuclei as such may be suppressed while that of the

chromosomes and the central bodies steadily proceeds. When the cyto-

plasmic activity is sufficiently reduced by the action of ether, etc., only

slight separation of the daughter-chromosomes occurs, and they may give

rise together to a single nucleus or to two closely approximated nuclei

which finally fuse. By continuation of this process the number both of

chromosomes and of centers continually increases, while the nucleus in-

creases in size at each step. Thus arises a giant nucleus surrounded by

many centers; and from it at each mitosis arises a polyaster having a large

number of chromosomes scattered among the spindles.

(3) Progressive division of the chromosomes may take place without

division of either the centers, the nuclei or the cell-body, as is seen in mono-

* C/. WOson, ’«3, p. 74a. ’ Literature in WUson, ’oib.
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omtric mitosis i68). This dearly indicates that both the separation

of the danghter-chiomosomes and the division of the cell-body are depend-

ent iqxm the presence of a spindle.

(4) Of great inter^t is the fact, discovered by Bovcri (’96) in sea-

urchin eggs that progressive mnUiplication of the centers, accompanied

by the periodic formation of perfect amphiasters, may take place in the

entire absence of mtdeus or chromosomes. Such enudeated masses of

protoplasm containing a central body and aster are not uncommonly

^ C £

B D £
»(. 74.—Divicion of dispennic eggs in sea-urchin eggs, schematic (Boveri).

A,C,E, (ggs before division, showing various connections of the asters; B, D, F, resulting division

in the three respective cases, showing cleavage only between centers connected by a sinndle.

formed by the passage of all the chromosomes to one pole of the

spindle, so that each of the resulting cells contains an aster, but only one

of them a nucleus.^ Boveri, whose results have been confirmed by Ziegler,

Wilson, Teichmanni Yatsu, McClendon and others, found that in later

stages Hx central body and aster thus isolated continue to divide progres-

siveb^nd syndironously with the mitotic activity in the products of the

nudloted blastomere. At each such division a perfect amphiaster is formed,

litter <hvidmg into two separate asters which become much reduced in the

* Thte •bsannaiily mny be utificially induced by shaking of the eggs during their division (Bo-

v^, by trenment ^h hypertonic solution or by etherization (WQson), by sucking out the nudcus

irithr^^pK {^te (UlCilodao), and in other w^s.
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ensuing period of rest, quite as in the normal cleavage. Step by step the
enucleated blastomere thus becomes filled with a constellation of asters.^

{5) These facts evidently constitute strong evidence in favor of the
^netic continuity of the central bodies in successive mitoses. Another
important fact is that the non-nudeated blastomere rarely divides at all,

though the periodic formation of asters is followed by the apjiearance of
cleavage-furrows between them. As a rule, such furrows soon disappear;
or, if they cut completely through the cell, are subsequently obliterated.

Fi(. 7S .—Mitosis in binucleate egg of the sea-urchin Toxopneusles, produced by obfiteratioa of
first cleavage as a result of shaking during first cleavage; from life.

A, rest-stage; B, next cleavage; C, product; D, 16-nudeus stage, u cells.

Boveri likewise found in the tetrasters of dispermic sea-urchin eggs, also

in eggs in which the first cleavage-plane is suppressed by means of pressure,

lowered temperature or shaking (Fig. 75), that complete and permanent

cleavage only occurs across the chromosome-bearing spindles. Boveri

conduded from this that the presence of chromosomes on the spindle is

somehow necessary for complete and permanent division.

In respect to the last conclusion, later work has given somewhat con-

tradictory results, that of Teichmann (’03) supporting Boveri’s conclusions,

' M. Boveri (’03) has demonstrated that in such cases the two asters separate more rapidly and
an cut apart oooner than in the chromosome-bearing ampfaiasten (the same is true of mitosb in

which all of the chromosomes pass to one pole). The facts Indicate that the centers (or asters) repel

one another, but are held together by the spindle, and that the latter action is mora effective in the

case of nuclear ^]indles.
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while that of the writer (’oib), of Yatsu (’09), and of McClendon (’08)

^owed that exceptions may occur (Figs. 75, 332-335). Nevertheless,

there can be no doubt from all these observations that the chromosomes

play some part, indirect though it be, in cleavage of the cell-body; and that

we cannot, therdfore, regard the spindle or the astral rays as the sole agents

involved.

From the foregoing it would seem (as was urged especially by Boveri)

that a fundamental dualism exists in the phenomena of mitosis, the origin

and transformation of the achromatic figure being in large measure in-

dependent of those occurring in the chromatic elements. Mitosis consists,

in fact, of two closely correlated but separable series of events.^ This con-

clusion greatly facilitates an experimental analysis of the general problem.

(6) An important factor in cleavage is a change of surface-tension at the

equator of the cell (*. e., at those points fmthest removed from the astral

centers) as indicated by monocentric mitosis (p. 168), and by the formation

of polar lobes in dicentric mitosis (p. 158).

a. Fibrillar Hypothesis of Mitosis

The earlier attempts to analyze the mechanism of mitosis were based

largely on the study of fixed material and were accordingly dominated by
fibrillar hypotheses of protoplasmic structure. In recent years these at-

tempts have steadily lost ground, but they are of lasting interest since they

enable \is clearly to visualize the distribution of energies, whatever be their

nature, in the karyokinetic field. The hypothesis of fibrillar conlractibility

suggested by Klein (’78), and elaborated by Van Beneden (’84, ’87),*

will here be indicated only in its most general outlines. Klein and Van

Beneden considered the amphiaster as merely an image produced by the

radial grouping of a preexisting protcplasmic reticulum about two “ centers

of attraction,” which Van Beneden compared to two magnetic poles.* Divi-

sion of the center, originally a single body, leads to the grouping of the

contractile fibrilhe about two centers and thus to the formation of a double

radial muscular system in which the central bodies constitute focal organs

(rf insertion. The two antagonizing groups (asters) of contractile fibriUae

thus establiidied detamine both the movements of the chromosomes and

deavage of the cytosome.* Van Beneden described the astral rays (in

Ascaris and in tunitates) as differentiated into several groups (Fig. 76).

One se|, forming the “princpal cone,” extend from the central body at each

,
‘C/. Bov«ri.'88.'97 .

by Boveri (’88, etc.), sod Rabl (*85, ’87); also by Flemming, Strasbmxec, 0 . Hertwia
^ennsnn, Priiner, Kostanecki and paiticulariy by Hddenhun. Furtbec Terences in text.

’

83-’S4, p- SSo.
< *87, p. i8->.
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pole to the chromosomes, and by their contractions pull the chromosome-
halves apart towards the poles, this action is supplemented by an “antipo-

dal cone ” of astral rays oppo-

site to the spindle-pole which

draw the centers towards

the periphery and thus cause

them to move apart.*

Boveri’s slightly later stud-

ies on the Ascaris egg (’88, 2)

led to essentially similar con-

clusionl He demonstrated

that during the fertilization

of Ascaris, the astral rays

become attached to the

chromosomes of the pro-

nuclei, that the longitudinal

Iialves of each split chromo-

some become attached to

rays connecting with the cor-

responding poles, that the

chromosomes, at first irregu-

larly scattered in the egg,

are drawn into a position of

equilibrium in the equator of

the spindle by the shortening

of these rays; and that the

rays thicken as they shorten.
TT 1 j j u 1.

•
1

'‘8- 76.—Slightly schematic figures of dividing eggs
He concluded that the initial Ascarts, illustrating Van Beneden’s theory of mitosis

separation of the chromo- (Van Biineden and juun)

, . , ,
A, early anaphase, each chromosome has divided mto

some-halves in the early ana- two, B, later anaphase dunng divergence of thedaughter-

phases is not due to the chromosomes, a c , antipodal cone of astral rays, c z

,

^
. , cortical zone of the “attraction-sphere”, », interzonal

action of these rays but to a gbers stretching between the daughter-chromosomes, «
divergence of the centers, medullary zone of the “attracUon-sphere”, p c,

. , principal cone, forming one-half of the contractile spindle
caused by contractions of ^^1,5 action of these fibers IS reinforced by that of the an-

the antipodal rays. This’ was «>“«)• « < « . sub-equatonal arde, to which the

based on the fact that when

the daughter-chromosomes first separate in the earlier anaphases they do

not come any nearer to the poles. The latter movement occurs only in

* Van Beneden describes a definite " polar cirde” of microsomes marking the base of the antipodal

cone, and also a “sub-equatonal arcle ” limiting the extension of theoentral rays towards die equator

(Fig 76), but this still lacks sufficient confirmation
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the later ajia|>hases, a c(Midusio& loog afterwards substantiated bv studies

on monasters and on certain anconalies seen in merogonic fertilization

(Fig. 71).

Boveri mocUfied Van Beneden’s conception by the assumption that the

amphiaster is not a mere r^ouping or image in a general reticulum but a

new formation developed &om a specific granular substance, archiplasm

(originally written archoplasm) that collects about the central bodies

and then differentiate into astral rays and spindle-fibers.^ Rabl, on

the otho: hand, extended Van Beneden’s hypothesis by the assumption

diat the fibrille are persistent structures, permanently attached at one end

to the original chromosome, at the other to the center. Division of the

latter, therefore, leads to a corresponding division, first of the fibrilla and

ultimately of the chromfisome to which the latter is attached (Fig. 390).

The hypothesis was further developed by Kostanecki in the hypothesis

that the astral rays are likewise persistent strictures that split lengthwise

{“omnis radius t radio")-, but this latter assumption was soon found to be

untenable by numerous observations which proved that the old rays di^

appear after each mitosis to be replaced by new asters developed within the

old 680). On its physiological side the hypothesis was developed espe-

cially by Heidenhain (’94, ’96), who devised ingenious models to simulate

some of the phenomena of mitosis. In its simplest form the model consists

of a ring to the periphery of which are attached at equal intervals a series of

rubber bands (astral rays) the central ends of which are attached to a pair

of small rings fastei^ together which play the p>art of central bodies. In

the position of equilibrium, when the rays are stretched at equal tension,

they form a symmetrical aster with the pair of rings at the center (Fig. 77).

If the connection between the central rings be severed, they are immediately

dragged apart to a new position of equilibrium with the rays grouped in two

asters, as in the actual cell. If a round pasteboard box of suitable size

(nucleus) be inserted between two of the rays, it assumes an eccentric posi-

tion, the cell-axis being formed by a line passing through its center and that

of the pair of small rmgs, and upon division of the aster it takes up a position

between the two asters. In a second form of the model the peripheral ring

is lotmed of two half-rings of flexible steel, joined by hinges; the divergence

of the small rings is here accompanied by an eldngation and partial con-

striction of the modd in the equatorial plane; and if, finally, the hinge-

connection be removed, eadi half of the ring closes to form a complete

mts (Fig. 77). Heidenhain, like Rabl, assiuned the astral rays to be per-

manent "oigaiuc radii,” of equal length and tension, and permanently

;ftttad>ed to the centers. In the resting cell they are commonly relaxed and

* Far further accxiunt of this hrs>otheeU, we p. 723.
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lost to view, thot^h some-

times permanently visible

(leucocytes, pigment-cells).

As mitosis begins, their

tension increases by a tonic

contraction, the astral rays

then straightening and

coming into view as such,

while the equilibrium of

the system is maintained

by turgor of the cell

Upon separation of the

two centers they are me-

chanically drawn apart

while a spindle forms be-

tween them, and in the

end the continued tension

leads both to division of

the cell-body and the

continued divergence of

the daughter-centers. A
new condition of equilib-

rium is thus established

in each daughter-cell until

again disturbed by division

of the center.*

The fibrillar interpreta-

tion of the aster received

support through Schau-

diim’s (’96, 3) interesting

discovery that the “cen-

tral granule” of the

Heliozoa (Acanthocystis

and others, Figs. 85, 325),

plays the part of a central

body in mitosis. Fiu’ther

supposed support was

found in the structure of

>In a modification of the ap- A, dotted lines show poidtioo <i the rays upon severing

paiatus devised by Rhumbler Cgr) connection between the small rings; B, position upon inaer-

the same effect is produced with- tion of “nucleus”; C D, modds wirii flexible hinged hoops,

out the hinges. showing division.
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leucocytes and pigment-cells. In the former, of whidi Heidenhaia

(’95) made a close study, a large permanent aster is present, centering in a

pair of centrioles and with rays extending far out through the qytosome

(F^. 10) ; and these were assiimed by Heidenhain to be contractile elements

by means which the cell may change its form and creep about. A similar

structure was found by Solger (’91) and Zimmermann (’93b) in the pigment-

cells or chromatophores especially of fishes. Later researches have, however,

much weakened the force of tliis comparison. The axial filaments or ax-

ppodia of the Heliozoa have been generally regarded as non-contractile

supporting or skeletal structures ^ and the same view has been taken of the

radiating structure of the chromatophore-cells (Franz, ’08, etc.). Ballowitz,

in a series of interesting works has advocated the view that this structure is a

S5rstem of radiating, contractile intra-cellular canals within which the pig-

ment-granules flow centrally or peripherally; but such a structure seems to

offer little ground for comparison with the mitotic aster.*

No one who witnesses the operation of Heidenhain’s models can fail to be

impressed with its striking simulation of actual cell-division; and even if

the whole fibrillar hypothesis be rejected, the analogy is of value as showing

the effect of a dicentric system of radial strains in the cell. Nevertheless

the whole hypothesis gradually lost ground and is now almost abandoned

despite various attempts to modify and improve it.® So far as the asters

are concerned the theory of fibrillar contractility breaks down in the case

of anastral mitosis, where these structures are absent. It offers no ex-

planation of the movements of the chromosomes during the later phases

of mitosis, when the chromosomes proceed to the extreme end of the spindle

and even beyond it, so as to enter bodily into the substance of the centro-

some, while the “traction-fibers” have disappeared.® Its most serious

weakness lies in the fact that it was based primarily on a conception of

protc^lasmic structure that proved to be untenable as a general theory.

It steadily fell behind, therefore, as the procrf accumulated that protoplasm

has in general the properties of a colloidal system, and in the end was over-

shadowed by attempts to analyze the phenomena from the new standpoint

thus given. It was proved, for instance, that the astral rays are paths of

centripetal flow of hyaloplasm towards the astral centers; that they quickly

* See ’i6h.

* See Ballowitz, ’14a, ’xni, etc. For general review see Schmidt, ’(8.

* Among these msy be mentioned Hermann’s hypothesis (’gi) of the central spindle as a non-

caatntctile supporting orgen; that' of Drttner Cos) dnt the central s[mdle is an actively elongating

structure by whidi the centers are pudied apart (indicated by the contorted course of its fibrilhe

dmhig the anaphases) ; an^ the hypotheses of Watas^Cgj) and of Meves (’07c) that all the fibtiihe of

both spindle and asten operate as pudung organs, a view suggested by Um inpushing of the nuclear

SModwane in the early stages of mitosis (p. 148). For a more recent csiefid study of the smphiaa-

teal system and a critical review of the liteiatute, see Yatsu (’og), Lama, (’10). Cy. p. 680.

< Wfison, ’os, R. Hertwig, ’gS.
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disappear oinder the action of such agents as cold, ether or chloroform, which
diminish protoplasmic activity without destroying its structure, and
redevelop upion restoration of the normal conditions; that the astral hbrilhe

are not visible as such in the living object, but appear only as radiating

tracts of hyaloplasm between the alveolar spheres; and that astral fibrillae

Fig. 78 .—Cleavage in etherized sea-urchin eggs from life {Toxopneusies).

A, etherized in early anaphase, asters and spindle have disappeared; B-D, successive stag 'or a

slightly etherized egg; E, 4-nucleate egg, after slight etherization; F, ih-nucleate egg; C, the same
in the ensuing abortive division; B, 3s nuclei; /, biostula, from the division of a 16-nucleate egg

when replaced in water. :

may be produced as artificial coagulation-products along radial lines of

strain in a homogeneous colloidal solution. All this helped to turn in-

vestigation of the subject into new channels, the result of which appears

in the so-called “dynamical theories” of mitosis now to be considered.

The theory of fibrillar contractility was in fact a first naive attempt; never-

theless it gave a powerful stimulus to further inquiry, and served to place

the whole problem before us in clearly defined fonn. In spite of all this,
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ia the vrto’s view it seems fax from certain that the ^‘hbrills” seen

in sections may not reaUy preexist approximatdy as such in the living cell—

a postibility strongly suggested by the relations of the axial filaments of

the Heliozoa 680), by the active growth of the astral rays against the

nudear wall which they push before them (p. 148), by the definite and

ccmstant relations between the spindle-fibrilhe and the chromosomes

(p. 130) and other facts. We should not, therefore, prematurely condemn a

theory which may yet prove to be reconcilable with the so-called dynamical

theories now to be contidered and which, admittedly, have themselves

thtts far offoed no more than a very inadequate explanation of mitosis.

S. Dynamical Hypotheses Based on tiie Colloidal Nature of Protoplasm

In considering these hypotheses it mrist always be home in mind that

the amphiaster cannot be regarded as merely a temporary image or con-

figuration of the colloidal cell-substance (alveolar cytoplasm, or the like),

as it was r^;arded by Btitschli and even by some more recent writers. ' Un-

doubtedly it involves physical and perhaps also chemical changes in the

material itself which gives to the amphiaster a considerable degree of

coherence as a definite structure. This is demonstrated in several ways.

The amphiaster may rotate or move bodily through the cytoplasm eithfer

in the normal condition of the cell («. g., in the polar mitoses, p. 493). or

as a result of displacement by centrifuging or otherwise. This might in-

deed be due, as suggested by Lillie (’09), to a progressive regrouping of the

cytoplasmic material as the centers move (as in a moving electrical or

magnetic field in a suitable medium). Many observers have, however, ob-

served distortions of the ^indle or asters in smear-preparations, , and es-

pecially in fixed ^;gs after centrifuging.^ The spiral asters (p. 145) il-

lustrate a amilar i^enomena; and Chambers (’17) has shown that the

^xxm-aater, or the amphiaster in the eggs of sea-urchins and nemertines

may be pulled about, stretched or displaced with the micro-dissection

needle, meanwliile undergoing a variety of distortions that are more or

less perastent. These facts clearly indicate that, however the amphiaster

may originally fonn, it finally become a coherent, and to a certain extent

a perastent, structure.

a. Bypathesis Vte Pdariaed Fidd of Force. Every dose observer of

the amphiaster miut be impressed by its striking superficial resemblance

to the polarised m^petic or electrostatic field of force. '‘The whole pic-

ture) whidi is of tpctreme clearness, vividly recalls the arrangement of

iron filings about two poles of a magnet.” * This onnparison was

' Set Moqnm, ’06, ’ra; lifllie, ’09} Spogner, 'ti; CcmUin, ’12, «tc.

^yql,’73. In theMuMwock fine apiNUl alio the Idea Uat the •tnlfod'an eaiMr>0/a</f<icf{ra,

« vitm aftenraidf adirocatod hj Van BcnedcD, Boved end othec obeenren. Sm alio Giatd



FIf. 79.—^MultipoUr mitoses In douUe-fertillzed sea-urchin eggs (Baltzbx).

A, S, triasten, the Utter exactly symmetrical; C-F, various types of quadripolar figures; D,
with one diagonal qfindle, F with two; G, multipolar figure, with three acromatic qnndles.

xnagnetite in glycerin in a maghetic field. Gallardo (’96), modifying an

earlier eiqjeriiilent. of Farada/s, produces a similar tridiinensionsd model

in the riectrostatic field, by introducing two electrical poles into a ^ass

trough containing finely powdered sulphate of quinine suspended in tur-
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pentine. Gallardo at first advanced the view that the kinetic field is actually

a bipcdar electric field (’96) but greatly modified his interpretation (’06, ’09,

’12). Nevertheless, electrical hypotheses of mitosis continued to attract at-

tention because of the fact, demonstrated by Hardy, R. Lillie and others,

that the particles of colloidal solutions of various albuminous substances,

and also cells or portions of cells, bear electric charges and react definitely

to the lines of force in the electrostatic field (p. 189). The most recent ad-

vocate of the polarized field in mitosis is Hartog, who in a series of interest-

ing papers (see especially ’05, ’09, ’14) has contended that the amphiaster is

the expression of a polarized field of “mitokinetism ” which he considers as a

“new force ” analogous to, but not identical with, electricity or magnetism.

^

When critically examined, the striking superficial resemblance of the

amphiastral field to a polarized field of force is found to be untenable, for

many reasons. In the first place, numerous attempts to influence the

mitotic field by causing cells to divide in the magnetic or electrical field,

beginning with those of Errera (’90) and Roux (’91), have failed.* More
specific difficulties arise from the following facts: (i) the common occurrence

of tripolar (pathological) figures having an odd number of poles, and (z)

of quadripolar figures in which occur diagonal spindles in addition to the

four primary ones (Fig. 79) ; (3) the frequently observed crossing of astral

rays from the two asters outside the spindle in the equatorial plane (Fig.

189 B); (4) the fact that separate asters (e. g., cytasters) repel one another;

(5) the fact that both astral rays and spindle-fibers anastomose, thus de-

parting from the course of the trajectories in the polarized field. Of these

difficulties the fifth and perhaps the third may be obviated. The remaining

three are in the writer’s opinion fatal to the hypothesis.

The fifth difficulty, as has been pointed out by Hartog (’05), is only

apparent; for the amphiastral fibrillae are either coagulation products or

represent “chains of force,” produced by the segregation of viscid proto-

plasmic substances, which, like the iron-filings in a magnetic field, can

only aj^roximately follow the lines of force. The third difficulty (Meves,
’0, Wi^n, ’96), is more serious. Such a crossing of the rays is theoretically

impossible in the bipolarized field; the lines of force are necessarily con-

tinuous from pole to pole.® Reinke (’00), it is true, proved that crossing

of the rays may ex|)erimentally be produced in the magnetic field by in-

termittent and non-synchronous action of two opposite poles; but clearly

the conditions of such an experiment are fundamentally different from those

observed in the mitotic field.

^ Haftog, *$3 .

*

fiT. ’02) attempt to show that the crossing of the cays is but an optical iUuaion due

lijJjipRiillriiliii is obviously fn^.
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The most serious difficulty is offered by tripolar figures, or such as have
any odd number of poles, a condition physically impossible in the polarized

field since it is the essence of such fields that spindle-figures (in which the

lines of force pass continuously from pole to pole) can only be formed be-

tween poles of different sign, i. e., plus or minus. This is not alone true

of the magnetic or electrostatic field but also of those in which the lines

act
Fig. SO .—Diagrams of the polarized field (the curves only approximate).

A, bipolar field with unlike signs (spindle-figure), B, the same, like signs, anti-spindle figure);

C, tripolar field; D, quodripolar field, with poles of alternating signs; quadripolar field arranged

to give diagonal spindle (two anti-spindle figures), F, condition observed in the mitotic fidd.

of force or trajectories are represented by lines of liquid flow between a

source and a sink; of heat-radiation between poles of higher and of lower

temperatures (Maxwell, Kelvin), of oscillations in a liquid surrounding

two bulbs that expand and contract in opposite rhythms (Bjerknes) or of

diffusion-currents between centers of osmotic pressure and depression

(Leduc, Damianowidi).^ Between two like poles, is formed an “anti-

spindle” figure, in which the lines of force do not pass from pole to pole and

have the opposite curvature to that of the spindle, i. e., they are convex

to the axis instead of concave (Fig. 80). In the mitotic field, however,

figures (though commonly abnormal) are of common occurrence;

aiwl the evidence indicates that any two centers, if near enough togetiher,

may become connected by complete spindles. A pretty demonstration of

this is offered in the Ascaris type of fertilization. When in sudi eggs the

* Cf Hartog, ’os, ’14; Gallaido, ’09, etc.; Loduc, ’oa, ’04: Lamb (’08).
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^pem*ainpli^ter ajqjroaches the second pc^ anphiaster (e. g., in Nereis)

the inner center of the latter may become connected by definite spindles

with the ^}encn-centers (either or both) and thus produce striking triasters

(Figs. 199, 470). Such figures afford crucial evidence against the whole

hypothesis of polarized forces,* for by the hypothesis two of the centers

must be of the same sign.^

The difiBculty presented by the diagonal spindles in quadripolar figures,

as urged e^cially by Baltzer (’08) is of the same nature. A tetraster with

consecutive spindles connecting the four poles is possible provided the

centers be so placed that minus and plus poles alternate (Fig. 80). In such

a figure diagonally opposite poles are of the same sign; nevertheless one or

even two diagonal spindles coimecting such poles are often seen (Fig. 79).

This fact, as Baltzer shows, is readily demonstrated in dispermic eggs

of sea-urchins, which (p. 917), typically develop four centers and divide

at once into four. The double-fertilized egg sometimes gives rise to a tri-

aster (owing to the failure of one sperm-aster to divide, and the same

result may often be produced by shaking the eggs soon after fertilization.*

In all these cases the facts dearly indicate that spindles readily form between

any two adjacent asters, provided only that they are sufficiently near to-

gether during the pipphases.

Lastly, separate asters do not attract but repel one another, an obviom

indication that they are of like sign. M. Boveri (’03) proved that two

separate asters (unconnected by a spindle) always move more widely apart

than those which are connected by spindles; and Baltzer found a similar

rdation in case of the diagonal spindles of tetrasters. ‘ The spindle, therefore,

seems to serve, at least in the earlier stages of mitosis, to hold tie asters

together in opposition to their redprocal repulsion.

As a result of these difficulties Gallardo (’06) changed his original hy-

pothecs, by the assumption that the centers are of like sign and the chro-

mosomes of opposite sign; but again a fatal difficulty is offered by the ex-

istence of achromatinic spindles, wholly devoid of chromosomes (p. 176).

Hartog’s attempts to meet these difficulties (’05, ’14) are ingenious, but

hardly more convincing. The di^onal ^indies of tetrasters may be imi-

tated in the magnetic, model, as he shows, by introducing a neutral pole of

charcoal-iron into the center of the tetraphase figure, when chains of force

detatffi themselves from the remainder of the system to anchor upon it, thus

diagonal ^indies. This seems, however, a very dubious

hhalogy in viewof the fact that the diagonal spindle is distinctly seen during

t See BteunbWe e«4Dent phetoerapidc igutet ('^) iUustiatiog theie polote. The diffienhy
'

> effered by tt^pdor n^odb wee bjr Boved ('88) and has been emphaaiaed by many lata

wiiterie C/. IQada ('pjh WBtoa deo), Rhumblg ('ns), BaHaa (’oS)> etc*

'OS. Baviij,
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the anapihases of mitosis traversing the center of the field after the daughter-

chromosomes have moved away from it (Fig. 430). Again, Hartog also

shows that the triaster may be modeled in the bipolar magnetic field by
introducing a neutral third pole (of soft iron), which then becomes connected

by ^indies with the two original poles. This effect is, of coiurse, one of

magnetic induction, the neutral pole becoming itself polarized. Since this

pole is, however, necessarily weaker than the others, the two new spindles

are correspondingly weaker, and such triasters are always asymmetrical,

having the form of an obtuse-angled isosceles triangle. The triasters seen in

cells may, however, be quite symmetrical; * and even were this not the case

we should have to postulate the existence of three kinds of centers, plus,

minus and neutral, practically a reductio ad absurdum.

For these various reasons the theory of the dual polarized field of force as

applied to the mitotic figure seems to be untenable in any form thus far

developed. We turn, therefore, to other attempts to arrive at a solution of

the problem.

b. Other Hypotheses concerning the Rdle of Electrical Phenomena. A
prominent place among attempts to advance our understanding of mitosis

is occupied by the experiments of R. S. Lillie (’o3-’ii, etc.) which offer many
important suggestions for further inquiry. Their point of departure was

given by the demonstration (Lillie, ’03) that a marked difference of electrical

potential exists between the nuclear substance (“chromatin”) and the

cytoplasm, the former being on the whole electronegative, the latter electro-

positive. When suspended in a medium through which an electrical current

is passed, free nuclei, or cells with a relatively large amount of nuclear sub-

stance (e. g., sperm-heads, thymus-nuclei) move or tend to move towards the

anode (positive pole) while cells with voluminous cytoplasm (large leuco-

cytes, erythrocytes, smooth muscle-ceUs) show the reverse behavior. This

result, extended to the chromosomes by the similar experiments of Penti-

malli (’09) and McClendon (’10), is in harmony also with the fact (Hardy,

’99, etc.) that the colloidal pwirticles in a hydrosol are electrically diarged,

acid particles being negative and basic ones positive (p. 649). It was thus

suggested that it may be such piotential-differences which constitute the pri-

mary and determining conditions of mitosis (Lillie, ’03, p. 275).

F]^ this startii^-point Lillie proceeded to an artificial imitation cff mai^

of the pbrnomenn of mitosis by means of magnetic models.® The spiime-

threads and chromosomes may be represented by magnetized needles,

similarly oriented, each passed through a small cork float So as to stand

vertically in the water and strung at short regular intervals along a silk

thread to form a flexible filament (spireme-thread). Sudi a filament

' Sae Baltxer, 'og, Figs. 3. 4-
*
'«$> »•
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straitens out by reciprocal repulsion of its similarly charged units; but if a
large magnetic pole, of opposite sign to the upper needle-poles be brought
verticaHy above the filament its attraction causes the filament to draw to-

gethn into a convoluted spireme-like form. Several such filaments in

association offer a dose semblance to a segmented spireme, the filaments

crowding together but without touching one another (owing to mutual

// " / * >
Kg. 81.—Magnetic modek of mitosis (R S. Lillie).

A, M, spiteme-configuratioa of Boating magnetized needles strung on single silk-thread, drawn
together by larger attractive pole; C, fJ, similar figures given by several separate thrends (seg-
mented spireme); E, F, figures with short flexible threads; C, group of single floating magnetized
iwedles, <tawn together by larger attractive pole; ff, similar group between two repiellent poles, if,

R,* I, iiimilar group with repellent poles nearer equatorial plate; J, tripolar figure, with three re-
pellent poles.

n^pulsion). If the needles be strung upon ffexible wires bent into U-shapes,

et*.f to imitate chromosomes, the centripetal attraction of the large magnet
causes them to assoine groupiijgs closely similar to those seen in the actual

.<sqaat(ir^ plate (Fig. Si). H a group of separate needles thus centripetally

a^prei^ted by a ma^ptetic pole vertically above them be approached by two
additional pdes of sign (and t^posite to the overhead pole) the repul-
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sion of the latter causes them to aggregate in a linear series transverse to the

axis connecting the repellent poles.

All this, evidently, suggests that the spireme-threads tend to become

straight, but are thrown into convolutions because of their confinement

within the nuclear membrane. The elongate chromatin-threads of the

spireme repel one another because of their similar (negative) electric

charge, but are held together (action of the vertical magnet) by the

nuclear membrane; hence the close convolution of the threads without

coming into contact, as actually observed. When set free by dissolution

of the nuclear membrane the chromosomes approach the equator of the

spindle and spread out in a flat equatorial place because this is the

position of equilibrium resulting from: (i) their repulsion by the two

negatively charged poles; (2) their attraction by the positive mid-region

of the spindle; (3) their reciprocal repulsion by one another. The initial

separation of the daughter-chromosomes may likewise be due to such a

repulsion; but this leaves' unexplained the later movement to the poles,

which indeed seems to contradict the assumption of a negative charge at

the poles.

In spite of the latter difficulty it is possible that thus far the

analogy drawn by Lillie may have a substantial basis. His at-

tempts to explain the achromatic figure, are less convincing. Both

spindle-fibers and astral rays are assmned to arise by the polariza-

tion of the colloidal particles lying between regions of relatively posi-

tive and negative charge, and the consequent serial alignment of these par-

ticles. The centers or spindle-poles are assumed to be electronegative, the

eqriatorial region electropositive; hence the formation of continuous linear

cytoplasmic tracts (spindle-fibers) between the former in spite of their

similar charge. The astral rays are assumed to arise in like manner be-

tween the electronegative centers and the electropositive cell-periphery,

the peripheral positive charge being ascribed to a depolarization of the

plasma-membrane caused by changes of permeability, which operate as a

stimulus to cell-division, and to which the whole series of phenomena may

be traceable.

Unfortunately this part of the hypothesis encounters many difficulties

and becomes quite unmanageable when the attempt is made to apply it, for

instance, to the formation of great nmnbers of cytasters scattered through

the cytosome (p. 482); but it nevertheless offers many sug^stions to

the cytologist. One of the most interesting of these is the possibility that

the serially aligned polarized colloidal particles may fuse to form fibrils (’rr,

p. 728) by a process analogous to coagulation and once formed may long

persist after the originating conditions have disappeared. Tim helps m
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to onifterstand how fibrillar fcvmations may come and go in a structure

that primanty is alveolar and has the general pr<^)erties of a colloid. We
see further how spindle-fibers or astral rays, once formed, may undergo

twisting (as in the ^iral asters) or other deformations, such as have been

described by many observers; how they may differ in physical consistency

and staining-reaction from the general protoplasmic meshwork; and how
asters and qrindles, once formed, may move through the protoplasmic

substance. It also may help us to understand how changes of protoplasmic

viscosity may play an important part in mitosis as demonstrated by the

recent work of Chambers and Heilbrun (p. rpy).

On the whole, however, Lillie’s analysis leaves us far short of any adequate

understanding, of mitosis; and as he himself points out, the problem is no

doubt far too complex to be solved by so simple a series of assumptions.

Tbis will be more evident after considering another series of facts and as-

sumptions as follows:

c. Diffusion-streams, Protoplasmic Currents and Surface-tension in Mi-

tosis. That the astral rays may represent lines of diffusion-currents or of pro-

toplasmic flow was suggested by some of the earliest observers of mitosis. ‘

Auerbach regarded the rays as an “expression of the paths along which

fine currents of nuclear sap pass outward into the protoplasm.” Butschli

(’76, ’03) considered the aster as an expression of radial diffusion-currents;

and with various modifications this has been accepted by many later ob-

servers. Hertwig, FoJ and Strasburger regarded the currents as a centripetal

flow of the hp^oplasm towards the astral centers, where a progressive

accumulation of this substance as the aster grows may readily be observed

in the living egg. This observation has been confirmed by many later

obsovations ^ and the fact may now be regarded as well established.

This flow may readily be observed in the living eggs of Toxopneustes

(Wilson, '01, 2), where, as the aster enlarges, the hyaloplasm accumulates

at the c«iter while the alveolar ^heres move away from it. At the height

its develc^ment the center of the aster is occupied by a large hyaloplasm-

spharot which ^ows no trace of alveolar structure, while around it tiie al-

veiflkr tgflteres are <&p)osed in radiating rows between which lie the astral

rays. 1a the hving object the latter appear simply as radiating tracts of

hyak^flasm betwemi the alveoli and cannot be seen as fibrillae; and Chambers

(*17) has more recei^tly shown that small protoplasmic granules, artificially

introduced into ihe’astral ray in the living object by means of the micro-

tfissectiaB neecSe, axe cmried by the stream inward towards the center.

* AasibMk Cm), O. (’»), BUttcUi (’76), Ftd {’ni^ Stra^arger (’So).

* Zkgto Cos), mumttiik (’86, ’99), Wilioa (’t>d>), (’oj), C03), Vcjdoviit^

Wid Mtawk CluMiie'" Cir)-
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Btttscfali (’76) suggested that the movements of the chromosomes towards

the poles might be due to protoplasmic currents in the spindle; also that

the ultimate efEect of diffusion-currents, set up in the astral rays as a result

of specific chemicail changes in the centers, must be a change of surface-

tension; and this, he argued, will be greatest when the peripheral actions

of the two asters coincide, i. e., in the equatorial region. Assuming the

change of surface-tension to be an increase, the effect will accordingly be

greatest at the equator, least at the poles; and from this should result

the karyokinetic elongation in the axis of the spindle (p. 157), and ultimately

the equatorial constriction and cleavage. In an important later modifica-

tion and development of this view (’92, 1900) he assumes an absorption

of liquid and its chemical fixation in the central region so as to cause here a

diminution of volume. The result of this must be a tractive force upon the

surrounding region to which the aster owes its origin, and which may also

play a direct part in cell-division. This was supported by the bubble-

experiments (p. 66) which prove that both asters and spindle (t. e., an

amphiaster) may be closely simulated by the coagulation of hot melted

gelatin-solution about two adjoining air-bubbles, the tractive force being

here exerted by the contraction of the bubbles, as they cool.^

These conclusions are developed at length by Rhumbler (’96 ’99) who

combines Hertwig’s and Fol’s conclusion as to a centripetal flow of hyalo-

plasm with Blltschli’s conception of an absorption of liquid at the centers.

The latter process, evidently, must give rise to a progressive increase of

viscosity along the astral rays from the center towards the periphery;

and should create adhesion-stresses or tractive forces in the astral rays,

having the same general configuration as the tensions postulated by

HpiHfnhain
^
Van Beneden and Boveri. Rhumbler thus reaches a conception

essentially in harmony vnth that of fibrUlar contractility or tension, though

under a widely different view of the structure of the amphiaster.* On
the other hand, Giardina (’02) and Teichmann (’03) reject the assumption

of traction in the astral rays; each in his own way explains cleavage as due

to a change of surface-tension directly caused by the central movement of

hyaloplasm.*

Rhumbler, like Bfltschli, emphasizes the effect of surface action at the

equator, but imagined this as a process of increased growth which finally

prdduces an infolding of the superficial layer at this point; and the way

for this is prepared by the formation of a modified protoplasmic region or

“diastem” through the equatorial plane, likewise determined by the trac-

tion of the astral rays. Of similar type is the assumption oi Ziegler (’98,

* See tbe temsAable i*otographs in BUtschli's work of 1858. > See also ’01, ».

' See al90 Gurwitsch, ’04 and Bonnevie, '06.
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’03) that the infolding is directly caused by the h}'siine or ectoplasmic

layer described beyond (pp. 261, 413), thus explaining the remarkable

cleavage of the ctenophore egg in which the thickening or “cleavage-head ”

cuts downward from one pole through the whole egg (Fig. 83). This as-

sumption seems, however, to break down in view of Herbst’s discovery

(p. 1046), that in calcium-free sea-water the ectoplasmic layer disintegrates

completely or disappears, yet constriction and division proceeds as before

though the reuniting cells do not hold together.

d. Surface-Tension and Vortical Currents in Mitosis. The assumption

that changes of surface-tension may constitute the immediate agent of

Fig. 83.—Surface-tension, cortical currents and division in oil-drops {A, B, from BiiiscHU;

C, constructed from two figures by McClendon).
A, oiI.dr(a> suspended in water, in contact with soap-solution at left pole, B, similar drop, soap

applied by means of pipette; C, drop of oil and chloroform suspended in water with simultaneous

application of NaOH solution at opposite poles.

cleavage is made plausible by experiments on oil-drops which clearly bring

out also the relation of such changes to currents in the cortical c)rtoplasm

as recorded by many observers, especially in the later stages of mitosis.

Biitschli’s important studies on oil-drops (’92, ’00) were based on investiga-

tions, e^iedally by Quincke (’88, ’89)’ * which proved that whenever the

surface-tension of a drop of liquid (such as oil) be locally diminished (e. g.,

by the local application of soap-solution) streaming movements are pro-

duced in the drcq> which flow away from the area of diminished tension,

aud thus give rise to vortical movements. This is shown in Fig. 82 in which

tfce) currents, indicated by the arrows, were made visible by mixing lamp-

’ See eko Bectboid, '86, 1,ehniBnn, ’SB.
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black with the oil. As shown in A, the superficial currents pass inwards as

they approach the pole farthest from the soap to form an axial current

within the drop passing forwards to the pole next the soap. Correspond-

ing currents are likewise produced in the soap-solution; but these may
here be left out of account. The same result may be produced by applying

the soap-solution by means of a capillary pipette in which case the action

is more gradual and the currents may continue for hours.

If we imagine two such areas of lowered surface-tension at opposite

poles of a liquid drop, or (what amounts to the same thing) an increase of

tension in the equatorial zone midway between the poles, two sets of vortical

currents should be set up, having the disposition shown in C, superficial

currents flowing from both poles towards the equator and thence into the

interior. Vortical currents oj the same type occur in the dividing cell, as was
early observed by Butschli’s pupil, Erlanger (’97). This observer was able

to see, in the living eggs of certain nematodes during division, definite

streaming movements of the protoplasm which pass superficially from the

regions opposite the spirdle-poles towards the equator and thence along

the cleavage-furrow into the interior of the egg (Fig. 83). In the mean

time several observers had observed movements of pigment-granules

towards the cleavage-furrow during or just previous to cleavage,^ and

Loeb was also led to the conclusion that vortical movements of the' proto-

plasm may play an important part in protoplasmic cleavage. Conklin’s

studies (’99, ’02) on the eggs of the gasteropod Crepidula showed that as

the spindle elongates in the later stages of mitosis the yolk-spherules at

the periphery of the cell move towards the equator, and thence in toward

the middle of the cell in the plane of the future cell-wall.

More recently these conclusions have received a striking confirmation

in the work of Spek (’18), who describes vortical currents in divisions of

the living eggs of various forms, including nematodes, leeches, copepods

and gasteropoda. In the simplest of these cases division is symmetrical,

the cleavage-furrow cutting in equally around the whole equator of the

egg. In such cases, as i.s occasionally seen in the first cleavage of Rhabditis

dolichura, the superficial currents conform exactly to the general theoretic

scheme (Fig. 83), the flow being symmetrically from the poles to the equa-

tor. The movements are more complicated in the frequent case when the

furrow is one-sided, first cutting into the egg from one pole and only later

from the opposite pole. In such cases, a reversal of movement occurs,

the currents at first flowing towards the first-formed furrow, but later

‘ In the etnbiyonic cells of Amphibia by Nussbaum (’gs) and Van Bambdce C’g6), in segmenting

eggs of acxelous TurbeJlaria by Gardiner (’gs), and in the segmenting eggs rf the fish Ctmolabrvi

b." Loeb Cgs).



H*. 8S.—Sarface-teDiion aod vortical currents in mitosis (SrxK).

A, snpofidal vortical cutrcnts (indicated by airows), in the living egg of the nematode Riabdilis

Micimra, with symmetrical furrows; B, C, the same, with asymmetrical furrows; D, E, F, vortical

cumenta, leading to division in an oQ-drop to which a oyst^ of soda is applied at each pole (p);

G, th«(»(^ course of the eutrents in a drop with diminished surfacc'tension at the poles; H, Er-

fauagor’a ficnte of the currants in Rkabditis; /, cleavage of the ctenophore-egg, showing expectation

ouuoeming the currents.

this has not yet been observed. All these observations, obviously, bring

st^iport to BtttschM’s hypothesis.

Evidoice which Seems to be conclusive is given by further ingenious

eii^>eriments on oil-drops by McClendon and Spek, by which the actual di-

viaon of the cytoscdbe, may be imitated in the artificial model. McClendon

(’to, ’i2, ’13) employed drops rf olive oil floating on the surface of water,

or drops made hea^der than water by the addition of chloroform to the oil.

To cppo^te potes of these ml-drops is applied a solution of NaHO by

means of two fine pipettes (F^. 82), tibus diminishing the surface-tension
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at these points, so that a relative increase is produced in the equatorial

zone. The result is a constriction and then a complete division of the drop
in the equatorial zone, midway between the pipettes; and McClendcm
also showed, by adding fine particles of lampbladc to the oil, that vortical

currents are produced in the drop which flow from the poles to the equator

and thence into the interior, precisely in accordance with the theoretical

postulates of Quincke and Butschli and with the vortical currents actually

observed in living cells, as described above. These results are fully con-

firmed by Spek, who improved the method by employing in place of the

pipettes solid crystals of “soda.” Drops thus treated show the vortical

currents, as described by McClendon, followed by an equatorial constriction

and often by complete division (Fig. 83). So striking is the analogy

between these drops and the actual division of cells that the correctness

of the conclusions of Butschli and his followers can hardly be doubted.

If they are finally substantiated important progress will have been made
towards a comprehension of cleavage, at least in its more general aspects.^

e. Changes of Protoplasmic Viscosity in Relation to Mitosis. Changes in the

physical consistency of the protoplasm during the mitotic activities were

indicated by early observations on alterations of the refractive index of cells

during division (Flemming, ’83) and were later noted by many other ob-

servers, such as Driesch, Morgan, Albrecht and Yatsu, who were engaged

in experiments on shaking or cutting eggs to pieces. More recently this

phenomenon has been examined by Heilbnmn and Chambers * by more

effective methods, the former observer by studying the rate and degree of

displacement of the protoplasmic granules when the egg is centrifuged at

different periods during artificial parthenogenesis tind fertilization, while

Chambers relied upon direct observation by means of the micro-dissection

needle (p. 55). Both observers observed a marked increase of viscosity in

the prophases, and Chambers found (in the eggs of sea-urchins and nemer-

tines) that this continues throughout mitosis, reaching a maximum just

before actual cleavage begins and later diminishing. Heilbrunn found

(in the eggs of echinoderms, mollusks and annelids) two maxima, one in the

prq)hase and a second just before cleavage, with a decided decrease in the

intermediate period.* Chambers’ observations proved that the increase in

* Robenton (’09, ’ti, ’13) reached a contrary conclusion by applying to the oil-drops threads

soaked in the NaHO solution, whereupon division took place b the ^ane oi the thread; he thereiore

concluded b opposition to all others, that division takes place along a plane of dimimsM surface-

tensbn. The explanaUon of this result is not yet entirdy clear. Both McClendon and Spek have

critldaed Itb detail. The weak pofat b Robertson 's conclusons seems to be his failure to take into

account the vortical movements, which afford so strong a confirmation of McQendon 's conclusions.

• See espe^lly Heilbrunn, ’15, 'i7i ’»«, ’at: Chambers, ’17a, b, ’19; Seifife,^i8, ’so.

' Seifrix on the other hand, udng the same method as Chambers, found a decided decrease in

viscosity of the central region from the middle prophase up to the late anaphase. This result hardly

SMBS tenable b vbw of the easential agreemert between the other observers.
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viscoaty affects ^pedally the asters, spreading out in all directions as they

grow, and diminishing from the central region outwards; the hrmness

of tte protoplasm is thus greatest near the central hyaloplasm-sphere and

least towards the periphery. The aster as a whole thus becomes a “sphere

of solidihcation,” which extends itself as the aster grows until only a

relatively small p^’ipheral zone remains liquid. Since two such growing

^)heres are present the egg elongates (karyokinetic elongation) as a

result of their reciprocal pressure and finally divides along the more liquid

equatorial zone (Chambers, ’19).

This work further shows that the solidification of the astral region affects

only the alveolar protoplasm lying between the true astral rays. Like his

predecessors Chambers found the rays themselves to be composed of liquid

hyaloplasm flowing centripetally into the central hyaloplasm-sphere. On
the other hand, F. Lillie (’09) and Conklin (’17) believe the rays to be of

firm or even elastic consistency, though Conklin also accepts the fact of a

centripetal flow along them. Chambers found further, that the return

of the semi-solidified protoplasm to the more liquid state first begins in the

equator of the egg, spreading thence towards the poles as the hyaloplasm

collects at the astral centers and the cell divides.

These various observations constitute an important advance in our knowl-

edge of the mechanism of mitosis^ though they have not yet been brought

into very definite relation with the changes of surface tension meanwhile

in progress. An important point established by Heilbrunn’s work is that

the solidification-process is favored by abstraction of water from the egg;

and he would thus interpret the effect of hypertonic solutions on dividing

eggs or in artificial parthenogenesis (p. 473). Since Chambers has proved

that the viscosity of the aster decreases from the center towards the periph-

ery we can thus in a measure bring all these observations into harmony with

the view of Blitschli and of Rhumbler (p. 193) that the aster as a whole is a

radial system of tractive forces. An important modification of this con-

cq)tion is necessitated by Chambers’ demonstration that it is not the astral

rays themsdvcs but the alveolar inter-radii in which the change takes place;

but so far as cytokinesfe is concerned the effect would be the same.

i. OiTiiion of the ChromoB(miM

Since division of the chromosomes is not dependent upon that of the cen-

tral bodies or the formation of a spindle (see monocentric mitosis, p. 168)

the conclusion is clearly' indicated that the primary act of division is due to

an autonomous activity on the part of the chromosomes, essentially like

that seen in the division of the central body or a plastid in the cytosome. It

is an interestii^ fact that the mitotic transformation of the nucleus very
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rarely if ever takes place without the appearance of at least one central

body and aster. An exception seems to be offered, according to Kautzsch
(’12) by abnormally large second polocytes occasionally found in Ascaris,

in which the nuclear changes are said to take place in the entire absence of

centers, asters, or spindle. The chromosomes here form and split lengthwise

as usual but the daughter-chrombsomes fail to separate (as in monocentric
mitosis).^

The nature of the initial act of doubling in the spireme-thread (or earlier)

is still unsettled.’' Some recent writers have questioned the traditional

conception that the doubling of the thread, or of smaller components from

which it is built up, is fundamentally an act of fission. It has been con-

jectured ® that each ultimate component of the threads (or of the nucleus

from which they arise) may attract from the surrounding medium (cyto-

plasm?) its component materials and by a process of “autocatalygis” mould
them into its own counterpart, in immediate juxtaposition to itself. Such

a process would involve an accurate meristic duplication of the nucleus

without involving any actual division. At present, however, this remains a

pure speculation, and there is nothing in the facts thus far known to con-

tradict the more usual view. The question here raised belongs, however, to

the fundamental problem of growth and self-perpetuation in living things

generally and has not yet found an adequate biophysical or biochemical

answer.

V. MITOSIS IN LOWER ORGANISMS

1. In Lower Metazoa and Metaphyta

As earlier indicated (p. 152) the anastral mitoses of higher plants, and of

the animal ovum in certain cases (p. 508), are undoubtedly of secondary

origin and derived historically from the amphiastral type. In animals the

latter typ>e is found in all Metazoa including the ccelenterates, sponges and

even such simple forms as the dicyemids.^ Among multicellular plants

amphiastral mitoses with both asters and central bodies are of common

occurrence in the thallophytes, including both algae and fungi. Typical

* A remarkable feature of the case is the fact that in spite of the absence of an achromatic figure

these cells may divide by a constriction occurring after reconstruction of the nucleus and often

dividing the latter irregularly. These facts are interpreted to mean that the central bodies are not

primary or even neces-sary organs of division but are rather regulative or directive agents which

bring about a more precise division than could othowisc take place. See also Boveri (’97) nnd

Hogue (’10). It seems possible, however, that the process observed by Kautzsch is no more than a

kind of fragmentation without special significance.

* Bonnevie (’08), has described the chromosome as traversed by a central axis which splits length-

wise fs diviskm b^ns, but this has not yet been confirmed.

“ See Trolaqid (’17), Muller (’sa), Bridges (’azb Sands (’aj). The prototype of these specular

tions is found in Haeckel’s hypothesis of the plastidules aud their “ petigenesis”. (1874)

.

* It was in these animals that Van Beneden first discovered the central bodies (1876).
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acamples ci this are seen in the diatoms (Lauterbom, -’96, Karsten, ’00) in

the alg® Sphacdlaria and Stypocaidon (Swingle, ’97) Dktyota (Mottier, ’00),

or in the fungus Phyilactinia (Harper, ’05). In all these the central body is

an extra-nuclear centriole lying in the protoplasm as in Ascaris, and the

Kg. a4>—Centml t>odies bi alge {A-C, Dictyota from Motiiek; B, I, Carallino from Davis).

A, “re8tiiix”-nudeus oi ^deimal cell; B, C, prophases of second division of tetrsspore mother-

ce&; D, pn^base of first divinon of same; £, F, G, later stages o^ same; B, I, prophase and meta-

ifiuiM in ConfUna, Stowing “centrosidieres.”

aster or its center appears to be a persistent structtxre that arises by division,

quite as in AscaHs or in AcanthocysHs. The mode of ^indie-formation in

these forms (Fig. 84)1, omunonly approaches the second type as seen in

aninuds. In same of these cases the nuclear membrane seans wholly to
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disappear during mitosis (e. g., in Dictyota, or Stypocavlon) in others to

persist throughout the whole process (Erisiphe, Synchytriutn).

In some of the thailophytes the centers of the asters are said to be formed
by “centrospheres” (t. e., centrosomes) in which no centrioles have yet to

be distinguished, and which seem not to arise by division but by forming

separately and de novoJ- Such conditions have been supposed to represent

an early condition from which by disappearance of the rays might have

been derived the polar caps of the connophytic plants and ultimately the

multipiolar spindle-formation of the spore-forming divisions. Possible inter-

mediate conditions are found in certain of the bryophytes and pteridophytes.

In the moss Polyirichum Allen (’12) found each pole of the spindle occupied

by a flat polar plate which behaves as a division-center though not sur-

rounded by an aster. This body persists in the resting cell, divides in the

prophases to form two polar plates from which protoplasmic fibrillae grow

towards the nucleus and finally form a spindle. In the later divisions the

polar plate is represented by a group of granules or “kinetosomes” which

divides into two similar groups during the prophase, as before. Comparable

with this, possibly, is the division in Isoetes as described by Marquette

(’07). Here a large rounded “starch-body” containing starch-granules,

lies at each pole of the spindle, persists as a single body in the resting cell

and divides to form two similar bodies, which become flattened in the

prophase while a spindle develops between them, very much as in Poly-

trichum. The resemblance of this body to a plastid lends some color to the

attempt of Sapehin (’13) to identify Allen’s polar plates, and central bodies

generally, with plastids.

That this series represents any approach to the actual phylogenetic series

is, however, very doubtful. It seems probable that more thorough studies

will reveal the presence of centrioles within the “centrospheres” of the

alg£. The true nature of the pole-plates of mosses and the starch-bodies

of Isomites is still uncertain, while the work of Devis4
,
as earlier indicated,

(p. 154) raises still further doubts concerning the nature of the polar caps

and the multipolar ^indies of the seed-plants. This part of the subject,

therefore, does not yet seem r4)e for critical discussion.

S. Mitoris in Protista

In turning to the mitosis of Protista we find ourselves on somewhat more

secure ground, though here too we are confronted by many difficulties.

The ph^omena in thcM simplest plants and animals mi^ht be expected to

throw light upon those seen in higher forms; and in fact these oigardsms

' f., in Fwew (Fanner and Wffliams, ’06. ’98). CoraOma (Davis, ’98), shown In Fi|. 84, flw-

^ (Hamper, ’07, ’99), and feOia (Farmer and Reeves, ’94, etc.

)
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achibit many interesting modifications and simplifications of the

process.'

From the multitude of varied phenomena that have here been recorded

two salient fects stand out. First, a few of the Protozoa, including repre-

sentatives of both the rhizopods and the flagellates, exhibit a process

of mitosis that appears to be in all essential respects of the same t}^ as in

higher animals. Secondly, this process appears to be connected by succes-

sively simpler types with modes of division hardly, if at all, distinguishable

from direct or amitotic division. This series is most evident in case of the

“achromatic ” structures, although it is now certain that definite chromo-

somes are present in some Protista, and there is reason to suspect that an

evolution of the chromosomes, as well as of the achromatic elements, may
yet be traced among these organisms. Taken as a whole the phenomena

unmistakably point to the general conclusion that the entire mitotic ap-

paratus was originally of nuclear origin. Concerning the evolution of the

more complicated types of mitosis in detail no general agreement has

yet been reached. It is difficult, therefore, to give a brief cormected ac-

count of the matter or to offer a simple grouping of the phenomena, as may
be judged from the fact that while Chatton (’lo) distinguishes three dis-

tinct types of nuclear division in the Protozoa, Alexeieff (’13) increases this

number to five, or if the sub-types be reckoned in, to twelve, without count-

ing various forms of multipolar division.

a. The “AchronuUic” Structures, It must be borne in mind that the

various modifications of the chromatic and the achromatic structures in

Protista by no means run closely parallel.

(i) In a first group may be placed the comparatively rare cases in which •

both nucleus and cytoplasm contribute to the formation of the mitotic

figure (“metamitosis ” of Chatton) in a process that agrees in its essential

features with that seen in the Metazoa generally. Examples of this are

offered by certain of the flagellates, Sporozoa, diatoms, and by the heliozoan

rhizopods Acanihocystis (Schaudinn, ’96), Wagnerella (Ziilzer, ’09) and

Oxturdla (Dobell, ’17). All these are characterized by the presence of a

persistent central body or division center, lying in the cytoplasm outside

the nucleus, which elongates and finally divides to form the basis of a central

^indle.

The best examples are offered by the Heliozoa above mentioned (Figs.

85, 325). The divirfon-center is here a rather small, well-defined spheroidal

body or centroplasi, long known under the name of the “central granule.”

This body occupies in the vegetative cell the center of a very large per-

' The ten^ PiotuU. lyitt here be employed to designate all unicellalar orgmiisms, whether plants 01
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manent aster, the rays of which are definite fibrillae extending out into the

radiating pseudopodia, of which they constitute the axes (axopodia).

So far as the achromatic figure is concerned the general history of the mito-

sis is here almost identical with that seen in higher forms, the centroplast

dividing into two halves which pass to opposite pwles of the nucleus and

play the part of division-centers during the ensuing mitosis.^ The centro-

plast is said to contain a sharply defined central granule or centriole (Key-

Fig. 8#.—Mito.sis m the hcliozoon OxnereUa (Dobeli).

A vegetative cell (pseudopodia mostly retracted by fixation), showing nucleus, centrd body

(centroplast) and axopodia, B, C, enlarged views of centroplast in different phases; D, E, E. division

and separation of centroplast; G, metaphasc; //, /, anaphase; J, telophase.

sellitz, ’08, ZUlzer, *09, Dobell, ’17) the division of which initiates the whole

process of mitosis. It seems clear, therefore, that in these animals the cen-

troplast and central granule play the parts respectively of centrosome and

centriole; and the observations of Zulzer and Dobell indicate that here too

the centriole is the only permanent central body while the centroplast is a

temporary structure (p. 681).

of this type also occur among the gregarlnes. An example is

Manocystis rmgna (Doflein, ’ii), in which the extra-nuclear centers are

' Sassaki (’94) in Gymmsphcera, Schaudinn i'g6) to Acantkocyslis and several other forms. Zdtoer

Coo) to WatnareUa, Dobell (’17) in OxnereUa.
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likewise sunoimded by conspicuoxis asters by the rays of which the nucleat

wall is pulled in very mud as in the first maturation-mitosis of many
animal tggs. In NoctOuca (Ishikawa, ’94, Calkins, ’98) the division-center

is a large cytq>lasmic “ sphere ” which by its division ^ves rise to daughter-

^eres connected by a con^icuous fibrillated spindle; in the dau^ter-

spheres, distinct centrioles are found at least at certain stages, but true

astral rays seem to be wanting. In the diatoms (Lauterbom) the di-

vision-center (“centrosome”) is much smaller and is surrounded by con-

spicuous astral rays in the resting-cell, but the latter disappear as the cen-

trc»ome elongates to form the spindle. No centrioles are here seen. In

both these cases the nuclear membrane for the most part' persists and the

^indle become more or less completely siurounded by the nudeus, and

in NoctUuca the mmbrane fades away along the surface of contact where

very distinct “traction-fibers” grow into the nudear cavity and become

attached to the long, thread-like chromosomes. The latter split lengthwise

as in higher forms.

It is an interesting fact that in some of the flagellates belonging to this

type the diviaon-center or central body is identical with, or is very closely

associated with, the basal body or “blepharoplast” that lies at the base of

the flagellum; and the same is true of the flagellated swarm-spores of certain

Myxomycetes (Jahn, ’04). Examples of this are offered by various monads,

in some of which the flagella persist during the whole mitosis. A well de-

termined case of this kind is shown in Trichomonas (Fig. 86).^ The bleph-

aroplast here divides into two parts which migrate to opposite poles of

the nucleus, within which a ^indle is meanwhile developed. Asters appear

to be wanting unless they be represented by the flagella.

(9) In many other Protozoa the entire mitotic apparatus is developed

from the nucleus alone and the division-center, when such is present, lies

inside the nucleus. A transition from the conditions seen in the first group

occurs in Acanthocystis, where the center is said to have an extra-nuclear

position only during the process of binary fission. In the budding process

this center takes no part, a new center arising in the buds inside the nucleus

(Fig. 395) from vdiftA it is finally ortruded, taking up a cytoplasmic position

that is rettuned through aU subs^uent processes of fission until budding

again occurs. In CttOropyxis the division-crater is said to be permanently

intra-nudear (Fig, go).

In many cases the intra-nudear division-center is a large, nudeolus-like

body, usually staaiing de^ly with nudear dyes, and variously known as

the “endosome,” ’“kmyosome,” or “nucleocratrosome”; and within this a

number of ohsravers have described a minute central body, or centriole.

* SeeKuconxId C14}, Kofoid and Swwy (’15}, Wanrich (’ii).
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By N&gler (*09) the mode of division thus characterized has been termed
promitotic (prmnitosis); and this term will here be employed, thouj^
its significance has been considerably modified by later writers.* In nuclei

of this type the chromatin may be wholly confined to the karyosome or

may also be present as “peripheral chromatin” in the space surrounding

the karyosome; and in mitosis the chromosomes or chromatic elements may
apparently be derived from either or from both sources. An intra-nuclear

Fl*. 86.—Mitosis in the flagellate Trichomonas (Kororo and Swezy).

A, v^etative individual (trophozoite); B, same, biepharoplast {b) divided; C, early anaphase;

D, telophase.

spindle is found by elongation and ultimate division of the karyosome, a

process in which the way is led by division of the centriole when this is

present. The poles of the spindle, in typical cases, are occupied by deeply

staining “i>olar masses” or “polar caps” derived directly or indirectly

by division of the karyosome. The spindle itself appears to be formed in

some cases entirely from the karyosome (e. g., in ArceUa, Swarcewsky, ’08),

in other cases in part at least from the linin-substance of the peripheral

nuclear zone surrounding the karyosomes (Fig. 87).* As a rule, neither

katysome «ot centriole is surrounded by astral rays; nevertheless it is

evi^t that they correspond in a genered way to the centrosome and cen-

' Amiha ttukypedia, Gl&Mr, ’la.' Of- AlexcieS, ’13.
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tiidie of metazoan mitoses,^ when<^ Keuten’s term “nudeo-centrosome”

(’9S)-

Interesting questions grow out of the various relations of the karyosome

to the chromatic elements; for, as stated at)Ove, this structure not only

acts as a division-center but may also give rise to chromosomes. Three

cases are here to be distinguished. In Euglena and certain other euglenoid

flagellates the karyosome, though intensely basophylic, seems to take no

Fig. 87.—Promito«is in Am<plKi tachypodia, from fixeil preparations (Glaser)

A, vegetative individual with ‘’resting” nucleus shoeing large karyosome and peripheral chro

matin; B, nucleus more extracted, to show structure of karyosome; C-F, elongation and division

of karyosome to form “ polar bodies”; G, a more extracted form hke F; //, breaking up of polar

bodies; 7 , J, telophases, TT. daughter-cell, just after dlvisioo.

part in the formation of the chromatic elements, these being derived wholly

from the peripheral chromatin. In case of Euglena it is doubtful whether

a cfflitriole is present in the karyosome, though its presence has been main-

tained by some observers (Haase, ’lo). In the related form Peranema

a distinct centriole is described by Hartmann and Chagas (’lo), while in

Askaia B^r (’i6) dmonstrates its presence and division by means of

photographs® (Fig. S8). Examples of the same type of karyosome in

’ lotMr-nucleai' aster, seetn to be found in ilast'.g'lla (Coldwhmidt), and Cenlropyxis (Sebaud-

inn), wliSe CUSS' {’is) describes distinct cytoidasmic asters in Amaia verrticosa. Definite centri-

oUs appear to be absent in tike last case.

®‘®he relations between katyosome, centrosotne and centriole constitute an intricate question of

'wliidi aonw discuarion is gisien at another place (p. 69-3). Some piotistdogists (e. g., Hartmann,
Kliglar, Chatton, Mincbin, BlUr) regard the centriole as of wide if not universal occurrence; othats

(e. Dsngeard, Dobell, Glfiser, AlexeieS) belie 'e it to be enceptional.
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the rhizopods are given by Chlamydophrys (Doflein, ’09) and Amaba
crystalligera. In both these, according to Schaudinn, the chromatic ele-

ments are formed entirely from the peripheral chromatin, while the karyo-

some produces only the spindle (as in Euglena) ;
and the same is described

by Keysselitz in Oxyrrhis (Fig. 89). In the former species well-defined

chromosomes appear, in the latter they seem to be absent.

In a second series of forms, illustrated by certain Amoebas of the Umax
type, a part of the chromatic elements are derived from the peripheral

Fig. 88.—Mitosis in the cuglenoid Astasia

A, vegetative individual; B, nucleus more enlarged; C, later stage, more extracted, showing

dividing centriole and chromosome-formation, from peripheral chromatin; O—F

,

metaphase figures;

C-/, later stages, apparently transverse division of chromosomes.

zone, a part from the karyosome. An example of this is given by A.

diplomitoUca, in which, according to Aragao (’09) definite rod-shaped chro-

mosomes are formed, both from the peripheral chromatin and the karyo-

sphere, the latter then dividing to form the polar masses while the chromo-
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stanes remain in the equatorial r^on. In this q)ectes tm> inodes oi

mitoris are described. In one a defiirite ^uatoiial plate occurs, dividing

into two daughter<p]ates that pass as such to the poles; in the other no

definite equatorial plate forms but the chronu>somes scatter irregularly

along the ^indle, and pass some to one pole, some to the other, without

virible process of (fivision. Glaser (’12) has more recently given a careful

description of A. Utchypodia, producing dear evidence of a similar double

origin of the diromosomes, and confirming Aragao’s observation that the

karyosome may by proper staining be differentiated so as to show a p>olar

basis of “plastin ” in which very definite chromatin-granules are imbedded

(Fig. 87).

In a third type all the chromosomes arise from the karyosome. Ex-

amples are given by Amaba latneUipodia and A. verrucosa (Gl^r, ’12),

A. glduB and A.fltaialis (Dobell, ’14), and A. diplogetia (Belaf, ’15). This

author ascribes a distinct centriole which by its division leads the way in

division of the karyosome; on the other hand, careful study (e. g., by Glkser,

Dobell and others) has failed to reveal the presence of such a structure

in several other Antceba.

In the typical form of promitosis, as already mentioned, the karyosome

divides bodily to form the deeply staining polar caps; and in such cases

the spindle during the late anaphases and telophases often becomes com-

pact and deeply staining, so that the chromosomes can for a time no longer

be distinguished. A very characteristic appearance is thus given, for in-

stance, in Amoeba tackypodia (Fig. 87). There are, however, many modi-

fications of this process. In ArceUa, for example (Swarcewsky, '08) the

polar caps are said not to be formed by direct division of the karyo-

sphere, but by the breaking up of the latter into fine granules which then

accumulate at the two poles, while the chromosomes appear in the equa-

torial region. In other cases (which Alexeieff, ’12, places in an entirely

distinct class) the karyosome breaks up but no polar caps are found, nor

are centrioles present at the spindle-poles (e. g., Amoeba glebce, A. fluvi-

aUs). Sudx cases are analogous to the anastral polar spindles of certain

eggs later described 508), while the phenomena in ArceOa

may give the key to the mode division seen in Infusoria whidi axe

pla^ bdow in a fourth group.

(3) In a third groi^ may be placed forms in which division is charac-

terused hy the presence oi distinct centrioles, separate from the karyosome,

whidi |day the part of cUvision-centers, and occupy the spindle-poles during

nutoriis. The karyosome no kmger divides to form poW caps, but either

gives rise to the dnrqmosomes (like the kar3rosphere of metazoan nuclei)

to a nudeolar-dike body of reduced size, or even disappears altogeUier.
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rhis is the tnesomiiosis of Chatton (’10), who has shown that it is connected
with the pTeceding type by many intermediate steps. In these forms
pointed spindles are found with centrioles at their apices, much as in Met-
az(Ki, but the whole spindle is still intra-nuclear. In certain cases (Cen-

tropyxis) towards the close of division the nuclear membrance disapptears

at the poles, and the result is the appearance of cytoplasmic asters about
them (Fig. 90). In other cases the karyosome seems to disappear alto-

gether, leaving only the centriole, or becomes much reduced. According

to Chatton Euglypha is probably of this type, though the division of the

center has not actually been seen (Fig. 91).

(4) In a fourth group may be placed certain forms, in which individual-

ized division centers have not yet very definitely been recognized. Prom-
inent among these are various ciliates,in which the whole nucleus transforms

itself bodily into a spindle, at the poles of which appear rather definite

polar plates; but it is doubtful whether the latter arise by the division

of a single division center or by a process similar to that mentioned above in

the case of ArceUa. In ParanuBcium Calkins and Cull (’07) conclude

that the division of the “division-center ”
“is in reality only a flow of sub-

stance in opposite directions ” to the poles of the spindle. Such a process

would seem to approach in some respects the mitosis of higher plants in

which individualized division-centers seem to be wholly absent (p. 152),

(5) We may lastly place in a distinct group the division of the chromidial

nuclei by a process of constriction, without the formation of chromosomes

or the participation of a

division-center; and such a

process, evidently, is strictly

amitotic. Such a mode of

division was long since de-

scribed by Btitschli, Sche-

wiakoff, and others in bac-

teria and related organisms,

more recently by Schaudinn

(’02), Dobell (’ll) and

others. Nothing like a “di-

vision-figure” is here found,

the scattered granules

merely sq>arating into two M.—MitosU m the flagellate Oxyrrhis (Kbvsseutz).

groups as the cell divides; ft vegeutive indivWual; a. C, D, successive stages <rf

but in Acl&matium Sche-

wiakoff asserts that the individual chromatin-gTanule^ multiply by fission

(Fig. 52). Such a mode of division graduates by intermediate stages, on the
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oi» hand, into the direct division oi a more compact type of nucleus, as

Dobell in particular has shown in the case of bacteria (Fig. 33). On the

other hand, the chromidial mode of division seems to show possible transi-

tions to the mitotic processes of higher forms. In the much debated case

of the Cyanophyceaj, for instance, where the nuclei approach the chromidial

type, different observers have been imable to agree as to whether division

is mitotic or not even in case of the same species.^

A surer basis of comparision is given by certain of the flagellates. In

Tetramitus as described by Calkins the nucleus during the vegetative phase

is in the form of scattered chromidia, but a small, spheroidal “division

ceiter ” is also present in the cell. At the time of division the chromidia
are said to aggregate into a single mass about the center, the latter divides

into two halves which separate, the chromidial mass likewise dividing

into two and afterwards breaking up into granules scattered through the

daughter-cells (Fig. 32). Such a mode of division leads into that seen in

other flagellates, such as Oxyrrhis where the nucleus consists of a localized

mass of granules (chromidia) not surrounded by a membrane and inclosing

a karyosome which acts as a division-center (Fig. 89). Similar types of

nuclei are seen in Trachelomonas, Lagenella and Chilomonas, and also in

the euglenoid flagellates, though in the latter case the chromidial granules

seem in some cases to be inclosed by a definite nuclear membrane. From

such a mode of division it is easy to pass to the more complicated form of

mitosis.

b. The Chromatin. Some features in the history of the chromatic ele-

ments have been indicated above, but as already indicated it is not yet

possible to give an adequate account of this part of the subject in Protozoa.

It seems beyond doubt that in some cases definite thread-like chromo-

somes are found, often preceded by a spireme-stage, and splitting length-

wise quite as in higher forms. Chromosomes of this type are seen in Noc-

tiluca (Calkins, ’98), in Paramoeciunt (Calkins and Cull, ’08), Actinophrys

(p, 597), and are said to occur also in Euglypha (Schewiakoff, ’00), Acan-

ihocyslis (Schaudinn) and some other forms. In other cases, such as Tri-

chomonas (Kofoid andSwezy, ’15, Wenrich, ’21) the chromosomes are much

diorter and thicker, but stiU appear to split lengthwise in the pfqjfaases

when in the form of a thick contca-ted spireme. In many cases, however,

thp <|ifomos(Hnes are mudi smaller and more numerous and the question

division becmnes correspondingly difficult,

is considerable ground for the conclusion that among the Protozoa

Kiger tlmead-like chromosomes, which split lengthwise (as in the forms

just mentioned) arise by the linear a^egaticm of much smaller elements or

' ThiB subject is reviewed in Shirp Csi). See also Acton t’14).
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chromu^s that are comparable to the chromidia of the scattered or chro-
midial nuclei, and may be capable of independent growth and division

;
but

the data are as yet too uncertain to justify any very definite conclusions on
this point. Of special interest is this connection is the type of mitosis called
haplomitosis (Dangeard, ’oi), which is characteristic of the euglenoid flagel-

lates and appears in some other Protozoa. In this type it was at first sup-
posed that true chromosomes are not formed; and such is possibly the correct
view, though it has recently been disputed. In Oxyrrhis,^ for example
(Fig. ’89), nothing resembling chromosomes is seen, the nucleus consist-

ing of a mass of fine granules and dividing as such bodily into tvn^o. But

Fig. 90 .—Intra-nudear division-centers in the thizopod Centrapyxis (Schauwnn).

for the presence of the division-center this would doubtless be regarded as

a process of amitosis. More or less similar to this is the process, according

to Alexeieff (’ii) in Scytomonas and some other flagellates, where the chro-

matin-granules, without forming spireme-threads, draw apart into two

masses which pass to opposite poles of the elongating division-center to

form “pseudo polar plates” {cryplo-haplomilosis of Alexeieff). In Euglem
and other forms, on the other hand, the nuclear granules give rise to spireme-

like, monilifonn threads or “chromospires” (Dangeard), but these seem not

to split lengthwise, either drawing apart into two groups without division

(hence Dangeard’s term haplomitosis), or placing themselves parallel to the

spindle and dividing transversely at the middle point. An example of the

latter process is seen in the euglenoid Astasia (Fig. 88), as recently described

by Belai (’15); and a similar transverse division of “chromospires” or

chromosomes has also been asserted to take place in various other Protozoa,

of Vidiich conspicuous examples are offered by Aulacantha and Ceratium, as

described by Borgert ('09, ’10).

See to the contrary, Hall, igas- Unni. Calif. Pab. Zool., 16.
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At &st sight llm seems qiate in oppositioa to wbat it known in hiji^ear

forms; but a pos^le esplanadon is offered by the recent work of Tschenzc^
(’i6) on Euglata. Hus observer produces evidence that a longitudinal

division takesplace during the cmaphases as the sister-chromosomes separate.

The double chromosomes thus produced build up the daughter-nuclei, and

the duality is assumed to be retained during the v^etative stage, the daugh-

ter-halves coming together again in the succeeding prophases, to be finally

separated in the anaphases. The appearance of transverse division in the

A BCD
nc. 91 .—Kitosls in the rfaizopod, E%glypha (ScHEWiAXon).

In this fenn the body is sorroanded by a fins dielt which prevents direct constriction of the cell-

body. The Utter therefore divides by a process of badding from the openingof the shell (the initUl

phase sboWB at A); the nucleus meanwhile divides, and one of the daughter-nude! afterwards

wandos out into the bud.

metaphase is conadwed by Tschenzoff to result from a terminal attachment

of the chromosomes, quite as in higher forms. The general interpretation

&US c^^ed is in acocxcd with that of various observers who have accepted

Uw anaphasic spHttiqg in higher forms generally (p. 138). In view, however,

(& the doubts hanging over this point the case of Euglem and similar ones

can for further critical study.

Among the rhizopods the facts seem somewhat clearer. In some species

ef AnuBia no equatmial plate is formed and the '‘chromosomes” or chro-

matic granules wandia irregularly towards the poles (Amalta lacerta, Dobel],
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whole kaiyosome meanwhile drawing out into a spindle-shape and
finally dividing. It is doubtftil whether we can here speak of “chromo-
somes” or even of “mitosis”; but such a t)^ of division, evidently* might
well form the point of departure for the evolution of a true mitotic process.

On the other hand, in Amceba gleba numerous minute and granule-like “ chro-

mosomes” are formed from the ka^ryosome, and become aligned in a single

senes to form a spireme which finally assumes the shape of a ring. This

lies at the equator of a spindle developed by elongation of the karyosome,

and splits lengthwise—a process which seems to be brought about by divi-

sion of each constituent granule or “chromosome.” ^

Condttsion. The foregoing brief survey indicates five main conclusions:

(1) It seems beyond question that in some unicellular forms a true process

of mitosis has been evolved, and one that in all essential features is of the

same type as in the higher animals.

(2) From such a condition, most clearly evident in the heliozoan rhizopods

(Acantkocystis, Oxnerella, etc.), progressively simpler conditions can be

traced in almost unbroken series to anastral types of mitosis (ciliates,

Amceba, etc.) and finally to conditions hardly to be distinguished from

amitosis.

(3) This series leads to the conclusion that the most primitive forms of

mitosis were of the anastral* type; further, that the division-centers and

spindle were primitively intra-nuclear (as in the existing forms of pro-

mitosis); while the asters were a later acquisition, probably developed in

the cytosome. The loss of the asters in various higher forms might thus

in a sense be regarded as a return to a more primitive type; and the same

view might be taken of the intra-nuclear origin of the anastral spindles in

many cases (p. 156).

(4) We may therefore entertain the hypothesis that mitosis has arisen

from a condition superficially similar to amitosis but in which the basic

phenomenon is the growth and multiplication of small bodies, such as

rhrnmidift or chromioles, by the aggregation and alignment of which have

arisen the spireme-threads and chromosomes of higher forms.

(s) The central bodies or division-centers have probably arisen by the

localization of a substance (“plastin” or the like?) which once formed the

general Hagig of the nucleus in which the chromioles were suspended.

By the gradual separation from the latter of this substance arose a distinct

division-center, which ultimately assumed an independent existence in the

cytosome and became the center of the astral system.^

* This whole process is reinsrksbly like that desaihei by Stout (’n) iu the sedse Care* end babo

conputtble to tfae piO‘WUii&tic divisjons of Ascuf^ tne$ulocepk<ii<f (p, 333)>

»C/, p. 6c^
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VI. DIRECT DIVISION. FRAGMENTATION. AMITOSIS
'

1. General Outline

Ainitosis difiFers from mitosis essentially in that neither spireme nor

chromosomes are formed, the nucleus dividing bodily into two by a simple

masa^Kvision. A classical example is given by the leucocytes, where the

process was long ago continuously followed in the living object by Ranvier,

Arnold and other observers. Here the nucleus elongates, assumes an hour-

glass shape and finally draws apart into two, sooner or later followed by a

similar division of the cell-body (Fig. 92). This type of division has been

described more recently by Nowikoff (’09, ’10) in the cells of various con-

nective tissues (Fig. 93). In a second type, of common occurrence, the

Fi*.M.—Amitoas in wandering cells (leucocytes) of the frog, from life (Arnold).

A-C, successive stages of division in the same individual, A at 1 1 oo, 1 1 30, C, 1 1 .50; D, multi-

nuclear leucocyte, presumably arising by amitotic division of the nucleus

nucleus divides by the formation of a transverse partition or “ nuclear plate
”

by vdiich the nucleus is cut in two.* The two types may occur side by side

in the same tissue (<^. Gross, ’lo), and are connected by various intermediate

forms. In «ther cas4 diviaon of the nucleus may be preceded by that of

the nucleolus, .as in Remak’s original scheme (Fig. 44); but the nucleolus

c^ten seems to remain undivided, passing into one of the daughter-nudei.

There sure some caa^ in which a single central body or “ sphere ” is present

and seems to play some rdle in the nuclear division. For example, in the

testis-cells dt urodeles Meves (’91) found that the sphere lies in a nudear

CM^nctipip, 8i»I giv@ rise to a ring-like band encircling the nudeus which

. * Cox) ptoppied to desiguate these respectivdy es diaspasii (in Latin fiam du$rae-

timV, and dfoMserit tmt these terms are not in common use.
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seems by contraction to cut the latter in two. Again, in leucocytes, accord-

ing to Heidenhain, the astral sphere always lies in a bay on the concave side

of the nucleus and may be concerned in its division (Fig. lo). Such cases

are, however, exceptional.

If the chromosomes possess a persistent individuality or are genetically

connected from one cell-generation to another (p. 828) amitotic division

should produce a halving or irregular reduction in the number of chromo-

somes. It is therefore a fundamental question whether amitosis accom-

panied by complete cell-division may intervene in the succession of mitotic

division as part of the normal process of development. Apart from this

question, however, an interesting problem is offered by the physiological

significance of amitosis.

2. Physiological and Theoretical Aspects of Amitosis

a. Early Views. With the discovery of mitosis and the demonstration

of its widespread occurrence, two views arose concerning its relation to

amitosis. Already in 1876, in his classical work on the dicyemids. Van

Beneden drew a sharp distinction between mitosis (“nuclear division”)

and amitosis (“fragmentation”), regarding the latter as a rare and special

phenomenon of secondary origin. For a time it was supposed by some

writers that amitosis represents a primitive type of division from which

mitosis has been derived, and is perhaps a direct survivor of a simpler type

occurring in the Protista. ‘ This view soon gave way, however, to tne re-

verse conclusion, developed especially by Ziegler, Flemming and vom Rath,

that amitosis is a secondary and simplified type that is an accompaniment

of extreme specialization, and is commonly a symptom of approaching

degeneration and death; and this is the conclusion which on the whole still

seems most probable, though it requires some qualification.

With the' progress of the inquiry the following main facts gradually be-

came evident. If we leave aside the Protista and certain other low forms,

mitotic division is highly characteristic of vigorous and actively proliferat-

ing cells, as seen for example in the cleavage of the ovum; in the division of

embryonic cells generally, both in normal development and in regenerative

processes, and in the maturation of the germ-cells in short, in cells of un-

specialized character, uniinp>aired vitality and high reproductive capacity.

Amitotic division, on the other hand, is of frequent occurrence in cells of the

opposite type, i. e., such as are of weakened vitality, highly specialized, or

on the road to degeneration. Some of the most striking examples of this

are as follows:

Amitosis is especially frequent in cells of transitory nature, such as those

' Strassburger, ’82, Waldeyer, ’88.
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ni the vertebrate deddua^ the embryonic envelopes, the periblast of mero

blastic ova, the accessory nutritive cells connected with the developing

germ-cells, and the like. In many cases such ceUs may be seen side by side

with th<»e of embryonic or progressive type, the former dividing amitoti-

cally, the latter znitotically. In the fish-egg, for example, all the earlier

divisions are of strictly mitotic type; but the resulting cells later become

diffoentiated into two groups, a central one belonging to the complete cells

Vlg. as.—^Amitotic diviikm U-£, from NovKon, P, {lom Pbecbbe, G, Inm Gbobs).

A~B, staSE* adected from fixeit and stained prepantions ol ainew-cells in the mouse, arranged

to show a series of apparent amitotic divisions; F, foUicle-cells from the ovary of the bug tiepa;

G, Aniiar view from Synmaata, riiowii^g various stages of supposed amitoris.

ci the eml»yo proper, and a peripheral group which lie free in the extra-

embryonk n^km, are not surrounded by ceD-boundaries, and constitute

a merely transitory structure, the periblast, concerned in the absorption of

the ydJt. As shown b>r Ziegler (’87, ’91, ’96) and many later observers,

the cdls <A these twb groups diow a remarkable contrast in re^iect to their

later division. Ftn A time both groups of nuclei divide by typical mitoins,

but this <mly continues in case of the embryonic nudei of tbe central group,

while those of the periblast soon begin to diow simplified forms of mitosis

and finally numerous amitoses. In many other cases it was found that

aihitotic dividon ci the nudeus is often not followed by cleavage of the
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cytosome, so that binucleate or multinucleate cells are formed (Fig. 93).
A striking example is offered by the observations of Dogiel (’90) on the

stratified epithelium from the bladder of the mouse. Here the nuclei of the

more superficial layers regularly divide amitotically giving rise to large

binucleate or multinucleate cells which finally degenerate and are cast off,

while the new cells that take their place are always formed by mitotic divi-

sion of cells of the deeper layers

These conclusions have been supported by many other observations on

various animals, though some of the facts are still to some extent in dispute.

In the case of insects and other arthropods many of the earlier observers

(Mayer, Camoy, Will, Brandt, Korschelt, Preusse) emphasized the fre-

quency of amitosis in the embryonic envelopes, and in the nutritive cells

and follicle-cells of the ovary. Vom Rath’s studies on the testis of verte-

brates, mollusks and archropods (’93) led him to conclude that amitosis

never occurs in the sperm-producing cells (spermatogonia, etc.), but only in

the supporting cells (Randzellen, Stiitzzellen). The question here raised

has been carefully studied in the ovaries of insects with results which on

the whole sustain the conclusions of Ziegler, Flemming and vom Rath.

The careful studies of de Bruyne (’99) and of Gross (’01) on the testes of

Hemiptera and other insects, with which the observations of the writer are

in agreement, show that the ovary grows largely by the multiplication of an

apical group of cells near its tip, which always divide mitotically. From the

products of these cells arise (a) the odgonia and ova, (b) in Hemiptera the

nutritive cells of the end-chamber, by which the growing ova are

nourished, and (c) the follicle-cells surrounding the ova, which likewise

probably contribute for a time to the growth of the egg, and ultimately

secrete the thick chorion or secondary egg-envelope. According to nearly

all observers mitosis is confined to the actively dividing apical group,

to the oSgonia, and to the young follicle-cells, while amitosis is charac-

teristic of the nutritive cells and of the older follicle-cells. In all

these cases we are struck by the correlation between the mode of divi-

sion and the functional character of the cells, and also by the failure

of nuclear mnitosis to be followed by cleavage of the C)rtosome. The

same is true of various gland-cells, such as those of the mucous skin-glands of

the Amphibia (Klein) or the salivary glands of isopods {Anilocra, vom

Rath, ’95). In all these, amitotic nuclear division seems clearly not to be a

step in cell-division but, as. held by Korschelt, Chun and Flemming, is

rather a means of increasing the nuclear surface. In all, again, amitosis is

characteristic of cells that are highly specialized or are entering upon a

period of degeneration, soon to be terminated by death. Another striking

oTumplP appears in the ciliates in which both macro-mtdeus and tmcrthim-
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deus divide at each cell-division (F^. 301), the fonner by an amitotic proc-

ess, the latter by one which though of simple type, is clearly mitotic in

character. This difference is obviously correlated with profound functional

differences between the two nuclei, the macro-nucleus being an active met-

abolic nucleus, especially concerned with trophic functions and period-

ically undergoing complete disorganization and death, the micro-nucleus

a generative nucleus from which, or its products, the macro-nucleus is

periodically rebuilt (p. 608).

On the basis of such facts Flemming (’91) concluded that so far as the

hi^er plants and animals are concerned amitosis is “a process which does

not lead to a new production and multiplication of cells, but wherever it

occurs represents either a degeneration or an aberration, or perhaps in many
cases (as in the formation of multi-nucleated cells by fragmentation) is

tributary to metabolism through the increase of nuclear surface.” In this

direction Flemming sought an explanation of the fact that leucocytes

may divide either mitotically or amitotically (Peremeschko, Lowit, Arnold,

Flemming). In the normal lymph-glands, where new leucocytes are con-

tinually regenerated, mitosis is the prevalent mode. Elsewhere (wander-

ing cells) both processes occur. “Like the cells of other tissues the leuco-

C3^es find their normal physiological origin in mitosis. Only those so pro-

duced have the power to live on and reproduce their kind through the same

process. Those that divide amitotically ^^•e on the road to ruin.” Amitosis

in the higher forms was thus conceived as a purely secondary process, not

a survival of a primitive process of direct division from the Protozoa, as

earlier supposed.'

b. Later Views. The most recent and thorough studies in this field have

left little doubt that the conclusions of Flemming and Ziegler were correct

in principle, though they require some qualification. Those conclusions

met, however, with energetic opposition; and the enunciation of the so-

called “mitosis dogma”* was followed by a marked, though temporary,

reaction erf (pinion. It was clearly proved by a number of observers that

the occurrence of amitotic division of the nucleus by no means precludes a

subsequent resumption of mitosis. Meves (’94) showed that in the sala-

mander the nuclei of the spermatogonia may divide amitotically at certain

seasons of the year, subsequently resuming the mitotic mode of division

and (presumably) giving rise to normal sperms; and these results were

subsequently confirmed in Ampkiuma 1^ McGregor (’99). A considerable

ntunber of later observers have reached ^ilar conclusions, both in adult

‘ “Wlieii once s hsi imdoxcHie amitotic divinoo it has received its death-warrant; it may
indeed oontinae for a tiine to divide amitotic^, but inevitably perishes in the end ” (vom Rath,

’9». P- 33i)-

*Wa«ri«fewdty, 'oa.
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and in embryonic tissues. Examples of this are given by the work of Bar-
deen (’os) on regenerating planarians, and especiaUy of Child (’04, ’07) on
various invertebrates and vertebrates, in particular in the spermatogonia
of cestodes, in the developing hydranths of hydroids, in regenerating pla-
todes, in the larvae of Amphioxus, and in the cells of chick embryos. Patter-
son

_( 08) reports similar results from various stages of development in the
pigeon s egg; Maximow (’08) in the embryonic tissues of animals; Nowikofif

( og, 10) in cells of the connective tissues; Wiemann (’10) for the early
germ-cells of the beetle Leptinotarsa; Cilleuls (’14) in the regenerating
uterine epithelium of mammals, and in other cases. C. W. Hargitt (’04-

06) even went so far as to assert that in hydroids the cleavage of the ovum,
perhaps even the maturation-divisions, were accomplished by amitotic
division. The farthest point in the reaction was reached by Child. Espe-
cially in the cestodes (Moniezia) this observer asserted the occurrence of

numerous amitoses not only in various tissue-cells but also in the embryonic
cells of the most rapidly growing regions, in the oogonia and spermatogonia,
and even in the early cleavage of the ovum, mitosis being rarely seen after

the first cleavage, while amitosis is of frequent occurrence. Even in higher
forms he found in actively growing embryonic tissues very few mitoses,

while amitoses frequently occur. From all this Child concluded that am-
itosis is to be regarded as “an important factor in growth in many organisms,

and in some cases at least, either form of division may be changed into the

other by altering the conditions ” (’07, II, p. 21 1). The implications of

this statement were towards the conclusion, that the occurrence of amitosis

does not per se constitute any evidence of degenerative or senescent

character of the cell; that such division may be an important means of

progressive cell-multiplication; that it may alternate with mitosis; and

that under certain conditions it may play an equally important r6le in

development.

The foregoing conclusions, based on the observation of cell-division under

normal conditions, seemed at first to be borne out by experimental studies.

Pfeffer (’99) and Nathansohn (’00) in a widely cited series of experiments,

found that if the cells of Spirogyra be slightly etherized the nuclei seem to

divide by amitosis, but upon restoring the normal conditions mitotic divi-

sion is resumed, and normal growth proceeds; hence the conclusion (probably

erroneous) that, in this case, at least, an organism which normally divides

by mitotic division is capable under appropriate conditions of continued

amitotic division, of producing cells that contain all of the embryonic poten-

tialities unimpaired, and of resuming the normal mode of mitotic division.

In like manner Wassielewski (’02, ’04) found that under the action of solu-

tions of chloral hydrate the nuclei of root-tips in higher plants showed many
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ataitotic divisions whidi succeeded by mitotic division upon restora*

tkm of the normal conditions.

More critical examination showed that these observations are open to a

quite different and far more probable interpretation. Haecker (’oo) showed

that slight etherization of the segmenting eggs of copepods {Cydops) caused

the nuclei to divide by a process that gives a deceptive appearance of am-
itosis (Fig. 94), but actually is only a modified type (rf mitosis in which

ng. M.—Arti&dally induced figiues simulating amitosis

A-D, eariy deavage-figures of Cyclops slightly etberiaed (Haecker), E-H, from root-tips of

Vkia titer slight chloralization (Nehec); I-K, from early cleavage of Crepidula in dilute sea-water

(CONXUK). The final stages in all {D, C, H, J, K) simulate amitosis owing to the telophasic trans-

formation oi lagging duomosomes.

the chromosomes are formed and divide but fail to separate in normal

fashion; and this was confirmed by Schiller ('09) and by the studies of Ne-

mec (’04) on chloralized root-tips. These observers showed that the ef-

fect <d the narcotic is to cause a degeneration or suppression of the

spindle-fibers and often an incomplete separation of the daughter-chromo-

somes. Thus in the telc^hase may readily be formed two nuclei in close

i^poation or connect^ by a narrow bridge (Fig. 94); and many evidences

w^e also found that two sqiarate nuclei thud formed may subsequently
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fuse together.* It is obvious that such conditions of incomplete separation
or of fusion subsequent to separation might readily be mistaken for ami-
tosis.^ R^ults essentially similar to these were also reached by Conklin
('12, ’17) in an important study of gasteropod eggs (jCrepidula) after treat-
ment by hypotonic solutions (Fig. 94).

In all these cases the constriction between two nuclei is shown to offer
no evidence of amitosis, but rather of the scattering of chromosomes along

the spindle, at the previous division of these cells ” (Conklin, 552). It
is clear, therefore, that evidence of amitosis, unless based on direct study of
the living cell, must be received with the greatest caution; and it is extremely
probable that the results of Sachs and Nathansohn are susceptible of an
interpretation similar to the foregoing one.

As was urged by Boveri, most of the observations on amitosis have failed

to demonstrate (i) that the two nuclei of binucleate cells actually result

Flj. 98 .—Polymorphic nuclei resulting from failure of the telopbase-karyomeres to fuse. From
the cleavage of the tardigrade Macrobtotus (Wenck).

A, from section of 7-cell stage; B, C, from i6-cell stage

from division; (2) that division of the nucleus is actually followed by that

of the cell-body; (3) that the cells thus produced subsequently divide mitoti-

cally with the normal number of chromosomes. In point of fact the so-

called “amitotic cleavage” of the egg in hydroids was subsequently proved

by Beckwith (’09) and G. T. Hargitt (’09) to be illusory, arising merely

from the fact that the karyomerites or chromosomal vesicles formed in the

telophase of each division do not completely fuse to form a single nucleus

(Fig. 9s). Again, although cytoplasmic cleavage following upon amitotic

nuclear division has often been described and figured, nearly all such cases

are based on the study of fixed material where deciavc proof cannot be

obtained. That cytoplasmic cleavage may follow upon amitotic nudeai

division seems it is true to be clearly established by the observations of

' All this is in harmony with the phenomena earlier observed by the HertwSga (^87) aitd the writer

k, b) Ul eriierised sea-uichin eggs {cf. p. 183).
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Ranvier and Arnold on living lymphocytes (Fig. 92); but the existing

evidence indicates that this is a rare and secondary occurrence.

In the case of cestodes the careful studies of Richards {’09, ’ii) have

shown that mitosis is more frequent and amitosis less frequent than Child

believed; that no evidence could be found of cytoplasmic cleavage following

nuclear division; that the cleavage of the ovun\ is almost certainly mitotic

throughout; and that the pre-o8gonial and oogonial divisions are also proba-

bly mitotic. Similar contradictions exist in case of the insects. In He-

miptera Foofand Strobell (’ii) concluded, in opposition to the earlier con-

clusions of Gross and others, that the oocytes of Protenor are derived by
amitotic division from cells of the nutritive end-chamber (p. 332). This,

however, is contradicted by Pajme (’12) who found in Gdastocoris that the

oocytes are derived directly from the apical group, passing thence down-

wards through the nutritive end-chamber but always distinct from them.

Again, E. B. Harvey (’13) concluded that the binucleate cells so often ob-

served in the follicle-cells are not due to amitosis but to mitotic division of

the nucleus without cleavage of the cytosome. It is nearly certain that this

is to a certain extent correct, because of the frequent occurrence of multiple

or polyploid chromosome-groups in the follicular epithelium (p. 870).

It must be admitted that the questions here involved are in a somewhat

unsettled state; nevertheless it has become evident that nearly all of the

evidence supposed to demonstrate the occurrence of complete cell-

division by amitosis as a normal process in the genetic continuity of cells

is untrustworthy. The facts now indicate rather the correctness of Flem-

ming’s conclusion that amitosis means merely a fragmentation of the nu-

cleus, often of temporary nature, which is only rarely followed by cleavage

and probably plays some special part in the cell-metabolism by increase

of the nuclear surface. The frequent occurrence of amitosis in onbryonic

cells, therefore, by no means proves that the multiplication of cells is thus

effected. An important contribution to this question is made by the studies

of Macklin (’16) carried out by means of continuous observations on living

cultures of embryonic cells of various tissues from the chick. Binucleate

cells are frequently observed in such cultures, and this condition certainly

results in some cases from typical amitotic division of the nucleus, as was

determined by continuous observation of the living cells (Fig. 96). In no

case, however, was amitotic division found to be followed by division of the

cytosome. The cytoplasmic cleavage of a binucleate cell seems only to

take place after a subsequent mitotic nuclear division; and Macklin was

able to observe in the prc^hases of such a mitosis in the living cell that

the two original nuclei fuse together and give rise to a single group of chromo-

somes associated with a single spindle. The amitotic nuclear division here
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forms no part of cell-division but is only a temporary fragmentation of the

nucleus into two karyomerites. Such a process, evidently, is in no way
incompatible with the occurrence of perfectly normal mitosis following

Fig. 96.—Nuclear amitosis ia living cells (Macklin).

A-D, successive drawings of a living connective-tissue cell (cytosome only partly shown) in

hanging-drop culture, from an embryo chick of five days, showing complete division of nucleus with-

out division of cytosome, the dark bodies arc chondriosomes, in some degree massed about the

‘‘centrosphere” at one side of the nucleus; ES, successive stages of mitosis of a binucleate cell

from life; the bipolar mitotic figure F was followed by complete division.

upon amitosis, and does not contradict the individuality or genetic con-

tinuity of the chromosomes.

In the light of the foregoing observations it may fairly be concluded

that the general conclusions of Flemming and of Ziegler still remain un-

shaken and that they may probably be accepted as valid in principle. No
doubt the subject will repay further critical study; and it would be rash

to deny that amitosis may play a larger r61e in cell-division, particularly

in cells of highly differentiated type, than now seems probable. That ^ome

sort of amitosis may play an important part in the multiplication of some

unicellular organisms seems very probable; but it is also probable that in

these cases the nucleus may be of far simpler composition than in higher

forms and that its division may involve a correspondingly simpler mode of

distribution. In higher forms, on the other hand, the whole force of the

accumulating evidence, direct and indirect, tends to emphasize the fun-

damental importance of mitosis as a primary factor in every form of re-

production.
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CHAPTER III

REPRODUCTION AND THE LIFE CYCLE. INTRODUCTORY

“ In both the rejuvenated infusorian and the fertilized egg-ceU we see the onset of an
energetic multiplication by cell-division which leads in the one case to the formation of a
multicellular organism and in the other to a series of cell-generations. Morphologically,

therefore, we must compare the sum of all the individuals of these generations to the multi-

cellular higher organism that arises from the fertilized egg and itself in turn gives rise to

Butschli.*

Growth and cell-division constitute the central phenomena in every

process of reproduction; upon them, therefore, depend the genetic con-

tinuity of living organisms and the phenomena of heredity. The cyclical

character so conspicuously shown in the life-histories of plants and animals

generally prominently raises the question whether growth and cell-division

are fundamentally rhythmic. We shall here briefly examine this subject

from a general and elementary point of view in order to prepare the way
for the cytological problems of reproduction to be considered in the four

succeeding chapters.

It is obvious that the conditions on which the life-cycle depends are in

part internal, in part external to the organism, but the relation between

these has not yet become entirely clear.^ We must also distinguish be-

tween the life-cycle of the individual and that of the species as shown in

the succession of generations. In higher animals generally the individual

life runs its allotted course in a certain sense automatically, in the absence

of any corresponding cycle of external conditions. Given the normal con-

ditions, and barring accident, every individual displays a succession of

youth, maturity, cfld age and death as progressive phasas of a process that

goes forward without pause from the moment that the egg begins its de-

velopment. In youth the constructive activities are in the ascendent,

in age the destructive, while maturity is a period of relative physio-

logical balance. To a certain extent the course of this process can be di-

verted by experimental modifications of external conditions; but sooner

or later the end is inevitable.

In lower organisms many cases are known in which the life-cycle of the

species, as shown by the alternation or succession of generations, is de-

pendmt upon changes of the external environment (for instance, in the

^ Stuiim iiber die ersim ErUwktiungsvorgSnge der Eizelie, die ZdUheilung und die CmjugMion der

Ifgfueorim: Abh. d. Sentkenberg. Naturfarsck. Gee. X, 3, 4, Frankfort, 1876, p. 4Z0.

* For an intoeitiiig dUcussioa of these rriations see Jost, '07, '13.

3z6
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rotifers, daphnids, or aphids, and in some of the Protista),* it is possible
that such changes may play a leading perhaps even an exclusive part in
the determination of the life-cycle.

In the highest animals (e. g., in vertebrates) the life-cycle is a strictly

sexual one which, so far as the race is concerned, may be said to begin and
end with the egg (or sperm).® In many lower animals, and very generally

in plants, the life-history is complicated by the occurrence of various forms
of asexual reproduction, so that we may distinguish asexual cycles as well

as sexual, often in regular alternation. At the opposite extreme, among
the simplest forms of life, we find some cases such as the Bacteria and Cy-
anophyceae in which no sexual cycle is yet certainly known. Some ob-

servers, it is true, have accepted the occurrence of a sexual process in certain

of the bacteria in the form of a reunion of two incompletely separated

daughter-cells; and an “autogamous ” conjugation between sister-cells

has been described in the yeasts and various other simple plants and ani-

mals examples of which are offered by the rhizopods Actinophrys or Acfin-

ospfuBrium (p. 581). In case of the bacteria, however, it seems probable

that the phenomenon that has thus been interpreted is probably not to

be regarded as a degenerate process of conjugation, but an abortive cell-

division.*

We are not yet, therefore, in a position to maintain that sexuality is a

fundamental property of all living matter; nevertheless the occurrence

of a sexual process in some form is all but universal among living things;

and among Protista a definite sexual cycle may often clearly be disting-

uished, sometimes in alternation with an asexual cycle or cyles, as is seen

in many sporozoa and in certain rhizopods {e. g., Polystomella, Fig. 284).

In free-living Protista such alternation may be correlated with external

conditions of the environment, such as seasonal changes; in parasitic forms

(e. f .,
in the Haemosporidia) with a change of hosts. The relation of the

Protistan sexual cycle to that of multicellular forms is considered beyond

(p. 238).

The group of problems that center in the sexual reproduction of higher

organisms may be approached by a brief review of

I. THE REPRODUCTIVE PROCESSES IN GENERAL

Morphologically the reproductive processes of multicellular organisms may

conveniently be distinguished as sonuitogenic and cytogenic,^ the former in-

^ A valuable discussion of this question is given by Morgan (07)

• “The egg is the mid-passage or transition stage between parents and offspring, between those

who are, or were, and those who are about to be.” Harvey, De Gmeratiane, 1651, Trans., p. 271.

» Dobell, ’og, where further references to the literature are given.

* These terms are due to Hartman (’04) and Waldeyer ( 06).
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eluding asexual multiplication by fission or budding in which the body itself

divides to produce offspring that are essentially m^llticellular fragments of

itself. Cytt^enic r^roduction (cyte^ny) on the other hand, is ^ected by
means of unicellular germ-cdls which by growth and division may build up a

new multicellular body. In the Protista this distinction does not properly

exist, since the whole body is itself unicellular; here also, nevertheless, it

is convenient to speak of reproduction as cytogenic.

Somatogenic reproduction is always asexual (monogmy) while cytogenic

may be either asexual or sexual (ampkigony),^ the latter characterized

by a preliminary process of syngamy (fertilization or its equivalent, con-

jugation) in which two germ-cells or gametes unite and most commonly
fuse to form a zygote. Asexual germ-cells or agametes are in general in-

capable of fertilization or activation by the sperm, and develop without a

preliminary union of germ-cells, as is typically illustrated by the spores

of higher plants.^ Sexual germ-cells, on the other hand, have in general

the power of union in s)Tigamy, the product of their union being the zygote,

with which a new life-cycle begins. In many higher organisms the ga-

metes are incapable of development unless activated by process of syn-

gamy. In other cases the gametes of the female (ova) may be activated

without syngamy, and develop by the asexual process of parthenogenesis,

which is analogous, broadly speaking, to the development of a spore. This

phenomenon occurs naturally in many plants tind animals, including es-

pecially the rotifers, lower crustaceans (daphnids, ostracodes), and in-

sects (aphids, gall-flies, bees, etc.) and in some cases can be artificially

induced by physico-chemical means in the sexual eggs of animals that do

not naturally vmdeigo parthenogenesis (p. 472). In many cases the ovum
has completely lost the capacity for fertilization and has become a true

agamete, developing only by parthenogenesis. Such ova occur in rotifers,

daphnids, ostracodes, aphids and phylloxerans, and differ markedly from

the sexual ova in mode of maturation and other characters. There is,

however, reason to conclude that they have been derived from true sexual

ova capable of fertilization (p. 794).

The relations between sexual reproduction and parthenogenesis as they

occur in nature are widely varied. In some species parthenogenesis is a rare

process which seems to be interpolated irregularly in the succession of sexual

generations. This is often spoken of as facultative parthenogenesis. In

others it becennes a constant feature of the life-cycle occurring only at cer-

tain periods, sometimes in regular alternation with the sexual process. In

^These terms sre Haeckd's,
* The teem qxwe is of broad and vaxue meaning, and some kinds of “spores” (e. g., onuospores of

diatoms) are zygotes that result from a process of ocmjngation. Spores in the strict sense of the word

do not occur in higher animals though found in many Protista.
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this case the sexual generations are often morphologically different to such
a degree as to have received different generic names (gall-flies); and thus
arises a true alternation of generations. By further encroachment upon the
sexual process parthenogenesis may come to constitute the major part of

the life-cycle, the sexual forms only appearing at intervals following a
certain number of asexual generations, as is the rule among rotifers, aphids,

phylloxerans, daphnids and ostracodes.

In nearly all such cases the parthenogenetic eggs are incapable of fertili-

zation and differ characteristically from the sexual eggs in mode of matuiBr

tion (p. 467). This t)T)e of parthenogenesis is often called obligatory;

but exp>eriment has proved that the sexual process may in some cases be

induced by changes in the environment ‘ and has also shown that under

suitable conditions the succession of parthenogenetic cycles may be greatly

prolonged, perhaps indefinitely. The classical example of this is offered by

the rose aphid, the normal life-history of which includes a series of partheno-

genetic cycles during the summer months later terminated by a sexual

process. If, however, the insects are cultivated in the greenhouse, the

sexual cycle may be wholly suppressed, reproduction now continuing solely

by parthenogenesis even through a series of years.* The process of senes-

cence, it is true, still continues in each generation; for the life of the individual

is limited as before; but the race is continued by a process in which syngamy

plays no immediate part.

In rotifers the researches of Maupas (’90, ’91) showed that the appear-

ance of the sexual forms may readily be induced by changes of tempera-

ture (later shown to produce this result by affecting the microorganisms

on which the rotifers feed). The work thus initiated has more recently

been developed with marked success by Whitney and by Shull* with

results slightly different in detail but similar in principle. When HydaHna

senta is consecutively cultivated in old culture-fluid (infusion of horse-

manure in spring-water) parthenogenesis may long go forwards without

the ajjpearance of sexual forms, but the latter quickly appear if the animals

be transferred to fresh culture-fluid. Since this effect is produced even

after filtration of the culture-fluid (the rotifers normally feed on flagellates)

it is ascribed by Shull to dissolved substances that progressively accumu-

late in long-continued cultures. The same result follows from a suitable

change of food. In HydaHna fed upon a uniform diet of the colorless flagel-

late Polytoma Whitney obtained 289 successive parthenogenetic genera-

tions, extending through nearly two years without the appearance of sexual

’ TU» must not be confused with the determinetion of sex itself. CJ. p. 815.

* Kyber, '15, see Morgan, ’07
^

* Whitn<^, *07, ’10, ’14, ’16, Shull,
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fonns; but the sexual process could at any time be induced within a few

hours by dianging the diet from the colorless Polytoma to the chlorophyll-

bearing CUamydomonas. Results similar in principle were obtained in other

rotifers {Brackionus, Diaschiza, Diglena, Pedcdion)}

In the foregoing cases the sexual process still forms a regular part of the

life-cycle under the natural conditions of life, though parthenogenesis seems

to play the main rdle. A step beyond this are cases in which parthenogene-

sis has assumed still greater importance, males being extremely rare or

even entirely imknown, e. g., among the free-living nematodes (Maupas)

and in various insects, including certain species of walking-sticks (Phas-

mida;), saw-flies (Tentkredinida), gall-flies (Cynips, Rhodites), scale-insects

ipoccida) and Lepidoptera (Psychida). Similar differences in respect to

sexuality and parthenogenesis between related species occur in various

genera of plants. In Alchemilla (EualchemUla) only a few species are

sexual while many are exclusively parthenogenetic * and a somewhat similar

condition seems to exist in Rosa} Both sexual and parthenogenetic

species occur also in Wikstrwmia, Antennaria, Hieracium and other genera.^

The evidence makes it highly probable that in all these cases the original

mode of reproduction was sexual and that it has in greater or less degree been

siqjplanted by parthenogenesis. This change seems to have taken place

very readily, for even within the limits of a single genus some species may
reproduce only by the sexual process, others by parthenogenesis only, still

others by both. Remarkable examples of the plasticity of the reproduc-

tive phenomena in reject to these relations are offered among the free-

living nematodes ® in which even closely related species, e. g., of Rhabdilis

or Diplogaster, may show very striking differences. Many of the species

are ordinary dioecious and strictly sexual forms, with the sexes in approxi-

mately equal numbers. Other forms are hermaphrodites having the mor-

phological aspect of females (and formerly often described as such), but

also producing sperm and being self-fertilizing; but these same species

may have in addition true males, and sometimes also true females (e. g.,

in RhabdUis). In most of the hermaphroditic forms true females are absent

and the males, when present, are extremely rare, often only a small fraction

of 1%, Beyond all this, some species are parthenogenetic, wholly or in

^ It is a remarkaUe fact, detecmined by Maupas and confirmed by both Whitney and ShuU, that

the result of dunged diet is not manifested in the individuals first affected but in their daughters,

the effect being to induce the parthenogenetic production of daughters which produce sexual eggs,

capable of fertilization. If unfertilized, these eggs produce males, if fertilized females, so that the

d^nitive somatic effect first appears in the grandchildren of the forms originally treated.

’ Murfaeck, ’oi, Strasbuiger, ’04.

* 'tackhtdm, 'to.

* See WintlW, ’o8a, b, Strasbuiger, ’09, Tischler, ’15, Ernst, ’18.

‘ 9iail> ,’95» Maupas, 'oo, Potts, ’10.
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part; and some show an alternation of generations between hermaphro-
ditic and dioecious phases (p. 809). The evidence indicates that In all

these various cases the primitive condition was dioecious, with equality

of the sexes; and that hermaphroditism, parthenogenesis, etc., are deriva-

tive forms of reproduction accompanied, at least in some cases, by underly-

ing cytological changes.

Varied relations between sexual reproduction and parthenogenesis

have also been observed in insects of various orders. In the gall-fly Rhodites

ros(B, for example, males are very rare, while they have not thus far been
found at all in Cynips Kollari, a species which seems to reproduce solely by
parthenogenesis. *

Here too, such differences sometimes appear between nearly related

species, e. g., in moths of the genus Solenobia (Seiler, ’23) in which occur both

modes of reproduction. In S. pineti the sexual forms predominate in north-

ern Germany, with the sexes in nearly equal numbers, while towards the

south the males become less numerous and in the neighborhood of Munich
are of extreme rarity, parthenogenesis being the predominant type. In S.

triquetrella these conditions are reversed, the sexual forms being very

rare while only parthenogenetic forms are found over a large area in Ger-

many, Austria, and Switzerland, (p. .805). The evidence clearly indicates

in this case that the sexual and the parthenogenetic forms are distinct

races that differ genetically and are not determined by external conditions.

The same fact appears with still greater clearness in cases where different

strains or races of the same species differ in mode of reproduction, and are

found to differ correspondingly in the underlying cytological conditions. A
classical case of this is offered by the phyllopod Artemia salina, a cosmopoli-

tan species which in general morphological type appears to represent a

single species, but differs in the number of chromosomes. As shown by Ar-

tom (Ti, '12, '21) this species includes two distinct races, one of which is

strictly parthenogenetic, the other strictly sexual. The former, from Capo-

distria (near Trieste) and various other localities, produces only partheno-

genetic eggs which give off only one polocyte and develop by diploid parthe-

nogenesis, with 84 chromosomes. The second race, from Cagliari (Sardinia)

and other localities, produces only sexual eggs, which give off two polocytes,

undergo complete reduction (to 21 chromosomes) and upon fertilization de-

velop with 42 chromosomes. Here, too, it is evident that the two races dif-

fgj ggj^gUcally, though their only constant morphological differences, apart

from the chromosome-number, consist in the larger size of the nuclei and cells

of the parthenogenetic race (“bivalens”) and also the larger size of the

body.

* For an account of tiecytobry of these forms seep 8^3. See Hogbon (’aoa).
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A close paralld to this is offered in plants by the long l^nown case of

Chora crmita} This wide^read species likewise occurs in two forms, one

strictly parthenogenetic and diploid, and the other sexual and haploid. The
diploid race, like a parthenogenetic aphid, undergoes no process of reduc-

tion and develops with the diploid number of chromosomes, 24. The sexual

haploid race produces gametes having 12 chromosomes, which by their

union must produce zygotes with 24 chromosomes. The resulting plants

nevertheless have but 12 chromosomes, i. e., the haploid number; hence

it is practically certain that reduction here is zygotic, i. e., occurs during the

first two divisions of the zygote, as in Spirogyra or Zygnema (p. 491). In-

termediate forms between the two races do not occur, and it is clear that

they are genotypically distinct.

In both the foregoing cases there is strong reason to conclude that the

parthenogenetic race has been secondarily derived from the sexual; and the

same conclusion probably applies to many other cases of strictly or mainly

parthenogenetic fonrs.

The relation of parthenogenesis to sex in these various cases will be

considered later (p. 789). We here only refer to the remarkable variations

which they sometimes show. In the homopterous insect Trialeurodes va-

Porariorum, for example, as shown by Williams (’17) and Schrader (’19),

unfertilized eggs of the English form produce females, of the Americar

form only males. A parallel to this is offered by the hymenopteran para

site Trickagratnma pretiosa, the unfertilized eggs of which are said to pro-

duce males alone in the U. S. and in Europe either both sexes or females only

(Howard and Fiske, ’i i). The explanation of these cases is still imperfectly

known, but is no doubt to be looked for in underlying cytological condi-

tions in the germ-cells.

Taken as a whole, the phenomena clearly prove that sexual reproduction

may readily become much restricted or wholly dispensed with, even in

relatively high organisms, and hence cannot be regarded as a fundamental

necessity of continued life. A singular fact, which bears on this question,

is that in the Hymenoptera generally the males appear always to arise from

paxthoiQgaietic ^gs, the females from fertilized ones (p. 795).

n. SEXUAL REPRODUCTION- SYNGAMY AND ITS EFFECTS

The essential nature of the sexual process and the part which it plays in

the life-cycle constitute one of the oldest riddles of biology, yet its final

solution still eludes us. As far ai we can see there is no a priori reason why,

barring accident, one cell-division should not succeed another in endless

succession- Such may actually be the case in some of the lowest forms of

’ See especially Etnat, 'iS.
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life, such as the Bacteria and Cyanophyce®; but in vastly the greater num-

ber of living forms the succession of cell-divisions is periodically interrupted

by a sexual process of which the essential act is syngamy or fusion of two

cells (gametes) into one. This process is not in itself an act of reproduction

(p. 580). It can at most be regarded as only an antecedent condition of

reproduction, obligatory in the highest forms of life but in lower organisms

often held in abeyance for long periods of time or even in some cases, it

would seem, dispensed with altogether.

Why the sexual process should be necessary in any case is unknown;

but we are able to perceive some of its morphological and physiological

effects. Morphologically the most imjjortant effect of S3mgamy (together

with the accompanying processes of maturation) is to bring about a periodic

reorganization of the nucleus; but in parthenogenesis or endomixis (p. 244)

an essentially similar reorganization is accomplished by other means.

Physiologically we may recognize four distinct effects of syngamy. In

higher animals the most conspicuous of these is the activation or initiation of

development in the egg, thus inaugurating a new cycle of activity. It has

long been held that an analogous effect is produced by the conjugation of

nnirolhilar organisms, and this view is strongly supported in certain cases

by some of the most recent researches (Calkins, ’19); but the fact has re-

peatedly been disputed. A second obvious physiological effect of syngamy

is temporarily to bring into close association two previously separate lines

of heredity; i. e., biparental heredity by means of amphimixis (Weismann).

A third effect, less obvious than the foregoing, is an increase of external

diversity in the offspring, conspicuously seen in the extremely variable

offspring of the seed-progeny of many cultivated races of plants as com-

pared with their relatively uniform offspring produced by asexual cuttmgs,

grafts, tubers or bulbs. This is undoubtedly a recombination-effect re-

sulting from the heterozygous nature of these races. A fourth effect, also

most ob'vious in heterozygous forms of hybrids between different strains

or races, is an increase of vigor in the offspring. This effect, superfici^y

similar to the first of those enumerated above, is of interest in its bearing

on the general theory of senescence and rejuvenescence. We cannot here

consider in extenso the intricate physiological problems involved in these

N’arious effects of syngamy; but a brief survey of them is desirable as an

introduction to the cytological phenomena to be considered in the following

chapters.

1. Senescence, Syngamy, and Rejuvenescence

By an important group of investigators syngamy has been regarded as

a direct cause of rejuvenescence, operating as the corrective to a progrea-
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process of senescence which otherwise would sooner or later culminate

in natural death. Certainly when we consider only the higher plants and

animals we must admit that the assumption contains at least a measure

of truth; for in most cases the germ-cells die if they are not fertilized. Here,

as Loeb has said, fertilization is a “life-saving act” which initiates a new
cycle of assimilation, growth, and cell-division. It does not, however,

follow that senescence and natural death are fundamental phenomena

inherent in all living protoplasm, still less that syngamy is their only rem-

edy. In some animals parthenogenesis may replace fertilization for

long periods of time; in others it is the only known method of reproduction;

in still others parthenogenesis may experimentally be substituted for fer-

tilization, at least for a time, as in case of the rose-aphid (p. 229).

Further doubts are raised by experiments on normal somatic cells cul-

tivated outside the body in vitro * and on tumor-cells transplated from

individual to individual. Fibroblasts obtained from the heart of a chick-

embryo in 1912 were thus cultivated in vitro by Carrel and Ebeling for more

than ten years and were still growing (1922) with undiminished vitality and

without change of type. More than 30,000 cultures have thus been ob-

tained from an original small fragment, the cells having passed through

about 1900 generations; and had it been possible to preserve all the cells

thus produced their combined volume to-day would be far larger than the

sun. * Even more remarkable examples of this are offered by tumors

(sarcoma) of rats and mice. One of these, discovered by Jensen in 1903,

has been cultivated for many years in unbroken descent by inoculation

from one animal to another, and has thus been spread to a large number

of experimental laboratories throughout the world. This tumor is still

growii^ with imdiminished vigor though many generations of mice have

meanwhile come and gone.* The descendants of such a tumor—a sarcoma

or connective-tissue tiunor of the rat, discovered in 1908, also by Jensen,

—

are still actively growing in the Crocker Research Laboratory of Columbia

University after more than twelve years of continuous transplantation

from rat to rat.^ Accurate studies on this tumor during the past seven

years have shown that, if we assume an imlimited supply of rats and the

aHUty to make the transfer of all of every tumor at intervals of 23.7 days

1 tlutt enbiyonic cells isolated fiom thric fellows may continue to multiply and differentiate was

diown by the eaib work of Chabiy, Driesch, Wilson and others (p. 1048). The continued cultures

at such cell« in vitro was successfully accomplished by l.eo Loeb ('97, ’07, etc.) and especially by

Harrison (’07, ’to, etc.) and later much extended by the work of Carrel and Burrows (’iz), M. and

W. Lewis (’ll), Ebeling (’19) and others.

• Ebefing, '72.

’ See Leo Loeb (’or, ’03, ’08, ’is, ’17, etc.).

* I am indebted for the calculations based on these data to the statistician of the laboratory, Mias

Uuy R. Curtis.
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the entire mass of tumor produced in 21 months would be 1.7 times the
space occupied by the solar system as far as the orbit of Neptune. The
mass at the end of three years can only be stated in units represented by
the distance of the sun to the polestar. Such a statement impresses us
with the limitless power of increase of living matter by growth and divi-

sion, and with the fact that even in the cells of mammals this power seems
imder proper conditions to undergo no perceptible decrease in the complete
absence of any process of syngamy.

The same fact is brought home to us by the history of certain cultivated

plants which have systematically been propagated for very long periods

of time by tubers, cuttings, grafts,* or other strictly somatogenic processes

without impairment of vigor. A climax is reached in those species which

have become sexually completely sterile and reproduce exclusively by par-

thenogenesis, apogamy or other asexual processes, a condition rare among
animals but not uncommon in higher plants (p. 230). Such facts support

Weismann’s contention that senescence of the somatic cells, though real,

does not result from an inherent property of living protoplasm as such,

but is due to secondary conditions. The one-celled organisms, in Weis-

marm’s view undergo no process of senescence and death; these organisms

he believed to be endowed potentially with unending life; but here ap-

parently his conclusion was pushed too far, as we shall presently see (p. 246).

The causes of senescence in higher organisms have long been a subject

of inquiry. Herbert Spencer early suggested that it arises from a progressive

increase of protoplasmic stability, i. e., “ an approach towards molecular

equilibrium,”® in which condition energy is less readily liberated by chemical

action. Syngamy operates to overcome this condition by the mixture of

two slightly different protoplasms, thus rendering the protoplasm more

labile, “reestablishing active molecular change in the germ” by which

energy is set free, and also leading to increased variability. It may be

doubted whether any later writer has offered a more satisfactory inter-

pretation of senescence, though many have endeavored to render it more

specific. Weismann ^ ascribed senescence to progressive differentiation

by which the cell gradually loses its plasticity, and reproductive power;

and this view has been widely adopted by later writers.® Minot, and later

R. Hertwig ® sought for a quantitative explanation of the phenomena, as-

* In some for centuries, e. g., in the willow, poplar, sugar-cane or the cultivated banana

(see Jost, ’07).

’Weismann, ’81, ’83, ’84, ’13. ... . ,. . . ,

» Primipks of Biology, 1866, Am. Ed., p. 234- It is mteresting to recall that m connection

with this Spencer emphasized the colloidal nature of protoplasm.

* Life and Death, 1883.

‘ See Bjusowitz (’09). Enriques ('07. ’09), Child (’ii, ’14, ’is). Conklm (’12, ’13), ochleip (’15), eto

* See Minot (’90, ’gs ’08), R Hertwig ('89, ’99. ’02, ’03, ’05, ’08.
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ailang senescence to a disturbance in the normal katyoplasmic ratio,

t. in the eqTiilibrium between nuclear and cytoplasmic mass. Minot as-

sumed this to result from a progressive increase of the cytoplasm, accom-

panied by differentiation or cyUmorphosis with the products of which the

<ytosome gradually becomes overloaded.^ This condition, in his view,

is ojunteracted by the cleavage of the ovum, in which he believed the nu-

dear material to be n^idly increased while the cytoplasm remains nearly

stationary.

Hertwig’s assumption was in one principal respect the opposite of Mi-

not’s, senescence being ascribed to a progressive increase in the nuclear

volume as cranpared to the cytoplasmic, a result counteracted either by
an extrusion of chromidia from the nucleus (in Protozoa) or by the nuclear

reorganization that takes place in the course of maturation and syngamy.

In the case of multicellular forms Hertwig regarded both sperm and egg

as senescent or in a state of depression, owing to their relatively abnormally

large nuclei and an accompanying accumulation of differentiated com-

ponents in the cytosome. This condition is overcome, in part by the libera-

tion of a large amount of nuclear substance during maturation (a well-

known fact) * in part by syngamy and cleavage. The first of these three

processes reduces the size of the egg-nucleus (p. 259) far below the normal,

while the second and third gradually restore it to the normal. Hertwig,

like Minot, thus assumed that cleavage involves a large increase of nu-

clear material.*

It cannot be said that either of the above two hypotheses has had much
result, except in so far as both reo^nizc the importance of differentiation

as a cause of senescence. So far as the karyoplasmic relation is concerned,

facts may be cited in favor of each. The great increase in size of the cy-

tosome as compared with the nucleus in many tissue-cells of both plants

and animals has long been recognized. Eycleshymer, for instance (’04),

found that in the striated muscle-cells of Necturus the increase of plasma-

vtffume was idwut ten times that of the nuclear in the growth of larvse

from 8 mm. long to the adult condition, and an even greater increase has

often been noted in the growth of plant-cells. On the other hand, the rel-

atively large nuclei of both e^ and sperm in higher forms and in the stages

of ckptesrion in various Protozoa (e. g., in Aciinospharium) are also ob-

served facts. Later studies have, however, shown that some of the assump-

tioils of Minot and Hertwig cannot be sustained.

been shown that the karyoplasmic ratio is in some cases subject

Wide variaticHis even at the same period of the life-history (p. 731), and

* '08, pp- *6* ’ Q - PP 3s8, 3S8-
* For an intereatiog devdc^nnent a< Hartwig's views lee Popoff
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th&t in these cases the adult tissue-cells show no marked increase of

C3rtoplasm ovct nucleus as compared with the blastomeres.^ Concern-
ing the increase of nuclear volume during cleavage assumed by Minot,
Hertwig and other writers the existing data are contradictory, Godlewsky
(’08) found in sea-urchins that the nuclear volume almost doubles at each

cleavage up to the 64-cell stage, but thereafter the increase is very slight up
to the 2s6-cell stage. Godlewsky assumes, however, that the nuclei grow
richer in “chromatin ” during this period. Erdmann (’08) found in Pa/racen-

trotus (Strongylocentrotus) that in the pluteus stage the ratio of chromatin

to plasma is about seven times greater than at the beginning of develoj)-

ment. On the other hand, Conklin found in Crepidula that the average

nuclear growth in Crepidula up to the 32-cell stage is not more than 5 to 9%
for each division and is greatly decreased subsequently. This is perhaps

in part explained by the fact, determined by Erdmann (’08) and by Baltzer

(’08), that both the nuclei and the chromosomes grow progressively smaller

as cleavage advances. In sea-urchins Erdmann found that the chromo-

somes in the pluteus had only about K the volume of those of the first divi-

sion; and Conklin observed a similar decrease of size in the chromosomes of

Crepidula}

These various facts show on how precarious a basis rest theories of senes-

cence and rejuvenescence which refer these processes to changes in the

karyoplasmic ratio. On the other hand, nearly all rnodem observers have

emphasized the importance of those underlying processes of metabolism

that are expressed in the phenomena of differentiation and the resulting

accumulation in the cytosome of relatively inactive products. Child refers

senescence to a decrease in- the rate of metabolism (which may result from

any cause) while conversely rejuvenescence results from an increase in the

rate, due to “ the removal in one way or another of the structural obstacles

to metabolism” (’ii, ’15). This conclusion, in substance closely akin to

that of Spencer, Weismann and other early writers, is probably well founded;

but unfortunately none of these conclusions seems to touch the bottom of

the problem. The long-continued cultivation of tissue-cells in vitro, or of

tumor-cells by successive transplantations, shows that even differentiated

ryllg may live far beyond the normal span of life under suitable conditions.

There is much force, therefore, in the contention of Pearl (’22) that the

senescence of higher orgamsms is a consequence of the complex balance

between the mutually dependent cells of which they are built up, a balance

readily upset by pathological changes that may take place in any particular

part and which may be beyond repair by the normal regulatory powers of

the organism.

> Seo Conklin,
’
11 .

* Marco3 (’o6), Erdmann ('o8), Baltcer (’08), ConkBn (’11).
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Physiological Effects of Conjugaiion in Protista. While "rejuvenescence”

as a consequence of fertilization is an obvious fact in the higher plants and

animals, such is far from the case in Protista; here, indeed, the physiological

effect of conjugation constitutes one of the most ardently debated problems

of general biology.^ It was suggested already by Dujardin (1841) that

ample cdl-division in Protozoa cannot go forward indefinitely, and a similar

notion was entertained by Balbiani (’60) and by Claparfede and Lachmann
(’60). H. Spencer raised the same question, but the problem first appeared

in clearly defined form with the classical works of Butschli (’76) and En-

gelmann (’76). These observers produced experimental evidence, drawn

from the study of ciliates, to show that after a certain number of divisions

there begins a gradual process of degeneration which ultimately leads to

death unless counteracted by a remedial process of reorganization and

rejuvenescence (Verjiingung) that is brought about by conjugation. En-

larging this conception, Butschli pointed out the close analogy of the in-

dividual metazodn and the protozoan sexual cycle. In both cases, he

urged, syngamy inaugurates a new cycle of growth and division. In the

protozodn the resulting cells separate to lead independent lives, in the

metazodn, they remain in close association to form a muldcellulax in-

dividual; “ but in each case the cells of the cycle undergo progressive se-

nescence, which culminates in death if not counteracted by conjugation

or fertilization. Syngamy was thus regarded by Butschli as a conditio

sine qua non of continued life, a conclusion also supported by Engelmann

(’76) and Balbiani (’82). It was challenged in Weismann’s suggestive essay

on life and death (1881), which offered a formidable argument against natu-

ral or inherent sensecence in the Protista. Under suitable conditions, urged

Weismann, the unicellular organisms are capable of indefinitely continued

growth and division. Senescence and natural death in multicellular or-

ganisms were regarded by Weismann as secondary phenomena resulting

from a diminution or loss of growth and reproductive power on the part of

the somatic cells; and this loss he ascribed to their specialization and differ-

entiation for other functions.

The celebrated researches of Maupas (’88, '89) on the ciliate Infusoria

seemed at first to bring conclusive experimental confirmation of Btitschli’s

and Pngelmann’s conclusions; and similar results were reached by R. Hert-

wig and by many otlwr observers; * but later studies revealed many com-

plicating factors which raised fresh doubts concerning their validity. Mau-

t
&kal review o( tbis subject down to 1914, U given by Dobell ('14). See also Calkins (’ig, ’so),

I C’ai), Peari (’«).

M). 103, 1031.

•R.. Hertwig, ’8g, ’00, ’04, etc.; Joukowsky, ’98: Simpscm, ’oi; Calkins, ’02, ’04, ’06, ’07, ’13:

CftjUw. and CiA, ’07; CalkiSs and Gregoiy, ’13: Gregory, 'og; Woodruff, ’05; Moo^, ’12, etc.
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pas found that in pure cultures of various ciliates {Stylonychia, Oxytricha,
Leucophrys, and others) the animals passed through a definite cycle of

changes comprising, first, an “agamic period” of adolescence and vigor
during which conjugation does not take place; then one of “puberty” and
sexual maturity or “eugamic” condition, during which conjugation readily

occurs; finally, a period of age or “senescence,” when the animals become
sickly, d^enerate and finally die of old age. The effects of senescence

Fig. 97.—Progressive degeneration in Stylonychva pustulata (Mavpas).

first stage, disappearance of micronudei, slight reduction of size; B, C, second stage, frag-

mentation of macronudeus, disappearance of frontal membranelle; these animals no longer feed;

jD, JS, individuals in second stage shortly after division; B, last stage, shortly before death.

appear in structural changes in the protoplasm, reduction of size, and de-

generation of the nuclear apparatus, commonly involving the disappearance

of the micronucleus and the fragmentation of the macronucleus. This is

followed by reduction or disappearance of the anterior appendages, such

as the membranellae and mouth-parts of the heterotrichous forms, by ex-

ternal deformities, inability to take food, rapid decrease in size and finally

by death (Figs. 97, 98). Maupas believed that in its earlier stages senes-

cence may be counteracted by conjugation but later is irremediable. The

length of the cycle as measured by number of divisions was found to vary

with the species; in Stylonychia pusttUata the number was 316, in S. mytUus

319, in Oxytricha and Onychodromus 320-330, in Leucophrys patula, 66a
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The length in time varied materially with conditions of food and tempera-

ture, as was to be expected. In a culture of Stylonychia pmtvlata the agamic

youthful period extended to about the 130th division (when the first con-

jugations appeared), the eugamic or mature period to the 170th, the aged

or senescent period to the 316th, when the race died out. The effect of

conjugation was tested in another culture by isolating an individual in the

mature state, and allowing it to conjugate with a wild individual from

another stock. The offspring of the ex-conjugants continued to divide for

tig. 9S.—Unitplus nuMis (Calkins).

A, NomisI individual, with eight macronuclei and four micionuclei,' B, C, D, dwarfed and
degenerate individuals (drawn to the same scale) in the last stages of senescence; B, from " F aeries,”

gigth generation; C, from the “C-seties” 3i6tb generation, a sister-cell of the last individual of the

cycle, showing degeneration of macro- and micronuclei.

more than 300 generations before death supervened; while the control

animals, prevented from conjugation, lived for only 89 generations.

Results similar in all essentials to the foregoing were obtained in Para-

madum and various other Infusoria by R. Hertwig, Calkins, Doffein, Pop-

off, Joukow^y, Simpson and many others who found that under standard-

ized conditions of food, temperature and other external conditions the life

these Protozoa runs in cycles, periods of activity being followed by

periods of depression (Calkins) followed by death, if conjugation does not

take place. The length of such cycles was found to vary widely in different

species and even in the same ^>edes under different conditions. In Calkins’

(Hijlikl m^res of Peramacium the periods of depre^on occurred at inx

six mcmths, the number of divisions being approximate;!

300, ckle some cases conriderably lowm* (Fig. 99).
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Maupas and bis successors showed that the animals reach sexual maturity
long before marked depression sets in; in the final period of the cycle, in-

deed, they are often incapable of conjugation. Even at the period of matur-

ity conjugation does not necessarily take place. The animals have only at-

tained a condition in which conjugation may readily be induced by a change

of physiological conditions, most readily by a sudden decline in nutritive

conditions that have previously been favorable—a fact that seems to be

parallel to the incitement of sexual reproduction in plants by checking the

food supply. In like manner the classical researches of Klebs * have shown

that conjugation in various simple algae, such as Chlamydomonas, Spiro-

gyra or CEdogonium may be incited by a reduction in the quantity of in-

Fig. 99.—Curve of complete history of a culture of Paramacium caudolum, extending over aj

mon^s; steps in the curve are lo-day mean division-rate, ordinates daily division-rate; abscissas

indicate time by i(o-day periods; limits of cycles (when change of diet occurred) indicated by heavy

dotted lines. The lines of the curve carried to the base indicate dying out of the control culture

when not stimulated by change of diet. Four cycles are shown, each of 5-6 months, and 200 di-

visions (Calkins).

organic salts accompanied by the action of bright light, or in some cases

by the addition of sugar solution.

Continued research soon revealed the existence of unsuspected factors.

The duration and character of the life-cycle were found to be markedly

affected by external factors, such as food, accumulated waste products, and

the like (Calkins, Enriques and others). It was found that the larger life-

cycle (as limited by conjugation) is complicated by the existence of minor

asexual cycles or “rhythms,” analogous to the parthenogenetic cycles of

higher animals (rotifers, aphids, daphnids, etc.), in some cases apparently in-

dependent of external conditions (Woodruff, Erdmann, R. Hertwig) in

others apparenUy determined by them (Woodruff, Jollos). It was fou^,

finally, that in respect to the duration and character of the life-cycle wide

differences may exist even between different races or strains of the same

species (Jennings, Calkins) ;
and here was found a partial explanation of the

conflicting data of earlier observers.

> glebs, ’g6, etc., reviewed in Klebs, ’a,, ’13.
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Hiese researches can here be reviewed in only the briefest manner.

Calkin-s (’02, ’o3-*o4) discovered that in cultures of Paramcecium cultivated

in hay-infusion the periods of depression might for a time be overcome with-

out conjugation by a change of culture-medium («. g.. from hay-infusion to

beef-extract),^ or by temporary treatment with simple salt-solutions such

as potassiiun phosphate or chloride. Control animals, not thus treated,

died out at the end of about six months (200 generations); while those

placed under the new conditions entered upon a new cycle. This was re-

peated for three succeeding cycles of six months, the depression in each case

being overcome by similar treatment. The race was thus kept alive for

23 months, when in spite of every effort it died out at the 742d generation.

Rec<^nizing the close analogy between this effect and artificial partheno-

genesis of the animal egg (pp. 472, 476) Calkins suggested that many dif-

ferent kinds of stimuli might be substituted for normal conjugation and

produce like results
—

“It is often surprising to see what slight stimuli are

required to bring these about; and the conclusion seems undeniable that

such changes, and similar stimuli, may operate in the natural habitats of

Infusoria. If they do, Weismann’s conclusions regarding “immortality”

of Infusoria may be justified.” *

The subsequent long<ontinued studies of Woodruff (’os-’2i), demonstrate

that when Paramacia are cultivated in infusions of various organic materials

taken at random from natural ponds they may be kept in a flourishing con-

dition, without fatal periods of depression and without conjugation for very

long periods. Woodruff’s main culture of Paramxcium aurelia was thus

maintained without conjugation, for a period of more than thirteen years in

the course of which more than 8,000 generations were passed. This result

is not due, as first suspected, to an inability of this particular race to con-

jugate, for conjugation was induced in it after six years (4io2d generation)

and again six and a half years later. So far as this particular race is con-

cerned, therefore, syngamy evidently is not an indispensable condition of

continued life.*

Meanwhile it was demonstrated by several observers,* that periods

of depression like those described by the earlier observers, may be due to the

prolonged action of bacterial toxins, excretion-products, or similar un-

suitable conditions. The suspicion thus arose that the cyclical aspect of

infusorial life in artificial cultures may be due to this cause rather than to

an intrinsic tendency towards senescence and death.

FT|^her complications arose from conflicting results concerning the

' dliaies feed on the bacteria that develop in such infusions.

* 'oa, p. 138.
* See also Enriques (’i6) dauctma and Hartman (’17, ’ai) on Eudorina.

Enriques, 'q3-’io; PopoS^ '09; Woodruff, 'ii; Baitsdl, ’la, and otbets.
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effect of conjugation on the division-rate, which by many investigators

had been taken as an index of vitality. Maupas himself denied the original

conclusion of Butschli and Balbiani that conjugation increases the division-

rate (’89, p. 504); R. Hertwig (’89) even found the rate in some cases

diminished. Hertwig later pnainted out that the relation between syngamy
and the division-rate differs in different organisms; in some Protozoa it is

increased by conjugation, in others unaffected or somewhat retarded,

in still others conjugation is followed by complete cessation of division

for a considerable period (flagellates, rhizopoda), and the same is true of

many lower plants {Spirogyra, desmids, Mucor, etc.). Some later observers

found distinct evidences of increased division-rate following conjugation,

in particular Calkins; but this in turn was contradicted by Jennings (’13, ’21)

whose extended researches on ParanuBcium not only produced no evidence

of an increased division-rate after conjugation but actually showed in many
cases an increase of mortality among the ex-conjugants. This led him to

a sweeping denial that conjugation restores the declining rate of division

during periods of depression and to a decided scepticism concerning the

whole theory of senescence and rejuvenation in the Protozoa. Jennings,

indeed, considered the evidence overwhelming that the degeneration ob-

served in laboratory cultures is “simply a result of bad conditions.” His

work led also to the interesting discovery that in the same species exist

distinct races or strains differing characteristically in respect to the condi-

tions of conjugation. Some of these races conjugate, very rarely (as in

Woodruff’s culture), others frequently and with great readiness. This shows

with how much caution we must regard all results based on material of

which the genetic nature is not fully known.*

With the publication of these results the reaction from the conclusions

of Butschli, Maupas and Hertwig reached its climax; but the pendulum of

opinion now began to swing in the opposite direction. This movement be-

gan with the important discovery of endomixis or natural parthenogenesis

in ciliates, a process correlated with the minor asexual cycles or reproductive

rhythms referred to above. The time-duration of such rhythms differs

considerably in different races but in each race is nearly constant even under

considerable variation of external conditions, but the munber of divisions

seems to be more modifiable by such means (Woodruff, ’17). InParamoecium

aurelia, rhythmic periods of depression occur at intervals of about four weeks

or forty generations (Fig. 100), while the major cycle of earlier observers

extended through three to six months, or from 200 to 600 generations (Wood-

ruff, ’os-’o7).

> Similar differences in respect to the tendency to conjugate were observed by Calkins and Greg-

ory i’la) among the offspring oi single <a-conjugants, reared under identical condiUons.
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Cytological study proved * that recovery from the periods of depression

between successive rhythms is accompanied by a process of reconstruction of

the nudear apparatus, to which was given the name of endomuds in contra-

distinction to the amphimixis efFected by syngamy. In both processes the

old macronudeus breaks down, disappears and is replaced by one derived

from the micronudeus; but in endomuds no process of karyogamy is con-

cerned. In these respects, as will later be shown, amphimixis and endomuds

show a dose analogy, respectively, to fertilization and parthenogenesis in

the multicellular organisms.^ Woodruff (’1*7) has shown that after cessation

FI(. iM.—Curve showing endonuctic periods in Paramtectum aurelia in varied culture-medium,

laid out in s-day periods. Ordinates show number oi divisions daily, abscissas, number o{ 5-day

poiods. Time oi endombds indicated by £,£, etc. Total length of time 332 days. The endomictic

periods are irom 30 to 30 days in length, and average about fifty divi.sion5 each. (WoODScrr.)

of the endomictic process (such as finally occurred in some of his cultures)

the culture soon dies out. It is probable, therefore, that endomixis is

necessary for the continued life of the race; and that endomixis and conju-

gation play essentially the same physiological rdle.*

This discovery placed the whole problem in a new light. Paramcecium

and its allies, evidently, is an unfavorable form for experimental analysis,

owing to the complication of the sexual cycle by periodic parthenogenesis

(endomuds) and by its susceptibility to variations in the environment.

A more favorable object is offered by the hypotrichous ciliate Urolepius

mobilis, a form in wluch, as in some other hypotrichs, endomixis takes place

only during encystment, conjugation only during the free swimming con-

dition. Here, therefore, the two processes are kept separate by nature.

The results of an extended experimental study of this form by Calkins

(’20) show conclusively that conjugation here operates as an activator of

cell-divisfon and a renewer of vitality. As is now customary in such experi-

ments the many pure lines studied were of known pedigree, all alike being

descendants of a sin^e individual, isolated, immediately after conjugation

^Wcmdiuff tad Erdmann, ’14.

* Ttw cytological {dienomcoa of endomixis and conjugation are considered more in detail in Chap-
ter Vn (p. 613),

* WtxMfauff aitd Eidmanii^ ’14, pp. 490-402. See abo CaUtina, ’03, and R. Hertwig, 'oo-’ot, ’14
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and carried on in isolated cultures under identical conditions of food, tem-

perature, and other conditions. All therefore consisted of the same proto-

plasm subjected to the same external conditions. Descendants of this

individual were separated into many separate pure lines each starting with

an ex-conjugant. In spite of complete uniformity in the external conditions,

such lines were found to vary markedly in vitality as measured by the rate

of growth and division. All alike, however, show a gradual slackening of

the rate as time goes on; and if conjugation does not occur finally die out.

(1) In round numbers, the length of life in the stronger lines lay between

200 and 300 days, comprising from 250 to 350 divisions. Calkins distin-

guishes somewhat arbitrarily, between an earlier period of “youth,” in which

the mean division rate is more than ten for a period of ten days, and a period

of “age,” in which the rate is lower than ten. The period of youth and ma-

turity (the mean of sixteen pure lines) was 139 days or 214 divisions; that

of age 94 days or 65 divisions. Conjugation tests showed that in all the lines

sexual maturity (i. e., capacity for conjugation) is not ordinarily attained

before the fiftieth day, appears in full vigor from about the sixtieth day, and

persists until near the end of the cycle.

(2) In lines prevented from conjugation the division-rate begins to

slacken in the second 60-day ]:)eriod, drops somewhat further uj the third

60-day period, and very markedly in the fourth and fifth. The animals now

become weakened, degenerate and dwarfed, the micronuclei disappear and

the macronuclei show degenerative changes; but no evidence of cytoplasmic

degeneration appears (Fig. 9^)- T^he power of division is finally lost and

death invariably follows, although such degenerate individuals may live

for a month.

(3) If at any time during the period of sexual maturity (». e., after the

first 60 days) conjugation takes place (between members of the same series)

the division-rate is nearly or quite restored to the original maximum and a

new cycle is originated which runs the same course as before. This effect

is the more striking the later the period at which conjugation is induced,

as will be seen from the curves in Fig. loi which shows a primary cycle

(A) and two of its offshoots, H and J, taken at different periods. In every

case the ex-conjugant soon returns approximately to the normal ex-con-

jugant rate (15-22 divisions per lo-day period), and the period of death

is delayed, in H for about 120 days, in J for more than 100 additional days.

By taking off successive lines in this manner, each initiated by an act of

conjugation the life of the culture, the product of a single original individual,

has thus been extended from the normal limit of 20c^3oo days to more

than five years.
, , , , , ... , .

If, therefore, endomLds is here really excluded by the ctmditions of tiie
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ei^>eriment, there seetns to be no escape from the conclusion (i) that in

the absence of either conjugation or endomuds the protoplasm of this species,

placed under standardized and constant external conditions, undergoes a

progressive change, involving successively a period of immaturity, sexual

maturity, decline, degeneration and hnally death; and that (a) conjugation

Kg. 101.—Curves showing “rejuvenescent** following conjugation in Uroleptus (adapted from
Calkins).

'Hie ordinates show the mean division-rate per ten days, the abscissas the time in days. Each
curve begins with an indiyidual isolated immediately after conjugation; its meeting with the base-

line shows the death of the line.

i4
, the original line (220 days); second fine taken from the original one and permitted to con-

jugate after xi6 days, with life prolonged to 335 days; 7, third line taken from A near the end of

its life (205 days), with extension of life to 428 days.

initiates a new cycle of activity by a restoration of the waning metabolic

activities involved as expressed in growth and division.

There are still pdnts to be cleared up in these results. Calkins’s data

show that under the conditions of these experiments there has been a slight

falling off in the mean rate of division; in other words, conjugation has not

in the long run been able to maintain the original rate unimpaired. Al-

though these cultures have now been carried on for more than five years

imder the artificial conditions of the experiment it still remains to be seen

whether they can be indefinitely prolonged. Further, until more adequate

demonstration is produced that endomixis is excluded by the conditions

erf the experiment a certain reserve on this point seems justified. Neverthe-

less the outstanding fact seems to be inracapable that, in this particular

case at least, conjugalion does in fact renew the failing metabolic activities

cf the cell, and initiates a new cycle of growth and division. How this effect

is produced is not certainly known; but since it seems also to result from

endomixis or parthenogenesis there is considerable ground for the con-

dufflon that it is connected with a reorganization of the nucleus that takes

place during the processes of maturation. Such an explanation, however,

would be inadequate in the case of higher organisms; for in most of them

the maturatioD-process does not in nature lead to activation unless fol-

lowed by syngamy.

We should be cautious in any attempt to extend these results to other

ciliates or to Protista generally. In certain spedes of dilates races or

strains have been discovered that are devmd ol micronudei and hence
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are unable to go through with the normal process of conjugation. Such

a race was found by Dawson (’19) in the hypotrich Oxytricha hymenostoma

and carried on for more than two years without the occurrence of true syn-

gamy (though plastogamy frequently occurred). More convincing are

the experiments of Hartmann (’21) on the phytoflagellate Eudorina de-

gans, a form in which the gametes are markedly heterogamous, and hence

readily recognizable. This form was cultivated under carefully controlled

conditions for 1300 generations, covering a period of five years, without

the occurrence of syngamy or discoverable endomixis, and without under-

going periods of depression and regulation so long as the normal conditions

were maintained. The climax appears in such organisms as the bacteria

and the Cyanophyceae in which no process of syngamy is yet known.

From all this emerges the large fact that the original theory of a um-

versal, fundamental and innate tendency to senescence and death on the

part of living protoplasm can no longer be maintained. The opposite

conclusion would seem nearer the truth, namely, that barring accident

or secondary limiting conditions, many forms of protoplasm are capable of

indefinitely continuing life. In the vast majority of living organisms, how-

ever, such limiting conditions undoubtedly occur. In higher organisms

generally it is only the germ-cells, as Weismann urged, that are endowed

with an apparatus of periodical release, which may counteract such condi-

tions; and the facts clearly indicate that a leading part in this process is

played by a nuclear reorganization effected by maturation, by s)mgamy

or by both combined. And such results as those observed in Uroleptus

indicate that the same is true in some of the Protista even if not in alL

a. Increase of Vigor by Heterosis (Heterozygosis) ‘

The increase of size or vigor or both in crosses between different ra,ces,
_

varieties or species long since attracted the attention of horticulturists,

breeders of domesticated animals and students of heredity. Darwin s

admirable researches on the beneficial effects of cross-fertilization in higher

plants directed general attention to the subject. More recendy it h^

been carefully reexamined from the standpoint of the Mendelian analysis

by East, Shull, Emerson, Jones, and others who have strikingly demon-

strated the remarkably favorable effects produced by crossing different

strains of maize and other plants; and Whitney (’12) has produced evidence

in the same direction in the case of rotifers. The earlier results m this

field gave rise to a rather widespread belief that crossing is per xc a cause of

increased vigor and that inbreeding is in the same sense a cause of dwreased

vigor or degeneracy. Darwin seems on the whole to have held to this view

For recent general discussions of this subject, see Shull (’lo). East and Hayes Crs), Jones dr).
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t& inbreeding, though he was well aware of the difficulties offered by plants

siKh as Legtuninosse, that are habitually self-fertilizing. On the other

hand, he diowed that it is not the mere crossing of any two individuals

which is beneficial to the offering; for it does not appear, or is very slight,

in plants of the same stock intercrossed during several generations.^

From this and much other evidence of the same type Darwin concluded

that the benefit results from some “difference of constitution between

the sexual elements,” or, in more modem terms, a difference of transmissible

factors in the gametes; and this is fully borne out by the recent Mende-

lian analysis of the problem. The precise nature of these factors is still

a subject of discussion.* The increased vigor of hybrids has been cited

by some writers in support of the theory of rejuvenescence; but the ar-

gument undoubtedly loses much of its weight in view of the facts that have

been outlined, and it is wholly rejected by East and Hayes.®. It mav be

added that since the factors which determine increase of vigor in hetero-

zygosis are transmissible they are probably borne by the chromosomes;

but the evidence is conclusive that the initiation of development is not

in general due to the nuclei or their union, but to other factors (p. 395).

Hybrid vigor may therefore be a phenomenon wholly different from the

stimulus to development given to the egg by the sperm, or effected by

conjugation in the Protista. Nevertheless the suspicion cannot be avoided

that a key to rejuvenescence (if we may so designate the activation ot the

egg by the sperm and its consequences in higher organisms) may yet be

found in the study of heterosis.

S. Syngamy, Heredity and Variation

In dioecious organisms syngamy obviously brings together two originally

_
separated lines of heredity and thus effects amphimixis (Weismann). It is

less obvious, but probably equally true, that new combinations of heredi-

tary traits may also result from autogamy or self-fertilization and the

associated processes of maturation, as will later appear (p. 950). As above

indicated (p. 233) sexual reproduction often yields a more varied progeny

than asexual; and out of this fact grew the conclusion that syngamy is a

source of variation—a viev long since suggested by Treviranus and later

developed by Darwin, Spencer, Brooks {’83), Weismann (’gr) and many
lat« writers, including some of the most recent experimenters. In case of

Protista, Jennings i’11-13) made an elaborate experimental study of

the phenomena in Faranuecium the results of which, as already indicated,

are quite in harmony with the conclusions of Weismann. “Conjugation

* EJftOs 4} Cross-md Stlf-PertiUuiitn, p. 269.

’ Op. dt,, p. jS. See deo ShuU.

*C/. Jones (’17).
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produces within a pure race heritable differentiations; so that as a result

races diverse in their heritable characters arise from a simple race with

uniform heritable characters. . . . What conjugation does is to bring about

Union of the Haploid Guroups, Fertilization.

Sperm Zyoote

Division of the Diploid Group Mitosis

Reduction of the Diploid Groups to Hapbid. Mebsis.

Synapsis Disjunction Haploid Groups. Qametes.

AaiBb,Ce,Dd. oBCd, AbcD, eta

Recombinations irv Fertilization.

Ka. IM.—General diagram o£ the chromosome-cyde in animals, the haploid groups aswmed to

contSn four chromosomes of different sizes Patmal and imtwnal ^oinosomm m wUU^
black respectively. Complete gooomery of the diploid ^ups in the initial sj^e, later lost Onty

tvo of posdble chromosome-combinations in the gametes shown W. Fig. los), and only

seven zygote-combinations out of zs® possible ones.

new combinations of germ-plasm, just as is done in the sexual reproduction

of bigW animals. One result of this is to produce biparental inheritance;

another is to give origin to many variations, in the sense of inherited dif-

ferentiations between different strains. Some of the new combinations are
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better adapted to the existing conditions than others; these survive while

the others die out” {’13, p. 378). On its face this seems to be essentially

the same conclusion as that of Weismann that amphimixis produces varia-

tions—or rather assures their “mingling and persistent renewal ”—thus

^ving the material on which natural selection operates. Jennings, however,

here has in mind the modem Mendelian analysis, which has proved that the

diversity arising from syngamy (e. g., in the sexual reproduction of culti-

vated races of plants) is largely due to heterozygosis and recombination,

i. e., to the separation and reunion in new groupings of definite heredity

factors that have previously been separated in different individuals, strains

or races. What is new in such cases, is not the genes or factors concerned

but only their particular modes of combination. It is, therefore, a debatable

question whether syngamy can produce new variations in the sense that

this word was employed by Weismann and the earlier writers; and the

origin of really new elements or factors out of which new characters may be

built up constitutes one of the main problems now before students of ge-

netics.

Lastly it may be added that a number of writers, even including some of

those who have recognized syngamy as a source of variations, have held

that syngamy also serves to maintain the stability of species through inter-

crossing. This view, which appears in Darwin, has been urged by O. Hert-

ing, Strasburger, Quetelet, Galton, and others, and finds expression in

Galton’s so-called law of regression.

4. Syngamy, Meiosis and the Cycle of the Chromosomes

In turning, lastly, to the cytological aspects of syngamy and its asso-

ciated phenomena we find ourselves on firmer ground. Our most definite

knowledge in this field relates to the history of the nuclei and the cycle of

the chromosomes, which alone will be considered at this point. Syngamy,

it is true, often involves a union of gamete-protoplasms (plastogamy) as well

as of nuclei {karyogamy); but this aspect of the phenomena is still too little

known to be profitably taken up here.

Concerning the history of the chromosomes, we are now able to state

three princ^l conclusions, each of fimdamental importance for the prob-

lems of heredity. Two of these are in principle well established for many

higher plants and animals, while the third is hardly less certain. They are

essentially as follows:

a. Karyogamy and Establishment of the Diploid Chromosome-Groups. In

the course of syngamy the two gamete-nuclei unite or become closely as-

sociated {karyogamy) each giving rise meanwhile to a single or haploid

group of chromosomes the number of which is half the typical somatic
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number of the species (“Van Beneden’s Law”). The two groups thus
associated in the zygote, respectively of maternal and paternal origin, are
nmly alike in respect to both the number and the size-relations of the

mosomes (Figs. 103, 104) and are in other respects nearly equivalent,
"nie double or diploid group thus produced is perpetuated throughout the
life of the resulting individual, being handed on by progressive division to
all the nuclei of the body without change in its essential character. Certain

Fig. 103.—Diploid and haploid chromoaome-groups in the sea-urchin Ecktnus microtuberculatus
(BoVEFt),

A, diploid group, tS chromosomes, polar view ot first cleavage of the fertilized egg; B, prophase
of second polar spindle, haploid group, 9 chromosomes, C, partial fertilization, sperm-nucleus at

o' i D, polar view of same, 9 chromosomes; £, polar view of metaphase-group from sperm-amphiaster
in merogony (first cleavage), 9 chromosomes

deviations from the typictil phenomena as just outlined will later be

described (pp. 75, 841).

b. Meiosis. Reduction of the Diploid Groups to Haploid. At a certain

period during the life-cycle the number of chromosomes is again reduced

to one-half; i. e., the double or diploid chromosome-groups are reduced to

single or haploid ones (Fig. 102). These numbers and other characteristics

of the chromosome-groups are thus held constant from generation to genera-

tion. This process, known as reduction or meiosis, belongs among the general

phenomena of maturation, which will form the subject of Chapter VI. At

this point we indicate only certain of its most general features.

The period at which meiosis takes place varies widely in different cases

(p. 488). In animals generally it constitutes one of the steps in the forma-

tion of the gametes themselves. In the male it takes place in the testis

during the formation of the sperms. In the female it is delayed until after

the e^ has attained its growth often until after it has left the ovary, or

even until after the sperm has entered, meiosis then being intimately as-

sociated with fertilization (p. 398). In most plants, on the other hand,
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maosis has no immediate relation either to fertilization or to gamete<forina>-

tion, but takes place long before, during the process of spore-fonnation. In

a third and much rs^er case meiosis takes place in the zygote immediately

after kaiyogamy, so that the developing zygote and all of its products are

of haploid constitution. This is known only in certain algae and a few other

Fie- 104.—Diploid and haploid chromoaoxne-gioups, A-C in the aphid Aphu tosa (Steveus),

D-F in the cca^sh Cambarm viriits (Fasten).

A, diploid group, 14-cliromosomes, metaphase of second cleavage of a parthenogehetic egg show-

ing aize-diSerences and chromosome-paiis; B, pseudo-haploid group from metapbase of first sperm-
atocyte^vision, 7 bivalent chromosomes; C, true haploid group, second spermatocyte-division,

7 single or univalent chiomoaomes.

D-F, corresponding series in a spedes having numerous chromosomes with only slight size

differences. D, dijdoid group, zoo chromosomes, from spermatogonial division; E, pseudo-haploid

group, metapbase of first ^jomatocyte 100 bivalents; F, true haploid group, second spermatocyte,

100 univalent chromoaomes.

ample forms. In all of these cases the final result is the same; the gamete-

nuclei receive a single or haploid group of chromosomes.

c. Segregation, Regrouping and Random Assortment of the Chromosomes.

Reduction is brought about by a modified form of mitosis in which the

chromosomes undergo a regrouping or segregation, the diploid group sepa-

rating into two haploid groups without undergomg division in the tisual

sraise. In the edwse of this process, as will later be shown (Chap. XII), is

also effected a regrouping of the original paternal and maternal chromo-

somes (i. e., of their individual descendants), such tliat all possible recombi-

nations of them aie delivered to the resulting gametes, in so far as this does

not alter the integrity of the group as such. This will be made clear from

the 105). If, for example, the number of chromosomes be

assuiii^^%e four, the original maternal haploid group maj be designated

as iiVC D, and the paternal group asab c d, and the ^ote receives the

AEDC abed. In maturation evoy gamete receives a grot^ of
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four duomosames, corresp>onding to the original groups, but any particular
xnember of the group may be of either maternal or paternal origin. If this
distributron follows the law of chance, i6 such combinations should result,

Recombinaiions with Independent Auortment

Fig. lOB.—Diagram applicable either to chromosomes or to hereditary factors, to show Mendelian-

segregation and independent assortment (Linkage phenomena are here left out of account.) Ma-
ternal components (chromosomes or factors) in capitals, paternal in small letters. The lupioid

number assumed to be four {cf Fig. 102).

in equal numbers, of which only two {ABCD and abed) are identical with

the original ones. The same rule holds with larger numbers.

d. Chromosomes and Mendelian Heredity. In these facts, as will be set

forth in Chapter XII, lies the explanation of the Mendelian segregation of

the factors of heredity. The history of the chromosomes in the life-cycle

runs exactly parallel to that of these factors. Like the chromosomes, the

factors or Mendelian units are single or haploid in the gametes, double or

diploid in the zygote, and its products; their redistribution and recombina-

tion in the gametes follow precisely the same course as that of the chromo-

somes.^ The critical study of these facts and a multitude of others has

removed all doubt that the chromosomes play an essential r61e in heredity.

We now proceed to a more detailed examination of the phenomena by an

examinatirm of the structure and origin of the germ-cells (Chap. IV), their

1 The phenomena of linkage are here left out of acoount.
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union in fertilization (Chap. V), and their history in maturation and re-
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CHAPTER IV

THE GAMETES

“Not bU the progeny of the primary impregnated germ-cells are required for the forma-

tion ai the body in all animals; certain of the derivative germ-cells may remain unchanged

and become included in that body which has been composed of their metamorphosed and
diversely combined or confluent brethren; so included, any derivative germ-cell may
commence and repeat the same processes of growth by imbibition and of propagation by
qxmtaneous fission as those to which itself owed its origin; followed by metamorphoses
and combinatians of the germ-masses so produced, which concur to the development of

another individual.” Richasd Owen. ‘

“The fertilized egg, accordingly, divides into cells that constitute the individual and

cdls for maintenance of the spedes.” M. Nussback.*

The structure and mode of origin of the gametes offer to the student

development and heredity a series of problems of such fundamental

interest as to have made them the object of innumerable researches on

the part of both botanists and zoologists. The difficulties of observation

which they offer have only in part been overcome; nevertheless we now
possess a fairly adequate acquaintance with the main features of the

subject.

It is probable that in their most primitive condition the gametes of both

sexes were motile and structurally alike (isogamous), as is still the case

in many of the lower existing forms. Deferring to a later point (Chap.

Vll) an account of these more primitive types, we here consider only the

higher heterogamous forms in which the gametes differ widely in form

and function, the macrogamete or ovum being a very large, quiescent cell,

udiile the microgamete or sperm is a very minute and usually motile cell,

typically provided with one or more flagella or dlia. This difference is

clearly the result of a physiological division of labor between the gametes

of the two sexes. The ovum has to supply most of the material for the

body of the embryo, and often also to provide for its protection and main-

teaaace during development. For this service it prepares by extensive

growth, accumulating a large amount of protoplasm, commonly laden with

reserve food-matter (yt^k or deutoplasm), and in many cases becoming

{grounded by membranes m other protective envelopes. During its

^PParthenogaoesis, p. s, i&k>-

3^6

' Arch. Anat., XVIU, p. iii, 1880.
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early history, therefore, the ovum is characterized by predominance of
the constructive or anabolic processes of metabolism.
The microgamete or sperm, on the other hand, makes but an insignificant

contribution to the mass of the embryo, and is relieved from the task of
providing food and protection for the embryo. Physiologically the microga-
mete shows a most striking contrast to the ovum in its active movements
and in its type of metabolism, which is characterized by the predominance
of the destructive or katabolic processes by which the energy necessary

for these movements is set free»^ When finally matured, accordingly, the

gametes of the two sexes have diverged almost to opposite extremes of

cell-differentiation; and it is not surprising that while Schwann recognized,

somewhat doubtfully, the fact that the egg is a cell, it was not until many
years afterward that his successors proved the sperm to be of the same
nature.

I. THE GAMETES OF ANIMALS

A. The Animal Ovum ^

1, General Structure

The animal egg (Figs. io6
, 107) is a cell of giant size, almost always

laden with reserve food-materials in the form of suspended drops, semi-

solid spheroids, granules, and other metaplasmic bodies which collectively

constitute the yolk or deutoplasm. To this fact the egg owes, in part, its

enormous size as compared with the sperm; and the question has even

been raised whether the egg really contains a greater quantity of “living ”

(i. e., active) protoplasm than the sperm.* In some cases, however, no

yolk can be distinguished other than the alveolar spheres of the protoplasm;-

such, for instance, are the eggs of certain sea-urchins and starfish, which

offer riassiral examples of the alveolar structure as described by Butschli.

It seems evident, therefore, that the egg does in fact contain a much greater

quantity of active protoplasm than the sjierm. Like other cells the ovum

tpuds towards a spheroidal form, and this form is commonly realized more

or less nearly; in its earlier stages, however, the oocyte is often irregular

in shnpe, and sometimes actually amoeboid. The full-grown egg is often

« The metabolic contrast between the germ-cells has been discussed in a suggestive manner by

and Thomson in their work on the Evolution of Sox. These authors regard tUs contrast as

bat a particular manifestation of a metabolic contrast characteristic of the sexes in general.

* The term ovum, or egg,' is commonly applied to the female germ-cell, whether it has undogone

the of “maturation ” «. has formed its polar bodies) or not; but strictly speaking the un-

matured ea, so long as the germinal vesicle remains intact, is still an oBcyte (p. gta)- This dis-

tinction may here be disregarded, and the following account wiU apply primarily to the fuB grown

egg before maturation has been completed.

• Of. Waldeyer, '06.
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more or less flattened at the poles, and sometimes elongated to a ellipsmd

or sdmost cylindrical form (Fig. 112). In some groups, notably in the in-

sects, the eggs of different species are of definite and characteristic shapes,

which display a remarkable diversity. The most interesting of these are

forms in which the bilateral symmetry and antero-posterior differentiation

Kg. 106.—Ovum of the cat, within the ovary, from a photograph of a preparation by Dahlgren.
(Eolaiged 23s diamcterg.) The ovum lies in the Graahan follicle within the discus prohgerus, the

tatter forming the immediate follicular investment (corona radiata) of the egg. Within the corona

ia the dear gona pellucida or egg-membrane.

of the future embryo are clearly discernible in the shape of the egg before

it has been fertilized, or even before it has left the ovary (p. 275).

Tlie eggs of some animals have been described as naked; but it is certain

that in all cases the egg is bounded by a plasma-membrane (p. 55), and

in many if not all cases also surrounded by a delicate vitelline membrane

or feriilizatian-membrane closely applied to the periphery (p. 272). This

ne is often succeeded by other envelopes, and these show a great

^of structure. In many species the egg-envelope is perforated by

liite opening or micropyle (or a group of such openings), through

which the ^)erm may enter the egg during fertilization (Figs. 113, 114);

but in many cases no micropyle can be distinguished; and others such
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as the nemertine or the sea-urchin, in which the sperm makes little use
of the micropyle, being able to perforate the envelope at any point

(p. 408).

Before maturation has taken place the nucleus of the egg is ordinarily
of great size and is commonly called by its old name of germinal vesicle

(Purkinje, 1825). During maturation the germinal vesicle breaks down
in preparation for the formation of the polocytes (p. 398), and after com-
pletion of the process the nucleus is reformed as a much smaller body, a
large part of its substance having been cast out into the cytosome. In this

form the nucleus is commonly called thtfemale pronudeus (Van Beneden), or

more simply, the egg-nucleus. The germinal vesicle commonly occupies

an eccentric position, lying nearer the upper or animal pole; but its position

is sometimes nearly central, especially in the earlier stages of the oocyte.

As the growth of the egg proceeds, the eccentricity usually increases, and
in the extreme types of telolecithal ova (such as those of elasmobranchs,

birds, or reptiles) it ultimately lies close to the periphery, sometimes ac-

tually in contact with the membrane.* Its form is typically that of a

spherical sac, surrounded by a very distinct membrane; but during the

growth of the egg it may become irregular or even amoeboid (Fig. 153),

sometimes sending forth conspicuous pseudopodia towards the source

of food (Bambeke, Korschelt).

The relative size of the germinal vesicle varies widely in different species

or groups; and this is to a certain considerable extent correlated with the

mode of nutrition of the ovum, as Jbrgenssen (’13) in particular has pointed

out. In eggs that are accompanied by nutritive nurse-cells, follicle-cells

or the like, which play an important part in elaborating food for the egg,

the germinal vesicle is often relatively small— a condition conspicuously

shown in many insects. When such accessory nutritive structures are

wanting the germinal vesicle is commonly very large, as might be expected

in view of the importance of the nucleus in nutrition. Many departures

from this rule are, however, known.

In its earliest stages the obcyte contains a pair of central bodies lying

beside the nucleus in the ooplasm, and surrounded by a rounded body com-

monly called the sphere or idiozome, about which in turn are grouped Golgi-

bodies and chondriosomes, which later, in some cases at least, scatter through

the odplasm (p. 342). The central bodies are most commonly lost to view

in later stages, though there are a few cases in which they are said to be

present at every period (e. g., in the leech Pisciola (Jorgenssen, ’13) and

at least one case {Thysanozoon)

,

in which the central body lies within the

nucleus from an early stage of the oocyte (p. 97). It is possible, ther^ore,

' Cf Harper, ’04, Loyez ’06.
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that the central bodies are always present, though often hidden among the

grtoplasmic granules or in the nucleus.

S. The Obplasm

The ot^Iasm (cytoplasm) of the full-grown egg always shows, more or

less clearly, an alveolar or pseudoalveolar structure owing to the presence

of closely crowded alveolar spheres or yolk-spheres suspended in the con-

tmuous hyaloplasm in which lie also numerous smaller granules of various

kinds. As has earlier been indicated (p. 73) we can draw no precise line

dt demarcation between the larger disperse components (alveolar spheres)

of an alveolar protoplasmic structure and the passive metaplasmic or

paiaplastic formed elements (“incluaons ”), collectively designated as

yolk or deutoplasm. In practice we are accustomed to restrict the latter

terms to bodies distinguished from alveolar spheres by their larger size

and which also differ in physical character and often in staining-reactions.^

When such differences do ijot appear, as in many echinodenns (Asterias,

Toxopneustes, Pareckinus), the egg is commonly spoken of as alecitkal or

Tif. 107.—Eggs of Denialmm prior to Fertilization.

A, in vettica] section diortly after discharge, showing intact germinal vesicle, nucleolua, and
scattered dtromosomea, pobmstion, with tipper {p. a. h.) and lower [p. a. 1.) clear areas, yolk

biwk; B, egg after disappeaiance of germinal vesicle and formation of first polar spindle. (See

also Fig. 509.)

k^nolaMat. Such eggs offer classical examples of a true alveolar struc-

ture as described by Biitschli.

The yolk is commonly more or less definitely localized, sometimes being

more omcentrated in the central region {centroiecUhal type) more fre-

quently in the vegetative hemisphere {lelolecUhal type), sometimes in

other regions {DetiUMum, Fig. 107). In such cases both types of structure

MiiMBcar in the same the “pseudalveolar " in the ydk-bearing regions,

* Cy. p, 74- See WQyon, '99.
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the “true” alveolar in the remaining; and in the latter the egg-nucleus

most commonly lies.

As a rule the egg develops a more or less definite peripheral cortical layer

(“ectoplasm,” “peri-vitelline” layer) bounded externally by the plasma-

membrane, often also by the vitelline membrane.^ Cytolo^cal observa-

tion and physiological experiment alike demonstrate the extreme impor-

tance of this layer for many of the processes of development. It is for the

most part free from yolk in the ordinary sense, but often contains specific

granules of various kinds,^ and sometimes differs in staining reaction from the

entoplasmic material. It is this layer which first reacts to the contact of

the siierm (p. 409); and during the processes of maturation, fertilization

and early development it is often the seat of streaming movements towards

particular regions of the egg by means of which some of the most important

localizing activities of the egg are manifested (p. 415)- It Itom the cor-

tical layer that the blastoderm is in large measure formed in eggs of the

extreme centrolecithal (insects) or telolecithal (birds, reptiles) types; and

from local thickenings of the same layer arise such structures as the polar

rings (Fig. 192) of leeches (Whitman, ’78, etc.) and oligochaetes (Vejdovsky,

’87), or the “polar lobe” of certain annelids and mollusks which plays so

imjmrtant a part in the development (p. 1063). In some cases, the peripheral

region of the cortical layer is radially striated and forms a ‘ zona radiata

which in some cases seems undoubtedly to constitute a vitelline membrane

(e. g.. in the eggs of fishes, Mark, ’90). In the case of Nereis (LUHe, ’rr)

proved that the zona radiata represents a radially disposed alveolar layer

of protoplasm, the alveolar contents of which are discharged, after insemina-

tion, to form a thick jelly-ens'elope investing the egg.

a. The Deutoplasm or Yolk. Owing to the presence of yolk-spheres,

chondriosoraes, Golgi-bodies, fat-drops, pigment granules, and various other

formed components, the ooplasm forms a complex system which vanes

widely in different species, and offers a difficult problem both chemically

and cytologically. It is not easy to define precisely what is meant by the

terms “yolk” or “deutoplasm”; and since the various components of the

odplasm can only be imperfectly separated for chemical analysis, statements

concerning the composition of the “yolk" apply for the most part to a

heterogeneous mixture of substances. The chemical nature of some of the

formed elements may, however, in a measure be indicated by their cytolog-

ical characters, e. g., in the case of fat-drops, glycogen, or chwndnosomes.

With the grouping of the yolk in the egg we are here only indirectly con-

. This layw U not to be conlused with the stvcaUed hyaline or ectoplasmic layer which first appeaa

after fertilieaUon. Seep. 413*

* For review of this subject ace Luue,
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cemed. It is a very importamt fact that this grouping, as seen at the

time deavage begins, must be regarded as a secondary character of the egg

resulting from processes of segregation that take place earlier or later during

the growth-period, though often completed only at the time of maturation

and fertilization (p. 1096). Apart from the general distribution of the yolk

more specialized groupings are often seen, some of them of much interest

to the student of development. An example of these is offered by the strati-

fication or layered condition found in birds, elasmobranchs and reptiles,

where two kinds of yolk (in the hen’s egg known as the white and the yellow)

occur in alternating and approximately concentric layers. Riddle (’n)

has produced evidence that in the hen’s egg this is an expression of the daily

growth of the egg, one pair of layers being produced each day, including a

white one laid down during the poorer nutritive conditions prevailing during

the later hours of the night, and a yellow one during the remaining part of

the day.

When analyzed chemically m masse the yolk of the hen’s egg is found to

consist of water and solid matter in nearly equal parts ' and contains various

inorganic salts of sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, phosphorus

and silica. Of the solids about 23% are fat, xi% lecithin and other phos-

pholipins, 16% protein and 1.5% cholesterol, while the inorganic salts

form about 3% (less according to some authorities). The protein consists

largely of ovo-vitellin, a compound phospho-protein resembling the nucleo-

proteins, but differing from them in that the acid component is stated to

be not true nucleic acid,^ though like the latter it is an organic acid rich in

pho^horus. Carbohydrates seem to be nearly absent from the hen’s

yolk, but in some eggs are present in considerable quantity in the form of

glycogen (insects). The yolk of the hen’s egg contains, in addition to the

foregoing, a small quantity of “hasmatogen,” an iron-containing compound

resembling “nuclein,” and supposed to be the mother-substance of htemo-

globin.

The yolk is thus seen to contain the principal foodstuffs required by the

devel<^ing embryo.* To a certain limited extent these are sometimes

morphologically recognizable. Many eggs, for example, contain fat-drops

easily recognizable as such (Fig. 470), and in such cases, owing to their

lightness, they may determine the position of the egg with respect to gravity

(p. 1016). Glycogen occurs in many eggs (Ascaris, insects) in the form of

granules or irregular bodies recognizable by their staining reactions (Kem-

nitz, ’12, Brammertz, ’rj). The ordinary yolk-spheres are probably largely

’ For a general account of the chetnutry of the ydlt see Mathews ('15).

* Since it yidda no purine bases; c/. p. 643.
* lUddle (’14-17) has ma^ an interesting attempt to show that in mammals and birds the male-

l^tMtxiucing and female-pradudng eggs show recognizable chemical differences. C/. p. 807.
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proteid in nature but undoubtedly contain in many cases lipoids and other
substances that may not be recognizable as such by the eye; they are typi-

cally spheroidal but in some cases they are oval, ellipsoidal bodies (Amphibia)
or even flattened and plate-like (elasmobranchs). The meaning of these

variations is little understood, as are also their variations in physical charac-

ters and staining-reactions. In physical consistency they vary from viscous

liquid drops to almost solid bodies; and they likewise vary widely in per-

meability to light, in specific gravity (p. 262) and in staining reactions.

They are often intensely basophilic but may be oxyphilic in various de-

grees. In general, however, it may be stated that by the ensemble of their

staining reactions they may as a rule be readily distinguished from the mito-

chondria and Golgi-bodies (with which they are often intermingled) and

also from the fat-drops.^ It is an interesting fact that in Patella, according

to Gatenby, many of the Golgi-bodies (in the form of crescentic rodlets)

are attached to yolk-spheres.

b. Pigment. Many ova are more or less colored, sometimes in definite

patterns—a fact of much practical importance for studies on the early stages

of development (pp. 1016, 1094). In some cases the pigment appears to be

diffuse, and perhaps has its seat in the hyaloplasm (e. g., in Myzostoma,

p. 1096). More commonly it is borne by formed elements, sometimes by

the yolk-spheres or alveolar spheres but most often by smaller granules,

as in the eggs of frogs, ascidians, ophiuroids or sea-urchins. A striking

case is offered in the eggs of Ophiura, in which the yolk-spheres vary from

reddish brown to olivaceous, while the “microsomes” scattered between

them are clear lemon-yellow, offering a striking picture (Wilson, ’99). In

the ascidian Styela {Cynthia) Duesberg (’15) has proved that the yellow

pigment-granules show the characteristic staining-reactions of mitochondria

and probably arise by transformation of the latter.

The distribution of pigment in the egg often follows a definite pattern

correlated with the promorphological characters of the egg, and thus offers

a valuable means of embryological observation (Figs. 512 ,
524). It is usually

most abundant in the cortical layer of the egg, and sometimes confined

to it {Styda, Paracentrolus), but may also be scattered through the

ooplasm {Arhacia). The pigment pattern sometimes appears early in the

ovarian life of the egg. In other cases the pigment takes on a definite pat-

tern by a sudden localizing activity at the time of maturation or fertilization.

Striking examples of this are offered by the eggs of the sea-urchin Para-

centrotus lividus or the ascidian Styda partita (p. 1094). It is an interesting

fact, of unknown meaning, that in some cases the pigment-granules show

a marked tendency to collect about the nuclei of the segmenting egg,

> A comparative review of these reactions is given by Gatenby (’jo).
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c. Chondriosomes and other Formed Elements. Besides the larger formed

components the odplasm alwa>'s contains numerous small granules de-

scribed as “microsomes,” which graduate in size down to the limits of

microscr^ical vision; ^ often also fibrilhe or rod-shaped elements lying be-

tween the yolk-spheres. Most of these bodies are basophilic in various

degrees and by some authors have actually been described as “ cytoplasmic

chromatin” (p. 724) but much confusion still esdsts concerning their real

nature. By a considerable number of observers (Goldschmidt, Popoff,

etc.) these granules, or many of them, were believed to be chromidia emitted

from the nucleus, as such or in the form of larger bodies that subsequently

fragment. Meves, Duesberg, Faure-Fremiet and a large group of other

observers have however shown clearly that both the rod-like or fibrillar

formations * and many of the granules (especially those of larger size) are

chondriosomes. On the other hand, Schaxel has endeavored, in a series

of careful studies, to show that both views are correct, both chromidia and

chondriosomes being present in the ooplasm (p. 703). How dubious is

the evidence based on the staining-reactions is strikingly shown by studies

on Chcetopterus by F. R. Lillie ‘(’06),* who himself seems to favor the view

that microsomes are in large measure “ chromatin particles.” Lillie found

that although the cytomicrosomes are strongly basophilic those of nuclear

origin are purely oxyphilic until their liberation from the germinal vesicle

(at the time of maturation) when they generally become basophilic. In

smne cases certain of the odplasmic granules have recently been identified

as scattered Golgi-bodies which at an earlier period of the oocyte are ag-

gr^ted about the central bodies of the idiozome (p. 345).^

In addition to the foregoing the ovum often contains other components

of doubtful character, whose relation to those already enumerated is not

very clearly determined. Among these may be mentioned the so-called

“archiplasm,” in the form of irregular clumps of finely granular material,

which may be (hfierentiated from the remainder of the cytoplasm by certain

staining-reactions (p. 723). Of similarly vague meaning is the term “er-

gastc^lasm,” originally applied by Gamier and Bouin to the basophilic

fibrillar formations in certain typ)es of cells, especially in the gland-cells,

and subsequently much extended in meaning by Prenant and other writers

so as to designate collectively many differentiated cytoplasmic substances

of basophilic staining capacity, including the chondriosomes (p. 724). This

* See Wilson, 'go.

* This does not apply to the general reticulum described in the eggs of echinodenna and other

fotias by Retziiia srbo considers this structuTe to be typical of protoplasm generally. Reasons for

doabdag this ate |Eiven at p. 70.

* Tbfa WMit oonwns a v^uable study of the various types of granules in the egg.

• '* See eqiecjally Hirxhlor, ’18, Gatenby, 'so, etc.
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tenn has recently been resuscitated by Jorgenssen (’13), Buchner (’15),
Gajewska ( 20), and some others, as a non-committal term applied to
strongly basophilic cytoplasmic material, in the form of irregular docculent
masses, resistant to peptic digestion, and not clearly to be identified, or
of a perinuclear ring.' It is now dear, as will later appear, that the latter

is equivalent to the “pallial” or “vitellogeneous” substance, known to

consist largely of chondriosomes, but also containing Golgi-bodies, and in

some cases perhaps extruded nucleolar fragments (p. 34,0). The term
ergastoplasm thus seems to be of very questionable utility.

Two other formed elements of doubtful character, known only in the

insects, may here be mentioned. One of these includes the so-called ac-

cessory or secondary nuclei, found in the oocytes of several orders of in-

sects, especially the Hymenoptera (p. 347). A second and even more
remarkable component of the ooplasm, likewise known only in certain

insects, are rod-like or rounded bodies, sometimes present in great numbers,

and variously known as “ bacterioids,” or “intracellular symbionts.” In

the ova of certain Hymenoptera (ants), Orthoptera (cockroaches) and Lep-

idoptera, and in some aphids, they are rod-like in form and divide by
fission. In those of aphids, coccids, and some other insects they are more

or less rounded and yeast-like, and like yeasts multiply by a process of

budding. Blochmann (’84, ’87), who first observed the bacterioid form (in

Camponotus, Formica, Blatta and Periplaneta) ^ found that in their earlier

stages the oocytes are free from these bodies but are later infected with

them from the surrounding cells. He therefore concluded that they are

bacteria-like organisms that live symbiotically in the oocyte and in many

of the somatic cells derived from it, and this has been confirmed by many

later observers who have also found the same to be true of the yeast-like

symbionts of other insects. Both the bacteroid and the yeast-like forms

are said to have been successfully cultivated in artificial cultures outside

the body of the host, * and many different genera and species of them have

been described.

It wmg probable that in some species the presence of these intracellular

fungi is due to accidental infection; but in many cases, they are invariably

present as a characteristic feature of the species, the association between

host and symbiont having apparently become permanent if not obligatory.

A remarkable feature of such cases is that in some of them the egg is pro-

vided with special structural features which seem expressly designed to

provide for its infection by sinnbionts from the surrounding tissue-cells.

iSee jargwjMen, '13. ... • r, u . • . .v •

•A fun historical treatment of the subject is given m Buchner’s interesting paper on the

cdluiar symbionts of Hemiptera (’u).
, , o « « ^

* (’89), Mercier (’06, ’07). Pierantmii ( 10). Sole [ ro).
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In the aphids this structure, which has long been known, is developed from

a group of infected follicle-cells, always at the posterior pole of the oScyte.

TTiese cells (mycetoc3^es) constitute the “mycetoma,” long ago described

by Huxley (1858) as the pseudo-vikUus, and they appear to be the sole

means by 'vdiich the egg is infected. Concerning the physiological rela-

tions between symbionts and host, nothing definite is yet known.

3. The Egg-nucleus or Germinal Vesicle

Owing to the great size of the germinal vesicle the nuclear phenomena

here appear on a large scale and in spectacular fashion, but they are com-

ng. 108.—Germinal vesicles oi growing ovarian eggs of the pelecypod, Unio (A-D), and the

spider, Bpeira (E-P) (Obst).

A, youngest stage with single (principal) nucleolus; B, older egg, showing accessory nucleolus

attadied to the principal; C, the two nucleoli separated; D, much older stage, showing the two

nucletdi united; £, germinal vesicle of Epeira, showing one accessory nucleolus attached to the

principal, and one free; P, later stage; several accessory nucleoli attached to the principal.

pluatted the fact that we are dealing with a nucleus during a period not

alone^ intense constructive activity and growth but also of meiosis or the

reduction of the chromosomes. In this re^ct the nttcleus of the animal
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ovum offers a much more intricate problem than that of plants, where in

general the meiotic phenomena take place at another period of the life-

history (p. 489). The structure of the germinal vesicle in the full-grown

egg can therefore only be understood in the light of its earlier history. At
this point we limit our consideration, so far as practicable, to the germinal
vesicle at or near the time of its full maturity.

The germinal vesicle offers many of the same features seen on a smaller

scale in the nuclei of the tissue-cells in their “resting ” or vegetative con-

dition; but in most cases shows also certain characters of a prophase-nucleus.

Its structural details in the full-grown egg vary widely; we may usually

distinguish, as in the somatic nuclei, a nuclear framework in the form of a

fine network or alveolar structure, a well-defined nuclear wall or membrane,

and one or more conspicuous nucleoli (the “germinal spots ” of early ob-

servers); but in many ova, as they approach maturity, the nucleoli are

already in course of disappearance.

a. The Chromosomes and the Nuclear Framework. The general framework

of the germinal vesicle is commonly but slightly basophilic and may even

be purely oxyphilic; but in this respect wide differences exist between

different species. In all cases, the full-grown germinal vesicle when ready

for the final stages of maturation contains the formed chromosomes (bi-

valents or tetrads) now more or less strongly basophilic and preparing to

pass through the final prophases of the meiotic divisions (p. 546). In

many cases, particularly in the case of relatively small eggs, they are scat-

tered irregularly through the germinal vesicle or around its periphery,

sharply marked off from both the framework in which they are suspended

and from the nucleolus or nucleoli. This condition, widely prevalent among

invertebrates, is exemplified in the annelids (Fig. 199), mollusks (Figs,

lo?) 239) or teleosts (Fig. 162).

In other cases, as the germinal vesicle approaches its full term, the chro-

mosomes show a tendency to aggregate in a definite group, suspended

in the framework, and often lying near the center of the nucleus. This

condition is commonly seen in the large eggs of vertebrates, such as the

birds, reptiles, and in lesser degree the amphibians and fishes. In some

cases they tend to aggregate in the immediate vicinity of the nucleolus,

with which they may come into such intimate relation as to seem actually

to arise from it. An example of this is seen in the echinoderms,‘ where

a number of observers have described a nucleolar origin of the chromo-

somes, wholly or in part, while others have found only a close association

between the two (Buchner, ’n). It seems, however, to be well esUblished

* E. g., R. Hwtwig (’«6). Wilson (’oi), Hartmann (’os), GUnther (’03), Jordan (’07). See also

ConkUn (’os), Lillie (’06).

’
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that in some cases the central aggregation oi the chromosomes may go

so far as to ^ve rise to a more or less cmnpact and nucleolus-like body which

in its more extreme forms may fairly be called a kaiyo^here (p. 93).

This condition seems almost to be reached in some of the vertebrates (Loyez^

’06), where many gradations exist in the concentration of the chromosome-

groups, the process reaching a maximum in certain of the birds and rep-

tiles (Fig. 1 10).^ In such cases the chromosomes, though much reduced

in size and closely crowded together, do not differ very markedly from those

of the elasmobranch or reptilian egg just before the polar mitoses, when

n«. lOQ.—^Fonnation of kaiyotphete in germinal vesicle of the leech, Nephtlis Qosoekssen).

A, eariy post-synaptic spireme; B, beginning of concentration; C, D, later stages, showing am-
iddnadei; £, fully formed katyosphere (i) and one amphinucleolus (n).

th^ are likewise very small and closely crowded, though not actually fonn-

ing a kaiyosphere (Fig. no).® On the other hand, in a few of the inverte-

brates the chromDsomes become so closely aggregated as to form a true

kaiyosphere (Fig. 109) hardly to be distinguished from those that are

sometimes found in the spermatocytes of insects and myriapods (Fig. 37).

lastly it may be noted that the extent of the general nuclear framework

as compared with that of the chromosomes also varies very widely. In

some cases (e. g., in certain platodes) ® the chromosOTies constitute the

main bulk of the tmdear substance with only a relatively sparse amount

* By toiDe writers this has been characterized as a second contraction-figure (synizesis or "iQrnap-

aii." See VeJArvskt ’jz).

* £. in the dragan-By (McCiU, ’06), in the peleqrpod Cwmfngea (Jordan, ’10) and the leech

Ifepkelis (JOnttniien, kAj,

•Cf. GeW ('zi 'zzj.
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of framework. More commonly the framework constitutes the major
part of the nucleus, the chromosomes being reduced to relatively small
bodies suspended in it, while in extreme cases, represented by the large

ova of elasmobranchs, amphibians, birds or reptiles, the chromosomes at

the end of the growth-period constitute but a minute fraction of the nu-

clear substance. These different conditions are a consequence of the var

rying degrees in which the germinal vesicle returns towards the condition

of a resting or vegetative nucleus. In the course of this process the chro-

mosomes assume a more or less net-like condition and in extreme cases

may even temporarily disappear from view altogether, as in an ordinary

tissue-cell. In all cases, however, the germinal vesicle always retains a

spireme-like character during a considerable part of the growth-period and
sometimes throughout the whole of it; and even when this character seems

to be wholly lost, the ensuing changes demonstrate that the germinal

vesicle has undergone a far-reaching change in the earlier stages that stamps

it with a type of organization widely different from that of a tissue-cell

owing to the synaptic conjugation of the chromosomes. This was long

since recognized by Ruckert,^ and all subsequent studies have shown that

his conclusion was fundamentally correct in substance if not precisely

in form.

c. The Nucleoli. The diversity of conditions shown by the nucleoli is

as striking as that of the nuclear framework and the chromosomes. In

the very yoiuig oocytes the nucleolus is almost always single; and this

condition may persist during the whole growth-period of the egg. In many

cases, however, additional nucleoli appear, being sometimes numbered by

hundreds (Fig. in). As was long since recognized by Haecker (’95, ’99,

etc.) the nucleolus commonly remains single in relatively small eggs while

it is usually multiple in large eggs heavily laden with yolk. The former con-

dition (“ediinoderm type” of Haecker) is of rather wide occurrence among

invertebrates (various coelenterates, echinoderms, platodes, annelids,

mollusks, etc.) and appears also in many insects (Fig. in) and in some of

the chordates (tunicates, Amphioxus, Bdellostoma, mammals). Multiple

nucleoli (“vertebrate type” of Haecker) occur with few exceptions in the

ynllf-larlpo eggs of elasmobranchs and other ffshes, amphibians, birds

and reptiles
;
also in some arthropods. Conspicuous exceptions to Haecker s

ryl0 are, however, known, and nearly related forms sometimes differ mark-

edly in this respect, but the meaning of these variations is not yet clear.®

the nucleoli of tissue-cells, those of the germinal vesicle may be

‘ "The germlMl vesicle is to be regarded as a daughter-spi^e of the oBgonium grown to enor-

mous dimensions, with its chromosomes double and arranged in pairs ( 92, a, p. 51)-

*Sw Jbrgenssen, ’u-
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either bast^thilic, oxyphilic or of intermediate character; and in many
cases both extremes coexist in the same germinal vesicle, often being united

to form amphinucleoli (p. 94). Most conunonly the nucleoli are strongly

basophilic, smd are often markedly resistant to hydrochloric-peptic diges-

tion (2Sadiarias, Jhrgenssen). In these respects they show a remarkable

contrast to the general oxyphilic framework and often also to the chromo-

somes, during the middle growth-p>eriod of the egg (p. 351), a contrast

Fig. 110.—The germinal vesicle in reptiles (Loyez).

(A-C, Angitis, D, E, Ljicerla) A and B, successive stages m the centnpetal movement of the

chromosomes, C, shortly before maturation, chromosomes very small, crowded at center and sur-

nmaded by nucleoli, D, portions of full grown germmal vesicle, with chromosomes massed at center,

sunotmded by nucleolm fragments, E, entire gennmal vesicle, less magnified, showing massed

chromosomes.

heightened by the fact that these nucleoli are typically spheroidal in form

and sharply marked off from the framework in which they are suspended.

These nucleoli often appear perfectly homogeneous; frequently, however,

especially in the later stages of the uninucleolar type, they become more or

less vacuolated, showing a large central vacuole or numerous smaller

<mes scattered through their substance. At the same time they often

become less strongly basophilic and less resistant to hydrochloric-peptic

digestion (Jdrgenssen). In the eggs of many invertebrates, after double-

staining with basic and acidic dyes, two nucleolar substances are often

differentiated, one strongly basophilic and resistant to pepsin-hydrochloric

digestifm, the other slightly basophilic or even oxyphilic and readily di-
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gestible. These substances have the same general character as those which
in other species appear in the form of separate oxyphilic and basophilic
nucleoli, or of two such nucleoli closely apposed to form an amphinucleolus

Fig. Ill .—The germinal vesicle during the growth-period of tracheates Gorgenssen),

A-E, progressive stages of the myriapod Scohpendra, showing multiplication of basichromatic

nucleoli, chromosomes invisible as such, F-II, the cockroach Blatta, with single basichromatic

nucleolus and oxychromatic chromosomes, /, J, the mole-cricket GryUolalpa^ oxychromatic chro-

mosomes, basichromatic nucleoli

(p. 270). The latter condition is common in annelids, mollusks, arthropods

and other invertebrates (Fig. 108). Such amphinucleoli are commonly

single, but in a few cases {Patella reerulea), many are present in the same

nucleus 06rgenssen, ’13b). In cases of this type both substances are oftra
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united in a nucleolus that is externally single

but shows internally an oxyphilic basis in

which are imbedded a number of sharply

differentiated, rounded, elongate or cap-like

basophilic bodies. The changes of staining

reaction, and remarkable structural trans-

formations of the nucleoli diuing the growth

of the odcyte will be later considered (p. 353).

4. The Egg-envelopes

Following Ludwig (’74) it is convenient

to class the egg-envelopes as primary, formed

by the egg itself, secondary, formed by the

follide-cells immediately surrounding the

egg, and tertiary, formed by the oviduct or

other maternal structures not immediately

connected with the egg.

(i) The primary or “vitelline” envelopes

include at least three types of structures,

namely: (i), the jertilizaiionrmembrane, or

vitdline membrane (p. 258), commonly struc-

tureless and very delicate; (2) a thicker and

more conspicuous envelope, sometimes show-

ing a pronounced radial striation and in

such cases called the zona radiata; (3) a

fe.ngTt.«iinai tec^a of the egg “'^^h thickcr, structUTcless jelly surrounding

of a fiy (Musca), sbovaig axes of the the egg. Of these the fertilization-membrane
bflftteral snd tfae membranes tv i • a ^ « i

(tnm Ko^zlt and Heide*, after the most consUnt and is probably always

HEnnoHo and Blochh^). present though often difficult to see before

fertilization (p. 41 1). At the instant of fer-

fiat idde ^ the egg is the dorsal, the tilization this membrane suddenly separates

Tte f™™ egg, often to a considerable dis-

deutopiaam (imaU dreies) lies in the tance, thus affording a ready means of deter-

mining when the egg is fertilized. Thismem-
oatcr lM»vy line is the chorkm, the brane was formerly supposed to be formed

""ly « <!>' «t f«tin»ttai but it u
mioofiyle, from which exudes a mass now certain that in many cases it is present
of jelly-like mibstance. ^
The zona radu^ of the vertebrate ovum, conspicuously shown in the

fidies, is a thick and often double membrane traversed by fine radial canals

through which in many cases fine protoplasmic bridge are said to pass
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from the follicle-cells into the cortical protoplasm of the e^ (Fig. 156).
By some observers this has been supposed to be a product of the surround-
ing granulosa or follicle-cells, but the evidence seems decisive that in certain
cases, at least, the zona radiata is formed by the egg itself,^

In many cases this layer has been called a “chorion but it is doubtful
whether this term can properly be applied to it. In the egg of the annelid
Nereis the recent studies of F. R. Lillie demonstrate that the so-called

zona radiata is formed by the closely crowded, palisade-like cortical al-

veoli; and that upon fertilization the clear contents of these are discharged

to the exterior through the vitelline membrane and swell up in the water
to form a thick layer of jelly by which the egg is surrounded.

(2) The secondary envelope is a product of the follicle-cells surrounding

the ovum and hence is a purely maternal product. This membrane, typ-

ically- seen in the insect-egg (Fig. 112), is the chorion. Owing to its

mode of formation it is comparable to a cuticular membrane, and like the

latter is often composed of a hard substance related to chitin, which forms

a solid and almost impervious outer protection to the egg (insects). It

is often marked by a more or less complicated pattern, determined by the

activities of the surrounding follicle-cells, which commonly appears in the

form of polygonal areas, often complicated by the formation of spines and

other characteristic forms of sculpturing.*

Both the primary and the secondary envelopes are in some groups per-

forated by a micropyle, or a group of them, most commonly at or near one

pole of the egg. In echinoderms, in-

sects, cephalopods and fishes the mi-

cropyle is near the upper pole (Figs.

113, 512) while in other mollusks and

nemertines it b near the lower pole.

When single the micropyle sometimes

is in a deep infolding of the membrane

or micropylar canal (Fig. 114)- When

several micropyles are present they

are usually grouped at the anterior

end, sometimes at some distance from

the original pole of the e^, sometimes

in a circle surrounding a pit-like micropyle-field. In other cases, a ring of mi-

cropyles seems to surround the egg some distance below the anterior end.

A good example of this is seen in Metapodius (Fig. 485), though the nature

of the 40-50 “micropyles” is here not certain. It is possible that the ptes-

m

Fig. 113.—Upper pole of the egg of Argo-

nauta (Ussow).

The egg is surrounded by a very thidr mem-
brane, perforated at m by the funnel-shaped

micropyle; below the latter lies the egg-nucleus

in the peri-vitelline layer of protoplasm; p. J.,

the polar bodies.

' See especially Eigenmann (’go), Mark ( go).

• For a fuller account see Korschelt and Heider ( oj) and literature there dted.
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enoe of several or many micropyles in the insect egg may be correlated

with the fact that in these animals several sperms normally enter the egg,

though only one of them actually fertilizes it. In some cases, perhaps

always, the position of the micrqjyle marks the point at which the obcyte

is attached to the ovarian wall during the period of its growth (p. 1023).

(3) The tertiary envelopes include a great variety of protective and

nutritive structures. Some are formed as secretions of the walls of the

oviduct or uterus, or of special glands connected with them. Examples

of these are the albiunin, shell-membrane, and shell of birds and reptiles; the

egg-capsules of the selachians, chimaeroids, mollusks and platodes; or

Fig. 114.—The micropyle in the egg of the ganoid Lepidosteus (Mark).

A, ndial section through micropyle (m) at bottom of the micropylar funnel, traversing the outer

villoiu layer anch inner zona radiata of envelope; both these layers are believer! to be products of

the egg itself, hence “vitelline ’’membranes; at p is the anastral polar spindle; B, transverse section

through the funnel, and C through the micropylar canal. '
.

the gelatinous mass investing the ova of various fishes, amphibians, and

moUu^. Other tertiary envelopes are secreted by the external surface

of the body, such as the protective capsules and nutritive fluids of the leeches

and earthworms and a variety of other structures.

The tertiary envelopes are highly characteristic of different groups and

spedes, and sometimes assume a definite form that may in some degree

foreshadow that of the future embryo. A remarkable example of this is

(^ered by the fi§h Chimara^ which produces an egg-capsule (f'ig. 115)

of elongate form, showing a perfect bilatersd s}nmmetry, dorso-ventral

differentiation and antero-posterior differentiation that accurately corre^

5p<md to those of the future embiyo. This is of much interest because

the general shape of the capsule does not correspond to that of the egg

(which is elongate ovoid), but to that of the developed embryo, having an

enlarged anterior region in which the head and body came to lie and a

long postmor portion for the recqjtion of the tail. The capsule is, there-

‘ See Dean, '*>$, ’04, '06.
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Jr T ^ to ^ developed fram

This^nLl
independent product of the waU of the oviduct.T^ capsde hke the insect egg (p. 1020) is definitely oriented in the oviduct,

ytng wi^ Its la^CT (anterior) end turned backwards; and at this end the
capsule IS provided with a valvular opening through which the embryo
makes its escape. How this striking adjustment between embryo and
capsu e s come into existence forms an interesting puzzle of adaptation.

6. Promorphological Features of the Ovum ‘

The animal egg always shows in greater or less degree certain features
that foreshadow general characters of the future embryo and adult and for

rig. 116 .—Egg-capsule, egg and embryo in the chinueroid 6sh Chinutra coUUi (Dean).

A, egg-capsule in dorsal view; B, the same in lateral view, with open valve after escape of the
young fish; C, D, £, successive stages in dorsal view, after removal of portion of capsule-wall to
show the egg and embryo; C, e, the egg, “late blastula”; £, young Chimara nearly retidy to hatch.

this reason are spoken of as promorphological. The most important ot them
are as follows:

a. Polarity, probably of universal occurrence in the ova of animals,

though not always clearly evident to the eye before the egg begins its de-

velopment. Its fundamental nature is unknown; but it is made evident

* A further account of this subject is given at p. 1014.
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in aumy -mys. Ctaie of its most constant manifestations is the fcmnation

erf the polar bodies or polocytes at the so-called upper pole, and tl» corre-

lated fact that before these bodies have been formed the egg-nudeus or

germinal veside often lies excenttically towards this pole. In correlation

with the axis thus marked out the egg very often shows a polarized or

stratified disposition of its cytoplasmic components, such as the granules,

yolk, and pigment. In many cases these components show differences

of specific gravity; and when they are symmetrically grouped with respect

to the egg-axis, as often happens, the egg floats in a constant position with

the axis vertical and one or the other pole turned upward. In the telo-

^ lethical eggs of many vertebrates, for example, the yolk

is relatively heavy, and being more abundant in the

vegetative hemisphere causes the egg to float with this

hemisphere turned downwards (elasmobranchs, frogs,

y
rqitiles, birds)—whence the terms “lower” and “upper”

poles, as used by the early embryologists, and often

still employed. In other cases fat-drops are present,

ctfflimonly in "the “lower” hemisphere, and thus cause

this hemisphere to be turned upwards and the “upper”

^ hemisphere downwards (commonly in pelagic annelid-

Jl«. U«.-Schem»t- esss, fish-eggs, etc.). In many eggs, however, no per-

Ic croBs-iection of ^ ceptible difference of specific gravity exists, the egg

floating indifferently in any posiUon. Polarity is often

distribution of yolk shown also by the form of the egg and its envelopes,
(Blochmann).

position of the micropyle or micropyles

(when such are present) which are often situated at or near one of the

poles, or sometimes symmetrically grouped around it.

The polarity of the egg shows a definite relation to the formation of the

future body, the outer germ-layer or ectoblast being formed in a general

way from the so-called upper hemisphere, at the pole of which the polar

bodies are fonned, while the inner germ-layer or entoblast is fomed in

the lower hemisphere (p. 1014).

b. BUateralUy. In the eggs of some bilateral animals the egg is bilater-

ally symmetrical in form, and sometimes also in the grouping of its cyto-

plasmic components, thus foreshadowing the form of the future embryo.

Remarkable examples of this are offered by the eggs of insects and of

c^hah^xxls (Figs. 116, 484) in whidt all the future axes of the body are

often dearly distinguidiable in the egg before it has been fertilized and even

before it has beea laid (insects). It was su^ested by Van Beneden that the

^;s of all bilateral animals may also be bilateral; but there is little evidence

to support this. Both polarity and Iniaterality were assumed by Driesch
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and Boveri to be referable to the properties of minute partides of which

the obplasm were assumed to consist (p. no); but tlus is quite hypo-

thetical.

c. Sexual Dimorphism. From the genetic evidence on birds and Lepi-

doptera we are led to infer the existence in these groups of a sexual

dimorphism of the eggs in respect to their nuclear constitution analogous

to that known to exist in the sperms (p. 748). Such, a dimorphism

has, in fact, been demonstrated in certain of the Lepidoptera by Seiler,

who shows in several species that maturation causes the production’

of two kinds of eggs, one of which receives one chromosome more than

conuining large (femaJe-producing) arid small (male-producing) eggs; B cross-

sectio^f female individual, showing the two kinds of eggs in the ovary, C. D. small male-producmg

eggs, two stages of fertilization; E, similar stage of the female-producing egg

e, egg nucleus; j (sperm-nucleub).

the other, and gives rise to males (p. 784). Externally these two types of

eggs show no visible structural differences, so far as known, and hei»^ can

hardly be considered as examples of promorphology in the egg. Not to

be confused with these cases is a visible sexual dimorphism or dimegaly m

certain animals, the eggs beingof two sixes, the larger ones produangto^es,

the smaller males; and this is a case of true promoiphol^, smce it^
shadows a corresponding size-difference between the adult s^es. This

condition is known with certainty in only a few cases (rotifers, phylloxerans,

Dinopkilus (Fig. 1 17: see also p. 806).
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B. The Animae Speku

Introductory

The sperms of different species of animals exhibit remarkable differences

<rf size, form and structure, nearly related species often differing characteris-

tically in this respect. Many of these variations seem to be of little or no

ph3^ological significance; and beneath the structural diversity of the

^rms exists a f\m.damental common plan of organization.

Most commonly the animal sperm is a motile, flagellate cell, though

non-flagellate forms occur in several groups of invertebrates. In its more

typical form the flAgellate sperm is a greatly elongated cell which commonly
shows two principal parts known as the kead and the flagellum or tail, be-

tween which is often seen a third region called the middle-piece or con-

necting-piece. In most cases the sperm swims actively by the whip-like

lashings of the flagellum, usually in a more or less spiral course and with

the head directed forwards. In some animals the tail bears a longitudinal

fin-like membrane, and in the urodele amphibia the sperm, here relatively

very large, moves very slowly by the undulations of this structure. The

middle-piece is extremely variable, being sometimes hardly distinguish-

able from the flagellum (of which it then obviously forms the anterior

part), as in mammals; in other cases it is apparently wanting (insects),

while in still others it appears sharply distinct from the flagellum, both

in structure and in mode of origin (salamanders, echinoderms, fishes,

etc). It is now evident that the name middle-piece or connecting-piece

has been applied to a number of quite different structures between which

no exact homology exists; but if this be clearly understood no harm is

done by employing the word as a convenient descriptive term. As will

be seen, the middle-piece often forms a considerable part of the flagellum

(mammals, birds, reptiles) or even its major part (urodeles, some gastero-

poda).

Sperms of this general type are foxmd in all the main groups of animals

from the ^)onges and coelenterates up to man, showing many modifications,

of which the most complicated, perhaps, occur among the amphibians,

birds and mammals. Atypical forms of flagellate sperms occur in certain

Turbellaria (rhabdocodes), Bryozoa, myriapods and some Crustacea,

notably the barnacles, oqjepods, ostracodes, isopods and schizopods and

in a few insects. In a few of the rhabdocoeles (e. g., Procerodes, Fig. 127)

two sqMxate flagdla are present, attached at an acute angle near one ex-

tremis of the eUmgate head, so as strongly to recall the sperm-cells of

lower pinnt|^ Biflagellate sperms are, however, of great rarity among ani-

wiala Mie as abnormalities. Sperms of the flagellate type are closely
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paralleled in both form and structure by the vegetative forms of certain
flagellates, in particular by species of Leptomonas {HerpetomofKts) (Fig.

286) and related forms.

Non-flagellate sperms occur only in the nematodes, the chilognathous
myriapods, the Crustacea (Cladocera, Decapoda), and a few arachnids

(mites). In some of these cases the sperms appear to be non-motile; but

as a rule they perform slow movements, either by amoeboid changes or

by the operation of spine-like processes (decapods). Some of these sperms

are of strange forms and complicated structure (Figs. 128, 129), but the study •

of their development shows (as Koltzolf has demonstrated) that they are

constructed upon the same fundamental plan as the flagellate forms. It

is almost certain, therefore, that non-flagellate sperms have arisen second-

arily from those of flagellate type, a conclusion borne out by the fact that

the latter alone are found in the lowest Metazoa (sponges, ccelenterates),

while flagellated microgametes are common in the Protista and in lower

metaphytes.

1. Structure of the Flagellate Sperm

General Outline

In considering the structure of the mature sperm we encounter many
difficulties of terminology; for it displays so great a diversity of form and

structuie in different species and groups that its morphology can only

be understood through a study of its development. An account of the

formation of the sperm in detail will be given later (p. 356) ;
but our account

of the mature sperm will be facilitated by mention of the following main

facts. The sperms arise by differentiation of cells known as spermatids

(Figs. 166-171, etc.), which have a well-developed cytoplasmic ceU-body

containing a nucleus, one or two centrioles, mitochondrial formations, and

Golgi-bodies. The centrioles at first lie dose together near the periphery

of the cell, with one nearer the nucleus, the other nearer the periphery

(Fig. 167); the former is then designated as the inner or proximal, the other

as the distal. All these structures take part in the formation of the sperm,

but a considerable amount of “residual protoplasm” is ultimately cast

off. The centrioles take an important part in the formation of the flagellum,

the distal one playing the part of a blepharoplast from which the axial

filament of the tail grows forth.

The conventional grouping of the sperm-structures into head, middle-

piece and tail, as shjwn at the left, below, is based on merely superficial

characters. A more careful study, which takes into account the develop-

ment of the sperm, shows that in many cases each of these parts typically

consists of two regions, as in the middle column.
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A. Head.

B. Middle-

piece

C. Tail or

Flagellum.

1. Acrosome or Apical Body.

2. Nucleus.

3. Neck.

4. Middle-piece or Con-

necting-piece.

5. Main-piece

(pars principalis).

6. End-piece.

A. Head

B. Neck

C. Tail OT

Flagellum.

AxUtFUiinait

-IkUEincUp*

Some writers («. g., Waldeyer, Retzius) prefer to group these regions

. somewhat differently, as in the right

i Aaauae coliunn. In the following account

Hand Aw-.-Hudetis shall adhere on the whole to the

H old-fashioned grouping shown at the

I4eck a " " ^ reckoning, however, the

Qww!tu«« .Pradudirf
^ separate region (as at the

fiKldlePafce ,, uGSfSntrtoie right) whenever it is convenient to

do so. All the regions posterior to the

-AxUtRtament head HTC recognized here in a merely

topographical sense, for no satisfactory

basis for a consistent morphological

classiffcation has yet been found.

i

a. The Head, considered as a whole,

I
displays a great diversity of form in

I
different species and groups. It may

1| be spheroidal (common among inver-

tebrates, teleosts), conical (Cyprina,

Fhistra), or lance-shaped (salaman-

ders), rod-shaped or filiform (in-

sects), spirally twisted passerine

birds), flattened or spoon-shaped

tuinam (man, guinea-pig, and many other

I mammals), hood-shaped (opossum),

V]g. IM.—Piianra of animsl qienD, bsKd hodk-shaped (mouse, rat, etc.), as

on found m mammals. Afong be Seen from the accompanying
aecifonof the flagellum, indicated by dotted •' .....
iiiMs, is omitted. In some cases the mito- figures. So great IS the diversity in

duKufaial shewdi extesda far beyond the mid- this respect that it is hardly an exag-

* geradon to say that most speaes of

^ identified from the spenn alone. The functitmal sig-

JlPHSW these various forms is practically unknown.

tuinam
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The main bulk of the head is constituted by:

(i) The Nucleus, which occupies all but the anterior tq) of the head.

It <rften seems to consist of a solid and homogeneous mass of basichromada

that stains with great intensity in all nuclear dyes, but in some cases

shows a more deeply staining cortical layer and a lighter central regkm.

In a few forms the nucleus is represented by a group <rf separate duomo-

somes, visible even in the living object, so that they may readily be counted

(some nematodes, Fig. 357). In a few cases, as shown by Retzius and Kolt-

zoff, the nucleus is traversed by a fine cjdoplasmic axial rod or filament

that extends from the base of the flagellum through the nucleus to its an-

terior extremity. Examples of this are offered by the annelid Nereis

(Fig. 1 19, I, J) and the spider OpUio (Fig. hqA). These cases have an

important bearing on certain theories of fertilization; for, although the

origin of the cephalic axial filament is not known, it may possibly be a

derivative of the centriole, like that of the middle-piece and flagellum. This

filament is not to be confused with a longitudinal extra-nuclear filament

(Fig. 119B) described in various forms {Aurelia, Formica) and in certain

cases known to be an acrosome (p. 282).

The foremost part of the head is typically occupied by:

(2) The Apical body or Acrosome, often known also as the perforatornm

(Waldeyer) in allusion to its formerly supposed function as a means of

boring into the egg. This structure is usually much smaller than the nu-

cleus; in a few cases, however (passerine birds), it is the larger of the two

(Fig. i2s). It exhibits a great diversity of form, varying from a small

granule or knob to a large conical or spine-like process, which in extreme

cases (urodeles) is provided with a prominent barb like that of a fish-hook

(Fig. 123). By a further development of this type, the acrosome may be

drawn out into a long filiform process that almost simulates an anterior

flagellum (some Lepidoptera). By a different type of modification it spreads

out to form a large, crescent-shaped body molded upon the antenor part of

the nucleus (Fig. 126) of which it was formerly supposed to be a part (a

condition commonly seen in mammaU). In this case, the most periphe^

layer of the acrosome (or by some writers the whole acrosome) is called

the “ head-cap,” which often extends backwards over a considerable part

of the nucleus. In such sperms the head is often flattened, tte aaosome

forming a thin, knife-like edge, which has bten suppo^ to fa^te tte

entrant of the sperm into the egg (Waldeyer); but its function is still

problematical (p. 716). > In some animals the acrosome hes mote or liM

on the side of the nucleus, and is sometimes drawn out along almost the

espeddty the irork of fapuicolaa and StodcMd ('tH on tin
> For this type of ecrosome see

SidDearpte'
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entire Isigth of the nucleus (in certain Cola>ptera, Bowen, ’22, '23). In
Lepidoptem, Bowen found the acrosome, the basal portion of which lies

beside the nudeus, to be drawn out anteriorly far beyond the nudeus to

form a very long attenuated filament.^

Ihe deVel(q)nient of the sperm shows that both nudeus and acrosome

are covered by a very thin <ytoplasmic covering, perhaps a cell-membrane;

Vic. —Detaib of sperms of various animals after staining with methyl-green-acid-fuchsin

(Biaiidi mixture) dark portions red (oxypbiUc) in the preparations, light portions mostly green

(butqih&ic) (KOLTSora).

A, head and middle-piece of the spider OpUia, showing axial filament of bead and spiral cytoplaanic

fibillfae; JB, C, from the medusa ^furefia, to show iuperficial longitudinal filament of head; D, Lum-
Mem with spiral Qrtoplasmic fibriila; E, bifiagellate sperm of the turbellarian Monolus, ^iral

(ytoplasmic filament; F, head of sperm in the gasteropod Faludina, double cytoplasmic spiral

filaoicnt; G, from the domestic fowl, CaUm, single spiral; E, from the snake Colter (plasmolyzed)

dhowhic oxyphily of acrosome and neck-knobs (as in Z7); 7, from the annelid Nereis showing aiciai

ogyptiffic filament of itead; 7, the same in optic^ cross-section.

hut iu the matme sperm it is of such tenuity and so closely applied to the

structures as to be invisible under ordinary conditions. Its

i ^howu by KoltzoS (’09), is often readily revealed by plasmofy-

causds it to separate from the nucleus. After such treatment

' ' Tot the eveh nMne extraordiiiaiy conditioa of the acrosome in Lepisma, lee p. 196.
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accompanied by suitable staining, the heads of many kinds of speims
have been found to contain cytoplasmic fibrills which stain intensely

in various plasma-dyes, and have various arrangements which are dhar-

acteristic of different forms (Koltzoff, Retzius). Most often these ffbrillse

lie in the cytoplasmic investment of the nucleus, winding spirally about
the latter (Fig. 119); thus recalling the spiral fibrilhe of the tail-envek^.
This gives some reason to suspect that these fibrillse may likewise be of

mitochondrial origin, but of this nothing is certainly known. Koltzoff re-

gards them as skeletal or supporting structures.

b. The Neck. This region, often not externally distinguishable, owes
its name to the fact that in a few cases (among mammals) it is narrower

than the regions between which it lies, and thus forms, as it were, a

stalk by which the flagellum is attached to the head (Fig. 126). Inter-

nally it is distinguished by the presence of one or more centrioles,

or their derivatives, in the form of basal granules, basal rods, “end-knobs,”

or the like. In some cases these are lost to view in the mature sperm,

either by passing into the base of the nucleus or being converted into

larger bodies or plate-like structures (urodeles). The relations of the cen- •

triolar apparatus to the neck-region are of great interest because of the

evidence that from this region of the sperm, or in its neighborhood arises the

spernp-center during the fertilization of the egg (p. 440). This region often

appears not to be surrounded by a mitochondrial sheath such as is so

characteristic of the succeeding regions.

In the urodeles (Fig. 123) the neck is a clearly marked, short cylindrical

region (the “middle-piece” of earlier writers), which constitutes a basal

body that arises by enlargement of the anterior centriole (Meves). The

short and often indistinguishable “middle-piece ” of insects and of most

anurans is also a neck region, in which lie two basal bodies (centrioles).

In some forms (e. g., in Paludina, Fig. 167), the basal body is pushed up

into the basal region of the nucleus, in which case no neck region can be

distinguished as such; but it seems probable that the basal body here

represents only a part of the proximal centriole (p. 380).

The neck region marks the beginning of the axial filament, originally a

very delicate fibrilla which in the mature sperm is often considerably thick-

ened and by maceration may be split up into still finer ptaralld fibrillse

(Jenson, Ballowitz). This, among other reasons, has led to the conclusion

Aat the axial filament is a contractile structure, analogous to a muscle-

fiber, by which the whip-like movements of the tail are performed. The

axial filament is surrounded by a thin envelope or sheath, the anterw*

portion of which is composed largely of chondriosome-substauce deri\^

frcHn the chondrioma of the sperm-produdng cells. This dteath typicaly
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begiiB just behind the neck region, and extoids to the end of the main
pieoe.

c. The Middle-piece or Connecting-piece. By Waldeyer and Meves, the

term “middle-piece” or “connecting-piece” is restricted to the cegi<m

H|^ ISa—Spemi with primitive type of middle-pieoe (Rsnitis^

of the caiKotienttTulia, with Jeieiml middie-piece; B, the sea-urchin Arbaaa.; D, the starfUh

Arktittt M, the eea-unMa SfilumiMmu; F, the nemertiiie Cmodla; and G, axial view of same;

JBt theaoB^ Ghetto;!, the raaOaik CkUrn;!, the pehcypod Cypritta; K, the pelecjrpod UeMt;
L. dw MIM ii>«adal tdeir; if, the limprt PaitUe; N, the pdecy^ ifytSns; 0, the pratochocdate

PhOoianfF, the Mme hi udal viar.

the distal oeatt;io^ since this body oammonly divides into two parts which
iW»v» a{iMut, Ih* ilozxraal one matking the anterior limit of the middle-

aad the dist^ one the posterior, m definition, though perfectly
m case of jtte mtnnaialL and ondiaMv also in Iririrla.
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Qtodeles, where the posterior half of the distal centriole moves out oearly
to the tip of the flagellum.

The middle-piece is traversed through its center by the axial filament;

but in some forms, which have a short and rounded middle-piece, it lies

eccentrically (Nereis, Fundtdus), apparently at the side of the axial fila-

ment or even of the nucleus (Fig. 121). Its main bulk is constituted by a
mitochondrial sheath surrounding the axial filament, and in its turn proba-

bly surrounded by a very delicate cytoplasmic covering. The mitochon-

drial sheath often shows a distinct spiral structure, being differentiated

into one or more delicate fibrillas whidi wind spirally about the axial fila-

ment, often in very fine and closely coiled turns. The backward extension

of the mitochondrial sheath seems to vary widely in different species. In

many cases it seems to cease at the posterior limit of the middle-piece,

a condition characteristic of most of the mammals, in which the thin sheath

of the main piece is believed by some observers to have a different or^in.*

Like all other parts of the sperm, this region displays a remarkable diver-

sity; sometimes it is short and rounded (as in the “nebenkemorgan,”

later referred to), in other cases, cylindrical and more or less elongated, so

as often to appear as a part of the flagellum (mammals, some birds). Its

posterior limit is often marked by a disc-shaped or ring-shaped body, a

derivative of the distal centriole, and its anterior limit by the basal bodies

of the neck-region. These limits are often clearly marked externally (as

in the sperm of man, Fig. 126), but in other cases can only be clearly seen

during the early development.

d. The Flagellum. The middle-piece is followed by the flagellum proper,

which consists of two regions. The first and more extensive is:

(i) The Main-piece or pars principalis, which comprises the greater

part of the flagellum. Like the middle-piece, this region is traversed by

the a xial filament, often considerably thickened, which is surrounded by

a very delicate sheath, the origin of which has been much discussed. In

the rasa of the mammalian sperm, some of the most competent observers be-

lieve that the mitochondrial formations do not extend into the main-pica,®

and that the sheath of the axial filament in this region may be a differentia-

tion of the thickened axial filament itself. On the other hand, as above

noted, the spiral chondriosome-formations have been described as extending

far out into the flagellum in the bats (Ballowitz, Retzius, Fig. 126); and the

same is true of the sperm of some birds (Fig. 125), gastropods and scorpions

(Fig. 170). In the urodeles, the cytoplasmic sheath (probably in large

measure mitochondrial in origin) extends throughout the wdufle of flhemain-

* See Mevee, ’09, Kortf, ’oa, Senda, ’97. ’06. Jordan, ’11, CueebelX, ’oS, ’w,^
*A in Un ’») end the tat (Datrtjei*, '09).
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jatce to the b^inning of the end-faece, at which point lies the distal half

.of the centriole (p. 378). We are thus confronted with the paradox that

if the middle-piece be characterized as the region of the distal centriole

(Waldeyer) and the main-piece as that lying beyond the region of the mi-

tochondrial sheath (Meves, Duesberg), the entire flagellum consists of

middle-piece and end-piece.

The axial filament is sometimes supplemented by longitudinal acces-

sory filaments, and the flagellum may be further complicated by the pres-

ence of an undulating membrane that strongly suggests that seen in the

trypanosomes. In the urodeles this membrane is an outgrowth of the axial

filament (McGregor, ’99), and is thickened along its free edge to form a

contractile marginal filament that runs along its free edge and by the move-

ments of which those of the membrane seem to be produced, while the

axial filament itself shows no sign of contraction.

The main-piece is succeeded, finally, by:

(2) The End-piece, which has no envelope, being formed by the naked

axial filament after it has issued from the envelopes to form the extreme

tip of the flageUim. This seems to be one of the most constant and well-

defined featirres of the flagellum, and it is an interesting fact that in some

of the flagellate Protozoa the flagellum likewise consists of a protoplasmic

sheath traversed by an axial filament which forms a naked end-piece near

the tip; ^ and here, too, the evidence indicates that the axial filament is the

contractile element.

The foregoing structures will be further considered in connection with

the processes of spenniogenesis, or histological differentiation of the sperm

^p. 368). In fertilization the entire ^rm usually enters the egg. Only

the nucleus is yet known with certainty to play an essential part in the

process; but there is strong evidence that the centriole or its products is

likewise of importance. These two bodies accordingly have often been

spoken of as the “essential structures” of the sperm; but more recent re-

seardws have shown that the acrosome and the mitochondrial elements

are also carrkd by the sperm into the egg and may likewise be of functional

importance (p. 434).

Comparative Ddails. Flagellate sperms conforming more or less nearly

to the tjpe just described are widely distributed throughout the animal

kingdom. The brief sketch here offered is based largely on the extended

wwk of Ballowitz and of Retrius, whose indefatigable labors have made

kmp|m the of a great number of animals from the coelenterates

mammals.*

xhe spams of sponges, coelenterates and echinoderms are for the most

’ S«e PofldA, ’oo, p. 36. * Retzius, BtiAotiache Untertachm$m, 1003-1914.
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part of t3?pical flagellate t)^e and usually have relatively short heads and
a distinct, short middle-piece. In the coelenterates first occurs an interest-

ing simple type of sperm in which the middle-piece is formed by a ring of

large spheroidal bodies at the base of the nucleus, the axial filament of the

Fig. HI.—Sperms of fishes and protochordates (.4, C, F-I, from Retzius; B, C, J-N, from

Bauowitz; 0-Q from Duesberg).

A, sperm of the dasmobranch ScylHum, stained to show spiral cytoplasmic head-filament; B,

Raja, spiral envelope of middle-piece; C, Ckimara; D, the sturgeon, Acipmser; E, F, AmphioxusiG,

the tunicate Oikopleura; H, I, the pike Esox; J, K, the trout Salma, living L, M, the same stained

to show middle-piece and both centrioles, N, the herring Clupta, living; 0-Q, the salt water minnow

Fundulus, stained to show middle-piece (nebenkem-organ).

flagellum passing through the center of the group up to the base of the

nucleus, or even into it (Fig. 120). This structure, called by Retzius the

“nebenkem-organ,” is found in various Hydromedusae, Scyphomedusae,

and Anthozoa and also in several of the higher groups. This simple type

of sperm resembles an embryonic type of sperm which in many hij^er
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animals tally ajppearsas a transitory stage in the fonnation of a more hig^
daborated type (p. 371). With slight modifications it appears also in

nemertines, archiannellds (Polygordim), some polycluetes and gephy-

reans, Amphineura (CkUm), many pelecypods (Mytilus, Area), some of

the lower gastropods {Haliotis, Patella), and also in the protochordate

Ptychodera, though in some of these cases the ring of spheroidal bodies

is less regular or obscured by close crowding or partial fusion of its spheroi-

dal components. It seems probable, therefore, that many of the forms of

sperms having a short and roimded middle-piece may arise from such a

ring or group of nebenkem-spheroids; and according to Retains traces

at least of such a structure may be seen in the middle-piece of echinoderms

(Fig. 120), Ampkioxus and even in the teleost fishes (Fig. 121). It is not

known in such cases to what extent (if any) the mitochondria may con-

tribute to the tail-formation.

The sperms of platodes and of biyozoa, though flagellated, are for the

most part of tmusual type (p. 295). Those of annelids and mollusks are

yig. Utl.—Sperms uid spermiogenesis in frogs (Bkoman).

A, Matture q>enn of R.J»sca (oamic vapor); B, same after staining with gentian violet, cen-

ttiotea; C-E, qiennatidl of same; F, head qiena, R. mngieiu; G, sperm of R. esculmla.

most oanmonly more ^ical, often with eloi^ate head and middle-piece.

In the moUusks, the sperm is often characterized by a much elongated

head, often also by a very long middle-piece which in some cases seems

Ipt^hstitute the greater iwrt frf the fi^ellum (e., g., in the nudibranchs),

a ^OBditkxn that seems to be parallel to that seen in the urodele Amphibia.

In?l|Kime of these forms the flagellum om^cuously shows two or more
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fibrille twisted into a close spiral and in some cases even the head region
IS also spirally twisted (as in the passerine birds).
The sperms of arthropods display a great diversity; sopie are of simple
ge te t)T)e (insects), others non-flagellate and often of extremely

comp ex structure (decapod Crustacea). In insects generally the sperms
commotfly possess rod-shaped heads, sometimes even filifonn and hardly
distm^hable from the flagellum until after suitable staining. The middle-
piece is inconspicuous or invisible externally and of limited extent, showing
no sharp external line of demarcation with either the head or the flagellum.
Flagellate sperms of the ordinary type are the rule among the arachnids
(spiders, scorpions), but non-flagellate sperms also occur in this group
(mites). In the Crustacea the diversity of the sperm reaches its maximum.
Flagelliform spierms occur in ostracodes, barnacles, schizopods, amphi-
pods and isopods, but are always of modified type. In most of the higher
Crustacea the sperms are non-flagellated and not actively motile (p. 297).
In the vertebrates the sperms, always of the flagellate type, show a

multitude of sjiecial modifications. The simplest forms occur in the teleosts

where (as also in Amphioxus) the head is usually spheroidal with a very
short middle-piece, probably comparable to the nebenkern-organ of lower
types. In some cases {Esox, Perea) the flagellum bears an undulating

membrane of simple type. The axial filament terminates anteriorly (some-
times inside the nucleus) in one or two centrioles or basal bodies. The
elasmobranch sperm is of more complicated aspect, the head being much
elongated and more or less spirally twisted {Raja) and showing both an
axial filament and spiral peripheral apparatus continuous in front with the

acrosome. A fairly short cylindrical middle-piece is present, with a spiral

envelope. The flagellum is constituted by two or three filaments cormected

by a membrane and spirally twisted around each other (Fig. 121).

The sperms of Amphibia are of two main types of which the simpler

appears with many variations, in the Anura. In most of these forms the

head is much elongated, * and a distinct middle-piece often does not appear,

though present in some forms {Hyla, Rana). In the toads {Bufo, AlyUs,

etc.) the middle-piece is very short and hardly distinguishable externally.

In Alytes (Fig. 123) two definite basal bodies are present, a proximal and
a distal; and the same is true in Bombinator, where Bromann (’00) has

traced them directly to the spermatid-centrioles (Fig. 124). In Rana
esetdenta no definite middle-piece is ertemally visible, but at the base

- A remukabU example of this is offered by theanuran Discoglossus (Ballowitx, ’03) in whidt tlm
head la quite filiform and constitutes fully half the length of the sperm. In linear dimmulons dkeae

sperms ore among the largest known in animals, measuring upwaMs of 2 mm. in kaigth; but ia

fm surpassed by those of the bemipter Nokmects, said by Pantel aiul Snfity (’ofi) to measure mow
than IS mm. in leigth.
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of tte nucleus (neck-region) are two deeply staining basal bodies.- In

R.' kmporaria Bromann finds a distinct middle-piece, containing a distal

and a proximal centriole, and in R. mugims this has a spiral envelope

Fig. U3.—Spenns of Amphibia (Retzivs).

A, of the toad Pehbaies; B, head and middle-piece of the tree-toad Hyla; C, the frog Rana escu-

htUat D, the toad BiffaS £> the obstetrical toad Alytes; P, neck-region oi same; G, the salamander

Pleurtiddtt; B, aaotome of nimflar ^jenn of the salamander Molge; 1, neck-region of same; J,

tennilud pipt of flagdhim.

(Rg. 122). Retahis, <ai tl» other hand (’o6), finds in R. esctdenta two

bgaal bodies lying side by side. In the tree-toad, Hyh arborea, a short

middle-piece is present, ^wing at its proximal end a group of about four
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^nulfis, and at its distal two distinct pairs of such granules. These no
ou t represent the centriole-apparatus, but their genesis is not yet known.
In the toads generally the flagellum

contains two longitudinal filaments be-

tween which stretches an undulatory fin-

membrane which in some cases closely

simulates that of the salamanders, as

described below {Alytes, Fig. 123). A
singular modification of this type of sperm
occurs in the toad Bombinator which in

its general aspect recalls a Trypanosome
flagellate, and also somewhat resembles

the sperms of certain Turbellaria {Macro-

rhynchus, Fig. 124).! The flagellum is

here inserted at one side of the elongated

head, near the anterior end, running

thence along the head and attached to it

along one side, terminating in a free end-

piece. The flagellum possesses a thick

axial filament (non-motile) and a con-

spicuous undulating membrane along the

free edge of which runs a contractile mar-

gind filament (as in salamanders), which

is continued to form the end-piece. These

filaments terminate in the centriole-pair,

and no middle-piece is present. Since

Bromann has traced these granules to

the spermatid-centrioles we find here some

reason to think that in some other Anura c , .u . j d i-
. . Fig. IM.—Sperm of the toad BoKbt-

(as m the insects) both centnoles remain (Broman).

in the neck-region of the sperm and that
.

.‘"p P“-
.

sistent centnoles (c), the ajual rod (r),

no true middle-piece is present. the supporting fiber (r), and the undulat-

The urodeles offer a type of sperm in? membrane and marginal

superficially similar to that of some of

the Anura {e. g., Alytes) owing to the presence of a conspicuous undulat-

ing membrane, but apparently very different in its underlying morpholr^.

In these sperms the head is typically of elongate lance-shape and terminates

in a long, sharp perforatorium, barbed at the tip. Behind the nucleus lies a

distinct, short, so-called “middle-piece,” followed by the flagellum with its

undiilnting membrane and terminal end-piece (Fig. 123). The devekp-

' Bromann, ’00.
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ment of the spem, as earUer indicated (p. 383), proves that the middle-

l^ece is a lai^ basal body derived fnan the prosimal centriole alone (hence

the true "nedr” of the sperm), -whUe the true middle-piece or connecting

Fig. IM.—Sperm* of reptiles *nd bird* (RsTZlus).

A, ecroiome;/, flagdhiro; m, middle-pieGe; nk, ned(; mt, nucleus.

Jl, otChamAtm; B, «/Tesiuit; D, E, of the fowl Calhn; P, of the pigeon ColMPtia with enormoudy

long middle-piece; G, anterior part, Carvus; B, Passer; I, nearly complete sperm of Chloris; J,

Ckrysemiiris; K, PrintSa.

{deoe (region of the distal centriole) is so enormously elongated as to con-

stitute ahnost the whfde of the flagellum except the short “end-piece”

(c/. p. 379).
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The sperms of Sauropsida are of two general types (Balknritz), of wM<h
<me, of simpler aspect, is common to reptiles and most birds (e. g., OaSus},
and is designated by Ballowitz and Retzius the “saurtqisid” type, whde the
other and more complex type is characteristic of the passerine birds. In the
former type generally the sperm is straight and clearly shows three typical
re^ons of the ordinary t)^. The middle-piece in this type is sometimes
greatly elongated so as to constitute a large part of the flagellum (e. g., in the
snake Coluber, or in the pigeon Columba, Fig. 125). It appears always to pos-
sess a spirally twisted envelopie, no doubt developed from the mitodondria,
as in mammals. The second, and more complex 1)^6 appears in most of the

piasserine birds and is characterized by the pronounced spiral character of

the head-region and the enormous development of the acrosome, which in

some cases may be three or four times the length of the nucleus (FringiUa,

Fig. 125) and by earlier writers (Ballowitz, etc.) was described as belonging

to the latter. The nucleus is sometimes cylindrical and more or less ^IraDy

twisted, sometimes almost spheroidal. The acrosome shows a pronounced

spiral twist, and bears a conspicuous spiral membrane traversed near its

free edge by a marginal filament which in some cases may be traced into

connection with a spiral filament surrounding the nucleus {Pica, Turdus) and

is said even to extend into the tail-region. The head is followed by a short

cylindrical or conical and deeply staining middle-piece the true nature of.

which is still uncertain. The tail or flagellum shows one or two conspicuous

spiral filaments twisted about the axial filament but ceasing some distance

from the tip so as to leave a long end-piece.

The mammals as a group possess fairly typical sperms, with a well-

developed cylindrical middle-piece and a simple flagelliun and end-piece;

the envelopes of the former show a spiral structure as in so many other

forms. The middle-piece follows a short neck-region- which contains two

or more basal bodies (Figs. 126, 173) derived in part from the proximal cen-

triole. The middle-piece is limited proximally by the basal bodies of the

neck-region, distally by a disc or ring derived from the distal centriole (c/.

P- 377)-
. ^ ^

The diversity of the mammalian sperm is due mainly to modifications of

the head-region, and they are to a certain extent characteristic of dif-

ferent groups. It is interesting to find that the sperms of the monotremes

{Echidna) are quite of the sauropsid type (Fig. 126) which, so far as known,

does not occur elsewhere among the mammals. In mammals generally the

acrosome is commonly spread out laterally to form a cap-like structure

moulded on the anterior part of the head and called by the earlier observers

the “head-cap. ” In the mice, rats and some other Rodentia, the acrosonte

is drawn out to form a remarkable perforatorium curved Bke a nook
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.(Fig. 136), In the marsiqjials generally the head is greatly flattened and is

atta<^ed to the middle-pieoe by a very narrow neck in which two or more

distinct basal bodies are distingnishable. In the €qK>ss\un, Diddpkys

(Fig. 133), it is hood-shaped, surrounding the proxial part of the flagellum;
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other primates * characterized by a head of rounded, ovate, or obovate
outline, and more or less flattened, in extreme cases becoming spoon-shaped
and reduced to a thin plate. The extreme forms of this type occur among
rodents (squirrel, guinea-pig), where the front margin is drawn out into a
conspicuous hook-like perforatorium (rat, mouse, Fig. 126). In the guinea-

pig the head is extremely flat and rounded in front, but sharply flexed at

the margin. In many of these forms the basal bodies or centriole-products

are seen with great clearness. In all these forms the flagellum is of simple

type and shows no fin-membrane. The middle-piece commonly shows a
conspicuous spiral mitochondrial envelope, which ordinarily cannot be

traced beyond its distal limit.

We cannot here further consider the special modifications of the sperm

which have been studied with so much zeal and patience by Ballowitz,

Retzius and their fellow spermatologists. A not infrequent anomaly may
here be mentioned, namely, the presence of two flagella attached to the

head side by side (Fig. 126), and either separate or united posteriorly,

branching in front like a Y, and in such cases two heads are commonly pres-

ent (p. 303).

2. Atypical Flagellate Sperms

The most interesting of the atypical forms of flagellate sperms occur in

the lower Turbellaria (Fig. 127) where they show a resemblance in some

cases to trypanosome flagellates, in others to the spermatozoids of lower

plants. The first type is represented by a number of forms among the

rhabdocoeles and acccles {Plagiosloma, Aphanostoma, Darwinia) and in

certain polyclades (Leptoplana). In these cases the distinction between

head and tail is often scarcely apparent until after careful study, the sperm

hwng pointed at both ends and bearing two undulating membranes along

nearly its whole length. In MacTothynchus the sperm is similar, but pos^

sesses only one undulating membrane.

These interesting forms of sperms come into relation with those of the

Afilmft.Ty type through those seen in some of the Orustacea. In the

barnacles {Lepas, Bcdanus, Fig. 127) occur very long and apparently head-

less sperms that were until recently supposed to be devoid of nuclei or

“apyrenous.” Koltzoff demonstrated, however, that as in Macrorhynckus

the nucleus is present in the form of a long filament of chromatin from one

end of which a still longer cytoplasmic filament runs along the side of the

nucleus and attached to it, finally extending beyond it to form the tefminal

part of the flagellum. These sperms, like those of Brnnbinator (p. 291),

give the impression of being sharply flexed at the neck-region, so that tfe

I «J,nwn that the sperms of the anthropoid apes are closely similar to those ol non,

andt^the^^blance is closer in case of the chimpanzee than in that of the orang.
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is directed backwards; aod this is still more striking in certain of tbe

Siddac^Klds {Paradopsis, ProtosiHella) in which the head seems to be turned

straight badtwards from the point where the flagellum is attached (Fig. 127).

Recent studies in certain atypical insect sperms indicate, however, that the

true explanation of these cases is a cMerent one. In the tiger beetle Cicm-

Kg. U7 .—Aberrant types of Sagellate sperms (Koltz07f)

A UflaeellMe q)eim of tbe platode Procendcs; B, C, earlier and later spermatids of same; D,
apma of the acliiisopod Prototirieila; E, of tbe barnacle Balanvs (slightly macerated): P, of the

l&tode Hatnrkyndms with aadulating membraiie and marginal filament.

4da the centriole was found by Goldsmith (’19) to pass to the anterior

Old the nucleus; and this has been confirmed by Bowen (’23), who has

traced every step in the backward growth from it of the axial filament

aJongiide the nucleus and into the flagellum. The sperm, therefore, is not

flexedm itself, hfut the flagellum reverses the usual rule by being attached

to the mteiior instead of the posterior end of the nucleus! A similar ex-

planation probably relies to the barnacles and other exceptional cases

ref^ed to above. Even more remarkable are the conditions described in

Lepisma. Here too,* as in Cicindda, the centriole passes to the anterior tip

'nowea, cp. at., also Cbatitoo, ’at
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of the nucleus and the axial filament grows backward from it; but the acro-

socae remains in the neck-region, sending backwards a long fikunentary out-

growth alongside the axial filament into the flagellum. Mere, according^,

the usual positions of acrosome and neck-region are reversed (t)

S. Non-flagellate Sperms

Non-fiagellate sperms occur in the nematodes and arthropods (certain

myriapods, arachnids, and crustaceans). In all cases, probably, these have

Fig. us.—Non-SageUkte spenns of Crustacea, A, B,C, living amceboid spams of Polyphemtis

(Zachasias) ; D, E, sperms of crab, Dromia, F of Eihma; G, of M<ya; H, of Inachus (Gsobben);

1, q>erm of lobsta, Bomana (Hckkick); J, sperm of crab, porcMana (Gkobben).

been derived from flagellate forms, for the lowest Metozoa have flagellate

sperms (p. 286). In the Crustacea all the higher types have non-flagellate

sperms (decapods) while in many of the lower forms they are of the &gel-

late type (schizopods, amphipods, isopods, cirripeds, ostracodes). The

tracheates generally (including Peripatus) have flagellate sperms, but in the

myriapods only the chilqjods have flagellate sperms, the chilognaths non-

flagdlate. Again, among the arachnids the typical fonns, such as the scon*
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pioQs and spiders, have flagellate spenns, the aberrant mites non-flagellate.

An interesting transitional form between the two is seen in some chilc^aths

of the Julm group ((Ettinger, ’09).

So far as can be judged from the rather scanty data non-flagellate sperms

agree with the typical forms in the presence of nucleus, mitochondrial forma-

tions,.and centricles or their products. In their simplest form, seen in some

of the nematodes, they are spheroidal in shape with the power of slow amoe-

boid movement In some of the daphnids the sperms are more actively

A, fftphrops (Jfacntra); B, Eupagurus (Anomura), showing spiral formation (presumably

mitochoadiial) in tail-region; C, D, Gaiathea (Anemura), in D attached to the egg-periphery; c',

c’, products of the proximd and distal centrioles; h, head-region; nk, neck; I, tail-region.

amoeboid and may undergo extensive changes of shape (Fig. 128). In these

cases there is no approach to the flagelliform type of sperm. In others, such

as those of Ascaris, the ^erm may be regarded as a much shortened and

thickened flagelliform cell with a relatively large amount of cytoplasm and

a very short and non-vibratile tail. In this case, the sperm contains nu-

merous spheroidal chondriosomesof peculiar type which, as Meves (’ii) has

proved, are carried into the egg in the process of fertilization (p. 436).

The most remarkable types of non-flagellate sperms occur in the decapod

Crustacea, where they have been studied by many cytologists. These
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sperms are in general characterized by a rounded, conical or cylindrical

body from which radiate a number of rather stiff but movable processes by
means of which the sperm may slowly move and by means of which it

attaches itself to the egg. The morphology of these sperms, long an un-

solved puzzle, has been cleared up by the valuable researches of Koltzoff

(’06) who has demonstrated that they are in every detail reducible to the

ordinary type and like the latter often show spiral envelopes of mitochon-

drial origin. These studies have proved that the radiating processes (which

contain derivatives of the mitochondria) are developed from the neck

region of the sperm; that the rounded portion in which the nucleus lies

corresponds to the head; while the conical or cylindrical part, formerly

regarded as the head-region, is the homologue of the tail of the flagelliform

types. The proximal centriole passes into the neck region, the distal divides

into two, of which one remains in the neck while the other elongates to

form a kind of axial filament that traverses the’ posterior extension of the

sperm. (Fig. rag) A complete homology thus seems to exist between the

several parts of these sperms and those of the flagellate type.

A singular peculiarity of these sperms is the presence in the central

-

posterior region of a chitinous capsule, containing a rod-like or tube-like

“central-body” which was shown by Koltzoff (’06) to be a derivative of

the distal centriole. After attachment of the sperm to the egg by its an-

terior tip the capsule suddenly “explodes,” evaginating to the exterior

and carrying with it the central body; and both structures may be thrown

off entirely. Koltzoff considers that the force of the explosion drives the

sperm upon, or even into, the egg.*

4. Dimorphism and Polymorphism of the Sperms

In many animals the sperms are of different classes, in some cases visibly

distinguishable in size, structure or both, so that we may speak of the

sperm as dimorphic, or in some cases even as polymorphic. Dimorphism

is of two main types, which may be characterized respectively as sexual

and pathological; the latter again comprising several different forms. The

latter result from pathological processes in the testis, through which are pro-

duced in addition to the normal or eupyrene sperms, certain definite struc-

tural aberrations {oligopyrene and apyrene sperms) and also giant sperms,

normally formed, but of twice or four times the normal size.

Besides the preceding types of dimorphism we have to recognize a poly-

morphism or polymegaly characteristic of certain insects in which two or

several sizes of sperms are produced by different lobes of the same testis.

a. Sexual Dimorphism of the Sperm. This subject, treated more fully

‘ See Kolteoff, '06, Biniord, ’13, Fasteh, ’21.
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^ ChapUx X, is here <niiy touched on in passing. In many animals two

kinds <d spenns are produced, equal in number, whkh are respectively

male^rodudag and female-producing, and differ in respect to the compo-

sition of their nudei. These classes can rarely be distinguished by the

eye in the mature sperm. Two such cases are offered by the nematodes

Ancyracmthtts (Midsow) and Fihria (Meves), in which the nuclei of the

qierms consist of sq)arate chromosomes, readily visible in preparations,

and in AncyracanUius even in life. In both these cases the two classes are

at once recognizable by the number of chromosomes, which is respectively

5 and 6 (Figs. 357, 358). In most cases the two classes do not seem to

^er visibly; but exact measurements have shown that in certain cases

(e. g., among nematodes, insects, and mammals) the sperms fall into two

groups with respect to their heads (or nuclei), which are measurably larger

in one groiq> than in the other. Conclusive demonstration of the existence

of the two classes is afforded by the history of the sperms during the sper-

matogenesis (p. 751).

b. Degenerative Dimorphism. Oligopyrene and A pyrene Sperms. Di-

morphism of this type, much more marked than the foregoing, is displayed

in the presence of so-called oligopyrene or apyrene sperms which differ

markedly in structiire from the normal or eupyrene forms. During the

devel<^ment of these sperms in the testis the oligopyrenes retain only a

part of the original chromosomes of the spermatocytes, while in the apy-

renes all of the chromosomes degenerate and the mature forms are non-

nudeated. It is now nearly certain that neither of these forms of sperms

is frmctional, the ei^jyrene’ sperms alone being capable of fertilizing the

egg-*

The oligopyrene type (Fig. 130) was first described by von Siebold (1837)

in Paludina, under the name of the “worm-shaped” sperm, in contra-

distinction to the “hair-shaped” normal (eupyrene) form, and have since

been described in various other protobranch gastropods by many observers.

In Paludina they are of elongate cylindrical form, and consist of three

main regrons, namdy, (i) a short head, containing a small cap-shaped

nudeus, (2), a yeiy long cylindrical middle-piece which constitutes the

main body the sperm, (3) at the distal end a tuft of long cilia, each at-

tached at its base toa basal body, or bl^harcq^last, which is morphologically

a oentriok. The middle-piece is traversed by a thick axial rod, through

-which rqn 12 ajdal filaments, each terminating dlstally in one of the bleph-

aroplasts, while in hont they end in a cap-like plate surrounded by the

cap-like nucleus, and comp<»ed of centriolar substance. The genesis of

this strange ^erm was first determined by Meves (’00, ’02), who found

* Litemtnre of thesubjoct in M«ves (’03), Kiudakewitsdv (’13) and Gatenby (’17).
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that dxiring one or both spennatocyte-divisions a varying number of the

duomosomes are lost, first lagging on the spindle and then becoming
separately converted into karyomeres which finally degenerate in the cy-

toplasm (Fig. 130). Only a few of the chromosomes undergo regular di-

vision and distribution to the poles, their number in the first division vary-

ing from one to four. In the second division only a single chromosome

Fig, 130.—Formation of the oligopyrene sperms in Paludina (Meves)

A, telophase of first spermatocyte-division, with scattered chromosomes (karyomerites) and

multiple centrioles (c)
;
B, telophase of second division, one chromosome to each pole; C, D, similar

stages, slightly later; E, F, early spermatids; C, middle spermatid; H, fully formed sperm, showing

multiple centrioles (c) and flagella; nucleus at n.

undergoes regular division, all the others (now in the form of karyomeres)

entering one of the daughter-cells where they degenerate. The nucleus

of the sperm is formed from the single normal chromosome in each cell

(hence the term oligopyrene).

In the meantime each of the original centrioles has undergone a remark-

able process of multiplication so that two groups of centrioles .are produced,

ultimately lying at the poles of the first mitosis. In the interldnesis these

centrioles scatter through the cell and lie near its periphery; and here thiey
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oftea fonn the fod of fibrillae which radiate through the cytoplasm—

a

fact much interest for its bearing on the mechanism of anastral mitosis.

In the second mitosis they are again gathered together in two groups which

lie at the spindl&poles (Fig. 130). Each spermatid thus receives one such

group, lying dose to the periphery; and each of them repeats the history

of the centriole (blepharoplast) in the normal spermatogenesis. Each be-

comes double, an axial filament grows forth from the outer one (which re-

mains at the periphery). The inner one moves inwards imtil it lies upon
the nudear membrane, while a delicate axial filament stretches between

each inner and the corresponding Outer centriole. The mature sperm is

formed by simple elongation. It is dear, therefore, that so far as the nu-

deus is concerned the oligopyrene sperm is defective, while as regards the

C3doplasmic structures the reverse statement might be made. Cytoplas-

mically this spterm is somewhat like a bundle of normal sperms fused to-

gether.

Apyrene sperms were discovered in Pygara, by Meves (’00) who found

them to arise from abnormally small spermatocytes; and they have since

Fig. 191.—Formation of the apyreme sperms in Lepidoptera (Meves).

Af telophase of first spermatocyte-division; scattering of the chromosomes, division of chondrio-

some-mass. aaial filaments present; B, second spermatocyte, with karyomeres and chondriosome-

mass; C, second spermatocyte-anaphase; mitochondria below; D, young spermatid, with neben-

kem at ch; E-G, eloitgation of the spermatids.

bpen described in various other Lepidoptera and in certain gasteropods

1^ Euschakewitsch, Reinke, Gatenby and others. In Pygesra these sperms

similar in-appearance to the normal, but a study of the spermatogenesis

'shows that they are o/iMrdy devoid of a nudeus. The chromosomes divide

normally in the first division (Fig. 131) but the karyomeres to which they
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give rise fail to iinite into a single nucleus. In the second division they
give rise separately to chromosomes which are irregularly distributed to

the poles and after being again converted into karyomeres wander out

along the outgrowing tails, undergo chromatolysis and degenerate, probably

being sloughed off finally with the residual protoplasm of the primitive

tail-sheath. In Pieris Gatenby (’17) found a somewhat different process,

the spermatid-nucleus being re-formed in the normal maimer but subse-

quently moving backward into the tail region and finally degenerating;

and the same was found also by Bowen (’23) in Callosamia and other satur-

nid moths. The final result is the same as in Pygcera. The anterior tip

of these sperms is occupied by the blepharoplast or centriole, from which

the axial filament extends backwards. The outgrowth of the axial filament,

formation of the nebenkern, and general history of the tail are similar to

those of the eupyrene sperm. The acrosome, as is more recently diown

by Gatenby (’17) follows the chromatin down along the outgrowing tail.

Thip author finds that in the Lepidoptera (species of Smerinthus, Pygara,

Spilosoma) various degrees of nuclear degeneration occur, some of the

sperms being completely devoid of a nucleus, others oligopyrene in various

degrees; he therefore concludes that apyrene, oligopyrene and eupyrene

sperms are all variants of a single type. In Strombus (Reinke, ’12, ’14)

the apyrene sperms, of enormous size and peculiar type, are said to arise

directly form the primary spermatocytes without dividing or elimination

of protoplasm, hence their great size.

The functional significance of these peculiar sperms is a long-standing

subject of controversy, now apparently terminated by the conclusion that

they are abnormalities or degeneration products, which degenerate without

ever reaching the sperm-receptacle.^

c. Dimegaly and Polymegaly of the Sperms. The occasional presence

of sperms that are nearly or quite normally formed but of unusually large

size has been observed in many groups of animals, notably in insects,

nemertines, annelids, amphibians, and birds. Such sperms are formed in

two wholly different ways, one of which is a pathological process, the other

apparently normal. Both these types ocour in the insects where their his-

tory is now fully known.

(i) Pathological Dimegaly. This form of dimegaly, first made known in

Hemiptera by Henking (’91) and more fully worked out by Paulmier (’99)

results from incomplete division of the spermatocytes, both nucleus and

cytosome remaining undivided (or reimiting after division) while division

of the centrioles and the outgrowth of the axial filaments proceed (p. 363).

‘ See R. Hertwig (’03), Popoff (’oj), Lams (’10), Kuschakewitsch (’n), Rdnke (’14), GoW-
schmidt (’is), Gatenby (’19).
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Paxdta^ showed in Anasa that the ^ant ^>enns arise from giant spermatids

whi(^ are dther twice or four times the size of the normal. The internal

strttduze of these spermatids shows that they are likewise either double

ot quadruple in respect to the blepharoplast (centriole) and axial filament,

those of double size having two, and those of quadruple size four, of these

structures.* It is practically certain, therefore, that the double forms are

diie to a siq^Hession of the second spennatocyte~division, the quadruple

ones to suppresdon of both divisions, in respect to all the sperm-forming ele-

ments excepting the centriole and the chondriosome-apparatus. The latter

have completed their allotted number of divisions and subsequent differen-

tiations. A remarkable demonstration is here given of the genetic con-

tinuity of these structures. A result similar to this in all of its essentials

has been reached in case of the insects by several later observers, including

Zweiger (’o6) and Buchner (’09) ;
also by G. Smith (’ 1 2) in the case of hybrid

paeons, where the giant sperms are said to arise directly from the secondary

spermatocytes. Whether such sperms may fertilize the egg is unknown.

(2) Physiological Dimegaly or Polymegaly. In some insects all the sperms

formed in certain follicles of the testis are much larger than those from other

fdlicles, a feet discovered by Montgomery (’98, ’10) in Eusekistus. In

this insect the testis consists of six parallel tubular lobes disposed side by

ade in a nearly flat plate; these may be designated by numbers 1-6. In

all alike the ^)ermatogorua and the very young spermatocytes are of the

same size; but as the growth-period advances the spermatocytes and their

IMOducts become constantly much larger in lobes 4 and 6 than in the others

while in 5 they are somewhat smaller than in i, 2 and 3. These lobes give

rise to spenns of three correspondingly different sizes, all of the same struc-

tural type and normally formed. The observations of Bowen (’22) show

that omditions more or less similar are found in nearly twenty additional

^>ecies and genera of Heteroptera (Fentatomidse), some species showing

cmly two sizes (dimegaly) of spermatocytes or sperms, others three sizes

(polymegaly). In each case the size of these cells is constant for particular

lobes.

Mtmtgmneiy found that during the spermatocyte-divisions the chromo-

somes of the two sizes of spermatocytes are of nearly or quite the same size,

the g^%at» size of the ^rm-nuclei in icicles 4 and 6 being due to a sub-

sequent compensatory growth of the spermatid-nucleus. This has been

confirmed in the poljmegalous forms by Bowoi who also found that the

cytc^lasmic oomponeats, including the centrioles, chondriosomes, acroblast

‘ J^tslocous double spermatids have been observed in the cycads (Ikeno, ’03) and mosses (M.
'll); and in the latter case both the lunoq>here (acroblast) and blepharoplaat (central

be^} sirece Bkemse found to be double.
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Sind chromatoid body, vary with the size of the cytosome (C/. p. 733).

What determines the various sizes is unknown, nor is it known whether all

thfee forms of sperms are functional. Montgomery believed the size-

difference to result merely from differences of nutrition in Jhe respective

follicles traceable to corresponding differences in the accessory niurse-cells;

how the latter differences arise was, however, not determined, nor are we
yet better informed.

6. Conjugate Sperms

A remarkable phenomenon is the regular occurrence in certain animals

of “twin sperms,” or “double sperms,” consisting of two sperms closely

united by their heads, leaving the tails more or less free (Fig. 132).’ The
meaning of this singular condition is still unknown; but Selenka and Bal-

lowitz found the union to be secondary, the sperms being at first single and

Fig. 13S.—Conjugate sperms.

A, in the opossum (Retzius); B in the beetle Dytiscui (Ballowitz) ; C in the gasteropod Tvr-

rUella (Retzius).

free in the duct of the testis, and only later uniting two by two. In this

condition they may actively swim together in the vas deferens, but later

separate so that single sperms are again found in the freshly discharged

sperm and (in Dytiscus) in the receptactdum seminis of the female. Dtiring

the period of their association (as Selenka pointed out in Didelphys), the

two sperms are of different but corresponding shape, being mirror figures of

each other, or “ right” and “ left” handed. This, however, seems to be a

result of their mode of attachment and not of a preexisting morphological

difference. These facts still constitute an unsolved puzzle.

n. THE GAMETES OF PLANTS

The maternal and paternal gametes of plants show differences that are

broadly parallel to those of animals; but non-motile sperms, so rare among

Metazoa, are not uncommon among plants, being found in all the seed-

‘ In the opossum (Didelphys) (Selenka, ’86), in the beetle (Dytiscus) (BaUowiU, ’95), and in the

gaatoopod Turrit^ (Ret^s, ’06).
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j^ahts except the cycads and Gin^oales, and with rare exceptions {Mm-
Mephans) in the fungi and red algae. The microgametes of plants seem to

be almost as diverse in structure as those of animals. The macrogametes,

on the other hand, are in certain respects less varied owing to the greater

uniformity of the conditions under which development of the zygote takes

place. We shall attempt no more than a brief mention of a subject hardly

less complicated than in the case of animals, though as yet less completely

known. Some additional details concerning the gametes of lower plants will

be found in Chap. VII.

1. The Ovum

In the higher plants the ovum rarely attains the dimensions or complexity

of structure shown in animal ova, in part because it remains attached to and

imbedded in the maternal tissues by which it is nourished and protected

(Figs. 2 1 r, 214, etc.). As a rule, therefore, the egg is not provided with com-

plex envelopes or heavily laden with reserve food-matters such as the

deutoplasm of animal ova. In the second place, the history of the nucleus

is not complicated by the phenomena of meiosis, since this process is com-

pleted in the sporophyte during spore-formation, long before the ovum is

formed. Here, therefore, the egg-nucleus differs in no essential way from

the nuclei of the tissue-cells except that it is from the beginning of haploid

constitution. An interesting feature of the plant ovum in the archegoniate

plants is the frequent (perhaps general) presence of plastids in the form of

small colorless leucoplasts which according to the researches of Schimper,

Meyer and their successors multiply by division and thus form the source

of the plastids of the embryonic cells and ultimately of the tissue-cells of

the mature plant. This is a point of much theoretical interest in relation

to the view that the plastids are persistent morphological bodies traceable

in direct genetic continuity from one generation to another through the

germ-cells. In the lower plants (algae) plastids may occur in the gametes

of both sexes; in the higher forms they seem to occur in the egg alone, and in

such cases the plastids of the embryonic body appear to be of purely mater-

nal ori^. In plants, as in animals, however, it is probable that both

gametes contain mitochondria and as already stated (p. 47) it is possible

that these may be fundamentally indentical with plastids and give rise to

them.^

The plant ovum attains its greatest size in the gymnosperms (Figs. 2r3-

215). In the conifers the protoplasm contains many fibrous bodies, the

origin of which has been much disputed (Ferguson, ’or), Miyaki, ’03,

Cc^r, ’03, etc.). These bodies are more numerous in the lower half of the

>See Meves, ’16, ’17.
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egg, while near the upper pole the protoplasm is clearer and in some cases

contains a vacuole which has been described as marking a kind of receptive

spot, since it is at this point that the pollen tube discharges the generative

nuclei into the eggs (Ferguson, Murrill, etc.). The egg is likewise very

large in cycads, but seems to lack the protein vacuoles and fibrillar forma-

tions seen in the conifers. In the angiosperms the egg has at first no definite

external boundary, being represented by an egg-nucleus lying in the S3Ticy-

tial protoplasm of the embryo-sac and accompanied by two synergid-nuclei

which probably represent the vestige of an archegonium. In later stages

the egg, like the synergids, acquires a definite boundary by gathering a

clearly defined, spheroidal protoplasmic cytosome about it (Figs. 216-217).

2. The Sperm

The microgametes or sperms of plants have received many names, the

motile forms being commonly designated as antherozoids or spermatozoids.

The latter, like the sperms of animals, move by means of flagella or cUia,

and a study of their development shows many analogies to animal sperms in

other respects. Uniflagellate sperms seem, however, not to occur in plants,

at least two flagella being present

ana in many cases numerous

flagella or cilia.

In the lower archegoniates

(bryophytes) the sperm is bi-

flagellate (Fig. 134) with an elon-

gate and somewhat spiral body

near the anterior end of which

are attached two long flagella

directed backwards.^ The body

is occupied mainly by an elongate

nucleus with a delicate cytoplas-

mic investment, and leaving a

small purely cytoplasmic region

at the anterior end and a larger

one at the posterior. The devel- 7ig. 133.—Sperms of CAara (BEiAjEn).

opment of these sperms shows A, mother-cells with reticular nuclei; B, lata

, - ,, r f stage, with sperms forming; C, mature sperms (the
tnS-t the nd,g6ll3>

grow forth from nucleus black).

a basal body or blepharoplast

that passes into the anterior cytoplasmic region; also that this region re-

ceives a body that is comparable to the acrosome or acroblast of the

1
A

Y

y A

‘ C/. the closely similar sperms of certain platodes, p. *95 .
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aaiiml sperm 391). Sperms of tlus type are found also in the
Oiarales (Fig. 133).

The sperms of most pteridophytes are similar in general type to those

of biyq>bytes but differ in the more pronounced q)iral form of the <ytosome
and in the presence of numerous cilia arranged in a series along a consider-

abte region of the spiral cytosome. An elongated, spiral nucleus nrrupifg

Fia iS4.—Sperms of pUats. M, B, C, E, after GutoNAan, D, F, after Sthasbuhoe*).

A, of an alga {Fuau); a red chromatophore at the right of the nucleus; B, livenvort (PtUia);
C, moss (.S^AagysSMs); V, Minilia; £, fern {Angwp(eris)i P, fern, Pk^goptens (the nucleus dark).

the lower turns of the ^iral, while the cilia are confined to the upper or

middle turns (Figs. 134, iSo), borne upon an elongated, spirally twisted

bkpharoplast of whidi they are outgrowths (p. 387). The cytosome bears

a large "cytoplasmic vesicle
”
attached to the lower turns of the spiral which

is cast off after the sperm is set free and before it enters the ovum. This
structure seems to correspond exactly to the “residual protoplasm ” that
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is cast off froan the developing animal sperm (p. 367). Sperms of this gen-

eral type occur in all the pteridophytes save a few forms {Lycopodium,

Sdagindla, Pkylloglossum) in which occurs a simple biflagellate sperm
somewhat like that of bryophytes.

The pteridophyte type of sperm is connected by interesting intermediate

forms with the non-motile sperm-cells of the higher gymnosperms and an-

giosperms. Sperms of this type but somewhat simplified are still present in

the cycads and Ginkgoales, but reduced in number and of great relative

size. In Microcycas their number is 16-20, in Ceraiozamia exceptionally

4 but usually 2, in other cycads and in Ginkgo always 2; and in all of these

cases they are carried within the tip of the pollen-tube, never being dis-

charged to lead a free -swimming life in the water.* These sperms are

obtusely conical in shape, with a large rounded nucleus, and a band-shaped

blepharoplast which forms several spiral turns around the upper region and

bears a close series of short cilia by which the sperm slowly swims (Fig. 182).

These are probably the largest sperm-cells known in either plants or animals,

reaching in Zamia a diameter of more than 300;^ and readily visible to the

naked eye (Webber). In the higher gymnosperms the cilia and associated

structures have been lost, but in most cases the sperm, temporarily at least,

is a complete cell (Figs. 214, 215) with a definitely bounded cytosome, closely

similar to the young sperms of cycads {Thuja, Sequoia, Taxus, etc.); but no

trace of blepharoplasts has yet been found in them. These cells are typically

two in number, and usually equal; but in some cases {Taxus, Torreya) are

unequal, only the larger being functional. In Pinus the cytosome finally

breaks down, only the nucleus retaining its individuality. In the seed-

plants, finally, these are but two sperms represented by two “generative

nuclei” borne within the growing pollen-tube near its tip and by most ob-

servers described as not surrounded by definite cytosomes. In a few cases,

however, the sperm-cytosome is said to be definitely marked off and even

to enter the egg during fertilization; but little is known concerning its

structure.® It has been supposed that at the time of fertilization these

gametes (or nuclei) though not ciliated, may have some power of movement

within the egg; but this is conjectural (p. 452).

‘ Cycas (IkeDO, ’g6, ’98, ’04), Ginkgo (Hirase, ’06, ’98). Webber, ’97. ’01), Slangeria (Lang. ’00),

DioDn (ChambetUin, ’09), Microcycas (Caldwell. ’07), C«roto«e*M- (Chamberlain, ’07).

’ See Wdaford, ’14 (lilium), Wylie, ’ar {VaUisneria). For further details concerning the gametet

of plants, see Chaps. V and VU.
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THE GAMETES

in. ORIGIN, GROWTH AND DIFFERENTIATION OF THE GERM-
CELLS

A. General Outline

1. Introductory, Terminology

The origin of the germ-cells during ontogeny, and their processes of

growth and differentiation, have long occupied a central position of inter-

est for obvious reasons. Attention was concentrated upon their mode of

origin, particularly because of Nussbaum’s contention (’8o) that the germ-

cells are not, strictly speaking, produced by the parental body (as was

explicitly or tacitly assumed by earlier writers), but only have a common
origin with it from a preceding germ-cell.^ As extended and developed

by Weismann, this conception made the multicellular individual appear

to us as a kind of dual organism ® in which germ-cells and somatic cells

lead quasi-independent lives. The far-reaching influence of this concep-

tion on the modem study of heredity is evident (p. 12).

As Weismann himself recognized, no hard and fast line can in many cases

be drawn between germ-cells and somatic cells: hence his theory of a con-

tinuity of germ-plasm rather than of germ-cdls, which has so long been a

subject of controversy. The distinction between germ-cells and somatic

cells, like that between “germ-plasm” and “somatoplasm,” was however

too sharply drawn by Weismann and his followers, and led to an opposition

to his views in which the fundamental truth which they expressed often

seemed to be lost sight of. A large body of evidence has accumulated in

favor of the view that fundamentally any’ cell may be tototipotent (t. e.,

contain the heritage of the species) and that the limitations of potency that

it may display are due to secondary inhibitory conditions (p. 1078). Never-

theless the fact is patent that heredity is effected by germ-cells which

transnut a specificalfy organized protoplasmic system (t. e., “ germ-plasm”)

from generation to generation, and the general principle of genetic conti-

nuity as applied to both germ-cells and germ-plasm is so obviously true as

to have survived all criticism.

In most higher animals the germ-cells seem to arise in the “germinal

^itheliuin,” whidi occupies a localized region of the peritoneal or ccelomic

epithelium.* By Waldeyer (’70) and many later observers down to the

^ A review al the history of this conception, with nn account of the earlier views of Owen, Gallon

and Jager is given in Wdsmann’s book on the Cervt-phm (1893).

Waldeyer, ’06.

’ This fact is in haintoiw with the so-called gonocoele theory, according to which the coelome of

the hitdrec forms represents the oilarged gonad-cavity of the platodes or related ancestral Qrpes.

See e^edidly Lang (’04).
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Zygote

Flf. 185.—General diagram of the germ-line in animals, showing parallelism between the male

line (left) and the female (right). The number of divisions (except in meiosis) is actually much

larger than here shown.
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{H«seat time the germ-celis were believed to arise from the germinal epi-

dielitan itself.^ This may indeed correspond to the facts in some cases

(p. 318) ;
nevertheless it is certain that in some animals the germ-cells are

set aade from the somatic cells at a very early paiod in the ontogeny,

so that we can actually trace their line of ontogenic descent or germ-line

Fl(. ISS.—Earijr history of the germ-cells in Gtmathyraa Loveni (Weisuann).

A, female blostostyle at on early periad, showing eggs passing into it from the main stem of the

hj'droid at the left; B, early stage in gonophore budding from the blnstostyle with three eggs

puidng into it; C, terminal portion of blastostyle surrounded by the gonotheca with 3 young
female gonopbores, each with eggs, and a terminal mature gonophore (sessile medusoid) with

ifpe eggs.

backwards to early stages of development, sometimes even to the initial

cleavages of the egg. In such cases the primordial germ-cells seem to

lead an independent life within the soma, almost as if they were parasitic

or symbiotic organisms. This fact' should not be undtily emphasized.

Gam-cells, like somatic cells, result from a process of histogenetic differ-

entiation, and the somatic line of ontogenetic descent is not less real than

die gembdine.^ Nevertheless, the germ-line has an especial interest of

its 01m, abice it represents the actual as distinguished from the theoretically

possibfe line of heredity from one generation to another.

‘ For a geoerat review me Woldeyer ('05) and Gutheiz (’18). Cf. Allen {’ts).

*Sm Eigenmaan (’o7)< O. Hertwig (’16).
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Termindogy. The germ-cells of animals are originally derived from
stem-cdls (Fig. 135), which give rise by division to both germ-cells and so-

matic cells, and in certain striking cases may be clearly distinguished as

early as the 2-cell stage of development {Ascaris, Cyclops, pp. 315, 323).

From the stem-cells arise the primordial germ-cells, which after a certain

•r:-'

Fig. 137.—Primordial germ-cells and diminution in the By Uiasfor (Kahle).

A, unfertilized egg, enclosed In its follicle with group of nurse-cells (») and po/ar plasm ip. p.):

B, 4 nucleus stage, with nutritive cells (»), polocyte-nuclei ip) and polar plasm ip. p.)\ C, third

cleavage, diminution in progress in upper two spindles; D, 15-cell stage, germ-cell below, second

diminution completed in somatic nuclei; E, later stage, with eliminated chromatin {«. c.); F, in-

wandering of primordial germ-cells at posterior pole.

number of divisions enter upon a quiescent period of considerable duration.

They are then converted into the gonia, which most frequently aggregate

to form localized gonads or “germ-glands.” These cells show the same

general characters in both sexes, but are sooner or later distinguishable

by the eye as primary odgonia or spermatogonia. Resuming the process

of active division, they give rise to secondary odgonia or ^rmatogonia
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and also, in many cases, to accessory cells such as nurse-cells in the ovary

or Sertoli-cells in the testis. These cells lose the power of further develop-

ment and are devoted to nutritive or supporting functions tributary to

the growth and differentiation of the functional germ-cells. At the end

of a certain period division of the gonia ceases and they enter upon a growth-

period, much more prolonged in the female, characterized by a series of

phenomena that differ widely from those in preceding stages. The cells

of this period are accordingly called auxocytes (oocytes or spermatocytes),

from which the gametes are

finally produced by two divi-

sions known as the maturation

or meiotic divisions. In the

male these divisions give rise

typically to four sperms, m the

female to the mature ovum
and three “polar bodies” or

polocyles.

2. The Genn-line and the Pri-

mordial Germ-cells

Striking examples of early

segfegation of the germ-cells

are offered by certain of the

hydomedus* in which Kleinen-

berg, Weismann and others

found the primordial germ-cells

present already in the “asexual”

hydroid, where they lead a

quasi-independent life, wander-

ing in the tissues like Amcebee,

and in some cases creeping

through the mesogloea from one

layer to another. In some

characterized

A, postenor region of the egg, showing polar disc or by a. gr63.t reduction of the
“g^-ceiidetennmant” A first mitosis in this region, gonophore or sexual generation
C, two resulting primordial germ cells

/

^
v

. (as in Etidendrium)j the germ-

cells are according to Weismann distinguishable several bud-generations be-

fore the appearance of the gonophore, passing successively from hydranth

to hydranth as new buds form, then into the blastostyle, and at last into

the gonophore where they finally aggregate to form localized gonads^
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(Fig- 136 )'^ No case so striking as this is elsewhere known; but in a con-

siderable number of the higher invertebrates the primordial germ-cells, or

the stem-cells from which they arise, can be identified with certainty in

the early cleavage and can be traced thence onwards by means of cyto-

logical peculiarities of the nucleus, of the cytoplasm, or of both. The
most certainly determined of these cases occur in insects, crustaceans,

nematodes and chaetognaths, where they have been the objects of nu-

merous studies. ^

Of these cases we can here consider only a few examples. The first of

them to be described were found in the Diptera (Miastor, Chironomus,

Musca) where the primordial genn-cells are budded forth from the pos-

terior pole of the egg at a very early period, and hence were called by Weis-

mann (’63) the pole-ctW?,. By Metschnikoff (’55, ’66) and Leuckart (’65)

these were identified as germ-cells and Metschnikoff actually traced them
into the gonads of the larva, a result confirmed by many later observers

who have described primordial germ-cells in the early stages especially of

the Diptera, Coleoptera and Hymenoptera. * In some of these cases all

the primordial germ-cells are traceable to a single pole-cell, formed at the

posterior pole of the ovum in one of the early cleavages (Fig. 137). In

other cases, two or more pole-cells seem to be extruded from the egg, si-

multaneously or successively (Fig. 138),so that no single complete pole-cell

can be taken as ancestral to all the others. In Calliphora Noack (’01) found

several pole-cells to be separately extruded from the egg: and the same has

been found to be the case in beetles by Hegner (’14a) and in Drosophila

by Huettner (’21).

Striking examples of the early differentiation of primordial germ-cells

have been described in the Entomostraca; where the facts were early ob-

served by Grobben (’79) in Moina and latter by other observers in a number

of daphnids and copepods,'* in some of which the stem-cells are distinguish-

able as such from the first cleavage onwards (Fig. 139). Even more re-

markable are the similar cases found among nematodes, as first made known

by Boveri (’87) in Ascaris megalocephala, and later studied by him in a

masterly manner, both by observation and experiment. In the hermaphro-

ditic form Sagitta, R. Hertwig (’80) discovered four primordial germ-cells,

‘ See Weismann ’s remarkable memoir of 1887, in which many variants of this process are described.

Many of his more detailed results are disputed in the later works of Gotte t’07) and G. T. Hargitt

(’i3-’i 8). These observers nevertheless confirm Weismann and bis predecessors on the main point,

namdy, the production of the germ-cells in some cases by the “asexual” hydroid long before the

appearance of the sexual zooids or gonophores.

® See especially Hegner 14a, 14b
’ See especially Balbiani (’82), Heymons (’91), Ritter (’go), Noack (’01), Hasper (’11), Sfl-

vestri (’06, ’08, ’09, 14), Kahle ('08), Hegner (08, ’09, ’12, ’14, ’13), Gatenby (’19, ’20), Martin

(’14), etc

‘ Wdsmann and Ishikawa (’89), Haecker (’97), Amma (’ii), Kiihn (’ii, ’13) and others.
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distinguishable already in the early gastrula and (as later determined by
Elpatiewsky, ’09) derived from a single original cell. Of these four, two

are said to give rise to the testes and two to the ovaries, so that the scg-

Tig. 139 .—^The germ-line and “germ-cell determinants” in the copepod Cyclops (Awia).

e, the ectosomes or “germ-ceU determinants”; g, primordial germ-cells; s, stem-cells.

A, conjugation of gamete-nuclei; B-D, first and second cleavages; E, from rs-rell stage, gono-

mery seen above; 15-ceU stage, in optical section; G, sixth cleavage in progress, division of stem-

cell; B, I, earlier and later gastrulas, primordial germ-cells.

regation of male and female germ-cells would here seem to be accom-

plished by a single cell-division (Fig. 143).

In the vertebrates the case is still uncertain. Views on this subject

were long dominated by the conclusion of Waldeyer, put forward in his

classical work Eitrstock und Ei (1870), that the germ-cells arise rela-

tively late in the ontogeny by direct transformation of epithelial cells in

the “genninal epithelium” of the yotmg embryo; but a considerable group

of later observers found that the primordial germ-cells arise at a much
earlier period widely scattered in other regions of the germ to wander thence

through the embiyonic tissues to their final destination in the germinal
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q)itlieliiun. * In most of these_ cases the primordial germ-cells, so called,

are scattered either in the entoblast, in the splanchnic mesoblast, or be-

tween these layers (Fig. 140) and appear to pass from this position, as

development advances, towards the axial region, and finally into the ger-

minal epithehum of the genital ridge; but in some instances they are dis-

tinguishable still earlier and still further away from their final destination.

In the tortoise, Allen found them in the entoblast near the junction of the

Fig. 140 »—Primordial germ-cells in vertebrates (4-C, from Allen; D, £, from BehrekberG'
Gosslek)

A, cross-section of early embryo turtle {Chrysemys) germ-celU in the entoblast, B, later stage,

germ-cells migrating into mesentery; C, group of young oocytes from cortex of ovary; still in the

peritoneal eiMthelium, D, primordial germ-cell of duck-embryo (no hrs ), showing Golgi-apparatus;

Ef the same from chick of 60-73 hrs , Golgi-apparatus and chondriosomes

pellucid and the vascular areas, lateral to the embryo; while in the birds.

Swift found them already in the stage of the primitive streak, lying in the

entoblast where it joins the germinal wall, and quite outside the embryonic

area.

More recently doubts have arisen in regard to the subject. Some ob-

servers have foimd that many of these cells may, as it were, lose their way

and remain outside the ovary; * or thai they may enter the blood-vessels

' Among the earlier advocates of this conciuaon may be named especialiy Jungeison (’87) and

Eigenmann (’gs, ’g?) in the case of teleosts, Hofmann (’gs) and Nussbaum (’01) in birds. Beard

(’oo-’o4) and Woods (’03) in elasraobranchs Prominent among iater works are those of Rubaseb-

kin (’07), Berenberg-Go^er (’13-14), and Swift (’13) on birds; Allen (’06, ’og) on reptiles and

fishes: Jarvis (’08) on rutiles; Dodds (’10) on teleosts, and Rubaschkin (’07, ’10) and Fnss (’11) on

mammals, including man Literature in the papers espedally of Berenbeig-Gossler, Allen, Dodds,

Swift, and Hegner Cf. Allen, ’33

• See Jarvis, ’08, Firket, ’14, Berenberg-Gossler, ’ig-’iS-
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and thus be carried to all parts of the embryo and vascular area, later

passing out of the vessels into the tissues, degenerating, or giving rise to

ordinary mesoblast-cells.’^ Winiwarter and Saintmont, in a careful study

of the histogenesis of the ovary of the cat (’09), found that the large, rounded

cells seen in early stages of the ovary do not in fact give rise to ova but

degenerate; and the same is true of a second group of similar cells formed

by proliferation from the germinal epithelium. The definitive germ-cells

Fig. 141.—Oocyte of the hymenoptcr Apantelcs glomeraius sliowing secondary nuclei and “germ-
cell determinant" or ohsome (Hegner)
A, entire oiicyte with germinal vesicle (g v), secondary nuclei (n )» and oosome (o) at lower

pole; B, upper portion of same, ailargsd; C, oocyte with first polar spindle forming; D-Ft suc-

cessive stages of oosome.

are formed by a third proliferation in the kitten of 3-4 months; but the

authors leave it undecided whether they arise from primordial germ-cells

left over from the earlier generations (failing to degenerate) or from in-

different cells of the lepithelium. These results are confirmed in their es-

sentials, though with some variations of detail, by several later observers.®

A remarkable fact observed by Winiwarter and Saintmont is that before

degeneration the primordial cells undergo some of the nuclear changes

characteristic of auxocytes, passing through characteristic leptotene, pachy-

tene and diplotene stages,® The same fact was described by Firket in the

> Dantsdiakoff, ’08, Berengberg-Gossler, Swift [op. cU.).

• Ridtaschkin f”), Firket (’14), Kingery (’14, ’17, ’18), Kirkham (’16), Swingle (’21).

• giimtar changes undergone by the nurse-ceDs of insect-eggs (p. 3j6).
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chick, and by several observers in. mammals. Kingery found in the mouse

that the primordial germ-cells might even proceed to the formation of a

polocyte and second polar spindle before their degeneration. More recently

Swingle (’21) found in the male bull-frog that a first generation of germ-

cells of the young tadpole pass though a partial maturation-cycle, showing

characteristic tetrad-formation, up to the anaphase of the first division

Fig. 143.—Early germ cells in the parasitic hymenopter Ulomastix (SyIveSTRi)

A, gamete-nuclei m conjugation, polar nuclei above, “odsome” or “germ-cell determinant”

at g, B, first cleavage-figure below, polar nuclei fusing C, 4 cell stage, germ cell at g, polar fusion-

nucleus above, D, third cleavage in progress, polar fusion nucleus dividing above, E, F, later stages,

With embiyonic mass below («) and polar mass above

but then degenerate, the definitive germ-cells arising from a second genera-

tion of uncertain origin.*

These curious facts seem to afford strong evidence that the “primordial

germ-cells” of the vertebrates really are such. Why they should degenerate

to be replaced by cells of later origin is an interesting puzzle; but we fmd

in these facts further ground for the conclusion that the differentiation

between primordial germ-cells and somatic cells is not a fixed or fundamental

’C/ p 310
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(we, snd that it varies greatly in respect to the time at which it appears

and in the extent of the morphological changes that it involves (contrast

Aicaris with the bird or mammal).

8. Differentiation of the Primordial Germ-cells

(o) Cytoplasmic Characteristics. “G»m~ceU Determinants.”

.

It has been

e]q)erimentally demonstrated in the case of Ascaris and made very prob-

able in other cases, that the nature of fhe early germ-cells is primarily

determined by their cytoplasm, and that the pecularities of their nuclei

(when such are distinguishable) are called forth by the region of the egg in

which they lie (p. 1091). At this point we may examine certain visible

cfaaracterisrics of the cytoplasm of these cells that have by some writers

been supposed, though on insufficient grounds, to determine their nature.^

A number of the early observers (Weismann, MetschnikofiF, Grobben,

Ishikawa) observed the presence of deeply staining granules or other specific

cytc^lasmic inclusions in the early germ-cells of certain insects and Crustacea

and their history was later traced in Cydops by Haecker (’97, ’03), whose

tibservations were confirmed and extended by Amma (’ii) in several other

genera of oqjepods. In these forms the granules in question, known as

ecXasomes (“Aussenk6mchen”)f collect at one pole of the spindle in the

first cleavage of the ovum, and continue to be segregated in a single cell un-

til the end of the fourth division; and the cells which then receive them,

can later be identified (by their lagging mitosis) as the primordial germ-cells

(Ftg. 139). In insects the existence of such granules (as distinguished from

yolk) was observed by Ritter (’90) in the egg of Chironomus before the pole-

cells are formed. This account was confirmed by many later observers

in several orders of insects, though the details vary more or less in different

species. Hasper (’i i) showed in Chironomus that at the 4-cell stage one nu-

cleus migrates to the posterior pole and there divides, both products being

extruded as pole-cells into which the granules pass (Fig. 138). In Miastor

(Kahle, ’08) the origin of the pole^xlls is slightly different, since the fourth

nucleus divides at the posterior pole to produce one pole-cell and one somatic

cell (Fig. 137). The specific granules have not been described as such;

but a definite mass of “polar plasm ”
enters the pole-cells, which are further

distinguished by nuclear characters, as explained beyond. On" the other

hand, distinct polar granules in the polar plasm are described by Noack

('or) in Calliphora, and more recently by Huettner (’21) in Drosophila.

Analogous phenomena in Coleopt^a and H)menoptera have been care-

fully stuffied in an interesting series of papers by Hegner (’08, ’14), Sylvestri

' A valuable hutorical aod critical review oi this subject is given by Hegner (’14). See also tbe

Tevtaw in Amsaa (’ii).



Fig. 143.—Frimoidial germ-cells in Sagitta [A-C, from Elpauewsxv, H-J from R. Heiitwio).

if, fertilized egg with “germ-cell detenninant” at g; B, r-cell stage; C, i6-cell stage; D, diviaioii

of stem-cell during fifth cleavage to form primordial germ-cell g. c. in E; P, first division of g. c.;

G, result of second divirion of g. c.; H, gastrula with two primordial germ-cells; J, later stage with

four germ-cells; /, portion of much later embryo showing the two anterior germ-cells (primary

odgonia) in front of transverse septum (r) and two posterior ones (primary spermatogonia)

behind it.

terios region of the egg, containing the polar disc, before the pole-cells had

been formed. Such eggs produced a normal blastoderm up to a certain

stage, bid no irace of germ-cells was found. Analogous phenomena occur in

the Hymenoptera. In Copidosoma (Litomastix), a cytoplasmic ^herddal'

body, the “odsome” (Fig. 142), is present in the unsegmented egg, passes

to the posterior end, and enters the posterior cell of the 4-cell stage

(this form undergoes a total cleavage) where it breaks up into granules
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which were assumed by Sylvestri to pass into the germ-cells.^ In Tricho-

and Apanteles densely aggregated polar granules are present, more

Hke those of the Coleoptera.^

The nature and origin of the cytoplasmic “germ-cell determinants”

is still problematical. They have been supposed to come originally from the

Fig. 144.—Stem-celU and primordial germ cclk in Ascans mcsalocephala, early stages shovnng

diminution (Boveri).

p s , primordial somatic cell; s, stem-cell

Af second cleavage in progress; polar view of chromosomes of the upper cell {p s) to show
diminution m progress, B, later stage, elimination-chromatin at equator of upper spmdle (T-stage)

,

C, 4-ccU stage, showing eliminated chromatin in upper two cells, £>, third cleavage m progress,

second diminution at ^ j (later stages m Fig 145)

nucleus (Haeckar, Sylvestri, in their earlier work) or from chondriosomes

(Hegner). In SagUta (Fig. 143) a special cytoplasmic body is handed on

from the unsegmented egg to a particular cell of the 32-cell stage, which is

thoi recognizable as the first primordial germ-cell. Elpadewsky (’09),

to whom these observations are due, considered this body to be of nucleolar

origin; Buchner (’10), on the other hand, regards it as a mass of chromidia

* A closely similar body was found in Paracopidosomopsis by Patterson (’21) who, however, was
unable to find any direct evidence that it enters the germ-odls.

^Hegner (’is), Gatenby (’10, ’20).
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derived from an accessory cell that fuses with the egg. In the case of the

daphnid Polyphemus the work of Kiihn (’ii, ’13) seems to show that it

arises from' one or more accessory “nurse-cells” that migrate into the egg.

The most recent studies on these bodies have produced no definite reason

for identifying them with any of the other known types of formed elements.*

Whether they can properly be called germ-cell “determinants” is equally

problematical. So far as the facts at present show they may be no more than

accompaniments or by-products of the true determining factors in the cyto-

plasm; and on the whole this seems more probable (pp. 1067, 1090).

(b) Nuclear Characteristics of the early Germ-cells and the Process of

Chromatin-diminution. Foremost in interest among the cases here con-

cerned is that of the nematode Ascaris megalocephala, the object of a masterly

series of studies by Boveri (’87, ’92, ’99) which threw a clear light upon the

lineage of the germ-cells in general, and opened a new field of cytological

inquiry. Related phenomena have since been observed in the beetle Dytis-

cus (Giardina, ’01), the fly Miastor (Kahle, ’08, Hegner ’12) and a few other

cases.

In Ascaris megalocephala (Figs. 144, 145) the germ-line may be followed

without a break back to a stem-cell that is distinguishable as such already

in the 2-cell stage of the embryo, and in each succeeding cleavage. This

cell differs from the somatic cells at every stage in the fact that it alone

retains the sum-total of the nuclear substance, while every somatic nucleus

has cast out a portion of its chromatin, having undergone the process of

so-called chromatin-diminution. The somatic nuclei are in consequence

both smaller and paler than those of the stem-cells and thus from the first

readily distinguishable by the eye. More in detail, the process is as follows:

In the first cleavage two long chromosomes are present, dividing in the usual

manner. In the prophases of the second cleavage the two chromosomes

reappear in each cell but differ in their behavior. In the stem-ceU they

undergo simple division, as before. In the sister-cell, destined to pro-

duce only somatic cells, the thickened ends of the chromosomes.are cast off

into the cytoplasm, where they ultimately degenerate, while the central

portion segments into a large number of small chromosomes,® which split

lengthwise and are distributed to the daughter-cells. In the ensuing division

each of the diminished nuclei divides with numerous small chromosomes,

and the same is true of all their descendants (which give rise only to somatic

cells). The undiminished nuclei of the two stem-cells, on the other hand,

repeat the process seen in the 2-cell stage, one of them undergoing diminu-

^ Gatenby,
’20

,
Huettner, ’21. .

* The observations of Geimtz (’15) indicate that the number is in the female 30, in the male either

22 or 30 (see p. 773).
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tian and giving snse to somatic cells with numerous small chromosomes, the

other dividing into two without diminution. This process takes place in

each of the three succeeding cleavages (t. e., four times in all, according to

Ti(. IM.—(continuing Fig. 144).

E, io<ell stage, lowing mitosis of somatic cells with diminished nuclei; F, 12-ceU stage, third

diminution in progress at p. s.; G, about 32 cells, fourth diminution in progress, leaving primordial

germ-cell (in prophase) at p. g.; B, gastrula completed with two primordial germ-cells.

Boveri) after which the segregation of the somatic and the germ-cells is com-

plete.

At the 16-cell stage two cells are left with undiminished nuclei one of

which becomes the ancestor of all the germ-cells, undergoing no further

diminution and giving rise to no further somatic cells. This cell, accordingly,

is the first primordial germ-cell. It soon divides into two cells (32-cell stage)

which later sink into the interior and multiply to form the primary cells of

the gonads. It thus comes to pass that orUy the germ-cells receive the sum-

total of the chromatin present in the fertilised egg, while all of the somatic cells

home lost a portion of their heritage. “The original nuclear constitution of

the fertilized egg is transmitted, as if by a law of primogeniture, only

to one daughter-cell, and by this again to one, and so on; while in the other

daughter-cell the chromatin in part degenerates, in part is transformed,

so that all of the descendants of these side-branches receive small, reduced

nuclei” ^ By an ingenious study of centrifuged and double-fertilized eggs

‘ Boveri, ’91, p. 437.
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Boveri was able to establish the fact that the process of diminution is not an

autonomous act on the part of the chromosomes but is induced by their

Zyjjote ASCARIS

Kg, 148.—Diagram comparing the diminution-periods in Ascaris and in Dyliscus (based on the

observations of Bovebi and Giaxdina).
.u h l • • r,.*;

In Ascaris it occurs during four cleavages, from the second to the fifth inclusive; m Dyhscvs

during the last lour cleavages of the odgonia

cytoplasmic surroundings in the egg, a conclusion of fundamental impor-

tance for our general conceptions of development.*

A somewhat analogous process of diminution was found by Meyer (’95)

in three other species of Ascaris, and this is confirmed by Boimevie (’01)

in A, lumbricoides; but in these species the diminution is not accompanied by

‘ See p. 1051 for further account.
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any increase in the number of separate chromosomes. Another well-de-

termined case seems to be that of the fly Miastor (Kahle, '08; Hegner ’12,

’14), in which the diminution takes place in the course of the third and

fourth cleavages, a large part of the chromosomes (apparently their ends,

as in Ascaris) being left behind at the equator and ultimately degenerating

(Fig. 137). In the third cleavage the fourth (posterior) nucleus divides

without diminution, one of its products passing into a polar plasm at the

lower pole of the egg with which it is cut off to form the primordial germ-

cell or “pole-cell.” From the is-cell stage onwards, therefore, only the

primordial germ-cell and its descendants contain the whole complement of

chromatin.

In these cases, evidently, the process of diminution is somehow connected

with the segregation of germ-cells from somatic cells; but it is a puzzling

fact that diminution is sometimes deferred until a much later period of the

ontogeny. In the beetle Dyiiscus (Giardina) it occurs in the course of the

last four divisions of the germ-line (Fig. 146) from which result the primary

oocyte and fifteen smaller nutritive or nurse-cells by which it is accompanied,

the odcyte alone retaining the whole complement of chromatin, as follows:

In preparation for the first of these divisions the chromatin of the oogonium

segregates into sharply distinct portions, one of which gives rise to the

chromosomes, which enter the equatorial plate as usual, while the other

forms a conspicuous deeply staining ring that passes to one pole of the

spindle (Fig. 147). The ensuing division is unequal, and the ring passes

into the larger cell, while the chromosomes are equally divided. This

process is repeated in the three following divisions of the larger cell, while

the smaller cells divide equally and with no further process of diminution,

the ring finally passing into the germinal vesicle of the oocyte, where for

a time it is still distinguishable ^ as a voluminous nucleolus-like body which

ultimately fragments into smaller “ nucleoli.” The observations of De-

baisieux indicate that these take no part in the formation or transforma-

tion of the chromosomes.

In certain Lepidoptera, the diminution is still further deferred until the

formation of the first polocyte during the maturation of the egg. This

is well shown in Phragmatobia, Orgyia and LimanWia (Seiler, ’14), where a

very considerable amount of basichromatin is cast off from the chromosomes

during the metaphase. In Orgyia and Limantria this chromatin is seen

during the anaphases as a double, plate-like structure which at first closely

resembles a metaphase equatorial chromosome-plate (Fig. 148), and latei'

* All the essential features of Giardina ’s account are conhnned by Debaisieux (’09). A somewhat

similar process is also described by Buchner (’09), in Grylius and by GUnthert (’10) in the beetle

Colymb^s.
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gives rise to a rounded mass in some cases closely resembling a nucleus,

which ultimately disappears.

Taken together, the foregoing facts make it more than doubtful whether

the process of diminution can be regarded as a primary cause of the dif-

Flg. 147.—Egg-formaUon and diminution in Coleoptera. {A-E, DytUcus, from GurdINa; B,

I, Dyliscus from Debaisieux; F, C, Colymbeta, from Gunthekt )

odgoniuw, differentiation of the chromatin; 3, first differential division; C, result of last; Z?,

second differential division; £, result of third division (only five of the 8 ceUs shown); F, the fourth

differential division (2 cells not shown); G, telophase of same, i^cyte near center; iZ, nucleus of the

final oocyte, diminution-chromatin at right; I, later stage, diminution-chromatin fragmented to

form nucleolus-like bodies.

ferentiation of the germ-line from the somatic line. It would seem rather

that the eliminated material may have played some definite part in the

earlier history of the germ-cells and has become superfluous. Such a con-
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CtudoQ would be akin to Weismann’s early conception of an “Sogenetic”

plasma that is cast out of the egg in one of the polocytes (p. 498); and

also to those dualistic conceptions of the nuclear substance which postulate

ti^ existence of a nutritive trophockromaUn and a generative idiockromatin

725). All the facts would fall into line under the assmnption that the

Fi*. 148.—^Diminution in the polar mitoses of Leptdoplera (Seiler) ; e, in each case the eliminated

chromatin; c, the chromosomes.

A
,
B, first polar spindle of Limaniria, showing equatcvial accumulation of elimination-chromatiii;

C, D, anaphase and telophase, Orgyeia; E, late anaphase of Phragmatobta; F, same, outer and inner

second polar spindles (p>, p<} with elimination-nucleus between them.

evolution <rf the egg requires a certain amount of “ trophochromatin ”

which, sooner or later after its function has been performed, is eliminated

by the diminution-process. In harmony with this is the suggestion of

Bonnevie (’05) that the process of elimination may be comparable to the

extensive casting out of residual substance from the germinal vesicle during

the prqphases of the maturation of the egg as recorded by many observers

(p. 35s)« and which is itself only a more conspicuous form of that which

tiikes the somatic divisions generally. A broad held of inquiry

is here o§ered, relating on the one hand to the general relations between

nucleus and protoplasm, on the other to dualistic conc^tions of the cell

substance in general (p. 725).
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B. The Adxocytes

The st&ttiiig point for the final differentiation of the gametes is given

by the auxocytes (oScytes or spermatocytes) which in their earliest stages

are closely similar in the two sexes and contain the same components. The
marked differences which they later display are due in part to the prodig-

ious growth of the oocyte as compared with the spermatocyte, in part

to a different type of transformation in both cytosome and nucleus.^ The
auxocytes are of especial interest because in them take place the preliminary

operations of meiosis or maturation that result in the reduction of the

chromosomes; and also because in them preexist the specific formed cyto-

plasmic materials for the building of the gametes.

In the very yormg auxocytes of both sexes the nucleus is a relatively

very large vesicular body which has at first a reticulated structure (“rest-

ing stage”), and later assumes a more or less spireme-like structure (lep-

totene, pachytene, etc.). These changes are for the most part undergone

while the auxocytes are still small and before they have entered upon the

more active processes of growth. At this time the nucleus is probably

always more or less eccentric, the investing layer of cytoplasm being there-

fore thicker on one side. In this thickened region, and usually close to the

nucleus, lies a rounded cytoplasmic body

within which are one or two centrioles

(Fig. 149), and which is sometimes sur-

roimded by cytoplasmic radiations to form

an aster-like body. This body is now

generally known as the idiozome.’^ This

body is composed of a clear substance

which we shall speak of as sphere-substaitce.

In some cases (spermatocytes of mammals) it contains a considerable number

of distinct “pro-acrosomic granules,” which are believed to persist and by

their aggregation to produce the acrosome of the sperm; but as a rule the

specific acrosome-forming material is first seen at a later period (p. 361).

‘ In some cases the spermatocytes are ot two or more sizes (p. 304) and they are sometimes so large

as to take on more or less the aspect of oocytes. This is characteristic of all or most of the sperma-

tocytes in some animals, e. g , in the myriapods (Blackman, ’05, ’07), and the hemipteran forms

Galguhts (Payne, ’08) and NoUmecta (Pantel and Sinity ’06, Browne, ’13). In other cases sudi large

spermatocytes appear only as occasional variations (as in scorpions, p. 820), or as tonporaiy stages

in the development of a "pro-testis” destined to degenerate and disappear (frogs) or to form a spe-

cial “ Bidder’s organ” (toads). By a considerable group of observers these cells have been regarded

as actual odcytes and the gonad, accordingly, as primitively hermaphroditic; but this view involves

many difficulties (p. 820).

* See especially Meves (’gg) who empbanzed the fact, that the idiozome does not persist as such

but sooner or later breaks up (Fig. 48), thus setting free the centrioles. The term cmtntheea, was

later proposed Meves (’oa) as a substitute. Regaud (’10) proposed the form idiosone (early em-

ployed in a different sense, see Glossary) as the equivalent of idlozome. It seems preferaWe, how^

ever, to use Meves’s earlier and equally non-conunittal term.

Fig. 149 .—Diagram of early auxocyte.
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The idiozome is typically surrounded by Golgi-bodies (“batonettes,”

“platelets,” etc.), sometimes so closely aggregated as to give the ap-

pearance of a network, or even of a continuous shell (Fig, 150) but

FiC. 160 .—Idiozome and Golgi-bodies (“pseudocbromosomes, chondriomites”) in the sperm-

atocytes of Proteus (Heidenhain).

Both structures shown in A, the Golgi-bodies alonein B and C; D, two views of the “central cap-

sule” formed by the Golgi-bodies, enclosing the idiozome and two central bodies.

both these latter appearances may be, wholly or in part, due to the

technique.^

Lastly, the auxocytes always contain numerous chondriosomes in the

form either of small mitochondria, rods, chondrioconts or chondriospheres.

In earlier stages these are often more or less massed around the idiozome

outside the Giolgi-bodies and sometimes almost wholly confined to this

region. They thus tend to form a cap on the nuclear wall (Figs. 157, 158)

and may even extend completely around the nucleus to form a perinuclear

zone, a condition especially common in the oocyte.

‘ By earlier observers the Golgi-bodies associated with the idiozome were variously called
“

ar-

cfaoptasmic loops” (Hermann 'gi, ’g?) "pseudo-chromosomes" and “ central capsule” (Heidenhain

’00), or “peri-idiosomatic” bodies (Temi ’12). Kuschekewitsch (’13) proposed to call the whole

structure thus formed the statospkere, the Golgi-bodies or “spherosomes” forming a “spluero-

tbeca” (central capsule) enclosing the idiozome and centrioles. The identification of the Golgi-ap-

paratus in the auxocytes was first clearly indicated by Sjbval (’06) and has been confirmed by many
later observers. Thmr subsequent dispersal through the cytosome is shown with especial clearness

by the work of Weigl (’12) <*n insects, of Gatenby (’i7-’i8) on insects and pulmoimtes, of Hirschlet

Cig) on ascidiana, and of Bewen (’20, ’21) on insects.
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C. OOGENESIS, Growth and Differentiation of the OOcxte

The phenomei^^f oSgenesis oflferjnumerous interesting problems, of

which the most important are as follows:

(1) The morphological and physiological relations of the growing oocyte

to the accessory cells usually associated with it.

(2) The growth and transformation of the ooplasm, including the history

of the central bodies, mitochondrial formations and Golgi-elements and the

formation of yolk, pigment and other secondary structures.

(3) The history of the nucleus or germinal vesicle, in relation to the

intense constructive processes of the ooplasm.

(4) The history of the chromosomes with reference to synapsis and meio-

sis.

(5) The localizing processes which result in the appearance of polarity,

bilaterality and other promorphological features of the ovum'.

We are at this point concerned primarily with only the first three of

these, deferring the fourth to Chapter VI, and the fifth to Chapters XIII

and XIV.
%

1 . The Egg and Its Accessory Cells

During its period of growth the oocyte very commonly becomes inti-

mately associated with accessory cells that play an important part in its

nutrition, though they may be absent. The two cases are distinguished

respectively by Korschelt and Heider * as alimentary and solitary types of

growth, the alimentary type being further characterized as either follictdar,

in which case the accessory cells form a continuous layer (follicle) surround-

ing the egg, or nutrimentary, in which the egg is accompanied by one or

more nutritive nurse-cells, locally attached to it in various ways. These

relations show many variations of which a few examples must here suflice.

In the solitary type (e. g., in pelecypods, or some echinoderms) the oocyte,

as it begins to enlarge, projects from the epithelial wall of the ovary and is

finally set free, either into the cavity of the ovary or into the general coelome

or the genital duct. In some cases of this type it is set free at a very early

stage and undergoes the greater part of its growth while floating in the

coelomic fluid (annelids); but in these cases the egg is often accompanied

by nurse-cells (Fig. 151). More commonly the egg remains attached until

nearly or full grown, often assuming a pear-shape, the narrow end forming

a pedicel of attachment; and it has been shown in several such cases that

the pedicel is situated at one pole of the egg and that the micropyle corre-

sponds to the point at which it is finally withdrawn (p. 1023). The

pedicel may be very long, e. g., in the mollusk Scrobicularia (Fig. 488),

> ’03, in which an extended teview of the subject is j^ven.
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ai^ stiQ mcH« so in the hemipteran insects, where it extends from the ter-

nunal nutritive end-chamber through a con»derable part of the ovary to

the growing egg (Fig. 152). It seems to have been proved in some of

these cases that granular protoplasmic material (mitochondria?) actually

flows from the other nutritive ovarian cells through the pedicel into the

egg-^ •

In the follicular type, which is the most frequent, the egg is completely

surrounded by a conspicuous follicle that often persists up to a late stage

in its growth, or even until after its discharge. A good example of the latter

case is offered by the asddian egg. In many cases, however, the follicle

Fig. 191.~05Qrte and nurse'Cell in the ajmelid. Ophryotrocha (Kouschelt).

At young stage, the nurse'cell (n) larger than the oocyte (o); Bt growth of the odcyte; C, late

stage, the nurse-cell degenerating.

finally disappears, often after having secreted about the egg a resistmit

secondary envelope or chorion, as is typically seen in the insects. In other

cases the follicle is ruptured and thrown off at the time the egg escapes from

the ovary (mammals). The follicle-cells show wide differences of structure

in different cases varying from an inconspicuous flattened epithelium up

to hi^ columnar forms, sometimes of remarkable type (ascidians) or to

thick stratified epithefia (marrunals). Their structural cormections with

the egg ate referred to beyond (p. 335).

The follicular type of growth is cormected by various intermediate con-

ditions with the “nutrimentary," in which the egg is accompanied by a

certain number of nurse-cells, which, however, do not completely surrotmd

^ This was niq>ect.d by some of the earlier observes, and seesna to have been deasly established

by more recent wrakets. See Jheting (’74), Stauffacher C94), Wleman {’10), Dederer Cis). Nus-

biuini-KSIaivwkz (’rt).
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it. In the simplest case there is but a single nurse-cell attached to the side

of the obcyte {Sacculina, Opkryotrocha). In the annelid Ophryotrocha

(Korschelt, ’93) the o6cyte and nurse-cell float in the coelomic fluid, the

nurse-cell being at first much larger than the obcyte and containing a nu-

cleus of wholly different type, being large, irregular

and rich in basichromatin (Fig. 151). As the o6cyte

grows the nurse-cell diminishes, being finally reduced

to a mere rudiment, but without fusing with the

egg. In Myzostoma (Wheeler, ’97) the oocyte is

accompanied by two nurse-ceUs at opposite sides

which fuse with the oocyte at an early period,

though their nuclei long persist at opposite poles.

Owing to this fact Wheeler was able to show that

the axis thus marked out persists as that of the

mature egg, one nucleus lying in the region of the

vacuolated cytoplasm at the animal pole, the other

in that of the granular cytoplasm of the vegetative

pole. In the annelid Diopatra Andrews (’91) found

that the very young oocyte lies between two long

strings of nurse-cells attached to it on opposite sides;

and here, too, there appears to be a constant rela-

tion between the nurse-cells and the egg (though a

different one from that seen in MyTtosUyma).

In amore frequent and rather widely distributed type pj^enogmetk^k ol

the nurse-cells are aggregated in a coherent group at ApkU ma, showing mass

one side of the egg. In the annelid Tomopteris ^cytTbdfw,
elegans (Chrm) the germ-cells (oogonia) are set free with the former by nutii-

from the ovary in groups of eight, one of which
Baehr).

becomes the oocyte, growing at the expense of the other seven which re-

main attached until a late stage at one side of the egg. The conditions

are similar, but more extreme in the leech {Pisciola jOrgenssen, ’10).

Here the oogonia are set free from the solid portion of the ovary into

the lumen in groups of four or five, which increase by division to the

number of about fifty. Of these only one, as a rule, becomes an

obcyte, while all the others remain small and finally degenerate; two

or evoi three of the cells may produce ova; and it is an interesting fact

that aU of ihem, nurse-cells and oScytes alike, may pass through the

synaptic stages (bouquet, etc., p. 543)- There seems, therefore, to be no

doubt in this case that the nurse-cells are abortive eggs which, by a physio-

logical division of labor, sacrifice their own future to that of the functional

qig 336), This is confirmed by the conditions seen in various arthio-
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pods, particularly in the insects, which have been the object of numerous

important investigations, prominent among them those of Korschelt (’86,

’89), from which many of the following facts have been drawn.

In these animals the eggs and nurse-cells lie serially in the ovarian tubules

and the eggs are usually surrounded by a follicle. In the grasshoppers the

eggs typically lie in a single series, surrounded and separated by follicle-

cells, but without other nutritive cells. In many other insects the eggs

lie in a series, alternating with nutritive chambers in which lie one or more

nurse-cells. In Forficula each nutritive chamber is occupied by a single

Fig. 168 .—Ovarian eggs of insects (Korschflt).

A, egg of the butterfly, Vanessa, surrounded by its follicle, above, three nurse-cells (n. c ) with

branching nuclei; g v., germinal vesicle; B, egg of water-beetle, Dytiscus, living; the egg (o, f ) lies

between two groups of nutritive cells; the germinal vesicle sends amceboid processes into the dark

mass of food-granules (chondriosomes?),

nurse-cell of great size and having in its fully developed state a very large

branching nucleus (Fig. 320). In the coleopteran type the nutritive chamber

contains a .considerable number of closely packed nurse-cells (Figs. 153,

15s), which in Dytiscus are 15 in munber. The lepidopteran type is in

some respects intermediate between the coleopteran type and that seen in

ForfictUa, the nurse-cells lying (in Vanessa, Fig. 153) in a single layer so

as to appear like enlarged follicle cells with very large branching nuclei.

In some cases an actual fusion takes place between the egg and the ac-

companying nutritive cells. In the tunicates, for example, follicle-cells
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migrate into the egg in considerable numbers to form the “test-cells,”

long a morphological puzzle.’ Nearly related with this are the phenomena
in various ccelenterates (Hydra) and mollusks (Helix) where the egg fuses

with or engulfs certain of the neighboring nutritive cells or follicle-cells

(Fig. 154)
^ and the same occurs in certain ccelenterates (Hydra) and

Fig. 154.—Ovdnan eggs of Helix (Odsi)

A
,
earlier stage, surrounded by follicle; B, later stage, showing inward migration and absorption

of follicle-cells.

mollusks (Helix). In other cases the perinuclear zone of the oocyte is con-

nected directly with the nurse-cells by conspicuous protoplasmic bridges,

through which the mitochondrial contents of the nurse-cells are said finally to

pass inwards to the egg (Fig. 155). A similar function, perhaps, is performed

by the more numerous and delicate protoplasmic cell-bridges between the

oocyte and its surrounding follicle-cells, which have been described by

many observers from an early period. They have recently been care-

fully studied by Retzius (’12) who has given a valuable review of the lit-

terature and has published many remarkable figures showing how in

all the main groups of vertebrates the follicle cells give off from their bases

conspicuous protoplasmic processes or filaments which penetrate the so-

called zona radiata (egg-envelope) and enter the cortical layer of the oocyte

(Fig. 156). Similar cell-bridges have also been demonstrated connecting

the eggs of plants with the surrounding cells.® It is not known whether

'See Floderus, ’g6, Bancroft ’gg, etc. ® See Doflein (’g?), Floderus (’gs), Obst (’gg), etc.

• See Goroschankin, ’’Sj, Ikeno, 'gS, A. Meyer, ’g6, etc.
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tiiese bridges are lines of actual protoplasmic flow, but it can bardly be

doubted in view of all the facts, that they are paths through which nutrient

substances are in some form passed into the egg.

The morphological relationship of the nutritive or accessory cells to the

oiScyte has long been a subject of controversy. In cases where a single

nurse-cell or group of such cells is associated with the egg, it is beyond doubt

that these cells have a common origin with the obcyte and should be

regarded as abortive Or rudimentary eggs that have been specialized for

rig. IBS .—Relations of egg and nutritive cells in DytUcua (Nussbauii-Hilakowicz).

A, S, odgonia, in division and in repose; C, oiicyte (o) showing six of the 15 nurse-cells (n) and

the accessory body, ac, Giarrttna’s ring; D, later stage, showing streams of mitochondria; E, pe-

ripheral region of much older odcyte; ch, chondriosomes; /, fat-drops; fl, follicle-cells; y, developing

yolk-spheres. (C/. Fig. 147.)

the elaboration of food-materials at the expense of which the functional

ovum grows. This is danonstrated, for instance, by Giardina’s observa-

ticMis on DyHscus (p. 326), or those of Jbrgenssen (’136) on Pisdola] and

it is very probably true of many other cases of this type {Orpkryotrocha,

Myssostoma, Diopatra, etc.). A confirmation of this is given by the above

mentioned remarkable fact (p. 333) that the nuclei of the nurse-cells mayform
tetrads closely similar to those seen in the odcyte-nucleus,' and even may

t Woltereck (’98) in the ostracodes, Giaidina (’os) m DyHscus, GrUitberg (’03) in Pieris, Mu^
sbsU (’07b) in Platyplttx, and others.



Fig. 166.—Connections between oOcyte and foUlcle-cells in vertebrates (Retzius).

A, in Chimara; B, Raja; C, the rabbit: D, the pigeon; E, the domestic fowl. The foregoing

from earlier stages of the odcyte; F, late stage in Lacarta.

Hogben, these changes are passed through by all the cells before the nurse-

cells can be distinguished from the functional odcytes, all starting out

along the pathway, but many of them being arrested to form nurse-

• Doncaster (’12) in Pirns, Dederer (’15) in Pkyllosxmia, Hogben (’aoa) in RJtodiles. See also

Fauldse (’oo), McGill (’06).
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cells before completing their development. Undoubtedly, therefore, the

nurse-cells should in such cases be regarded as abortive ova (oocytes) that

are sacrificed for the benefit of their more fortunate brethren.

The case is by no means so clear in respect to the follicle-cells. In the

insects the important investigations of Heymons (’95) and others seemed

to demonstrate that the follicle-cells and terminal filament of the ovary

were derived from mesoblastic cells not arising from primordial germ-cells

and only secondarily associated with the latter. On the other hand, Mar-

shall (’07) found in Hymenoptera and in the phryganids that both kinds

of cells had a common origin; and a similar result has been reached by

Vejdovsky (’ii, ’12) in the orthopter Diastrammena-, by Dederer (’17)

in Lepidoptera, and by Hogben (’20a) in Hymenoptera. In the verte-

brates a strong case has been made out for the common origin of ova and

follide-cells. Winiwarter and Saintmont, as above stated, leave this ques-

tion in doubt. Buhler (’94) long since described the origin of germ-cells

(presumably oogonia) by tangential division of columnar epithelial cells

in the germinal epithelium of the mammals; and this is confirmed by the

recent studies of Gutherz (’18) who also described the origin of oogonia

by a direct metamorphosis of the epithelial cells without division. For

the present, however, it seems necessary to suspend judgment on this

difficult question. It is, after all, a question of detail, relating as it does

only to the relative time at which the germ-cells are finally set apart from

the somatic cells, in respect to which we know that very wide variations

occur (p. 312). We should not permit such variations to obscure our view

of the large fact, emphasized by Nussbaum, that sooner or later in the

ontogeny the descendants of the original egg become differentiated into

two groups, germinal and somatic; and the significance of this is not les-

sened by the fact (if, as the writer believes, it is a fact) that in theory any

cell of the body many contain the potentiality of the whole.

2. General History of the OOplasmic Components

The enormous increase in the cytoplasmic or ooplasmic substance during

the growth of the odqyte leads to the production of the largest known

forms of cells (p. 98). In large and heavily yolk-laden eggs this enlarge-

ment is mainly due to the loading of the cytosome with passive reserve-

materials (yolk or deutoplasm)
;
but apart from this it seems clear that the

ovum also contains an exceptionally large amount of active protoplasm.

The growing obcyte therefore forms a very advantageous object for

study of the cytqlogical changes; while, more broadly viewed, it offers

problems of fundamental interest for the analysis of the problems of lo-

calization and differentiation. These considerations have naturally at-
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traded the attention of cytologists to this subjed from an eariy period,

and have made it the center of an evergrowing mass of literature. Unfortu-
nately, it offers difficulties that have not yet been overcome; and it must
be admitted that in many respects we are still far from an adequate under-

standing of the phenomena.

In the young oocyte, the cytoplasm is at first both very small in amount
and simple in structure, often seeming to consist almost wholly of optically

homogeneous hyaloplasm, which in the living object shows only a few

scattered granules. As growth proceeds the structure becomes more com-
plicated by the appearance of an alveolar or pseudo-alveolar structure, due

to the formation of true alveolar spheres or of yolk-spherules (p. 73).^ Since

nothing is known of the manner in which the hyaloplasm increases, our

study of cytoplasmic growth and differentiation thus

reduces itself largely to the development of the yolk

and other formed elements.

In spite of numerous researches on the yolk-forma-

tion, extending over a period of more than fifty years,

the subject still remains in so confused a state that all

statements in regard to it must be made with consider-

able reserve. Even in the recent literature we find the

origin of the yolk-spherules ascribed to chondriosomes,

to Golgi-bodies, to chromidia, extruded nucleoli or

nucleolar fragments; while some observers consider

that the yolk arises de novo in the cytoplasmic sub-

stance without discoverable relation to other formed

elements. We must, therefore, conclude either that there is no general

uniformity in the mode of yolk-formation, or that many of the existing

accounts of the subject are erroneous.

a. The Yolk-nucleus or Vitelline Body. {DoUerkern, corps vitellin).

By these terms is designated a cytoplasmic body, first observed in the oScytes

of spiders by Wittich (’45) and called the “yolk-nucleus” by Carus (’so)>

and undoubtedly concerned in some manner with the yolk-formation.^ The

nature of this body has been a subject of long continued controversy.*

In the greater number of cases it is a single body lying near the nucleus;

but the same name has been applied to several or many cytoplasmic bodies

scattered through the cytosome or in its peripheral layer. These latter in-

Fig. 167 .—Young hu-
man o6cyte, surrounded
by its follicle, showing
the crescentic vitello-

genous layer applied to

the nucleus (Van dek
Stricht).

* Cf. Wilson, ’gg.

* The extended literature on this subject is reviewed in the works of Jordan (’gs), Mertens ( gs),

Henneguy (’gy, ’g6), Van Bambeke (’gS), Crampton (’gg), Korschelt-Heider (’02), Waldeyer (’06),

Faur^-Fremiet (*io), Munson (*12), and others.

» The early view of Will (’ii), Henneguy (’gs), Balbiani (’83, ’03) and a few others that the yolk-

nucleus arises from the germinal vesicle, either by a process of budding or by the extrusion of nudeo-

lar dements, has not been sustained by more recent studies.
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dsde amorphous masses cd material that have been described by some

obaervers as “archophtsm,” “ergastr^lasm,” etc., and seem to be of varied

nature. All these will here be left out of account exc^t in so far as they

may represent material arising by the fragmentation of one original yolk-

nucleus or of material associated with it.

Wittich found the yolk-nucleus as a rounded body lyii^ near the ger-

minal veacle, later enlarging markedly and acquiring a concentric fibril-

iated or laminated structure; and as a spheroidal body it was later described

by a nmnber of the earlier observers (Fig. 158).* Others found it as ah

dongated body, composed of finely granular material, either spread out like

a crescentic cap at one side of the nucleus or extending completely around it

to form a perinuclear zone closely applied to the nuclear wall (Fig. 157)-®

Within the latter, in many cases, lies a well-defined, rounded body that

corresponds to Wittich’s yolk-nucleus, as was shown to be the case in Wit-

tich’s own object, the spider {Tegenaria) by Van der Stricht (’98) and later

by Faur6-Fremiet (’10). As a matter of historical priority, therefore, it

seems clear that the term “yolk-nucleus” should be restricted to the smaller

spheroidal body within the crescent or ring. The latter has received various

names.* We here make use of Bambeke’s convenient and non-committal

term paUial layer or pallial substance, employing the term yolk‘nucleus-

complex to the double structiue formed by the yolk-nucleus together with

the pallial substance.

(i) ii many cases the yolk-nucleus has been foimd to contain one or two

central granules closely similar to centrioles, thus suggesting its identity with

the idiozome of the early spermatocytes.* It is in some cases surrounded

By con^icuous astral rays but this seems exceptional.® A number of ob-

SCTvers have failed to find any definite body surrounding the centriole;

others have failed to observe either yolk-nucleus or central granules, but in

all such cases it is doubtful whether the technical treatment has revealed

the complete, normal structure. The identity of the yolk-nucleus with the

idiozome of the early odcyte or spermatocytes, accepted by most observers

of the French and Belgian. schools, receives strong support from the rela-

tion of the yolk-nucleus to the Golgi-bodies and the chondriosomes.

‘JS. g., by Balbiani (’93) and Hennery (’93).

* £. g., by HoQ (’90) in the hen, O. Schultze (’87) in the bog, Nemec ('07) in the myriapods, or

Bamhekc (’98) bt Pholaa.
* B. g., the paUM layer ox muMe4ayer (Van Bambeke); vildhgemms layer or vildlogenous mass

(Van der Stiicht); y^-matrix (Crampton); Datterkemlager ol German writers.

* BaB>ian! C93) first definitdy urged this comparison, maintaining; that the yoik-nudeus is equiva-

lent to an “attraction-q>bere plus a centrasorae’’; and the same condusion was adopted by Van der

Stricht (’98), Munson C98, ’04, ’is), Lams ('07), Fauri-Fremiet fro), Loyes (’11), Sonnenbrodt

(’oS) and ipahy others. Meves (’98) adopted a rimilar view, recognizing the 3'olk-nudeus as an

itBoaoise in the same sense as the “ sphere” and central bodies oi the spermatocytes.

* See Baibiani (ap. cU ), Husuoa (’98, '04, ’is), Lams ('07).
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(2) The nature of the pallial layer is still but partially cleared up. It

seems to include both chondriosomes and Golgi-bodies and according to

some observers also extruded nucleolar material. That the pallial substance

consists largely of chondriosomes has been maintained by many observers.^

Nussbaum-Hilarowicz (’17) considers that in Dytiscus it is in large pajrt

derived from the nurse-cells associated with the obcyte (Fig. 155). The
polgi-bodies of the pallial layer were recognized and figured by Holm-
gren (’00) and by SjSvall (’06) in the obcytes of mammals and have re-

cently been studied more carefully by Hirschler (’r8) in the docytes of

ascidians and mollusks and by Gatenby (’19) in those of mollusks. In the

latter case {Paludina) they show the typical relations, being aggregated

about the idiozome with the mitochondria outside them. In the asddian

they are considerably modified, as will presently be indicated.

Although the data are still rather scanty, the conclusion seems on the

whole justified that the yolk-nucleus-complex shows a close analogy to the

idiozome-complex of the spermatocytes and that the two may be regarded

as homologous formations. Some observers have, however, found a central

body and aster lying quite outside the pallial mass or “yolk-nucleus,” e. g.,

in the myriapod Polyzonium, according to Nemec (’97). In other cases

the mitochondria show but little tendency to aggregate about the yolk-

nucleus, while the Golgi-bodies may be qmte separate from it, c. g., in the

asddian (Hirschler, ’ig) which also differs from the usual type in the fact

that two yolk-nuclei are often present, in neither of which could central

bodies be detected (Fig. 348). It seems probable, therefore, that the associa-

tion between yolk-nucleus (idiozome) and the mitochondrial and Golgi-

elements, though a very common one, is not essential.

Lastly, there is some reason to conclude that the pallial substance may
also contain nucleoli or nudeolar fragments extruded from the germinal

vesicle; but no general agreement has yet been reached concerning this

point, which involves great difficulties of observation (p. 345); and the

same may be said, with added emphasis, concerning the supposed extrusion

of chromidia from the nuclear network described by Schaxel, Buchner, Har-

gitt and other observers (p. 700).

6. FoTTnation of the Yolk. The pallial layer is found only in the earlier

stages of the oQcytes and does not long persist as such. Sooner or later it

separates from the germinal vesicle, moves outward toward the periphery,

breaking up meanwhile into smaller and smaller fragments that are finally

dispersed in a finely divided state through the cytosome; and this is followed

by a rapid formation of yolk-spherules while the obcyte enters upon an

* Van dw Strifht (’os, ’00, etc.), Lams and Doonne (’07), in mammala; Loyez (’09), in aaddivit;

Fauzi-Frei^et (’10) in myriapods and arachnids, etc.
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active process of growth. At the same time the yolk-nucleus commonly

disappears from view and in most cases the central bodies cannot be dis-

tinguished until the period of maturation approaches.*

The details of these various processes vary widely in different species.

In some cases, of which a remarkable example is offered by the spider

H .

1 .

f>U‘ 1 i
»

I 1 f. r"

'if,-

Mg. 1#8.—Yolt-nucleus, palUal substance and yolk-fonnation in spiders {A-C, F, Tegenaria,

from Van dex Sraicar; D, £, G, H, P/ulcus, from Van Baubeke)

A, B, C, early stages, showing idiozome (yoik-nucleus) and pallial or vitellogeneous layer; in

B the (jolgi-bodies (pseudochromosomes) are shown; in C the pallial layer {p) completely surrounds

the nucleus and yolk-nucleus; in D the pallia! substance is separating from the nucleus in the form

of a crescent; in £ in the form of a ring; in G it is breaking up; F, yolk-nucleus and mitochondrial

granules; in B the pallial substance is broken up and the deutoplasm is appearing; yolk-spherules

pale, fat-drc^ black.

Pholcus (Van Bamkeke, ’98) the pallial layer separates from the germinal

vesicle, usually in the form of a very definite horse-shoe shaped cap which

may nearly encircle the nucleus, or of a ring which moves outward nearly

to the cell-peripheiy where it fragments at first into irregular masses

‘In the sfdders the yolk-nucleus persists throughout a large part of the growth-period; and in

some species, as long since shown by Wittkh, it remains nearly unchanged in the embryo through-

out newly the whcde of its devdopment.
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(Fig. 158) and finally into very minute granules dispersed through the whole

egg. A similar ring, having a similar history is described in the myriapod

Julus by Faure-Fremiet (’10) (Fig. 159). The process of disintegration and

dispersal may take place while the pallial mass is still in contact with the

germinal vesicle, for instance in the earthworm or the tunicate (Fig. 346).

The process in the latter case was carefully examined by differential stain-

ing in Molgida by Crampton (’99), and later in Ascidia by Hirschler (’18)

who employed modern methods for the differentiation of the mitochon-

dria and Golgi-bodies. By the aid of these staining-reactions it is easy

to follow the progressive breaking up of the pallial mass, its dissemination

through the cytoplasm and the ensuing appearance of yolk-spherules.

The general type of transformation described above is of widespread

occurrence, but shows many variations of detail. An interesting example

of the latter appears in the amphibian oocyte, which has been carefully

examined by Lams (’07) in Rana and by Gajewska (’17, ’19) in Triton. In

both these cases the pallial substance forms in the early stages the usual

cap-like mass within which Lams demonstrates the yolk-nucleus (idiozome)

with one or two central bodies. In both a perinuclear ring or pallial layer

may be formed, but this appears to be a regular process in Triton and only

an occasional one in Rana. In both, the pallial substance spreads out

through the ooplasm in a deeply staining and more or less net-like condi-

tion; and in Triton tends to accumulate near the periphery to form an

“exoplasmic layer.” Ultimately, as in other cases, this substance becomes

finely disseminated through the oiiplasm.

During or subsequent to the foregoing changes the deutoplasm begins

to appear in the form of yolk-spherules, fat-drops or both, at first scattered

and very minute but later rapidly enlarging and commonly becoming

crowded so as to produce a “pseudo-alveolar” structure. The precise origin

of these bodies is a question which the researches and controversies of

fifty years have left still unsettled. Modern studies have indeed made it

nearly certain that they are somehow connected with the pallial substance

(hence the term “vitellogenous substance” or “vitellogeneous layer”)

but beyond this point the existing accounts are still widely divergent.

Concerning the relation of the original formed elements to the definitive

yolk-bodies two divergent views have been held from an early period down

to the present time. It has been held, on the one hand, that the original

formed elements (dispersed fragments of the pallial substance or its de-

rivatives) are directly transformed into yolk-spherules or fatty bodies;

. on the other, that most of the original formed elements are completely

absorbed by the protoplasm and disappear while the deutoplasmic elements

are formed de novo. Perhaps both views are correct, for the term yolk or
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deatopJasm ^ignates a variety of storage materials in the and these

may differ in mode of orig^, so far at least as the visiUe phenomena go.

This possibility was clearly placed in evidence by the notable work on
the spider’s egg of Van Bambeke (’98), who concluded that there are

two principal types of deutc^lasm, namely, fatty granules which blacken

greatly in osmic add and are readily soluble in xylol, and ordinary yolk-

^)herules which show the opposite qualities and are presumably albumi-

nous in nature. The former Van Bambeke believed to be directly derived

Fig. m.—^Yolk-nodeus, pallial substance and yolk in the obcytes of myriapods and spiders

(Faimi-FmanET)

.

A-C, Julia; D, Tegmaria.

A, earlier stage pallial substance Ip) separaUng from nucleus; B, later stage; in both these cases

fat^ deutoplasmic elements (black) developing in the pallial substance; C, the pallial substance

has sqiarated in the form of a ring. In D, the yolk-nucleus, yn (idiozome) is partly surrounded

Igr the paiyal layer and by fibrillar diSenentiations (cbondrioconts?).

from finely divided pallial substance, the latter to be formed de novo in the

(ytoplasm; and this b substantially confirmed by the important later work

<rf Faur^-^remiet (’10) who brings forward evidence in the case especially

{Julus, Idthobius) and of the ascidian Ciona, that the fatty

some cases actually formed within the pallial layer (Fig. 159).

rev«-, still dotffitful in what measure thb distinction holds for the

ition generally. The close connection between chondriosomes

the yolk-formation has been urg^ e^ecaally by Van der Stricht and

. followers. Van der Stricht himself (’05, ’og) was inclined to the view
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that the mitochondria and chondrioconts (in mammals) are not actually

converted, into yolk but become clumped to form mitochondrial abrogates
which give rise on the one hand to yolk-bodies, on the other to the scattered

chondriosomes of the ooplasm. The results of Lams and Doorme (’07)

on mammals likewise demonstrated a very close connection between the

mitochondria and the yolk. Loyez (’09) found in some species of ascidians

(dona, MolguLa, Ascidia) a direct transformation of mitochondria mto
yolk-bodies; and Hirschler (’16) has recently confirmed this account -in

Ascidia. In an earlier work (’13) the latter author follows out very cir-

cumstantially the direct transformation of mitochondria into yolk-spherules

by enlargement accompanied by differentiation of a central clearer sub-

stance, which no longer takes the crystal violet stain by Benda’s method,

and a peripheral one that at every stage is intensely stained by that dye.

This seems to be the best evidence thus far produced of a direct origin of

yolk-spheni'es from mitochondria. A similar possibility is indicated by
the works of Gatenby (’20a, ’20b) on the pulmonates and some others,

though this observer seems inclined to a somewhat negative attitude con-

cerning such a mode of yolk-formation.

The most recent addition to the list of supposed yolk-forming bodies is

given by the Golgi-bodies. Hirschler believes that in the ascidian egg the

Golgi-elements as they enlarge and spread through the odplasm unite sec-

ondarily with enlarged mitochondria to produce the yolk-spherules, which

are accordingly said to have a double origin; in Ascaris, on the other hand,

Hirschler found no connection between the yolk and the Golgi-bodies;

Gatenby (’20, etc.) also produces evidence that the Golgi-bodies may take

part in the yolk-formation in the puhnonate mollusks and in Patella. In

the sponge Grantia, however (’20c), he believes the yolk-spherules to form

independently of other preexisting formed elements in the cytoplasm.

The origin of yolk from extruded nucleoli or their fragments hjis been

advocated by some of the latest as well as a number of the early observers,

but has also met with contradiction in many cases. ^ The best evidence

seems to be offered in Hogben’s remarkable accounts of the yolk-formation

in insects (’20a, in Hymenoptera and especially 20b in the cockroach).

Here the yolk is said'to arise from granules (“ deutosomes ”) that are formed

in vacuoles inside the nucleoli while still inclosed in the nucleus, and are

later cast out into the cytoplasm, when they migrate towards the periphery

> An extrusion of nucleoli or nucleolsr fragments into the cytoplasm has been maintained (among

othm) by Will (’84), Henneguy (’03), Kohlbriigge (’os), Loyea (’06) and Gaiewska (’17, ’so) m the

case of vertebrates; by Will, Woltereti (’98), Veidovskif (’ii-’is), Gatenby (’io), and Hogben (aoa

’ic*) in arthropoda; by Montgomery and JSrgenseen (’13) in leeches; Hempdmann (’06) and

Buchner (’t4) in charttgXKis; Geld (’13) in platodes, G. T. Haigitt (’13) in hydomedus®, and by

Denby (’i4-’t5) and Gatenby ('«>1 In sponges; but some of these, c. Gatenby and Gajewaka,

have been unable to find any connection between the nucleoli and the yolk.
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aiHi there enlarge to f<nm the yolk-spherules. Interesting possibilities are

msed by these vario\is observations which, broadly speaking, are in line

with those of earlier observers who believed the zymogen-granules of the

pancreatic and other glandular cells to be likewise derived from extruded

nudec^ fragments; ^ and also with the more recent work of Schreiner

the origin of i&t and mudn (p. 705).

Nevertheless, in view of the contradictions even in the most recent lit-

erature of the subject the time has hardly yet arrived for a judgment upon

the matter.

Summary. Existing accoimts of the formation of the yolk and growth of

the egg still show many apparent contradictions of detail, but nevertheless

are practically imanimous in regard to two outstanding facts. First, an

important part in the yolk-formation, and perhaps also in the general

growth of the odplasm, is played by cytoplasmic formed elements (chon-

diiosomes, perhaps also Golgi-bodies) that are known to be handed on from

one cell-generation to another by mitosis and possibly may have the power

of multiplication by growth and division. Not less striking, secondly, is a

dose association of these formed elements with the egg-nudeus prior to

the growth of the cytosome and the production of yolk. The meaning of

this is unknown, but we may conjecture that it is an indication of a nuclear

activity that plays a part in the later history of the obcyte. One might

imagine, for instance, that during this association the formed elements

receive from the nucleus certain substances (enzymes or other chemical

messengers) of which they become the carriers, transporting them to regions

of the cytosome where they play their specific part. It is important to

bear in mind the rapid increase in the number of the chondriosomes (and

of Golgi-bodies?) that takes place during the growth of the egg. Only a

part of them are used up in the production of other formed elements.

The greater number persist, possibly to play some r6le in the fertilization of

the qsg (p. 434), in any case to be handed on to the embryonic cells by

deavage. Perhaps we catch here glimpses of a mechanism concerned

aot merely with the yolk-formation but with the general processes of

determination, localization and heredity. To the same mechanism may
perhaps belong also the extrusion of formed elemenfe from the nucleus;

but the dditirrence of such a process does not yet seem sufficiently

demonstrated.

The^fusondary or Aecessory Nuclei. We have lastly to consider the so-

alM^condary or accessory nudei that appear in the oocytes of Hymen-

and other insects during the middle or later growth-period, and have

> See for fosUoce Ogata, Platner (’89}, MeHaaiiioe and Nicolaides (’go), Galeotti (’95), Le-

pwHe Cgg. ’«>)i Cf. S»ju<i! {’jo).
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exactly the appearance of small nuclei, but which do not arise by division

of the egg-nucleus. They may be aggregated about the germinal vesicle,

or may be quite separate from the latter, either scattered through the

cytosome or more or less aggregated in a peripheral zone (Figs. 141, 160).*

Buchner has found that the secondary nuclei of different species show
characteristic differences similar in typte to those existing between the main
nuclei or germinal vesicles. Buchner has described some conditions in

these nuclei which he considers as stages in budding or amitotic division,

but the evidence is inconclusive. They have never been observed to

divide by mitosis and finally disappear entirely before the period of mat-

uration.

The history of these bodies prominently raises the question of the origin

of nuclei de novo and has therefore been the subject of investigation by many
observers. Blochmann considered them to arise from the germinal vesicle

by a process of budding; and this has been supported by Marshall (’07) and

a few others; Korschelt believed them to be derived from the surrounding

follicle-cells, as is the case with the “test-cells” of ascidians (p. 334). Many
observers, on the other hand, have produced evidence that they arise from

minute granules extruded from the germinal vesicle (perhaps in some cases,

according to Buchner, from the nuclei of the surrounding follicle-cells)

which gradually grow into smaller nuclei. This view, advanced by Loyez

(’08), has received support from the work especially of Hegner (’15), Buchner

(’18), Gatenby (’20) and Hogben (’20a), all of whom have studied the phe-

nomena especially in Hymenoptera of various genera, including ants, bees,

and gall-flies. The process may take place close to the germinal vesicle,

in which case (as in Camponotus or Rhyssa, Fig. 141) the germinal vesicle

becomes surrounded by a nest of smaller nuclei. In other forms the second-

ary nuclei never show as such any discoverable relation to the germinal

vesicle, first appearing scattered through the cytosome, or around the

periphery of the egg (Apanteles, Fig. 141). In such cases it is assumed that

the chromatin-granules frbm which they arise are extruded from the ger-

minal vesicle at an earlier period and spread through the ooplasm before

giving rise to secondary nuclei.

All recent researches seem to show that these bodies finally disappear

completely. Their significance is unknown. Gatenby (’20) makes the

plausible suggestion that they may be concerned with certain vegetative

functions in the growing ockyte, the egg-nucleus having become partly

decentrali2«d by the separation and migration of a kind of “trqphochro-

matin” (p. 733) specialized for this purpose. If the foregoing results be

well founded these structures would seem to be nuclei that are not built

For a history of observations on this subject see especially Hegner (’js), Buchner f’i8).
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tmm dux»nosatDe»—a ccmdition uaparalleled among Metazoa—and to

may perli^s be due tbeir incapacity for division. We know, especially

fimm Boveri’s obsa^tions (p. 729), that perfect nuclei, capable of mitotic

division, may be built up of a group of chromosomes far less numerous

than the normal haploid group; that even single chromosomes that go astrav

Via. 160.—OOcytes with "secondaiy nuclei” in Hymenoptera (A, D, from Gatemby, B, C, from

Boobek; iS-G, from BuchneE).

A, ndcyte of Myrmtcma with principal nucleus (iV> and secondary ones (»), B, C, oocytes of

jtsirmfta, letters as before; D, series of stages in A PanUles between minute solid chromatoid granules

«ad sceoaduy nudei; £-<r, series of growth-stages of the Eecondary nuclei in Sotemvs

<m the ^nndle may give rise to small but perfect nuclei (Fig. 391). Meves

has shown that a sperm*nucleus may be formed from a single chromosome in

the olig<q>3fienc sperms of Lepidoptera (p. 301). We see vesicular nu-

da, in the form of kaiyomaes, regxdarly formed from single chromosomes

in many isaaes of typical mitosis (p. 133); in the spermatogonia, and stane-

times hi the second ^cmatocjrtes of Ortboptera (Fig. 360) the X-chromo-

soDt(|iaegulady forms » small separate nudeus of its own (p. 764). Thae
cdiviops reason why even smaller masses of “chromatin” should not

Kkjewiaa foam nudei or even why sudi nudei should not divide by a kind of

pdlods. We may, however, feel reasonably sure that such nuclei are strictly
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limited in potency, tlat they are not equivalent to those ol the tiss«»-

cells.

3 . The History of tire Nucleus

During the growth-period both the chromosomes and the nucleoU

undergo a series of transformations analogous in a measure to those which

may be observed in the tissue-cells, but in magnified form, so as to offer

imusual opportunities for their study in detail. These phenomena show

wide differences in different forms—sometimes even within the limits of

E F H
Fic. 161 .—^The germinal vesicle of the elasmobranch egg in the early and middle growth-period

(Ma«echal).
(A-F, Pristiurus, G, If, Scytlium) •

A, presynaptic reticulum: B, leptotene; C, synapsis; D, polarized pachytene; E, later pachytene,

non-polarized; F, diplotene; G, much later stage, loosening-up of the chromosomes; H, still later,

"lamp-brush” clu-omosomes.

a single genus—and the conditions by which they are determined are still

imperfectly understood.

a. The Chromosomes ami the Nuclear Frameutork. In its earlier stages,

the egg-nucleus is probably always netlike in character (protobrock stage

of Winiwarter), and in many cases is nearly or quite oxyphilic while the

single nucleolus is strongly basophilic. This is followed by the reappear-

cmce of the chromosomes in the form of fine, basophilic spireme-thr^uls

(hptonema) wlndi pass tjuro^h the symptic stages and later beccane shorter,
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flicker, strongly basq>hilic {pachynema) and longitudinally double (diplo~

nema). These are the bivalent chromosomes (later tetrads), which are hap-

loid in number and are destined to divide in the polar or meiotic divisions

that take place at the end of the growth-period. These changes will be con-

sidered in Chapter VI.

In the following stages, while the egg is rapidly growing, the chromo-

somes always become in some d^ree looser in texture, less regular in

contour and less strongly basophilic, while the nucleus recedes in various

degrees towards the
“
resting ” or reticular condition, in some cases to such

a degree that the chromosomes as such are temporarily lost to view, as in

an ordinary tissue-cell. During this process the nuclear cavity becomes

filled with a lightly staining, ofthn oxyphilic, netlike framework or reticu-

Imn in which the chromosomes are suspended. Some doubt still exists

concerning the origin' of this framework. It certainly arises in part from

fine branches of the chromosomes; but it may also be formed in part

by coagulation of the nuclear sap or enchylema. In respect to the

later stages we may conveniently distinguish four general types, con-

r nected by various intergradations, but widely different in their extreme

forms.

(x) In the simplest of these (which approaches most nearly to the con-

ditions commonly seen in the spermatocytes), the deconcentration of the

chromosomes is but slightly marked, and the chromosomes may readily be

traced individually throughout the growth-period, always retaining in

some degree their bade stainii^-capacity. Typical examples of this are

seen in certain of the cojKjpods {Cyclops) and Turbellaria * which represent

a condition roughly analogous to that seen in the spermatocytes, for in-

stance of Amphibia or the Orthoptera (p. 552), and it is possible that it may
occur also in some of the mammals (see Newman, ’12, armadillo). These

sudd usually have a single large basophilic nucleolus.

(2) In a second type the growth and deconcentration of chromosomes

proceeds much further, and at the same time the longitudinal halves of

the dijdotene separate more or less widely, so that the chromosomes seem

to be groxiped in pairs, the members of which are often twisted about each

other. In tiAdasmobranchB, where the deconcentration process can be

studied toj|pit advantage, the chromosomes become loose in texture and

in outlinu^ll finally gfve off numerous lateral thread-like radiating branches

or hwjpi^l^t lose themselves in the general network. Thus arise the very

loc||^H|alled ^‘lamp-brush” diromosomes (Figs. 161, 162), characteristic

• l^^^middle gr(mth-{)eiiod in large, yolk-bearing eggs, such as those

vii^yRtdnates (fishes, amphibians, sauropsida), and also of various insects,

>SMi MpedUly Scbleip (’et). Odd (’13, *21, ’23).
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Crustacea, or (Fig. in). These chromosomes sooner or later be-

come nearly or completely oxyphilic like the general framework in which
they lie, so as to be distinguishable from the latter with difficulty; and at the

same time they lose their resistance to peptic digestion,^ which in their

earlier basophilic state is very marked. In spite of these remarkable

changes it appears to be certain that in some of these cases the chromosomes
do not at any time disappear from view but persist without loss of their

identity throughout the whole growth-period. One of the best determined

of these cases is offered by the elasmobranch Pristiurus in which Riickert

(’92) ’9s) was able to follow the chromosomes through the whole growth-

Ijeriod up to the late prophases, when they rapidly decrease in size, recon-

centrate in structure, regain their basophilic character and pass upon the

first polar spindle; and the same appears to be true in Scyllium. This con-

clusion was confirmed by the extended and accurate studies of Mar^chal

(’06) on these forms and on the teleost Trigla; and a similar result has been

reached by several observers in other forms.^ These facts afford conclu-

sive proof that the individuality and genetic continuity of chromosomes does

not depend upon a persistence of '^chromatin" in the older sense (i. e., basi-

ckromatin). It is the expression of a morphological organization that is not

destroyed by those chemical and physical transformations that lead to

a netUke structure and a change from the basophilic to the oxyphpic

condition (p. 652).

A third class includes those still more extreme cases in which the chromo-

somes are finally completely lost to view in the nuclear network {dictyotic

stage of Winiwarter) and the whole structure becomes nearly or quite

oxyphylic. The classical case of this is offered by the Amphibia, which

have long been a center of controversy in this respect. Most observers are

now in agreement that both in urodeles and anurans the deconcentration of

the chromosomes finally reaches a point at which many or all of them

become indistinguishable.® A similar conclusion has been reached in a num-

ber of other cases, belonging to various groups; but it is probable that a

more accurate study will demonstrate the persistence of the chromosomes

in some of these. In cases of this type the germinal vesicle shows only a

fine, oxyphilic meshwork and one or more nucleoli in which the entire

basophilic content of the nucleus is contained (Fig. 163, F). In the final

stages the chromosomes reappear as localized areas in this meshwork, at first

* See JOrgensaen (’13) with references to the earlier literature. See also Lubosch (’13) whose

results were somewhat different.

* See the critical reviews in the works of Loyez (’06), Lubosch (’13), Jdigenssen, (’13), and Stieve

(’20).
* See, for instance, on Anuta, Oscar Schultze (’87), Camoy and Lebrun (’go), King (’08): and on

Uwdela, Bom (’04), Camoy and Ldiran ('08, ’go), Schmidt (’05), J6rgenssen (’13) and Stieve dto).
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hose in textiire, vague and irregular in outline, and oxyphilic or but sli^tly

basophilic, as in class 2 .

These facts at one time led a considerable number of observers to con-

clude that when the chromosomes disappear from view they go out of exist-

ence, to be re-formed from the nucleoli or otherwise at a later period; but

there is very strong ground to doubt this. It is important to note that they

B D
rig. ISf.—Later stages of the germinal vesicle in fishes (Mae£chal).

jt-C, ScylUim; D, the teleost Trigla.

A, B, maximtim stage of deconcentration of the lamp-brush chromosomes, spireme-like trans-

lonnation of the nucleoli; C, the chromosomes near the end of the growth period, at the same en-

laigement,' D, rather late growth-period, centripetal movement of the chromosomes.

do not disappear by tweaking up into a structureless “magma” or mass of

fine granules, as some, observers have concluded; there is reason to believe

that tHs accgunt rests on faulty technique. As was early described by

RiidEert,|<M,||ie dasutobtandbs, the production of “lamp-brush” chromo-

somes tsya place by formation of lateral thread-like branches, radiating

fnMa central axis which itself finally seems to d^iqjpear, leaving a

^^Bt-Iike framework in wfaidi the itulividual chromosomes seem to have

SHh lost. Soon afterwards, however, they reappear by a condensation

wd conv^gence of &e threads along an axial r^on, showing the same
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type of structure as bef(»e, and likewise grouped in twisted pairs. All

this plainly indicates that the chromosomes have not lost their identUy during

the period when they are temporarily lost to sight and hence are not subsequentiy

formed de novo. The view that they are re-formed from the nucleoli, is now
completely exploded (p. 354).

(4) In a fourth group may be placed those rather exceptiwial cases in

which all the chromosomes are condensed into a karyosphere from which

they escape in the prophases of the polar mitoses (p. 93). This condition,

too, has been assumed by some writers to involve a total destruction of

the original chromosomes and their formation de novo from the karyosphere ^

and thus to offer a fatal difficulty for the hypothesis of the individuality

of genetic continuity of the chromosomes; but here again the facts now
point to a different conclusion. Karyosphere-fonnation, as earlier indi-

cated (Fig. 109), is foreshadowed in many forms by a tendency to aggregate

towards the center of the germinal vesicle, and both Vejdovsk^f (in the

case of Diastrammena and Gordius) and Jorgenssen (in Nephdis) have

followed the process of their aggregation to form the karyosphere. Vej-

dovsky shows also that the chromosomes, though much condensed and

closely aggregated in the karyosphere, do not actually disappear; and the

same observation has been made by Browne (’13) in the karyosphere of

the spermatocytes of Notonecla. The formation of a karyosphere there-

fore offers no contradiction to the general theory of the genetic continuity

of the chromosomes, even though its physiological meaning remains ob-

scure.

b. The Nucleoli. The transformations of the chromosomes described

above are accompanied by more or less parallel changes in the nucleoli,

of which the most striking is the intensely basophilic character commonly

assumed by the nucleoli during the greater p)art of the growth-period and

retained by them even in cases where the chromosomes and general nuclear

framework have become completely oxyphilic. This is in gaieral true

whether one or many nucleoli be present. In the latter case the multi-

plication of the nucleoli seems to be effected either by a progressive frag-

mentation of the original principal nucleolus or by new formation (as ap-

pears to be the case in fishes, reptiles and birds). These intensely basophilic

nudeoli are sometimes so closely crowded as almost to conceal the oxy-

philic network in which they lie {Sccdopendra, Fig. in). More commonly

they migrate towards the periphery, sometimes lying against the nuclear

membrane outside the chromosomes, which at this time have usually be-

come diffuse, irregular, or have assumed the “lamp-brush” condition,

may even have disappeared from view, or have more or less conq)letdy

, ^^ (or example Luboach p. 296.
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lost die basophilic character. This condition is characteristic of the ova

of most fishes, amphibians, birds and reptiles and occurs also in the yolk-

laden eggs of some invotebrates, though in some cases the nudeoli may be

scattm-ed irregularly dirough the germinal veside.

A remarkable feature of these nudeoli is that in many cases during or

subsequent to their period of multiplication, they become drawn out into

more or less convoluted thread-like bodies (Figs. 162, 163) which, because

of their basophilic staining-reactions may closely simulate spireme-threads

or chromosomes. For such (in case of the oocytes of amphibians, elas-

mobranchs, and other fishes), they were actually mistaken by Camoy and

Lebrun (’gy-’gg), whose condusions were supposed to constitute a strong

argument against the individuality of the chromosomes. All this, however,

was rendered untenable by later observations, in particular those of Mar^-

chal, Loyez and Jorgenssen, which revealed the persistence of the chro-

mosomes as such during the very stages in which the nucleoli are unraveling,

and demonstrated the complete morphological independence of the nucleoli.*

The meaning of these curious modifications is almost wholly unknown;

but it now seems probable that the nucleoli are not merely accumulations

of waste products but contain materials that play some definite part in

the metabolism of the growing egg. The deconcentration and partial or

complete loss of basophily by the chromosomes during the growth-period

may probably be regarded as an exaggeration of the process seen in the

nudei of tissue-cells during their vegetative state, and as connected in

some way with the constructive processes in the cytosome. The facts

suggest that this involves a splitting off of the nucleic add component of

the basichromatin and its storage wholly or in part in the nucleoli. This

conjecture is, however, somewhat hazardous because of the physical effects

due to changes of density and the like in both nucleoli and chromosomes;

and to this cause may probably be traced many recorded inconsistencies

in the results of both staining and digestion-tests as applied to these bodies

(see p. 644.).*

In the latter part of the growth-period the nucleoli commonly again

assume a condensed and spheroidal form and fragment into smaller bodies.

As above stated, a considerable group of observers have mmntained that

many of the nudear fragments are extruded as such through the wall of

the geoqihal veside into the odplasm, and some believe that such frag-

ments :Aay contribute directly to tire formation of the yolk. There is,

no general agreement on this point. It is certain that in some

^e nudpolus persists until after the germinal vesicle breaks down

i See {’os,-’of), Ixyez (’06), JSrgenssen Cia), StJeve (’26), etc.

* See the above dted alw Flodem (’$6), FopoS ('07), StauSaaher (’11).
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and the polar spindle forms, when it is cast off in the cyt<^lasm as a

“metanudeolus” which finally disappears.* Nevertheless the extrusion erf

nudeolar fragments in earlier stages of the odeyte has been described so

Fig. 163.
—^The germinal vesicle during the growth-period (Jorcenssen).

(A-E, the teleost Mdampha'is, F, the orthopter, Grylhlalpo.)

X, early stage, single barichromatic nurieolus; B, appearance of small marginal nucleoli; C,

growth and transformation of the nucleoli; A nucleoli converted into spireme-like threads; E
(from a different spedes), much later stage, with deeply staining nucleoli, much reduced, and pale

“lamp-brush” chromosomes; F, middle growth-period of the mole-criiiet, after disappearance of

the chromosomes, one oxychromatic nucleolus and many basichromatic.

circunistantially and by so many observers that the question must at least

be held open (p. 345)-

c. The Residual Substance. During the final stages of the germinal

veade the chromosomes rapidly condense and decrease in size, until in the

‘ Long ainoe observ«d by (’92) in the eggs of medna® and m other cases by lat« ob*

Berveni.
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j&iAi stages they constitute (»)ly a small faction, sometimes a very miimte

Imctkm, of the total nudear substance. At this time dieir grouping varies

widc^; in some casra they are scattered irregularly through the germinal

vesicle; in others lie near the periphery; in still others are massed in a more

or less con^iact group (Fig. no). As the wall of the germinal vesicle breaks

down and the dhromosomes pass upon the spindle there is therefore left

bdund a large amount of “residual substance,” comprising the remains

of the nuclear framework and of the nucleoli, that mingles with the general

cytoplasm of the egg (Fig. 199).* Both absolutely and relatively the

amount this substance varies widely in different cases, these variations

corresponding, in some measure at least, to the varying degrees in which

the chrcmiatin of the germinal vesicle returns towards the net-like condi-

tion characteristic of the “resting” or vegetative state. Lillie (’06) has

riiown that in Cheetoptffrus this material contains very numerous oxyphilic

microsomes whidi, after their extrusion into the cytoplasm, quickly be-

come basophilic like those of the cytoplasm generally, but seem not to lose

their morphological identity. As will later be seen there are many reasons

for the belief that this material is not merely waste but may play an im-

portant part in the phMiomena of development (pp. 405, 1096).

OsiGiK AND Differentiation of the Sperm

The rdation of the various components of the sperm to the cells from

which it arises is of especial interest because we may here look for a basis

of iuterpretation of the part played by the sperm in fertilization and heredity.

The pioneer observations of KoUiker, Schweigger-Seidel and La Valette

St. George early established 'the fact that the sperm is a cell, but it required

a long series of subsequent researches by many observers to make known

the whole course of the spermiogenesis. To La Valette is due the generd

terminology now universally adopted; it is indicated in the following main

outlines, which hold true for animals generally.

The primary spermatocyte first divides to form two secondary sperma-

focyte$ or sperm-mother-cells, and each of these again divides—often without

pauring and without the reconstruction of the daughter-nuclei—to form two

spermatids. Each of tii« latter is then transformed into a single sperm, its

nucleus becoming vety small and compact, while from its cytoplasmic

conq>onmts ^arise the acrosome, middle-piece and flagellum. The basis

> TUs fact, emphasized by'IUiciert ('92), Van der Stricbt (’95, ’98), Gardiner ( 98), Griffin (‘99),

and otheta has deaciibe(i|i by many later observen and gave the first basis for various thecaies

ed mdnai' dualiKn {troj^uchnmatin and idieehromatiu, etc.) (p. 72;). In the platode Pt^yeherus

^Wdaust calcatated that thcHjaaiouBt of residual substance thus cast out is not leas than 500 times

the bssMiromatin that forms the chromosomes; and Conklin (’12) reports a rimitar condition

in sastcrepods aad other forms. The importance of this matmial in devdopn^ieat ia

a^amrhete diat^asad 1096).
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of the two latter is formed by the axial filament which grows forth from one
of the ^rarmatid-centrioles which plays the part of a blepkaroplast. The
envelope or sheath of this filament is in part formed from the chcmdriosomes
of the spermatid, whUe the acrosome is a product of the Gol^-aj^iaratus.

All these structures thus arise from corresponding formed bodies in the

spermatocytes which seem not to lose their identity during the divisions.

1. Source of the Sperm-forming Materials. The Spermatocyte-divisions

a. The Central Bodies. Early in the growth-period as above described,

the idiozome-complex breaks up more or less completely and its compo-

nents ultimately scatter through the cytoplasm. During this process the

centrioles are often lost to view; but it seems probable that they persist

throughout the growth-period, hidden among the cytoplasmic granules

or perhaps in some cases within the nucleus. In any case they re-

appear in the prophases of the first division,' and show the typical be-

havior. Their persistence during both divisions has been demonstrated

by numerous observations which leave no doubt that the central bodies

of the resulting four cells (spermatids or o6tids) are direct descendants

of those already present in the auxocytes.

The most striking demonstration of this is afforded by certain cases

in which the axial filaments of the future sperms begin to grow forth from

the centrioles of the spermatocytes before the maturation-divisions have

taken place, persisting thenceforward through every stage up to the forma-

tion of the mature sperm, a phenojnenon discovered by Meves (’97) and

Hermeguy (’98) in the Lepidoptera {Bombyx, Pygaera). In Pygtera the

two original spermatocyte-centrioles lie near the cell-periphery and are

V-shaped, with an. axial filament extending outwards from the extremities

of both V’s, i. e., four in all (Fig. 165). They divide at each pole in the

first anaphase by breaking in two at the apex of the V, and the two rod-

shaped products, each bearing a single flagellum, pass to the poles of the

second division. A single rod-shaped centriole, bearing its flagellum, is

thus delivered to each spermatid where it lies close against the nuclear

membrane. Similar conditions have since been described in the Coleopteia,

by Schafer (’07) and Voinov (’03), in birds and beetles by Korflf (’01)

and in Lepidoptera by Gatenby (’17a), and may no doubt be expected

in other forms.* In Bombyx Henneguy found the centrioles as siflierical

granules rather than rods; and this is confirmed by Gatenby in Smerintkm

> An exception is offered by the ansstral polar spindles of the oOcyte-divisions in many uthK^wcb
and veit^mtaa (p. 50S). It is an interesting fact that in the sperm-producing divialiaDs of malQP

plants (i, e„ those having flagellated or ciliated sperms) central bodies (biepharrqflasts) VPBu even

In forms which are devoid of such bodies in the ordinary somatic divisions (p. 387).

* V-^ped centrioles ace also described by Mottier CoS) in Diaytta. *
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mtd some other Lepidoptera. In most of these cases it would seem that

the ^pennatid-centriole is at first single, though Gatenby figures it as double

Soon after the second division.

ft. The Chondriosomes. The chondriosomes of the oocyte seem for

the most part to take little or no part in the polar divisions, remain-

it^ passively in the ovum. Those of the spermatocyte, on the con-

trary, undergo a conspicuous process of segregation or chondriokinesis,

an account of which has earlier been given (p. 163). The general ef-

Fig. 164 .—Cfioncfno^ines and sperm-formation m insects (Duesderg).

m the beetle Bl(hPs; Il-K in the cockroach Bl<Uta

aaosome (acroblast) ; c, ceiltriole; cA, chondriosomes; nucleus.

A, B, q)emULtc^onia with granular mitochondria; C, early spermatocyte; D, first spermatocyte-

met^shaie; anaphase of same; F, teleophase; G, early spermatid, chondriosomes massed to form

itehenkem or chondriospbere; B, 1, spermatogonia; J, early growth-period; K, diplotene.

feet of this process is to distribute the spermatocyte-chondriosomes

with almost exact equalky to the four spermatids. It is interesting to

compare the many variants of the process. In all cases the chondriosomes

of the eariy spemj|^yt«s are small, numerous, and commonly aggregated

ifiore or less de&MHv about the central bodies and idiozome (p. 339). In

later stages fiMphost commonly spread through the cytosome in the form

of MattaamKochondriai spheres, rods or threads. In this condition they

during the divisions, being segregated, apparently passively,

equal groups by the two divisions. In other cases they
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Fig. 166.—Spermatogenesis in the butterfly Pygeero (Meves).

oc, acioblast; c, centriole; ch, chondriosomes, chondriosome-body, nebenkern; tp, end-piece;

n, nucleus

A, B, primaiy spermatocytes, V-shaped centrioles, axial filaments; C, first-division; D, inter-

kinesis; E, F, telophases of second division; C, II, I, spermatids.

(Fig. 164), Coleoptera (Fig. 167), Hemiptera (Fig. 68), Hymenoptera and

some gasteropods {Paludina), the latter ih Lepidoptera and some of the

scorpions. In the Lepidoptera, as shown by Meves (’00) and Gatenby,

the chondriosomes enlarge to form numerous spheroidal chondriospheres

which appear like vesicles owing to the differentiation of a lightly-staining

or chromophobic central or medullary region. Enlarging still more, pcadiaps

in part by fusion, these crowd about the first spermatocyte spindle and

often form a kind of mantle that completely surrounds the latter. This

draws out (Fig. 165) and divides into two in both divisions, the individual
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dloBdrio^eres aKarently uiKieig<mg further fusion and often being
d^wn out almost into a thread-like form ( jatenby). Appearances indicate

that these are to some extent cut across by the division, but considerable

uncertainty exists on this point. The products fuse, or become closely

aggregated in each spermatid to form a single condensed but more or less

vacuolated body, the nebenkem or chondriosome-body. The chondrio-
^Jheres of the scorpions have earlier been described, as have also those of the
more frequent chcmdriocont type (p. 164).

The significant fact in all the foregoing cases is a distribution of the chon-
driosome-content by the spermatocyte-divisions with approximate equality

Pi*. IM.—Sperviatocytn of the snail Paludina tMevas).

A, eariy growth-period, idioaome, central bodies and scattered mitochondria; B, C, later stages,

fonpstioa of dumdriomites and rings; D, first spermatocyte-metapbase; £, telophase, F, second
tckphaae iff. Fig. 167).

among the four resulting spermatids and its application to the formation

of the tail-envdopes. Tlie accuracy of this distribution varies considerably

inthfiferent cases. In Ceoirurus (Figs. 169, 170), it takes place with a preci-

Wjn comparable with that seen in the distribution of the chromosomes; in

Other. scor|nCns it is deroenstrably less exact, and we may perhaps infer that

a aimilaf lack trf precision exists in many other cases. In this fact we find

good imaiNai'to doubt ifhethw: the chondriosomes, even though they be

l)^;a»ded^s agents in heredity, can play as definite a part as the chromo-

ataaes or one that can be directly concerned m the Mandelian phenomena,
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During the foregoing changes the material of the dtondriosomes under-

goes a differentiation into a cortical intensely chromophilic substance, and

a central chromophobic one, the latter being left nearly or quite unstained

by crystal violet (Benda method), hsematoxylin and some other dyes by
which the cortical layer is deeply colored. This is shown with great deameSs
in the chondriospheres of Lepidoptera and scorpions and has been described

also for the smaller mitochdndrial granules and even for the rods or chon-

drioconts.^ These two substances can still be distinguished in the larger

bodies, such as the chondriospheres or the nebenkern, formed by aggrega-

tion of the smaller chondriosomes. In the spermatids they undergo a com-

plicated series of transformations, which have recently been investigated in

part by Gatenby and more completely by Bowen. These transformations,

as will be seen, involve the appearance in the original chromophilic substance

of a third “medullary substance” that is of quite different nature from

either of the original ones and plays an important part in the formation

of the tail-envelopes (p. 371).

The Golgi-apparalus and Sphere-stAsiance. The Golgi-bodies or dictyo-

somes undergo a process of distribution to the spermatids (dictyokinesis)

somewhat similar to that of the chondriosomes. In the early auxocytes, as

before stated, the Golgi-bodies are often more or less closely aggr^afeed

about the clear central sphere of the idiozome within which, in certain cases,

are contained the pro-acrosomic granules (p, 329).® Sooner or later in the

growth-period the idiozome breaks up and the Golgi-bodies scatter through

the cytosome. The details seem to vary rather widely. In some cases

(mammals) the disaggregation of the Golgi-bodies seems not to take place

until after the first spindle has been formed, the idiozome-complex having

meanwhile divided into two. In others (insects) it occurs much earlier,

the Golgi-bodies fragmenting into much smaller elements before the

division. In either case a temporary reaggregation may occur during the

interkinesis, followed by a second dispersal before the second division; but

this is not invariable (insects). In certain of the Hemiptera, as described

by Bowen (’20) the Golgi-bodies enlarge, and apparently become reduced

in number after their dispersal in the spermatocytes (Fig. 69).

There is considerable reason to suspect that during the disaggregation

each Golgi-body or dictyosome may carry with it a small mass of sphere-

substance; and this is almost certainly the case in the developing oScytes of

moUusks (Fig. 347); but this point is uncertain.* In any case it seems

* See Meves (’00, ’07), Wilson ('16), Gatenby (’17. ’18), Bowen (’at, ’21c.).

> By Moore (’94) th^ bodies were called "archosomes.” by Kuscbekewltsch (’13) “spluBro-

some*, " by Stockaid and Papanicolaou “idiogTanulomeB.” Th*y ate in some way rxinoei^ wWi,

perhaps products of, the Golsi-bodies.

• See eapedally Gatenby and Woodger (’ai), end Bowen (’ai).
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prcAmbie that the proaoosomic granules of the idiozome (when such are

^%s^t) do not lose tkdr identity but are scattered through the cytosome and

fttSsed on intact during the divisions into the sp&matids}

Each spermatid thus receives a group of Golgi-bodies, more or less scat-

t<a%d, or in some cases temporarily grouped about the nebenkern {Brochy-

Sic. ICT.^Spenn-iomuition in the snail Paludina (Mevbs).

C, oentrMes; «, nudeus; wt, nehenketn.

A, tdc^haae of last divishm; B, early q)ensatid, with centrioles (c) and neboihem forming;

Cl the quadripartite nebenkem in oblique view, and D from the aide; E, F, G, later stages, elonga-

tion of distal centriole to form a rod, surrounded the elongating nebenkern; F, G, later stages,

to Aow cqitrioiar appaiatusln neck-region; I, terminal part of flagellum with residual cytoplasm.

. 173); and also in some cases (mammals) a considerable number

imic granules. In nearly all known cases this is quickly followed

4iiigg]?^ation to form a single, much larger rounded acrobhst (Figs.

‘ hBeMog Coa), Stockard and Papaaiodaoo ('18), Gatooby and Woodgv (’si).
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172, 176, etc.), from which, by a complicated transformation is formed the

aaosome of the mature sperm (p. 381).

S. Composition and General History of the Spermatid

The four spermatids resulting from the spermatocyte-divisions are rather

large, rounded cells of the ordinary type, and with certain exceptions,^

of equal size (Figs. 167, 172, 174, etc.). They consist of the following prin-

cipal components.*

(1) The cytosome, consisting of undifferentiated cytoplasm in which are

contained the following formed elements:

(2) The nucleus, at first relatively large, vesicular and lightly staining.

This is built up from a haploid group of single chromosomes received from

the second spermatocyte-division.

(3) The central apparatus, in the form of a pair of centrioles (or one which

soon divides into two). These typically lie close to the periphery of the cell

Fig. 168.—Chondriosomes and aperm-fonnation in the scorpion Opulkocantluu,

A, B, first spMTnatocyte-division, 24 scattered chondriospheres; C. D, second division, la chra-

driosphetes; £, spermatid, sexpartite nebenkem; F, G, typical nebenkem; H, /, variations.

and are commonly surrounded by no special envelope, though a few ob-

servers have described them as inclosed in a “sphere” or “idiozome” sup-

posed to be derived from a corresponding structure in the spermatocyte.

' In the spermatogenesis of bees, aphids, phjrlloxerans, and probably in rotifers and some other

psrthenogenetic animals (See pp. jgT-JW)-
* For a detailed review of these phenomeoa aa aem to insects, see Bow®, ’aac.
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Tbe vatxe peziphetiil or distal centride pla]rs tibe part oi a UepharaflaA

or basal body from which grows forth the axial filament of the flagellum,

while the proximal one, oft«i also a portion of the distal, passes into

tibe nedr-region and in a few cases is pushed up into the base of the head

(p. 380).

(4) 'Ihe chottdrioma car chondriosome-apparatus, which assumes many
different forms in different animals. Among vertebrates it most commonly

remains in a difftise condition, consisting of small, scattered mitochondria

<» chondriocoQts (Figs. 176, 175). On the other hand, in some of the

invertebrates (characteristically in insects) the scattered chondriosomes

sooner or later aggre^te to form a single larger^roidal body, or in some

cases several such (Figs. 171, 167, 172); When single (as in insects) this is

called the chondriosome-body or nebenkent} When two or more such bodies

are formed (as in scorpions or some gasteropods) they may be called chon-

diiosoine-spheres or chondriosome-bodies, or collectively as the “neben-

kem organ” (Retzius). These various forms are connected by many
transitional conditions, and all have a similar origin in the small and often

scattered chondriosomes of the early qiermatocytes. In a single instance,

the louse, the nebenkern is said to be present already in the spermatocytes

(Doncaster and Cannon, ’20).®

(5) The acroblast, tyjHcally a single rounded body (Figs. 176, 172, etc.),

at first more or less lobulated, ultimately of rounded form. In structure it

somewhat resembles the early idiozame of the spermatocytes, consisting

<rf a dear sphere-substance, sometimes (mammals) containing the pro-

acrosmnic granules (p. 329), and bounded by an intensely chromophilic en-

vdr^ composed of or derived from the Golgi-bodies.* For this reason it

has been called by the same names (idiozome, idiosome, archoplasm-sphere,

centro^here, sphere, etc.). Morphologically, however, it is a new formation

that has been rebuilt from the scattered remains of the original idiozome-

complex, and it rarely if ever STirrounds the centrioles. It seems preferable,

theiefoie, when ^peaking of the spermatid, to employ the term acroblast ^

iQ place of "idiozome.”

*Hk ecjolvdait of ifaoald paramuieus, but tbb fonn tbe tenn has not

OOBK KBtMnl me.
* nataer (’80) deicifbcd tiha iid)enk«ni (in Lepkloptera) under the name “large mitoaome,” be-

lieving it to be derived from spiadle-fiben. Gatenby has recently revived the term in the form

Ibit aeemaio#dmiigibIe, both as a matter of priority and in rtference to the struc-

tme of Ike nebeakem (p. iit).

*Aftdr fiastfon With leaenaita oootalidng acetic mnd this envdope may be wholly dietolved,

ae tiwt only a pale sphere remains, as described by most dnervets until rather recently. With

pnmAr Ueafinent fbe envelope may appearfa the form of separate rodlets, of a net-fike structure,

of e condnnous membrane.

TUa word, doe to King (’of) baa been brought into more gewral um by Gatenby ('17) and Bowen

, 'm, ’jah, ctej"
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In rare cases (certain L^idoptem and Orthopteia) the Golgi-bodies faQ

to aggregate cranpletely, so that several or many acroblasts are formed.

Even in this case, however, the end-result is a single acrosome, which seems

to be of the same general nature as in the first case. These cases lend sup-

port to the conclusion that in the single or massive type of acroblast the

^ere substance is formed by the progressive fusion of the clear spha%s of

idiozome-substance by which each Golgi-body is accompanied. The dif-

ference between the two types is thus owing merely to the fact that in the

one the coalescence of the clear sphere-substance is accompanied by a close

Vig. 169.—Chondriosomes in 9>ernuto<7te3 of the scotpiain Cmlrurus.

A, spermatogooit with scattered mitochondiu; B, C, e&rly spennetocTtes, with larger diondrio-

aomes aggregated at nuclear pole (cA); D, E, chondiiosoises fused to form a ting surrounding the

idiozome; F, metaphose of first spermatocyte.

aggregation of the chromophilic Golgi-bodies or batonettes, while in the

other these bodies always remain scattered (Bowen, op. cit,).

(6) The chrotnaknd body, a rather small, deq)ly-stainidg and highly re-

fractive corpuscle (sometimes several Kich) of uidmown significance. This

structure (Fig. 178) is known in many cases to enter only certain of the

qjermatids and hence is probably a by-product which ^ys no direct part

in the formation of the sperm (p. 38s).
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(7) Tlw fot^foing components are of widespread if not universal oc-

omence in the spermatids of animals. In addition to them other formed

elan^ts of more or less doubtful nature may be present. One of these is

the spindle^retanant, sometimes called the “mitosome,” a fibrillar or finely

granular body, cmninonly lying near the periphery and derived from the

^indie-fibers of the preceding mitosis. This body was believed by some

earlier observers to play an important part in the sperm-formation, and was

'm

Fit; 170.—Chon(iri(Amesi8 and spenn-fonnation in the scorpion Centrums.

A-C, successive stages of first spermatocyte-division, division of the chondriosome ring; ft

interkiiiesia; £, F, second division. Completing division of original ring into eight parts; G, spermatid

with double cfaondtiosome-body (neboikem); H, /, later spermatids, elongation and twisting of

dNsdriosomes to Iwm spiral tafl-envelope.

omfused with the nebenkem or with the acroblast; but later studies seem

to show that it disappears without taking any definite part in the sperm-

ionnation. Other obscure formations include deeply-staining granules of

'vaiknis kinds (not to be confused with mitochondria) and variously de-

scribed as "seminal granules,” “fat-droplets,” “von Ebner’s granules,”

or as products of the fragmentation of the chromatoid bodies. Little is

known of'thdr nature, and they are not known to play any definite part in

the qiariB-jBiimation.

Tte Ifi^ liisttny of the epermatid may briefly be summarized as follo^ra:

'All, ty]^^»l flagellate sperm assumes a filiform shape by an extensive

\
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elongation in an axis marked by the nucleus and the centrides, the latter

always lying at or near the posterior pole of the nucleus on the side of the

cytosome from which the tail afterwards grows out. The tail-formation

is initiated by outgrowth of the axial filament from the distal or outer

centriole (blepharoplast), at this time close to the periphery, the filament

projecting freely outside the cytosome to form a naked flagellum (Figs. 176,

171, 167, 174, etc.). Meanwhile, both centrioles move inward towards tlm

posterior pole of the nucleus, in some cases carried inwards by a deep in-

folding of the cell-peripheiy (urodeles), in others apparently by a move-

ment of the centrioles themselves, thus lengthening the intra-cellular por-

tion of the axial filament; and this is followed by a progressive drawing out

of the whole posterior region of the spermatid to form the flagellum. The
axial filament, which elongates pari passu with the surrounding cytoplasm,

is thus provided with a cytoplasmic envelope, while its naked terminal or

extra-cellular part forms the end-piece (Figs. 167, 175, etc.). During this

process the chondriosome-formations are most commonly drawn out into

the cytoplasmic envelope, of which ultimately they form a considerable

and sometimes the principal part (p. 370), and often assuming a spiral

structure (Fig. ‘175). The nucleus also often elongates, thus giving to

the sperm-head the lance-shaped, cylindrical, rod-shaped or even filiform

shapes found in many groups of animals.

Meanwhile the acrosome takes up its position typically at or near the

anterior tip of the sperm-head, while the centrioles undergo various trans-

formations and migrations which differ widely in different groups of ani-

mals. A remarkable feature of the spermiogenesis is the fact that only a

portion of the spermatid is used in the formation of the sperm, a consider-

able mass of residual protoplasm being sloughed off late in the spermiogene-

sis and degenerating without taking any further part in the sperm-formation

(Figs. 167, 17s, 177). In this mass are included both the unused general

cytoplasm, and certain remnants of the formed elements, including the

chromatoid bodies, a remnant of the Golgi-apparatus or its products, and

various other granules of uncertain nature.^ A delicate investing peripheral

layer of cytoplasm, by some observers regarded as the cell-wall, still sur-

rounds the other structures. This certainly persists in the head-region

and probably in all other parts of the sperm; and in or just below it

are formed the peripheral spiral fibrillae and other structures found in

the head-region of many sperms (p. 283).

The casting off of the residual protoplasm takes place throughout a large

series of both animals and plants and appears to be of general occurrence.

* It has been found in some insects that the remains of the redduol {Botoplosm ate ingested by

the cdls that form the wafls of the cysts (Bowen, ’asc).
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& tbis xtspudt tbe ^>en&4<irmation (Men con^icuoudy frtm that (d the

egg 'wbidi, with laie and dcubtful exceptions retains titt whole substance

cl{ the xm}th»-cdli The q)enn is nevertheless as truly a cell as the

the reddual protq^bsm doubtless reprinting only a portion of the c^-
. substance that has i^yed its part in the nutrition and growth of the sperm

and is then diminated as needless ballast.

g. For&er History of the Sperm-formation. SpermioteleosiB.

A brief further account of the phenomemi summarized in the preceding

sectiou is hxgxHtant for an understanding of the mature sperm.

a. The Telokineiic Movements. The second spermatocyte-division is

fc^wed by a series of telokinetic movements by which the polarized group-

nc. tTl»—'Mov«m«nrs^ the apennatid-oomponeDts in H«m^>ten (aitee Bowen).

A &«a AjKiciMAei the others from UvnanUa; o, aaobbut; A, acroiome; c, centrioles; G, Golgi-

SMaBtut; II, udMokem; #, psnideblei^KqiUjt.

4, nuify suae, aoOtt after fomutloa of acroblast and aebeidcem; B. hai^ward mifrstion of the

OMtrioleSi divisim of (he sd>eiilceh|i; C, forward mianticm of oaroblast; t), comjdetioD at migration

of ocnhfaMt; £j.hadtwtrd flow <4 Qrtiqilaim, separation of acroiome, bmo Go^-remnant; final

lotwonl ttfnc^ <4 ocrataine, Qoia>~mmuuit has pamed out into the tail; F, acroiome in final

anento is eaiiy ^ected.^ These include (i) a

’o7^ 'm (serUhrsiles}; Henkhig, ’91, Meeet, '00, Ifontgomery, ’it, sad cspectihf

(insects).
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rotation of the daughter-chiomosonK-j^ates towards (osoaiiy) ooe side of

the ^indle so as to lie neatly paraUd to the latter; (2) a movemmt of the

centrioles (which may tempotatily disiq>pear from view) finally to the pcs'

tenor or distal pole of the ^>ennatid-nudetis; (3) a corresponding mOvemait
of the nebenkem (when present) to the same pole; (4), a movement of the

acroblast towards the anterior pole of the nucleus (Fig. 171). In the Heniq>-

tera, as shown especially by Bowen, the acroblast imdergoes a further mi-

gration, passii^ almost completely around the nucleus on the side r^ipositc

to its original position so as to lie near the nebenkem and centrioles. Upcm
separation of the acrosome from the Golp-remnant the former again passes

to the apical pole, the latter backwards into the tail-region where it degen-

erates (Figs. 174, 172).

b. The Nucleus. With two exceptions the transformation of the spermatid

nucleus, so far as known, offers comparatively little of interest as comprured

with the other structures. One of these, which seems to be widely distrib-

uted, includes the differentiation of the nuclear substance into two sub-

stances prior to its final condensation to form the dense and intensely ba-

sophilic sperm-nucleus, the other an elimination of nuclear substance into the

surroimding cytoplasm that takes place at a certain p)eriod.^ Both these

processes have been most carefully examined in the sperms of insects, but

nothing is yet known concerning their physiological meaning. ^ many
animrds the breaking up of the telophase-chromosomes is followed by a

progressive accumulation of the basichromatin to form a rather thin periph-

eral layer, while the central region is occupied by a nearly homogeneous and

lightly staining substance (oxychromatin. Figs. 167, 172). A little later,

before the nucleus elongates, the peripheral layer thins away and apparently

dissolves on the side towards the flagellum; and this is followed by the extru-

sion into the cytoplasm trf a drop-like mass of oxyphilic medullary substance

(Montgomery, ’ii, Bowen, ’22a). The nucleus then closes, elongates and

undergoes a resegregation of its substance, the peripheral basophilic layer

becomes thicken^, vacuolated, and finalty collapses towards the center

of the nucleus where it ultimately forms a deeply stmning ardal core sur-

rounded by a dear oxyphilic substance.* The relative positions of the

Vinanphilir and oxyphilic substances have thus bear cranpletely reversed.

Ultimatdiy the cortical layer disappears from view and the head appears as

a solid mass (in this case a rod) of badchxxrmatin.

c. The C/umdriosome-apparatus. Wide differaices are shown by the

qyermatids of different ^redes in re^ct to the omditions of the choo-

twosomes in the earlier spermatids and their later behavior.

* See lot ioatence Meves, ’03 (faUuUmi), Mentsonetjr, 'ii (AucMiAw), Dueebetx (’tS) firiM.

* See Bowen fto).
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' the simplest case (vertelnates generally, and in some invertebrates),

the scattered mitochoadria gradually concentrate around the filamitTit

in the ekmgating flagellum and finally aggregate to form one or more long

threads which in many cases become ^irally coiled around the axial fila-

moit 175, etc). This process was^t clearly followed out in mammals
by Bmida (’97, ’06) and has been confirmed by many subsequent observers.

This conditicm r^resents one extreme in a series of transitional forms leading

to a condition in which ail the chondriosomes, before drawing out to form

Kg, S73.—^SpermiogenesU in Hraiiptera (Bowen),

a, Kcroblaat; A, aaotome, G, Golgi-reimuiat=*acroblast-remnant; n, nucleus; S, chondrtosome-

bmhr or nebenfcom.

A, Brvckymaui, aggcvgeiioa of Golai-bodies around the nebenkern to form the acroblast; B, C,

ivaaa of the Golgi-bodies; D, EntfUslus, differentiation of the acroblast; B, Miirganlia, lata stage,

acntffut aod acrosome at antwior pole; P, G, H, later stages of same; B, same, separation of the

•croUut into the actoamne (A) the Golgi-remnant ((^ I, Brockymma, Golgi-remnant passing

leath, become concentrated into a single, large masdve nehenkem

^sm«-body,
•

step is seen in. the pulmonates where the mitochondria, rather

numerous and of two sizes, become concentrated in the posterior
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r^on of the cytosomc and surround the axial filament, but without ag-

gregating closely' to fotm larger bodies.^

In the scorpions appear several further steps which culminate in Ctnirurus.

In certain species, as previously mentioned (p. 364) the spermatids receive

a rather small number of large separate chondriospheres (5-7 in Opistkacan-

^us or Hadrurus, 4-6 in Vejcms) which place themselves in a ring surround-

ing the axial filament and are then drawn out to form its sheath but in this

case without twisting (Fig. 168, Wilson, ’16). These spermatids show a

remarkable similarity to mature sperms of the first type, as seen in various

nemertines, annelids, mollusks and other animals (pp. 287, 373) the ring

of chondriospheres forming a “nebenkem-organ” that is here only a

transient stage in the histogenesis. In the snail Paludim there are four

symmetrical chondriospheres which surround the axial filament, and draw

out to form the tail envelopes, without twisting (Fig. 167). A step beyond

this is the scorpion Centrums in which there are from the first but two chon-

driosome-bodies, received as such from the last division. Later these

draw out to form the tail-envelopes, but in this case twist to form a close

double spiral, ultimately of such fineness as to be invisible as such

(Fig. 170, Wilson, ’16).

We are thus brought finally to cases in which at the close of the second

spermatocyte-division the chondriosomes at once aggregate to form a

single nebenkern or chondriosome-body, as is typical in the insects where

the nebenkern was first discovered.* Meves (’00) showed that it does not

arise from spindle-fibers, as supposed by some earlier observers, but from

numerous, crowded large mitochondria or small chondriospheres which form

a dense sheath to the spindle. At the close of the division this slips off and

quickly aggregates to form an irregularly spheroidal, more or less vacuo-

lated body, which typically divides into two symmetrical and dosely ap-

plied halves, between or beside which runs the axial filament, and which ulti-

mately draw out along the latter to form the sheath of the flagellum.*

In the course of the foregoing changes the chondriosomes sooner or later

differentiate into a central or medullary lightly staining “chromophobic”

substance, and a peripheral “chromophilic” one that is deeply stained

by the usual chondriosome dyes (crystal violet, hsematoxylin) (p. 47).

• See Gateaby, ’tr, ’18. In these spetmatids the Gol«i-bodies dosely sutround a large spheroidal

body which doubtless represents the acroblast (or the sphere-remnant) of other fotms. By earlier

d>servers, as Gatenby p^ts out, tius body was called the “nebenkern'’; but obviously this was a

ndsQoma.
• By La Vaiette St. George <’67) who called it the “Nebenkorper”; the name ‘‘nebenkern’’ is due

to BUtschli (’7r). This has been called by many other names, and the term nebenkern has often

been misapplied to other structures, such as the acroblast of the pulmonates (Faur^-Premfet, ’09,

Weigl, ’la. Gatenby. ’18, ’ig), the secondary nuclei of the obtytes (p, 346), the massed fibriHas d
the pancreas-cell (Fig. 13), etc. The oonfusion in its use was fint cleared up by Meves, (’oo),

• See Benda, ’08, Duesb^ ’og.
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WlMi tlie smaller clunidnosomes anite to fcma a single neLoikeni,

tj^ body shows a multiple or mulberry-like appearance, the original

dmomophobic substance forming vacar^e-like areas separated by partitions

of dtromoplnhc substance. Later the partitions partially break down, then

oS'ming the appearance of a framework which, as seen in sections has

dtem been emnpared to the layers of a bisected onion.^ In many cases

tlds structure off^ a spireme-like appearance, as if consisting of a con-

voluted thread; and as such it has been described (in Lepidoptera)^ by
Gat^by ('x7a, *z8); hence his proposed name macromitosome (p. 364).

Bowen (’aab^ ’sad), however, has produced demonstrative evidence that in

both Hotuptera and Lepidoptera the pireme-like appearance is given by
fptical section of a plate-work, forming the partition-walls between en-

larged 'cavities closely pressed together. In later stages the chromophilic

rabstance continually diminishes and .finally disappears from view about

the time the choadriosome-body divides into two. The chromophilic plate

work or thread-work is thus lost, while the chromophobic substance has

omne to occupy the main bulk of the nebenkem, now double and elongating

to form the tail-envelope.

Meanwhile a third and new substance makes its appearance in the form

of beaded cords running lotgthwise in each half of the nebenkem.*

TTieir fate is still problematical. By some observers (Holmgren, Vejdov-

they were supposed to disappear entirely, leaving no trace of mitochon-

drial substance, at least in the fiageilum. Bowen has, however, shown that

halves of the nebenkem (including both the cortical and the medullary

substances) become drawn out into very thin threads which show at in-

tervals conpicuous swellings or blebs (Fig. 172) which still later disappear.

Hie same observer demonstrates very clearly that in some of the insects

the aziil filament is not actually surrounded by the two halves of the neben-

kem but Hes on one side of them in one of the bays or indentations where

they meet.*

d. Central Appamtus and Bkpharoplast. During the tebkinetic move-

pmts of the centrioles (p. 36S) or earlier the axial filament grows out from

tihe distal cenirvde or Ue^haroplast to form the first foundation of the fiagel-

• In Viikae SL Gaage {'Sea, ’8j), PUtn« (’»!)), Healfa* (’91), Heoneguy (’96), WUke (’07).

Steriat {’os), Gioift (’07), WomeS (’07), Boring C07), Doncaiterand CumonCio), Shaffer (‘17),

Btrirm ('73), ate.

I the eartier figwee and Gnmate (’oS), Banmgaitner (’or).

) proctateo were tern ter eevenl at the earlier obeervan, euch at Paatmier (’99), Hohn-

t Bod^ Cot). V^dovikt ('»). but by mote oi them were erraneouriy omaklered as a

1 riW etriomoidtiite sutiNpUaee^ llieir generis was finte htUyworiced out brBv«e>li('>rb}

fmipabtt Mnutgomery fis) held that the un^ (hotedrioaome-conteBt riu

SDennatld h cut out irith the riuidusl pretofiam, making no direct Contribution to the apenn<

{MBrithm. 'nda case, thus far uiffOne.riKiidd be rrihttmioed.
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lum. llmt the blepharc^last is identical with a centriole has been ques-

tioned in case of the plant-spenn (p. 388); and even in animals the Ueph-

aix^last has actually been traced to the spindle-pole of the precedii^ mito^
Wily in a few cases, for in many forms there is a brief period in the telo-

phase when it is usually lost sight of. The identity of the blepharoplast with

a centriole is, however, placed beyond doubt by the fact earlier described

(P- 357) t^t in some cases the axial filament is present already in the sper-

matocytes and may be traced through both divisions in direct connection

with the centrioles at the spindle-poles. The later history of the centriole

shows a diversity so great that only a single feature can be regaled as of

constant occurrence, namely, ihat the anterior or proximal one, or its products,

passes into the neck region of the sperm. Beyond this point any attempt to

give a simimary treatment of the phenomena must at present be hampered

by the deficiencies of our knowledge on the comparative side of the subject,

nevertheless it seems neces.sary to offer some sort of provisional grouping of

the facts. For this purpose we may distinguish at least five principal types

(Fig. 173), here designated by numbers in order to avoid terms that involve

doubtful questions of fact.

(1) In a first group may be placed those interesting forms of sperms,

perhaps representing the most primitive type, in which the mitochondrial

formations do not draw out to form an elongated sheath of the axial filament

but remain near the base of the head to form a very short “middle-piece ” or

“ nebenkem-organ ” (p. 285) . Though these sperms are insufllciently known,

the evidence indicates that both centrioles may here remain near the base of

the nucleus, i. e., in the neck-region of the sperm, as in Fig. 173. The

recent observations of Ballowitz (’15, ’17) on teleost fishes seem dearly to

show that such is the case in the trout Saltno (Fig. 121), and indicate that

the same may be true also in several other fishes. In invertebrate sperms

of this type the facts are less definitely known but point to the same con-

dusion. Boveri (’95, ’01) describes two centrioles in the middle-piece of

Echinus both before and after entrance of the sperm into the egg, and Yatsu

(’09) likewise shows with great clearness a basal body (possibly double) in

the middle-piece. (Fig. 207.)

(2) In a second group, may be placed such sperms as those of certain

insects, and probably also those of some anuran Amphibia. Here, too,

•srith an important exception presently to be noted, both centrioles rmuun
m^ r the b«B» of the nucleus, in the region of the neck, but the mitochondriid

formari<ms (diondriospheres or mitochondria) are drawn out to fmm a^ more

or less olnngiited tail-sheath. These forms commonly not show exter-

nally ai^ distinct middie-piece, though a definite nedt-fi^on contoining de-

rivativra of the Centrioles may be revealed by staimng (Figs. 173, 16$, taa).
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Most of tiie mlia oAssm^is of the insect s^iem believed the entire

centrioiar appaxatus to remain pennanently in the neck-region, either as a

an|^ body ^ or dividing into two or more bodies that remain in the neck-

legion; ^ and this has been confirmed by some of the most recent work. In

Spermatids

Wj^gudim hoect AnuM ftammal Riludma UrodeCes

ng. t7S.—^J>iagi«in of varipus types of sperm-formation; c>, the proximal centriole or its prod-

acfs, e*, the <&tsl.

Pygfismt as described by Meves ('oo), in the Lepidoptera, the centriole seems

dearly to be single as ft enters the ^lermatid (Fig. 165) and Meves found

IK>|vidence of its chvision in the ^lermatid, though it elongates to form a

dibit tod antoior to the dumdriosphere, as is clearly seen in the apyrene

0 > £. t- tarSaSiet V99) in Anaut, Pantel and Knety (’06) tn Ifolmeta, Montpyrnwy Cn) in A**-

lifoycs (’op) in fiy$4Bfo.

*2. in (HeaWgiiy. *04), Vttficda CZMi^, ’07), Pavia, 'oS>, Eyiimitn CVlOu^
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sperm (Fig. 13 1). In the grasshr^jper Chorthippm Lewis and Robertson

(’16) in living cultures in vitro observed a pair of centrioles which were seen

to pass into the neck-region and there to give rise, without separating, to

the neck or “middle-piece,” while the chondriosphere elongated. More
recently a very careful study of the facts in Hemiptera (Murgantia, Arvelius,

etc.) has been made by Bowen (’20, ’22a), who clearly demonstrates that

both centrioles, after outgrowth of the axial filament, assume the form of

Fig. 174.

—

Spenn-formatioD m Phalanguta (Kosrr).

a, acroaome; c', c', proximal and distal centrioles, G, Golgi-remnant, c, bead-cap.

A, early spermatid, B, later stage, C, division ot proximal centriole; U, backward migration of

ring; E, ring at final position, posterior limit of middle-prece; F. later stage after casting off of

head-c^ and residual protoplasm.

rods which lie side by side in the neck-region (at certain stages in Murgantia,

approximating somewhat posteriorly so as to give a V-shaped figure), only

one of them being connected with the axial filament (Fig. 173). These

sperms accordingly are asymmetrical in respect to these structures.*

A curious feattire in the history of the centrioles in some insects (Hemip-

tera, Orthoptera) is a temporary concentration of the chromatin on the in-

side of the nuclear membrane close to the centrioles (Figs. 171, 172) so as to

give the appearance of a much larger single body or “ pscudo-blepharoplast.”*

At a later period, however, according to Bowen, the chromatin-component

* In PeHcvhis, as docribed by Doncaster and Cannon (’no) both centrioles likewise ptsrist in tin

nedc-nvion, and each is said to give rise to an axial filament which traverses the tail-region.

• Bowen, 'ssa
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of tliis txxfy disiatc^tea, when the rod-shaped centrioies again come into

view and in this fom pass into the mature spem.

In the Amira the most satisfactory observations are those of Broman on

Bombinator (’oo), Feiobates (’or) and especially on Ream (’oo, ’07). In all

these, even in the hi^^ly modified ^nns of Bombinator, the mature sperm

^ws two very distinct basal bodies in the neck-regiem close to the nucleus;

and both in Bombinator and Rana (fusca) Broman shows that these are

derivatives, respectively, of the two original centrioles (Figs. 122, 124).

Meanwhile the mitochondrial granules are drawn out to form a sheath which

assumes a spiral structure, and from this is formed a rather long and fairly

distinct “middle-piece,” which, in Ram, tapers gradually into the flagellum.

In R. eseulenla, mugiens and aroalis the two granules are likewise found in

the neck-F^ion, but the “middle-piece” is much shorter and more rounded.

If this account is correct the anuran sperm is evidently rather similar in

mode of formation to that of the insect and the so-called middle-piece seems

to be no more than a thickening of the basal region of the flagellum.

(3) In this type and the following ones the history of the centriolar ap-

paratus is complicated by a movement of the distal centriole, or one of its

products distally for a certain distance along the axial filament. The

point at which it remains marks the posterior limit of the true “middle-

piece” or “connecting-piece” as defined by Waldeyer (e. g., in mammals,

birds or reptiles); but it must be borne in mind that in a few forms (urodeles)

this point lies nearly at the junction between the main-piece and the end-

jneoe, so that Waldeyer’s terms lose their meaning (p. 378).

This backward movement is initiated already in some of the Anura and

insepts. In Byta, far instance, Retains found that the two centrioles

separate somewhat, so ns to mark off a short middle-piece; and a somewhat

amiar process seems to take place also in the myriapod Lithobius according

to Tbnniges (Korschelt-Heider, ’02). In some of the insects the movement

is more ^cten^e, a derivative of the distal centriole passing out nearly to

the of the tail. The earlier observers believed this migration to be per-

formed the whole distal centriole (which is here somewhat smaller than

the proximal) ^ but such a peripheral movement of the whole distal centriole

Is to say the teast ancunalous. In point of fact observations on the sperm-

formatkni in the orthopter (Ecanthus made in my laboratory place the facts

in a different li^t. P^paxatums by C. R. Driver and H. H. Johnson (John-

801^ *sii) dearly show $^t the distal centriole divides into two parts, one

Ojf remains in the:nech^egion with the proximal cmHoU, while the distal

‘ Set Fnmmatk ('ei on vfaoae rcsulto feeoied to be confiimed by those of Holm-

gren SStth*, Bodmertm fyrrkoevrit end SynmaOa (’oS), end <Eiipada (’i s), and by those

rfOtteCer) on i>eMfe. SMWthfQc efanSef b iadiceted by the tdMtrvntioas of Veijdovsh^ (’ii) on

end of GntoAiy (’17) on LepfdqHen.
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part alone performs the outward migration (Fig. 173). This case thus becomes

quite comparable with those of the mammal, bird or urodele, and for the

first time we are able to connect the latter types of sperms with the ampler

insect-type of Class 2.

(4) A fourth type is exemplified by the mammals, and is probably charac-

teristic also of birds, reptiles and perhaps of other groups. The sperm-

Vif. 175 .—Mitochondria in spenn-formation (Benda).

A, wall of testis-tubule in the mouse, s, Sertoli-cells, spc., spennatocytes; spg., spermatogonia;

spt, spermatids, all with scattered mitochondria; B-F, stages of spermiogenesis, drawing out of mi-

tochondria to form the spiral sheath; G, spermatocyte-divisions in the beetle Blaps, chondriosomes.

formation of mammals has been examined by many observers ^ but only a

limited munber of cases have been thoroughly studied. These (man, rat,

gtiinea-pig and a few others) show a fair degree of uniformity on the main

points. Apparently in all cases the distal centriole, after giving off the axial

filament, assumes a disc-like shape and then separates into a small central

body, to which the axial filament is attached, and a peripheral ring (Figs. 174,

177), The former constitutes a basal body (with which the axial filament

maintaing its attachment) while the ring, surrounding the axial filament,

‘ Especially (to mwitltm only a few) Niesdng (’96), Lenhossik (’98), Meves (’98, ’99), Benda (’97,

'96, etc.), Kotff (’oa), Duesb^ (’08, 10), Jordan (’ii), Oliver (’13), Stociurd and Papaniookou

(’18), Gatenby «id Woofer (’ai), etc.
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migrates backward to a position at the junction between the middle-piece and

theflagellum. The basal body meanwhile moves forwards or remains near the

proximal centriole at the base of the nucleus and there forms a part of the

centriolar apparatus of the neck. The middle-piece thus becomes definitely

marked off, extending from the original basal body, which remains in the

neck-region, to the ring. In respect to the details the sperms of different spe-

cies differ considerably in the history of these structures.* In the rat accord-

ing to Meves and Duesberg the proximal centriole becomes flattened against

the base of the nucleus and there remains, while the basal body or end-

knob divides to form two centriole-like bodies. In man Meves finds

the facts to be similar. In the guinea-pig they are complicated by the

fact that both the proximal centriole and the original basal body break up

into smaller basal bodies, the former into three, the latter into two or more

(Fig. 177). In the marsupials the facts appear to be somewhat simpler

(Fig. r74), there being three granules in the neck-region - of which two are

supposed to arise by division of the proximal centriole, while the third is the

distal basal body.

In spite of certain contradictions in the literature the broad fact now seems

well established that in all cases the proximal centriole remains at or near

the base of the nucleus as a basal body, or group of such bodies, while the

principal part of the distal one passes as a ring to the distal limit of the

middle-piece. Such a type of sperm might readily be derived from either

of the first two described above.

Attention may here be directed to the caudal sheath (“ Schwanzmanch-

ette”), a structure characteristic of the mammalian spermatid but of un-

known significance. This is a delicate tubular or funnel-shaped cytoplasmic

structure encircling the base of the nucleus and the centrioles and extend-

ing a short distance backward in the rather early spermatid (Fig. 176, E).®

This structure, originally formed from cytoplasmic fibrillas (Meves), seems

to disappear completely without contributing directly to the formed com-

ponents of the sperm, though it has been supposed to form the peripheral

part of the middle-piece (Oliver, ’13).

(5) In a fifth group we may place the sperms of the luodele amphibia,

which may be thought of as an extreme development of the preceding type,

with which jt seems to be connected by certain intermediate conditions;

in the of the pigeon, for example, according to Retzius, the middle-

piece
Ijj

t^jmtlv elongated, so as to occupy a large region of the flagellum

(Figb^lip. In the urodele this region is still further extended. The proxi-

^Ac&cal review is given by Meves (’oo). See also Duesberg (’o8, ’so), Oliver (’13).

’02, in fhalarngisla, Duesberg, ’20, in DuUlphys.

«|Ke Meves (’90), Duesberg (’08, ’so).
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mal centriole, as usual, passes to the base of the nucleus, remains undividea,

and undergoes great enlargement to form a conspicuous rounded, ovoidal

or, in some species, rod-shaped body. This is the so-called “middle-piece”

(properly the neck) which is closely applied to the base of the nucleus, and

Fig. 176 .—Earlier stagres of sperm-formation in the f?uinea-pig. History of acroblast {A-D
from Meves, E-G, from Duesberg).

ac, acroblast, acrosome; c*, centnoles; ep, end-piece; n, nucleus, r, residual cytoplasm;

5, “sphere” ( — Golgi-remnant).

Af young sister-spermatids. By slightly later stage, both showing acroblast with proacrosomtc

granules; C, D, middle stages; E~G, later stages, G, in side-view

by some observers is described as actually lying inside it. (Meves, Mc-

Gregor).*

After giving off the axial filament, the distal centriole, as in the mammals,

is converted into a ring which elongates, assumes a pessary-shape, and

finally draws out along the axial filament, until it extends through the

whole length of the main-piece. Its proximal or anterior moiety gives

rise (in Salamandra) to a deeply-staining plate-like body just behind

‘ Meves (’g?). McGregor ('99) beUeved the “middle-piece" Cm Amphiuma) to arise from the re-

mains of the “sphere" (idiozome), while the proximal centriole lies inside it as a much smaller body;

but this seems to have been an error. Bowen t’rs) has shown that the smaller body in question

(in PUthodcm) is formed by division of the proximal centriole into two parts, one of which enlarges to

form the “middle-piece" while the second may be a biepharoplast from which grows forth the mar-

ginal filament of the fin-membrane.
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the neck^region while its distal half finally passes to the limit of the

main-piece of the flagellum at the beginning of the short end-piece,

while the eloi^te narrow middle part becomes closely applied to the

axial filament (Fig. 173).

(6) In a sixth group might perhaps be placed forms in which one or the

other of the centrioles is stated to elongate bodily to form a long filament

extending out to the base of the end-piece. In Paludina, for example, it is

the distal centriole which thus elongates (Figs. 166, 167), while the proximal

one is pushed up into the nucleus, having close behind it a ring-shaped

Fig. 177.—Later stages of qjerm-formation in the guinea-pig M, B, bom Meves, C, D,

flom DtTESBEEG.)

oc, acTOSome, c', c^, proximal and distal centriole-derivatives; m, middle-piece, mp, main piece

of flagellum, n, nucleus, nk, neck; r, residual cytoplasm; r,
“ sphere ” (= Golgi-remnant).

A, centrioles, early aaosome, Golgi-remnant, 3, later stage; C, side-view, residual cytoplasm

;

JO, nearly mature spenn.

centriole-derivative of unknown origin (Meves, ’03). On the other hand, in

the elasmobranch (Suzuki, ’98) and in Helix (Korff, ’99) it is the proximal

centriole which thus elongates and the ring, here said to be derived from the

distal centriole, is carried out to the junction of the main-piece and the end-

{uece.

Condttsion. It is impracticable to enter here into other modifications of

the oentxal apparatus of the sperm, most of which are still imperfectly

known. Ilie fact that at least one of the centrioles passes into the neck-

to be common to nearly all forms of sperms, and is urunistak-

elated with the appearance of the sperm-center during fertilization

’ in dose association with, this region of the sperm in the egg (p. 441).

ad point of general interest is the complete demonstration offered

spenn-fonnatien of animals that the centriole may play the part
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not only of a division-center but also of a blephaioplast. In this fact, pos-

sibly, we may find a clue to the remarkable diversity of behavior on the

part of the distal centriole during spermiogenesis. It scans possible that

the all but invariable separation of this centriole into two parts means that it

is a dual structure, being differentiated into two components, one concerned

with division, the other with the flagellum-formation, as is known to be the

case with the basal bodies of certain flagellates (p. 696). The backward

movement of the ring or its representative in so many sperms may there-

fore represent the removal of the blepharoplast-component while the basal

body represents the division-center. If this conjecture has any value, we
might consider that the proximal centriole alone represents the persistent

active center of the sperm, and that the puzzling variations of behavior on

the part of the distal one have no particular physiological significance.

e. Acroblast and Acrosome. The most conspicuous feature in the history

of the acroblast is its ultimate separation into two parts one of which moves

to the anterior pole and there gives rise to the definitive acrosome, while the

other and often larger portion constitutes the acroblast-remnant (idiozome-

remnant) containing the original Golgi-bodies surrounding the sphere.

This body passes backwards commonly into the tail region, disintegrates,

and most of its substance appears to be finally eliminated with the residual

protoplasm (Figs. 176, 172, 177).* By Gatenby and Woodger ('21) a portion

of this body is believed to contribute to the formation of the middle-piece

(in the guinea-pig).

The definitive acrosome seems always to be formed from or within a

clear vacuole-like space that appears within that part of the acroblast that

passes to the anterior nuclear pole. Within this space appears a small

deeply staining spheroidal body which by some of the earlier observers

was mistaken for a centriole; * and by its enlargement and differentiation

(Figs. 172, 176) gives rise to the central or principal portion of the

acroblast, xmdergoing a great variety of changes in different species. The

most divergent extremes of these are on the one hand the greatly elon-

gated and filiform acrosome of the Lepidoptera (Bowen, ’22), and on

1 This has been obsersred more or less iuUy by many investigators, indwhng Henking (’91), Nies-

aing (’97), Lenhosa^ (’98), Mevea (’99), Volmv (’03), SjSvali (’06) and more recently by Mont-

gomery (’ll), Schitz (’16), Schaffer (’17), Gatenby (’19), Bowen (’20) and Duesbetg (’20). This

process, or indications of it, has been seen in insects, arachnids, moUusks, and vertdirates and is

undoubtedly of widespread occurrence.

* This granule was designated by Lenhoss^ (’97) as the "acrosome” the term bong orpantkd by

later writers so as to apply to the completed structure. By Stodiaid and Papanicolaou (’16) the

clear vesicle is called the UiospharotkaM, the central granule (acrosome of LenbossSc) the sdtr-

tpkarosome, the inner zone derived from the latter the idUtcryPtosernt, the outer zone the idiocatyP-

oseme, the head-cap the spermwcaiyptrothaa, and the Idiozorae-reranant the iiufMdruavm. TfaU

tsiminology, though ^ymologicaliy exorilent, seems too cumbersome. For other synonyms see

Gatenby and Woodger (’21).
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tbe other, the cap-like one of many mammals (guinea-pig, Fig. 177) which

breads out over the anterior part of the nucleus, while the clear sub-

stance gives rise to a thin outer zone. Both zones are surrounded by the

so-called head-cap which is derived from the peripheral layer of the clear

vesicle or outer zone.*

- In the mammals the concordant results of many observers, beginning

with Moore ('94) make it nearly certain that the acrosome-granule in ques-

tion is formed by the fusion or aggregation of thq proacrosomic granriles

329) already present within the spermatocyte-idiozome. These gran-

ules are set free in the cytosome when the idiozome breaks up, persist

during the first division, reaggregate in the interior of the idiozome of

the second spermatocytes, are again dispersed in the second division, and

once more aggregate within the substance of the acroblast where they are

surrotmded by small vacuoles (Fig. 176, A, B, D). A progressive process

of fusion now sets in ^ the vacuoles running together until they produce the

usual large clear vesicle, while the granules progressively fuse until they

form a single much larger body (Fig. 176, C, D). In many other cases, how-

evo" (insects), no proacrosomic granules have been observed, the acro-

stane first appearing as a single intensely chromophilic granule within the

acroblast-vesicle. It seems probable that the foregoing two modes of

acrosome-formation differ only in degree, », c., in the earlier or later appear-

ance of the granule-material. The fact that both vacuoles and granules

are in the one case multiple, in the other single, clearly points to the con-

clusion that in the former case they are produced separately by elements

that are themselves still separate, in the latter case as the single common
product of these same elements iptimately united or fused. In any case

it seems certain that the Golgi-bodies are somehow concerned in the

production of the acrosome. It seems incredible that so elaborate a

process should be necessary for the formation of a structure whose only

function lies in the attachment of the sperm to and penetration into the

egg; and the process seems still more remarkable in view of the fact

that the Golgi-apparatus, though it gives rise to the acroblast, se^s for

the most part to be itself cast out of the sperm. Interesting questions for

further research are here raised (p. 716).

/. Chromatoid Bodies. Nearly all observers are thus far agreed that the

bodies called do not directly give rise to any of the formed elements of

the They first make their appearance in the protoplasm of the

priiiiMl^ispeiinatocytes, usually lying near to the nucleus but not in contact

nuraupial Phalaniisie the head-cap U said by Korfi (’oa), to be cast ofl (FIk. 174)'

wsii carefully described by Meves (’go) in the guinea pig, and more recently by Stockard

IlfPaiMaiootaoQ (’16) and by Gstecby and Woodger (’si).
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with it (Fig. 178). As a rule but one such body appears; but two or several

may be present. The most diverse accounts have been given of its origin

and later history, and it is far from certain whether all the bodies which go
under this name are of the same nature.^

In insects ® the chromatoid body is usually single, and stains intensely in

hasmatoxylin, safranin and other dyes. With the Benda alizarin-violet

Fig. 178.—Spermiogenests in the hemipter Pmtaloma senihs.

A, early spermatocyte, chromatoid granules in cytoplasm; B, later stage, single chromatoid

body, (c), plasmosome, two chromosome-nucleoli (X and Y); C, later, confused period; D, first

spermatocyte division; £, second division; F, early spermatid, with chromatoid body, acroblast

(a) and chondriosphere (n); G, later spermatid, with double cbondriosphere, blepharophast,

no chromatoid body; II, 1, later spermatids, outwandering of chromatoid body; J, portion of

tail-region with chromatoid body, shortly before casting off of residual protoplasm.

method it is stained bright purple; with Auerbach’s rubin-methyl-green

mixture it is red while the nuclei are green; with Altmann’s mitochon-

drial stain bright red (Plough). It might be supposed from these reactions

that this body is of mitochondrial origin; but Plough has shown that this

' This body, figured by some of the earlier observers in the mammals (Brunn, ’76, Brown, '8s),

was more carefully studied by Benda (’gi) who called it the “chromatoider Nebenkorper” or “ chro-

matoider Kdrper”; subsequently by Niessing (’96), LenhossCk (’98), Meves (’gg), Schoenfeld (’00)-

Korff ('02), Van Molle (’06), Duesberg (’08) and other sperm atologists. It was later observed in the

fishes (Myxine, Schreiner, ’05), in insects (Schaefer, '07, Wil^n, ’15), CrusUoea (Fasten, 'i+, ’18)

and other invertebrates, and is probably of wide occurrence in animals generally.

* Wilson ('13), lewis and Jtobertson ('i6), Plough (’it)-
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body is not stained intra mtam by Janus green but is stained by neutral red.

Its hffltoiy in the hemipter Pentaioma smiUs, where it is of large size^ is as

fcdlows: ^

It is first seen in the early spermatocytes in the form of several small,

deq^hly staining granules, lying in the cytoplasm. Slightly later it typically

becomes single and mudi larger. It persists during both spermatocyte-

dmsions, but fails to divide in either, passing over bodily first into one of

the second qjennatocytes and then into one of the spermatids (Fig. 178).

It thus comes to pass that ikis body enters only one spermatid out of four—

&

result fully confirmed by counts of the spermatids. In the spermatid it is

finally earned out into the outgrowing flagellum and sloughed off with the

residual protoplasm in this region.

The facts are similar in almost eveiy detail in various other Hemiptera and

also (as Plough has shown) in the Orthoptera.^ In the crayfish Camharus

(Fasten, ’14) the facts are similar, except that two chromatoid bodies of

equal size are present These likewise persist without division during the

^)ermatocyte-divisions and most commonly pass together to one pole, more

rarely to opposite poles. In the foregoing cases there can be no pKJssibility

of regarding the chromatoid body as an extruded nucleolus (as assumed by

some earlier observers), for during the whole period of its formation and

growth both the spermatocsde-nucleoli (plasmosome and chromosome-nude-

tflus) remain intact within the nucleus. Its physiological meaning remains

coD^letely in the dark, but the facts suggest that if it have any function it

must be performed not later than the spermatocyte-divisions. It may,

however, be no more than a by-product of other activities, and in this

sense a functitmless excretion-product

In respect to the vertebrates, the existing accounts are still conflicting

and omfused in respect to almost every point in the history of the chroma^

tdd- Most of the earlier writers, relying mainly on the staining-reactions,

regarded it as probably of nudear origin,’ and several of them accepted the

probability that it is an extruded nudeolus or is formed from a nucleolxrs

(Lothoss^k, Meves and particularly the Schreiners, who have made an

extotded study ol the phenomena in Myxine). These observations, how-

ever, stand alone, all other observers having failed to observe the origin of

the duomatmd body, or having relied wholly on indirect evidence. By
Benda, Moore, Niesdng, Lenhoss^, and more recently Regaud (’10), it

was obserigMfealready in the growth-period of the primary spermatocytes;

on the Ebner, .{’99), and espedally Duesberg (’08) were not able

' puiW ^ tlie duomfitoid body into tbe taS if also d«fcrfi>ed in DyHicus, by Sdiftfer (07)*

<V)a Moore <'93), l^homA ('9ft), Moves (W)
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to find it until the second spermatocyte-division, and Meves (’99) first de-

scribes it in the telophase of that division. Lenhoss6k asserted (in case of

the rat and guinea-pig) the persistence of the chromatoid body (or bodies)

during both divisions though it may temporarily break up into a niunber of

granules; and he also asserts its presence, “one in every spermatid.*

In later stages it fragments and disappears, as was also observed b>

Niessing, Duesberg (’08) concluded that in the rat the chromatoid body

(first seen in the second spermatocytes) divides into two, so that every

spermatid receives one. Regaud ('10), on the other hand, found in the same

object that during the first division this body (already present in the first

spermatocyte) disappears, or perhaps fragments into small granules, but is

reconstituted in the second spermatocyte to form a single body which

passes undivided to one pole. This account implies that but half the sperma-

tids receive such a body. In Myxine, the Schreiners found that a single

chromatoid body is present in every spermatid and in later stages passes into

the nucleus to form an integral part of the sperm ( !)
In respect to this point

the Schreiners’ account differs from those of all other observers.

Conclusion. In surveying the complicated phenomena of sperm-forma-

tion we are impressed alike by their astonishing diversity in detail and by an

underlying tmiformity in respect to the most fundamental features of the

process. In both respects the sperm-cell is comparable with the flagellated

Protista, with which it shows so far-reaching an analogy. The fundamen-

tal uniformities of the sperm-formation have been sufficiently emphasised,

particularly in respect to the nucleus, chondriosomes, central bodies, Golgi-

bodies and the acrosome. Its diversities and their physiological meaning

may serve to remind us of our ignorance of an immense field of inquiry in the

exploitation of which cytology has made a mere beginning.

In a broad view of the phenomena, what most arrests our attention is

the large measure in which the sperm-forming materials are already pre-

formed in the spermatocytes to be distributed to the spermatids by the

spermatocyte-divisions with at least approximate equality. This applies

alike to the chromosomes, central bodies, chondriosomes and Golgi-bodies.

When we consider how recent is our acquaintance with these facts, we can-

not help suspecting that there may be still other elements of equal impor-

tance, as yet unseen, that may be similarly distributed. The possible larger

significance of this will become apparent in the course of the discussion of

cell-organization in general offered in Chapter IX.

* ’98, 17*.
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Kt-in.—Fonnation of the sperms in the ptendophytes Marsiita (A, D, E, G, Belajeff, B, C,

), Seaw), Gymnogramme {H. K, Belajeff) and Equistlum IL, N, Belajeff).

A, prinuuy spiemutogonium (two generations before the pnmary “spermatocytes”) in division,

hoving ceotrioles; B, primary qpermatocyte with pair of “blepharopUstoids” (centrioles), C,

plndle of primary spermatocyte (first maturation-division); D, four of the eight secondary “sperm-

itocytes” with blepharoplast; £-<G, propbase of second division, U, pair of spermatids {Cytma-

ronme) with blrabaroplasts; /-/, frwmation of the abated band from the blepharoplast, K, nearly

ipe iqjerm, ahqg^g ciliated band (W, nucleus, and “cytoplasmic vesicle” (the latter is ultimately

ast off); i^Appermatids of EqviseHm; B, ripe ^rmatozoid from above, showing spiral ciliated

land; 6, tms^erm of Uartilia with very long ^lua! ciliated band.
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IV. THE GAMETE FORMATION IN PLANTS '

As earlier indicated, the gamete-formation of higher plants offers a some-
what simpler problem than that of animals, because it is uncomplicated
by the phenomena of meiosis which here take place at a different period of
the life-history. Apart from this the process shows a fundamental agree-
ment with that of animals, though the analysis of its details thus far re-

mains much less complete. The phenomena can here be examined in only a
cursory manner, especially with reference to the motile type of sperm-cells
in higher forms.

As in animals the final generation of sjiermatogenous cells may be called

spermatids, but spermatocytes, in the sense in which this term is employed

Fig. 180.—Spermatogenesis in Marsiha (Sharp).

A, products of third spermatogenous mitosis: B, C, D, stages of fourth and last spermatogenoos
mito^s, £., F, spermatids, ff, mature sperm-cetl partly uncoiled, showing nucleus (»), much elon-

gated blepharoplast (6), and residual protoplasm (r).

in animal spermatogenesis, do not occur in plants, being represented rather

by the sporocytes which precede the formation of the microspores (p. 496).

‘

In all the sperm-producing divisions, accordingly, the mitoses are of the

ordinary somatic type so far as the chromosomes are concerned. It is an

interesting fact that in these mitoses the acromatic figure often shows at the

spindle-poles distinct central bodies, sometimes surrounded by conspicuous

asters, which ultimately play the part of blepharoplasts from which the fiageUa

or cilia grow forth (Figs. 179, 180, 182). Recent studies have further demon-

strated, in a few cases, that in addition to the central bodies the sperm-

atids and sp>erms of plants receive also chondriosomes and probably an

' By Allen 'ii, (’ 17 ) the spermatids as above defined are called lutdrocylts.
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aqoblast closely analogous to that of the animal spermatid, though the

Gf^-bodies have not yet actually been identified.

Hie relation of the blepharopiasts to the central bodies in plants, first

indicated by the work of Belajeff, Shaw, Webber, and others, was clearly

establislmd by subsequent observations.* The blepharopiasts of the sperma-

tids have been traced beyond a doubt to a position at or near the spindle-

pdes of the last division by many observers beginning with Shaw, Belajeff

and Webber. Many botanists, including those just mentioned, have hesi-

tated to recognize their homology with the central bodies in the animal

i^iennatid, for the following reasons. In all the forms here in question the

(ndinaiy somatic mitoses, and often also the earlier spermatogenous, are of

anastral type and devoid of central bodies (p. 150). The latter, as seen in

the spermatid-producing division, must therefore be new formations to

which the law of strict genetic continuity seems not to apply. In the cycads,

as diown especially by Webber, they seem to play no act'jal part in the

(hvision, but merely lie opposite the spindle-poles without direct connection

with them. In the cycads and some of the ferns, they seem to arise sepa-

ratdy, either in the spermatids or in the preceding cell-generation, not by

the division of a single body as is tjqjically the case with true central bodies.

The force of these objections is much weakened by the discovery that in

many cases the blepharopiasts are in fact produced by the division of a

angle body which behaves in all respects as a central body; further, that

such bodies are sometimes present in earlier generations of the spermatoge-

nous cells. Shaw (’98) found central bodies at the spindle-poles in the last

two divisions of Marsilia, and followed their division in the telophases of the

penultimate division to form the centers of the last division while Belajeff

(’99) and Sharp (’14) found such bodies, surroxmded by astral rays, at the

^indle-piries in all of the four spermatogenous divisions excepting the first.

Belajeff also believed that these centers divided after each mitosis to form

the centers for the ensuing mitosis. Sharp (’ i z) demonstrated the division of

the center in the prophase of the last spermatogenous mitosis in Marsilia

and its behavior as a typical central body in that mitosis (Fig. 180); and

the same was also shown by Allen (’12} in the moss Polytrichum. Ikeno

(*03) found (in Marckantia} central bodies at the spindle-poles in each sperm-

atogenous division, dividing into two at the close of each mitosis and after

* The ieltial week oa this subject was dose by Guiguard ('89) on certain mosses, ferns and algfe,

extended bar that of Belajeff {’93, ’94, ’gr, ’99) on Chora and the pteridophytes Gymiogramma, Eaui-

wteo and Morrilia. To the same period bd(Hig8 the important work of Shaw (’97, '98) on Marsilia

and tlw {((ttt: of Wd>ber (*97, ’01) and Ikeno (’98) cm cycads, and of Hirase (’94, '98) and Fuji!

('98, '99, ’00) on GMiie. See also Ikeno (’03, '04, ’e6, Marchonlia, Cyras), Miyake (’06, Ginkfo).

ElOQyea (’or, UarduiMia), CaldweS (’07, Microcytas), Yamanouchi (’08, Nepkraiium,), Chamberlain

{’09, ZWain), AllenCia, ’17, /’efynekki^), Sharp (’la, ’14, ’to, Eguisetum, Marsilia, Slosia).

Uteratwe tee Wilson (’eo), Prenaot <’09), Allen (’ja), Sharp (’ta, ’14, ’ai), Meves (’18).
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the last one persisting to form the blepharoplasts. In view of these facts

and the later history of these bodies it is impossible to doubt the correctness

of the view, early urged especially by Belajeff and Ikeno, that the blepharo-

plasts of higher plants are of the same nature, morphologically and physio-

logically, as those of animal sperms. The only doubts that can arise relate

Fig. 181.—Spemiogenesis in the moss Polytrickum (Ailen).

a, the apical body; 4, blepharoplast; I, limosphere (probably the Golgi-apparatus or Golgi-

remnant); n, nucleus; p, probably the percnosome, which may be equivalent to the acrosome-

granule.

A, androcyte (spermatid) with nucleus and blepharoplast; B, appearance of the limosphere,

elongation of blepharoplast; C, further elongation of blepharoplast; D, the apical body (a) has

separated from the limosphere; E, F, slightly later; C, nucleus beginning to elongate; H, later stage

(blepharoplast not shown); 1, sperm fully formed but still coiled within its enclosing vesicle of

residual cytoplasm, I, probably the limosphere.

to the nature of the central body itself and its proper definition in the light

of these facts (p. 672).

In the early spermatid the blepharoplast is in most cases, as in animals,

a small spheroidal granule; but in the cycads it is a much larger spheroidal

body which has a complicated structure and metamorphosis, and is sur-
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rcnmded by conspicuous astral rays (Fig. 182). In all the higher forms, th<

blq)haropIast, or the group of granules produced by its fragmentation

grows out into an elongate flattened band or ribbon, at first coiled within the

cell, from which grow forth the cilia or flagella (Figs. 179, 182). In latei

stages it imcoils more or less, but seems always to retain its spiral course ir

some degree, in general following the spiral coiling of the cytosome so con-

Fig. 181.—Formation of the sperms in the cycads and Ginicgoales (.-1, Ginkgj, B-D, Zamta,

Wbbbee; E-I, Cyc<u, Ieeno).

A, developing pollen-tube, showing stalk-cell (s), vegetative cell (») and generative cell (g), the

latter with two blepharoplasts; B, generative cell, somewhat later, with blepharoplasts and aster.-,;

C, the same in the prophases of division, showing breaking up ol blepharo|)Usts, D, the two sperma-

tids formed by division of the generative cell; blepharoplasts fragmented; (tom these fragments

arises the dlia-bearing band; E, blepharoplast of Cycas, at a stage .somewhat later than Fig. C;

cilia developing; E, later stage; ciliated band (derivel from the last stage) attached to a prolonga-

tion from the nucleus; C, cilia-bearing band continuous; H, nearly ripe sperm with nucleus in the

center; ciliated band, shown in section, forming a spiral; I slightly later stage, viewed from above,

diowiag the spiral course of the band (cilia omitte'.l)

.

sjHCuous in the pteridopbytes. In the cycads the blepharoplast forms a

closely coiled band in the upper part of the conical sperm-cell and remains

in this condition imtil after the sperm has entered the egg (Fig. 213)-

In some cases the blepbar<^last, before or during its elongation, fragments

into smaller bodies which seem to play the part of basal bodies from each of

which a cflium or flr^llum grows forth, e. g., in Equisetum according to Sharp
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(’12) and in the cycads according to Webber, Ikeno and other observers.

In the bryophytes and certain pteridophytes, but two dagella are thus pro-

duced, though the blepharoplast is much elongated. In Chora, which has a

similar type of sperm, each flagellum is attached basally to a short, rod-

shaped body (Meves ’20). In most pteridophytes and in cycads numerous

and usually closely crowded cilia grow forth along the course of an elon-

gated spiral blepharoplast (Figs. 179-182), which in many cases seems, at

least in its later stages, to be quite homogeneous.

The remaining components of the sperm-cells have been very incompletely

traced. Neither chondriosomes nor Golgi-bodies as such have been identi-

fied during the spermiogenesis, hut, as earlier stated, Meves (’20) has found

chondriosomes in the mature sperms of Fucus (p. 594) ;
and in the gymno-

sperms the microgametes probably contain plastids which may be deriva-

tives of chondriosomes (p. 455). In the spermiogenesis of mosses appears a

body that seems almost certainly to be the acroblast, though the Golgi-

bodies are not in evidence, probably because of inadequate technique.

This is a rather large, spheroidal body, of uncertain origin, described by M.

Wilson (Ti) as the limosphere and more carefully examined by Allen (’r2,

’17). It lies near the anterior end of the elongate blepharoplast (Fig.

1 81), and divides into two unequal parts, of which the smaller gives rise to

an “apical body” while the latter persists until a rather late stage when it

disappears from view. It seems very probable that the two portions into

which the limosphere divides represent the acroblast and the acrosome

and acroblast-remnant respectively; but this cannot be positively asserted

without further examination. Wilson described also a smaller cytoplasmic

percnosome, which may be a chromatoid body; but this, too, is uncertain.^
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CHAPTER V

FERTILIZATION AND PARTHENOGENESIS

“Fertilization is not alone a phyuco-diemical process, as physiologists so often assume,

but also a morphological phenomenon.” O. Hdbtwig.*

"It is conceivable, and indeed probable, that every part of the adult contains molecules

derived irom the male and from the female parent; and that, regarded as a mass of mole-

cules, the entire organism may be compared to a web of which the warp is derived from
the female and the woof from the male.” Huxlev. '

FertiU^tion comprise two dosely associated but experimentally separ-

ableevents. One gf tbese;»iuijnarily olinterest from a physiologic^i^int

of view, is the activation of the egg by the sperm. The second, ofjespedal

importance for the ^udy of cytology and genetics, is a union or association

of corresponding maternal and paternal elements, which results in biparental

her^ty.* Both these results are brought about by a union and fusion

of twcrgfiTOHcellsor gametes to form a single cell, the zygote— process which

finds iis*prototype in the conjugation of unicellular organisms.

It was the first of these effects alone that was commonly designated as

“fertilization” or “fecundation” (“Befruchtung,” “fecondation”) by early

embryologists who had not the least notion of the real nature of the process.

The word has often been employed in the same sense by modern writers;

and this usage is often convenient. Some writers, however, have sometimes

almost seemed to forget that fertilization comprises a second and not less

important series of events of which the most conspicuous is karyogamy,

i. e., the union of the gamete-nuclei or pronuclei to form the deavage-

nudeus or primary nucleus of the embryo. The fact of central interest here

is the uaioH and close association of two corresponding groups of chromosomes

cterived from the two respective pronuclei and hence respectively of maternal

and paternal origin. Fertilization commonly involves also a process of

plastogamy or union of ^unete-cytoplasms; but in higher forms generally

the amount of paternal cytoplasm introduced into the egg is both absolutely

and relatively very small, and we still know little of its history in the zygote.

By O. HertWig (’75) and srnne other early writers the activation of the

ZuUchrift, XVIII, p. zgt.

* in Sciaue and Culture, p. zo6, irom Enc. Britt., 1878.
* “ is die indtcment <>{ the egg to devdopment together with the conveyance <A pater-

(l£^*trrp- 4S7.'~^''IS»niird'T^ty',

P

k3c 1*05), O. Hertwig (’05), Bo-

39d
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egg in fertilization was ascribed to karyogamy, or union of the gamete-

nuclei, but this was disputed by Boveri (’87, ’91) on cytological grounds and
is evidently inconsistent with the phenomena of parthenogenesis, of partial

fertilization (p. 458), merogony (p. 465) and gynogenesis (p. 460) in none of

which does activation involve a process of karyogamy.

For the rest, the problems of fertilization are intimately bound up with
those of cell-division. Superficially r^arded, the two processes seem to be

opposites; for fertilization involves the fusion of two cells into one, while

mitosis results in the division of one cell into two. Fundamentally, how-
ever, the same cytological elements are involved in both, and the same
end-result sooner or later follows, namely, the formation of a mitotic figure

and the resulting process of cleavage. This is still clearer when we regard

parthenogenesis or the activation of the egg by some agency other than the

sperm, a process which, as will later be shown is connected with true fer-

tilization by intermediate gradations (p. 458). The analogy of fertiliza-

tion to cell-division is thus made perfectly clear. Fertilization and partheno-

genesis possess, however, a far-reaching interest of their own, for they set in

motion the mechanism not alone of cell-division, but also of development;

and here cytology merges with embryology and genetics.

In their essentials the phenomena of fertilization are closely similar in

animals and plants, but show many minor differences which often involve

a wide divergence of external aspect. For purposes of description, therefore,

it is convenient to separate the two groups.

I. FERTILIZATION OF THE .ANIMAL EGG

A. General Sketch

In outlining the main features of fertilization in animals we may take as a

basis of reference the phenomena as seen in the eggs of sea-urchins and of

Ascarts me^alocephala (the parasitic threadworm of the horse) the study

ofwhich between 1873 and 1890, laid the main basis of our knowledge both

of fertilization and maturation and in large measure also of mitosis. Both

objects, made classical by these pioneer researches, have repeatedly been

investigated by more recent observers and experimenters. They differ

materially in respect to certain details of the process and hence offer a

broader view when considered together.

In animals generally, the entire sperm enters the egg (Fig. ^83);

but in the sea-urchin and the starfish several observers have found that

at least a part of the tail is left outside the egg. The sperm thus car-

ries into the egg all of the components that have entered into its forma-

tion, in prarticuJar a nucleus, a central body or its derivatives, a certain
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of cboodriosome-material^ an acrosome (a product of the Golgt-

bodies) and a small amount of general cytoplasm. The fate of these

compcaients is completely known only In case of the nucleus, though in-

teresting hicts have been made known concerning the central bodies and

the chondriosomes.

Almost immediately after its entrance the sperm-head rotates through

an angle of i8o°, so that the middle-piece or basal region of the nucleus is

directed inwards; and at the same time, or a little later, a single sperm-

tig. us.—Fertilizatioa of the egg of the snail Pkysa (Kostanecki and WiEKrEjSKiJ

f A, the entile Q>enii lies in the egg, the first poiocyte has been formed, the second is forming, B,

the enlKged qjerm-aadeus and sperm-aster he near the center, second polar body forming and the

fint dividing. Hie egg-centers and asters aiterffards disappear, their place being taken by the

Verm-centeiB.

odier appears in the r^on of the middle-piece or actually centering in it

(figs. 184, 207). The sperm-nucleus now slowly enlarges, approaches the

egg-nudeus and sooner or later unites with it (Figs. 185, i8d). In the sea-

undnn the two pronuclei completely fuse to form a fusiotv-nudeus or dem-

age^^mdeus in which all traces of the original maternal and paternal con-

stituents are temporarily lost to view. In Ascans (Fig. 187), the two

nudeMace thmiselves dde by side in close contact but do not actually fuse,

kieidK case the synkaryon thus formed sooner or later undergoes a typical

ndhotic division, thus producing duplicates of itself m the nuclei of the first
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two cells of the embryo. During this process the daughter-nuclei receive

maternal and paternal chromosomes, usually in equal number; and from

them, by continued division arise all the nuclei of the resulting orgam'sm. In

Fif. 1*4.—Entrance and roUtion o{ the sperm-head and formation of the sperm-aster in the

aea-urcbin Tttofneusta M-E, X i6oo; F, G, X 800).

these phenomena we see the phyacal counterpart of biparoitai heredity,

an effect that may appear in any portion of the offspring.

RdaHons between Fertilization and Maturation of the E^g. It is necessary

to consider at this point certain relations between fertilization and the

ripening ” or maturation of the egg. The latter process is acoortqilished
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it\ the animai owiin by means of two successive “polar divisions,” in the

course of which the egg buds forth two small and often extremdy minute

cells at or near its upper pole (Figs. 183, 233). These cells, called polar

bodies or pdocyks because of their position, have nothing to do with the

process of fertilization proper and were a puzzle to the earlier observers.'

Ultimately they were shown by Mark, Van Beneden and Boveri to belong

to the final act in the maturation of the egg, a process during which is effected

the reduction of the chromosomes from the diploid to the haploid number.

We are here concerned only with the wide differences shown by different

species of animals in respect to the time at which the sperm enters the

egg with respect to the polar divisions,* At one extreme is the compara-

tively rare case illustrated by the sea-urchin egg (Figs. 186, 189) which can-

not be fertilized until both polar divisions have taken place. The polocytes

are in this case extruded in the ovary long before the spenn has access to the

egg. The sperms will, it is true, readily penetrate eggs which have not

formed their polar bodies; but in this cases development does not ensue

(p. 405). The sea-urchin type seems to occur also in certain coelenterates,

possibly in some of the tunicates ® and is paralleled in a way by the eggs of

higher plants in which meiosis occurs during the spore-forming divisions,,

so that no polocytes are fonned by the egg (p. 452).

At the opposite extreme is the type represented by Ascaris and various

other nematodes, platodes, annelids, moUusks, and crustaceans,* in which

the sperm normally enters the egg before either polocyte has been extruded,

and in some cases before the germinal vesicle has broken down (Figs. 187,

197), Here, therefore, the later stages of maturation are overlapped by the

earlier stages cff fertilization; and this is true, in lesser degree, of many cases

intermediate between the two extremes just outlined. In this fact lies a

source of great diversity in the general aspect of fertilization in different

animals; and to it also is due the greater complexity of the phenomena in

animals generally, as compared with plants, where maturation and fertiliza-

tion are most commonly widely separated (p. 491). Eggs of the two types

are shown together in Pig. 1S8.

All these cases have certain features in common. In all cases the

* The polocytes were first observe 1 by Carus (1824) in the pasteropods. The most diverse views

concerning their oripin and nature were held by other early observers. They were supposed to arise

by the extrugion of the nucleolus or even of the (Terminal vesicle, wholly or in part (Van Beneden,

Biitscbli, etc.), but were regarded by 0 . Hertwig ('76), and Giard (’77) as products of two aueces-

Bve unequal dividons of the egg-—a conclusion fully confirmed by ail later observers.

* ¥ac Either details see Kot^elt-Hdder, ’03, p. 630 S.

* See Poveri, ’go (Tiara), Morgenstem, ’01, Wulfert, ’02 (Cordylophora), Hill, ’96 (tunicates): see,

howedlfc Conklin , ’oj.

*See, tor instance, Boveri,’S7 (yisearfi), Wheeler, ’os (Mytosloma), Ruckert, ’95 (Cyclops), Haecker,

’9$ (oopepoda). Van Name, ’gg (TurbeUaria) Griffin, ’gg {Tkalassana), Kostanecki, '02 (Mactra),

Iffie, ’ot (Unio), and ’la Qfereii), Goldsdimidt, ’01 (Polystomum), etc.



Fig, 18S.—Conjugation of the gamete-nuclei and division of the sperm-aster in the sea-urchin

Toxopntustes, X looo. (For later stages see Fig 58)

mitosis), and the formation of chromosomes and of an achromatic figure.

In all cases the re-formed egg-nucleus, after the completion of both divisions,

is much smaller than the original germinal vesicle; and in almost all cases
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the sperm-Qucleus, as it advances within the egg, is typically preceded by
ft iperm-aster which sooner or later divides to form an ampkiaster that is

the forerunner of the cleaoage-amphiasUr. In other respects the two ex*

treme types display the following conspicuous differences:

(i) In the sea-urchin type the pronuclei conjugate immediately after

» entrance of the sperm and apparently fuse completely to form a fusion-

mtdetts (Figs. 185, 186). Owing to the short time elapsing between en-

trance of the sperm and nuclear union the pronuclei are as a rule, still

Fig. 186.—^Diagram of aea-urcbin type of fertilization

A, matnied egg, entnmce of ^lerm, £, C, approach of proouclei, division of sperm-center; D,

gpena-aater divided, fusion of pronudei, £, fusion-nucleus in the “pause,” reduction of asters;

F, first deavage figure.

very unequal at the time of union, while the sperm-aster does not ordinarily

divide until after the nudei have united, though the central body is already

double (Boveri, 95) from an earlier period (Fig. 186, A-C). Fusion of the

pronudei in most of these cases appears to the eye to be complete, so that

the maternal and paternal elements cannot be distinguished as such either

in the fusion-nudeus cu in the resulting division-figure. This type of

fer^ization, rather infrequent in animals, is (so far as the nudei are con-

cerned) conunon in plants ((Edogmium, Fucus, bry(q)hytes, pteridophytes,

and n)fny seed>plants (p. 453).

(a) In the second or Ascaris type (Fig. 187, D-F) the sperm-nudeus

naus^ within the eaR umil the pdar divisions have been accomplished, with
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the three following consequences: (i) During the pause the sperm-nucleus

enlarges, assumes a vesicular structure, and finally may become as large

as the egg-nucleus, and indistinguishable from it, except by its position, the

pronuclei being exactly alike at the time of union (Figs. 197, 198, 200).

(2) In many cases each pronuclus at the time of union has already given

rise to a group of chromosomes for the ensuing division; hence no true

fusion-nucleus is formed and the maternal and paternal nuclear elements

remain in distinct groups that lie side by side throughout the whole process.

Fig. 187.—Diagram of Ascarh type of fertiiiiation.

A

,

unmatured egg, entrance of sperm ; B, sperm-aster and first polar spindle; C, sperm-amphiaster,

polar divisions completed; D, union of the pronuclei; E, ensuing “pause.” reduction of asters; F,

first cleavage-figure.

Ascaris megalocephala, first worked out by Van Beneden in 1883-84, offers

the rl as-sjcal example of this; but many other similar cases have since been

described by other observers. (3) The sperm-aster typically divides to

form an amphiaster before karyogamy has taken place (Figs. 187, 200,

etc.).

The difference between the two foregoing types is determined mainly by

the time-element, i. e., the length of the interval between entrance of the

spelm and conjugation of the pronudei; for it has been shown experimen-

t^y (Wilson, 'oib) that by artificially prolonging this pause by slight

etherization eggs of the first type {Toxopneustes) the ptenomena of fertili-

zation rnke on more or less completely the character of the second type



Mf. 188.—The Asearb type and the sea-utchin type of fertilization compared.

A, egg of the worm TUalassema (Ascaris type) soon after insemination, surrounded by the fer-

tiliaatioa-iBeKibiaiie; at f' the first polocyte and the second polar spindle. Near j the sperm-
mideus and sperm-aster, already completely rotated. Pseudoalveolar structure of the cytoplasm.

8> egg'.of the sea-urchin Toxofntvstts about two minutes after insemination surrounded by the
fortfihzatioa-inembrane. Both pelocytes have earlier been extruded and cast off. Below, the vesic-

tdar egg-nucleus; above the entrance-cone (ec) and below it the sperm-bead and middle-piece
begianihg their rotation, with the first indications of the sperm-aster. At j> a second sperm that

has not entered the egg.
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(Fig. 209). It is, therefore, not surprising to find the two extremes connected

in nature by a graded series of intermediate' forms, due to the varying rela-

tion between the time of polocyte-foimation and entrance of the sperm.*

In certain extreme cases of this type the sperm appears to enter the egg at

a much earlier period, even in the immature ovarian egg (oocyte), there to

remain in a quiescent state until the latter has completed its growth.*

Among the series of intermediate stages between the two extremes there

are many forms in which the first polar spindle is fully formed and advances

as far as the metaphase and then pauses until the sperm enters the egg,

whereupon the polar divisions immediately proceed. This condition seems

to be of rather widespread occurrence among invertebrates, typical ex-

amples being offered by the nemertine, Cerehratidus, the annelid Chatoptertis,

the mollusk Dentalium (Wilson) and various insects (Fig. 189).® In the

annelid Opkryotrocha the first polar spindle may advance into the anaphase

before entrance. In the next stage entrance of the sperm normally does

not take place until after the first polocyte has been extruded from the egg.

This condition has been found in some invertebrates and is widespread

among the chordates.® In many of these cases (frog, mouse) the second

spindle forms and proceeds to the metaphase before the sperm enters. In

others this spindle may advance to the anaphase, as in Siredon (Fig. i8g)

or in the bat ® but goes no further unless the sperm enters. One step more

brings us to Type A, in which both polocytes must be extruded before

fertilization, as in the sea-urchins, and in a number of ccelenterates (Boveri,

Wulfert, Morgenstern). These various intermediate stages show at the

time of karyogamy varying conditions of the gamete-nuclei and astral sys-

tems which in a general way run parallel to the relations between maturation

and fertili2ation, though the correlation is not very exact.

That the eggs of dlSerent animals should display these various time-ad-

justments is an unexplained and curious fact; but they involve no essential

differences in the main phenomena.®

' For review of these and other ca.ses, see Korschelt-Heider, '03, pp. 630 fif.

* Examples of this hiive beea described in certain platodes {Olomesosloma, v. Hofsten, ’09, Brachy-

odium, Kemmitz, ’13) and in the annelid Saccocirrus, Buchner, ’14. Further study of these cases

seems desirable.

’ See Henking, ’90, ’91 (insects), Mead, ’98, Lillie, ’99 {Unto ), ’06 (Cfce(o<>(cr«s), Coe, ’99, Wilson,

’04, Yatsu, ’09 {Crrebratulus), Wilson, ’03 {Dentalium), etc.

‘ See Maas, '99 (sponges), Bigelow, ’02 (barnacles), Sobotto, ’pS {.Amphioxus)

,

Fick, ’93 (Axolotl),

O. Schultze, (frog, salamander), Sobotta, ’97 (mouse), etc.

‘ Schultze, '87 (Siredon), Van der Stricht, ’01 (bat).

* As might be expected these various intermediate conditions seem in certain cases to vary some-

what in the same species. See Schultze ('87), Korschelt (’95), Bigelow (’07), In Asterias, O. Hert-

wig (’78) long ago found that when the sperm enters prior to the formation of the first polar spindle

the fertilization approximates to Type B, the pronudei iidng of equal size at the time of union, but

if entrance be deferred until after the polar bodies are formed the pronudei are very unequal, as in

the fiist type. This is evidently in harmony with the results of etherization.
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The physiological and cytolc^cal a^cts of fertilization offer a series of

ptoiblems of whidi the most important are: (i) the general conditions of

fertilization; (2) the imion of the gametes. and the fertilization-reaction;

(3) the history the gamete-nuclei, and the origin of the chromosomes;

Fla> tSa.—^Different coDditions of the egg when ready (or fertilization.

A, the annelid Uysettoma, germinal vesicle intact, the .sperm just entering egg (Wheeles);

B, the ann^d Cluibrftena, lint polar s(wdle in metapbaae CLillie); C, the nemertine Cerebratutus

(Coe); D, the annelid Opkryotro^ (Kobscbelt); E, AmpUoxus (Sobotta); F, the urodde 5>rafim;
C, B, second polar bundles of same, enlarged, to show variations (O. Schultze) ; the sea-urchin

Texopueushei (Wilson).

(4) the origin and history of the sperm-center, cleavage-centers and the

associated cytt^lasmic structvires, and (5) history of the mitochondrial

hnmations.

B. Union of the Gametes

1. Oetteral Conditions of Fertilization

of the gametes only takes place when both have attained a

•logical state of ‘'maturity,’^ (not to be confused with the result

,tkm” or meiesis). If insemination occurs at a period earlier
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than the normal tlie sperm either does not enter the egg or fails to initiate

development. In the latter case many sperms may enter (e. g., in the sea-

urchin), but the nuclei do not penetrate far below the surface, do not en-

large, and sperm-asters do not make their appearance (O. and R. Hertw^,
’87). Experiments especiallyon the eggs of echinoderms and nemertines have

clearly proved that a condition of “cytoplasmic maturity” is necessary

for the normal transformation of the sperm within the egg, and they indi-

cate that this condition results from the setting free of certain substances

from the nucleus. This conclusion was established by Delage (’99, ’01)

by cutting the individual eggs of sea-urchins and starfishes in two with the

scalp)el and fertilizing the fragments. When this operation is performed

after breaking down of the germinal vesicle, both fragments of the egg, the

nucleated and the non-nucleated, may be fertilized and undergo develop

ment. When the operation is performed before dissolution of the germinal

vesicle the non-nucleated fragment cannot be fertilized. Similar results

were subsequently obtained in the nemertine Cerebraiulus (Wilson, ’03).

When the egg is cut in two before breaking down of the germinal vesicle

and then fertilized, only the nucleated fragment develops (having first

formed the polocytes)
;
when the egg is cut after disappearance of the ger-

minal vesicle both fragments develop, the cytoplasmic substance having

become fertile.

This is in harmony with the results both of normal fertilization and of

artificial parthenogenesis. Previous to maturation the sea-urchin egg is not

only incapable of normal fertilization, but, as was shown by Morgan (’96,

’99), it is also incapable of forming asters when chemically treated, a result

which explains the failure of later observers to cause the immature eggs

to undergo artificial parthenogenesis. This was experimentally tested in

Cerebraiulus, by Yatsu (’04, ’05) who found that cytaster-fonnation is

readily induced in enucleated fragments by treatment with CaCh solution

if the egg be cut after fading of the germinal vesicle, but in no case at an earlier

period. There is reason to believe that this change affects especially the

cortical layer of the egg; for egg-fragments or extra-ovates which lack this

' layer are incapable of fertilization.^

S. Approach of Egg and Sperm

We need not here consider the innumerable modes by which the germ-

ceUs are brought together, further than to recall the fact that their union

may take place inside the body of the mother or outside, and that in the

latter case both eggs and sperm are as a rule discharged into the water,

where fertilization and development take place. Both egg and sperm may
* Cbamben, '19, ’ai; Just, ’23..
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live for a long time before discharge and for a considerable time afterwards

without losing their capacity for fertilization; but this differs widely in

different species. As a rule the sperms are motionless while within the

testis and only begin to swim when acted upon by secretions of the ducts

or their accessory glands, or when set free into the water. Their movement
is ordinarily produced by whip-like lashings of the flagellum which drive

the qierm onwards, head foremost, and usually in a spiral course. To this

latter circumstance, probably, as shown by Ballowitz (’90) and by Buller

{*02) is due the fact that when the sperm comes in contact with a solid sur-

face it remains in contact with it, rotating rapidly in a constant direction.’

It is noteworthy that Nereis, the insects and the sea-urchins should agree in

the fact that the direction of rotation is anti-clockwise.

What brings the sperm and egg together is stUl imperfectly known. In

plants it seems certain, both in case of the motile sperms of bryophytes and

pteridophytes and the growing pollen-tubes of the gymnosperms and angio-

sperms, that the approach of the germ-cells is conditioned by chemical

stimuli. Pfeffer’s classical studies (’84) demonstrated that the free-swim-

ming sperms (antherozoids) of ferns and mosses react positively to weak

solutions of certain chemical substance, crowding about and entering the

ends of capillary glass tubes containing such solutions as they do about the

opening of the archegonia in nature; and this has been fully confirmed by

later observers. In the case of ferns Pfeffer, followed by Buller (’00), found

the most active substances to be the salts of malic acid {e. g., sodium ma-

late), but a number of other salts, both organic and inorganic, produce

the same effect, though none are as active as the malates. Most of

these substances (tartrates, oxalates, phosphates, nitrates, chlorides, etc.)

are of common occurrence in the cell-sap of plants. Shibata (’05) reached

similar results with the spierms of Isoeks. On the other hand, the sperms

of mosses were shown by Pfeffer to be indifferent to the compoimds of malic

acid, but react positively to solutions of cane-sugar. In Fucus, Strasburger

bdieved he had evidence of chemotactic attraction; but this is not sustained

by the more recent work of Bordet ('94) and Robbins (’16). In the seed-

plants there is a considerable body of evidence to show that the direction

of growth of the pollen-tube is a chemotropic phenomena, determined by

substances set free by various tissues of the pistil and ovules.*

The facts thus briefly reviewed have been generally taken as proof of a

positive chemotaxis between the egg and sperm; but the question Remains

whether th|jj may hot be interpreted as a form of “trap-action.” In the

* ThisjllWGBienon was discovered by Dewitz (’86) and since studied by Ballowitz, Buller, Lillie

(‘tj)
* ’*), '03r Miyoshi, ’04> tMloaa, ’tjs, Buller,

’00,

*
02 .
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case of animal sperms, the evidence is conflicting. Most of the experiments

on the question have seemed to give a negative result. Neither von Dun-
gem (’or, ’02) nor Buller (’00, ’03), after careful studies, were able to find any

satisfactory evidence of a directive reaction between egg and sperm, though

von Dungern proved that the movements of the sperm may be accelerated

or depressed by various substances. Yatsu (’09) found in Cerehraivlus

that the sperm, after completely traversing the thick membrane, may some-

tines be distinctly seen in the large peri-vitelline space, again entering the

membrane from the inside instead of passing into the egg. Additional evi-

dence was produced by Morgan (’04, ’10), in his studies on cross-and self-

fertilization in ascidians; and the conclusions of all these observers are in

harmony with the earlier ones of Dewitz (’86) and Massart (’88, ’89) which

showed that the sperms of insects and frogs come into contact with the egg-

envelope by accident, but having once done so remain in contact with it.

These results indicate that the sperm and egg are not brought to-

gether by an actual “attraction” between them as was once assumed.

More recently the question has been reexamined by De Meyer and F. R.

Lillie. De Meyer found that the sperms of sea-urchins actively enter capil-

lary tubes filled with egg-extract, while few or none enter similar tubes

containing only sea-water. The extended experiments of Lillie (’13, ’14, ’15),

were carried out by an adaptation of the method of Jennings in his well-

known studies of chemotaxis among Protozoa. Drops of the substance

to be tested were introduced by means of a capillary pipette into water con-

taining numerous sperms in suspension. Drops of egg-extract, under these

conditions, become surrounded by a multitude of sperms which penetrate

the drop and form a double ring just within its margin, while such aggrega-

tion fails to occur in a drop of ordinary sea-water. A similar though less

vigorous effect is produced by drops of weak solutions of CO2 and of various

acids (acetic, nitric, hydrochloric, sulphuric), while the sperms are indiffer-

ent to alkalis (KOH, NaOH) which have the same agglutinative effects

upon them as have egg-extracts.

The facts in these experiments are perfectly clear; but they seem to offer

nothing that is not explicable as a result of “ trajvaction,” t. e., that the

sperms which accidentally enter the drop are unable to leave it. It seems

probable, therefore, that the approach of egg and sperm is accidental and

that no “attraction” between them exists. Sperms that enter the egg-

envelopes or come into contact with the egg-periphery remain there; and

as a rule no reaction between egg and sperm seems to take place save upon

actual contact.^ An exception to this is, however, offered by the starfish

' This subject is closely connected with the Modi to self-fertilization in hermaphrodites and to

tb* entrance of additional sperm after fertiUzaUon Lss taken place (p. ftl).
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(Xs<ari®s), as -was kmg ago described by Fol (’79) and recently confirmed

by Chambers ('23). Here the sp&cm first attaches itself to the outer

surface of the thick gelatinous envelope of the egg, and passes thence

shmly inward. Fol figured the cone, some time before contact with the

^xxm, drawing out into an almost filamentous form to meet the latter.

Chambers finds the cone present when the sperm is still at the periphery of

the jelly-layer, the two already connected by a long protoplasmic thread

that appears to be spun out from the cone to meet the sperm, and later

drags the latter inwards to the egg-periphery. Further observation will be

necessary to determine the origin of the thread and the nature of its

activities.

In many cases (e. g., insects, fishes, cephalopods) the sperm reaches the

egg throu^ a definite micropyle, the point of entrance being thus prede-

tennined or limited. When no micropyle is present, the sperm passes

bodily through the substance of the membrane, and it is a singular fact

that even in the presence of a micropyle the sperm may enter by traversing

the membrane at some other point. This fact has been dearly established

in the sea-urchin by Boveri (’01), where the gelatinous envelope of the egg

is perforated by a very definite funnel-shaped micropyle at the upper pole

(Fig. 512), yet the sperm may enter at any other point. Another striking

example is the egg of the nemertine Cerebrahdtts, which is surrounded by a

thidr membrane drawn out at the lower pole into a hollow projection, in

srane cases at least open at the tip. The sperm does not, however, enter

throu^ the openmg,. but penetrates the membrane at any point (Coe,

’99, C. B. Wilson, ’99, E. B. Wilson, ’03, Yatsu, ’09). This fact is less

anomalous than at first ap^>ears, for the micropyle-lobe of Cerebratulm, is

merely the remains of a staUc of attachment in the ovary, as is also the

case with the micn^yle in the sea-urchin and in pelecypods and other

mcflusks; and such micn^yles may never have played more than an

acddental part in fertilization. The perforation of the egg-membrane by

the ^perm is a wide^read phenomenon and probably represents a more

primitive cfmdition.

How the sperm penetrates the m^brane is not clearly known. It was

formerly siqiposed that the ^}erm, once attached, bores its way actively

thn»^ the envelqje; and Dewitz has suggested, in case of the insect egg,

that the rotary movements of the sperm on the snirface may enable the egg

to find its way to the micropyle by which it enters. It is probable, however,

that anotiber, and more important factor lies in some physical action that

causes the spwm to be drawn passively into and through the membrane,

somewhat as is the case with the entrance of the sperm into the egg, as

desci;ibed
,

beyond. BataiUon (’19) has observed that naked frogs’ e^a,
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whether from the body-cavity or after dissolution of the jdly-envdope

by the action of potassium cyanide, are incapable of fertilization by
the sperm, though they may readily be activate to parthenogenetic

development by the puncture-inoculation method (p. 474). Somehow,

therefore, the envelope of the egg is in this case necessary for entrance of the

sperm.*

The point at which the sperm enters varies widely in different cases.

When entrance is effected through a micropyle the point is to that extent

predetermined, but it must be borne in mind that several micropyles may be

present. When single the micropyle is most commonly at or near one pde
of the egg, e. g., at the upper pole in the cephalopod (Fig. 113), in various

fishes (Fig. 114), and in mo.st insects (Fig. 112), at the lower pole in the

pelecypods (Fig. 488). When the micropyle is absent or is not used for

entrance the point of entrance may be indeterminate (c. g., in sea-urchins),

but more commonly is more or less definitely localized. In teloledthal eggs

with a large amount of yolk {e. g., birds, reptiles, elasmobranchs) entrance

commonly takes place in the region of the upper pole; in smaller ova, such

as those of platodes, mollusks, tunicates, or Amphioxus, the sperm more

commonly enters in the lower hemisphere and often near the lower pole.*

The relation is, however, too variable to be brought under any general

rule.

It is not wholly certain whether the point of entrance (when constant)

is predetermined by special structures in the cortical layer. A specially

modified “receptive spot” in the neighborhood of the micropyle, or at the

upjjer pole of the egg, has been described in many forms, e. g., in insects

(Henking, ’91), and in Petromyzon (Herford, ’96); and various receptive

structures have been described as preexisting at this point, such as the

“attraction cone” of Asterias or the funnel-shaped depression described

by Metschnikoff (’86) in Mitrocoma. Many of these cases need reexamina-

tion, for it is now certainly extremely doubtful whether the entrance-cone is

ever formed before attachment of the sperm to the egg or its envelope.

S. Reaction of the Egg, Entrance of the Sperm >

Contact of the sperm calls forth a powerful and almost instantaneous re-

action by the egg that is responsible not only for entrance of the sperm, but

also for many other changes in the oSplami. This reaction first appears

in the peripheral or cortical layer of the egg, which thus plays an essential

‘ Cf. p. 421.
* See Wbecter (’07), Conklin ('05), Sobotta (’07)-

• For modem reviews of the Uterstufl! of this sabiect see espedsUy LiUie Ct9)> Hx*
tnan (’23), Just (’tarsi'*-
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put In fertilization; and in its absence the egg is unfertilizable.^ The
most obTOius features of the reaction are: (i) the sudden throwing off

of a fertUizatiofMHembrane or actimtionrmembra»e, which entirely surrounds

the egg and separates from it to a considerable distance; and (2) by the

^ sudden formation at the point of contact of a protoplasmic prominence,

the entrance cone or fertilization-cone (Fig. 190), by which the sperm is

swallowed up. These two events are so closely connected that they can

hardly be separated in, the description. They are often accompanied or

ftdiowed by changes in the viscosity of the ooplasm and by active movements

its substance (p. 415).

a. The Cortical Changes. Loeb (’04, ’13, etc.) has brought forward a

large body of evidence to show that the cortical change is primarily a cyto-

lytic or destructive process which is regarded by him as the first essential

step in the activation of the egg, whether by the sperm or in artificial par-

Fif. tM.—Entrance of the spem into the egg. A-C, in the sea-urchin Toxapneuitc^; U, in dte

medui* Uitrocoru (MetscBNiKorr); I, in the star-fish Asleruis (Fol).

A, epenn of Toxcpnensta, X woo; a, the acrosome, n, nucleus; m, middle-piece; /, flagellum;

B, oontact with the egg-per^hoy; C, D, entrance of the head, formation of the entrance-cone and

of the fertilketton menbrane; £, P, late stages; C, appearance of the sperm-aster (r) about 3-5

minutes after contact; entrance-cone breaking up; H, entrance of the sperm into a preformed

depreasion; I, approadi of the sperm, showing a supposedly preformed entrance-cone.

thenogjEnesis, through its effect upon the oxidative-processes of the egg

(p* 47S)* TWs particular conc^tion of the cortical change has, however,

mtt with considerable opposition on the part of some observers.^ R. S.

(’09, ’15, etc.) has cispeciaUy championed the view that its most im-

Chambers C>ia, rib). Just (’13). By tearing the egg-cortex the endoplasm may flow out to

an extravate whidi nuiy contain the nudeus and assume a spheroidal form. Such fragments

often devoid of a cortical layetr and are then unfertUizable. If, however, cortical material be

leat radt a fragment may be lettilized and undergo cleavage.

*9ceeapedally F. R. lilKe ('iph Just (’ao).
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portant physiological effect is an increase in the permeability of the egg,

thus altering the electrical equilibrium within the egg and initiating the

process of mitosis (p. 191). That such a change of permeability occurs at the

time of fertilization has been experimentally demonstrated by many ob-

servers, but we are here concerned more particularly with the cytological

changes.

Whether the fertilization-membrane preexists as such before fertilization

is a long debated question concerning which the evidence now seems to

weigh in favor of the affirmative. O. and R. Hertwig (’87) denied its pre-

existence, for the reason that if ripe eggs be shaken to pietes and sperm

be added the egg-fragments, like entire eggs, throw off membranes on

fertilization by sperm. More recently the same conclusion was reached by
Harvey (’10, ’14) and by Loeb, who on the basis of a series of studies

(summed up in ’13) believed th^ membrane to be formed immediately before

it is thrown off as a result of a cytolysis of the cortical layer. On the other

hand, Fol (’79) considered the membrane to preexist in the form of a delicate

“ couche enveloppante ”
;
and the same result was reached by Theel ('92)

and by Herbst (’93) who found that by crushing the sea-urchin egg the con-

tents might be pressed out, leaving a delicate membrane-like surface film

behind. More recently Kite ('12, ’13) found that the fertilization-mem-

brane preexists in the unfertilized egg as a surface-film of firm consistency

forming a vitelline membrane which may be dissected off from the egg by the

micro-dissection needle. A similar conclusion was reached on various grounds

by F. R. Lillie (’n, ’14), Glaser (’13), Heilbrunn (’15) and Chambers (’21).'

Though the foregoing observations show considerable differences of de-

tail, it is now generally agreed that the fertilization-membrane is not a

wholly new formation produced at the moment of fertilization, but probably

is derived from a preexisting vitelline membrane which itself arises by a

direct transformation of the plasma-membrane or modified surface-layer

of the ofiplasm. It is usually thrown off very suddenly, and there is now a

general agreement that its separation from the egg is due to a sudden ac-

cumulation of liquid between them (Fol ’79). Some observers have as-

scribed the result to a sudden contraction of the egg by which liquid is ex-

truded from it.* Were this the only explanation, however, the diameter of

' Some observers bave believed the fertiUzation-membraTie to conast of two layers. Fol bdleved

th»t in the sea-urchin only the peripheral layer is thrown off while the inner one remains to form the

ectoplasmic layer (p.413). A somewhat similar account is giverr by Brachet ('14). In the immature

egg of Amphiaxus, Sobotta (’g?) described a delicate preexisting vitdline membrane beneath which,

upon discharge into the water, is fonned a second and thicker membrane by direct transfonnation

of the cortical odplasm- If the egg remains unfertilized both membranes remain close to the egg;

but immediately upon fertilization they spring out from the egg, Mng together to form a double

" fertilization-membrane.”
’ See especially Bataillon, ’00, 'la, 'la-
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^ unfntilued be equal to that of the fertilized egg plus

the permteUine qiace; but as was long determined by Fol, Theel,

Her^ and more recently by many others, such is not the case, the

diameter of the sphere bounded by the fertilization-membrane being

always greater and sometimes much greater than that of the unfertilized

egg.‘ Clearly, therefore, the egg does not merely shrink away from the

membrane but actually “throws it off.” Fol considered this to result from

a sudden imbibition of sea-water by a colloidal substance formed by the

egg below the membrane; and such is also the conclusion of Loeb (’o8, ’13),

who has demonstrated its correctness by interesting experiments.® Some-

what different from this is the process made known by F. R. Lillie (’11) in

a careful study of the cortical changes in Nereis. Here, too, the rmfertilized

«;gg is surrounded by a delicate vitelline membrane, and within this is a

“zona radiata,” formed as a cortical alveolar layer with large, radially

diq>osed alveoli. Immediately after attachment of the sperm the liquid

contents of the cortical alveoli are discharged to the exterior, passing through

the vitelline membrane, and swelling up outside it to form a thick layer 6f

homogeneous )elly surrounding the egg. The zona radiata thus almost dis-

appears as such, its renuiins, filled with liquid, now constituting a peri-

vitdOfine space bounded peripherally by a delicate plasma-membrane lying

just within the vitelline membrane (Fig. 191).

Considerable discussion has arisen, as to the behavior of the membrane

as it separates from the egg. Fol (’77, '79) maintained that it rises from the

surface of the egg in wave-like progress from the point of contact progres-

dvdy around the egg (Fig. 190), and a similar account is given by many

later observers.* Other observers, however, have failed to observe this and

bdieve that the membrane rises simultaneously at all points, or at a num-

b«' of separate pemts, around the periphery.^ It is possible that both ac-

counts sue correct, or that the wave-like progress of elevation may, in some

atam. be too rapid to be readily observed. Loeb (op. cU.) has produced

oorndncmg evidmee in favor of the second view by cooling the eggs (of sea-

uiidiins) by which the process may be greatly slowed down for observation.

It may then readily be seen that the membrane separates from the egg at

> la SpkmtehiMU trei>"iosia Herbst found tbe diametw of the egg iUelf
,
whether fertilized or

wtferlffized, to be 0S8-046 mm., While that of the fertilized egg, membrane included, ii 1.10-1.38.

Wbether the egg undetcoes a change of volume upon fertilization k stili a disputed question.

19(mt the egg ehifakz after fertiiizgtfon has been maintidned by BataiUoo os above, by Gluer (’u)

fit Ati^eh ihd ParaceiUr^iu, and by some others, especially by Oklceibetg (’14) whose measure'

Mrta on the bmpssy seam coaviBdng. Many observ^ however, Imve found Httle or no evidence

el soefa ahdidtage, t. g., Calbeiia Lo«b Ceti, 'McCleulen <’io) and Chambers Perhiqis

dUChMit spedes ^er in tots mspect

AilK O^Mtla (’yS), Thed (’pz), Heibat Cm}. Wiison ('p6): and more recently Ries {’00)

linwg Cts). Just (’>«}. etiL

”HMv«y Cio), HeiSmam (’ts), Loeb ('oS. ’tj>.
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many points, thus forming vesicles or blister-like projections from the^
around its whole periphery. By fuaon of these vesicles the egg becomes

surrounded by a continuous perivitelline space, filled with liquid and

boimded externally by the coittinuous and evenly rounded fertilization-

membrane. This space is often very extensive, yet the egg does not (at

least in the early stages of development) move freely within it. It is prob-

able, therefore, as was long since concluded by Fol (’79), that the liquid

within it is of jelly-like consistency and does not consist merely of water.

The throwing off of the membrane is followed, SOTnetimes after a con-

siderable interval, by the appearance of the hyaline or ectoplasmic layer

immediately around the periphery of the egg (p. 261). Most later observers

have considered it as a separate product of the cortical ooplasm, formed

either as a jelly-like secretion or by a direct transformation of the peripheral

odplasm which first becomes free of granules and then more sharply marked

off from the egg.* The part played by this layer in cell-division indicates

that in any case it should be regarded as a peripheral zone of active cyto-

plasm rather than a true membrane.

b. The Entrance-cone. The formation of the entrance-cone, long’ since

described by Fol (’79) in starfish and sea-urchins, has often been studied

by later observers. In the sea-urchins it is formed very rapidly by a sudden

rush of the peripheral protoplasm towards the point of contact, generally

forming a conical prominence into which the head of the sperm almost in-

stantly passes (Fig. 190). After the sperm has entered, the cone persists for

a short time, then assumes a ragged ilame-shape and finally breaks up. In

the sea-urchins the entrance-cone certainly is not formed until the sperm

touches the egg; but in Asterias, as above indicated (p. 408), the evidence

seems to show that it is formed while the sperm is still outside the jelly-en-

velope at a considerable distance from the egg-periphery.

In Nereis (Lillie, ’ii), which offers peculiar advantages for the study of

the process, the conspicuous entrance-cone is formed essentially in the same

manner as in the sea-urchin and extends outwards through the cortical

“zona radiata” until it comes in contact with the membrane at the point

where the sperm is attached (Fig. 191). Within a few minutes the en-

trance cone is retracted, drawng the membrane down to form a depression

in which the sperm-head lies. When the cortical zone narrows by discharge

of the jelly-forming substance (p. 412) the entrance-cone is again prominent

externally and so remains for 10-15 minutes, when it rather suddenly dis-

appears into the egg.

c. Entrance of the Sperm. The sperm was formerly supposed to bore its

way actively into the egg by lashing movements of the flagellum; but this

‘ See eepectaSy Goldschmidt and Popoff (’oS), Loeb (’08. ’13), Piunter (’18}.
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oq^lanation, obviously inadmissible in the case of non-flagellated spenns,

was undoubtedly erroneous. It is now generally agreed that movements
of the flagellum quickly cease after attachment of the sperm to the egg, and

that the egg plays an active part in the process of entrance by its instan-

taneous formation of the entrance-cone into which the head is as it were

engulfed,* drawing the middle-piece and flagellmn after it. An unrivaled

Fig. m.—Fertilization in tbe annelid Tiereis (F. LitLiF.).

4 <, QicRn-heads, the latter from the side to show* asymmetrical attachment of flagellum

(A c, “head-cap,” m, p, middle^ftiece, p, acrosome); B, sperm-head attached to egg-periphery;

C-B, saccesnve stages rA entrance of the head, leaving the middle-piece and flagellum outside. The
et^Med time between B and H is from 40 to jo minutes.

qjportunity for study of this process is offered by the egg of Nereis where

the q)etm-Jaead is not completely taken into the egg until forty or fifty

minutes after its attachment. Lillie’s important studies {op. cU.) showed

that the sperm is fixed to the egg-periphery by the tip of the long and spike-

like acrdbome, which penetrates the plasma-membrane and in about fifteen

minit^ has entered the cortical layer of the egg, leaving the nucleus out-

f
p'ig. 191, B-D), to -enter the egg later. Throughout these and the

^ Euirfer and Benecke on the lamprey (’78). Fol on echinoderms (’70), etc.
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later stages the sperm remains motionless and passively anchored to the

entrance-cone. The head is now drawn into the egg in the form of a thick

thread whidi perforates the vitelline membrane, and after its entrance en-

larges to form a vesicle within the egg (Fig. 191), while both the middle-piece

and the flagellum are left outside. In this respect Nereis at present remains

a solitary exception. Certainly in most cases both middle-piece and flagel-

lum are drawn into the egg after the head; for the entire sperm may often

be seen after its entrance lying within the egg (Fig. 183). Another exception

has been described in the sea-urchins, in which the earlier observers believed

the flagellum, or its distal portion, to be left outside or to disintegrate in the

remains of the entrance-cone; ^ it has more recently been asserted, however,

that the flagellum enters the egg (Ries, ’09). The case of Nereis conclusively

demonstrates, however, that the flagellum is not necessary for the fertiliza-

tion of the egg. More remarkable is the case described in the crab Menippe

by Binford (’13), who could find no direct evidence that the nucleus enters

the egg. He suggests, however, that the chromatin may go into solution,

pass into the cytoplasmic capsule, and thus be carried into the egg. F. R.

Lillie made the remarkable discovery that the sperm is still capable of fer-

tilizing the egg after not only the tail and middle-piece but a portion of the

head has been removed by centrifuging the eggs before the head has com-

pletely entered (p. 445) . Still more remarkable is the result of Just (’ 2 2) who
found that the egg may actually be fertilized by sperm that has been boiled *

in oxalated sea-water (!) but the explanation of this is not yet apparent.

d. Movements and other Changes of the Ooplasm. The reaction of the egg

to the sperm is shown in many other ways. The egg sometimes undergoes

wave-like changes of form and the physical consistency of the ooplasm often

alters. Active streaming movements of the ooplasm often take place,

particularly in the cortical layer, and the relative cUstribution of proto-

plasm and yolk may undergo marked changes. For example, in pelagic

fish-eggs a rush of the cortical ooplasm takes place towards the point where

the sperm has entered, near the upper pole, and this gives rise to the ger-

minal disc in which the blastoderm is formed (Agassiz and Whitman, ’84).

In the tunicate Styda (Fig. 524) the ^rm, entering near the lower pole,

calls forth a sudden down-flow of the cortical substance toward the entrance-

point, and later a movement of this substance towards the posterior side of

the egg (Conklin, ’05). An interesting phenomenon is the formation of polar

rings, described by Whitman (’78) in the eggs of leeches {Clepsine), by

Vejdovsk^ (’87) and by Foot (’96) in the naids (Rhynchelmis) and earth-

* Fd, ’jQ, Wilson, 'os, etc.

• Cf. artificial parthenogenesis by puncture of the egg witii a glass stylet (p. 474); al* the phe-

nomena of gynogenesis (p. 460).
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Fit. IM.— <3l the leech Clepsine, duc-

•mama (AUoi^pkmi), 1& the first tvo of thm cases the polar rings are

lonned as thickenings of the cortical iayes' in the pcdar regions whkh con>

tract {^ut the poles as they thickrai,

the pdocytes bdi% formed at the

center oi the iq^r ring (Fig. igi).

Vejdovskj^’s nrork has shown that the

material of these rings has a definite

prospective value in the development,

giving rise in part to the teloblasts

from which arises the main basis of

the germ-bands (p. 1005), In AUolobo-

phora the polar rings arc believed by

Foot to arise from a specific “archo-

plasm,” originally scattered through

the odplasm. These movements of the

odplasm play a definite and essential

part in the morphogenic process and

isg lertiEzatkw (WamtAH). are comparable to, perhaps are not
F. A pobr bodi^ # polar rings; cleav- ggparable from, those which take

age^nudeus ihcar the center. ^ ’

place as a consequence of maturation

1005). From this ix)int.of view they are of the first importance in rela-

tkm to the fundamental problems of prelocalization in the egg (p. 1062).

4. Monospermy, Dispermy, Polyspermy

Ncmnal fertilization seems always to be accomplished by a single sperm,

thot^ more than one ^lecm may enter the ^g. In this respect two well-

marked types oi egg& are to be distinguished. In the more frequent case

fertSization is monospermic, the being normally adjusted for the

mtrance of a angle sperm (echinoderms, nematodes, platodes, mollusks

at mamamJs). The entrance of more than one sperm is in this case abnor-

mal {patikAo^td polyspermy) and nearly always leads to pathological or

mtmstious devek^ment In a second type, mainly confined to eggs heavily

ladat irath ycdk (ins^cts^ elasmobranchs, amphibians, reptiles, birds),

riie egg is normally entered by several sperms {physiological polyspermy) * of

whidljJ^gevOT, (Hie ia concerned in the further operaticms of syngamy.

diffa’ences between th«e two ty3>es exist in respect to both

1 the later stagra of develq>ment. In physiological polyspermy

a»4iucleus con|i]^;ates irith the ^'nucleus (Figs. 194, 195) the

of ttae««&rDtstatoreieeRilck«t, ’09. SeeKupffor, ’70 lurodela, anura), KapSer,

'78 (Pelrwaywa), FWi, '9* (aaolotl), Brnoa, '95 (TWIw), 'si-’oa (reptiles),

,
**9. BfBBldDg, '9a':Qiuecta), ROdtect. 'go, *91. Beairi, ’96, Scdiotta, ’98 (daamo-
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others sooaer ox kter degenerating without conjugating either with the egg-

nudeus or with one another. In some cases, the degeneration t^ces place

very early (urodeles, insects). In others, as was first dononstmted by
Ruckert (’90, ’92, ’99) in the elasmobranchs, the supernumerary qjerm-

nudei may enlarge, assume a vesicular form and divide repeatedly by mito-

sis, thus giving rise to numerous small nuclei (merocytes) that lie arormd the

Fig. 19S.—^Pathoiogical polyspermy,

A, polytpemy in the egg of Asearis; below, the egg-nudeus; above, three entire spermatozoa

within the egg (Sajla).

S, polyspermy in sea-urchin egg treated vnth 0.005% nicotine-solution; ten speim-nudei shown,

three of which have conjugated with the ^-nudcus; C, later stage of an egg dmilarly treated,

showing polyasters formed by union of the sperm ampbiasteis (O. and R. Hekxwig).

periphery of the early blastoderm and may there even imitate a kind of ac-

cessory cleavage, «. g., in the p^peon’s egg (Harper). In both these cases

these nudei divide with the reduced or haploid number of chromosomes, and

seem ultimately to degenerate, without making any direct contribution to

the embryo. Very different is the result of polyspermy in the normally mon-

o^rermic egg. In these cases di^rmy or pelysprermy is sometimes merely

acddental. owing to the fad that two or more sperms strike the^ at the
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gasne i&stant, a conclusion justified by the fact that dispenny and pcfiy-

apmny is oltoi teadily produced experimentally merely by adding a very

large excess of sperms to the eggs (sea-urchins, frogs). The same effect

however, be produced as O. and R. Hertwig ('87) long ago showed in

sea-urchin eggs, by subjecting them to the action of small quantities of

mcotine, strychnine or morphine, to abnormally high temperature (31® C.),

by allowing them to stand long in sea-water before sperm is added, or other-

wise weahening their vitality.

In reflect to the internal phenomena two cases are to be distinguished.

In one of these, exemplified by the ascidian (Conklin, ’00) or the frog

.—Formation of the poUr nuclei and physiological polyspermy in insects; A-C, in the

gall-fiy Riudila; D, E, in the bug Pyrrchoris (Henkinc).

A, the second polar division in progress, in the %g; B, reconstruction of the egg-nucleus (e, n),

three ptdsr nuclei at p', p*; C, polar fusion-nodeus (P) and egg-nudeus below; D, three sperms

(s) m the egg, each lying in a granular specm-tcadc.; egg-nucleus at t; E, conjugation of one speim-

DucleuB with the egg-nudeus.

(Bradiet, ’10, Herlant,. ’ii) but one sperm-nucleus conjugates with the egg-

nudeus; in the second case two or more as in the sea-urchin (Fol, Hertwig,

In both cases development is abnormal for different reasons,

lathe ascidian di^}eimic or polyspermic eggs do not develop at all (Conk-

In the frog, as shown by Brachet and Herlant, a progressive

sy place,eadi nucleus (induding the fusion-nucleus) witKtts

: astnd system giving rise to a separate bipolar mitotic figure in a
' that wBl be made dear frtsn 195. The cleavage thus produced

or less inegukt; according to the number of spenns that have
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Altered the egg, and many of the resulting blastomeies are binudeate.

Owing, however, to the fact that the mitotic figures remain separate, each

nucleus divides r^ularly and symmetrically with a bipolar spindle. A nor-

mal distribution of the chromosomes is effected at each mitosis; hence the

resulting embryos contain nuclei of two kinds, diploid ones descended from

the original fusion-nucleus, and haploid ones derived from the supernumer-

ary sperm-nuclei. In this condition, no doubt, lies the explanation of the

fact that the resulting embryos or larvae are abnormal in various degrees

and incapable of complete normal development. Herlant nevertheless

determined the surprising fact that dispeimic and even trispermic eggs

may exhibit a development which up to a certain point is outwardly

nearly normal. The dispermic egg develops its 'normal plane of sym-

metry, gastrulates and gives rise to a tadpole, one of which lived for

three months; but all such larvae, without exception, perish before reach-

ing maturity;^

In a Jjuriltype of pathological polyspermy, exemplified by the sea-urchin

egg, two or more sperm-nuclei conjugate with the egg-nucleus to form a

triploid or polyploid fusion-nucleus, while other sperm-nuclei may remain

separate in the protoplasm (as in the frog, the sperm-nuclei do not conjugate

with one another). Such eggs undergo a multipolar cleavage, the nature of

which is best studied in dispermic eggs, where both sperm-nuclei conjugate

with the egg-nucleus. Such eggs usually produce a quadripolar or tripolar

spindle (Fig. 430) and divide at once into four or three cells. When a large

number of sperms enter the egg the resulting spindles do not remain separ-

ate (as in the frog) but unite to form all kinds of multipolar spindles (Fig.

193). In all these cases the chromosomes are distributed at random, and

almost always irregularly, to the three, four or more poles. The resulting

nuclei, therefore, receive varying numbers or combinations of chromosomes.

After the initial tripolar or quadripolar division, the dispermic ^gs con-

tinue to segment by bipolar mitosis, and often produce free-swimming larvse;

but in the great majority of cases development sooner or later becomes ab-

normal or monstrous and death ensues. Boveri has demonstrated by a

brilliant erqjerimental analysis (’02, ’07) that the pathological effect is here

due not to the abnormal chromosome-numbers but to their false combina-

tions. Decisive proof is thus given of the qualitative differences of the

chromosomes (p. 916).

It is an interesting question how the entrance of supernumerary spermat-

ozoa is prevented in normal monospermic fertilization. In the case of

echinoderm eggs, Fol suggested that it is accomplished mechanically by

means the vitelline membrane formed instantly after the first q>ermato-

zodn touches the egg. Immature eggs, before the formation of the polar
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iMidi«9, hav« no power to form a viteiline membrane, and the spermatosoa

always mter th^ in considerabie numbers. O. and R. Hertwig found

that in poly^mnay induced by poisons the vitelline membrane is only

slowiy fbimed, so that several ^lermatozoa have time to enter. The fer*

tiUaation-manbrane seems in fact to be impermeable to the sperms; but

it is now certain that this is not the only block to penetration of the sperm.

It was long ^nce shown by Driesch that the fertilization-membranes may
be removed by shaking the fertilized eggs before cleavage; and such eggs

cannot again be fertilized, i. e., cannot be rendered dispermic or poly-

epenmc. The writer found (’03) that if the egg of Cer<i>ratvlus be cut in two

Tig. US.—^Diapcrmic and triqiennic frog’s eggs, from reconstruction of sections. The lines of

idadt granules Slmw the paOis of the spmns in the egg (Herukt).

A, i, Cj dispennSc eggs, in A and Jl one H)am-nudeus conjugating with the egg-nucleus above;

l>,4. ^ triapei^ eggs; in 0 egg-mideas at 9 f'. IB each case one sperm-nucleus only conjugates

Uftlh Oie egg-nncleas.

ahcHtly after the entrance of the sperm and additional ^jerm be added, only

cant fta^DOtent devdops (presumably that which contains the sperm-nucleus)

wUle the other eztrudes,the pokKytes but is unable to develop. If the same

dpdiment be performed prior to fertilization both fragments, as earlier

Stntedfi^jfiovidop in case the gexminal veside has previously broken down,

white tstty tme devdops if the germinal vedde be still intact (p. 405). In dl

dM»e eases'nibe the fia^ent tedts the pcotectten of a {»iilization-mem-

hnme&hace in the hist cape the fragments have fresh-cut surfaces). Hence

theldp&of thefert^izedfra^iaent todevetepment is not due to suchpro-

bdt to 9(We ch«n|e in the obptesm due to hwti^zatkm. To restate

^ lacts in tiite case: tfaet egg passes thttaigh two critical periods, the first
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marked by the breakdown of the germinal vesicle and the ccmsequent lib»a^

tion some substance into the odplaan, the second by the entrance of tiie

sperm. The first of these events renders the oc^lasm fertilizable, the secraul

establi^es some kind of bkxk that renders it once more infertilizabie.^

An interestmg further demonstration of this is off^ed by Just ('19) who
found in Eckinaracknius that as soon as the sperm-head bq;!ns to enter the

egg the oSplasm becomes impermeable to other sperms even at points where
the raising of the membrane has not yet taken place, a “waved negativity”

sweeping around the egg-periphery from the pwint of entrance towards the

r^posite pole in advance of the membrane-formation. A similar, thouj^

less simple result is obtained by causing the egg to throw off an activati<ni-

membrane by treatment with but)nric acid or similar agents (p. 475), then

rupturing or removing the membranes by shaking the eggs, and finally add-

ing sperm. Such eggs, as shown especially by Moore (’16) and Just (’20),

if the butyric activation has been of a certain optimum degree, have wholly

lost the capacity for fertilization by the sperms. The latter may indeed en-

ter the egg-periphery, but remain inert, “like foreign bodies” (Moore).

On the other hand, eggs either underexposed or overexposed to the mem-
brane-producing agent are still capable of fertilization by sperm and of sub-

sequent development, though often abnormal, particularly in the case of

overexposure.* The reaction thus shows a quantitative relation, its op-

timum being represented by normal fertilization, which causes total immu-

nity of the ooplasm to action of the sperm.*

F- R. Lillie * has devoted an interesting series of works to establish the

conclusion that the fertilizable condition is due to the presence of a soluble

colloidal substance, fertUizin, which in some sense forms a chemical link

between the egg and sperm. This substance is characterized by its aggluti-

nating effect upon the sperm, and may thus readily be detected in the sea-

water. By means of experimental tests thus made possible it has been

shown that fertilizin is first produced at the time the germinal vesicle breaks

down; that its formation proceeds actively for some time after maturation;

and that it wholly ceases with fertilization or parthenogenetic activation.*

* Wilson, ’03, p. 4ip.
* Thns, anxucntly, are eiQdiJned the eaiHer result* of Ftebst (’06, of Loeb (’u) sriio

bond that comtdete devebpinent might take place in eggs treated as shove. The work of Hoote
makes it probable that in these cases the eggs did not receive the optimum exposure.

' * An interesting neatly rdated question is why in many hermaphroditic organisma the egg cannot

be fertilized by sperm from the same individual, though perfectly fertQizahle by sperraa from other

individuals. Morgan (’33) has recently shown that in ssddians the block to sdf-fertilisslian is

removed if the egg be freed from its membranes; apparently, therefore, it must lie in the mem-

brane or structures assodoted with it (folltcle-celb, test-cells, m their pt<odu<^. Cf. p. 586.

* Lillie, '13, ’14, 'ts, ’rp, etc. See also in support of these condudons Just, ’ry, ‘ip, etc.

'* Liffie found also that in Nmis the egg-exudate poured forth upon contact dtbe first sperm psr-

a))rses the movements of the sperm and thus prevents thdr iqjproacfa to the egg-
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Ute’ substances set fiee into the ooplasm at the first critical period may
therefore include fratilmn or its chemical antecedents. Since fertilMn may
be extracted by sear-water an explanation is here offers of the fact noted

by many observers that the fertilizing capacity of the ^g, commonly
diminishes proj^^essively, and sometimes very rapidly, if the eggs lie un-

fatiliaed in the water.^ The total disappearance of fertilizin at the second

critical period {upcm activation) results, as plausibly assumed by Lillie,

from a neutralization or binding of the fertilizin by some other substance

btdoght in or activated by the sperm. These conclusions should, perhaps,

not be taken too literally; but they have the great merit of opening the

way to exact experimental studies of the problem on its physiological side.^

HiSTORV of the PSONUCLEI

1. General

From the standpoint of heredity the central fact of syngamy is the equiva-

lence of the gamete-nuclei. This does not mean that these nuclei are abso-

lutely identical; both cytology and genetics have proved that such is often

not the case. It means only that they, or their products, play approximately

corresponding parts in development, as appears from the fact that in the

main the offqjring inherit equally from both parents. Morphologically, this

eqmvalence is made visible to us in the fact that during the process of

fertilization the gamete-nuclei undergo parallel changes, which in the end

renders them nearly or quite indistinguishable. As a final result of these

dianges they give rise to corresponding, and in most cases almost identical,

gr(nq>s of chromosomes, the number of each being haploid or half that of the

di^;doid (somatic) number characteristic of the tissue-cells. This remark-

aUe fact (p. 426) has been designated as Van Beneden's Law (O, Hertwig).

The only known exceptions to it (except in hybrids) are given by the sex-

chramosames and supernumerary chromosomes, and these are of such a

nature as only to give additional weight to the conclusion.

2. MoTenutnte and Padia of the Pronuclei

SSnoe the time of Van Beneden’s early work on fertilization in the rabbit

(*875) the q»erm-nuclcus and egg-nucleus within the fertilized egg have

ocannmryiy been designated as "male” and ’‘female” “pronuclei” respec-

tivriy,* thoi^ by many authms they have been called germ-nuclei

or siizq>iy q>enn-nudeus and egg-nucleus.

< See ’iQi JvM, ’15, wttih fottlwr refotnees.

*J?acs&aie'eriiM duevnions seeLoeb Cxj) and opccuKjr L3Ke ('19) with Utecature-livta.

end “female*’ hot peternat and maternal; and ther differ from the

wakndenwjei m&S in the hiphiid nBiffber of ebrmnowmea.
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After extrusion of the second polocyte a haploid groiq) of chrotmosomes

is left in the egg from which the egg-nucleus is built iq). This commonly
takes place by the formation of a group of chromosomal vesicles or karyo-

meres, as was long since observed by Bdtschli ('70) in the eggs of gasteropoda

and nematodes and has since been described in a great variety of animals.

In nearly all cases these fuse progressively to form a single,vesicular nu-

cleus with which the sperm-nucleus conjugates; but in a few cases (c. g.,

in certain trematodes) karyogamy occurs before these vesicles have

completely fused. The history of the sperm-nucleus in the egg differs

from that of the egg-nucleus in that its s'arting-point is a greatly condensed

and almost homogeneous solid mass; but in many cases this, too, gives rise

to a vesicular nucleus of the ordinary type before union. As already

indicated (p. 401) in the Ascaris type of fertilization this nucleus finally

becomes precisely similar in appearance to the egg-nucleus, and is indis-

tinguishable from it except by its position.

The rotation of the sperm-head, already referred to (p. 396), is a very

widespread if not universal phenomenon. It begins almost immediately

after entrance of the sperm and is quickly completed as the sperm advances

—in Toxopneusles the whole process is completed within two or three minutes

from the time of insemination. Nothing is known as to the causes or

physiological significance of this process. Its effect is tP reverse the original

position of the sperm-head and the middle-piece, the nucleus thus coming

to lie with its base turned inward with the middle-piece lying in front of it.

As a result of this the sperm-aster, which is sooner or later developed in the

neighborhood of the middle-piece (sometimes already during the rotation)

also typically lies in front of the sperm-nucleus and leads the way in the

march towards the egg-nucleus (Figs. 184, 207).*

Both pronuclei now move through the protoplasm to their meeting-

point, the direction and the extent of the movements varying widely in

different species and within certain limits even in the same species. In

general, the movement of the egg-nucleus is less extensive than that of the

^rm-nucleus; but the paths of both pronuclei vary both with the point

of entrance of the sperm and the position of the egg-nucleus at the time of

insemination. The egg-nucleus, it is true, often lies eccentrically towards,

and sometimes very near to, the upper pole; but Boveri’s studies (’02)

on Paracentrotus prove that in this sea-urchin at least the egg-nucleus,

after formation of the polocytes, may wander to almost any point in the egg.

The first accurate study of the paths of the pronuclei was made by

Roux (’87, ’85) in case of the frog, where the course of the sperm is marked

' The lot&tioQ o( the sperm-heed seems first to have been definitdy described by Flemminc ('Sri

and has since been studi^ by many observe
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by E tiaS of pigment-graottles carried in from tbe periphery as the sperm

advances (Fag. 195). This study, which in its essential results' has been

CQixSiined by many subsequent studio on other animals, showed that the

track the sperm-nudeus is typically curved, and may be resolved into

ng. IM^-^Hagnms fbowisg the peths of the proaudei in four different eggs of tbe sea-

uiebht Ttstafnetuta. Fnas cunen dnwings of the transparent living eggs.

In eff the figuies the origbial podtioa ol the egg-nudeus (reticulated) is drawn at 9 ; the point

ahm the sperm enters at E (eatrance-cone). Arrows indicate the paths traversed by tbe nucld.

At the meetuig'pobit (if) the egg^ucleus ia dotted. The deavage-nudeus in its final position is

parallel lina, and through (t is drawn the axis of the resulting cleavage-figure. The axis

rf dm tgB h indicated by an artowt, tbe point of which Is turned towards the upper pole. Plane ofM dagtage, pasnng near the enhance-pmnt, shown by the curved dotted line.

Pw oimponents, a fettiOmUon-path, nearly vertical to the surface, and a

along which the spam-nucleus moves towards the point

of union with the egg-nudaus. These two paths often form a omsiderable

imgitt. To these may be sulded a third, the deavage-poth, alopg which the
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united nuclei move together to the definitive position of the first cleavage-

nucleus. These facts are well illustrated in the sea-urchin^ (Fig. 196),

where the egg-nucleus at first occupies an eccentric position near the point

at which the polar bodies are formed but later (before fertilization) may
wander to any position. Entering the egg at any point, the sperm-nucleus

first moves rapidly inward along an entrance-path that shows no constant

relation to the position of the egg-nucleus and is approximately but never

exactly radial, i. e., toward a point near the center of the egg. After pene-

trating a certain distance its direction changes slightly to that of the copula-

tion-path, which, again, is directed not precisely toward the egg-nucleus,

but toward a meeting-point where it comes in contact with the egg-nucleus.

The latter does not begin to move until the entrance-path of the sperm-

nucleus changes to the copulation-path. It then begins to move slowly in a

somewhat curved path toward the meeting-point, often showing slight amce-

boid changes of form as it advances through the cytoplasm. From the

meeting-point the apposed nuclei move slowly along the cleavage-path

to their final position, which is always in the egg-axis and slightly eccentric

towards the animal pole. In this respect the sea-urchin is typical of a large

number of animals, though the eccentricity is often much greater than in

the sea-urchin.

In the tunicate Siyela, where Conklin (’05) has carefully studied the

phenomena, the egg-nucleus typically lies at first near the upper pole and

the sperm enters near the lower pole. After its penetration the q)eim-nu-

cleus moves along nearly parallel to the surface towards the posterior side

of the egg, while the egg-nucleus moves towards the same region. Their

union takes place in the posterior region of the egg, not far from the equator,

after which the two move in conjimction to the usual position in the egg-

axis, not far from the upper pole (Fig. 524).

The causes that determine the movements of the pronuclei during fertili-

zation of the egg are unknown. It was assumed by some of the earlier

observers that approach and union of the nuclei were determined by some

kind of attraction between them; * but this assumption is very insecurely

based and the same may be said of the assumption that they are passively

drawn together by the rays of the sperm-aster or by protoplasmic currents

in the odplasm (Conklin, ’94, ’99). Lillie has suggested that " as both s^nn-

nucleus and egg-nucleus are in physiological relation to the same mass of

cytoplasm which is preparing to divide, they must reach the same position

of equilibrium within the cell, and hence of necessity meet.”* This, however,

is contrary to the observed facts in the sea-urchin where it is to

see that the meeting-point of the pronuclei rarely if ever coincides with the

* See Wflson, ’oo, p. ao^. ’ ’«», p. 65. * See Wilson, in Wilson nnd Matbeen, ’ps-
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iiltmate position of the fusion-nucleus and the cleavage-amphiaster and
is stanetinaes far from it. It is readily seen, also, that the paths show no

filed predetermination but vary with the relation between the entrance-

point and the position of the egg-nucleus. It seems clear also that the

penetraticm-path is not affected by the position of the egg-nucleus, but is

due to seme relation between the sperm and the ooplasm—a conclusion

further supported by the fact that in merogony (p. 465) the sperm pene-

trates an enucleated egg or egg-fragment.

The copulation-path, on the other hand, is dearly influenced by some

relation between the pronuclei (Fig. 196 D). This is indicated by the

fact that in cases of dispermy in sea-urchin eggs if one of the sperm-nuclei

is the first to meet the egg-nucleus the movement of the second is immedi-

ately retarded; ^ and of similar significance is the fact that in cases of physio-

logical polyspermy but one sperm-nucleus, as a rule, conjugates with the

egg-nudeus. The nature of that relation is unknown; and nothing seems

to be gained by the assumption of an actual attraction between the pronu-

dei. On the other hand, the movement of the fusion-nudetis to its final

position (deavage-path) evidently accomplishes somehow an equilibrium

in the cell-system; but the nature of this, too, is unknown. The fact that the

deavage-nudeus takes up a definite position with respect to the egg-axis

and the poles of the egg proves that the movements of this nucleus are

accurately correlated with the organization of the egg as a whole; for the

polarity of the egg, as Boveri clearly proved, is predetermined before fer-

tilization and deavage (p. 1067).

3> Conjugation of the Pronuclei. General History of tiie Chromosomes.

a. Karyogamy and ike Chromosomes. Van Beneden’s Law. As early as

1881, Mark dearly showed that in the slug Limax, the two pronuclei merely

come into contact without actual fusing. Van Beneden in his epoch-

making work on AscOris ('83-’84) demonstrated that the pronuclei not only

fail to fuse but give rise to two separate groups of chromosomes which enter

the equatorial plate and there independently divide, their products passing

s<^rately into the daughter-nuclei (Fig. 197). Van Beneden thus first

established the hict that the number of chromosomes contributed by each

pronudeus is .|he haploid number—in this particular case two {Ascaris

megfilocephia ^mlens) or one (A. megaiocephla univalens).^ This result

, was soon af^^^xtended by Camoy (’87) to other nematodes, and the sub-

ject was mcoeBroadly studied in a striking paper by Boveri (’90) who showed

^ ig in tbat tbeae chmmosoines are compcnind bodies wbidi later break np into

a haitierainndker dl small 'chnnnoscwus. Cf. p. sn.



E F
Fig. ItT.—Fertilizsutkm of the egg oi j4scam megalocepkala, var. bmUeits (Bovew).

A, the aperm baa entered the egg, its nucleus is shown at o'; above are the closing phases in the

formation of the second polocyte (two chromosomes in each nucleus); B, the two pronuclei (9,
cf) in the reticular stage; the sphere (a) contains the dividing central body; C, chromosomes
forming in the pionuclei; the central body divided; D, each pronudeus resolved into two chtotno-

somes; sphere (a) double; E, mitotic figure forming for the first deavage; the dtromoaomes (c) al-

ready split; F, first deavage in progress, showing div«gence ol the daughter-duomosomes toward
the qdndle-poles (oply three diromosont^ shown).
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that the Dumber from each proaudeus is 9 in the sea-urchin, Echinus, the

voim SapUa and the tunicate Asddia; 14 in the medxisa Tiara; and x6 in

B
fig< iW*—FertStartiOB o£ Uie egg of the gaetropod Plertirachea (Bovsu).

A, tile ecg-nooieus S, aod epeeu-iuideiis 5, approecfaiog after formation of the pcdocytea; tha

bitter dioini tixit'e (P, jB); etch prosucleiu contains sixteen cbtomosmnes; the aperm-amphiaster

{ii% dcwdoped: B, later piiqihaie of the first deavage.

tlw gasOiupods Ekratradm (Fig. 198), CaHnaria and Ehyllirhoi. Similar

swui^^iwi have since been found in a large number of animals and plants.
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EvAa whea the pronuclei seem to fuse into a single deavag&'nucleus

before formation of the chromosome the validity of Van Beneden’s law is

established by numerous e^rimental and other data. Before reviewing

this evidence we may briefly recall the various conditions observed m the

gamete^nuclei at the time of their approach and union.

In the Ascans type, as already described (p. 401) the pronudei are at

this time large, vesicular nudei of the ordinary type, indistinguishable from

each other save by their position. This condition, described by many of the

early students of the subject, was first fully analyzed in detail in Ascaris

by Van Beneden (’84, ’87), whose epoch-making discoveries were confirmed

and further extended by Boveri’s early work on the same object (’88).

It is now known to be of very wide occurrence. In some of these cases

the pronudei fuse while still in the reticular condition to form a single

synkaryon (fusion-nucleus or deavage-nudeus)
;
and this may occur ex-

ceptionally even in Ascaris. On the other hand, such fusion is the typical

process in many animals. This condition graduates almost insensibly into

one in which no actual fusion takes place. In some forms the nudei come

together when in the spireme stage {Triton^ Pristiurus); in others the

chromosomes are still in the form of rather long threads {Pkrotrachm,

SagUta); in still others they have nearly assumed their final form (Ascaris,

Ciona). In some of the trematodes (Polystomum) the germ-nudei at or

shortly before the time of union are in the form of separate chromosomal

vesicles or karyomeriles} Here the karyomerites formed after expulsion

of the second polocytes, persist as such, while the sperm-nudeus is trans-

formed into a corresponding group. As already indicated (p. 423), this is

a common mode of formation of the egg-nucleus, and a more or less similar

transformation of the sperm-nucleus has been observed in a number of

cases; * but in most cases this condition is followed by the vesicular one.

That Van Beneden’s law holds for all these various cases is demonstrated

by a large body of evidence drawn from many sources, smne of which may
briefly be summarized as follows;

(1) The chromosome-number that appears in the first deavage of the

zygote is always the sum of the haploid numbers received by the gamete-

nudd in meiosis.

(2) In hybrids between forms having different diromosome-numbers

the zygotic number is always (with certain exceptions that emphasize

the rule) equal to the sum of the two parental haploid munbers (p. 841).

(3) An egg deprived of its nudeus, or an enudeated egg-fragment fer-

* See Goldschmidt, 'os.

* £. t., in P)iyta (Kostuiedu snd Wienehhi, *96}, Pmthectniu (KfindcomtiOm, ’gr), naeaM-
seS* (Vea d« Stiicht, ’98), AdoMioplun (Foot aad StrobeB, ’ool.
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tilized by a spenn (merogony), s^ments with the haploid number of chiomo-

sCHXtes (p. 465).

(4) Conversely, an egg activated by some other agent than the sperm

devekqis with the haploid number of chromosomes (haploid parthenogene-

sis) unless the number be increased by a compensatory process (p. 477).

(5) A dispermk egg (in sperms normally monospermic) begins its devel-

opment with the triploid number of chromosomes (p. 920).

(6) If the pronudei be prevented from union by any cause, as in “par-

tial fertilhation” (p. 458), after etherization (p. 447) or in physiological

poly^rmy (p. 417), each produces the haploid number of chromosomes.

Fig. 19#,—FertHisation in Ifereit (C from Lillie)

after entrance of ipenn, in early prophaae of the first polar nutosia; B, metaphaK
ara^diate of second poiar mitosis; below, sperm-nucleus and amphiaster,

iimer polar center; D, kaiyogamy.

pronudei be destroyed or rendered impotent, the re-

rise to the haploid number of chromosomes, and develop-

•with thiit number, as in gyni^nesis (p, 460) or andro-

464).
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The foregoing cumulative evidence affords a complete demonstration of

Van Beneden’s law and likewise contributes to the proof that the chromo-

somes behave as if they were independent individuals which do not lose

their identity from generation to generation but conform to the general law

of genetic continuity by division. To this important subject we shall return

in Chapter XI.

b. Cleavage and the Chromosomes. The Theory of Gonomery. Since the

chromosomes of the fertilized egg are derived equally from the two gamete-

Flg. 100.—FertUization of the egg in the copepod Cyclops sfrentnu (RiJcnaoLT)

.

A, spem-nucleuB soon after entrance, the sperm-aster dividing; B, the gamete-nuclei approaching;

cf’, Uie enlarged sperm-nucleus with a large aster at each pole; 9 , the egg-nudeus reformed after

formation of the second polar body, shown at the right; C, the apposed reticular pionudei, now of

equal size; the spindle is immediately afterwards developed between the two enottnous sperm-

asters; polar body at the left.

nuclei, they are traceable equally to the two parents; and since each of these

chromosomes (as in any other mitosis) splits into identical halves that are

transported to opposite poles of the spindle during the first cleavage,^ it

follows that the primary diploid nucleus of the fertilized egg is exactly du-

plicated in the two daughter-nuclei. The latter therefore are built up from

two haploid chromosome-groups that are respectively of maternal and

paternal origin.

From the genetic standpoint, evidently, this fact constitutes the central

' That the chtomosMnea ate fdready longitudinaily split in the ptoaude! at the time of their union,

was flwt demonstrated in Ascaris. byVan Beneden (’83-’84), whose results were oonfirmed by Boveri

Mid later observers.
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j^beBomenoQ in fertilization. Since the result of every normal mitosis is an

exact 4u{dicatioQ of the diploid mother-nucleus in tire daughter-nuclei, it

onmes to pass that every nudeus of the embiyo and finally of the adult is a

dual structure to whidi the two gamete-nuclei have made equal contribu-

tions; ^ and here, evidmtly, is offered the basis for a i^ysical explanation of

Van Beireden’s demorrstradon of the ind^ndence of these two groiups

wib^||i%i$hole of the firs| deavr^ in Ascans soon led to attempts to

jWrl|yftmiiiii a mcrvBtion nma be made ia respect to tbe wx-chromoKunes (p. 75i}-
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trace them as such into later stages. It was ^own byHaecker (’92b) and by
RUdtert (’95c,) that in certain copepods of the genus Cyclops the two groups

not only remain distinct during the first deavage, but give rise to douHe
nuclei consisting of two distinct though dosely united components. These

observers also fotmd, that from these double or bilobed nudei arise in each

cell double spiremes and double chromosome-groups which again divide

separately and give rise to double nuclei in the 4-cell and 8-celI stages;

double nudei were often observed in later cleavage stages even up to the

time when the germ-layers were beii^ formed (Fig. 201).

Out of these observations grew the conception of gonomery, i. e., that

the maternal and paternal chromosomes might remain in separate groups

throughout life, even though inclosed in a common nuclear membrane.

Haecker and RUckert believed that distinct evidences of such a duality could

be discerned even in the germinal veside of the young ovum, indicating that

the original gonomery had been maintained throughout the whole (yde of

individual life, from egg to egg. Some evidence in favor of this conception

has in fact been obtained. Conklin (’01, ’04) found in the early development

of the gasteropod Crepidida conditions closely analogous to those described

in the copepods. The double character of the nuclei is here most clearly seen

in the telophases and is usually partially lost in the resting-stage, though

still indicated by a groove on one side of the nucleus in which the central

spindle for the following mitosis appears. It is also indicated by the pres-

ence of two nucleoli in the “resting-nuclei,” while each gamete-nudeus has

but one (Fig. 202). By these indications Conklin traced the double character

of the nuclei in all the cleavages up to the 29-cell stage, and in some cases to

the 60-cell stage. Beard (’02) likewise found double nudei in the embryonic

stages of Raja batis; and more recently Bertram Smith (’19) has found in

Cryptobranchus that all the nudei are distinctly double from the 2-ceU stage

throughout the cleavage, and are still recognizable as late as the gastrula.

It has been condusively demonstrated that the theory of gonomery is at

best of limited application, double nuclei appearing only in certain cas«,

and only in the earlier stages of development. When the chromosomes show

con^icuous and constant differences of size (a conunon condition in both

plants and animals), they do not, in vastly the greater number of cases,

show any trace of gonomeric grouping, nor are the nudei externally double

(see, for instance. Figs. 394, 395, 396). Condusive proof of this is offered

by hybrids in which the parental tyjjes of d>romosomes can be distinguished

by the eye. In Menidia-Fundultu hybrids (Fig. 400) Moenkhaus deariy

showed that the t^o parental groups remain distinct as such only during the

first two or three cleavages, the two kinds of chromosomes being thereafter

intermingled indiscriminately. Substantially the same result is given by
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the latw worit of Morris (’14) on the fish-hybrids Fundtdm X Ctmdabrus,

and that of Harrison and Doncaster (’14) on moth-hybrids (Fig. 405).

Again, in the Diptera the work of Stevens (*o8), Metz (’14-22), and others

has condusively established the fact that from an early stage in the ontogeny

all or most of the diromosomes are arranged in pairs, each one of which

consists recognizably of a maternal and a paternal descendant (Fig. 396).

This, obviously, is quite inamipatible with gonomery; and the chromosomes

diow traces of such a paired arrangement in a number of other animals and
plants 0>- 837).

It appears, therefore, that gonomery, though occasionally to some extent

tecognizable, represents no more than a tendency on the part of the chromo-

Fic< Ml.—Gonomeiy ia the early cleavage o{ the gastropod Crepidvia (Cohkun).

A, ooDfugation of the gamete-nuclei; B, ^indie, with separate maternal and paternal chromo-

aome-groiqrs C-F, later stages, showing at each stage double nature of the nuclei.

soanes to mnain in separate maternal and paternal groups during a part of

the esu'lier development; but this seems to be of somewhat exceptional oc-

currence, and is in any case soon lost, chromosomes of maternal and paternal

ancestry becoming intermingled as development proceeds.^ This only

throws into stronger relief the fact that the maternal and paternal chromo-

smes, individually consitkred, do not lose their identity, but conform to the
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obvious of these relate to the central bodies, the chondriosomes and the

Golgi-bodies or their products (acrosome); but it is probable that other

cytoplasmic elements may be concerned in fertilization. After entrance of

the sperm into the egg the acrosome, middle-piece and flagellum sooner or

later disappear as individrialized bodies, though some of their products may
in some cases persist during the earlier stages of cleavage. In the bat, for

example, Van der Stricht (’09) foimd that the sperm-tail (includir^ the

middle-piece) may still clearly be seen in one of the first two blastomeres.^

In the sea-urchin Meves has shown * that the middle-piece may be traced

with little change, at least up to the end of the fifth cleavage, being clearly

distinguishable in one blastomere of the 32-cell stage. It seems clear,

therefore, that neither middle-piece nor flagellum as such plays any direct

part in the operations of fertilization. Nevertheless, the possibility remains

that one or both these regions may bring into the egg certain structural

elements that play such a part. From the region of the neck and middle-

piece the egg receives two important structural elements, one of which, at

least, is in fact believed to play an important part in fertilization. These

are the chondriosomes and the central bodies, the history of which has raised

many interesting questions.

1. The Acrosome

The acrosome has long been treated with rather scanty respect, often

being regarded as no more than an organ of attachment to, or penetration

into, the egg. Since, however, it seems always to be a product of the Golgi-

bodies (p. 381) and since it enters the egg, we may suspect that it plays a

more important rdle, though nothing is yet certainly known of this (p. 716).

Lillie (’12) has made a careful study of its history in Nereis, showing that

after entering the egg with the nucleus it passes inwards with the remains

of the entrance-cone (Fig. 191) and breaks up into a small group of deeply

staining granules which persist near the apex of the sperm-head until after

the latter has completed its rotation and assumed a vesicular form, and after

the sperm-aster has appeared. Finally, still connected with the remains of

the entrance-cone, it separates from the sperm-nucleus and disappears from

view. Bowen (’23), urging the analogy between the formation of the

acrosome and that of the secretory granules (p. 7x6) has suggested the inter-

esting possibility that it may be the bearer of some substance (?enzyme)

that plays a part in the activation of the egg; but this is wholly hypothetical.

a. The Chondriosomea

Benda predicted that mitochondria would be found to be brought into

the egg by the sperm and might play a definite idle in fertilization.* The

' See ak> Ijuns (’10) and Levi C’is).
‘'11, 'iia, ’ub, ’14. “to. p. 7»i*
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&!Bt part of this prediction has been realized, especially through a series ot

sti^ies by Moves, which conclusively demonstrate that mitochondria are

actaaliy brought into the egg by the middle-piece, and perhaps also by the

fiagrilum.^ This was first observed in Ascaris (Meves, ’ii, Held, ’12, ’17),

vdiere the ^>mn-mitochondiia are at first mudi larger and much less numer-

ous than those of the egg (Fig. 204) ; and are thus distinguishable for some

time after their escape frcun the disintegrating sperm-cytosome. As they

Ka. Mt.—Entnuice of tlie apenn, with cfaondriosomes, in the pelecypod UytUus (Meves).

A, mstiiM sperm; B, nuddle-iaece, to show duuidriospheres; C, D, entrance of sperm into the

ezg. The liladt bodies are chondtiowmes, the i^er ones yolk-spheres.

e, acRMome; tp, end-iriece; m, middle-piece; n, nucleus; s, specm-b«id.

scatter tfaroui^ the egg they fragment into smaller bodies indistinguishable

in sine from the ^-mitochondria with which they are now mingled. The

mitochondria are now distributed by cleavage with approximate equality

to t^ resulting blastomerts. Meves assumed on theoretical grounds that

sooner cr later a conjugatiem must take place between the maternal and

thepaternal^itodtondria (as also surmised by Benda) )
but no satisfactory

auppwt of rids has been found.* Held endeavored to show that the paternal

* ** Mem has poiiitcd oat, had earlim been, bri^y noted in the case of Aieoris by the

hKedumnda (’pi), the mitodwodiia beiag described as " plaatidules,”

Cn), Vmdavak^ Held («p. Csi.), Kenmita (’ts), Romeis ('13). For a re-

these oRidimam eveeiaUy Mem (’13 sad ’18}.
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and maternal mitochondria remain quite distinct amd may be distingulsbed

from one another at every stage by certain characteristic differences of

staiaing-reaction, even after the sperm-mitochondria have become as small

as those of the egg. Like Meves, he found that mitochondria from both

sources are passed on bodily to the cells of the early embryo.

In subsequent papers Meves extended his conclusions to other forms,

showing that mitochondria are brought by the sperm into the egg in the sea-

Fig. SIM.—Mitochondria in the (ertilization of A starts meialocephala (D, E, from Hzu>, the

others from Meves. .

.d-C, entrance of the sperm containing mitochondria, much larger than those of the egg; D, E,

the 8perm-c.vtosome disintegrating, setting free the sperm-mitochondria, which mingle with those

of the egg; F, G, the sperm- and egg-mitochondria, now intermingled and indistinguishable in size;

B, /, first cleavage, distribution of the mitochondria to the daughter cells. The larger blade bodies

in Figs. F-I are yolk.

urchin (’12, ’14) in the tunicate PhaUusia (’13) in the nematode Filaria (’15)

and in the mollusk Mytilus (Fig. 203, ’rsb). In Filaria the phenomena are

similar to those in ^scam, a number of larger diondriosomes being set free

from the ^^erm soon after its entrance and fragmenting into smaller mi-

tochondria indistinguishable from those of the egg before the first cleavage.

In later stages of cleavage the numerous minute mitodiondria originally
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presrait Lave been z^laced by a much smaller nrunber of thick, short chon-

diiomites which Meves assumed to arise by the linear alignment of both

juatetnal and paternal mitochondria, which thus unite to form a common
product. In Echinus, Phallusia and Myiilus the sperm-chondriosomes are

less numerous and form a more or less compact mass of granules or short

rods. In Phallusia and Mytilus their fate could not be traced; but in Echi-

nus, as already stated, they could be followed in the cleavage as far as one

cell of the 32-cell type. In order to save his hypothesis in this case Meves is

driven into the assumption that in the course of the later development

the permanent portions of the larva, which pass over into the young sea-

urchins, are derived only or mainly from cells which receive derivatives of

the middle-piece (t. e., of the sperm-mitochondria), while the perishable

larval structTires arise from those cells that receiv^e only maternal chondrio-

somes(
!) Meves attempts, finally, to bring this into relation with the fact

that in the mammals (bat, guinea pig) the tail and connecting-piece of

the spenn, with their mitochondrial investment, pass into one of the first

two cells, the assumption here being that the blastomere which receives the

tail produces the embryo proper, the other the trophoblast of Hubrecht

(an accessory nutritive organ).*

It will be seen from the foregoing that the assumption that maternal

and paternal mitochondria conjugate or fuse, or even that they play any

part in fertilization, still remains a purely theoretical postulate. Meves has

permitted himself speculations in this direction which not only far outrun

the observed facts but necessitate the most improbable subsidiary assump-

tions in order to make them fit. Nevertheless, it is difficult to believe that

the sperm-mitochondria are wholly functionless in the egg or that Benda’s

sunnise was an absolutely empty guess. We must, however, await further

light on the general functional significance of the chondriosomes before a

profitable attack can be made upon the problem of their relation to fer-

tilization.

S. ’Hie Central Bodies and die Cleavage-Amphiaater *

TTie source of the deavagt-centers of the fertilized egg has been a subject

of prolonged study, at first largely dominated by the general belief in

the persistence of the division-center (“centrosome”) as a permanent organ

of t^ cell Van Beneden somewhat doubtfully suggested that the deav-

age-centars^are derived from the alone; and a similar concludon was

afterwagliy^opted by Wheeler (’97) in the case of Myzosioma, and more

lent of these condusions, tee Meveii, ’18.

of the UttfSture, see e^jeciaOy Korachelt end Helder (’oj), Kost&necki Cv6,

Co?), Neknbedf, ('og).
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recently by a few other observers (p. 442). Rabl (’89) urged, on the other

hand, that if the doctrine of the persistence of the central body be well

founded, we should expect fertilization to involve a conjugation not alone

of nuclei but of central bodies; and in fact Fol soon afterwards published a

Fig. MS.—Fertilization in an annelid (armed (^ephyrean) TMassma (Grwpw).

4, second polocyte forming; sperm-nucleus and centrioles below, B, approach of the egg-nucleus

and sperm-nucleus, the latter accompanied by the sperm-wnphiastet; C, union of the ptonuclei;

D, later stage of last; E, prophase of cleavage-spindle; F, anaphase of the same, centriole divided;

G, H, I, successive stages in the nuclear reconstitution and formation of the daughter-amphtastau

for the second cleavage; /, two-cell stage.

remarkable pajjer entitled the “Quadrille of the Centers” (’91), in which

he described precisely such a phenomenon in the sea-urchin egg. This result

seemed at first to be confirmed by certain observations, but was later over-

thrown and, considered as a general theory of fertilization, is now r^rded

as obsolete
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From tlie first it stood in op^josition to v«y specifi.c earlier observations

by a number of excellent observere,* which sliowed that after extrusion of

the polocytes the aster remaining in the egg, together with its central lyxly,

disappears without discoverable relation to the cleavage-amphiaster. The
latter seems to arise by the division of a single sperm-aster first seen close

to the ^perm-nucleus and preceding the latter in its march towards the

egg-nucleua Hertwig and Fol established the important fact that in path-

okt^cai diqienny and polyspermy each sperm-nucleus is accompanied by

a single spenn-aster which in eacdi case may divide to form an amphiaster.

Cta th^ facts primarily Boveri based his celebrated theory of fertilization,*

whicdi may form a convenient point of departure for a survey of the sub-

ject.

i. Boveri’s Theory of Fertilization

The essential postulates of this theory were (i) that the central body

(“coitroscHne”) is the fertilizing element proper; (2) that it is actually im-

ported into the egg by the sperm; (3) that the cleavage-centers arise di-

recHy by divirion of this sperm-center.* As outlined by Boveri the theory

took the following form; During the somatic divisions the center is con-

tinuously handed cm by division from generation to generation of cells.

TTiis process comes to an end in the mature egg after extrusion of the sec-

ond polocyte, when the egg-center degenerates or becomes physiologically

ineffective; further cell-division is thus inhibited and the occurrence ot

parthenc^eneris avoided. The ripe egg possesses all of the elements neces-

sary for development save an active divisior^-center. The sperm, on the other

hand, possesses such a center but lacks the protoplasmic substratum in which

to operate. In this respect the egg and sperm are complementary structures;

thrir union in syngamy thus restores to each the missing element necessary to

ftsrtker dovdopment.* Accepting this it follows that the nuclei of the em-

bryo one derived equally from the two parents; the central bodies are purely

of paternal or^n; and to this it might be added that the general cyto-

plasm oS the embryo seems to be almost wholly of maternal origin. Iln-

{mtimateiy simple and clear conception can no longer be accepted in

its original frmn, as fibveri (’14) himself finally admitted. Nevertheless,

in the autiKKris c^inion, to reject it in toto would leave unexplained many

striking foots.

Wfoai Boveri’s thecny was first put forwards nothing was definitely

knbwn coweemlng the history of the central body in the formation of the

» Fal O. Bectwig {’*), (’87, '89), Boveri. (87*, 8*. etc.),

• Isweiri, ’87b, ’88s, ’9», 'vs, '«*», 'os, 'or, ‘m- , .

* (bnilw oowiMSoo MependentJy readied Vtjdaviky {’88).
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sperm. Observations by Platner (’89) and others seemed to show that this

body passes into the apioil region. Later observations demonstrated that

the (sntral body, or a derivative from it, all but invariably lies behind the

nucleus in the region of the neck or middle-piece (p. 283) . In harmony with

the theory, therefore, was the fact, determined by numerous later observ-

ers, that the sperm-aster in the egg is typically focused at a point near

the base of the nucleus, often very near to, or actually within the middle-

piece—a relation now known to exist in most of the principal groups of

animals.^ A strong case is thus established in favor of the conclusion that

a direct genetic relation of some sort exists between the central bodies of

the spematid, and those of the sperm-aster and cleavage-amphiaster in

the egg.

In addition to the conditions observed in dispennic and polysj>ennic e^s

(p. 416), Boveri’s theory further fits with the following well-determined

facts; In merogony (p. 465) non-nucleated egg-fragments are readily pene-

trated by the spermatozoa, and may segment and give rise to perfect larvae.

In “partial fertilization” as shown by Boveri (’88) the sperm-center

and aster may separate from the sperm-nucleus, travel through the cyto-

plasm to the egg-nucleus and cause cleavage, the sperm-nucleus afterward

fusing with one of the nuclei of a later stage (p. 458). Still more remark-

able was the discovery of Boveri, earlier cited (p. 176), that during the first

cleavage one of the resulting cells may receive only the division-center with-

out a nucleus, and that this center may continue for a considerable period

to multiply at the same rate as in the nucleated cell, though the nucleus is

absent. Clearly therefore, (1) something is introduced into the egg by the

middle-piece of the sperm that either is a central body or has the power

to incite the formation of one; (2) this body is structurally independent

of both nuclei and may divide independently of them; (3) independently

of the division of the nucleus or cell-body some kind of specific genetic

relation exists between the central bodies of successive generations. In

harmony with Boveri’s theory, also, are those numerous cases (nematodes,

arthropods, chordates) in which the central bodies seem not to take any

part in the polar mitoses (p. 508). This fact is particularly striking in

cases, such as the ascidians (Hill, ’95, Conklin, ’12) in which the sperm-

asters and the polar spindles may be seen lying side by side in the same sec-

tion, the former with conspicuous asters and central bodies, the latter

without trace of such structures. In this particular case Conklin (always

‘ S. g., in ecfainodems (Flemmingi '81, 0 . «nd R. Heartwijf, '86, Wibon and Mathews, ’95, Boveri,

'95, otc.), nematodes (M^er, '95). Insects (Heoking, ’91), annelids (Koradult, '95, Foot, ’97), gaa-

tropoda (Kostnnecki and Wieraejski, ’96, Unville, ’00), platodes (Van der Stridit, ’98, Francotte,

'98), tanicates (Hill, ’95, Ckdriri, '99, Conkfin, ‘aj), amphibians (Hdi, ’93), etasandnanchs (RUck-

^ ’90), etc
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skeptical concenung the tuuvexsality of Boveri’s theory) long since admitted

that “ there could not possibly be a clearer case of the origin of the cleav-

age centrosomes from the middle-piece of the spermatozodn." ‘

On the other hand, Boveri’s theory was weakened by accumulating evi-

dence that the tentral bodies seem in some cases to arise de novo (p. 684).

It lost further ground with the final demonstration, that no central bodies

are concerned in the fertilization of higher seed-plants, and that the deav-

age-^indles are here .devoid both of such bodies and of asters (p. 150).

Even in the fertilization of those plants (e. g., the cycads) where the whole

sperm, induding the blepharoplast (a derivative of a central body) enters

the egg, no one has yet shown that this latter body plays any direct part in

fertilization. Stra.sburger (’97) suggested that the essential fact in fertili-

zation is the importation into the egg of a certain quantity of “kinoplasm,”

whether in the form of a definite central body (animals, generally) or in

more diffused state (higher plants) ; but this still remains quite hypothet-

ical. A third difficulty is offered by artificial parthenogenesis in such

forms as sea-urchins, where the egg at the time of activation has long since

extruded the polyctes, and all traces of central apparatus have disap-

peared fr<Hn view. These eggs, evidently, must either form a new center or

rejuvenate a pre&dsting one.

A more specific difficulty appears in the fact that in a few cases no sperm-

center or aster is formd at any time associated with the sperm-nucleus. An
early described case of this was that of Myzostoma (Wheeler, ’95, ’97),

and more recently the same condition is described by Nekrassoff (’09) in

the pteropod CymbtUia; in a number of the trematodes; ® in the spider

Tkeridium (Montgomery, ’07); and in the mouse (Lams and Doorme, ’07).

Some of these cases are no doubt owing to a delayed development of the

^)erm-aster; and Kostanecki (’06) has proved such to be the case in Myzos-

toma, demonstrating that if union of the germ-nuclei be delayed by treating

the with hypertonic sea-water a sperm-aster and amphiaster develop

as usual in close association with the sperm-nucleus. Nekrassoff found in

Cymbidia a coni^icuous ^-aster and center at every stage up to the period

of karyogamy, though it finally disappears. Gille, on the other hand (’14),

belteves the egg-center to persist and give rise to the cleavage-centers (in

trematodes). Again, in case of the honey-bee Naditsheim (’13) believes the

deavage-centets to be derivedfrom the egg, supporting this by the observa-

tion that in the mitosis of stipemmnerary q>enns in the egg the spindles

axe ai the anastral type, like those of the'polar mitoses, while conspicuous

’ 545- Ftn' a fuU review o( the earlier literature we Kostanedu, ’04 (on itaetr6)

(pH JifyiariMM).
* Geldhdiinidt I’os), Xatiuriner (’04), Renneguy (’06). Schdlenberg (’xi), Gille (’14).
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centers appear in the cleavage. This conclusion though accepted by Boveri

(’14), does not seem very strongly grounded.

Still another, and apparently better founded, conclusion is reached by
Conklin ^ in the case of the gastropod Crepidula, in which ap>pears a division-

center in connection with each pronudeus and persists up to the time of

union or karyogamy (Fig. 206). These centers seem to disappiear before

deavage, nevertheless the facts indicate that the two cleavage-centers

Fig. 106.

—

Fertilization in the gastropod Crepidula (Conklin)

4, approach of sperm-nucleus (<^ ) and aster to those of the egg ( 9 ) . at c, a cytaster or accessory

aster, B, pronudet nearly in contact, C. enlarged view of ptonucld somewhat later, a central body,

aster and haU-spindle in connection with each, D, lute prophasc

which subsequently appear are still associated, one with each pronudeus,

as before.

Even in the typical case (e. g,, in the sea-urchin, tunicate, or nematode)

two difficult questions still remain, namely, whether the deavage-centers are

actually derived from the sperm-center, and whether the latter is actually

brought into the egg by the spierm. (i) Doubts concerning the first of these

questions arise frtmi the fact that conjugation of the gamete-nudei is always

followed by a “pause” during which the sperm-asters, in some cases also

the centers, become more or less reduced and may even wholly ffisapipear

from view. Examples of this occur in nearly all groups,* showing many

degrees in the reduction of the asters at this time. These more extreme

>
*oj, ’04, ’tg. 't)n ttiis point, tee especially Coe, ’98.
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cases led to the opinion expressed by several writers ^ that tbe cleavage*

outers are not directly connected with those of the sperm-amphiaster but

are fcarmed de now. To establish such a conclusion is evidently difficult;

for the centriffies are bodies of such extreme minuteness that if not sur-

rounded by astral rays they might readily be lost to view among the proto-

plasmic granules of the egg or they may even become reduced to ultra-

microscc^ical dimensions. Full weight must also be given to the fact, urged

by several good observers, that the cleavage-centers arise at or very near

the points at which the ^rm-asters disappear from view.* A remarkable

demonstration of this was found by Lillie (’12) in Nereis, where the sperm-

amphiaster is frmn the beginning heteropolar, both aster and center

being larger at one pole than the other and thus foreshadowing the un-

equal cleavage (Fig. 475). During the pause following union of the germ-

nuclei the larger aster and center are always present while the smaller one

disappears from view, but only to reappear at a later stage. It is here

highly probable that the disappearance is only seeming, and that the

cleavage centers are really identical with the sperm-centers.

Of the same type as the foregoing is the question whether the sperm-center

is actually brought into the egg as a prefonned structure in the neck or

middle-piece of the sperm near which it so often lies (p. 396). The earlier

opinion that the entire nuddle-piece is converted into the sp)erm-center was

kmg since proved errmieous, by the observation that this structure is left

behind near the ^-periphery and degenerates.* It is, however, a matter of

great difficulty actuffily to trace the centriole of the sperm-aster to the neck

or middle-piece of the sperm in the egg, though direct evidence of such an

origin has been produced by several obsovers.* In the nemertines a minute,

iatensdy staining granule (probably an " end knob ”) is readily seen within

the g^ular middle-piece before entrance of the sperm. Within the egg the

aster forms about the nuddle-piece but the outer portion of the latter is

soon cast oS, leaving the central granule as the sperm-center, which early

divides into two to form the amphiaster (Fig. 207). This is probably the

nearest ai^noach yet made to a demonstration of the actual derivation ci

the sperm-center from a preformed structural element within the middle-

piece.

An interesting mgumtnt against such a derivation has been based by

F, R. IMs ('ll, ’12} on the foct in Nereis, that the middle-piece, Uke the

» MBe,' 07, Foot. ’07, QM, \)i, ete.

*Soe opocktly KoMaaocki asd WlmejAy (’96) oa Pkyu, Coe ('08), KostanedU ('o»), and

Y«tw <’<oo) on

» Fbid, Wawn. *
07 , Uevfi, Ua, *14, etc.

• See fflU, 'os, Koatameckl aOd Wtetjeakl, ’96 Boveri, ’00 (sea-utd»fa»), ConkHn, ’oj

CtmicitMi} and oqMdalbr YttiHii '07. *09 fftmaHiM).
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tail, is left outside the egg (p. 415), and that a spem-aster containiz^g a

ooitr^ body appears when only a fragment of the nucleus enters the egg. This

observation is made possible by the fact, already mentioned (p. 415), that as

the sperm-nucleus enters the egg it is drawn out into an elongate rod*like

form, so that at this time the portion left outside the egg may readily be re-

.

moved by centrifuging the eggs. Here there cannot be the least doubt that

Tig. aor.—Eviy history <4 the central bodies in the iertiliaatiaa of the nemertine Cerebrohdus

(Yamd).
it, Uw qtenn-head and middle-fdece before entnnoe; B, Uie apenn in the egg, rotaliQa <4 the

bead; C, jireoodoua devdopment of ipwin-astei: D, E, F, rotation comid^od, rounding of bead;

G, nudm vedcular; B-K, later stages, showing cast-oS iniddle-i»ete at m.

both the middle-piece and the basal re^on of the nudeus are left outside

the Nevertheless, the partial sperm-nudeus (sdiich may be larger or

smaller) rotates as usual after its entrance and a sperm-aSter of cemspevd^

ingly diminished sine is deoeloped in rdation to its most basal point (F%. 908).

Such asters divide to fonn amphiasters and posably may lead to deavag^

though tids could not be determined with certainty.
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.
liSw cxMiadered that these results gave crucial evidence against the exist-

ence of any goietic relation between the ^rm-center within the egg and

that of the q>enif or i^pennatid, and concluded that “the centrosome and

aster owe their existence to an interaction between nucleus and cytoplasm,

and not to any third element further, that the position in which they

a^^e is “a function of pdarity of the sperm-nudeus.” The theory that a

D
Fig- MS.—Fractional fertilization in Nereis (LiIlie).

A, endre ^xnii>iiudeus after entrance and rotation, with aster below and entrance-cone and
ftCroflome'above; C, D, three nuclear fragments, progressively smaller in size, with accompanying

centrosome introduced by the sperm is necessary for such formation is

therefore shown to be incorrect.” *

This condusion, howev®, is not justified by the facts, lor Koltzoff (’09)

has shown that the sperm-head of Nereis (Fig. 119) is traversed by a cyto-

{^btsmic rod extending throiighout its whole length from middle-piece

to UTOaomt, as is also the case in sperms of certain other animals (p. 2S1),

awl in some of these cases the rod is known to arise as a forward growth

from the proximal centriole * seen in the middle-piece of ffelix, or in the

basal part of the nucleus in Pahtdina (p. 380). If such be the case in Nereis

aS the {dtenomena are sin^y ejqjlained by assuming the q>eTm-aster to be

about the exposed end of this body; and the case falls into line

shown in other forms.
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Boveri’s theory, evidently, must not be taken in too narrow or mechanical

a sense; but there are facts still to be considered that tend to support it, in

principle if not exactly in form. In the artificial parthenogenesis of sea-

urchins, an egg that is normally adjusted to fertilization, and in which the

whole mitotic apparatus seems to have disappeared, is still able, upon purely

physico-chemical activation, to give rise to a normal cleavage-amphiaster.

Further studies have shown that this egg is likewise able to produce (or

rejuvenate) an active division-center as a result even when activated by

the sperm. This was long since shown by O. and R. Hertwig (’87) by treating

the eggs just after fertilization with solution of chloral hydrate or sulphate

of quinine, or by subjecting them to abnormal temperatures. By these

agents the union of the gamete-nuclei is often prevented, yet both nuclei'

may separately undergo the mitotic transformation accompanied by the

development of a central body and aster. Ziegler (’98) attained the same
result by constricting the egg with a fiber of cotton in such a way as to keep

the gamete-nuclei apart. The writer (’oib) found the same phenomenon in

eggs slightly etherized so as to retard or prevent the union of the gamete-

nuclei; and Conklin (’04) reached a similar result in Crtpidvla by treating

the eggs with hypertonic solutions.

In all these cases an aster or division-center arises in the neighborhood

of each nucleus; but it is a significant fact that in the sea-urchin the sperm-

center and aster tjqiically divide to form an amphiaster, while the egg center,

typically gives rise to a monaster, which rarely if ever divides to form an

amphiaster (Fig. 209). This is exactly comparable to the production of a

monaster in cases of incomplete activation in artificial parthenogenesis

(p. 484).^ These facts and those observed in etherized or chloralized eggs

(as above) demonstrate that “m these eggs the egg-center and spernir-center,

under the same conditions, differ in potency, or in susceptibility to the aciivaiing

agent; and this supports Boveri’s contention that in normal fertilization the

spermatozoon imports into the egg an active central body which replaces one

that has disappeared or become relatively ineffective.”* “In normal ferti-

lization the egg receives through the entrance of the si>enn a strongly localized

stimulus which affects the entire egg (as shown by the cortical reaction, etc.)

and at the same time induces a local activity about the middle-piece which

is transferred to the cleavage-nucleus by copulation of the germ-nuclei. This

activity t^es the place—or perhaps, to speak more accurately, becomes a

‘ On this point the observations of the Hertwigs, of Ziegler and the writer are in agreement, except

that the Hertwigs atso obsw^ abnormal “pseudo-tetrosters." In Ziegler's ow (a single egg only)

the egg-nudeus passed through three successive mitotic cycles without divison (p. iSS). In the

writer’s material one case was observed in which the egg-nucleus produced a tetraster at the second

deavage. See alto Painter (’18). .

‘ Wilson, '01, p. 364.



fte. Mk—FalfiHaattinin <i etherised eggs in TexopneiHtt$.

A~C, fcomMag cggi, ihming Srsrkxis obaerved conditions; D-J, from secttons; D-f, spertn-

Wietwai «wl aster, (bowing divUcn of letter; C, qiersMBonaster; ff, metephaie, spemi-smptdaster

soil d^nMnosooMe idwve, egg-dBraOMsimes bc^; /, at tbe left, spenn-am^diiaster in meupheae,
«t file tight cBT-tnuleas wift nttmsster; 3, both sperm-nudeiis end egg-nucteus have given rise to

ib bj^pertcNok s^water ihe gamete-nucld often fail to unite, in which case

a e^pears ^ear eadi cA them and both centers may divide

W forn^^Kiasters (Fig> aio). In this cash, therefore, the egg-oenter

to Imi neariy equally balanced and if kept separate

m^^Kn«ne changes. In the nmmal fertilisation the two beco^

* Wfiion, ’«!«, p. jSs.
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associated to fom a single amphiaster, the division of both being thus for

the time inhibited (p. 443). In the bee, on the other hand (asnoning Ae*
correctness of Nachtsheim’s observations), 'vre might assume the egg-center

to be readily capable of complete activation, while that of the sperm has

become relatively, or perhaps completely, inactive. Such an interpretaticm

is hardly more than a restatement of the facts as actually observed; but it

Fl(. SIO.—FertUixatfon of Crepidula eggs in dJghtly hypertonic sea-water (Coneum).

A, sperm-nucleus, bdow egg-nudeus (e) above, with small amphlaster; B, later stage, with

well-developed egg-amphiaster; C> complete but aq)ante egg-ampbiaster and sperm-ampfaiaster

lying side by side; D, thetwoamphiaaters connected to form a quadripdar figure.

takes into account an essential element of truth in Boveri’s theory which

should not be ignored.

n. FERTILIZATION IN PLANTS*

So far as its broader features are concerned the problem of fertilizatkni

in plants, both in its morphological and its physiological aspects, is idimtkal

with that offered in animals, though, its details are different. Neith^ hr

' In the brief dcetcfa here offered free use has been made of the veluable reviews iff Mettier CSll

B. M. I>avis Cos). Canqrbdl (‘05), of the woihsof Coulter atrd Chamberiein onthe Jfer|JM%y ti

(’03), and the JfwtMegy rsT OymHoipvms (’17) end of Sharp’s CyMta {’at).
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jQOr ia Itm&e pkots are iadividuatized central bodies yet known to

•pby definite part in the process, which in this respect wears a scnnewhat

^pier a^>ect than in anhnals; and in no plants above the thallophty^ is

thare an overlapping of the proress of fertilization with that of meiosis

such as is so commonly seen in animals.(p. 398). Externally, on the other

hand, the phenomena in plants seem more varied and intricate because

d complications introduced by the antithetic alternation of generations

(p. 496) and its many modifications. Only a few of these can here be con-

sidered, and we shall confine ourselves for the most part to higher plants

or coamophytes and to such features as are necessary for an understanding

of the essential relations between plants and animals.^

The nearest approach to the conditions seen in animals is found among
lower plants, such as some of the algre {(Edogonium, Fucus, etc.), and the

Fic. Sll.—FertiIizi.tion in PMarta (Caupbell)

A, B, «ady stages in t&e formaUoa of the sperm, C, the mature sperm, £7, archegonium during

leHfiisarioB. In the center the ovum containing the apposed pronude! (cf',9

)

hiyoidrytes and pteridqjhytes generally, in which a large quiescent egg-cell

^ fertilized by a minute free-swimming sperm-cell. In the seed-plants,

ciliated spmas have been retained only in certain of the gymnosperms, and

here lead no free-swimming life, being inclosed in the pollen-tube and dis-

rjmrged thence directly into the ovum.^ In the lower archegoniates the en-

.

*A few (rf the lower lonns are congideied fat Chapter VH,
*inie forBUttfatB of the pdlen-tufat^ and iu growth dowa through the tisaue of the pistil to the

eiHifei waaoheerved hrAt^ fas), firoogniart (ah), and Rcdieit Brown ('31); and in 1833-34 Corda

WMKM the €nl*jg|gg,<rf its tip faito the ovule. The botanists of the eighteenth century engaged In

the aa^tp teata||^HiBtrovccw regar£ng the ntigin of the embryo as tbst of the sodlogists of the

tigWt foBowed by fiticDne Ftangois GeoBtey, Keedham, and otben, placed him-

aeB oil^ Leeuwenhoek and the spermatic, maintaining that the pollen supplied the em-

‘leyo theowtde tfawnghtheinkTopyle (the latter had been described by Grew in 1671);

and ewiMiipHwri adopted a u'ndfaW view. On the (dher band, Adanson (1763) and others main-

tained ovule oootafawd the ggrm wiach was ntdted to deyebpment by an aura or vapor
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tire sperm enters the e^, as in animals generally; and in the pteridophytes,

the entire sperm seems even to enter the egg-nudeus (Nepkrodium, Fig.

2ia).* In these fonns more than one sperm may enter, but only one of

them unites with the egg-nudeus (Mottier). As in many animals, entrance

of the sperm is followed by the formation of a fertilization-membrane.

In the cycads the sperms are discharged from the tip of the pollen-tube

into the archegonial chamber and there swim in a liquid discharged from

D E F
Fig. SIS.—FertilizatioQ in the fern Sephrodium (Yaiianouchi).

A, sperm entering the egg-nucleus; B, C, the sperm lying within the egg-nudeus (two s[Uccessivc

sections)
; D, £, disintegration of the sperm inside the egg-nucleus; F, metapbase-group of the first

cleavage of the zygote, isS chromosomes.

the pollen-tube. Several sperms may thus reach the same egg, but only

one normally alters it, passing in with its spiral apex in advance. All ob-

servers have found that the entire sperm enters; but, as was first shown by

Webber in Zamia and fteno in Cycas, both the spiral blepharoplast, with

its dlia, and the protf^lasmic body of the sperm, are left behind near the

periphery (Fig. 313), while the nudeus “slips out of its cytoplasmic sheath

and passes on alone from this point to the egg-nudeus ” (Webber).

emanating frtan the pollen and entering through the tracheee of the pistil. For a further BCtnOBt

U the history of this subject see Coulter and Chambwlain (’03, Chap. VII).

‘YamanoucH ’08.
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£(i ab bl^i^ gynmo^jenns, and in angiosperms, the tip of the poUen>tube

aetU8% penetrates the pole of the embryo-sac and discharges

into it both generative nuclei {ef. p. 309} and also, in higher gym-
nosperms one or two sterile

or vegetativse nudei (the

“tube-nucleus” and “stalk-

cell-nudeus ”). In the gym-

nospenns only one of the

generative nuclei conjugates

with the e^-nucleus, the

other degenerating, as do

also the two vegetative cells

(Fig. 214). In the angio-

spenns also, but one genera-

tive nucleus conjugates with

the egg-nucleus; but here

the second is also functional,

taking part in the formation

of the endosperm-nucleus, as

explained beyond.

Since in all these cases the

egg does not form polocytes

or their homologues, we

should expect to find fer-

tilization similar in general

type to that seen in the sea-

urchin (p. 400), i. e., with

pronuclei differing in size

and structure at the time

of their union; and such is,

in fact, often the case (Figs.

211, 213, 3 i8), sometimes to

flf> Fettais«tioa in a 9rca4, Zamia (Wbbbxb). an extreme degree, as in the

4, tfiem: B, tiw ume after eotiaiice into tbe egg, riri-

denving (») and cUk-beudog band (e); C, the

ovum jlmtty After entnuMe the sftaRn; D, u&km of the lll^SllglO^pcrniS tbe

iwwndd, dBa-beatH nud^ is in many cases

ddiigatedan4#B^^<3i™iU!id often has a sigmoid or spiral form. This fact,

first noted ii^^ lily by Mbttier ('97), and more carefully studied by Na-

'Utaschin ('09) in several other angiosperms {FrUiUoria, Juglans, Hdiantkm)

kd the ^M -named.obeerver to condude that the ^>erm-nudeus is motile,

gad its way throng the enbiyo-sac to the ^-nucleus by tts own
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wonn-like activity. The same conclusion is reached in a more recent work
on the lily by Bladunan and Welsford (’13), but no evidence (rf this has

been found in some cases ^ and probably a decisive result can only be
reached by observations on living material.

In Lilium, according to the authors last named, both germ-nucld at the

time of their union are in a spireme-like condition (Fig. 218), but during

E
Fig. 114 .—Fertilization m conifers (A , B, from Covltss and Land, C-E, from CoEEa)

A, Torreya, the ovum (r) below, with the tip of the poUen-tube above, containing two unequal

generative cells or sperm-cells (rp) and two vegetative cells (v), B, tip-contents discharged into the

egg, conjugation of pronuclei below, second sperm-cell and vegetative cells above, C, Toxodtum,

tip of pollen-tube, ^lerm-mother-cell (sm) and vegetative nuclei (r, stalk-nucleus, I, tube-nucleus);

D, two equal sperm-cdls, one showing that dense sheath of starch-granules and “plastin-granules”

surrounding the nucleus; E, conjugation of pronwlti, starch-bearing zone (from the sperm) extend-

ing around the nucleus.

the process of fusion (as earlier shown 1^ Mottier) the sperm-nudeus grad-

ually enlarges so as to become indistinguishable from the egg-nuclem (Fig.

2x7), and most observers have found that the paternal and mat^noal

I e. f., in VaBisntria, Wylie ('12).
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^iremes soon become indistinguishable. Recently, however, it has been

found by Nothnagel (’i8) that in LUium martagon and in Trillium the

paternal and maternal spiremes remain separate and give rise to separate

groups of chromosomes; and similar results were obtained by Weniger

(’i8). In gymnosperms there is a more marked tendency for the pronuclei

to remain distinct, and in a few cases each gives rise to its own spireme

brfore fusion;^ such cases approximate to the condition seen in Ascaris

or the cop>epods (p. 426). In Pinus the maternal and paternal spiremes

are still distinguishable up to a rather later stage of the spindle-formation

(Fig. 215); and Ferguson has found that the number of chromosomes from

each nucleus may be determined as 12 before their union.

It will appear from the foregoing that in plants, as in animals, fertiliza-

tion of the egg involves the union of a single sperm-nucleus with the egg-

nucleus. The angiosperms are characterized by a remarkable secondary

process of fertilization (if it can so be called), discovered by Nawaschin

(’99) and Guignard (’99) in LUium, FritiUaria, and Endymion, and other

forms. It consists in a conjugation of the second generative nucleus with

the two polar nuclei derived from the vegetative structures of the maternal

prothallium (p. 621). This union takes place either before, during or after

the fusion of the polar nuclei with each other (Figs. 217, 218); and the

product constitutes the primary endosperm nucleus. Here, therefore,

there is a “double fertilization” the embryo being (in Strasburger’s terms)

the product of a primary or “generative fertilization” of the egg; while the

endosperm formerly reckoned as a purely maternal structure results from

a secondary or “vegetative fertilization” of the polar nuclei. The phys-

ifdogicai motive for the latter is unknown, though Strasburger conjectured

that it might effect an activation of the endosperm, analogous to that

received by the egg-cell by its union with the first generative nucleus. It

is highly probable, as pointed out by DeVries (’99, '00), Webber (’00) and

others, that the phenomena of xenia here find their cytological explanation.

The CytofUasmic Structures. In plants none of the cytoplasmic compo-

nrats of the sperm are yet known to play any definite part in fertilization,

in spite erf the fact that in many of the higher forms, as in the lower ones,

a considerable quantity of cytoplasm enters the ovum. This is dearly seen

in cycads and Ginkgoaies, where the whole sperm enters; and the same is

true of those higher gymnosperms in which the sperm-nuclei are surrounded

fay definite cytosomes, as is shown with great clearness, for example.

In Taxodium^oha, ’02) or Torreya (Robertson, ’04, Coulter and Land, ’05).

In both these cases the generative nudd are surrounded by well-defined

^ cqiedslly Feixuscm Cat) on J’inus; Nareii <"07) and Nichedson (’10) on Juniperus, M!yak«

rte) OB Cmmmshamia.
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(ytosomes, composed of finely granular protoplasm (Fig. 214). ITie whole

contents of the terminal part of the pollen-tube are here forcibly discharged

into the egg, including both generative cells, the tube-nucleus and stalk-

cell-nucleus, and no doubt also part of the general protoplasm of the pollen-

tube. The protoplasm of the generative cell is clearly visible after its

entrance accompanies the nucleus in its advance towards the egg-nucleus,

and spreads out to form an investing layer around both nuclei as they con-

jugate (Fig. 214, B, E); and according to Coulter and Land may still be

distinguished in the 4-cell stage of the embryo. Coker shows in Taxodiutn

that this material contains numerous minute starch-grains and “plastin-

granules,” the latter staining intensely with safranin. The question is

here prominently raised whether the pollen-tube may not introduce into the

Fig. SIS .—Fertilization in Pinus (Ferguson).

A, the large ovum below, conjugation of the pronuclei near its center; the three small nucld

above are the second sperm-nucleus and two vegetative nuclei; B, more enlarged view of con-

jugating pronuclei; C, later stage of union, each pronucleus has formed its own spireme; Z>, first

cleavage-spindle, maternal and paternal spiremes still distinct.

egg plastids or chondriosomes, or both; thus offering another analogy to

fertilization in animals (p. 435). A similar discharge of protoplasm into

the egg takes place in Finns (Ferguson) and probably in other gymnosperms,

where the generative nucleus has no definite cytosome. In the case of

angiosperms it still remains doubtful whether cytoplasm always accom-

panies the generative nuclei as they enter the egg, but it seems probable

that such is the case. In Vallisneria, as recently described by Wylie (’22)

both sperms are said to enter the egg in the form of complete cells, the

cytosome of one of them being still present at the time the gamete-nuclei

unite.

That the sperm-protoplasm as well as nucleus enters the ovum, in many

higher plants, is thus well established; but little or nothing is known as to

its functional significance. By analogy with fertilization in animals we
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ate led to su^>ect that in plants likewise the egg is not activated by karyog-

a®ay but iQr some other factor; and many attempts were made by the earlier

observers to trace this action to centrosomes or corresponding structures.^

]Later observations, in ptarticular those of Mottier, Strasbuiger, and their

foUowets, gradually established the conclusion that in the seed plants no

ccmters or true asters are present in the mitotic figure at any stage of fer-

tilization.^ Strasburger assumed the ovum to be predominantly tropho-

plasmk, its main function being to manufacture and store formative material,

addle the sperm-cytosome is largely kinoplasmic. The relative deficiency of

kin<^>lasm in the egg is responsible for the more or less complete inhibition of

fig.su Fonaatkm o{ the ovum and penetration of the pollen-tube in angiosperma (Stbas-

Buwagt).

A, embiyo-aac of Menatnpa, showing the diviwn that follows the two meiotic divisioss and

pRiduon die Uff>er and lower “tetrads”; B, the same, ready for fertilization, showing ovum (o),

synergkhc (s), upiier and lower polar cells (p), and antipodal cells (a); C, penetration of the pollen-

tube 0 in Ortkis; o, ovum, wi^ synergids at either aide, i, generative nuclei in the pollen-

tube; D, elightb stage with generative nude! entering the micropyle.

its capacity f(» ^division. The sperm overcomes this deficiency by bringing

a kinqplasm into the egg, either in the form of individualized

oeotera de^tely circumscribed kinoplasmic substance.* Stras-

* SeeajHytance, Otii^isrd ('pr), who described in the Ifly a conjugation of paternal "centro-

HfiU|A|^nBUteRud doady agieeihg with tiie “quarbille of centera" os depicted by Fol (p. 430)-

jjHK, iM dto ’00, ’or, etCi
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bui;ger thtts sought to reconcile the apparent discrepancy between the higher

plants and those forms in which definite central bodies are present (animais

generally and various thallophytes such as Fucits or Dktyata), Strasburger

Fi(. $17.—Fertilization in the lily (t> from Motties, the others from Goigi«asd).

A, embryo-sac, ready for fertilization, B, both generative nuclei have entered the embryo-sac;

one is approaching the egg-nucleus, the other uniting with the upper polar nucleus; C, union of the

prnnudei; below, union of the second generative nucleus and the two polar nndei; D, the fertilized

egg, showing fusion of the gamete-nuclei; E, the fertilized egg dividing; below, division of the en-

doq)«m-nudei; e, gntipodal-cells; o, the oOsphere or ovum; p, polar nuclei; p, t, poUen-tube.

and later Fanner and Willianis (’98) showed that the fertilmed egg of Fuats

divides with wdl-developed asters and central bodies, and the same was

found in Diciyota by Williams (’04) and in the biyc^hyte Pretssia by Grar
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himx (’i5)- Williams found, further, that in Dktyota the parthenogenetic

^ divides without asters or centers, the spindle being primarily multi-

polu and intra-nudear, while the fertilized egg develops a single wdl-marked

central body and aster at the side of the nudeus which (apparently) divides

into two to form a bipolar figure. None of these observers, nevertheless,

were able to trace any connection between this central body and the sperm;

and in point of fact Farmer and Williams conduded that in both cases the

centers are fimned de novo. We are thus confronted with a situation not

Fit‘ SU'—Double fertiliiation in the lily (Blaceicaioi and WELsroao).

A, ooojugaUan Oi one sperm-nucleus (cf ) with the egg-nucleus; B, conjugation of second sperm-

nudto ((f) with the two pdar nuclei (p',

nnlihe- that offered by the status of Boveri’s theory in animals, save that

the evidence in plants is less complete.

m. TRANSITIONAL CONDITIONS

We may here conveniently consider a group of phenomena which in re-

^)ect to the activation of the egg by the sperm agree with fertilization, but

in c^tain cytol<^cal respects approach the condition seen in partheno-

1. Partial Fertilization

In normal fertilization, as earlier indicated (p. 396), the sperm-aster (or

araphiaster) ^ways leads the way in the march of the sperm-nucleus

towards tluji^^-nudeas, sometimes far in advance. Boveri (’8Sa) dis-

covered ii^^-urchin ^gs (Echinus) that occasionally the sperm-nucleus

It entirely bdiind, the aster alone uniting with the ^-nudeus.

cases the aster and the ^g-nudeus divide normally, and the first

fvage of the takes place without participation of the sperm-nudeua
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Karyogamy first takes place, as a rule, in the 2-cell stage, when the sperm-

nucleus conjugates with the nucleus of one cell, and such eggs may con-

tinue their development at least as far as the blastula-stage. To this phe-

nomenon (of course pathological in character) Boveri gave the name of

partial fertilization, and saw in it fresh proof that fertilization of the eggs

is not dependent on karyogamy, but on the sperm-center as the immediate

agent of cleavage. Boveri found that in some cases karyogamy may be

Fl(. 219.—Partial fertilization in the sea-urthin Echinus after exposure of the sperms to weak
KOH solution (Teichmann)
A, approach of pronuclel, sper.-n-aster diviJinj; B, egg-chromosomes below, sperm-nucleus and

amphiaster above; C, anapha.se, sperm-nucleus near one pole; t), 2 -cell stage, conjugation of sperm-

nucleus with deavage-nudeus; E, late second cleavage, sperm-nucleus lagging on the upper side;

E, 4-cell stage, with sperm-nudeus still separate, three cells with maternal nudei only.

delayed until the 4-celI or 8-cell stage; and this is confirmed by Teichmann

(’03), who has made a more extended study of the phenomenon (Fig. 219).

Since some of the nuclei in such embryos are purely maternal and others

of biparental origin, we should expect to find the former of smaller size and

dividing with the haploid number of chromosomes (9 in Echinus), the lat-

ter with the diploid or possibly a higher number; and such appears to be

the case, though exact data are still lacking, in the pure-bred larva*. In

hybrids between Sphasrechinus and Paracehtrotus Herbst has observed

a closely analogous case in which the nuclei are of two sizes and in some
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dues sniaH (maternal) nuclei ou one side of the larva, and large (hy>

tnid) ntiitlei on the other. Tliis case, as will later be shown (p. 968), affords

itaportant evidence concmung the determinative action of the chromo-

somes in heredity,

S. GynogtoesiB

In partial fertilization retUM stricto karyogamy still takes place, and the

paternal nucleus takes part in development, though in more or less re-

stricted degree. In a nearly related phenomenon, which may be called

gynogenesis, the sperm penetrates (and in some cases activates) the egg

but otherwise takes no part in the processes of development. Most such

cases are pathological, but two remarkable cases have been made known
in nematodes in which the phenomenon appears to be normal. In Rhab-

dites aberrans (Krilger, ’13) the eggs are produced by individuals having

the aspect of females, but producing sperms as well as eggs, and self-fertiliz-

ing; true males also exist, but are of extreme rarity. The eggs here seem

to be set, as it were, for the diploid type of parthenogenesis, producing

but one polar body without reduction of the chromosome-number (18).

These eggs are regularly penetraled by the sperm which, however, takes

no part in the development, degenerating m situ without any fusion with

the egg-nucleus. In this case it is uncertain whether entrance of the si>erm

is necessary for activation of the egg, since in some cases no sperm-nucleus

could be found.

In the closely similar case of Rhabdites pellio, on the other hand, the eggs

faU to develop unless penetrated by the sperm. This species is normally dice-

dous, with mrdes and females in nearly equal numbers. In a culture of this

q>edes P. Hertwig (’20) found a mutant that produced only females which,

together with their offspring, showed the same cytological behavior as R.

aberrans (Fig. 220), forming but one polocyte without reduction and de-

veloping with the diploid number (14). Here, however, development fails

without entrance df the sperm. Both these cases are analogous to the

parthenogenetic aphid or rotifer except that in one of them at least the eggs

require activation by the sperm. The two cases thus offer, in the words of

Brachet (’17) “a veritable bridge set up by nature between fertilization

aijd natural parthenogenesis.’'

All other imown cases of gynqgenesis are pathological, occurring either

in heterogeneous or incon^tihle crosses, or in cases where the sperm has

been exp^mentally incapacitated to a certain extent by the application

agents. An example of this is the activation of toads’ eggs (Fd-

^S0^Bu/o) with the ^rlns oi a urodele (Triton) observed by Batailloa

'09) in which the ^xsitn traverses the mivelopes and penetrates the
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egg-periphery but takes no other visible part in the development, and in

Pdodytes remains near the surface without completely entering ^e
In neither case does the sperm-nucleus unite with the ^g-nucleus, tsux

can a sperm-aster at any time be seen. Nevertheless, as a result of the

action of the sperm the egg expels the second polocyte, the ^-nucleus
re-forms, moves toward the center and there gives rise to the first cleavage-

figure. Cleavage, in this particular case, is slow and irregular and soon

Ws- laO.—Gynagenesis in the nematode Khabiitis pellio (P, He«twig)

4 , nonnaJ sexual egg showing above the ist polar metaphaae with 7 bivalents (the hapIoM
number), sperm-nucleus at s; B, anaphase of first polar mitosis, C, correi^>OQding stage of gyno-

genetic diptoM egg, showing above the ist polar metaphase with 14 univalents; D, E, prophases of

the first cleavage of such an egg; P, r-cell sta^ of same, with sperm-nucleus at r.

comes to an end; but in others, presently to be described, may lead to the

production of nearly or quite normal tadpoles.^

Gynogenesis in various modifications has been observed in many other

hetert^eneous crosses (p. 970). Among such crosses have been found

many transitions between gynogenesis and partial fertilization, the sperm-

nucleus in some cases remaining wholly passive, in others conjugating with

the e^-nucleus followed by a partial or complete elimination of the spermv

* BataUlon coaaidered tbia phenomenon u a true process of parthenogenesis, and the same term is

applied by P. and R. Hertwig to the analogous radium gynogenesis described below. If. howevec,

see adhere to our definition of fertHleation as the activation of the egg by the sperm (p. SQ4) ft b
evktoot that the tom parthtnogeiwai* cannot properly be applied to such cases,
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dlromatin at a later ^riod of development. Such cases have afforded

important genetic data bearing on the relations between heredity and the

ehromosmues (p. 965). Bataillon’s initial observations on Amphibia have

been much extended by the studies of the Hertwigs ‘ on the so-called “ ra-

dium parthenogenesis” in amphibians and echinoderms, and on hybrids in

fishes and amphibians. O. Hertwig showed that when the sperms of frogs

and toads have been exposed to radium emanations in a certain degree

they may still be able to activate normal eggs, but development is more or

less delayed or abnormal. The same observer, confirmed by G. Hertwig

in the case of echinoderms, foimd the abnormality to be much less marked

after prolonged exposure of the sperm to radium than after a much shorter

Bf. sn.—Gynogenesis in eggs of Amphibia fertiliaed by sperm exposed to radium (A-C, from

P. HcKTwio; Z>-P, O. Hektwxg).

A, B, first cleavage telophases of frog, lagging ^nn-chromatin at o’ , C, 4-cell telophase, sperm-

dbnnsatin at (f; D, normal tadpole of Triton, 17 days; £, gynogenelic tadpole of same age;

P, baidold chromostxoe-group from tail epidermis of such a larva (from a photograph).

ex^Tosure. This paradoxical result was explained by the assumption that

after shorter expostires die ^erm-nucleus, though injured by the radium

manations, is still able to conjugate with the egg-nucleus and to take part

in cleavage and development; but abnormalities result because of the path-

(dogical influence of the affected sperm-chromatin. Longer exposures, on

the oth^ hand, kill the sperm-nucleus or render it incapable of taking part

in the (fevelopment. The egg, therefore, while still activated by the sperm,

develailfc,with only the normal maternal chromosomes. This aq>lanation

; out by cytological studies. In the sea-urchin G. Hertwig found

prolonged treatment of the ^rm the sperm-nucleus often fails

I- Hertwfe, '10, *11, Hertwig, 'ti, 'ta, ’*3, ’i8 j P. Hertwig, ’13, ’16, ’17, ’ao.
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to unite with the egg-nudeus, remaining passively in the protoplasm, some-

times near the equator, sometimes near one pole. In either case the egg-

nudeus divides normally, with the haploid number of chromosomes. The
sperm-nucleus often degenerates (gynogenesis in the strict sense), but there

is evidence that in some cases it may later fuse with one of the cleavage-

nudei (partial fertilization). Many cases were also found in which the

sperm-nucleus completely fuses with the egg-nucleus; but in such cases ,

cleavage is of a very abnormal character.

In Amphibia the phenomena are of the same type. 0 . Hertwig (’13)

showed that after intensive radiation of the sperms of Triton the fertilized

eggs might give rise to nearly or quite normal tadpoles, in which, at the age

of 24 days, the dividing epidermis-cells dearly showed the haploid number

of chromosomes, 12 (Fig. 221). In the frog, similarly treated, P. Hertwig

(’13) found that during the first cleavage only the egg-nucleus divides (pre-

sumably with the haploid niunber of chromosomes) while the sperm-nu-

cleus is left behind near the equator and may be seen as a dump of chroma-

tin in the 2- and 4-cell stages. No fusion with the egg-nucleus at any stage

could be detected. “ The entrance of the sperm here operates in the same

manner as puncture by a fine needle in Bataillon’s experiments.” ^

Further studies on hybrid amphibians and fishes,® in some cases pre-

ceded by radium treatment of the sperms, have yielded many other inter-

esting results that can here be only briefly reported. Some of these crosses,

such as Rana arvalis 9 X fusca cf, Bufo communis 9 X viridis 6', and Triton
* kmiatus 9 X cristalus cf

,
produce true hybrids as proved by the characters

of the offspring; and G. Hertwig has shown in the first of these hybrids that

the nuclei are as large as those of normal (pure-bred) larvae and hence

presumably diploid. In other crosses the nuclei are for the most part only

approximately half the normal size and hence presumably haploid; ex-

amples of such crosses are Bufo viridis 9 X Hyla arboread’ (with or without

preceding radium treatment of the sperm) and Bufo communis 9 x Pela-

bates fusca cf . The larvae thus produced are noteworthy both for their small

nuclei and slow and often abnormal and dwarfed development. Others

however—and this is the striking fact—are of normal size and development

and have nuclei of normal size (hence presmnably diploid). In some of

these crosses the same result appears after intensive radiation of the spem,
a treatment which as shown by O. and P. Hertwig, the sperm-nucleus

is killed. The conclusion seems probable, therefore, that even in such (pre-

sumably) diploid larvae development is gynogenetic, the diploid number

* P. Hertwig, p. 178.
’ See espedaUy O. Hertwig, ’to, 'it, ’13: G. Hertwig, ’13, ’18; P. Hertwig, ’xt, 'u, '13, ’t8; P

Hertwig, ’13, '16, ’17, 'eo; G. aad P. Hertwig, ’14; OKsermann, '13.
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ImviDg been restored by a of the maternal Imploid group. G.

Hertwig’s studies, eqtedally of the cross Rama esctdenta 9 x Bu/o viridis d‘

that such diploid larve arise from eggs in which the first cleavage

stages are notably delayed as comi»^ with the haploid ones; this author

finds reason herein for the conjecture that the diploid number may be re-

st<H«d by a monooentric mitosis (p. i68) occurring before cleavage begins.

The slow and often dwarfed devel<^inent of the haploid larvae is ascribed

by G. and P. Hertwig to the di^roportion between the nuclear and the cy-

toplasmic volxime of their cells, raising the question whether such larvae

are capable of ccunplete development unless the diploid number be re-

stwed by a compensatoTy doubling.^ To this question we shall later

return.

8. Androgenesis

By this term we may designate the activation of the egg by the sperm

followed by development without the participation of the egg-nucleus.

Hg. SIS.—-Androeenesis in Ckmicpunu after treatment d the eggs by radium and fertilization

ligr Bonna] qiecin (Packasd).

A, abaoRoal kaiyogamy in prostera; B, defective formstkoi oi the egg-nucieus ( 9 ) after aecond

polvr mitoalz; C, maternal ciiromOaomes (9) lagpng and degenerating on the apittdle; D, maternal

ttamuMomea wioUy eEmmated.

0. Beatwig (’ii, ’i;j) firft dmonstrated this phenomenon in the eggs of

frap or toads that were first treated by radium and then fertilized by normal

|||tt6erm. Ihe restfit is closely similar to that of the converse experiment

the normal egg is fertilized by the radiated sperm. As in the latter

‘ S«a aqM)Sa% F. Bartwig, 'lo, Nachtahaim, 'ai.

r
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case, develc^meat is more ot 1^ disturbed or abnormal, moire so after Sorter

or le^ intensive treatment of the egg than after longer or more intensive;

and in the latter case the nudei of the resulting larva are markedly sm^er
than in the former. Hertwig therefore conduded, though without further

C3rtolqgical evidence, that in this case the egg-nudeus is incapadtated, and

that the nudd of the embryo are solely of paternal origin, i. e., descendants

of the sperm-nudeus alone. This prtxress is designated as “androgenetic”

or “merogomc” development (’13, p. itg); but as will presently be shown

sudi a use of the word “merogonic” is hardly justifiable.

Analogous results were readied by Packard (’18) on radiated eg^ of the

annelid, Chatopterus, fertilized by normal sperm. Sections of these eggs

show that already during the formation of the polocytes marked abnormali-

ties occur in the history of the egg-chromatin and that the resulting egg-

nucleus sooner or later degenerates without taking part in deavage, while

the sperm-nudeus and sperm-asters go through their normal transforma-

tions and form the first cleavage-figure and its successors (Fig. 222). The

nuclei of the embryo, accordingly, are of purely paternal origin, and of

haploid constitution, showing at each division 9 chromosomes instead of the

diploid number, 18.^ As in the foregoing case it is unknown whether such

larva may develop into the adult stage.

4. Merogony

The climax is reached in the phenomena of merogony (Delage, ’or)

or the development of an egg-fragment devoid of a nucleus fertilized by a

normal sperm.® This was discovered by O. and R. Hertwig (’87), who
found that the eggs of sea-urchins may readily be shaken to pieces which

quickly round up to a spheroidal form and may be fertilized by the sperm

as if they were whole eggs. Some of the fragments are nucleated, others

non-nudeated; but both kinds alike may be penetrated by the sperm, throw

off fertilization membranes and undergo development. Boveri (’89, ’95, etc.)

and later observers demonstrated that such embryos may even develop

into perfectly formed dwarf larvae, in some cases not more than one-fourth

the normal volume (Fig. 459). Boveri showed that non-nudeated egg-

fragments of one spedes might be fertfiized by the sperm of a different

species, an e:q)eiiment of remarkable interest to students of heredity.

A possible source of error in some of these experiments, as shown in a post-

humous paper by Boveri (’r4) is the fact that in the operation ci shaking

‘ A neuly aimilai {wocen vaa described by Gddacbmidt (’13) in cotmal eggs o( the evesmg prim-

roK, (Ewikera Mamis when feititod by poQoi of (B. muricata; but in a later work ('16) this coo-

is withdrawn.
* This name would seem to amdy etymoiogicaBy equally wdl to the fertitintiaa of a nucleated egg-

fragment, but the term has not bm'geneinUy eetjdayed in this sense.
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the eg|fs to piec^ the ^ig-nudeus znay collapse so as to become invisible

in the living material, though sections show that it may still give rise to a

gfodp of chromosomes. Such an error is excluded if the eggs be cut singly

with a knife into two halves and both fertilized. In nemertines, where this

eaperiment may readily be performed, both the nucleated and the enucleated

fragment may upon fertilization undergo development; and the same is

true in Denkdium (pp. 405, 1065).* Merogony was demonstrated in the alga

CytosWa by Winkler (-’or); and more recently Spemann (’14) and Baltzer

(’ai) found it to be possible even in vertebrates {Triton).

Mwogonic embryos or larva are remarkable for the fact that their cyto-

plasm is of maternal origin, their nuclei (and possibly also their central

bodies) of paternal, in this respect agreeing with the androgenetic larvae

described in the preceding section. As in the latter case, we should expect

them to develop with the haploid number of chromosomes and with much
smaller nuclei than in case of normal larvae; and in sea-urchins such is the

fact, as shown especially by the work of Boveri (’95, ’05), Morgan (’96) and

other observers. Boveri showed that dwarf larvae derived from nucleated

fragments have at first nuclei as large as those from whole eggs, thus con-

trasting in a striking way with the merogonic larvae from non-nucleated

fragments. Later, however, this difference is equalized in the process of

cleavage, by which the ntxTnal karyoplasmic relation is restored (p. 728).

In the newt {Triton) Spemann (’14, ’19) ingeniously obtained merogonic

larvae by cutting the fertflized egg in two by means of a noose formed by

a fine hair. This egg is normally polyspermic (p. 416), one sperm-nucleus

conjugating with the ^;g-nucleus while the others remain apart and sooner

or later d^nerate. It thus becomes possible to cut in two the fertilized but

still unsegmented^ in such a manner that one half contains the 'fusion-

nucleus, the other a single sperm-nucleus.^ Both fragments may develop

into tadpde larvae; and Baltzer (’22) was able to rear one such haploid

merogonic larva to a period (100 days) when the metamorphosis was al-

ready b^jmning. The nuclei of this larva, as was to be expected, were

found to be only half the sdze of corresponding diploid larvae from nucleated

fisagments.

e. Smnnury

The various cases reviewed above clearly demonstrate that fertilization,

i. activation of the egg by the sperm, does not depend upon karyogamy

or a union ol gamete-nuclei but is a reaction between egg and sperm that

^WBwn, ’0$, Yatsu, ’04, ’lo, Zckox, ’04.

potMosi of tile egg-nudens in these eggs is indicated by the polar body, while

points of thewmia are seen as dark spots on the surface of theess- The plane of sec-

he determined during the operatioo..
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may take place in the presence of only a single haplofd nucleus. Genetically

the facts have an important bearing on the chromosome theory of heredity,

for they offer the probable explanation of “false hybrids” (Millardet) which

show the characters of one parent only. As such, for example, G. Hertwig

designates the gynogenetic larvae from the cross Rana esadenta 9 X Bufo

viridis cf, which show only the color of the mother.

In the same category belong those cases of hybrids in which some or

many of the sperm-chromosomes degenerate without taking part in the

latter development (e. g., in sea-urchins, p. 843), and which in consequence

show a more or less pronounced matriclinous heredity. Such cases should

not be confused with those of simple Mendelian dominance; for the

eliminated chromosomes represent lost charactere which presumably can-

not reappear in the offspring of such hybrids.'

IV. PARTHENOGENESIS

True parthenogenesis differs from all the foregoing cases in that activation

of the egg is effected by some agent other than the sperm. It may con-

veniently (though not very logically) be divided into natural parthenogenesis,

which forms a normal part of the life-history as it occurs in nature, and

artificial or experimental parthenogenesis in which the egg is artificially ac-

tivated by laboratory methods.

1. Natural Parthenogenesis

Natural parthenogenesis is of two clearly marked types, which differ in

respect to the number of the chromosomes and may be designated respec-

tively as diploid and haploid. Of these the diploid type is most frequent,

being characteristic of aphids, phylloxerans, daphnids, ostracodes and some

other animals, and occurring occasionally in many others, such as the phyl-

lopods, orthopterans, lepidopterans, trematodes, echinoderms and nema-

todes. Haploid parthenogenesis is characteristic of many Hymenoptera

(bees, ants, wasps) and is also found in some Hemiptera and arachnids;

while both types occur in the rotifers and the gall-flies. The two types are

connected by certain transitional cases in which development begins with

the haploid number of chromosomes but later becomes diploid. The best

known of these cases occur in the Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera (p. 803)

and are paralleled by the conditions found in certain cases of artificial par-

thenogenesis (p. 476).

The haploid parthenqgenetic egg is a sexual egg which imdergore cmn-

plete reduction and is capable of fertilization, but may develop without any

process of syngamy. Such e^s most commonly develop with tie hs^lmd

' C/. p. p6$. See elao Sutton t’oj).
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nuiab^ of chroraosom^ and in tins case so far as known always produce

soaks, ate themselves of haploid constitution (as in case of tte drone

bee, p. 794). Ih dipldd parthenogsieds the egg typically undet:goes no

genoal reduction and h«ice devdops with the diploid number of chromo-

somes (Fig. 233). These eggs, exemplified by the parthenogenetic broods

df aphids, rotifers or diq>hnids, are in a certain sense asexual, and so far as

known are incapable of fertilization; and even if fertilization took place the

product would be a triploid and hence abnormal zygote.^ The cytological

evidence indicates that eggs of the diploid type were originally sexual eggs,

ti^oabte of fertilization and of undergoing a process of complete reduction

nc.au.—Maturation of the egg in the rose-aphid. Aphis rosa (Stevzns).

A, dideid mctaidiase-ctDap of polar qnodie of parthenogetic egg, in polar view; B, the same in

«at^ tdophaae, d^view; C, second pohr division sexual egg, showing the first poloiTte ^p'),

the haploiil group of chromosomei of the second polocxte (p*), and the haploid egg-nucleus (e)

Bimdx lefocDied.

(p. 793) ;
but the two types as they now exist have become widely differmit

in nature and bekag to dSerent phases of the life-history. In the rotifers

and gall-fiies, the two types of eggs are produced by different generations of

females, whkb in the g^-ffies often differ in constitution, external struc-

Une and hatats, so that is true alternation of generations ensts. In the

aphids and phylloxietans, likewise, the sexual forms often differ markedly

feiHn the peecM^ parthenogenetic females, but the sexual egg, so far as

known, is h^ffcapable of parthenogeneas.

In aniind|pK two types are gmierally distinguishable externally by the

numb^iiMBfedes fcamed during maturaticm; eggs of the di^id type

* Sea hovwef, Um caae of ShaUMs, p. g6o.
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typically produce but one polocyte, those of the haploid type, two. This

difference was known long before the underlying internal differences were

determined.* That no reduction in the number of chromosomes occurs

where but one polocyte is formed was determined in the ostracodes by Wol-
tereck (’98) and Schleip (’09), in the rotifers by Lenssen (’98) and especially

by Whitney ('09), and in aphids, Stschelkanocew (’04), and Stevens (’05).®

In all these cases the egg segments with the diploid number of chromosomes
like a fertilized egg. In one or two somewhat doubtful cases diploid par-

thenogenesis is said to follow upon a suppression of both meiotic divisions,

t. g., in the gall-fly Neuroterus (Doncaster, ’10, 'ii).

In higher plants parthenogenesis is not uncommon, but without careful

study is often difficult to distinguish from the widespread process of vegeta-

tive apogamy.®

In all the seed-plants thus far accurately studied true parthenogenesb

is of the diploid type; and as in animal diploid parthenogenesis no reduction-

division occurs, one or both of the spore-forming divisions of the primary

macrosporocyte being suppressed. The female gametophyte (embryo-sac),

including the egg-nucleus, is therefore diploid and produces a diploid

embryo, quite as in the case of animals.'* Recent studies on this subject

have shown that in some plants reproducing only by apogamy (presumably

vegetative) the meiotic divisions of the primary sporocytes in both sexes

are subject to many interesting irregularities that are closely similar to

those of hybrids (p. 845). This question is thus prominently raised whether

' The fact that parthenogenetic eggs of the diploid type form but one polocyte was observed by
Balbiani (’69-’7r) in aphids, by Weismann (’86) in the dapboids {Polypkemtts), later by Weis-

nvann and Ishikawa (’88) in ostracodes and rotifers. At the same time Blochmann (’88, ’89) deter-

mined the fact that in the aphids the parthenogenetic eggs forms but one polocyte, the sexual

(fertilized) eggs two. while in the bee (.Apis) the parthenogenetic egg forms both polocytes and is

indistinguishable from the sexual egg. This observation was subsequently confirmed by Paulcke,

Weismann, Petnmkewitsch ('01), Phillips (’03), Hewitt (’06), Sdileip (’09), Nachtsbeim (’13), and
others. A similar type of parthenogenesis was also described in Lepidopteca by Plainer (’8g) and
Henking (’93), later in rotifers by Erlatvger and Lauterbom (’97), Mrazek (’97), and WWt-
ney (’09).

* Also in the padogenetic fly Uiastar (Kshle, '08); in the phyllopod Arlemia (Brauer, ’94), Pe-

trunkewitsch, 'os. Fries, ’10, Artom, ’is); in dsphnids (Kuhn, ’08, Chambers, ’is); in trematodes

(Cary, ’08) and in nematodes (Ktfiger, ’s,i. P. Hertwig, ’19).

* Considetable difference of opinion still exists among botanists concerning the use of the terms

parthenogene^s and apogamy. (See Winkler, ’08, ’so, Ernst, ’18, Strasburgei, ’09, etc. Vines, ’11.

Sharp, ’st.) The term parthenogenesis is here applied, as in the case of animals, to the development

of an egg or obsphere without futilization (obapogamy). Stiasbuigei con^deied that tins term

should be restricted to the haploid type; but this position seems untenable in view of the fact that

the word waa first ai^M to ^pknd parthenogenesis (in arthropods). Some botanists, on the other

hand, would restrict the term “apogamy” to the so-called vegetative type of this process (e. y., to

the d^elopment of a sporophyte, whether haploid or diploid, from the VegetaUve tissues cd the

gametophyte.

*Thu waa fir^ made known in Antamaria by Juel (’00) and subsequently in many other

forms, ». t: In Thalkinm (Overton, ’os). In Taraxacum (Murbeck, ’04), ffieracmm (Rosenberg,

’off), Bmnimma (Enist, ’og, ’j8) in some of the [«ns (Farmer, ’07) and UarsUia (Stradnirger,

'or).
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i^K^iaincnis ^>ecies may not have arisen as hybrids.^ True haploid par-

theoogeaaesis possibly may take place in certain lower plants, e, g., in the

case of the partheno^pores of the Zygnemacese. There seems to be no

a priori reason why it should not occur in higher plants; for h£^loid sporo-

Fig. IM.—First type of maturation in the partbenogetic egg of Arlmia (Bsaver).

A, the first polar s{»adle; the equatorial pUte contaios 84 tetrads; B, C, formation of the first

Tpdocyte; 84 dyads remain in the egg, and thw give rise to the egg-nucleus, shown in D; F, appear-

mice of the cQ-centrosoene suid aster; £, G, division of the aster and formation of the cleavage-

figure; the equatorial plate consists of 84 supposedly bivalent chromosomes.

pl^rtes have been described is several cases of vegetative apogamy in ferns; *

and Blakeslee an4.

BeUing have recently found haploid mutant sporcpbytes

in the seed-|dant Datura which were reared to full maturity (p. 573).

€}<»tain ei^tf^ns to the foregoing general statements (some of them to

be ocn>aid||iliL.^ a later point) are important both for the theory of ferti-

Roseibera, ’17, Ernst, ’18, Hohngren, ’tp, Tfidchobn, '22.

{Farmer and Oigby, 'a/}), aod Nttknditm (Yamanoucbi, ’08), (SteD, ’ig).
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[Ua-tion. and because they demonstrate the possibility of diploid partheno-

genesis even in the sexual egg after the completion of reduction. One of

these is a reunion of the second polocyte (or polar nucleus) with the

nucleus subsequent to maturation, a process first described by 0 . Hertwig

(’90) in the natural parthenogenesis of the starfish, Astropecten,^ and more

Fie. ttS .—Second type of maturation in the parthenogenetic egg of Artemia (Bbauek).

A, fomvattoQ of second polocyte; B, return of the second polar nucleus (p. ft ’) into the egg; de-

velopment of the egg-amptuaster; C, union of the egg-nucleus (? ) with the second polar nucleus

(p. ft.*); D, cleavage-nudeus and amphiaster; E, 6ret cleavage-figure with equatorial plate con-

taining 168 chromosomes in two groups of 84 each.

fully by Brauer (’94) in the phyllopod, Artemia salina. In the latter case

two modes of parthenogenesis were discovered, the egg in one case under-

going but one polar division (Fig. 224), in* the other, two. In the second

case the second diAUsion produces a polar nucleus which subsequently re-

unites with the egg-nucleus to form the cleavage-nucleus (Fig. 225), quite

' A mmilar process was later observed in the artificial parthenogenesis of echinoderms, annelids,

aad mollusks (p c"’ .
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as iti Askopecten. In view of this fact we should expect these eggs to de-

vdop with double the haploid number of chromosomes, and such Brauer

found to be actually the case. Later diservations, especially those of

Artom (’21, etc.) have led to the su^stion that Braucr’s results were based

(HI pathok^;ical conditions; ' but judging by the conditions found by Seiler

in l.q)id(^tera (p. S05) it seems possible that Brauer’s material was from

a distinct ra^, tetraplold as compared wnth that of the other forms (p. 870).

There seems to be no doubt that a doubling of the haploid number due to

such a fusion between egg-nucleus and second polar nucleus actually occurs

in some forms of parthenogenesis (p. 477). Possible modes of doubling

by monocentiic mitoses or by the occurrence of a second equation-division,

ittc considered at another place.*

Concerning the history of the cytoplasmic structures in natural partheno-

genesis little is positively known. It has been assumed that after the for-

mation of the polocytes the egg-center may persist and give rise directly to

the cleavage-centers; but this seems never to have been actually demon-

strated. The problem here involved is essentially the same as that pre-

sented by artificial parthenogenesis which likewise still remains somewhat

unsettled (p. 481).

S. Artificial Parthenogeneda *

The fwct that mitotic activities may be incited in the unfertilized egg by

artifidal means was observed by a number of observers prior to the actual

discoveiy of artificial parthenogenesis. R. Hertwig (’96) observed that the

unfertilized^ of the sea-urchin, treated by weak solutions of strychnine,

might give rise in a bipolar mitotic figure, and even divide irregularly.

Morgan (’96, ’99, ’00) found that rmder the action of salt-solutions such

eggs may segment more or less regularly, and previous to division often

devel<^ numerous small asters or “artificial astrospheres’' (cytasters)

containing central bodies. Mead (’98) found that in the normal develop-

ment of the annelid Chcetoptems the discharge of the egg into the sea-

water W/fa to the appearance of numerous minute asters, two of which

persst to form the first polar amphiaster while the others disappear.

Hie mitotic figure thus formed normally pauses at the metaphase until

aitrance of the qierm, when the polar divisions prcxxed. If, however, the

egg, without beb^ fertiltzed, is placed in sea-water to which a small quan-

thy of KO has been added, it at once proceeds to form the polocytes

* Fatnnikei^tacii foi) and Fries Cio) Couad in this spedss ootK oediasty diplohl parthenogsaesls

wittk»ringtepokN7l»iuid84clin»ubsonU9; nd the same result was issdied by Arhim (p. 331).

*ya(tlMr details conoenttiiK the (duotaosomes oS partbenogenetic e«K> iriU be fouhd in Chsipter

X. B. 78?.

•Vac wtBX general reviem the wbiect see BataiUoD (’11), Lorib (’13, ’tg), Ddage and Gotd*

SiKdiet (’itX Herianti’tr, ’18, 'ig), F. R. ('igl. luat Cig, ’at).
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aod undergoes the concomitant changes of form characteristic of the fer-

tilized egg.

These observations prepared the way for the brilliant discovery by
in 1899, that after appropriate treatment of the egg <rf the sea-ttrdiin the

initial mitotic activities may be followed by complete parthenogenetic de-

velopment and the production of normal larvie, a discovery soon confirmed

and extended by the work of Delage, the writer, Bataillon and many others,

and by a long series of investigations by Loeb himself. By these works

it was shown that artificial parthenogenesis may be incited in the e^ of

various animals among which may be mentioned especially the sea-urchins,

starfish, annelids, mollusks and frogs. Delage (’04 ’oS, ’12, etc.) succeeded

in rearing a few artificially parthenogenetic larvae both of sea-urchins and

of starfish through the metamorphosis; and this was accomplished on a

somewhat larger scale by Shearer and Lloyd (’13) in the case of Echinus.

Loeb later succeeded in rearing up to the period of metamorphosis more

than eighty tadpoles from parthenogenetic eggs treated by the puncture-

method (p. 474) and of these more than twenty passed successfully throu^

the metamorphosis into the adult stage.* Only in case of the frog has it thus

far been possible to rear larvas from artificially parthenogenetic eggs up

to sexual maturity (p. 806).

Artificial parthenogenesis in plants has been accomplished in only a few

cases. An example of this is offered by Fucus, in which Overton (’13) in-

duced development by the use of hypertonic sea-water; and under the same

head, perhaps, may be classed' the artificially induced production of par-

thenospores in a number of green algae by Klebs (’96, etc.) and more recently

by Faber (’12) in Spirogyra and by Ernst (’17) in Chora.

It is beyond the scope of this work to enter far into the methods for pro-

dtKing artificial parthenogenesis and the complicated physiological problems

that it involves. These have been fully set forth in the general works of

Ix»eb, R. S. Lillie, F. R, Lillie, Bataillon, Bracket, Herlant, Just, and many
others. Nevertheless a brief outline of this side of the subject is necessary

for an account of the cytological phenomena involved. Loeb's miginal

method for sea-urchins consisted in exposure of the eggs to hypertonic

sea-water; but later (’05, etc.) this procedure was greatly improved by

development of the so-called double method, presently to be described.

In the meantime, and subsequently, many other agents were found to be

effective, including chemical, physical or even merely mechanical ones.*

The chemical agents indude such substances as neutral salts (KQ, etc.),

’
'18, ’»t; Psrmenttt, ’»o.

’ Since (Dost of these eicpaunents li^ve been made on marine ammab ordinuy sea-water may be

iaken as the aonnal me^um anlma otherwise stated.
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and weak adds or bases add«i to the water in small quantities without

notioeably raising its concentration. The physical agents include increase

of osmotic pressure, either by adding to the sea-water neutral salts, sugar,

urea and the like, or by simple evaporation of the sea-water (Hunter, Kos-

tanecki); thermal changes (Delage, Greely, R. Lillie), or electrical stimulus

(Delage, Bataillon, Schilcking, McClendon). The mechanical agents in-

clude agitaUon of the eggs by shaking, or (in frogs) puncture of the egg-

ponphery with a fine needle (Guyer, Bataillon, Loeb), thus producing

“traumatic parthenogenesis.”

The ^ggs of different species display a marked specificity in their reaction

to th«e various activators,' those highly effective for a particular species

bemg ofteai useless for other species. For instance, the eggs of starfish

(Ddage) or of the annelid Thalassetna (Lefevre) are readily activated by

single treatment with COj, but this agent is ineffective with sea-urchin

eggs. Again, the eggs of the American leopard frog {Rana palustris) may be

osmpletely activated by simple puncture (Loeb), whereas in R. Jusca and

other European frogs Bataillon (’lo, ’12, etc.) obtained complete activa-

tion rally when the puncture is accompanied with or followed by an in-

oculation of blood or lymph into the egg.*

T^tment of the eggs by agents unsuited to their physiological idiosyn-

crasy often leads to a variety' of interestiftg pathological phenomena in-

chufing irregular and multipolar cleavages, fusion of blastomeres, and

(Specially irregi^r division of the nuclei without protoplasmic cleavage,

ofteiTioBowed by more or less extensive fusion of the nuclei. The fact of

H^test interest is that this process may give rise to syncytial embryos,

unaegmented but contauiing a variable number of nuclei, of different -sizes,

or not infrequently a sii^ giant nucleus. Such embryos, as F. R. Lillie

(’oa, ’06) discovered in Chaoptems, may develop into ciliated, activdy

free-swimming larvae (Rg. 521), which may show a considerable degree of

TCflemblnnoe to normal larvae, not only in external form but also in the

distribution of internal materials. These larvae, though obviously patho-

logical, are of great interest for the general problem of development, and

win later be more carefully described.*

Lori} 'ami o>th»: earlier observers found that sea-urchin eggs acti-

vated 'krf hypertonic sea-water alone are in general characterized by

*Tte4i

bar of^
vofwti&wd frog's tgg may be activated by puncturing with a fine-pointed

blood or lyiiqih is due to Guyer (’07) and this has been confirmed by a num-

^Ps, iudndfaig besides BaUiikm; Deborne (’10), Henoeguy (’ii), BracW Cti),

Fnit pbenomenaa has been cfiiserved abo by Treadwell Cot), in Pedarhe, Fischer

kMlrfte and Jfawir, Scott (’06) in AmphUrite, Afljm CkteMpterut, by Lefevre

i df TMamMi ufUntuA by weidt a^, and (fpr the early stages) by Kostanecki
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defective fonnation of the fertilizaticoi-ineinbraiie and by the frequent

occurrence of multipolar cleavage leading to abnormal or pathological

larvae. On the other hand, there are certain agents which cause the

mature but unfertilized sea-urchin egg to throw off a fertilization-

membrane indistinguishable from that produced by the fertilized egg

but ordinarily without inducing a subsequent cleavage or development.*

If, however, the membrane-producing agent be followed by an appropriate

second agent normal cleavage and development follow in a large percentage

of cases. Loeb’s improved or double method (especiaUy a^pHaible to sea- L'

urchins) consists accordingly in treatment of the eggs first with a fatty acid
®

such as butyric and then by sea-water made rather strongly hypeito^
I

by tbe additTon of NaCl or MgCh,—a procedure often followed by a per-

centage of normal development nearly or quite as high as when the eggs are

fertilized.

From these results Loeb concluded that complete parthenogenetic activa-

tion of the egg involves two phases or series of activities (which need not

follow each other in the same order). One is a destructive or cytolytic proc-

ess, affecting the cortex, which leads to a sudden and very mailed increase

in the oxidative processes of the egg * (a process proved by experiment to

take place in both artificial parthenogenesis and normal fertilization).* The
primary effect is in itself, however, inadequate to produce complete develop-

ment and actually leads to destruction of the egg by the excess of oxidative

processes if its life is not saved by a corrective action (in this case hyper-

tonic sea-water) in the course of which the chemical equilibrium of the egg

is restored. Loeb (’13) even extended this conception to normal fertiliza-

tion, suggesting that the sperm may bring to the egg a lysin which initiates

the cortical change, and a second substance which plays a part in the r^u-

lation of oxidation similar to that of the hypertonic solution.

There are many reasons for doubting the validity of this ingenious hy-

pothesis. Loeb himself sKipw^that in sea-urchins the usual order of treat-

ment might be reversed, i. e., that perfect activation may be effected by
employing the hypertonic sea-water first and the cytolytic agent afterwarda,

whidi obviously necessitates considerable modification of the interpreta-

* 0 . aad R. Hertwig (’87) observed this phenomenon in unfertilised eggs exposed to dilorofona;

Heibst ('p3) found that the same effect may be produced by benzol, xylol, creosote and certidn. other

substances. Many other such agents were subsequently made known, many of which, as Loeb ea-

peciaily baa emphasized, have a destructive or cytolytic action on protoidasm. Without further

treatment sudk eggs soon (he and dhontegiate, while control eggs, under normal concBtions, live

much longer. Cf. p. 484.
* Warburg (’08) showed that after fertilization the egg d Arbaeia consumes six to seven times as

much oxygen as before. See also Loeb and Wasteneys ('08L

'R. S. Lillie (’00, ’ir, ’12) has suggestively urged the view that the cortical change involves an
increase of ionic permeability in the plasma-membrane (or peripheral cortical legioa) and a conse-

quent electrical disturbance by which the mitotic phenomena are setm motion in the egg. Q.p.19%.
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tioo. serious, s^xmSy, is the fact, recently demonstrated by Just

Caa) that perfert activatiott of the seaMifthifi^g may be'effected by hyper-

t0aic-sea^mter alone mthout use of the cytol3rtic agent, prmided the sdat-

Hen be of the proper concentraiiotn. Thirdly, in ^ry many:other Also,

a single ^ cmnpietely effective, such as CO2, weak adds, mechanical

agitatkn, heat or (in the case of the American frogs, dted above), simple

punctureby a needle. All these facts point to the conclusion that the neces-

rity of tym agents in cerfain ca^.ls.due to4he .fact.th^.one of thein.aLane

pr^uces incomplete activation, and that the second agent merely suppie-

x^ts the”fast. As will later be shown, this conclusion is borne out in a

iffiSSBg manner by the cytological facts (p. 484.). Valuable as Loeb’s method

is in practice, and for pvuposes of experimental analysis in particular cases,

it may be doubted whether it can be taken as the basis of a general interpre-

tation of fertilization or even of artificial parthenogenesis.^

a. History of the Nucleus. Artifidal parthenogenesis, like natural, may be

of eith» the haploid or the diploid type, or exceptionally may take place

with higher chromosome-numbers, these differences being primarily depend-

ent on the condition of the egg with respect to maturation at the time when

the activation of the egg takes place. When (as in the sea-mchin), the egg

is treated subsequently to the extrusion of both polocyles the egg undoubt-

edly begins its development with the haploid number of chromosomes (Fig.

228); * and this munber (18 in Toxopneustes and Strongylocentrotus) is

known to be retained at least through the metamorphosis (Shearer and

Lloyd, ’13). Whether the haploid number persists through the entire

development is not known. Delage (’or) found what he believed to be the

diploid number (18) in parthenogenetic larvae of ParacentroPus {Strongylo-

centrotus) lindus, did not sufficiently examine normal controls. As

pointed out by Bo^^, however (’02, ’04), the diploid number is 36 in

tlris ^>ecies, whidi is therefore in conformity with the others cited.

A more complicated problem is offered by such eggs as those of starfish,

nemertines, moUusks, aimelids and frogs, in which the egg may be activated

prior to the completion of maturation. In such cases, as a ntunber d ob-

servm have found,* the xnatiuation of the egg is subject to wide variations,

one or both maturation-diviaons often beii^ suppressed or variously modi-

fiedL^The cytological phenomena in these cases are not yet sufficiently

knemt and are complicated by frequent abnormalities of development.

JHrtain, however, that the ntunber of chromosmnes varies, being some-

ui inretotinz special atgnineat against Loeb’s theoiy as ^plied to normal fertUlzaticm, see

B^wSn <'iT> <m tile giant polcxyies ol CrepiMo (p. 4(m).
' * '01, Bimlle, 'to.

* £. g.. In staifisb (Dalage„^oi), in Mactra (Kostanecki, ’04, ’it) , Podarks (TreadweU, '01)

(Sooitt, '«6), TMeiseMa (X^fevre. '07) etc., Ckaupems (Lillie, ’06), AUya, ’13-
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times liaploid, sometinies (Opioid, and in some cases variable. These varia-

tions are undoubtedly traceable in part to corresponding variations in the

maturation-process; but perhaps, also, in part to irregularities in deavage. ,

In the simplest ease both polocytes are extruded and the egg is said to

develop with the haploid number of chromosomes. This is described by
Lefevre (’07) in the annelid Thalassema, where the cleavage is of quite nor-

mal type and the haploid number (12) could be identified at least as late as

the gastrula stage. Such embryos developed into normal trochophore

larvse. In the mollusk Cumingia, also, eggs that extrude both polocytes

segment with the haploid number 18; but such eggs seem not to divide more

than once or twice (Morris, ’r7). Eggs that have imdergone complete

meiosis may nevertheless restore the diploid number in at least three ways.

In the mollusk Mactra it was found by Kostanecki (’04, ’ii) that the com-

pletion of maturation is commonly followed by a third mitosis of more

or less suppressed type, in which the chromosomes divide and separate to

form two nuclei (each receiving the haploid number of chromosomes, 22)

which then fuse together to form a single cleavage-nucleus containing the

diploid number. Such eggs, however, do not develop normally. A second

possible mode by which the original haploid number may be doubled (as

indicated by Boveri, ’00) is by monocentric mitosis (p. 168) in the course

of which each chromosome splits into two followed by the reconstruction

of a single nucleus. This case, obviously, is nearly related to that described

in Mactra; but, as Boveri showed experimentally, such eggs are capable

(in the case of fertilized eggs) up to a certain point of normal development

(p. 729).

A third case is seen when one or both polocytes fail to be extruded from

the egg. When neither polocyte is formed the first polar spindle forms as

usual and the diromosomes may have the usual tetrad structure (Lefevre,

’07), but the spindle fails to take up its normal position, remaining “sub-

merged” within the egg; and the same may be true of the second spindle

after normal extrusion of the first polocyte. Lefevre believed that in either

of these cases (in Thalassema) the submerged polar spindle may directly

become the first cleavage-spindle, though satisfactory proof of this is lack-

ing. More commoidy either the first or the second “submerged" polar

spindle produces two nuclei within the egg which then fuse together to form

the cleavage-nucleus (Fig. 229), as also described in the natural partheno-

genesis of Astropecten or Artemia (p. 471).^ This process, like that described

by Kostanecki for the first cleavage-spindle in Mactra, must obviously

' This is described for the second polar spindle by Lrfevre (’07) in the annelid Tialasseina, by
Buritner, (’ii) in Aittria^, by Aliyn (’1.1) fn the annelid Ckmioptenu, and by Morris (’t?) in the

mcmuidt. CwMngia, A ^mUof Euaioa followkig the po^ ia also dea^bed by Lefevreand
by Morris.
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double the number of chromosomes; but we cannot precisely state the

expected result in either case, since the original chromosomes are quadruple

chromosomes or tetrads, and it is not known whether the reduction-division

takes place in these cases or not. In Tkalassema Lefevre found clearly

more than 12 (the haplmd number) in the cleavage-spindle of eggs without

polocytes, or with only one polocyte. In Asterias, after the second division,

Buchner found the haploid number (18) in each nucleus, and the diploid

number (36) in the division of the fusion-nucleus. On the other hand, in the

eggs of Cumingia devoid of polocytes, Morris found in the cleavage 50 or

Vig.SM.—Artificial parthenoitenesis in the star-fish .4 s/erwu after treatment by CO2 (Bvchnes)

A, first polocyte (^O, second polar nucleus (p*) and egg-nucleus (e) after completion of the two
polar diviaieiis, B, unioi^ of the two nuclei to produce C, the cleavage-nucleus

60 small chromosomes instead of the normal diploid number (36) of large

tmes. Ihe explanation of this fact is not yet evident

An especial interest attaches to the case of the frog, for the parthenogen-

etic larvae juncture method) have in this case been successfully reared

through (he metamorphosis and up to sexually mature frogs more than a

year old.* According to Bataillon (’10) the mature eggs at the time of acti-

vation pimcture have extruded the first polocyte and contain the second

polar i^uuUe in metapbase (as is the case prior to fertilization). Following

puncture (in R. fusca) this division is completed and the second polocyte is

thrown out. We should, therefore, expect the e^ to begin its development

with the hfipMd number; and Bataillon actually found this numbfn: (12)

'Loeb, ’16, ’18.
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during cleavage, up to the “morula” stage. On the other hand, Parmen-

ter’s work (’20) on Loeb’s parthenogenetic sexually mature frogs {R. pains-

tris) leaves no doubt that some of them, at least, were diploid (24-26 chromo-

somes), in agreement with earlier observations by Goldschmidt (’20, also

in Loeb, '18), Hermeguy (’ii) and Brachet (’ii). Additional more detailed

studies will be necessary to reveal the explanation of this result, and the

same may be said of the more recent ones of Hovasse (’22). This observer

has foimd widely varying numbers in parthenogenetic tadpoles obtained by
Bataillon’s method, and has thus been led to reject the whole theory of the

specific constancy of chromosome-ntimbers and of genetic continuity of the

chromosomes. It is to be regretted that a conclusion so sweeping should

be based upon data so inadequate. Hovasse records, however, two impor-

tant observations which there seems to be no reason to doubt. First, the

observed numbers, in spite of their great variability, show two principal

mean values, one of which (8-14) is about half the other (22-27), presum-

ably near the haploid and diploid numbers respectively. Secondly, the

frequency of the haploid numbers is greatest in the early stages (7-24 hrs.)

and in later stages decreases until in the oldest larvae (18, 50, 64, and 84

days) only the diploid number is found. Hovasse insists that this is not

due to differential mortality; but the data on which this is based do not seem

convincing. A satisfactory explanation of these results must await the

result of more definite information concerning the behavior of the egg-nu-

cleus and the polar spindle, of the r6le of the cytasters during cleavage, and

many other questions.

Rtsumt. It appears from the foregoing that the artificially partheno-

genetic egg may develop up to a certain point with either the haploid or the

diploid number of chromosomes. After extrusion of both p>olocytes the

egg seems most commonly to develop with the haploid number of chromo-

somes and this number may be retained at least as late as the larval stages

(sea-urchins). Whether such larvae may develop into haploid adults is

not yet certain. Since the size of the nucleus {i. the number of chromo-

somes) is known to have an important effect on the rate and extent of

growth (p. 654), we should expect haploid embryos and larvae to be less

vigorous in this respect than the normal diploid ones. In point of fact, as

is the case of gynogenesis (p. 460) and merogony (p. 465), many observers

have noted in the case of both sea-urchins and frogs, the slower rate of

growth, greater number of abnormalities and higher mortality in artifi-

cially parthenogenetic larvae as compared with the normal; and this be-

comes especially noteworthy as the time of metamorphosis approaches, so

that comparatively few such larvae have actually been reared to the adult

condition. This difference is well shown by Fig. 227. It is perhaps due to
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t2>e dhprcpoirdoa betweai protoplasmic mass and the number of chromo-

some) (nuclear mass). Herlant (’13) found that in parthenogenetic frogs’

Oggs, believed to be haploid, the deavage-spindles are markedly smaller

than in normally fertilized diplmd ^gs so as to be rdatively ineffective in

deavage (^. 484). It is possible, therefore, that in spedes not normally

parthenogenetic the artificially parthenogenetic egg may often be unable

nC.)ttT.-^omp*ri9on of young sea-urchins, Echmus aculentus, from artificially parthenogenetic

eggs and fertilized eggs (Sheakks and Lloyd).

A, partlienogenetic i^uteus, is days (Loeb’s method); B, young sea-urchin of same origin; C, plu-

tens from fertifized egg, ii d^s; D, young sea-urchin from fertilized egg.

to undergo complete devdopment unless the number d chromosomes be

doubled, as is assumed to be the case in androgenesis or gynogen^ by

G. and P. Hertwig (p. 464). This process might take place by monocentric

imtosiB, by reunion of, the second polar nudeus with the egg-nudeus, dr

in some other way; and it is also possible that idien the egg has completed

but one polar mitosis at the time <rf activation (as is the case with the frog)

the odcyte-nudeus may be directly convaled into the deavage-nudeu8>
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the dyads separating into univalent chromosomes before deavage takes

place. All these possibilities demand further examination.^ It must not

be forgotten, however, that natural haploid parthenogenesis may lead to

complete development (p. 794) and that the same, beyond a doubt, is true

of haploid mutants of Datura (p. 572) and of the haploid ^orophytes ob-

served in certain ferns.® There seems to be no 0 priori reason, therefore,

Fig. ass.—ArtiBdal purthenogeneda (activation by hypertonic seawater) in the sea-urdiin

Toxopneustel.

A , B, egg-nucleus with aster and central bodies; C, D, prophases of first cleavage; E, early tri-

polar fi^re; P, monaster with about 36 chromosomes, probably from the second cyde; G, “fan-

nucleus E, I, two sections through the same monaster from the first cyde, 18 chrconosomes; /,

haploid chromosome-group from early deavage-stage; K, diploid group from fertilised egg.

why haploid larvse may not in some cases be capable of complete develop-

ment.

b. Central Bodies and Asters. The history of the asters and cleavage

spindle in artifidai parthenogenesis offers many interesting phenomena

which the most striking is the fact that tmder certain conditions the egg

not only gives rise to a bipolar cleavage-ampfaiaster but often also to ac-

cessory or supernumerary asters or cytaslers scattered through the cyto-

' In Toxepneustes (Wilson, ’oi> there appear to be two types of nudear pmgthaaes fn one of whfdh

the Chromosomes arise fiom the general nudear network, in the other from a maadve karyoapbere.

The former process seems to occur after treatment by weaker eolutkais (of MgOt), the Utter attei

Btronga o(Bes. This <A>servation still remains without confirmation, but I have no reason to doubt

its correctness.

^tattrna (Farmer and Digby, ’07), Nepimdium (Yamanoadii. ’08, Stdi, ’to).
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some, sometimes in great numbers, and often having no connection mth
the actual cleavage-figure (Figs. 331-333).^ After the best methods of

activation few or no cytasters make their appearance; the cleavage-figure

is bipolar and cleavage proceeds nearly or quite normally. With less suit-

able methods—for instance in sea-urchin eggs treated by the earlier simple

hypertonic solutions (Wilson, ’01)

—

cytasters almost always appear, some-

times in great numbers so as to offer a most remarkable appearance.^

The cytasters are often at every stage entirely separate from the cleavage-

asters; but one or more of them may come into connection with the latter

so as to form various kinds of multipolar figures. Such eggs undergo a

multiple cleavage and most commonly give rise to abnormal or monstrous

embryos.

The cytasters, at first scattered irregularly through the protoplasm,

later show a marked tendency to migrate out towards the egg-periphery and

here commonly divide into two, while at the same time cleavage-furrows

are formed about them, as if the egg were undergoing multipolar division.

In most cases, these furrows disappear without cutting completely through

the egg, the only permanent division being across that spindle which is

formed in connection with the nucleus. Sections through these stages

show that the cytasters contain definite central bodies, and that their di-

vision is preceded by a doubling of the centers and the formation of a cen-

tral spindle. Both in structure and in relation to cytoplasmic cleavage the

cytasters show a very close analogy to normal cleavage-asters despite the

fact that they do not ordinarily become centers of complete cleavage. In

these facts we find strong ground for the conclusion that the central bodies

of these asters are true division-centers, and that they are formed de novo

(p. 684).

It is not yet known (and perhaps cannot directly be determined)

whether the ^g always contains a preformed central body (p. 259).

’ “Accessory asters,” closely resembling those seen in artificial parthenogenesis, were described

by Canaoy in the normal maturation-divisions in the ejtg of Ascaris. “Rien de plus curieux ou plus

41£gant tout 4 la fms que desocufs constellfo. Quel travail que cela de la cin^l” (’85, p. 47.)

Acoesaaiy asters in normal development were also described by Reinke (’g4)i Watase (’95),

Mottier (’97), Lillie (’97), Conklin (’98), Mead (’98), GrifSn C*99), Smallwood (’01) and other

observers.

* The cytastras are more numerous after longer exposure to hypertonic sea-water than after shorter,

sndabo in higher concentrations (Wilson, '01, Chambers, ’31, Just, ’23). Herlant has shown that

the number of cytasters formed after Loeb’s double method (activation by butyric add lollowed

P
c aea-water) is affected by the length of treatment by the first agent, though the cytas-

I first takes place after transference of the eggs to the hypertonic solution. Thus, in a

periment the number of cytasters steadily increased after butyric treatment up to 30

intsbed to nearly zero after 45-50 »•. and again increased after longer exposures—

a

fits weU with Moere’s results (’>5) on the rhythmical susceptibility of the eggs to hy-

water. Just (’33) has shown that at a certain optimum time or concentration of the

cytasters are foniSed and development proceeds normally Under-exposure causes only

I of a monaster, ov^^posuee the appearance of cytasteis.
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Most investigators have found that a single aster is first formed centering

in a central body that lies upon or near the nuclear membrane and subse-

quently divides into two to initiate the formation of an amphiaster (Fig.

228), but the point is a difficult one to determine with certainty.^ Those

who accepted this view considered the cytaster-formation as a non-essen-

tial epiphenomenon,^ due, as it were, to an outburst of the mitotic activi-

ties which may assume a pathological character or even prevent altogether

the normal development of the egg. As will presently appear, however,

Fig. 239 .—Artificial parthenogenesis in the annelid Thalassema, activation by dilute add (Li-

fevee).

A, egg after extension of the second polocyte; B, “simultaneous appearance" of the deavage-

ccnters, on opposite sides of the nucleus; C, “ submerged ” second polar spindle;D products of pre-

ceding mitosis; E, deavage-spindle, probably identical with first polar spindle; F, monaster, after

maturation.

later studies have raised the question whether the cytaster-formation

may not play a definitive and perhaps essential part in development.

The physiological distinction between the primary activation of the egg

and the actual achievement of cleavage (in the double process of activa-

tion), is in a measure paralleled by the cytological phenomena. By the

first agent

—

e.-g., butyric acid in Loeb’s method for sea-urchins, simple

puncture or electric shock in Batalllon’s method for frogs—^is initiated the

cortical change and the throwing ofif of an activation-membrane; also,

in case of the frog's egg, the completion of the second polar mitosis, expul-

sion of the second polocyte, and the internal redistribution of material

* Wilson (’oia), Kostimecki (’04), Hindle (’10) Chambers (’ai). In Asterias Tennant and Hogue
(’06) first find two centers close together which later pass to opposite poles of the nucleus. In Tkal-

asstma Lrfevre (’07) found the two centers appearing independently at oppoute poles of the nucleus.

* Wilson, op. cit.
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titAt results in die rotation of the egg into its final petition orientation

and the appearance of the gray crescent (p. rofig). In these cases the mi-

totic activities of the egg are set on foot, but do not ordinarily lead to cleav-

age and apparently never to complete development. Both in the sea-

urdiin and in the freg, the egg thus activated ordinarily goes no further than

the formatUm of a monaster (p. 475), whidi is only rarely able to give rise

to a bqiolar figure and thus to cause cleavage.^ The latter occurs only

when the first agent is followed by a second (hypertonic sea-water in sea-

urchins, inoculation in Bataillon’s frogs). The most probable explanation of

this fact is that the monaster-formation is due simply to incomplete activa-

tion, and that further stimulus is necessary to induce division of the center

and amphiaster-formation. Such, in substance, is the interpretation of-

fered by Bataillon (’12, etc.), who, in the case of frogs’ eggs first activa-

ted by electric shock or by puncture, considered the second agent to be a

catalyzer derived from the blood or lymph cells introduced by the stylet,

presumably derived from the foreign nuclei. Its effect, in his view, is to

heighten the mitotic activity of the egg-center to a point where it becomes

capable of division and the production of an amphiaster, thus rendering

the ^g capable of cleavage. The complete development produced by
puncture alone in Loeb’s Rana palustris, or by single agents such as CO2
in the case of other eggs, might, therefore, be explained merely as a result

of a greater susceptibility of these eggs to the stimulus of one agent.

This conclusion harmonizes with those of Just (’22) on Loeb’s double

method (p. 476). On the other hand, Herlant (’14, ’17) has developed a

more complicated interpretation, which ascribes an essential r6le to the

cytasters. Bataillon had found that inoculation of the frog’s egg with hlood

or lymph causes the formation of a cluster of cytasters in the neighborhood of

the puncture. According to Herlant, activation of the egg by simple punc-

ture causes the egg nucleus to become surrounded by a monocentric ra-

diation, constituting the “female energid,” which then gives rise to a small

dioeutijc figure or amphiaster, but protoplasmic cleavage fails in this case

because oi the insufficient size of the amphiaster. Cleavage is made possible

by the cytasters in two. ways, namely (r) by repelling the “female energid”

so as to cause its approach to the surface, where it become^ more effective

(2) by placing themselves on either side the future cleavage-plane and

esttffiUshing between them a “diastem” or plane of least resistance along

which the first cloavagO-plane cuts through the egg. Complete cleavage

* Tlds fact, clmiavei ter a ntmiber of eariicr workan, was Srst dearly placed In evidence in the

case of sea'iiicfaiflt^ias* Herbal (’07, ’oq). Kindle (’zo) and Herlant (’17) ; and by Bataillon in the

caae of fioga’ eM|kcdyated by dmple ponctore. Herbst fouiBiii&J(»e «altute of SpherecUnus that

Opt of 800 e^%«Bted with valerianic add 791 pcoditcBd monastera and not one an amphiaster

.fat, p.
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is thus maxie possible, despite the abnonnally small size of the amphiaster.

One cannot consider this interpretation without considerable scepticism;

and serious objections to it have been pointed out by Bataillon (’19).

This scepticism grows in view of Herlant’s interpretation rf the phe-

nomena in sea-urchin eggs activated by Loeb’s double method, which as-

cribes a totally different r61e to the cytasters. Like his predecessors Herlant

found that the monaster incited by the first agent (butyric acid) only rarely

gives rise to a bipolar figure. In this respect these eggs show an evident

analogy to fertilized eggs in which the gamete-nuclei have been prevented

from' union (p. 447). When, however, the butyric treatment is followed by

hypertonic sea-water cytasters make their appearance, and one of these is

said to become associated with the monaster to form the first cleavage-amphiaster.

Herlant believed that he had followed this process step by step both in sec-

tions and in the transparent living eggs of ParacerUrotus {Strongylocentrotm).

This account is not so anomalous as it first appeare; for many cases have

been described in which amphiasters are formed synthetically by the sec-

ondary union of asters previously separate, for instance, the first cleavage-

spindle of Crepidtda according to Conklin (p. 443), or the first polar spindle

in eggs of some animals,^ and even in ordinary mitosis of the second type

the original spindle seems wholly to disappear, to be replaced later by a

new spindle found between the separate centers (p. 148). Herlant’s result

would also explain the fact, which long puzzled the writer (’01), that the

cytasters seem only to divide at the close of the first mitosis instead of at

its beginning. Herlant’s account of the phenomena in the sea-urchin is,

however contradicted by Chambers’s careful study of the transparent

living eggs of Echinarachinas (’21) and is thus rendered still more im-

probable.

On the whole it seems most natural to assume that the cleavage-centers

in all these cases arise by the division of a single original center closely

associated with the nucleus and that the cytasters represent a kind of epi-

phenomena which may often modify the process of division but do not form

an essential part of it. Every egg, we may assume, is capable of producing

the complete apparatus of mitosis in response to adequate activation.

In natural parthenc^enesis and fertilization alike, this reaction is complete;

but in the former case the egg plays the sole rfile, while in the latter the

sperm takes a leading share, providing from the start a focus, as it were,

in which the reaction centers and which inhibits in greater or less degree

certain other activities which would otherwise take place in the egg (e. g.,

the formation of an ovo-centsr and “egg-aster”). In artificial partheno-

genesis we are dealing with activating agents vdiich are admittedly of vaiy-

^ See Meed ('05, ’gS), Griffin (’99), Lams (’lo).
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Itq; degrees ci effi'dency and which call forth varying types of reaction by
{Afferent ^des of eggs. Experimentally it has in some cases been found

possible to supplement the defective activation of one agent by that of

another and thus to bring the reaction of the egg more nearly to the normal.

To the cytologist the processes called forth by fertilization or parthe-

nogenetic activation offer the appearance of a single train of connected

events, more or less plastic in each individual case and varying materially

in its details from species to spedes.
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CHAPTER VI

MATURATION AND REDUCTION. MEIOSIS

“There must be yet another kind of karyokinesis, in which the primary equatorial loopr

are not split longitudinally, but are separated without division into two groups.”

Weismann. ^

«

We have now to examine the far-reaching vistas of inquiry opened by
Van Beneden’s fundamental discovery that the gamete-nuclei, and hence

the two parents from which they are respectively derived, contribute each

a haloid or single group of chromosomes to the fertilized egg. Each act of

fotilization doubles the gametic number of chromosomes; yet the number

characteristic of the species remains constant from generation to generation.

Somewhere in the course of the life-cycle, accordingly, the diploid or so-

called “somatic” number must be reduced by one-half to the haploid or

gametic. When and how is this accomplished?

The first guess (Van Beneden, Boveri, Riickert, Van Bambeke, Van der

Stricht) was that reduction might be eSected by some process of degenera-

tion or casting out of half the chromosomes from the nucleus; but subse-

quent research showed that the process is of very different type.* Reduc-

tion results from a regrouping of the chromosomes of the diploid group and

their segregation into two single or haploid groups corresponding in a gen-

eral way to those that originally came together in the egg. So far as the

chromosomes are concerned this process may be regarded broadly as the

levme of nudear union or kaiyogamy. Its fundamental interest for the

probl^ns of genetics has made it the object of innumerable cytological re-

searches, and the main facts now seem well established. Its critical study

dSers, however, many intricate and difficult questions of detail, some of

whidi are still matters of controversy. We shall here consider only the cyto-

logical problems of meiosis, deferring to later chapters an account of their

rdation to the genetic phenomena for the explanation of which they pro-

vide the key.

1. GENERAL SURVEY

Reduction or meiosis takes place at a particular part of the life-history,

known as the meioHe phase, the preliminary operations of which some-

• Smfi m UtrtdUy, '87, p. 360.

* A eeiiefr vt the eacher Inshny et tU» question wQ] be found in the work of Idu^cfaal (’07) uaif

mm wpwtly of O. IfWtwi* {’i7)-
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times take place very early ia the individual life; for imtance, in the eggs

of Idgher vertebrates the process b^ins about the time of barth or earlier,

though not completed until near the time of sexual maturity. In higher

plants it takes place in a different generation (sporophyte) from that which
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Fig. S80.—Disgram comparing the three known types of meiosU.

produces the gametes. Its climax appears in two peculiar mitoses called

the meiotic or maturation-divisions during which the actual sorting out of

the chromosomes into two haploid groups is completed; hence these divi-

sions are often designated as segregation-divisions. In general aspect they

are of mitotic type; but they are distinguished by certain special peculiar-

ities in the history of the chromosmnes, and in some instan^ also in the

character of the achromatic figure. Meiosis seems to be accoo^plished by
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two divisions, neither more nor fewa, throughout nearly the whole of the

plant and animal kingdoms. The only seeming exceptions to this are of-

fered by a few cases in which but one division has been identified, or in

which the meiotic divisions are closely associated with one or more addi-

tional equation-divisions (e. g., in dliates or in Fucus). It is probable, how-

ever, that these exceptions are only apparent, and that the meiotic divisions

imder many disguises everywhere have the same fundamental character-

istics.

The period at which meiosis takes place, though constant in the

qrecies, differs widely in different groups, in a few cases even within

the limits of smaller groups, as in the conjugate algas (desmids, diatoms),

in the red algae (Rhodophyceae), and perhaps in the Sporozoa. The
known cases fall into three clearly marked groups or types, which may
be characterized as (i) Gametic or Terminal, (2) Zygotic or Initial, and

(3) Sporic or Intermediate Meiosis. These are shown in diagram by
Fig. 230.

(i) Gametic or Terminal Meiosis is characteristic of animals generally,

including all Metazoa and many Protozoa fPigs. 230, 382). It occurs in a

few lower plants (Thallophyta), the best known examples being found per-

Piimordial getm-ccll.

haps in the Fucaceae (Fucus) and the diatcnns. Meiosis of this type takes

place the last two divisions by which the gametes (or their nuclei)

are pl^Mad. The mdotic divisions here form part of the general process

oi the female and of spermatogenesis in the male; and since the

K8qH^^ul{ from tn^o successive divisions they are typically formed in
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quartets or groups of four.^ Externally a marked contrast exists between

the sexes in respect to these quartets (p. 493), but internally the phenom-

ena are fundamentally alike in both, as was first indicated by Platner in

1889 and brilliantly demonstrated in detail by 0 . Hertwig in the following

year.

(2) Zygotic or Initial Meiosis is a rare but interesting form which stands

at the opposite extreme from the gametic type (Figs. 230, 297). At present

it is known only in a few of the algse (Spirogyra, Zygnema, desmids and cer-

tain diatoms, Coleockaie, Nemalion and Sctnaia), and in certain Sporozoa

(Diplocystis, Aggregata). Here the meiotic divisions occur just after in-

stead of just before the union of the gametes, i. e., they are the initial di-

visions of the zygote and take place at the beginning of the sexual life-

cycle. The products of the zygote (ordinary vegetative cells), therefore,

possess nuclei of haploid instead of diploid organization, the latter condi-

tion appearing only in the zygote as a transitory result of syngamy. From
a theoretical point of view there is some reason to suspect that this condition

may be a very primitive one (p. 617).

(3) Sporic or Intermediate Meiosis is characteristic of all the higher plants

(cormophytes) and also occurs in some of the thallophytes, but is thus far

Pnmordiai (rerm*celi

unknown among animals (Fig. 230). The meiotic divisions here take place

at some point in the diploid organism intermediate between the zygote and

the formation of the gametes, and their products are not gametes but asex-

ual spores (tetraspores, embryo-sacs, pollen-grains, etc.). Here, therefore,

* These groups are sometimes called “teUads,” but this term causes confusion with the cbroma-

some-tetrads (p. 505), which may be avoided by use of the word auart«t.
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tihe imdotic divisions form port of the general process of sptfrogmesis, and
mvolve an alternation of generations, as follows: ^ The spores (being the

{Hoducts of meiosis) receive the haploid number of chromosomes and de-

velop without fertilization into a haploid, gamete-producing “sexual”

generation, known as the haplotU (in plants the gametophyte) which inter-

venes between meiosis and the gamete-formation. From this organism

arise the gametes by ordinary mitosis; and by their union is produced the

zj^te from which arises a diploid, asexual spore-producing diplont (in

plants the sporophyte), thus completing the life-cycle. This process, typi-

cally illustrated by the alternation of the diploid leafy fern-plant and the

haploid prothallium, is now generally designated as antithetic in contra-

(hstinction to homologous alternation in which, both generations have the

name number of chromosomes.* In all the higher plants, from bryophytes

to seed-plants, and even in some of the algae (Cutleria), the two generations

are of markedly different appearance and morphological type. On the

other hand, in some of the algae (Dictyota, Polysiphonia, etc.), the investi-

gations oi Williams, Yamainouchi, Svedelius and others have shown that

the haplont and diplont generations are of nearly or quite identical mor-

jdiological type (p. 627).

Why meiosis should require two divisions is wholly unknown; as far as

we can see one division should equally well accomplish the result. A key to

the problem is perhaps to be sought in the diploid type of animal partheno-

genesis (p. 468), where but a single maturation division takes place and

reduction fails to occur.

n. EXTERNAL ASPECTS OF MATURATION

1. In Animals

The origin of the germ-cells, and the general character of the germ-track

have already been considered (p. 310). During the growth-period follow-

ing the final gonial divisions (which like their predecessors are diploid) the

auxocytes undergo a marked growth and are designated, in the female as

primary oScytes, in the male as primary spermatocytes, and in plants gen-

oally as primary sporocytes, or spore-mother-cells. The auxocytes of the

two sexes are at first nearly or quite indistinguishable (p. 329), and both

‘ See eho p. 617.
* Hue diatmetiea wee fint clnrly recognized, without knowledge <d the cytological relations, on

the beais of the vegetative chatseters by Celakowsky (’74, '77), later by Bower (’91). Homologous

ItenUdioii waa said to take place between sexual aad asexual generations <d similar morphological

type («. t-< h> Voucktria), autitiietk attematioD between generations of essentially different type,

M in^ ttnuophytic pUats. The distinction acquired precision when placed upon a cytological

baAtiy thecUacavety of Dixon (’91), Overtem (’gs), and Strasburger (’04) that the spore-pro lucinff

dtvtiioosUK mdptic, and that Uk nuclei of the rewilting gatnetophytes ate tupbi J.
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alike undergo extensive enlargement during the growth-period. In tiie

female this growth takes place on a far greater scale than in the male, so

that the fully grown odcytes may thus become thousands of times larger

than the spermatocytes. In some degree this difference i» correlated with

the length of the growth-period, which is in general much more prolonged

in case of the odcyte; but this is subject to wide variations in different

cases; the growth-period of the oocyte may last for only a few days (some

Fig. 33S.—Fomation oi the polocyle'. heiore entrance ol the sperm, as seen in the living ovarian

egg o( the sea-urchin, Toxopntustes (X 365).

of the Diptera) or may be continued throughout months or even years

(mammals). But, obviously, the great size of the oScyte is not determined

by this alone. The prolonged growth-period in the placental mammal, for

instance, does not lead to a growth comparable in degree to that occurring

in Ornithodelphia or Sauropsida. Fundamentally, the differential factor

forms a part of the general mechanism of heredity; and the size of the egg

is correlated not alone with the length of the growth-period but also with

the conditions of embryonic and larval development, and other xinknown

factors.

To the same primary cause is traceable the division of labor that has

taken place among the cells of the maturation-quartets. In the male,

speaking generally, all four of these cells (sperms) are of minute size and

are structurally and functionally alike (Fig, 231); ^ and the divisions take

place as a rule in the testis. In the female, on the other hand (Figs. 232,

234), but one cell (the ovum) is functional, and it is raiormously enlarged at

the cost of the others (polar bodies or polocytes) thus becoming a store-

house of active protoplasm and of passive food-materials for the use of the

developing embryo (p. 256). Here we find ground for the conclusion that

the polocytes must be regarded as vestigial gametes, or rudimentary eggs *

* An important exception to this occurs in the spennatogenesis of rotifeis, aphids and plqrlloKetsiiB,

and of bees, ants and other Hymenoptera (p. 797).

' This \de«r was first suggested by Mark and later emphauzed by BiitschU (’$4).
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Imvc lost the power of development. This conclusion is supported by
the fa£t, reported by Fol (’79) and Plainer (’86), that the polocytes may be

penetrated by sjjerms; and by the still more striking fact that by an occa-

sional abnormality of division one or both polocytes may be abnormally

large, in extreme cases even as large as the remainder of the egg (Fig. 235).

This occurs as a spontaneous abnormality in platodes and gasteropods; ^

and in the former case Francotte has found (in Prosthecerasus) that such

giant j)olocytes may actually be fertilized by the sperm and develop into

Fig.SSa.—^Polocytes and fertilization in the mouse (A, from Kibebau; B, original drawing from
a preparation by Kikkhau).
A, earlier stage, both polocytes, the first in divisaon, egg-nucleus and sperm-nucleus (r); B, later

stage, first polottyte not shown.

actively free-swimming dwarf larvae, two larvae being thus produced by

one egg.*

Extrusion of the polocytes from the egg sometimes takes place in the

ovary («. g., in sea-urchins) but commonly is deferred until the egg leaves

the ovary or is discharged from the body; not infrequently it does not begin

until after the sperm hats actually entered the egg, maturation and ferti-

lization being in this case dosely associated (p. 398).

In typical cases the first polocyte divides while the second one is being

formed (Figs. 183, 199); but frequently this fails (Fig. 198). As a rule

the poloC3de8 are extremely minute, and in the case of large, heavily yolk-

laden eggs, like those of fishes or reptiles, are thousands of times smaller

than the egg. An example of relatively large polocytes is shown in Fig.

198 {Pierotrachec^, and of very large ones in the mouse (Fig. 234), where

according to the measurements of Kirkham the first poloc}rte may at-

tain to nearly 1/20 the volume of the egg. In some cases, espe-

* See Fraaootte (’97), lams (’08), end Conklin (’17).

* The writer has obeyed the same in LeptofioM. Conklin found that in Crepidula giant polo-

esrtes (udiich sie reedQy induced by centrifutfing the eggs) never devdop This is no doubt due, as

ConUin prints out, to the fact tfiat in Crepidula the sperm normally enters the egg before

fonnation of the polocytes, so that the latter, like the egg, have paased the “second critical period”

(p. 4«o) aad beoooM inunune to additional sperms. In the platode, on the oth« hand, the sperm

does not enter until after eztrusiim at the first priocyte, which like the egg has not yet passed the

second crith^ period..
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cially in eggs heavily laden with yolk (insects, Crustacea), the polocytes fail

to be actually extruded from the egg, their nuclei remaining in the egg-

protoplasm near the periphery (Fig. 194). Here we can hardly speak of

polar bodies or polocytes but rather of polar nuclei; but as usual two polar

divisions typically occur, a group of three polar nuclei thus being formed

near the periphery of the egg. In many such cases among the insects the

Fic. ass.— Giant polocytes in the eggs of pUtodes and snails.

A, egg of Thysanotaitn, with giant first polocyte and second polai spindle (Van der Stricht);

S, Arion, with both polocytes abnormally large, schematic (Lams); C, D, Creptdula, after centri-

fuging the egg, showing various degrees of giantism of the polocytes; inD the second polocyte is as

large as the diminished egg; the latter has segmented normally (Coneun).

second polar nucleus fuses with the inner one of the pair arising by divi-

sion of the first; in other cases all three polar nuclei fuse together. In

either case the fusion-nucleus may then progressively divide for a consid-

erable time. An example of this is described by Silvestri (’o6-’o8) in the

parasitic hymenopter LUomasHx, where this nucleus thus gives rise to

a mass of cells that finally almost surrounds the embryo (Fig. 142).^

‘ This has superficially the appearance of a gametophore generation analogous to the gametophyte

in plants, but the resemblance is of no sigztificuice aad the cells in guestfon must be triploid instead

of haploid.
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Most conunooly the meiotic divisioDs take place la rapid successioo,

-without the formation of a resting nucleus dining the interkinesis,

or interval between them. In such cases the telophase-chromosomes of

the first division pass directly into the equatorial plate of the second (Figs.

238, 239, etc.). More commonly a nucleus is reconstructed during the

interkinesis; but in many of these cases the chromosomes do not com-

pletely break up, the nucleus attaining only to a “semi-resting” stage in

which the chrmmosomes, or at least a spireme-like condition, can still be

recognized (p. 532). At the close of the second division a true “resting-

nucleus” is almost always formed, which in the oogenesis is always much
smaller than the original odcyte-nudeus or “germinal vesicle” (Fig. 189,

237)-

During the foregoing process the number of chromosomes has been re-

duced to one-half, t. e., from the diploid to the haploid number. The
only exceptions to this occur in the diploid type of parthenc^enesis and in

the ^rmatqgen^is of haploid animals (pp. 789, 797).

2. In Plants

Externally meiosis in plants offers a more involved aspect owing to

the complications introduced by the alternation of generations (p. 492).

Among the thallophytes
,
as later described (p. 627) there are cases in

which the haploid and diploid generations are separate plants, closely

similar in general appearance and differing little save in respect to the re-

productive organs and the number of chromosomes (p. 627). In higher

jdants a progressive series can be traced in the reduction of the sexual

generations (gametophjrte) until it becomes a vestigial structure. In the

seed-plants it wholly loses its chlorophyll and becomes a minute and as it

w«e parasitic structure within the sporoph)^, represented by the prod-

ucts oi the embryo-sac (megaspore) or of the pollen-grain (microspore),

and in the h^er forms loses in greater or less degree its internal cell-walls

so as to become syncytial, at least in its earlier stages. The reduction

of the male gametopbyte goes much further than that of the female, and in

the seed-plants it is represented only by the pollen-tube, containing a few

nuclei. Hie climax is reached in the angiosperms, where previous to fer-

tilizatbn the female gametc^hyte commonly contains but eight nuclei and

DCHnetknes but four, including that of the egg, and the male but three,

including two generative or sperm-nuclei (Figs. 216, 308).^ A slight

furd^ reducticm would lead to the disappearance of the gametophyte or.

' Sv mne botanists tbe mate gametophyte b ngsided u having been reduced to a dngk antber>

idiiim srhich produce two gametes.



Fig. IS6.—General view of the meiotic divisiona in seed-plants (Mottier).

A-C, In the poUen-formation; D-P, in the embryo-sac. A, the two secondary sporocytes (pollm-

mother-cells) just after the hrst divitdon (Lilium); S, final anaphase of second divisioa {Podophyl-

lum) ; C, resulting telophase, which by division of the cytoplasmic mass produces four pollen-grains;

D, embryo-sac after compleUon of the first nuclear division (Lilium) ; E, the same after the second

division; P, the upper four cells resulting from the third division o, ovum; p, upper polar cell; s,

synergidm.

the gametes the spores are typically formed in quadruple groups or quartets.

Lower plants generally («. g., algae, bryophytes or ferns) are isosporic, i.

the four members of each quartet show no morphological differences; but

even here the work of Blakeslee, the Marchals and others hats proved that

t This comparison is further devebped at p. fisi.
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haploid generation as such and thus produce a condition essentially like

the gametic reduction seen in aninn^.^

The foregoing series in respect to the evolution of the gametophyte is

accompanied by an interesting parallel series in the spore-formation. Like
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in some cases the are pbysiolc^cally already predetermined as

male-producing or female-producing (p. 746). In higher plants, beginning

in some of the ptmdcqjhytes {Sdaginella, IsoUes, Marsilia) iso^ory gives

?ray to heterospory, in which a sexual predetermination appears in the

size of the spores, which are differentiated into larger female-producing

megaqmres and smaller male-producing microspores.^ Of this type are all

seed-plants, the megaspore being represented by the primary embiyo-sac,

the microspore by the pollen grain. In the evolution of the heterosporic

forms we find, finally, a pretty analogy to the egg with its three polocytes;

f<a: here, too, one cell of each quartet becomes larger than the others and it

alone becomes a functional spore.® Typically the mother-cell (primary

m<^psporocyte) undergoes two meiotic divisions to form a linear series of

four cdls, of which, as a rule, only the innermost becomes the functional

megaipore or embryo-sac. Not uncommonly, however (as in Lilium and

some other monocotyledonous plants), the quartet-formation is suppressed,

the meiotic divisions producing no more than a quartet of nuclei within

the primary sporocyte, which is itself directly converted into the embryo-

sac (Figs. 236, 308). In this case a third and last division produces eight

nuclei (cells) of which one is the egg while the other seven give rise to the

synergidae, polar nuclei and antipodal cells. In this case, too, but one of

the four original products of the meiotic divisions normally gives rise to

the egg.*

in. INTERNAL PHENOMENA OF MEIOSIS

A. Introduction

1. Historical and Theoretical

We need not here consider the earlier and unsuccessful attempts to inter-

pret meiosis (in case of the polocyte-formation in oogenesis) as a factor in

sex-production.* Of greater interest was the view of Weismann (’87) that

only the secimd meiotic division is concerned in reduction, based on the

fact that in diploid parthenogenesis (as in the daphnids or aphids), where

no reduction takes place, the second polocyte fails to be formed (p. 468).

The first polocyte, Weismann therefore argued, plays no part in reduction.

but merely renMves from the egg an “histogenetic” plasm, so as finally

to transmit on^^erm-plasm. This hypothesis evidently breaks down in

the case of .^|^^tatogenesis and is also disproved by more recent cyto-

^ ThisJH^|^w|^'’intere9ting anatogy to the differentiation of the eggs of certain animals (rotifers,

into larger {emale-produdng and smaller male-producing forms. Cf. p. 806.

^^H^HPkher development of that comparison see p. 620.

^^WMinot C77), Balfour (’80), Van Beneden ('84) and for criticisms NSgeli (’84), Stradjurger

Fuid Weismana (’85).
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logical observations which show that both meiotic divisions may be con-

cerned in reduction (p. 573). Nevertheless it is quite possible that Weis-

Fig. S87.—Diagrams showing the essential facts in the meiosis of the egg. The diploid number of

chcomoBomes is supposed to be four.

A, initial phase; two tetrads in the germinal vesicle; B, C, the first polar spindle; D, E, formation

of the first polocyte; F, G, the second division; ff, final result; three poiocytes and the egg-nucleus

(9), each containing two sin^e chromosomes (half the diploid number) ; c, the egg-center which now
disat^iears from view.

mann’s suggestion contained a nucleus of truth; for we have thus far no

other due to the meaning of “diminution” (p. 323), nor have we as yet
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atty move satisf^tory explanatkai of why two meiotic divisions should

take place instead of one.

Many of the earlier writers either ignored the chromosomes as such or

relegated them to a positicai of comparative unimportance in the discussion

<rf the reduction-problem. Some of them treated the problem as merely or

mainly a quantitative one; but this position quickly proved untenable.

As will later be shown, however (Chap. XII), modem research has proved

the hopeless inadeqtiacy of any analysis that does not reckon with the chro-

mosomes as leading factors in the problem.

The first fruitful attempt to analyze the internal phenomena of reduction

was made on purely theoretical grounds by Weismann (’87) in one of those

brilliant essays on heredity which contributed in so important a way to the

enlargement of our views concerning cytological research. Roux had

argued (’83) that the transformation of the nuclear substance into long

threads, and their division by longitudinal splitting can only mean that

in some sense or other this substance must embody many different “ quali-

ties ” that assume a linear alignment in the threads. Splitting of the threads

thus insures not merely a mass-division of the nucleus as a whole, but be-

yond this a meristic division of all its constitutional “qualities.” Upon
this highly fruitful thought Weismann built an elaborate speculative system

of pangenesis and development of which the basic assumption was that

the nucleus consists of self-propagating units or “biophores” aggre-

gated to form “ids,” that are aligned like Roux’s “qualities” in linear

series in the spireme-threads and undergo division by splitting of the threads.

Each “id” was assumed to possess the complete architecture of the germ-

plasm, the “ids” differing slightly from each other in a manner corre-

sponding to individual differences within the species. Each chromosome,

therefore, rq>re8ents a linear group of complete but slightly different germ-

plasms. We now know that these particular conceptions concerning the

“ids” WCTe tmtenaUe; for the experimental work of Boveri on multipolar

mitosis (p. 916) demonstrated that the whole chromosome group is necessary

to the integrity of the germ-plasm even of a single individual. In principle,

nevertheless, Weismann was right in urging that a process of reduction must

peripdkally occur to counteract “the excessive accumulation of different

kinds of hereditary tendencies or germ-plasms” which otherwise would so.

soon moult fr«in the periodic process of doubling in fertilization.* He was

also r^t in the prediction that “there must be a form of nuclear division

in ancestral germ-plasms contained in the nucleus are distributed

tqJiK wUghter-nuclei in such a yr&y that each of them receives only half

Humber omtained in the original nudeuS.” Weismann indicated two

> Of, NUeU (’84, p. 23«).
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7 K
Fis. aas.—Formation of the polocytes in Awtit mtalocepkaia, var. Hvaleiu <Boveri).

i4
,
the egg with the sperm just entering at d' i the germinal vesicle contains two rod-shaped tetrads

inly one clearly shown), the number of chromosomes in earlier divisions having been four; B.

le tetrads seen in pro&le; C, the same in end view; O, first kindle forming (in this case ihside the

irminal vesicle) ; £, first polar spindle; fi, the tetrads dividing
, G, first polocyte formed, containing,

ce the egg, two dyads; /, the dyads rotating into position for the second division; J, the dyads

viding; K, each dyad has divided into two single chromosomes, compleUng the reduction,
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possible ways in which such a result might be effected, namely, either

(i) by a form of division in which the chromosomes do not split length-

m 'iiv

—Meiosis in eggs of the pdecypod Zirphaa and the anndid Thalassema (Gritfin).

A-E, Zirphaa; F-1, Thalassema.

A, unfertilized egg, ring-shaped and cross-shaped tetrads; B, prophase of first polar mitosis;

C, D, E, first polar spindle; G, ensuing stage; daughter-V’s broken apart at the apex; H, telophase

of first, early proidiase of second, diviskm; F, later prophase of second division; I, second polar

apfaidie in met^p^se.

wise bilt^axe sorted out, without division, into two corresponding groups,

OT {aj fey a transverse instead of a longitudinal division of the chromosomes.*

Foi^,«ither process (both were at that time purely theoretical postulates)

*'A reduction of the “ids” or “ancestral germ-plasms” would result from either process; but the

woond sgggestion offers no cxiteation of the reduction in the number of chromosomes.
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he proposed the term reduction~division in contradistinction to the ordinary

type or equalion-divisicm, in which longitudinal division of the whole chro-

mosome takes place. In the case of the female he believed the reduction

division to coincide with the second of the two maturation-divisions, and pre-

dicted that a corresponding type of division would also be found in the male.

The fulfillment of Weismann’s prediction is one of the most interesting

results of modem qytological research, though opinion is not yet unanimous

in respect to the details of the process. From the start investigation of the

problem has been confused by the emphasis that Weismann laid upon the

supposed theoretic significance of a transverse division of the chromosomes,

thus implying that a longitudinal division is ipso facto an equation-division.

Some of the leading early investigators, such as O. Hertwig, Boveri and

Brauer, found both maturation-divisions to be longitudinal, and were thus

led to deny the occurrence of a reduction-division. The fallacy of this was

demonstrated as it gradually became clear, especially through the work

of Winiwarter (’00) and his successors, that what seems to be a longitudinal

split may in reality be the separation of two chromosomes that have been

associated side by side; and conversely, that a division that seems to be

transverse may be only the final separation of such a pair (c/. p. 133). The

apparent contrast between longitudinal and transverse division in meiosis

thus in large measure loses its significance; and it becomes evident that the

problem of the reduction-division cannot be solved by study of the actual

meiotic-divisions alone but involves also the whole series of preceding

events in the meiotic prophases.

2. Preliminary Outline

It is now widely held that reduction is initiated by a preliminary process

or synapsis or syndesis in the course of which the chromosomes conjugate

—or otherwise become closely associated—two by two to form bivalents or

gemini (Figs. 102, 105). The two chromosomes of each pair, called synaptic

mates, are in general alike in size and form (though there sire some exceptions

to this). There is the strongest ground for the conclusion that in each case

the synaptic mates are respectively of paternal and of maternal descent

(Montgomery) and that they tire homologous (Montgomery, Sutton,

Boveri). Conjugation of the chromosomes does not, however, in itself

effect reduction. It is no more thtin a preliminary coupling or psettdo-reduc-

tion (Riickert) producing a haploid group of bivalents; and since each of

these represents a pair of chromosomes the total number remains un-

changed. Actual reduction first occurs in the course of one or the other of

the meiotic divisions, when the two synaptic mates are disjdned by the

“reduction-division.” and pass into different germ-nuclei.
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Hitis far all is clear. Hie process just outlined is, however, compliaited

by Ibe fact that sooner or later after synapsis each of the synaptic mates

itself imdogoes a '‘secondary” longitudinal split which represents a future

equation-division. The bivalent thus becomes a quadripartite body or

Wif- Ma.—^Dfagnms ihowing the essentiiU facts of mdosis in the male. The diploid number of

Aiemasomes b supposed to' be four.

A-, M, divisioB of the sperraatosonia; C, primary qjennatocyte preparing for divirion; the chro-

matia fonUS two tetwb: O, £, P, first division,' C, B, division of the two second spermatocytes

to farm four spermad^. of the latter recrives two single chrmnosomes and a centriole.

Mnid, t^vided into four parts or chromatids by two clefts at right angles to

each odier, one representing the future reduction-division, the other the

eqii£tian-divbBon. ^ce each tetrad later divides successively along these

tw3 pianes, the final result is its separation into its four component chroma^

’ids one which enters each d the four resulting nuclei. Each of the latter
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thus receives a haploid group of single or univalent chromosomes (Figs. 237,

238, 240).

This process is readily made clear when schematized as follows: Let us

designate the chromosomes of the diploid group by the letters A, B,C, D,

a, b, c, d, etc., capitals representing chromosomes of maternal descent, and
small letters those of paternal. Synapsis of the homologous chromosomes

produces the bivalents A a, Bh, etc., the number of which is of course half

the original chromosome-number. By equational splitting of these arise

Aa Bb
the tetrads •-—— etc., or (indicating the plane of apposition or synapsis)

A a, Bb,

**
-wv • • •

—Division of such a tetrad along the vertical plane gives the two dyads
a.

a-,— and - which then separate into the four single chromosomes A, A, a, and
A a,

a, which finally enter four different gametes.

It is evident that if the original synaptic mates retain their identity during

this process each of them actually divides but once during the maluration-proc-

ess, namely, along the horizontal plane (second division) in the above dia-

gram. This division, clearly, is an equation-division quite comparable to

an ordinary somatic division. The other “division” of the tetrad, on the

contrary, involves no actual division but only disjoins the two associated

mates—a process which obviously meets all the theoretical demands of

Weismann’s postulate. This process takes place in every bivalent, and is

not affected by variations affecting the order of division, the time at which

the equational split makes its appearance, or of the particular mode in which

the mates of each pair are connected. . We can thus understand how tetrads

of the most diverse forms give the same result in the course of the two divi-

sions. This interpretation finds a striking confirmation in the maturation-

divisions of organisms having only a haploid group of chromosomes, or of

those in which the diploid number of chromosomes is odd; for example in

certain types of mutants (p. 874), in the males of many insects (p. 750) or

in forms having unpaired supernumerary chromosomes (p. 844).

So far as the actual divisions are concerned, and apart from all questions

of hypothetical interpretation, the main facts concerning the structure of

the tetrads and their history during the meiotic divisions are now perfectly

well established. Existing differences of opinion relate almost solely to their

earlier history. In particular the following questions demand critical ex-

amination; (i) Is the conception of synap>sis and bivalence valid? Do
corresponding chromosomes become associated two by two to form double

chromosomes or bivalents? (2) If such be the fact, is the reduction-division
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also a fact? Do the two conjugants or sjmaptlc mates subsequently dis-

join or separate? (3) Do they retain their identity throughout these

operations? Each of these questions has long been debated. The reality

of the whole conception of synapsis, bivalence and the reduction-division

Vr,'

nc.s4i.—RedtKtion in Uie spermatogenesis of Ascaris megalocephah, var. hhaiens (Bratibs).

A-G, successive stages in the division of the primary spermatocyte. The original reticulum

undergoes a very early division of the chromatin-granules which then form a doubly split spireme-

tliread, B. This shortens (C) and breaks in two to form the two tetrads (£> in profile, E viewed

endwise); F, G, B, first diuidon to form two secondary spermatocytes, each receiving two dyads;

/, aecondaiy spennatotyte; J, K, the same dividing; L, two resulting spermatids, each with two
single cbimnosomes,

has J>een in effect denied (Meves, Ficfc, Della Valle, Champy, Regaud).

Other cytologists, while acxepting the fact of s3mapsis, have maintained that

conjugation results in a complete fu»on of the mates to form new cbromo-

scanes or mixockromosomes (Winiwarter, Bonnevk). Were this correct, the
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conception of the reduction-division, in its original form, would fall to the

ground. These negative conclusions, however, far overshot the mark; for

both synapsis and disjunction (reducfion-division) have now been demon-

Fig. 84S.—Spermatocyte-divisions in 5a/ama«rfra (£, from Fleiqhng, the others from Meves),
A, &rst (heterotypic) division in metaphase, showing heterotype rings; B, anaphase; longitudinal

splitting of the daughter-loops; C, telophase, D, ensuing pause, £, early prophase of second division

with longitudinally divided segmented spireme; F, later prophase; G, metaphase of second division.

strated in the case of certain particular chromosomes with a dearness that

leaves nothing to be desired. On the other hand, genetic evidence has of

late given the strongest grounds to condude that definite exchanges of
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olten ta^ {ilace between tbe eynaptic states (by ‘^crossbtg

tfixtf/* p. 943) dui&ig the penod of thdr dose assoctatkot in synapsis. To
lidiitiever dstest this occurs the duxunoscHoes se{tius,ted by die redacdon

t&vis&m are no ktngio: identical with those that conjugated in synapds.

As w^ ]|Mer be shown, howeVer, these exchanges do not destroy the ho-

BioIqB^; between the ayn^itic mates nor the prBK^ vt dkjunction in

n«£Qai& For tbe moment, therdore, they may be disregarded.^ An
in^portant question, stSl to a co-tab extent m doubt, concerns the

iiip& oi symipaa. Evidence has stmdily accumulated to dtow that b a

bilge dass cl cases synapsis mvolves a side-by-skte union of the S3m-

aptk znates (parasymipsis or parasytidesis) instead of an end-to-raid

union ifdosynapsis ttc /metasyitdesis) as was fmmeily supp<»ed; but an

bqxntant groiqt of diaerms stiU hold to the latter bterpretation, par-

tiaihulyb case of the higher plants (p. 557). It is possible that both modes

occur, and even possible that both may coexistb the same q>edes.

t. Oeaeral Characteiisties of the Dirialoiis

Zbe meibic dmsions ere distbguidted from the ordinary somatic mitoses

fay bertab marked peculiarities of the chromosomes and sometimes also of

v/ B
ng. MS^-'rAaaUnd poiar w^wSa.

fiaie mlw luSwile irith tetnidb, in (tCbmab B, lecxtnd pi^ qSadte fp TrUen

,

.(CMqiw'ablimttm).

''Big -aieteeinaaric 'figmfe v Among the bibrnwy be mentioned the bet earlier

releiMd tn.^ ^ ^ oertab animal .̂ tbe pdlar mitoses ikre

#,the type. |b these cases^ ^^ndle is typkady ben!cl<shdped,

i^innbg truncBlied or rtMmded ends, and Jslotmed by a direct tratudanaatfan

of tbe sidistBaoed the geradnal veside (F^ 938, 343). Simh tgandles are

recmbtbeoQgenesisdAJcsrb (yanBeneden,Boveri) afoopepod8(&aecker,

Ktci^), . insects (Bienkbg}, tunkates (Ciaixqi^, Gol^ Coiddb),

Antphisaak^ (Sobotlm)r^asd msay varlebtabs.' The absence of aben la a

SmdMi Pgjt^JMdwrt (44),HnMnr (’«>)• Sriwtfe
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BOteworiliy feature of these s^undles because in these same forms the desv-

Iige^%ufe8, acanatic dividoos, and tim c^eximitogenetic dividoas of the iwafe,

axe diaiacterized by the presence (rf con^icuous asters and cmtiBl bodies.

Such anastxal ^indies are somewhat exceptional; and in many forms

odes> annelids, mdludu) the polar mitoses ofier very fine examfdcs cd the

amphiastial t}^ (Fig. 339, etc.). Ihi higher plants, also, diffm^nces oftm
appear between the meiotic and the somatic divisions in respect to tim

achromatic figure, the former being in general characterised the multi-

polar type of spindle-formation, the latter, as a rule, by the formatum
oi polar caps (p. 153). Of the meaning ot these differmces notiifeg as

yet is known.

For the problems of meiosis the important peculiarities of the meiotic

divisions appear in the chromosomes, especially during the prophases and

later stages of the first division, and are so marked as to have led to the

designation of this division as heterotypic (Flemming, ’87). In the second

or homeotypic division the chromosomes approach much more dosely in

type to those of the somatic divisions.*

The most salient peculiarities of the heterotypic division axe as follows:

(i) The number of heterotypic chromosomes * m seeming haploid; but

when we consider the composition of these chromosomes, it becomes evident

that this appearance is deceptive. The actual reduction has not yet Oc-

curred; for each heterotypic chromosome represents two gonial dbrnnOBomes

(s)maptic mates) in dose association. The total number of caiginifiy

chromosomes is therefore still diploid. <

(3) In most cases, perhaps in all, eadi of the synaptic mates thus associ-

ated in pairs is now itself longitu^naliy split. Each bivalent as already

e:g>lained, has thus become a quadripartite Retrod, consisting of four com-

ponents or chromatids. The total number of chrcnnatids is therdbre tetia-

plmd or double the diploid number, precisely as is the case' in an orthnaiy

somatic metaphase, when each chromosome of the dqddiii gtoiq) » haded'

tudinally spfit. This split is generally regarded as the fnrennww rf thw

equaticHH-divisioa. It nuikes its ^qaearance early in the metotic

sometimes sotm afto: synapsis, in sc«ne cases possiblyeven eadier-fdnmjl^

becmaes obscuxed in later stages so that it is aometimes'not v^etA
befece tiw hetmoQpic metaphase, at even the smaphasesi. The eailier his*

I i

*fi«ia;hweiH|Pftired1iMwtenm<a«nutatv<ie8cr^ mwi^Otaatasudtothepnbtasjoi
iMwfahXhepiWSBnwWfr ^twUMatlwtwtaratrpicdlvitioii beenW
tBtnd)if;tiM»-<SvUwktbetthetm>teaiw)i«vecoinetobevaediilBn>«tesvbM)3^n*>
««MUr ^S7!^,ll)lt«Usehbwdniujbl«;'sndtbewoidlMto«tn^*dlwiWU|M,as1tMiid^
Its ssa enwnitMt detoh^tive.'tma (0 fen M4
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in mtamal stmctore even wlien this escapes the.eye. We
tha-dcve ^Kak of them iodifierently as bivalents or tetrads as may

be (xmva^ient, the former term Inchcating their mode d origm, die latter

‘ their proepecdve value and in most cases their visible structure.

< (3) The bivalents (or tetrads) are of many different forms, some of which

di^dr widely from those seen in the somatic divisions. They result from
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tJieae various figures has proved a kborious and protracted ta^ but, in die

main, otdo' has now been brought out of the former chaos.

B. The Heterotypic DmsiON

Introductory ‘

It is now generally agreed that the heterotypic chromosomes are alwa}^

derived from more or less elongated spireme-threads that are longitudi-

nally double from an early period {diplonema, p. 544), and sooner or later

longitudinally quadripartite (Figs. 268, 436, etc.). The primary longi-

tudinal cleft is generally regarded as representing the synaptic plane along

which two synaptic mates have conjugated side-by-side, and the secondary

cleft as an equational splitting of each of these mates. In the later stages

of the growth-period the double (or quadruple) threads condense, shorten,

become intensely basophilic, and tjrpically tend to take up a peripheral

position near the nuclear membrane. The period thus marked is generally

called the diakinesis (Haecker), and in a broad sense it corresponds to the

later prophases of an ordinary somatic mitosis. It is important to bear in

mind that the process of condensation varies widely both in rate and in

degree among different species. For ibstance, in Tomopteris (Fig. 244) it

never proceeds as far as in Ascaris (Fig. 238) or in Hemiptera (Fig. 369),

while intermediate conditions are found in the urodeles (Fig. 242) or in

many of the seed-plants (Fig. 252). In Tomopteris, therefore, the tetrads

enter the metaphase group at a stage which in Ascaris or the insects only

appears at a much earlier period, during the prophases. Cases of the

Tomopteris type are of great importance for an exact ana^rsis of the mode of

division of the tetrads, for in many cases this is impracticable without trac-

ing the whole earlier history of the bivalents. It will be understood, fliere-

fore, that the following account of the bivalents takes into account the ear^

lier stages as well as the metaphase.

1. The Hetmrotypic Chromosomes. Fomu and Sj^dle Attadunenta

The diversity of form displayed by the heterotypic chromostmies arises

early in the diakttu^iV and becomes more marked as the prophases adVaUce.

It is due to two distinct causes. One of these is correlated mth corr^pcM^-

ing differences in mode of attachment to the spindle-fibm. The
of many obsarvers have made it dear that these differences are hiftpimd*'

mately constant and result frmn corre^n^ng difkrences piMaft dieady

.

^ Ae&b it based on tbe emdiUoost^aerved in aainiaji.«en9e^^ bavim
wnmor )wr tbeinomeiU tbepeocett o{ by kK«>-{oia»tion

MgWph^b^FWfaW»ndMbae.Wattiarandtiii««foaowfn.
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lll^^4%d(Mg!rov|»(«iQimati 3m to the <auie iuior iiiuitcU'*

znn^ iJbe attadimeBt as seen to die gonid groups

teruitoid, mccBan or totermediate, is found also to the tetrads re-

sutttog tomn their syaai^ union, and to the restddi^ dyads of the wtmd
ck heaneol^rfac <hVision (figs. 245, 247, etc.). Remarkable examples of

CaNM.Ttof»
_

- .-3C
lirnAii. Y<!Rmktion

t) Ma>U«n -i
£ lqlann«llate

Y Hattremerithi^

T14. MS.-^Ateh>miUc tjrpo of attachmoit.

P, medtaii prodadng «t«li»in|tic«>r tangential ring (Timopleris type); E, intermediate, producing

vatvui wuaibimc Va «r J.ahat)«d figuna; F, hetettWiridiic, with botb teminal and non-teminal

HWsdinMiBt (rniiuri»«#it type).

this |tw <^toed to cases «i cfaramosome-linkai^ 779, 879} or to hetero-

maq^bic tetoads (p. 572).

It 'is important to bear to mind the fact that some of the forms thus

imndated srith the sptodtoattacfaments are assumed long before the actuat

^t^ffMk-iOttackmmk have been established {for instance to certain types

cromes and lin^t). We are thus led to recognize a seomd type of

^tpftUMity due to vattoul di^daoemaits of the tetrad-comp<meats (duoma-

I^Uridi refeimicie to one another, whidi to extreme cases complete^ alter

l^i^digtoal Imn ol aasodatioo.* Rings, for instance, arise the separa-

rihrmnarids glong the middie-rogion of one (deft wtole the ends

(|%s. «f6, >57)1 doutoe crosses by a rdated but different

1154). tim diffeitoices aririns toom both these oumes ai^xar

tsmamddy McChmg {fko wadM

JUBdMkK

rfw. fMSuni ito.), S»b% ASito fagfc

tWr «to)< Hoctte fto. wneaam tor
tiatt (tohwawtofiS,Vh SBeettHKa

... .. . -

iltoM toiVv 1
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not <^r m the fom o£ the heterot3rpic chrmnoaomes bat ^so hi tiMr 9^
j^ueat iQodes of division in the second or hcsneotypic mitoas. The feattm

oomuKm to aQ alil» is the division ei the bivalent (or tetrad) into two

datighter*chromosotnes or dyads, each of which is itself doatde, or aooa

beonnes so, in preparation for the second divisdon.

Tlie vanous forms assumed by the heterotypic diromoscHnes are not

inerdy haphazard fluctuations. Within certain limits they are character-

GoNtAtPAtM Tetbab TokmationIS 8 4

Fis. tM.—Tenoinal spindle-attachments in meio^. In each case i represents the original*

gonial pair (synaptic mates) in parasynaptic association.

A, the {onnatkHi of telomitic or equatorial rings {Bippitcm type); B, formation of tiaAsrane

rod-tetrads with biterminal attachment (diaschistic) readily convoted into double czoss (Fig. »n)l
C, transverse rod-tetrad with apparently median attacfameit (diaschistic, iimtsletlms type)

convertible into diaschistic V by median flexure.

istic of particular bivalents as urged by Baumgartner (’04), Moore and

Arnold (’os) and many later observers. Numerous cases have been ob-

served in whidi certain individual bivalents are at once ricognizalde both

by their size and form (p. 834}. On the other hand, it has beat dearly

diown, by studies e^>eciaUy on insects (Orthoptera, Hemiptera) i|at a

considerable range of variation often exists in the external foasa. dT pttmcu-

lar tetrads. Robertson, McClung and others have diown that sosnefinaes the

number of ringsmay vary materially in different cells of the same hidivhluaL

Rings Mid V’s are, however, closely related forms, as is proved by theirmode

of lonnatum; and all the &cts point to the condudon that odi Mvaitat

lOTHfoitn* to its general type, promded its wktde Mstory be takm intte ecemMfc

Many df this will hMeafter be spiven ha oonnectinn with

rdated t0|^ such as the spinfBe-attachmioifts (p. 516), laadam; aaaoit-

tneat 1^. 931) and the Inihvidutdity <d the dttotooeoitte
’
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tk; vtuim fonos of tetrad

it is conveaklt to recognize two types that se«» to differ widely

'Is #e^)ect to the relation <ff the two deavsge-planes along which they are

kstiJKd to divide. These may be designated as A and B. In A (Aseark,

veitobrates generally, many higher i^ts) both divisions are plainly longi-

tudinai with r^rence to the spireme-thread (diplotene) from which the tet-

rad atires (Jig, S49); while in B (common amcmg insects) but one division

—MeUphcM and mvhaie-idumnoiomes in ufoddes (£, G, la Pktkoimt otigtiul),

in Satanmidrt, bem ^tsiatmo.
'

'lAi kc Vitfa laedbln attocbirent; B, C, sub-median attachmenti; D, neaitr ntb-tenninal at-

leBSWaWS -
,^ (riaSi moSan attaitwient with tecoaduy (eqoatkmal) split; F, airallaT fotm, aub-

MSka ‘attsdiBieDt; G, anapitMe-Srurea, non-tenninal attadunents, giving anaschiitic V'l and

ptt, «iiii.<lenidaat: t, m/ eoa-uedian; m, median).

% ((H- , -ft

li'llltll^tkkitlandthe aj^iareitiy transverse (Fig. 251). This

Inowtito'b^ seccmdaty inqKHrtanoe, was ov^rempkMzed

wnters becaule of tk empWis l^id by Weismann on trans-

A pdssi^ toode td rednctioti (p, 502). By Kprschelt aiul

dfetiftgtoahed |ui (A) aiui j^sudo-
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mitoiic (B); by Fatmer aod Moore (’05) more a|>piopriatefy as anasc/dstk

(A) and diaschistic (B). The former terms are obsolete. Those of Faring
and Moore have never come into general use but nevertheless have a
certain utility for descriptive purposes. They must not, however, be
taken to imply any important distinction; for it is now certain that in a
large class of cases the so-called transverse or cross-suture of the tetrad

in type B only marks the final separation-point of chromaMds that origi-

nally lay side-by-side. In this respect such tetrads are precisely analo-

gous to the later stages of somatic rod-shaped chromosomes havii^

terminal attachments (p. 133). Whether this is true of all tetrads of

this type is still an open question. With this distinction in view we
may briefly review some of the more important forms of tetrads, and their

modes of division.

2 . Course of the Division

a. Rod-tetrads. These forms, widely (hstributed among both plants and

animals, have the form of rods or threads, always longitudinally double,

the two longitudinal halves sometimes more or less separate, s<»ne-

times united at one or both ends to fonn lo<ps or elongate compressed

rings, in either case sometimes more or less twisted about each other

(a remnant of the strepsinema, Fig. 250). They may be of rather type

A (anaschistic) or B (diaschistic) showing, in the first case two longi-

tudinal clefts, in the second one longitudinal cleft and one transverse suture

at the middle point. These two cases may conveniently be distinguished

as “ longitudinal ” and “ transverse ” rod-tetiads.

(o'). Anaschistic or Longitudinal Rod-tetrads. Tetrads of this type are

widely distributed in both animals and plants and may be heated as the

fundamental form from which most others may readily be drarived. Tire

fla.<«ical example of such tetrads is offered by Ascaris tnegaiocephala, made

known by the pioneer works of Van Beneden (’84), Boveri (’88), O. Hertwig

(’91) and Brauer {'93), in which the tetrads at first conrist of four pataltel

tl^ds or rods (Figs. 238, 241) which later condense to form very c<anpact

quadripartite bo^es ‘ in which the ordinal long axis cannot be distinguished.

More important for our atuilysis are the forms, often seen in Tomnpteris

liigW plants, and in the urodeles and some other animals, which retain thrar

dongate form at the time they pass tq»n the spindle. In these cases the

secondary SpKt is often obscure, so that the bivalent appears longitadliially

douMe; die two halves are oftrai separate throug^t, but may bemused hf

We formahr *0 tetnuh <£thbtmm |>si!tntaaietf M*-.
iUiiiion*, wwaggantvd cam tint to ‘tU'm*
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and soBietiiiifia twbted more or less aimtt «»c^ otber

'‘

iiistoiy of tbese bivalents, ivbicb is of tbe most instructive nature,

lany ilhistzatestlm diversity of fonn resulting from difiemnt modes

of nttacbmmit to the sfdDdle. like those of the somatic chromosomes

130), these attadunents may be either median, intermediate or terminal,

and in each case separatitm of the two halves always b^ins at die point of

attadiment, ptooeMliog thence along tbe chromosame. This process leads

MglU^ Ssnrw, heterotypic dhrUoa, in apetmatescnesh of urodeigg. {A~D, L,

HHjiyt jMilfMBMka Uw OlltBfV

In jVlMt, aaiir|> with fne ewh end BeB'tenniiinl ettnchiMBt*; H, twUted loop,

niiltWS CBdi liw$ S, P, PUmiam, rtHg-^cnra; G, B, modificatioa of rinr-figara, gii^ cniw>

i||lii|M>f nttMfuDeiU, in G wen oi^ueir, in B from one lide; 1~K,
irtA anlMBwiea nt^nehmwiUj t, TrUtm, E-ppm multing from font* lOm the p»-^ J

jdiaAlf the late mdapliuie and «urfy anaj^bases to diaracteristic forms

to tkiaesem mdm somatic (hvisioos modffied in tte hebnotypic

by the aeoGwiazy 8{dit that ia pxea^it in each hshfor makes its

;
a# dm innoecd:^^

aofflMtfc #vfait»a> tin vtpa,-

lie ioam of of '0^.fxiQiie$ted by tbeh ends tb
5
~
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form O-ahaped or ring-ahtqwdvfigures (Figs. 349, 351). Tliese totisds

readily become converted into v-shaped fonns by toture at the pt^t of

attachment (Figs, 350, 253); tutd they differ from atelomitic riog^tliaped

forms only in that in the latter the separation of the two halves occurs

already in the diakineais (p. 547). Since their history during the anaphases

is essentially the same in all these cases they need not at this point be

separately described. As the apices draw apart in the initial anaphases

the tetrads are drawn out into 0 -^p>ed or elongate lii^-shaped figures

which commonly show a transverse suture at the points where the two
halves are coimected; and often develop on one or both sides a prominent

A

£

LONGITUraNiU. iinnAiB

A
¥
A
y

<:>
'M.

ff c>-

FlfiMS.—^I>iagraffls of loogitudinal or aiuucbistic rod-tetmb. TheattudanentisiDbothcaiei
median (giving kragitudioally cleft Vs in the first anapbaaea and ^mple V’s in the aeoond). Tin
A aeries shows post-reduction; B, pre-reduction. Compare Pig. 347.

projection longitudinally double and sometimes twisted; this r^resents the

peripheral portions of the limbs of the two V’s sdll closdiy associated, and

often swollen to form knobs at the ends. These proJectKms or *'lags"

tfften stand out at a considerable angle both from the central portion

(ring) and from the spindle, so as to ^ve in prpfile view somewhat the

aqrect ol a bird with outstretched wings (Figs. 356, 348). As the divi-

aon proceeds the two V-shaped (or U-shaped) halves ptt^prestivdy draw

s^Mit and finally separate to form two dai^ter-V’s with tirtir apkes

turned towards the poles and <Umys, sooner or takr, Imgitudintdiy d^,

owing to the development in each of the secondary (Flg& 353,

3S6)-

With nmny minor variations rings this type are of ctunmcm occiomioe

in most of the main groups of plants and animals. Whoa foBy for&wd

it» often net to be distingui^ed from early am^iimse tings prodneed
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'Vl^n^ed lav^nts* or from the atelomi^ ring-tetrads, later to be de-

SfexSI)ed| wbidi are formed dining the eariy%akinesis 527).

JwterMafM/e AUachmmi (sub-terminal or sub-median). In this case

tlie dau^ter^dmomoBomes, as they separate, have the form of unequal

V*s or <rf J’s or hooks, in each case longitudinally double (Figs. 247, 245,

252)4 Zn diis case, too, rings are often temporarily formed as the two

halm separate (Figs. 252), the opening being nearer one end of the tetrad,

and the ring usually first breaks at this point to form J-shaped sister-chromo-

somes. Not infrequently as the two halves separate the united ends at the

opposite side, standing out at a considerable an^e (as above mentioned)

give the tetrad as seen in side view the appearance of an £-shaped figure,

the upper and lower limbs formed by the two separating halves and the

central horizontal bar by the two ends still united (Figs. 244, 248).

Terminal Attachment. In this ease the process offers a widely different

a^)ect, commonly seen in certain higher plants (LUium, etc.) and fre-

^ .
s C

v*, h H
!*)•«( I 5^

J y K M
gyg. g|(a>--Metaidufe-chri»ii»3«ir.c;. i i he.«;D'.y,.ic of seeJ-pl»Dt&, showing vaifcMis

4#, it, 9, i, from GufseoaB; J3} £, C, C, W, faotn Mottie«; J~L, Attra; Jf, S7«Ag»tJsor.B).

«tt|K^isent (TftUwfli); B-E, suh-nedian, bivalents more or less twisted (Z-tUitm);

tignkial attsdunento bival^it* twisted Cistwm); I-K, terminal crossed attachment; L,

Ut# iirtm of same, «* /eat,- M, pdHettsdrai aomed atUcbment.
V

ittttohnals. Here Again, as hi the eomadc mitoses, the two halves,

ttiR# |millvjdua% aplit, drtw apart apoog the spiuUe imn th^ pc^t of

jpa^batwi^ the pi^ (t;/. F%s. 246* ^52)^ tmtsl tfaqy Ue end-to-end
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aad finally break apart at the equator by an apparently transverse division.

In the anaphase the resulting dyads sometimes retain the form of straight

rods, longitudinally ^lit, but very commonly their longitudinal halves di-

verge more or less widely at their free equatorial ends, remaining united

only at their attached (polar) ends. The anaphase rod is thus converted

into a simple V attached by its apex (Fig. 252, G, H). Such V’s do not

split lengthwise, like those which result from a median attachment; the

whole chromosome is already split, and the two halves (diverging limbs of the

V) are destined to separate at the apex of the V. This again illustrates how
widely tetrads may seem to differ in mode of division merely because a

difference of spindle-attachment; for precisely the same original type of

tetrad (the anaschistic rod-type) gives in one case (median attachment)

anaphase V’s that are anaschistic or longitudinally dividing, and in the

other (terminal attachment) anaphase V’s which superficially regarded

seem to be diaschistic or transversely dividing. Fundamentally, the two

cases are identical, the tetrads undergoing in both two longitudinal divisions

and differing only in the minor details of their distribution.*

This is conspicuously shown in cases of terminal attachment in higher

plants (Lilium, etc.) in which the rod-tetrad clearly shows in certain cases

both longitudinal clefts at the metaphase or even earlier.* Both clefts

may open already in the metaphase before the dyads have separated, the

equatorial cleft from the spindle outwards, the axial cleft from the free end

inwards (Fig. 252, B, C). The result of this process (as in case of median

attachment is ao shaped figure or ring, very similar in general appearance

to those resulting from a median attachment but having a quite different

history in the anaphase, the daughter V’s in the former case apparently’

dividing cross-wise at the apex (diaschistic), in the latter case splitting

lengthwise (anaschistic).

Crossed Insertion. This mode of terminal attachment, described by

Grfigoire, Mottier, Allen, Strasburger and others in plants and by Sin^ty,

Montgomery, Davis and others in animals, is still a matter of dispute.

According to the usual account, the two halves of the rod in this case cross

one another in the metaphase in such a manner that each is connected with

the opposite spindle-pole instead of that on its own aide (Figs. 248, 250).

The two rods may be free at both ends or united at one end to form a loop

(Fig. 250) ;
and in the latter case may be so widely separated as to form a

n^ly dosed ring (Fig. 248, D). In aU these cases attachmoit is at- the

free ends; and as the halves separate, accordingly, they slide past (me an-

> The ehiddftUon o{ tMs fact is due tsptdaXty to the work of (’99, etc.) end SttaubniSBr

(’95 > ’op> ’d4i etc.), on higher plants. Gr^gtHce’s coschisioiiis on this p<^t lis.vnb«en conatimd hg
may Uter ohaetven.

s Sbnuihuiget (’95), Mottier (’98) . Gaign»d (’c8), Grtgoire ('99K etc.
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tfaat «ae& h^lf passes to the pole oppo^ to that towards wfaidi it

<]i(||^na% lay.

Asnitubg the canectaess <d tim account, it seems dtor that the crossed

hisertion is essentially the lesidt of an earlier twisting of the two halves

about one anotb^*, f. e., » a last remnant of the strepsinema (Fig. 275).

It is doubtful whether this account is valid fmr all cases. In the Orthq>teia,

for exaa^e, McOung (’14) has shown that some supposed cases of this

type are due to a nusinterpretatkKi of the equatorial rings (described below)

as seen in slii^tly oblique dde view. Such an error does not, however, seem

pomiUe in the case oi crossed rods with both ends completely separated.

TRMBVBSETEtlUm

.

—

Dbsnua of tlie tntMveree or diudiiitic rod-tetrads. la the A series attachment

hMedlM if the tetrad be oosoideiled os whole (terminal with reqwet to the component chromatids!

^*hW siaitle enophaso-V’s and post-reduction; in 0 U is Uteminal with pre-reduction, giving

OTwriHertl* alwpbate-rads or dissddstic simple Vs.

mdk as are described iar instance by Strasbuiger, Mottier, Allen or Gt€-

gam hi ^ higher plants.

(0% £H0stMs^ or Tmnsoerse Rod-tekads. Rod-tetrads of this type

ue caiBWaaa occurrence in insects and some other 'animals hat are Itos

sMfi IciMnm in j^ts. These tetrads almost Invariably divide first across

dm me^Ban «M)«s-sutuie, and since they am often comtricted at this pdnt

ara faemmo^ referred to as “dund}4>eU shaped tb^ may, however,

ihoir forma txanstumal to die double crosses described bdlow.

iChttola hi^ type mogt ctmomooly lie paralkl to the tplndle-aais vrith

^ aiedhto sitoe or cnistrietkm in the equatorial |dam, the iq^ndle*

attailtomto bcb« Id^emhud, e,, at bo^ tods of tlte

%||||^ i^vide vtosswhe at the mkkBe^pc&tt, sefiatating ipto

^ togttimjh^ oftm hi dose
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lUSodatioa and -wi^ut opening out to form simpie V’s, thus contmting

marhedly mth the longitudinal tetrads described under a Such tetrads

formerly seemed to siqiport Weismann’s conception of reducthm by cr(M»*

division (p. 503). This was subsequesiriy proved to be fallacious by the

demoostrarion that such tetrads arise, in many cases at least, by the open-

Sig. tM.—MetSf^oue- and eaiiy anaphaie-chromosoBies i& hetferotndc divi^a oE seed-plutts.

W-JC, from Mottiek; F, G, Aiuss; B, Geeooiee: St»as»u«oe».)

A, metaiaiase-fisureg, tenninal or sub-termioal attachments (J’odepkyOiim); B, esdr anapfiane,

terstmal sttadonents giving diascfaistic Vs {UtnmY, C, later stage of same; D, B, sub-median and

sub-teiminal attadunents (podoph^um); P, G, anaphase figures, diascfaistic V’s, tKtnlmd attadt-

tMDt (Zilitm) I B, sindlat figure in Trillium; I, metaidtaae-figurea, sub-median attachment UUmm) ;

J-'K totemeUpba^ showing “secondary” sp^i /> median atta£hw«tt;4r,t)S«l>-met&m,

U, aub-tcRidnal.

fag apart frc»n tme end of two tetrad-dialvea that cd^nally lay side-hy-side

uotH they axe ccomected only at the opposite end (Figs. 344, 254). Sodi

tetrads axe exactly comparable to the onel metaphaae^onn c£ anasdustic

lodwtetiaihi with terminal attadunwit. They differ wily in the fiict &at,

hi the fonow, the ^oing<out procras takes phme already in the diakincafe

hcdone #e ^indk has been ftMtued (p, 547).

the two ^p«s of tetrads next to be cotisddeied ate readily dezivaMe ftote
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isd^tittds aiKlan actiiaily sodst duriog their eacto stetges ia a large numbei

of oases. The simptor td the two includes;

V-siojtad Tdrad$> This fonn aj^ieais to be less frequent than the fore-

going one, thou^ GtHomon in certain groups, such as the Orthoptera.

It differs from the rod-tetrad only in being dexed at the middle point, where

the V is ultimately attached to the spindle. We may distinguish two types

ol Budt tetrads, dfjrived respectively fmn the anaschistic and the dias-

W.'—Matuntion-dnanuNomcs in the spennetoKenede ot Orthoptera showing in polar

id«r e^toraal tings and other forms U, /), r^-shaped anaschistic tetrads with terminal at-

d) and di««rhMtir Vs and rod with median attachment (D) (McCunro).

Af laoier view, first qieniwhiQ'te-roetaphase, Bitpisem; S, second spermatoc3rte, is chromo.

MBneJC-«lses; C, same, ir chromosomes, no X-dase. D, M, P, corresponding stages in Mec«s-

HUKUi 6, St ai^viinn ot Mime, first diviakm; 1, polar view, first spennatoqrte metaphase,

' '
I

dystk iod-tet3rad& In general, anaschistk V’s can hardly be distinguished

from anaschistic rods with median attadunent; and they have the same

IfCtar ldd»iy« the anap^base-dyads having the form of V’s longitudinally

igdit (fig. S47). Diaschi^ V’s are comnum among Orthoptera, where

hays herai studied; in various grassbc^pers by McClung and his fol-

Sacb Vs are essentif^y diasctustk rod-tetaads, floced at the middle-

pidatlijad aftncbed to die spindle at that potot (fig. 346). This is riiown

trith. deaxnesss^n genus UtcojMhm (Fig. 353), where they axe

iMaShttanfOt), Ctg}. Phaser ('«•!, gobethuB Cifi), Wesaidsi (’sfi).
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more extended than in most other forms and sometimes almost straight

(McClung, ’14).

V’s of the diaschistic type divide along their longitudinal ^Ut in the

first division, giving daughter-V’s like the original tetrad but no^ longi-

tudinally split. In the second division the two limbs of these V’s break

apart at the apex. From the foregoing it will be seen that simple anaphase

V’s, dividing diaschistically at the apex, may be produmi in two wholly

different ways, namely (i), as a result of the terminal attachment of longi-

tudinal or anaschistic rod-tetrads (Fig. 252, B, C) or (2), as just described

by the median attachment of diaschistic rod-tetrads commonly fiexed at

the point ot attachment to form V’s (Fig. 253). This illustrates once more

the purely provisional and secondary nature of the distinction between

Pi(. IM.—Diagrams showing origin of transverse or diaschistic rod-tebnds, and of double

crosses. The synaptic mates in black and white.

A, diplotene thread; S, longitudinally quadripartite stage, oonimion to both forms of tetrads: C,D,
opening apart of the n>d from lower end along the reducjtioa-plane, leading to £, P, tetrad tods of

slightly differing type; G, B, opening apart along the reduction-plau from lower end and the equa-

tion-pbuie (rom upper end; /, result of further divergence at lower end sde-view; J, K, resulting

double crosses in face view after complete straighterung out.

the axtaschistic and diaschistic modes of division; and it also indicates a

prolific source of confusion in the earlier literature of the subject.

c. DimUe Crosses. • By still another modification of the rod-tetrads

arise the so-called double crosses, which are among the most interesting

and, in animnls, the most widespread forms of tetrad^. Th^ are pN'haps

most frequent among the insects and annelids.^ These tetrads have

the form of a rectangular cr<»s, each of the four arms being ItmgitUdi-

nally cleft (Figs. 154, 259). As the figures show, four chromatids lie in

‘ See Piuilniier Cog), Sottcn (’oa), Montgomery (’01, '06), Jensmu for), Schreiner <*oSi, WUenh

oS, '06, ’li), Mohr <’u).
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<adi bent act a li^t angle aiul symi»eliici% grtnqjedl dsout

a mmam center. Eadi ana of tiie cross is thus formed by the close ap*

{Hokimathia c<aiesp<mdhig portioas ol two dhromatids, tlw deft between

then p^smg strait through the arm. At the centor oftm appears a

ooasideral^ open ^[>ace with whidi the defts are continuous. Peripherally

(he hrtter may extend completely throt^fa to the ends of the arms, but

often seem not to do sa

In their fullest devdopment the lour arms ore equal, but more frequently

we may distinguidi two longer “axial” arms and two shorter “lateral”

ones (Figs. 354, adS). In this respect all gradations occur from equal-

aimed crosses down to those in which the lateral arms are only just dis-

tingnishable (Fig. 244). A step further and these arms would disappear,

the doable cross becoming a transverse or diaschistic rod-tetrad. The
cross might therefore be omceived as arising from a transverse rod-tetrad

by drawing apart the two lateral halves of the latter from the region of

the cross-suturg on each dde to form the lateral arms. Such, however, is

not its usual mode of formation, the double cross, like the transverse

rod-tetrad, aridng from a Icmgitudinal rod-tetrad in which the four

duomatids otigmally aie straight, lying parallel and side by ade (Figs.

244. a68).

The later histmy of these tetrads in the heterotypic divisbn is practically

identical with that of the transverse rod-tetrads. They fwm a biterminal

attachment to the sfomile, usually with the axial armsparallel to the spindle-

axis and the lateral ones lying in the equatorial plane. In the first division

they ^Ut in two dnmigh the lateral arms and draw apart in the form of

doulde rods or ample V’s that subsequently break apart at the apex. If

dWt lateral aims be very abort, or dis^pear entirely it becomes obvious

that (he first divisimi correspcmds to the diaschistic or cross-division of

ibe lod-tebad (Fig. 359).

d. Mi^-tdrads. These are among die most intra^sting forms of tetrads

becXiUae of the en^ibasia laid upon them by Flemming in his first charactei-

iaatkmof the hetercMypic division, and also because of the numerous elabo-

rate sCndim of didr tamsfonnatioas that have since been made. As we

tarsm aeeo, %uies mo^ or leas dearly ting-sfaap^ are dten tenqiararily

i}$aed by otber formsipl tetrads (rods, V^s) as (hey draw apart in the late

and ea^ 'an^ifaase, eipedaJly after mediui or sub-median

^lipi^HittaduBeats. riiip now to be condder^ differ only in dc^pree

Ipxd i’ut dtow itbe |dien«nena in mote spectacular fashhm because

earlier #igin in dm eai^ imoidiase or diakinesis at a time

epheit iffte tlunntosottel me in more extondid fmm, and have no vinti^

(Xtonec^ ni$dl thus apInSe (F%a 344* Such rings are seen toptudc-
> I
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vHai advanta^ in insects (Ort}io{^:aa, Hemiptm), anndtds (Tomofteris,

AUolobophora) and lower veirt^nrates (Amphibia), w^ete tliey have been

I object of investigation by many observers.^

With some possible exceptions theU rings are actual tetrads, being long^

) > i V (
1 i i i & i

'( I ) X < *

1 4 3 4 5 «

^ M
1*84

‘I I *
i 8 •

Wig. MS.—filitoiy of throe sdected tetnub in the gimhoopcr PkryiukUif (WekucsI.

A, btvntent “A," equiU type; i-6, succeeaive stages In thegromb'-perkKl; first ippearance of the

equation-split In j; S', bivalent ‘‘B,” equal type, leading to eysunetrical double cross (6); B*, the

aame, unequal leading to asymmetrical crass (y); C, bivalent C, unequal type, vhldh may di-

iride either pee-(^ttctioBal|y (4-6 ebove) or poet-reductiouatly {4-6, bdloer}.

tudinally deft in the plane of the ring and showing two tzansv^se suttfies

at cfipesite poiats xSo" apart (F%. a$9). One of the ensuing divisimis

* See Iluatalni t’Sy), leaking t’Ui), M«vua Cpf), rquhrier i’pS, Sutton Cos),

(’14), ^uetuen (’ed), liohr (*i4)> ete.
,
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^BlS 4mdtes the nog Iei^;thwi9e, the otha tramversdiy through the two

ORWj»*satWBs mto two hali-rings. They^ may therefore be characteriaed as

dibschistic, They differ widely in degree ci condraisaticm at the time they

eiktir the metaphase. In TmopPeris (Fig. 344) they remain still widdy

C|)en so that thdr history is easily followed, and the same is true in some of

the-urodeles. Frequently, however, they condense to such an extent that

the lin^shape is obscured or even lost, e. g., in the grasshoppers (Fig. 353).

In the Hemiptera such rings, though often perfectly dear in the prophases,

are no longer distirrguishable as such in the metaphases, having condensed to

a OQirqiact tetrad-shape. It wQl conduce to dearness if the ring be described

as oompcsed (as it probably actually is) of two synaptic mates (A and a)

united at both ends but widdy sqiarate dsewhere; in other words, the ring-

^ B
nf.iw.—^Heterotypic division in the urodele Amphiuma (McGkecoi).

A, netipbue, with ting-figuces (median attachments) shown in profile at either side; B, ana-
^ |i>w>»ir iigiiTr with anasdustic V’a.

opeuNff >8 surrounded fay the two mates, their ends meeting at the cross-

witores, 180*’ apart, and both longitudinadly split.

In the ampler types of rings the longitudinal split is often obscure. Such

zings, #rst described by Flemming in the salamander are of wide distribu-

tion in both plants and animals. They are often compressed or asymmetri-

347, and may be more cft less twisted at the time they pass

igiOlt the In the metaphase or early anaphase they are hardly to be

iStthigtdshed fnnn the rod-shaped ot V-shaped tetrads df groups a and b.

Mote ooonnonly the iin| ^ows a lateral prominenoe or “lug” at one or

bothdrooSHtatures, tfften (drawn out into arm-like processes (Figs. 344, 357),

long^bif^Di^ spUt, eacbi balf being continuous with a corresponding half

of the lieS' result frrnn the fact that the two

metea have ttidiricA fuffy <^)etied apart but remain in oontact fm a

oertajh* from th^ ends (F^ 344, 259).* In many of these cases

in, 'ce)amd«wriM|^]alaniwmMtiri^ nnuMiit

Si in esdts tidud
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as shown in the figures the lateral atms are converted into cross-dmped

figures, by a drawing apart of the two halves of the longitudinally i^lit

ring on each side of the cross-suture and at right angles to the plane of

the ring. Instead of a single arm at this point (as in the precedii^ case)

we now have two arms extending in opposite directions at' right angles to

the ring, and forming a aoss-shaped figure comparable with the four

double cross-tetrads. Such figures may appear at both of the cross-sutures

or only at one (Fig. 244). In the latter case the dose relationship be-

tween rings of this type and the double crosses of group c is evident, par-

ticularly when (as occasionally happens) the ring is incomplete on the side

opposite the cross (Fig; 244, B). We may indeed think of the ring as a

double cross with one short and one long pair of arms, the latter being

bent around until their free ends have joined. This was in fact the origi-

nal conception of the origin of such rings as conceived by Paulmier, Sutton

and other earlier observers; but such is not their actual origin (p. 548).

A remarkable further development of this type, discovered by McClung

('02) and confirmed by Granata (’10) and later observers (Robertson, Wen-

Fig. S8T.—^Diagram, drawn in perspective from day models, to sbow the origin o( the singte

tips, donUe rings and double cross types of tetrads. In each case the starting-p<^t is a pair of

lynaptic mates (black and white) both longitudinally iq>lit, and lying side by side to form a quadii-

partite rod.

ridi) is offered by double or even triple rings, in connected series, liiis

results from a still greater elongation of the lateral arms of the cross which

curve towards each other until they form a second ring at ri^t angles to the

first (F^. 257, 258); and if this occurs on both sides of the primary riaga

thM rir^ may arise, the two or three ^posabfy a larger manb«') a
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ffiomiecte^ Bcd^ l^iic^ia these cases axe smsoes^vdy- setxig^taot^td
iiiich. either «ad tin doshle (<» trif^) liog involves on ^ext^iasge of part-

naxs** (Sntten, MdChuan)* the longitudinal halves d eadk secondary half*

cstmastSag of one from each of the original l»ilf-ring&, as vdll b« made
plain hrotn F^s. 453, 454.^

Behamar i$t the Heierof^ Dwisuni. During the heterotypic diviraon the

rings are of two types vdiich result res;>ectively fnnn non-tenninal (usually

median) and terminal attachment (applying these terms to the component

dumiatids of the tetrad). With noo'terminal or atelomitic attachment

(typically seen in Tamoptais, Figs. 244, 259) the ring lies vertically, ot tan-

gential to the kindle with the spindle-fibeis attached to each half ring mid-
' way between the two cross-sutuies, or at some intermediate point. Such

flC. ass.—r>o<ibie riaa tetrads in the grasshopper Chtrtiiippus (RoBiranoN). ^

AO ate tliowii in lide-vlesr, attadusd to the qsndie.afaen at the points t, i (atelomitic attach-,

ments). Tbedrawinkout of theattadied (tangential) ring haa begun in A, C and n, andismoread-

vancadiBjE. AUaftliesecafes,<aoeptA,showacroaa'autuTeatthepatnto(attadiment,lndicataig

the itrobehtr oomjMimd nature of thase rings.

Id eadi cue e maths the ho^contal or equatoiU nag (seen from the side, or obliqaeljr), r, the

vW^calor taaseiitiai liog (aeen mfaei), I the tenaiod anaa. In Z7, the double-mow figure formed

hr theae nnaa la apen In <^t^(ine vitm «t e.

dogs have omveQiCTtly been characterized by McClung (’i^ as axial or

afidomitic. These rings draw out towards the poles and are cut in two cross-

wiK tibroug^ the cross-stttures, and also tfarm^ the lateral arms when pres*

mii* They are thus divided into two half-rrings, each longitudinally i^lit

(aaaKididic}, whk^ in the ansphases aawme the form <rf.iqplit Ts, quite as

la the cose aS ka^tudinid rod-tetxsthi (Fig. a.to).

'tha t^omitic rhig, with termmal attadubent, Ues in a posttioa at right

a|t|^ to theatdbixiiric» $. in the equatorial plane, so tW its opening is

seen in polar vUrw'gQieaoe efuafaiai in oontmdistinction to aixiaf or

far the BhhMHiatype dwwyt *** eenOdered st
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toagen^), as shown in Figs. 253, 259. Such rings first dSvide akn^ the

Imsgitudinal cleft, the lateral arms or htgs drawii^ out towards thepc^ at

the «q>eakse of the ring, the latter decreasing as the former increase (Fig. a$g).

The daughter-chromosames have the form of single V*s or (by dose a^qrrojd^

mation of the two limbs) double rods, each limb being formed from one of

the quarter-rings. Their later history is essentially the same as that of the

double rods or diaschistic V’s resulting from the telomitic rod-tetrads or

double crosses, or the V’s of Micostethus (Fig. 253).

The axial or atelomitic ring is by far the most common, being widely dis-

tributed among both invertebrates and vertebrates and not uncommon in

plants. Of this type are the rings of urodeles as originally described by

Flemming (’87) and his followers (Meves, Camoy and Lebrun, McGregcff,

Janssens, etc.), and remarkable examples of it are seen in annelids {Tomofk^

ris, AUolobophora)} The telomitic or equatorial ring, on the other hand,

seems to be of relatively limited occurrence, our knowledge of it being

almost wholly confined to the orthc^teran family of Acridida* (Hippiscm,

Brackystola, Chortophaga) Syrbula, etfc.)* It is interesting that even within

the limits of this family rings of both types occur. Most commonly they are

of the telomitic type (as in Hippiscus, Brackystola, Syrbula, etc.), but axial or

atelomitic rings are found in Stenobotkrus, Chorthippus, CkloSaltis and a few

other forms. That species so nearly related should differ in respect to the

ring-tetrads is of general interest because the two types, though precisely

similar in morphological composition, seem to be reversed with respect to

the order of division; if, for example, the Hippiscus ring (telomitic) be

post-reductional, as believed by McClung, the Stenobotkrus ring is pre-

reductional, and vice versa (Fig. 259).

The two extreme types are connected by many intermediate forms.

Not infrequently, for example, the atelomitic or axial ring has a sub-median

instead of a median attadunent. In such cases the ring breaks first on one

side and thus gives asymmetrical anaphase V’s, or more or less £-sluq)ed

figures, as already explained in case of the metaphase-rings of rod-shaped

tetrads (p. 318). Many such figures no doubt arise from incomplete rings

or kx^s, as was first pointed out by Janssens (’01) in the case of TrUon (cf.

Meves, ’97, Fkmming, ’87). Such loops offer many (kgrees of trana-

tion ftmn complete rings to straight double crosses (Fig. 244), and in an-

other direction graduate insen^Iy into lon^tiuhnal rod-tetrads widch g^ve

rise to metaphase tings and related figures. In tlm anaphases the dauf^ter-

chromosomes are Vs, V’s or J’s, in each case (rf course longitudinal doul^
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Hke lifig^tettads strikingljr illustrate the con^ti<m between the gonial

tiMMio&oiines and those of the mdotic divmons in respect to the spindle*

attachments. The axial or atdomitk ring of Tmopteris or the un^e is

91c. M|.—lKilinin dufwilM: lacKfe <A <Uv^iion«f double crosses and rings in meiosis.

Af doidde cron sritb jMe-iedu^n; B, the lasie with post-nducUoa; C> tangential ring srith

Utnaft tftadnMnt ahd nte-eedutiiOD (m in at woddes); D, ennatorial ring with tw-

MaHd attartiment and tmatHedudEion (an in tjrtie o( gtaSA^qnm).
* Hwethgt in A, B aiid P the fengtadind halves of the anapbase-cfaromosomes often ae^rate

nHgV lAiAy Puna their Eme gads iiai) b here riwwrn, thus giving dinachbtic V’s.

I

ohstesfy conariated wit]^ the ntm-temiinal attachments of the gonial

hitaa ivi^ it arises. Nearly all the gcmkl chtomosontes

fa thMe anitnafe are^ V>p)a^ or sindiar form, with non-tern^aal or nm* >
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dian attachments. The union of two such V’s side-by-side, followed by
their separation in the middle r^on while the ends remain united obvioudy
produces an atelomitic ring represented by two V’s placed base to base,

with the attachments at the apices; hence the axial or tangential position

of the ring on the spindle (Fig. 259). On the other hand, the telomitic or

Hippiscus type of ring results from a rod-shaped pair of gonial chromosomes
with terminal attachments. When two such chromosomes unite, side-by-

side, subsequently opening apart to form a ring, the terminal attachments

still persist as such at one of the cross-sutures (or lateral arms) of the ring

(Fig. 259). Hence, obviously, the ensuing equatorial position of the ring on
the spindle, and its post-reductional division.

That this is the true explanation is demonstrated by the atelomitic or

axial rings of Stenobotkrus, Chorthippus, CUo'ealiis, etc.; for all such cases

offer an exception to the rule among the Acrididae in that certain of the

gonial chromosomes are V-shaped, having non-terminal attachments;

and it is precisely from these chromosome-pairs, as is proved by their size,

that the atelomitic rings arise.^

It is the same with the rod-tetrads, or the double crosses. The longitu-

dinal or anaschistic rod-tetrad may have any attachment, its resulting form

in the early anaphase varying correspondingly (whether a rod, V, J, E-

sbaped figure or ring). The typical diaschistic or transverse rod-tetrad

and the double crosses both arise from gonial rods with terminal attach-

ments; and since these tetrads arise by the spreading apart of the two

from this end while remaining united at the other these forms typically

have a biterminal attachment. The diaschistic V-tetrads, so common in

Orthoptera, arise in a similar way, but spread apart from the free instead

<rf the attached ends and do not fully open, the V-sluq)e being more or less

retained (Fig. 253) . Such V’s (like the atelomitic rod-retrads of Mecosteihus)'

commonly open out in the early anaphase to form axial ring-shaped tetrads

(Fig. 253) ; but differ from the ajdal rings of TomopteriSy etc., in that they are

dia^bjsHr, f. e., break across at the middle-point of each half ring during the

anapbflsf^ (Ftg. 259). Prophase-rings of the same type, showing four in-

stead of two cross-sutures, seem to occur sdso in certain c(q>epods as de-

scribed lysome of the earlier observers (Rilckert,Haecker), and are pr<ff»bly

open to a ssmilar mteipretation.

Such hicts ampbflsjzfi the fact that the tetrads have a quite (^finite and

characteristic organization that is maintained at every state throughout

> TUs iTstrikinSb' tbowii in Mohr^ (*i6) study of vMJissiimt in wiiich there are dn addi-

UoB to the X-<^roinoKinie) iS spermatagonial {hromcaomes, of «hidh arc abort nda too

lai»V%<l1s. SMI. All of the resulting tetnuto ariee ftotn double ciototo or lod-totiada

one which Is a typka] at^toitk ring, the nae of which {uoves It to

kiaeV-pair4thoweitoato«)aia. Swaisoe^edailyRQbertaaa (’tA).
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jj^l^ htstoty and ib the gaaetk eontinaity of the dmtnostnnes M-
unhiSQiEaL througbont.^ This finds a reauilcabit ^Mifinnatiim in the

jtetnronwtphic tetrads of Trimerotrofiis and Cinoiemx 571) in nrfakh

oeartain of the somadc chiaBaosomepaits difier in mode of attachment of

die ^nuptic mates, one bdng rod-shapied and terminal, the otho- hook-

slu^ied and non<-teiinimd (Fig. 439). The crucial proof is given by the faict

that the number of non-terminal attachments, though constant in the in-

differs fimn one individual to another. Close comparison by Ca-

mdieiis has demonstrated that whatever be the number of non-terminal at-

tachments in the gonial groups the same number reappears in the tetrads of

the same individual (p. 934).

C. The iNTiaKiNEsis ahd the Hoheotypic Divisioh

The concduding phases of meiosie c^er a much simpler problem than the

eaiher ones. In the am^hases of the heterotypic division, as we have seen,

the dau|htor-chromo6omes are typically double, fonnmg dyads each of

nhich is destined to sq>am.te into two single chromosomes during the seccmd

or homeotypk mitosis. Externally the second division is in this re^ct
dosdy idmOar to an ordinary somatic mitosis; its only noticeable peculiarity

in many cases, indeed, is the shorter and mme compact form of the chromo-

aomes, and even this is sometimes but slightly marked. Nevertheless this

divtaian may differ in a very important way from the somatic divisions;

lor there is now no doubt that at least some of the chromosomes may divide

leductkmally, as will lat^ be ^wn.
That the amgahasic duality of the heteroty]^ divisicm is the formmner

of that which appears in the metaphase-chromosomes of the second division

isdtoi tvaiddfy seen and h practically certain even vhen not directly demon-

strait. The two divtsicms are separated by a pause or interkinesis usually

cl shcrt dinaticni, though wide differences in this re^)ect exist between

diffnrmrt' q^ecks. Scnneriff die observed conditions are brought tc^tber

in F%. ilfio so amnged las to t>w a progresuve series. At one extreme

am caaes in uhkh no' vesicular nuctus or “resting stage” -is formed, the

c^rads peesist&ig as such and passit^ directly tqxm the second spindle with

dbani^ of fona and without the formation d a vesicular nudem.

Thfo oondithm& commoH in tbepdar ditnarm in the aiMmal egg gaMra%,

CUBS htg ilvut by soch forms as Ascaris (lig. 238), the bisects,

udhits and armdids (^ga. 194, 939). Tibe stmie condition is also <tea

^ spemmtocyteidiv^^ a. g,, in Ascaris (Pig, ^i) and in many
laseats j%h tmd in aonm <1 theu casm ihadF>t noto^

asiindi ato ^Mhr diansctedstl^ anajfft^graiyii^mdy subtly

1 orMbmU issaRM it
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chai^ied as they enter the sea^id metaphase (Fig. 260, D). M such cast^

are probafaiy conditioned by a very shca-t pause between the two diviaioits.

With a longer interkinesis the dyads become inclosed by a nudear mem-
brane and become less regular in outline, but may still visibly retain thdr

identity and double structure in many forms. In such cases the two halves

ct the dyads often become partially separated, flexed or displacol so as to

produce characteristic X-shaped, V-shaped or other figures. This condition

seems to be tare in plants (Fig. 260, E), but is common in animals (annehds.

n(. no.—Nuclei ducins the interkinesis, irom variDUs plants and animals.

.i4, oOgeneiBS In the gastropod Crspiduia (Comkun); B, in the annelid MyitcMmis (VBjooVBKi)

C, telo(diaae and D, Intericmesb in the hemipter Oiuopeltm (Wnscm); S, sporogeneas in tSmittsnt

(Davis); F, qitermatogenesis in the salamander DamogMtlms (KtHosBtnty); C, qiennatogenesit,

in the ann^d Tomptms (the ScBSEiNcas); B, spotogeaeris, PaiepkyUim, not yet at full rest

(MOTiuai); /, THUiim (AmNSon); J, spemutogeneris in the salamander Ampkiuma (Me-
Gkboob); K, L, qiermatogeneds in the grasshower Fkrjmikttis (WsmucB); at .JT, tiieX« chronlo-

some; If, apotogenesis in Gaibmia (Dioby).

insects, some vertebrates); examples are shown in Fig. 260, F, G.^ Ja

^icfa cases likewise it is easy to prove that ihe dyads pass dheedy* upon

the second spSndk, and are sqiarated into thdr two ownponents. With a

loogor intatkloesis the dyads undergo mme extensive dawbjses, during ahkh
tibe duality is oftm obscured ot lost to view. This OH^thm

•Bm Xinsrinuy f«»l. VeJdovW^ wA Vtnmk Cml# thg Sdmbwnt fo6). Uvumk <’de. iMw
pen). liaraliBOTW Cts). vie.
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lor exsm^, in Stdemaadra (Moves, ’98), A-mpkivmo (McGttgfX,

%), iJHtm (Stia^uiger, ’00, Mottier, '03) or Paris (Grdgcare, ’05), etc.

lit $och oases tlie audeusoomraonly shows a ^nreme-like structure (Fig. 360,

hot ia some forms it may advance almost as far as the “resting” or

ictktular conditioa (F%. 260, K, L, M). Such cases offer the same proUem
as the somatic nudei generaQy. Since, however, these cases are connected

byaU possiUe intergradations with those in which the chromatids as such are

sever lost to view, the condusicm seems fully justified that the two original

VK-SSl.—Hie aecond tndt^c £^iion in geed-pUnu. (i, Sibasbusgex and Moirns*; the

etite fram MoniER.)
A, audeat of (eanxlatr mioWpotwyte {PodopkyUam); B, prophase of second division (LUium,

kncitadinally divided chromatm.tfareads; B, correqiondiiig stage in the female; F,

WftiwIiMB of second divlrioii {PadofkAinm, male); G, initial anaphase {LUimm, female); C, D,

maAcata Idnttier’a eaiUer ocncdusi^; C, second division (lilnm, male) with chromoscsnes

be(it tcgetlMr so aa to simuiats a split; B, sinthtiy later stece {PritSlwia, male), showing stage

ipenited tionsslt feom breaking ap^ of the tobs of the D at paint of derate.

deavage-^defts of the tetrads are the fmerunners of die two actual dividons

isqpecllvefy.

M'tbe end of tim intedMn^ the chrmnoscmim are bipartite bodies which

fqpiWahe into two s^^fhroowsmaes in the course of the second divisum.

la IlHt caae of cotniiaict jfetrads they are common^ of a abort, dumb-bell

iflu^ hnd o^en da Dot'idhSter mail^y in outline frma the tetiach of the

i^dlvyint^g.,biHefi4>haa,Fig. 3^). When more dongatn they have

4ia%tta ol tods^ I's dr V*s, Imi^ttK&iafly doable, often dbeefy sfini<
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lar in appeaiance to the somatic chromosomes (Figs. 342, 361). 'Diese

forms, as indicated in the preceding section, correspond closely to the origin^

spindle^ttachments of the gonial chromosomes, and to those of the tetrads.’

These facts constitute very strong evidence in favor of the individuality

or genetic continuity of the chromosomes; and demonstrate that a com-

plete continuity of organization is maintained throughout the whole proc-

ess of meiosis and segregation from the diploid gonial groups down to the

haploid groups of the gametes.

D. Growth Period of the Auxocytes

1. Introductory

In the foregoing account theoretic prepossessions have, as far as possible,

been laid aside except in so far as they might be useful in following an objec-

tive description of the observed phenomena. We have thus far simply as-

sumed that the bivalent represents two gonial chromosomes (synaptic mates)

in close synaptic association and sooner or later longitudinally split On what

actual evidence does this interpretation rest; and if it be well founded, when

and how does the association take place? An immense amount of effort has

been put forth in the search for decisive answers to these questions. It has

been fully demonstrated that in higher plants and animals the formation

of the bivalents occurs during the growth-period of the auxocytes. Most

observers are also agreed that the process takes place at a very early pieriod,

before the auxocytes have entered upon their most active growth, during

the so-called synaptic period or synaptic phase. It is not yet certain whether

synapsis always takes place at this time—certain special exceptions are

indeed known (pp. 769, 839)—^and some differences of opinion still exist

concerning the nature of the process itself. Its effects, however, are un-
‘

mistakable, as shown by a vast array of evidence, direct and indirect To

its survey we now address ourselves by an examination of the earlier his-

tory of the bivalents, and their genetic relations to the gonial chromosomes.

Comparative studies have shown that the events of the growth-period

may be grouped in a series of stages which, with many minor variations,

display a broad similarity in both sexes of .animals and in the sporo-forma-

ticm (rf plants. The most conspicuous fact in all cases is the formation of a

Bpireme, analogous in man;)^ respects to the eariy prophase of a somatic

ystnuis, but not at first longitudinally double and not leadii^ directly to a

mitosis. This is followed at an early stage by a coupling (synapsis, syndesis)

of the spreme-thrcads or their products two-by-two to form bivalent diro-

' For stiddng wmwT'Im of this «ee the observatiou of D&via Co8>, McQung ('os, '14, ’17), snd

CMrotbcn (’17) OR Ortktptnv, and of Afw (**<> UpUaiAe».
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moiftiam; ao4 Ibe ai^iddatkii oi eyjaptk xmtm tkm diected

IMct^ tile wfafik grcnrth^iexlod ttutii tbey <» products

sue liijdned ia nsdsctum'^visioti.^ It Is a lenmrkable fact, still un-
' eiyiiiuiiedr tiiat and disjunciloa ^uld lie separated by so lotig

a |ieariod~*i& sonoe casesk is measured by yeaxs-^nd 1^ so i&any cytolo^cal

avcats coBomoed apt with meiosis but with the and (MmntiatkHi

of the s^KBUkes nr qx«es.

8. Ottdine of die Stages

The stages of meiosis during the growth>peiiod differ appreciably in

differmit specks and some c£ the differences may be oi major importance.

For the purposes of a preliminary survey we may, however, conveniently

recognize eleven successive stages, banning with the final gonial telophase

and extending up to the heterotypic divinon. Some of these stages may
&il to appear in particular cases; others may differ in an important way

from that here indicated; but the following outline may serve as a useful

. guide to the tennuudogy and to the general order of the stages as commonly

descrSied. They are Slustrated by the accompanying diagram (Tig. 262)

baaed jnimaiily on the conditions observed in animals generally, but also

hsoadly applicable to those of plants. The terminology is based on that of

Winiwaxter ('oo). Thwe is reason to believe that beneath all differences,

real w appaioit, a fundamental uniformity exists in the most essential of

the {dMnomena, and that the seemii^ contradictions which in some measure

still exist w!Q be deated up by further investigation.

Of the foUowii^ kages Aose inclosed in brackets, including c, d, h, i, and

perhaps b, may be omitted in particular cases.

'u- The final genial bfiepkase. In this, the initial stage of the growth-

pedod, the nuclei are vesicular, rather small, and still show the individual

t^Cphaae^hrmnosomm^ still more or less compact and deeply-staimng

(jPljg. 06$, B, It ispossible that in some cases this stage passes directly

0^ hito Stage c; but as a rule it is followed by

K A **re^mg” or n^-like stage, ccmmoi^ of rather short duration (as

ludged by the sjze of ikuleus and cytosome), in wfauh the individual chro-

fODScanea are teuporai^y lost to*view in a net-like framewoih, approaching

jb- this-relied to the obnditiond a scHoai^ nucleus (Fig. 26^, A-C). These

enlBis^ the ai^dicaticm df tt^emrter's tmn) may be,

!a tfadr bter cmidSt&m, as tky pr^Mue to enter

(kp^kraf) ati^e, they vm caBed 1^ Wlohrarter dmtebroch

tMXt this tism, |ke the preceding" one, h not yet in use. Xt
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is possible that this stage, though of widespread occurrence in both plants

and animals, may be suppr^sed in some cases.

X
J® @ Gonta.

a/ V ^
tv w r 9 * FVndl CoTvial Talophate

[b aestiittSbm
*' Pnulitow and

DeutofcMch

[c Pradiromosomes] 'Pral^totama

d UnraMDung 3tagt
j

FIRST
SPERMATOCYTES

AUXOCYTE8

GROWTH
PERIOD

r\ /T

e L^otens

{ Syfiapals

g Pachytene

Diplotene

Synizeela . rint CentMcUea

(n Synaptitene.

Oou<)uet Zwotene »
(f? Amfhitem

PteAi-i^maiavc Sptrane

[k Dtrruse, or Confuaed
]

tmonc
aVJBIONS

[i. Second Contraction
{

ICarly

j.

DlahlnesU. PtephafK w {Middle
Posteptreme I Lato

k. Second SFarmatocytoa. Morklkeaia

L ^mrmattda

scSparM

ns. Itt.—Diastam ol the stages of matuiatioD and meiosia, to show thdr order o( sncoessioD.

Stases inclosed in btacdMls oay be ladung in certain cases. The qnM])tic stase (0 lsieP>*Mnt*d <4

two dlfletait types (P sod P). Tczmiiiology based on that of Winiwarter, Qytolosical dedsil

nnishiy hidtcated in tbe key-fisnies.

The fhnwgaa taking place in tlu two foQowing (c, d) result kt^
fonoAtbn of a fine ^dieme, diie kfdmem or UpbOme-stage {^age e); bill hk
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many cases (e. g., in -mtebiates generally) the l^tcmema may be formed

directiy frmn the network Stage b, Stages c and d bong omitted.

c. In this, the ^ockromosome-sUige, the nuclear framework cA Stage b

agidn draws together into separate, more or less massive chromosome-like

bodks. This stage has been most carefully examined in the insects, but has
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take up a peripheraJ position, and are not definitely polarized (Figs. 266,

267). Many careful observers have found that their number is neiU'ly, in

some cases exactly, equal to the gonial or diploid number; and sometimes
they dearly show the same size-relations. Clearly, therefore, these bodies

represent •a diploid group of chromosomes corresponding with those of the

gonial divisions. In many cases no trace of this stage has yet been found;

typical examples are offered by the vertebrates (urodeles) and platod^
{Dendroccdum^ Fig. 279).

d. The unravelling stage, during which each prochromosome resolves

itself into a closdy convoluted or irregularly coiled fine thread which thar

Pig. tSi.

—

OSgenesis in the rabbit (Winiwarter).

A, eaily deutobroch nucleus; B, leptonema; C, ^naptic stage (early synizcais); />, complete

synUesis; £, pachynema; F, diplonema.

umavels or uncoils to form a single Icptotene-thread (Figs. 265, 267). The

evidence, though rather scanty, makes it highly probable that only one

such thread is formed from each prochromosome * and this has been dearly

proved in the case of particular prochromosomes, e. g., the large M-chromo-

some pair in the beetle Blaps (Nonidez). This point is of great theoretic

interest in contributing to the demonstration that, in some cases at least,

the number of leptotene-tkreads is diploid (p. 541).

e. The leptonema or Uptotene-stage} This stage is a fundamental and all

but universal one from which all later ones take their point of departure.

The ni'de?*' substance has now resolved itself into delicate threads wUch

typically show no sign of longitudinal flitting. They are at first irr^iular,

contort^, and when preceded by prochromosomes often dumped in masses

corresponding to the bodies from which th^ have arisen. As above stated*

* SM«q«dslly IHvfe ('08I, Wilson (’is). Nooide* (’so), etc.

* U it cttstcaiMy to we the Bret of thew formaw e aubstanUve and the aeonedm the

iac adjective form; and simikriy with padiyiiema, pachytene, etc.
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toinrev«r4 the thieanhi may be fomed dk«:tly from the nudear fmoiewodk

aC Stage 6 by a pooess sixnilar to the early ^pireme-fonaation in many
ioiQatic mitoses (Figs. 263, 279). This has been drcumstantially desci^ied

various observers in both animals and plants.* In a large class of cases

2 r

m
flam.—Preqmqitic (tapes of meiosis in grasshoppen. {A-D, from Robestbon, the others

tern DckbA
A~P, A, ivamatiMoiiial nudeua, SQnnte X-veside at X; B, spermatocyte-Duclcus,

ftBt after last atennatoKOBlal telophase, exmdensed X-chiomoaome; C, D, origin of si^reme-Iike

atnetare QqMonaaaa) from same; E, last q)ennatQgaDial tatoiduse in IHuBtteira, stage a; P, net-

Bes '‘stape i*'; G, fbnnation oi ma^ve polarized prodmnnosomes istage c) in Chortephaga; B,
same fteoi pole; /> R, onmtitelling of leptotene-threads (stage <l); L, leptonema, in some de'jree

pAarbed, X, the dhnoimosomp-iuideolas or X-chrmnosome (mooosome).

tjbe timeads giadualfy become more even and often form loops that are more

Or loss definite^ polarized with their ends turned towards that pole of the

mtdlhitt QShr «ldch the^ntoides and idiozome lie (Figs. 363, 365, 379). The

nttdous thtfS esters tl^ initial ^*boaqnet-stage,** which attains its full de-

i^clQ|niwmt ht tibe enstdog stage.

IjBt g., ht inmninsla (WiniWirt«r< Winimatter and Safattama. ‘00), utoddei (Jaaaaeas, ’oi}>

OMMOhMliwtS (Wuftbaf,w and ptatodsa (GcH ’
3S> ’fih aad in the peed-plaias (Mottier, 'gr,

ate., Bindta, '04, sAm. ’o4< 'on.-'os, Wi 'to, ete., Digihy. '10. 't4» «te.).
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In the case of animals generally evidence has steadily accumulated thAt

iht U^otew-spirem is not continuous but consists of separate segments; and
in most well-detamined cases these care of the diploid number; their ilnion to

fcHtU bivalents has therefore not yet taken place (p. 556)- This may be
.determined with a high degree of probability in Type / ^ by counting the

number of prochromosomes from which they arise, in T^pe /* by polar

views of the polarized threads, or in certain cases by counting them in side-

view (Dendroaelum, p. 555). Among plants, on the other hand, it has not

yet been foxmd possible to count the leptotene-threads at this time, and
many observers have concluded that the spireme is continuous, only break-

ing into shorter pieces or segments at a much later period.*

The foregoing five stages are preparatory in character and are often

designated as pre-synaptic or pre-syndesic. Now ensues

/. The synaptic stage during which, in a large class of cases, occurs the

actual association or conjugation, of the chromosomes (in the form of lepto-

tene-threads) two by two to form the bivalents. This process we shall

designate as synapsis (or syndesis).* Nuclei in this stage are of two types,

as follows;

f\ In one of these, widely distributed in higher plants, in arthropods and

in various other invertebrates, the leptotene-threads commonly show no def-

inite polarization and become massed together into a more or less dense,

intensely staining knot, usually situated towards one side of the nuclear

cavity and often inclosing a nucleolus (Figs. 264, 267). This is the con-

traction-figure or synizesis (often called the “synapsis”), which greatly

increeises the difficulties of observation at this time. Even nearly related

forms may differ in respect to the synizesis; for example, it is conspicuously

present in Hemiptera or Odonota but absent in most Orthoptera. The synize-

sis has been supposed by many writers to be an accidental artifact or co-

agulation product (Meves, Janssen, McClung, Schreiner and others) due

to defective fixation; but such is not always the case as is proved by the

oft-repeated observation (Sargent, Overton, Gr6goire, Vejdovsky, (Ettiiv-

ger, Wtoon and others) that the contraction-figure may be observed in the

living or fresh unfixed material, though it may be accentuated, or even in

* See, for iBstance, the works of Stiasbutgei, AUea, MotUer aad Digby, cited

above.
*Hu term qmiqids *s thus used is open to scene dbfectfoa, for an important group of Qrtmogistt

have deputed the enniugation of the chrotnosesnes at this tbne. The tenns synapimic OVUdwarta-,

’oo), and tytrimk (Grfgolre, *10) ore open to foe same libiectiao. Janssen's term ('03) mtSUttOe

av^ fob particular difficulty but is not n^hdently fociudve. A second source of confudon lies

in foe doable meaning attached to the word “synapsis" itsetf. Thon^ originaliy aimlled by Farmer

and Uooce (’od) to “ foe temporary union in pdrs of preiodotic fommosomes." it later became con-

fined wlfo the oontractloa figure (synisesis) often associated with fob process, so that t3ie word bm
been Widl^ dlldiod to fob figure instead of td the {uocess Itself. In the iwfoion of foe wiiter,^ foe

arigiiial use of foe word Should be retained (<f. WUion, 0),
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cases artifidally produced, by oo^uktion.^ Of much interest is

fact that in a few cases the synizesia is foreshadowed already in Stage c

a migratUHi of the prodiromosomes towards one pole where they bea

n^. 166.—Enriier stages of mdosis in insects.

A-Cf Bt U, If, from the hetaipteron Lygaui birmcis; D~C, from Largus cinctus; /, from the

dngcm-air, Amax; J, K, fiom the gnusht^per, Ackumin; L, the hemipter, OncepeliHs.

A, Stagea net-fflie condidoa; B, appeannce of the X and Y-cbromosomes; C, stage c, prochro-

nMMomet; IhF, stafe d; G, S, leptonema; /, prochtoraosomes at left, unmveliing at righti J, K,
stage#, tuuaveB&WS t, M, stage A, diffose stag^; N, stagey, very early diakinesis.

dosd^ aggre^ted before the leptotene-tlu-eads are spun out from them,’

80 tiiat the synizeids is indicated from the first stag^ of l^totene-formation.

Max^ (^servers, among both botanists and zoologists, have produced

rigJhaapiildilfaed^otogr^ihB of the qmiaeib from living odls of the mosses /^ItrUser

s|idCUtM|sa> TsykirjCasjLhhaoa the other hand found that in GuMaUwsynizesis may be al-

asMt mn^midy dWnated ty ingper fisatkm.

* Thisma deaaenaetatiedi hf Ifoidte ('so) in the beetle,. JKays, thmitfh earlier ofaMTven had Hen
anwething of dwgott (Anaotl. ’oS, In BjAr^riiiu). .
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evidence that as the lq>totene-thread3 draw together to form the n^tic
knot they become associated two-by-two and side-by-side (Fig. 264) to

form threads that are thicker and at first longitudinally double, thus con-

stituting the bivalent chromosomes. The evidence for this process is,

however, less convincing in this case than in the following type.

/ * In a second type, widely distributed among animals but apparently

rare among plants, a contraction-figure or s3mLzesis is usually lacking (there

are some exceptions) and the spireme-threads, now having the form of

loops, show a more or less pronounced polarization with their ends turned

Fig. M7.—^Earlier stages of meiosis in spermato<7te3 of Hemiptera; 4-Jr, from Oncoptitvs ias-

ciatm; L, from Largus ductus.

A, B, stage a, spermatogoniiU telophase; C, stage b, net-like or “resting ’’ stage; D, stage c,

procfw^oaomes; E-C, stage d, unravelling of the leptotene-threads; H, stage e, leptonema; /, J,

stage/', sysieesis, here not greatly marked; K, stage g, post-synaptic spireme, pachynema; L, diplo-

nema.
From Z> onwards the X and Y-chiomosomes distinguishable by thw compact form (chromosome-

nucleoli).

towards the pole of the nucleus near which ‘lie the centrioles surrounded

by the idiosome. The polarized threids now progressively thicken and

shorten by a process that begins at their polar (free) ends and pioceecb

towards the <qq>osite pole, so that in the middle part of the period the pdar

region of the nucleus is occupied by polarized thick threads (pachytene),

the antipolar by thin ones (kptotene), the latter often still in

arrangement (Figs. 269, 271, 272). This is the stage often called the

(Eisen) or amphUene (Janssens) the latter name in aUudon to the presence
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ctf two kinds vi threads, thick and thin. The f(»iiier, growing at the ex-

pesyse of the thin threads and still retaining their polarized grouping, finally

ooaqiy the entire nucleus, which thus enters the following or pachytene

Stage.

The nature of the foregoing process has been examined with particu-

hur cate in ths mammals (Wniwarter), urodeles Qanssens), elasmo-

brancls (Mar£chal, Schreiners), and has also been minutely studied in

smne of the invertebrates, especially in the annelid Tomopteris (Schreiners),

in the Orthr^tera (Wenrich, Robertson), and in the platode Dmdroc<d«m

(Geld). Tnese and many other studies leave no doubt, in the writer’s

opmum, that the thick or pachytene threads are formed by a union of the

thin ones (leptotene) side-by-side (parasynapsis) which proceeds from the

’ pole towards the antipole. By this process the pre-synaptic or leptotene-

^irme has thus been converted into the much thicker and denser post-

synapHc spireme of the following stage.

The two forgoing types of synaptic nudei are connected by various

intermediate conditions whidi prove that they are essentially of the same

nature. Tlie polarization, so striking and regular in the forms enumerated

above, is much less definite in many of the Orthoptera and disappears in

certain of the Hem^tera in which the s)mizesis is but slightly marked (Mont-

gmnery, ’it, Wilson, ’12). On the other hand, a more or less definite po-

larization is described by various observers in synaptic nudei which show

a dedded synizesis.’ We are therefore probably dealing with two diver-

gent modifications cd a single type, accentuated in some cases^, perhaps,

by the coagulating ^ects of the fixatives employed in their study.

f. The post-synapHc spireme (sometimes called the auxospireme) con-

stetS of con^icuously shorter and thicker threads {pacyhnema, or pachy-

tme^spirme) of hdf the origirud number (i. e., of the haploid number). In

many cases the thick threads show no external sign of duality (Figs. 263,

zfiS, 269), as if a complete fusion of the synaptic mates to form a

sii!^ imdiynema. had taken place {Tomopleris, urodeles, mammals).

hi othm th^ seem always to show at l»8t smne indication of longitudinal

duality (Turbellaria, Orthqrtem); and it is probable that such a duality is

dNWQrs presmt in thefr internal structure even when th^ seem externally to

lavie fused (p. 951). Soenier (fiend/ocodum)m later (urodeles), however, the

tSueads are plainly Icf^itudfinally double (diphnema)

;

and the two threads,

cSpecla% in the later.stages> are <dtes ipiially twisted about each edher to

fiwat tie girepsmmd or tfrepsHene (F^ 272, 273). These various con*

dltkaixr3iitiiotaByet|«vety]^^ 8q>arated as distinct stages and may

hdbfear he tdaseed *» al^e).
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A. Diffuse stage. Wide variatuma exist in respect to tie stage that fd-

lows tic pachytene or early diplotene; but ah agree in the feet that the nuclei

recede in greater or less degree towards the condition of a “ restii^” nucleus.

This is shown by a more or less diminished basqihily, a loosening up of

the spireme-threads during which they acquire rougher contours, often

brandx more or less, and in extreme cases may thus be lost to view in a
general nuclear network. These changes, tmdoubtedly, are correlated with

the processes of cytoplasmic growth; for in general the longer the growth-

period and the greater the growth of the auxocytes the greater the nudear

diffusion. The deconcentration of the spireme-threads is thus correlated

in some measure with the size of the auxocytes, and goes further in the

odeytes than in the spermatocytes. In some cases the pach3rtene or chplo-

tene is never lost to view (Tomopteris, urcxieles, various Orthoptera, cope-

pcxls, platodes, etc.), the “diffuse” stage being slightly marked or hardly

distinguishable as such. The extreme diffuse stage is most typically seen in

large odeytes, heavily laden with deutoplasm (p. 351), but the same con-

dition occurs in the spermatocytes of certain animals (some insects, Fig.

266). Even in auxocytes, that approach the extreme type, however, the

chromosomes are sometimes distinguishable at every stage, though in a

state of great deconcentration (Figs. 161, 312). It is a noteworthy fact

that in some of these cases, probably in all, the diffuse chromosomes are

distinctly double, with the halves widely separated but still arranged in

pairs.^ Probably, therefore, the diffuse stage should be r^arded as’ a

highly modified diplotene in which the duality of the early diplotene, how-

ever it may be obscured, in some manner persists throughout.

The preceding stage, whether in the form of a true diffuse stage or of a

more or less evident double spireme, is in some forms succeeded by:

i. The second synisesis or contractiou-figure, in which the nuclear sub-

stance is again contracted in some degree. This condition, rather rare in

animals, more frequent in plants, is most marked when it follows a con-

dition of great diffusion, as is seen for instance in some of the Hemiptera

(such as Pyrrochoris or Alydus) where the second synizesis is almost as

marked as the first. In plants the contraction is less marked, the spireme-

threads being thrown into loops that radiate irregularly horn a central

mass in which a plasmosome usually lies (Fig. 275).*

j. The diaiuiHais, or prophase in the narrower sense. In this, the final

* TU» itet was Stst ebaerved by Kilckart (’9a) in. the oScytes o( eUsnohniachs (p. 269) and has

abca bean b many odier cases.
. , . — > . . .

* A aoniewhat aimiiar stags ocean in certain fiabw (Fiy. ayy) awl nthar animaii, wbidi alw abow a

typlM aSmiUteae or bouquet stage. It is at this stage, or that vWeb inuaediat^ follows, that

Fanutt tad ICooie and their foUoweca betfove tk» eqoitalent tynaiMis to take pUoe, i. the

I of the defoidve bivalents- R b iiftpoctaat t« bwr ht ndod. theretMe, that ih

'^aonw ^ r- in aumv insects) no tooe of n seemd cmtiioifandiltue stents to tadat.
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stage, the bivalents assume their final forms by a rapid process of conden*

satioa, during whidi their quadripartite or tetrad structure usually becomes

evident, and the chromatids undergo those various shiftings of position

and form by which the different types of tetrads are produced (p. 548).

The bivalents or tetrads now appear as unmistakably separate bodies,

oonunonly peripheral in position, and haloid in number (there are some

q)ecial exceptions to this). It is conveniently subdivided into the early,

Hg. MS.—^Propbaie-tetrad* ia the gpennatogenesb of grasshoppers. (.4 ,
B, C, from Granata;

D, from Wensich.)
A, dipbitene stage, Pam^ufus,' B, early diakmesis, beginning of the opening-out process; C,

inter di^ine^ Pomphagus; i, early ring with two pairs of lateral arms; 2, the same with one long

pair of lateral anna^ one short; 3. double ring; 4, twisted ring; 5, r, ring with very long lateral

vms; c doubled cross, 6, double cross, in process of opcsdng out.

J>, similar figures from PhrynauUix; t, early angle ring, with one pair of arms; a, ring similar to

Cs; 3, condensed ring, no arms; 4, double ring; s, 6, double cross, opening-out; 7. completed double

cross, not yet fully condensed.

middle and late diakioeas (j j j ’). In the early diakinesis (j the

tMVdleats a]^>ear in the form of separate more or less elongate spireme-

titreftds, iongUudinaUy double and usually from an early period longitudinally

(pudrifofHk, owii% to 'the ai^ieacance cd a scMialled “secondary split;”

fli ri^t anodes to the first 505). The time at which this cleft first beccnnes

enddeat seems to vary vsh^y in different cases. In Dendroccdum Gelei's

cavcful ^ndy Cn, ilunrs that it is first indicated in the early diplotene,
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soon alter synapsis (Fig. 428, A), though later for a time lost to view. In

Phrynotettix Wenrich (’16) finds it first appearii^ in the early diakinesis

(Fig. 2SS, A, 3). In many cases, however, it has not been clearly seen

before the anaphases of the heterotypic division.

The shiftings of the chromatids sometimes begin even in the early di-

akinesis (j and are continued during the middle period (j at a period

Pig. M9.—Synapsis in the anndid Tomcpteris (Scbseines).

A, fpermatogonial meUphase; B, telophase of last division; C, preleptotene; D. leptonema;

beginning of conjugation; E, slightly later stage, amphinema; F, late amphinema, the conjugation

nearly completed, one Y-hgurc clearly shown; G, pachynema; H, I, diplonema stages.

when the bivalents are rapidly concentrating; at this time, therefore, many
of the characteristic forms of tetrads are seen (rings, double-crosses, trans-

verse tetrad-rods, etc.) in their highest development (Figs. 255, 268). These

figures often persist, sometimes in great perfection {Tomopteris, etc.) until

the late diakinesis (j ®) ;
but in many cases their relations to the earlier

figures are obscured or lost {Ascaris, many insects, etc.). All these various

forms may be, and in a large number of cases are known to be, derived

from threads or rods that are at first longitudinally double (primary or re-

ductional cl^ft) and later longitudinally quadripartite by the amrearance of
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a second didt (secoodaiy or equational) at rii^t angbs to tbe first. To
najtajmteC, the principal fonns arise as follows:

(x) Lc^tudinal or anaacfaistic rod-tetrads by simple shortening of the

threads. Spindle attachments terminal, median or intermediate (Fig. 245).

(3)

Diaschistic or cross-rod-tetrads, by separation of two halves from

one end (most usually along the primary clrft) while remaining attached

at the other. Spindle-attachments bituminal or (superficially) median

(figs. 251, 246, 254).

(3) Anasdiistic V-tetrads, with median attachment, like anaschistic

tods flexed at the middle point (fig. 250). With subtenninal attachment

give J-figures (Fig. 252).

(4) Diasdiistic V-tetrads, with median attachment, like diaschistic

rods flexed at the middle-point (Figs. 251, 253).

(5) Double-crosses, like transverse rod-tetrads with lateral arms drawn

out from the middle-point at right angles to the original long axis, often

arise by opening apart of the quadripartite rod from one end along the

primary cleft, from the other end along the secondary one (Figs. 244,

ass* 254, 268).

' (6) Single rings by separation of the quadripartite rod along one plane

in the central region, leaving the halves attached by their ends; the latter

often drawn out laterally to form “lugs” or cross-shaped figures. Spindle-

attachments either terminal (Figs. 246, 359) or non-terminal (Figs. 245, 259).

(7) Double rings, from quadripartite rods in which the four components

remain attached by their ends but separate along the primary deft in one

half and along thjc secondary cleft in the other (Figs. 257, 368, etc.).

Other less clearly defined typa of tetrads arise by changes of similar

type but with minor modifications.

S. Oeneral Result

The foregcing facts constitute a solid basis for our earlier assumption

(p. 503) that the bivalents or tetrads do, in fact, arise by the association of

chromosrnnes two by two, in pairs, and in many cases side by side; and

the two chromosomes of each such pair persist as the two longitudinal

halves the dhfloteoe-spirfine thread. Further, as earlier indicated

505)* aB the curious ^lapes and transformati&ns of the tetrads are readily

eail^icahle when regaxdei as modifications of mch an original double thread,

whidi has beamie quadripartite by a longitudinal flitting of eadi synaptic

aiad haa undergone vaihnis shifth^ of the four chromatids of the

ietni^^ ]»oduci^. These procemes am not a matter inference

Imf 'of observed fact ;kevertheles8, befc^ owe can unreservedly aco^t
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the foregomg interpretation of meiosis, it will be necessary to look nusre

critically at the cytological evidence.

IV. SYNAPSIS AND DISJUNCTION
«

The Problem of Synapsis

1. Introductory

In its earlier and (superficially) simpler form the theory of synap^
assumed no more than a segmentation of the spireme-thread into the hap-
loid instead of the diploid number of pieces. This conception, which orig-

inated with Riickert (’92-’g4), Haecker (’92, ’95), and Vom Rath (’92),

assumed that in mitosis and meiosis alike the chromosomes become aligned

end-to-end in a continuous spireme which later segments, in the one case

into the diploid number of univalent chromosomes, in the other into the

haploid number of bivalents. In meiosis, such a process evidently would
involve a primary end-to-end association (telosynapsis or metasyndesis)

of the chromosomes but no actual conjugation other than that involved

in the spireme-formation. To those who rejected the individuality of the

chromosomes accordingly the whole problem of reduction seemed to in-

volve no more than the mode of segmentation of the spireme. This notion

has persisted almost down to the present day; ^ but long ago this too simple

solution of the problem became untenable.

This theory, obviously, assumed the reduction-division to be a trans-

verse division of the bivalent at the point where the synaptic mates are

connected. Evidence quickly was produced, however, demonstrating that

both meiotic divisions are often longitudinal (Ascaris, urodeles, seed-

plants, etc.)
;
hence the earlier scepticism concerning the reduction-division

(P- 503)- conception, nevertheless, investigation of the subject

for a long time largely centered, and as remodeled by Farmer and Moore

(’031 ’05) it is even now upheld by a considerable group of observers.

Meanwhile, observations b^an to accumulate showing that in many cases

the chromosomes of the early auxocytes appear at the beginning as sep-

arate univalents and of the diploid number (as in somatic mitosis) and lata

conjugate two-by-two in synapsis to form the bivalents.* This view later

took the dominating piosiQon that it now hdds. Such a conjugation might

conceivably be either end-to-end (telosynaptic) or side-by-side (parasyn-

aptic), and each of these possibilities has been enetgeticaQy defended.

‘ “ la ny vieir, the getm-cdte, that fa to uy thefa-nudri, inhadt the qMd&c peculiarity of producr

ins ^ ha}f-nuraber of chconuiarantt m they enter the srowth-period " (Mevee, ’it, p. eg6j

lleo ’06, etc.). See dso Bnuer (’pa), Kesattd r*o), Champy (*13).

• This view fiMt by H«nlcfa« Cpi) usA ooosidew! by Riickert (’p*) end Bwelt

fint took weU-definad rtiapein the w«k of Mamomecy (’pp, to) And Wiidwartst (’oo).
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Oo, ^ however, the theory of parasynapsis has steadily gaiued

grOttod since 1900, when the posabiUty of such a process was first seriously

Otnt^deted. Parasynapsis has, however, been attacked even by recent

writers; * and we are by no means in a position }ret to assert its universal

occurrence.

The issues here raised may conveniently, if not quite logically, be con-

sidered under the two heads of parasynapsis and idosynapsis}

S. Parasynapsis or Para^desis

If we except certain casual references by earlier writers (see Fick, ’92)

the first definite suggestion of a side-by-side conjugation of leptotene-

threads came from Winiwarter in 1900, as the result of a study of mamma-
lian o^enesis (rabbit, man), though he did not fully commit himself to

this conclusion until several years later (Winiwarter and Saintmont, ’09).

In the meantime the theory of parasynapsis was placed upon a firm basis,

in both animals and plants, by the work of many observers, prominent

among them Janssens and A. and K. Schreiner.^ Since then the theory of

parasyniq)sis has been adopted by many other observers, among them

some who, like Montgomery ('ii) or Robertson (’16) had long been con-

vinced advocates of telosynapsis.^

These observations leave no doubt of the fact that in a large number of

cases a side-by-side association of leptotene spireme-threads takes place

during the synaptic stage. The general aspect of this process shows wide

difierences, owrelated especially with the presence or absence of a contrac-

tion-figure or syniaesis. When such a figure is present (most insects and

hitler plants), the leptotene-threads usually show little or no polarization,

and the difficulties of observation are much increased; but even in this case

the l^totene-threads are often seen to lie side by side in pairs as they draw

* Sm for wrimpte the recent works of Stieve (’18, ’so) on Pratms.

*As wffl Jeter appear, panqmipsu does not necessanly imidy the side-by-ride conjugation of

iVnfir pain ft ctixamjosomes (though it is so described by nearly^ zoSlogists) . It might equally well

taiw piaoe between two oondnuous qiiremes, maternal and paternal, the product later segmenting

toiona Uvalenta; and the pozaqmaptlc tbeny has in fact be» advocated in this form by some bot-

*
1S(e especially SdiBnfrid Cot) on the bull, Janseens sad Dtunea (’oj), and Janssens (’et.’es), Wfl-

am Ctaj, Saoric and Long (’tg) dn oiodeks; tbe Schrrinas on Ifyxine (’ot, ’05) Sahtmanira and
Coda), Ophyrakveha Cedb}, and eun^Uy cm Tmaplerit (’06, ’c8); of Bonnevie (’06), JEnter-

unm Cat): of Marddial on sdWWans other forms {’en, ’05, 'og); td Vejdovsk^ on annelids

andlnrwts Cti> 'tr); of Oicard (’dv), Motse (’og), on Upidotirm (’11), Montgomery

Vufdatvsl^ ('ll, '19), WfibdB ('n), Stevens Cm), Wenrich (’u, ’17), Robertson (’is, ’16),

JMhiir Cs^){ Stegbcn C»0, 'n) on huects, of Griei on Dmirtesbm I’at, ’32), and others; on the

baMmtod. iMe hy Baiitba Coa, AHes C04, '«$}, Gtfgrire (*04. ’os, '07), Rosenbog C<^, '07,

tte,}, ShttsbaiBar Cmr. 'oS, '^), CM) and others. For a nearly complete fistofthetit-

.g||l^4waiitoiow.«»*lie«»trii^»CTfowaadotitlqneof (Seftgoltel’oSi ’to).
''

*Wiit a BBunJ critiww aw Oifioln Cao), V^aoo Cia), Coi. ’oa).
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together (often around the iiude(dus) to form the synaptic knot, while

their more peripheral portions are still separate. Examples of this are

seen in some of the mammals (Fig. 264, Winiwarter) and higher phmts.

(Berghs, ’04, Allen, '04, Cardiff, ’06, Digby, ’20)
;
and in some of these the

paired grouping is more or leas clearly seen even before the contraction

91g. yro.—DeUils of synapns in TmopUris (Scbkeinek).

A~D, parallel conjugation; £, single pachytene-thread; F, dipbtene; G, the same, later stage;

H, presynaptic stage in cross optical section, showing about 36 threads (18 loops}; I, similar sectioa

ol post-synaptic pachynema, 18 threads (9 loops).

begins. By some writers this has been ascribed to accident; but the weight

of opinion is now opposed to this.

A more or less marked synizesis occurs in some of the polarized forms

of s)mapsis, and these are also less favorable for observation,—for instance

in some oi the mammals (Winiwarter, ’00) in the cockroach (Morse, ’09,

Hogben, ’zob) or in the fern Osmuada (Gr^oire, ’07). In forms having no

synizesis the leptotene stage is almost alwa)^ more or less distinctly polar-

ized (bouquet-stage) and the process of synapsis is more readily obsm'ed

since it bogins at one pole and progresses towards the o[q>o8ite one. Die
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most aiad eonviiicug examples of this are seen in the uroddbs

(lansaens) and some of the annelids (Tomoperii, F^. 370) and pktodes

ifiminocedttmt Figs. 379, 380). In the mammals (Fig. 363) the polariza-

detn is scasewhat less evid^t and the process less regtdar. The same is

trdc in the Orthoptera, though tha group has lately offered some of the

dearest evidence oi parasynapsis (Fig. 371). In the hemipter Euschistus,

Wig* 171.-^Parasynap«» ^ grasshoppers (Wenbich).

(fi fa. CharUt^; P in TriMerttrepis; the others in PhryameUix.)

jf n, stages, jf the granules, X, the X-diromosome, the latter in greater detail at

C «Hy arnaptic nucleus, a few double threads; D, detail from similar nucleus, pairing completed

fa A, y'Sgwre and many unpaired letopteoe-tlueads; P, ampWtene-nucleus, conjugation in fuH

.pnir-^ ft detwl of shoSar stagey showing at 6 bivalent open in middle region; S, ownpleted

pl3Srfaiae>Hi^i>k>fan« stage.

•S desedbed 1^ Mon^amcry (’ii), neither sjmiaesis nor polarkaUon is

and the process prooeads very irregularly.

„ With an c^ioi and d||early*madted bouqVotrstage the process of con-

jiyatwh. advances wiA dontideiBble regulsrity from the nudear pole, near-

ett^ cential bodies ind idioaone, so that a very ^nite raiphitene-

stage may iiiiwteegniaed (FSgs. 369, afxX Amtn^ the finest examples of

ate nrjthc ^ramtogaMsw of the uioddes Bfiiwkoseps
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and Pktkodm and of the annelid Tomopteris, made classical by the works

of Janssens and of the Schreiners, as cited above. Even more striking

are the phenomena as shown in the odcytes of Dendroctdum hcteum of

which Gelei (’21) has made a detailed and careful study.^ In cases of this

typie the spireme-threads are most commonly, and perhaps always,

shaped with both free ends directed towards the pole. In either case side-

by-side union of the threads begins at their free ends, nearest the pole, and
proceeds thence step by step towards the opposite pole. Thus arise char-

Fi(, an.—Earlier stages of meiosis in i^nts (mainly from GaioontE).

A, B, formation of leptotene-threads in Lilium; C, D, para^ynaptic pairing of the threads; E,

synaptic nudeus, F, early diplonema; G~K, twisted or strepsitene stages in IMmrn {K
from Beeobs).

acteristic Y-shaped figures, with thick longitudinally double stems, from

which diverge the two halves to form the single branches of the Y. In

many cases this process advances with considerable r^fularity, so that

in its middle stages one-half the nucleus is occupied by thick and more <«•

less parallel douWe threads, the other by single, thin and. often contorted

single threads; hence Janssens’ term amphitene.*

When, as is usuafly the case, the two leptotene-threads have the form of

itlio
^21 ^

*GeW (’at) has ctoarb ahown (hat in Dmdr«(mhtm, though a typical polaritad bouquet ia pt*.

ent, taka place iiM«ulariy, often bong completed in aome bivaleDta at a time, i»

odwa it baa only iuat be^.
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die conjugatiOQ proceeds from the free ends towards the middle

point/ giving rise to the curious figures shown in Figs. 270, B-D; 271,

G; 280 £, F; whidi may be likened to a pair of Y-figures united by their

divergent branches. These forms, obviously, represent two leptotene-

loops, united for a certain distance near their free ends, but still wide apart

in ^e central r^on. . Such forms have been clearly demonstrated by several

observers, in particular by the Schreiners in Tomopteris, by Wenrich in

Pkrynotettix, by Robertson in Chorthipptis, Mohr in Locusta and Gelei in

Dmdroccdttm. They oflFer very convincing evidence of parasynapsis and

are probably of widespread occurrence, but may readily escape detection

.
because of the confusion of the leptotene-threads. In the Amphibia these

figures are also obscured by the fact, described by Janssens and readily

verifiable in such uiodeles as Bairackoseps or Plethodon, that many of the

leptotene-threads run into a large chromatin-nucleolus or “chromoplast”

situated towards the antipole.^

In some cases the stem of the Y-figure, during the amphitene-stage

continues to show a distinct longitudinal cleft representing the plane of

lateral aiqxisition; and in such cases the two halves, in some cases at least,

show each a series of very definite granules or chromomeres, which lie

opposite one another in the two threads (Figs. 271, 428). This fact, of the

highest theoretical interest (p. 952), is clearly shown in the figures of many
observers, iar instance in those of Mohr ('16), on Locusta, of Wenrich

(’16, ’17) on Pkrynotettix and Chorthippus, or of Gelei (’21 '22) on Den-

droadum.*

In other cases the stem of the Y shows no clear evidence of longitudinal

duality, a classical example of which is seen in the urodeles as figured es-

pecially by Janssens, whose observation the writer can fully confirm in

both Batrachoseps and PUthodon. This appearance may be due to an in-

timate fusion (A the conjugants, to in^propriate fixation, or to other causes.

Many interesting possibilities in this direction are suggested by Gelei’s

studies <Mi Dendroccdum, a very favorable object. This work, carried out

with an improved technique, offers a remarkable demonstration of paras)m-

* An exoqitkiD to this seems to occur in ChorHtpus and Trimertirepis according to Wenrich ('17)

1A0 {oond sane reason to conwde that pairing of the V-diaped and other ateiomitic chromosomes

heM fixit bedni at the apices at the V'a and {nooeeda thence towards the free ends. A similai conr

(fasSoB was eariier indicated by Gdraid Cw).
*Jt seems poadble tiiat some of the figures here described do not belong to the synaptic period

bat to the aufy diatinesis and are early stages in the fermation of tings; >. e., the threads are not

cesHfng together but sepanting at this time. In such cases the central regiona of the threads may
have ffstodned separate from me begfawing.

ttlds fast baa been urged by oi^onents of the theory of paiasjmapsis in favor of the contention

.that UiBt^eiWoscd threads Rs^ from longitudinal splitting of a tingle Uuead; but many facta

amaMliliiil to ddb' Wottidi las empfaadsed toefset, srhicb may be deariy seen in Fig. 41$, Uiat

t|toflto'a|l|Wwd|iaaw>m am sttmetunesaoegnalia site, a tejiA herd to reconefle with such an inter-

pJ" ^
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apsis. The number of leptotene-threads (which are of different leng^s)

is definitely 14, the diploid number, and of post-synaptic bivalents, 7. The
pre-S5maptic threads show very clearly a beaded structure, consisting of

definite basichromatic granules (chromomeres) in a single series connected

by a more lightly staining substance (linin?). During the conjugation the

threads are brought together two by two in parasynaptic association and
in outward appearance completely fuse to form a pachytene. The chrome-

meres, however, remain distinct and after suitable extraction of the dye are

found lying in two distinct and separate series, lying opposite each other two

by two in the pachytene thread and afterwards in the diplotene (Figs. 279,

280, 428). This makes it probable that the seeming fusion of the conjugants

(.c ic
Fig.m,—Later stages of meiosis, especially strepsinema stages (^4, from OvBkTOit, B, D, F,

from Bekghs, C from Janssens).

A, second contraction-figure in Fodop/i^lum; B, earlier strepsinema in Lilium; D, F, later stages,

twisted loops and double rods; £, similar figures, CmvaBaria; C, late strepsinema in the salamandtt

Bolrachoseps.

is deceptive, and that in internal structure the bivalents are always double

Structures.

Another interesting possibility is that the apparent fuaon of the con-

jugants may in some cases be due to a close twisting together (rf the two lep-

totene-threads, a process which is clearly indicated (though not described)

in Janssens’ figures of Batrachoseps (’o6). Other observers who have figured

or described a similar torsion at this time include Grdgoire (’07) in Osmunda

and AUiitm, Agar (’ix) in Lepidosiren, BoUes Lee (’ii) in Hdix, and Gelei

(’21) in a few cases in Dendroccelum. This point calls fcff the closest in-

vestigation because of its bearing on the chiasmatype-theory (p. 954); but

the evidence in its support is veiy inadequate. Both Stevens and Lee

believed the double spiral to persist from the time of synapsis through att

tiK stages up to the i^riod of diakinesis, but this is uigendy in need
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4)1 iQoti&DmtiOB. Most obatfms, indudmg Winiwaiter, tbe Schretam,

Wmidi, tibe 'Writer, and many others, have found no evidence of a syn-

optic twisting. In DendncaUtm, Grid found twisting only in tare cases

(fig. 438); and it seems possible that this may be an accidental product

of tlm technique. On the whde, therefore, tl^e is little to support the

hypothesis of a synsfitk twisting.

In any case the result of the synaptic process is the complete replace-

ment of the l^totene-threads by the pachytene. There is no doubt in

many cases that the number of pachytene-threads is hapldd, i. e., that the

paeudo-reductkm has been accomplished during the synaptic stage, as is

demonstiated with certainty by endwise or i>olar views or the polarized

loops during the bouquet-stage. In Tomopteris, for example (as is clearly

figured by the Sduemers, ’08) the post-synaptic or pachytene-bouquet

shows t8 threads, the pre-syiuq)tic twice this number (Fig. 270). Since

each lotqi-riiaped tluead appeals as two in polar -view the actual numbers

are 9 (18} and r8 (36) corre^XRiding to the haploid and the diploid numbers

req>ectively. An exanqile of the facts in species showing a synizesis is

shown by the hem^ter Largos cinctus, in which the male diploid number

is ti, induding ui unpaired X-chromosome and five autosome-pairs. Here

the number of post-synaptic pachytene-threads is five (with one unpaired

amdensed X-dtromasome, Fig. 267, L>), while the pre-synaptic number

(of prochromosomes) is xi.^ A considerable number of such cases have

now been determined.

Hie evidence thus hriefiy reviewed seems to the author to leave no

doubt that in a large class of cases pseudo-reduction is accomplished during

the synaptic stage by a ride-by-ride union of leptotene threads, each of

whkh represents a single or univalexit chromosome. This conclusion has,

howevrs', met with energetic opposition on the part of some recent writers,

evea in case <d the urodeles. Champy (’13) could find no evidence of any

Icind of sjmapris and, l&e Fick, Meves, Della Valle and others practically

abandons tire whole protdem of reduction as insoluble. Stieve ('20), in two

Irntfl^y papm cm ^alaus, oontmdicts all of the essential results of Jans-

smis, Schrdirer, Snodc and Ixmg, the writer, and other observers of the

nmddes, fiuefing a continuous i^Hreme up to and thror^ the pachytene

bcmqud; the d4>hrid mimber of loqw throug^nnit both the leptotene and

pwiQrtmte oonq^ete absence of an amphitene stage or of other

evideEKe of pszasynapris; the segmentatum of the pachytene-^ireane into

tite ntunbeu’ of rmivalmt dxromoscmies; and fixudly a tdosynaptic

larion o| tim ^atim* twQ-by«two to form the Mvaients. The present writer,

,
Wim haf mmmitwd the preparatkms rd the Schreinem (Xompkm)

** ‘
*
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and of Janssens {Bairachoseps),^ supplemented by subsequent repeated

study of other preparations of urodele material, is of the opinion that

Stieve’s results on all of these points are erroneous.

Leptetene
5plreme

Polarization

Amphltcne
or

5ynaptotene

Dtplotene

Leptetene

Spireine

Separation
of the

Loops.

Dv-fdotcne

Fig. STi.—Diagrem showing the relation between porasynap^ and “tdosynapsis’’ by loap-

fortaation. In the poiasymtptic series one pair of loops and one pair of rods are shown. Tbs finiU

Stages an much alilt« in tSect (parasynaptic association of the synaptic mates), but the early stages

are wlde^ tflSerent.

S. Tstiasyanpnin or Metasjmdesis. Snd-'to^d Union and tiie Theory of

Loop-formation

Hiough telosynaptic conceptions have lost ground in recent years th^

still have the siq>port of some competent obswvers. The theory of Rtlckert

and his followers received its &st detailed development by MoatgO(ihi»y

‘cy.waaemrta).
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(’oo, ’03, ’05) and by Farmer and Moore (’03, '95). nrough differing some-

iKibat in detail, these interpretations (like Rtldrert’s) alike assume primarily

that i^n segmentation of the spireme the synaptic mates of each pair re-

main attached at one end, either lying in a straight line, or, more commonly,

flexed at the synaptic point to form a loop, and longitudinally split. By
closure of the loop the.two mates may finally come to lie side by side and by
twisting together may give rise to the strepsinema (Fig. 275). In such cases,

as Fanner has pointed out (’13) the cytological distinction between telo-

synapsis and paiasynapsis almost disappears. Genetically, on the other

hand, the distinction is of fundamental interest especially for the group of

problems that center in the phenomena of crossing-over (p. 955). It is

dear that according to this view the original deft of the diplotene does not

rq>resent the plane of side-by-side apposition, but that of an ordinary

equation-division.

Montgomery originally assumed (in case of Peripattis) an end-to-end

conjugation of rod-shaped chromosomes two-by-two to form V-shaped

bivalents in the telophases of the last gonial division, the V’s thus produced

giving rise directly to the polarized loops of the synaptic stage. This view

never received much credence, though there is now some reason to reconsider

its possibilities (p. 562).* As develqped by Farmer and Moore (’03, ’05)

on the other hand, the theory of loop-formation has had many adherents,

especially among investigators of the phenomena in plants.^ In this form

the theory assumed no actual conjugation of chromosomes but a looping

and subsequent segmentation of a continuous spireme; taking place in the

second synizeds or cmitraction-stage (Stage i) immediately preceding

diakinesis. At this time the pachytene spireme (commonly, but not alv^ys,

showing a longitudinal split) is in fact in many objects thrown into loops,

often di^>osed radially about a central knot in which lies the nucleolus

(Fig, 275). The spireme now segments transversely so as to separate the

hwps (<» Straight single pieces which subsequently bend into loops) which

constitute the bivalents. Meanwhile the two branches of each loop often

approximate imtil they lie side by side and often twist about each other to

fans 8-duq>ed figures or short double spirals. The bivalents thus formed

may subsequently undergo the various changes of form already described.

Ttfis interpretation agrees with the parasynaptic in the conclusion that

die qmaptic mates in numy cases vltimately do come to lie side by side but

^ MatateoBiHV's omoeiitka of the compodthm of the qrsiptic loops, apart from their mode of

pikdQ,ww the tame in prindple aa that adopted hv Panlmkr, McChmg, Sutton, Waadlieff, Stevena

mi Home otiher inveati^ton of the fime.

t^eeSmdiiteger <’04) led eapeda&jr MettiK ('os, ‘07, ’14) «“ UUtm, Poiapkj^tm, Aetr, and

ather iptOK Gmw I’aS, 'on), B, M. l>avia (’09, ’so, ’is), Omtt (’08), and C^dand (’m) on tBM>
0m; teaia ('<^) an JMtm andTShda; Pigiqr Oiw 'U, '») on Galmiti, Crepit, etc.; Ftnaer and
iadIfitlMdShknnial'it} m Viela.
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through a secondary process. In all other respects it involves a fundamen-

tally different conception of the organization of the spireme; for the longi>

tudinal deft of the dlplotene is considered as a simple equational split (like

FiC.I76.—Meiosis by loop-formation in the pollen mother-celb of Lilium, aa described by Mot-
ties (Fashes and Moose mode).

A, B, preomaptlc net-like stages; C, early synizesis ("^napais”) of the leptotene-thieads; D,

loosening of the synizesis, spireme longitudinally doable (diplonema); £, “hollow,” segmented,

double spireme (diplonema); F, similar or slightly later stage, twisting; G, looping of the twisted and

longitudinally double threads; S, later looped stage, second contraction, segmentadon of the tfarmtds

in progress; /, diakinesis, loops separate, shorter and thicker, near periphery.

that of a somatic prophase) instead of the apposition-plane of two S3maptic

mates (or spiremes).

If therefore we accept the conclusion that the synaptic mates in each pair

are re^cctively of maternal and paternal ancestry (p. 505) it must be as-

sumed that in the original ^ireme paternal and maternal chromosomes

regularly alternate wd in sudx a way that ^maptic mates always adjoin.

In apparent harmony with this are the facts described in CEnothera, where

just prior to the diakinesis the full diploid number of chromosomes (14.}
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aie anid-to be. visible, most of them aligned end to rad in the pocl^rtene

sftttraae (fig. *76), though a few may already be free. By segmentation rf

the ^uremo seven bivdents are formed, each consisting of two synaptic

mates attached rad-to-end. During the diakinesis the two mates usually

Icdd together so as to lie side by side, or even to form rin^; but they may
remain rad to end in tdosynaptic union. A similar alignment in the spi-

renm is sera in Bufo (King, ’07) and in Cartx by Stout (’12) though these

dmervers leave the mode of synapsis undetermined. Too much importance

^MefaMb in CSntfltera {A, (S. lamareHaiu, Davis; B-P, (S mbritterris, Oates).

A and Jt partir segmented paekr°<!'>>Ai C-E, lata- stages, sttial alignment oi chromosomes with

eroral pairs separate; P, the dowosomes separate and in part paired.

should not be ascribed to these facts, however, in view of the diakinetic

phenonmna later to be described.

Farmer and Moore’s interpretation still has the support of some able

observers,^ but has of late lost ground. In case of the cockroach, for instance

(Moore’s objea}, both Mcu:se (’09) and Hogben (’20) have produced strong

evi&nce in £av(»r of the |iara^maptic theory, while Digby (’20}, still a oon-

vinoedsiq>port» of the loq>-theoiy, has recently admitted the side-by-side

uaira of I^>t0tene-thiea4s at the synaptic stage. Bi Spinacea, SmUadm
and sotoe other seed-plants according to Stomps (’lo) and Lawson (’12)

the ^^Mfeme b not continuous at any period, but crasists separate imi-

thieads, each of winch b bngiturhnally split friun an early period.

1 **11; Oweidim hatfigy oi the pucinu* 6mn the stege <A net to the tormetion of the twdve bive-

hsai«m|iStegi«<See«W'tsniewaurniiui the fut ihnt •& oi the Uvtic|nt» u» derived im« the

no iidteiiie ft (wmfsd prwdou to (umOarit): that thwnjs no union (d M-
raerasibvbdbttrdorimiorafirnmpiit, aad that tto tcitume b
raMppm i#eed «>d btmd ’’

-
< V
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These threads, according to Lawson’s very ^}ecific account, conjugate side-

wise in pairs at a stage nearly corresponding to the second synisesis or the

early diakinesis, the original longitudinal fission of the threads meanwhile

becoming less evident or wholly obscured. With this may be compared

the phenomena in Euschishis (according to Montgomery, ’ii) where the

spireme is likewise segmented from the very beginning and the parasyn-

aptic pairing of the chromosomes occurs step by step in rather irregular

fashion as the growth-period advances. Were this process deferred rmtil a

later period a condition much like that described by Lawson would exist.*

4. Synapsis in Relation to the Anaphasic Duality

Certain attempts have been made to reconcile the side-by-side association

of leptotene-threads in the synaptic stage with telosynaptic conceptions.

It is hardly necessary to consider seriously the earlier crude notion that this

association is merely an accidental result of the drawing together of polar-

ized leptotene-threads towards one pole. More careful consideration is due

to the conception of Meves (’98) that it represents a kind of precocious

longitudinal fission, in which the spireme is formed progressively as a double

structure from the beginning. Advocates of the loop-theory of telosynapsis

have given a certain vogue to the related notion that paras3mapsis is no

more than a reunion of sister-threads that have resulted from an eairlier

longitudinal fission and have temporarily separated. This fission has for

the most part been referred to the final gonial anaphase, the sister chromo-

somes then produced, often widely separated, being assumed to have per-

sisted throughout all the following stages until their reunion in the synaptic

stage.* The meiotic prophase is thus treated as merely a special modi-

fication of the anaplmsic splitting in the somatic mitoses (p. 138), and

the parasynaptic pairing of leptotene-threads loses all significance for the

reduction-problem.

Advocates of the loop-theory of synapsis have thus sought to reconcile

their own conclusions with the positive observation of paras)Tiaptic pairing

described by so many competent observers.* To cite Brunelli: “Step by

step the two longitudinal halves of the individual chromosomes place them-

selves side by side; wherefore the intermediate appearances that have been

described as the fission of a single thread or as the reunion of two threads

having the value of two separate chromosomes (^otene lypothesU)”

* ftK mote leGoat aooouiita of teloqrnap^ see NoUmegd, ’16 (AUiitm), Nakaluie, '19 (Petla)

Gates end Rees, 'zt (Zoetaca).

* Tide poailUU^ is dearly suggested by Rttdcert C’esa, p. i^q, ’pib, p. gt) In Us remarkable papets

00 elasmobtanchoSgHtesistiavUdi are foreshadowed so many later condusbaioonoenuiis the Us-

tory of the duomowmes (p. 914).

' See espedaUy Digby (’10) on Gallimia and ('19) on Otmunda, Ttaau and SoeU ('11) and Fiemr

P14) on Vfcidt Brunelli Cn) on Tritalu.
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{op. cit., p. 9). Hus inteipretation deserves careful attention but has

etcountered fatal difficulties. The siaim of the so-called anaphasic “ split-

ting '' in the somatic mitoses has itself become extremely dubicus 139);

but a still more serious difficulty appears in the ntunerical relations. Since

the gonial number is diploid the anaphasic split should give the tetraploid

number, and paias3aiapsis should reduce this number again to the diploid

(qI path}rtene threads); but both these demands of the hypothesis are con-

trary to fact,^ at least in some cases. Direct counts of the leptotene-threads

are sometimes practicable; and when such is not the case, accurate counting

of the prochromosomes from which the threads arise may still be possible.

Both methods show conclusively that the munber is diploid. Especially

clear cases of direct counting are offered by the Schreiners* studies on

Tomopteris (’96, ’08) (haploid 9) and the more recent ones of Gelei (’2r) on

Dendrocodum (haploid 7). Enumerations of the prochromosomes are es-

pecially convincing when certain of them are recognizable individually by

their size or otherwise. In Lygaus bicrucis, for example, their number, like

that of the ^ermatogonia, is r4; and two of these are at once recognizable

by their denser and more basophilic character and their unequal site (p. 542).

Again, in the beetle Blaps iTtsitanica Nonidez (’20) foimd 33 spermatogonial

chromosomes including constantly three large ones, readily recognizable. In

Stage c the prochromosomes show the same number and character; and as in

other cases one leptotene thread is formed from each.

Finally, Robertson (’19), who himself accepts the anaphasic splitting,

has briefly announced that in grasshoppers of the family Tettigidae the

pras3maptic-threads in the male are of the diploid number (13) and longitu-

dinally split, the 12 autosomes pairing side-by-side to form six bivalents,

each of which is presumably already a tetrad. This, if well founded, is evi-

dendy fatal to the interpretation of Digby, Brunelli and others as above

indicated. Still a different condition (still impublished) has been foimd by

McQung in the grasshoppers {Leptisma and MecosMhus)* in which the num-

ber of prodtromosomes is haploid. Here the diromosome-conjugation seems

to be at least initiated in the gonial telophases or a little later, the telophase-

dumnoaomes beoenning associated side by side in pairs. Such a mode of

aynapfls, evidently, apiproximates to Montgomery’s original conception of

an nnaphajar ccmjugation. These observations evidently are no more favor-

able to the int^retation in question than are those of Robertson.

Taken together the foregoing facts app>ear to be decisively against the

theory of anaphamc duality as applied to para^mapsis, and equally (^ip>osed

to die eail^ te]os3mapdc concqitkm of Montgomery.

* WSua, ’t*.
'

*Hie writer hw lout Uwprivfkge of enunining the original prqNMtioai. See McOnng,'34.
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0. Lftta Conjuc^tion. Oiakinetic Synaptic Phenomena

Ca'tain accounts of chromosome-conjugation taking place late in the

growth-period, or even at its close, open interesting possibilities concerning

the phenomena already considered. That excellent observer Henking (’91)

found evidence in Pyrrhocoris of a diakinetic conjugation foUowing the

second contraction-figure; and a similar phenomenon has been described

more in detail by Gross (’04, ’06) in Syromastes and Pyrrhocoris. In the

elasmobranch Pristiurus Riickert ('92, ’93) found the full diploid number

Fif. 177.—Later stages of spermatogenesis in Lepid»sirm (Aoak).

A, late pachynema, with haploid number (19) of loops; B, second contraction-Ggure, strqx^ema,
loops formed by separation of the ex-conjugants; C, diakinesis, shortening, thickening and separation

of the ex-conjugants, a ring-tetrad shown separately above; D, final diakinesis (in two sections),

nuclear membrane (Usappeared, 38 univalent chromosomes, each transversely constricted; £, kte
piophase, secondary pairing of the chromosomes to form rings or tetrad-shaped bodies.

of chromosomes (36), arranged in pairs in the middle growth-period of the

germinal vesicle, the haploid number appearing at a later period.* A more

recent example is offer^ by the works of Stieve (’18, '20a, ’20b) on the

spermatc^enesis and odgenesis of Proteus; but this account as above stated

is, in the author’s opinion, open to serious question.

There are certain well'cstablished cases ol chromosome«Kijt:^ti<Hi at

a late stage—^in the diakinesis or even later. For examf^, the rn-chramo-

somes of cmeid Hemipterii r^ularly conjugate in riie fin^ ixreplases oljhe

> See also Bom ('93), Wikta (’«$}, Cpn).
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heteiotyi^ divMjii (p. 859}; while the XY-{»k Of sex~cfaromo8(nnes of

iiaBB^tera geoerally do not cmjugate until the final anaphase of that

divMon 769). Dl some cd these cases the conjugation in question seems

Uiodoubtedly to lepresoit a secondary coupling that has been preceded by a

typical synapsis at the usual time and a subsequent deconjugation. One
the deaiest of these cases is described by Agar (’ii) in Lepidosiren. In this

case the diidoid divisions show 38 chromosome, which give rise in the pre-

^naptic period to typical leptotene-threads. In a typical amphitene or

synaptotene bouquet-stage these conjugate side-by-side, the synaptic mates

often being more or less twisted about one another. Thus are formed

19 pachytene loops; but after a second contraction-figure or synizesis

a cfisjuncticm occurs tq form short, thick chromosomes of the diploid

number (38) which show no sign of having been previously coupled. In

the final stages of diakinesis, as the chromosomes are actually passing up>on

the spindle, the univalents again conjugate two-by-two to form the 19 bi-

valents of the meiotic divisions (Fig. 277).

Rraults similar to the above in many respects have been reached in some

of the gall-flies by the recent work of Hogben (’20a). In Rhodites (p. 803),

the somatic number in various kinds of cells is uniformly 18. In synapsis

the leptotene-threads (presumably also 18 in number) conjugate parasyn-

aptkaUy to form 9 bivalents; but in the diakinesis reappear 18 single threads

vdndi are said to conjugate end4o-end to form the 9 bivalents that pass upon

the ^rindle. The facts reported in Cynips are quite similar save that the

req)ective duomosome-numbers are 20 and 10. The diakinetic telosynaptic

pairing observed by H^cr (’14) in Copidosoma is very probably a

seCOndaiy conjugation of similar type, and Hogben believes that a similar

inocess occurs also in Orthopdma. A similar explanation undoubtedly

applies to the above dted case of the elasmobranchs as described by RUckert.

IBbat the latn: work of Mar^chal and of the Schreiners demonstrated a typical

pmiayiiai^ at the usual time; and the later appearance of the diploid

nundbor is decu'ly owing to the wide temporary separation of the halves of

the diplotoie, which 'finally reunite side-by-s^. The meaning of these

singnlar manoeovers td the chromosomes is almost unknown; but they

idum how readily we may fall into mor concerning both the mode of s}map-

ris and the time at wiii^ it occurs if every stage of meuw be not closely

acratinued. They are much intmstin relation to diploid partheno-

geaeiis, wfaidi in some atees is likewise preceded by a process of conju^tion

Had paeudo-teducritoi, oi4y to be undone by a ^junction prior to the single

ntttamrion-drvirion (p. 793).

4
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B. Critical

The parasynaptic and telosynaptic hypotheses, as outlined above, do not

differ in respect to the final result of maturation; but from a theoretical

point of view it is important to determine the precise modus operand* of

synapsis because of its bearing on “crossing-over” (p. 952). It is possible

that both types of synapsis may actually occur; but to the writer this seems

improbable. We may adroit that to some extent the time and mode of

synapsis may not be the same in all objects; but no explanation can here

be found for the contradiction in case of the same objects; in the lily, for

example, diametrically opposing results have been reached by such coni-

petent observers as Allen and Gr^goire on the one hand, and Farmer, Moore,

and Mottier on the other. Grdgoire (’07, ’09) after a critical reexamination

of the phenomena in the seed-plants most positively reaffirmed the paras}m-

aptlc conclusions of Allen, Berghs and others in opposition to Farmer and

Moore; while the opposing hypothesis in its turn received fresh support

from the studies on other seed-plants of Mottier (’14) of Digby (’10, ’14,

’20), Frazer and Snell (‘ii), Frazer (’15) and others. In the case of <E»ih

thera, as already indicated, a “telosynaptic” association of the chromosomes

in early diakinesis seems indubitable. Among zoologists, on the other hand,

the drift of opinion has been steadily towards the parasynaptic conception.

Montgomery himself, after a renewed and extended st.dy of the i^)eimato-

g^esis of EuscMstus{’ii) definitely accepted this conclusion in opposition

to his earlier conclusions. The results of Moore (’05) on the cockroach

have been shown to be almost certainly untenable by Morse (’09) and Hog-

ben (’20) in later studies on the same object. The present writer (’12) after-

long study of the problem in the Hemiptera, and especially on ori^nal

preparations of Bairachoseps by Janssens, of Tomopteris by the Schreiners,

and on numerous additional preparations of Pleftodon and Bairachoseps,

likewise became convinced of the reality of parasynapsis. McClung (’14,

'20) long favorable to a telosynaptic conception in the case of Orthoptera, has

at length accepted as most probable the parasynaptic <me, which also finds

strong support in the recent work on this group of Robatson (’15, ’16),

Wenridi l’i6, ’17) and Mohr {’ifi), of Geld on the Turbellaria, and that of

Metz and others cm the unquestionable side-by-dde pairing of the chromo-

somes in Diptera, even in the smnatic divisions (p. 837).

Some of the existing divergence of interpretation has, no doubt, aiisoi

from errors of observation in this difficult field. To the writer, however, it

siyrnB probable that the divergence may also be due in pert to fs^ure ^
reckon with all the cytological phammena and in parthndar

seoDitdary modifications. Interesting possilffiities hi ihls
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suggested by the phenomena of diakinetic deconjugation and reunion re<

viewed in the last section; and it seems possible that important further

l^t may be thrown on the subject by more adequate studies on the rela-

tion between the ^maptic stage, the second contraction, and the diakine^.

There is increasing reastm to believe that the serial alignment of chromo-

scones sometimes seen in the later stages, may in some cases be a secondary

association quite different from the original one. Perhaps we may find in

this direction a common ground on which paras}mapsis, telos}rriapsis and

loop-formation may come together. For parasynapsis begins by the union

of the chromosome-ends; and we might further conceive that the Icmping

process as described in higher plants was originally (perhaps still is) pre-

ceded by an early side-by-side association that is undone in later stages

preceding the loop-formation. The latter prcx^ss would then restore the

original side-by-side association.

7. The Mechanism of Synapsis

The causes that determine the pairing of the synaptic mates, are wholly

unknown. We think naturally of a chemical or physical difference of sign

or potential between the maternal and paternal homologues; but every

such hypothesis stumbles against the fact that maternal chromosomes of

one generation may become paternal in the following one (or vice versa).

The difiiculties increase when we consider synapsis as observed in triploid

or tetraploid cells. In such cases the process is of especial interest since

three or four synaptic mates are present instead of the normal two. Cer-

tain tetraploid forms, such as some of the gigas forms of (Enothera or Primula,

‘breed approximately true without splitting up to any large extent into other

forms; and from this we may infer that during meiosis the chromosomes at

least tend to mate in pairs and to disjoin in typical fashion.^ It is certain,

also, that such a mode jmiring takes place in the meiosis of particular

kbes or cysts of the testis that are abnormally tetraploid in individuals other-

wise diploid ^ (see Bowen, ’22).

Such cases would seem to suggest that some sort of “affinity” exists

between the synaptic mates—such as a difference of electric charge or of

chemical nature—that m satisfied by their union; and the same view is sug-

gested the behavioc of certain triploids or other forms having an odd

* Gttes found, however, that the eyiutptic pairing in <E. gifai, u often in other (Enotherts, is very

leoH lad iRcgular in ^speoiaope. See Gat^ ’09, ’13, ’15, ’34.

* 'nd* gives oabetantiol ground for the conchirion that mutants or q>ecies that are “tetrajdoid”

as ooBUMss^witb ot^dnol or related fonns are really such

—

i, t., that each specific type of chmmo-
awnefapMjlMt mepiadroplicate instead in duplicate. This conclusion exjdains the otherwise pux-

ii&sa fajj^Pt in hybrids betwi^ dlpbid or trtnpioid lotias (as in Drtstra, p. 846) syzutpsis pro-

ducesJjHPber of Uvaknts Oi}^ to'the fundamental haploid number, the remaining chromiaomes
hifeaalbslenr

.
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number of chromosomes, where the unpaired chromosomes find no mates

in meiosis (p, 848). Unluckily, however, this seems to be contradicted by

the synaptic phenomena in certain other triploid and tetraploid forms

where the synaptic mates conjugate by threes or fours. A demonstrative

example of this is offered by the trivalent w-chromosome of Metapodius

(p. 876); and more recently the same fact has been clearly shown by Bell-

ing and Blakeslee (’23) in both triploid and tetraploid Daiuras. In the

latter cases s3mapsis leads to the formation of trivalent or quadrivalent

heterotypic chromosomes, followed by a disjunction that involves a random

assortment of the chromatids and consequent splitting up of the original

groups. In harmony with this are the results of Holt (’17), Bridges (’22)

and Metz (’22) on the association of homologous chromosomes in triploid,

tetraploid, and polyploid somatic cells of Drosophila, which indicate that

in such cells the synaptic mates tend to an association in groups of three,

four or more, instead of in pairs as in the normal diploid individuals. In

Fig. *78.—Telokinetic movement of the nudeus in very young spermatocytes of the salamander

BatrocMoseps Janssens).
A, early stage, sister-celb still connected by spindle-bridge, chromoplasts near the idiozrnne;

B, slightly later stage, chromoplast dose to idiozome; C, D, £, successive stages in the rotation

of the nudeus, leading to F, leptotene, already slightly polarized, with chloroplast opposite to the

idiozome.

view of all this, we can only record the observed facts, admitting our present

inability to find their physical explanation.

Undoubtedly the ride-by-side conjugation of long thread-like loops from

both ends towards the center involves some difficult mechanical problems.

The difficulty is to some extent lessened by the preparation for the process

that begins in the pre-synaptic stages and may be more extenrive than has

been suspected. In animals, at least, the central bodies evidently play tm

important part in this process; for it u towards them (*. e., the idiozome-
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|p(de of^ sodeua) that the free ends the leptotene threads or loops are

dtaim during the polarisation; and it is here that their union two by two

typically begins. Rod-shaped chromosomes with the spindle attjudiment

at one end seem to becmne looped during synapsis with both ends towards

the p<^, as clearly seen (for example) in the “conflexion” of the X-chro-

moscone in Orthoptera 761). The behavior ol V-shaped chromosomes

(Tomepieris, urodeles), is of especial interest; for here the spindle-attach-

ment is at the apex of the V, yet in the bouquet-stage it is the free ends that

are turned towards the idiozome-pole (Janssens, ’05). This observer has

Ifg. tn.—Stages of Brioda in the oSgeneaa of the triclade Denirocilum (GeleiJ.

A, netlike Stage (protobtoch); B, beginning of the ^reme-formation (deutobroch) ; C, fully formed

but still wpotarised leptonenui, free ends of the threads marked by crosses; D, beginning of the

leptotene -pdUrUation; E, polatfsed leptotene'bouquet stage, with sever pairs of loops; P, polarized

tBpitmeimt, aevea double loops,

pooduced ai^iarently strong evident that during the telokinesis of the last

gcmial divincm in urodeles the nucleus rotates through 180°, so that the

otig^nal rdteitiom df the loops to the central bodies are reversed (Fig. 278).

A rfmilM- tdoldnetic bdanqxtsitkm was indicated by the Schreiners (’06)

in thetaae Tompteris, and hi also stated by Geld (’21) to take place in

Deitib^oadum, thou^ ite exact modus operandi was not deternuned. This

cieai^ ^tssrm that the idatUBi between chromosome and center is not due

to A iwristat Attat^u^t between them.

dffinoQStratfd, further, that before the pdarieation the free aids

of titwncptotmie loops^ t^)on tlw nwdear membrane, at first quite irr^;U'
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larly scattered, but ]ater gliding tovrards the pole until they fin^y come

into contact with their mates as the conjugation begins (Fig. 279). G^ei

believes these movements to result from an active motility the chromo-

somes; but this is hypothetical. In any case it is evident that they prepare

the way for a conjugation that begins with the free ends and gradually

draws the S3maptic loops together towards the central points. We can thus

in a measure understand how the loops disentangle themselves from the

spireme; and we even may suspect that the seeming labyrinth of threads

is an orderly system the nature of which is determined at a still earlier

period. Of much interest in' connection with this is the occasional occur-

rence of two or even three ring-shaped bivalents linked together like links

in a chain, of which several cases have been observed by McClung. This

obviously might result from an entanglement of the leptotene-threads such

that one or more of them were caught between the two synaptic mates of

another conjugating pair. Such conditions actually occur, as is clearly

shown by Gelei (Fig. 280, F). This observer believes such entangled threads

to be subsequently liberated by pulling through the ring; but the occasional

occurrence of interlocking tings shows that such is not always the case.

The parasynaptic theory, evidently, gives a simple explanation of such

cases.

B. Disjunction and Segregation

The purely sceptical attitude towards both synapsis and disjunction'

formerly taken by some writers * is now possible only for those who have

not troubled themselves with the progress of modem cytological research.

On the other hand, the question whether the synaptic mates that couple

in synapsis retain their identity as such, to be disjoined as such in the re-

duction-division, has found a definite answer only in the case of particular

chromosomes (p. 571).

1. The Reduction-dhrision

In many objects, including those classical ones Tomopteris and Batracho-

seps (p. 551), it has not been possible to demonstrate with certainty any

longitudinal duality in the pachynema for a certain period following syn-

apsis and prior to the appearance of the diplonema (a period very short

in Tomoptms but extending through a lai;ge part of the growth-period in

urodeles). An important group of observers (p. 306) were thus led to a

position of great reserve concerning the reduction-division, concluding

that synapsis leads to a complete fusion of the s3maptic mates to fonn

“mixochrmiosomes” or "zygosomes” in wMdi the identity of the original

^ £. i; Mem, or Fick (p . 506).
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CMjjugants may be wholly lost (Winiwarter, Bonnevie and others) . So far as

the visible phenomena in these cases go, there seems extemaUy to be nothing

to distinguish the formation of the diplonema from an ordinary longitudi-

nal or equational split, and hence no ground for assuming the occmrence

of a reduction. On the other hand, a considerable number of goc^ observers

have emphatically Maintained that in some objects the longitudinal duaUty

produced by parasynapsis is never at any period wholly lost to view,

at least in portions of the pachynema; while, as earlier indicated, Gelei

has shown that in Dendroccdum a union of the synaptic mates that exter-

nally swm” to involve complete fusion may leave intact the two separate

Rs. ISO.—Details of parasynapsis in Dendrocalura (Gelei).

A-C, three pairs of leptotene-threads (from one nucleus) at the beginning of conjugation; D,

B, middte stages of conjugation, entanglement of the loops in D; P, diagram showing entanglement

of the loops during conjugation.

series of chromomeres derived from each (Fig. 428). But apart from

this direct evidence the indirect evidence from other sources is so strong

as to remove every doubt concerning the reality of the reduction-division

or the faiCt that in some sense or other a duality of the post-s3maptic spireme

perasts throughout the pachytene stage.

llie special and indirect evidence of the reduction-division is of widely

varied nature. It is most demonstrative in the case of certain kinds of

dunanosomes which do not spin out into leptotene-threads before synapsis

but conjugate and disjdn at a late period in the form of condensed chro-

fflosomeB of the ordinary type. An example of these is offered by the micro-

OcSgoin ’10), Montgomery CoS. ’xi, etc), McClung (’14, etc,), Weniich
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chromosomes or “»»-diromosomes” of certain Hemiptera (p. 839). These

chromosomes ordinarily remain separate in the diakinesis and only corq)le

to form a bivalent as the chromosomes are actually grouping themselves

to form the equatorial plate.* Their conjugation is always immediately

followed by disjunction, the process being one of “touch-and-go” which

seems merely to serve the purpose of ensuring a definite segregation of the

synaptic mates. Not the smallest doubt can here exist of the reality of

synapsis and disjunction without intervening fusion of the synaptic mates

Or loss of their identity.

In this case the process might indeed be merely a secondary one, pre-

ceded by an earlier primary synapsis and disjunction (p. 793). This pos-

sibility is, however, excluded in a second case offered by the XY-pair of sex-

chromosomes in certain Hemiptera, which are recognizable already in the

pre-synaptic period (Stage c) by their condensed form which is retained

throughout all the succeeding stages. In some of these cases, it is true, these

chromosomes conjugate, deconjugate, and again conjugate at a later period

(p. 769), though their identity never is wholly lost.* In others conjugation

often wholly fails in the earlier stages, and both synaptic mates fully retain

their identity at every period without the least sign of fusion.* In all

cases these chromosomes divide separately in the heterotypic mitosis,

though usually lying side by side, and conjugate in its final anaphase to
form a bivalent in most cases unequal or heteromorphic (Fig. 369). With-
out fusion of its two components this bivalent enters the second mitosis and
immediately disjoins. In this case, which may be taken as a crucial one,
both synapsis and reduction-division are plain to demonstration. This is

even more strikingly shown in case of the compound sex-chromosomes
772)-

A third decisive demonstration of the reduction-division is offered by
the so-called heteromorphic chromosome-pairs in which the synaptic mates
are visibly distinguishable by the eye by differences of size, form, mode
of spindle-attachment or structure. The most remarkable cases of this

kind are offered by the XY-pair, just referred to, in which Y is almost
always smaller, often much smaller, than X (p. 767). This case is of crucial

importance, because we know that the Y is of paternal ancestry and the
X of maternal (p. 767), this case having first substantiated Montgomery’s
general hypothesis that the synaptic mates are respectively of maternal and
paternal origin.^ Since this case was made known heteromorphic pairs of
qrdinary chromosomes (autosomes) have been demonstrated by Carothers,
Robertson and Wenrich in several genera of Orthoptera. In some of thew

* Gross, '04, Wilson, '05b, etc.

’ Wilson, 'osb, etc

* OncopfUus, Wilson, ’is.
* Stevens, ’os, Wilson, ’os.
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cases the sjmaptic mates differ only in size (Arpkia, PkrynoMHx), ia others

m mcxie of ^odle-attachmeDt, as in Trimeretropis or Cu-cotetHx, where one

may have a tenmoal attachment, the other a non-terminal (p. 934).

In the face of such facts scepticism must give way to the conviction

that whatever changes of reorganization the synaptic mates may imdergo

dnrii® the mdotic cycle their identity is not lost. The cytological phe-

nomena of synapsis in these cases have not yet been siifficiently followed

out. Wenrich (’16) carefully studied the earlier history of an unequal

autosome-tetrad in Pkrynokttix and found that the unequal mates originally

lie ade by side in the diplonema (Fig. 255),^ subsequently opening apart

to form an unequal double cross. If this is correct, it seems fatal to the

assumption that synapsis is followed by total fusion and a subsequent

new splitting of the mixoehromosome thus produced.

We here again emphasize the striking fact that while every bivalent

(or tetrad) resulting from the conjugation of synaptic mates, undergoes

two divisions during meiosis, a chromosome having no synaptic mate

dioides but once.^ Remarkable examples of this are offered by the matura-

tion-divisions of organisms having only a haploid group of chromosomes,

such as the males of Hymenoptera (p. 797) or the haploid mutants of Datura

recently described by Blakeslee and Belling (’22). In such cases synapsis

fails to occur, and the univalents pass singly upon the ^indle. Though

each is at this time longitudinally double (equation-split) the halves do

not sq>arate in the first division but in the second. In the first division

of these Datura the twelve double chromosomes (dyads) are distributed

at random to the poles (3 and 9, 8 and 4, etc.) vnthout division; ® whOe the

second division is quite normal apart from the diminished number of chro-

mosomes. In the bee or wasp the first division is abortive and though the

spindle forms, the dyads do not pass to its poles. The second (equational)

dhrisioii, as before, is normal. Evidence of the same type, though less

ipectacuiar, is afforded by organisms having an odd number of chromo-

somes, such as various mutants of (Enotkera or Datura (p. 942), the males

of maiQ' insects (p. 751), or individuals having supernumerary chromo-

somes 1^. 872). The validity of the cancq)tions of synapsis and disjunction

is thus fully demonstrated; for obviously the “reduction-diviMon” is not

properly such but oidy the sqiaration of two associated synaptic mates

(p. 505)-

S. Order of die IMvirioss

Iq ihe f<mgoiiig pa|e8 no attempt has been made to discuss the order of

sitCiie^im bf the reduction- and the equation-divisions. An answer to

’dfo'ske .*Cert«lDezc^)tio>» to tUast«t«meatu«coDd4er«d at pp. 847,053.
* AB poBeO sbUbi with lew thsa tw<i^e uem to be eboitive.

* I
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this long-diluted question must obviously rest upon our means o{ identi-

fication of the reduction-division and, as will be evident from Ae foregoing,

such identification can only be made witk complete certainty in cases where the

synaptic mates are visibly distinguishable by differences of form, size, struc-

ture, or mode of attachment. A sufficient number of such cases are now
known to demonstrate that the two divisions do not in all cases follow the

same order, and that even in the same division the bivalents may differ mdirndur

ally in this respect. Weismann’s early assumption that Ae first division, con-

sidered as a whole, is equational, and Ae second reductional (“post-reduc-

tion”) led to a tedious controversy as to the order of Ae two divisions.

Weismann’s conclusions were adopted by Ruckert, Haecker, Van der

Stricht, Griffin, McClung and many others. The reverse order (“pre-

reduction”) was advocated by Henking, Korschelt, Paulmier and Mont-

gomery, and ultimately by Strasbrirger, Mottier, Farmer and Moore, the

Schreiners and most of Ae later students of Ae problem. As recently

as iqro Gregoire, in an important review, leaned strongly towards Ae
conclusion that pre-reduction would prove to be Ae prevailing and perhaps

Ae universal order of division. This conclusion was based especially on

Ae conclusion that Ae first division takes place Arou^ Ae “primary”

longitudinal cleft of Ae bivalent, and that this represents Ae plane of

parasynaptic conjugation on either side of whiA lie the homologous con-

jugants or synaptic mates. This interpretation seemed to be supported

by Ae strong tendency of Ae two primary halves to early separation (as

early emphasized by Flemming) and Ae consequent formation of rings,'

crosses and oAer peculiar forms.

There is some strong additional special evidence in favor of a general

pre-reduction. In Ae haploid Datura mutants or in male Hymen(^tera,

as indicated above (p. 572) it is obviously the first division that represents

Ae reduction-division. In Ae heteromorphic tetrads of Trimerotropis

and oAer OrAoptera, it is always Ae first division in whiA disjunction

of Ae synaptic mates occurs (p. 933). In 15-chromosome mutants of

(Enotitera {lata type, p. 944) or in 25-chromosome mutants of Datura

(p. 944) >
It seems to be always Ae first division in whiA Ae unequal distri-

bution occurs.

NeverAeless it is certain that this order is not invaiHible, as is proved

^b^dally by Ae sex-chromosmnes. The heteromorphic XY-jair, for ex-

ample, always divides pre-reductionally in Coleoptera and Dq)tera, so far

as known, while in Ae Hemiptera heteroptera, it follows Ae reverse order.

The same is true wiA the unpaired X-chromosome (p. 756). A remarkable

dononstration suA differences is seen in the heteropter MetapodufS,

wh^, in the first spermatoryte-dhrision, Ae m-Aromosome pair and Ae
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XV^psir Bmy be seen side-by-side in the same mitosis, the former mani-

festly dividii^ reductionally, the latter equationally. Finally, in the grass-

hOf^jer PkrynotetUx one of the heteromorphic bivalents (“pair C”) was

found by Wenrich (’i6) to divide in either order, even in the same individual.

From the foregoing we may conclude that pre-reduction probably con-

stitutes the general rule, but that changes in the order may readily occur.

In such cases both divisions may be of mixed type, and the old distinction

between the reduction- and the equation-divisions can only apply to the

tetrads considered individually. This fact, evidently, has an important

bearing on the genetics of parthenogenetic animals (p. 962). In practice,

however, it is often difficult to distinguish between the “primary” and

“serondary” clefts of the tetrads and hence between the reduction-

division and the equational. In the formation of the double crosses for

instance, both clefts open out nearly or quite at the same time, though

from opposite ends (p. 523) ;
so that in the fully formed cross it is often im-

pxMsible to distinguish certainly between the two. The case is precisely

nimilar with the double rings (p. 527) which arise by the opening out of the

primary cleft in one-haif of the original rod, of the secondary cleft in the

other; or in case of the transverse rod-tetrad (which is equivalent to a double

cross devoid of lateral anas). The Schreiners (’06, Tomopieris), Montgom-

«y (’ll, Eusckistus), Robertson (’16, Syrbula) and most others have con-

cluded that the original quadruple rod op>ens out along the primary cleft,

the resulting “cross-division” being rcductional. Wenrich (’16) on the

other hand produces some evidence in grasshoppers {Phrynotettix) in favor

<3i the contrary conclusion that the primary cleft closes up while the secon-

dary tme op>ens so that the “ cross-division ” is here equational. It is entirely

possible that both rides are right and that different species may vary in this

respect as they undoubtedly do in the order of the divisions (p. 572).

V. INDIRECT EVIDENCE. GENERAL ASPECTS. SUMMARY

The geim^ conception of synapsis and reduction is supported indi-

rectly by a great body of indirect evidence, of which the cumulative force is

inesistible and leads us to the confident exp)ectation that the remaining

difficulties will sooner or later be overcome. The most convincing of this

evnlaice includes the site-differences and p>airing of the chromosomes in the

d^loid grot^ and their relation to the tetrads; the chromosomes of hy-

brids; tbs historyd thesex-chromosomes; and the cycle of the chromosomes

in tbeSntitbsticalterQationof generations of plants. Since these phenomena

wil be Sn^^fully ocs^dered hereafter we wUl here only briefly ai^hasize

a iagf- miHe imp<s^tant ^ts. Prominent among them is the fact that

ip scMi|^|iUits and anbnalsi notably in Diptera, the synaptic mates of the
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diploid groups are arranged in pairs in the somatic or diploid divisions

(Fig. 396). In some of these cases, as shown especially by Metz (’14, ’16),

the synaptic mates of each pair are so closely associated in the somatic pro-

phases as to appear exactly like the products of longitudinal fission in the

spireme-threads; and they have actually been described as such by some

observers, but this proved to be an error (p. 837). The fact that paternal

and maternal homologues may pair so closely, side-by-side, when in the

Fig. SSi.—Meiosis in the fly Asilus srnceus (Mett and Nonidez).

A, spermatogoiual raetaphase, 10 chromosomes; B, last spermatogonial anaphase, pairing of the

dromoaomes; C, succeeding telophase, dose pairing; D, E, spermatocytes, stage a (resting stage);

F, early stage of the five bivalents; G, the same, pachytene, five polarized bivalents; H, late propbase

of first spennatocyfe; I, first sperroatocyte-metaphase.

form of long spireme-threads, meets all those a priori objections that might

be tirged against the theory of parasynapsis. That this process as seen in

the somatic mitoses is actually comparable to a parasynapsis is shown by

Metz and Nonidez (’21) in Asilus. Here the chrmnosames retain their

paired disposition in the final spermatogonia] anaphases (as is often the case

also in earlier anaphases) and enter the telophases in close association

(Fig. 281), then passing into the “resting” conditions (Stage b). From this
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«ta0e ^ey murge in ihe fom &f typical pachytane-MvdcfOs of the haploid

mmber (Stage g), Stages d, e, and/, including the leptonema andsyns^tic

stages, being emitted. Here, evidently, pseudo-reduction is initiated by an

viapimsic para^rnapsis, similar in princ4>le to the.anaphasic or telophasic

conjugation assumed by Montgomeiy (p. 558). It seems, therefore, a rea-

sonable view that in animals generally the paired union of chromosomes in

synapsis is usually long delayed, but may be foreshadowed by a more or

less definite paired association that takes place early in the diploid cycle,

thus giving some suggestion of an approach to the zygotic type of meiosis

491)-

Another striking fact is that true tetrad-formation and heterotypic

mitosis are seen only in bivalent chromosomes resulting from the union of

synaptic mates, and hence does not take place in the haploid phase of organ-

isms but only in the diploid, however brief the latter may be. It is for this

reason obviously, that in all plants having an antithetic alternation of

generations tetrad-formation does not occur in the gamete-producing di-

visions, since the latter takes place in the haploid generation and by a simple

mitosis of the ordinary type, while heterotypic mitosis appears only in the

dqdoid generation during the process of spore-formation (pp. 491, 619).

So-called '‘tetrads” and “heterotypical mitosis,” have, it is true, been

deaciibed in the somatk mitoses; but these appearances have a totally

different rignificance from that so manifest in the meiotic divisions. They

do xtot result from a process of synapsis; they do not lead to a reduction of

diromostnne-number; and they divide through only one of 'the tetrad-

sutures (p. 904).

In oraduston it may be said that a vast and always growing body of

data, both cytolr^cal and genetic, 5(^>ports the general concliisions drawn

by Weismann thirty-five years ago. Some perplexing cytological difficul-

ties, indeed, stOl remain; but they are difficulties of detail which, we may
omfidmrtly expect, will sooner or later be cleared up. The most obvious

dtect of nuaoris is to.sort out the diploid chromosome-group into two hap-

loid ones. Kaiyogamyand meiosis are thus opposite and complementary

ptocesaes; but it must be borne in mind that the haploid groups brought

together by kazyogamy do not remain long separate as sudi (gonomery),

tkaot the paternal and maternal chromosomes soon become indistinguish-

fddy nevotheless the dtphnd dumnosame-grenq) as a whole, when

mm esihididied, is maintained mtact by mitosis throughout the whole
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genetic evidence demonstrates that the haploid groups produced by mdo-
sis are in most cases not purely maternal or paternal (thou^ they may be

so). Most of them represent regroupings of the original duomosomes,
always such as to retain the essential character of the haploid group but

differing in respect to the parental source of the individual chromosomes

(Fig. los). This reorganization of the haploid groups results from a very

smq>le mechanism later to be considered (p. 927).

Not less important is the reorganization of the chromosomes, individually

considered, that takes place during meiosis, by means of “ crossing-over,”

i. e., of orderly exchanges of material between the synaptic mates during

the period of their association. This process, thus far certainly known
only from the genetic evidence, is of unknown physiological signiffcance.

As earlier mentioned, and will later be shown in greater detail (p. 956),

crossing over is often of such a type as to render both divisions of a

given tetrad in part reductional, in part equational (t. e., in the so-

called
“
two-strand chiasma,” Fig. 451). In such cases both divisions are

necessary for complete reduction of the chromosome-components, and the

distinction between reductional and equational division of the chromosomes

as such cannot strictly be maintained. This, however, leaves untouched

the fact that in the processes of meiosis lies the explanation of the main

phenomena of Mendelian heredity, including segregation, random assort-

ment of the linkage-groups and recombination by “crossing-over,” as

will be more fully indicated in Chapter XII.
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CHAPTER VII

REPRODUCTION AND SEXUALITY IN IDWER ORGANISMS

Genealogical Considekatioks on Syngauy and Meiosis

“Tlwre is ia Frotosos only one kind of reproduction, namely, cell-division.”

R.Hektwig.'

W« are accustomed to think of sexuality as forming an integral part of

reproduction; and such, in fact, it has become in all higher animals. But

already in the higher invertebrates, such as insects and crustaceans, and

in almost all plants, we find asexual forms of reproduction as well as sexual;

while in the Protista sexuality and reproduction appear as quite distinct,

and in some respects opposite processes. The unicellular protistan has but

one mode of multiplication, cell-division, in itself a purely asexual process;

and the immediate effect of syngamy, obviously, is not to increase but to

dnaease the number of cells. The most that can be said is that syngamy

ia PraUsta, as in higher forms, may initiate a new cycle of growth and cell-

divinon. The widespread occurrence of syngamy in unicellular organisms,

and its evident similarity to that seen in higher forms, might be expected

to throw light on the sexual processes of higher forms; and to a certain ex-

tent this is true. In practice, however, the process in Protista offers many
which often compel us to interpret the observed phenomena

in a measure deductively in the light of our knowledge of higher forms.

In the Bacteria, Cyanophycese, and certain other low forms no sexual

process has thus far been made known; but most of the main groups of Pro-

tista cahibit a process of syngamy effected by a union of gametes that show

many degrees of differentiation and in some cases are as unlike as in higher

pjaats and samaals. The correlative process of meiosis likewise seems, in

Msae Pn^ta at least, to parallel very closely that seen in higher groups

(p. 597). Finally, many of the Protista exhibit an altematicm of sexual

Itod asexual cydes analogpus to the alternation of generations seen in higher

ogaoisms, tlmu^ it is still unknown whetoer it is of the antithetic type,

i e., an alternatiaQ beCwUen haploid and diploid fcarns.

TibeBtcitista baye uadttgoiie hmomerable modifitotkms due to paradUsm,

sjiedal ada^udm and the like; and it Is as diScult here to

,
* Ana. t

‘

<ao
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distinguish between primitive and highly modified conditions as in higher

forms. Nevertheless some of the sexual phenomena in Protista are evi-

dently of simpler and more primitive type than thcae seen in higher forms,

and in some measure help us towards a better understanding of the latter.

Only a few illustrative facts^can here be indicated; a full account of them

would require a large volume.^

I. GENERAL SURVEY, TERMINOLOGY

Among xmicellular organisms syngamy is accomplished by a process of

conjugation in the course of which two cells unite, their nuclei fusing to

form the nucleus of a zygote which may be considered as the starting point

for a new cycle of growth and cell-division, as in multicellular forms. In

the latter the cells belonging to each cycle combine to form a multicellular

body; in the Protista they remain separate (though they may temporarily

form colonies) each to lead an independent life as a physiological individual.

Morphologically, therefore, the multicellular body may be compared to a

succession or cycle of individual Protista. Physiologically the single proto-

zoan is as truly an individual as the metazoan; but morphologically it is

comparable both in structure and mode of origin to a single tissue-cell, or a

single germ-cell, of a metazoan (pp. loi, 238).*

1. Types of Conjugation

In most Protista union of the gametes is complete and permanent, nuclear

fusion or karyogamy being accompanied by complete protoplasmic fusion-

or plastogamy. In the ciliates, however, complete plastogamy does not take

place, the two conjugants merely becoming temporarily united and under-

going an exchange of nuclei. Following the terminology of Biitschli these

two types of syngamy are commonly designated respectively as “copula-

tion” and “conjt^ation”; but it seems preferable to employ the self-

explanatory terms total and partial conjugation. Conjugation is often

exogamous, i. e., takes place only between gametes of different ancestry;

but there are many exceptions to this, and it is probable that strict exogamy

is only one extreme of a series of conditions leading to endogamy and finally

to autogamy. In Paramoecium aurelia Calkins (’02) found that descendants

of the same cell not more than eight or nine divisions removed would con-

^ See eqiecialiy the geoeral treatises of Calkias (’01, ’09), Mmchin (’la), Dofiein (’16), West (’iS),

CMtmanns (’ai, ’ij).

* rists (XHnpanson, due primarily to ^bold (1845), was first dearly stated with reference to the

reproductive cycle by BUtsdiU in 1876 {cf. p. 4x8). It has been triddy accepted by modem students

of protistdogy, for instance, by R. Hertwig, Schaudinn, Lang, Dofleia, Calkias, Minchtn and others,

but has alro encountered energetic oppositioo on the part of some writers, e. A. Sedgwick ('94),

Awerinaew (’10), Fiaos i'n), Dobell (’n, *14)-
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jugate (emdoganiy') aAd the offspring from sudi a zygote were able to live

ffurough a complete cycle of 379 bipartitions. ^ Carried to an extreme, en-

dogamy becomes autogamy, in which the gametes are sister-cells, resulting

from the division of a single mother-cell (e. g., in Actinophrys or Actino-

spkarium, Fig. 282). In such cases the sister-cells (or nuclei) are known in

some cases to undergo a process of meiosis before their reunion (p. 597);

the zygote-nucleus, therefore, is not identical with the original mother-

nucleus, having undergone a process of reorganization presumably involving

a recombination of nuclear elements. As Hartmann has indicated (’09)

autogamous conjugation is probably a secondary mode of union, possibly

even a degenerate one, the primitive type having been exogamous.

S. Relation of the Gametes to the Vegetative Cells

In considering the structure of the gametes and their relation to the

v^etative cells we find it necessary to enlarge the meaning of the term

“gamete” as heretofore employed. In case of higher organisms generally

we are accustomed to restrict this term to the germ-cells after completion

of the meiotic or maturation process; but even here the sperm often enters

before the egg has completed the process of meiosis and while it is technically

a gametacyle (oocyte). In the Protista, and even in some higher forms, the

same is often true of both conjugants (c. g., in ciliates), syngamy and meiosis

being more closely associated than in higher forms. If then, we insist on

restricting the term “gamete” to haploid conjugants we are driven to the

conclusion that in some of the most familiar examples of conjugation true

gametes do not exist. In this dilemma it seems preferable to adopt -a more

elastic usage, designating the conjugating cells as “gametes” whenever

we find it convenient to do so, even at some cost of consistency. The diffi-

culty, however, may be avoided by employing the word “conjugant.”

In respect to the character of the conjugants, three main types may con-

veniently be distinguished among Protistq:

a. Hdogamy or Macrogamy. In this case the conjugants are of the same

structural type as the original vegetative cells, and do not differ markedly

from them in size or external appearance. This condition is seen in various

flagellfttM, rhizopods, ciliates, diatoms, desmids and the Conjugatae gen-

erally. like the vegetative cells the conjugants may be flagellated, ciliated,

amcebmd or non-motile, and are often indistinguishable in appearance

frmn ^ corresponding vegetative cells. In most of these cases, the con-

jugants are isc^amous (e. g., in most diatoms, desmids, Zygnemaces, dilate

Itffusoria), in others more or less unequal in size (anisogamy) though still

1 Eadtjan states tliat A-cradugants that have not ytt divided may immediately proceed to

osejusste again.
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sfxucttirally alike. This condition is illustrated by certain species of Spiro-

gyra (Fig. 283), or by the vorticellid Infusoria. In the latter case different

species show anisogamy in various degrees, the microgamete or “male”

being a smaller, free-swimming cell of the same general type as the larger

attached macrogamete or “female, ” save that the stalk is absent (Fig. 304).

Even when hologamous gametes are alike or closely similar in appearance

Fig. S82.—Gamete-formation, meiosis and autogamous conjugation in the rhizopod Aclinophrys

(BtLAR)
. j •

A, the progamic mitosis, producing two diploid conjugants; B, the latter in the polarized synaptic

stage; C, the first meiotic division, producing in each conjugant (D) the first polar nucleus (j);

£, second division; F, the two resulting haploid gametes each with two polar nuclei; G, H, con-

jugation; /, resulting zygote.

they often display definite physiological differences that become evident

at the time of conjugation (pp. 585, 586).

b. Merogamy or Microgamy. In this type, widely distributed among

unicellular organisms and in lower plants, the gametes are much smaller

than the vegetative cells, more or less widely different from them in struc-

tural type, and commonly motile. They arise from cells of the ordinary

vegetative type by a rapid series of divisions, the size of the merogametes

thus produced varying with the number of divisions. For instance, in the

flagellate Polytoma uvella but two such divisions typically take place, giving
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liaw to four rdatively large gametes (Dangeard); in Sphere the mother-

ed |>roduces 33-64 much smaller gametes; vrhile in sud rhizopods as P^ly-

sUmdla or Trkhospharmm the number of the division is still larger, and

tfa£ gametes correspondingly more minute ^ (Fig. 284). In some cases

they are amoeboid {Arcdla, CeMropyxis, some Sporozoa); more commonly

Aey are flagellated and actively free-swimming, a condition seen in Foramin-

ifera (PolysUimelta), Radiolaria (CoUozoum), and various other rhizopods;

in certain flagellates {MastigeUa)
\
and in many of the green algae {Ulothrix,

Cladophora, Pandorina, etc.). Many of these cases seem to be perfectly

isegamous (e. g., in Foraminifera, Ulotknx, Ulva), but here, too, often are

J3 D E
K*. US.—C(»ijugatJon in Spingyra {A~D from Overton, E from Oltjians).

A, B, union of the gamete in 5. commiatis; C, D, the resulting zygote; E, the gametes in 5. keeri-

tm.

{fliysiologically different (p. 585). Others are anisogamous in various de-

grees, and may even vary within the limits of a single species. These differ-

ences no doubt depend in part on the number of divisions in the mother-

cell; but may in part be due to variation in the size of the latter.

c. Exogamy. A third type, connected with the foregoing by inter-

mediate conditions, is true htterogamy, analogous to that seen in the higher

forms. The gametes are here widely different from each other and often

also from the v^tative cells, the macrogamete (now called the ovum)

being of the hologamic type, often lai^er than the vegetative cells and al-

most always non-motile^ while the sperm is merogamic, and typically has

the form of a minute aictively motile flagellated cell. In such cases the

maorogametes are often called “female,” the microgametes “male,” but

these terms are miskadiing, since even in' higher forms it is inadvisable

to ^;>eak of the gametes as possessing sez (p. 818). This condition is ex-

' Is the the rite oi die teexual xo&moTes ihowi rimito vuiatioiu, due to the uilve ceuea

'•eenetitek'Sdttdaefrii^sptete {UloM*).
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emplified by such forms as CEdogonium (Fig. 306), Volvox (Fig. 291),

Vaucheria or Focus. It is not impossible, as Minchin has indicated, that

the heterogamic type has arisen from the merogamic by “progressive, and
finally complete, inhibition of the divisions that produce the swarm-spores

in one sex— possibly also with an enhanced tendency to such divisions in

the other sex” (’12, p. 172).

8. Physiological Differences of the Gametes

It is a fact of fundamental interest for the theory of sex that in many lower

organisms definite physiological differences often exist between gametes

Fig. 884.—Life-cycle -with alternation of generations in the thizopod PolystomeUa crispa (from

Haktuahn, after Schaodinn and Lang).

A, microspheric (aseaual) generation or againont; B, same, producing the a-sexual agametea,

C; D macrospheric (sexual) generation or gamont, producing (£) biflagellate gametes; F, conjuga-

tion of the gametes.

which structurally, sp far as we can see, are perfectly isogamous. This

is goyrr in both exogamous and endogamous forms. An interesting example

of the latter is seen in the heiiozoan rhizopod Aclinophrys, in which

the gametes are sister-cells. Belar (’21, ’23) has shown that although the

two gametes are structurally alike one remains a passive rounded cell,

while the other puts forth towards the passive gamete a groi^ of pointed

pseudopods which play the leading idle in the subsequent fusion (Fig. 285),
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In other isogamous forms ez<^;amy seems to be strictly obligatory, i. e.,

gametesfrom thesame immediate source will not conjugate with one another,

thcHi^ they cmijugate readily with gametes from a different source. For ex-

ample, in the rhbxqmd Polystomdla, a perfectly isogamous, merogamic form,

Schaudiim states that only gametes of different parentage will conjugate

with one another; and the same is true, according to Dodel and Klebs, of

the isogamous flagellated gametes of the simple alga Ulothrix (Fig. 287).

Various interesting conditions exist among the green algre and the fimgi.

In the group Zygnemaces exogamy is the rule, conjugation usually taking

place between the cells of different filaments (Fig. 285, D) ;
but there are im-

portant exceptions to this rule, and many gradations seem to exist in the

physiolt^cal specification of the gametes. In some species of Zygnema, for

example, they show no difference of structure or behavior, both gametes be-

ing moratory and meeting halfway between the two conjugating filaments to

form a zygote in the cormecting tube (Fig. 285, A). In this case it is difficult

to determine whether a ph3rsiological distinction of sex exists between the

two filaments or the two gametes of each pmr. That such a difference exists

in other isogamous forms in this group is nevertheless certain. Many species

of Spirogyra or Zygnema show definite physjological differences between

the conjugating filaments, all the cells of the one being actively migratory

or “male,” those of the other passive, receptive, or “female” (Fig. 285).

In these cases “ male ” filaments conjugate only with “ female ” and the fila-

ments may appropriately be spoken of as dioecious. Most such species are

morphologically isogamous, but in at least one case (Spirogyra tenuissimd)

a conaderable degree of structural anisogamy is said to be recognizable,

the male gamete being smaller than the female (Fig. 285, F). Some species

that usually show a wdl-marked difference of sexual behavior now and

then show “cross-conjugation,” the direction of conjugation being reversed

by certain pairs of gametes. In such cases (Fig. 285, £) the filament as a

whole is physiologically to some extent bisexual and shows a certain analogy

to the hermaphroditic condition of higher forms, though the cells may in-

ffividually be “male” or “female.” Finally, at the opposite extreme from

the exogamous forms aJte strictly endogamous species, such as Spirogyra

Imgata (Fig. 2S5, C) in which the adjoining cells of the same filament unite

by “lateral” conjt^tion, through a connecting tube formed between each

pah, a condition which offers perhaps an analogy to the self-fertilizing types

of hermaphrodites in certain higher plants' and animals (e. g., in some of

the cesto^ and nranatodes).^ In Spirogyra infiata, and a few others both

' Mmw hOBSiduoditM in liMtn {onna an strictly exogamous. A tetnarkiAle example oi this is

dfiOMd by the asddfams, b whiA the eggs are fertilized in the aearwater and are infertile to qierms

of the sat)^ l&^'ridnil though IseadQy fertHizalJie by the spems of any other indi-vidual (p. 4x1).
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lateral and the ordinary or “scalariform” types of fertilization occur; and
in this or a nearly related species Cunningham (’17) * found all three modes,

the most common being the typical exogamous scalariform process, in which

Fig. SM.

—

Sex-relations in the conjugate alg*. (A, B, C, and E from HASSArt, D, F, from
West.)

A, Zygnema stagnalis, ‘’scalariform” conjugation; B, Debarya nummuloides with several oonju-

gatiag filaments; C, Sfnrtgyra guadralum, with " lateral ” conjugation; O, Spirogyrt nilida, sev^
oonjuganta showing sexuality of the filaments: E, Zygnema insignis, ‘‘cross-conjugation”; P,

Spiragyra tmuissima, with slight anisogamy.

conjugation takes place in only one direction; but both lateral and cross-

conjugation are occasionally found, sometimes in the same pair of filaments.

These facts suggest that in this group of algae as a whole the distinction

‘ This author has given a useful review and critique of the literature.
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twt:««en the Insexual {uid unisexual condition, and possibly also that be-

tween the sexes, has not yet become very firmly established.

IPhenmnena of analogous t3rpe have been made known by the illuminating

res^rcbes of Biakeslee,^ on the mua>rine moulds (Mucor, Rhizoptts, Phy-

tcomyces, etc.) "which have recently been confirmed by a number of other

observers both in the moulds and the smuts.* Most of these forms are

structurally isogamous, but show physiologically quite definite sexual

characteristics, some species being “heterothallic” (analogous to the dioe-

cious or unisexual condition in higher forms) others "homothallic” or

lasexual. In the hmnothallic forms the mycelia appear to be all sexually

alihe, and any two individuals, imder suitable conditions, may conjugate

together. In the heterothallic forms (e. g., Mucor mucedo or Rhizopus

nigricans) the mycelia are of two kinds or strains analogous to male and fe-

male. Blakeslee designates these as + and - forms, owing to the fact that

in some species the -|- form has a somewhat more luxuriant growth than the

though in others no visible diSerence between them appears. The
two strains produce gametes structurally indistinguishable, but the -|-

forms will conjugate oidy with - and vice versa, independently of the culture

medium or other conditions of environment. If the two strains be kept

separate and cultivated only by asexual sporangiospores they may be bred

for an indefimte number of generations without conjugation and without

modification of their sexual type; but when the two are finally brought

together again they readily conjugate. The two strains must therefore be

diaracterized by constant sexual differences, though often no morphological

sign of them appears in the external aspect of the mycelia or the gametes

which they produce.* We are here led to suspect that these differences may
fie in the organization of the nudei, such as are now known to exist be-

tween the male-producing and female-producing gametes of many animals;

and (in at least two cases) between the male-producing and female-pro-

dttdii^ jqjOres of plants (p. 746). These differences are in some cases known

to be quantitative (p. 812), which points to a similar type of sexual differ-

ence in these lower plants. To a certain extent this is borne out by the

e]q>e]iments of Blakeslee and his collaborators on Mucor and Cunning-

hamtMa * which indkat^ that the strei^th of the and - sexual activity

in different races varies markedly in degree. In Cunrtingkamdla there

appears to be a graded series in this respect, ran^ng from “sexually

stn»lg’* races down to those that are “sexually weak,” perhaps even

- * Vo, ’«, ’oe, 'is. ’*0. etc.

r • S» BWBHtf Phyeomrcei, Kiasp (’t®) on Ustikgr.

*Cf,
BldbHke,C«tledte «ad Wotch {'at).

'
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to sexually neutral fonns whidi thus far have shown no tendency to

conjugate.*^

4. Structure of the Gametes

Gametes of the hologamic type require no special description; they have

in general the same structure—flagellated, amoeboid, or non-motile—as the

Vlg. SB6.—Some gametes and gamete-tike flagellates.

A, Leptemomu jacutum (L£ger); B-E, stages of longitudinal fission in Leishmonnia CWqt<troN)'>

F, final stage of fiWion in LepUmmas (Leges); C, Bodo gracilis (Steih); S, micragametes of Coc-

ciiUm (Scbaudinn); /, microgametes of the radiolarian CoUatoum (R. HERTWtc); /, macrogamete,

and X, agamic awarmspore of same; L, Trypanosoma tinea and M, Trypanosoma grantdesam (Mw-
chik).

vegetative cells of the species. The meet interesting of such gametes occur

in the flagellates; for the widespread occurrence of flagellated gametes in

plants and onfmaTs g«ierally leads to the conclusion that these probably

* Some observers Have cooridered such gradations a.s sex-intergradea W- Burger, ’ig, etc.), btit

tbe woA of Blakeslee and others indicates that they should not be so considered. There is, however

some evjdmce that true intMK^es may exist in smite of these fungi. (See Blakeslee, CarUedBCaad

Wdch.oa. sA.)
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represent the most primitive form; and many of the principal forms of

flagdlated sperms are paralleled with astonishing closeness among the adult

forms of existing jSagellates. The ordinary uniflagellated animal sperm is

represented by various uniflagellated species, in particular by slender and

elongated forms, such as Leptomonas or Herpetomonas (Fig. 286). Sperms

that are provided with undulatory membranes, such as those of Bombina-

tor or Darwinia, find their prototype in the trypanosomes (Fig. 286, L, M).

Not less striking is the resemblance between the biflagellate sperms of thal-

Ic^ytes, bryophytes, certain platodes, the flagellated gametes of various

rhizopods, and the biflagellated Protista. Gametes of this type are of

two principal forms. In the more frequent both flageUa are directed for-

D F G
Fig. 88T.—Gametes and zodspores in the alga UMkrix (West)

A, diviston of mother-cell to form the large quadriciliate zodspores (macrogonidia) shown in B,

C, ^vision of mother-cell to form D, small, bidliate zoospores (microgonidia); £, formation of the

bidfiate gametes; F, conjugatioo to form G, the zygote.

wards; this is seen in the rhizopods {Polystomdla, Trichosphcerium, Para-

medfo), in certain Sp>ofozoa (Aggregaia), and is widely prevalent in the green

algae (Volvocacea, UlotkHx, Bryopsis, etc.), where the gametes are closely sim-

ilar to the sexual zoospores or swarmers (Figs. 287, 290). In a second

type, exemplified in various brown algae (Fucus, CtUl&ria) one flagellum

is dhrected forwards while the other trails behind, (Fig. 311). Both

these types also are paralleled by the adult vegetative form of flagel-

lates. The first type, with two forwards-directed flagella, is seen in

sudt forms as CMamydomonas, Polytorm or Spongomonas (four flagella

are jiresaat hi acsae fonns, Figs. 290, 292). The second type, with

one fiWwal'd and one ttailing flagellum is seen in Bodo, Trypanoplastna^
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Trypanosama, and their allies, and by a modification of this are formed

sudi sperms as those of Coccidium (Fig. 286,H) with one anterior and one

posterior fiagelluni. The resemblance is heightened by the fact that in

flagellates generally the flagellum (or flagella) is attached at its base to a
basal granule or bkpharoplast from which it grows forth during its formation

and which is, in some cases at least, identical with a central body and

division-center (p. 690). The parallel between the flagellated gametes

and the asexual swarmers or “zoospores,” which occur in certain rhizopods

and Sporozoa and in many of the lower algae, is even more striking; they

possess, indeed, the same essential internal structure and may even be indis-

tinguishable externally.' These resemblances point to the derivation of

gametes from asexual zoospores and more remotely from flagellated Protista.

The most primitive forms, as has been indicated especially by Strasburger

(’92, ’00) are commonly isogamous, e. g., Uloihrix (Fig. 287), Carteria

Fig. 388 .—Fertilization in the gregarine Stylorhynchus (Legee).

A, pyriform sperm attached to the small spheroidal ovum; B, C, plastogamy; zygote.

(Fig. 290) or Hydrodictyon. These forms are more or less pear-shaped and

pointed at one end at or near which are borne two flagella. Such gametes com-

monly contain a chromotoptyire and also a red “eye-spot” or “stigma” both

of which are probably to be regarded as plastids or products of such bodies.

The clear anterior region from which the flagella arise is considered by Stras-

burger to be largely composed of “kinoplasm”
;
and in the case of the closely

analogous swarm-spores a localized blepharoplast may often be seen at the

base of the flagella, (Strasburger, ’92, ’00, Timberlake, ’02, etc.). In some

cases the gametes contain pulsating vacuoles {Hydrodictyon, accordii^ to

Klebs) as is also the case in certain zobspores. A good example oS noicro-

gametes of this type is offered by Spkaroplea, save that the flagella are

attached at some distance from the anterior end. In Volvox (Fig. 291) the

sperms are similar. This gives a transition to the type seen in CuUeria

(Fig. 311) and other fornjs, where the two flagella are attached at one side

* Strasburger I’os, ’00), Dangeard (’99), TimberliOre (’os), Davis (’os, ’04), West (’i6), Oltmaiuii

(’s», ’li).
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<3l^ cdQ, or Vmcheria, ^niiere tme is attached near the anterior end, the

odier backwards, reminding us oi such dagellates as Sodo (Fig. 286, G).

!bi the Cfaarales appears a Qrpe of bidagellate sperm that is closely similar

to that characteristic of the biyophytes generally (p. 307), and parallel to

those of certain Turbellaria.

The transition from isogamy to heterogamy is shown by various interme-

diate stages in the simpler forms of both animals and plants, particularly

in the merogamic Protozoa and in various groups of algae. Among the

merogamic rhizopods some forms are perfectly isogamous {PdystomeUa,

Trichospharium), others anisogamous in various degrees (Arcella, CoUo-

soum) (Fig. 286, I, K). In Sporozoa nearly all gradations exist between

complete isogamy (Gregarina) and a typical heterogamy such as appears in

Coceiditttn; but many of these forms are non-dagellate. Here may be men-

tioned the case of BasidiobUus (one of the phycomycetes) as described by

Fairchild (’97). In this fcnm the two conjugants, formed as bud-like pro-

tuberances from neighboring cells of the mycelium, are at first alike (Fig.

289)

,
but during fertilization the “female” gamete enlarges greatly, and

after recq>tion of the “male” nucleus gives rise to the zygote (“zygo-

spore”). Here we see an originai isogamy passing over into anisogamy

during the act of fertilizaticm.

The most complete series of transitional forms is seen among the algae,

exmplified by the series Carteria, Monostroma, Pandorim, Bryopsis (Fig.

290) and Aphanockate (Fig. 292). In the last-named form the macrogamete,

fcHined singly in the motho’-cell (odgonium) is still flagellated but lost

the free-swimming habit, moving but feebly within its surrounding capsule

and coming to rest as soon as fertilized. It is but a step from this condition

to true heterogamy, where the egg has lost its flagella, is non-motile, and is

.fertilized without discharge from the odgonium. The latter condition, of

wide^E^^ad occurrence in lower plants, is exemplified by Eudorina, Volvox,

Vatuheria, Cekockaie, Fucus, etc., and occurs in typical form in the cocddian

S^xwozoa. A curious exception to the usual rule in heterogamy is offered by

ti^ flagdhite Madig^Md vitrea, where, according to Goldschmidt (’07), the

micri^anwte is non-motile, the macrogamete flagellated.

Attention has earlier been drawn to the widespread presence of plastids

in tibe qgs of plants (p 306). In the algte plastids are ccnnmonly present

in tile gametes bol^ sexes, and also in the dosdy sbnilar asexual swarmers

or Fw exainpie, in CvUeria, according to Yamanoucfai (’12),

zotSspore contains ufirards cd 20 [flestids, the macrogametes 30 or mcoe,

tile mhxQgainetes mua^y but two (Fig. 311). In each the motile gem*
edi CKmtaina a ted m This structure appesare in the

' motie iofi^wrea and gsitietes many other algae («. g., in UloiMs, Eido&tr-
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pus and Pandorind) and also in the mlcrogametes of various fonns, such as

Eudorma, Vciwx, or Fucus} From the biyophytes upwards plastids seem
to be present only in the

All these facts tell in favor of the view that the gametes of plants were

originally flagellated, motile cells, closely similar to zoSspores and to the

phytoflagellates. The existing types of hologamic non-flagellates, gametes

such as appear in the diatoms, desmids and other Conjugatae, have probably

A, the two oonjugants associated; B, two small sterile cells cut off, enlargement of one gamete;

C, karyogamy; D, the zygote.

been derived secondarily from flagellated forms. A similar conclusion is

indicated for animals, though the evidence is here iess extensive.

In true heterogamous forms the macrt^amete becomes a large, non-

motile cell, essentially of the same type as in higher plants, but often highly

cdttfed t^ugh the presence of pigmented plastids or chromatophoires.

The miri-nga nrifttea or sperms are most commonly biflagellate and of varied

type. In Fucus Retzius (’o6) showed that the biflagellate sperm contains a

“nebenkctn-organ” apparently comparable to that seen in dw midcfle-

IMece of certain types trf animal sperms (p. 287); and the more recent worit

1 See espedzlly Oltmaom (’», ’za).
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<rf Meves (’i8) establishes the correctness of this comparison by showing that

it is composed of chondriosomes. Non-motile microgametes are found in

the red aJg® in the form of small, colorless, spheroidal, uni-nucleated cpHr

constricted ofiF from the vegetative cells and known as spermatia; and non-

motile forms are all but universal among fungi. In many cases, however,

the homology of the “gametes” of fungi is doubtful.

8. Gametes and Gametocytes. Coenogametes

In certain Protista, and even in some of the multicellular plants, a pre-

liminary conjugation takeg place between cells that are not yet gametes

aaO.—^kosamy and anisogamy in algse.

A-B, isogamy in Carteria (West): F-B, anisotgamy in Monesfroma; I-L, anisogamy in PhyUo-
M-Q, anisogamy in Bryopsis (Oltkans); R, in Pandarina (Klebs).

At vegetative cdl; B, Its division to form C the gametes; D, syngamy; £, zygote; B, zygote;

I, inicngaawte; J, nucrogamete; K, syngamy; L, zoospore (zygote) ; U-P, various forms of syn-

•uny; Q, zygotes.

in the strict sense but gametocytes which later give rise by division to the

true gametes or gamete-nudei. This is mostly clearly shown, perhaps,

1^ the phenomenon in the gregaiines, where conjugation is typically of this

f<»m, the primary union taking place between two “sporonts” or “gametes”

^gametocytes) which become closdy associated and inclosed in a common

tyst but without fusion (“pseudo-conjugation”). The nucleus of each

gametocyte now divides successively to form a number (often very large)

of gamotw^mdei which pass to the periphery and here are budded off, to-

gethef'With a small qutotity d protc^dasip, to form minute true gametes.
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ITie latter then unite two by two, one member of each pair being derived

from each of the original conjugants, as is made evident in the anisogamous

forms. The distinction between the gametocytes and the true gametes

is here obvious; and it is also evident that the original “pseudo-conjugation”

of the gametocytes is no more than a prelimary to the true syngamy of the

gametes.*

Closely analogous to this are the phenomena in some of the fungi, where

the primary conjugants are large cells which are multinuclear like the

mycelium from which they arise, and constitute the so-called coenogametes.

In Mucor they are nearly or quite isogamous and fuse completely. In

Pyronema and Albugo they are unequal, the male conjugant (“antherid-

Fig. S91 .—Genn-cells of Volvox (Overton).

A, Ovum (oOsphere) containing a large central nucleus and a peripheral layer of cbiomatophores

(plastids); p, pyrenoid, B, spermatozoid, c, v, contractile vacuoles; t, “eye-spot” (chromoplastid);

p. pyrenoid, C, spermatozoid stained to show the nucleus (»).

ium”) being much smaller than the female (“oogonium”), and sending

into the latter an in-growing “antheridial” tube, the contents of which

enter the odgonium. In Pyronema the numerous nuclei which it contains

conjugate two by two with those of the oSgonium (Fig. 293), and the same

is true in some species of Albugo. In A. Candida, on the other hand, only

a single antheridial nucleus enters and conjugates with one nucleus of the

odgonium, and the remaining nuclei ultimately disappear (Fig. 294).®

Analogous to this are the phenomena in the ciliates, where each conjugant

produces at least five nuclei, and sometimes a larger number, of which only

two take part in conjugation (p. 609). In all these cases, evidently, the

* All doubt concerning tbis interpretation seems to be removed by Nuabaum’s (’03) observations

on ScAowfiffeUa, where pseudo-cd^ugatioa of the gametocytes does not take place, though the

gametes are formed as usual.

* See Harper (’00), Stevens ('09, ’01*
, review in DavU (’04).
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amj^ugaats caa be called gametes only by courtesy; and even in

«f the animal ovum the sperm oittn enters before the polar divisions

hfive been farmed while tibe egg is sdll technically a gametocyte or odcyte

Op- 398).

The Chromidlal Fonnation of Gametes. Chromidiogamy

A remarkable i^enomenon said to occur in certain Protista is the forma-

tion of gamete-nucld from chromidia extruded from the nuclei, or even, it

is said in certain cases, a union of chromidia from the two conjugant-nuclei

without preliminary formation of gamete-nuclei. The first of these condi-

tif, nt.—Reproduction in green a]g«e (4-A irom Hubbk; E-C, from DeBary).

4, Bmcragiiiiete of Apbanoducte ready for conjugation; B, C, different views of microgamete; D,

oonjugatioe; £, germination pi the zygote in the desmid itesolmia, producing four functional

prodtti^ bveniir miosis); F, similar process in Uesotmium; G, the same in Cylmdrecystis, two
famctiosal prodncts.

turns was described by Schaudinn in the Foraminifera Polystomella, Centro-

Pyxis and ClAafnydophrys, later by several observers especially in rbizopods

and gie^irmes.^ In these ihizc^Kxis the scattered ebreunidia are smd to en>

Iscge to form the nudd 'pf minute flagellated or (in Arcdla) amoeboidgametes

thatconjugate in pairs. In the gr^arines an interesting series of conditions

leading vnp to sudi a condition has been observed. In most of the gregarines

the gamete-nucld me formed by repeated division of the original nucleus

13$ the gawtapt (gametotyte) to produce minute gamete-nudd. In certmn

fflo); Sdwudiin (’«, ’00, ’04); Hpwlewsky C’or) (AfeMi, flagettatei, gregniine^;

dairy, SwnnmArS^’ ««• See Fig. 34*-
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cases,* the primary nucleus is said to break down into, or to give off, chro-

midia from which is re-formed a single nucleus, which divides progressively

to form the gamete-nuclei. In Gregarina cuneata and Lankesteria sp, the

primary nucleus breaks down into a mass of chromidia from which are said

to arise many small nuclei (as in the Forasminifera) each of which divides

twice to form four gamete-nuclei.* The climax is offered by Difflugia

areolaia (a multinucleate species) in which, according to Siilzer (’04) after

fusion of the two conjugants (gametocytes) the nuclei give off most of their

chromatin in the form of chromidial granules which become dosely inter-

mingled and supposedly fuse (chromidiogamy)
;
and from the products

are said to arise new nuclei for the new generation.

None of these accounts, especially the last one, seems to the writer to

be sufficiently demonstrated; and they have in fact been viewed with con-

siderable scepticism by specialists in this field.® In any case all call for the

most careful reexamination.

II. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

1. Hologamy and Isogamy with Gametic Meiosis

A striking example of this is offered by the heliozoan rhizopod Actinopkrys

sol, in which the cytological phenomena have been made known in greater

detail than in any other recorded case. An extended account of these

phenomena, illustrated by numerous excellent figures, is given by Belaf

(’21, ’23).*

As above stated (p. 582) the conjugants are in this case (Fig. 282) sister-

cells, arising by a “progamic” mitosis, the two cells thus produced becoming

surrounded by a common cyst. In this mitosis, as in the vegetative mi-

toses, appear 44 chromosomes (the diploid nCimber) which arise from elon-

gate spireme-threads, split lengthwise, and show, marked size-differences.

In each conjugant the nucleus now undergoes two meiotic divisions, pro-

ducing successively two small reduction-nuclei or “polar bodies,” which

approach the cell-periphery and quickly degenerate. In the course of this

division the number of chromosomes is reduced from 44 to 22. The remain-

ing nucleus in each gamete now enlarges, becomes reticular; and this is

fofiowed by complete fusion of the gametes. Fusion of the cytosomes

(plastogamy) is followed by that of the two gamete-nuclei, thus completing

the formation of the zygote which, after a period of rest within the cyst,

' 14ger et Dubose, '09.

' *TUs a procGsB o{ gametic meiow', aud such a process bad actually been desctibtd in

UenocysHs by Mulsow (’it). On the other hand, in Aggregata and Difibeyttit Dobell has IbiiDd

to b« tyeotk (t>- 4Qt)-

’ So# DoUbb, ’19, K^d, ’ai.

* See mla? SchautUnn, '96, Keysselitz, ’08, Distaso, ’08, Pinwazek, ’13.
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escapes and assumes the ordinary v^tative form. It is here evident that

tile ordinal conjugants are not gametes but gametocytes (p. 582). Accord-

mg to the account of Belar, the history (A the chromosomes, during meiosis

shows a very exact parallel, which extends to many of the finer details, to

that seen in higher animals. In the early prophase of the first meiotic divi-

sion the nucleus of each conjugant develops a leptotene spireme which

quickly becomes polarized, and passes through a typical amphitene stage

in the course of which the threads conjugate side-by-side. Thus arises a

polarized pachytene which later loses its polarization, becomes longitudinally

double (diplonema) and twists to form a strepsinema. A typical diakinesis

now ensues, in which may be seen some of the tetrad forms occurring in

higher animals (transverse rod-tetrads, double crosses) and showing some

W*.»8.—Muitiaucleate “gametes” (gametocytes) and fertilization in the fungus Pyronana
(HASPEa).

A, theiiiultinucleate'‘oogoiuain”(9 )> to which is attached the male gametocyte (cf )( B, entrance

of spenn-nudei into the trichogyne, C, intermingling oi sperm-nudei and egg-nudei; D, conjugation

of sudd in pairs, in various stages.

of the same variations in mode of spindle-attachment. The resemblance

extends even to the interkinesis, which clearly shows the single crosses, so

often seen in higher forms. In this rhizopod, accordingly, it would seem

that the eiUire mechanism of meiosis exists substantially in the same form

as in a fish, a salamander or a mammal.

No other case is so completely known as this; but many less complete

observations indicate that an essentially similar process may take place

in other Protista. An example of this in a jSagellate is described by Dobell

(*oS) m Copomonas svbtUis, The conju^ts are here typical flagellates,

indistinguishable in size or appearance from the vegetative cells or from

eadi othar, Union of the conjugants is followed by complete fusion, during

whidi t|6 flagellum first <|>f one gamete and then of the other is lost. Before
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union of the nuclei each divides twice by a simple type of heteropolar

promitosis, thus giving three nuclei in each gamete, of which two quickly

degenerate as “reduction-nuclei*’ while the third persists as the gamete-

nucleus or pro-nucleus. Karyogamy now follows the two nuclei completely

fusing into one, after which the zygote may at once resume its ordinary

free-swimming type, or may first undergo a period of rest while encysted.

Fig. 194.—FerUlization in the fungus Albugo (Cyslopus) atndiius. (.4, B, from Davis, C, D.

from Wageb.)
A, antheridial tube from male gametocyte (cf) penetrating the oogonium or female gametocyte

(9); B, later stage, ovum formed, with single nucleus (near it the coenocentrum); one sperm-

nucleus in antheridial tube; C, union of gamete-nudei; D, zygote.

The history of the nuclear elements is not known; but these observations

suggest that the nuclei are originally of diploid organization, and that the

two divisioi^ preceding karyogamy are meiotic in character and effect a

reduction of the nuclei to the haploid condition.*

A third example of this type, with certain interesting modifications, is

seen in the diatoms, among which three different conditions have been

described. In Swkella (Karsten, ’oo) the phenomena are essentially as

f Some doubt» have been expressed as to whether the cycle described by Dobell, may not iet»e-

sent stages of fisrion rather than of conjugation. Berliner’s results on C. major (’09) are, however, in

haimony with Dobell’s, though in some respects less complete.
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in tlte foregdng ca^es; the nucleus of each ctmjugant divides twice, producing

four nuclei, of whidi one becomes the gamete-nudeus while three d^engrate

ns reduction-nuclei. More omiplicated conditicms are found in a number
of oth^ diatoms * ^diere the phenmnena are of particular interest since

few a/ ike products of ike maturoHon-dmsions are functional instead of one.

In Shopaiodia, as described by Rlebahn (Fig. 295) the process begins as in

Vfe. ntS.—Coajugatioa and gametic meiosig in the diatom Rkofalodia (Klesarh).

A, usdoa of the ooojugants ha aide-view, each having one nucleus (n) and two pyrenoida (p);

B, later ttege, frmn above, showing two nuclei (result of first division) in one conjugant; C, proto-

piatt of Mae oonjugiuit after second division, four nuclra, two pyrenoids; D, later stage of the two

conjogants, aide-view, each with four nuclei, two large and two small (“polar bodies” or reduction-

toKfe): -E, ^Bvhioii of each conjtagant, to fonn two garaetea, each with one functional nucleus and

one t«dactiaa.ipicleaa; F, G, fusion of the gametes two by two, disappearance of the reduction-

midci; S, the tvao lowltlog sycotes, gamete-nuclm not yet fused.

Surir^, each nucleus dividing twice to form foiur nuclei, but is later compli-

cated by the fact that in each conjugant two oi the four nuclei enlarge and

become functional whOetwo degenerate as rieduction-nuclei; and the proto-

{tet jmf divides into Vko gametm each which receives one of the func-

tjwrtal imcld Thus aris^four gametes whidt now fuse two by two, the two

mimetifeftf «adi pair being dnived rmpectively from the two ordinal con-

’

*Xjastea,'a^. BJebaha, ’pfi, ’or^ Ohmanna, 'rs.
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jugonts, so as to effect an exogamous onion. The final result is to produce

two zygotes instead of one (Fig. agg, H).

The process is essentially similar in Epithemia, Amphora, Naoicida and
some other forms. It is here perfectly dear that the original conjltgants

are not gametes but gametocytes (p. 582), and the same condusion follows,

strictly speaking, for all cases of gametic meiosis in which the meiosis first

takes place after union of the conjugants, even when only a single gamete>

nudeus results from the process.*

A remarkably interesting case is offered by Amaba diptoidea as described

by Hartmann and NSgler (’09).* In this rhizopod the ordinary vegetative

individuals are visibly diploid (though the chroinosome-number is not

known), being regularly binucleate, predsely as in sporophytit genera-

tion of the Uredinales and some other fungi (p. 624), the two nudei being

dosely appressed and dividing side by side by “conjugate division” (Fig.

296). This condition arises from the fact that in conjugation the two

gamete-nudei become closely associated during this process but do not

actually fuse until near the end of the v^etative cycle—an ideal example,

as Hartmann has said, of gonomery (p. 433), In conjugation (Fig. 296)

these Amaba first become associated two by two, and without immediate

fusion become indosed in a common cyst. Subsequently the two nudei in

each conjugant at last fuse to form a single diploid nucleus. This is followed

by complete plastogamy, the two diplmd nudei still remaining separate

(Fig. 296, F). Now, as in Actinophrys or Copromonas, each of these nudd
is said to undergo two successive heteropolar divisions oi simple promitotic

type, three of the products in each case bdng abortive reduction-nudei

while the fourth is the gamete-nudeus. The two gamete-nudei thus pro-

duced finally conjugate with each other without fusion to form the double

zygote-nucleus for a new vegetative cyde (Fig. 296, H). If this account is

correct it seems dear that the case is one of gametic meiosis quite ^compar-

able to that seen in other rhizopods (Actinophrys, Actinospharium),

Owing, however, to the complete autonomy of the two gamete-nudd

thrdughout the v^etative cycle, the phenomena offer a superficial resem-

blance to the zygotic typ>e, since the mdotic divisions take place just after

final fusion of the original gamete-nudd. In reality the two cases are

radically different; for in zygotic meiosis the cells of the vegetative cyde

are hapltud, in Amaba diploidea diploid. The final fusion of tl^ nudei

P- 507- Amaw dte tielagic diatoms 4 number of fonng bave been described in winds tte

rtynMnwni ate wsdriy (lifier«st, conjugatioa bring of tbs meroganac type, aMfolimtd by striori^

in fVriibwiii fot exantple (Elanten,
'

04), the {sotopiast divides to iotm numerous amafl ^amriss

wfaicb hue in pairs with those frosts other txOs to form legates. Twh nudoir divistona now foUow,

rim swgoWcUvbiins into two crils each contiiinwc two fnsdri of sridds fine degenentes. Tfastpi^

•as js dosely parallel to that seen in the deasnids.

• See also Ntgler Coo) and Erdmann (’iq,
*

13),
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l^rirecediiig matumtkm in the ktter case is in a broad sraise comparable

to synapsis, and Hke the latter may be regarded os “the final step in the

ccnjugption of the gmn>c^’' (Montgomery, ’oi, p. 223).

In oam «i the fmegoing cases have the cluomosome-numbers been deter-

nd^; but it seems probaUe that all belong to the gametic or terminal

type of meiosis. It is a fact <rf mud) theoretic interest that in Rhopdodia

6
^ o

0,0 Clfe o
C2

rig. ass.—Nuclear cycle in Amaba dipMda (Haktxanm and Naeglks).

A, bbtudeate individual -of ordinary vegetative type; B, C, ordinary mode of division, by con-

jog^ promitoais; D, cnnjugation; £, fusion of nuclei (« synapsis) in each conjugant; F, C,

mippoatA meiotic divialons simide type; B, union of the gamete-nuclei without fusion; /, es-

c^M oi cygote from cyst.

tiro of die products d meiosis are functional gamete-nudei, instead of only

one (as in the animal ggg) or all four (as in the animal sperm).

S. Htdtigamy and Ist^amy with Zygotic Meiosis

]b the cases now to be considered meiosis is initial or zygotic, im-

nm^tdy fdkming spngamy and karyogamy instead of preceding them.

imaag animals this i^pe is known tmly in certain gr^;arines (p. 605),

bid it is name frequent, m lower plants, and is well illustrated in

^ conji^dte slge (CtmjogabB). An interesting smes of forms here
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In the Zygnemaceae (Spirogyre, Zygnema) conjugation is typically holo-

gamJc, any or all of die cells ^ the linear cell-aggregates being able to ccm-

jugate vvith little visible alterati(«i ol structure b^ond a contraction of the

protoplast into a rounded form. Complete plastogamy or fusion of the

gametes is at once followed by complete fusion of the nuclei in katyogamy;

and only after the completion of this process do the meiodc divisions take

place. In both cases there are, as usual, two d these divisions,^ producing

four nuclei, of which one enlarges to form the initial functional nudeus wluk
three remain of small size, forming reduction-nuclei that finally degenerate

Fig. S97.—Zygotic meiosis in the alga Spiregyra elongata (Tbondle).

A, zygote, gamete-nuclei uniting above (the peripheral dark bodies are pyrenoids); B, fusion of

gamete-nuclei; C, first (heterotypic) resulting division; D (from 5. neghcto) tetrads in this division;

E, F, second division; G, resulting 4-nucIeate stage; B, later stage, one functional and three de-

generating nuclei (polar bodies?).

(Fig. 297). This condition, evidently, is comparable with, that seen in

animal ova generally, excepting that meiosis occurs at the beginning of the

vegetative cyde instead of at the end. This interpretation seems to be

placed beyond doubt in the case of Spirogyra by the chromosome-number,

which is said to be in the second division but half that present in the first,

the numbers found by Karsten in S. jugalis being 28-14, while TVandle

found in 5 . negUcta 24 and 12, in 5. longata 20-22 and lo-ii, and in S. colo-

spora 18-9. The primary functional nucleus is therefore haploid, as are

dso the nudei of the filament devekped frtnn the zygote. The ordimry

vegetafive or “adidt" plant is ther^ore a haploid organism or haplord, like the

* See for Spirogyra, Karsten (’00) and Tibndfe (’ii) and, tor Zygnema. Kuraanow (’ii).
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tr igumtiaphfte feoenticm <9f hi|^ plants, aad the dl^cld num-W ctdsts lor ordy a iKiel period k ^ uiuce&tilar aygote. This ccmditaMi

18 iB^nosm k kg^ pknts wd animals.

In the Zygnmaeee but one of the four nuclei resultkg from the meiotic

(fividons is functional, and bed one embryo is produced from the zygote

(zygoi^Kne) i^pon its germkatkn. The same cendition is said to exist in

ootak of the desmids (Gonatozygs, according to De Bary);' but more
BSuaUy two w even four embryos me produced from a dngle zygote. In

Chstenum and Cosmerium, as drown by Klebahn (’90), meiosis follows

upon complete fuston of the gamete-nucld as in Spirogyra or Zygmma; and

is accomplished by two divisions; but the first of these divides the zygote

kto two complete and equal cells, while the second is merriy a division of

the nudeus k each of these forms to fesm one functional nudeus and one

small reduction-nucleus (Fig. 298). Each of the two cells thus produced

forms the starting pokt for a new vegetative <yde of division; and although

the chromosome numbers are not known, there is every reason to believe

that the ordkaty vegetative kdividuals are haploid as m the Zygnemaceae.

In certak of the Mesotseniacese, finally, the zygote typically produces four

functitmal embryos, though sometimes two (species of Mesotmnia, Spiro-

iama, and C^indrocysHs, Fig. 392). Here again the cytological detail is not

yet known, but it seems probable that m all these cases alike meiosis is

zygotic, and is accomplished by two divisions.* This is supported by the

more rec^t observatiems of Fascher (’16), on the phytoflagellate Chlamydo-

mtmas k whkh totri cmijugadon is said to be followed by a process of zygo-

tic mdoris during which the number of chromosomes is reduced from 20 to

10. The kterestkg fact here is that even k this simple unicellular form

mekris is effected by two divisions, all four of the products being functional,

swarm-spores, each of which kidates a haploid cycle of successive

ceU-divirions that ultimately ends with conjugation.* This leads to the

saqudon that z)rgodc meiosis may occur k various other cases among algae

k wfaidt tihe* zygote produces four swarm-spores (e. g., k CEdogonium or

^aMachaie, Fig. 306), and that this type of mdosis may be of widespread

occurrence k the kwer plants.

We may ccmvoiiraidy consider here the only known cases of this type

among animals, though both these belong to the merogametic forms, and

one Off tlvan b heteiKSgamous. Ibese cases are offered by the cocetdian

•'S«eW«t, 'rt, p. its. .

* 5!||^ (’14), Kspfiiiianit C>4}, OttBianiu Cti).

ic.Uie CDCi^ atetpret*tioii is indiatri by the feet diffeient q>edas of CUamf-
cioisal salt the otkutoZWMvi uaffl the peict enduring oonjagstioii. Aoooidiiia

w OffmiteS of the torsote aliev vsiyina coinbinstioa «f thezBiMte^SiarscterS which

^wBKadptqgsticNi dw^tbe ipore-pro^dng {meiotii;) diviiiotis of the sygote Uke thst seen in

ip.



Tic- M8>—Conjugation and zygotic meioris in Clestmum (Kucbahn).

A, soon after union, four chroraatophores; B, chrotnatophores reduced to two, nuclei cfistinct;

C, f^on of the nuclei; D, first cleavage of the zygote, E, resulting z-cell stage; F, second mitods;

G, resulting stage, each cdl bi-nucleate; S, separation of the Cells; one of the nuclei in each enlatging

to fom the pemanent nucleus, the other degenerating.

sporozoan Aggregaia ebertki and the gr^arine Diplocystis sckneideri, as

described by Dobell and Jameson (’15) * in both of which the chromosomes

can readily be counted. The diploid and haploid numbers are respectively

* These results are cpntrary to those of several eariw tdMetvers, who described tnoie or less defi-

nlldy a prooen of gus^c reduction. The most inqx>rtaat of these Is that of Mulsow (’ii) aho do'

scribed such a process in the gregarine JAotucysds rostraia.
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in. Aggrtiala, it aoul <6, axid m Difl^cysHs, 6 and 3. Reduction occurs kt the

first division of the sygote, and the haploid number (6) thereafter appears

hi Mxh succeeding division, producing the sporoblasts and sporozoites,

and also in the divisknis of the resulting schizonts. The haploid number

thus occurs during both the asexual and the sexual cycle, i. e., throughout

the entire life-history with the single exception of the zygote-nucleus—

a

omdition in all essentials identical with that seen in Spirogyra. The two

cases are noteworthy in that mesosis seems to be effected in both by one

division, in Aggregata the first, in Spirogyra the second—^but this evidently

calls for further study.

8. Merogamic Syngamy and Meiosis

A typical example is given by Polystomdla} In this form there is a true

alternation of generations (in the zoolt^cal sense), the zygote developing

into an asexual form (microspheric type) in which numerous nuclei are

produced by progressive division. These nuclei (which in the meantime are

said to break up into a chromidial form) ultimately become centers of small

amo^id asexual germ-cells or agameies, formed by a fragmentation of

the protoplasm; and these develop, without conjugation, into the sexual

or macrospheric form (Fig. 284, E), which likewise contain numerous nuclei

progressively formed. When mature the macrospheric form in its turn

fragments, producing a multitude of minute, uninucleate biflagellated

gametes which have no resemblance whatever to the amoeboid vegetative

type.®

Theses gametes are perfectly isogamous, but Schaudinn states that ga-

metes from the same macrospheric individual will not unite with one another.

Conjugation is therefore exogamous, and one may infer that some sort of

physiological difference exists between “male” and “female” individuals

as in the moulds (p. 5^).

The dmnnosome-nundiers are unknown; but it seems clear that the zyg-

ote in this case must be of diploid organization and the gametes of haploid.

The point at which meiosis takes place is not certain. Schaudinn, Lister and

'Renter state that the last two divisions, leading to the gamete-formation,

differ in type from those which precede them and may perhaps be meiotic;

but this question still remains tmdedded. The same gap exists in our

koopledg^ of the rhizoppd Trichospharivm, wbidi has a life-history closely

paralld to that ctf PeiystomeUa (Schaudinn, ’03) save for the fact that the

gametes are not fllgdlated and are somewhat unequal in size. Similar

t’Vs). IMer (’oi), Winter.C’o?).

Upmho* thoiM, faoMev«r, that the aucroaiAieric individmb may pfoduce aimeboid agametes

hMteedwaeawtet. The altenutionte therefore not strictly obhgatory.
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doubts hang over many other cases of merogamic conjugation in plants (e. g.,

among the green alge) as well as in animals.

4. Partial or Temporary Conjugation

There is now a general agreement among protozoologists that conjuga-

tion of this form is a secondary process that has been derived from a more
primitive total type. It possesses, nevertheless, a high interest, especially

Fig. 299.—Diagram showing history oi the nuclei in the conjugation of Faramacium catidahm.

(Following Maopas and Calkins.)

A and B represent the nuclei of the two oonjognnU, U the supposed meiotic divisions of the mi-

cronucleus in each, and D the division of the zygote-nucleus in each conjugant (r/. Fig. 300, 1-li);
the final result of the Uiree divisions gives four reconstructed ex-conjugants as show above.

because of its historical association with the experimental and cytological

researches of Biitschli, Engelmann, Maupas, R. Hertwig, and their suc-

cessors, on the general problem of senescence and rejuvenescence in uni-

cellular organisms.

Partial conjugation is known only in the ciliatra, is always htdogamic,

and usually isogamous. The general course of the process is laigdy con-
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by the fact that the dUates tyjucally possess two kinds td afield,

a lai]^ macronadefis and much smaller micFonudeus, the fomer gmerally

ngarded as a vegetative or somatic nudeus, the latter as a reserve or gen-

itive one. Both niKid divide at eadi mitods; but in conjugatiem the

ndcronudeus alone is conconed.^

Wo sdect as a type the dassical object Paramcedum caudaium, in which

a single macronudeus and micronudeus are present. In all cases the ma-
enmudeus degenoates and disappears during the process, and in spedes

E F G H
Fi(. see.

—

Conjugation and gametic mdosis in the dilate Paramcecium cavdatum (Calkins),

A, tlw two conjugants (gaoetocytes) united; if macronudeus; m, mincronudeus; B-E, division

of eadl vdctonucleus into (our (tneioBis); P, third division of one micronudeus in each conjugant

4 and 4) to {Noduoe the {sonuclei, leaving three reduction-nadei in each conjugant.

poasessiag more than One micronudeus all of them save one likewise de-

geturate. Although conjugation is here of the hologamic type the con-

jfiganta axe m^umbly smaller than in onhnaiy vegetadve forms, a fact

noted by many observers and demonstrated by Pearl ('07) by extended

statistical studies. Tfiro such individuals beonne attached by their tnal

surfaces and psutiahy fuse over a rather small area. TIus is fc^owed

by 4!wo sfitcessive dlvisicms of the micrtxiudeus, a little later by a

iEtagmentation and final disappearance of the macronudeus, which bectUnes

^tesny fann* nunc thiA <»ie mktoancleus b present, and tsot iitfrequentiy mote than one
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ItT^gular in ^pe (Figs, 299-301) and finally breaks up into krge
^httoidal giimules, which finaUy disappear leaving no trace, Mean-
tidfile three of the four products of the micronudeus in each con-

jugant degenerate as “reduction-nudci'’ (or “polar bodies”), while the

fourth remains as the only persistent derivative of the old nuclear

paratus.

A third division now ensues to form two spindle-shaped gamete-nuclei

in each conjugant. One of these, formerly called the “female pronudeus”

I^i|. SOI,—Later stages ol conjugation in Pttramacitm caiidotum (Calkins).

I, ex-conjugant (lygote), with {usion-oudeus (/) and macronudeus (Af); J-U, division of fusion-

Ducleus to form eight small nudei; breaking up of macronudeus; N, differentiation of four new ma-
aonudd and four micronudei; O, P, distribution of the products, by two fissions, to four resulting

individuals of ordinary vegetative type.

and now usually designated as the stationary nucleus remains in the ccm-

jugant; the other or migratory nucleus (“male pronudeus”) passes over

into the opposite conjugant and there fuses with the stationary nucleus

of the latter, after which the two conjugants separate. By this process

the two conjugants have redprocally fertilized each other, each now con-

taining a single fusion-nudew or ^ote-nudeus, equally derived from the

original micronudeus of the two. From this nudeus a new nudear ^
paratus is rebuilt as follows: Separatimi di the conjugants is followed by

three successive divisions of the fudon-nudeus in quick succesdon, pro-

dudtig in each ex-conji^ant e^ht nudei, of which four enlarge to form new

macronudd, while four renuuu small as micronudd (Fig, 301), two
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fiaricMBS of the ^tke cell the four new macionudei are di3tributed,

(tte to eadi of the resulting mdividuais. In some species ti^e four nucro-

ittK^ seem to be distrflmted in the same way, but in Parammcium caudatum

(Matq»s) ^ three <rf the four degenerate, to be replaced by derivatives

the fourth. In either case the final result is a group of eight individuals,

eadi containing a micronucleus and macronucleus derived from the fusion-

nucleus, and hence equally from the micronuclei of the original conjugants.

The (Urinal macronucleus has meanwhile disappeared, fund the cells have

now entered upon a new cycle of vegetative activity during which one

fission ftdlows another in the usual manner. Essentially similar facts have

ng sot.—^First division in Paramacium caudatum (Calkins and Cull).

A, macronucleus and micronucleus, initial sta«e; B, micronucleus elongating, with “dividon

cotter”; C, crescoit stage of sasne; D, E, later stages, formation of (bivalent?) chromosomes; P, G,

-wwphflflfB,

been olaerved by many observers in a large number of forms. In cases of

permanent conjugation, as in VorticeUa, where a smaller microgamete unites

with a larger macrogamete, the process is essentially the same, though the

detaQs ate more aanplex.

Maupas and Hertwig concluded that the first two divisions of the original

nucronudeus (preceding: karyqgamy) are comparable to the maturation-

dhdrioiat,' and this is to a considerable extent borne obt by more recent

di^lirvaricais. Calkins and Cull (’07) offer a careful study of these divisions

ia lpanimeBdium caudaitm, showing that in the early prophase the miao-

niihteus first assumes the form of a spindle near the end of whidi appears

a huge, nndedus-like body or “division-center,” and then b^ids into a

* IIoWm's tondtiiigng on tbh point are cmifiniied by Klitze (’14) attd (in P. by Do-
1taln<'o7hi»itl>a*«lMep^liiegti«nedl>y MMOeobaerven. SeeWoodruff oodEidmaim (’14).
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diaracteristic crescent or sickle (as already described by Maupas and Hert-

wig), regarded by Calkins and Cull as the ssoiaptic stage (Fig. 302).

Still later the crescent is converted into a mitotic anastral spindle by elonga-

tion in an axis at right angles to that of the crescent, while the “division-

center” disappears from view, and the chromatin network of the nucleus

gives rise to numerous elongate chromosomes, which show many of the

characteristic forms of bivalents, such as rings, 8-figures, and Y’s, and di-

vide to form two groups. These observations seem clearly to show that

the first division is heterotypic in form.

The third division is of especial interest because of the fact, first clearly

made out by Prandtl in Didinium and confirmed by Calkins and Cull in

Fig. SOS.—Later stages of maturation and syngamy in Paramactum caudatum (CAMtnts and

CuLt).

B, /, stages in the second division; J, K, the third division; L, telophase of third division, showing

heteropolar condition; M, the larger pronudeus after the third division; .V, karyogamy, showing

size-difference of the gamete-nuciei.

Paramoecium, that it is in some cases heteropolar (Fig. 303), producing a

larger and a smaller nucleus, of which the former is the stationary or

“female” gamete-nucleus, the latter the migratory or “male.”* Thus,

although the conjugants appear to be isogamous the gamete-nuclei are

distinctly anisogamous, a fact which sustains the view that the conjugating

dilate is a gametocyte (p. 582) and emphasizes the analogy between the

conditions seen in ciliates and the hermaphroditism of higher forms. Tlie

third division, here obviously correlated with the redprocal fertillzaticai

‘ Dogiel (’33) has recently found, in the parasitic dliate Cydbptsthium, that the migratoiy nucleus

in each conjugant is accompanied by a long cytoplasmic structute (derived from the spindle) so os

closely to stimulate a flsgetlate sperm.
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If other by ccjv^agaats, is tsoknown ia bigber aaimals ftad fass aa

laecise inralieL io tbe tc^ ccmjiigat«»3 tf most Protozoa (tb« Vcffticellids

me mt As inU kter appear (p. 6i6) it raises tbe questum of aa

mttitiietic alteroatum <jS geaeratimis in the Protozoa. The facts also ob-

viou^ si^gest that the infusmian conjugant should be regarded as a

gametoQTte, derived from a form having merogamic conjugation and pro-

(hming a large number of small gametes.^ This view, now widdy hdd,

Fif. SOA.—Conjugatioa Vorticellids (Maupas).

A, sttschmait of the aiull frce-swunminz niicrogamete to the large (uced macrogameti; micro-

nmclttiis dividing in each (Cartktsium); B, nucrogamete containing eight micronudei; naacrogamete

fdor iVtrtMh): C, all but one of the micronudei have degenerated as polar bodies or “corpuscules

d« rebt^:*’ P, eadr <rf the miciODuclei of the last stage has divided into two to form the pronudd;
two of tihese. one from each gamete, have conjugated to form the zygote-nudeus seen at the left;

Ole other two at the right, are degenerating.

is supported by the fact that in the micro-conjugant of Vortkella (Maupas)

aifd Carchesiwm the three dividons produce eight (instead of five)

mndd, while a fourth'^vision of one of these gives rise to the gamete-nu-

<3«iS (Fig. 304), In the multinudeate form Opalim, conjugation is

netialBy merogamic in ^pe, the vegetative cdl dividing up into many small

uniaucWte or Imucleate gametes (Metcalf, Neredidmer); but the aig-

n^eance of this is doul^ul in view oi the paradtic habit of Opdina and its

w|4e Jivmgence from .the ^ical forms of cilktes.

‘ Co*). PopoS fol). Hartmann ('09, ’i 4>.
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Tiia up: the most essential result of the process into t»mg about m
each conjugant a radical reorganisation of the nuclear apparatus of both

CODj«^;ant8 as follows:

(l) In each ex-coniugant the dd nmcronucleus is whdly lost, to be

t^laced by one equally descended from both of the gameti&<nudjd.

(3) The new micronudeus in each is likewise equally derived from both

of the gamete-nuclei.

(3) The gamete-nuclei, though derived from the original mkzo-
nuclei, are not identical with them, each of the latter having undergone

the maturation divisions, during which, if we may accept an analogy with

higher forms, a re-grouping of nuclear elements has probably taken place.

This conclusion must, however, be accepted with some reserve.

6. Endomuds and Pardienogenesis

As earlier indicated (p. 243), nuclear reorganization may be accomplished

by a process of endomixis in a single individual without any process of

conjugation or amphimixis. This process is analogous to the asexual

process of parthenogenesis in higher organisms, and bears a similar

relation to the sexual process of conjugation. The cytological changes in

Paranwscium aurelia (which possesses two miaonuclei) are in broad out-

line as follows (Fig. 305).*

As in conjugation, the macronucleus disintegrates and finally disappears.

Meanwhile the two micronuclei migrate away from their normal position

beside the macronucleus, and towards the end of the macronuclear

disintegration undergo two successive divisions, thus producing eight mi-

cronuclei in all. This, again, is precisely as in conjugation, but is not fd-

lowed by the third division which in the latter case gives rise to the gamete-

nuclei (p. 609). ,

The reconstruction is now initiated by the disappearance of all but one

or two of the eight micronuclei. Most commonly each of these divides

twice to form four products, of which one enlarges to f(»ni a new macro-

nucleus, the other persists as a micronudeus. These are then distributed

by oite CUT two cell-divisions in such a manner Uiat each resulting cell re-

ceives one macronucleus and one miaonudeus, the latter finally dividing

to fmrm two which thereafter perdst. This is closdy analogous to the le-

eonstructirm foUowing conjugatitm, as may be seen from the diagram

(Fig. 305), whkh diows, at the right, <me of the four varknts of endombda,

iscogpized by Woodruff and Erdmann, for cmnparistni with the conjugaffom-

process, as dmwn at the left.

Frmn a cytoic^^ical stanr^Muit the most noteworthy features of eatb-

^ WeOdrufi lad Erdmaait (’14).
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ntftii «ie: (i) tine oocmmot of two “matumtkm divistocs*’ of th6 micro-

wMdi seean td be quite comperable with those tl»t take place in

conjugation; and (a) the lade of the third division which in the conjugating

cell {^ves rise to tlw gamete^nudei. At first sight this seems analogous to

the diphfid 1}q>e of parthenogenesis in such animals as the aphids, or daph-

Bids (p. 467); but further connderation reveals difficulties that can only

be d«utd up by further research. If we adopt the current assumption

that reducticKi takes place during the first two micronuclear divisions we

Conjugation Endomixia A
ng. >ai«

*
DiagTain, Compuuon of Conju^tion and Endomixis showing history of the micro-

imdd fBttec WooDBurr and £koiiann),

faU into the ftdlowing tfflemma. If the two dividons in endomixis likewise

effect teductioa, thai the reorganized Paramecium and all of its de-

scendants shouM be of *haploid nudear constitutkm, which contradicts the

pibnary aa5aiiq}tiQn cmicenmig the maturation divisions. The alternative

to this is to a^^MSe dffier that a process of autogamous syngamy has been

owetlodked in oidondxis, w that a conqjensatcay doubling is effected. All

dlfficiiUles wohld disap|)eax under the condudon that it is the third divi-

tfkfh by which reduction is effected; but this is in contradiction with the

iWMiliB of aH prevKHis cytdo|^cal investigation of the problmn (p. 610).

Sthole questton ntust therefore be Ht open for the present.

il0 a vap^eiBent to |he forgoing brief outline, attention may be called
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to the possibility that endomictic reo’ganization may be widesiwead among

Protozoa in connection with the process of encystment. The lattet

process, common in Protista, offers a means of protection agtunst or re-

covery from the effects of unfavorable conditioils, and is often accompanied

by changes in the consistency of the protoplasm and nudeus and the loss

and subsequent redifferentiation of various sfredalized cell-o^ans, sudi as

dlia. Encystment may or may not be preceded by a process of conjugation,

and in either case it may be foUowed by a marked renewal of vitality as

shown by the division-rate; in Didinium nasuium, for example, Calkins

(’i6) found that encystment (without conjugation) is followed by a division-

rate from five to seven times that of the same rate prior to encsrstment.

A number of the earlier observers d^ribed marked changes in the nu-

clear apparatus at this time; and more recently it has been shown that

these changes involve a nuclear reorganization of the same general type

as that effected by endomixis or by conjugation. In Styhnychia (Fermor,

’13) and in Didinium (Calkins, op. cit.) it was found that the old macro-

nucleus breaks up and degenerates while a new nuclear apparatus arises

by the division of the micronucleus and subsequent differentiation of its

products.* Many interesting possibilities for further researches on encyst-

ment are here raised; though this process and endomixis are of course not

necessarily connected.

III. GENEALOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The phenomena of reproduction in lower organisms bring to our attention

three closely connected historical problems, namely, the origin of syngamy,

the primitive relation between syngamy and meiosis, and the origin of

antithetic alternation of generations. None of these has yet been com-

pletely solved, but certain interesting possibilities may here briefly be con-

sidered.

1. The Oiigia of Syngamy

This question still remains in the stage of more or less plausible gu^
work. It has been suggested that syngamy first arose as a process of re<^

rocal mnnihalism or "autophagy,” two unicdlular organisms devouring

each other to the refreshment and advantage of both. This notion, sug-

gested by Van Rees (’87), is developed in a suggestive manner by Dang^
(’gg). In his view the gamkes arc “hungry cells” which lack sufficient

energy to continue their develqrment, but are rescued by a union of their

resources. Such a speculation is more picturesque than convincing; nevw-

> Acoordimt to Fetmor the reorgantotion in SlylmycUa is preceded by a conj(«atioo ol the two

micfxmndel U this is correct endomixis here wooW seem to awrooeh atrtogamous ooniuBatieB.
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. ^ifjtoiiiji
ftsm .nqiklwiftticui (d syngamy it Bialiks a cjrataiii appeal to

tlat luttgjni^tai. Hicoe ptaaabk, porl^ps, is tl>e assumption of sokb« kind

of q:w3ititative diSer^ice between the primitive gametes, the prototype oi

adikit appeam in the niggestion at Btltschli ^ that syngamy and the primi>

tive fametsc difterentiatkm resulted fnan imperiections in the mechanism

of odll^vision and consequ«)t ineqjmlities of distribution of the nuclear

OQoqnmeots, Thus arose some cells having an excess oi chromatin, others

8 deficiency; and by the union of such contrasting individuals (now gametes)

the normal balance was restored.

By later writers this hypothesis was given a different direction in accord-

ance wito cmtain views concerning the dualism of the cell-substance. Stras-

bmger.f'gs, '96) assumed that the primitive gametic differentiation arose

through variatum in the relative amounts of trophoplasm and kinoplasm

(p. 723), the fmale gamete containing an excess of the fonner, the male

gamete <rf the latter. Syngamy, the result of a chemotactic interaction be-

tween the two, restmed the normal balance and thus became a conditioii of

survival, 'nds conception emphasized the cytoplasmic differences of the

gametes rather than the nuclear. On the other hand, the hypothesis of

Schatniinn (’05) and his followers, assumed the primitive gametes to have

differed in respect to “kinetic” and “trophic” chromatins, the former rela-

tively in excess m the male, the latter in the female (p. 726).* More recent

cytological studies on sex have in fact given some reason to suspect that the

primitive sex-differentiation may have taken its origin in a quantitative

difference oi chromatin—^perhaps a particular kind of chromatin—

&

differ-

ence at first ir^ular and fluctuating, later regular and constant, as is

now the case in many higher animals (p. 816). “The sexual differentiation

may therefcoe be rooted in a simple principle of plus and minus that bolds

true of all sexual organisms and may be an e}q>ression of a fundamental

pdmc^ale of metabolism.” * The weak point in this hypothesis is its faQure

thus to to give us a clear view of the migin of hermaphroditism and its

jrdation to dicedsm.* To spin theories concerning this inaccessible field of

inquiry Uf bamevet, no.part of our purpose.

r

The <?^i|fn of ICeioaia and Ite Primitive Relation to Syngamy

Hub queatimv is dofety bound up with that of the origin of antithetic

ahaijlftlan,' from whidt it w toe separated only as a matter of convenience.

Wdsmann and othfri* eariier writers meiosis was treated telwiogkally as

an Adaptive pocess, ffuH^ which the gametes am "prepared ” to their

‘('Sjr'SpL)- <“

* $ae PKmtut Coj), Bartawnn (’og); *1m the critical reviewa in Dtdlein and a(i°chin (’15)

fwaaoa, !» *«)> p. *». f
DeUfft vlmAik Cia, *«5).
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siil»equeDt lui^ k sytigamy and the stunioatioa d the gem-plasi&B in

sueoessive generations prevented. This view^ invtdved, tacitly at least, the

araumption tiiat the diploid number was historically the <»^paal and {unda-

mental one, and tite haloid a derivative from it Great difficulties stand in

the way »i such a view; for it provides us with no ex|danatimi of the AaakAt

character of the diploid groups or the mechanimi of mtiosis. The proMan
suddenly took on a new form with Strasburger’s (’94) ^ illuminating sugges-

tion that the reverse conclusion is more likely to be, the correct one, namely

that the haploid condition was the original one, inherited from an early

prototype in which conjugation or fertilization had not yet arisen. Thus re-

garded, the periodic doubling of chromosomes appears as a seccmdary or de-

rived phoiomenon, a consequence of syngamy. “The morplu>l<^cal cause of

reduction and the equality of chromosome-number m the g^rm-cells of each

species is, according to my view, a phylt^enetic one. I consider the process

as a return to the original generation from which, through the development

of the sexual process, first arose forms possessing the double chromosome-

number .... The reduction of this number to one-half represents the

restoration of the original number present in the nuclei of those organisms

in which the sexual process first took its origin” (op, cit., p. 523), This

conclusion was suggested by the fact that the gametoph)de and sporophyte

generations in plants are characterized respectively by the haploid and dip-

loid numbers of chromosomes rrapectively (p. 492). Its plautibility was

increased by the later discovery of haploid parthenogenesis even in bees and

other animals of relatively high grade of organization (p. 794). There is,

therefore, nothing unreasonable in the hypothesis that the primitive or-

ganisms were asexual (as appears still to be the case in the Bacteria and

Cyanophyceae), that they were of haploid constitution, and that the dip-

loid condition was a later acquisition.

It is of course unknown at what period in the life-history the {wocess of

reduction primitively took place. Theoretically, we might perhaps expect

meiosis to have been originally of the zygotic type, i, e., to have followed

Sbon after syngamy as a kind of r^n^tive process by which tiie ordinal

haploid condition was quickly restored; and it is interesting to note that the

only cases of this type occur in very simple iama such as the algae and the

Protozoa.

S. Antithetic Altomatiea of Gen^tiona

Before the announcement of Strasburger’s conclusions botanists had be-

gun to t»m towards the early view of A. Braun (1877) that the gantetopfayte

or generation of higher plants represents the olckr and pre&dstent

iThii lenudc^liAc'woili in fniiUnl wscetUons henring on Uw whole tote at meUeiBa

bm hiv^ed.
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geiMntliQli, and that the is a aeomoiph, secoadaiily inttspoiated

liM!ht|iel!|e4listoiy. Thisview, <ievel<q>ed in det^ and with much uig«iuity

hy »Bower (’901 ’94, ’19) <«»d later writers, has been widely accepted by

botanists. Ilie d^ sporophyte was sought in a division of the ayg*

otO Coproduce (pores, such as still occurs in certain of the algas. »

•“the gradual devdcpment <rf this generation (the diploid) from the

seau^ product of the first generation can be actually traced step by st^
{drylogmetkally. The first indication of this development is apparently

to be found in the Algs; at least the life-history of (Edogonitim, Coleo-

SOL—F«rtiluatkHi in the oiga (Eioeamtum (A-E, from Klebarn; E, G, from Juxanyi; ff,

bom FaAiosREni).

A, oOgtoiiium (Jbdaw), just after opening, containing single ovum; B, spenn-cdl; C-£, union of

gamete-nudd in the egg; F, G, division of ^gote (possibly zygotic meosis) to form four zotfspores;

B, correspooding quartet in B^Attchala.

(heete, and the Fkridea, may be interpreted in this sense. In CEdogonium,

four swarm-spores are fmmed from the fertilized ovum (see Fig. 306);

whSst in Cdeochate a small muldcdlular body is developed from the*

cdls of wfaidr swarm-spores are formed; in both cases the swarm-spore gives

rise to the first generatioii. In the Florida the cystocarp is developed from

the f«tilized ovum, and the spores of the cystocarp give rise to indi^dduals of

the first ^oation. Ihe Musdnes and the Pteridophyta can readily

be traced to the Chlcat^hycxie: in the Muscmes the fertilized ovum* grad-

ually devdoped into a spOrogonium, »id, in the Ftmxlophyta, into a spo-

ispgiui&-be8iingcocinopli^^ planL”^

^SSmsbiHSer ClHfp- *S$). Gb the dlscusaion of SMit (’98), CampbeD (’4$). totW Cos), Cook
adSuMbf’os). I .
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F<^<nring strictly the logic of his theoiy, Strasbutga adopted a rindiar

int^il^etation of animal evolution, suggesting that in animals the hapkld

or gamete-produdng generation has all . but disappeared, its last vcstigra

being represtnial by tite three polar bodies or polocytes formed dvring the

maturation of the eggf This hypothesis assumed more d^imte shape m
the development given it by Chamberlain (’05, ’08) and his followers, who

Fis. 307 .—^The megaspore-quartet ia seed-plants.

(A-C, from Sckniewind-Thies; D, E, from Meksiu; F, from Fekousoh.)

A -C, division of megaspore mother-crU (primary sporocyte) of Goltonit to form the four mega-

spores; D, early megospore-quartet in Silpkium; E, later stage of same, enlargranent of inner cell

to form functional megaspore; F, early stage of megaspore-quartet in Pinus.

have pointed out the close analogy between the animal egg with its three

polocytes and the megaspore-quartet and its products in the higher plants.

In both cases, only one of the four cdls is functional (in the animal, this

cell is the egg, in the plant the embryo-sac), while the other three are re-

duced in size and sterile (Fig. 307). In both cases the four cells erf the

‘ Conclusions more or less skin to this have been suggested by a number of other writers. Whit-

man (’78) early suggested that the polar bodies might be the remnant of a former seaual generation,

though the rltTomosome relations were at that time unktvown. Beard (’osa), foUomng out the sug-

gestions of Strasburger and the earlier ones of Bower (’87) on apoapory, endeavored to show that

mrf««^uin devel<q»nent actually involves an antithetic alteniatiott. Lotay (*0$) conaders that the

body is an aser^ phase or diploid generatkm, while the sexual phase or hafdrrid genoadoh

lit twifiiwd to the genn-cell. Thesei^ewiarewdleritidsedbyS.M. (’os).
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w»dt &*0Dt the two meic^c divislms^ in the couxBe <d wych^
itMiw <rf dmfflHoacnnes is reduced fsam dqdwd to haph^. Ilie luuih^gy

h«|«een the three vestigial tnega^x^es and the pdocytes is obvitw.

tile condition seen in animals might have been reached is clearly

tibowa by ui ahnost contmuous series of intermediate conditions still exist-

AmmalOvum OaltoAu

t-DiV.

Î

X^Dbf.

1

4-ceW
Stage

S^Dtv

4*^9iv,

Qfripedium Lilium • Humbagella

111.aoa<—IXssnjB Cbutisti^ the pmSditin between meioib in the animal egg and in the meg-

•ipew (er 'etahiyo^ac) in angilniertns. Based on diagrams by Cbaxbebuin, Pacb and others.

Galum ehpwa tha typitat coition in an^ospenna, with three aboetive megaspates and one func-

tional («tidM!y«4ac) (he btter pf^udng eight nuclei (one egg, seven prothaUial cells) . In Cypripe-

Mm tet two actnsl megaspoifes are formed; in iMm, Ptpmvmin and PtemiagsUa the primary

tnanMe«e& b <&octly converted into the enbiyo^ac. The total namher of divisions varies, as

ittowiij '

id^ in the seed-Jdan^ ; In all cases reduction is effected by the first two

#^lioaa of the qxff&mother-<ell (typicaUy produmg the megaspore-

mA hi i^riy all tibese are fdlowied by a certain number at addi-

dividons in tiie baidoid chrmnosome-nuinber persi^, thus
-4 *

I

‘
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gtv^ origin to a more or less reduced haploid geoerattOQ or fonale

gamelc^hyte. The number oi these divisions in differott j^Kcks varies

(Fig. 308), and with it the degree of the reduction of the female game*
tt^Ajrte. In many gymnosperms, e. g., in Pinus (ftiiowii^ Cbamha-
laJn’s discussion) the embiyo-sac produces thousands of nudei, m Gndkm
they are numbned by hundreds, while in the angiosperms the number is usu*

ally reduced to eight. A slight further reduction would produce a condition

dosely analogous to that seen in animals, and such a case has actually been

reported recently by Dahlgren (’15) in PlumbagMa, a form in which (as

in Lilium) both megaspore-produdng deavages have berai suppressed and
the primary sporocyte is directly converted into the onbryo-sac. The
nucleus of this cell divides but twice altogether (meanwhile undergoing

reduction), one of the four resulting nudei becoming the egg<nudeus, one

an antipodal cell, while the remaining two fuse to form the endosperm-

nudeus (c/. p. 454). Here the whole haploid generation (other than the

egg) is reduced to three cells, just as Strasburgcr conceived to be Uic case in

animals. The relation of this case to the more typical ones in the angio-

sperms is indicated by the diagram (Fig. 308), as explained in the sub-

joined footnote.^

From a merely logical standpoint, dearly, the general comparison, as

above outlined, is quite admissible; but it rests upon a mere analogy, and

one that probably indicates no real genetic relationship between the two

cases. Among the Metazoa there is no trace oi such a mode of evt^uticm.

* This relation can only be fully grasped when we take into account the total number of divislona

involved, including those by which the megaspores are formed. This number b typically five, of

whidi the first two are atwaya the meiotlc divibona Chrterotypic aoi^ homeotypic le^ectivdy) how^
ever the external aapect of the proceas niay vary otherwise. Typically (as in Cobmie), these two divi-

sions produce four actual megaspores (one functionaLand three vestigial), while the remaining thne
take ^ace within the functional megaspore (now the embiyo-sac) to produce eight nociei; one of the

latter b that of the egg while the other seven constitute the vestigU gameti^ihyte (p. 406). TUs
procea may be modified and abbreviated in two ways, namely, (i) by the suppiessian of one or both

megaspore cUatages (the nuclear divisions taking place as usual), and (a) by reduction of the total

number of ^visions from five to four, three or fin^ to two. When both mega^te protoplaamte

deavages are omitted (as in LUnm) the primary ^tocyte or mega^xire mother-cell b directly csn-

voted into the embryo-aac and the mdotic ^visions take place as the first two nuclear divisions

within it. One or both megaspore-produdng divisions may thus, as it were, be tdescoped into the

oi^tyo-tac; and by the continuation of this process, together witii a reduction in the total number of

divbions, have aiben many curious worfificaticns d the typical pnoeas, tome oi which are drown hr

a schematic form hr the diagram (Fig. 308). The typii^ process b here illustrated by Gatioma,

irtiete the m^tic divisions produce one functional and thne vestigial megaspores, folloyr^ by dine

other dhddons in the embryo-sac. In Cypripedi»m (Pace, ’07) the number of divisions b r^uoed

to three, the first meiotic divbion ptoducfaig one vestigial macroqxme and one functional (the em-

tvyo-sac), wMle the second and third take pbce in the embiyo-aac. The bum, according, ooe-

taiiu but four niKbi, one cd which b the egg-nudeus. In ZilnMi and some other cases the numjnrof

divbiaos b likewise reduced to three; but the result b diSennt, dnce the apoie-mother cefi b dinctbr

converted into tte embryo-aac; and the time dividons take pbce withio the lattm, tiara praduch«
nigiit midd. ' In FbmbH^Ma, the process b the same as in JjSimm, hut qabr two dtuidoits take pbc^

fiviw a kmH Hke thtt in CyPripidHm, but agi^ a rittllcnntpracaas. In Ftpetmia,&a9r> dm
ptocem bigins as in lAUtm^ but b fottowed by a fourth thviafon, producing ifi itudeL
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'^%ie Metazoa^^spoQges, co^ntemtes) show precisdy the same axa<

dSBeas as the Mghest; and ao^here in the great series of forms between

tiiese extarones do Vcre^find an antithetic alternation between haploid and

diploid genorathais, unless we dioose so to regard the case of the Hymenop*
tma.-a!«l Rotifera, wfam the males are haploid, the females diploid. With
these very q>ecial exceptkms alternation of generations in Metazoa, in

particular in tlm Coelenterata, is of the homologous type, i, t., both sexual

and asmnial generations are diploid; and this is even true, as Hartman has

shown, of the Dicyemids, which are among the simplest of the Metazoa,

though probably degenerate forms. By the zoologist, accordingly, the view

that the condition existing in animals generally has resulted from the gradual

loss of a haploid goieration, or gametozoon, can hardly be tidren seriously.

At best such an hypothesis can only have application in the earliest stages

of sexual evolution, and in Protista.

Strasburger’s view dearly implies that meiosis was originally of the

zygotic or initial type; and this has met with some support in the demon-

stratum that this type of meiosis has been more or less dearly demonstrated,

or made probable, in a considerable number of forms that are unicellular or

rq)re8ent simple types of cell-aggregates. This type of reduction seems also

to occur in various other simple algae, induding Coleochak, desmids, cer-

tain diattans, the Zygnemacese, in some of the red algae (Scinaia, Nemalion,

Bairackospermum) and possibly in some other cases. That the zygotic type

may be still more widely prevalent is suggested by the formation of four

swarm-spores from the zygote in CEdogonium, Bulbocheete (Fig. 306) Hy-

drodidyon and other cases, and also by the frequent formation of four

spores in the Basidiomycetes, or of four (and then of eight) spore nudei in

the Ascoanycetes, in eau^ case preceded by a process of nuclear fusion.^ It

mqst, however, be borne in mind that the sexual phenomena in fun^ are

believed to be in many cases of highly modified or quite secondary nature.

Ibe foregoing cases may well be dted in favor of the view that zygotic

reductioQ is a very primitive amd perhaps original typ>e. On the other hand,

soide' studies in this field lead us to consider the possibility that antithetic

alternation may likewise have been a very early type. It seems admissible

to assume that the primordial process of syngamy may from the first have

been fdlowed by a conaiderabie series of diploid divisions before reduction

todk place, thus produqmg immediately an antithetic succession of haploid

asad dqihad cydes.* Such a primitive succession, we may surmise, is likely

to hlive bem at first ii^regular and fecultative, only later becoming estab-

^SevinMnwui c«4). H«|W fio), Outffiamood ('ij). Bower (’19), etc..

* idtm here eazBeeted lynemtieHy id henoocky with tfaet aiivoceted by W. H. Leag (’09) in

hie eUZSe^veUbcpwian ea thtiotigin of elterbetion fa the erchegoafate phuits.
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lished as a reguku: alternation. •Such a succession may wdl have lormed
the staring point from which arose ail the existing types of meiosis, the

sporic by persistence of both haploid and d^loid cycles, the ;^gotic by the

reduction and final disappearance of the diploid cycle until only the aygote

remained, the gametic by a similar disappearance of the haploid cycle, until

nothing remained but the two meiotic divisions.

Some such hypothesis as this, I venture to think, claims our attention

because of the fact, now apparently well established, that antithetic al-

71c. 3M.—Alternation of generations in the rusts (ITredinales) slightly schematized {A-D,

GunLEKMOND; E, SAPtN-TROcrrv).

(All the figures irom Phragmatohium violacatm.)

A, portion of the ecidium formed by the uainucleate mycelium with bmudeate eddioaporea

above (products of the diploid zygote); B, supposed fertilization in cells of the uninucleate my-
celium (gametophyte) by migration of nucleus; C, germination of the binucleate Kddiospore («),

produdng binucleate mycelium (sporophyte), here entering stoma of wheat; D, formation of bi-

nucleate teleutospores in which fusion of the two nuclei (? synapsis) finally takes place; E, three

teleutospores germinating to produce prorayceBum and four basidiospores by two dividons, be-

lieved to be ot meiotic type; from these spores arises the original uninucleate mycelium (A) or

gametophyte.

temation between independent and equally well developed generations

already exists in certain of the algae and fungi (p. 626).^ Though ^he fungi

are perhaps too far removed from the direct line of evolution of higher

plants to bear very directly upon our general problem they display a hig^y

t No attmapt will here be made to consider the problems of sexuaHfy in the fungi genentUy, for

the homologies of the gfunetes, and the relations of the phenomena to those seen in aigm are too

doubtful to be discussed profitably hy*b<>t*n'=»l layman* See Harper (‘w). An mteresting review

of dlls subject is ^vea by Guffliennond (Les Progris de la Cytologie dm Champignons) in Prvpttim

Sti Betamea, IV, i, 4, i9>3-
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lAmaHivt mieto of Diif:lear<jdieBoinraa oertam of a^iich nuy lien In IUui>

tlK^ by tbe life-bistcay oi tin rusts (Vndmdes), which has been the inject

<4 Jiitinienais cytbtogical studi^. These fuagi show a regdar antithetic

aihwnatioB between -haploid and diploid myoelia, similar in general mor-

plwdo^cal type but readily distinguishatde by their nuclei^ which are single

in the faaplcad and double in the diploid. In this respect the nils of the dip^

hyat an ^juite anflogoos to those of Apueba diplaidea (p. 6ot).^ The genraal

iife-histoiy is briefly as follows (Fig. 309). Fertilization takes place in the

otMinm (a structun produced by the uninucleate mycelium) ^ but is not

fdlowed by fudon of fhe nuclei, the zygote remaining binucleate (quite as

. in AmtAa diplmdea and giving rise by “conjugate division” to cells that

an binucieate like kself
'
(Fig. 309, A). Ibese cells give rise to a series of

tnnudeate “seddio^xM’es” which are set free, and upon germination give

rise by anttinued conjugate division to a binucleate mycelium. From the

latter ultimately an produced binucleate “teleutospores” in each of which

the two nadd Anally fiise into one.

By the earlier observers this fusion was considered as the act of fertili-

zation. The woi^ of Maire and Blackman makes it probable, however ,that

this fusion is the pnparatory act of meiosis, and is compared by Blackman

to ^apsis, again as in Ameeba diphidea (p. 602). After fusion of the nu-

clei the teleutospore (now uninucleate) undergoes two divisions producing

a “promycelium ’’which quickly forms four uninucleate spores (“sporidia”);

and by germination cd the latter arises the uninucleate mycelium which

ultimately produces the acidium, the starting-point. The number of chro-

mosomes cannot be certainly determined, but there is now a fairly general

agreemmit that the two divisions of the tdeutospore are identical with the

mdotic divisicms. If this be correct the case is clearly one of sporic meiosis,

the teleutospcoe being analogous to the primary sporocyte, the sporidia

to t;fae spores, the uninucleate mycelium to the haploid gametophyte, and

the bitnideate mycdium to tl» diplmd qxirophyte.

Among the algae we find many forms that are primitive in respect to both

gametes and the {ertOiiuition process; and they are of especial interest

because many botanists have held that the nearest approach to the ancestors

tA the cormqphytic plants are probably to be sought among the green algae

or .ddorophyceae. Unluckily, the relations of the chromosomes in these

partsadar aigm are unknown, save in a few cases (;!^giiemaceae, Desmidia-

*aw «u)ed^ UUn (’98, 'os, 'Oj, 'le), Blaiknuu ('04), etc.

^ el ftrtiliWtioaMHi to vw3r«attaderai>|rfa>differeatqwciM,bi^ effected in tone
ci«tt1w»»lcnakn«{l)»iuK|iato(mw«cfiintosnn(l}ota>lngc^(n)hrefi»WiiM>tiMactMM, Uro-

iam), in eUiir eeeee tqr • lueeU (neiaa VfMtfett CoMH, t/u:.), but ir.

Uieeemit h • bbtudww tygm. The enct bemolai^ «f Uie oonfarants b unceetsin.

aa^liaeMbtnd wImUmt they^ enwiAatoi^cefir ooeiqiuebte to the “tme" swietoi et <lg«.
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ceae), and these give no clue to the origui of antithetic alternation. On the
other hand, among the brown algae (Phtec^hyceae) and red algae (Rhodo-
pb/ces) are conditions which prominently raise the question of an oi%in
of antithetic alternation differing materially from the one adopted by Bower,
Strasburger and their aulherents.

It seems to be dearly established that in some of these cases no antithetic
alternation exists; further, that in some of them meiosis is of the gametic
type (as in animals generally) in others of the zygotic (as in Spirogyra),

An example of gametic meiosis is offered by the brown alga Pucus (Phaso-

phyceae) where reduction takes place in the course of the first two divisions

E ^P G H
Fig. SIO.—Sexual process in live rusts (CKUismvN). (All the Glares from Pkragmidium ifiecu-

mm, except D from Unmyces )

A
, gametes ready to fuse after cutting oS two sterile cells, B, single gamete and sterile ceil; C, D,

fusion of gametes without katyogomy ; £, conjugate division following fusion; F, G, resulting tnnu-

cieate ecidiospores: H, series of scidiospores and sterile intercalary cells.

of the primary oocyte (oogonium), quite as in animals (Yamanouchi, ’09),

though a complication arises from the fact that these two divisions are M-
lowed by at least an additional one, producing (usually) eight mature ova.

Ihe egg, after fertilization, develops with the diploid number of chrmno-

smnes (64 in F, vesiculosus)'and the same number persists in the resultu^

tballus. In this case, accordingly, there is but one generation, and this is

dq>loid, as in animals. At the opposite extreme are the ZygoepiaceR

(p. 603} in which meiosis is zygotic, following immediately upon syngamy]

so that the <aily existing ^aieration is haploid, hhe the gametc|d»yte of

higher fcvms. It is a remarkable fact that in certain groups both co-
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exist; lor insttoce in Uie duttoms, the ordinary farms {Swrirdla, Namcula)

Msi^y laetosis of the gametic t}7pe, the pelagic forms the zygotic

(p. S99)* Hwe, acanding^y, the ordinary v^tative individuals appear

to be in scane species of diploid constitution, in others of haploid.

In a third class of cases appears a typical antithetic alternation, highly

interesting for the genend problem l^cause of the fact that the haploid and

.-—Alternation of generatioDa in the alga Ctdkria-Atltuminia (A, from TmnucT and

JjUKBWBn; S, from FauunniuaG; the remaining figures from Yamanouchi).

A, matun Cidferia, the batdl^ gametophyti; B, of female gamrtangium, 14 chromosomes;

C, gacnetca; JP, .£, fertilizatiOT; B, zygote, 48 chromosomes; C, embryo; B, mature AgUutonia,

the diidoid qxHUphyte; I, mo^ spore (zoSspore); /, embryo, Z4 chromosomes.

dijdokl generations are similar, and in some cases ot identical, morpholog-

ical type save in respect to the reproductive organs. In most of these cases

the di|^(nit at sporophyte produces its sftores (either motile or non-motile)

hi grwips of fours, hende known as Utraspores, by two meotic divisions, as

in forms).

' An exam{de of these *cases h offered by CuMeria~Aglaaumia (Pbsophy-

a farm in which tie two ^neratfons are separate plants both d thal-
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loid type but differing so considerably in external appearance that they were

origin&Uy described under different generic names. Tbe main featimes of

this life-history are shown in Fig. 311. An interesting feature (rf this case is

the fact that all the gem-cells, whether gametes or asexual spores, are of

primitive biflagellate type, and all contain plastids and a red pigment-spot

associated with one of the plastids. The haploid gametophyte or sexual

generation (Cutleria) is a more or less branched thallus (Fig. A), while the

diploid sporophyte, or asexual generation (Aglaozonia) is an irregularly

lobed encrusting form (H). The following facts are from the important

paper of Yamanouchi (’12).

CuUeria mtdUifida (usually dioecious), shows 24 chromosomes in the di-

vision of all its cells and the same number is delivered to the gametes (B, C).

The latter are typical, biflagellate, free-swimming forms, very unequal in

size, but of exactly similar type, except in regard to the number of plastids,

of which the macrogamete contains 30 or more, while the microgamete

has but two (Fig. 311). By their union (D E,) is formed a zygote (F),

which contains 48 chromosomes, and germinates to give rise to the diploid

Aglaozonia (H), the cells of which likewise divide with 48 chromosomes.

At maturity the Aglaozonia produces numerous zodspores (i) dceely

similar in type to the gametes, but varying in size with the number of divi-

sions of the mother-cell by which they are produced (as is often the case in

other algae). The spores usually contain 20 or more plastids. Without

conjugation the zoospore germinates to produce the haploid CuUeria, thus

completing the cycle. The reduction of the chromosome-number is effected,

in the first two divisions within the zoospore mother-cell in the zoosporan-

gium and is accompanied according to Yamanouchi by the occurrence of a

polarized synaptic stage and the formation of 24 heterotypic chromosomes.

Reduction is therefore complete after completion of the second division; but

from one to three additional divisions take place, thus producing from 8 to

32 zodspores, from each of which (Fig. 311) a haploid CuUeria plant may

develop.^

Another step brings us to forms in which the alternation appears in

still more generalized form, the diploid and haploid generations being

entirely similar in general type. Among the brown alg» this condition is

known only in Dktyota, where the generations differ only in the fact that

the diploid one produces tetraspores, by the germination of which ^ise the

haploid sexual individuals which produce the gametes. In these algae both

tetraspores and ova are large, non-motile cells, while the sperms are minute

I TU» is analogous to the multiplication oi the primaty oScyte in Fucus (above described), thoujdi

the starting-point is in the one case a sygote, in the other case the terounal product (ohc^) oi a

zygote.
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'He wotk of Mottier (’oo) and of WiOisais (*04) proved tliat

l>ere takes pdaoein the two tetra^xiire^oniiii^diviskim, the d^iloid

«e space^ytic nundier bdb^^ 3a, tihe haploid number (found hi the tetia'

l^niie and the ^tawtof&yte to which it gives rise) 16.

, He essential facts (disiiQgBnliQg certain complications of detail) are es-

snatiidty similm: in certain of the red algm, as shown especially in Polysiph--

MHO by Yamanoudii (’07) adtose results have been conhnned in other forms

particdlariy by Sveddhis. Yamanouchi proved, in the case of Poiysiphoma

mieioBta that the two tetraspore-forming divisions are of meiotic type and

effect a reduction of the chromosome-number from 40 to so; and this has

been confirmed in several other red algs 1^ other observers.^ 'Ihe life-

history (d Polysiplunia is therefore as follows: The tetraspore-produdng

j^ant, of diidoid constitution (40 chromosomes), corresponds to the Aglao^

ttmo generation (sporophyte) of Cuderia. By this plant are produced tet-

laqiines, each containing ao chromosomes; and from such a spore arises a

haploid sexual {dant quite similar in general structure and appearance to

the diploid gemration. From these plants are formed the gametes (car-

pogordum » ovum, and spermatium == sperm), each of which receives 20

chromosomes, and by their union is produced the zygote, containing 40 chro-

moMmes, frmn which ultimately arises the diploid sporoph}rie. All the es-

sential features eff this account, ev^ the same chromosome-numbers, are

confirmed in the related form Ddesseria by Svedelius; and important con-

finnatory evidence has also been contributed by the studies of Lewis on

Ori^Hsia and d Kylin on both this form and Rhodomela.

It is remarkable that in another series of red algs {Scinaia, Batrachosper-

mum, Nemalim) no tetiaspOTe-bearing plants appear, the tetraspores being

rqdaced by monospores^ which are formed singly on the sexual plants and

devdop directly into new sexual plants. This case formerly c^ered a cyto-

togicalpaz^ which was solved by Svedelius (’15) in his studies on Scinaia

the suipt^ng discovery that meiosis is here of zygotic type, and no dip-

loid generation exists. Svedelius showed that the monospores are of haploid

and, Iffce the gametes, are produced by ordinary somatic (non-

JBciotiG) mitcaBs from the hapldd sexual plant PertfiizatnHi is immediately

fioffowed by meiosis in the zygote (as in Spiragyro).^ He formatiem df

SMiQoapeies thus seoas analo^xis, Inoadly ^leaking, to the vegetative apog*

aM^ of higher focno.

Wehave ha» a remailtaUe examine d the readiness with' which the type

of miosis may charge, even as betimn rather dosdiy related forms. He
extmne {detaicity of these phenomena ^lown in the red algs and the dia-

<0o9. ’**>, (SwWtoiTit, Ua, ^*4). KyJm C»4. *16).

ftw mefljf HuShtmt IftmMm we Cvra Cia) end KrSa (’id).
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(p. 599) is ea^c^uuEised by Ae classical experita^ts of Elebs (*96, ^99,

etc.) wfakh show how readily the sexual proMsses of the green algse way be

modified by change of external conditions such as light, temparature, dhcaai-

cal medium and the like. In case of the red algs, Svedelius considers the

Sdnaia type, with zygotic mdosis, to be the more primitive and suggests

that the Folysiphonia type, with antithetic alternation, may have arisen:

suddenly by a postponement of the meiotic divisions, the dif^oid ntiinber

of chromosomes having been carried forward into the caipospores vriuch

accordingly give rise to a diploid generation or true sporophyte. It seems,

however, at least equally plausible to assume with Lang (p. 622) the correct-

ness of the reverse view, i. e., that the Pdydphonia type, with alternation

of equally developed haploid and diploid generation, was the primitive one.

The origin of the internal phenomena of meiosis is still wholly unknown.

What led to the conjugation of the chromosomes and their subsequent dis-

junction in orderly system, and what part this process may have played in

the physiological activities of the cell can only be conjectured. It is easy

to offer hypothetical teleological answers to such questions. We may say

that only through these processes could the normal organization and activi-

ties of the species be maintained, the “summation of ancestral germ-plasms”

prevented, the species held true to its type, or (conversely) provided with a

fruitful source of variation and natural selection; but such “explanaticms”

leave us no wiser than before. If the cytological problems here involved

remain unsolved they are none the less real and offer an interesting field for

further inquiry.
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CHAPTER Vm
SOME ASPECTS OF CELL-CHEMISTRY AND CELL-

PHYSIOLOGY

""Use qmtlsetic act by which the organism maintains itself is at the bottom of the same
natuie as that by which it lepain itself after undergcung a mutilatkm, or by which it mul-

t4>^ end reproduces itself. Organic synthesis, generation, regmeration, reintegration,

tte healing of a wound, are but different aspects of a single phenomenon.”
Clauds Beknakd. ‘

“The morphologist, on the one hand,.strives to elucidate the structure of protoplasm

down to ita finest details; the biochemist, oa the other, with his apparently ruder yet stiU

more searching methods, seeks to determine the chemical functions of the same proto

plum; broadly speaking, they are only dealing with two different sides of the same thing.”

Hoimeiste*.*

No attempt will here be made to consider the general chemistry and

pfaysitdogy of the cell; such a task, manifestly would lie far beyond both

the scope of this work and the competence of its author. In practice, how-

ever, the modem study of cytology, cellular embryology and genetics, es-

pedaOy <m its experimental side, pass» insensibly into that of cell-phys-

. iology and cell chemistry. We cannot for instance, intelligently employ

the modern technique of cytcdogical staining without some knowledge of

its chemical aiul phyucal basis. Such topics as the structure of protoplasm,

the mechanics of cdl-division, <x the phenomena of fertilization cannot

adequately be discussed without keeping in view at least some elementary

BOtknm ccmceming the chemical basis of protoplasm and the properties of

CoOmdal systems- Again, we can only skirt the margin of the problems of

developtninat and herecfity so long as we deal only with their morphological

aspects. As the study of onbryology, cytology and genetics goes for-

anrd we see mote and more clearly that it can only iq)proach its final

objectives throng a dose alliance with bio|fiiysics and biochemistry.

Ei^ a wrn’k that desis primarily with cytology must therefore attempt

M SCHlie degree to orient itself with respect to these other sciences.

. As such an attempt, and no mcae, the following brief discussion is

- a V

cpenxL V

* *

tur Ut pUMmtim $t1, iSyS.

eSawNb Ogmiaatiiff Mk, p, i«, igei.
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I. GENB31AL VIEW

1. The Cell a Colloidid System

Physico-chemically regarded, as has been indicated (j^. 6o, 73) the

cdll appears as a complex system largely composed of colloidal material.

That it may profitably be treated from this point of view is proved by many
of the most important physiological advances of our time; life as we know
it is indeed inseparably bound up with matter in the colloidal state.^ This

conception seems likely to prove as fruitful in cytology as it has been in

physiology. Under its influence many of the leading problems of cytol-

ogy took on a widely different aspect when once the subject had thrown

off the dominance of those earlier conceptions of the cell-substance tlmt

found expression, for instance, in reticular theories of protopl^mic structure

and the nearly allied hypothesis of fibrillar contractility in mitosis. More
modem attempts to consider the structure and transformations of proto-

plasm, the mechanism of mitosis, the nature of fertilization, the nature and

function of the cell-membrane and the physiolt^cal relation between nu-

cleus and cytoplasm, have for the most part taken the colloidal nature of

protoplasm as a common starting point; and numerous recent observations

on both living and fixed cells tend to demonstrate that we are here on the

light track. On the physiological side of the subject this is even more

obvious, and many striking c<^-pheaomena have in a measure been im-

itated in artificial colloidal systems: for instance, the properties of sur-

face-films or membranes, the antagonistic effects of inorganic salts on the

nature and stability of the system, or the changes of viscosity in the living

cell-substance.

Obviously, however, the cell-substance is not to be thought of as a simple

diphasic system. The cell is a highly heterogeneous or polyphasic system,

in which the disperse phases are represented by many different kinds of

s«spend«»d particles of all degrees of magnitude, differir^ mnong themselves

more or less widely in degree of aggregation, physical consistency, chemical

nature, and physiological activity, and varying endlessly from ^ledes to

species. The system also contains various inorganic salts, either in com-

bination or in solution, which play a most io^iortant part in controlling

the equilibrium of the system. Protoplasm considered as a collmdai system

thus c^ers a problem of extreme intricacy, alike from the morphological,

physiological and the physico-chemical point ofview

.

To the tytologist one of the most interesting parts of this ptdl^m con-

cettis the nature of the ultra-microscopical dispersed particles, both in the

hyak^lasm and in artificial colloidal solutions of protdn imd rdated sub-

' ‘ Cf. Lo* C06, ’m). Beehold (’«), etc.
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stances; but the questions here raised are stOl too Isrgdy a matter of con-

troversy among students of ctdloidal dhemistry to be profitably discussed

at Icmgth by a non-specialist. Until recently it has been the prevalent

cpnion that in coUoidal solutions (e. g., of proteins) the dispersed particles

are not ions or molecules but larget molecular aggregates, to which have

conveniently been applied the term miceUtt, adapted from Nageli’s earlier

use of the word (p. 718).^ Important recent researches, however, point

to the concluaon that the degree erf dispersion may often be molecular, and
that even protm solutions differ from true solutions only in the greater

size of the dispersed molecules and erf the ions into which they may break

up,® That the di^>ersed particles, though still below the horizon of micro-

sce^ical vision, are relatively of very large size is shown by the extremely

dow rate of diffusion of protein solutions, by their viscosity and often

by their opalescence (Tyneiall effect); and by the fact that by the use

of the “ultra-filter” * the particles of egg-albumin, gelatin, various

albumoses, and even of dextrin, may be separated from their watery solu-

tions (Bechold). The opalescence of certain protein solutions shows that the

suspended particles are large enough to disperse and reflect part of the trans-

mitted light; and it has been shown that the smallest particles capable of

thus scattering light are from 50 to 100 times smaller than the mean wave

length trf light (0.5^). They must, therefore, have a diameter of at least

S-iOitft (0.005-0.010/t) and this is believed to be about the size of the smallest

particles revealed by the ultra-microscope (p. 33). Accordbg to the cal-

culations of Robertson (’18), the diameter of a molecule of casein, which has

a molecular weight of nearly 16,000 (based on Nernst’s estimate of the

diameter of the CO2 molecule) is less than half this (=*= It can not be

omduded from this albie that the dispersed particles are necessarily molec-

ular aggregates; mi the contrary Robertson has urged the view that not

<aily the Tyndall effect and non-filterability of the particles in protein solu-

tions but also their viscosity may be due to an association of the protein ions

with a large amount <rf- water to form complexes of great size.^ Apart from

aS diis, however, it is evident that the hyaloplasm of living protoplasm,

though apparently structureless, is not merely a solution of colloidal material.

Many facts indicate Ibat in addition to proteins, carbohydrates, salts, and

ofher substances in true solution, it may contain great numbers of larger mo-

lecuhurag^pr^ates® which form the original source of many of the still larger

' for presenUtioD of this view see Zsigmondy (’18).

* See eqsedsily Bftotson f18}, Loeb Css),
* BedK^ *906.

«Op. eft., p. 344, etc.

*TI]Mis«to>iUad far JtobeitsoB, wheebo holds that many proteins enter into true scHution, be-

oQtaing SMfectdUh acoordanceiritfa Avogadio’s law Cx8, p. 34>). See afio Baylies Cn,
’as), Bederfd (’aal.l&berf14). Mathewa (’%$), Madendon Cry). Z^anoody Cj 8), etc.
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bodies that emerge into microscopical view as the smallest visible formed
components of protoplasm. At this point we only emphasize from the cy-

tological point of view the conclusion of Bayliss that “no hard and fast line

is to be drawn between matter in pieces visible to the naked eye, down
through ultra-microscopic particles to molecules.” ^ The field open to the cy-

tcdogist forms the middle portion of this series, ranging from the largest

formed elements of the cell down to those just perceptible by the highest pow-
ers of the microscope (p. 720) ;but we may regard it as certain that the dimin-

ishing series does not end at the purely artificial boundaries determined by the

working limit of our instruments.*

2. The Cell a Chemical Machine

Modem physiology unhesitatingly accepts the fundamental conclusion

that all vital energies are traceable to the chemical energy of food-stuffs

that have been incorporated into the cell-substance and are there set free

by oxidations and other destmctive chemical processes of metabolism.

Physiologically, therefore, the cell may be regarded as an apparatus for the

transformation and application of chemical energy. In the phrase of Loeb,

it is a chemical machine.

Within certain well-defined limits the activities of every cell are of specific

type—the muscle-cell, the nerve-cell or the gland-cell displays its own char-

acteristic performance just as the egg of each species has its own mode of

development, or each species of protozobn its own specific forms of behavior.

We assume, as our fundamental working hypothesis, that the specificity of

each kind of cell depends essentially upon what we call its organization, i. e.,

upon the construction of the cell-machine, in some sense or other—morphologi-

cal, physical or chemical. Even the most superficial acquaintance with the

cell-activities shows us that this conclusion cannot be taken in any crude

mechanical sense—the diSerence between the cell and even the most in-

tricate artificial machine still ren;iains too vast by far to be bridged by pres-

ent knowledge. Nevertheless we accept the hypothesis that the difference

is one of degree rather than of kind because it has proved itself fruitful in

discovery and has kept us moving in the right direction (p. 1116).

Fundamentidly the cell-system is a reaction-system, which responds to a

multitude of mUifiers (Bediold) by activities that differ with the nature

both of the system and of the modifier. Some of these agents axe activators,

which incite or accelerate action; others inhibitors, which suppress or retard

it; still others transformers, which change the character of activities in prep-

ress. Some modifiers are external to the cell, and include those agents which

effect the coordination of action between different tissues and cells and the

• Bsylin, ’ll, p. ao.
’ WilscM, ’23.
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aiinteiiaaceof tliftgeiiaialiK^gaiUce^ Some of these as the

nerves} bdong to the obvious mechanic^ structure of the body as a whole.

Others are soluble chemical substances, sudi as the ensymes and hmmonea,
that are Independent of fixed structural relations and hence capable (A bdng
tcanq>wted bam one part to another in the blood or Ijmi^ or by diffusion

from one cell' to another. This subject is too large to be entered upon here;

but we may en^hasize the interest for the student of the development of the

hmmmies or rekted soluble substances that caU forth or maintain character-

istic structural relaticKis, scunetimes of a very con^licated type. It must

here sufilce merely to mention such well-known hormones as thyroidin,

or the pituitary hormone, both of which powerfully affect growth and

metabolism. The sex-hormones, produced by certain cells of the repro-

ductive CHrgans, bring the subject con^icuously into relation with our con-

ceptions of development and heredity, especially in the production of the

secondary sexual charfu^ters. The remarkable morphcJogical, physiological,

and evm psychical reactions of the organism to castration have long been

familiar; and equally striking effects are often produced by the trans-

plantation the gonads of one sex into the body of the other sex. These

effects are now known to be due to specific hormones produced by the in-

terstitial cells or other non-g«minal cells of the gonads; the growth and

functional activity of the mamgiary gland in the female, for example, is

incited by a hormone derived from the foetal cells. An interesting dem-

onstraticMi ol die action the sex-hormones is made by F. R. Lillie (’i6)

ki his solution of die long-standing puzrie of the “free-martin"

twin. In this case, the female charactm of a female twin are more or

less completely suppressed, and certain male organs may develop, as a

result of anastomosis of the placental blood vessels with those of the

anociatcd male twin. This apparently can only be due to the influence

of sofalble substances derived from the male, and transferred to the female

by the blood.

Loeb (’i6) points out the manifest analogy between such phenomena and

the effects <A food in inciting the production of the sexual forms in the poly-

mcxphic social insects,^ or in the rotifers, as demonstrated by Whitney and

Shull (p. 229). These effects too must be due to a reacriem of the organism

to substances in the blood, either introduced as such in the food or produced

by ks transformation, and having effects analogous to those of hormones,

even thou^ not technically so called. Lod^ has suggested that in the same

caAMffxy widi the homones should be pflaced the “femnative stuffs ” d
suggested by $0 maity facts d. regeneration and devdrpment

^ so65};apil thk view a supported by anumber of recent invest^fiknu.*

tSwCMiUtty. *Sae Bay&i, '18.
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Hjia condoaioQ may open the way to a more adequate conc^itioti of locaS-

zatioQ than has hith^to been possible (p. 1062).

A ^ndkr view may be taken of the individual cell, if only for fhe r^tsoti

that the organism as a whole is a single cdi' at an earfy period cd l£s

existence (c/. p. i). The intracellular codrdinations, like the int^cdltiltw,

may be effected by structural relations, in some cases of hi^ coo^pleki^t

as seen, for instance, in the neuro-motor apparatus of the ffageUates and
dliates (p. 695) or in the relations between the central bodies, the astral

formations, and the movements of the chromosomes. Other interad modi-

fiers undoubtedly are soluble enzymes or hormones. A probable example of

this is offered by the fact (p. 405) that so long as the germinal veside of the

egg is intact, the C3rtoplasm is in general incapable of aster-production under

the influence of either the sperm or of parthenogenetic agents. As soon as

the germinal veside breaks down and nuclear substance mingles with the

cytoplasm, the latter becomes capable of fertilization, and is able, upon ap^

propriate stimulus, to produce an astral system, and to proceed with its

development (p. 405). The effect of the sex-chromosomes and of other

chromosomes on development may be thought of in the same way (p. 8is)-

We may emphasize, lastly, the fact that since the reaction of the cell to its

modifiers is of specific type it must somehow depend upon its own specific

type of organization. In the words of Bediold, “The order iiUdntaiaed

among the activities of the vast number of modifiers in the body must itsdf

be referred to an organization of the body as a whole, and ultimatdy to

that of the germ-cell from which it has been derived” (’12, p. 31).

The cell, like the whole organism, thus appears to us as a delicately

balanced moving equilibrium, offering a picture that is continually chan^ng

yet always remains within the boundaries of a specific type. Nothing is

more remarkable than that a thing so delicate and plastic should run so

true to form through countless generations. How this is possible we can

hardly imnginp We can but record the observed fact that it is effected by

an inherent power of adjustment or self-regulation that holds the cell fast

to its own type; and by processes of assimfiation, growth, and cell-division

that ensure an unbroken protoplasmic continuity between successive genera-

tions.

n. CHEMICAL RELATIONS

1. General

As has <fften been remarked, the chemical conations ejdstirjg m liviBjg

cells are necrasity imperfectly known, because every attraapt to acans^

by pijtcise method kills the cdl. In the main, therefore, our stsw

thcse conditirsis are limited to inferences based qn
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j^Keniici} -of dead <»Us <x their components. Even as thus dreum-

)^bilbc9d, investij^<si is beset vnth formidable difficulties. Neither proto-

' flKBamdrnndeusconsistsof a sin^ substance of fixed con^x>sition. Both

mff made up of a great number of didferent chemical components, themselves

eiteii highly comidex, and in a continual flux of chemical transformation.

Osfly in vaytddxicted degree is it possible to isdate these components lor

acumxate dtemical analysis; and our so-called “micro-chemistry”—».

<9le»vatimi by ffie microscope of the effect of treatment by dyes, and other

idlgents—is stiU in too rudimentary a state of development to give us more

than a few rough qualitative indications. There is good reason to conclude,

fuXt^c, that many of the most signifleant of the chemical properties of the

Cellrcomponents (for instance, the nucleo-proteins) are too subtle to be

leCOigDized by our present methods of analysis; we know nothing, for exam-

ple, ol the chemical differences between different chromosomes of the same

grolqi; yet the experimental evidence makes it certain that such differences

exist (p. 916). In these considerations we find suffident explanation of the

fragmentary and unsatisfactory existing state of our acquaintance with the

chemical physiology of the cell as such, and the great distance by which our

kitou4edge of this subject is stiU separated from that of the chemistry of

mgaaic substances.

Regarded fr(«n a purely chemical point of view the cell-substance is

a complex mixture of substances, of which a large percentage (60 to 90%,
or i^Oie) consists of water, while 1%, more or less, is formed by various in-

organic sdts. Among the latter the compounds (mainly chlorides and

I^tosphates) cf sodium, potassium, caldum and magnesium preponderate;

but small quantities of iron are probably also always present and some-

times manganese, silicon, copper and other elements. It is an interesting

&ct, that the chief inorganic constituents of the living body (as indicated by

the salt-composition of the blood) are the same as those of sea-water,

and thhi has iogemously been conjectured to indicate that living matter

first a|q]{eated in the sea and has thus from the first maintained an adjust-

ment or {XiBoidal equilibrium with its characteristic salts or their ions

(MacaJtoo, ’04). This is suj^Mrted by the familiar fact that in marine

invertebrates both the osmotic pressured the blood and the nature and pro-

porth^ of the inorgaiflc salts are aj^oximately the same as those of the

iOi-water.^ In higherJonns the osmotic pressure of the blood is much

,
linmed and the Mg-content largriy decreased. M. R. Lewis (’16) has shown

''

' the emhiyomc tissttes of vertebrates (birds) may be successfully grown

* #ttted i^ril Isotonic with the normal blood-plasma d the

Haber (’(4).
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ankaal; it is well known al^o, some of the J3a<»t usefnl the "nonn^
fluids” en^loyed fra cult)Ue*fluids (sudi as the sdi^lions t*f hodte^ of

Rulgra) ap|)roxiin&te in salt-furoportions to sea-wa,tra, though
amcentratioB. The notion, therefore, that the ^dmflanty saR-cohUmt
between the cell-substance and sea-watra has a real histraical. ^ifl&can<w
is bard to escape, even though it be (as Loeb has said) no more thanra '‘pqcti*

cal dream.”

However this may be, the work of many observras, prranisent anumg
them Herbst, Loeb, Osterhout and R, S. Lillie, has shown that the salts

of the sea-water and those of the blood or lymph alike form “pl^
ido^cally balanced” solutions, i. e.,- they are present in sudt pcoportiravs

as to maintain a normal equilibrium with the cdb of the ragamsm. Some
of these salts are actually poisonous when acting alone, but their injurious

effect is counteracted or antagonized by the presence of other salts
j
sodium

chloride, for instance, is thus antagonu^ by calcium chloride, and a sinular

balance exists between magnesium and calcium. A wide vista here is

opened of the fundamentally important rdle played by the inorganic salts

in protoplasmic fiction, and even in animal behavior,' but tins svtbject lies

outside the scope of this work.*

The organic constituents of the cell ® are for the most part compounds of

carbon with oxygen, nitrogen and other elements, and some of these are

the most complicated of known chemical compotmds. The time-honored

classification of these substances is into (i) carbohydrates {2) fats,, actMl

(3) proteins, the first two being non-nitrogenous compounds of carbon,

hydrogen and oxygen,- while the third contain also nitrogen, and com-

monly small quantities of sulphur and sometimes of phosphorus. Many
recent writers, however, include the true fats and oils in a larger group

of lipins to which are assigned various other fat-like bodies such as

lecithin or cephaline which contain nitrogen and phosphorus in addition

to carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. All the substances of this group agree

in their solubility in chloroform and other fat-solvents, and their insolu-

bility in water.

» C/. Loeb (’06, ’16).

* AcQxdinC to MecaOum (’08), the nudeus a»t^i no potasdum, no chlotideB and no pbo^phatei,

and pwbably no sodium or magnesimniLut iron and caldum appear to be gen*ra% present. Mne-

alluai believes that inorganic salts are In genend absent {tom the nucleus and Utat tehmt such sid>-

stanoes as caldom, or Iron are presiat, they ate always in ojganiccomblnatlnii. TWsfaEtlsac-

cribed by faha to tike Impecmeability of the nuclear membrane to iamganic salts; and be makes the

ioteraatkg suggestion that it may thus serve to protect the intm-nuclear nuddns, or oudeO-proteina

fam» the action of inorgahic salts contained in the cytglilaain and thus to insure thdr/mahffitjrc The

properties of the nudear membrane way thus be a fadPrin heredity {of. eUi,p. Ufj,

-Math^HTs, p. 176. *

S <-/ jUatWMw, PhaiOvikal Ckmim. iois*smdHt^!burtw,Ei8t«a»sabcfC*BaBi«d i»^^
' pth Bd- tpib. - *'
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S. IV and dieir DadrativM

. ,t^1pitoteins txt of epedaJ interest since they are the most complex and
the oeB<oDq)i»enta, and there is also reastm to believe that they

lljifatheaMwit cheaucal tiasisof the apparatus of heredity. Re6ent research,

dhpbasised anew the importance of both the carbohydrates

lb(i .Che'fi||iai in the fundamental operations of the cell; nevertheless it

stems tert^ that in most cases the protmia (together ‘widi water) consti-

tute the 'main'Indk of the active cell-substance and of its more constant

shrttctnral-coaqxiaents, mduding the hyaloplasm and many of the formed

iSitinents sudi as plastids,many forms of granuks, hbrilire, chromosomes and

hihJeolii-aiid the mateml'of the astral rays and spbeUe-fibers. A- great

number of proteins are known. A large and increasing body of evidence

shows that Some of them i£fier characteristically from species to species' and

even Indicate that they may imnstitate the fundamental chemical basis of

heredity.

a. Getural Nxdure. The proteins habitually appearb the colloidal state,

ihItiKiak of dkem have theikrgest and most complex d .^own molecules,

thdr h^ rhokctilar weight, low diffusibility, and the great

inupber and cmapfaadty of their ckavagoproducts. Choniod formulas

{pit pBroteSns l^cve Hide meaning apart from the structure of tlm protein

as ^i^Veded on the one hand by its breaking up by means of hy-

iuibJimpltf dompmtents (the buHdbgrstones or “ Baustebe” of

OH the'Othn the progressive artificbl reobnUnation or ^the-
‘these ede^nents to fwm more complex substances. Some the

d^li^Eb^ds thus artifi^ly pfoducxd, such as the polypeptids, are b the

ISeW C;! EmH iPkeher squally proteins, or at least would have been, classed

lliktt^had they first been met with b nature (Robertson, ’i8).

^thods it'has been established that the proteb molecule is in

gteiteilbuHt from aperies of the amino-acids, familiar examples of which

li« jffyeia (C* JS* NOi);J««d# (Ct Hjs NO*), and tyrosin (C»Hu NO*). The
of oothpooent ammo-acids occurs m the protamines, which

(hteefole may be regarded as Uie amplest of protebs; and it was especially

dah stsidy which led flossd to his general hypothesis concenung the con-

ii the pcobeik mdlecule m more .cem^dex dorms. Ihxi^iis 'vuy

nhh the natune, numbte and proportions of these component units and also

fhh thehr mode of linkagp; hence the immense number of possible comtana-

^Xfab'k Shawn, .fat

HHlSBWgrmwMWw <

hK a* iteCetmcw tefim tpri

ifaWwte; !«•>.

ii|Mifa«i ajtwdrfafa^ Chou.

4 teHwfatS'Uwt the hwBtogiaUmaf differentqwclndiflerdianc-

mSM (SMdMtt lad Blown, ’eg) ; t^r the letnnifckMc ipadfic ptedpitin-

gtewtnflinute UVtittal, W; hy the tphenamene ot anephShudk; and

l|> praUeafactfan the «peiiit4udei <sf different .fiiiim. iSee tebtee ht

AftfatenWiSs dfarwwe ef the Seneral aubject te ^vta in Leda'i 7fa

|h. *o*a
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tSo&s tiul thB diversity wladb <i}itHrigi^^idi<Ma iJie pisot^^is'

ftbeve nil otber known nubstaaces. To sxqjloy n £guEe ctf iCiMsi^’s, as

letters o| tiie a^lud>et may be variously grouped to form an tearaise

pndtitude of words, so a comparatively snudl moaber of jumacMtdds
a scorn td thisn are known) may by dilferent combinations and grmtpiiyi

build up a pfactkadly unlimited number of distinct proteins. Koasd «v«H»

went so far as to maintain that every peculiarity of the species and every
oixihtmice affecting the individual may be indica^ by special combirmtum^
of these “building stones” or molecular components; and phyrdcdogists

have ^town a growing readiness to accept the condumon that the ^leciffcity

of organisms generally may have its root in that of their con^xm^
protdna.^

In the “simple proteins” the molecule on being treated by enzymes or

by adds breaks up wholly into the amino-'adds or their derivatives; such

proteins are the protamines, histcmes, albumins or globulins. These pro-

teins readily combine with other substances to form salt-like compounds,

thus giving rise to still more complex “compound” or “conjagated” pro-

teins. The substances with which such unions may take placaare of varied

nature; they include many acids, bases and salts, both organic and inorganic,

various lipoids, and perhaps such substances as toxins, anti^'taddns, hor-

mones and enzymes.* Proteins readily combine with other proteins, and

many of the proteins of the tissues and tissue-fluids are belkved to be

united, forming complexes which, as a number of biochemists hara suggested,

may be characteristic of these severai tissues and thus offer a key to their

ph}^ological individuality. Many proteins or their compcments wiU u^nite

with dye-stuffs to form colored compounds—a fact of fundamental impor-

,

tance for the theory of cytologicai staining, though the precise nature,

of the combination is still under discussion (p, 646). It is also <ff cytologicai

interest that some of the natural pigments (e. g., hsmt^obin 6t the phytn-

erythrin of plants) are conjugated proteins.

A remarkable peculiarity of the proteins, e^>ecially. interestli^ for the

theory of cytologicai stainir^, is their amphoteric character, u thb capac-

ity of one and the same protein to form a salt-like compound with mther

an add <w a base. This prqjerty is due to varying electrical charges,

the protem-radical being in the one case dectro-positivey in the other

dectro-ncgative. Some proteins, such as protamine, axe predoiaimm%
hnmr^ others predominantly add, such as caseiii, or the “nucleins.” It

* " ThcR nn be no doubt that on the basia of our ]»aseat knowledge protons an in moet or ||ipc-

ttcaOy all cases the beaten of this spedSdty ” (Lod>, p. 6r>. “The med&c BhauMSer of enty

animal or plant may be detennined uhiraately by the spe(^ di^uactem of their stmctwMcaMhB
pioteias *’ (R. S. yffie, ’18, p. 77).

•Robertson, ’18, P- W<5- .
‘i’#* '
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1V^ tasiMmaaita^X Hanly (’oo) that the diai^e of ^
partktet la a ahi^ ]»otem sohitkm Is detenaiaed hy the teac-

> tioh ^'tha laechutn; in aaathl medium (i. in the pmaeacetii an excess of

iltfdoafc) th^ heccaae eletar^pf^tive and iahave as bases, while in the

pMaence ul alkali (with an excess td OH-ions) they hecmae eledJro-negative

and hehave as adds.^ At an intmnedntte point, which is neutral or isoelec*

13^ are (he9mca% indxSerent and unable for the time being to enter

jnf<»,l)(()Bibination. The extreme importance of these facts for the practical

aae of Staming agents will later be indicated (p. 649).

k The Nudeth-p'Otems. Among the compound proteins a special interest

is offened by the nudeo-proteins dace they form the prindpal chemical

hasfe of the nudear substance and by eariier writers were identified with the

"drromatie” ci cytologista. - Substances related to nudeo-proteins occur,

hqw«ver,nlso in the cytoplasm, and it should also be borne in mind that the

wncd“chr<nnatia” is no loiter employed to denote a single or definite chemi-

cal compmmd (p. 88). , It was shown Miesdter in 1871, that when cells

can be bbtatni^ d {nactically unmixed type and in large quantity (e. g., pus-

edlSi fidi~spenn, or yeast-cells, etc.) and are treated with artificial gastric

jdbe ^hydfodikiriopq)dn) the cjrttqjlasm is digested, leaving only the nu-

dri, , Nuclear substance (“chromatin”) thus obtained in large quantity

apd practical^ pure for quantitative analysis was found to consist largely of

aMEOBapiex pmtdn, ikh in pho^horus, which Miescher called “nuclein,”

giviag to it the formula CztH.oNtPjOn- By Altmann, it was later shown

(1889) that Miesdier’s “nuddn” may be split into a protein base, rich in

idtxqgea (pxetamine or bdstone In case of the sperm-nudeus) and a complex

/mgmic 8<^ eoataining phosphcniis to which he gave the name of nucleic

acid: forthei:, that “nudrin” may be synthetically re-formed by recombina-

td ^ese two substances. It thtts became clear that in some cases
‘

‘ nu-

dehi” or BUdeo-prot^ is a salt-like compound in which a simpler protein

ppiys the part of a base (i. e., is electropositive),^ and this was confirmed

imanyi^ter workos.

dmplest and be^-known of the nudeo-proteins have been obtained

fiibmt}ia^[>«im-«ndei in fidies which the work of Kossel and his followers

3^10111^ to be a. protamipe in salt-Hke union with nOdeic acid; and Kossel

ktewiae doBsmlii^ted that the nudeo-proteins (d the thymus gland and

of bards is a sait-Iike tnmpouBd between histone and

* for tte OmlMiUioo al thii See p. S49, Cf. Robertiao (’oe). loeb <’04, ’aa), Msthews <’15,)

-
'jtwiWilinMitiiKattKtdT^oephatu^ au^eSc sctd b oonstant, the tout amount of tfab mbatance

istppiMspmMssniSXW tiie rebtive prapMtioM ofnuddc add in tbe nudeo-

]iw|in OMMwattft. ft waestnntaaaimieil nut “diromstin" might in lomeeaaM even fa« pure

KeiHbwiMg^. but dib tM« lurt been
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nudeic acid. In sea-urchin sperm Mathews found the basic cuHnpooeiit

to be arbacin, a substance related to both protamine and histtnte. In
eral, however, the nucleo-proteins are of more complex cona^tositum, con-

taining a larger proportion of protein, and a greater numbw of protein

radicals; and much evidence exists to show that a large number of such pro-

tein bases and their combinations may exist, among which may possibly

be organic enzymes and hormones, though this is conjectural.^ The com-
ponents of the nucleo-proteins in general, and the order of their disassocia-

tion upon hydrolysis are shown in the following scheme.®

Nucleo-protein

Protein '‘Nuclein”

Protein Nucleic Acid

Phosphoric Add Nudeosides

Carbohydrate

a. Pentose in plants

a. Hexose in animals

Nuclein Bases .

Purine Bases

Adenine

Guanine

Pyrimidine Bases

Cytosine

Thymine (in animals)

Uracil (in plants)

As is here shown, the nucleic acid itself splits into phosphoric add and

nucleosides, which are compounds of various bases with carbohydrate.

The nucleic acids are, however, of two types, characteristic respectively of

animals and of plants. In percentage composition the'two are not dissimilar,

as may be seen from the formulas C48H67N»0»oP4 for animal thymus

nudeic add (Steudel), and Cs8HssNiiO»2P4 for that from yeast (Levene),

and both alike yield as cleavage products the purine derivatives guamne

and adenine,® and also the pyrimidine derivative C3d;osine. On tlK other

hand, plant nudeic acid yields uracil in place of thymine, and a carbohy-

drate pentose group in place of a hexose.^ Miescher showed that nuqleo-

proteins are more or leas reastant to pepsin-hydrochloric digestion, a fact

* Mathews, p. 180.

* From Shuman (’18), baaed on the wotka of Wdb and of Jones, and the earlier results of Kosad.

* In this respect, aooording to Kosad, the true nucleic' acids of the nudeus differ fnam the mideo-

pcotdds or “paeudo-nucleiivs ” of the Qrtoplaam (prepared from egg^yolk or milk). Seme biocbem'

ists have conduded, accordingly, that nu^c add and true nndeo-ptotdns an found only la the

nudeua (Mathews, ’ts. P- i74)-
, .

* These statements are given on the authority of Jraies (’14).
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jlillDipnt^^ tt^ktaei ia oossectum fiie t^ainiag-reupikots as an

of itadeo-proteina (“chromatin”) in the cell (p. 6$^). It has been

iXHBponlx aesomed that tiie variatiims shown in respect to this re^Staace

W!e doe to varying prqportions between the nudek add and the protein

•cQttqMHtent;^t Kosad’s later work has shown that another factor probably

lies to vaiytog degrees of the firmness of the union betwem them.^ Ihe

pqpdcdigesticm test of “cfaromatto,” like the staining tests (p. 650), is there-

fore by no means a trustworthy one. To some extent, both these tests are

sui^demented by the nuclease test, introduced into cytological technique by

Oes to ipofr-io and more recently extended by Van Herwerden.^ Nucleic

add Is readfiy ^lit up by the nucleases (enzjnnes found to the pancreas

and many other kinds of cdls) and mcst nuclei thus treated lose more or less

completely their basophily. This test, too, is ddective; the' sperm-nuclei

of mammals, for example, resist nudease-digestion as they do peptk (Van

Herwerden, ’16). It must be admitted, therefore, that we still have no

retain means oi identifying “chromatin” in the cell apart from its

morphological history. Opinion among biochemists as to whether true

nudeo-proteins (t. e., such as contain true nudeic add) occur in the

cytoplasm seems to be somewhat conflicting. Since nuclear substance

is discharged into the cytosome at every mitosis (p. 126) we should

expect to find nudeo^roteins there; and there is some direct evidence

that such is the case—for instance, Masing’s (’10) studies on the amount

nudeic add to searurchto eggs at the end of deavage as compared

with that in the uiis<;gmeated egg. Indications in the same direction

are offered by the observation of Van Herwerden (’13) that the

basophilic microsomes erf these ^gs are drived by nuclease, as is also

hodduxunatin.

It k an interesting jfact, which Ims been emphasized by biochemists, that

tfimet from the characteristic differences between animals and plants, re-

lerred to i^bove, the nudde adds of the nucleus are on the whole remarkably

Onfform, stomtog with 'present methods of analysis no differences in any

i^ee commeosurate wSth those from the various spedes of cells from which

ato derived. In re^>ect they show a remarkable contrast to the

piftoetos, which, tdiethir sto^e <a compound, seem to be of inexhaustible

Variety. It has been stig^ted, accordingly, that the differences between

“(to’omattos"^ depend upon thdr basic or protein components

and luat uixm ttoar nudric adds.* toterestii^ questtons are here raised

‘ *Fwiii«tiweB,<toq>awir!Ui^o(vMioii»SAa«aadecldnpdetaji«inin!nBdb)rEjMwlw«M*dllir
atttoM towiWlmtiMirtMiatiliair) by i% Ivdiochiaric acid, wlrfle tfaoie k ibmkimI* an btu

^ Ktmt, ’ts, 'ui VfS Scrvothn. ’id.

* Sw Bttw«ttea (’is, '14. ’t#),
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Concenung the qualitative differaices of tl^ diromosomes and <rf their

changes of staining-reaction at different periods of the nuclear cycle (p. 65s).

3. Staining-Reactions of the Cell-Sabstonce >

Staining ^ents are indispensable adjuncts to oiu" microscopical analysis

of the cell; but experience has shown that they may form a prolific source

of error when employed as tests for the chemical nature of the cell-com-

ponents or even for their motpholc^'cal identification. Certain elementary

sources of error must first be exduded.

First, color in itself is devoid of all significance. For example, by the

use of methyl-green and eosin the nucleus is typically stained green and
the cytoplasm red; but the same cell gives the reverse color effect if stained

by safranin and light green, the nucleus now being red and the cytoplasm

green.

Secondly, the most diverse structures may often be stained alike by the

same dye. In cartilage, for example, both the basichromatin of the nuclei

and the inter-cellular matrix (a non-protoplasmic product of the cell) are

alike stained by methyl green, though uiuelated chemically. Again, mtmy
kinds of granules and other formed cytoplasmic elements resemble the nu-

clear basichromatin in staining-reaction, and hence have actually been re-

garded as " cytoplasmic chromatin ”; but we cannot for this reason alone con-

clude that they are of nuclear origin or chemically similar to the nuclear

“chromatin.” The naive conclusion, without further evidence, that similar-

ity in staining-reaction necessarily indicates similarity of chemical or mor-

phological nature has indeed been one of the most frequent sources of error

in cytological work.

Thirdly, the character of staining-reactions, as every cytologist knows,

is profoundly affected by the reaction of the medium and -by the process^

of fixation, mordaunting, and the like. This applies especially to treat-

ment by metallic salts, which may enter into combination with the organic

components of the cell so that they cannot be removed by simple washing.

This process, which is really a kind of mordaunting, may be favorable to

certain stains, and unfavorable to others. The effects and nature of stain-

ing are therefore best examined after fixation by non-electroljrtes, such as

alcohol or heat, which produce a minimum of chemical change in the or-

ganic cell-constituents; but in other respects, luiluckily, such agents are

usually far inferior.

Even when all such sources of error have been eliminated the nature erf

‘ A inefut diKOMion of subject is given by Mann C<»)- Among other impoEtant worksmay be

flleationed those of Mathews (’gS), Heidenhaun Cos, ’07, ’14) and earlier wor^, Miduelis Co9. ’*0,

•so), Bechold (’!»). "d Bayiiss <’ai, ’sa).
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thife process of stainiiig a complicated problem that has been but

incm&pletdy solved; for it is still uncertain how far dyeing is a dhemical

process and how far a physical one, *. e., in what measure it involves a

(dmnncal union between the dye-stuff and the stainable material, and in

what measure a merely physical process (a* adsorption of the dye by surface-

actum. Nevertheless, it now seems certain that the effect is often to a

omsiderable extent conditioned by the chemical relation between the dye-

stofi and the dyed material. Cytological staining methods may, therefore,

have a certain value as indicators; but since the physical phenomena of

adsorption also may play an important part in the process, we must admit

drat for the present ike main use of cytological staining processes is to make

the ceU-components more clearly distinguishable by the microscopef

The foundation of the chemical theory of staining was laid by Ehrlich

(’77i ’9i» etc.). Cytologists long since classified coloring agents as “nuclear ”

and “plasmatic” (or “plasma”) dyes, the former (such as carmine or

htemato^lin) displaying a marked tendency to stain the nucleus, the latter

(such as eosin) staining more especially the cytoplasm.^ Ehrlich first

pmnted out, in case of the coal-tar or “anilin,” dyes, that this difference

is correlated with a definite difference of chemical composition. These

dyes arc in general organic compounds in which (to state the matter in the

most general way), a color-determining radical (chromatophore) is united

with another radical to form a salt-iike compound. In the various dyes

thus formed, the color radical plays the part sometimes of the anion (add),

scHoetimes of the kation (base)

—

i. e., in some cases is electro-negative, in

others electro-positive; hence Ehrlich’s designation of tliese dyes as “add”
and “basic” respectively. These terms do not refer to the reaction of the

dye itself, but only to the nature of the color-determining component;

an “add” dye may indeed actually have a neutral or alkaline reaction,

and vice-versa} It seems preferable, therefore, to designate the “add”

dyes as aci^.

A typical example of an addic dye is eosin, which is a sodium salt of the

color-add tetrabrom-fluorescein; and of a basic dye, methylen-blue, which

is the chloride of a colgr-base, tetramethyldiphenthiazin,^ As already

indicated, this distmction bears no relation to actual color. Basic dyes

may be blue (methylen-blae, gentimi violet), red (safranin, basic fuchsin),

* Cy. {’si).
* ‘Ac hbtotjr o{ Ute subject from 1850 to i88e, is cousidaed in Msnn’s work, above cited, and also

in the interesting articles by Gioito in early volumes et the ZeUschrifi fiir mssmscktfCtKhc Ifiira-

iialie. Heie we reter to the iatroductioa Oi the use carmiae by Hartig and Gerlach (1854-

jS), fit dnubiestaiidiig by Schwarz end Rsnvier (1867-68), of hrematozyllnby Waldeyer (1863) and

Biftimw (1865) and of~the coal tor-adote by Ben^, Frey andWaUeyer (1861-63).

* also distiiM|Uisbed as "neutral" dyes those in which, a colar-base and a odor-acid ate

wdted in the sShiti eMniwuitd; but niese need uot here be oonrideead.

* Bem Mnaii.
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green (niethyl green), or yeUow (Bismarck brown). Similar differences

are shown by the acidic stains. Examples are methyl-blue, eosin, Congo
red, light green and orange. In some cases the same color-group may play
the part of either a base or an acid, an example of which is fuchsin, a red

dye of which the color-determining compionent is rosaniline. By appro-

priate chemical treatment this may appear in either the “basic” or “aci^c”
form, being in the former case a hydrochloride of the base rosaniline, in

the latter a sodium salt of sulphonic acid (a derivative of rosaniline).

The most convincing demonstration of these distinctions is offered by
the simultaneous use of basic and acidic dyes in a mixture,^ the one most
commonly employed containing basic methyl-green and acidic red (add
fuchsin), which acts electively on the cell in such a manner as to stain the

nucleus (basichromatin) green and the cytosome red. As Ehrlich pointed

out, however, both nucleus and cytoplasm usually contain elements of

opposite staining-capacity to that of their prindpal components; Thus,

the cytoplasm, while predominantly oxyphilic {i. e., showing an affinity

for acidic stains) nevertheless often contains granules or other structures

that are intensely basophilic. Again, in the case of the nucleus only certain

constituents are basophilic (“chromatin” in the older sense, karyosomes)

while others are strongly oxyphilic (plasmosomes, “linin’’ in the older

sense); hence Heidenhain’s distinction between “ basi-chromatin ” and

“oxychromatin” (p. 88).

These various facts led Ehrlich to conclude that staining results from

a chemical union between dyes and the tissue-elements; and this conclusion

has been supported by many later students of the subject. On the other

hand, it has been demonstrated also that many dyes are energetically taken

up from their solutions by powdered charcoal, filter paper, silk, and other

inert substances in a state of fine subdivision. Doubts, therefore, were early

raised concerning the chemical theory of staining by Gierke (’99), Rawitz

(’97) and others, above all by A. Fischer (’99), who brought forward a

large body of evidence demonstrating the important effect upon cytologicaJ

staining of the physical processes of adsorption and the like.

Fischer showed that in combinations of different stains the effect is largely

influenced by such factors as the relative size of the granules or other stain-

able elements, the order in which the dyes are used, their relative concen-

trations, and their differences in rate of diffusion. He showed that the

double staining of granules of coagulated proteins by the simultaneous

use of an addic and a basic dye, or even of two addic or two basic dyes,

‘ Similar results can of course be produced by their separate and successive, action, but the interpre-

UtiOT is here always more doubtful because of the artiBaal factor introduced by the manipulation

of the two dyes.
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8e tihm whc^ detemmL If these ^snuks be stained witk a saitabli

wlsttive of piaic add and add fochsin, or of eosin and li^t green (all

addic (^es) the large granules ate in the first case ydlow and die small

ted^ vhfle in tbe second case, die large ones axe ted and die snmll ones

green. The double staining is here due to different rates of diffusicm, the

niore rapid dye takii^ possessicm oi the granule before the ^ower has had
time to act; but in die end all the granules ultimately stain alike, since the

slower dye finally diqidaces or covers the faster. More recently, Bechold

(’is) has shown hy accurate studies that the dendty of the stainable object

has an important effect upon tbe rate of diffusion of tbe dye, and hence

on the stainii^^aqiadty.

Such facts clearly show that phydcal factors play an important part in

cytdogical staming-reactions; nevertheless the evidence now seems to

indicate that with certain reservations the chemical theory of staining is

stiB tenable. It has been clairly demonstrated by Heidenhain, Michselis,

Bechdd, and others that the adsorption of dyes by Insoluble substances in

fine sui^iension (<» otberwise finety divided) is conditioned by the chemical

nature of those substances. Substances that are electro-negative (e. g.,

kaolm, siliceous marl, sOkic add) adsorb in general only basic dyes; those

th^ axe dectro-poative (clay, iron hydroxide) adsorb only the addic; while

the amphoteric substances are stainable by both kinds of dyes, and the

indifferent faintly by both.^ All this indicates that the staining-process

is here not one adsorption alone but involves a chemical reaction; and

this semns to be jn-oved in certain cases by the fact that products of the

chemical exchange are later found in the liquid (Micbshs, ’20).

To return to the chemical theory of staining, it was shown by the early

wodt of Miescber (1874) that isolated nudeic add will form insoluble

intimady colored predpitntes with basic tar cdors. Malfatti (’91) and Lil-

veidtM (’93, ’94) obs^ed tlmt in a mixture oi basic methyl-green and

red add fuchdn free nuddc add stains intensdy green whUe albumen is

Btahied red. The same dbservm demonstrated that compounds of meta-

pho^inh; add and albumin in various proportions stain bluish red

graduating, into pure red as the percentage of pho8{^orus diminishes. Ob-

aovadons of tins type indicate that the differences of staining capadty dis-

played by different fmnas. of nudei; or by different conditions of the same

nadem, may be interpreted as due to varying proportions betweoi the

imcieh; acM and tlm basic protein components, the frnmar being at a maxi-

mum during mitosis udnxi the chromosomes are so markedly basophilic.

ta hanaotty with this are tbe later experiments of R.. lillie, PentimaUi,

ami othem dte bclmviur of nuclei and thrtnnosamm in the electrostatic

’ * tiUib,h Bechold (’ra, p. ap).
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fields which demonstrate thdr dectro-negative or acidic character (p. 189).

It ^s been supported by numerous more direct e3q)eriments on storing

reactions, and especially those of Mathews (’98), Mann (’03), Heidenhain

(’03, '03, ’07, etc.), and Loeb (’18).

Mathews found that acidic dyes (used in the form of neutral sdts) have

no effect upon solutions of albumin or albumose until a anail amount

free add is added when an intensdy colored insoluble predpitate (a com-

bination of the color-acid and protein) is at once thrown down. With bask:

dyes the opposite result is obtained. If added to neutral or add solutions

of albumose they produce no effect; but if the solution be made slightly

alkaline a deeply colored insoluble compound is precipitated. In like manner,

egg-albumin coagulated by heat or alcohol fails to stain in neutral solutions

of dther add or basic dyes ^ but is instantly and intensely colored by addic

dyes if the latter be addified, in basic dyes if these be rendered slightly

alkaline. Conversely, no effect, or but a slight one, is produced by acidi-

fied basic dyes or by acidic ones rendered slightly alkaline.

It is the same with the staining of cells (from the liver, pancreas, and

muscles) fixed in neutral or add alcohol. When such preparations are

treated with neutral solutions of basic dyes (such as methyl green, safranin

or thionin) a pure “chromatin stain” results, but if the section be first

treated, even for a very short time, in a weak alkaline solution (of sodium

carbonate), or if the staining fluid itself be made slightly alkaline, not only

the chromatin but also the cytoplasm is intensely and permanently stained.

In this way the cytoplasm of these cells may be given a powerful “plasma-

stain” by the use of various typical “nuclear” (basic) dyes. With addic

dyes, on the other hand, the cytoplasm is stained only in add solutitms.

These results, confirmed fully by the work especially of Heidenhain, are

explained under the chemical theory of staining by the amphoteric nature of

the proteins. After treatment by acids (which are ingredients of most

cytological fixing agents), or upon staining in addified solutions, the cyto-

plasmic proteins are in general oxyphiUc, i. c., they behave as bases and

hence combine with acidic dyes. In alkaline solutions they show the reverse

behavior, becoming add and hence combining with basic dyra. The nudear

proteins,’ on the other hand, are for the most part electro-negative or add,

because of the large proportion of nuddc add which they contain; and

in general, therefore, are basophilic. Quite similar axe the results of Loeb

(’i8) on gelaUne. Stained in neutral red (a basic dye) it pves off its color

fe add solutions; stained in add fuchsin tiie color is given off in alkalkw

sdtttions. For in the first case gelatine beccanes electro-positive or bade, in

«A taoporaiy physic»« iroWbitioo of the dye may take jdace, but the color thus produced loagr

oot in w>tcr*
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Hwsecfmd dectro-nefative or add and fixes (t. e., cc«nbines with) ta gives

aS tile dye acc»tdingly.

'tlie dmplest iateipretatkiQ oi these residts, evidently, is that staining

tnvdves an actual chemical combination to fonn a salt-like combination;

and this explanation has been adopted by Hddenhain as a residt his

above-dted extended experiments and by Bechold, Miduelis, Loeb and

many others. Bayliss (’ai, etc.) has made an interesting attempt to inter-

piret results of the foregoing type in terms of surface-action and electrical

dunges; but at the same time he emphasizes the fact “that the physical

properties of a surface ultimately depend on its chemical nature” (’23,

p. 27). Bechold, Michaglis and others have recognized ^e probability that

the part played by the physical process of adsorpticm is a preliminary

0^ the dissolved or finely suspended dye-stuffs being first taken up b}'

a process of surface-action on the part of the protoplasmic particles and

then more intimately combined with them by a process which to say the

least approaches a true chemical union.

All this makes it highly probable that the oxyphilic or basophilic staining-

reactions c& the cell-components are in greater or less degree determined

by chemical conditions; and the possibility is here undoubtedly offered of

achieving ultimately a rational micro-chemistry of the cell, such as Ehrlich

always had in mind. It must, however, be admitted that we are still very

far indeed from its realization. It may again be emphasized that mere

similarity of staining-reactions is always an unsafe guide either to morpho-

logical or chemical nature. Basic dyes, for example, are not in any sense

specific tests rither for “chromatin ” (basichromatin) or for nucleo-proteins.

For, as Mathews’ experiments showed, even the basic or neutral cytoplas-

mic {»oteins readily become basophilic in alkaline solution; and there are

also a number of strongly basophilic compound proteins known to be of

C3rtoplasmic Origin and to contain no nucleic acid. Examples of these are

cfftxed by mudn or the inter-cellular, substance of cartilage, both of which

are conjugated proteins containing a complex organic 6udd (chondriotic)

other than nucleic. The basic dyes are therefore merely indicators for

jaotdins in the add state, or for basic proteins linked with adds.

With these results in nund it will be instructive to glance at certain

problems concemmg the staining-reactions of the cell-components which

first took on d^nite form with the classical studies of Heidenhain on leu-

cocytes (’93, ’94) by the use of rimultaneous staining with mixtures of.

ad^ and bask dyes. Heidenhain emphasized the condusion that the

periodk rhangwt of stubing-reaction on the part of the nudear structures

may Rigdy ^ due to changing prq>ertim between the basic (protein)

ami the add (noclek add) componaits of the “diromadn.” Basidhroma-
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tin and oxychromatin (“chromatin’ and “linin’’ in the older sense), as

was earlier emphasized by Van Beneden, are by no means to be regarded as

permanent or fixed bodies, but may change their color-reactions by com-

bining with or giving off phosphorus (nucleic add), according to varying

physiological conditions of the nucleus or of the cell. Many examples of

such changes of chromatophily have been given in the foregoing pages,

for example: the intense inaease of basophily on the part of the chromo-

Tig. 811.—amjmosomes oi the germinal veade in the shaA Pruliums, at dlflerent penods,

dr&wn to the wiue iscftle (Ruckert).
^ ? j* * \ u

A Kt the period of maximal siie and minimal staimng-capaaty (egg 3 mm. in diameter), B,

latw^ («g 13 mm. in diameter) ;
C. at the close of ovarian life, of minimal siae and maximal

stalning-power.

somes during the prophases of mitosis, the corresponding decrease follovung

its final phases in ordinary somatic cells, and the still more marked decrease

so often seen in the auxocytes, particularly in the germinal veside of the

animal ovum (p. asO- The decrease of basophily is accomplished by

marked and often extremely striking processes of growth on the part of

these structures (Fig. 3«)- Not less striking is the fact that thdr later
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xi bitsoiiliily is accompanied by a marked deoease in ^ae,

very dim also by a giving off or kaving bddnd of a quantity oi residual

oag^bilk: or but digbtly basophilic material (p. 355).

AB this Hdk in line vtith the assumption that during the vegetative

activities ci the (xH the protein bases the nucleus increase in quantity, the

ac^thc character of the chromatin (and hence its basc^hily) correspondingly

diminishing as the affinities of the nucleic add radical are more completely

satisfied. Whether this means an actual increase in the protein components,

or a diminution of the nucleic add, can only be surmised. Perhaps both

may be true; for the enormous growth of the chromosomes, accompanied

in some cases by a complete reversal of their staining-reactions seems to

ip^Skate a pn^essive accumulation of protein-components and a giving

i^>, or ev«i a complete loss, of the add component (p. 650). One is tempted

to siapect that the basophily of the nudeoli so dten observed at this time

may mean that they are storehouses of nudeic add that has been given

PS from the chromosomes; further, that as the nuderis prepares for mitosis

the accumulated protein-components are in considerable measure set free

while the remainder are left in combination (or recombine) with nuddc
add to form the spireme-threads and chromosomes. The chromatin is

thus lestTHed to its original basophilic condition in preparation for division,

only the essential components being carried over into the next cell-genera-

tion. From the point of view thus suggested it is interesting that the cast-

er nttterial (which may contain both oxyphilic and basophilic components)

is often thrown out into the cytoplasm as “residual substance” when the

nudeus breaks down in ineparation for the ensuing mitosis. In part, per-

haps, this process may be a m^ discarding of material that has played

its part during the growth and differentiation of the cell,^ but it is probable

that in some cases the residual substance plays an active and important

part in the constructive processes the cytoplasm.

An impcalant, little explored field of inquiry is here opened. At this

potat we may mentkm the hypothesis that the various nudeo-proteins

(or dnpmatins) are determined by their protein rather than by thdr nucleic-

add camponents (p. <£44). Mathews suggested that in a chemical sense

the nuckic-acid congxment may be r^^arded as “a colloidal, gelatinous

wffistmtum in the nature of an organic skeleton to which the specifically

active, mote labile albominous omstituaits, posriUy of a catalytic nature,

may be attached.^” Gddsdunidt empfaasiaed the laochemical evidemre

diat ootain enaymes (oxydases, h^ot^ ferments) are often linked with

nadboproteinB. “Hie thou^t is thus suggested that it is the function d

*0. Wetaouo. p. 49S. ,

Hs, p. irS.
'
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chrom&Un to adscnl) the heredity-enzymes and to serve ns sheteton-” *

This suggestion is of muoh mterest, but to the cytologist it seentis to reverse

the conditions as actually observed. For, as has been indicated (p. 351)1
in some cases the chromosomes may become nearly or quite ozyphOic
^thout loss of their identity; and in others, the nuclear network to which
they may give rise undergoes a similar change; hence the conclusion of

certain observers that the “chromatin” may wholly disappear from tbe

nucleus. So far as the staining-reactions show, therefore, it is not the bar

sc^hilic compionent (nucleic acid) that persists, but the so-called “achro-

matic ” or oxyphihc substance. The nucleic acid component comes and goes

in different phases of cell-activity, and it is the oxyphilic component that

seems to form the essential structured, basis of the nuclear organization.

This would accord perfectly with the “achromatin hypotheses” of chromo-

some continuity (p. 895) and also with the accumulation of basophilic

material (“chromatin”) in the nucleoli while the chromosomes lose their

basophily, and often also, in appearance, their identity in the general nu-

clear framework. Mathews seems to have overlooked these facts in his

criticism of theories of heredity “based on the behavior of the nucleic

acid of the nucleus, that is, the behavior and number of the chromosomes’’

(italics by the writer).

in. GENERAL PHYSIOLOGICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN NUCLEIJ$
AND CYTOSOME

1. General

In his celebrated work, Lemons sur les phbnombnes de la vie (1878), Claude

Bernard grouped the constructive processes of the cell in the two categories

of chemical synthesis by which specific organic substances are formed, and

morphological synthesis by which these substances are built into a specific-

ally organized fabric. Bernard was one of the first clearly to see that the

two categories represent fundamentally only different phases or degrees

of the same general phenomenon. The primary agent in both he believed to

be the nucleus, considering the cytoplasm to be characterized by the pre-

HftminaTMv {rf the destructive operations by which energy is set free. This

highly fruitful generalization now rests on a solid basis of known fact; but

it was orginnally stated in too simple a form. All physiologists, probably,

win agree that the principal arena for the liberation of energy is the cyto-

plasm, and that this process may for a time go on in the absence of a nu-

cleus (p. 659). It is equally certain that the nucleus pla)^ an important

part in organic synthesis. It is impossible, however, to Consider the nu-

> Goldschmidt, ’17s, p. 94. S« Mso ’Jjb, p. S08,
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dbtU 44 the Sole a^t m synthesis, as is made obvious by the &ct, among

tBMiby others, that the photosynthesis of carbohydrates from HtO and COj

{the most fundamental oi all mganic syntheses) takes place only in the

chlcot^Fdasts, which are strictly cytoplasmic structures; and it has further

been shown that photosynthesis continues in chlorqphyll-containing masses

erf protoplasm from which the nucleus has been removed (Klebs, ’79, ’87),

and according to Molisch (’04) even in isolated chloroplasts.* There is now

indeed little or no evidence to show that the nucleus is the actual formative

center of the cell.

The influence of the nucleus upon organic synthesis nevertheless remains

a fimdamentally important fact. How this influence is exerted still remains

almost unknown; but it is probably <x>nnected with exchanges of material

between nucleus and cytosome which continually or intermittently take

]rface. This fact is most obvious in the cyclical reproductive processes of the

cell; At the time of mitosis, when the nuclear membrane breaks down, a

considerable and sometimes very large amount of nuclear material is directly

set free into the cytoplasm. Converaely, at the close of mitosis the nu-

cleus undergoes extensive growth, the material for which process, obviously,

must be taken into the nucleus from the surrounding cytoplasm. But there

is other ground for the conclusion that exchanges of material between nu-

cleus and cytoplasm likewise go on during the vegetative state of the cell,

triiether by processes <rf osmosis or, as some observers maintain, by an actual

extrurion of formed elements through the nuclear membrane. The opinion

has steadily gained ground that the nucleus may be a storehouse of en-

zymes, or of substances toat activate the cytoplasmic enzymes, and that

these susbtances may be concerned with synthesis as well as with destructive

processes.^ To dte Hopkins “We have arrived, indeed, at a stage When,

wirii a huge array of examples before us it is logical to conclude that all

metabc^ tissue reactions are cat^yzed by enzymes, and, knowing the

{»(q}6rties of these, we have every right to conclude that all reactions may be

so catalyzed in the ^thetic as well as in the opposite sense. ” Too little is

known as yet conmning this subject to justify its extended discussion

here; but it may be pmnted out that the suggestions which it offers have

already opened interesting possilrflities concerning the problems both of

gBoxdca and cyttrfogy.

S. Ifudeir ^ze and CytopUamic Growth

Wemay here referto observations and experiments which prove that

mfl&cM increase in the size ci the nucleus leads to a correqKmding increase

191.

* bar An inten^ng i&cusiion (rf the eneynies !e given by Loeb

ft®, swstolem mtfCNaiplWn (’IS) •odGoldfcbmidt (’*6, *17. ’*0).
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in tbe i3ie cytosome by a compensatory growth of the cytoplasm
(ppi 100, 72t^), Specially convincing is the demonstration of this <^ered
by Gerasdm^’s ej^riments on Spifogyra (Fig. 313).* Since these ex-

perime^ti invldve no disturbance of the cytoplasm other than that which
lesidis ictxttt ife nuclear change, they seem to afford decisive procrf that the

Fi*. SIS-

—

Normal and giant forms of Spirogyra bdlis (Gesasswoit).

A, cell from a normal (haploid) plant, B, cell from an artificially pmduced giant (diploid) plant of

the same species, C, part of two conjugating normal filamoits; D, corresponding view of conju-

gating diploid filaments, forming tetraploid zygospores; E, conjugation of normal (haploid) and

giant (diploid) filaments, to form triploid zygotes C. V, and E drawn to the same scale.

nucleus is the primary agent in the constructive processes of cytoplasmic

growth. The experiments of Boveri, the March^, and others (p. 729)

though in smue respects less direct, have placed this conclusion on a broader

Bnaia by the demonstration that within a given cell-type the cytoplasmic

volume varies with the number of chromosomes that enter the nucleus

(p. 729), In the mosses the relation seems to be essentially the same as

* See p. 15.
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Si^eyiv; lor ^ AfonrluilB lonmd ^ 730) lhat In m DetnqiaaB

jiaioiii^^ytes tAe odls, bc^ stnoatlc and ice ii|i|»at|db|iat^

lorJour times that of noaiml (Imiddd)’ fcorm

and tytosoane s£he (as in Spirtgyra\ the normil

thus retained. In sea-urchin eggs, the pnxd is less evhteat l!)e(%i|dlir#e‘iOe^

sue is here affected by cooqpeisatcay thanges in the ratt ol oeB-dltdsicm.

Ihe segmenting eggs may hoe be either haploid (jpartlie;i«%^tic)r dl^did

(ruuimal, lertifiaed eggs) or tetiaplc^ (fertilized roonaatm^egga^'p. 729)

and the size of the resulting cells dffiers corresponding. In ea4> m 3ie%
cases the ratio of cytoplasmic volume to nuclear is the same as in the nmmal
egg (as is the case in the tetraploid cells of Spirogyra or the mosseS). Beta,

however, the size-differences do not result from different rates cd growth (as

in Spirogyra), but from different rates of cleavage, the haploid cells (fliMding

most rapidly, and the tetraploid most slowly (p. 728).'' The resoft is the

same, though here seen from a different angle.

Winkler ('16) shows’ that in tetraploid gigas mutants of the tmnato

(Solamtm), not only are the cells (including the pollen-grains, Fig. 350 A-H)
larger than those cf the normal diploid form but also the cUoroplasts (I, J).

This seems clearly to show that the increase of nuclear content affects the

growth not merely of the cytosome as a whole, but also that of its formed

con^x>oents (C/. p. 733).*

The relation between chromosome-number and nuclear size is well shown

in larva? (usually abnormal) from di^Knnlc ^gs, in whkh cleavage is

typically multipolar and usually leads to an irregular distribution of the chro-

mosomes to the cells of different mbryonic regions. The size of these cells,

and their nuclei, is likewise laig«' or smaller according to the vaiying num-

ber of chromosomes that they receive (Hg. 433} though the numerical

rations cannot here be so exactly determined. In dispermic or trispermic

egp of frogs, as shown by Brachet and by Herlant, the case is sdll clearer;

for here but one sperm-nudeus unites with the egg-nucleus, while the other

one (or two) divides separately 418). Both the diploid and the haploid

dtidei thus produced cemtinue to divide, finally producing larvae in which

cdls eff certain regicBis (sometimes in one-half of the body) cemtain

c^doni nudd, while in the remaining r^ons they are haplcnd. Both nudd
amd cytaaomes, as ndgbt expected, are much mmller in the haploid r^ons

than in the c^cad (Fig. 3^4).

In the fioegoing casea we aso dealing with cmiy quantitative effects.

dffmue b due to the that the deav«ae-edle do not grow sotioMldr. cartoplenniC

SdMdi fornuM ilaSMhavihw ahnfab' i)eeu Bccen^Uihcd by tfaeogg b^iK cteavecehetiSa.

*It dwnld. however, be lecoUe^ tbtf the ti^yaeaolous Ipettnetoa^ of Komiptew, thomd> aU

|dB(e‘Wioi4-aheO|dooflWveeinqioiidinr vadodoiu fai the aloe of the oXoplaiatic oampooeots (p.

thenHon, enothet betor may be cooceiaed, to k^ oertidA iHaiit* tp. xei).
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in'i&e

’ ^ fae(i<>aie «cq{uufitied also with quaMtadve effects

i
' ^ to the haffuence <rf the nucleus; but attrition may

hei8 Olifc^ ^ ^fawn to them. " Bovm’s celebrated experiments on multi-
polar *07), dmioostmted that normal development and diffa-
entMiha ^ dependent on the presence of the normal combinaticm of

chioinoacHi^ in the nucleus. When this combination is impaired or modi-
fied' without disturl^ce of the cytoplasmic substance development is cor-

respondingly unpaired or modified, leading' to the production of asymmetri-
cal, incomplete, pathological or monstrous forms. This can only mean
that constructive morphological processes of the cytosome are conditioned

by the nucleus in a qualitative as well as a quantitative sense (p. 920).

rig. S14.—Cells and nuclei from trispennic frogdarvee (Hekjlant).

A ,
cartilage-cells from right side, B, from left side, larva of lo days; C, nudei from central nervous

system, right side, ZJ, from left side, larva of 54 days.

The same conclusion follows from the relations of the chromosomes to sex,

as will be shown in the tenth chapter; for it is now known that the produc-

tion of the male or female characters in many animals, and in a few plants,

is dependent upon the nature of the chromosome-combination (pp. 8i6,

817, etc.).

Nucleated and Non-nucleated Cell-fragments

Equally convincing, if less direct, is evidence drawn from the remarkalde

ocu^ast between nucleated and non-nucleated cell-fragments in respect to

lyWhetic processes. The earliest observations on this subject were the

dlMcsl ones of WaHer (1852) on the regeneration of nerve-fibers, wMdi

ppvH that this process only takra place wfa«i the luds-cylindOT ranain ia



tme^ectk^ wAb the nudeated qf!tpsom«s ol-ish«

jS»er is severed llie distal portioo. degeoeiiktM, wh^« tile |)^on
(^liiU cmaected «ith the nerve-cell and jti nudeds) may cdidily groi# Ic^th

until the misang portkm is restcued. This observation, repeatedly confirmed

by later observers, was not wholly dedsive^ but nevertheless gaVe tbe first

ctear indication of the necesdty of die nucleus for growth, regmeration and

differentiation. Cohdusive evidence was later obtained by ea^ieiimeotal

studies <ni the cells both Protista and of higher forms.

jaif. SU.—^R^neratian in SlyUmychia (Verwobn).

At tlie left «a entire animal, showing planes of section. The middle piece, containing two nuclei

ngmetates a perfect animal. The enudeated pieces, .shown at the right, swim about for a time,

but finally pmish.

Brandt (’77) long since observed that enudeated fragments of Actino-

sfhterium soon die, while niadeated fragments heal their wounds, and continue

to Hve. The first decisive comparison between nucleated and non-nucleated

masses tS. protoplasm was, however, made by Moritz Nussbaum in 1884 in

the case a ciliate, Ox^rid^. If one of these animals be cut into two pieces,

the subsequent behavior of the two fragments depends on the presence or

absmice of the nucleus or. a nudear fragment. The nucleated fragments

qimMy heal the wouxul, regenerate the missing portions, and thus produce

* perf^ aoiBial, wbSe enudeated fragments, consisting of cytoplasm only^

quk^f^petisih. ' Ibiuber {’%) obtained a similar result-in the cas^ of Stmtor^

WBiA^ efitee (P%. 316). ^
Fre^ments possessing a large fragment oi the
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nucleus completely regenetated within twenty-four hours. If the nuclear

fragment were smaller, the regeneration proceeded more slowly. If no
nuclear substance were present, no r^eneration took place, though the

wound closed and the fragment lived for a considerable time. The only

exception was the case of individuals in which the process of normal fissiim

had begun; in these a non-nucicated fragment in which the formation of a

new peristome had already been initiated healed the wound, and completed

the formation of the peristome. Lillie (’96) later found that Stentor poly-

morphus may be shaken into fragments of all sizes, and that nucleated frag-

ments as small as 1/27 the volume of the entire animal are still capable of

complete regeneration. In all the foregoing cases all non-nucleated fragments

perish.^ In S, ccErtdeus Morgan (’01) showed that nucleated fragments not

more than 1/64 the normal size might still produce a complete individual.

These studies were extended to the rhizopods by other observers. Ver-

wom ( ’88) proved that in Polystomdla, one of the Foraminifera, nucleated

fragments were able to repair the shell, while non-nucleated fragments

lack this power. Balbiani (’89) found that although non-nucleated frag-

ments of ciliates had no power of regeneration, they might nevertheless

continue to live and swim actively about for many days after the operation,

the contractile vacuole pulsating as usual. Hofer (’89) found in Amceba,

that non-nucleated fragments might, live as long as fourteen days after

the operation (Fig. 317). Their movements continued, but were somewhat

modified, and little by little ceased, but the pulsations of the contractile

vacuole were but slightly affected; they lost more or less completely the

capacity to digest food, and the power of adhering to the substratum.

Verwom’s later experiments (’89) on various Protozoa confirmed the ac-

counts of his predecessors, and added many important results. Non-nu-

cleated fragments both of ciliates (e. g., Lachrytmria) and rhizopods {Poly-

stomella, TholassicoUa) may live for a considerable period (Fig. 315), per-

forming perfectly normal and characteristic movements, shoiving the same

silsceptibility to stimulus, and having the same power of ingulfing food,

as the nucleated fragments. They lack, however, the power of digestion and

secrdion. Ingeted food-matters may be slightly altered, but are never

completely digested. The non-nucleated fragments are unable to secrete

the material for a new shell {Polystomdla) or the slime by which the animals

adhere to the substratum (Amasba, Difflugia, Polystomdla.)

These results have been confirmed in their main features by the work

of niany later observers.^ With certain variations of detail they ^tablish

‘ As Calkins kas pointed out, the phenomena in eiUates are less demonstrative than in rfaiaopods,

owins to the diffi^ultr ol making sure of the presence or absence of micronuclei in the fragments.

• Lists and reviews of the literature wUl be found in K. Gruber’s work on Antaia (’13) and espe-

daltr la that of SokoloS (’24), received too late for farther mentkm here.
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tike ^tct that destroctive proeesaes and the liberatikm of vasxgy, as maiti*

by co^nMasted foerascif protoplasnuc ntorvement, may go (n for some
tiiflie oiidisturbed in * mass of cytoplasm deiuived of a nu^us. Od the

hand, the building c£ new chemkaj mr morphological products by

tiee cytoplasm is only imtiated in the presence of a nucleus, and soon ceases id

its SktifRAce. The nucleus must, thereiote, play an essential part both m the
OpcxatiotBs of synthetic metabolism oc chmsical synthem, and in the morpho-

B c
ill- XIC—Reaenewtian in the uniceUular eaimil Simlar (from GsObbs efter Bauishi).

jfr aidBial divided into three f&taes, each coDbdnisg a {lagment of the nudene; B, the tfitSe

fiailititjWiS’diettiy aitereeida, C, the three fragmenu after twenty-four horns, each regenemted to e
wfamd.

iB0tigt-dl^tmmatien of these operations {i. e., the nunphological synthesis of

pcixit of capital importance for the theory of inheritance.

dOfH^hciqg e]Q>aimentB tri the same character aiul leading to the saxae

heen noade on the ceDs of plants. Fiancffi Danrin (’77) bug *

idto|d|Kbiy«d thtdni^^ actively continued in prott^tkamk filameats,

tike leaf-habs of Dipsacus, that were oamqxletely severed

dt the odL. Conversely, Klebs (*79) aimwed that iiid|«d

Iregnaestts d' Vamherio and other a^SB were incapable of

tOfUhioBe merebrane if devoid of a nudeus; arid he aftarMUd

j||i| Ike eareo is true of Zygnema arid tSd^orewm. By pSak*
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meiym <!dls of diese forms may be broken up into fragments, faotii

nucleated and non-nudeated. The former surround themselves with a
new wall, grow, and develop into complete plants; the latter, while able
to foTO starch by means of the chlorophyU they contain, are incapable of
utfluing it, and axe devoid of the power of forming a new membrane, and

Lr'«.e..S« v.vX *,

\vi:a

Fig. 817.—Nudeated and non-nudeated fragments of Anutba (Hotek).

a, J, an aeiata divided into nudeated and non-nudeated bahres, five minutes after the operation;

C, D, the two halves after eight days, each oontaining a contractile vacuole.

of growth and r^eneiation. A striking confirmation of this was given by

Townsend (’97), who found in the case of root-hairs and pollen-tubes,

tW when the protoplasm is thus brdsen up, a membrane may be fonxted

by both nucleated and non-nudeated fragments, by the latter, however,

ffirfy tkey remain connected with the nucleated masses by protoplasmic

etnuids, however fine. If these strands be broken, the membrane-forming

f»wer is lost Of great interest is the further observation (made on kaf-

in Citcur^) the influence of the nudeus may thus extend from

to cdl, an enucleated fragment of one cdl having the power to fona a
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vmaSsami U ooimected by intocetlukr bridges vitb a nucleated fragment

d m adjouui^ cell (P%. 318).

4. Fonn, Position, and Movements of the Nudens

Many diservers have approached the same problem from a different

directimi by considering the position, movements, and changes of form in

the nudeus with regard to the formative activities in the cytoplasm. To

A B C D
ns. SU.-.'Foinuitioa ot membranes b; protopUsinic fcasments of plasmolyaed cells (Tosm-

SEHP).

A, fdcsmolgrzed ceO, leaf-hair of CarorMa, showing protoplasmic bails connected by strands;

B, ealys-hair of GABhriu; nudestad fragment with membrane, non-nucleated one naked; C,

iDOt'faair et Uardmuia; all the fragments, connected by piotoplaamic strands, have formed mem-
tmm; D, leaf-hair of CiKsirMa;non-nncleated fragment, with membrane, connected with nucleated -

tesSMOt til adjoitiiBg oifl.

tevkw these researches in full would be impossible, and we shall limit our

CQQiidemtKm to Uie weU known researches of Haberkndt (’77) and Koi*

IcMt (’Sp). JfirfiatlaBdt’s studies related to the position of tb nudeus in

#th espedal ipepwd to the prawth cd the ce^uloae membrane.
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He detennined the very significant fact that local growth of the cell-waD

is always preceded by a movement of the nucleus to the point of growth.

Thus, in the formation of epidermal cells, the nucleus lies at first near the

center, but as the outer wall thickens, the nucleus moves toward it, and
remains closely applied to it throughout its growth, after which the nudeus

C
*

Fig. 819 .—Position of the nuclei in growing plant-cells (Haberlaitot).

A, young epidermal cell of Luaila with central nudeus, before thickening of the membrane;
B, three epidermal cells of Monslera, during the thickening of the outer wall; C, cell from the

seed-coat of during the thickening of the inner wall; D, E, position of the nuclei during

the formation of branches in the root-hairs of the pea.

often moves into another part of the cell (Fig. 319, A, B). That this is not

due simply to a movement of the nudeus toward the air and light is demtm-

strated in the coats of certain seeds, where the nudeus moves, not to the

outer, but to the inner wall of the cell, and here the thickenii^ takes place

(Fig. 319, C). The same position of the nudeus is shown in the thickenmg

of the walk of the guard-<»Us of stomata, in the formation of the pmstrane

Wa. the Oriiaary outgrowth always takes place from the immediate

SXnode^ which is carried outward and r«n«r.s r««- tlse tft.
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0 tie Hrairiog hw (fig. 319). Tie same is tnw of tie li^ds of {em<

pdo&aBm asd liverworts. Zn the hairs of aifridi plants this rule Is reversed,

the audeus lying near the base of die hair; but this apparent exertion

psoves the nde, for in this case growth of the hair is not apical, but proceeds

from the base] Very intoesting is Haberlandt’s observation that in the

regeneration of fragments of Vaucheria the growing region, where a new
membrane is formed, cemtains no chloropihyll but numerous nuclei. Again

it was shown by Tangl, Nestler, Nemec, and others, that after injury to

the ^deimib of plants the fMocesses of hading and regeneration are initiated

by a movement of nuclei and protoplasm towards the wounded surface.

The general result, based on the study of a large numba of cases, is, in

Haberlandt’s words, that “the nucleus is in most cases placed in the neigh-

borhood, more or less immediate, of the pdnts at winch growth is most

active and continues longest/’ This fact points to the conclusion that

“its function is especially connected with the developmental processes of

the cdl” and that “in the growth of the cell, more especially in the growth

of the cell-wall, the nucleus plays a definite part.”

Korschdt’s wm'k dealt especially with the correlation between form and

poaition of the nucleus and the nutrition of the cell, and bore more directly

<81 chemical than on mcaphological synthesis. The results showed that there

is a definite correlation, on the one hand, between the position of the nu-

cleus mid the source of food-supply; on the other hand, between the size of

the nucleus and the extent of its surface and the elaboration of material by

die cell. In support of the latter conclusion many cases are brought for-

ward <tf secreting edis in which the nucleus is of enormous size and has a

complex iHanching form. Sudi nuclei occur, for example, in the silk-

^amis various insect larvae (Meckel, 2^dach, etc.), which are charac-

terised by an intense secretory activity concentrated into a very short

poriodv Hoe the nucleas forms a labyrinthine network (Fig. 31), by which

its suifiace is brought to a maximum, pointing to an active exchange of

nmterul between nucleas and cytoplasm. The same type of nucleus occurs

m die tubvdes of insects (Leydig, R. Hertwig), in the spinning-

l^ands dt ampfaipods (Ma]rer), and especially in the nutritive cdls of the

bisect ovary (p. 46$). - Hde the developing ovum is accompanied and sur-

Iponded by cells whkb there is good reason to believe are concerned with

dm clabtHi^ion d foodfor the e^-cdl. In the earwig Forfietda each (gg

is accompenied by a siR|^ large muxidve cell (Fig. 320), which has a very

0^. rich in dbnmiatia. Tins cell increases in rise as the ovum

grows, and its nudeus asaimes the cmnplex brandling fonn shown in the

%iire. • £a thb h9$iieriEl]if Fmessa there is a group of such cdls at one pote

0 #e the latter is bdieved to draw its nutriment (Fig.
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15^). A very intiarraiftiiig case is tiat of the anndid Ophiy^ikM {p, 355),

as descrSiwd iy Korsdidt, the egg floats in peritisixiil fli^

acoHnpsaued by a nurse^cell having a very large chromatic nucleus, whfle

that oi the egg is smaller and poorer in chromatin, As the egg completes

its growth the nurse-cell dwindles away and finally p«ishes (Fig. 151}.

Tig. StO.—Upper portioii of the ovary in the earwig Forfiettla, showing eggs and nurse-cells

(Koischelt).

Below, a portion of the nearly ripe egg (9), showing deatoplasm-spheres and germinal vesicle

(g v). Above it lies the nurae-^ (>•) with its enormous brandiiiig nudeus. Two successivdy

younger stages of egg and nurse are diown above.

In all these casra it is scarcdy possible to doubt that the^ is in a measure

r^ved of the task c& elaborating cytoplasmic products by the nurse-cell,

and that the great development of the nucleus in die latter is correlated

with this function.

Regarding the position and movmients of the nuckus, Korschdt re-

views many pninting toward the same conclusion. Perhais the most
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of ih»e i»lat« to the xmdeus at fUmt egg dtixing its^ ovarian

IMoiy. In nany of the jnaects, as in both the cases referred to above,

tfte egg^iudbiB at &st occupies a central position, but as the egg begins

to grew, it moM^s to the pexiphoy on the side turned toward the nutritive

Cd^ Ihe same is true in the ovarian eggs ol some other animals, good

emaqdes (rf which are afi<Hded by various ccelenterates, e. g., in medusae

(Oaus, Hertwig) and actinians (Korsebdt, Hertwig), where the germinal

vestde is always nectr the point of atiachment of the egg. Most suggestive

of all is the case of the water-beetle Dytiscus, in which Korschelt was able

to observe the movments and chamges of form in the living object The

eggs here He in a ringle series alternating with chambers of nutritive cells.

The latter contain granules which are believed by Korschelt to pass into the

egg, perhaps bodily, perhaps by dissolving and entering in liquid form.

At aU events, the egg contains accumulations of similar granules, which

extend inward in dense masses from the nutritive cells to the germinal

vesicle, which they may more or less completely surround. The latter

meanwhile becomes amoeboid, sending out long pseudopodia, which are

always directed toward the principal mass of granules (Fig. 153). More

reo»tly Wiemann ( ’10} has shown vnth great clearness, by the use of dif-

ferential sttuns, that in the beetle Leptinotarsa the nutritive cells of the end-

chamber of the ovary elaborate basophilic granules that flow downward

into the eggs through the protoplasmic pedidtes by which the latter are

connected with the end-chamber (p. 335). These granules flow into the

main body cf the egg, and towards the germinal vesicle, around which they

fwm a characteristic broad zone {(f. F^. 155). Their precise fate is uncer-

tain, but undoubtedly they provide material at the expense of which the

egg grows. The wmilar observation of Nussbaum-Hilarowicz are elsewhere

vwlknitd (p. 336).

IV. THE NUCLEUS AND THE PROBLEM OF HEREDITY

T%e relation between the nuclear activities and the synthetic proc-

ega» ol the cell poQit$ unmistakably towards its important relation to

hetedi^, wMch, as Darwin long ago remarked, may be locked upon as a

fonh of j^owth (p. 103^. The thecay that hereditary characters are trans-

^ the nudeus, as hukpeKkntly advanced by O. Hertw^ and by

StnUilNttger (1884), was based otigisally cm the history d the gamete-

ililclriln fertilizhtiaB. the conclusions of both were reached through direct

cdjaetvathat, but were considerably influence by more theoretical considera*

develop byNfigdiinhis notal^ work on the idioplasm,

earhnr lb the same year (p. 73a). Nkgdi hiinsdf Sd not
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attanpt definitely to localize the idioplasm or genn>idasm in the ceH, but
en^hasized the equal parts played by the gametes in heredity, desiMte their

enormous difference in size. Hertwig and Strasbuiger transferred thb

argument to the nucleus, contrasting the exact equivalence ot the gamete-

nuclei in fertilization (as demonstrated especially by Van Beneden) with the

extreme disproportion between the gametes in respect to the C3rtDplasm.

In respect to the chromosomes, which embody the primary essential mid
fundamental nuclear substance, the parent germ-^ells make equivalent

contributions to the offspring (with the spedal exception of the sex-chromo-

somes), while with respect to the cytoplasm a very great discrepancy exists

—

a significant difference when we consider that so far as can be determined

by experiment the two parents contribute equally, on the whole, to the hered-

itary endowment of the offspring. Additional weight was brought to this

consideration by the wide contrast between nucleus and cytosome during

mitotic division. The nucleus undergoes an exactly equal and a meristic

division, effected by the spinning out of its substance into fine threads, and

the longitudinal splitting of the thread; hence the conception of Roux (’83)

that the nucleus consists of numerous smaller elements or “qualities,”

each of which must be transmitted unimpaired to the daughter-nuclei

(p. 908). The cytosome, on the other hand, offers the general aspect of a

mass-division, and is often unequal, sometimes in an extreme degree. There

is, it is true, increasing evidence that the cytoplasm may contain nu-

merous independently dividing bodies, such as plastids, central bodies,

and possibly chondriosomes and other formed components; but in none

of these cases is there evidence of exactly ordered distribution of the

division-products, such as is so strikingly displayed in the division of the

nucleus.

General considerations of this type long since caused the widespread ac-

ceptance of the nuclear theory of heredity; but its complete demonstration

only came through the close cooperation of genetic experiment and qttologi-

cal studies on the chromosomes which followed the rediscovery of Men-

delian heredity in 1900.' This must not be taken to mean that the cyto-

plasm is without significance for these phenomeila, as some opponents of the

nuclear theory have pretended; it is indeed probable that in a large sense

the whole cell-system is involved in the production of every hereditary

trait. Most adherents erf the nuclear theory have gone no further than to

treat the nucleus as an essential, but not the exclusive, factor in hered-

ity.® The point of view thus indicated will later be made clear (pp. 637,

916).

> See Chapters X, XII.
* See for Instance Godlewsky ('06), Wiboo (’i*, ’14).
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CHAPTER rx

SOME PROBLEMS OF CELL-ORGANIZATION

"We therefore ascribe to living cells, beyond the molecular structure of the or-

gai^ ocanpounds that they contain, still another structure of difieient type of camplica<

tkm; and it is this which we call by the name of organizadmi.” BkIIckb. >

Whether structure or function is the primary detenniniug factor in vital

phenomena is a question that has been a subject of debate for many genera-

tkms of biological philosophers. As thus stated, however, the question has

proved barren, for all students of the problem have in the end had to admit

that structure and function are inseparable. It is certain that vital action

is not known to us apart from an organized material basis, and equally cer-

tain that vital structures exist only as products of protoplasmic activity.

Thus has arisen a dilemma which belongs to the fundamental philosophy

<rf bidogy and may here be left aside as practically insoluble. The fact of

importance to the cytologist is that we cannot hope to comprehend the

activities of the living cell by analysis merely of its chemical composition, or

even of its molecular structure alone. Many investigators, it is true,

induding Ffliiger, Verwom, Adami and other physiologists have tried to

formulate vital activities in terms of the properties of large molecules or

biogms of which the “living substance'’ is assumed to be built; and this

ccmception has rendered hnportant service in physiological analysis. Modem
investigation has, however, brought ever-increasing recognition of the fact

that the cell is an organic system, and one in which we must recognize the

exiSteQoe oi some kind of ordered structure or organization.

“nje nerxssity for su<Si a postulate has been as clearly recognized by

idiysidtogists and biochemists as by morphologists and cytologists. The

eminent inv»tigatm:, Ernst BiUdre was one of the first of a long line of

physiologists to insist upon this necessity; and it has not been set aside by

conceptions of the ceB as a colloidal system, or by modem investigations in

Modimkitry. “One caitnot help assuming,” says Jost, “that the mode of

adangonent of the ultin^te parts of the organism is of jgreater importance

the chmical nature ct these parts ” (’07). “It is clear,” says F. G.

Etopkiifi, ’15, “that the Ihdng cell as we now know it, isnot a mass of matter

composed cl live molecules, Iwt a highly difierentiated system.” Mathews

en^UHoxes the cnoonous cmitrast betweei living protcjdasm and the same

*ti|tawiat«wiesMitiBen, p. 386, 1661.

670
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protc^lasm after it has been ground up in a mortar without altering its

merely chemical or molecular properties. “The orderliness of the chemical

reactions (in the cell) is due to the cell-structure, and for the phenomena of

life to persist in their entirety that structure must be preserved.” * The
whole mechanistic interpretation of vital processes rests, indeed, upon
the assumption that their specific character, and particularly their

orderly localization in the system, must somehow depend on what we call

their “organization” in Btiicke’s sense; and even the vitalistic theories

cannot free themselves from the same conception. “No one, not even the

vitalist, doubts that the organism is a Gibbs s}^tem.” * We carmot, it is

true, say precisely what organization is, but we can hardly think of it as

other than some kind of material configuration of the protc^lasmic sub-

stance, and one that involves both a differentiation of parts and their

integration to form a whole, as Herbert Spencer long since urged.*

When, therefore, Loeb (to cite still another physiologist) characterizes

the living organism as a chemical or colloidal machine (’06) he employs

a word that implies the existence of such a configuration; Loeb specifically

maintains, indeed, that “without a structure in the egg to begin with,

no formation of a complicated organism is conceivable.” * The same impli-

cation lurks behind every attempt to formulate the unity and order of the

individual in purely physiological terms, e. g., by ascribing it to “definite

relations in both space and time among the reactions occurring in proto-

plasm.” * That such a configuration exists is made evident first of all

by the fact that “living matter ” is known to us only in the form of cells or

their products. To a limited extent we axe able to see special configurations

or structures within the cell correlated with specific modes of action, but such

structures are for the most part of secondary origin; they are products of

differentiation during embryological development. Since, however, they

sue hereditary, such specific cell-structures must somehow be predetermined

in the germ-cells. Of what nature is this predetermination? Is there in the

cell a primary or fundamental organization that is handed on from one cell-

generation to another without essential Change to form the source of the

secondary or derived organization that may appear suiew in each cell-genera-

tion? TIus question, evidently, belongs as much to embryology as to cytol-

agy and as such will further be discussed in the closing chapters of this work.

Here we are more directly concerned with certain cytological aspects of the

probkan, which come to a focus in the phenomena d growUi, division,

* Mathnrg (’is), p. II.

* Hendenon (’17), p. 131-

*C/. ConkUn, 'n.
* loeb, PiS), p. 39.

» CijUd (’15), p. 17.
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•ifil (iMweDl3a.tt(m, as 4&pby«d by the vaiious formed compooeBts of the

«e&
' ^jperfidaSy ttq^arded, many of th^ components seem to arise de nevo,

as hi case of the chromosomes and chromomeres, and of various forms of cy-

tophemic jEanttles, fibdSe or other structmes. Undoubtedly, however,

timre are many cases in which this iirpression is not ccarect It has long^

been blown that chromosomes are transmitted from cell to ceO by divisum,

and xtfxat studies in this field increase the probability that the same is

true of smaller bodies or chromomeres of wUch the (^omosomes are in

part at least built up (p. 906). We have long been familiar with the fact

that certain the cytoplasmic components, such as the central bodies ch*

the plasdds, may likewise be transmitted from cell to cell by growth and

divmoB. Nothing is mme noteworthy in recent studies on protoplasmic

structure and histogenesis than the increasing tendency of cytologists to

extend the same condusion to other (ytc^lasmic components, such as chon-

riosomes, chromalia, and possibly the Golgi-bodies and fibrillar structures.

It is certain that in some cases the formed components do not arise de novo

but are laigdy built up from pre&dsting elements or their products de-

rived from earlier generations of cells; examples of this are conspicuously

seen in the important part played in the genesis of the egg and sperm

by the central bodies, the diondriosomes, and apparently also by the

GolgMxxlies associated with the idiozome and astral apparatus.^ To what

extent may the genetic law of continuity, now so strongly supported in

case ot the nuclear compcmoits, likewise apply to those of the cytosome?

this question we shall return after consideration of certain more specific

j»«l>lemsd cell-marphology.

I. THE CENTRAL APPARATUS. THE DIVISION-CENTERS AND
THEIR DERIVATIVES

Ttuxa a now no doubt that in many cases the central bodies of the daugh-

ter-cells arise by the division of those of the mother-cell; and we must admit

tfattt there is a certmn paesumptimi in favor of the onidusion of Van Ben-

eden, Boveii and thdr f^Sowers that the divisionrcenter (centric^) may be

ntgaided as a pernmi^tand autonmnous cell-organ that arises only by the

^vision of a farebastir^ lx>dy d the some bnd. Doubt has been thrown

cm ibis coorihffiion by apparently etrong evidence that in certsun cases it

may aiiae de mm, very fact d such a double mode d orig^ (if it

can bs aocq>ted) lies the peculiar interest d the central bodies in &dr
ndatioo to the protc^laphuc metastructure.. We shall later meet widi the

sapM firofaileni in rdatioi^to the origin of mitodiondria and d plastids; but

‘ (Pp. m, 3*1).
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in case of lie central bodies it is made more accessible by their small ntun-

ber and by the frequent presence of a surrounding aster which, as it wwej
isolates them for oh^rvation.

1. The Central Body and Its Relation to the Astral FonnationB

Much confusion still exists in the literature concerning the terminology

and relationships of the central body. Its discoverer, Van Beneden (’76),

first called it the “polar corpuscle,” later “central corpuscle ” (’87). Boveri

4 B C D

7%. SU.—Diagnuns illustrating various accounts of centnl bodies and aster.

A, centra] body a simple granule at the center of the aster; tx, ^>eiio-a8ter in various animals;

B, “centrosome” a sphere enclosing a central granule or centriole; ex, Brauer’s account of spermat-

ocytes of Atarit; C, like the last, but "centtoaome” surrounded by a dear xone; ex, Boveri’s

account of the centrosome of the Ascatis egg; D, centriole surrounded by a radial sphere (“centro-

some’’) bounded by a microeome-drcle, and lying in a dear zone; ex, polar ^indies of Tkysouo-

zoin, Van der Stiicht; E, centriole surrounded by medullary and cortical radial zones, each bounded

by a microsome-drcle; ex, polar spindle of Vmo, Lnxia; F, Van Beneden’s r^reaentation of

aster of the Anaris egg; Hke the last, but the “corpuscule central” condsting of a group of gran-

ules; G, central body a group of granules surrounded by a dear zone; ex, the echinoderm-egg; B,
"cmttosame” a brge reticulated “centrospbere” containing a new centcosome within winch lies

the centriole; ex, RhyiKMmis (Vsjnovsaf') or Arivn (Lakb).

(’88) applied to it the term centrosome, later describing it as consisting of a

specific centroplasm (’01, p. 204), and as forming the central point of attat^-

ment for the astral rays. Within it is a much smaller body which Bovmi

(’0§:) the centriole, which is first of all to divide and thus to initiate

division of the whole astral system and of the cell. This fact, first clear^

recognized in Ascorti, has received rqjeated confirmaticm by later obsmrveis.

Bovmi at first considered the centrosome as an individualized bo«fy that

is distinct from the aster, and held that both cmtriole and centrosome aie
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pttSisteBt stmctures that grow and divide without loss of thdr identity;

iUKl such may perhaps sometimes be the case. Subsequent stud^ by
many observers, prominent among them Vejdovshy and Mr&zek (’03),

Yatsu (’09) and Lams (’lo), demonstrated that in many cases the centro-

scane is but a transitory structure which, like the surrounding aster, may
form, (£sappear and re-fonn in successive phases of mitosis. The whole prob-

9k- an.*—Pint desrage of the ovtun in the nemertine Ceretralulus (Coe)

4,MU nnapiMVi center dotSde; B, middle anaphase; C, early telophase; daugbter-ampbiaater;

D, M tdosSiase.

lent dius ctanes to a focm in the centriole, a consideration of which demands

some account of its relations to the centrosome and aster.
^

Li its simplest fonn4 (Fig. 321) the central body appears under the

hi^wst powers as a mnglp granule of extreme minuteness, staining intensely

iritli in^hsematoxylin, crystal videt and some other dyes, and often hardly

to be dM^guiidied £ron| a microsame save by the fact that it lies at the

^W« 'Out fitcnUUe of Uw ad^iect we eipedaSy the work* of Boveri on senriuduna and 4jcoWr

tW Vhn 6et Stiidit on IMeDaiia <’98), MacFarUtod on gasteropoda (’97), Lillie on pde-

<Mods Cd®, on antt^dirpo), Wihon, geoenl Coo). Meves, critical Coa). Vejdovslt^ and

MhifaK Cm), and Vw on amMls, SeideiUijain on leucocytea, etc. (’02, ’94. ^>7). Yatso

wrawfaWtlms C<#, *ai Lain»ii» UtCrapodaCio). Alao Van Benodm Cos. ’S7)> Boveci C88)

fawmWfM C«t). #Kt Koftaaodtl and Siedledci Cw) « Aseeris, Fianootte (’97) and
SdhMwrt Cox) oalMcBarisf Coe OB nonetUnes Ceo), Bymes C99). Conklin Cos). Snanwoed
fait)xt»dId»®eC«i)« onMdNw.
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focus of the astral rays. In this form it appears, for example, in the very

young spom aster during fertilization (Fig. 207) or in its very early pro-

phases during ordinary mitosis, often also in the “resting” w vegetative

cells (Figs. 8, 42). In all such cases these bodies are probably to be identified

as centrioles, though they are often erroneously called “centrosomes.” ^

In the vegetative cells they may be surrounded by a “centrosome,” “sphere”

or idiozome” (p. 329); but in these cases this surrounding structure usually

F ^
Fig. 3S3.—Mitosis with intra-nuclear central body in the spermatocytes of Ascaris megaloupkah

var. univaleiu (Brauek).

il, nucleus containing a quadruple group or tetrad of chromosomes ((), nucleolus (n), and cen-

troaome containing a centriole (c) ; C, division of the centriole and centrosome; D, E, P, G, tians-

fonnation of the mitotic Sgure, centrosomes escaping from the nucleus in G.

breaks up or degenerates in the early prophases of mitosis, so that the

centrioles alone form the focus of the ensuing operations (Figs. 8, 328).

' The word “centrosome” will be found in the literature in at least four diSerent senses, namely:

(i) In a general i^ysiological sense as the divi^n- center of the cell.

(a) As the innermost differentiated body at the center of the aster, the only persistent element of

the whole system, equivalent to the central granule or centriole (earlier works of Heidenhain, Kos-

tanecki, Coe, Griffin, Wilson, Conklin, etc.).

(3) In Boveri's original sense as a larger body surrounding the centriole, having a persistent idmi-

tity and independent of the aster.

(4) As a transitory structure, representing the innermost astral gone and thus equivalent to Van

Bmieden's “meduilaty zone" (Brauer, Erlanger, Van der Stricht, Lillie, Vejdovskp and Mrlsdc,

Lams, and most other recent writers).

It eras this ainUguity that led Flemming (’91), and later Heidenhain and many others, to adogit

the more inclusive and non-committal terms central body, division-cmter or rimply cenkr in iffi cases

when the gmeris of the central apparatus is not fully known..
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CenttwoAw and aster in the polar mitoses vi Vnfe (Liuix).

A, astv e$ Sieftcst ixilat &siv4 geaaule (centriole) sunouaded medallaiy (eatoe^^m)

and eWtical (edoslduiw) zones; ft btc anaphase of second pcdar mitosis; ladial ento^ete bounded

iff iBOBi&tinai memlmue; C, ft'^itophases of second mitosis; formation of central qrindle within

from the substance of the bid entosidiere'

<A 1]ie centxoecHise continues tiirot^out the whole sutotic process

to tlMs late anaphase for early telophase, 'When in some easel it attaim

an ^wwwiB irfae, pattit^iktly in adls ridjly iadem with yeik, such as s^-
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At its biggest development the centrosome is of several dhl<NeQt t^pes,

as follows;

(1) In the siD:^)le8t case (Figs. 321, B, 323, 327) it is a spheroidal body
6t moderate size, homogeneous structure, mid definite cmitour, and not
traversed by the astral rays, which are inserted on its peiiph^y. Examples
of such centrosomes are offered by Ascaris as described in the cleavage of

the egg by Boveri (’88, ’01, etc.) and by Kostanecki and Siedlecki (’97),

and in the spermatocytes by Bcauer (’93).

(2) In a second type (Figs. 321, G, 58) often seen in the eggs of sea^dhins
(Wilson, ’oia, etc.), the centrosome offers a similar appearance but contains

D E F
tig, SSS.—Centiul body (centiopUst) in Heliozoa

A, Acanthoeystia, bud-Conoation, producing B, swann-spores, devoid of central bodies; C, swam'
spores prapsting for division, new central bodies arising from nucleus; D, vegetative cdi of Spheer-

asimm with nucleus, central body and aster, E, divirion of central body in Accnthocystis; P, meta-

(diase.

a group of irregular granules so as to give almost the appearance of a small

nucleus in which the centrioles cannot be distingui^ed. These have been

“pluricorpuscular” centrosomes; but Boveri (*oi) consid^ thm
as artifacts and gives a description at the centrosome in sea-urchins ap-

proaching that of the first type (Fig. 327).

(3)

In a third type, exemplified in the polar divisions of jdatodes and

(Fig. 321, D-F), the centrosome, or at least its outer ztwie, is

traversed by the basal portions of the astral rays, so as to assume a radial

structure. This type affords convincing evidence that the centrosome is

to be regarded as the innermost zone of the aster.
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'(4I- ^ IcNttth sbowQ in the early deava^stag» of anndids

md aaoiertlBes (Figs. 90s, 329, 330), the cmtrosome becomes greatly en>

IMII^ shows a finely alveolar or netlike structun, and often has a stane-

ijfhat vague boundary. In this enlarged ccmdition it was early describe!

|fy Vejdovsk;^ (^88) tuQd.er the name oi ptriplatt (later cetUroplasm) and by

Jaany lata: obsorvos was called by Strasburger’s ( ’92) term cetUrosphere

(WSbcm, Mead, Coe, Griffin, Meves, etc.). It was, however, made clear

in the otended works e^>ecially of Boveri (’01) and of Vejdovsk^ and

lifedhek ('03) that this term should give way to the earlier one, centrosome,^

\i y The above four types are

V / / connected by various inter-

N. j // gradations, but their relations

\ \v / // y®*’ completely cer-

The most probable view

^ suggested by the third or

^ radial type, in particular the^— --2*^ conditions in the Ascoris egg

according to Van Beneden in

second paper published

jointly with Neyt in 1887.

Ky^ The “central corpuscle” was

\ N. here described as surrounded

N. by two well-defined zones,

^ each bounded by a very dis-

oeBtatl gftaaleotoeatrop<a.Ml ot the vegetative (“test- tinct nng of nucrosomes and

tat”) cril in the rfaizopod WtgMTtUa (ZrEtzEK). Basal traversed by astral rays (Figs,
amnte of uopodla fonning rnkfosome-drcie.

^riaody arise as differentiations of the inner region of the aster and were

dp%a|Miad by Van Beneden respectively as “medullary” (inner) and “cor-

ical” (outer), which together form the “attraction sphere.”* Boveri

Cott^deiWd Ms “oentrosome” to be the equivalent of Van Beneden ’s “central

edtlHiai^" "Bikuer (’93) suggested on the other hand that the central

ODlimacle was in realty cortriole and that Boveri’5 " centrosome” corre-

spe^ids to Va» Sert^en’s “medidlary” lone oj the “ attraction^spher^’; and

tMs view, adopted by ntanerous later observers, became the prevalent one.

This omieiusbn sets asida the apparmt anomaly <^ered by thefm that in

ddd seeoitd type c€ mitosis (p. 148) the new amphiaster is formed inside the

M mOrmom (Flg^ 47); ior tlm centroplasm consists of the same material

Itimtl pUdi die «id aster inns formed. In scane cases this zone is bounded

*lw di» Vctw fd9>-
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by a definite ring of microsomea; in others this ring later is trao^iamed
into an apparently continuous envelope (e. g.. Fig. 324), as in die second

polar spindte of Thysanozodn (Van d» Stricht) or of Unw (Lillie), and the
facts seem to be similar in Arion (Fig. 328). In some cases the rays within

this zone disappear, partially or wholly, (possibly in some cases as an
effect of the reagents), thus giving the appearance seen in Type I. It is

apparendy the breaking up of these rays that gives rise to the large reticu-

Fig. SS7.—The centra] bodies during mitosis (Boveki).

it, in Ascaris mcgaloctpkala, metaphase a( first cleavage, centriole, centrosome and aster; B-E,
in the sea-urchin Echinus; B, C, early telophase, karyomeres, division of centrioies; D, late telophase;

£, “resting” stage.

lated or alveolar “centrosphere,” “periplast” or “centroplasm” of the

fourth type.

Van Beneden’s “cortical zone,” as Brauer pointed out, probably corte-

spcmds to the clear zone which in all four types is cfften seen surroundii^

the centrosome, sometimes without a definite boundary (sea-urchins, Rg.

58), sometimes sharply marked by a definite mlcrosome circle (polm- asteis

of VmOf Fig. 324). Some of these various condititms are show in the dia-

gram, Fig. 321, which calls for no further explanation. Additional reason

for accepting Brauer’s comparison is perhaps given by the fact, in

additional concentric microsome-c^des seem to occur in the

asters outside the clear zone; but the inteipretatkm of this is still smneMiat

doubtful (p. 682)- In any case the facts indiode diat the paxticidtut
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^1^^^ configiiiatkiit ia tlie centroecnae »a matter «l secotidaiy in^pcHfmiice,

and tlutt tlia centdde ocmstitutes the most stable and cooBtaot feature o(

the vhele aitnd ^tem of -irhich it forms the center.^

< It is aa iatmestiog fact that the structure of the ceatral apparatus and

aster hr higher fauns is to a certain extent paralleled by the central granule

and axopodial system in the heliozoan rhisopods. This may be seen in

Sdioudimi's figures of Sphttr4is^um (Fig. 335), in Dobell’s of Oxtterdh

(F%. 85} ami ^iS more clearly in Zudzer’s of Wagner^ (Fig. 326), in all

of sdtkh meduUaty and cortical zon« may be seen surrounding the central

granule towards which the axopodia converge, the cortical zone bounded

by a rim of mkroaomes. When we consider that the astral systems and

central granules here play the same rdle during division as in the mitosis

cl hi^er forms (p. 203) we must admit that the conception of the amphi-

astral S3^tem as a fibrillar structure, and even as a contractile structure,

may not be as basdess as some modem students of mitosis have assumed

ft>. 184).

%. XMrldcm <a the Oanten and Astral System

The centrosome and aster present certain further complications that may
best be considered in connection with the division of the centers generally.

The ami^iiaster was formerly supposed to arise by the division of a single

mother-aster following division of the central body; and this led to attempts

to follow out Rabl’s early conception (p. 829) by the assumption that di-

dakm of the center initiated a splitting of the astral rays and hence a me-

iratic diviatm the whole aster; hence the aphorism omnis radius e radio}

Tiris assumption proved to be erroneous and the division of a singk aster

alto two was found to bf a relatively rare process.* In most cases the old

aster <fegenerates and the amphiaster appears as a new formation within

Us tOmaiBB, even while the old aster is at the height of its development

(J^gs. 32a, 328).

Many variations of tMs process have been observed.* In the most typ-

Icht (e. g. in Thysdftmtolfn or Arion) the young amphiaster is of quite

f)fpical striicture, haviitj^ a central spindle and asters whose rays show the

ii»a4 equatorial crossing. Since this whole stnicture is formed inside the

ustlaiged but still intad cmtrosmite, the new astral rays and ^indle-

obvidusiy, ate dffierentiated from the centroplasm, and have no

f Faiaamat*dim|ii«iMR|prIwfm shove lee BonaevieCeA) (SefcrwssiMw), and Conk-

& pM, ’as, 'asHSoefe, Omu Snii evedaSr Cre^Mt).
SMtekt (’vfh

Ip. t

'

,

' bgriAMCeviia Uirpi^ <n CimSfoMts*.
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Hmt r^aHon to Ute oid rays. As the process advances the <M cenixosome,

Gontmually enlai^ging, sooner or later lc»es its de6iiite boundary, and tlw

new astral rays now ext^d themselves more or less widefy' into the rttgion

of the old aster, while the latter sooner or later degenerates and disappears.

The new asters, in such cases, are clearly new formations, not formed di-

rectly from the old ones but endogenously within them. Wide variations

Kg. StS.—Structure of the asters and central bodies in the polar divUlnns of the egg. In each case

the aster shown is the inner one of the hrat polar spindle <d, C, 0, in the snail drtoR, from Lain;

A, in the {^tode from Van Deb STtwatr).

A , polar view of aster at meuphase, early stage of new astral wstesn; from the ceotor imtwaidB,

(i) the ccntrioles; (r) centrosome (clear); (3), radiate cortical gone; (4) mitodumdcial some; (5)

dear gone grid (j) outer granular gone.

A, dde view of inner aster, with dautditer-amphiaster aad raeduUaiy and cortical nones; C. D,

tdophases, breaking down of dd centrosome, developmeat of new astral watem.

eadst in respect to the details. In ThysanatoSn (Van der Stricht) or in

Limax (Byrnes) the new astral rays sean acttiaQy to traverse the micro-

some-drde that bounds the centrosomfe and to thread their way through

the old ra3fs outside it (Fig. 328). Bx A.fim OUms) the wall ^ centro-

some, here ccmtinuoas, first diasdves at one ride thus setting bee the new
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Mttal JSjm, ivliidi then become intarming^ed into the old ones (F|g. 3sS).

lib- fluiassimia (Griffin) the centrosome seems to lose its boundary at an
osnty period and the new astral rays are intermingled with the dd (Fig. 205).

Zn Ekymhdmis (Vejdovaky and Mr&zdc), where the centrosome assumes an

encnmoas mze^ the m^inal OKttral spindle quickly disappears, and the two
asters lie separately within the centrosome (Fig. 330). In all of these cases

the two new centers and asters separate, and pass to opposite poles of the

nucteus where they ultimately form the centers of the following mitosis

(p. 438).

An important point, earlier noted (p. 148) is that in some of these cases

—

e, g., in the trout (Henneguy), in Cerebratulus (Coe), or in Thalassema

(Griffin)—the fonnation of the two new asters is preceded by a migration of

ns.ata.-^Stnictuie of sstera and centers.

A, inner poitr aster in tlte egg of the snail ArUm {IjJis); B, aster from 4’.cell stage of the annelid

SkjmMimit {VvjoovwiA and ]4si^k).
In A, ieom the center ontwards, fi) the two centrioles; (r) the dear centrosome; (3) the inner

astral none (» cortical layer of the “qihere”); (4) granular (mitocbondtial) zone; <5) outer astral

aone, (0) ndtocbmidria and yolk.

la B,ima the center osrtwards (t) centriole; (z) gnnddaughter-centrosome bounded by granular

layer; {3} inner oatral cone (cortical layefl; (4) outer grantdar layer, marking boundary of earlier

otntroaome.

the ceotiides towards the periphery of the centrosome, so that the new

ostrei system doer center in /fe old focus (Figs. 205, 322). This affords

evidence that the centriole is indeed an active division-center which causes

the {ommtion of the aster and is not itself created by the aster.

An interesting feature of the aster is the above menrioned fact 146)

ffmt it aametimes shows more or less definite concentric zones outside the

cenhroBGune and (dear zeme. These were observed in Ascaris by Van Beneden,

hy Udd^hain (’92, ’94) in giant edis and leucocytes (Fig. lo), by Braus

Cos) 4a the segmenting eggs of Triton, and e^iedally by Drilner (’94) in

apjawatngowia uro^^ in isdiich no less than nine su<di ctmeentric

By theSb antbors the nooed ^^peotance was believed to

t9'libB.jaeSencie d tpBcmtdc cirdea of mksxss^im upon the astral
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rays; and sudi perhaps may sranetimes be the case. The studies of Vej-

dovsky and Mr&zek (’03) on cleavage in the annelid BJtynchdmis (Figs.

339, 330), and of Lams (’10) on the snail Arion (Fig. 329) seem to show that

91g. SM.—^Relations of centers and astral systems in fertilizatlQn and first cleavage of the annelid

RAynekelmis (Vejdovsky and MsAzek).

A, conjugation of gamete-nuclei, prophase of first cleavage-amphiaster (apetm-ami^iiiaster).

M the ceQt« of each aster is a single centriole, surrounded by the dear second centrosome not

traversed by astral rays. Outside of this the erlarged original centrosome (centroplasm) traversed

by the astral rays and bounded by the dark granular zone; B, aster and spindle of early first cleav-

age-tdophase (with karyomeres); centrosome greatly enlarged, granular zone (mitochondria)

thidrmr^; C, appearance of daughter-amphiaster within the old centrosome; D, resulting telophase-

nudeus in s-cell stage, division of daughter-centrosome; B, later stage of same, daughter-centio-

Bomes enlarged and separate.

the appearance in question may be produced by a zoned massing around

the centers, and between the astral rays, of other formed bodies (granules,

etc.), the concentric zones thus produced being designated as peri^ams

or centroplasm. Vejdovsky believes the zones to arise from the fact

that after each division the peripheral portion of the old centrosome,

cmrinually enlai^ng and passing iurthn away frcan the may
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fWiiR iWR Mtcr the (la^i^ter^iratn^jjasias have i^on&ed mthht it, &i»d

^maiyttcx a third gezKKatknhli^ mthia the second, a fourth within

lAti tibhid« a&d so m. The rdd ce&trop!asm& thus give the ai^pearaiKe of a

seifes of concxntric eones at the center of which lie the centiioles, and which

i» miccesifveiy’ ^irown off, as if by a process of “moulting” (Figs. 339,

330).^ Ute interestiiig questimis here raised await further elucidation.

lastly ihe fact may again be recalled (c/. p. 30) that even in the “rest-

ing ”0^ wlKsn the asters may be much reduced or even wanting, the central

bocSes are sometimes surrounded by zones of specific cytoplasmic bodies,

such as the dumdriosones, Golgi-bodies, yolk-granules, etc. This fact,

striking diown in the growth-period of the auxocytes (p. 329) bears wit-

imss to the inqiortance of the central bodies considered as factors in the non-

mitotic activities of the cell.

S. The Stq^oaed Origin of Central Bodies de Novo

tVhether oentnd bodies may arise de novo as well as by division is a diffi-

cult question. Very often they are lost to view in the interphase or non-

mitotic phase the cell, reappearing in the prophase of the ensuing mitosis

as ff created de novo out of the protoplasmic substance. A conspicuous

example is given by the heiiozoOn AcotUhocysi'.s, where the central body

peiwsts as an eztra-nudear body through many generations but seems to

l&aj^}ear in the budding individuals, to be re-formed in the nuclei of the

buds and subsequently extruded into the cytoplasm (Fig. 325). Again, in

the process of fertiMzation, the egg-center disappears from view after the

OQU^dethm of maturation to be replaced, apparently, by one imported by

the (p. 440). It is possible in all such cases that the centers da not

attiHaflIy disappear, but are lost among the cytoplasmic granules or have

heconm reduced to sub-mkidscopic size; but this is merely hypothetical.

FortuUKbdy, however, the question may he approached by experimental

me^^ods; a^ these have affcnded important if not yet wholly conclusive

evilkuce. R^erence has earlier been made to the atcesscuy asters or cytas-

iCKS (Figs. 331, 335) acsnellimes formed in the pr<^hases of nonnai mitosis

or Icttihzation, often -m eggs dividing uiKler the influence various

,

pbyaieo-chaxdcal agents (p. 4C1). The cytasters (in artificial parthenogen-

oftiBB cmtain very ccnlxai bodies (Morgan, ’pfi-’oo), and, as

be seen, both m Hviim eggs and in sections tluy may multiply by di-

«hdan t(Wib(»i^ *ora>. Di^on of the cytastex is initiat^ by that of the

ceidisd body, tlm fonnatiol of a central spindle and of a t3rpical amphiaster

duties mi^»k the cytasters actually operate as centers cd
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divincm though the deavage^forrows formed around tluai oft^ are not
peremnent (Fig, 332). Th^ facts indicate, if they do not prove, that the

cential bodies within these asters are true division-centers; and, dnce they

are oftfen seen developing simultaneously and indepraidently in la^ num-
bers in all parts of the egg, that they are formed de turn.

This condusion could .not safely be drawn from such evidence alone;

for the cytasters might result from a very rapid multiplication of a dngle

Vis. VSl.—Cytasters in the artificial parUienosenesis of Toxopuemsta, after treatment with

bsrpertonic sea-water,

A, dicentric deavase-fisure in anaphase, cytasters and qyto-amphiasters', B, earlier stage, aaily

bipolar figore; C, slightly later stage, following last; O, tripolar figure, cytaster dividing at left.

original e^-center, either before ot subsequent to the development of the

asl^ rays.' A crucial experiment was, dierefore, attempted by shading

unfertilized eggs to pieces and treating the fragments with the same agmit

(sea-water imidered hypertonic by the addition of MgCls) that calls feuth

the production of cytasters in oitire eggs. Under this treatment the

4U~fre^mmts, whethfr nucleated or non^udeated, were found to

cytaders are capable of midtiplicatUm by division, and which contain

• Sodi a mode d oriiUn was in fact afterwards maintilnel by MeVes Cur), WaadheS ('«>), Pp-

trankewitacA (’04),W Budmer Cn); bat on ioMfieient fpoondt.
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bodies (WilsoD, 'onO- Sin^ cytastm maybe {onned in fragments

«a temS as 1/150 tbe volmne ti the entire egg, but tbe cytasters only divide

M laignr fragments. Theu' history in die enucleated fragments as observed

hi life, is doady amilar to that in entire the cytaster moves Cowards

one ^e, elongates, its rays become much reduced, the h3mloplasm sphere

at its center assumes an hour-glass shape, and the whole aster thmi divides

Vlg. ttfc ' ‘CytologiaJ phenomena in the eggs of Toxofntustts after treatment with hypertonic

MMrater.
A, pdycestrie figore, cytastetsand cyto-amphiaaters; B, tasgendal section at the time of first

tieavage, sbnring furtows between cytasters; C, syncytial deavage-stages showing complete

deavage about tytaaten; D, abnormal deavage-stage with cytasters in non-nudeated blastomere.

i^ two (Fig. 333). b these experiments suck mudeaiedfragments, despite

die dsmurn of tiie Oder, neyer ^owed any sig^ of cytoplamnic cleavage. In

es^e eggB, however,, one eg mote of the cytasters may come into association

die nuclear astm t0 form a triaster or polyaster, and in such case

deavage may fake place <Fjg. 33a). From all these facts the

oamdiipuh was drawn dia|in thrir fullest development the cytastem are not

id he (istiiDgaidted from cWvage^ters either structurahy or functionally;

tihat ^ dentxid boi^- (^centrosmnes”) are true division-centers of the
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Same nature as those of entire, normal eggs; and that these bodies are
formed de novo from the protoplasmic substance.

A confirmation of these results was gpven by the works of Yatsu (’05)

and McClendon (’08) which exclude certain possibilities of error in the

mass-cultures. Yatsu (grated with the eggs of the nemertine Cerebrahdus

iacteus, which, upon discharge into the sea-water, and wUhout fertilization,

form the first polar spindle; and this remains in the metaphase-stage imtil

Fic. SSS.—Divinon oi cyUsten in nrtiiicial parthenogenesis from entire eggs and egg-fragments

of Toxopneusles.

A-C, vuioos stages of division, from peripheral region, sections of entire eggs; F, C, from sections

of enucleated egg-fragments; £, cytaster in very small living egg-fragment; H-K, successive stag»
in the division of a cytaster in a single, Uvmg, non-nucleated egg-fragment, elapsed time 23 minutes.

fertilization (p. 403). In this condition the eggs may readily be cut in two

individually with a scalpel ^ and both fragments isolated for further observa-

tion. If the nucleated fragment be fixed and stained it is easy to dmnon-

strate in it the presence of the pwlar spindle, at the poles of which are the

two normal polar asters and central bodies (Fig. 334). On the other hand,

the enucleated fragment, when treated with a parthenc^^enetic agent (in

this case a solution of CaClj in sea-water), readily develops a varying num-

ber of cytastms in all respects like those seen in the entire egg (Fig. 334). In

«Mne they are scattered through the fragment, in others occur raJy

in a cmtral clear area. They show typical astral cays and a rather

laife and insular centrosome caitrojdasm within wfaidt is a grtai|> of

‘Wason. *oj.
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qitSiAidm a {tiurioia|>uscuhr ^ter. No evidence of (fiviatan was

jkmAm these asters w thek centers.

la this eaqienmeiit, obvioudy, tlie C}rtBstas and thtir central bodies

artist have arisen witkoat ooanectkm with the origuud egg (inters; i, e.,

must have bem fanned ifeffAw. Some doubts arise as to whether these

cytasters are of tin same nature as the 'cone^Kinding ones in normal eggs

because of the bkct that the centrioles are multiple and that neither they nor

the asters were found to divide; but this conditicm may very well be an effect

na—Fotiutum M cjrtUtBti and centen ia enucleated egg-fraementa in the nemertine

CHwigiHSiw after tiestncnt with liypertonic sea-water (Yaisc).

JL wid S, nucleated and Dan-nudated pieces ol a liagi; egg cut ia two with scalpel; A thewi-

dsetwllhldhn the non-oudeated,snth large a^er;C, D, similar pair bom another egg, £, hxedand

Stidned «fa noa-audealed pkot, with four (^tasters; F, section of a non-nucleated fragment

stMdllvr tMitaui dear area with numeroos cytasters.

of ^hce the same is seen in the polar asters of entire e^ after

&m sume freattneat, while in the writer’s mq^erimoits die ^tasters likewise

citee^MbI to divi^ In the case of stai^ eggs (AUerm) McQendmi
«Kk oat thepolar spindle by means of a c^nllaiy p^iette

laad'dten M|ted mnideated egg widi carbonated sea-water (Ddage’s

8npi jtgga^ dqnived of both c&iteis and chromatin, tlevdt^

llbiPMMaii «4f«ared deavage-furraws and finally

llnniwae fumed aon-nudeated “edb” devoid cS

u muc t^itastem; and mefa wore sew
th^^Mde a||dh mto two u more More teCendy
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Hralant also (^iS, ’ig) has been led to die conclusion that the cytasters are
f(»ttied de novo and that one of diem joins with the “nuclear aster” to fora
a synthetic atnphiasta:. In view of the difficult 6f detetmioing this pmnt
by direct observation the writer is, however, disposed to lay greater weight
(Ml the evidence derived from egg-fragments.

Unfortunately the foregoing expaiments are ^not completely demon-

Fig. an.—Astral formations in early cleavage under various conditions; A-C; in Asterias

frtwo); D, E, in CrepuhUa (CoiflOiN).

A, ‘‘parasitic asters" formed on astral rays of polar amphlaster (normal egg); B, structure of

aster in nucleated hlastomere of parthenogenetic egg; C, amphioster in enucleated blastomete of

subtly etherized egg; D, s-cell stage in hypertonic sea-water, with cytasters attached to astia}

rays {cf. A); B, scattered asters in abnormal 3-cell stage.

strative. It has been suggested that the asters and their central bodte

may be of two kinds
—

“artificial” asters and centers, formed de novo, and

’’dtte” asters and centers whi(ih arise only in connecticoi with the egg-

nuf^leus; * but in view of all the facts this seems improbal^

rnrtHits endeavored to save the doctrine of genetic continuity as

td thd caatial bodies by assuming thdr common derivadcm fipm the nuclear

1 Boveri ’(or), C^mktin (’oa, 'laj, Petntidcwsritach (*«).
'
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w^MKance. As eatVtx indicated, a nociTnuckated egg-ftagn^t acquires

0vt iximr to devckp a spena-aster only when tbe has been cut

in torn snbaequmt to the dis^udon ^ die nuclear wall (p. 405); and

Ifatsa (’05) added the fact that when unfertilized egg-fragments (of Cere-

imi^ilus), thus obtained, are treated with hypertonic sea-water cytasters

do mn: iq^iear in the noornudeated pieces unless the germinal veside has at

least begun to break down prior to the operadon.

Tlus abundandy proves that “ripening” of the^ is due to the escape

of material frcnn the gdminal veside, and that the presence of this material

in the protoplasm of enudeated fragments is necessary for the devdopment

ctf cytasters and of the central bodies which they contain; but it offers no

evidence that this material is a pre&dsdng “archiplasm,” or that central

bodies are formed from it. Were such the case, the doctrine d genetic con-

tinuity could only be saved by the proof that this material is actually de-

rived from the central bodies or asters of a preceding mitosis; and were even

this proved, the fact would remain that the central bodies of the cytaster,

considered as visihU individualized sirucbires, are formed de novo, not by the

division of preexisting bodies of the saime kind.^

i. The Central Bodies, Blepharoplasts, and Basal Apparatus

As earlier indicated, the function of the central bodies is not confined to

the part which they play in mitotic division. They also may be concerned

with the formation of cilia and fli^ella and with the more complicated

baad apparatus often associated with the latter structures. Ciliaand ffagella,

as is generally agreed, are but different modifications of a single type and

are connected by many intergradations. A flagellum typically consists

of a delicate axial filament surrounded by a protoplasmic sheath which

typicaQy disappears at a certain distance from the tip, leaving the naked

terminal part tf the axBil filament as an end-piece. This condition, con-

jqricttoa^y ^owri in the animal sperm, has also been found in the flagellated

Prc^ta, e. g., in Eugloni (Biitschli), Trachelomonas (Plenge), or Bodo (P!s-

dier), and is probably of general occiurence. The internal structure of

(^ia is more diS^mlt to ahalyze, owing to their extreme temuty
;
nevertheless

the presence an axial filament and a surrounding sheath seems to have

heifn deady deoumstiated in certain cases.* At the base of the axial

>A poi^ile Motce at cnor in aome of these eq>wimatU Ii huikated by Boveri's posthumous work

fxS) & a b shown Outwtaiegssare sheken to pieces the nuclei ue leedtly ultend or even

4HiHa$cniis«d,not^ttn>ty he anpoesS^le to dbUncubheettafady between nudeut^ and non-nude-

atOdbagihditn; drendtshtselon tUsmethod, therefore, reqidre further evidence. Such on error

bsKsdastieilhir atahll«9q)etmieaisoniiidivkliialesgS(Uin-Yatsu‘’» experimetiu). In the writer’s

them^* tom cmtxnl bodbt or division-emton de nons hm tmea rendered

la Itot iliMiwms hewhovolved ere too fundniomul to be acemded onreservedtr

ediSdeiuf tmme,

. Utdw ('toh KstodH ‘od. Brined <'io), Ehnhiriqr (’to), Stgodd (’17), etc.
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filataent is a basal apparatus coosisting in its simpkst form erf a iringl^

bo'ly (Fig. 341) but {rften of mudi greater complexity.

Both dlia and flagella, as a rule, are secondary and often temporary, struc-

tures, though in certain flagellates they may actually divide by longitudimd

fission and thus be handed on from one cell-generation to another (Fig. 336).

The axial filament originally grows forth from a basal body ot hlepbaro-

plast which in some cases plays the part of a division-center during mitosis

Vlf. SS6.—Basal apparatus and longitudinal fission in the flagellate Critkidia lepiacoridis (Mc-

Culloch).

A, B, vegetative individuals; b, basal body or blephaioplast; », nucleus; p, parabasal (“kineto-

nucl^”}; r, rhizoplast; C~H, stages of fission, longitudinal fission oi the O^ellum, division oi

bl^haropiast and parabasal without relation to the nuclear spindle.

and hence is identical with a centriole. This phenomencm is now condu-

dvely established in the spermatogenesis of sonle animals and plants

(p. 357) and among the flagellated Protista. In the latter case, however, a

more cwnplicated t)rpe of basal apparatus is often present, the blepharo-

plast being somettmes quite distinct from the centriole, while in addition a

parabasal body and other structures may also be present. The relaticms

between these various basal structures have not yet been completdy da-



^ smm mxmxm of ceil oEomiZATios

liAkitedb «ad -the nme ixuty be add of tla basal bodies in tbe tdUates and
SiSlaled tissue<ceds holier Metaaoa. l^t a dose analog exists between

these vaxhnift basal axuctines can barMy be dcmbted, but the mor-

idmlogical probleins heie iavcdved BtSl await adequate analysis.

ts. Cm/nahmd JStepAaroplast in the Sperm/ormation. In animal sperm-

iogenesb it is probable that in all cases t^ centiide is the lineal desceidant

of the oenttioies of eaitier cell-generatioQS, posably even back to the fer-

tilised egg. Oti the other hand, in higher plants (bryophytes, pterido-

{diytes, cycads, Gmkg») division-centers seem to be absent in both the

scanatic cdls and in tlu>se of the eariier germ-Une; nevo^thel^ in the closing

apemmtograous divisions the spindle-poles are occT:q)ied by blepharoplasts

which in many cases show all characteristics of division-centers, arising

by the division of a single body and surrounded by astral rays, while a

tqdndle forms between them. In this case, clearly, the law of genetic

continuity as afqdled to these structures is of much more limited application,

and the central bodies (blepharoplasts), considered as individualized bodies,

must apparently be farmed de novo at a certain late point in the germ-line

357)-

The fact has earlier been emphasised that in animal spermatogenesis

the originai spermatid centriole divides into two products of which only

one (the distal) fonns the blepharopiast, while the other (the projdmal)

has no direct connectiaa with the axial filament (p. 381). Further, the

distal centrkde itsdf frequently divides into two portions, of which only

one remains in connection with the axial filament while the other in

the lonn of a ring cm* otiwrwise, undergoes a displacement varying widely

in dlffacsit qiecies ai sperms, and in smne cases apparently is cast out

(p. 3^). ijf these facts we find reason to conclude that the

nantiriole ifneU may be a compound, at at least dual body, of winch only one

is concerned with the functions of a blepharopiast. This is sup-

iftcts in the fiagrilated Protista, now to be considered, which

pCWM centricde anf blephan^last may be completely separate struc-

bUMS.

h* Tht JEnnsf Appar^us in Plagdlakd Protista. The basal apparatus

ot tin to l^tista shows many interesting cmnplications (]f which

^ncdxntkMffi c^tn hoe be c^mecL^ In its simmer forms the basal

§0010^ hw been <!eilia3)ed as a sing^ basal granule (blephan^last),

db»«tiBaig^eniqpnfBnchlKK^ from each of whkh a fiagellom grows forth;

bit Is hmet If not in a&fcoses o<ba barn! structures are associated with it

lb» near tlf ciiipet%)iteiy at the base of tiie fiagrilum (Figs.

Cis). IXoflaia ('ifi, *i8h Smay MhKtuwu-
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337? 338)1 but oftea loore deeply, s(»netlii:»s neax the oudeos or even mthis
it. Intheainoebo-flBgel}atei\7A^lmathebasalgraattleissaidtobeairi^naUy
within the nucleus, apparently inside the karyosonse, later ewaping fnom
it to form a blepharoplast from which the jQageOa grow forth (F^g. 337}!.

Probably in all these various cases it gives origin perq>herally to the aided

filament of the flagellum. Centrally, a delicate fibrilla or ihizoiflBst extends

Fia —The boaal apparatus in flagellates, alter Sweiy. (A-C, from C. W. Wnsoif; il-G,

from SwETV; ff, from McCuttocH.) i, basal body or blepharoplaat; n, nucleus; i, parabasal

body or "kinetonudeus; " r, rhizoplast.

A, IfAghria, an auuxbo-flagellate, blepharoplast arising as a bud from the karyosome; J}, its

escape from the nudeus; C, the developed flagellate form with blepharoplast but no parabasal

body; If, Pnmaukia a flagellate, with both blepharoplast and large parabasal; E, Tryfiomtplasma;

P, SekiaOrypoMm; G, Berpelcmonas; B, CriMdia; in each of these (E-G) a oonspscoous pasmbasal.

with a wdl developed rhiaoplast and, in F-C, a cone of fibrils connecting the blepharoplast lyllh

the parabasal.

inwards to the nucleus and sometimes beyond it, and is also omnected

with other components of the basal apparatus (Figs. 336, 338). The ribiao-

closely suggests the proximal or
“
intraacellular” pen-ritm ot the axial

' filament in the animal spermatid.

Most frequently the basal apparatus is complicated by the preseace ci

other structures. In some cases the basal botfy seems to have no.teh|.^an

to the divirion-%uie while definite have m aiMitim becaa der
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flame xsscs M tlie spm£ie«poj» C«. in CeUonUtitym {F%. 341}

^:lUli!iti(»i to tl» iCeangpc^ ^ere is oftm a haga ami move omi^uOu

i»ta piesAasal iody typiodiy cminected by fibriOs (ibizqjlaE^) widi boib

and nudeua. In a few cases this k said to be a toopo-

Vaiy stmctane, mdisrit^istabk in certain phsises of the life^history;

intt it k typcally pemstent, often being handed on by division like

Rf< SSa.—Tbe basal apparatus in flasellates.

(4, bm Jhatmi tbe. rest from SvEtv.)
ji, Tffi)4mtttatma; B, ^ PramueUai O-S, Pi^ynuulix. Small letters as in Fig. 357,
A, n,,|7g|eetiitfue indiyicbiab ftnqdianiites) with large parabasal; C, individual without para-

^hosoit^ £-H, stages of mitosis, divison of both blepharoplast and parabasal

of the nucleus.

Idefdumplast ^Ffgs. 536, 338) and showing a great variety of

losaia In some s^iecies it is a rounded body connected peripherally

with die bie|diarafdnst by a single dbtiUa (Trypanoplasma, Fig. 337» E)

or a cone oi imth fibrilhe {Berpetemonas, Critkidia, etc., F%. 336)

kdd oenlnffly by a^oini^ fibidb with the nudeus, from wfakh one or

Much jfibrilhe :4ay also cxtoid towards the baW rqpon bf the cell.

cases it is
|
more <« less don^e and stnnetimes convcdated rocL

Wff ittwtniie, of doobtful rigoificaiioe, ku received many names

ha^i reierve^ody, Uefdmropiast, etc.). By Sdbaudinn (’9d‘>’o3}

i|«n to a recent date, it wtw mtOed the “Idq^iiaieiplast,”
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and was regarded as a second nttcteos or “kinetcmucleus” iWoo&cixk,

’o6)
; ami out of tins grew die so-called bkudeatity thecuy” of tbe protistan

cell (Hartmann, ’07, ’ii) (p. 726).

M<se recent studies have failed to support this view, giving no evidence

of the nuclear nature of the parabasd, pmnting rather to the coadu^ba

that it has arisen as a derivative of die basal body
; further, that bodi bodies^

Fig. 339.

—

Mitosis of the choanocytes Ui the sponge Clathrma (Mimchin).

A, B, vegetative cells; C, D, division of blepboroplost, disappearance of flagella; £, P, separation

of blepharoplasta, spindle-formation, G, H, I, later stages of mitosis, outgrowth of tssn flageHa.

together with the connecting rhizoplasts, belong to a “neuro-motor” ap-

paratus ^ concerned with the motor activities as well as with the operadons

of division. This apparatus reaches its highest development in the dilates,

where it is sometimes of great complexity.* We are here concerned only

dth its relation to the phenomena of division, as yet definitely known only

in the flagellates.

Still other structures, of unknown significance, may be found in ooor

section with the basal apparatus. One is a basal ring unknown nzi(^

encircling the rhizoplast below the blepharoiflast (Fig. 340) * whidi tecalid

the ling derived from the distal centride in the spermadds of mamfrads

and some other animals (p. 377)-

’ mul Chtiiftianaeiii ('ij).

*$bam (’14), McCulloch (’is), Yooom (’18), Taylor Tso). »

*See KuCKyndn (’18), B£lar (’ll).
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« e. Mef^iorophst mi Cmtnde at iVofuto. Tlis {<a«igo^g ms^

vSm « to the Ittct that in swne du flagdktea the hi^haseplo^

•eetns to play the part of a centriole during mitosis while in others it is a

qtdte distinct structure, not lying at the spindle-pdes, but handed op by

divi»(Bi hom oeQ to cell. The contradiction disappears under the view

that the centrktie in some cases unites the functions oi a diviuon-center

and a U^haroplast while in others the centriole has separated into two

D E P
Ha S40.

—

BubI apparatus and centriole in Bodo lacerUt (Belax).

A, B, nonnal vegetative individuals, with blepbaroplast (fr), basal ring (r), and parabasal (p),

C, initial stage of division; £>, later stage, with suppoMd intra-nuclear spindle and centrioles; F.,

metopfaue; f, talopiiase.

oraietponding distinct structures. Examples of the first case seem to occur in

species of BoSo,^ Coprommas* Ochromonas ’ and Trichomonas; * and similar

coupons are described by Jahn (’04) in the flagellated swarm-spores (A

znysnanycetea and by Minchin and Robertson (’10) in the collar-cells of

adcaieous qxmges (Fig. 339). In senne of these cases the old flagella dis-

tyapear in Ute earlier stages of mitosis, new ones growing forth at a later

peckid; in others the old flagella seem to persist throughout. In Bode lacerke,

tar exan^fle,,Relax found two basal bodies, close together and eadi bearing

a flagdtlum. As th^ separate in the prophases each divides into two

porta, one b^usig the old flagellum while a new flagdlum grows forth from

the «liher, tto dembk bk^fluiroplasts and flt^elk thm persisting throughout
V

^ I Ptamatk AloeieS <’14). EwariaOri ('tS), Bifaif

' «te.
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aQ tlw later stages (Fig. 340). In THckomtnm the facts are siBiQar <F%,

86) thoi^ somewlmt more com|dicated. Upcm diviskm d the sin^
blepfaarcqtlast two of the three free flagella remain attached to one half and

one to the oflier, while the normal number is in each case restored by a new

formation, as in Bodo. The fourth or intrariytoplasinic flagellum is stdd

to split lengthwise throughout, half remaining connected mth each half

of the blepharoplast.^

C D
Rg. S41.—Blephuoplast (basal granule) and centrioie in the Sagdlate CvUoiutyon (Belaa).

A, vegetative nucleus, with karyoaome (i), centrioie (c), and blepharoplasts (i); B, metaphase
with lotra-nuclear spindle; C, anaphase figure; D, telophase.

The most conspicuous fact here is that during the whole process the

blepharoplasts, still bearing their flagella, occupy the spindle-poles, as in

case of the Lepidoptera; but there are two important additional facts.

In Trichomonas several observers have found indications that the ble-

pharoplast-centride is a double body, at l^t in certain stages, the flagella

being attadied to one of these, while the otbo: is connected with its fdlow

by the paxacksmose (p. 204). Kofoid and Swezy, accorchngly, consider these

two cmnponoits to represent, respectively, the blepharoplast and the cen*

tikfle, here so closdy associated as oftm to appear as a single body. Such a

addition mig^t readily lead into one in whidi the two ccunponents are

whcdly separate and divide independently. Belar found that in Bodo tiie'

blq>bAro{flasts are at first quite separate from the centrioles at the spondia-

pdes but later move towards the latto* to a position just outside the cen-

hdolts (Fig. 340), later assuming thdr typical portion at the c^'penpti^,

' XSm latter cfinervation by Kofoid and Swegy Cts) not oanfinned by Kncriiwfci uul
Wjn*C.4> r>..i
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sudi a conditkm it would be only a to one in which the hl^^uuo*

{:dBsts divide aod eiqiatate at the periphery without approachii^ the sphupe-

poies as in Pdytoma (Doflein, ’i6), PolynasUx (Fig. 338), Critiddia (Fig.

336), ta* Ceilodictyon (Fig. 341).

Swezy (’16) has developed in an interesting way the view that the whole

basal apparatus has ^developed by the growth and differentiation of a
simple original basal granule comparable with the centriole-blepharoplast of

higher forms. That a body originally so minute should be capable of pro-

ducing an ai^>aratus of such considerable size need not surprise us when
we consider the enonnous growth of the blepharoplast in the cycads (p. 389),

or of the proximal centriole in the " middle-piece” of the urodele sperm

(P- 379)-

The Basal Apparatus of CUiated Cells and the Hermeguy-Lmhossik Theory.

The basal bodies of the ciliated cell constitute an apparatus obviously

similar in its general features to the basal apparatus of flagellated cells and

involving the same questions. This apparatus, first carefully examined by
Engehnann (’80) and Frenzel (’86) is as follows. At the base of each cilium,

near the periphery of the cell, is a very distinct, intensely staining basal body,

cfften clearly visible in the living cell, which has the same morphological

rdation to the cilium as the basal body of a flagellum and appears likewise

to play the part of a blepharoplast in the formation of the cilium. From this

body a delicate fibrilla extends outwards into the cilium as an axial fila-

ment, whilfe inwardly it is prolonged into the cytosome to form the so-called

ciliary root or basal filament, which is no doubt comparable to the rhizo-

plast of the flagellate. These filaments are often gathered together centrall>

to form a more or less conical bimdle, extending downwards towards the

nudeus and sometimes beyond it (Figs. 17, 18). The basal body is typi-

cally a miaute rounded granule and in the simplest case is single (a common

cQiulition) } but there are many complications of this simple type. ' The basal

body is often rod-shaped, sometimes dumb-bell-shaped, and in many
cases is (Svided into a superficial or distal, and a central or proximid

part; these are ccmnected by the axial filament, often more or less thick-

raied, wdikih form the “basal rod” or “intermediate piece” of the cilium.

In smne cises the basal apparatus even consists of three basal bodies con-

nected t^lthe axial filanwnt or bsisal rod. In addition to the foregoing, which

hdong to^e basal apparatus proper, thore is often a swelling of the free

pwtkm g^dlium nem* its base, forming the so-called “ciliary bulb.”

TheJ^No^ between the basal apparatus of ciliated cells and of flagel-

labMi^K)tetm<cUs is so dose as to raise the question wheth^ here too the

may not be central bodies or their derivatives. That such

1 iff. Fnozd (’S6), BShming (’91), Heidenhain (’go), and lefncnces at p. SgOt
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Is actually the case was urged by Henn^y (’97) and LoihossiSk (’98),

whose conclusioiis have since been generally known as the "Henne^y-
Lenhoss^ theory.” In columnar dilated epithelium (epididymis of mam-
mals) these observers found non-ciliated cells intermingled with the ciliated,

dosely similar to the latter in general type but containing a peripherally

placed “ diplosome ” or pair of centrioles in place of the group of basal bodies

characteristic of the dilated cells. In the latter, diplosomes were not

found; and the above-named observers could find no evidence (rf mitosis

in the ciliated cell. They therefore conduded that the basal bodies represent

a group of centrioles, probably derived by the multiplication of an original

pair. Centrioles, blepharoplasts and basal bodies were thus regarded as

homologous structures. This was supported by Meves' studies on the

dilated or multiflagellate oligopyrene sperms of Palttdiiui (p. 300). Benda

(’00) described the origin of basal bodies from centrioles in the ciliated cells

of the ependyma and the epididymis of man; and similar results have been

reached by several later observers, in particular Moreaux ('10, ’12). Others

likewise failed to find diplosomes in ciliated cells,* while many observers have

been struck with the rarity of mitotic divisions in these cells, though it now
seems to be established that such divisions may occur.

On the other hand, it seems now to have been conclusively proved that

ciKated cells may contain a true microcentrum in the form of a pair of cen-

trioles, situated in the outer region of the cell (as in epithelia generally) in

addition to the peripheral group of dliaiy basal bodies;^ and some of these

observers have produced evidence that the diplosome gives rise to the cen-

trioles of the division-figure of such ciliated cells in mitosis, and that the

basal bodies take no part in the process. The best evidence of this is offered

by the work of Wallengren (’05) and Erhard (’10); but these observers differ

as to the behavior of the ciliary apparatus, Ihe former maintaining that

both cilia and basal bodies disappear before mitosis, while,Erhard asserts

their persistence. These observers and others have considered these facts as

decisive against the Henneguy-Lenhoss^k hypothesis, so far as ciliated tissue-

cells are concerned; and another adverse argument has been based on the

occurrence of basal bodies in the cilia of the ciliate Infusoria,^ organisms in

which mitosis seems to take place in the absence of eithrar asters or clearly

individualised central bodies. In spite of these apparent difficulties tfie

writer shares the opinion erf Prenant^ that the last word had not yet been

spoken on this subject. It seems entirely possible that in riie ciliated cell,

‘ See Zizemermaa (’98), Heidenhain (’gg), Fvicbs (’04), Joscjzh (’03), etc.

* Sttidoifka (’gg), Ftocbel r<»). Beads (’oi), Garwitsch (’01, ’o»}, WeUengnm (’oj), Ikede Cg6)
"schiaMMnuka& ('13).

* See Maier (’03), Mitropbanow (’03, '04), Hamburger (’cti), Schuberg (’os).
* '12. p. bofi.
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as k so dettr^ seen k some of the flagellates, the basal hodks (bt^haio-

pla^) though Still retaMng the power of multiplication by <hvis&m, have

sepaiated from the diviaon<centers, so as no Icmger to take direct part

in mitosis. Yooun (’z8) has suggested that the blqkarqdast of the flagd-

Ute is r^snesented by the moterium of the hypotrichous dilates, a body

regarded as a probable center ot codrdinati(»i and connected by delicate

grille with the bases of the anal cirrhi and the niiembranelles;^ but there is

no evidehce to connect this structure with a division-<%nter. Hie hornolo^

gies betweoa the basal apparatus d the dilates and of thus remain

in doubt.

n. CHROMIDIA, CHONDRIOSOMES AND GOLGI-BODIES

Both chromidia and mitochondria fonneriy belonged to that miscel-

laneous a^ssemblage of granules known as “microsmnes” (p. 33). Up
to rather a late period the two were often confused, and even now con-

siderable uncertainty exists concerning their identification. Theoretically

an essential distinction lies in the fact that chromidia are of nudear origin

and are composed of “chromatin” while mitochondria are considered by

nearly all recent students of the subject as strictly cytoplasmic; but in prac-

tice the determination of the origin of these bodies is not an easy task.

1, Chromidia

In the form of scattered or “distributed ” nuclei chromidia were observed in

various Protista (rhizopods, flagellates, bacterioid forms) by Gruber, Brandt,

Mg, MR.— rUn^od Attdit, ahowing aucM lod dooioidU (R. Hestwio). In each figuie^ Uwge ceoual cirde Mjwaeats the opening of the aheU.

A, vegatativa state adth taro nuclei and scattered chzomidtal net (e. n.); B, sntwoaed aeoondaty

fUmUbHMuM fmraiiig hoU dufomidia (<f. Rg. ms).
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tiocaUed *‘du;omklk hypothesis,^* fouiuied by R. Kertwig and devdc^ied

i^pedally by Gddschmidt and others ^ who endeav(»red to extend it to the

c«^ of vertebrates and gave to it a far-reacfaii^ theoretic daboration.

These later developments of the hypothesis, it must be said, have in cant-

siderable measure failed to meet the test of subsequent inv^t^ti<cm. On
its physiological side the most important development of the hypothesai

has been the theory of nudear dualism, which will be considered under a

later heading (p. 725)-

R. Hertwig first showed in certain heliozoan rhisopods, that the cyto-

some contains numerous intensely basophilic granules believed to be given

oflF from the nudeus—whence his term “chromidia” (1902). In AcHnosplm-

Hum during conditions of hunger or overfeeding the vesicular nudei may
break up completely into chromidia ("physiological degeneration”),

the cell now being filled with chromidial granules, often forming a “chromid-

ial net.” If some of the nudei remain intact the Actinospharium cell is

capable of complete recovery; if all the nudei break down this seems to be

impossible and the animal dies. In Arcdla and other Thalamophora chro-

midia are given off in large quantities from the nudei, without fragmmta-
.

tion, and give rise to a chromidial network; and Hertwig found that from

this may be formed numerous small “secondary nuclei” (Fig. 342) which

according to Schaudinn (’03), become the nudei of minute gametes which

conjugate in pairs.^ More or less similar observations have since been

made by a considerable number of observers, * who have found that in vari-

ous Protista the nudeus may thus break down into chromidia, or give them

off into the protoplasm by a process of emission; and that from such scat-

tered chromidial formations new nudei may reform. In some cases these

nudei are said to arise by the aggr^ation of chromidia, for instance, in the

spore-formation of various bacteria; * in others by the enlargement (and

multiplication?) of single chromidial granules. A good example of this is

offered by the life-history of Aracknuia, a primitive rhizopod originally de-

scribed by Cienkowski (’76) as devoid of a nudeus and hence referable to-

Haeckd’s “Monera.” Dobell’s recent studies of this form (’13) show that

in its ordinary or vegetative condition it contains a Arariable number of

vesicular nudei. During encystment the nudei are said to give off numerous

chromidia to the cytoplasm and finally wholly to disai^p^ as such, now

being rq)reaented only by the scattered chromidial granules (Fig. 343).

* See eepedally R. Hertwig (’00, 'eb. ’03, ’04), Gobiadiinldt (’oi, etc.), Goldschmidt end Popoff

{’07), Poip^ (’07), Schaudinn (’O}, '07). For critique see Oob^ <’09). ^‘renant (’10), KofoU Car).

*lii^Ai^apodAP»iyst9mtUa,Cmtropyxis,CUamydo^kytmA^»imA». The same Was aftte-

wuda deKxHWil^ Elpwtiewaky (’07) in Arcdlt, Sae^Us, gieswines, and other fams.
* GoMachmidt (’07), Schouteden (’07), Prowaaeh ('e4» ’os), GmlUennood (’07), PobeU C13J.
^ Sap Schaudinn Co3 , ’03), buHttarmand CoS), DobdH (’oft).
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Tike thereupcm breaks up to form a brood (lo-ao) of small daughto:-

containing chnmudia which give rise to a number of vesicular nucld

each d which seems to arise by the growth (and multiplication?) of a
^n^ granule.

£l such accounts can be accepted it seems clear that the chromidial

aubstance uruiergoes extensive growth, and that the number granules

kigdy increases in the cotuse of the life-cycle. It is possible that this

takes place by growth and division of the individiial granules; and this

view has been maintained by some observers, in particular by Schewia-

(’93) who long since gave a careful description and figure of the

Kg. sea.—Chromidia and ntidei in the rfaizopod Aracknido (Dobell) (from fixed and atained

gwdinena).

A, Individual ready for encystment, with many nuclei, no chromidia; S, encysted individual with
' JaCge vaoiole, nuclei broken down into scattered chromidia; C, endogeneous iormation of daughter-

c^; D, E, y^ung chromidial daughter-cells, recendy escaped; P, older form with nuclei forming,

G, detail from individual similar to last, stages in formaUon of vesicular nudd form chromidia;

B, detati fcDOl mature spedmen, midd and diromidia.

4ivi(luig c^omidia in the huge bacterium-like Achrotnatium (Fig. 33).

Tins ha% aevor beOn sufficiently confirmed by later observers, either in

bacterijk' o? other Protista; nevertheless, tha-e has been a rather general,

DdOIe or le^s tacit, assumption that the chrmnidia are endowed with such

^twifrais. '
^

fUha din^nidia hypothesis underwent a sudden expansion with the works

k Goldschmidt, Pcqx^ and still later of Buchner and Schaxel
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by whom- an attempt was maxle to extend it to tib.e Metazoa and to elaborate

a general theory of the chromidia. Goldschmidt (’04) described in the

epithelial, muscular, glandular and connective-tissue-cdls a ‘‘chromidial

apparatus” consisting of basophilic granules and hbrillu formations which

were assumed, mainly because of a general similarity of staining-reactions,

to be extruded basichromatin destined to play a particular rdle in the

trophic functions of the cell (p. 726); and Goldschmidt accepted the prob-

ability of a similar origin of many other well-known cytoplasmic struc-

tures, including the mitochondria, the yolk-nucleus, nebenkem, pseudo-

chromosomes, reticular apparatus, ergastoplasm and cytomicrosomes.

These conclusions were extended to the germ-cells by Wassilieff (’07),

Popoff (’07), and Buchner (’09, ’10), all of whom concluded that the cyto-

plasmic granules and filaments aggregated near one pole of the nucleus,

of the auxocytes, in the early growth-period (p. 330), are chromidia extruded

from the nucleus, at or near the time of the synaptic or “bouquet” stage of

maturation (p. 543). An actual extrusion of chromatin from the free ends

of the threads at this time was in fact described by Buchner (’09, '10) and

Jorgensen (’10); but these results have either been contradicted or have

failed of sufficient support by later observers. The nuclear origin of Gold-

schmidt’s “chromidial system” in nematodes was specifically denied by
later workers,^ and it was made clear that many of the other elements of

the so-called “chromidial system” in Metazoa are of mitochondrial and

not of nuclear origin. In case of the germ-cells it was clearly demonstrated

by Duesberg (’ii), Faur6-Fremiet (’10), Van der Stricht (’05, ’ir, etc.)

and others, that the granules and fibrilhe aggregated at the nuclear pole

in .the bouquet stage are typical cytoplasmic diondriosomes, already pres-

ent before the polarization of the spireme-threads and derived from chon-

driosomes of the spermatogonia.

Widespread scepticism thus arose concerning the whole conception (d

chromidia as applied to the Metazoa. Some observers still hold to the -view

that chromidia and mitochondria coexist in the cell as independent though

often closely similar structures. Schaxel ^ in particular has devoted an

interesting series of papers to the general thesis that differentiation or cy«

tomorphosis is largely brought about by a periodic emission of chromatin

from the nucleus, beginning already in the unfertilized ^ and continuing

during cleavage and development. Schaxel’s figures of the supposed chro-

matin-emission are among the most careful in the literature (Fig. 344).

If they do not seem to the writer conclusive it is beoLUse of Uie extreme

difficidty (d arriving at a certain conclusion frmn the study <d secti(His

' See Vejdovik^ (’07), Btlelc (’oq. '10), Hinchlet fn) and eg^iechlly Kemnit: Ci»).
* Sdb espedtlly (’10, 'ri, ’la, ’13, 'is).
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Qd otiter luuid^ it is inqxstsnt not to lose $i^ of -ibe fsct,

^wliidi Juus be«n emphaMged ^ many observers,’ that at every mito^
letddual nudear material is set free into the cytoplasm; and in case the

getminal vesicle of tte ovum this material, very la^ in amount, may play

Ma-H|up|io«(LdiroiiUdia'foiniadaa in the animal egg (Sceaxel); (A-F, in Che annelid

Aftfiat G in Helathuria; B, I, in the medusa felagia).

4, B, earlK ohQrtes; C, reticular stage; D-F, stages of “chroniaUn-einission*’; G, (ytoptasmic

‘^dtrannmia’’ |oltowing eniisBion; B, cytc^ibsinic detail in lata ohcyte, small yolk-spbaes afqpearihg

l»M« dncUudld granules acattend between them; I, from mature egg, with srolk-sphetes (s. a.)

end fa^(r-idti|Hi>e chnimatia-temnants (c).

a direct' a|ld important part in building the body ctf the embryo.' F. R.<

lillie (’06) flowed that in the aimelid Cheetoptems, the nuclear granules

^(mtatMioaili^) d tids substance are vialde in the living eggs; that upon their

iSiaratkm,,^ the sraS of the germinal vesicle breaks down, their staining~

»9it;tioa d|ange$ &om acidic to bauc (with tluonin and orange); that they

wlm has cuebllr wtemiiied the phenwneta In the oScytes of hydnoMduM
Ueif eoaSaB&liMtl'aacDoiuit. Seealio the iwit of Dantschidrinff CiS), and of Van Her

* (’flS, CWMa ('iw. «tc.).

rCohkOai'o^ *nd1^ *
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can still be dktu^uisbed as basic-staining “micr<»{uaies” during early

deavage and undeigo a fairly definite distribution to the embryonic cdk.

Lillie also obsared the liberation d another and larger type of granules

at each deavage-mitosis, in addition to the setting free of oxychrcnnatin,

emjdiasised by earlier writers.

The facts, apparently, are here well determined, and there seems to be

no valid reason why the granules thus derived from the nudeus should not

be called “chromidia.” The possibility is here opened that such bodies,

mice set free, may long retain the powers of growth and division, and be

capable of definite chemical transformations, and that they may even give

rise to bodies indistinguishable from mkocondria which, unless thdr whde
history be followed out, would appear to be of strictly cytoplasmic ori^n.

Further interesting possibilities are offered by the recent work of K. E.

Schreiner who has produced evidence that certain types of secretory granules

arise by the extrusion from the nudeus of fragments of the true nudeolus.

In a first paper (’15) this condusion is reached in case of the subcutaneous

fat-producing gland-cdls of the epidermis in Myxine; in later works (’16,

’18) it is extended to the remarkable slime-producing g^and-cells of the epi-

dermis. These cells contain numerous intensely fuchsinophilous granules

and fibrillae, called by Schreiner plasmosomes (following Arnold and Held),

and are identified by him with Altmann’s plasma-dements (granules and

their products). Schreiner believes that, in some cases at least (the anall

mucus-producing cells) the plasmosomes are capable of independent growth

.and division, and that they may thus be handed on from cell to cell in

mitosis. The filaments may arise from the granular forms either by donga-

tion or by linear alignment, and conversely the filaments may break up

into granules, a process that always precedes mitosis. By the transfonaa-

tion of these bodies are said to arise both the fat-drops or lipwid granules

and the long, spiral threads of mucus-producing material in which form the

secretion is discharged from the cell; and Schreiner further ccmclodes that

in the sensory cells the neurofibrils may arise by direct transformation of

the “Altmami threads.”

All this is in harmony with the results of Altmann himself (pp. 74^*77)

mut of those who have ascribed a similar physiological rdle to the chon-

driosomes (B^da, Meves), as described beyond (p. 708). The pmnt wbidi

eqieciaQy interests us here is Schreiner’s conclusion that the Altmann de-

ments (granules and fibrilhe) orighudly arise iy exhitsUm of fragments of Ae
trmnmkdij, eith^m the basal ceils or in their products. ‘ (^uld this resuH

be accepted it w^dd go far towards' a raconcOiation of the chromidia li|V'

pothesia and that of t^ chondiiosomes, Tlie conclusions el so esperieiicie^

' ^SM idle ]>•MS avMA aeinuQtd dM toinatioa <rf yeik-i{ih«f8t fraitt nudwiiaT ftsMMUt*.
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And cotapetent &n observer cany great weight; neverthkas it must be smd

that still await more convinciiig evidence than has yet been produced.

S. The ChondtioscnneB

Most of the bodies now called chcmdtiosomes were described by the earlier

(ytolc^lists under other names (p. 46); and even the theoretical aspects

ctf the “chondriosome-theoiy” were in most essentials worked out by

Altmann and others some time before the more modem development of the

subject. This development was due, first to technical improvements by
Benda (’g7-’oi) and his successors^ which made it possible to fix and stain

the chondriosomes with greater certainty and brilliancy; and secondly,

to a theoretical treatment by Benda and Meves nearly akin to Altmann ’s

but avoicfing many of the errors into which that writer had fallen. With

these authors arose a new terminology, which, as has so often happened

before, contributed to the impression that the chondriosomes represented a

newly discovered cell-component. But, as most of the leading investigators

in this field have clearly recognized, what was new was not the thing itself

or even its theoretical treatment but only an impulse to its further investi-

gation. Due in the first instance to Benda, this was carried forward

especially by Meves and Duesberg, and more recently by Regaud, Faur6-

Fremiet, Guilliermond, Bensley, Cowdiy, the Lewises and many others.

The most salient histolc^cal characters of the chondriosomes have earlier

been indicated (pp. 45-47). In their broader bearings they are of general-

interest in relation to the phenomena of histogenesis and considered as

possible factors in differentiation and heredity.

«. Chondriosomes and Histogenesis, As applied to the phenomena of histo-

genesis the chondriosome-theoiy is essentially a modernized development

ai Altmana’s granule-theoiy (p. 74). It began with the identificatimi of

ndtodKmdtita in the germ-cells, and was foUowed by Benda’s demonstra-

tioa of their presence in both^ and sperm and in the blastomeres of the

seoKsiting tgf (Triton), and of the fact that they are handed on from cell

to oefl wtffiMit toss ctf their identity during the processes of mitosis 163).

TlMae bcU, r^ieatedly confirmed by more extended observation in later

j^aas, tod l^da to suggrat that mitochondria introduced into the efg by
ths 4({)ienn.'inay take part in the process of fertilization; further that they

may be haaided on by divirion to the emlnyonic cells; that from them during

may arise more 4>ecuUized structures, such as the myofibrils,

/Hfehisel tobdies cf the cSia, etc.; and finally, that the mitodtondria must be

d^aite and penoanent cril-oigans, identical in part with

of ear^ writms^and riie *‘bid)laate” of Altmann,
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wMch play a definite part in horedity.* Baida thus ofifered, in brief outime

a general far-reaching hypothesis of the chondriosomes, about

quickly gathered numerous more detailed studies supporting his main con-

clusions.

The lead in this movement was taken by Meves, who has contributed

many interesting works in support of Benda’s general conclusions; but an

important part in it was played by Duesberg, Regaud, Hoven,

Fremiet, GuilHennond and many others. The demonstration, it must be

confessed, still leaves much to be derired and a considerable group ex-

cellent observers, e. g., Retzius, Vejdovsky, Cowdry and Mother, have

taken a sceptical attitude towards the whole hyjxithesis. In some direc-

tions, clearly, the chondriosome-theory has far outrun the facts; in others

it has met with direct contradiction by observation. But if it is not yet

fully ripe for discussion it has too many facts in its fevor to be lightly dis-

missed.®

Meves (’08) found numerous chondriosomes, in the form of mitochondria

and chondrioconts, in all kinds of embryonic cells (in vertebrates) up to a

stage when histogenesis is well advanced, and pointed out that these bodies

are in aU probability identical with Altmaim’s granitles and fibrillae; further,

that the chondrioconts represent the fila, or separate fibrilke of Flemming

(’82). By the transformation of these embryonic qbondriosomes, in the

view of Meves, arise various other formed bodies, including the myc^brils

of both smooth and striated muscles, the neuro-fibrils, the fibrillae oi the

neuroglia- and connective-tissue-oells, the basal filaments of ciliated cells,

the fibrillae of glandular epithelia and many forms of granules, includii^

the secretory, the pigment-granules, and the yolk-spheres. A long series

of later works were devoted by Meves to the support and extension of these

conclusions, including the proof that during fertilizaticm the sperm brings

into the egg mitochondria which mingle with those of the e^ 435) thus

providing a biparental store of these bodies to be drawn upon during devel-

opment as material for histogenesis of the formed components of the tissues.

The foregoing conclusions have formed the subject of numerous q)edal

investigations since 1908 without having led as yet to any general agreement

among cytologists. There are few of the cytoplasmic fcumed bodies that

have not been supposed to be products of chondriosomes; but few of thesd

conclusions have not been contradicted by other observers. For example,

both Benda and Meves believed the myofibrils to arise by direct transforma-

tirm of the embryonic chondrioconts (Fig. 345). This was suiqxirted by th^

iBaMi»,’03,n>.749> TSi-

• Gescnl reriewi of the literature are offered bjr Benda Cct}}, Meves (’oS). IRnaut fio). Ones'

bos Cti, ’M), the Lewises (’15), OuilUennoad (’14, 'ig, etc.), Sdnrina: ('ttihMevwfxBl.Guid^
(*16, ’34) and Nassonov (’sj).
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ltae><»te«td<fetidted atadteBofDa^)ag (*09,‘^lo}, later% tlioaeof Ltqiikt

,
lAum ('13), Brtfacsk ('14), iVsracft (**4) and othos, ai^ has been

ai^tedt 1>y a nosibw of leading bistdiogists, inducting Pmmt (*ii) and
SdiSfer {’13}. (bi tbe otber band, this omdusion is sceptically re^urded by
Bddteihain ('ii), Gurwitscb (’13) and Cowdry (’19), who have pcunted out

vadons difficulties and souices of possible misinteijnetation. The case

te abnilar with die neurofibrils and other fibrillar formations. Hbven Cio),

lor eaaa^e, brxMtgbt forward detuled evidence that the neurofibrils are

derived from embryonic chondriooonts, but this too has been strongly op-

posed, particularly by Qiwdiy, who has devoted particular attention to the

pnidem (’is, ’14, etc.).

Xnterestmg possibilities in this direction are tiered by the relation of the

Cbondriosomes to secretion and related chemical proc^ses in the cdl, and to

the foimition of plastids. Altmann, Arnold, and other advocates of the

gmnole-theaty believed that the secretory granules or “zymogen-granules”

Mc^ atS.—Siyqxised tnnsfocnution of cfaondtiosomes into myofibrils, from embryo duck
(Dtamato).
Af Bowblut, about 60 hoon, with choudriocoiits; S, myoblast of 76 hours; C, frontal section of

pl7«taaKt pfi Vduis, with devdopins myo&brifa.

are not fmilied de now, as eariier observe? had siqiposed, but arise from

piairistaig protoplasmic granules (“bioblasts” or “plasmosomes”); and

iMi oondurion has been accepted by many competent histologists (e. g.,

lUL HeideniiBin, ’ix) some of whom likewise believe than to be jnoducts of

rile rium^dBaomes.^ This oondurion ^ppeais in a somewhat different %ht
in view |l|J|(aB8(mov’s recent omdusions concerning the pcbrible idatitm ai

the (iril(iij*te>aratU8 to secietkmj to be ccnridcaced in the Icdlowing sa:tion.

iritabllb 0^ emfriiasbe the ffict riiat not only the secietmy gtanuka

butteany otber ^edfic types d gianulm bai» by many dmervers

('•phTHovwk («io, ‘si), Cm, 'tsh lesuewe Sebnuil f^s), Sieiiclrf
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been assumed to arise from dtondriosomes. Among these may be mmtioned
granules of fat (see especially Dubreti3 ’ii, ’13); yolk-gramdes (Fig. 348)

(Van d«: Stricht, Loyez, Russo, Faur6-Fremiet, Hirsdiier); jugment of

various types (Arnold, Meves, Ciacdo); the granules of leuoxytes (Meve^
and of connective-tissue-cells (Prenant, Dubreuil). Some of these observers

believe the granules to arise by the direct morphological transformation of

original mitochondria or chondrioconts; others, that they are secondly

products of mitochondrial activity. In either case the chondrioscane is

regarded as a localized center of specific chemical transfemuOion, a view urged

especially by Regaud (’09, ’ri), who compared the chondriosomes in this

respect to the plastids of plant-cells, which undoubtedly are such colters

of action. Physiologically, in Regaud’s view, the chondriosomes are

“electosomes” which have a specific selective action upon the surrounding

cytoplasm and are centers of specific chemical elaboration and accumulation.

Support is brought to this conception by the conclusion that plasHds

themselves are enlarged and transformed chondriosomes. This conclusion, first

reached by Levitsky and Pensa, was later supported particularly by
Guilliermond and others and stUl more recently by Meves and by others *

who have described, in a very detailed manner and in a considerable variety

of objects, the transformation of the chondriosomes into plastids in the

embryonic tissues and their products. That the plastids in these tissues are

often very small and numerous has long been familiar (p. 43). Levitsky,

Guilliermond, Meves and Twiss show that in their earliest stages they are

indistinguishable from chondriosomes (Fig. 19) and that all iptermediate

stages may be traced between them ais histogeneris proceeds. Most com-

monly the chondriosomes have originally the form of chondrioconts (rods or

threads), but in some cases they are granules or mitochondria, as described

for instance by Guilliermond in the parench}ni>a where they give rise to

amyloplasts (Fig. 346). As the cells grow older these chonchiosomes are

gradually transformed into plastids, producing chlorophyll in case of filie

chloroplasts, anthocyanin in that of the chromoplasts, starch in the amylo-

plasts, or fat in case of the elaioplasts. Guilliermond’s observations seem

to afiord strong evidence that some of these substances (in particular

starch) are originally kid down as solid deposits within the chcmdriostBim,

others (pigments) are dissolved in their substance. In either case the chcm-

driosome enlarges in kter stages to form the body of the pkstid, meanwhile

tmdergoing various changes of form. During this procem the powm
divkion may be retained (as in case the chloroplasts) cff finaBy lost (ap^

parently m case of the amylc^idasts).

‘Levitdv (’io> ’ll). Peftst Cio. ’*4). Guflliermond ’13, ’14, '17, 'ao), ]>'or«aA«Kher Ci*),

llwdinow C13), ^«ers (’14), Mev«s (’17), C19). N«»o)»7v (’»), Smber^
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These results seem to give aubstontiai ground for accepting the dedvatum
of plastids from chondriosomes, and indirectly lend greater probability to

the hypothesis that the latta may have the powers at independent growth

and division, at least in stnne stage of their history. On the other hand,

the forgoing ccmclusions amceming the origin of the plastids have been

ccmtested, in particular by Rudolph (’is), Sapehin ('13, ’15) and Mottier

vff D
He. MS.—Choadriosomes uid (dastids in plant cells (Cdiujekmond).

A, «*n« barn jtiwing root-tips of barley, with chondriosomes; B, older cells from same, starch-

Siains fotBung inside the chondriosomes (now amyiopIsstsl.C, more enlarged amyloplasts; D, cell

bram potatQ-tnber, mitochondria (small eranuIesV leucoplasts, and starch-granules.

CrS), who hold that the embryonic plastids are from the first distinct from

the chondriosomes, just as has been maintained hi case of the myofibrils,

oeuro^fibrils add secretory granules. It is not disputed, however, that

m the endnyoi^d tissues the smallest plastids are hardly if at all distinguishr

idde from c^amriosomes.

Tha <^£cuity d setting this question by direct observation

hlwled^^jKiatl^ attempts to approach it indirectly by study of the relative

.Ifcchofidriosoi^ at successive periods of histogenesis; for, if the

aie amverted into diffeimitiated elements of the
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tissue-cells, their number should progressively diminish as histogenesis

proceeds. Such a diminution was in fact observed by Meves (’o8) dotii^

histogenesis in chick-embryos and now seems to be well established, both fear

plants and animals, and also by the tact that in old and senescept cells the

mitochondria may nearly or quite disappear. In the salivary glands, for

instance, Regaud and Mawas (’09) found the number of mitochondria to be

inversely proportional to that of secretory granules; the number of the

former progressively decreasing as that of the latter increases. A similar

relation was found by Guilliermond (’12) in respect to chondriosomes and

plastids in embryonic plant-cells. This question has been carefully examined

in the development of animals especially in Ascaris by Held (’12) and Romeis

(’13) and in mammals by Rubaschkin ('10) and Levi (’15). All thrae ob-

servers have found, though with some variations, that the number of

chondriosomes ultimately diminishes as development proceeds, though in

Ascaris, Romeis described a progressive multiplication of mitochondria

during the cleavage stages. In the bat, on the other hand, Levi’s detailed

studies clearly show that the mitochondria, very small and numerous in the

fertilized egg, steadily become less numerous during cleavage, since at each

division their number is halved. As this process advances they increase

in size and are gradually transformed into the chondrioconts with which

the embryonic cells are filled and which are said to form the source of the

various intra-cellular differentiations. Beyond this point no further diminu-

tion occurs—a fact supposed to be due to a resumption of the power of

division by the chondriosomes. It thus comes to pass that undifferentiated

chondriosomes may still persist, in greater or less degree in the most highly

differentiated cells, such as nerve-cells (Cowdry), striated muscIe-ceUs

(Benda, Regaud) or in the chloroplast-containing cells of plants.

Convincing as some of these observations seem it must be recognized that

the subject is still in too confused a state to warrant any very definite con-

clusions concerning the rdle of the chondriosomes in hbtogenesis. Re-

searches in this field have nevertheless opened many interesting possibilities

which to say the least should not be rejected until they have been far more

thoroughly examined. In particular the supposed origin of plastids from

chondriosomes deserves the most critical further examination; for should it

finally be established it would tell stron^y in favor of the general chon-

driosome-hypothesis as developed,by Benda, Meves and th«r foUoa^rs

and also of the general conception of protoplasmic organizatioa advocated

by Altnmnn, Arnold mid other adherents ol the granule-thecay.

h. Grouch and Division of th& Chondriosomes. The chondriosomes un-

doubtedly possess remarkabb powers of growth, as is seen f<a' exam]^ in the

auxocytes of many animals (p. 364). Whether such growth & Mowed ot
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aeoOBipiwued by division—«s is ^ke, case, lot oxaaqfiie, witb pleatids or cbm-
ffidsotnett—jfi, however, by no swans d^; «ad^ qiwsdon is comiilicated

also the fact that smaUer choodriosomes may fuse or closeiy unite to fcnrm

larger ones tmtil the whole chondricsna may be condensed into a sngle

massive body (h>. 364, 371).

As eariier hwhcated, the 'bdaavior of the chcmdriosomes during mitosis

(chondrioldnesis), as seen particularly in the spermatocyte, is of two ap-

pafiently niddy <hfferent t)q)es (p. 163) in one of which these bodies become
distinctly aggn^ted about the spindle,* while in the other they remain

scattered throu^ rite cytosome. in the first of these cases it seems

cortain that some of them, at least, are cut through transversely during

mitoris; though this may be a merely passive or mechanical result of cyto-

kinesis. In the second case it seems equally certain that many if not all

of them pass' undivided towards the poles (p. 163). When (as in CetUrtirm,

p. 364) all the thondrfosomes unite into a single dividing body, there is no

evidence that its cmnpcments undergo division during mitosis; the reverse

oonclusimi seems more likely. Such cases make it certain that the actual

dlstributioti of ihondriosome-materiai is not necessarily effected by a process

of fisriOD at the time of mitosis; but neither do they exclude the possibility

that the chondriosomes may have arisen by division at an earlier period.

In the pFOtosoa a number of observers (Kiinstla-, Wallengren, Prowazek

ami others) have observed granules, spherules, or rods in the form of dumb-

bdk and have intopreted them as forms (rf division. Faurf-Fremlet (1907-

08) foUowed, b the living object, the actual division of such bodies syn-

fhimiousfy with that of the nucleus, mid showed that in sections they are

imt to be distinguished b their staining reactions, or otherwise, from the

dtoiQdiioBCHnesaflug^f<»Tn8(Fig.346a). .Here also they show all st^es of

constrictkHi, dumb-bdlaQddbbcoccoidforms.^ On the udiole, nevertheless,

the direct evidence of division cm the part of the mitochondria stQl remains

very di(£cient;t and to this extoit the whole theory is insecurely baaed. Its

slzoiqpESt suplKjrt is offered by the histcay of the plastids; but even here,

it ttAist be admitted, the case is far frcmi dosed.*

Hme is still no satisfactory evidence that the chcmdiioecHnes play any

ptut b fer^htaticm. Not the slightest proof has been produced of a fusion

bie^wem j^atemal and mater^ chondrioBomeB. It is not even certain

S bto the egg by tlutqwrm do not degenoate as nab-

97, Bend* Mev<* and PnobciK (’o8), GliSo-Tcw and Omua*
, nHsd-Fmnitt Cio), Tand C«)i Cm). aad Kotetim Ctd).

, EoiMb Cm), Mem CiA **7).

bas vmdtiabed the doK dmiUedtr, lx>U> hi ttnictm wd M stdetaf'
loioiaea end bfctacia, wd ha* em eeffinted thrt ffwv nuty acbaflr he
eritichw aee Cmediy Cm), Bmraa Cm).
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tabled by Vejdovsky (’zz) and Retzius Cii); and this is admitted even by

lifeves himseU (’13, p. 335). On the other hand, Held (’z8) belkves that

by the use molybdate heranatozyiin and add fuchsin the less dense paternal

mitodiondria may be stained red while the maternal ones remain deqi

UaCk, and that it may thus be ^own that- the spom-mitoduindna grow

FiS' S46«.—MitoebondrU in Protozoa (Faube-FUmiet).

A~C, three successive stages, observed to vim, showing suiHHned diviaion of the mitochondna ajm-

chtonously with the micronucleus; D, the same in Vroslyta, from a fixed prepazation; B, divi^m-
stages of the mitodionclria surrounding the contractile vacuole iu Caretetsswi (fixed preparation);

F, mitochondria from Opathanecta; G, dividing mitochondiia, Caxtpaiidla.

and rapidly multiply by division without the occurrence <d a process of

fusion during fertilization or up to the first deavage.

Without entering upon all the doubtful questions here involved we only

emphadze once more the fact, detentuned by Meves himsdf, as wdl as hy
others, that in some animals the mitochondrial formations derived from

the ^>enn do not enter all of the cells of the embryo. In the sea-Urchii^

Meves fotmd (’11, ’la, ’14} that the mitochondria-^ontaining middleiueco

remains intact and almost unmodified during the first five deavages, behig

found in only one blastomere up at least to the ja-edL stage. In to

save his hypothesis Meves was therefore driven to the improbable assure
tion that the adult sea-urchin is formed only from ceHs which receiw the

iqpttmEtatic chondriosomes, while those which fail to teedve thiun are eono

cmied imly with the formation cS larval stnictuzes which eotainr tw lelQC

djegooerate in the course of the ontogeny.^

irxvf* fi»
'
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S. Tb« G4»Igi-Ai^>ar«totf

Ibo little is known the Gc^^ppamtus, morphologically and physio*

logically, to warrant extended discussion at this time. Whether the Golgi-

bodies have a persistent identity and multiply by growth and division is

unknown; but their history in cell-diviaon (p. 165) leads us at least to

V!^ MT<— of the diSiiie type of Golgi-Bppentns in the germ-ceUs and embryonic celb

of the pohnonafle aaaii Lytmtdn. <A-k!, from Gatenby; H-K, from HmscatER.) G, GolKi*bodies;

m, mitodioodri^ y, yolk.

A, spermatoQrte; B, young ipenutid; C, very young oScyte with localized Golgi-appaiatus;

D, bier oBcyte^ rrith G(iigi*iU]I»ntus toeaking up; E, suppoeed (Uvi^on-stages of the Golgi bodies

in the sis; F, pntUon of tbecytcpbsm of neady mature oOtyte, to show ydk (y), mitochondjia (m)

and scattered Gblgi-bo^bs (G); G, first deavage of the ovum, showing scattered Golgi-bodies;

Si matt enlarged view of 3*c^ Masiemere, after niblimate-oamic, showing yolk and GbIgi-botSes;

/, ttesente aftsi’ Cbampy’sfiuid end stained by Altmann’s method, showingyoQc and mitochmidiia:

J, from thi sheO-^end, riwwiag GoUt-bodies (tedmique as in B); K, tiu sane, diowing chon-

dMbRMaey (tsctmfcine tt tel).

possibility that the Gcdgi-^nateria! is in smne sense self-per-

pis^^ag:. ' St nidi be the cash it may thus play a part in tlw

ipMstic codlituii^ d the cytoplasmic ceU-^tem comparable in prindple
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to that ^own by the chondriosomes, the plaatids or even tbe centtal bodies,

The all but universal presence of this material in all types of animal ceHs,

and the remarkable uniformity of behavux^ which on the whole it displays,

point to its fimdamental importance in the activities of cells generally.

Its possible relation to the secretory processes, suspected Ity variotis earli^

observers,^ has been emphasized by the recent work Nassonov, who

Fig, SM.—Yolk-nucleus, Golgi-t>odies, mitochondria and ydk in odcytes of the tunicate Asddia
(Hirschleb).

A , very youtxg ohcytes, (o) with foUicie-cellB (0 and scattered Go^-bodies tC) ; B, C, older o5cytes,

showing yolk-nuclei (y); scattering of the Golgi-bodies and mitochondria (<n); D, £, still older

stages, With diffuse Golgi-bodies, mitochondria and ycdk-spheres, the latter (pale) more periphoral

in portion.

has closely studied the question in the pancreas, epidid3miis and other

glands by the use of new and improved methods. This work seems clearly

to show that the secretory granules first make their appearance in dose

rdatim to the Gcdgi-apparatus in dose contact with or actually imbedded

in its meshes, and are subsequently set free into the general cytoplasm where

* £. Fuchs (’o>), Biondi Co). Goili C*^), Zawanin (’09), Cajal ('14I, Deineka (’r6), Cowdiy

fsa). 1^. in Nuaottov (’ag).
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io iorm the e^&itive xymogm gz&nutes, whSe the Ckijg^

|9^wa.ttis nsumes its a^iqKict appeaxance.^ Nassooev does not deny

the ehondnoBomes may play some part in the process, perhi^s as

an mtmmeiiiairy between the dissolved materials (tf the secareticm and the

actual searetmy granules formed by the activity c$ the Golgi-^bodtes. “The
symograt^^an^des first appear in die form of minute bodies inclosed in the

osmophOk substance of the Goigi-netwoih. The medies oi the network

thus aiqiear as the matrix of the secretion in the cell . , . After attaining

a certain sise the gnuitiles separate from the network and lie free in the

cytoplasm . . . until they dissolve and pass as a liquid secretum into the

Ittnwn” (op, cii.f p. 451). Bowen (’33) has confirmed the most essential^

features of Nassonov’s account; and we may also recall here the evidence

inodaced by Hirschler and by Gatenby (p. 345) that the Golgi-bodies may
be directly concerned in the production of the yolk-spheres (Fig. 347).

In view of all this it is hardly to be doubted that the Golgi-apparatus plays

an important part in secretion and related processes; but the presence of

this structure in non-glandular cells such as nerve-cdls, muscle-cells, con-

nective-tissue-cells, and above all in the sperm-cells 361), indicates that

it possesses a much broader rignificance. Bowen has pointed out the close

analogy between the formation of the acrosome in the animal sperm and

that ctf a secretory granule, and has suggested that in both cases the Golgi-ap-

paratus may be a cento- for the formation of enemies which In case of the

acrosome may play a part in the activation of the egg (p. 435). This at

least suggests a new angle from which the puzzle of the G<^-a{q)aratus

may be- -vieired.

4. Summary and Critique

Bi fheff fimdamental a^)ects, evidoitly, the problraas presented by the

dumdriosomes and Golgi-bodies are still in a somewhat confused state;

and the same may be said of the rytoplasmic granules generally. The

evidence is 'still too conflicting to allow us to draw a sufficiently dear line

between th| (ffijecti-ve and the theoretical sides of the subject; and in this

leipect stt^ents of the cytofflasmic structures are at a dBad-vantage as

caa^Mued ijridi those of the ntuleus because of the almost total la^ of

genetic evidence. Modem genetic experiment has given <m overwhelmii^

denmnstmtlon not mfly of the leading rdie played by the nodeus hi hoedity

fint also at its perricidate <v cxopuscular organizaticHi, in the atmae that it

h tfPBiposc^ fundamentally of smaB entities (“gmu “factors/’ or the

i^ ;j|9iat;are ^-perpetuating and within certain limits independent
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ojf one another. We have very little such genetic evidoige in case of the

cytosome; but the fact that it is available in case of the nucleus pxd^poam
us to adopt a similar coQ<^tion of the cytoplann. We are likeadse {Se-

diapoaed in favor of the theory of dtromidia, which is in harmony-with De
Vries’s theory of intracellular pangenesis {p. ii) and if true would amble
us clearly to visualize the nuclear “control” of the cytoplasm. Undoubtedly,

however, the theory of chromidia has been in large measure dismedited

by studies on the chondriosomes. This work does not indeed exclude the

possibility, even the probability, that visible granules given off from tl^

nucleus may play an important part in the formative processes. The most

important of the evidence in this direction seems to the writer to be that

produced by Lillie, ConkUn and their predecessors in case of the germinal

vesicle of the oocyte. Nevertheless, so far as the Metazoa are amcemed it

cannot yet be said with assurance that granules having such an origin

play an essential part in histogenesis or in other constructive processes

of the cell.

The case of the chondriosomes seems much stronger so far as their relaUon

to histogenesis is concerned, though it is still far short of demonstration.

That they are independent, self-propagating bodies remains in the main

an assumption, supported by a certain amount of definite evidence, but

hardly more as yet than a theoretical postulate like Altmann’s thecay of

granules, of which it is no more than a modem development. We should not,

therefore, accept the hypothesis the autonomy of the chondriosomes,

still less that of the chromidia and Golgi-bodies, save as an incentive to

further cytolc^cal study of the phenomena.

m. PROTOPLASMIC STRUCTURE AND METASTRUCTURE

It is an old question whether we may in any measure advance our under-

standing of the cell-activities by the assumption of an ultiar-microscopical

(Hganization or metastructuie ^ of protoplasm as distinguished frmn its

diemical and molecular constitution. In a speculative form this question

l(mg antedates cytology and even the cell-thecay itself. The history, df

our subject impresses us with the great number ci eminent investigators,

engaged with the most diverse aspects of biological inquiry, who have been

driven to the assumption that such a metastructure must erist Almost

without excqjtioil this structiure has been ronedved as having a meristk

or particulate character (pangeneds, rmcromerion, pmunerism, etc.),

tbs fivipg substance being assumed to contdn, or to be built up fnau, a

of minute discrete corpuscles, which have ammumly beoi asSimied
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be of a (urdea- of conqdexily than the molecules of proteins and other

(«]|anlc cmi^unds.

Ihe loi% history of these conceptions can here be indioited only in the

most cursory manner.* Their prototype appears in Buffon’s celebrated

tlKory oi ^‘organic ntxdecules,” (1804, and earlier) while subsequent to the

pnnnulgation of the cell-theory, Henle (1841), and BrUcke (1861) seriously

considered the possibility that cells might be composed of elementary

vital units ranking in degree of complexity between cells and molecules.

The first detailed elaborations of such a conception in accordance with more
modem scientific ideas include Spencer’s theory of pkysiclogical units

(1864), Darwin’s celebrated theory of pangenesis (1868), and Nageli’s theory

<ii itdaHa (1884) which has been widely adopted by botanists. Their

dimax was reached in De Vries’s remarkable and dosely reasoned work

Intraocular Pangenesis (1889), in Wiesner’s theory of plasomes (1892),

and in Weismatm’s still more detailed and speculative theory of biophores

and the architecture of the germ-plasm (1892). In the nature of the case the

primary assumption in all these theories was of purely hypothetical character

;

for the primary units were in every case assumed to lie beyond the reach of

the mitroscope. Nevertheless numerous investigators in the most diverse

fields of biological inquiry were driven to the adoption of the same general

type of assumption. We find it in the works of experimental physiologists'

like Pfeffer, ^igelmatm, Verwom, or Foster; of students of growth, re-

production mid development like NSgeli, Wiesner, O. Hertwig, or Whit-

man; investigators in heredity and genetics, such as Darwin and De
Vries; of cytologists such as Altmann or Heidenhain; and of more specula-

tive writers such as Spencer, Haeckel and Weismann.

Corpuscular or micromeristic hypotheses of living systems have met with

much qppositkm which, up to a certain point has been justified.^ Such

hypotheses, it has been deverly said, would make of the world (or the cell)

a nmre puzzte-pkture which we take to pieces only to put it together

l^fain, having eiqplained nothing. The emptiness of sudi a criticism is

* A vituabk nvinr of tkon h offoed in Pdnge’s Slmctmt du preteplatma el let Maiitt mr Vhtrt^

an, etc., Faib, See ebo HeMwihnfai. JPiama kud ZOe, toto-tt. For ewUer reviews and

otUcpes Be Vries ('89) and i^ener Cos). The hyiwthetiail unite have received a

twStViriaimaln«iMi,iiBiougwhichms/bemc8tioiied: PhysUoflcal mils (K. Speaaac), mimiet
dJaraiajl,liilM# <l>e Vries), fiasMutet (Maggi, Haeckel, Bis^, ZoM)i inkeUa (Na^)
mm (Wpld. Ssi#«|wsto (Bhu^hnans), tOcmymet (BScharap, Estor), pJswwer (Wiesner), Ko-

nmam (Mtmaim), temm« (Haadse), iOdians (O. Hertwig), iiutmus (Whit-

dreetw), etmdrte (Roiide), prelemem (Hridentidn). These various uasnes ale
~ ' "^"’^

V^SriSW#tes'US! (hegr represent mmjr cUficrent spedal developiuente of the gepend con-

pd ahoneek tike fuadunmta) asawnpUcm Uiat “fivktg'' matter is sa aggregate or mo-
PMM^jbseofded bo^ iridckatehaaselvesiiotmdeealte hut mofeoilar aggiaptet, b

prnimm, bio|iliM«a) aawmied to poaaeis the powers of growth asd dvision,

m MKhhgpothesee see Yvse Driage Klttw (’19).
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obvious in view of the enormous advances (rf physics and chemistry'due to

corpuscular conceptions of non-living matter, or the revolutim in biology

that resulted from the cell-theory. The reaction against such conceptions

of the cell took place because too much was claimed for them, not alone

by their advocates but also by critics who wished to destroy them.^ Orx)-
sition was directed especially against the assumption that the “ultimate”

particles of protoplasm may be regarded as primary vital “units,” capable

of autonomous growth or division, as if the cell* itself were built up as an

assemblage of more elementary organisms. Such opposition is still wide-

spread among competent and critical students of the cell. “The structure

of protoplasm,” says one of these recently, “is the structure of the celL

The search for some ultra-microsc(q)ic structure of living substance as

such, and more deep-seated than cell-structure, has so far proved as vain

as the older attempts to demonstrate the existence of a vital force.”®

So far as direct cytological evidence goes such statements are of course

well founded. Nevertheless the indirect evidence which both cytology and

genetics have been accumulating demonstrates that particulate conceptions

of cell-structure, sometimes offer the simplest and most effective means of

formulating the observed facts. The experimental study of genetics, for

instance, most clearly demonstrates that the germ-plasm must contain

great numbers of separate, differential “factors” or “genes,” which may
independently combine, segregate and recombine; which are self-perpetu-

ating; and which may be transmitted unchanged from generation to

generation, subject only to occasional sudden mutations. This was in

principle precisely the argument mainly relied on by De Vries thirty years

ago in developing his ingenious hypothesis of intracellular pangenesis.

More modem hypotheses of this type have in fact become indispensable

as a practical means of laboratory analysis, prediction and verification.

Attempts have been made, it is true, to explain the phenomena in

other ways («. g., by assumptions of isomerism, molecular regroupings,

side-chains, and the like). None of these has been found adequate; and in

point erf accuracy, simplicity and fruitfulness of method the formulas em-

ployed in modem genetic analyas based on the particulate hypothesis

almost mnk with the atomic and molecular formulas of the physicist and

chemist.*

The cytologist finds lumself constrained by a similar, if less pressing

‘ cy. whbob (’33).

“Huper (’19), p. 274-
j

’ Tbose statements are based mainly on the remarkable analysis of Morgan and his co-woi^era ca

the immense mass of intricate data collected by them in case of the frait-fly Jfuagpkila leefeis^eeim.

See espedalty Morgan, T)te Physical Pasts of Rertiily, 1919, and Motian, Stuitevaot, Mullet aarf

Bridgea. Thi iieckmistlt of MatMitm Rtrtiity, i9;'(.
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necessity. Whet mtkaial ccncqjtton can be l<«iae(l {aa Roux Icng since

iieged) d tbe process of mitosis, with its tpinorng out of tite nuclear sub-

stanios mto qnneme-tlneftda, and their longifudind fissim, it this be

sot a device by which dMeKn.t nudear elaoents an ahgned in mderly series

and equally dvided? Wete diviaon the merely physical separation tA

colloidal threads into equal parts we should, assuredly, expect th«n to

divhie tiansverady. How shall we draw any logical line of danarcatioa

batwem dividing plasdds, which are often of constdoal^ size, and stili

tanaller bodies that may have similar powers? Centrioles, for example,

are known to have the power of 8elf'^>eipetuation by growth and division

thou^ they an so minute as to lie' almost at the limit of microsopical

vhion. When, therefom, they seem to make thdr B[^pearance de rum in the

l^aloidasm it is entirely possible that they may preexist in a fcum too

minute to appear above the horizon of visibility, l^e reality of the question

here raised is attested by the ultra-microscope, which demonstrates tbe

OUtmce of numerous particles, suspended la the protoplasmic substance

(as in a colloidal solution) and beyond the reach oi direct microscopical

viskm; further, by the supposed existence of ultra-microscopical g^enns, such

as those (d meades, the foot and mouth disease of cattle, and others which

win pass through a fine Berkefeld filter and are invisiUe by the microscope,

yet are aq)able cd indefinite multiplication without loss of their spedfic

diaiacter (as proved by laboiatcxy cultures and inoculations).^

Altmann at first identified the essmtial, living structural components

of the cell-substance with the visible granules or “bioblasts” (p. 75). Later,

as a result of studies on tbe history of the granules, especially in gland-

odls, he extended this view:

"Evymee luta been obtained frMn many sources to show that the larger granules lying

in thenmhesof the network take their origin from smallerones whidi lie in the substance of

net iti^, am} may there arise ivm s^ smaller foims which, perhaps because of their

ynimrtnenf and ^gher prcgiertks. have not yet been made vis3>le. As the small granules

in the OHtxae of f^eir idtal metabdism (asdmhatkm) give riee to and store up in them-

sdves proteiDs, caibrAiydmtes, they increase In dze end change their staining reac-

tiau through fhernMloctiaa of thdr own Uvtiq;subatance, They thus effect the tranm<ntd

of autiidve sobspanoes in theiMoceis of leebsorpt&m; inaeczetibm th^r are caat out aa se-

ciegoty granules which foon the essential conqionent of the seaetkn; while in the Inter-

nxidist^ stages ^ trantformatitw they often conctitute defioiits of reeerve sutstance.

Hlfl we aee moal^oonspiciioasbr ^he fat cells ami in the nuttifive yo& of the egg, but in

ilSieixtnme degijte the ssme may beidMovedinalinoSta&foetnsof oeDs.” *

to tbl^, wan tbs ctmeef^n of the alvedar stmctiore oi

pnqfqplfsto. vokgBiibod tbe wodt of G. F. A»(ii«wB (’97) ’ who recog^iiaed
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ia tbe alveolar protcqilasm cd tlse sea-urdiin that the interalveolar or

“o^tinuous'’ But»tance (hyalc^laam) is itself alvedar tm a smaUer

scale, #. e,, contains nwnerous minute granules or drops (“microacfflaes”)

which graduate in 4ze down to the limits of microscopical vision, as is

seen with especial dearness during the prc^essive development cf Ihe

alveolar structure (p. 73). Manifestly, however, the limits of mkroso^*
cal vision are purely artihdaL The C}dologist, therefore, finds it difficult to

escape the condusion that in reflect to their size and degree of dispersion

the visible and the invisible continents of the protr^dasmic ^tem fcozn

a continuous series.

The conception of Heidenhain is very similar to Altmann’s: “We must

logically conclude that these (the secretory granules) do not arise de now
in the cell-body by a kind of generatio equivoca . . . but must themselves

be derived from (preexisting) components of the cell-substance. But
since the primary granules appear at the limits of visibility we are neces-

sarily again brought back to Altmann's view, that the granules in their

first beginnings have their origin in the protoplasmic matrix (t. e., hyalo-

plasm), of the cell. . . . The granules, accordingly, take their first origin

from the smallest, meta-microscopic living particles, which acquire a certain

degree of independence, and by assimilation, growth and corresponding

metathesis of thdr substano; become converted into the histologiral (vis-

ible) granules.” *

In this conception the fundamental problem of protoplasmic structure

passes over into that of the colloidal state. It should not be taken to imply

that the dispersed particles of the hyaloplasm necessarily are self-perpetuat-

ing, elementary living “units” or “protomeres” as postulated by earlier

jnicromeristic theories. To the writer, however, it would seem a backward

step whdly to reject the possibility that some or many of these particles

may have the power of perpetuating their own spedfic type, as is known
to be th^ case with some of the visible formed components of the ceH. Could

we accept such a view we could more readily meet some puzzling <fifficultie$

such, for exan^le, as the apparent contradiction between the origin of a

(^triofe ie now, and its origin by division of a pre&dsting body of the same

kind.*

The alveolar structure of protoplasm is obviously an emulsidd tx sus-'

pensoid formation, which repeats on a large scale some the features of a

“homogtoieous ” colloid.
.
In this visible structure we are not dealing with a

shnpte ffiphasic system but with a compound m polyphase system, often of

great complexity,
the discontinuous or disperse phase b^ig rq>iesmted

p.
.

*waMi Ceo. '*s).
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% bodies d great chanica} and physical diversity. Some of them are in*

iile9»eh<knt cogaxiellae, active elements, such as plastids, centrioles or mito-

cbondria^possessu^ die piowers of independent assimilation and growth, and

m stane pases also d division. Others are in various degrees more passive,

baving arisen perhaps by the direct transformation of more active elements,

and in extreme cases crmverted into true metaplasmic, eigastic or paraplas-

mic structures, such as drops of water or fat, starch grains, or yolk-spheres.^

Smaewhat like this larger picture in miniature we may perhaps imagine

the metastructure of the h3^oplasm which lies below the horizon of our

microsaipical vision. That it is not wholly imaginary seems to me to be

indicated alike by the ultra-unicroscope, by studies on the protoplasmic col-

loids, and by cytological observation. We should not emphasize unduly the

anah^ between such a metastructure and the cellular structure of the tissues

(as has ctften been done by earlier writers on the speculative side of this sub-

ject). It is a highly theoretical question whether we can rightly speak of

protoplasm (hyaloplasm) as being “built up” of self-perpetrating proto-

meres; and it must be borne in mind that protoplasm is not, like most tissues,

a cdatively rigid system, but is in a state of continual flux. The conception

that has been indicated may be of practical value in so far as it aids prac-

tically in investigation,* and may serve to put us on guard against too simph

a formulation of these problems from the standpoint of physical and colloidal

chemistry.

IV. DUALISTIC CONCEPTIONS OF THE CELL-SUBSTANCE

We may here briefly consider certain dualistic conceptions of the cell-

aubstance that have considerably influenced the development of modern

cytology. If Bone of them have been entirely successful they are none ths

leas ai interest considered as efforts to bring together the physiological and

the nuHpholo^cal aspects of cell-phenomena.

The etriiest attwnpts in this dkection, of very general character, did not

itiitringiiiiA spedfica^ between nucleus and protoplasm. Here belongs

Beale’s distint^tion (p. 58) between living, formative or “germinal” sub-

stance (bioplaam) and secondary or formed products {f&rmed matter), flere

too may be placed NSgdi’s themy of the idiopla^ (1884} which has

exercised an hxqxwtant inflwmce on our conceptions of heredity. N&geli

ooraoeived thetnganlam as composed fundamentallyd two living substances

or piasmas, <|ne, constituting nuin bulk d the protoplasm, is a vegeta-

or nutritive trophofiasm {“Emihrungsfiama’'^, in which are carried

' Ndw'^SmqilDS of the ceB-oompoaent* u pnrtopiMmotk, attoploamstic oad eiswUc

*|l. V, 'WQian *6, p. 14).
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OQ die aiain operations of riutrituHi and metabolism. The other, present

in much smaller quantity, is a generative idioplasm that ^ys a leading rdle

in reproduction and development and constitutes the physicsd basia of

heredity (p. 1037). This hypothesis was elaborated with an acuteness and
skill that still commands our admiration, and though it cannot be upheld m
the original form it has proved itself to be one of the most fruitful concept

lions of modern biology.

1. The Cytoplasm. Archiplasm, Einoplasm, Moiphoplasm and die
“ Superior Protoplasm ”

The first clearly formulated hypothesis of cytoplasmic dualism appears

in Boveri’s'much discussed conception of the archiplasm. By this term

(originally written archoplasm) Boveri designated the material of the

spindle-fibers and astral rays, at first conceived as a permanent substance,

distinct from the general cytoplasm of the resting cell but scattered through

it in the form of specific granules.^ Subsequently (’95) this view was modi-

fied by the conclusion that neither the archiplasmic fibrillse nor the granules

are permanent structures but formations which come and go with different

phases of the protoplasmic activity.* Boveri still held, however, that the

archiplasm might preexist as a specific, homogeneous substance which,

though not ordinarily visible, may become so by taking on the form of

granules or fibrill® that crystallize, as it were, in the preexisting proto-

plasmic framework. In this form the hypothesis is close to the kinoplasm

hypothesis of Strasburger (’92 and later) which has enjoyed a wide repute

among botanists.

Strasburger conceived protoplasm to consist of—or to have a marked

tendency to transform itself into—two distinct substances, trophoplasm and

kinoplasm, which differ characteristically both physiologically and structu-

rally. The kinoplasm (earlier called "formative protoplasm”) was assumed

to be an especially active and irritable substance that forms the astral

rajrs and spindle-fibers, the central bodies, the plasma-membrane, and the

contractile material of cilia and fiageUa. Morphologically, it shows a

marked tendency to assume a fibrillar structure; hence the term filar plasma.

On the other hand, the trophoplasm (which, like NSgeli’s trophopla^, con-

stitutes the main mass of protoplasm) is the seat especially of the nutritive

processes and tends to assume an alveolar structure.

‘ '88, », p. 80,

* It ius been shown, especUIly by Meves. tbit the arduplasmic granules, as described tv Boveri in

Atcafit, were pirobebly nothing other than mitachondria. Mevcs deariy diows, fiHther (here con-

firtnlng Boveri’S later account), that these granules do not give rise to the astral nya or s^andle-

fibrn but lie between than. Lams (’10) contributes interesting detaib concerning the conoentrk'

jMmM o{ ^'tochondria in the snail Arim {if. p. 683).
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fiMac extended the eca^q»tkm both of archiq;>laftm and of kiiUK

lilluan eo as to hiclode a gimt vanety of other ocS-ocanpcmeBta Xn the

meantime muso a third related conception, that of the erg^piam, due

to Gamier (*97, 98) and and M. Botnn (’98, ’00) and subsequently de^
oped Maarfarsky (’oi), Freoant (’04) and others. Thk terra was ai^iUed

to the substance of the fibrillar formadons characterisdc cd many ghuul-

cells and also to certain flocculent masses or' other fismadons, described

und^ this name by the Bouins ('98) in the embiyo-sac of the lily, in the

oSCytes of the starfish, the spermatocytes of Liihobius ('99) and elsewhere.

JSrgastoplasm was r^arded by these observers as a specific and dominant

protoplasm (“tFessence supirieur’*), d which the most characterisdc

{MTOperty is its power d elaborating and transforming the viuious substan-

ces hud down in the cell.

Out of the foregoing concepdons grew the more general one developed by
Prenant (’98, ’99, ’10) of a “superior protoplasm” which plays a leading

idle in the cefi-acdvities generally. Archiplasm, kinoplasm, ergastoplasm

were concmved as closely related but slighUy differing forms of this sub-

stance, which is physiologically the dominadng and most acdve element.

Its tmdency to assume the fibrillar type of structure (spindle-fibers, astral

rays, glandular fibrilhe, myofibrils, neurofibrils, fibrilhe of ciliated cells, etc.)

and Co stain egoeigedcally with basic dyes, led Prenant to speak of it as a

kind of “c3^oplasmic chromatin ” or “ cytochromatin.” We need not follow

the devdoiHnent of this concepdon in detail since in Prenant’s final develop-

ment of the stdiject (’lo) the formed components of the cytoplasm generally

are excluded fieom the “superior protoplasm.” “Is the really primidve and

S(q>eriflr protqplasmic substance that which exhibits a pardcuiar structure

and Staining reactions? Is not the suptericu: protoplasm, on the contrary,

tiqWesented by the formless and non-staining substance, that of which

we kiKiw leaaf, yet in which take place the most intimate phenomena

life? ” In coiomon with so many other cytologists, therefore, Prenant is

finaBy drivmio seek the fundamental basis of the protoplasmic system in

Che “structuariess” hyalof^asm, and the theory of stqjerior protoplasm

becomes ]mn% distinguishable from Beale’s early concepdon of the living

^fdcplasm” distingufehied fimn the "iaastgd” oonqxmenta of the c^>

siibstaiioe. ^
To the wriisr, the iustoty d modem cytology seems dearly to draw the

•fncBly of aErduaUstic hypotheses of the protoplasm, save as convenient

Efviocs. Eveiy such hypothecs has broken down when basal

i^pon'li^ potfdhito d two fundammtally and permanmtly different sub-

,,

purpose of descriptkm it is citen eonvenimt to onpliy

“ardy^Basm,” “kiactdasm,’* ”eigasft<$>l8Ba”
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and^ Hice; but in view of the thecK«tical ccamotatm of ai these txmis it

seems preferable to avoid their use whoever practical:^^

2. The Nudens. Troidtochromatin and Idiochromatin

DuaBstic conceptions of the cytoplasm have been paralleled by analo*

gous ones concerning the nucleus, based on the frequent appearance of two

different forms of “chromatin,” which may even be contained in separate

nuclei. The two substances in question are assumed to be concerned,

respectively, with the metabolic, vegetative or trophic activities, and with

the generative or reproductive. Various names have been applied to tiiem;

for instance tropkochramaMn and idiochromatin (Lubosch); somatic and

propagatory chromatin (Goldschmidt)
;
trophic and gametic chronoatin (Do-

bell) etc. This conception shows a certain analogy to NSgeli’s above-

mentioned distinction between trophoplasm and idioplasm; but its r»l

germ appears in Weismann’s early distinctiMi between “histogenetic” or

“ovogenetic” plasm and “idioplasm,” considered as two different forms of

nuclear substance or “karyoplasm.” ^ Later the hypothesis gradually

took more definite shape along two somewhat different lines oi develc^ment,

one starting from the history of the nuclesu* substance in mitosis mid matura-

tion and the phenomena of “diminution” in the formation of the germ-cells

in higher organisms (p. 333), the other from studies on the general history

of the chromatin in Protista.

We first consider an hypothesis of chromatin dualism especially associated

with the names of R. Hertwig, Schaudinn, Goldschmidt and Popoff, though

many others have contributed to it. Many observers have laid stress on &e
fact that in the prophases of mitosis, and especially in the prrqihases of the

egg-nucleus in preparation for the maturation divisions, a considerate

quantity of the nuclear material is eliminated from the nucleus, either

becoming transformed into spindle-fibers or being cast out bodily ibto the

protoplasm. As earlier indicated (p. 269) the definitive chromosomes are

often differentia.ted from the general netwcH-k at a very early period in the

growth t the egg; and a large part of the network is cast out as a residual

substance into the body of the cell when the nuclear membrane btealcs

down (p. 355). This naturally s^mgests that the residual substance hi

especially concerned with the trophic functions of the egg during Its Icmg

podod growth (the “ovogenetic plasm” <rf Weianann) while the “true

dmahatin” or idioplasm is passivriy awaiting the formation of the spiiMhe.*

The two eonstitutents of the germinal vesicle would thus be compazaldb

reflectively to the two forms of nuclei in the ciliates, t. e., the maccmnitii^

’«), G«r<ii«»r (’gS), Griffin ('90), etc.
‘
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t&ak^y OHicaiied witb the metabdic ajid vegetative activities of the atiiawi,

and the micronudei, which OHistitute a reserve of “idioplasm” m* gea^ative

chrmnatia. A similar cimdmon is stronp^ly suggested by the phenomena of

“diminuticm” daring (he history of the germ-ceUs (p. 333). It seems impos-

sible to doubt that in these cases the nudeus for the time being contains two

differ^t substances, a primary and essential component which alone is trans-

ihitted by the chromoscnnes, and a derived and secondary one the functions

of which have come to an end.

A related conception grew out of the researches of R. H^twig, Schaudinn

and others on (he formation of chromidia in the rhizopods as above described

(p. 700). Sdiaudinn considered the piindpal nudeus (or nuclei) in the

rhiz(^>ods as a “vegetative” nudeus consisting of “metabolic nudear

substance,” which represents the macronudeus of dliates, and like the

latter degenerates with the onset of the sexual activity (p. 608), while the

chromidia given off from it, and from which the gamete-nudei arise, are

composed of “sexual” or generative chromatin, and correspond in this re-

spect to the micronudeus.^ In the dliates the two substances are con-

tained in sq>arate nudei throughout the whole vegetative cycle; in other

forms they are united in a single nudeus and only separate under patho-

logical conditions or in the stages preceding conjugation. Thus arose the

much discussed “binudearity hypothesis” of Goldschmidt and his fol-

lowers,* according to which every cell may be regarded as containing a

“scMnatic” nucleus, composed of tropkochromatln and a “generative” or

“propagatory” nudeus composed of idiockromatin. As a rule the two are

united to form an “amphinudeus.” Their separation is commonly affected

by agiving-dl to the cytoplasm of chromidia which may be either generative

{i^ockromidut) or somatic (trophockromidia)} In the cells of Protozoa the

Ghsamifha m^ be of either type; for example, those of ActiTiospharium

formed dmii^g periods of starvation are somatic, while those of Arcdia

(p. 701) are jpierative, ultimately giving rise to the gamete-nudei. In

cells only sooiatic chromidia were assumed to occur, the genera-

tive chromarin being confined to the formed nudeL Complete s^etra*

tion of the tifo kinds of chrmnatin in different nuclei is seen only in Proto-

aoa (c^i^es)* In Metazoa the separation is but temporary and rarely

Conqdete. Ttiis hypothesis was given a stUl broader devebpment in a later

ps^er by Goldschmidt and Popoff ('07}.

'Xltis hypo^ous is open to the same general criticism as the hypotheses

«y*<]|iil<iinn|c dualiffin already crmridered. It was much weakened by

(V>4), Gofebdmtidt and Ptswff
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later studies proving that many of the so-caUed “dironddia'’ in metazoan

cells afe mitochondrial formations having no ccmnection witih the nudrais

(p. 703). Further, unless the assumption that “every animsd cell is by

nature binucleate” be taken as a mere %ure of speech, or in a purely tr^m-

scendental sense, it must imply that the generative and trophic chromatins

are definite and distinct entities. Such an assumption, however, collapses

in face of the fact that both chromatins originally arise from the chromo-

somes which, by the hypothesis, consist of generative chromatin. At best,

therefore, trophic and generative chromatins can only be regarded as different

phases or modes of activity of one original substance.^ Another develop-

ment of the hypothesis of binudearity with reference to the historical

origin of the division-centers is considered in a following section (p. 735).

V. THE KARYOPLASMIC RATIO

We digress at this point for some further consideration of the quantita-

live relations between nuclear mass and cytoplasmic mass which have

been briefiy reviewed in Chapters I, III and VIIL The development of

the theory of the karyoplasmic ratio by Hcrtwig (’03, ’08, etc.) and his

followers was undoubtedly carried too far; but there remain well-deter-

mined facts concerning this ratio that are of interest for many cell-problems.

It is important not to confuse the maintenance or modification of the kary-

oplasmic ratio under normal conditions with that due to artificially induced

changes. The maintenance of the normal relation is well illustrated in the

cleavage of the ovum in such forms as annelids or gasteropods, where very

marked inequdities of division often occur. In all such cases nuclear di-

vision is exactly equal so that all the cells receive equal amounts of chroma-

tin. After the nuclei are re-formed, however, the nuclei grow to a size that

is roughly proportional to that of the cytosome.* In cases of this type

the size of the nuclei is obviously regulated by that of the cytosome. A
conclusion similar in principle was afforded by certain experiments on

dwarf larv« of sea-urchins arising from isolated blastomeres or egg-frag-

ments in sea-urchins.* In dwarf larv® of different size, arisii^ from iso-

lated blastomeres of the 2- or 4-ceU stages, the cells are of nearly or quite

the same size but differ in number, the >^-larv® containing about one-haff,

and the ^-larvae about one-fourth the normal number draracteristic of an

entire egg at the corresponding stages. Conversely, in giant larvae produced

> An e&ctive critidsm of the hypothesis is given by Dobell (’og), Cf. also Minchhi ('ia\ Dow-
berg (’is), and Sweeey (’16).

‘ liua was first deariy indicated by ConUln <’03) tbongh, as he later e^ctally emrdunized (’ts)

k wide variation exists in this relation.

’or, ’og), rriesch CpS, ’oo), Boveri (^S).
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ieaia tm fused eggs* tiie somlia* of cdls is doni^ tiie normul atus^
(lOriesdt). «il tbeae cases the ranilt is bioujdtt about by an adjustment

of tilte tWvege-i»oce8B to tbe sbe td the embiyo; tbe moaBer the origitud

piece tbe fewer the deavagm required to produce cdls and nudd of the

,
proper sbe. Morgan and Driest thus reached the amdudon that the

deavage is so regubted as to producea fixed ca typical cell-^be at a givra

o
rPoOO 0^0
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Slg, SM.—gjiyoplaamk idaUon in cndHym of the Ha-urcUn Fwntt»irem <Bovmi

At woiiM dpidd (mphiknryotic) gnntruUi l*on» iq>per pole; B, coiTe4>omfing view of ietiw*

ftM t^BUuaye9e> sutrab at the *«** stage (&om a monaater-cgg); C, norm^ d^oid dwarf

fyon ain'^enHingiMnt; f^oneapc^idtAg stage of hapKokl (benOuiyotlc) dwaif^ from

JWilffnBiWlff mote eobuged from lanv of various drawn to the

«matefe^CMM^Oite B); P, diplaM (from O; <7, ^kiid (from A):a, haploid (from i7>.

latibr a fixed number of odis; artd this was afterwards confirmed

hy Boveri. 4

|En the epieen dte vdume of the nudeus varies pimatily with

dt the c|toeoiue or qdCfBasmic mass, Equa% interesting is the re*

y»*mcw«fm|jhichtlm primaryvarWde factor is the nudeariJtess. Typical

wfh|red by tte tetnqddd giant forms Cf 5pirpgyr«, OSfKithera,

already mentioiwd (p. fisfi), b which the nndear
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viteie is doubled as a result o£ a doubting of die nundiier of dbadmosodiee,

and the normal kmyqiiasmic ratio b restored by a coneipcn^iig geowth

dt die cytosome to twice its fonoiar size. 'Die cb^cal ei^iesteats oadds
«ibj«l are diose of Boveri (*05, *07) on sea-urdiin eggs in wfaidi thentnobier

of duromosomes may readily be altered experimentally in several meys, as

fdkms: (i) In artificially parthenc^ienetic eggs 476), m: in masigQoy

465) the number of chromosomes Is hapkdd; (s) in the normal fotiliaed

egg the nucleus is diploid; (3) by shaking the normal^ near the dine irf

t^ first cleavage the first mitosis of the egg is often renrtered mooocenttic,

Flf. SSO.—Chromosome-number and cell-alze in Setomm (Wnmu).
A, stmnaU from nonnal diploid nightshade {S^atum nqrms); B, from gigor ItimiMd nmunt

o{ same; C, D, corresponding views o{ cdyi-hairs from the two forms; £, p, and G, B, poBea-Siain
of the two forma; /, diloroplasts from the tomato {S. (ycopeniemm) and j baca its gfgai motant;
K, somatic diploid chromosome-group from normal tomato (5. 24 chrouaMiilMa.
L, psendoduiplaid group (heterotypic divislaar) from S, Ktehmibriammm (f,yeifpeniimm typ^ M
biviilenta: M, normal tetiaploid somatic group from root-tip, gfgw form (fttm S. Katlmiltnmmmi;
48 dtromosomes; ff, pseudo-haploid group (b^erotypic division), 24 Uvdents; 0, haiScnd gnSQi of
Saiiio, second sponorte-division, 24 cbtotnoaomes; P, nonnalhap^ somatic group of S. tMtpau*
(nfgrsNW form), 72 chromosomes; Q, pseudo-haploid group of the same (h^etoQrpic) 36 Mralentsi
X, nonaal teimphud somatic group of giftt form of 144 chromasomes; L, paeado4a|iUil

group of same (heterolypk dhnaion) ra blvaleats.

nod the number cd duomosomes is doubled without dividooi Qf.«itlieK wariettfi

or cdHiody (p. i68). Sudh ^gs may later div^ n(»ma% and pKodtibe

iSonbe ln whidi the dmnnascane^roups are tetraploid; (4} in iBspeprolr

eggs- the number is oiiginSMy tiiploid^ but bT' the resid^ig nmlll^pallir
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tJie larval come toliav« vai3i>ing numbers of duotmcsocoes

919)*

BOveri demonstoated adth great dearness that the size oi the nuclei at

any 'given stage is directly prcqxrrtional to the number of chromosomes

diet th^ cmttain; they are sm^est in the haploid larvae, largest in the

tetrai^oki, and cl varying abse in the difpennic ones (Fig. 349). Here again,

however, as in Spirogyra, the normal nucleoplasmic ratio may ^ner or

later be restmed by a regulative process, effected in this case by modiffca*

tion in the number of cleavages, this nmnber being increased in the care case,

decreased in the other (p. 737} so that larvs with smaller nuclei have also

smaller cells, and vice versa. It is interestir^ to compare this result with

those of Driesch and of Morgan on isolated blastomeres and egg-fragments,

referred to above. In the latter the primary variable factor is the total

dze the embryo, the size of both nudei and cells remaining normal. In

Boverj’s case, on the other hand, the primary factor is the number of

chromosomes which leads to corresponding variations in the size of the

nudd^and of the cells. In both cases the regulative factor is the process of

deavage, by which the normal nucleoplasmic ratio is maintained. In

Boveri’s words: “Hie constant, which we must accept as something

given aad not at present further analyzaMe, is the fixed proportion be-

twmi nuclear volume and protoplasmic volume, namely, the karyoplasmic

ratio ”
('©s, p* 68)-

Boveii's extensive measurements led him to the unexpected result that

in the sea-uidiin, with increasing chromosome-niunber the nudw volume

increases more rapidly than the cytoplasmic, in such a manner that it is

the surface d the nucleus and not its volume that is directly proportional

to the numl^ of chromosomes. This result seems to be confirmed by the

sidieecptent Ivoah of Baltzer (’09) and of Herbst (’13, etc.) on sea-urchin

Cgg^i did by that of Artmn (’ria, *iib, ’12) on the phyllopod Ariemia

saHna, Twp races of this specks are knovm, A. salina uni- and bi-valens,

die fomffir paving 43 chromosmnes (diploid number), the latter 84 (p. 331).

I$en‘ again |die surface-area d the nudeus was found to be approxiinatdy

to tibe number chromosomes.

On the overhand, Getasshnoff found in Spirogyra (F%. 313) that in the

Ijlaai fbrm^both nudeus and cell-body have approximately double the

vehkM of ^ normal, diou^ a considerahle lap^ ci variatitHi exists;

titesank nsute has betm readied by a niimba: of others. Aninteresting

iy die stei^'ctf £. it £. Marchal <’09, 'xi), on artifidal

U{MM|M)cy uf iBcMses (F^;. 407). Hi^iloid nudd are Immd in die normal

ganeiioiilvia, d^knd in the igmxporic gametopfayte genetadon dmved ky

vegenemtM diplddsporophyte (p. 7J^). la die dioecious mosses
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such d%4<n(i gametophytes are cmnpktdy sterQe, but iu, some of the skhks-

dous forms («. g, in AmUystegium ripens) they axe fertile, producing diploid

gametes, which unite to form tetraploid zygotes and ^xiropfaytes. From

the latter finally by regeneration (artifidal apospory) axe obtained tetraploid

gametophytes.^ Measurements of these various cases show that the mean

volume of both nuclei and cells is directly proportional to the number of

chromosomes. This applies alike to somatic cells (of the leaves and of the

antheridial tissues) and germ-cells, including both spores and eggs; in^each

case the diploid nuclei and cell-bodies are approximately twice, and the

tetraploid four times the volume of the haploid. It does not appear from

the Marchals’ memoir that the same rule applies to the plant as a wh<de,

i. e., giant races s^m not to be formed. Nevertheless, the reproductive

organs (antheridia, archegonia) conform approximately to the rule. In

Amblystegium, for instance, the length and breadth of the archegonia, in

microns, are in the normal haploid race 24846, in the dipimd race '306;

SO, and in the tetraploid 456:83.

A somewhat similiar result was reached by Gates (’09) in a study of the

tetraploid giant CEnothera gigas, in which the nuclei are on the average

twice the volume of those of the diploid parent from CE. lamarckiam, the

plant as a whole being likewise larger in nearly all its parts, including the

seeds.® Results similar in type have been reported by Tisdtiler (’10) in

races of bananas having respectively 8, 16, and 24 chromosomes, by Nemec
(’10) in artificially produced tetraploid cells of root-tips, by Winkler (’16)

in giant tomatoes and night-shades (Fig. 350) and by other observers. *

It is however, certain, that in some forms the karyoplasmic ratio is subject

to wide variation, as is strikingly shown by Conklin (’12) in the cleavage-

stages of Crepidula. In this case, it is true, large cells usually have larger

nuclei than small; but the ratio varies widely with the length of the intar-

kinesis and in the amount of yolk material. In C. plana, for example, the

ratio of cytoplasmic to nucle^lr volume in protoplasmic cells free from ydk,

and measured at their maximum size, varies from 14.5 to 8.7, or from 35.7

to 7 when injured at their mean size. In Ftdgur at mean size it varies

from 1 27.7 to 3.6. Conklin also ^owed that the nuclear volume varies not

with the total volume of the cytosome but only with that of its active

plasm. This is in'oved by ^;gs centrifuged dming cleavage, in wMcb a
sharp sepaxatimi takes place between the heavier yolk and the lighter {woto-

plasm, so that their volumes may readily be determined. In socJi

* The expenment cannot Ke caniad beyond this point owing to the comjdets ateiffitjr asd gttMnil

weidUMSs the teteaidoid plants.
,

* Gatea foitml the i^tive volames of the cells to vaiy consideiablr. tiioae of the giant tasablg
from. 144 to 3S4 tlases the,noniial ^idoid.

p.ioi.
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<lttii!4t <<^vafek k may t)eaid% be seen that the laigeet nud^ ia

Ite^ottenBe that toatakii &» laigest amount active pi!ofto|>}aan, wmpt6-
Um ef^fiSr Xeftii ms, is i^iown in Fig. 551, yrbexz tbe laigest nuclei

ttte ac£iii^ i^tmted in title smaSest cdis.

liS> Wl.—^!ai)ni[ibsmic rdatum in sesmeDting eggs o( Crepi(hla otter ceatiifugiog. Direction

ef tte centiiiitcd force shoins by amitn (Comcun).
In eocfa of tbcMe a-«dl ond 4-c^ stages the niKtesr size is proportionaJ to the amount of active

intoplaMi (wfpjJeti?, not to that of tbe cell as a vhole.

Tbese vaiioas focts, together with those earlier considered show that al-

thoi^ the luuyophtsmic ratio is a real and important cell-constant it

Xhsidts fromt a complex factors (tften difficult to analyze. It calls,

thetafore, lot critical treatment in all attempts to employ it as a factor in

$fgSf cell<^v|ihHi or the like or as a guide to the number of chromosomes

tihkt lttv« olteied into the cmnpositkm oi the nucleus (p. 336, etc).

FSanllyi^ remarkable fact may be emiffiasized that not only the nuclear

tbst but ahw that of the formed components of both nucleus and cytosome

offceia varied inoparriosately to that of the cytoplasmic mass. This is

flecn bi rim'.'iilttotic figures of ffividiag Idastometes and the centrosomes

or ^oentroflffieins’’ of the inteiiffiase (Conklin, ’oa, ’la); in the oen-

friolett, rbcnblriosonieB, aaoblast mid efaraomtoid bodies (p. 304); and in

rim fdastiiliCp. 656). These differences eviefeatiy result from the hiCKBsed

however ernmed; for they appear ip. the polym^abus

of inaecta. which are dqdmd 304} as wdl as in the tetnir

fimns (p. 656). The fact maj also here be recalled that

pliSnMMnmes varies with that of the cytosonse and uudeus

and that the same is toue m certain hasto of the chtooio-
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aaam (duru^ deavage, p. 337), though this smns not to be invarialde

(^f. p. 304). The interestk^ prdblems here ofered should repay further

study.

VI. HISTORICAL PROBLEMS OF THE CELL"

Cells, like the more complex organisms that they may build up, un-

doubtedly owe their existing characteristics to an historical process

transformation; they too have undergone a process of evolution. Of its

early course we have no direct knowledge; nevertheless, we may permit

ourselves certain harmless conjectures concerning their later develr^unent.

In some directions, as has briefly been indicated in the foregoing pages,

a certain amoimt of light has been thrown on the probable evolution of cells.

Evidence has been cited to show, for instance, that mitosis of the more

complicated forms has been derived from simpler types; that the central

bodies were originally intra-nuclear; that fertilization in higher plants

and animals is probably a survival of a process of conjugation in remote

ancestral unicellular forms; that the highly diflerentiated types of gametes

have arisen from more generalized ones, probably motile and of similar

external form in both sexes; that the vesicular and massive types of nuclei

have probably arisen from those of scattered or chromidial type; and so on.

Degressive as well as progressive changes have imdoubtedly taken place:

examples of this are offered by the loss of asters and central bodies in the

anastral types of mitosis in higher plants and animals; the production of

non-motile sperms in various groups; the loss of chlorophyll in the gametes

of higher plants.

It is now rather generally accepted that the more primitive types of cells

were very probably devoid of an individutdized nucleus, i. e., that the nu-

clear materials were originally scattered through the cell in the form of

chromidia-like bodies which only at a later period became aggregated to

form a nucleus of the ordinary massive or vesicular type.® This view finds

its suppCHTt in the present existence of various forms among the Protista

in which the nuclear material is actually thus distributed throu^ the cell,

and by the fact (if existing accounts are correct) that in some of these forms

individualized nuclei may arise eithra- by enlargement of the individtol

durcanidia or by their aggregation into a granular mass, in the processes

gamete-formation, mitosis, or spore-formation (bacteria).® We may plaus-

ibly assume that this first occurred as a temporary process prepazatoiy to

The author acknowledses his indebtedness in the prqiantlon of this section to the IntacstiDt

(Uictissionsof StnUratger Ceo)andof Minddn Cij). SoUe of Ums ptoUeus here ctuuddemd nnar
ihoK ht Ufiditestood after a readuiK of Chapters XI w>d XQ.

* Cf, SttMihwRhr (’op), p. US. Mwchin, ('is. ’is, p. a»), etc,

‘O’. SO- «3. t«».
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iftter becomiag establ^ied as a more permanfflit feature df the

0^ though still c^pe^k of returning to the duromidial state, as seems still

to be the case in some Protista. If this be correct it seems prc^ble, further,

t^t the scattered diroDwiia &om -whidi individualized nuclei arose were

self-perpetuating, i. e., that the chromidial substance znaintained itself by
sense process of growth and division lefei'able to the granules as such.

Minchin in particular (’12, ’15) has develc^ed in some detail the view

that the most primitive of existing nudei were simple aggregates of chro-

matin-granules (forming the so-called "karyosome” of protozoan nuclei)

surrounded by a protoplasmic vacuole, but not bounded by a definite mem-
brane other than the surface-film or plasma-membrane such as probably

forms the boundary all vacuoles. Such a nudeus, exemplified by those

of various small Ama^ of the Umax type, has been called a ''protokaryon."

From it as a point of departure may plausibly be derived vesicular nuclei,

bounded by a weU-maiked nuclear membrane, indosing a large chromatin-

nudeus and surrounded by a nudear cavity containing chromatin. In

the earlier stages ail the chromatin (or chromosomes) may be assumed to

have been confined to the kaiyosphere, later to have extended into the

peripheral zone (originally the vacuole); and by a final step to have aban-

doned the karyosphere entirely, the latter now forming an intra-nudear

division-center or “nudeolo-centrosome.” All these stages, as earlier in-

di<ated, exi^ among Attueba of the Umax type (p. 207).

The indplent nudeus may be assumed to have been traversed by an achro-

matic (i. e., eytofhsmic) framework in which the chromioles were suspended;

and from this arose the linin network and the nudear membrane, while

the endrylema filling its interstices became the nudear sap. The nucleus

may thus be conceived as arising from a limited area of the cytoplasm, into

irhich are Crowded the original chromidia, surrounded by a membrane

produced ftpm the cytcqrlasmic substance. It may be assumed that at this

stage dironmsomes and mitosis in the strict sense of the words had not yet

arkcB, and that nudear division was of simple type, involving no more than

dtviston pf the chromioles and the separation of the products into two ap-

prmdmatdy equal grcHrps by an anutotic process such as nay still exist in

many of tht thnider types of Protista.

TX was, perhaps, at thk stage of the evolutimr, ptehaps earlier, that the

{npopas ef {liyiigamy arose, as a oonsequesce of inequalities in the distribu-

thatlepfibe oed-substaiice cnmpoiaated by subsequent processes ai cdl-

ImIII but this ispu^ hypothetical. In any case we iray assume

at|p to have been the origin of sdtosk, whi^ involves two major

(
One of these k the aright of chtomosmnai, a ptooeas whidi

oocitiied duemg tl» uniodlular stage ai evdudon. We may
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conjecture that this first involved a linear aggregation chromioles to

form spireme-threads; and we are dr^^^ to die further assun^itioiBs that

with the appearance of syngamy and the consequent phenomota of meiosis

the chromioles underwent a progressive qualitative difierentiation and

gradually assumed a definite serial order. To cite Strasburger: “So long

as a simple mode of division suffices to ensure the proper distributicm of all

the units, it is not noticeably complicated. This changes with increased

diversity among the units and attains its dimax when ^ch unit is devoted

to a single function. An equal, qualitative division of the nudeus now de-

mands that during division the units assume a linear alignment in threads,

separation of the products being effected by longitudinal splitting of the

thread. This must have been the only possible way to the goal; otherwise

animals and plants would not show so complete a correspondence in this

respect in the higher stages of their evolution” (’09, p. ir6). How such

linear aggregates can have arisen is not easy for us to picture. A rou^
analogy may perhaps be offered by the familiar linear aggregates of Protista

and other simple organisms, though such aggregates do not divide by longi-

tudinal fission.

It would be unprofitable to speculate concerning how the chromioles

came to assume their fixed serial order in each spedes; how the linear ag-

gregates (chromosomes) became fixed in number; how they learned to con-

jugate during synapsis with due regard to law and order, to make definite

exchanges of material, and to separate in orderly fashion. Merely to state

such problems is to force a confession of abysmal ignorance. We may, how-

ever, venture the surmise that in some degree the primitive linear aggre-

gates or chromosomes were from the first in some measure qualitatively

different, and that their differences grew with the evolution of the nucleus;

but even in their most highly differentiated condition, it seems probable that

the chromosomes in any given species still conast largely of the same mate-

rials, and that their differences affect only certain components.^

Somewhat more accesable is the second main historical problem of mito-

sis,.namely, the origin and evolution of the achromatic figiue; and here we
are brought to the hypothesis of binuclearity in another form.’

Its starting point was the assumption of Hertwig that primitively the

cell contained two nuclei <rf which one has retained' its "chromatin”. to

form the ordinary nucleus of the metazoan cell, while the odier has lost its

chromatin and become converted into a division-center. BiltschM and
Hepdenhain suggested that this differentiation is foreshadowed in the cQ-

iCf. WOmk Qti, ’14).

’ See BtttKM Cor). R. Hert«^ Co^). HeideDhain (’94). Luttabom (’gs, 'g6}, Sdaudtiui <'o4
os), aiad HartBBtan and Fiowacek {’07).
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fates % tbe pajeseoce trf die maaosucieies snd Bucronucieiis, tlie Imser
i^Hresendog the traplsk, the latter the kinetic ntideus and dte Indptwt
oentcsl body. Hik is manifestly Improbable, for all available evidence

indkates t^ h^ily spedaliaed nature of the dilates as a group. I<su(^>

boro, on tint otl^ lumd, as^med the starting point to have been a cdD

containing two equal and similar nudd, as is the case, for instance, in

Amaia Mf^oidm (Fig. 396). The intra-nuclemr division-center so common
In Protozoa was thus left uneiplamed.

Tbe hypothesis underwent a further development with Schaudinn’s

diwoyery (’05) of the parabasal body in the trypanosomes, which he called

the **blepharoplast” and considered as the derivative of a second nucleus.

The trypanosfHne was thus considered, like the dliates, as binucleate, con-

tdning a larger v^tative or trq}hic nudeus and a sm^er kinetic nudeus

(the “blepharoplast”), concerned especially with the production of the

flagellum, near the base of vdiich it lies.* Both “nudd” were believed to

contain “chromatin” and to divide mitodcally; but later observers have

found no evidence of either condusion in case of the “blepharoplast”

parabasal body).*

Meanwhile Schaudinn’s conception was further elaborated by Hartmann

and Prowazek {op. cU.) by the a^tumptbn that the “kinetonudeus” or

“iflepharoplaist” of the trypanosomes is represraited in many Protista by

the “endosome” or “karyosome,” the nucleus being in such cases (as was

Mated by Sdbaudinn in 1896) an “amphikaryon” in which a kinetic nu-

dmis is indtlded within a trophic and often in its turn indudes a central

gtanide or centiide. These authors dte many cases in which the karyo-

some plays tbe part of an intra-nudear division-center (e. g., the “nudeolo-

cetttro8ome”'of Euglena, p. 306) and others in which the division of the

kaiyosorae ia said to be initiated by dividon of a centriole within it

—

e. g,,

in Aiho^ ftTfscki or m the grous ErUameAa. By loss of its chromatin the

fcwyosmne becomes a true intranuclear “centrosome,” which may escape

fnbB flte utMdeus (as in the budding AamthwysHs, Fig. 335) to form an

mctlwauideaf body that may persist as such through many divisions. It was

thus aoui^ 'lim the erne hand to recemdie the binudearity faypothesm with

fibe views tfl Bertw^ ^ Boveri (*ao), who assumed the diviskm-

, (’«>>! foSowcdlwFtaadiwijttnseMnUlr.tiwkaicticitutto
Sduwdinn’atenB «•« ptevioo^T •ppUed by Senn foo) to tbe bud

Webber Cot) te the cffie^oniifaig bedly in <7-

'iei%«MmMiMelidhue(tjwOecaieawdlmKeB««ttr- WQe(keck‘staRn'‘kiB«t(wi>-

dds itraehttt ww edii|>ted hr MlncWn , Dobell and other EaSSih writeim, who teutved

’Mmeiepleet" ht bM steaote aloae, end oonaidend it to be homolagette wfUi s
dewmetfae u tbe "iMKeheiRl bodr,” bw nuiiw bent likBceted 604),

init^ieeltoor ewt foj). E. end X. S«sent (’«$, '«7}, WmdMt, (’tok Minthin

WeMdd etc.
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cmts to have been originally differentiated as an intra*iiadear body in a

sinf^nodeus.

This much discussed assumption, in the wtads of me of. its ctito, strove

to make a second nucleus appear in many Protozoa where to toe unaided

imagination but one such structure is actually present; ^ and it has failed

to convince tnost investigators of its correctness or even of its convenience.

It becomes at once untenable if we admit the identity of the parabasad body

with the “blepharoplast” or “kinetonucleus” cd the trypanosomes and other

forms; for in many of the flagellates a typical karyosome is also present

(Figs. 337, 338). That an intra-nuclear structure like the karyosome was

the forerunner of toe division-center of higher forms has been made very

probable by many investigations upon Protista, heretofore considered

(p. 204). To consider this body as a nucleus within a nucleus is, however,

to allow toe supposed exigencies of an hypothesis to close our eyes to plain

facts; this was indeed admitted by Hartmann who, in a later work (’ii)

withdrew this portion of his conception though still adhering to it in more

restricted form. To the writer it seems simpler and more plausible to

consider the original condition as having been a uninucleated one with an

intra-nuclear division-center, which may very well have been tonilar

to the karyosome of many existii^ Protozoa.

If we turn finally to the nature and origin of the cell-compraicnts in their

earliest forms we find ourselves reduced to purely speculative cemsiderations.

We have considered the possibility that the protoplasmic basis or hyalo-

plasm may contain numerous minute self-propagating dispersed bodies lying

beyond the limits of microscopical vision and forming a possible sounx of

many of the visible formed components of the cell. Accepting some such

view, for the sake of argument, we might raise the question as to which

came first, the corpuscles or the apparently homogeneous basis in which

they are suspended? Did corpuscles arise as secondary differentiations of a
"continuous” protoplasm, or was the latter (like the matrix of a zodgkea) a

product of coipusdes originally capable of sq3arate and independent ej^-
ence? It seems legitiinate to ask this question in view of the supposed

existenci; to-day of living organisms of this order of magnitude in the

form of the filterable pathogenic microdrganisms, of which nearly 40 spe-

des are to be known.^ Some of these still lie above the limits of

mkroBcopical vision, «. g,, the germ of poliomyditis in man and of pleoio*

pneunuada in cattle;* others are invisMe, or as yet have not beat seat.

The eiqiaiments eff Esmarch (’02) and others suggest toat this may in toime

cases be due to toe extreme tenuity eff elongated forms, such as iqtood^etes;

but it la at least possible that forms exi^ Whose linear tomendons Be

^ ’ Lijnchati (’13). JMw, p, s».
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bdow ^ pzesent range ^ viability. The organisnts here in questicm

ere pam^dc ^tbogeidc); but it is also p(»sible, as Hh&diin his eape-

dally uig^, that many non-parasitic organisms of eqxial minuteness may
mm exist unknown to us, ance we have no means of perceiving their

elfects.^

Sudi an hypothesis is course unverifiable, and fw this reason will

to many appear worthless. As a purely speculative construction, however,

it Seems to the writer to offer possibilities concerning the early evolution

the cdl that are worth considering, even though it brings us no nearer

to a concq>tion of the origin life or a comprehension of organic individu-

ality. This view was implied in Altmann’s original development of his

granulum-theoiy (p. 720) and has been developed by various later writers.^

By Minch|n the earliest living organisms were conjectured to have been

nohiate, possibly ultra-microscopic particles to which he applies Meres-

chkowsky's term biococci; and which were assumed to be composed of "
chro-

matin,'* the cytoplasm of higher forms being considered a secondary product,

omstituting a “ground-substance** in which the biococci were suspended

in the form oi chromidial granules (’15, p. 19). On the other hand, Meres-

cbkowsky (’10), in an entertaining fantasy, has developed the hypothesis

that the dualism of the cell in respect to nuclear and cytoplasmic substance

resulted from a symbiotic assodation of two types of primordial micro-

mganisms, that were originally distinct, one including primitive non-nucleated

hfonoa composed of “amoeboplasm,** the other ultra-microscopical bac-

teria-l&e “biococd.” By ingestion of the latter by the Monera arose a

qmilMotic association of the two fmrms, the cocci becoming chromidial

granules and thus ultimately forming the nucleus. In further flights of the

iwiagiraatifm Mereschkowsky suggests the origin of the whole group

fungi from Itacteria independently of other plants, and of the green plants

by a symliotic union of between colorless nucleated cells and minute

Cyimcphycese, the latter giving rise to the chlort^lasts. The latter specu-

lation caiufpt be considered as totally baseless in view of the symbiotic

aasocmtion of unicellular green algae with fungi in the lichens, the presence

oi dil<HV[^^-beariag bodies in many Protoaoa and lower Metazpa (e. g.,

M Byibra) v^dcb stffl f<»m a subject oi. discussum, i. e., as to whether they are

lOumise symlriotic algae or products d the animal itself, with the evidence

OS the whole favorii^ the forma alternative.* £ven so cautious an ob-

iWSr as PisSter once ccmsidered the possibility that the odl may have been

Urn peoAox^ d a symHosts betweoi nndeus and cytosome, while Boveri

Rpfliel’xs). 'Xbl* attempt* to eetenoioe (by the method of “ultmfittntioa*’}

,|iiiQ|Ssii|iwMiiii«aix«dcal otxaoieiiw of wideqmd
*MaBMMbr aiieraid^ <’ie), Mbchtn ft$), Btid«ee ('m).

ale.
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suggested a “symbicsis of two kinds of simple plasmarstnicturra—^Monera,

if we may so call them—^in such fashion that a number of smaller forms, the

chromosomes, established themselves within a larger one which we now
call the cytosome.” ^ More recently Wallin ('22) has maintained that

chondriosomes may be regarded as symbiotic bacteria whose association

with the other cytoplasmic components may have arisen in the earliest

stages of evolution (p. 712). To many, no doubt, such speculations may
appear too fantastic for present mention in polite biological society; never-

theless it is within the range of possibility that they may some day call

for more serious consideration.
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CHAPTER X

CHROMOSOMES AND SEX

“The cytologiaj evideace has revealed a visible mechanical basis for the production a.

males and females in equal numbers and irrespective of external conditions. . . .

“Phoioanena of this hind seem likely to throw further light on the mechanism of MeP'
deBan heredity as well as of sex^roduction, for they demonstrate a disjunction of different

demcnta in the foitnation of the gametes; and this is a fact, not a theory.” ‘

The genetic aspects of our subject are most readily approached through

the'^ObjBCt of sex-production, to the elucidation of which cytology and

geaedcs have equally contributed. In no other field of inquiry is the close

^Manectjidp jietween Qrtcdc^cal and genetic phenomena so readily demon-

strated; nature here offers us, indeed, a series of experiments, systematically

carried out cm a grand scale, that afford crucial evidence concerning the

causal zdadon between chromosomes and heredity.

L SEX AND THE GERM-CELLS

aaqoeto

IE»odui

Invest^dons ii^n the nature of sex were long dominated by the pre-

CMtceived notion that it is determined by conditions external to the germ,‘

but the inadequacy of this view is now conclusively demonstrated. It is

tntt that many conditions, external or internal, may influence sex-produc-

and in certain cases may give the appearance of determining sex.

e, the classical experiments of Prantl (’8i), Buchtien (’87) and

Sors showed that in the prothallia of Equisetum and certain other

th^p^ucdon of archegonia is favored by stronger light or

oplpcms of nutrition while the reverse conditions favor the

m aniridia;* and a result similar in principle in respect to

aoil-omiditicKts has recently been dononstrated by Schaffner in the dioecious

CoMMsIw Cli) and Arisama (’33). It seems clear, however, that external

hare 4g>etate merely to incite the devdopment of one set of

sexual diamct^;at the cost of the c^jposite set in an cngaiusm that is

WStvuiSy <x pot&^tially moaaeckHis or hermaphroditic.*

^WSaest, 'ety, p, id; ’10, p. sqi.
* rnjumii .

iattwce, ooooaat of Ikb mbject given in the pteceding e<fitian of this wtnk,

#In ArUaUd^mputium wbeet the hidrviduali #1 found in nature are often

flWttttct ofliMpe is to change the BMUcedous conditioiu to the ataroinate

fillip WlfwflBInpw ’ »
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Probably of the some type is the case of the worm BmdHa, hi which the

ixiature fonos show a very prcmounced sexual dimorphism. Here the larva,

at first alike in both sexes, becomes a female if it fails to become attadied

(in some cases showing some hennaphroditic characters); while if it becomes

ncHtoally attached it produces a male.* To cite a case of different type,

the experiments of Shull (’lo, ’12) and of Whitney (’i4-’i7) have shown

that in cultures of rotifers (Eydaiina, etc ) composed exclusively of par-

thenogenetic females, males may be quickly caused to appear up<m a suit-

able change of diet (p. 229); but this, evidently, is not a change of one sex

into another but only the partial appearance of the sexu^ forms (boUi

males and sexual females) in addition to the parthenogenetic. Still an-

other type appears in the facts observed by R. Hertwig (’12, ’21) in frogs,

in which over-ripe eggs produce a large excess of males as compared with

those from the same female when fertilized immediately.^ In this case tiie

explanation is not yet evident; but it seems probable that they are due

to a modification of the chromosome-mechanism of sex-production.*

It is indeed possible—and such a view has In fact often been advocated

—

that all organisms are potentially hermaphroditic (see p. 819). Neverthe-

less a real distinction exists between true hermaphroditic and dioecious

• organisms; and in the latter both the genetic and the cytologicaJ evidence

demonstrates the existence in the germ-cells of a definite internal mechan-

ism that is adjusted for an automatic production of the sexes under identical

external conditions. It is probable, therefore, that in so far as external

conditions affect sex production it is in all cases through their influence

upon the internal mechanism (p. 819).^

Mendel himself suggested the possibility that sex-determination mig^^«
^

be a phenomenon of heredity and segregation; and this suggestigaiiCto^K
adopted by Strasburger, ’00 and by Bateson, '02, and elaborated

’03) was ultimately shown to give the true key to a

Definite evidence of its correctness was first brought' jfittinu^i^ Correns

(’07) in experimental studies on hybrids between monoBaMS'l^ dkecious

^lecies of plants (Bryonia). The results indicated thdt'in the dioecious'

‘ Saltier (’14).

* In one of these experiments 500 eggs, fertiUxed at once, produced 216 males, 218 femslel and 4
UBtbXecmined. Aluseiuimber of eggsfram tliesaiaelotfertilixedfrom68to77 hours bUergive 13

females and 673 males, with a large mortality.

* Hertwig, aasundng the female to be the homogametic sex (XX), conjectures that over.iipenew

of the eggs may tend to wealcen the action of one chromosome or even to cause its degeneration.

*Hw sex\ial dimegaly of the eggs long known in the parthenogenesb of rotifersandphyUoamanaand
in the sexual eggs of Dittoplulut apalris (tqi- S77. 806) early led to the view that sex is predetermined

in the genn-cdls. BeUd Cds, and eeito) ur^ the lu'po&^ of four-fold gametee—f. a., diet

both eggs and sperms ere predestined as mak-produdng or f^|je-pEodoGing, a necessary ootoHaiy

of sddch is tiie assumi^ion of selective fertUisetion; hot later reseanitm nndeted tbb perticviei

uafBsptioa highly inunobeble.
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coveiy, umooDGed in 1905,^ that the i^etic phenomma are ezactiy par-

ailded by certain particular chroimKomes; so that the symbc^ X and Y
be applied to than in sez-prodaction in precisely the same manner

as to the genetic factors that determine sex. That these chromosames

bear the differential factors of sex has been proved to be the case by an

irrestistiUe body of m(»« detailed and ctmcrete evidence drawn from botii

genetics and cytology. The chromosomes in question may, thorefcne^

appropriately be called the sex-chromosomes.^ Thus far the male sex Irn

been certainly* found to be cytologicaliy the digametic one in echinodenm,

nematodes, spiders, myriapods, Odonata, Orthcptoa, Hemiptera, Cole-

optera, Diptera, Hymenoptera (though with an important qualification),

rqitiles and mammals; and there is strong indirect evidence that the same

ccmdition exists in rotifers, ostracodes and Cladocera. On the other hand,

the female has been proved to be tolc^cally digametic in the Lqudop*-

tera. The birds alone offer a seeming contradiction in that genetically the

female is genetically heterozygous, but cytologicaliy the male has been

described as digametic. This material, however, offers great difficulties

(p. 786).

The facts just outlined mean that a definite relation or predestinaticm

exists between the germ-cells and sex and one that is not dependent upon

external conditions. Examples of such predestination have earlier been

given in case of the rhizopxxls, algae and fungi (p. 585, etc.). The evidtaice

is now conclusive that this predestination of sexual genetic constitutkxi

in the germ-cells is established by the meiotic or maturation-divisions,

i. e., in general during the ^re-formation in plants and during the gamete-

formaticm in nnimals. In the heterothallic moulds, for instance, the malq

(—

)

and female (+) strains remain perfectly distinct so long as coa|gm|ioit

does not occur (p. 588). Since, however, conjugation brings tog|^w the

4* and — determining factors it seems necessary to assume tfaat;'they are

segregated or disjoined at a subsequent period. In point fact Blakedee

showed ('06), in the case of spedes of ^kycomyces that are predominantly

heterothalMc, that this disjtmcticm takes place in the formation of the ^xires;

for if on gemunatimi of zygo^res the germ-tube be cut across before

the formation of a sporangium it may give me by regeneration to a mycehuss

of the neutral ac hmnothallic type, whidt is proved to be bisexual (-} )

by the fact that branches such mycelia occationally conjugate with one

another. The sexual sqpr^tion in the spore-formation is, howem, in-

* Sutraaa *05.

*WfiK« CoA)* Sec-duoRMaoniM an dcGnitdr bunm briM-wdifaw, nematota, anadMaa
aentaiMidaaaMt oadan otlnieoa cqdiles, mamwato, aadldMs. Atoonx plaota Umv kave titw

farbcmimawl la the fivenroit <$'^*a;r«car^, and the aMd-plants EUita, fiMMe anda ta
ethers (o. Sia).
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for a cotain percentage of the ^res remain bisexuai and give

the to homotbailic mycelia.

In h^er plants, where the sexes are readily distii^ished by the eye,

a nKxe definite result has been readied. In Marchantia, a strictly dlcecbus

fiverwort, the haploid thaUus or gametophyte, may be cultivated asexually

(1^ means gemme) through many generations without change of sex,

however the external conditions be varied. The spores, however, as

proved by isolation eiqieriments, are strictly male-producing or female-

producing, and both kinds occur in the same sporangium (NeU, ’o6).

In a beautiful series of experiments the Marchals (’o6, '07) establidied

the same tact in several species of dioecious mosses (Barbula, Bryum, Cera-

tedon). Isolation-cultures proved that each spore is strictly predestined

either as male^rodudng or as female-producing. All efforts to alter this

(Hedestiaation by changes, of the external conditions, such as nutrition,

li^t, heat or moisture, failed to produce the least effect. Like the spores

from which they proceed, both the primary protonema and the gametophyte

(]^-beaiing moss-plant) are of fixed sex, and this applies to every part

oi the plant &nall fragments of the stem or of the leaves will readily

regenerate secondary protonemas from which are budded forth new moss-

plants; the latter are always of the same sex as the original plants or spores,

irrespective of variations in the envircmment (Fig. 353). Since the diploid

sptHt^hjrte (sporogonium) is produced by the zygote it must contain the

potentialities of both sexes, and this is directly proved by the fact that it

{HXJduces spores <A both sexes. If, now, small pieces be cut from the spo-

rangiam or its stSlk theymay produce by regeneration (apospory) new game-

topfaytes or moss-plants, quite similar in appearance to the original ones,

but d^>k>id in nuclear constitution and sexually hermaphroditic or bisexual,

a oondidan otherwise almost luiknown in the species under investigation,

tlMni^;fa^(nnmoa in other mosses.^

Exp^nmental JilllonstraticHi is here given: (i) that male-produdng and

femakB-jHmdudi:^ factors are brought together in fertilization; (3) that they

tenudn usodated in the diploid cells df the spoF(q)hyte; (3) that they are

^nt^htedm the )^ourse of the meiotic dmsions by which the spores are formed.*

This last result l»eeived cmivinchig confirmation in the researches of Douin
’

* Ty* Uxt i» not sbtnm by bB the plant* tl^ prodnead; aumy of them ate plainly

Uienaittnitmineai{|eiBap(iewanoetiiale8,aad»few (emaie*. Tbme latter lomu are, however, In

Miiitgr alao bbocm^^or betamihtodttic, aa la proved by thdr detcendaota, again produced by re-

geaetetfan fcom fragfamta oftW items otleavea. Itdmddbenoteddatmiaedorliamaiiluoditic

gamMopI^^ have^aen reootded In a nwulMr oi spade* of mosses tltat aie nopnalb of aepamte

aeua jarfadlbs onaof the apedee (ifshsai kemum) examined by the Myjcfaab (see hi. WBson,

dsowed ttat toefa aa hetmadwodide gametophyte eontaimd the haphrid

smiam nt ehmoeapmea (S). It d^ not mm, however, diat Aa MarAala’ reaidti are thaa

*4hieiebo Stmab^ver Cop).
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Spores (It) • %
Hg. ttt.—Diagnuii 31u«tnting the acperimental multeof the Haxohals on the dkadoiu oMWni).

The nude end fenuile haidoid gemetophytes bebw, with the dijilokl qxHxgdiyte (qmiogioiiium.

eboire. I^tgenentioa-pioducts of the males or femate at either aide below; those bom. the nwio-
IiiQtte are eittenahy i^e, iemale or hertaaphiwfitehut in eadi case may ngenerate In^vMnais
df diSeteat sex.
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«ad Stntfbuiiiu' (*09) on HverwcHt Sj^moearpuSi « fma ^>edaQy
Itnranlde becameMdi (putetol iq;><»?ttresultu^ from the two meiotic divi*

i&ms isKUTouEded bynooramon moobrane and thus held together in a idng^

fgcmp, and thefour gametophytes{Produced by each spore-tetrad oft^ remain

aaaodated ior a oonMdemUe time, white the sexual charactoa develop very

eariy. Tix iKsvit abound thzt two ef the spores in each tetrad ore male-prodttc^

h^elHitwefmde-proditein^.^ This can only mean that and

fmmle-produciitg factors an diyomea in one of the meioHe divisions. Almost

at the same time genetic evidence was obtained, from the heredity of sex-

linked dhatacters in animals, that in one of the sexes half the gametes are

male-ixrodadng and half female-produdng. It was thus firmly established

tlmt two sometku^s re^nsible for sex-determination are brought together

by the gametes in the zygote and disjoined in the process of meiosis (sporo-

geneais ia {dants, gametogenesis in animals). Meanwhile cytological studies

had demonstrated the fact that these somethings are chromosomes.

n. SEX AND FERTILIZATION, THE SEX-CHROMOSOMES

The sex-dmaaoeomes were seen, and in some cases carefully described,

kmg befoie their relations to sex-iwoduction were suspected. Henking,

in 1891, described in the hemipteron Pyrrhocoris, a “peculiar chromatin-

demeiit*' which in the second spermatocyte-division first lags behind the

Sqpanting anapjhase-chromosomes and then passes undivided to one pole,

while an the other eleven diromosomes are equally divided. From this it

foQows that the i^ierms are d two munerically equal classes distinguished by

the {HOBoace or the absence of the chromatin-element in questioh. Henk-

iilg anived at no very dear idea of the nature oi this element, and (for this

veason, no <&>ubt) labels it “X"; but in the final statement of his results

rajh it a *^nudiBdus.’' * Nevertheteas, the general implications of his brief

aocounl aeon to htt tfaat this bocfy is a chromosome which appears during

die growth-period in a omdensed, nudeolus-like form, divides equally in the

first divisicm, and fails to divide in the second; but its chromosomal nature

wim not fully otaldidied in Pyrrhocoris until long afterwards.* All the es-

sential featuretof Henklng^s descr4)tioa, sohu as it went, were subsequently

ooofinned in #>er insects by other observers—by Paulmier (’99) in the

hciia^»texAmsh fritfif; by Montgomery ('ox) in Protenor, Atydus and (xrtain

odwr Heaiiptera; Iqr .Sin% (’01). in dm phaamids Oryto^ and Dia^pm;

husel Cra)mb lumwar iridi tU( coodiiiAn fiwfm idw
’cjL m fteAnortmi Um nOmuin. Aflwi’t five s m-

lik uwiilfminiiii fhtr wind friiiH tfimirtr thit iffutt tflifiwfrtm irf fftr irt -ttrirfaniH |f
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by McCluag C<?s), Sutton (’aa) and thdr fcdlovm in many ^pedea grasa-

hopiiers; and a nmilar type (A sex-duomosomes waa subs^uottly found in

many otbo' animals. Hufi type has remved many names,^ ot whidi prar-

haps the most widely employed are the terms accessory ehromesame (Me*

Qui^t ’02} and X-chromosome (Wilson, *09). In the meantime a secoml,

and slightly more complicated type of sex-chromosome was described by
Montgomery (’98, ’01) in various Hemipteca under the name of '‘chromatin-

nudeoli,’* but their real nature was not at that time suspected. StiQ more

complicated types were subsequently discovered.

The first suggestion that the X-chromosome is concerned with aex-

determination came from McClung (’or, ’02b), who emphasized the parallel

between the two equal classes of sperm differentiated by the X-<(^c»no-

some, and the two equal sexual classes of adults. He was thus led to the

hypothesis that this particular chromosome is the
“
sex-determiner but

the actual proof of this was first produced a few years later.

A. MALE DIGAMETY

This condition, the most frequent and the first to be observed, dtows

many variations of cytological detail and may be classed in thb respect

under three main types all of which conform to the same general principle.

The first of these, which is the simplest, may be taken as the general basis

of our accoimt.

1. The Simple XO-XX or Protenor Type

a. General Outline. In this type half the sperms contain one X-chromo-

scane and are female-producing, while half lack such a diromotKHne and are

male-producing. McClung assumed the X-bearing dass of sperms he

male-producing, i. e., that ^gs fertilized by them produce males, whim the

no-X class of sperms are female-producing. This assumption implied that

the male should contain one moK chromosome than the female, an^ seemed

at first right to harmonize with Montgomery’s discovery (’oi) that in several

0$ the Hemipteta having oob X-chromosome the Opioid (sp«matogonial)

number in t^ male is odd (e. f., in Pre^enssr, Alydus, Harmostes and Wdem*

cold), Sutton (’02) actually described such a condition in the grasslujinier

BracAty^ala; but this was afterwards proved to be an error. Meanwhile

iSome oj time an the “special duomosimie” (Siii£tr)> "odd ctHoniowHite" (MdwtgwiMify),

"lietnQtioplc ctowKMome’’ (Wiboa, ’06), ‘‘Miochromosome” (Wibon, ’ojc, end and “maBO-

some’* (Moatcomerr, '06). Moatsonwry also desisnsted thb cfaromoaonie as "dawrtaaameX”iD
tbs case of bat b other °‘*es called it Uie“odUefaF(«MiWiiie'* (HTwatenW,

etc.), tteaen^ tens “nuaKMonie’’ was later pK^oeed by hlni (iacoQtiodistiactioB to “di^
some*’) to me nibdivi^ of a aaore sen^ smw of spedaliy modified dnontaamw
fSH “beUndiroaioaoBea’' (’o^h bWr "afioaomea'’ Cod). The teim X'daomoeoMO was s«i-

feited fa the fatenes of a dmpfar md mote cooibteat tennfaofasy, and hecausa of its eeoMbkM
When manafamd to the eomeiMB^ cenoik phenomena (Wibon. ’ag).
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aibject ms toajpdicarily thrown into confui^on by the nroneous
icoKiCil^^cHi'ol Ghoss (’o4) ’o6), and Mantgomeiy (’04), that in some insects

tlhich possess a tyincal odd or unpaired chromosome both sexes have the

sanw number d chromosomes. An exit from this difficulty was at first

sou^t in the hypodieas, that sperms of the no-X class are non-functional,

Iff

SM.—Sez-cfareoioaomes in the fi}UMb-bug 4m»> iHstis.

m

m

B'

gfoa^ 31 cfafonuMomesi'it*. the aune arranged in [airs; B, corresponding group
in me (11 ctaotiioaomes), one oi the largest iour (i. t., one X) being absent; B', the same ar-

nagUt in patoC fiii|t spomatocyte-inctajdisue. chaias^eristicgrouping, 10 bivalents, one wdvalent

(Xii O, seODtid spechpatosyte-anaphaae, X pcasing to one pole; E, sister anaphase-groups of same
iMstoa, one with lo^htonMomes (do Jt-dass) and ose with 1 1 (X-cUss).

V’

a^er the fashion of pdocytes, and th%t either sex may be

aftffi* ^rtilizatum by sperms of the X-dass.*

«naftidiiin was by the ffiscovmy that it is the female that

on« tqore chromosome than the male, the ffiploitl chromoscmie-

d limner oontaiiu]^ two X^diromosomes, those of the male

r ? ifhma 'a«. 'ett WeBaok ’eg.
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but (Bie; ^ in respect to all the other chromosomes the sexes are •of

identical constitution (Figs. 354, 355). Their total chromosome-nomber
is therefore even in the female and odd in the male. In PriAenor bdfrof^i,

for example, the female number is 14, the male number 13, and the X-ch^
mosome is immediately recognizable because it is at least twice the size of

the next smaller. It is here seen at a glance that the male contains a single,

unpaired large chromosome, the female two such chromosomes (Fig. 356).

In the female, obviously, the diploid groups consist of two similar series

of chromosomes; in other words, all the chromosomes may be arranged in

s}munetiical pairs of synaptic mates (p. 503), cme of these being the X-

Fig. SW.—S«xusl differencn of the diploid chromosome-groups ia insects (C and D, from MoHx).
The X-chromo8ome black in each case.

A, B, male and female diploid groups of the hemipter Pyrrhocoris, 23 and 24 chromosomes; C,

U, corresponding groups from the grasshopper Leptopkycs, 31 and 3a chromosomes; E, P, from
the hemipter Alydus, 13 and 14 chromosomes.

pair. In the male, the conditions are the same except that one member of

the X-pair is missing. With this fact in mind all becomes dear. ^ the

female synapsis produces, as usual, the haploid number of bivalents, in-

duding XX, and all the mature eggs are alike, each receiving a complete

haploid series, induding one X (Fig. 358). In the male, on the other

hand, the utqiaired X-chromosome has no synaptic mate, and hence en-

ters but half the sperms. The latter, accordingly, comprise an X-dass

and a no-X class, in equal numbers (Fig. 357). The sex of the fertilized

egg depends thoefore upon the class sperm that enters it in fo’tilizatiwi,

as in the fdlowing formulas: ^

Egg AX -f- Si>enn AX - AAXX( 9 )

Egg AX 4- Sperm A «= AAX (or AAXO) (t?)

t TUs wu first demonstisMd in the hsraipteran genera Prelenar, Anna, Alyiut, and gawawlWt

(Wfisw 'oj, ’c«a, 'egb, ’06), later in many other ioims.

* In thte and suceee^ng formulas of thk typeA denMei the haploid group of eutoaomes or

tShSiy chromoaomei Ooamon to*U tlwgaiBefoa.
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di0vm is (F%. ^53) where the no-X <to«8 ci sptxm

UdMgiKKNl 10 Y.

Tw0 adkhtioQal results of the' first importance are mafie dear by these

(fisig^anis. (i) Xf f&tiliaation take place at candcnn, u e., if tlu chances be

equal that a ^eim of cme class or the other will enter any particular egg,

then the two sexes should in the long run appear in equal numbers.

partares fnaa such equality are therdore probably to be ascribed to secon-

dary causes, such as different c^iees ot activity or of viability in the two

dasses of i^teim, cnr in male and female embryos. (2) The single X-chromo-

deme ef the male is derived from the moAar. This chromosome, th^efcne,

may alternate between the sexes m successive generations; and in fact it

always passes fixan the male to the fem^ in the production of females, and

frwa thus female' to the male in the production of males,* On this fact, as

will later be shown, depend some (d the most characteristic features of sex-

linked heredity.

Two of the omdusions involved in the foregoing interpretation, though

firmly based upon our general knowledge of the chromosomes in meiosis

and fcrtfiization, were at first inferential, namely, that in maturation each

^ receives a suq|;le X-chromosome, and that the observed sexual differ-

ences in the diploid chromosomes are determined by the class of sperm that

enters the egg. Both condusions were later substantiated by direct obscr-

vatum. The first was established through the work of Morrill ('10) on the

maturation <rf theegg in various Hemiptoa (including Protenor and Anasa)

;

that of Boveri and Gulitk (’09) and of Gulick (’ir) on the nematode Heiera-

Jds; and that of Hulsow (’12) on the nematode Ancyracanthus, the last a

particularly favorable object for study d the entire cyde ot the chromo-

aQliie& In this form the dmanosomes remain separate in the sperm, so that

th^ may rea^y be counted and are visible even in life (Fig. 357). It

was thus pomitde to establish the entrance into the egg of both classes of

Sjpexms; the fonrliatiOn from them of the male premudd, containing in one

wme five dhromoabmes, in the other six; the presence of six chromosomes in

the e|3^nuder£s; and finally xygptea of two types, contmning either 12 or ix

3^8), the re^jecUve feoude and male diploid numbers.

So fm di its m^hological aspects are concerned, tha?dore, the entire

friimfiii^inechaijun of sex-productirm in these animals has been dearly

The aitnpie XO-XX type has dace been found in many
VBzi^ though in many hsufivkhid cases the crmdb

mPw dm ***4>l* a^ remain a ma^ cl infemree. The dhrotnoaOme^

have been chsesved in Hmidptieca, Odonata^ Cdteoj^
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tera, Diptera, Ortbc^teia, sea-urduns, u^oatodes and and
also in a considerable numbw d the parthenogenetic fcmns, su<^ as the

Hynaenqptera, Hendpteia and rotifers. The unpaired X-duronnwoine

6 7

i •

• •

I *

f •

Fig.a«6.—Sexual diffeiences of the chromosomes in the hemipter Pnlmot'.

A, male diploid group (spermatogonium) and B, female group (ovarian cell) with chomoaoiiiei
t\pmbered in the order of their size; in A ' and B' the same fhromoaomes are arranged in pairs ao
cording to site.

also been found in the males of myriapods, and spiders; and it is hardly

to be doubted that further search will reveal its presence in many otl»r

groups, A partial list of the observed chromosome-numbers follows.^
'

SnfPtB XO-XX o* Protenou Type

Naisb Gaoup
OtpiniD
Kuicbsks

o' 9
1

HetKKO'
KIMSSIS

AnTBOxiry

Cerastipsocus venosus Corrodentia 17 (18) pr. Boring, ’13

Anaz junius Odonata *7 38 1 Lefevie and
Mean, *08

Tetde^ea parvipeanis Orthoptera 13 14
(( Rchertaaa,

’08, ’IS

Stenobothrus curt^>eimis
U

17 (18)
f( Davh, *08

Paamlutgus mamrantus
Gtymis domaticus

**
1 >9 30

<1
Granata, 'lO

t€ 32 33
<C

j

Baumgaitner,

’04,Gf(then,

'o7-’o9
NttSjk, ’ti.

^In ^ fifth ooiitiim, >r. and pe. mean re^iectivelr pte-idtnMmis and ^(-MareWmiff
(». m'i-
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^HCUB XO~XX OK Fsoten(» Tyrty~€Mititmei

. Nauk Gkoot
Diploid
Nttubexs

d< 9

Hvtbko-
KINESIS

AUTBOKrTY

lEppiacus tuberculatus OrtlK^>ten. 33 24 pr. Davis, ’08

Blato genuanica U
*3 24

<f Wasaiti^, ’07

Locusta viridinima
u

*9 3°
it Mohr, ’is

Periplaiieta ameiicana'
ti

33 34
tt Morse, ’09

Apk^usmayeii u
3S 36

44
Jordan, ’08

DfattamiKena mannorata «
S7 (S8)

4t

A|^a saBoeti Hcanopteia 5 6 tt

*0
Badir, ’08,

’09, ’12

Apba cenotitene
44

9
tt Stevens, '05,

’06, ’09

Eucbencgta curvata
it

30
ft Komhauser,

’14

Stevens, '06Aptophota quadfanguiaris
a

24
ft

Paecibg>teia (a species)
4< * El 28 tt Boring, ’07

Laigus dnctuB Heteroptera n 13 tt Wilson, ’07

Laigus aurciatus
<«

13 14
tt Wilsc®, ’07

Montgomery,
’01, Wilson,
*nr

Protenor bdfragi
44

13 14 po.

Aich&nenis cakaratoa «
IS 16 pr.

®5

Wilson, ’os

Anasa tiistiB
44 21 22 po. Wilson, 'os

Pynodioda aptenis
44

23 24 Henking, ’90

Wilson, ’09

Chanesterus antennator
44

as 26
<( Montgomery,

’01, Wilson,
'ao

Nacrapfaonis sayi Coleoptera 13 (14) pr.
‘

09
Stevens, ’09

lAaonetis griaeus
44

17 (18)
« Stevens, ’09

Fboftinua oomanguioeus
44

19 20 po. Stevens, ’09

Diabrotka vittata
44

19 30 Stevens, ’09

Padiyutas vaiiiu Myiiapoda 2S (26) pr. (Ettinger, ’09

So^Qpeadta henw 44

33 (34)
tt Blackman,

’03, ’os, ’10

ScstiSQCa fotoeps
44

37 {38)
It Medes, ’05

Epcinkfooh^etaiia Araduiida 23 (24) Berry, ’06

BM)»Ab<%>ar' Kematoda 10 Gulidt, ’ll

paradoxos
44 12 Gulick, ’ll

II 13 po- Boveri, 'ii

tt 11 13 Mnlsov, ’ll

Mammalia 31 23 pr. Malone, '18

- V 1

U
3S 36

M

iHSHHHIfl
it

37 (38)
«C Wodsedalek,

'u
Winiwarter,

’12IriiliMM
44

47 48
It

44

37 (3»)
44 AUm, *18

—'
—

A
•
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Hie size of the X-chromosomes varies widely in different spedes and
riiowB no correlation with sex. In scsne cases X is the largest all the

chromosomes and is thus readily distinguished by the eye, e. g., in Pyrrkih

coris, PrtAmor (Fig, 356) Orphmia, CatoritUha, Leptophyes (Fig. 355). In

Anasa tristis (Fig. 354) or in Blaps lusitanica (Fig. 378) it is one of the two

largest pairs of chromosomes. In many other cases (Alydus, Largus, Anax)

it is (me of the smaller chromosomes, not to be distinguished by the eye

Fig. SBT.—Histoty of the X-chromosome in the spennatogenesis of the nematode AiKyraiantkia

(Muuow).
A

,

spermatocyte in the growth-period; C, first spermatocyte-anaphase, with X passing to one pole;

V, products of this divi^on with 5 and 6 chromosomes; E (from a smear-preparation), the four

spermatids of a quartet (with spennatopbore in the center) two of the X-cIass (6 diromosomes)

and two of the lo-X (s chromosomes); E, sperms of the two dasses; C, the same, from life.

except during the spermatcxyte-divisions. In others, again,X is the smallest

of the chromosomes, e. g., in PhiUenm (Boring, ’13) or Pkotinus (F^. 359).

In still other cases it is closely linked with one of the other chromosomes

and sometimes can only be distmguisbed,under certain special conditions

{Ascaris megalocepkala, p. 779)-

Pre^heterokinesis and Post-heterokinesis. Precession and Succession, In

ail the foregoing cases the X-chromosome shows essentially the same be-

havuu: in meiosis; it divides equationally in one division and in the seccmd

passes undivided to one pole so as to give two equal classes of ^peixn. It

is an important fact that the differential division or heterokinesis * (t. e.,

that in which X passes undivided to one pole) may be either the first or

second spennatocyte-division, two cases whi(Ji for the sake of brevity may

^ Thfs terra fa due to Cuthert, 'oy.



Itt 'speicffli cf AS pn-iutmkkusts aod f»s^4uterakmesh KspectMy^ In

^ HeleitfjpUto pd^-hetenddoes^ is rule; in tbe Hcsnuptan, ih«>

as i; also the case in the Orthq>teta; but nearly rehited

eivcsa q>edes the same genus, nmy diffor in this respect (Wilscm, *05,

Gaikk, 'ix). Tbe key to sudt V8ruitk»s seons to be offered in the beetle

^loHnm, in wbidt tte X<diromosoiQe unde^oes its equational division

Us. MS.—Hiltory of the JT-chromoaometii the oSgeneds of the nematode (Mut^

4, awle tSmcMKiaie-szoup (tpcraatosnnimn), 11 chfOOKMomes; B, female jtroup (oBgonium)

re ehremaewBee; €, hate pK^tiue of fint otcyte-divUtoa, 6 tetrads; Z>, snajduse of same, 6 dyadi,

pok: M, iacon|l dlvbioB uunduae, 6 sbicle chromoeoiaes to each pole; F, the two poloeyte*

tihomiiS d|ilwmoaOB>c| laft in theen;C, entrance of no-X nwnn (5 chKmoaomes) into upper pole

df SSCff, eMtoaaoeelX-opetai (d anmaeoBei}; B, same, female (m chromoaomes); /, /, a-cdl

msei, wnie mi f

Ailtli^ othm |n thA &vt mitosis, but very commonly lags m(ae osc less

hdM the otheuA In P. pamsjivcmicits (Kg. 359) the lagging is but dight,

P. is so iharked two halves remain near

s^uide Irtsn the other dirmnosomes alter* oanpleticm of the

t'fJibiibn, %. forthar tetondatm ai divkimi wot^ cause tiffs

lly qffit, to pass ndtliOut sepazsticm ol ka two
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liMves to otie pt^ k the first divi^on. Thb is borne oat by the «n*i» of

Auaris megalacepMt where, accordmg to Edwards (’10), both ccoid^tione

exisi in tke same species, the process bong in some cases nearly Uhe toat in

Phiiinus, \diile m others the two halves of X pass togeth^ into c»k

danghter-cell (Fig. 359, H, 1). We find here some ground to condode tluU

ot^inally the differential division was the second.

A second fact, as yet unexplained, is that in toe heterokineds toe X-
chromosome in some cases precedes toe others {precession) (Fig. 360); in

Fig. an.—^The laggliig JC-chramasome in insects and nematodes (d-Z>, Iram Stbvems, C-i«

from Edwabos).
A, first sperautocyte-aiuphase in the beetle Pkotinus co»ra«f»Meiir, lagging division of X; B,

pair of second spermatocytes of the same in metaphase, with lagging X’s at one i^e; C, similar view

-with one X in the meUphase-group; D, second spmmatDQfte anaphase with lagging X; £-G, first

qwrmatocyte-anaphases in Astaris mgalocepkala, with la^ng drvision of X; B, division of same,

acpamting the two X's Qeading to post-hetmvkinesis);/, division of same qiedes leaving both X’s

in one celt (pre-beterokinesia).

otha cases lags behind them {succession). The first case is. toe rule amcmg

the Ortooptera, the second case in Hemptera h^optera (an exception is

offered by Syrotnastes); while both cases occur in Coleqitem and nematodes.

When precession occurs in toe first dividon the X-<hromosome in some cases

gives rise to a smalt separate nudear veside in the inteiphase tons recaBizfg

its behavbr in the spermatogonial divisioib of toe (hrtoqstera. Esjempks

d this are offered by Stoncpdmahts (Stevens, ’05), and (SryUiu (Guthets,

’07, Brunelli, ’09) (Fig. 360).

The eex-chromosomes of sea^urdiins are of interest because the^ were

fiiet (toserved in toe early deava|^ stagto of toe ovton without knoadedge
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0^ naaotic idicnomaia; aba because these aoimab were at hist bdieved

tiBi 6B& a case of femak <i^mety (Baltzer, *09); but tfab later proved to be

ewtar^* llie cntkal evidleoce was obtained from fonns in which the

apt-diiopioS(KQae is cbaracterbed by its atelcanitic or n<ni-tennhi^ attach^

BpQUt, and has acpcwdLo^y the shape of a V or U (ToxopMeuOes, ParaMws
mto'etuberadatus), or of a J {ParaceniK^, Bipfotui, Moira)^ All the

observm named, bes^nnihg with Baltzer, have found the segmenting

eggs to be (d two kinds, some containing one such sex*diromosome and

others none, in addition to certain atelomitic autosomes common to both;

and that the two dasses are approximately of equal numbras, as diown in

T^opneustes (Heffner, Finney), HippotuH (Finney) and the hybrid betweai

them (Tennent). Whether toe sex'ChrcRnosome has a rod-shaped synaptic

mate css b nt^wured is not yet quite certain.

That toe male b toe digametic sex

—

L e., that half toe sperms carry X
and half lato it

—^was ingeniouriy demonstrated by Tennent, and later by

Baltzer, by crossing two forms that differ in toe shape of the sex-chromo-

some. The sex-chromosome in BipponoS b J-shaped (Finney), in Toxop-

neusies V-shaped, and in both cases it appears in only half the stra^ht

(pure) fertilij*d ^gs. In the hybrid Toxopneustes 9 x BipponoS d' half

toe eggs show the J-shaped sex-chromesome and half lack it. Thb chromo-

B(Hne must be derived from the sperm (since it b peculbr to BipponoS)

and {HesCTt jn only half of them. Baltzer’s similar proof b based upon

toe cross between Sphareclnnus 9, which has only telomitic rod-shaped

chromosomes, and Paracentrotus o', in which the sex-chromosome b J-

shaped. The fertilized ^gs are of two classes, one with a J-chromosome,

toe other without it, thus confirming Tennent’s result.

c. Special Peouliarilies of the X-chromosome. In the earlier stages of

dcrvehqmaent, and in toe divirion of the somatic ceUs generally, the X-
chtomosome does not, so far as known, differ in behavior from toe others,

SOr to> toe twoaexes differ in tob respect.^ In later stages, on the other

hand, the X-chtomosome in toe male germ-line shows certain spedal pe-

culbritles ai bc^vku: ’ whidi sometimes appear in toe ^>ermatogonb and

are abnost alwi^ ptesent in toe spenmtocytes. In the female Une these

diSe^Bces do ^ erist, m are mutot 1^ marited.

SetovPyatd^. The most draractmbtic of these peculiarities b that

dutiag^ gtotito-^peiriod of toe spmaatotytes toe X-duomosome beoanes

coodeoted and (fften rotmded in form, stains intensdiy with baric

ana thmee fn) on Tpaafmtuiki, BiffoitSe, JK»inn Ttoamt Cix), nd Baltwt

P*4 Btw
tem keknehramammet or Mesmit «p|)lkil by HontSOfaciy Co4> 'eS) to (Itf ie»

clatWMiWWWi mil otiwr ipacUibad foou chtMoanOM (a.
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dyes and tiuis appears as a katyosome (»^ cfanMiunorae^nudedus (F^
361, 366, 367, etc.) whidi shows the sharpest contrast to the thread-like

or dffiuse, and lightly staining ordinary r^omosomes (autosomes or eu-

dmnnosomes, p. 839). This process oi keteropycnosis * was first observed hy
Henking (’91) in the hemipter Pyrrhocoris and found by later (d>3ervers

to a widespread characteristic of the sex-chromosomes. It shows many
variations in respect to the time at which it occurs, the extent to which it

ng. SM.—^The X-chrmnosome in the cricket Grylltis (Bruneuj).

A, spermatogonia! metaphase, st chromosomes; B, an^hase in side-view lagging X; C, first

spermatocyte-anaphase, precession of X; D, interkinesis, X a separate veacle; F, prophase of

second spramatocyte, X-class.

is carried, and the accompanying phenomena; and in a few cases it seems

not to take place at any time. ^

In the greater number of cases heteropycnosis first takes place after the

final spermatogonial division (e. g., in most Orthoptera, and in Hmniptera

geierally) but in a few cases it seems to occur also in the spermatogonia.

In Tryxalis, according to Brunelli (’10) a “progressive heteropycfioas’.

takes |dace, X forming a separate reticulated vesicle in the early sperma*

togonia but in the later divisions showing an increasing tendeuy to

renain in a condensed state during the interkinesis (F%, 363).* la

Oithopteta most observers have found that the X-chromosome does not

(as tim Mher chromosomes do) break up in the tdophases but retalos its

' Ilie term b dee to Gotfaen (’07).

* £. in the •penMtocyWsof mKmji, Baebr (*11)

*Cf. Sehtflmbiug (’u) oa ZMwtrawMMM.



Icava tjioiii^ cenmoaiy ^mounded b^,* sepArato vm(^

On tbe .mOm himd, seuos to be no doubt tint in some foneos die

^nai t^opliase iafoHowed by a net-Hke stage or “resting-period” in which

1^ the chromosomes are ten^Ktrarily in a diffuse or reticulated cmidition.

£iam|^ of dik ttre seen in certain the Hemiptera and Coleoptera.^

This amdithm ia^ howevm, short duration, the X-chnanosome very soon

17 K L

gill an.—SnetsaKtaganU audei, pnfkuti «i)d tdopbases in the gmaaboppeT PhrytuieU^

G, B, K, L, WEtooca; B-F, l-L, Pwsey).
" fa «fi fienrtf X <ieai|iiatiea the X-duomoaome.
'A, igMflBMneailM metapbae; B, eide-vieir ot eaaiAase; C, telophase, karyomereii D, later

tdifrlMTW Hy

.

chmowaame-paSt "S” and X tyatiaguiahattle; E, croaa-aectioa oi tdot^uee;

J*. aMtJrfaw.'pete G, later tetophaae; B, atage of greatest diffuaion; I-K, spennatagonial

ymihiMm 4 mideiia.

‘ I .

foiipari^ mlpi txHidniaed condition, though moce or tess ehmgated

a66f a&t). In the latter rase it Uhes port in the polarisation,

the the same (Mutation as the autosoraea*

has canphaaaed dm fact diat during the bouqoet-stago

dm X«cj|Ranon9me ciongates and becomes thiduaed and dneply Jexed

' TMb'fcewB'maani la the figutaa of Rabcrtson (’o8), Davis ('oS), sad Waacidi <'i6).

'^.tWflearffilsMWflsoQ CiO. iw OdeggitemMoaides (‘u^
* •Q^aimtj Ifasss’aiid BohiaiaB Cos), Buchnsr Coo), Mehr Cx6). etc.
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ftt tin middle pomt, vbile the two ends, now taperii^ and pointed, aie

drawn dose togetiher. As a result of this process of “omflexion” it assumes

a peiuvduipe with the narrow end directed towards the synaptic poie and
hmgitudinally double. This cleft £s not, however, a longitudinal q>lit,

as supposed by earlier observers, but the space between the two appjxHd>

mated limbs of the V. This space soon disappears while the body of die

monosome again becomes vacuolated (as in the pre-synaptic stages) and

finally assumes once more the form of a compact and open V, whidi splits

lengthwise for the equatkm-division.

In scnne cases the chromosome-nucleolus may temporarily undergo a
change analogous to the spireme-formation seen in the other chromosomes.

na. aai.

—

Ptograatve IteteEopynosis of the X-chroraosome in the spermatogonia of tiw grass-

hopper Tryscatu (BatmiuJ).
A, B, earlier spermatogoi^, showing sqwrate X-vesicle; C, later, and D, penultimate generatioo

of spermatogonia showing condensation of X

This was first observed by McClung (’99, ’00) in the locustkl Xiphiditm,

where the X-diromosome, at first forming a flat, vacuolated plate l3dag

against die nudear membrane, is in the early prophases amverted into a

dosdy cdled spirme, sduch then untoils, shortens, thicktos and i^lits

lengthwise, to form the rod-shaped accessory chromosome.^ In the Hemi-

^tera or Cdeoptera die histmy of the chromosome-nudeolus af^ears tobe

sinqder} but hm, too, it is known in some cases to undergo during^
diaklQildsu|weoeBs of donj^dtm and looming that seems to be compaiahle

to that seen in Orthoptora.*

‘ Bpt hCohr (•#. also Davia {'08} and Wonridi ('id) fai PAoMMIfe.
XHosa {Foot and StndMiU, ’«7). «0»eefdtitt (WBaon. ’i4>.
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Sooaa or later m liie course of these changes the X-chromoscHne becomes
tbaUe, owing to a longitudinal si^t that represents the plane of the equa-

tkm-diviaon^ This is dften plainly in evidence in the division, even

when the X<chtomosoine fails to divide at this time, so that it passes to

one pcde as a longitudinally double body (commonly the case in Or^optera).

At this time it shows no qiecial peculiarities to distinguish it from the other

chnnnosfnnes, save for the rough contour seen in many Orthoptera (Fig.

361} and sometimes also in the f&ct that even when it divides in this mi-

tosis it lags somewhat behind them in the division. It is an interesting

fact that in some cases the position of the X-chromosome in the equatorial

plate is constant, or nearly so. For example, in the coreid Hemiptera al-

most without exception the bivalents are grouped in a ring with one small

bivalent at the center (Fig. 354, C), while the X-chromosome lies outside

the ring; but this is characteristic of the first division only.

. During the interphase between the two spermatocyte-divisions the X-
chromosome commonly retains its compact form and again appears as a

a®'®

Vlg, aas.—Group oC spenaatid-nucld of the hoaiptec Protemr, showing 3S pf the X-class (with

dvonosome-attctot^i and of the no X-dasa.

homo^neous, intensely staining chromosome-nucleolus. In the second

mito^ it is*agaht closely similar to the other chromosomes, but once more

^ows its distmctive quality after completion of the division by long re-

taining its compact and nucleolar-like form in the spermatids.' The latter,

tfamfcHK, are fm* a con»derable period visibly of two classes, equal in

atiOiber, distmgoished by the presence or the absence of the chromosome-

nud^dus (Fig. 363).

Aa in(erestii|g future cd the chromosmne-nucleolus is its almost in-

intimite relatko frith the {daamosoine. Amcmg many of the

ttmilcfarDmosume-tiadficdus b in Its earlier stages accompanied

fonoing with it a typical amidimucleolus 94}; but

two eoanmonly separate: * and the same has been re-

, f’
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corded in many other animals. At a stiil earlier pieriod (synaptic and pre-

S}maptic stages) the plasmosome is usually absent; but in regard to its mode
of origin the only safe statement is that it seems in most cases to arise in

dose connection with the sex-chromosomes. In the Orthoptera varying ac-

counts of the phenomena have been given. In Decticvs, a locustid, 6uchn«
(’09) described the plasmosome as arising by an actual division of the X-
chromosome. In BlaMa Morse (’10) found the plasmosome as a small

sphere, like a bead, attached to the spheroidal X-chromosome. From a

study of Pkrynotettix Wenrich ('16) is led to suggest a derivation of the

plasmosome from one or more of the “polar granules” found at one end

of certain chromosomes (p. 910). This whole subject is thus seen to be

in need of further study and can hardly with advantage be followed out

here.

The conditions in the female have as yet received comparatively little

attention, mainly because of greater practical difficulties. It has long been

known that the germinal veside or oocyte-nudeus often contains one ot

more intensely staining nudeoli, but only in a few cases is there evidence

of any relation between them and the chromosome-nudeoli of the spermat-

ocytes. Observations on the early oocytes of various Hemiptera (Wilson,

*06), including the synaptic stages and early growth-period, failed to show

anything like the chromosome-nucleoli that are so characteristic of these

stages of the male; and the later studies of Foot and Strobdl (’09), which

extended the work to later stages of the germinal vesicle, yidded the same

result, as did also those of Payne (’12) on Gdastocoris. On the other hand,

a few observers have found a chromosome-like body in the oocyte-nudeus

which they have more or less definitdy identified as the X-chromosome-

bivalent; though in no case has it actually been traced into either the o5-

gonial or the meiotic divisions.^ Until this has been acannplisbed, judg-

ment on this question will have to be reserved.

In addition to the foregoing the X-chromosome often shows other diarac-

teristics, especially in the spermatogonial chromosomes of Orthoptera. The

most important of them were first made known by Sutton (’00) in his studies

on the “lubber” grasshopper (Brackysiola) and with various minor modifica-

tions have since been observed in many ^pedes, though not all of them al-

> Among theae cum mar meatton^ the {^lowing. In the homopter

laris, Stevens ('06) describes one or two X-chromosome-oucIeoli in the pre-^maptic end srmtiidc

odcj^nodlei. Cutben (*07) likewise finds a “dirmnatiD-Dudeohis,” doady simBar to Umt of Uie

maie, in tfaeoooUe-nudeus^i’rmiecertr (asdid also Henking): white Buchner (’ofk^deeaibeain the

odertee of » veiy tew “^oexaury body" tfiat particiiauea in the potertestfan duihag the

bouquet-stagei ldve8tisetoateige,itHKnternacteolus,aiidfina^d!tintegi«tes. There is, ho«««nr,

no retsoD whetever to Meotify tlOs boiiy tekh ta X-Uvatent, but ntber dm oontiaqr. 1& the wt
Winiwarter ('00, ’14), desert a chrosnoaniae-audeolns in both ae»i and oondodes Omt itis

aaivateattethem^-bivitottethefemate. TlmreisiMpBitictdsjrnBaoiitodoiibttheciHTectaeis

of ttds lesult: neverthdess, it dwoldnot be hiUy accepted nntli the dhectpenoif is forfheoning.
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vntS* ia^ «atiae s;>ed^* TIuse are: {a) Zn aamy caaea die sotij^

eoatour trflHsciiromtiBcane, in coatrast to the sowotli oUtliae oi the oduera

(2
i|g. 361); (b) its tendency, hi some species very matked (Orphama, Gryttus,

etc.) to iag beluad^ others in the divisions (Fig. 360); and eq>ecially (c)

.ks relattve independence of the other chroanoscones in the spennatogonial

iatakinesis 0^ restu^-otages. In the latt» the X-chromosome ^icaJly

iqipeacs in the fcum of a sqiarate vesicle, showing a reticulated structure

often giving precisely the ^ppeaian(% of a small second nucleus lying beade

the pihic4}al one (Figs. 361, 362).

In some respects this behavior is only an exaggeration that ^own by

tlte other chromosomes; for in these divisicms, as Sutton ^owed, all the

kaiyomeres or chromosomal vesicles are very persistent and fuse but in-

completefy in the interkinesis or resting<stage (Fig. 361). Nevertheless,

the contrast c^oed by the X-chromosomes is very marked, for the auto-

8<Hne-ve^cles ustially fuse more or less towards the pdes, thus producing

a ^ove-dbaped lobed nucleus, while the X-vesicle remains wholly distinct.

In structure also this vesicle differs markedly from the others, the X-chro-

mosonie breaking up into a finer reticulum than the others, and also lading

bdiind them in the ensuing transformation of the prophase, when the

X-chiomosome produces its own spireme, separate from the othm, within

its veside (F^. 361), and smnewhat later. The meaning of these phen(»n-

ena, and of those earlier considered, is unknown; but they are of far-

reaching gmeral interest as demonstrating both the individuality of the

X-dmunosome ynd its jdiysiological differences from the other chromo-

somes.*

S. Hie Sha^ XF-XZ or Lygsus Type

"Jlie second type, now to be considered, indudes a large number of cases,

e^idi almost oiurtainly represent a more primitive condition from which

the XO-XX ca JProtmor type has been derived, and is characterized by the

Imteence lb the male of a syru^tic mate for the X-dir(nnosome known as the

Y-cSmnaoeome.^ The sex-formulas thus becomeXY=0^ andXX^ 9 , Since

* See SSdty ('ox) an tfae phwmfch, Lep*ini», OrtkmSe,' Bammerom fox) aad BiwwIU (’flS)m
OfrlkwMtQaag (’»), Otte for), aad Cm, ’16) on Loautide:Davb ('08) on vsifom AoMf*

Kobtaao ^)iwa SpUmb/ Ptttaer (’08) and Wenrfa^ (’16) go Phynaleltbci llcCI^ C>4) an

’'’MHP''*

lM{isa(’«s. 06} lhb«hw8>aacwww called aw "eBaaidfaelBanwMM*^
' (te teinaY' and X- dimmoMMiea teini later jmpowd in

S«MSiraBMMCMaa«{ tUi ty}w Sad aaxUw temam Iv MonliBaMqr fas,
manHaUnx and doadbad^ UM ander tha itaaic et *'cliiiManiltHMidnoS”
lOwlr laiatlim to Mc. Thahiftaivof theXand YdmnMaanwnndlSHit

— “-“aW vai nwkad wt, aad poiilWo rektlona to »« amwnted bS WHate
Odwaw, Cmiuu, FatUnu. KvMotu) and SbHtm ('o*) aMndh thaiMN#

raasNb'ihatttaJ^iiBRafttenakbKpUindinitefenaklwaaXXM^.
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tibe aittoiK^es are alike in both se«s the male diploid number of dtrcntio-

somes thris becomes equal to that of the female; but the sexual diffticences

are nevertheless often dearly visiUe since Y commcaily diff^ from X in

siae, form and structure. Sex-chromosomes of this type have been dmnm-
strated in a large number of animals, induding especially Hem^teia,
Cdeoptera, Diptera, Orth(^tera, nematodes and vertebrates (man in*

If f • It*
It •• • • ;

B w

.

lltl tit
t lit •••

? D
sic-asi,—Sez-chromoaomes (simple XK-psir) in the hemipterXyfoiu tunietu.

A, male diploid xroup; B, the same grouped in pairs; C, female diploid group; D, Uie same. In

pairs; C, second spermatocyte ^vision; F, G, the resulting sister-groups in polar view one with

Y (male-produdng) and one with X (female-producing).

duded)
;
and they will no doubt be found in many other groups. An illus-

trative list follows on page 766.*

The relation of this type to the foregoing one is dearly shown in Fig.

364. It is here evident diat the number of chromosomes is the same in

both sexes and that all may be arranged in pairs (synaptic mates); but

it is only in the female that all these pairs are s}nnmetrical or homomoqihic,

In the male one pair is as3mimetrical or heteromorpfaic, consisting of a laigm*

member (X) and a smaller (Y). Should Y become snaller and finaUy disap-

pear a nmditioii would be produced identical with that of tile Prtaaiaf type.

It is extren^ probable t^t such has been the actual orjgra of the latter.

The phoiomena of maturation in this type are precisely sudi as nai^t

be expected fxcm the foregoing facts.’ In the maleX and Y 001^ |o Soofi

» MeUsnfSattwy f«. '06). WHbub foja, b, «;
*06; 'oph, 'it), Bijrae CmjWiriBt

Cio), Vrcnm Cra '*3. 'rS), KonUmuBer Ci4>; CMw^Mrs, Stevens <’05. SSanMiMi
Mets Cm, C*6)i Ortkafkra. Rwwloiph C«8), Stwem ftS). V<^Uiw (’m)i JfmmMtx,

Cult VStlMmeK, Stevens Cn), Bachfaiher ClS). Fidntst ('ai. 'ga,Cult UttHmeK, Stevens Cn), BachfaiUier ClS). Fidntst ('ai. 'ga,

•lUvhnvhnm Bi4 iqMStedly wnkfldoM in dm msla temaiMuilrR
kmanMtaauMin^tlmineltliwseiGmiaimaK^ 'll
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The Sqipu XY-XX Tvs®

Naub GHOtJP HEIoto-
EINEBIS

Authcwitv

Foificiila auriculada Ortbi^tera *4 12 Pt. Stevens, ’10

TentatiHkia aeoSfa Heteropteia 6 3 P9. Wilson, '13

(Q»htspugnax 10 5
dc

BoacUstus crassoa 13 6 *t Foot and Strobell,

Bosdifatas vaiioiaiius

13

CaeQus deiioa
dd

*4 7
*t Mon^pHOety, ’or.

Neaata hilaiia ’06, Wilson,

’oj, etc.

LyipEus turdcus J
M

14 *
7

tt Q^aon, ’05, etc.

Podinis S{diKMUB
it 16 8 Wilson, '05, etc.

Oncopeltns faae^tus
4i 16 8 tt Montgomery, ’oi,

*rJ\

Met^iodiiis (3 spedes)
U

32 II
it

Wilson, ’09

Notooecta inonta a
34 13 *t Browne, ’10

Notonecta nndnlata it 36 *3
•< Browne, 'to

Ranatra sp^
it

40 30 U C^hickering, ’18

Oryctee xusicamie Caleapten 13 d pt. Ptowaseh, ’02

EpOachna borealis
«

18 9 Stevens, ’06

Tenebrio mditor t4 20 Stevens, ’os, ’06

Chelymoipha argus
Id

23 Stevens, '06

liatotropfaus imgniatns
it 36 Stevens, '09

Tiiiltabda caaadense
u

30 Stevens, ’06

Droai^thila melanogaster Diptea, 8

Scatopliaga pallida
it 13 ct

ISteveDB, ’08

ICttsca doDMstica
it 13 ft

Stevens, ’08

Fanceatiotus (Strmgy-
hicentrotua) livjdua E4:huiodemiata 36 t8 Bsltzer, ’13

Aacadsfdiu Neinatoda (18)
i< Edwards, ’12

Dhid^dqrs vitgbdana S3
ft

Painter, '22, '23

lepus <d 33 mSM It Bachbubec, ’16

Cavia Id
S6?

'
28

ft
Stevens, 'ri

Xheaoi tnacacus Mammalia 4S H It
Painter, ’23

Cebtu,!^.
tt

54 37
If

Painter, '23

Bomoa^dciw' Id

4* *4
d<

Painter, ’32

miaiAerofidtuoiDoiomesin nnu has long been in dispute (more recently also the diaracter o(

the sMt-shmndhantes). recorded diploid nombcss include i6, sa, 52, 36, and 48; but most

of itfioe an now sftn to have been emnoous because of a iailure to overcome the technical difficuh

tiCt. The BMSt cgnfnl raoent observatksis, tboM o( Winiwarter ('14. ’at) and Painter C»i
’k)

leave httife doubt fbat the correct number is 48. Winiwarter believed man to be o{ the XX-XO
the oumbersheinc 48 and 47, and the more recent work o{ Oguma and Kibara (’») oonfinua

far the iMiet |iitt Patotse’sw^ seems to ehow dearty that a smaH V-efaromosome is present In

4d^flitie|iiidmi^dKmiinberis48inbothsesea This result mu reached in the case o( both the

Hil^ ind thewMfe otaa, thaitdispotfag: afithe gBggestioii (Otqrer, ’14, Morgaa, ’14) that some ofdm
fffil** tw-diyi! fn reriei riigerigiges ot ghci«noseme-numhw. It is of Course pos-

'

.i|Wb;il>^thhY'‘«#i>faoson)en»^fa»absesitineomeindividuals(aalaJdeta#M(iiu). Forahstof the

iHUliniai^fitthdteca>aee F^ter Css)^
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a ^leteroiQotphic bivaloit, XY, vhich in the heterokiDesis se|>atates into

it& tarocomponmts so that half the sperms receiveX andi half YwhMe aU the

remaioiog chromosomes (autosomes) are symmetrically distributed* la the

female all the mature eggs alike receive a single X. Fertilization a£ any

by the X-class of sperm will accordingly produce the fenude combinatJca

Fis. SSS.

—

^The XY-paii in the fly CaUiphora wmUorta (Stevens).

A, spermetogonial metaphaae, 5 autosome-pairs and the JTK-pair; B, corresponding view of

obgonial metaphase, with JfX-pair; C, first spermatocyte-division, with XK-bivalent; D, anaphase

of same; E, metaphase group of X-dass second spermatocyte, and P same of F-dass.

XX, by the Y-class of sperm tbe male combination XY, as will appear from

the following formula;

Lygaeus Type

Whereas in the first or

Protenor Type

Egg AX + Sperm AX = AAXX (9)

Egg AX + Sperm \Y = AAXY

Egg AX + Sperm

Egg AX + Sperm

AX = AAXX (9)

AO = AAXO Id)

Double proof is thus given that the sex of the zygote depends on the kind

of sperm that enters tbe egg; for both X and Y tell the same story The
Y-rhwmosntwp is strictly confined to the made line and can be derived only

from the Y-class of sperm. On the other hand, in both sexes one X is d^
rived from the egg, while the female ;^gote receives its second X from tl»

X-dass of sperm.

In all certainly known cases the Y-element is a single dhromosome which

ritows no tetulency to break up into separate components such as often ap-

pears in the case of the X-element (pp. 772, 778).* In the most frequent

case Y is distinctly smaller than X, sometimes so small as to sdnuSt

' tlie tmuksble oue tiie bomopter Pseuitceextu tbe facts sttsoriF wsgest dflM;^
has a V-doiwat erf five components (p. ni). la Ihmat aettota the V'CAnwesatte tw-
catted) atmm to hie Anible (p. 8t4)>



m&mmoms xm mi
5

strMote. Tlu& conditicm, observed in S nuodser of Ceieojp^

Htn «lHjt IXpva <^fgs. 365, is csiuwcted by sil iatergpmda^tions edtii

ooein vdiidbX andY Sie very nearly cff quiteequd aiid can t^distingaidied

by tb^Qreo^y nith {&fficidty<»-notatall. AU tkese conditions have been

oineived in HepUptera kekroptera (Fig. 368). Finaily, in OHcopdhu
faadpku (a form neatly related to Lygtms) X and Y are so nearly equal as

often to Iw indistingui^ble by the eye (F^. 369). Throuf^out this series,

honsevcx, the identificatioa of the XY'pair is made certain not* alone by

SN«—Scx-chrooKsoraes in beetles (Stevens).

At Epematoswilid and S, ovuian diploid groups, TrirhoUa virtata; C, first qxsmutocjrte^livi-

aaa;AX-4uiBiid£, F-dMsofseoondq>ermEtocrtesof8ame;f, first spenBEtoorte of CAryi«4iM

MMlw; G, same M nuimts.

the eiae'relations but by characteristics of behavior in the growth-period

and the meiotic divisions, and in the latter also of position.'

mw «ctrem#y small size of Y in some cases, and the additional fact that

even imaily related species (such as Neura viridula and hUoris) may diffa

BO maihetSy id the r^tive rize of Y, ^ows how leadify the size-retatkais

Qxay i^anfe, ^d how the total disappearance of Y would leave the X-
dteomoBoise ^thout a mate (p. 765), On the other hand, those cases

in afhiidt Y &!^as large as X (as in OtuoptUm) suggest that an XY-pair {at
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to t&e but a lew exc^doos an kitoWQ. lit tibe

2>0n>j^A«te mdanega^ Bridies ('16, etc) found Y to have a ibdilafttdaal

attdcfatftent whileX has a termiiid one (I^lg. 4x5)
;
and this diBetaioe|xtoved

to be <df ipeat practical importance in analyzing the cytological aii^[>eGts vH

non-<disjnnction (p. 677). In the mantids Tenodera aM Par^mod^ek^ ac>

cording to Oguma (’21) Y likewise seems to have a sub-tertahud attadAsaat,

at least in many cases, while in case of the X-chromoscnnes it is

(Fig. 373)-

In the greater number of observed cases X and Y are disjoined in the

first or heterotypic division (typically thus in the nematodes, beetles, fliffl

reptiles and mammals) each dividing equationally in the homeotypic divisicmu

Such cases offer a spectacular demonstration of pre-reduction for this par-

Fif. MT.—^Sex-chratnoiomes in Ascaris ftlis (Edwasss).

A, pnyhnge of Eret iipennatocyte, ibowing XK-tetisd; B, metaphaae; C-E, snar^iues.

dollar chromostHne-pmr, which in this respect evidently correqxmd pre-

cisely to the pre-hetor^inedc forms <ff the Protenor type (such as the Orthop-

tera), save diat in the latter Y Is absent In the Hmiptera heteroptera,

on the other hand, the reverse ot post-reductional order is almost always

fdlowed, the finst division being ui equadonal one.* No doubt of the

can here emt because of die remarkable fact that X and Y, thoi^ often

united during the growth-period, typically separate again daring the dia-

kineds and <Bvide separately as univadents in the hetetotyiHC dividmi tying

side-by-^kle but not m contact (Fig. 369). In dw final anaidiases of thia

divide conjii^te to form a typical XY-pair that undergoes dis|<uu>

ddn hi fibe second ^vldon.

* Waion,’«)S, ’«6, etc.
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,
glpowtli iieriod the qjenoatoicytes botb tlte X and th«

y-»«feaiii»nBes- Ij^plcany undergo betercftycnosis, assuming a ocmdeased

mul n^mided conditkai, so as tn form chromosome-audeoli.^ In most cases

(nemalOdeSf Cdecqitaa, mammals, etc.) they axe united to form a single

t^nnjtent body, irhich in the prophases becomes quadripartite to form a

tetya# and owii^ to the ^nailer size the Y-component, is commonly
asymmeuical (i%. 367). In Hemiptera, on the other hand, X and Y often

» *
H I y K

F

riS. in.—EnunfSes of the sirai;^ Xr-type of se*-chron»o«>me in insects,

a, in the boetle Trirtubda (Stevems); B, C, D, the bemipter Naara viriiiUa (Wilson); E,

Uk iieiiia>tier Eyibku Umieus (WnsoN); F, the beetle Ckrytetms (Stevens); C, the hemipter We-

tom^ ittdica CBmOwne); B, the hemipter Thymltt cmMor (Wilson); /, the hemipter Eitschistus

jItijMt (Wilson); J, Lytmu bicmds (Wilson}; X, the mosquito Aiupkties. withX and V linked to

aotosonfrpair (Sbvsiib); Lio R, vadmts Honiptera; it, Itintm; F, 0, Fe$an kUarit; P,

Q, X, OmaptUm faseiMu (Woson).

lemain Bqmnkte during the whde g^wtfa period, or if united separate

before tiie b^iterotyi^ diviaon. This is very dearly seen in Oncopdim

(Fig. add)/wWe the entire history ci these bodies may readily be traced

(W0aon,
.Om8ideisd|e dMerence exists (as in case at the unpaired X} in respect

da the xste degree of condensation of X and Y. In many cases

^ X^daomiBiKne, tardy also the Y,has at first the form of an dongated

' sXb emltlati'ficewh to the hamapbatSuchmipa (p. tit). Cposidcndde <fiscaa«i«i has arisen

nOhnesdiif the ^yewatto-iHideohia fa mamiaaBao spermatocytes. GudieH (’as) an«c a canful

"mM'm atfibimaum fn the siUth mouse, ooocihded tiiat tUs bodji’ is not a pair of sat-tdromo-

iWpli^ hosSme fsii), la • stfflmote eidesided study ofUm facta to the opporan. ihu pco-

4aiid3l|iWBnBblsdssneusOummeiddeiioethseliiett at least thebody hhitsetacteoBwai^^
lai^pXiaid.. |tiBlBMfhtUicBtemin»fatokaottediiiwsriikhWiQiv«iiutetaiX>ditamO-

dMs#ita iteni* Y.
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rod, id 80X06 cases already in the presynaptic sta^ (E%3. 266, 267), In
Eusckistus (Montgomery, ’98) or Lygeus turdcus (WOsoti, ’05) the rods

condense completely to a spheroidal form; in £,yg<eus bicrucis (WUs<mi,

’12), both X and Y shorten considerably, but still retain a rod-shape and
are often plainly split lengthwise; in Euchmopa bkurvaia (Komhausear,

’14) an elcmgate rod-shape is retained throughout the growth-period, by both

X or Y which only assume a rounded form in the diakinesis. In this case,

which is almost unique, X is always characterized by a denser consistency

aw.—^The sex-chromowmes in the bemipter Oncopeltus, in which the X- and K-chromoaomei
are equal ot nearly so.

A, male diploid group (epennatagonial); B, female diploid group (ovary), each with 16 chromo-
somes {X and Y indistinguishable); C, first spermatocyte-metapfaaM in side-view; D, in polar view;

M-B, anajdiases of this division, conjugation ofX and Y;H,I, sister-groups from the same spindle,

J(y-blvalent irear center; /, interkinesis; K, second spermatocyte in side-view, L in polar view;

M, dujunction of X and ¥.

and deeper staining-capacity, while Y remains more diffuse, in a condition

like that of the autosomes.

The idations d the XY-pair to the plasmosome are similar to those

seen in of the unpaired X. When X and Y are united the

plasmoacuBe U in contact with the pair; when they axe separate the

plasmosome is nlirtmt always assocdated with X, to which it may ia

some cases be seen attach^ even when the latter has a rod<flh«^

The m|ddly increases in aae until it is cfften larger than

(hromosome^nucleQftus and then as a rule separates frcan it. |n the



^ AHO^
him it <}ui(My disafipaus, in sinae cases mdio^goiag INgmcntn*

tlin.

I. ConqNHUMl Types. The X-^kniqrta

Uiider a tiurd type we may place those more complicated cases in whichX
is rqmesented, not by aae chromosome but by a group which daring spermat*

ogenesis act togeth^ as a compound X-dement. The number of X-cmn-
ponenta, as thus far deserved, varies from two (Syromasfes, FUdua) to

I t f IS •BEE E F

T > T » I
y; c G c cy; c G c c y

Pis. SIB.—Doutfe JT-demeat without Y, in vaifeuii ^nadta. (A-D, bom Waumx; E, boa
Wnaow; E, G, trfm Mokcah; E-X btm WiLsoit) •

4, fint spemuepyte-tdophue, in the spider Agakna with double X; B, C, second ^sermatocyte-

tebd>—es, sbowhW X end no-JT classes; D, X-dircanoiome of same, E, double X^dment of the

hendpter Synmastu; F, same of PkyUaura /atlax; G~G, various lonns of same In PkyUntn cary-

mMoUti I, SnCsperraatocjrte-nietaphase and anaphue in Symmaila, pnoadaa of X-denent;
X, 'Kt female and iniale dfplt^ snoupa of same, X-oomponentt bbul.

{Asmis Mtetove). Whatever be their numbo', the X-group is angle

in the aaale, double in the female; so that these cases, too, confcnin to

th** fcwwtwfam Ipf =. 9 and X<wcf . In the compound types, likewise, the X-

om^Atx. oftth# male may or may not be accompianied by a Y-chromosmne;

twH IhiB is t^ifays a stmpie eki^nt Ihe cempound sex-chromoBomes,

filce the dmidit ones, are thus of two fypes which ccurte^Kmd, leqmcdvdy,

10^ XIMI^ or LyffBUt type and the XOXX or Frotenor type. Tht

MKh cBa0lo be worked out was discovered in the ‘‘toad-bug'* Ciekisfp-

«iii^ mdattts (Fsyae, ’a6) viiam X ammta of four ccmpmMmts

Alp* cases have dace been leimd in other Ifemqiteia,

lamMkypfWw (GtT^butiApat some nematodes (Asmis}

iipP^-'btei in mammafa. Widont desctild0g these -ettfes hi

am^ Ih ^ twoIcQ^
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XO-XX CojtPODND TcPia (Y absent)

Name Gkoot
No. or
X-cou-
PONBNTS

X
Sfebu

NoX Dirion}
No. 9

Aihvoe-
3TY

Lqiisma
dcmneBtica

Thysanura 2 18 16 34 (36) ObarltoU,

’as

Syromastes

maiginatus

Heteroptera 2 12 10 22 H GtDes,’o4,

Wils(»i,

Phylknera
faOaz

Homoptera

it 1

2 6 4 10
!

12 Morgan,
’08, ’12

Phylloxera

caiysecaulis

2 3(4) 2 S(6) 6(8) Morgan,
’08, ’12

Agalena

nsevia

Araneida 2 27* 25 S2=*= Wall^
’os. '09

Anolis

carolinensis

Lacertilia 2 18^ 16* 34 =^ (36=*=) Painter,

*21

Sceloponis

spinosus

U
2 12 10 22 24 Painter,

’21

Ascaris

lumbiicotdes

Nematoda s 24 19 43 48 Edwards,
’10

A. canis it 6
1

18 X 2 30 36 Walton,

’i6

A. megaloceph-

ala ^ utuvalens

it
(9=^) 36=*= 27=*= 63=^ It Xautzsch,

’13

A. megaloceph-

ala ' univalens
|

a (8*) 30* 22* 52 =*' 60* Geinitz,
'

’IS

In aU these cases the X-components behave in the diploid diviaons as

indqiendent chromosomes, scattered at random among the autosomes.

In the synapsis of the male they come together in a coherent group, which

as a whole splits lengthwise for the equation-division and in the hetero-

kinesis passes imdivided to one pole (Fig. 375).

Ph^oxera carycuaulis forms a partial exception only in the fact that the

two tomponents of X are often indistinguishably fused at every stage in

the male and almost always thus fused in the female.* Another point of

great interest is that the X-amponents are constant not only in number but

also in si$e. In Syromastes the two components are always distinctly un-

equal, in Pkj^toxera caryeecaulis still more unequal; in P. fattax and in

Agalena they are equal (Fig. 370). In Ascaris megalocephala or cams the

cmnponents are equal; in A. lumbricoides four of the compcmotts of the

* TheM Dumbegn lepresent the componenta of the origfau) chtomoaonus Imked to form biaor

chramoWBiM wUdi *R maiat^ed intact aa such in the serm-line but break up into ontdi npafler

and ttwra tomtataias bodiea in aU the somatic diviaioos. Seepp. 323, 879 -

*Shwd,BddhioBal caaea a double X^^iement have been rqioited, e. in the dcaimdc Ipwi,

Gayer Cep, '16), the pis Wodsedalek (’13) and man Gayer Cia}> but all Uiewaiedoabtfaland the

last toitaitdy amnaona.
*C/. IftMgaai ('00. ’15).
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pentad are small aod one large (f%. 371). Ilte same fwt will be

^{Q more strikingly shown in some Uie cases next to be considered.

Even more rematk^le conditbits are found among those more numerous

cases in whidi the compound X-element is opposed by a single Y-chromo-

S^me which acts as its synaptic mate in the maturation-processes of the

male. The more extr^e cases of this, such as AckMa multispinosa or

Ascaris incurea, offer a most bizarre appearance in the spermatocyte-divi-

sions, particularly in case of the heterokinesis; but they are perfectly in
«

NMr dfi*
'Hi*

F vlsr<;

A c

%s\
H *«•/

• !{**
•2 • ••

D ^7
iSSt
< swe

Fie. an.—compound -dement without Y in Ascaris. (A-E, Ascans lumirtcoides, Edwakds;
P-K, A. cosis. Waiton).
Af fint spemutocyte, anaphase; S, C, sister groups from same in polar view, showing the pentad

X-tikoietA twtween them; D, E, the two resulting types of second kpermatocyte-groups, one with

xp cbromoMHiies the other with 34; F, first spennafbeyte-metaphase, of A . amts, 18 chromosomes,

bend X-group in center; C, anaphase of same; B, I, sister second spermatocyte-groups, showing

two types, one with is ebr^osomes, the other with 18; J, K, corresponding sister-groups from

scoond aSeyfe-dividoD, etch with 18 chromosomes.'

Hoe with the simple XY-type. A list of the more important known .cases

{(^nws on page 775.

In. all these cases, as in the compound X-XX type, the X-compoitents

behave as sq^ara^e chromosomes in the somatic divisions, only coming

tOgeriier in a odlerent group durmg the maturation-process. It will be

observed that in every case the female diploid number exceeds the male by

the ntimber td the X-conqxmmits less one, because in this case the male

nmnber is increase by one owing to the presence of Y; in Gdastocoris, for

«EBiO|dex the lesaf|3e number b 35 + 4-1—35; in Ascans incuna it is 35 +

TbjEpe eases dSa losaarfcable emafdes <d dnuracteristic and constant

* i‘ni4ll!tgp(ldeii^dfr<^lvemiMiiie*iit>peudoai>le,<twinefa>the|we«enceof nmodlantniwretw
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XX-XY CoicFO(nn> Types (Y Psesekt)

Nahe Gbocp
No. OF
X-cou-
POKENTB

X-
Sperm Spebm Diploid

9

Diruyio
AdthObitt

Fitchia spmtilosa

Rocconota annuli-

Heteroptera 2 14 13 27 28 Payne, ’09

comis

Conorfainiis san-

C<
2 »4 13 27 (28) Payne, ’09

quisugus (( 2 12 II 23 (24) Payne, ’09

Wilson, ’llThyanta calceata

Tenodera (Mantis)

<(
2 14 13 27 28

superstitiosa

Paratenodera (Man-
Orthoptera 2 14 13 27 28 Oguma, ’21

tis) aridifolia
tt

2 14 13 27 28 Oguma, ’21

Prionidus cristatus Heteroptera 3 14 12 26 28 Payne, ’09

Sinea diadema «
3 IS 13 28 30 Payne, ’09

Payne, ’i2Pselliodes cinctus
U

3 IS 13 28 30
Pnirontis modesta (t

4 14 II 2S (28) Payne, ’i2

Gelastocoris oculatus u
4 19 16 3S 38 Payne, ’08,

’09

Acholla multi^inosa ti

s IS II 26 30 Payne, 'lo

Sinea rileyi

Pseudococcus nip* '

it

5 17 13 (30) (34) Payne, 'i a

and 2 other species Homoptera s 5 m 10 10 Schrader,

’21, ’23

Goodrich,
’16

Ascaris incurva Nematoda 8 21 B 35 42

differences both in number and in size-relations of the X-components in

different species, as may be seen in the series displayed in Fig. 372, differ-

ences often seen between even nearly related forms. In the pentatomid

genus Thyania, for example, the two species custator and cakeaia are so

closely similar as to have puzzled some of the best systematists, yet in

custator X is always a single chromosome, in cakeaia always a double ele-

ment,® while the total diploid numbers of the two species are also widdy

different (see Table). In the reduvioid genus Sifiea diadema and four other

species X consists of three components; in 5 rileyi of five.* In AchoUa, a

related genus, the X-complex consists in A. ampliata, of three small, equal

components, in A. muUispinosa of five, of vdiidi three are small and equal

and two very large,^ the whole group opposed by a very large Y-chromosome.

The chromosomal differences between the sexes in this species are perhaps

the most remarkable known, since the Y-chromosome is the largest of all t]^

* Th« interpreUtkio of this form, involving the usomption of $ Y-components, is still sqdi»

trhat hrp^etical (p. 777)-

»Wlson{’if),

'Pujme C’la).
* Psjme (’oft 'to)-
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duQliiOSomes axed a|]^iAiits <tti}y in the nude, while ti the X-ooQ^KHienhii the

Qmle has three anaB and two huge and the fonale six and four 375).*

A dimax is peached in the nematode genus Ascaris. At one exdrenw

U A. f4is uihicb has a simide XY-pair mudi like that of many insects.*

At dbe other extr^ae is A. incuroa with an X^-ctmiplex of no less tlum

conponents c^q>osed by a single Y, erne d the X-compcnifflits

hdag a vexy. smdl microchnunosome, and one a rather Itmg wedge-

shaped chromoscone with which the Y-chromosome (here of moderate dze)

4
A

lil
c

I
Af

fig. mLr—Vuicrai forms of the compound JtF-paii. a to AT ixe from Hmiptets; 0, bom o
amtid oithoptonn; P irom beetk; Q from a nematode (d-C bom Wilsok; D-L from Payne;

M-A tarn Bbowmb; OIrom OetntA; P bom NoKiDtz; Q from Gooomxm).

jL aoMtr; A C, Tkfania calcMa; D, PiteUa; E, Concrhmm; F, Stim; -G, PsriUaitti

It, jKwwnfw; /, Siam riUi; J, K, Gtiastoeerit: L, AehoUa mjiupineia; U, N, Nettiuela Mufica;

TflMfim P, the ws-oamplex in S»pt haUamcm, probably a quadruple JT-demait

ojpIMMd hjr m eingle Q, AumtU memna.

li 4 4fNOP Q

is' ahnaya oo«^]le4 376)' In A. megdocephala there are dght or

nine ochqjooents ^dosely linked in the gorm-cdls but separate in the so-

instic tfivishniS (j^
781)-'* Intermediate between these conditions are

A. mdr adtfa its fdx conqxments * and A. hmbriceides with five* in each

case T^ont a Xi and we may lodt for the discoveiy of other q>edes

if of fewer conqxmenta. In oerttdn nematodes ol other

gShOim, stt as Htpar^ or AncyracaMlm cysH^eda* X is a

withoot a Y.
'

'•iiS>SS4> •Wattanfiff,^ sadMidiCM}.
rOllBtkpitlK

ihf^aipxaMMcii fs4. •miim r««}.
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StMil laicts deariy indicate the conclusion, supported by many other

that the X-dement is in general a compound and definitely cagamaed

but also h^y pli^tic body, cotuusting of many componaits t^t nmy be

dosdy associated in a single body or may rea^y appear in the form d
separate chromosomes which in meiosis become associated to form a unit-

complex. We find here strong ground for the conclusion that other fbnas

of c^mosomes are likewise compoimd bodies, a result supported by nu-

merous additional facts (pp. 903, 906). The conclusion is also indicated

diat the sex-determining component or "X-chromatm” may fonn but a

snoall, perhaps a very small, part of the X-element, the remainder of the

Fig. Sn.—Sex-cbroraosomes In the isaatM Tenoiiera lupertlitiosa (Occiia).

A, dipiotene, with XK-chromoaome-tiudeirfus; 3-D, formation of the Xr-oompiei foom the

chromoacune-nucteolua; £, F, later stages of same; G, the chramosomes of the betenstypic division,

arranged in serial wder; 3, spermatogonial raetafSiM; I, female diploid group (f<dlide<dl).

complor consisdng chromatin which has nothing to do with sex as such

but may form the basis of sex-linked characters.*

It is interesting to compare the foregoing cases with such a one as that

of the hranipteian Notomcta indica,^ Here X is in the spermatogonia a

single chrtrniosome (the hugest of the group), which shows no visible sign

compound stn»;ture, but in the later prophases and during the diAdsions

very dearly diows such a structure,' consisting of one huge and five small

compon^ts or cbrommneFes, which remain more or less distinct until the

anai^iasn of the second division (Fig. 496). A slight increase of inde-

pendence on the part of these components would convert them ipto s^uuate

chrfanosomes, fomuug sn X-complex consisting of six compcments (as in

Ascaris demit) opposed by a single Y.*

‘ <y. WSmb i’ti). See p. ooj. * Browne CHl-
*• A MBWhohleowdocrifawi bv SeSiadeT Tii. ’*.0 occiitsla OKtiln ofUw oocdih fjPwmiiiriimiA
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Tbe liistxHy of dw compouod forms ia the g^wthi^aiod has been but

lOJtioUy deared up; but so far as it has been examined the facts indicate

that here, too, the s^-chioinosames imdergo a process of cond^sation or

hetenq>ycnosis quite conqMuable to that seen in the simple types. In

some oi these cases the X-components unite to form a single spheroidal

chromosome-nucleolus accompanied by a plasmosome which later disap-

pmrs. Jh others aQ the components of the XY-complex remain separate,

but are imbedded in a large plasmosome.*

Peculiar conditions, not yet fully understood, but interesting for the

study of the sex-dmanosomes, are found in the mantid Orthoptera Tenodera

.••••
t s 9

Fig. S74.—Compound XF-pair in Hemiptetn (Pavne)

A, Pfdlaida thefm, aids'View of firat qjenuktocyte-metaphase, triple X and single F; B, the

F-dtss and C the X-cbta, of nsultfng second spenaatocyte-metaphase-groups; D, Geiastocarii,

fint ^lermatocyto-inetaphaae , quadrufte X and tingle Y; £, anaphase of same, F, the F-class,

and G the Jt-cUla, of resolting second apennatocyte-inetapbases.

and Poretmoiera (Ogoma, '21) and the beetle Blaps (Nonidez, ’20). In

the mantids X consists of two compmients which early in the growth-

period unite with Y to form an apparently single compact chromosome-

nudedus. Later the X-components again become extended to form long

threads while the Y component (assuming its correct identification) remains

condensed until it enters the metaphase (Fig, 373). Slops lusitonica

shows an X-<sompIex somewhat similar to this but consisting of five com-

pcments, two anaU and three large, the latter at once recognisable in

The nmaber fn both aems is bete 10, white the X-etement seems to be composed of five com-

poueat*. In thehtele these five remain hi eoompect group during the q>enn>tocyte growth-period,

dMde cqanrioulb ia the fint divUoa, and in the leoond pan together to one pete widte the re-

ndniaglfiwe ("eatoaomea”) pan to tlw other. In the femate all the ditomosomes, so far as ob-

aatved/heiiave B|ke, and fOm five ordteaiy tetnds. Tlie eondu^m •earns to be indica.tad that aA
dieao-dtwwosoi^ot theleniaieheee represent X-components white in Uie mate only five such are

pnaent. *tbk mean, as Schrsder suggnts, that aR the chromosomes of the feoute cany au-

ailhihmiftii (X-dmmuthi). Ja tUa caae Use five eatoaomes of the mate must be confined to that set

fWilftMaimMlttiKeamdwoiutoaamipound Y-etement. TtS|aemsiMssaile,howm>ec,tbat oiriy

maX-oaii^aamta osnias X-dirom^a, and that onty one of the five “aatosmnea" b com-

SgteM tony, iCf.^ case of THOamOa, p. yoa).

fa Jiteito tPimin*. mmtlkmiit, Jsnea dUdemo. tHenUm ntoahw. and one or
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die dipldd groups by their large size and non'tenmnal attachments

37®> fto® Nonidez, ’20). In the heterotypic division these form a
pentad dment, of which one large component passes to one pole, while

two large and two small pass to the opposite one, Thocgh the interpretatioo

of this is uncartain (since the female groups are not known) it is a phnnaH)|>

Pig. 878.—The compound XP-pair of sac-chromosomes in the bemipter AcMJa mt/lHs^mosa
CPayne).

A
, first spermatocyte-metaphase, larRe Y coupled with two large X-components; B, anaphase

same division, with lagging Y and 2 X’s; C, metaphase-figuxe, showing compound XP-pair; D, B,
anaphase-groups, the former of the X-class, the latter of the Y; F, female diploid group (30 chro-
mosomes, 10 X’s); G, corresponding male group (26 chromosomes, Y and $ X’s); H, diagram
^wing the general relations of the chromosomes in this species.

assumption that this complex represents a quadripartite X-element (two

large and two small components) coupled with a single large Y.'

4. linkage of Sex-chromosomes widi Aotosomes

The subject of chromosome-linkage in general belongs to a later stage of

our discussion (Chap. XI) but must here be considered in relation to the

sex-chromosomes. In a considerable number of species the X-chromosiame

has htea found closely linked or united to one end of cme of the autosomes,

temaining constantly in association with it during the whole chromosome-
cyde, indu^hng bo& mitods and meiosis and no doubt also fertOizadon.

Such a case was first obs^ved by Sinfity (’ox) in the (phasndd)

1 KiHddM liteMK idmdfiw (»ih CM cf tlw luge cuBpooeatswu X-dtRHBMOBU couidHintk
to wndMid irhh a Isiae fiak (UM) and iiita two nun dmnMMiBM.



Li^iyma and Dktippm^ witere tia X-dammome is ax^Si^ witlr

mo «f the bivaiieats ia tfae loeiotic divmons to form an L-^shaped trivaleat

d«Ewnt' Sb^hiir rdadons ivere discovered by McClong in AmbruSi
E^perddtkc utd MemSHa (*05, *17). In aU tbese cases the X-Iinkage

iqipeam to be constant for the individual, being already in evidence in the

qiennatosatual divisicms, whereX is linked with one of the larger rod-shaped

autosomes to fcHtn a V or L attached to the spindle at the angle where the

two Umbs join {Fig. 377). In qmapsis the autosome-component couples

with its mate to form an unsymmetrical or heteromts^hic trivalent,

which ^lits lengthwise (equation-division) to form a hexad. The identity

the X-compound is revealed already in the spermatogonia by its less

Dg. sn.—The oSotpound jrr-palr io the nsnatode Atcaris iiicitiva (Gooi»tics).

first ipennatocyte-pietuphase, 2s chromosomes srith octopartite X jo center and K at margin;

a, aoa{fiiase ot same in ridi-view; C, D, E, sist^-groups, in polar view, with JT-complex between

tfaem: K the XF-pdr; C, anaphase in ade-view; B, spermntogomal metaphase, ss 'chromosomes;

i, odgcHiial division, 40 chreanosomes (expected number 4a); /, K, sister-groups, first obcyte-

msta^aiiB, ai liyads each.

r^fular outline and lighter staining-capacity {Mermiria) and later, in the

qiermatxxyte, by its more condensed conditum while the autosome-com-

ponnd is diStue {^ig. 377, F, G). In the first division the heaod divides

transversely, so afi to sepuate the two autosome-compounds, which pass to

(ggKxdte pol^ W1& the X-dement attached to one of them.

Whether the X-^inkage in these cases is permanent, so as to be continued

irnm tme generation to anothra', is not yet certainly known; but there is rea-

spa to SHiapect iMt suidi is the case. McGung (’i 7) found that X is always

SaltedllHRbe a^ne autosome in a given individual but in other individuala

^ linked or may be frre. Most often it is joined to the lar-

bivn^ratts, but often ^ao to the fourth or to the fifth laigest;
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Mespen^etUx vmdts four individuals out ol 37 'were found in whkb X is

ca^rely free, having as an (wdinaiy accessory chromosome. Neverthe^

less it seems probable that vhen once established the particular mode of

linkage may persist from one generation to another as Carothers (’ax)

has proved to be tJie case wi& different modes of spindle^attachment

(P- 934)-

Certain other cases of this t)rpe are of e^iedal interest as fins-mplfjs of

linkage so intimate that we are in doubt as to whether it should prcpexiy

receive this name. In Cukx (Stevens, ’10), the presence of sex-diromosomes

< Fig. ST7.—Lioluse of sa-cliroinosom«9 with autotnmeg. (A, B, from SonhY, C-I, McCluno,
y, Stevens.)

In all the figure X is the X-chromosome linked to an autosome.

A, first spermatocyte-diviaon of the phasmid Leptynia; B, the same in the phasmid Dixippm;
C-E, the grassho;N>er Besperotettix, C in prophase, D, metaphase, E in the interkinesis; F-l, cor-

responding stsges in Mttnuna; J, from the mosquito Anephtles, spermatogonisl chromosomes,

Unkage of both X and Y.

would not ordinarily be suspected from either the meiotic or the sp>armato-

goniai divisions.^ In a few cases, however, one of the spermatngonial

chromosome-pairs was found to be slightly beteromorphic, each consisting

of tm> unequal compcments, the larger ones equal, the smaller unequal,

and the latter are conjectured by Stevms to be the equivalent of an XY-
pair intimatdy coupled with one of the autosome-pairs. Another interest-

ing case is that of the classical object Ascaris megaiocephala, in which the

X-element is usually intimately muted to one of the autosomes though m
wsne indi^dduals it appears in the form of a small extra chromosome. Jix

^ThelEtwobwrvEthHtt of Wldtiag fr?) Sie incwKhtiiveoQ tfaispc^t,
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it ^Kms in emy inspect the behavi<»- an X-chrcHiloBoaie.^

lenaale (he X-<hlomos<Hnes in some cases ftnm a bivalent whidb

4^em in the fcnm of a typkal tettad and tuvlergoes the usual distribution

m that each mature egg receives one X (Frobwa, Geinitz). As will lat^

be ^hown, die X-<hxomosame in ah tb^ cases is itself a multiple, though

this hbct is not apparent during the mdotic divisions (see p. 879).^

These various cases, together with that of Slaps (p. 779), show how diffi-

cult it may be to distinguish between a secondary linkage of chromosomes

Spwinatqgania

sots

t* Matuidtion Mitosis
-

2*^ Mtlosis

HeUphsM

IShlv*S

<f 15*1

mg. an.—The XT-ctmiplex in the beetle Blaps, slightly schematized (Nonidez).

It oonrista ol five components (in blBck) of which four pass to one pole and one to the other The
Amplest intcqseUtiaa is that it consists of a Ksvgle Y and a quadripartite X.

and a primary assodation; and also indicate the comparative unimportance

of the question from a physiological standpoint. It seems to be immaterial,

so far as sex-production is concerned, whether the X-material appears in

the form of a single separate and readily recognizable chromosome; or as

one tmnporarily or permanently linked to another chromosome; or finally

as an indistinguishable component of a chromosome which outwardly seems

not to differ from others. Morphologically, however, the questions here

raised are of gr^t interest in their bearing on the organization of ebromo-

amnes geii^ally and the evolution of the sex-chromosomes (pp. 822, 823).

t. Sexual Dimegaly of the Sperms

In most cases the K- and Y- (or no-X) classes sperm, when fully

matined, do not show any differences that are visible to the eye. Only in

>ThetmX-rilR>BoaaBMii||afintolMervedini(wsmhrHerIa(’94), Bovwl ('gp, ’08) gndBoring

fhel Ute (nuKt it vtry me# pmmt var^ wtitekns, but fraquently fat bitnienf. Its b^vior icu

^ WM dndfd^ by thewoA of Edwuds (’to), Fmlom (’»}. Itsutzsch (’13)

ia JVtjieSKMr an ‘'X-dtromosoase” that is Bnked to one of the bivalents in

IM (teldantificadoa of tbhas the X-dsaonamne isdmbtid.
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cert^ nematodes {Ancyraamtitm, etc., Figs. 357, 358) are tbe tvro dases
of mature sperm readily distingmshable, since the chromosoanes aie sdU
visible as such. Since, however, the nuclei of the two classes ccHomoidy

receive differ«it amounts of chromatin, and since the sperm-headS coodst

almost wholly of chromatin, we might expect to find the sperms, or thdr

heads (or nuclei) of two corresponding sizes; and such appears actually to

be the fact. Several observers ^ have made numerous measurements trf

sperm-heads (or nuclei) and plotted the results in curves of variability to

show the distribution of size frequency. In nearly all cases the curves have

been bimodal, indicating the existence of two size-groups. A test ai this

result is offered by differences in the relative size of X or (allowing for Y
when present) of chromatin-content in different species; for such differences

evidently should find expression in corresponding differences in the curves.

In the nature of the case it is difficult to obtain a very precise result;

nevertheless expectation and observation show a certain agreement. In

the pig, Wodsedalek found the ratio of head-length in the two maxima to

be 11.5:14.25 (1:1.21), in the horse 9.5:11 (1:1.05). Zeleny and Faust

found various ratios in the curves as compared with the expectation derived

from measurements of the X-chromosomes. These and other similar results

involve a very considerable, perhaps very large, probable error owing to

the relatively small size of the sex-chromosomes and similar causes. More
convincing than any of these is the similar result afforded by Ascaris incuroa,

a form which as above stated, has one of the largest known X-elements,

and is also very favorable for exact measurements of the nuclei (Fig. 376).

Clay models of the second spermatocyte metaphase-groups of the X-

containing and X-lacking classes, when weighed, gave a ratio between

the two of 21:14 (1-5:1) while the bi-modal curve from measurements of

6<X5 sperm-nuclei showed maxima having the ratio 21:15 (1.4:1), a much

greater difference than in any other observed case. This result seems to

confirm the conclusion that the two modes of the frequency curves really

correspond with the two sex-classes of the sperm.

B. FEMALE DIGAMETY

Digamety in the female is of two widely different types concemii^ which

it is easy to fall into confusion. One is a digamety in the constitution of the

nuclei after meiosis precisely analogous to that seen in the sperm in the

cases of male digamety. The second is a dimegaly of the eggs, which are of

two sizes, the larger being female-producing and the smaller male-produdng

(p. 806). These two types must carefully be distinguished since they do not

' Wodsedalek oa the pig ('13) and horae <'14): Faust C13) on Anasa tristis; Zcdeoy and Faint (’tj)

and Zeleny and Senay (’islonvariousinsects and vertebrates; and GoodfichOiC) on 4 worjiiiieHraa.
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each other. At iMs fraint we are coaoen^ ^nith tiae Sist of

^ 'Sttual NttdbMtr DifaiBOtF of 'fha Ova
'

‘ ^^rtdogicalljr thh type has bem dearly denumstrated only in the L^-
dc^fj^a, thou^ the gi^etic evidence proves that in birds also the female is^ heteroaygohs sex. The Lepidc^taa were examined cytidogically by
several earlier bbservos * but the sex-chrconosomes were first made known
hy the work of Doncaster and especially of Seiler.* Seiler's studies, on

certain moths of the family d P^diidas ^ve demonstrated a diromosome-

ntechaniign exactly paralld to that of male digamety but showing a relation

to Sex in aU respects the opposite. Zn male L^idoptera all the chromo-

sofnes are equally paired and symmetrically distributed, so that but one

vMUy distinguishable class of sperms is produced. Seiler dearly showed

that while the dhromosomes are also paired in the female in certain spedes

{ScietuAUt pifteA, and triqudr^), thus corresponding to theXY-XX type,

in other spedcs one member of (me {nir is missing in the female; while

the male has <me more. Thus, in Fumea casta the diploid groups of the male

(ipermatogcmia) have 6a chromosomes, equally paired (31 + 31), the female

but 61 (31 + 30). Zn TaUtporia tubvlosa the corre^nding numbers are

mak 60 (30+ 30) and female 59 (30 + 39). The meiotic divisions show cor-

responding rdations. In the male all the chnnnosomes are equally dis-

tributed in both qjermatocyte-divisions, produdng but one class of sperm.

Ih the female, on the other band, the unmated or odd chromosome passes

uwfivided to one ptde (either the inner ox the outer) in the first polar division

of the egg. The aecotod division, accordingly, is of two types, one showing

(me dirtHiHiscKne fewer than the other (in Talaporia 39 or 30), all the chro-

mosomes dividing eqpmtionally. In Takeporia Seiler found this ihromo-

some passir^ to the outer p(de in 134 cases, to the'inna in 89 cases, a ratio

of 1.30:1.00, the observed primary sex-ratio being about 1.75:1. Whether

these paxticular figures are significant or not, the facts as observed make it

cptremdy prc^ble that fertilization by any sperm will {Hoduce dther a

male or a female adoording to the class of egg which it enters, e. g., in

Plmwacasfa

Bte 3* + 3* '

,
Bgg 30 + sperm 31 « 61 (9)

, l^hese ifi&tkm seepa. to be exactly the leverae d those seen in the Pro-

ktttr typOi and it.bc^cottes a doubtful qua^km how the sex-chrcanosomes

^ scfMMid #ff4 pk
* ’*»)< CWtabetg (’oj), Stevcos C06), Modmi ('oy), Deda«r <’07, ’is), Cook ('to),

fti>.^ I
Srim Ct4« ’*r. '**.
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jslioQb) bere be <!esipsited. Ilure an several possible notoHidatures that

wifl Satisfy tbe observed nsults, both (ytologksl and genetic. We a)%ht

sinqdy reverse ^ syndx^ employed in male digamety, enjoying the

fonnuIasXXAA>«<fi^XOAA« 9 (Goldschmidt) the f(Hmtdasraigbt be

written OOAA-c? and XOAA»9 (Castle); or YYAA»a' and XYAAssp
(Wilson). Evidently, however, in none of these cases does the symbdiX have

the same meaning as in male digamety. Some writers, therefore, have pre-

ferred to use a different and non-committal terminology by substituting W
and Z forX and Y, t. e., and AAZO= 9 ;

or, in case Z has a mate in

the female {SoUnobia or Phragmatohia) AAZZ =» cT and AAWZ =* 9 ( Morgan).

To the physiological questions here involved we shall later return (pp.

815, 821). They do not affect the fact that in a broad sense the same kind

of chromosome-mechanism is involved in female digamety as in male.

holier work on Lepidoptera, though less decisive, indicates an essentially

similar condition. In Abraxas Doncaster (’10, ’11) found that all males

and most females have 56 chromc»omes, and that all the gametes recdve

28. In some individuals, however, and always in a certain strain, the fe-

male number is 55, half the mature eggs receiving 27 and half 28. This

result possibly indicates the presence of a supernumerary chromosome,

but was interpreted by Doncaster to mean that the 28-chromosome (^gs

are male-producing, the 27-class female-producing (28-4-28 >=56c?', 274"38=

559); further, that typically there is a pair of sex-chromosomes in each sox

(e. g., WZ in the 9 and ZZ in the cf ) but that in the female one of these (e. g.,

W) may be absent If this be correct the case would closely parallel that of

Metapodius, where it is known that the Y-chromosome may be mtber pres-

mit CH* absent in the same species (p. 874).^

More satisfactory, though more complex, is the case of Pkrogmat<dna,

where Seiler ('14) found in the first polar mitosis of the egg one laige hetero-

moiibic bivalent, distinguishable by its sixe, which in the male is replaced

by a symmetrical one. During the heterotypic mitosis in the female 01m

memb« (d this bivident as it passes to the pole separates into two unequal

ccMnponents, so that the daughter-groups are of two types, one containing

29 duomosomes, the other 28. Comparison shows that the bivalent in

question lies indifferently with the double element turned either outward

or inward, u e,, this- element may either be retained in the egg or passed

out into the polar nucleus. It thus comes to pass that there are two classes

id <^s, one with 28 chromosmnes, and one with 29. In the male on tlm

otiier hand the corresponding bivalent is symmetrical or homommpluc, and

aU the sperms receive 28 chromosomes.

Despite scone points still obscure, the ](xpidoptera thus dtow a dose

»Wfl»on, ’

09.
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gietontl sigepmmit betwooa ^ 'gesetic facts and the cftofq^ai fhe
inuie is diSeraat with the bhds, ^duch still offwr a pazaile bat incomplete^

Shived. All dbservers axe agreed tlat genetically the female bird is the

aeK4»eterc^gote, but Ouyor ^ has brought forwaXd evidence to show that

in the common fowl and the guinea hen the sperms are of two classes^

&tinguidied by the presence or absence an unpaired X-element or

accessory chromosome. This dement is a large curved body which in

many cas^ passes to one pde in the first spermatocyte division in advance

of the other chromosomes, thus producing two classes of second spermato-

cytes, one with ninewnd tme with eight diromosomes. The second sperma-

tcxytes ^ow, as a nde, either four or five chromosomes (the autosomes

having secondarily coupled two by two),* all of which divide equally.

Half the sperms receive eight chromosomes (apparently four) and half

nine (appanmtly five). Guyer believes, however, that the 8-chromosome

or no-X class degenerate; so that all the functional sperms are of the X-
daas, as in iqihids dr phylloxerans (p. 792).

In view of these facts it is very remarkable that the diploid groups seem

to show in the female but one large curved chromosome (X), while in the

male two such elements are present* The diploid groups thus seem to show

dm expected rdation, the female being heterozygous, the male homozygous;

but, per contra, the gamete-formation erf the male seems to show this sex

to be cytologically (%ametic, with one class of gametes non-functional.

It is stated, further, that the X-chromosome of the spermatocyte-divisions

is a bivalent body (representing the large pair in the spermatogonia) which

passes as such to one pole.

H these facts be correctly determined they offer a cytological puzzle

whh which it is not passible to deal without additional data. This material,

evMently, is Very unfavorable for an accurate determination and it is greatly

to be hoped that other species of birds may prove less difificult. A formal

aerfatioQ <rf the problem is offered by the hypothesis that the X-element

of the male is a true bivalent (or pair of s}maptic mates) which, after passing

together to one pole hi the first mitosis separates into its two components

in the second, the equation-divi^im being omitted. The sexes would then

be produced acowding to the formulas: Egg X+ Sperm X«=XX (d") and

EggO+Sperm X“»XO (9); ^ but this invedves a constant process of non-

dmjuat^oa in spermatogenesis, a addition contradictory of all that is

dbewhere known df j^mapsis and reduction.

*096, fttf,

* A« is the ibmcmvten 1^. m).
^1^0 total- i%liM mndfa «oiSd ooC be determiiMd exscUy. lo the mole it is said to

botS-tS. «

rnmnSaa fa due tctT. H. Mewsan.
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in. SEX-CHROMOSOMES AND P.\RTHENOGEa)mSIS

1. General Relations of Parfhenogenesls to Sex

The fact that eggs which develop without fertilization may produce

either nudes or females seems at first s^ht almost a nullification of the

conclusions based on the study of fertilized eggs. The truth is far otherwise;

the history of the chromosomes in parthenogenesis offers, indeed, a conclu-

sive confirmation of those conclusions and forms one of the most interesting

chapters in the whole subject of sex-production. In considering the subject

it is necessary to distinguish clearly between parthenogenesis in female

homogamety (as in the aphids, rotifers or Hymenoptera) and those cases

in which this sex is digametic (Lepidoptera); but as will later be ^own,
the two cases are in principle in agreement.

a. Parthenogenesis with Female Homogamety. The facts in this case are

most fully known in the aphids and phylloxerans; but those presented by

the rotifers and Hymenoptera appear to conform to the same type and the

same is probably true also of the daphnids and ostracodes. The main facts,

earlier briefly outlined (p. 228), are as follows:

In the aphids (Fig. 379) the fertilized eggs produce only females which

are strictly partnenogenetic and are the first of a series of similar females

multiplying only by diploid parthenogenesis. Later in the summer appear

parthenogenetic “stem-mothers,” the offspring of which are also parthen-

ogenetic but in most cases are of two physiological types, one producing

only sexual females, the other only males. The fertilized eggs initiate a

new cycle, producing (in the following spring) a new line of non-sexual

parthenogenetic females, as before. A similar life-history is shown in the

phylloxerans, the daphnids, and the ostracodes; and in all of these cases

pairthenogenesis (with the exception of one all-important point) is of the

diploid type. Among phylloxerans some species have an “open life-cycle”

like that of the aphids, i. e., an indefinite number of parthenogenetic genera-

tions before the sexual forms appear. More commonly (P. fallax, P, carycB-

caulis) the life-cycle is “closed,” the stem-mother arising directly from the

zygote (also the case in the gall-flies, p. 799). The offspring of the stem-

mother are of two kinds, some producing only large eggs from which femaks

develop, others only small egg;s from which males develop, and ta b^ore,

the cycle ends with fertilization (Fig. 379).

In the bees, wasps, and ants, on the other hand (Fig. 380), partheno-

genesis app)ears to be exclusively of the haploid typje, and no alternation

takes Here all the fertilized sexual eggs produce females, the tm-

fertiliz^ exclusively males. The females, accortfingly, are dlpfltfid nuckor

coostituticm, the maks of haploid.
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wfde^teof luipteidodQatituttos Zc the gaJl>fly (iVeMts^erur) stiS a diffioent

combhiatioD ai^Kacf j8d)* Here, as usual, all the fertiliaed eggs

leoduce paithoaogeokk femates, but some of tfacK females produce only

atetua} fettade^ 'by ^^oid parthomgene^i -white others give rise only tO

SB^es% fa^hdd pedthenogmesis, as in rotifers or in the HytUenoptaa,
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Suinmiag up these various cases we find Uua irndlej thm the fertUitei

eggs gite rise exdttswdy to di^oii females; that in diplM paiihemgme^
the offspring may be tUher male orfemale (gall-fties, aphids, dapkmds) vheniu

in haploid parthenogenesis only males are produced {rotifers, bees). In the

latter case, obviously, the result is what we should expect; for if the egg

develops with only the haploid group of chromosomes it contains hut a
single X and hence is ipso fado of male constitution. On the other hand,

ROTIFER
( OPEM TYPE

)

,GALLHTy
I CLOSED TYPE)

1^

Fis. SSO.—Diasram of mixed and of haploid parthenogenetic Ufe-cjrcles. Eadi cycle starts with

the fertilixed egg or zygote and ends with fertilization. The rotifer shows a series of diploid foatale-

produdng parthenogenetic generations before appearance of the sexual forms, the gatt-fly one such

generation, the bee none. In all three cases mdes are produced from uniatiUzed mature eggs ^
hapkdd parthenogenesis.

the production males in diploid partlunogeneris is by no means so

evident, and its recent complete explanation by Morgan, Stevens, and

De Baehr is one of the most interesting discoveries in this field.

S. The SwMdutnnosmDM in Diploid Farthanotanmis

In tyjficad examples of tins form iA paxthenogmesis the facts are now

perfef^y clear, though only a few cas» haw as yet been fully wOrited pub
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^»se taaeA, as eaifier stated, but one pdocyte is formed, the dij^d
it^ber of dhromosomes appears in the sin^ maturation division (Fig. 223),

no general ledsotion of the chromosomes takes place. It was at. first

genoaily assumed that in this type no reduction of any kind takes p^ace;

and sudi is ii^eed the case in the production of females (e. g., in the

apindk, ^^oxerans, ostiacodes or rotifers). Without exception so far as

known, female-produdng parthenogaretk eggs always develop with the

dipfioid number of chromosomes.

In male-producing parthenogenetic eggs of this type the case is somewhat
different. The important discovery was made independently by Morgan

Fif, SSL—^Sex-chroinoaomes in the ai^id Aphit saiieeti (Baehk).

A, poiitr q;>iiidle Of tho partlieiKigeoetic egg in poUr view, with 6 chromosomes (the diploid num-
berh Bf spmntntogonlalenetai^uise, 5 chromosomes; C, spermstocyte-prophase; D, ist spermatocyte

metajdiaae; £, the samein side-view; F-ff, the first division, in side-view; / and /, the two resulting

dasMs of seomid spermatocytes; K, second diviaon of large second spermatocytes (X-class).

{’08, ’09) and Bafiiir (’08, ’09) that the males of certain aphids and phyl-

loxerans, though Imving no other mode of origin than by diploid partheno-

geaesk,mverti^e$8J!umat$e<>r(mcir<mos0mes/ewert/tanihe/emaie. Thus,

hi AfAip sdict& (^e simplest case) the females, according to Baehr, always

have six ^romosOmes, the males five (Fig. 381). Jn like manner Mwgan
ftMtnd hi fiJtax ti duvunosonm in the femakt and but ten in the

phiiei vMti fihe oiilrnMpoQcyiig gametic numbos are 6 and 4, the X-eiemmit
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XKlsidtii;^ two s^Mtrate components, of which the female contains four

and the male twa
It is dear from this that the production of the male must involve the

ehminatum of one or two chr(»nosomes; in other words, a reducticm does

occur in the case of one or two chromosome-pairs. This process, earlier sug-

gested as a theoretical possibility,^ was found actually to occur, in aphids

Fig. aaa—Sex-chromosomes in the paithenogenetic hemipter PkyUcjetra (Mokcam).

A, B, C, first ^lermatocyte-division in P, caryacaulu; D (more enlarged); the two resulting

clas^ of second spermatocytes, one with 4 (or apparently 3) chromosomes, one with 3; E,F, 4-

chromosome type (3 JV-components) of second spermatocytes; C, 3-chromosome class (with single

X); U, polar view of second spermatocyte-metaphase (3-cbromosome type); I, 3-chromoaome
cl«s« of second spermatocyte (rudimentary, noi-functional), J, P.JaUax, polar spindle of stem-

mother egg 13 chromosomes; K, P. caryacatdis, polar st^ndle of female-producing egg, six diro-

mosomes to each pole; L, U ,
the same, polar spindles of male-producing eggs, elimination of lagging

double X, showing five chromosomes left in the egg (the male number).

by Stevens (’lo) and, especially by, the work of Morgan (’12, ’15), in two

spedes of Pk^xera in which the X-element consists of two components,

usually separate (p. 773). Morgan dearly showed, in these cases, that

during die nsaturation of the smaller (male-producing) paithenogenetic

eggs two chromosomes lag behind the oth«s on the spindle during the

nnaphaaeg, fail to enter the egg-nucleus, and are probably cast out in the

polar body (Fig. 382) . All is thus made dear
;
for we can h|udly be mistaken

* Wfisoo (’or), Stevsjs Cop), Baehr (’op).
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IntiwoaQdssiQtitiiatllietiroectrtdedf^^ (olteQ doedjr ctnipled

ki I*, earymatdis') rq>re8»it a douUe X-element, coa^iantbie to that tA

Syrmttf^ w Fitckfa 773) the nsate id which renutim la the egg. It

tiois catats to |«a8 that the pauhratogeDetk ^;gs, thou^ of diploid ood-

Stitutioii hi teiqpect to the autosomes, are id two classes with respect to the

XdiraiQOscaDe, the f^oale^roducing having the constitution XX, the

imle-produdng, X—obviously the same result which in the sexual process

id so many other animab is effectoi by fertilization.

Ihif is in itself a striking confirmation of the condusions based on the

ar£nary sexual foims; but still more condusive is the evidence given by the

sexual reproduction of these same parthenogenetic spedes. Why should

these animafa differ from non-parthenogenetic spedes in the fact that fer-

tilized eggs give rise exdusivdy t<rfemales? This question found a complete

and simple answer, in the discovery that only tite X-class of sperms (i. e., the

female-producing ones) come to complete development. This fact, too, was

ind^ndoDtly discovered by Morgan in phylloxerans and by Baehr in

aphids. In both forms the X-demoit, as usual, passes to one pole in one

spermatocyte division (the first), but the division is markedly unequal.

Thus are produced two visibly different classes of second spermatocytes,

an X-bearing dass of large size, and a no-X class of small size (Fig. 382).

The former imdergo an equal, equation-division and give rise to two

functional qietxis of the X-class. The small spermatocytes of the no-X

rbtM usually fail to divide and degenerate without giving rise to sperms.

The only survivmg sperms, therefore, are the X- or fcmale-produdng dass.

Nature here petforms daily the precise crucial experiment needed to dem-

(ffistrate the searproducing capadties of the two dasses of sperms. We
may confidently ei^iect that in the daphnids and ostracodes, likewise,

the niale.pix)dudng sperms will be found to be degenerate ot non-functional;

and also that in the parthenogenetic production <A males one X-element

is ^BBiiiatied ex rendered ineffective. In all these cases, however, one im-

{Kcrtant pe^t remains undetermined, namely, the mode in which the male-

pfodiidi^ and female-producing mothers are differentiated. We look

natozally to thd origin of these mothers from the stem-mother in the hope

of fiodin|r evidfl&ce id some kind of differential division in the maturation

of the from*whkh thQT arise. Morgan (’lab) has in fact found certain

pecidiaiities ol chromosomes in the male-produdog id Pk^amra
PayaeauUs wUi^ suggest that a small compemeat of the X-chromosmne

H iSinSmtied 4s|emg the matuiatam ol the stemrmother’s egg from which

the mateprodnotsf arises; but the demonstration of thb Is atiH incomi^e.

j^eeparthenSgenesis of thb type involves no gemal reduction we might

itaippet to had ^ evidence of ^mapsis or the associated phentunena in the
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jmd such seesos indeed sometis^ to be the fact; but ate soate

notable exc^tkms. In some cases of diploid parthenogene^ the oifcytm

pass throiq[h a stage of synizesis indistinguishable from t!^ same stage in the

sexual egg, and this may even be followed by a process of pseudo-redssdutH

<aid tite formation of tetrads. Woltereck (’98), confirmed by Sdile^ (’09),

found the former condition in the parthenogenetic odcytes of ostracodes

(Cypm) but observed no process of pseudo-reduction. This was at first

supposed to mean that syrnizesis has no necessary connection with the

process of reduction.^ Further observation, however, showed that this

ccmdusion was unfounded. Strasburger (’04, ’07, ’09) found in MarsUia

that diploid apogamy is preceded by a process of synizesis and pseudo-

reduction, but that during the diakinesis the diploid number is restored by a
disjunction of the synaptic mates of each bivalent; and indications of a

similar process, though less complete, were found in AlckemUla. In Wik-

strBmia the synaptic phase seems to be entirely absent, and the chromosome-

number is diploid from the beginning. Similar variations seem to exist

among animals. It was found by Fries (’09) that the sexual ^gs of Brandu-

ptis pass through a typical synaptic stage involving a (probably) paras3map-

tic conjugation of chromosomes, but in the diploid parthenogenetic eggs

of Artemia these appearances are wanting and the egg-nucleus gives rise

directly to the diploid number of chromosomes. Morgan (’15) likewise

found typical s)mi2esis in the sexual ^gs of the “bearberry aphid” but never

in the parthenogenetic ones, the contrast being so great that ovaries pro-

ducing the two respective types of eggs can thus readily be distinguished.

On the other hand, Baehr (’20) found that the parthoiogenetic eggs of

Aphis paltrue undergo a marked synizesis and give rise to four bivalent

diromosomes (the diploid number is eight); but in the dmkinesis these axe

disjoined or “deconjugated” to form eight single chromosomes which un-

dergo a simple longitudinal splitting during the single polar mitoris.

It thus seems to be well determined, as Strasburgor ('09) indicated, that

parthenogenetic eggs of the diploid type show different d^rees of adaption

to parthenogenesis. Some of them prepare for complete reducticm by the

usual process, but this is never fully carried out, the conjugation bring un-

done in the diakinesis so as to restore the diploid number. In others the

“dectmjugation” is effected earlier (Alckandla), and in still others the

synaptic phase seems to have been lost entirely (WikstrBmie). An in-

ihcation ^ how such a series of stages may have had its banning is

posriMy seen in the diakinetic deconjugation and reconjugation that

takes place in the sexual e^ of Lepidosirm as described by Agu (p. 563),

^ Hence also Woherec^’s conclusion that synitesis and the asaodated diangei rqueaent an afagi-

dve mftods, a view alterwards advocated by f Herttng and a nambec oi ethen.
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m ia ^loae dL certain Hyax^tu^tera (Sfurdita, Cynips, etc.) a^iich may n»>

cnnplete reduction and stay eit]ber be fertilij^d or devdop by dipldd

iwrtbciiograiesia (p. 803). AH these facts point to the conclusion that the

diploid parthenogenetic egg has been derived from a sexual egg which was

ar%inaUy capaUe <d complete reduction {and perhaps also of haploid par-

thenogene^), by the progressive restriction and final loss of the synaptic

phatomcoa and thdr consequences.

3. Sex in Haploid Parthenogenesis

The seccmd or haploid type of natural parthenogenesis is at present

known only in Rotifera, Hymenoptera, Thysanc^tera, Hemiptera and

Aracfanida.

In Hemiptera and Aracknida. Though only a single case is known in each

of these grot^ the c}d:ological facts seem to be so dear as to form a desirable

introduction to piore debatable cases. In the homopter Trialeurodes va-

porarium, as earlier indicated (p. 333), virgin females of the English race

IHoduce only females (presumably by diploid parthenogenesis) while those

of the American race produce only males. Schrader (’so) found that in the

latter case the females, produced sexually, are diploid (is chromosomes) and

the males produced parthenogenetically, are haploid, dearly showing ii

chrcMnosomes. These numbers were found in all 'stages of development

from deavage up to late pupae with gonads in an advanced stage of develop-

moit. The undergoes a typical meiosis with reduction to the haploid

noodier (ii), and in fertilization receives ii chromosomes from the sperm.

In the male, on the other hand, no reduction occurs and the heterotypic divi-

sion seems to be entirely suppressed, a result borne out by the numer-

ical rdarions of the spermatids and spermatocytes. This case will bear

further examination, but the main result seems to be well established. It is

noteworthy that mated females produce offspring of both sexes, which

suggests that the actual fertilization of the^ may be controlled by the

fenude spermatheca, as in the bee.

m the mite Tdranychus bimactdatus, a case also made known by Schrader

(’33), the facts arc even more demonstrative, since the haploid number

is bnt^ and the diploid 6. In this case, also, as shown by several earlier

€i^|||Ss, virgin females produce exclusively male offspring, while mated

IjIHH produce i^spring of both sexes. Schrader’s woric proves that all

mihseqta^t to meiosts have 3 chromosomes; that fertilized eggs

with 6 drromostmies, unfertilized with 3; that in the blastoderm-

and np to the larval stages,, some .embryos show 6 chromosomes,

Rll^esn 3; that thf ^xermatogcmial divisions show 3 chrmnosomes and the

fi; and pmt in the mate the heterotyific division is sup[ff^sed»
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wliite jn the odcytea the meiotic divisions take place normally, ivith 3 tetrads.

All doubt thus seems to be removed that in this species, as in the horegoing

case, males arise from unfertilized eggs and undergo cmnplete developmmit

by haploid parthenogenesis, while females arise from fertilized eggs, and
are diploid.

In Hymenopiera. The classical case of haploid parthenogenesis is offered

by the honey-bee where the celebrated theory of Dzierzon (1845) long formed

a center of controversy. Dzierzon’s observations, supplemented by thrae of

Siebold, Leuckart and many later investigators, proved that females alone

(queens or workers) are produced from fertilized eggs, males alone (drones)

from unfertiliMd. This condition is now known to be widespread among the

Hymenoptera (bees, ants, wasps, chalcids) and so far as the production of

males is concerned may be universal in this group. Some doubt, however,

still hangs over the cytological side of the subject, since the phenomena

are here in a measure confused by the frequent occurrence of double or

multiple chromosome-groups in the somatic divisions (p. 803) and also by

the frequent secondary coupling of the chromosomes two by two in both

the spermatocytes and the obcytes. This has led to uncertainty as to the

number of chromosomes in the diploid and haploid groups, and as to the

sexual chromosomal differences. Nevertheless, it may now be Stated with

considerable confidence that among the Hymenoptera thus far investigated

the females, produced from fertilized eggs, develop with the diploid number

of chromosomes (or a multiple of it) while the males, produced from un-

fertilized eggs, develop with the haploid number. The sex-chromsomes have

not yet been identified eis such. Nevertheless, it is highly probable from the

general constitution of the chromosome-groups that the females have the

sexual constitution XX, the males X; for the unfertilized eggs, having under-

gone reduction, should contain one X, and this number is not doubled in the

course of development.* It must, however, be borne in mind that in case

of both bees and ants virgin workers are asserted to have produced female

offspring (workers, queens).® The workers and queens thus produced should,

of course, be diploid; but how this result is produced is unknown. It might

be due to a faUure of reduction and the formation of but one polocyte in

such eggs or to a secondary doubling {cf. p. 803). The cytological investiga-

tion of such cases should give a crucial test of the XO-XX quantitative

theory of sex (p. 8r6).

We need not here review in extenso the rather complicated history of the

researches on which this conclusion concerning sex-production in Hymenqp-

‘ WilKin (’oq), Baekr {’09), R. Hertwi* (’12). Nachtsheim {’13), Pattewon (’17), Whiting (’»i)

«te.

• See Wbeder (’03), on ante. Onions {’12, ’14). on bees.



Is teased.* A fiist to pcoUem was foitml by i^faKbnuum (*8$)

tile <!^ooway tb&t m)t only the tortilbed but a^ tba ui)f«:tii2ed

epis {voduce both polocytes and haace presunuddy undergo pcnnplete re-

daction. ThepossOdlity wasc:^>eQedthati]ithebeetheparthe&ogeneticegg

(male-produciiig) ndsbt devdbp witb the haploid number chromosomes.

(Opposed to this wme the obsea^ticms of Petrunkewitsdi (’oi, ’13) who
found that both fertilized and unfertilized eggs developed with 16 dironft)-

somes, th(Htgh higher numbers (jz, 64) were also obs^ed; he concluded,

therefree, that 16 is the fundamental dfolcud number characteristic of both

fig. aai.—Chromosome-eroops in the honeybee (Nacbtshsih).

4, denvece-oell (nonphnie-troap) from female (worker) embryo, 3 a chromosomaj); B, C, similar

vieeni, feom mole (dnme} embiyos, j6 cbrotnosomes, D, first spermatocyte, dukinesis, 16 dyads;

E, tdaOhaH, deavage-odl, draoe-mbiyo; F, G, second qjermatoqrte telophases, in F about 16

dfiiaiaownws, in G about S.

sezes sod 8 the hgpfoid. This result seemed to be supported by the be-

havior of the chnanosomes during maturation; for the polar spindle shows

fo fact <%fat tetrads, and the nucleus of the mature^ receives the same

avunber nf dumndsomre. Petninkewitsdi’s condusion was, however, inse-

amfy based. Tho studies of Meves ('04, ’07) on the spermatogenesis of

bee aiul t^e hornet (Vesfa), confirmed by those of Mark and Cq>e-

*07) Aud father observers, proved that the spermatogonial number

in* |ifao Is tof f>ut also proved Hoi eatk sperm-mdeus receives the same

,^110^*, Moves ^erefore conduded that not 8 but 16 is the fundamental

b cbio 1^ Kaditohcnn C13). Sm ahn Sd^dji (’is), ubo givat an exodent w-^ •Mtfw sdi^Wt of «e»-d<tonWiMtiiin .
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numba*, and that the tgg must have developed by haploid parthen-

OpMsis. Substantially the .same result is reached by Mark and Cope-

land, and by Doncaster (’07), and especially by Nachtsheim (’13), who in^
an extended re&camination of the subject.

Nachtsl^iin’s work clearly shows that the unfertilized egg (male) develops

with 16 chromosomes, the fertilized egg (worker) with 32, these numbos
occurring both in the cleavage and in later stages (Fig. 383). His observa-

tions also show that Petrunkewitsch failed to reckon with a secondary link-

age or coupling of the chromosomes first seen in the anaphases of the sper-

matocyte-division, the 16 chromosomes showing a tendency to unite two

by two, so that the spermatid-nucld often seem to receive only ^ht
chromosomes.^ In the female the same tendency to couple is serai at still

earlier stages. In the female blastoderm 32 chromosomes are present; but

in the ofigonia the number seems reduced to 16, the chromosomes having al-

ready united two by two (p. 869). In the polar spindles appear eight tetrads,

and after meiosis the egg seems to receive eight single chromosomes as

Petrunkewitsch correctly described. It now seems clear, however, that

these chromosomes are bivalent, corresponding exactly to the eight chromo-

some-couples in the sperm-nucleus; and since the unfertilized egg s^ments

with 16 chromosomes the fertilized with 32 the linkage must be dissolved as

soon as development begins.

The foregoing results find a remarkable confirmation in the fact that no

reduction of the chromosomes takes place, the sperms receiving 16 chromo-

somes, the same number shown in the cleavage, and in the spermatogonia.

It is, however, a significant fact, discovered by Meves in the bee and hornet,

that a kind of vestigial reduction-division takes place, the primary spermato-

cyte making an abortive attempt to divide, in the course of which an

incomplete spindle is formed, and the chromosomes appear, but no nuclear

division occurs. The result is the extrusion of a non-nudeated mass of

protoplasm or “pwlar body” (Fig. 384), and this is followed by one complete

mitosis in which both nucleus and protoplasm divide normally. A similar

condition has been found in many other Hymenoptera.*

In these cases, evidently, the formation of a non-nudeated “polar body”

is a vestigial process which represents the remnant of a formerly complete

reduction-division. The second or homeotypic divisicm is always a complete

normal mitosis, involving the division of both nudeus and cytosome. A
* Eariier abaerved by Doncaster (’07). Such a secandaiy coupling in the second meiotic dividon

baa been observed in a con^etablenumber of otbe- cases, tor instance, in birds (Guyer, ’00, ’00, G.

Smith, ’la), man (Guyer, ’id) and other marnmais (Jordan, 'ti, Wodaedalek, ’1:3). It is not certain,

however, this may net in some cases be due to an aitffidal clumjdnX.

'hi hMwet and bumblebee (Meves and Dueiberg, ’07, ’08; Mark and Copdand, ’07); the

eat Cam^eaeaw (Li^ *oS); the soUtary bees Xyhcopa (Gnmeta, ’07, ’13) and Otntic (AmhrmtM,
’I3); end t)» tall-ffiea Nturolerta (Doncaster, ’10); PiracopidMomoptit (Pattemm and Farter, ’tth
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ctuious aod Mtltoto onej^lained fact is that while in some cases this division

is equal, and produces two normal ^ims (wasps, ants, gall-Jaies), in others

t is maikedly unequal, the larger cell alone producing a nonnal sperm (bees).

Vif. 884.—SpemutogrteKUviwns in Bymmeplera (Meveb).

A, first qMrmatcMSrte of the honeybee (Apis); B, C, the first (abortive) division, producing a

iKKHIUCleatid “polw body” (pb'); D, £, B, the seco^ division, produdng a nucleated ‘^polar

h(^'* (pb’) G, H, ixtrresponding firk ^viaon in the hornet (Vespa crabo); I, second, equal

cDvyon, ixwiadng fro spermatids.

Itlie nweatiing of this is Unhnown; but it is obvious that the unequal division

o{^ bee iqust he of whdly difier^t nature from that seen in the spermato*

of the ^hid or phylloxeran (p. 792). This is proved by the wasps,

ip the equal divisum is obviously identical with the unequal one of
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the bee, yet both products are iemale-producing (*. e., of the X-class). In

the aphid, on the other hand, the unequal (hvision produces one sperma-

tocyte of the X-class and one (degenerate) of the no-X Hass.

The general result reached in case of the bee is probably of wide application

among the Hymenoptera. Schleip ('o8) demonstrated that it holds true for

the ant (Formica) showing that fertilized eggs develop with 48 chromo-

somes, unfertilized (male-producing) with 24. Granata (op. cii.) found

that in Xylocopa, a solitary bee, the sperms receive the spermato-

gonial number (16) without reduction, as in the honeybee or the ant.*

In the gall-flies, where both diploid and haploid parthenogenesis occur,

we may take as a type Neuroterus (Spaihegaster) lenticularis, which has

s o
Fig. S8S .—SeiuEl differences of the chromosome-groups in the gall-fly Ifeurotems (Doncabtek).

A~D, female groups (20 chromosomes); E-G, male groups (10 chromosomes).

A, ovarian cell, metaphase, B, same, anaphase; C, anaphase, larval nervous system; D, cleavage-

stage, metaphase; £, metaphase, larval nervous ^stem; F, spermatogonial anaphase; G, deavage-

stage, anaphase.

been carefully studied by Doncaster (’10, ’ii, ’16). In this species the

diploid number is 20, the haploid 10, the former number characteristic of

the females, the latter of the males (Fig. 385). The sexual e^ forms two

polar bodies, with a reduction of chromosome-number from 20 to 10. The

spermatogonia show 10 chromosomes and undergo no reduction, the re-

duction-diviaon being abortive, while the equation-division produces (as

in Vespa) two equal spermatids and two functional sperms. The fertilized

eggs develop within galls formed on the oak and hatch in the spring to

produce exclusively parthenogenetic females, having 20 chromosomes, and

constituting the asexual or agamic generation. Their eggs, without fer-

tilization, ptoduce either sexual females or males, in the fcamer case de-

< ArnibriHter (’ij) believed that in Onma (also a aditoiy bee) the ^wmatogonial number was

reduced Irora 16 to 8; but this, as Nachtsheim shows, is no doubt due to a seoondaiy cOupUog as

above described.
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vdop^ mth 30 diroraosoimes (t. e., without undeigoing redtictiofO ia

the latto: caee wifli la^

JDtntcastor showed that each mdividual female produced by the i^tnic

sjfBiag geaentloB produces either male or female oSs^kring but not both.

Hmse parthenogenetic mothers are therefore exactly ctanparable to the

male-producers or fonale-producers ol the phyDoxeran, and the first agamic

generation (the jnoduct of fertilization) corresponds to the st^m-mother

geheration (p. 787). Doncaster has experimentally (’16) arrived at the

further cmiduidcni that each sexual female gives rise exclusively either to

male-producing or to female-producing stem-mothers.* No explanation

of this has thus far been found; it may be due to the existence of two kinds

of males, (H* to differences in the maturation-process of eggs laid by two

kinds of sexual females. Until this question (like the analogous one in

case of the phylloxerans) has been settled the question of sex-determination

in these forms ydll remain but incompletely solved. Concerning the main

point, it seems highly probable, though only a small number of cases are

3ret known, that the haploid condition of the male is characteristic of

Hymenoptera generally; fqr it is known that males are produced from

unfertilized eggs in many Hymenoptera besides those that have been men-

tioned,* and the cytological conclusions are fully borne out by the genetic

facts.

The current cytological interpretation of the foregoing cases has already

been indicated (p. 795). Since the males are haploid they contain but one

X-chromosome, while the diploid females should contain two such chro-

mosomes. There is, however, another possibility, namely, that the haploid

group of the male rejnesents a compound X-element, all the chromosomes

contaioii^ “X-chromatin,” while two such groups are present in the female.*

In base oi the bee this seems improbable; but Schrader’s remarkable ob-

acrvatums on Pseudococcus seem to show that such a condition is actually

realized, except that a compound Y-element is also present (p. 778).

’ Dopcoutr that the fcnalc-pcodudnz <gg undergoes no maturstion-divMon, the nule-

PRjdudng tuo divlliaits, the number chromosomes ronsining 20 in the first case, and in the sec-

mid hehiz reduced to fo. This suggests the need of further study of the female-ptodudng eggs; but

fiast result aeemsto be well determined.

*Ovt of a total 11^74 offspiteg leared bom over 80 galls, produced by 11 iscteted females, only

aji9% tit exeeptioos veie found and there ia good reason to suspect that these woe due to acddmit^

cawtMii^tian.

*7«raiwent dieceiidoii of tUstiueatioasee Nachtaheim Car). An intoestiiw exceptioD to the

dbove atatewentta fdand by Whiting (’ei) in the parasitic wasp Hairchtacm. The genetic evidence

Vetun that ifaades are of hapicdd ooniaitution but also proves exceptimudly they may
fwm/MflM dial' Tldf la demcaittated h> croeses between hhuk-eyed imdes (dmidiuikt)

aiidaa>»bndcMaiiZ(taredfilBialei.hiiddchainrol tfaesaiaahowthebbck.«ycd diameter of the

Mliir. liBUBdy that theangMalous walea ate ict-moMka, or Uiat some of the maternal
i^MipmMa aie out (a. {4, fay w».dfahBKtiaD or the Uw. See A. E. Whitby, GmeOtt, X,

<*a»)$ 41 atm Qtdheta Ca^.
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8. InRotifera

In the lotifers, as in the gall-flies or aphids, all the fertilized eggs produce

parthenogenetic females, the e^ of which form but a single polocyte and

develop by diploid parthenogenesis. This generaticm may be followed by
a long series of others of the same type which in some cases {Hydatind)

are known to be of diploid constitution (Whitney). Sooner or later a|q>ear

the sexual forms, characterized by the production of small eggs wWch,
unlike the ordinary parthenogenetic eggs, produce both polocytes and are

capable of haploid parthenogenesis but, as in case of the bee are also capable

of frirtiUzation. If unfertilized these eggs remain small and develop by

haploid parthenogenesis (Whitney) into males. If fertilized, the egg en-

larges, secretes a thick membrane about itself, and is thus converted into

a “resting” or “winter egg” (Fig. 386). Such eggs contain of course the

diploid number of chromosomes; and after a long period of rest, produce

parthenogenetic females with which the diploid parthenogenetic cycle begins.

This life-histoiy, evidently, is closely similar to that of the bee, save

that a series of diploid parthenogenetic generations precedes the appearance

of the sexual forms. The gall-fly {Neuroterus) may be considered as inter-

mediate in type, since only one generation of diploid parthenogenetic forms

exists, i. e., that produced by the zygotes. In all these cases, obviously,

there is but one class of sperm, the female-producing. In case of the rotifer

we naturally look for an explanation like that which applies to the bee;

but in so doing find ourselves involved in certain difficulties that can only

be cleared up by further work. Whitney (’17, ’18) has found that there are

in rotifers two kinds of sperms, both nucleated, but one much larger than

the other and twice as numerous. A solution of the puzzle here offered has

not yet been found.

The most interesting point in the life history of the rotifer is the proof

that it affords of the fact that fertUizatioo changes the sex of the egg. That

such is the case in the bee has long seemed nearly certain; nevertheless it

m^t be held thav only e^s predestined as female-producing are capable

of fertilization. In the rotifer, however, this possibility has now been ex-

cluded. Maiipnig (’90), Nusbaum (’97) and other of the earlier observers

found that each individual female rotifer lays but one kind of egg, namely,

(i) parthoiogenetic (diploid) female-producmg eggs or (2) parthencgenetic

(haplmd) male-producing, or (3) sexual “resting” or “winter” eggs, which

develop only when fertilized. Of these three classes of ^|gs (Fig. 386) the

second and third are now known to be identical. Maupas showed that

wintear are never produced by females that have been isolated from the

nudes, though a certain proportion of males may appear; that fenudeS that
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}»d free access to males produce winter eggs in almost exactly the

same proportion as that of tiie males produced by control cultures of

feaiales that have been isdated from males. He thffl’efore concluded that

Sexual dimegaly of the eggs in Rotifers (Whitney)

A, Pataikm eHrio#, partheQogenetic female with female-producing eggs; B, female with “nnaL
male-liroduciiie ” ^gs; C, mature male; D, sexual female or fertilized “maie-producer” bearing

female-producing feitilized ^ (the latter originally like those of B).

Bydattna imtd, parthenogenetic lonale-producer; F, egg ot same; G, male-producing egg,

S, matioe nude; I, jtertiUzed egg (origiiMlly Uke G).

J-U, BraMtnm pula (series ezactb' corresponding to J, female-producing female; K,

tnale-^Mlucer; X, fliale; II, sexual female or fertilized "male-peoducer.”

sexual or winter egg is simply a “male-producing” egg that has been

lieftilized. Thi| has been fully amfirmed by Shull (’lo), who added the

detisive observation that the smte female may produce both mater eggs and
nUfle-PfVthfcntg <^^s, provided she be fertilized by old or spent males that
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contain very few sperms. Since all observers are agreed that all parthen-

ogenetic eggs from one individual are always of the same sex, this obser-

vation makes it in high degree probable that the winter eggs are male-pro-

ducing eggs that have been fertilized. A curious corollary to this conclu-

sion is that the sexual female always appears one generation earlier than

the male; for she is, necessarily, the mother of the male (Shull, op. cit.).

4. Problematical Cases

Thus far all the facts are in general accordance with the principle earlier

emphasized (p. 505) that in the course of the two meiotic divisions each

chromosome of the original diploid (gonial) groups divides but once (equa-

tionally), the reduction “division” being only the separation of two closely

associated S3maptic mates. The cases now to be considered seem at present

explicable only under the assumption either that both divisions are equational

or that two such divisions follow the heterotypic. Such cases, obviously,

call for the closest scrutiny; but unluckily none of them has as yet been

sufficiently worked out to justify more than tentative conclusions. In

most of these cases the egg seems to undergo a complete process of meiosis,

with the production of both poloc3rtes and reduction of the chromosomes

to the haploid number, yet it develops without fertilization with the full

diploid number of chromosomes.’ Such eggs, so far as known, always

produce females. They have been adequately investigated only in certain

of the Hymenoptera (gall-ffies and their allies)
;
but the analogous phenom-

ena in female digamety (Lepidoptera) have been more carefully examined

(p. 80s).

The earliest and best-known of these cases is that of the rose gall-fly,

Rhodites roxa, in which males are almost unknown, reproduction being

uniformly parthenogenetic and producing edmost always females. Henking

(’92) found in this case that both polocytes are formed; and that during

'this process the number of chromosomes is 9; nevertheless the egg segments

with double this number (18-20). He therefore concluded that at some time

subsequent to maturation the haploid number is doubled by a secondary

splitting. The S2une result is reached in more extended recent studies on

the same species * by Hogben (’20a), who shows that the somatic number

is 18 and that the oocyte undergoes a typical process of pseudoreduction

to form 9 bivalents. The process of doubling subsequent to reduction

has not yet actually been observed but would seem to involve an additional

* For the similar difficulty concerning the occasionally parthenogenetic production of females in

bees, see p. 795.
• Schldtp Coo) confirmed Henking in regard to the number of prdocjtes and also ad(^ed the con-

ception of a second equational split, but was apparently in error ooncemiog the numbw of ciuomo-
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ctivisiaQ thoi^ possibly sense o^ta: iaterpietation of the facts

ms^ be foaod.^

A very notewortby ieataie in this case is the fact, car^ully studied by
Hogben, that synapsis talKs place (parasynaptically) in the usual manner
and pkee but its ^ect is temporarily undone at a later period (subsequent

to the cemfused period)
,
when ^otnosomes reappear in the diphid number,

I8. Tfaisisf(^wedbyate{asyf(a^^reank>n<^theuni’ralentstofonnagain

9 bivalents which pass uptm the first polar ^indle. A similar phenomenon

b described in Cymps and in the idmeumonid Orthopdma and is believed

to be d wider occurrence in the parasitic Hymenoptera, since Hegner also

described a late tdos)maptic process in the chalcid Copidosoma and many
oth» more or less isolated deervations fit with the more complete ones on

Jlkedites. A curious additionai fact seen in these forms is a clumping to-

gether and condensation d the chromosomes of the first polar spindle to

f(MTO an almost solid mass or “thromatin-nudeus.” This has been de-

scribed by a considerable number d observers,^ but the relations of this

stage to the later stages d maturation have not yet been dearly worked out.

Similar in type to the foregoing is the parthenogenetic phasmid, BaciUtis

ressii, where males are d extreme rarity. Baehr (’07) here found two

maturatKHi-divlsions, apparently preceded by true tetrad-formation, which

makes it very probaUe that a complete reduction occurs, yet the eggs, with

extremely rare exceptions are female-producing, and apparently must

restore the didoid number. This case may perhaps be explained, like

that d RhodUes by assuming the occurrence d an extra equation-division;

but it seems at least equally possible that the number may be doubled

by reunion d the secoiul polar nudeus with the egg-nudeus or a process of

similar type (p. 471). In respect to all these cases, however,.we are still on

hypothetical ground. The strongest cases for the occurrence of two equa-

tkm-divkions (here accompanying a partial or complete failure d the

redacdon-divisi<m} is offered by the moth-hybrids of Federley and of Don-'

caster, and by dertain plant-hybrids 853). Further interesting sugges-

tkms are offered by the recent work d Seiler (’23) on the cytological pbe-

luimenad parthenogenesis in female digamety (L^idoptera) a brief account

d whidr fdkrwa:

«. ParMtotogeitesisaftdSaewiih Female IXgamety. Hie occasional partfaen-

qgmedc devdo|unoit d unfertilized sexual eggs in Lepidoptera (the so-

t HastwB fMS) tofeeetsXi) tine botb ptdar odtoMi may be equational and that the nibaequent

4MAi|iW'liaBylwdiietoa<&jniieti«iof thebiv«leaU;but tUtieeiiit to dfflsr little in aabstancefaam

e^Readad^of HanlciaK and of Sdila^.

Idr HtfMr f>4) In CtUmma, Aniricm, and AfiaUties; by Martin (’14) in Agmdospk,

jaf'dail fljp M &mmm; by GeOainr ('18} in Triekepemme, and HngbeD Cao) in NterrUrm,
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ci^ed *‘fAcultative” paithenogenesid) hta been recotded by aeveial obser-

vers; ^ and it has long been ^own that in the family cf Pqrdtids thae
are scsne forms in ivhidi parthenogenesis is of r^^dar even atmna*

exclusive occurrence (p. 331). The studies of Seiler on SdentMa, inrfi^fhig

both the obligatory or regular parthenogenesis and the facultative oc-

casional parthenogeneiss of the sexual forms, shows that in the former case

parthenc^nesis, as in the summer generations of aphids, is strictly female-

producing, and the parthenogenetic race was never found to produce males.

In the rare facultative parthenogenesis of sexual eggs development is seldom

complete and rarely proceeds as far as the adult or even the pupal stage.

In these cases both males and females may be produced.* Cytologically

a striking contrast appears between .the two cases. In the facultative

process both polar divisions take place, leading to reduction, and the egg

begins its development with the haploid number; but in later stages tMs
number is doubled in most of the cells (as often occurs also in the bee,

p. 870), The obligatory process, on the other hand, resembles that occur-

ring in .the aphids, rotifers or gall-flies (p. 468) in the fact that but one polar

division takes place, without reduction. The remarkable fact is, however,

that here too the number is doubled, in this case producing the tetraploid

number, which appears in most if not all of the embryonic cells. It is an

interesting fact that in both cases alike the early stages show the typical

leptotene, synizesis and diplotene stages leading to the formation of typical

tetrads of the haploid number (in Solenobia triquOreUa and pmOi ap-

proximately 30). In some other respects the two species seem to differ

remarkably, in particular in respect to the maimer in which the doubling

of number takes place.

In triqueirella the 30 tetrads first divide equationally giving 30 dyads,

which are said again to divide equationally in the second mitosis, the 30

dyads thus produced then separating to form at each pole 60 single chro-

mosomes (the diploid number); and this number appears also in the first

two cleavages. In later cleavage the number is almost invariably tetra-

ploid (120=*=) a result attributed to a fusbn of nuclei two by two.* In

S. pineti the early stages are similar; but the tetraploid condition is differ-

ently produced, the dyads separating already in the anaphases of the het-

erotypic division to form 60 single chromosomes which are then doubled in

number (to iso) in later anaphases of the same spindle.^ In the facultative

' £. PUtner (’88) in lAparis distar, Henking in Bombus meri, Hartmann (’la) in tlw

named tpectes and othm. See alao Goldsdmudt (’17}.

’ See Harttnann (’11), Goldschmidt (’17).

*This conclusion seems insuffidently based, though such e fusioa is actually figuied,

* Die QTtopUamic changes accompanying this doublinB ore conmdered by S^er to lepwaept an
abortive second mitoda, the doubling in number at thia time bdng oomiiand to the formatiaa and

reunion oi the second polocyte in Arttmia (p. 471).
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^)receded by comi^ete reduction) the mode oi doublir^ to produce

the number was not determined

'Ihere are some points in this uxount that evidently call for further

examinaticBi; nevertheless the main facts seem clear and contribute in an

hi^Kjrtant way to our understanding of sex-production in parthenogenesis.

So far as the obligatory type is concerned the results offer no difficulty;

for in the absence of a reduction-diviaon the constitution of the mature

ovum does not differ from that of the female that produces it; and since

the douUing of the whole group does not affect the balance between the

sex-chromosomes and autosomes (p. 817) all such parthenogenetic eggs

shmild be female-producing, as is actually the case. The facultative type

with complete reduction is by no means so dear. Seiler’s interpretation is

as fdlows. Since complete reduction occurs the ^gs should be of the two

classes, A -j- X, and A, which being doubled give the two classes of embryos,

AA + XX = d",and AA= 9 . The first dass obviously should be males and

the second are assumed to be females containing no X like those supposed

to arise by non-disjunction (p. 877). The difficulties here involved c^ only

be cleared up by further research.

8. Sex and Chromosomes in Artificial Parthenogenesis

The relations of the chrosmomes to sex in artificial parthenogenesis {cf.

p. 472) are still incompletely known owing to the fact that in very few cases

have such parthenogenetic larv« been reared to a point at which sex could

be positivdy determined. Yves Delage (’12), succeeded in rearing through

the metamorphosis six sea-urchin larvse from parthenogenetic eggs, of which

two lived long enough to be identified as males. The chromosome-numbers

were not determined; but since the female is homogametic in these animals

the sex of such larvas might be expected to be male it they were haploid

(i. e., X-amtaining), and to be female if of diploid constitution (XX-con-

taining).^ The second available case is that of the frog, in which out of

twenty larvae reared through the metamorphosis 15 were males, 3 females,

and 2 doubtful Loeb (’18). Parmenter (’20) examined 14 individuals out of

65 parthenogenetically produced larvae reared by Loeb, including one male

frog and r3 tadpoles of undetermined sex. In- all of these, the male frog in-

cluded, &e number was diploid (26) or nearly so; hence it is probable that this

number is characteristic of both sexes. {See also Hovasse, p. 479.) Without

hirther cytological examination this result cannot be certainly explained.

8. Sexoal Dfan^aty of ffie Ova in Reiatioa to the ChrcmioBomes

Wn may hrae conveniently consider with reference to the foregoing ac-

the sexual dimegaly of the ova earlier referred to (pp. 277, 787).
^

* Cy. Shearer and Uoyd, Q. J., ’13.
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condition was long since observed in the partfhenpgenetic eggs of roti-

fCTS of several genera (Fig. 386) ^ and also in ^ose of phylloxerans * where

they have been more recently studied with care by Morgan (’09). An even

more marked sexual dimegaly in sexual eggs (Fig. 117) exists in Dinophilus

apatris (Korschelt, ’82)
;
and sexual dimegaly has also been described in the

sexual eggs of mites (Reuter, ’07) and spiders (Montgomery, ’07). In case

the insects it was likewise supposed by earlier observers that males arise

from smaller eggs and females from larger ones; but this result was contra-

dicted by the later careful work of Cu^not (’99, ’05). In case of the verte-

brates Beard (’02) inferred the preexistence of male-producing and female-

producing eggs in elasmobranchs from the fact that at an early stage there

are two sizes of blastodisks, the larger containing a number of primordial

germ-cells (=^512) about twice that found in the smaller. The former he

assumed to be female-producing, the latter male-producing. More recently

Riddle (’ii, ’14, ’17, etc.) has maintained in the case of fowls and pigeons

that eggs of smaller size, higher water-content and lower energy-content

(measured by amount of fat and of phosphorus) are male-producing, while

those showing the opposite characters are female-producing.

In all the pronounced cases (rotifers, phylloxerans, Dinophilus) the size-

dimorphism of the eggs is correlated with a corresponding size-difference

between the adult sexes, an extreme ca,se being offered by Dinophilus

apatris, where the males are stated to be not more than 1/27 the volume of

the females and the male-producing eggs are of correspondingly smaller

size (Fig. 117). The sexual dimegaly of the eggs is therefore a true case of

promorphology.

It is a very noteworthy and, at first sight, puzzling fact that in many of

the foregoing cases (rotifers, phylloxerans) the sexual dimegaly exists in

forms where with respect to the chromosomes it is the male and not the

female that is digametic. This apparent anomaly disappears, however,

upon further consideration. In the rotifer, for example, the size of the

sexual egg depends upon whether the egg is fertilized or not; in the latter

case it remains small and produces a male by haploid parthenogenesb,

while if fertilized it enlarges to form a female-producing egg (p. 802).. In

the phylloxerans the case is different since both the large and the small eggs

are parthenc^netic. Here, however, the egg acquires the appropriate

chromosome-combination during maturation, the larger eggs retaining the

full d4)loid munber, including XX (hence females like their p>artheno<-

genetic mothers), while the smaller eliminate one X-element, thus establish-

ing the male combination, AAXO (p. 791). In this instructive case th«

* Palrytnple (’40). Ley ’« {’s4). Cohen (’ss). Hudson (’rs), Levander (’04), etc.

• Balbhuai (’73). Uchstan (’76, ’78, ’79). Budcton (’83), etc.
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leiilgp tjam preihstined as z^6i>rodudng or femal&-{»ro<iudi% in*ej|)ectiv« <11

Aa cluoanoaoRier^amb^ bi}t it is plain that sex is not detemuned in the

egg until the estayishnwnt of the cfaronKHrane-combination diatacteristic

OS the sex in question. There could not be a clearer illustration of the fact

that the sex^hrontosoines should not be regarded as the sole determiners of

sex but only as di^zential factors in a complex reaction-system^ (p. 916).^

Still a different case is ctfeted by DinophUus apatris. Shearer (’13) en-

deavored to show that this form is es«;ntially of the rotifer type, i. e., tiatt

the siee-differeiijCe between the eggs results from fertilization, unfertilized

eggs remaining very small and producing males, the fertilized ones beccnning

larger and producing females. The subsequent work of Nachtsheim (’19)

proved, however, that this was an error; for virgin females, raised from the

in conqdete isolation from the males, produce eggs of both kinds, and

unferdlized i^gs do not divide at all. Both kinds of eggs, form two polocytes

and undergo complete reduction (from 20 to 10 chromosomes), and both are

fertilized in nomial fashion (Fig. 117).

The e^lanation of this case is still problematical. The moBV. natural

(Noe would seem to be (as in the case of the bird’s egg) that the female is here

the digametic sex and that the mode erf maturation of the egg is determined

by its fflze-'-as certainly occurs in the parthenogenetic eggs of Phylloxera,

different as the two cases otherwise art. It is possible that the female is

homogametic and that selective fertilization occurs; but this seems less prob-

atrfe. In any case we may probably assume without error that in one way

or another these eggs, too, ultimately acquire the chromosome-combination

aj^Fopriate to their sex. '

IV. The CHSOKOSOUSS in H£BliA.PHB01>lTES, Intekskxes, and
Gynandkomobphis

1. HeimiqihroditeB and Interaexes

liaiXHtant li^t will no doubt be thrown on the sex-produemg mechanism

dve further stiSdy of the group of related phenomena enumerated in the

above beading- tJnfortuna^y our actual cytological knowledge in this

8(d]t|eet it extimndy limited. Bi berm^hrodites of the usual type, e. g.,

id ofigoduetes, leeches, pulmonates or ascidians, there is still no sufficient

eS^defioe of the existence <rf sex-chromosomes at of any connectiem between

the cliwvHoaomeajftnd srac-pTodnction. There ^ however, one case amcmg

the herwafihtodiflc munatodes in whkh the eidstence of sex-dmoanosomes

il ^ddlbitely by the hidqiendest work <rf Boved (’si) and oi

‘ForilstiMcdiscaidanof tbfspaibt, wep. 815.
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inds case aSeted by the nematode AngMsiemum (XheAdUis) lUgrevih

nosum, a fqnn duuucterized by atx altemation of gen^ntion between a free-

living dioedous fmm and a parasitic bennaphroditic form diat lives in the

lungs cS. tibe frog.* In the dkedous generaticm males and females occur in

nearly equal numbers. The fertHiaed eggs of this generaticm develop into

the parasitic, hermaphrodite form which has the general moipholrgy of a
female, possessing an “ovary” which first produces odgonia and somewhat
later also spermatogonia, the two being formed in irregularly alternating

zones. Fr(»n the spermatogonia arise spermatocytes which imdergo two

divisions as usual, and produce functional sperms. The eggs are fertilized

by sperms of the same individual (the hermaphrodite is strictly self-fer-

tilizing) and produce the free-living males and females in approxiiqatdy

equal numbers.

Cytological examination shows that in the parasitic (hermaphroditic)

generation the diploid number of chromosomes is 13 which in the maturation

of the egg is reduced to one-half, each egg receiving six chromosomes (Fig.

387). During the spermatogenesis of this generation, on the other hand,

but half the sperms receive six chromosomes, the other half only five owing

to the fact that in the second division one of the X-chromosomes remains

near the equator, fails to enter the daughter-nucleus and degenerates. It

thus comes to pass that one spermatid of each pair receives a complete h^
loid group of six chromosomes, the other but five.

Schleip demonstrated correspondingly that in fertilization the egg-nu-

cleus contributes always six chromosomes, while the sperm-nucleus con-

tributes in some cases six,in others five, and also found two kinds of embryos

containing respectively 12 and ii chromosomes. Boveri’s observations,

finally, prove that the males of the dioecious generation have ii chromo-

somes, and that half the sperms receive 6 chromosomes and half 5, as we

should expect.

A difficulty arises from the fact that we are thus led to e^>ect the

resulting zygotes to be likewise of two classes, i. e., females (or her-

maphrodites) with 13 chromosomes and males with ii, but in point ai

fact, all the fertilized eggs produce hermaphrodites (modified females) with

13 chromnsoTTieg, The explanation of this is unknown; but both Boveri and

Schleip have suggested that the male-producing sperm (t. e., the s-chromo-

some or no-X class) of this generation may be non-functional and d^enerate.

The probability erf this will readily be admitted when we recall thi analogoits

phenomena in the aphids or phylloxerans. It is also possible that the ri-

(hromosome zygotes are not viable. This interesting case can hanffiy be

tak#o as typic^ of hermaphrodites generally; for this species b hanu^phtb-

1 For fuitlier facts coDcerning the sexual retatioas hi nematodes, aee p. asa
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dSitic chiriBg cHily a pcwl^a of its life-cyde, and the homaphroditic geneta-

ti<«t is obviously a modified female.

Another case ct supposed sex-chromosorncs in a hennaphrodite is de-

scribed by Zamik (’n) in the pteropod Cressus; but analysis (rf the results

reveals a number trf serious difficulties which Zamik endeavora to meet by a

number df rather complicated assumptions. These will here be passed over

since the subsequent work of Schitz (’17) has raised serious doubts concem-

Fif. S87.—Sez-cbromosoma in the hermaphroditic nematode Anguslffium
mfrovenesitm (Scsleif).

A, oOgonul mitosis, 12 chromosomes; B, first polar mitosis of the egg, 6 tetrads;C, second polar

ButosiB; D, spermato^te, growth-period, two diromosome-nucleoli (X-chromosomes); E, primary

spermatocyte twophaw, 5 bivalents and 2 ( V and X) univalent; P, polar view, and G, side-view of

anaphase, the two X-cbromosomes (divided) lagging; H, second spermatocyte-telophase, two
lagging X-cfaromosoiqes; /, later telopha^, one X has passed to the pole, while one lags; J, two
dster-igiennatids, with lagging X in one; K, first cleavage-figarc of fertilized egg, showing 6 egg-

chnnDOBOmes bdow and i; sperm-chromosomes above.

ing Zamik’s observations. The whole subject of the chromosomes of her-

maphrodites ev^ently calls for further examination. In such an inquiry it

W01 be importanit to bear in mind that the true hennaphrodite should not

be thought of at merely a composite of male and female, but fis the result

of a definite genetic complex analogous to that whidi by the mosaic-hke

jptrtfjems of jriginent (''spotting-factors,” etc.) are detomined in other or-

gaimins; and tl» same in principle is true of the closely related phenomena

of intosexualit^i as shown e^>edaUy by Goldschmidt Cipl. In both these
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caaeS) therefore, it tmiy very well be that the sex-producmg is

cytologically imrecognizable.

2. GynaAdromoTphs

A remarkable opportunity for testing the chromosome-theory of sex-

production is offered by sex-mosaics or gynandromorphs, the genetics of

which have been carefully examined in hybrid races of Drosophila by Morgan
and Bridges (’19). Though the cytological phenomena are not yet directly

known, important suggestions have been made concerning the underlying

chromosome-conditions. One of these was based by Boveri on the facts

of partial fertilization in which the sperm-nucleus does not conjugate with

the egg-nucleus until the 2-cell stage or even later (p. 458). In such em-
bryos some of the nuclei are of purely maternal origin and hence of haploid

constitution containing but one X-chromosome, while those arising from the

fusion-nucleus, are of biparental origin and of diploid constitution, and may
contain XX. We should expect such diploid regions to show female sex-

linked characters and the haploid regions male characters, the particular

pattern of the sex-mosaic depending upon the period and place at which

the fusion-nucleus is formed. This hypothesis may be tested genetically

by the study of hybrid gynandromorphs derived from parents differing in

respect to one or more sex-linked characters; and a large number of such

gynandromorphs, some of them of most remarkable type, have been ob-

tained in Drosophila. The study of these and other forms led to two new

hypotheses. One of these assumed gynandromorphs to arise from dis-

permic eggs in which one sperm-nudeus unites with the egg-nucleus, while

the other develops independently in the egg.‘ In the later work of Morgan

and Bridges it is shown that a more probable explanation is found in the

assumption of an elimination of one X-chromosome at an early division of a

deavage-nudeus of a female (XX) embryo by a lagging or dislocation on

the spindle. The effect of this should be the production of larvae and adults

having two kinds of nuclei, some being of XX constitution, others of XO.
This hypothesis was tested by the study of many hybrid gynandromorphs

combinipg in each case two or more different sex-linked characters of the

two parental races. Since the factors for such characters are known to be

borne by the X-chromosomes alone it was thus possible to determine the

presumable distribution of these chromosomes by the genetic evidence.

A critical test of the hypothesis is given in these cases by non-sex-

linked characters, i. e., those borne by autosomes; for these are present

throughout, while the sexual characters of the gynandromorph show only in

certain regions. It is thus prssible, for instance, to obtain gynandromorphs

* Morsas, *0$.
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tibai tktfV a white or mioiature wing on the jnale aide, and a mt eye

or ntnmal wing <hi the female, while both sides alike show dcanimuit auto^

somal i^aiacters derived from one or both parents. The results seem to

prove condusively that the Drosophila cases cannot be explained by either

partial fertiUaation or di^nny and only hnd an intelligible e^TO^tiation on

riae elimination>hypothesis. Apart itam the genetic evidence, the hypothe-

cs of elimination has in its favor the somewhat ai^ogous dimination

of one X-chrcmiosome in RhabdiHs nigroomosa above described (p. 809)

or in the maturation of the male-producing eggs in the aphids and phyllox-

eraos, through which the female or XX-condition is converted into the male.

V. The Sex-chrouosoues in Piants

The problem of sex-determination in higher plants assumes a some-

what different aspect from that offered by animals, since in the former the

true sexual ge;neratkm or gametophyte is a haploid organism while the

dijdoid generation is an asexual sporophyte. Obviously, therefore, the

chromosomal relations of the true males and females (i. the gameto-

phytes) cannot be identical with those of animals; we cannot, for example,

stf^jose the female to be XX and the male XY, since these conditions can

CRily occur in a diploid organism. It is, however, important to bear in mind

that in dkedous plants a sexual differentiation is clearly shown already

in the diploid sporophyte, the sexual characters being as it were thrown

back or inro^css^ upon the asexual generation. In practice, therefore, it

is found convenmnt to speak of the staminate (microspore- or poUen-

{nodudng) ^xffophytes as “male” and of the pistillate or megaspore-

prodhdng ones as “ female.”

If the sex-chiomosomes of plants follow the same general scheme as in

nmmaJB yfc shoutd look for their segregation in the meiotic or spore-forming

thvisions; and the sexual predestination of the spores, earlier referred to

(p. 746) Irods to the same expectation. This expectation is borne out by

the history of tha sex-chromos jmes in the three cases thus far definitely made

known. The ddarest of these is that of the liverwort Spheerocarpus, where

ABen {'17, ’19) demanstrated the existence of an unequal pair of sex-chro-

mosQsnes ^iTn^^lar in a general way to the XY-pair of insects and by him

db^gnated by the same ruunes.^ The number of chromosomes in thalli of

bot^ sexes is eig^t (hapldd) cme ai these being the large “X>diroinosome”

in the fanaks in the male its place is taken by the small “Y” (Fig.

|88). The dtpldid j^xrups (of the sporophyte) should, accordin^y, include

V

* A|pv twye rwonjcct fat th« iporogeficsb dtfaer laggliig duomonm#* or roch m
|MM rMoodwih to^ iwlw. Cardiff C06) on SdamnU, DatUns ('09) oa Aetf. but tliete is 00

(srtdcm^mpw tliar tfaese are sesK&nxiiosaoics.
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16 diromosomes, inclading sevrai equal pairs and cme unequal XY-pair;

and this is clearly the case. Hie total numbo* is about 16, indudii^ a single

large X-chromosome. Unluckily the small Y-chromoscHne has not yet b^
identified, and does not appear in tiie figures; this, howeva*, is probably

due to an accident the technique. We should expect that in the sporo-

genesis X and Y should couple to form an XY-bivalent and then dis-

join. Though the proof of this is not complete, it is practically certain

that such is the case, since Allen found that the second or homeotypic di-

vision is of two types, both showing eight chromosomes, one containing the

“X-chromosome” and one the “Y,” quite as in the meiosis of the Cole-

A B C

Fl(. 388.—Sex-chromosomes ia the liverwort Spharocarpus (.Alltk).

A. mole gametopbytes; B, baploM chromosome-group from the same (wall of antheiidiuin);

C, prophase nucleus from same; D, female gametophyte; E, haploid group from same (basal o^
of archegonium); F, similar group Urchegonial involucre); G, H, diploid cfaromosome-groupa fram

young sporophyte (sister anaphase-groups from the same spindle),

optera or Diptera (p. 76S). Apparently, therefcne, no doubt can exist that

the heterokinesis or disjunction of X and Y takes place in the first or

heterotypic division as in Diptera or Coleoptera; this, however, has not

yet actually been observed. In any case it is dear that half the qx»ea

recdve the X-cbromosome and half the Y, the former producing female

gametopbytes and the latti»' male.

11113 result is confirmed by the wmrk of Santos (’33) on the dioecious

seed-plant Ehdea, the diploid (sporophytic) groups trf whidi show about 48

chromosomes induding one large equal pair and tme smallN’ very unequal

(»e (supposedly an XY-pair). In the heterotypic division X and Y dis-
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join, so that haM tte poQen-grains receive X and balf Y. Since this agrees

with Allen’s results on Spharocarpm and is in harmony with Cor-

cena’ condusicms on the sexual predestination of the poUen-grains in Bryonia

dioica {p. 745) a strong presumpticai is created that these chromosomes

are in fact sex-dnomostunes analogous to those observed in animals.

In Rtmetc acetosa Kihara and Ono (’23) report a condition that seems to

diSer fnan all other known cases in the presence of a double Y-element. The
male diplmd numbo' is 15, the heterotypic division showing 6 bivalents and

(Hie tiivalent element consisting of one large X-chromosome opposed to two

Y’a * In the heterotypic division this disjoins so as to give second sporo-

cytes with 6 +X= 7 chromosomes, and 6 +2Y= 8, the resulting pollen-grains

bang correspondingly of two types. The diploid groups show either one

large X (=tf' ) or two (presumably =9).*

The foregoing three cases, alike in principle, thus offer a situation hith-

erto not known iri animals. On the one hand, both X and Y are present

in the diploid sporophyte, which may nevertheless be either “male” or

“female.” On the other hand, the male gametophyte contains Y but no X,

while the female contains one X. All of these conditions, obviously, are

contrary to those observed in animals, and demonstrate that although

the mechanism concerned is similar in a general way, the X and Y-chromo-

somes of the two groups must operate very differently. In Sphcerocorpus

(h: Elodea, it would seem, we must either accept the sex-formulas X= 9

and Y= cTj as in Allen’s terminology, or (if Y be considered as a smaller

X) large X=“ 9 and small X=d'. The first alternative would lend plausi-

bUi^ to the suggestion of Castle (’09) considered at p. 821, that in female

d^amety in animals the female constitution may be XO, the male no-X.

Under the second alternative the large X might stand for XX (i. e., a

double dose of the X-chromatin) and the small one for X (single dose).

The sex-formulas for Spharocarpus would thus become identical with those

in the Diptera or Coleoptera; but a new difficult arises from the fact that

the epesrophyte formula now becomes XXX, At present, therefore, we can-

not certamly state the relation between the condition seen in Spharocarpus

and that in the XX-XY type of animals generally.*

>Xbis dement is doadr dmilv tetbe XY-tiind of the msntids (p. 778) though the X eeems here

to be dn^ and the Y doable.

*Win8e(’33) Kportaiievenl additional caaea of suppoied aez-chKomoaomes in seed-planUjbul the

eddeOGe haidly aeeraa adequate to establish their nature.

*Tbe tegregation of lea monceckiua idants has aa interasthlg beuint on this problem. In the

hifmmKirirjithf Marghali {pund that both mate tad female gunetcplqrteB

mtv wiee 6001 the same protmiema. CoBiiu (’up, ’ao) found, hovever, in tfaia spedea that gameto-

PtStai pitxhieed reatMcation ftom antheiidia w dte suiroandiag perigonial leaves of a "male

AllMr” plodiHB otiy nntlwtidia, «bik those from the “female dtom” produce only andugonia.

These bkCt* MSieet thi^ therebakindof sepantion or “somatic aegresatk>n’’ of sea-factors in the

lu^iiaid dsMie w the gwinetaiibyte prior to ^ gamete-forraation sad their snlHequent teunion ht
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VI GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The combined cytological and genetical investigation of sex has clearly

revealed the underlying general mechanism of sex-production but still offers

only an incomplete solution of many interesting further problems, both

physiological and morphological, which can here only be outlined in a
general way.

1. Physiological Problems

How the sex-chromosomes operate in sex-determination is still in large

degree an unsolved puzzle which belongs to the larger problem of the de-

terminative action of chromosomes generally. In its discussion we may
for the present limit it to the more frequent case in which the male is the

digametic sex and the female the homogametic. The problem may also

be simplified by excluding the Y-chromosome, since it may be absent

without affecting sex-determination. The proof of this is given in the

genus Metapodius, where a Y-chromosorae is usually present but may be

absent from certain individuals of the species without in any visible way
affecting either sex or the secondary sexual characters (Wilson, ’09); and

the same is possibly the case also in man (p. 766).^

a. Sex-chromosomes and Sex-deiermination. It has often been urged that

the sex-chromosomes may not be determiners of sex but only its cytological

accompaniments or indicators (“index-hypothesis”) which merely follow

sex without playing any part in its causation; but this has not stood the

test of critical analysis and has been decisively disproved by Bridges’ crucial

investigations on non-disjunction (p. 947), and also by those of L. V. Mor-

gan on X-Iinkage (p. 946). In upholding the contrary view that the sex-

chromosomes (X) are true sex-determining factors we must guard against

the crude notion that they are such in any exclusive sense. In relation to

sex, as to other hereditary traits, the chromosomes form only one part of a

larger factorial complex in which are involved other diromosomes (auto-

somes) as well as cytoplasmic factors (pp. 667, 817). Since, however, diey

form the visible differentials between the sexes we may for the moment

conveniently speak, of them as “sex-determiners” or “sex-differentiators.”

fertiliiatkHi; but it seems more probable that this is not a true segregation in the Menddian smise but

oidy an inhibition of one or the other sex-character, such as often appears in bermaphrrxlites.

* The nature of the Y-dhromosome is still an un^ved puxzle. As the synaptic mate of X it evi-

dently bdongs to a long established mechanism of ^napsis and disjunction such as ve see in other

chromosome-pairs. Bridges’ vrork. on non-disjunction shows that in Drosophila the absence of Y
causes sterility; but the case of Metapodius shows that this cannot be generd. There are a few sex-

Bnked diacacten which bdiave as if home by the Y-chroraoaorae, being conned to the male line

and apparently non-transmasibie through the female. One of these is a pigment-spot in a firii

(SduntatT’so), the otho' the web-toed character in man (Sdiofidd,’ it). See Winge Css), Caa.

tie Css).
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. It nalg^t be siiQjposed that there are two kii^ ai X<kmiaoaaam »
ifMK^vdy BaaleHtetenBaMag and femde-detenoioing; but this invdves us

hi mamenHis diffioilties. To give but a sin^e example; In the haloid pai>

^eacgmiesis of the rotifer or bee the X^hromosome of the mature egg

BUiSt by the hypothesis conOun the d* -determining X-chromosome, since, if

unfiertihied, It always develops into a male. If fertilized it always produces

a female; and by the h3^thesis this must be due to the introduction of a
dmninant 9 -determining X by the spenn; but since the nude is haploid its

X must be d'-ttetermining— a redtuMo ad absurdum. Many other diffi-

odties ci the same type exist. ^ All these difficulties disappear if we assume

that in any particular qiecies there is but one kind of X-chromosome, in

itsdf ndther male-detamining nor female-determining but so adjusted to

the genm-al mechanism of development that vdten single it swings develop-

ment towards the male side, when double towards the female. This view,

essentially quantitative, ascribes to the egg the capacity to produce either

the female or the male, according to the presence of more or less of X-sub-

staaoe.* Its correctness in principle is demonstrated by the above-men-

tioned observatiems of Bridges and of L. V. Morgan, which prove that the

presence of two X-chromosomes in the zygote, however caused, determines

such a zygote ipsofacto as a female whatever be the situation in the gametes.

Thus, a normal X-bearing egg gives rise to a male if fertilized by a no-X or

Y-bouing sperm; if, however, as a result of non-disjunction or X-link-

age the mature egg contain XX it produces a female even when fertilized

by the no-X or "male-producing’’ ^>erm. The demonstrative proof of

this, in whkh cytology and genetics unite, will be considered later (pp.

947, 948)-

With these facts in mind we are in a position to look more -closely into

the edation of the X-chromosome to the remainder ctf the factorial complex.

Ihikt odtN’ chromosomes (autosmnes) play a part in sex-determination

has lecently been denumstrated in an interesting way by Bridges* obser-

vatkms on triplmd mutants in Drosophila} Among various heteroploid

fonos detained m certain strains these flies, individuals were obtained

vrith one, two or jflttee X-dmnnoecanes, variously combined with trisomic,

disonfle or moobsomic oemditions of the other chromosome-pairs. Indi-

viduals that are tlomigbout (including 3 X’s) are f^xuales scarcely

broan thbfnrnmal (%»loid femates; but tibose having two X’s and

Cwde ’09).

’ttl- 'll|ibooiidiiiiWiWHtSBMttape^cdev«loiiniaitafMaiiSMt*icadierMiM«i-

ttttS 'fftg, Ant iMtWiiigfct be ligtaiuined fay the retaxivg quantity d audew tubattnee. Both

M#caSM that Ute X-fubitiiice fonu butsput, mdpralMbljrs

’wJ. !><«»», SnntemiKt aM Mdsw f*i)*
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titiuerwise txipk^ arc inkf~sexa and are aim larger and diffident faxan the

nonaal in aome other definite respects. Here it ^ plain that the female

diaracter depends not alone on the presence of two X’s but also on the

autosome^mbinatioa; 1. e., sex must be determined by a certain balanced

relatimi betwem sex-diromosomes and autosomes. Equally interesting is

the fact that individuals with 3 X’a-but otherwise diploid are sterile females

of low viability that differ decidedly in somatic characters from the mnmal;
while one-X individuals otherwise tri^dcad are males, also of peculmr and
diaracteristic somatic type. These facts clearly indicate that the X-chro-

mosome affects not only sex-producticm but also the somatic characters;

while conversely the autosomes as a group, besides their somatic effects,

also embody a tendency towards male-production. The actual perfomamx
of the zygote, therefore, « a common effect of the whole group, arid is turned

this way or that as the restdt of a quantitative balance between X-ckromosomes

and auiosomesf This shows s]>ecifiically that the X-chromosomes should

not be thought of as the sole determiners of sex but only as differentiators;

and in this respect they are to be regarded precisely as we r^ard other

kinds of chromosomes.

Even this conclusion does not go far enough; for it is also clear that the

effect of chromosome-combinations during development can only be reaJixed

by coSperation with other, presumably cytoplasmic activities. In the

hermaphroditic generation of An^stomum nigrovenosum, for example

(p. 809), the odgonia and oQcytes axe characterized by the presence of XX
(as in the females of the dioedous generation), while the males have X. In

the hermaphroditic gonad, however, as both Boveri and Schleip have em-

phadzed, the spermatocytes are clearly differentiated from the oOcytes

at a time when both X-ckromosomes are still present This fact led Boveri

and Schleip to the condusion that the X-chromosomes caimot be primary

determining causes of sex; and that they can at most be conconed only with

the determination oi secondary characters. Upon further consideratioii,

however, the matter will appear in a different light.

The case of the phylloxerans is instructive in connection with this qaestmm

Here, as" already described (p. 807), the ^gs are visibly predestined as

mw.l«i and female before the elimination one X-demeat to produce the

characteiisdc male nudear constitatian (p. 791). Morgan concluded from

these facts that sex is already determined in these ^gs before they are

laid, and before the pdar spindle has developed; sex therdore is determiimd

in the pteamce of all the chromcraomes ('09, p. 271). This, however, is a

quretion of definition. It seems preferable to say that sex is not acta8%

liwtiMUTitned imtil all the conditions necessary for its ptoductkm have beSp
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fuig&ed, one of thne being the establi^unent of the appropriate nuclear

OOiiStitution> A smihur question is rmsed by the spermatogenesis of the

aphids and phylloxeraos. Here, as shown by Morgan, Stevens and Baehr,

the first Spermatocyte-division is unequal, and it is always the larger of the

two (Koducts into which the X-eliment passes in the heterokinesis (p. 792).

Baehr ^ows further that a ma^ of mitochondria passes into the larger

cdl, but apparently does not enter the smaller one (Fig. 381). Here, evi-

dently, the pde
.
to which X passes is already predestined as the female-

{woducing or X-pok before heterokinesis takes place. This ceise clearly

brings out the distinction between sex-predestination and sex-determina-

t3«m. Manifestly the X-class of spamatocytes, though normally predes-

tined as female-producing, are not predetermined as females. On the

ctmtraiy could these cells (lihe the X-bearing ova of rotifers or bees) undergo

comiplete parthenogenetic development they would, presumably, give rise

to males because' their nuclear constitution is X, not XX.
The analysis enters upon a further stage when we consider hermaphro-

ditism, intersexuality, and the sex of haploid organisms, in all of which cases

the simple quantitative inteipretation seems to require a more precise

I^ysiological formulation. In the Lepidoptera, for example, the chromo-

some-mechanism is identical with that seen in male digamety, yet its rela-

tion to sex-production is exactly the opposite; and so far as visible facts go,

we might equally well maintain that in this group XX = cf andXO= 9 . In

the iuq)loid organism (e. g., Sphcerocarpus) neither set of formulas can be

used. We might here assume a quantitative relation, of simpler typie, one

sex containing X and the other no-X or less X (p. 814) ;
but this in its turn

breaks down in the case of hermaphroditism or intersexuality. Here it is not

ea^ to avoid the conception of more specific male-determining and female-

detmnining factors («. g., enz3nnes or hormones), which call forth corre-

sptmding reactions in the developing germ.^ These h}qx)thetical factors

have con'miimtly been designated by Morgan M or F, or, correspond-

ingjiy, as andrase and gynase.^ We here consider this hypothesis only in its re-

bticm to tlte chromosome-mechanism

.

In the case of male digamety Morgan assumed the M-feu:tor to be present

equa%' in all the gametes, borne presumably by one or more of the auto-

Some-pairsi, ,

white the F-factor is borne by the X-chromosome. All the

mabne therefore, are FM, while the sperms are either FM or OM (in

whidi The observed results then follow under the assumption

thete dominates over MM, white MM dominates over F. Thus:

pUdD of nuA eppoting wx-focton or cex-iulwtanGei mu susseited by Morgui (*iia,

to whcmiif due tbc idea that they iBoy be Xymogeoi. Itmuiui-
i 4epecU^ hy Goldacluiikit ('14, 'tr. 'to) )>> it* aRdicatkm to intenexe*.

Cit), etc.

1
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Egg XA (“ FM) + Sperm XA (= FM) « XXAA = FF (MM) 9 .

Egg XA (« FM) -f Sperm OA (or YA) = XOAA = (FO) MM o’.

Tliese formulas must not be taken too literally; they offer merely a con-

venient symbolism. The X-chromc»ome, for instance, here stands for the

F-factor; but the genetic evidence, derived especially from non-disjunction,

seems to prove that zygotes lacking X are non-viable (p. 948). The X-
chromosome is therefore necessary for the production of males as well as

females. ‘

The conception of Goldschmidt is similar in principle, but suggests that

M may be borne by the cytoplasm (or possibly by the Y-chromosome). In

the case of female digamety the hypothesis is reversed, the X-chromosome
being assumed to carry M, while F is borne by the cytoplasm of the ovum
(or possibly by the Y-chromosome) Thus;

Egg XA ( = MF) -f Sperm XA (= MF) = XXAA = MM(FF) d'-

Egg OA or YA (
= OF) -|- Sperm XA (=MF) = XOAA or XYAA = (MO)

FF 9.

This hypothesis is ingeniously applied to the explanation of intersexuality

in Lepidoptera by Goldschmidt (T6, ’17, ’20, etc.) by the additional assump-

tion that in some races both sex-factors, M and F, vary quantitatively

thus giving different combinations of male and female characters. In

case of ordinary hermaphrodites the simplest assumption would be that the

M and F factors are equally balanced, and that both are borne by all the

gametes, the sexual formula thus becoming MMFF; and from such a start-

ing-point we readily pass to the sex of haploid organisms and to the so-called

determination of sex by external conditions.*

The foregoing conceptions are in harmony with numerous anatomical

facts, such as the frequent presence in one sex of rudimentary structures that

are fully developed and functional in the opposite sex, many of which were

emphasized by Darwin and other earlier writers. From the cytological

standpoint further questions of fundamental interest for the theory of sex-

determinatibn are raised by the fact that in some cases the ovary may pro-

duce spermatocytes and sperms as well as ova or, contrariwise, the testis may
produce, in addition to spermatocytes and sperms, cells resembling oocytes.

An example of the former case is offered by the parasitic nematode Angio-

stomum nigrovenesum, earlier considered (p. 809), in which this condition

undoubtedly represents a true hermaphroditism. On the other hand, it Is

doubtful whether the same can be said of the reverse case. The occa^nai

*C/. Morswi, Sturtevant, Muller and Bridges fis).

* For thid coac^tion flee O. Hettwis
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pitaeoat oi o0c;)rte4ike in the testis of sduit ciioedotis axteals has been

noted by nuu^ observers ;
^ hs some cases snch cells axe of regukur occurrence

in the earber stages cd the testis thor^ they later dist^pear. A conspicuous

case of th^ is offered in tibe fxog, where the nature of these '‘ova" is a long

debated ques&m. Some dbsovers have considered them as true odcytes

and have in consequoice considered the larvte (of frogs) to be at first her-

maptnoditic, afterwards devel<^ing into either males or females.^ On the

other hand, a diffoent view has taken by Levi (*15) and espedally by
Swingle {’so, ’ai, ’aa), who have urged that the so-caUed “oocytes” are

hypertrq>hied spermatocytes. Swingle has proved in case of the bullfrog

Rma catesUam (whidi has a very long larval period) that they undergo

a regular heterotypic mitosis quite like that of the spermatocytes though

rarely going further than the anaphase. Ibese cells later degenerate, to be

replaced by functional spermatocytes derived from the sex-cords.

In case of the toad (Btrfo) a further step appears in the fact^that the odcyte-

like odia of the testis of the larval male are massed at the anterior end of the

testis to f(Hm a definite structure, “Bidder’s organ” * which persists in the

adult male toad. The so-called oOcytes do not, htmeoer, become functional ova

but degenerate, to be r^laced by others periodically arising by fresh prolifer-

ations, but likewise in the end degenerating.

Qosdy similar to this in principle is the remarkable case of the stone-fly,

Ferla, in which the cytological conditions have been partially worked out.

Some ^ledes of this genua are ordinary dioecious forms; but in P. marginaia

the upper regioa of the male gonad, common to both testes, is converted into

a structure like that of an ovary and contains numerous large cells closely

«iinUaT to oikytes.* The resemblance is heightened by the fact that these

cdls pass through a regular bouquet-stage and undergo synapsis, and form

ycft-^dierules. As in the case of Bidcter’s organ, however, the “odcytes”

all degenerate some after the syn^tic stage. The remarkable fact in this

case, d^ennined by Junker, is that the " odgonia,” from which arise the

oS^tle^dm ceSs, dividewith the chromc»ome-Dumber cAoroctemtu; 0/^ mo/e,

as, while the toaale number is 24.* Here, therefore, o6cyte-like cells and a

atractiiie dosely sesemblii^ an ovary, are produced in the presence cf the

^teemNumte-humber MvraeterisHc of the male—a condition exactly the reverse

of that seen in Angio^iomsm nigrounosum (p. Sop).

JteaJter bbwsrff |a piqiff of Baltzte), concludes from this that “the chrotno-

edlults is CteitMaM. (Nebcahl (’So), IriiAww* <’9t) or In tcMpinns u obiert«d by the

(We). A. Bwtwis Cash kbidietwdtedi (’10), WitKU (’13, '14. ’»).

'**, fnafcw, 'as.

pawipMsee is^SiAeW (pi. »s).
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have nothiag to do with the detemdnatioa of the primiury sex-cdls”

(c/. Bovm aad Schleip, above) but this conclufflon, to say die least, seems

premature. It is a significant fact that neither in this case nor in diat of

Biddy’s organ do the “ o6cytes ” become functional eggs. Even if they really

are odcytes their invariable degeneration suggests that sometfaing is kddng
in their factorial complex, perhaps owing to a disturbance of the normal

balance between the sex-factors. In view, therefore, of the demonstrative

evidence 6f the determinative effect of the chromosome-combination offers

by non-disjunction, triploids, X-linkage, and other phenomena, we may well

suspend judgment concerning the case of Perla until its real meaning has

become clearer.

b. The EdaHmbtintieenMaie and Female Digamety. Whether sex-digamety

in the male or in the female is the more primitive t3T)e is unknown; but for

the sake of discu^on we may assume it to be the former. The transiticm

from one to the other seems to have taken place readily, and independently

in different groups, but in what manner is still purely conjectural. It seems

clear that both types employ the same general form of chromosome-mech-

anism, and one that automatically ensures the production of digamety in

one sex in each generation. In order not to prejudice the question smne

writers have employed a different symbolism for the two types, employ-

ingin the one caseXX= 9 and 3^ (orXO) = c;*, and in the other ZZ=d* and
ZW == 9 ;

^ the observed genetic results then follow on the assumption that the

factors for sex and sex-linked characters are borne by Z. The latter thus

becomes in all respects the analogue of the X-chromosome save that when

doubled it stands for the male instead of the female condition; and that such

is actually the case seems to be fully established by Seiler’s work on the

Psychidae.*

.Concerning the possible relation between these two types we have as yet

only guesses. We nught assume that the sex-factor and the chromosome-

mechanistn are identical in both, in which case the difference would have to

be referred to a reversed reaction of the developmg germ (f. a, the remaining
hereditary complex) to that factor; but, as Morgan has pointed out,* it

seems simpler to assume that the difference somdiow* lies in the sex-

chrmnosomes themselves. Castle (’09) ^wed that the genetic results

in female digamety can be explained by the assumpticm that the female

conditicm is ri^resented by X, the male by no-X; and this led to the further

BUggestkm that the cytdogical conditions might be expressed by the formu-

las XY (or XO)«»9 and ¥¥=>«?,* Which wcaild agree with all the observed

cytcdogical conditions. More recently Castle (*ax) fa^ followed this up by

* 'i«, p. 174.‘ See MeUfU, Stmtevent, Mtifler end Bzidca fij), Utnaan ('19}.

* See p. 7S» S., DoDcaSter (’ao).
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the suggestion that such a omditicm may have arisen through non-^junc-

tkxa, giving various recoml^ations in the offspring of which two proved to

be staUe and self-perpetuating, namely, YYcf< and XXY9 ,
of which the lat-

ter, permanent unirm ofX and X, becomes XY.
This hypothesis calls for an additional assumption crmceming the produc-

tion of znaks; for Bridges’s work on non-disjunction (p. 948) in DrosopkUa

proves that sygotes of theYY (or no-X) class are non-viable. Most attempts

to conceive the relation between the two types have in fact assume neither

a change in the reaction-system as a whde nor in the chromosome-mech-

anism per se, but in the sex-factors borne by the chromosomes. This

view is taken by Morgan (’19, p. 174), and by Doncaster (’20); it seems also

to form the basis of Goldschmidt’s assumption regarding the reversal of

dominance in the two types, and of the more recent development of his

views by G. Hertwig. Whether these various possibilities can be decisively

tested by further observation and experiment remains to be seen.

S. Morphological Problems. Evolution of the Sex-chromosomes >

The cytological evidence unmistakably indicates that the sex-chromo-

somes are fundamentally similar to other chromosomes and that they origi-

nally formed a pair of synaptic mates indistinguishable in appearance, be-

havior and visible structure; such a con<ii]ion, indeed, seems still to exist

in many animals (and plants) in which these chromosomes have not yet

been identiffed as such. In this condition they still for the most part remain

in the homogametic sex, their most striking peculiarities only appearing in

the digametic sex. It is probable therefore that most of their special charac-

tmisticshave resisted from their constantly heterozygous condition in one sex,

which must have existed from a very ancient period. It is evident further

that the X-chromosome is a body of complex constitution and that only a

pent of it, and ptobably only a very small part, forms the sex-differentiator.

This is made plain, first, by the great differences in the size of this diromo-

SKOat drown by different qredes, and even by rather closely related ones

(p. 768). The complexity of organization of the X-chromosome is indicated

in some cases by 'its visible structmre (e. g., in Nofonecia ivdica or Lygteus

bwrueis, p. 777); in others by its appearance as a group of components, con-

stant innumberand size-relarions, which form separate chromosomes in the

diploidgmips and even in the raeiotic dlvirions of the female, but are always

ru)aocsi|pd to foim a compound 8)maptic mate for the Y-chromosome in the

oarae^pondlag dt'whbns of the male. Such an extreme type of this as

petnt bx ^sfcjH^te ia Ascaris incuna 776), is connected by many intenne-

iltlw aRNhatmtlwiv outfined vere fint isdicated k Wifaoo, ’iz, tbooxh th^ mre to taut

OMRK fatopwieitodlil caitia studkt ('«s s> b, ’06, cte.}.
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diate conditkms with th(^ in X is alvrays a single body or is linked

with one of the autosomes. In all these cases it is probable that most

df the X-material, whether in the form of chromosomes or of the separate

components that appear in the compound types, has nothing to do directly

with sex-determination but is only concerned with sex-linked heredity

(p. 939).* For the sake of convenience, therefore, we may speak of the sex-

differentiator as the “ sex-chromatin,” which we may think erf as a factor or

specific substance, perhkps borne by a very minute single body of the same
nature as those which carry other Mendelian factors.

To picture the evolution of the sex-chromosomes in detail is not possible

at present. There is some reason to suspect that primitively the “sex-

chromatin” may have been widely distributed among the chromosomes,

perhaps shared by the entire group,® All the facts indicate that this chro-

matin early became localized in one of the chromosome-pairs, originally

homozygous in both sexes in respect to all the factors excepting the X-factor.

Such a pair would correspond essentially to the XX- and XY-pairs as now
generally understood. For our purpose it may be thought of as a YY-pair,

one member of which (in the heterozygous sex) contains the X-chromatin.®

A condition more or less like this may have persisted in many cases with

little or no modification; and to this perhaps may be ascribed the failure

to find sex-chromosomes in many species. In such cases the heterozygous

nature of the sex-pair would give no recognizable cytological sign, as is so

often the case also in other heterozygous chromosome-pairs. In many cases,

however, the heterozygous pair has become visibly heteromorphic in various

ways, some of which are indicated in the diagram, Fig. 389. As this shows,

the “ X-chromosome,” even in the more highly modified forms, may still be

conceived as an “XY-chromosome” of which the synaptic mate is a Y-

chromosome, the true nature of the pair being indicated in the male by the

formula XY-Y and in the female by XY-XY. In one line of change (B)

the no-X member of the original pair (the Y-chromosome) has become re-

duced step by step to final disappearance; in another (C) the no-X member

or Y-chroin(»ome has persisted. In either case the X-containing member

may have progressively broken up into separate components one of which

is assumed to contain the X-chromatin.

As the diagrani also shows, linkage of the X-chrosomome produces a

condition closely similar to some of those seen in series A (for example in

Thyanta cdlceaia) and it seems possible that in some cases such linkage is not

a secondary union (as has often been assumed) but a more or less direct

survival 61 a mwe primitive association. In the curious case (rf Bldps, f<x

* Cf. Witaon (’ll). * See Pseadococctu, p. 778. C/. Schrader Cwj, ’*3), GiUhec* (’as).

' Cf, Stevens (’06), Wilson (’ii).
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iswffto CPig- 378). we Baigbt ©sao^ tl*e «e a YYpaiir of

lexgor <&nfln6aoi3aes 'with one member ol which ate assodat«i one huge and
two amali X'con^xm^ta, the ndiole fonning an XY^mplex.
Oi^lnaily, we may aeeome, the YY-pair was itself homoaygoas, in tdiich

case no &ex->liQked hetedity would appear. Sex-linkage, and perl^ps certain

foams oi secrmdaiy sexual characters, would appear as soon os this pair

became heterozygous in respect to factors borne by the Y-chromatin in

either synaptic mate.
. One way in which this has occurred, evidently, has

been by reduction and finally disappearance of the Y-rhromosome; but even
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when it has persisted we may {»rhaps infer from its remarkable geiiedc

emptiness, whucii genetic writers have emphasized, that it has lost many

fat^ots even its main body still remains to play the part of a synaptic

mat*! to the X-chrcHnosomc (c/. p. 815), The Y-c^omosome may, however,

have remained Ihomozygous for many factors which have not yet been

4eta:ted by gene^ sttt4y.
S. Condodon

!]^0 sex may be determined by an antmnatiailly f^ierating

medbazipsm sudi as has here been described is unknown; but a

^ha| exists b the same general fmrm in organisms as diverse as
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bryof^Qrtes, nematodes, ecbinoderms, arthropods and vertebrate % beyond

a doubt one of far-reaching significance, and may be as widely distributed

as Mendelian heredity gmerally. The nature of Uie X-chromatin, its {»igin

and mode of action, are alike unknown, the questions here raised merging

into the larger one of the physiological relations of nucleus and cytosome

(p. 653). In some manner, no doubt, this chromatin affects the metabolism

of the cell; and since one sex differs from the other by a relative excess erf

this substance we are led to suspect a characteristic and fundamental dif-

ference of metabolism between the sexes, and one that is either itself quanti-

tative or has a quantitative basis. This is not to be escaped by the assump-

tion of specific male-determining and female-determining factors (M and

F); for, as has been indicated, this assumption can only be worked out under

the additional postulate that a quantitative factor plays the decisive r61e in

throwing these factors into action. Beyond this we enter a repon of pure

speculation; but we cannot wholly put aside the thought that sex may be

rooted in a simple principle of plus and minus that holds true of all sexual

organisms from the lowest to the highest * and may perhaps in some manner

fit with Blitschli’s hypothesis concerning the origin of syngamy (p. 616).
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CHAPTER XI

MORPHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF THE CHROMOSOMES

"For «veiy tiaomoaome that enters into a nucleus there persists in the resting-stage

some kind of unit, which determines that from this nucleus aane forth again exactly the

same number of chromoscnnes that entered it, showing the same siae-relations as t»fore

and trften also the same grouping.” Bovxsi.'

L IHE INDIVIDUALITY OR GENETIC CONTINUITY OF THE
CHROMOSOMES

Id any general account of the history and genetic relations of the chromo*

somes in the life-cycle, we inevitably find ourselves speaking of them as if

their identity were not really lost when they disappear frcHn view in the

nesting or vegetative nucleus. The vast literature of the subject is every-

where cdored by the implication that chromosomes, or something which they

bear, have a persistent individuality that is carried over unchanged from

gennation to generation. This view has met with some determined oppo-

ritiem; ^ but with the advance of exact studies on the chromosomes scepticism

has gradually yielded to the conviction that the chromosomes must, to say

the least, be treated as if they were persistent individuals that do not wholly

lose their identity at any period in the life of the cell but grow, divide and

hand on their specific type of organization to their descendants. This

does not mean that chromosomes are to be thought of as fixed and un-

changeable bodies. Btyond a doubt they undergo comply processes of

growth, structural transformation and reduction, in some cases so great that

not zDOTe than a anall fraction of the substance of the mother-chromosomes

at its maximum development is passed on to the daughter-chromosomes.

'Whether we can rightly speak of a persistent “individuality" of the chro-

asospmes is a qiiraticm oi terminolc^. What the facts do not permit us to

doubt k that dkomosomes conform to the principle of genetic continuity;

that every d^nioaome which issues from a nucleus has seme kind of (hrect

geietk: cmnlection with a cmxesponding chromosome that has previously

entered that nucleus.

^ i. Origin of the Theory

A ^ the conception appears already in Van Bmeden’s oft-

' dted walk on Ascaris (’83-’84) but the modem theory first tock definite

Sikwdfwm, VZ., p, 9^, 190^.
^ Corh Mem X>«a« VeUe

'.‘I

"
^

: m
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kean m 1S85 with RaH's condusion that the chromosomes lose ndther their

identity nor their grouping at the d<^ of the division, but are (Hily lost to

view by branching out and anastomosing to form the framework of the rest-

ing nudeus. Rabl bdkved that trac^ of the chromosomes could still be

distinguidied in the conformation of the nuclear framework during the

interi^iase, the nudeus having a “pole” towud which the apices ol V-

shi^pe^ chromosomes converge and an “antipole” at the opposite point

(Fig. 390). During the ensuing prophases the chromosomes again come into

view owing to the fact that “the chromatic substance flows back, through

predetermined paths, into the primary nudear threads.” The latter (i. e.,

£

FIf. 890.—Diagrams of chromoaome-individu^Uity according to Rabl {A, B, from Haeckss
the others from Rabl).

A, earlier, and B later telophaae-nuclei in epithelial cells of Siredm showing branching and vac-

uolization with retention of polarity; C, diagram of interliinesia showing persiatent 6brillse con-

necting center, chromosomea and general network; D, polar view of aame (only 4 chTomos(Mnes

ahown); B, diviaon of center and of fibiilbe connectug with chtomosomes; F, fully established

si^dle.

the chromosomes) accordingly reapp^ in the same position and number as

before.

The further development of this hypothesis was Jaigely due to Boveri,

who made it his own by a series of admirable researches extending from 18S7

through nearly thirty years. A study of them impresses us both by the

solidity of the foun^tion on which the theory is built and the skill with

which its development was worked out. These researches and those that

foUowed showed that the matter is not so simple as it was at first conceived;

in principle nevertheless the conclusions of Rabl and Boveri are sustained

to-day by a vast and always growing body oi data. We need not hesitate,

therdore, to accept Boveii’s remarkable condurion, already fwedradowedby

Vm Boieiten, that in all calls of the offspring producedfrom dte ay^okt erfer^

tdiaed egghe^ iff Uu ckromosimus are of matened ancestrymdMf off
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S. Oeii«r«l Evideace

Considered as a practical working hypothesis the principle of genetic

ccmtinui^ obviously offers the simplest way of formulating the relations of

the diromosomes in the Iife-C5rcle generally. In fertilization or syngamy two

hapl<^ p’oups are brought together to form a diploid group, which perpet-

uates itself by division until the process of meiosis again resolves it into

two haploid groups. If the germ-cell after reduction develops without fer-

tilization the haploid number * may persist, and thus give rise to a haploid

individual, as we see with special clearness in the gametophyte generation

of plants and in the haploid type of natural animal parthenogenesis. When
numerical differences exist between the gametic groups (as in hybrids) it is

their sum that appears in the resulting diploid groups, conspicuous examples

nc.m .—^Abnormal mitosis in pollen-mother-ceUs of Bmavcallis, showing fonnation of small

nucleus from one or two stray chromosomes and its subsequent division (Juel).

at which are given by the relations of the chromosomes to sex (p. 751) ;
and

here again the diploid group thus established perpetuates itself by division.

The same prmdple holds for forms which normally have an odd number

chromosomes (irrespective of sex), such as the laAz types of CEnothera

vrith 15 chromosomes. These, though subject to many irregularities,

typically produce gametes with 7 and with 8 chromosomes respectively,

the sum of which equals the diploid number (p. 944). The same is true of

forms in winch supernumerary chromosomes occur. Whatever be their

numbo', they appear in the same number in successive generations of cells,

borii m the diploid groups and during the maturation-process (p. 872).

Laztty, ^ a natural mutation the number of chromosomes in the

^ doubli^ (as in CEnothera gigos) this number is retained thereafter.

The fdregdn^ results receive a demonstrative confirmation from the study

tin thb sad otlnir ilindBr itatements the occasionai fonnation of double or muhiple groups la

1^

dittBgWded 87 'I.
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of abDcamal deviations from the typical niimbers, 'ndtether arising q>on-

taneously or produced experimentally; and here belongs some of the most
important of the evidence brought forward by Boveri and his immediate

followers. In the polar divisions of Ascaris, for example, one or both of the

chromosomes destined for the second polar body are sometimes accidentally

left in the egg. These chromosomes give rise in the egg to a reticular nu-

cleus, indistinguishable from the egg-nucleus. At a kter period this nu-

nc. SM .—Evidtoce of the individuality of the chromosomes. Abnormalities in the fertilisatioei

of Asearis (Boveri).

A, the two chromosomes of the ecg-nucleus, acddentally sq>arated, have given rise each to a

reticular nucleus (9i 9); the sperm-nucleus below B, later stage of the same, a single

chromosome in each egg-nucleus, two in the spom-nucleus; C, an egg in which the second polar

body has been retained; p. b.', the two chromosomes arising from it; 9 the egg-chromosomes;

(f toe sperm-chiomosomes; D, resulting equatorial plate with six chromosomes.

cleus gives rise to the same number of chromosomes as those that mitered

into its formation, i. e., either one or two. These are drawn into the equa-

torial plate along with those derived from the pronudei, and mitosis pro-

ceeds as usual, the number of chromtsomes being, however, abnormally m-

creased from four to five or six (Fig. 392). Again, the two chnnnosomes

left in the egg after removal of the second polar body may acddmitally
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beoMoe sepM«ted. In esse esch duromosome givra nse tOf & tietk:ular

nudeus balf tjbe usual size, and fnmi each of these a singk chromoscaoe is

afterward fonned (Fig. 393). The same geoa-al result was given by Zur

Strassen’s (’98) stut&s cm the history of giant embryos in Ascaris. These

embryos atke by the fuuon of previously separate ^s, and have been

shown to be capable of devetopmast up to a late stage. The embryos from

sudr eggs drow an increased number of cduomosomes proportional to the

ruunber of nuclei that have united. Hius in monospermic double eggs (va-

riety bivalens) the number is

triploid (sk instead of four); in

dispermic double eggs the number

is tetraploid, being increased to

eight (Fig. 393).

Later researches have afforded

a mass of confirmatory data.

Among the most striking are

the experimental modifications of

number in the eggs of sea-urchins

and other animals. It is possible

by variolas methods to cause the

egg (after maturation) to develop

without union with a sperm-

nucleus, for instance by artificial parthenogenesis (p. 472), or by slight

etherization of the egg (p. 447). In such cases the egg-nucleus divides with

the haploid number of chromosomes (pp. 447, 476). In merogonic fertiliza-

tkm the nuclei of the segmenting germ-cell are derived from the sperm-

nodeus alcme, and as before they divide with the haploid number.^ Con-

versely, the diploid number of the zygote may by artificial means be

dodUed so as to {woduce a tetraploid group. In the resulting embryos, as

Boveri showed 729), the tetraploid number thereafter persists.

Essentially the same result is givmi by the experimental results of Geras-

dmoff cm Spiraea and of the Marchals on mosses, an account of which is

IpVen at p. 730. A parallel to all th^ cases is given by the recent observa-

tKms of 0. and T* Hertwig (’30), which show that even in animals as highly

mganized as &ngs develcqunent is possible with either the haploid (13),

d^oid (34) triploid (36) number of chromosomes. The eggs of the frc^

Sana maipHia Idtilized by aperm <A. the toad Bujo viridis^ in certain cases

kiids dl embryos, huger and more vigorous dipknd ones and

smailec and lest vigorqna ones which, bec:ause of thdr small nudei, are he-

lieyedtobeaf Inp^k^ccmstituticm. This protably means that both are cases

‘Thte WM fint proved hy Boveri C9}> ’95*) sod llMgan Cesd).

Big. Sn.—Giant-embiyo oi Ase«ris, tar. bmleiu,
aridag btm • doable.fertilued doubk egg, ahoniog

ri^ chromoaomes Strassat).
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of gyncgene^ (p. 460), the haploid larvae arising fit»n eggs that have und»-
gone complete reduction, the diploid frcas such eggs that have sit^equently

doubled thdr number (e, g., by monocentric mito^). This was tested by
fertilizing frog’s eg^ showing this behavior with sperm of its own
wdiich produced triploid larvae (up to 51 days old), in which the chromosomes
were actually counted. The original eggs erf this type were thus proved to

have been diploid after maturation, and to have been fertilized by nw-
mal sperm, giving the triploid condition. Even more conclusive are

those cases in which different numbers are experimentally produced

in different nuclei of the same embryo, as in Boveri’s dispermic sea-

urchin larvae or the hybrid sea-urchin larvae of Baltzer and Herbst

(pp. 917, 963). In these cases irregularities of chromosome-distribution,

due to multipolar mitosis or the like, produce initial inequalities of chromo-

some-number which apparently cannot be equalized by regulative processes.

The size of these nuclei depends upon the number of chromosomes which

they receive (p. 730); and these differences, once established, seem to be

irremediable. We thus see in the same larva patches of tissue showing mito-

ses with different chromosome-numbers and nuclei of different sizes, or

larvae with diploid hybrid nuclei on one side and purely maternal haplmd

nuclei on the other (p. 966).

Facts of this type demonstrate that the number of chromosomes issumg

from a resting-nudeus is determined by the number of chromosomes that have

entered into its formation. Opponents of the theory of genetic continuity,

in particukr Fick and Della Valle, have sought to interpret this as a simple

quantitative effect, the size of the chromosomes being fixed by the physico-

chemical quality of the chromatin and their number by its quantity.

Fick urged that chromosomes are merely temporary packets of chromatin,

“tactical formations” produced by a process comparable to the man-

oeuvers of a militarj' body. Della Valle compares chromosome-forma-

tion to that of liquid crystals and argues that their identity is wholly

lost in the resting-nudeus.* The weakness of all such views lies in treatiitg

the chromosomes en masse without regard to their individual characteristics.

The constant differences of the chromosomes in size, and often also in form

and behavior, persist from one generation to another, whether the chromo-

some-groep be haploid, diploid, triploid or tetraploid or broken up into

other numbers by multipolar mitosis (p. 917).

* For criticisms of this view see Wilson ('09, 'io> etc.), Montffoniety Mri3ung ('17)* Ttacb*

ler ('17). P&nncnter (’19), Enriques ('21).
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n. DIFFERENTIATION WITHIN THE CHROMOSOME GROUPS

That the chromosomes may ^ow differences of size and ^lape in the

same species was noted by Flemming, Strasburger and other earlier observers,

but it did not at first occur to cytologists that such differences were other

than fortuitous variations or fluctiiations. Montgomery (’oi) recognized the

constancy of the differences of the chromosomes in respect to size and shape

and in some cases also of behavior. His work in this field, carried out

especially on the germ-ceUs of insects, formed the morphological counter-

part of Boveri’s epoch-making experimental demonstration of the physio-

Ic^cal and qualitative differences of the chromosomes (p. 917) and thus

contributed in an important way towards the demonstration of the genetic

continuity of the chromosomes and the cytological explanation of Mendel’s

law (p. 926).

1. Differences in Size and Form

Constant differences of size and form among the chromosomes have now
been found in so many groups of animals and plants, including even the

Protista, as hardly to require enumeration here. They are illustrated by

many figures throughout this work, especially in Chapters XI and XII,

especially selected examples being shown in Figs. 394, and 395.^ As before

indicated (p. 127) the size-differences are in considerable measure due to

the length rather than the diameter of the chromosomes, a point of much
theoretical interest for various reasons. Meek (’12) ingeniously endeavored

to prove that the transverse diameter of the chromosomes is constant

tiuoughout very large animal series, and that the observed variations have

a far-reaching pl^logenetic significance; but Farmer and Digby (’14) have

shown that these relations are much less constant than found by Meek,

whether in the individual or in the group; and this is in accordance with the

observations of many other cytologists. Nevertheless Meek’s observations

are considerate interest in their bearing on the variation of chromosome-

number in the in^vidual and in the species (p. 868).

; Constmit differences of shape among the chromosomes are often corre-

lated with corresponding differences in mode of attachment to the spindle-

fibers (p. 130). This is seen among both plants (Figs. 252, 395) and animals

(Figs. 394, 396); conspicuous examples are offered by the acridian grass-

hoppers. thhi group all the chromosomes most commonly are rod-

1 Far see evedthr the voriu of Sutton, McCltmg, Robation, Woukh, Carothen, on
Orthoptecs; Umk of Fudmier, Iitoatrameiy,-wnBon aod Monili, on Hc^iiten; o( Steven< and

IfcMjkto on Colewtoea; of Stweu, Mete and Biidgca on Dipteta,—to all of which more apecial

IHtaftaoe kcbewhmiiiade. See abo for plants C. MUUer (’to, ’ze) with aaiiier Htentuie, SUmpt
WkwOmb Sttaaburger Tiacfaier (’z7), Belli^ and Blakealee (’az), etc.
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shaped and have terminal attachments (Fig. 413), but in certain species,

or even in different individuals of the same sptecies, certain particular chro-

mosomes may be V-shaped or J-shaped. The constancy of these relations

has strongly impressed all observers who have studied them critically, not

Tig. SM.—Size-diSerences o{ the Chromosomes. (AU except E, G, and I are spermatogomal

metaphases.)

A, the locustid Orphania detUiculala, 31 chromosomes with one large X-chromosome (SinIxy);

B, Locusta viridis, ig chromosomes with 3 V-shaped (Mohk); C, the bemipter Protenor Mgicc,

14 chromosomes; D, the mantid Tenodera superstUiosa, 27 chromosomes (OotniA); E, the hemipter

Packylis gigas, with very small m-pair (WnaoN); F, the fly Drosophila funebris; G, deavage-

nudeua o{ Aphis rasa (Stevens); B, the beetle Blaps lusUanica, 33 chromosomes, 3 atdomitic

(NoNmEz); I, root-tip of the serf-plant Eucomis bicolar (MWliEz).

alone in the Orthoptera (Acrididse, Locustidte), but in other insects.^ A
remarkable case is that of the grasshopper Trimerotropis, as described by

Carothers (’17) in which most of the chromosomes are rod-shaped with

terminal attachments but a certain number usuaDy are V-sk^ied or J-

* See for ezamifle Sinfity (’or), McClung (’14. ’17). Robertson (’16), Wmirich {’t6), Mohr (’14)

MeU C14. ’i6)- For similar differences in the chromosomes (rf echinoderma see Baltcer Cog, 'xct

’13), Heffner (’10), Pinney (’11)1 Tennent Ch)*
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^Mi>e(L tlte Dumber erf tbe latter varies in (bSereut individuals but ii

CKMsIaMf in tke individual, and always ajffects the same particular chromosomes,

as a demonstrated bodt by the size-rdations and by critical comparison d
fbe d^kidd (spenuatogonial) groups and those of the spermatoqyte-divisions

(Figs. 439, 44o)- Very striking cases of constant differences of both size

and shape are also seen amcmg the Diptera, which may be exemplified

by Drosophila melanogaster, as described by Bridges (’i 6). The diploidgroups

here ^ow eij^t chromosomes (Figs. 396, 415), four V-shaped (median at-

tlg, aaS.—Chromoaome-pun in the diploid mitoses oi aniraals (A~0 ,
and plants

loA that are 14 pShs, numbered according to sue, but not actually grouped in pairs. The paired

gwnipteg ia more or less dearly evident in all the others, and is perfect in C.

A, pngdiaae oi peritoneal cdl, salamander, AnMystoma tixrinum (PAEKaNTEB};^, spennato-

genU ^a^p et mantb, Tenodera tuptrsiitiaia (Ocviia), tbe three BeX'Chromoeomes {X, X and K)
aot ^sWBMttkaay paM; C, oBgonial group of fty Scalophaga Pallida (Stevens); D, from root-

l^af aeedriilMt GaUmia (Sibasbueoee); K, same (MItujcb); F, some of AKmea; G, of Bulbina;

B, Smeamit (MUuxb).

tadtnteDt), one rod-shaped with terminal attachment (the X-chromosome),

one hodc-i&i^edt with sub-terminal attachment (the Y-chromosome), and

two very minute.' sphenudal ones. Constant differences d simffar type in

OlJter ^ledes d tffptera have been observed by Stevens, Metz (’14, ’16),

and Otbet'observers. Pifferences in the shape of duomosomes are by no

liMpum iSMyi <%ectly dtm to d^erences of spindle^ttachment (^. the

d fomopteris and d CMboptexa, p. 530); and tbe point of
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attachment, though on the whole highly constant, is not absolutely inva-

riable.

2. Paired Condition of die Chromosomes in the Diploid Groups

Conclusive proof of the validity of the foregoing conclusions is afforded

by the fact that in all cases where clearly marked differences of size are

shoito by the chromosomes the diploid groups contain two chromosomes of

each recognizable size, the haploid groups but one, a fact first indicated by
Montgomery (’or) and more fully studied by Sutton (’02), who found eleven

recognizable pairs of chromosomes in the diploid groups of the male grass-

hopper Brackystola besides one unpaired X-chromosome. In many cases

the chromosomes show no definite order of grouping; in others the synaptic

mates show a certain tendency to approximate two by two in pairs while

in a few cases all or nearly all the chromosomes are thus arranged in pairs.

The most remarkable of these cases occur in the Diptera where aU the chro-

mosomes, apart from occasional irregularities, are unmistakably grouped in

symmetrical pairs, the two members being of equal size and lying side by
side, sometimes more or less twisted about each other as in a strepsinema

(Figs. 395, 396). In the prophases, particularly, as shown by Metz,* the

synaptic mates are so closely associated as to simulate closely the two

halves of a longitudinally split chromosome, and as such they have actually

been described by Lomen (’14) and Dehorne (’14). These observers were

thus led to consider the somatic groups of some of these insects (Cwter,

Corethra) as haploid instead of diploid. That this is an error has been con-

clusively proved in Drosophila by Metz, and by Taylor, Whiting and Hance

in Culex.

Some writers * too hastily accepted the probability that an actual pairing

of the chromosomes is a.general characteristic of the diploid nudei; but

this clearly goes too far; the opposite statement indeed would seem to be

nearer the facts. The Diptera thus far stand alone in respect to both the

regularity and the intimacy of the pairing; and even here it often fails in

case of certain chromosomes. The most that can be said of organisms

generally is that there is a rather widespread tendency for such pairing to

take place, though only here and there clearly manifest and often shown by

only a small number of the chromosomes. Little is known as yet regarding

the time at which the pairing takes place. In Drosophila Metz fouhd the

* TMs coniUtHm, ao Interesting for all the problems of chromosome-individuality, seems first te

have been serai by Montgomery (’04) in the urodeles {Plelkedoa), and in Hemiptraa C06); and by

Steaahutger CoS. ’o7i ’08), in certain seed-plants. It was afterwards found in various other a^
inaft and p^ta. See Geerts (’07), Janssens and WiDems (’08), Sykes (og). Matter (’oQ ,

Oates (’is), Stomps (’u), Mets (’14# ’i*. etc.).

> Stevens (’08). Met* (’14. ’«6, ’ao); see also M. Tijdor (’15, ’16), WhttiDg (’xy), Hance fiy),

Hdt (’17).

• £4., Straaburger p. go).
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pairing alreaify In early txabryonic stages; and more recently Huettner

(’ss) lias found it even before completion of the first cleavage of the oviun.

A similar pairing was described by Hutchinson (’15) in the first cleavage of

The important bearing of the side-by-side pairing of the chromosomes in

these cases on the thecay of synapsis in general and of parasynapsis in

A

JC
F H

* , ^ K

^ M ^ N
Sts. Me.

—

The diidoid chromoaome-groups in various species of Drosophila and other Diptera,

not icheinatizerf. {A, B, from Bridges, the rest from Metz.)

A, Drosophila mdassegasler cT; B,llie same Q ; C, obscura 9 : D, mdanica 9 ; E,F, MulUri cf :
G,

the same 9 ; Bi virXs 9 I t. ratosdeni 9 I fasubris 9 : K, itnmigram 9 ! E, Spogostylvm

JtMsms 9 ; U, CalUphora trylhracephala 9 if, same, first spermatocyte metaphase; O, Sarcophago

tuber sarracenbt cf •’ A Anthrax smuosa (f.

particular, has earlier been indicated (p. 575). That the synaptic mates

riiotild thus pair in definite order, each with its parental homologue, is

indeed an aston&hing fact, and one that unmistakably indicates the exist-

ence of perfectly ordered qualitative differences among the chromosomes

of vdiich their different sizes and fonns are outward expressions (p. 927).

‘ The pain thus tdnned were said to divide iratuoersely during the ensuing cleavage; and a
acmuot was offered hy Chamberlain (’16) for Staiigeria and by IVeninger (’ 18) for IMinm.

TU* Bocomt Was, however, oontndicted by Nothaagel (’tS) in TrSUtm and by Sax (’tS) in
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8. DifierenceB in Behavior. Autosomes (Euchromosomea) aad
Heterochromosomes (Allosomes)

Certain special peculiarities of behavior on the part of particular chromo-
somes during mitosis and meiosis have been noted in the preceding pages,

in particular those due to different modes of attachment to the spindle-

fibers, to the lagging of particular chromosomes on the spindle, and the like.

There are certain types of chromosomes which differ so widely in behavior

from the others as to have received the special name of heterochromosomes or

allosomes in contradistinction to the autosomes or mchromosomes, which
include those of the more usual type.^

As first defined by Montgomery, the “heterochromosomes” were char-

acterized by their tendency to undergo “heteropycnosis” during the growth-

period of the spermatocytes (p. 758), and sometimes also in the spermato-

gonia, and hence classed by Montgomery ('98, ’01) as “chromatin-nucleoli.”

Subsequently (’06) the term “allosome” was substituted for “heterochro-

mosome” but has never come into general use. Many recent writers have

used the term “heterochromosome” as a synonym of “sex-chromosome”;

but this is inaccurate. Montgomery also distinguished between paired and

unpaired heterochromosomes, the former being called diplosomes, the latter

monosomes. Later researches showed, however, that the “diplosomes”

included two whoUy unrelated types, namely, the sex-chromosomes (XY-
pair) and the microchromosoraes or m-chromosomes which have no relation

to sex and are alike in both sexes; while the “monosome” is the unpaired

X-chromosome or accessory chromosome as it appears in the digametic

sex.*

The special behavior of the sex-chromosomes has earlier been indicated.

The m-chromosomes are a pair of small and sometimes very minute chromo-

somes at present known only in the coreid Hemiptera, where they were

first described by Paulmier (’99) in Anasa tristis and have since been

found in all the other Coreidae thus far examined. They differ widely

in size in different species (Fig. 397); in Pachylis and Archimerus they

are excessively minute, in the former case hardly larger than centrioles;

in Anasa, Alydus or Syromastes considerably larger; in Leptoglossus only

just distinguishable from the smaller autosomes; in Protenor usually indis-

tinguishable from the latter save in behavior (Wilson, ’ii).

Their most noteworthy feature is a marked tendency to delayed synapsis

(P- 563) ^ first noted by Gross (’04) in Syromastes and afterwards found to

be characteristic of them in many other forms (Vinson, ’05, ’09, ’ii). These

chromosomes often remain separate, during the whole of the growth-period

‘ The first three oE these terms are due to Montxomery Co4> 'od)> the fourth to McClUna (’la).

• Wilsoa (’os, ’06, etc.).
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and &oiy uoifce to finni a bavaleat in the final propduuses aftKa* the nudear

waS lias broken down and the chromosomes are passing up<»i the ^indte.

Kotfaing is y^t known concerning their physiological significance. Their

jjg, a9T.~-Tbe w-diroiBOMmei (>»») in coreid Hemipten.

le£t figure u u *p«nsatogon»l metaphase, the central a specmat'

tfa$ tight a first apennatocyte-nietaphane in side view; am, in Prottnor;

4, in Aitata; J-t in Pachyiis.

Intettot lies in the extreme dearness with which they show

cf ct^ljn^tioQ and disjvincuon (p. 5®7)» i® the dononstration

offer of definite diffetaices of behavior anumg the cfaromownnes:
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and m thdr suggestions concerning one possible mode by iHiidi the cfaro*

mosome^number may change from species to species.

m. THE CHROMOSOMES OF HYBRTOS

1, Relation of the Hapioid and IMpdoid Groups

The parental chromosome-groups of hybrids may be alike in respect to

both the number and size-relations; such hybrids may be quite fertile and

Fig. S98.—^Hybrid fertilization of the egg of Atearis tnetalocepkala, var. bhaUns, by the sperm
of var. iMiminir (Hekla).

A, the gam^audei shortly before union; B, the cleavage-figure forming; the sperm-nucleus

has ^ven rise to one chromosome (o'), the egg-nucleua to two (9 ); C, two-c^ stage dividing; D,

twdve-cdl stage, with the three disUnct chnunosomes stfil shown in the primordial germ-cdl or

stan-cell.
V

show a normal behavior in meiosis. Of greater interest are those not infre-

quent casra in which the parental diromosomes differ in number, size, or

trath, which offer a valuable means experimental analysis.

With certain definite exceptions the somatic number of the hybrid, as

might be expected, is tybically equal to the sum of the partmtal gametic or

haploid numbers. The c]£»^::al case (Fig. 398) is shown in Ascans mega-
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Itcep^ala (var. Uvakos a x vax. mUtalens i«»hybrid 3). In the

SoiHlew Drama n^miaf^ia the ptmetic number, is 10, in D. longifalia,

ao, the d^loid monber in the hybrid 30 (Rosenberg, ’04, '09). TrUicum
dtir$m (0=14) X T. vulgara (n—ai), and two other similar crosses gave
hyt»nds with an » 35.^ In the moth, Biston hirtarius the haploid number is

14, in the nearly related Nyssia tanaria 56, while the hybrid diploid number is

about 70 (Doncaster and Harrison, ’r4) (p. 851). In the Moth, Pygara

cMrttda (Fedetley, ’13), the haploid number is 29, in P. anchoreta 30, and the

% 'Jj.

I?**

• •• •

•#r
•• (

• .

• • a.

F

m^
FIt.8M.—ChroinosoiDes of h/brid motbs (Hakbison and Doncaster) .

A, Bisten hirtariut, oOgonial meUpbase, aS chiomosomes; B, first speimatocyte-nietaphase;

C, seoand q)ennatocyte-nietaphase; D, E, F, corresponding stages in Nyssia sonaHa, showing

nipectivety 100-120 (spermatogonial) chromosomes, 56 tetrads, and 56 dyads; G, B, hybrid so-

suria 9 ^lsirtaria cf: G, spermatogonial metaphase; B, first qrermatocyte-metapfaase; 1
,
second

spetmatocjrte-metsphM.

hylnid number is 59 (p. Ssr). In the hybrid between (Enothera gigas (n => r4)

and (E. lata (n usually= 7 or 8, but occasionally 6 or 9), most of the hybrids

according to Lutz (’09) have, as is to be expected, other 31 chromosomes

(14 4“ 7) or 22 (r4+ 8). Interesting exceptions to this rule arise from the fact

that in certain crosses smne ocevexi all of the paternal chromosomes are un-

able to sustain ^temselves in tte matanal cytoplasm. The most important

of these casea l^ve been observed in the sea-urchins (Baltztf, '09, '10).

Ih gramdaris the haploid niunber is 20, in Paracentrotm

fotus) Imdus i8» from which we should expect the diploid

' of the hybrid to be 38. In point of fact this e:q>ectation is realizied

> SHnn (’IP). Sw abo Sax Caa).
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only in the cross Sphterechinus 9 x ParacmirtAUStf

.

In the reverse cross,

PamcetOrotus 9 X Spheerechinus
, the hybrid dijjoid number varies from 19

to 24, m(»t often 21 or 22. This difference results from the fact that in the

first case all of the Paracentrotus chromosomes are able to survive and divide

normally in the Spharechinus cytoplasm, while in the reverse cross only

3 or 4 of the Sphareckintis chromosomes can thus adapt themsdves to

the foreign environment. The remmning 16 or 17 are eliminated during

the first cleavage of the egg (Fig. 455). The cells of these larvae thus receive

the complete complement of maternal Paracenlrotus chromosomes, but

only three or four of the paternal Spharechinus; hence their usual diploid

number 21 or 22 (18 + 3 or 4). An elimination of chromosomes more or less

similar in type, though varying in the details, has been found in several

other sea-urchin crosses, both by Baltzer and by other observers ^ and also

by Pinney (’18) in certain teleost hybrids, for example in Fundtdus hetero-

clitus 9 and Stenotamus chrysops 9 fertUizsd by the sperm of Ctenolabrus

adspersus. Here again the reverse cross, Ctenolabrus 9 X Fundulus d' shows

but slight disturbance of the paternal chromosomes, the early mitotic

behavior being prevailingly normal. Extreme cases of this type are offered

by hetert^neous crosses, such as the fertilization of sea-urchin eggs by

the sperm of an annelid or mollusk, in which the sperm serves merely to

activate the egg, the nucleus being usually unable to undergo the mitotic

transformation, and soon degenerating (p. 970). In these cases the hybrid

(if it can so be called) develops with only the maternal chromosomes (*’. e.,

by gynogenesis, p. 460) and with the haploid number (Kuj>elwieser).

The case for the theory of genetic continuity as applied to the chromo-

somes becomes still stronger when we consider hybrids in which the gametic

groups differ in respect to the size or shape as well as (in some cases) the

number of the chromosomes; here, indeed, we find a crucial experimental

demonstration of the theory. The classical case of this kind is afforded by

the fish-hybrids, described by Mcenkhaus (’04) in the cross Menidia X Fun-

dulus and by Morris (’14) in the cross Fundulus X Ctenolabrus. The haploid

number is here 18 in each case, but the chromosomes of Fundulus are much

larger than those of Menidia. Both kinds of chromosomes appear in the hy-

brids, 18 of each as nearly as can be determined, and of characteristic size

(Fig. 400) and retain their characteristics throughout the cleavage at lea^

up to the formation of the young embryo. In the moth-hybrids Piston hk-

tarius X Nyssia wnaria (Fig. 399), the two types of parental chromosomes,

much larger and fewer in one parent than in the otho-, persist as such during

the whole Ufe-cycle to the time dL sexual maturity. Again, in Dolma

stramonium (an 34) the haploid group contains sk recognizal^ azes

1Sw DoacMtw aud Gtagr* C^a), Tenttcnt (’la).
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«f dtromoacia^ mduiMiig^aneteigest, ooesmal^ atid iEttensediate

Noiiml (diploid) i^nta ahofw is pairs dt con'^}ondiitg sixes,

itetn^loid motants 34 pairs, wUle the hybrid shows three (d each size

Ilf. MO.—Chromoaoma in the cleavage d! the eggs of hybrid fishes lA-G, Moenkhads; B, 1,

Mtxsis).
A, fiirt denvage, AwisthtT; B, C, later cleavage of same; D, first cleavage of Menidw; E, first

deavage-metaphaae, hybrid Itmidia 9 X Funduhts d'i F, similar group from the reverse cross.

FimMm 9 X iTaai^sa ri*! G, anaphase of same hybrid as £; H, from same hybrid, later cleavage

after loss of the gwMMBery; I, J, anaphaaes of first cleavage, Fvndulus 9 X Ckturlabnu cf.

All sach cases offer an irresistible demonstration, indirect though

the evidence is, of the genetic continuity of the chromosomes.

S. MeiosiB in Hybrids

)ltanyhybrids live through only tbe earlier stages of development; ^ others

cannot be reared to full maturity; stiU othors may attain to sexual maturity

but ritow various d^rees of abnormality in the meiotic processes whidi

are oertainly iniHirt reqjoUsible for the partial or comjdete sterility so often

observed m hybrids. Such abnormalities have bem observed by many in-

ycsrigsM^^* ar^ are of many kinds and d^rees. Th^ may involve iiT^>

*S<i|^^ Cn*)-
* See Tiefnim. f'clfc ’i«), O. and P, Bwtwfg C»4), Ptowy {'rS>.

*ft. f„ Jf3fcl,’eo Giowv’eo, ’oa (pfgnm), Camim, *03 (cstton), Sisith, ’13 (ffigcon*},

SmUSi lad ’s3 C«|der,''iS (pbeaauit X fowl), Wodsedii^ ’tfi (home X
-^sOtnkwa.

'«9r '17 'em, 'a* (toaoH.
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larittes in 6yna{>3is, sfweme f<»rmatioQ, aiKl chromoscfflae distribatkm; kr the

occurrence of multipdar mitoses; abnormal formation and degeneratitm of

the gametes, and even a complete failuie to form them, as is commonly tim

case in the mule (Wodsedalek). Meiosis may, however, taJce place quite

nmmally and produce fertile offspring; but such cases seem to be possible

<mly when the parental chrcHnosome-groups are alike in number and other

re^)ects.

Hybrids between parental forms difiering in respect to the gametic

chromosome-groups show three main types of behavior, namely: (i) When
mme than two synaptic mates are present (as in triploids) all may conjugate

in synapsis to form plurivalent instead of bivalent elements. (2) The
synaptic mates may conjugate in pairs as far as possible, to form bivalents,

while the others remain unmated and enter the heterotypic division as

univalents. (3) Synapsis may fail in greater or less degree—in a few cases

almost completely—so that many univalents may enter the heterotypic

division. Each of these cases shows many variants, some of them of noost

instructive character.

(1) The first and rarest case is illustrated by certain triploid hybrids

between tetraploid and diploid mutants in plants. In certain such hybrids ^

the heterotypic division shows the haploid number (in Datura 12) of triads

(or, if the equation-division be taken into account, hexads), the synaptic

mates having united in threes. During the division the elements of each

triad break up and separate in such a manner that two components pass

to one pole and one to the other. Since the triads show a random or

chance orientation on the spindle, various numbers are found in the second

division, ranging in Datura from 12 to 24, the sum of the numbers in each

pair of sister-cells being 36, the triploid number (12 -(- 24, 13 -f- 23 18

4- r8)—a remarkable example of random assortm«it in chromosome-dis-

tiibution (p. 944).

(2) In the second and more frequent case the chromosomes of the smaller

gametic group commonly conjugate with a corresponding number from the

larger group to form bivalents, leaving the unmated ones as univalents.

The heterotypic division therefore shows both bivalents and univalents on

the same kindle, the former showing the usual bdiavior (i. e., as in pure-

bred forms) while the latter show numerous irregularities.*

Ihe rlajKind case of this type is that <rf the sun-dew Droserc in whidi,

*£.(., in Mmu (OMura, ’to), Coma (Belltng, '»%) and DaUira (Bdling and Blakeslee, ’aa).

* Attention may hare again be called to the intwestiag fact that in this respect the meio^ of a|Mt-

amoua plants oftoi draws irregularities closdy similar to those oi hybrids (p. 848); mid tlds, biken

in cMmectton sdth the dmnnosome-numbers, gives strong reason to condlude that sudh plants, otig-

inalfir arose as hybrids. See espediliy the of Jud, Murbeede, Rosenbecg Ct7), Omwi, Stias-

butsnr, ll^cfaler, Hdregren, Winkler, Bbckman and Htaiisan, and TSdttwliii ('aa). {My a tm
fivamidfa of rhmma facts ryo here be referred to.
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m abov« meotioned, the number in D. Imgifolia is 40, in roUmdi-

feUa ao, and in the hybrid (unfortunately sterile) 30 (ao + lo). The hetero-

typic divisum shows ao chromosomes (Fig. 401) of which 10 are obviously

double and 10 ai^parently single.^ The 10 double (bivalent) chromosomes

undergo a r^ular division and distribution to the

poles, while the 10 single univalents fail to divide

wander irr^^ilarly towards one pole or the other,

and often fail to enter the daughter-nuclei. The
natural interpretation of this, as indicated by Rosen-

berg, is that the ten rotundifolia chromosomes conju-

gate with ten of the longifolia to form bivalents,

leaving ten univalent longifolia chromosomes without

synaptic mates.* In the reduction-division (here the

first) the bivalents disjoin as usual while the uni-

valents pass towards one pole like other unpaired

chromosomes (supernumeraries, or accessory chromo-

somes, etc.). The lagging and scattered univalents

later vary in behavior. Some seem to enter the

daughter-nuclei; others fail to reach the poles and

give rise to dwarf nuclei, but apparently some of them

may finally fuse with the main nuclei. In any case some, but not all, of

them pass upon the second spindle and there (presumably) divide, the ob-

served metaphase-numbers varying from 12 to 18.

Many interesting cases more or less similar in principle have more re-

cently been observed in various plants and a few animals; and we may
here include both kimwn hybrids and certain apomictic triploid or other

heterc^loid forms, which may have originated as hybrids •(p. 848). In

most cases the unroated chromosomes pass as univalents upon the hetero-

tyi»c spindle; and further complications not infrequently arise through a par-

tial OT even complete failure of synapsis and through vaiying behavior

cm the part erf the univalents. In Kihara’s Triticum hybrids (p. 842) with

35 dhnxmosomes, (14 + 21) the hetraotypic division showed 14 bivalents and

7 univalents. Ute former divide equally in both divisions, the latter only

in the first, and in the second pass irregularly and undivided towards the

perfes. A similar result was reached also by Sax ('21, '22). Papaver somni-

fenm (n*ii) X oriadale (n=2i) gives hybrids with 32 chromosomes,

^ heterotic division showing zi bivalents and 10 univalents which have

a bdmvior 1^ ^t of TrUicum (Yasui, ’21, Ljungdahl, ’22). The 21-chro-

Wig. 4M.—^Heterotypic

mitosis in the hybrid be-

tween Dntera ToUt»d^riU

(to chromosomes)
,
and

ImtyoUa (40 chiomo-

soma) (Rosemberg).
The chromosome- group

(from two sections) shows

to (hybrid) bivalents and
10 sin^ {longifaUa) chro-

mosomes.

RtMonboK. W
* It is jKtitiHf th^tlm to teng^^io chromoaomes conjogate two-by-two, with each other, leaving

the to MtundttaHs u^tBsted; but tihis is imptoh^lein view of the facts of meiosis in other hybrids.
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mosome hybrids between CEnothera gigas (n=isi4) and (E. lota (n*=7 or 8)

gives iiybrids with 21 chromosomes. In the heterotypic division Geerts

Fig. MS.—Diagrams of meiosis in Hieracium (PiUaella) hybrids (Rosenbeko)

(The number of chromosomes represented is one-Ourd the actual number.)

First vertical line, (i) diakiuesis; second, heterotypic metaphase; third, anaphase; fourth, inter-

kinesis; fifth, homeotypic anaphase.

A, of the type H. aunaUa (n= 9) X aurantiaco (n= i8), 3 (9) bivalents and 3 (9) univalents.

All of these divide excepting one univalent (o) which passes double to one pole. In the homeo-
typic division the latter divides, while the two other univalents b, c, are delayed, again split,

and pass double to one or both poles. Gametes may thus arise having 4, 5, or 8 chromosomes.
B, partial failure of synapsis in a pure-bred form with an = la (36) chromosomes, giving 4 biva-

lents and 4 univalents, and irregularities resulting in the formation of gametes with 6 or g chromo-
somes.

C, hybrid with an «= 16 (48), showing both defective synapsis and irregularities of distribution.

In I and a, 7 bivalents and 2 univalents. Gamete numbers, 7, 8, 9, and 10.

(’ll) found 7 bivalents and 7 univalents, the former dividing regularly,

the latter passing without division irregularly to the poles.^

A behavior of the univfilents similar in principle to the foregoing but

often differing more or less in detail, is described in the interesting work <rf

Rosenberg (’17) on hybrids and apogamous species of Hieracium (commonly

sterile), and those of Blackman and Harrison (’21) and of Taekholm ('20,

'22) on the corresponding phenomena in roses. The most important of

the deviations appears in the fact, that some erf the univalents are said to

s^it equationaUy in both mitoses. In some cases all the univalents, like the

> Stadks on tbla hybrid by other observers (Luti^ ’la, Gates, ’og, ’131O 8*ve aomesdmt iSSeiest

results.
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Mvsimts, divide ioi the heterot)^ divisum (Fig. 404). la other cases

aenae ^vkle (&, c, in Fig. 403, A) while others (a) pass without diViaicHi to one

pc^, becoming double in the anaphase. In the latter case univalents are

divichid in the homeotypic division; but it is also said that those which

have divided in the hetm>typic mitosis may again split Imgthmse in the

homeotypic mitosis. In this case, however, the products often fail to separate,

pasang as doable bodies to one pole, and thus causing an increase in the

normal gametic number (i, c, in Fig. 403, A).

In general agreement with the forgoing are the remarkable results of

Tfidkholm (’30, ’33) and of Blackburn and Harrison (’ai) on many forms

of roses, eqiedally of the section Canina, which are highly pol}miorphic,

some <A the so-called species being hybrids, whilemany others (sterile forms)

are bdieved to have arken as hybrids and are held constant to type be-

cause of their exclusively asexual reproduction (vegetative apogamy, or

the like), which is of widespread occurrence in this group.

These investigators revealed a remarkable series of chromosome-numbers

in the group, most of the diploid numbers being multiples of 7, namely, 14,

D £
Me. 40S.—Pildaid dtromoMrae-groupa of various fotms of Resa (TitexHOUi).

A., IL leMiama, 14 ^mmosontes; B, R. ckmmsis, si cfa.; C, ^'Konisd Meyer,” aS ch.; D, Romm-
turn eiuftialpiiu, sj ch.; £, R. tnOkana, 4a di.; F, octi^ktid hybrid, 56 ch.

32, 3^ SS) in one hyisid form 56 (Fig. 403) . Intermediate num-

bers were rarefy Ibund. Forms having 14 chromosomes and some with 38

or 43 tmdesgo a ilfypical mdosis, with reduction to the corresponding bap-

Md numbets, 7, or 3z; and these are bdwved to reprodime only by sexual

i!«l»ddbd^o& and f<w die most part to be {Hire bred stable fenmu. Those

widi ax or 3S (a#d smne with 38 <ar 43) show a behavior analogous to that

of tlm Bieradm* hybrids and are maintained exdudvdy by

apog^to^. As ih the pteceding cases the heterotvf^ divisions ^w both
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tuvalents and univalents, the fonner dividing symmetrically in typical

fa^(m and in advance of the univalents which are at first scattered on

the spindle and later riiow varying behavior (Fig. 404). As wMl appear

from the following table the numbers of bivalents and of univalents in

case added together (counting each bivalent as two) equal the diploid

number.

Type No. Somatic No. ' No. OP Bivalents in

Heterotypic Division

No. OP Univaixntb Constitution

I 7 0 diploid

2 28 14 0 tetraploid

3 4* 21 0 bexaploid

4 21 7 7 triploid

S 28 7 14 tetraploid

6 35 7 21 pentaploid

7 42 7 28 hexaploid

8 35 14 7 pentaploid

g 42 14 14 hexaploid

10 32-36 Variable Variable anorthoploid

All cases in which unmated univalents appear in the heterot5q)ic division

fall into line under the assumption that they are hybrids or the descendants

of hybrids (some of them are known to be such) between forms having

difllerent numbers of chromosomes. As in Drosera or Hieracium the chro-

mosomes of the smaller parental haploid group (7 or 14 in the above exam-

ples) unite in synapsis with an equal niunber of synaptic mates from the

larger group to form bivalents while the remaining univalents are left un-

mated. In this case, as before, the behavior of the bivalents is typical.

That of the univalents shows many variations. In the heterotypic mitosis

(poUen-mother-ceUs) they are as a rule scattered during the division of the

bivalents, but later take up a position at the equator and diAride equation-

*dly (Fig. 404) ;
their distribution to the polra is, howrever, often irregular.

In the second mitosis they usually pass irr^ularly to the poles, but are said

in some cases to imdergo a second equational division, as in Hieracium;

the proof of this latter conclusion seems, however, inadequate.

Except ioT the supposed occasional second equational division of the

univalents the foregoing cases are in the main similar to the Drosera hy-

brids; and in all, the presence of univalents in the heterotypic division is

due, obviously, to their failure to find suitable synaptic mates owing to the

original difilerence <rf g^etic number.

(3) Conq>licatioti8 due to a partial, a in extreme tases a coinplete, faSure

of synapsis ate less frequent. An example is c^ered by fem-hybrids examined

by Farmer and Digby ('10). In Polypodium am’eum the haploid number is
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34-"^, in P, vtdgare about 90. In the hybrid the number of chromosomes

m the heterotypic division is commonly95-105 and sometimes as high as 125;

and the chromosomes are of two sizes, large and small. This indicates that

wU3e many of the owreum chromosomes find vtdgare nutes with which they

mg. 40A.—Moosis in the sporocytes of hybrid Roses (Tackhoui).

A, heterotypic metq>hase (R. tictila) with 7 bivalents at equator and 21 scattered univalents;

B, Inter stage (R. glntca-pUbeia), bivalents in anaphase, univalents dividing in metaphase; C,

aUghtiy Inter (R. Jetet); D, univalents in anaphase (R. amlracta); E, homeotypic division (R. Des-

ftluii), univalents nt equator; F, recondUa, homeotypic anaphase, with dividing univalents.

pair, cotain of them fail to do so; the expected number of bivalents is thus

decreased and of univalents increased.

Rosenberg (’17} has more recently described an interesting ssrias of grada-

tions in req>ect to symapsis in the pollen-formation of triploid apomictic

species of HieracUm with 27 chromosomes (9 -j- 9 + 9). H. boreale (Fig. 405,

A) shows a considerable but not complete failure of synapsis, the heterotypic

diidsioa having only 4 to 6 bivalents (instead of 9) and correspondingly

larger numbers of univalents (19 to 13). In H. Uuxrum and kevigatum

Byaapm fails wholly and the first division shows 27 univalents which

widuMd dt^sioa pass to the poles in two groups, often difierent in number,

whkh (^ide equaticHially in the homeotypic mitosis. This type is by Rosen-

betg called “haM-heterotypic” (Fig. 405, B). By a mcx^cation of this

arise cases in whkh the dbromosomes split lengthwise without s^iarating

ifdp two groups .on the qnndle but become inclosed in a sinale membrane
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TFig. 405> undergo an equation-division in the faomeotypic mitosis.

Finally, in H. pseudoiUyricum (Fig. 405, D), the reduction-division is wholly

suppressed and the primary sporocyte undergoes but one division, equa-

tional, and with the full diploid number of chromosomes. This indicates,

1 2 3

12 3 4

F!g. 408.—Diigram of types of heterotypic divisions in poUen-fotming mitoses of apogamoos
species of Hieracium having i8-i-g chromosonies (Rosenbeko).

(The number of chromosomes is one-third the actual number.) First vertical row (i) the diar

kinesis; second and third, heterotypic dividon; fourth, its products.

A, B. boreale type with 2 Invalents (instead of the expected 3) and 5 univalents (instead of 3)

(2n='o> actually 17), all dividing symmetrically.

B, C, B. lavigalum type, half-heterotypic division, with total failure of synapsis, 9 univalents,

either passing undivided to the poles {B) or producing a single nucleus (Q.
D, B. pseudo-iUyricum type, complete failure of synapsis with one equatioiuil division. No het-

erotypic division.

perhaps, bow diploid parthenogenesis may have arisen by a similar suppres-

sion of the reduction-division in case of the macrosporocytes.

Among nnttnala remarkable phenomena of the same general type have

been observed in hybrid Lepidoptera by Dcmcaster and Harrisrui (’14)

and by Fedeiley (’13, '14). The first-named obsoivers found in Biston

X4 pairs of chromosomes (ii large and 3 small), in Nyssia tonaria appraod*
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iBBtefy 56 pa^ of veay sai^ (Does. 71ie hybrids (stnile) dearfy show both
types of dUtHnOfiomes (F%. 399), approxiniatdy in the expected numbers

(14 -+* S6 *=> 70)- If aB the BisiM chromosomes that persist up to the time of

meiosis paired with Nyssia dmunosomes, the heterotypic diviskm drould

show ai^roximatdly 56 chromosomes (14 bivaJents + 43 small univalents),

but the actual numb^ is 60-65. Not more than 5-10 of the Lycia diromo*

li<.406.—Chromoaomes o{ hybrid Lepidoptera (Feseuev).

A, B, Pyrws amackBreta, first spennatocyte-metaidiores, 30 ebromosomes; C, D, the same, second

affgwwrtaqrte-metaphases, 30 chromoaomes; E, F, and C, B, oorresponding views of P. curmia,

apchnimoaoiiHts,-/',/, hybrid oflocAerrla 9 X cwrtitfa cf, first spermatocytes with 59 and $8 chronro-

MSMs; K, badt-cKMt madurAt 9 X {anck. 9 X cart. cT) •• (f • first q>eiiiuitoqrte, 56 chro-

nnaenes; C, wcond ijpermatocyte of same, about $0 chromosomes; it, Pygara pigra, first qiennato-

ayte, *3 chMamaoiMs; Ji, secood spermatocyte, 93 daiomotames; 0,P, pigra 9 X earhUa o',

&8t q^ennaiocytes, 46 and 48 duomosomes.

semes, therefore^ are al^ to find synaptic mates with which to pw. In

^ beteroiypic.'divisitm, as in that of the hybrid roses or grasses, iUl the

ehjramseBMiti divide (t^ univalents equatiosuUly); but all are said again to

dinddem die bdnieD^^^ thvision.' H correct this means tlmt Bte mmaied

amMewh im efuaikm^imions, again a contradiction of the rule

dwe-iy nArwal uSeloris sadi individual chromosome or synaptic mate divides
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but once (p. 50$). This result receives a very circumstantial confirmation

in the extensive wOTk of Federley on mothrhybtids of the genus Pygma
which are partially fertile, and also by some of the plant hybrids sdready

considered (p. 848).

In this case the haploid parental numbers are in P. curfula 29, in P, anacko-

reta 30, while the hybrids have 59 chromosomes. The heterotypic division

often shows nearly the full diploid number, 59 (Fig. 406) ; i. e., synapsis or

pseudo-reduction nearly fails, so that nearly all the chromosomes must be

univalent. Nevertheless all the imivalents divide in both mitoses, so that

the gametes (sperms) also receive nearly or quite the full' diploid number.

This result is borne out by the results of crossing this hybrid (cf ) back with

the pure anachoreta 9 • The resulting secondary hybrids should be triploid

or nearly so (59 + 30= 89), and do in fact approach this condition, though

the number could not be counted precisely. The heterot5rpic division,

however, again shows approximately the diploid number (59=^), about half

the chromosomes being large and double, and half smaller and single (Fig.

406). This means, that the two anachoreta chromosome-sets conjugate two-

by-two in synapsis, to form bivalents, while the curtula chromosomes re-

main univalent. Federley (’14) reached substantially similar results with

crosses of Smerinthus and Dilina,

The double division of the univalents in these moth-hybrids seems very

anomalous; nevertheless Federley’s evidence seems conclusive, not only

cytologically, but also on its genetic side (p. 929). The questions that it

raises relate, however, especially to the mechanism of synapsis and disjunc-

tion (p. 505) and do not weaken the strong support obviously given by the

chromosomes of hybrids to the theory of genetic continuity.

W. NORMAL CHROMOSOME NUMBERS

1 . Introductory

To speak of the number of chromosomes as a specific constant does not

mean that the number is absolutely fixed. Deviations from the typioil

number are often observed within the species and even in different cells of

the individual; and this fact has led some writers to a premature denial

of the constancy of the chromosome-number and even of the genetic con-

tinuity of the chromosomes. Such a conclusion, however, could only result

from lack of critical consideration of the facto.

It would seem to be a very simple matter to count chromosomes’correctly;

but the history of the subject abundantly demonstrates the contrary. Tte

fundamental chromosome-number can only be determined with com-
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{dete cwtainty when the whole cycle of the chromosomes is taken into account,

raduding compariaon of the gametic with the zygotic number as shown

in the Icxmatioii of the gametes, their union in syngamy, and the number
seen in the diploid or somatic divisions, particularly during the early stages

devdc^menL When these give consistent results, the fundamental

number may be established with a high degree probability, which be-

comes a practical certainty in all cases where the size-diderences of the

chnunosomes are sufficiently marked to n\ake identification of the in-

dividual chromosome-pairs of the diploid groups possible (p. 837). It

must be confessed that only a comparativdy small number of cases

have been thus completely determined. In practice, however, the num-
bers may often be determined with suffident accuracy by a less exacting

standard.

The chromosome-number has been counted, with varying degrees of

accuracy, in representatives of all the larger groups of plants and animals

and in a very large number of spedes—^according to E. B. Harvey (’i6, ’20)

in nearly 1000 species of animals, while Tischler (’17) lists them for more

than 700 spedes (tf plants; but the number of thoroughly established cases

is very much smaller than these figures indicate. The limited list which

fdlows is confined almost exdusively to multicellular forms, and exdudes

many groups concerning which uncertainty still exists. The selection has

been made rather arbitrarily, to illustrate by a few examples the general

range and distribution of chromosome-numbers in different groups, in a few

cases thdr relations within single or nearly allied genera in order to in-

dicate the possible modes in which chromosome-numbers may have changed

from spedes to q)edes, and certain other problems discussed in the

texL^

Supplementary lists are given also at pp. 753, 766, 773, in connection

with the subject the sex-chromosomes. In order to simplify the

lists we shall for the moment lay aside most of the observed deviations

frcsm the .fundamental numbers, however caused; but an exception is

madg in certain cases reduplication (p. 870). The lists include both

hapknd and dq>loid numbers so far as both are known; when only one of

diese has been directly observed the other (as inferred) is indosed in

parentheses.

i/i •

) Its crniu^hitkiB has been nnidi facShated by several important general reviews, in which will be

fg«md fnttet-ma and mon detailed reierences to tbe literatnre. See especially those of Tiacbler

Cry), Wkh.U^WeDeilt ciitica] discuaaioa, and Mn. E. B, Harvey (Miss E. N. Browne) (’id, ’so);

else fhass^^M^ ('*$), IsUkawa (’i6) and Winge (’17). Earfier mtd less complete lists in Wilson

Ew^^P<*oa). Mtangoauty Cod) snd Baeckw (’07}- Tbe first accurate counts of chromo-

iianii inWii^p seem have been made by Flwnming (’8s) in the salamander, and by Strasbuiget

UlSMtsl ipedeii ^ lAmts.
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ExAUPMS of CHSOUOSOKE-NimaEKS IN Anuals

Peri/era

Species Group Haploid DiPLom Authority

Sycandra raphanus
u n

Porifera
|

1

8 16 Jdrgensaen, '09

CatmUraia

Tiara sp. Hydrozoa »4
1

38 Boveri, ’90

Hydra fusca and viridis
!

f<

6 13 Downing, ’og, ’09
Campanularia flexuosa tl

to
1

20 Haigitt, ’13

Aglantha digitalis 8
1

" ’17
Clava leptostyla la 24 Haecker, *02

Chalognalka

Sagitta bipunctata

j

Cluetognatha 0 mm Boveri, ’go,

Stevens, Buchner,

[

etc.

IfemaiMminthes

Gordius tolsunus Nematoda 3 4 Vejdovskj?, ’12

Paragordius varius 7 14 Montgomery, ’04

Ascaris megalocephala uni-
a

1 2

valens 44
(com-

pound)

I » 27 or

36

I 22 or

JO

(com-

pound)

2=63 or

72

2 =S2 or

60

Boveri, *87,

Hertwig, ’90, etc

Kautzschi ’13

(^nitz, 'is

See pp. 323 , 869
A. bivalens 44

2

(com-

pound)

4

(com-

pound)
Van Beneden,

’83-’84, Nuas-
baum, '84.,

Boveri, Hert-

wig, etc.

Heteralis vesicularis
44

4 , 5 GuIicL, ’ll

Ancyracanthus cystidicola
44

S, 6 Mulsow, ’ll, ’12

Ascaris canis
(4

12, 18 Walton, ’16, ’i8

A. incurvB 44
14 s 31 Goodrich, ’14

A. lumbricoides (4
10. 24 4J, (48) Edwards, ’10

Platoda

Vortex viridis Rhabdoctela
i

3 4 Lepeschkin, ’10

Paiavoitex, f(
8 Patterson, '12

Ptocerodes gerlachei
It

®
i

12 Bfihmig, ’07

Dendrocaelum lacteum Triclada 14 Gelei, ’13

Leptoidana tiemeUaris Polydada 8 16 Frasootte, ’97

ThysanozoBn elBpticus
44

0 18 Van der Strii^t,

Eustylochui eOipticus

’OT.’pS
44

10 20 Van Name, '99
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Examrjcs or CBxoiBOSoia-Koiaxits n? Aioiuia—

C

mitiiMMi

Tnmat«ia

Smogs Gkoup Bapioid DirioiD ATTTaosm

IPoIjritoaiiira int«gaiimuffi Treinatoda 4 8 Ooldichmidt, ’02

Oymdkctylus dogus it
6 13 GiUe, '14

Btschycodhon kaceatum U
10 30 Goldsdunidt, ’08

NemertiHeo

Lineosniber Nemertinea 8 16
1

Nusabaum and
Oxner, ’13

C«id>cattilas mugliiatus ti
16 Coe, ’99

RoU/era

Hydatka senta 10-14 1 aO-30 Whitney, 'og
M «l

1 (
6)

1

Shull, ’ll

Anndida

JMnephilos gyroctUatus Archiannelida 10 30 Shearer, ’11, ’11

Alldophon tetida OfigoduEta 11 33 Foot and Strobell,

’98, etc.

Endiyttasua adriaticua «
*4 Vejdovsk^, ’07

'< homicultoT «
16 31

44

TjimhAnii hanilens <4
16 $» Calkins, ’05

Ithynrhdinia BinnafUa
((

1> 64 VejdovdtJ, ’07

Saccadmu maior Atchictuetopoda 4 8 Hempelmann, ’13
C< M (f

'

9 1

18 Baehr, ’13

Ophiyotrocha puoilia Folycheta 3
1

4 Korscbelt, ’ps
44 44 «

4 8 Schreiners, ’06

Tomopteris degans «
5 10 Senna, ’ii

“ oniadionnia M
9 18 Schreiners, ’06

Cbctopterua pergam- if
9 18 Mead, ’98

ontaoeoua

Pbaaodoaoma gouldii Gephyrea 10 30 Gerould, ’04

ThalaEBOtia moUfta <4 13 *4 Griffin, ’99,

Lelevre, ’o6

Ncpbelia vulgaiis Hirudinea 8 16
1

Jorgenssen, ’o8

JioUuua -

PaloittoDa yiv^iaia ^ Gaatetopoda iiim 14 {eves, 'ot

f Von Bath, 'gi

Bdfac pomatia univalena
tt

*4 Godlewsky, ’97

[
Ptowazdt, ’oa

,

f BoUes-Lee, ’g6.

" ** tdvdens #1 48
1

Murray, ’98

1 Ancd, ’02, etc.

Alim9.
tt 31 Lams, *10

Cadnada haefiteRanaa
ft 3a Boveti, ’go

EDtanaaaps ostaagmd
it

34 Bonnevie, *0$
if

4a Sdirdner, '07

Cnpidida
u 30 60 ConUin, *oa

Ijladia 4P>A *'

,

Pdecypoda 13 34 Kcfsiuntdsit ’04*

44 t6 (3»)
<4
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'ExAunxa or CmouOMia-K’oiOcu im Araui«—CMiMiMt

«S7

Crutlacea

Smxuss Gaoup Harod Dmoip Atmoim
Cjrdopi viridis, var. bisvi- Ccqiqioda a 4 Qiambna, 'la

apilxoaus

Q^lopi gradlis tt

3 6 Matachek, ’eg.

“ (Ignatui it
8

’lO

Haecker, *go" victdis VM.
tunericanus

it
SO Chambeia, ’13

Cydops diaphanut U
12 Briiutt, 'og

“ albiduB «l

8 i6 il
'

»•

" dybowskii H
0 18 It M

" atrenuus

Canthocamptua ataphytinua

U
11 22 Braun, ’og. Mat'

scbek, 'to,

Amma, ’ii
it

1

la 24 Haecker, 'ga,

Matachek, KrUger
Diaptomus cocruleua H

1

14 28 Erimmel, ’10,
1 Amma, 'it

“ castor

Branchipua grubii

« 1

PhyllopodA
1

17

12

34
24

Amma, ’it

Brauer, ’92, Fries,

Artemia saliaa a
84

1

i 68 or 84

’09

Brauer, 'gj, ’gg
“ var, biva-

lena, parthenagenetic, of

Capo d’latria, etc. it

84 ArtoiA, ’08, 'ii.

Id., var. univalena, sexual

’12, etc.

form, Cagliari, etc. 4i
21 4^

U

Oniacus aaellua laopoda i6 (32) Ntcbob, ’09

Idotea irrorata <«
28 (S6)

(1

Talorchcstis longtoom'ia Amphipoda i8 (36)
Ci

Eupagurua prid^zi] Macrura 12 (24) Weiamans and

Hippa talpoidea

lahlkava, ’88
((

6o (120) Nidiob, ’09

Aatacus q;>.
«

58 (116) Frowaz^, ’03

Cambarua virilia lOO 200 Fasten, ’14

C. hnuuiiis? il
104 208

44 <<

Cancer magistier Brachyura 6o xoo
“ ’18

AradmUa

Fediculc^MU gramimum Acarida a 4 Reuter, ’eg

bodes i^vius c<
*4 28 NordooiakKId, og

Berry, ’06Epdra acolopetaria Araneida 11, 12 23, (34)

Agalena uet^ <(
as, ay * (52-54) * WaUaoe, '05, ’og

Butliua eupeua Scoipionlda (ii) 22 Sdtolow, ’13

Ceatninia egdUeauda It

*3 26 Wilson, '16

EoacoTpSua caipathicoa
tt 28-40 70-84 Sokoiow, ’13

ii
80-tao * Wilaon

MaembiottM taiWiia Tardignda 5 10 von Wendt, *14
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ExAMFms or ODt0Ma90ia>Kw»rs a Axamts—Centmuti

Traekeaia

Qaoov Rmoxo Diploid Adtbouts

Penpatur, ap. Prototmcfaeata
i

14 28 Montgomery, ’oo

GeiqthihH linestbi Myviiqkoda 8 (16) Bouia and Colfiny

SctdopoMln faoW •<
i6, 17 33. (34) Blackman, '03, '05.

Scutigen forceps
'

i8, ip 37 . (38) Medea, 05
Claypole, ’pSAnuiidft maritiiDe Aptera 8

Fodoi* oquetka **
8 WiUem. ’00

CecutipBocus yokosus Corrodentia 8, 0 17. (18) Boring. ’13

Thywnrin. donestica Thyaannra i6, iS 34. {36) Chariton, ’21

Tcrmopab ugustkoUis laoptm 26 Sa Stevens, ’05

Smith, ’16LtbcUii^ baialis Odonata la. 13 as. (26)

Anax Juttiofl M I3i 14 27, 28
( Leievie and

t McGill, ’08

Ptatyidax deiigiiatqs Trichoptera 30 SSHSo Lutman, *10

Blatta genaanica Oitboptera It* 23 14 >»4a WassiU^, ’07

(Blattidc}

Perfplaneta americana <g
16, 17 33. 34 Morse, ’op

Antaolahti maritfana (Forficalidc) 12 24 Randolph, '08

ForficoSa aaricalaria tt 12
1

74 Sm8ty, ’01

1 Stevens, ’10

Tenodera aiqierstitioaa \
Paiateoodcia aiUmOBa )

" (Mantida:) 13. 14 26, 27 Oguma, ’21

Aplopas mayeti “ (Phaamidc) 17, t8 3S, 36 Jordan, ’08

fkjdlua domelticaa “ (Giyllidie) IO 7 21 21, 22 Baumgartner, '04,

1 Gutheiz, ’o7-’o9
*' aaaiinilis

« 4<
i4t IS ap. (30) Baumgartner, '04

Payne, ’16GorAotalpa vulgaris (( 04 6 13

" bopealis « («
11* 12 23. 24

“ '12

Decticos verrucivorus " (Locustids) II, 12 23. (24) VejdovskJ’, ’12

Davis, ’08,Stefaoxys triliDcata
« <« 14. IS 20, (30)

Me^, '13

Loaata vfaidiaaima
44 44

14. IS *9. 30 Mohr, ’14

Otpbaida denticaada 44 44
15, 16 1 31. (3a) Sin8ty, ’01

XipUdlain, ap.
04 U 16, 17 33. (34) McCIung, '02, ’t4

Ja^Cana flava
44 44

17, 18 3S. {36) Wodaey, ’15

OlaitniBaaeDa mannorata 44 44
28, ap 57 . (S8) Schellenberg ’13

Bradayatola magoa Sutton 'or, 'oa

ffiprianua tttbercnIatBB

Aiptpia teaebroaa
01 tt 1

1 Davis, *oS
41 04

ChartoiAaca IridSaacfata
Cl 14

PiMoatetra caniliBa
* M 44

Mepaaghetiiua ap..

(t apedc^
RhiandeBa nakiaptaniin

Xkfaneaataaviis laBax
Ortlmpten

(AoftHdc) llg X2 *3 . *4

McChing, *14

“ and othera
44

4<

f
Finney, ’08,

1
McCluag, Wen-Ftgyiwtetlia taagnM'

.

( tidi

IrMawMnUSs : 1

Robertson, ’08

wd a^
finudw^oflMi

Medc, '13, Caio-

then, *13.

NowUn, ’08, la

Stfwdbotl^ HpiMtiilNia
U M

8, 9 17. (*8) Gdtard, 'op

Meek



NCaiMAt CHROMOSOME NUMBERS

Exaupus or COKOMOsoice NoxBria n* Mn^Ms—Contimied

^59

TrocHeaUt—Conliiwtd

Spiccies Gaoop 1
Haploid Dmoio

1

Awmamv

Chorthippus curtipennis Orthoptera 8,9 17, fi8) Davis, '08, Rob-
(Aciichde) ectaon, ’16

Circotettix lobatus
“ radula

U U lO, 1

1

2i, 23 Carothers, ’17

Paretettlx leuconotus-

leucothorax

Actidiunl gronidatua

4 < U' Harman, 'is

and other species
“

Tettigidea 6.7 13, (14) Robertson, ’08,

Paratettix, sp.

Tettigidea parvipennis

tt
’is, 16, ’J7

Aiydus pilosulus
^

Harmostes reSexulus
I

Heteroptera 6. 7 13. 14 Wilson, '05,

(CcM^ids) Montgomery, ’06

Protenor beUrage!
]

Anasa trUtis 1

CheUnidea vittucera 1 Wilson, ’05, ’06,

Euthoctha galeator
\

Leptoglossus phyllopus.

U f( lO. 11 21, 22 McClung, etc.

and others
j

Margus inconspicuiis
tt tt

1
(ll, IJ) KSnIH! Wilson, ’09, etc.

Chariesterus antennator it tt

Syromaates maiKioatus it tt WSBM » “ Gross

Largus dnctus *• (Pyrrhorcori-

dsc)

S, 6 n “
’07, ’09

“ succinctus 6,7 I3 > 14

Pyrrhocoris apterus <( i< II, IS 33 , 34

{(f, Heoking ’go)

Pentatoma senilis
“ (Pentato-

mids) 3 6 WUaon ’13

“ jumpeiina <( («
( 7 ) 14

<( U

(Ebalus pugnax Heteroptera
Wilson, ’09(Pentatomidae) (i) xo

Euscfaistua crassus
tt tt

6 Z3 Foot and Strobdl.

*ia

“ fissilia, servus
“ variolarius

1

U
7 14

Montgomery, ’01,

“ etc.
1 i

'06, WflsoD, *05

Podisus bractatua Heteroptera
Wilson, ’09(Pentatomidse) (7 ) 14

** pladdus & 16
(( it

tt

H^onta custator S 16

“ caloeata 13, 14 17, 28

Bonasa dimidiata
«« *• 8 16

“ *07

“ calva
4i 4« 13 36

Aphis salioeti Homoptera
Baehr, ’09, ’ti(Aphidc) 3. 3

Pbyllai^ omen!
' a *4

3. 3 Morgan, ’is

^bia (“milkweed, black”) 3.4 Stevens, '09

“ cenothetK
“

'os, ’06,

*rA

« ("goWen-iod")
«i (1 SDIE9E9I « >09



#0 MOamKiOGICAL PRCmEM^W CUPKiQMOSOMES

ExAwnw or Ontioifawia-!;OKMHW ni A>iwm»~Cw»4^wm4

SHVCOM Gaotv
j

Haraoio OffUMO AxncHOUtv

Aiiiiii ItMWk”) Honoptora (Apbi- ft. 7 {13, 14) Stweat, ’eft 'ep

«* (“M«. nUgnUny’')

ntBwiUiinc IViifoRiiii

« “Ide) <8).9 C« 7 ). 18 « ’06

iptaotiiecii
«l M

(0. 10) (19). » Ba^, ’08, ’09

Uatf% fnucbMi “ (Coccidc} 3 4 Fleraatoiii, ’12, '14

AiiiiBMBilia Hymano{Aera 16
!

3» Nachtahem, ’23

Oank com«t«
it x6 (3 ») Armbruster, '13

Xyloow* viobcw a x6 (33) Granata. ’op, ’13

PuMopidaMBMqHb ip. “ <Cyiii|^de) 8 16 Pattenoo, ’17

SludltM lOMe » 18 HeoUng, ’pa,

* Hogbcm, ’20

Ncnmtenn tentieiiUris
l< « 10 ftO Doncaster, *09, ’ii

Ntnatii* i3>aii “ (Tenthrediai-

dc) 8 16 “ ’04-'lO

nlger “ (Fonniddc) to 20 Henking, 'pa

Fom^a janpitna,
tt tt

*4 48 Scblelp, ’08

PbyDcMUBk tyntbia. Lepidopten *3 26 Dederer, '07, '15

PSainbru^em
«i

14 28 Henking, ’po
M M 1 tt

IS 30 Doncaster, ’12

CaBoaMBla promethea tt
19 38 Cook, ’10

FMMp<gn i tt
»3 4ft Federley, ’tj

" cuitnk *0 (s8)

" I"*:*™*’**
1 <« 30 (60)

{.poiaiitiU di^MT M
31 6a Seiler, ’14

niMqioria tntndoH 30, *9 60. 59
“

’17. 19

FaiDM cuta
**

3 >. 30 62, 61

TheophHa numdriuis M
»r (54) Yatsu, ’ij

Bombyz nori (17 vatfetia) 28 60-50

ITjwia MKmria 56 il: 112A Doncaster, ’14

Nacraphonu sagi Cotooptera 6. 7 13. (14) Stevens, ’og

Odoo^ dtmafia
«( 8 j6

“ ’06

CaptocydA gvttata
(4

9 18 Nowlin, ’06

Photiiraa oanaaitcidiiana 07 JO 19, 20 Stevens, ’op

Diabnitica vittau to, II aa
“

’08,

<1 Hoy, ’14

C«pita>epda aaiklialan 11 aa Nowlin, '06

ChtytamaU rimffia JI, 12 13 , »4 Stevens, ’09

tmiytaiiiftM finpilafna
«(

13 a6 “
’<29

Tttliabila viigata 14 a8
“ ’06

M CMftdevie 15 30
« “

JUwteffiBWta
d 16 32

" ’op

Dnayphota diiicoMa 17 (34)

" decamBweata z8 36
“

'ofl

PytiiCBa maigiHaBa
4« 19 38 Scfaater, ’07

Aiwfdiaiaa |WJi«*ilwn>»ia Dipten 3 6 Stevens, ’it

GiiBt
M

3

<3)

6
6 MeU, 'ift

" mahftfigMtff’
M

4 8 Steveai, '08

** anmn and rjother

itPWN*
**, otber

:
i

(4)

(s)

1

1

S '

10
j

MeUg 'x6
a 4i

1

u
(6) la

H *»

4



KORMAL CHROMOSOME NUMBERS

Exaious <a CsftMiowMts^NiAians jn Amuaa—OxUhmd

Tracktaia—Cimiimied

86x

Sracics Gioot Hakais

Mnaca doCMStka Dipteia 6
Aalhu ootatua M

7
Anthrax ahauoaa M

9
Miastor amerksaa U 20-24

Eckinodenuta

Protochordata

Kxrmimn

Metz,
M
U

Hegner, ’14

Paiediinus microtuberculA-

tus univaleoa (Echiooidea) 9 18 Boveri, 'go, ’os

Parechinus microtuberoulatua

bivalena
U

18 36

Stevens, ’02

Boveri, ’90, 'os.

Paraoentrotus fividus
tt 18 36

Stevens, ’02,

Baltzer, ’og-’ia

Boveri, ’02,

Edunus acutua

tt

tt
I19I 38

BaltW, '13

Doncaster and
“ esculentus

tt
ri 38 J (Jray, ’13

Sphcrechinus granularis
ft ao 40 BalUer, ’to

Moira atropua
<r

(as) 46 Pioo^, ’tt

Asteiiaa vulgaris (Asteniidea) 9 iS Teonent, ’07

“ forbesii
If tt 18 36

“ “ Jordan,

’07, ’08

Myzine glutiaosa

Lepidotiren pzndon
Torpedo, sp.

ScyUlum caaicula

Piiztiiinu, q>.

Sfunuc niger

Fundulus hetemclitva

Henidia, noUU
Salanuuidra maculow
netbodon dnereas

THtoa a^jeatriz

“ abtatua
Batradtoaepa attenuatus

Danngnatlnu fuacoa and

others

^wlat lugutRis

Anthb^toma iinfiiuim

Bahk^tea panctatu*

Pisces

(Cycloatomata)

Pisces (Dipnoi)
“ (Elarao-

brandiii)

(Tdeostei)

Amphibia (uro-

deh)

Amphnda (Aoura)

Schreiner, ’04

Agar, ’xi, '»J

Moore, '9$
(( «

Rdckert *92

Schreinfer, ’07

Moenkhsns, ’04
H th

Flemming, ’82

Monteom^, 'oj

Juusots, ’oo, '01
u u
u ii

Eiaan, ’00, Jana-

sens, ’os, etc.

Kmgsbnry, ’»
Honsgomety *ea

Sooeic and Bong,
’14

Panaartec, ’ip

SatdSon. 'ro



m tdORFHOLQGICAL PROBLEMS OF THE CHROMOSOMES

EXAimXS OF CBMMCOSOME-NOllBSaS m Amxhau—

Vartariil4-~CoiaiiHMd

Sfmcixs Gaocp Haploii) GiFLom AmRoairy

Bufo vulgaiis Amphibia (Antua) ft-9 Lebrun, ’01,

Bataillon, ’10

Btilo lentiginoNS
ii (i 11 *4 King, 'oa, ’07

Alytes obstetricMis
« <4

i6 32 Janssens and
Willems, ’og

Sana fusca (?)
U (4 XI 24 Von Rath, 95

BataiUon, '10
"

catesbiana
i <4

13 Swingle

Colimiba fivia dooiestica Aves 8 Harper, ’04

GaBus domestkui ii
Q Guyer, 'og, ’16

(See p. 786)

PhaiiajiuSf
U X^II 20-29 Cutler, ’iS

F^catua Mammalia 00M 3S, 36 Winiwarter and
Saintmont, *09

CanU ftmiUaris
u

IO» 11 11, 32 Malone, ’i8

Diddpliys virgituana
ii XI 31 Painter, ’ii

Mas Dorvegicua albinus
ii

i8, 10 37 (38) AUen, ’18

Si]sacro&
n

1 (»o) 40 Hance, '17, ’18

Boetaunu « ! iS, ig 37, 38 Wodsedaleh, ’ao

Homo aapiena * «<
47» 40 Winiwater, ’ij, ’ai

4( •<

1

>4 48 Painter ’ai, 'aa

EXAKFUCS OF CHROMOSOUE-NtnaEFS IN PlANTS

ThalUphyUa

Species Oboot Haploid Diploid AuTHoarry

CerntioiityEa, sp. Myxomyoetes 8 16 Jahn, ’08

Rhcgialodia gibba Diatome« 4 8 Klebabn, ’96

Surir^ taxoidca
U 64-65 128-130 Karsten, ’i2

Oosterium fSirenbergS Conjugate 60 + Van Wisselingh, '13

Spbngyra negjhscta
il

13 24 Tibndle, ’11

" caloapora
«< 8“io i6-ao

2^Kgnema steBipiim
<4 12-14 25-28 Kurssanow, ’ii

Hcsaatoeoccas plu^daliE Chloropfaycec 32 Reichenow, ’09

Qdanqtdonionas OiOi
<4 lo * Dangeard, ’98

“ monadina 44 30

HydiedSetFoa imiculatiim
44 10 Timberlake, ’or

" africaouea
44 18 Yamanouchi, ’13

Coleoduete Kuiata
44

3* Allen, ’os

OBdogoiHiim Qmthigensm
14 IQ Van Wisselingh, ’08

Ernst, '18ObaEEcdnRa
44 13 24

Pheophycec 24 48 Yamanouebi, ’12

PtMH* wiAnln«>w
' 41 3* 64

“ ’09

Dictyota dlchotoma Rhodoidiyceae 16 32 MotUer, ’00,

Williams, ’04

Cliff
a

7 *4 Lesris, ’09

Ntnwliim nniltifidniii
u 8 * id [4i WbUe, '04

Sdnaia laiciiflita
44 xo 10 Svedeiius, ’is

ifi'.jfc 1 i

44

Asooaq'vetes
44

90
13

16

40
24

32

Chuissen, ’12

Fraser, '08,

,
-iA-i 1

GanBemond, ’ti

> See Mtc at p. 7<i6.
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£xA.iimM OT CBKOMoaoHE-NcKBBss DT pLANts—Cmtinited

Cormcpk^

SiTOUss
j

Gboup Mapuid Dippom Apthowty

Riccia lutescenii HepaticK 4 8 Le«^ ’06

“ frostii
ft

8 16 Blade;, ’13

Pellia clipbyUa ll
8 26 Fanner, ’gs,

Bryum capillare Musd
1

10 (*o)

Davis, ’01

and £. Mar-

Sphagnum squarroaum It
1 io (40)

chal, ’ll

Melin, ’is

Mnium homum 44
6 22 M. Wilson, ’08,

Folytrichum juniperinum tt
6 (12)

Arens, ’08

Arens, ’o8.

Fteris aquilina
'

Pteridophyta 32 64

Allen, ’12

Stevens, ’98

Nephrodhim moUe U 64-66 128-132 Vamanouchi, ’08

Dtyopteria (Nephrodium)
pseudo-mas U

144 Farmer and

Ceratopteris thalictroides It I2O-I3O

Digby, ’07

Gabe and Gasni,

Manilla, 5 sp.
it

x6 32

*3

StrasbuTger^ '07

Equisetum limoaum u
4S-SO Bdnicke, ’ti

" arvense u ”5 Beer, ’13

Gymnesptrma

Cycas revoluta Cycadales '

( 12 ) 24 Ishikawa, ’16

Dio6n edule 4«
12 (24) Chamberlain, '09

Callitis cupreaaoidea Coniferales 6 (12) Saxton, 'lo

Taxua baccata <i 8 16 Overton, '93,

Strasburger, '04

Cqihalotaxus drupacea
tt

10 (20) I-awson, ’07.

Ishakawa, *16

Finns, 8 sp.
it 12

1

Dixon, ’94

Chamberlain, ’99

Feiguscm, ’01

Laiix, S sp.
If

12 (24) Stra^urger, ’92

Juel, ’oo,

Belajeff, ’94

Abies balsamea it s6 32 Hutchinson, '15

Sequoia sempervirens
ft 16 32 Lawson, ’04

Anp^spernue (,Dicolykdonea)

Crepis virens Composite 3
1

6 Rosenberg. ’09,

Digby, ’14

Juel. 'os
“ teetotum

4<

4 8

“ lanceoiata, var.
«

5 (10) Tahata and
Ishilcawa, ’ti

'* japooka
«C 8

1

Tahara, 'lo
“ biennia

it
,
very many Di«*>y, '14

Lactuca dwticolata
ti

5 (10) Ishikawi, ’16

“ atolonifeia
U 8 (16)

**
’ll

” ladniata
tt

0 (i8)
“ '16

“ thunbeigitna
tt IX or 19 (24)

« ijj

“ debOb
tt 24 (48)

“ '16

Hieradum venosum
II

7 24 HoaeidMC^. ’07, *rf

“ auricula
c«

9 18



-mt iicmPBmxxst€AL of im- cammosoims

JSKAsartM* at CBEtoMown-mnoKM w Puuras—CSginfAmd

Sncss .

j

Gxotff HmunD Dmom Ainaourv

QttEcliim wumitthciiai Cmnpedta i8 36 Roienbeis ’17

“ SaseSiue (iwt.)
M

31 4a (( t(

Ogyunthwnag* oofotu* «
9 16 Talius, '15, *at

limn uui othen
C. fettcnnllemiiia, iiwiicnm

M iS (36)
44 41

" awrifoHuiit
«l

»7 (S4)
44 44

4<
36 (71)

44 44

« aicticuBt, amaiantiim
(4

45 (90)
44 44

^^innda olenuxa Cbemmxltem 6 13 Stomps, ’10

Wtage. ’16Clwnopodnini albiiiB
ti

9 (i8)
“ bomu hemicus U >8 (36)

44 <4

rHfeBbbcOn VMBCMe 6 (la) Miyaki, ’13

ipypocenw + s *l>eci«
M

lO (ao)
44

" nkubol + a qiecies
<«

la (14)
44

"(UfioM
' U

(13) (26)
<4

” jtponiea '
u

14 (48)
44

Vldafiba. LegiiminoMB 6 13 Nemoc, ’04,

StnAurger, ’tt,

Sharp, ’13, ’14

Item mitivtim U
I 7 (14) Cannon, ’03,

Sskamura, ’16

(£iiothen

(•bo gtaodiflon, nibincr-

ob, lieoiila, etc.) (Enotberacme 7 M Lutz, ’07, Gates,

’07, Geerts, ’07

OSaothern InU (vuions
7. S'*- IS

1 Lutz, *12

fonm) / Gates, *13

tEnotbtta mmitigM M
31 Lutz,

*

13 ,

14 Stomps, *
13 , etc.

U a8 Lutz, ’07,

(»7 . 29) Cates, ’08, etc.

Mm, » n». Saxilragacee 8 16 Tischler, ’06

fMmmm iycopenkimi SohnaocB 13 »4 Winkler, ’og

" n%ram <4
i 36 7a*

Dnmn lOtundifeBa Drosencme 10 30 Roeenberg, '04

" longlfoEs
U 20 40

" '09

FrimnUcem 0 18 Gregory, ’09

Digby, ’la" vettidDntn
44

13 *4
“ teweub U

>8 36
44 44

Thafictrum
<C 13 (24) Overton, ’og

pmpoiwcBM lUmoem »4 48
44 41

<4
:

7 14 TAdcholin, '20

a

i

3Z (see p. 848)

ybiSom Ipciiu (Huxik aS

ipedMl) 32-36

u

\

35

4*

5*
3a Mtirtwdi,'ox

1

1

i

»® &4
A

**
1

8

1

16 Ftmabadwr, 'M

HP* ’

41
1^ 3a Fonabscher, *14



NORMAL CHROMOSOME NUMBERS 66$

ExAtmxs or Caao)«>«OMi-Nv>ans m Vunm—Conthmei

AttgUtfierma iUoHMolyUiotifa}

^BCBS Gaotjp Hamaid DmoiD AtraaoBiw

Kaiasin«riii» Naiadacoe 6 12 Guignaid, ’gg,

MUlet, 'la

Tiitkum Aonococcum Giamineas 7 14 Sahamuia, ’iS,

Sax, 'a I

" durum U
14 38 II II

“ vulgare
“

at 43 II 1C

Avena strigoMi
it

7 14 Kihata, 'ig
" barfaata

«
i

14 aS tt

“ byzautina '•
1 21 41 II

Zm mays “
,

10

—

20~ Kuwada, '15

Coroc pilulifem Cyjieracec 9 Heilbom, ’aa
“ eiketorum it

IS {«

“ vaginata It 16 II

“ montana *1
10 M

" dioeca Is 26 II

“ atrafa II
27 II

“ HeUeri tt aS tt

“ caiyopbyUo <1
31 U

“ pallescena II
33

^ 11

“ vutpina <1

34 »
" dava It

35 “
“ riparia <1

36
1

“
" aqubtiUs II

37 74 Stoat, ’13
" rostrata II

38 Heilbom, 'aa“ ciespitoH tl
40 It

“ veaicaria II
41 II

Musa sajnentina vax. Musaces 8
1

16 Tischler, ’lo
“ Dote”

“ sajnentina var.

“Ra/aSiain” <1
16 (31)

' It

“ sapientina var. 1

“ Kla(«" it
24 (48)

ft

DisjMrum Hoofceii liiUaw 5 (10) Lawson, ’ll
TtiUium graodifloiutn 4< 6 12 Atkinson, 'gg
Medeola virginiana 1 <1

7 (14) Ishikawa, ’t6
AUium ctpa f< 8 16 Schafcier, ’g8,

Miyake, ’oS

Hyadnthua orientalis
It 8 16 Hyde, 'og

MttUer, ’la

Galtoida candieans
<(

8 16 Schniewind-

Thies, ’01, etc.

Lifium martagoD and g
other ^wdea l<

Z2 14 Guignaid. ’84, ’gi,

Strasburger, ’8a,

'88, etc.

Id* aqualens and 3 other

1 Stiasbuigei, *ao.
II 12 (14)

Miyoki, ’05

Smijadna lacemosa
<4

II
»4 (48) McAiiatK, ’13.

, Wootey, ’is

Pace, *agCalopQgea jnddielhis (Mddaoes , 13 a6«‘>

(^vnmdtys (Spinathn)

gmdSs ' 44
»S (30)

« >14

Gynattclqn eemoa “
i

30 (do) «

Uders «v«ta
tt

i 16 3* Roseelwrg. ’<19



86d UI^PHOCjOGXCAL 1>R0BL^S OF THE CHROMOSOMES

Hie foir^oii^ list tnsRes evident the fact that the number of chnuno
scnnes varies within very wide limits but in far the greater number of cases

is rdativdy small, ccnmnonly not more than 36 (diploid) and often less.

Amoi:^ the most frequent diploid numbers in both plants and animals

are 16, [8 and 24,^ The snallest observed diploid number, at the theoreti-

cal limit 2, occurs in Ascaris megalocephala umvale$ts, but these *‘chromo-

ScHnes” rep’esent assemblages of much smaller ones linked together in

linear series (p. 879). The next smallest number 4, though rather rare, has

bear described hme and there in several groups of plants, from the fungi

(and possibly in the aigs) up to the seed-plants, and among animals in cer-

tsun {datodes {Vortex), nematodes (Gordius), copepods (Cyclops), arachnids

(Fediadopsis), insects (Icerya) and tunicates (Stylopsis). Diploid numbers

6, 8, and 10 are also not very frequent; those from 12 to 36 are most

frequent, and higher ones rare. The highest numbers have been recorded

in some of the tadiolarian rhizopods, ranging from 1000 to 1500 (AulacatUha,

Castamdiwn); but these undoubtedly represent compound groups formed

by many synchronously dividing nuclei in a syncytium.* In higher organ-

isms the largest numbers seem to be found in the Filicales (up to 200), the

decapod Crustacea (200 or more), and the Lepidoptera (up to 100 or

more).

Closer study of the numbers brings out many points of interest. Of

these, perhaps the most important is that the chromosome-numbers may
differ widely within the limits even of the smaller groups (genus or family)

and sconetimes even between closely related species. An interesting case

is that of the hemipteran species Thyanta custator in which were found two

“races” previously confused under the same name and morphologically

almost indistinguishable, in external appearance, one constantly having

the diploid number 16 in both sexes, the other 27-28 (Wilson, ’11).

Later studies proved the two “races” to be distinct species, the former

bmng the oi^^ilial custator oi Fabricus, the latter the calceata of Say,

which had Iraig been buried in the literature as a synonym of custator (Bar-

ber, *ii).

Sudi cases denumstrate cleariy that the number of chromosomes is per se

a PsOtter of secondary significance. Both cytological and graetk evidence

prove that the c|atnnoscHnes are compound bodies, contaming many different

compcHMmts. So long as the sum-total of these remains the same, or nearly

so, it seeim to be immaterial whether they be grouped to form few or many

]ai|pr arape^del (p. 903). It is not surprising, therefore, to find no more

7-10 ; « <iTa i -4 5 • TiMl

—the numbers 16 and 24, for instance, are found in nearly

d

•See Ow), Ha49dt«r (07)*
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all tbe main groups of plants and animals. As far as the larger groups

are concerned, therefore, there is little to favor the h(^ cA &n<hng a satis-

factory basis of das^caticui in the chromosome-nunabers. Nev^theless

the fact is not to be oveiiooked that some groups show on the whole

characteristic peculiarities in this respect, and in some cases a number
of greatest frequency or “type-number” may be distinguidied. Among'
higher plants, as Tischler emphasizes, the bryophytes are in general

characterized by low numbers, pteridophytes by high, and seed-plants

by intermediate ones. Among Crustacea low numbers occur in Copepods,

high in decapods; among insects relatively low numbers appear in Dip-

tera, much higher ones in Lepidoptera, etc. In the Amphibia the greatest

frequency or type-number may be taken as 2»=24; in the Acrididae as

23, 24; in the Pentatomidx as 14, and so on.^ So many exceptions exist,

however, that figures of this kind do not seem very significant, especially

when we consider how small a fraction of the existing species have yet

been examined.

It is a striking fact that higher numbers are often exact multiples of

lower ones. In the simplest of these cases the higher number is double

the lower; such cases occur in many genera of animals and plants, for

instance in Cyclops, Gryllotalpa, Aphis, Drosophila, Crepis, Hieracium,

or Chrysanthemum; and differences of the same type often appear be-

tween species of different genera. The significance of this is, however,

made doubtful by the fact that in most such cases intermediate num-

bers also occur and the problem here raised is more complicated than

would first appear. Many attempts have been made to arrange chromo-

some-numb^ in some kind of significant system; but these have not as

yet been very successful.

Some writers have assumed that within the limits of particular groups the

haploid numbers are either multiples of 2, e. g., 2, 4, 8, i6, or of 3, e. g., 6,

12, 18, etc.; and it has been shown that many of the recorded chromosome-

niunbers fall into one or the other of these two systems; ® but many ol the

series are incomplete or disturbed by the existence of intermediate numbers

that cannot be fitted into the system, or by the existence of irreconcilable

fundamental haploid numbers such as 5, 7 or ii. Of greater significance,

perhaps, is the fact, conspicuously shown by recent investigation espedally

on the higher plants, that the diploid numbers not infrequently are progres-

sive multiples of a fundamental haploid number by 2, 3, 4, and so on in

arithmetical progres^on, sometimes with few or no intermediate numbers,

> E. B. Harvqr C20) Msign» typtMtumbers to several of the laiger groups, e. g., for the Ncnu.tliel'

ii>inth««B*6, Ediin()dennsn«>i6>PfotrelRunthese»8, MoUtt9c»«"i6, etc.

’ See Heedtcf ('04), Eatiqnes (’05), Stra^igei C»>}> Gates ('is), end eapedsQyTiadder Cts) encl

TWnge ('17).
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meat mafttbid^ exan^^lcs ol have bees loimd aaoxn^ I^ta, «. g>, ia

CkiysMtkmum, TtUiam, AvtmOi MusOf <x Jimw. Here it may be poiated

out thi^ tiie exocptkma iu moat of these vaiiota systems ate so numaoos
as kigely to dquive them ol significanoe; for imUmce in the Cqpepod

l^eisas Cydops aad its allies Diaftomm and Ca$Uiac(mptus^ or in the

Colecqytara, whine the loiwest known hapldd number is 3, the second lowest

6, while beymid this point aiq>ear all numbers in continuous series from 7

to 19.* Other examples nearly continuous series are offered by the

aphids, the paatatomids, and the seedphmts (e. g., in Carex) and further

observatum seems likdy to render many ci the ensting partial series more

ccnn^te.

Without further mul^lying instances, and with due allowance for in-

cara|detmess oi the existing data, we must therefore admit the present

inadequacy ai attempts to reduce the chromosome-numbers to any sim|de

or oonsistait arithmetical rules. This conclusion, as will presently be seen,

fonns part ol the evidenix which indicates that the evdotion ai chromosome-

numbers has not fdUowed a single or consistent course but has taken place

on the whde fitfully, irregularly and in various ways.

V- DEVIATIONS FROM THE FUNDAMENTAL CHROMOSOME-
NUMBERS

Idany cff the supposed variaticms and contradictions of chromosome-

ttombecs as recorded in the literature have been a product of erroneous ob-

servation or of theoretic preconception; but apart from these the fact of

vhriatkHi in number, both in the individual and in the specie, has been

cooduavdy demonstrated. S<»ne writers have considered this as a dis-

puool of the specific constancy of chromosome-number and have concluded

that "not constamy but variability in number oi chromosome is the general

rute jtt all organisms, ” (Ddla Valle, ’09). Verbally, perluq», this is not in-

conect, dtoui^ a pdpaUe exaggeratlcm; in substance it is h^hJy mis'eading.*

ganefal it may be said that variations in the chromoscHne-number are

mUch more feequei^ in somatic cells than in those of the germ-line, and are

also more fiequenl in old, highly ^>eda]]sed ct degenerating cdls. Such

muiatidra may be etlmr definite or indefinite, the forme are of more

fixei iypiti and fimy affect tmt merely one or a few cells of the indi-

»1^«W^t|biW»<iaia|a dwaiacMvMtcmnwa»Phytenei»totof vtw, towmewlistooidlntes

daw tDar aw» mdad ta ndopHcatieo of the baplefd smapi dm to intbofosical

iMMMa ladim CHOailniWiMm afW
wd^MltdaaiofMiVa&AOMdknioMNM Wikon Eai8iUH Cti), McCInag CtA,

<**?. ***)- l>a»«€ot« <H9>. ate
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vidiad but grotq>s of them, or even aE of them, in seme
wayw In aucit cases different individuals of the same spedes may
di£^ definitdy ‘in, ai^Muent diromosome'numba, but the maobfflr is

constant in each particular individual. Variations oi this type take

origin in linkage or in disturbances <d mitods, meiosis or fertiUzatioa, giving

rise to new combinations which, once established, are thereafter main-

tained by normal mitosis. Indefinite fluctuations are not ordinmily thus

produced but arise in the prophases by a fragmentation at transverse

division of one or more of the chromosomes. They are in general in-

constant, varying in different cells of the same individual or tissue; and,

as will be seen later, some of them differ essentially from definite vatia-

rions. Both types, when crUkdly examined, bring strong support to botit

the theory oj genetic continuity and that of the specific constancy of the

chromosomes.

1. Somatic Ceils and Getm-Cells

As a rule the chromosomes-groups of somatic mitoses agree closely with

those of the germ-line though often with cotain minor differences of form.^

In some cases, however, definite differences of chromosome-number exist

between them. The classical exam{:^e cd this is offered by Ascaris megalo-

cephala in which cells of the germ-line divide with either two large chromo-

somes (variety wninalens), or four (var. bivakns), while in all the somatic

cells these larger chromosomes break up into mudi greater numbers of very

small ones (Figs. 144, 145).* Again, in the honey-bee the fundamental

haploid number is 16, as found by ail observers. The male-producing

(parthenogenetic) ^ segments with this number, which is also retained

in the ^jermatogmiia, while the female-producing (fertilized) egg divides

with the diploid number 33 (p. 797). In later stages the somatic diviskms

may show multiples of these basic numbers, namely, 33 or even 64; but

the oSgonial diviricxis, like the spermatogonial, show 16 chrcnnosames,

probably as a result of coupling.’

In the same catq[tuy, perhaps, we should place the apparait reducticm

to one-half the haloid number in the spermatocytes or spermatids

scribed in certam Hymenoptera and some otbo: animals. The best known

example <A this is offered by the honey-bee Apk. The haploid number (16)

appears in the first (abortive) spermatocyte^visHm and may appear also

in die secmid.* many cases, however, the second divisian seems to show

‘ MbniD, *10, Hot, 'tS, etc.

* In rar. mMm* tUs number b eboiit k dm male and 6ek the femak (Oefadta, 'i$). Hme-
udMtlatswaiia»riMs*eXnatadi,'M* Cy.p.>ss.

•PairunkevltKk Cm), Dowaukr ("06, V>7). Mevea Cor), Gnaata (’ok ’u), Watktilwim CrtX
Anttbitnitar Ct$}, ate.

« Mevw Cor). Milk and Copetaad C06).
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but S cMaaosonaes (F%. 583) ;
bat, as shown by Doncaster (’07) and es>

pedtSfy fay Naditsheim (’13), the e^t chromosomes are often seen to be

dotdde daring the an^ases. This is evidently due to a coupling of die

chranmsomes, two by two, since the metaphase, according to Nacht^eim,

^lows 16 double chromosomes. A ^milar coupling seems to take place also

m the odgene^, where Petrunkewitsch {’01) found but 8 tetrads and was

thus led to the erroneous ccuiclusion that 8 is the haploid number. Meves,

Naditsheim and others have, however, proved that 16 is the haploid number

as idiown by the numbers in the gamete-nuclei and in the parthenogenetic

devdcq;>ment of the males (p. 797). A similar apparent reduction to the

semi-haploid condition was found by Armbruster (’13) in the solitary bee

Osmia, and in several of the vertebrates.^ There is some reason to suspect

that in some of these cases the appearance is due to an artificial clumping

by the fixative; but such an interpretation can hardly be generally applicable.

S. Reduplication. Polyploidy

By this term may be designated a rather common form of definite varia-

tion in which either the whole diploid chromosome-group, or one of the

haploid groups is doubled, or multiplied to give triploid, tetraploid, or

polyploid groups. Attention has earlier been directed to the existence in

various animals of the so-called “bivalent” (more properly tetraploid)

individuids or races in which the normal chromosome-number is doubled

but whidi do not otherwise differ visibly from the usual type (Ascaris,

Eshinus, Artemia, pp. 23r, 869). More commonly the doubling (or higher

mult4>lication) of the chromosomes appears only here and there in certain

scBnadc cells, particularly those that are old, highly specialized or degenerat-

ing. Sudi groups are, for instance, common in the connective tissue-cells,

fat-odls, investing-cells of the gonads and foUide-celis of insects (Fig. 407)

and hi tlie tapetal or investing celk of the sporangia in plants. As above

olentioned reduplication is of common occurrence in the somatic divisions

C# Hyiiiaic^tera» It is highly probable that this condition arises from

nodear fusion or from some form of incomplete mitosis, such as monocen-

tric mitosra (p.‘ ifiS), moMnplete separatimi of daughter chromosome-groups,

OT a forion id daugfato'-nudei after tnitoris. Processes of this type have

often been induc^ experimentally, e. g., in sea-urchin eggs, Spirogyra fila-

ments, ox growing root-<^ of plants that are exposed to the action cold,

CQif narcotics, ot otluff pmsoas during mitosis.^

‘ s»

ila Hlcdaa, ’tt), Bum (Gayer, *ie), ris, tone and btd (Wodiedaleb, 'u, ’i4> ’»*)•

(OiUftt, ’«o, '<M, '09,^ Catkr, '18).

•Seen. (*87), DeraowCss)! WiboD (’oib), Gemaiaioa (’01), Boveri (’©si

Know (^>4. ’X4)< 1*0
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Such cases of reduplication in certain cells of the individuM are exactly

paraUd to those in which the normal diploid numbers of related races or

species show ccHistant differences of the same type (p. 867) ; and are no dmrbt

due to similar causes. Even more interesting are cases in which the aber-

rant somadc numbers, again as in case of different races or species, do not

fwm a simple geometrical .series but are multiples of the fundamental hap-

Flg. 407.

—

Hafdoid, diploid and tetraploid chronKMome-groups in plants and animals {A, B,

(nmi Stomps; C-F from Makceai.; C from Nkmzc; H, /, from WasoM).
A, diploid group from Spinacta; B, tetraploid group of same, chromosomes paired; C, hapk>id

group from gametophyte of moss Bryum capiUare, lo chromosomes; D, normal diploid groups of

the same species from the sporophyte; £, heterot3^c divi^on of same, lo bivalents; F, dipkad

group from arti&cially produced gametophyte regenented from the sporogonial tissue; G, from

slightly chloralized root-tip of Pimm, a with tetraploid group (24 chromosomes), i, diploid group

(one chromosome missing); B, notntal diploid group (foUich: cell) in the hemipter Amsa trirHs,

showing 22 chromosomes; including s small si-cbromosomes and 4 large ones; I, tetraploid group

of same, 44 chromosomes, 4 small and 8 large.

loid number in more or less regular arithmetical progression (c/. p. 867).

Such a case is offered by the mosquito Culex pipiens (Holt, ’17) in degenerat-

ing intestinal pupal cells during the metamorphosis. The normal dijddd

number is here b (often apparently 3, owing to the close pmred association

the somatic mates, p. 837). In these cdls were found mitoses with 6, 9,

la, 18, 34,' 36, and even 7a chromosomes, the most frequent being la, 34,



inm:^(«jmcAL probi^ms of 'ms; cfotoBctwHsis

«Ml 4S. 'Tbeae latter numbers ("Scenes’*) may be taken as a msult d
ateople doaMtag; but UuMe vitb 9 <»> its multiples 9, jdj and 7s (‘V
aeii»”) i^ppaiaady moitt have hivdived^ at least in the productirm of its

first tecm» a tediqilkatioB of one of the gametic groaps indepau^tly of the

other. HOmbm thus arising are very similar to those semi in h%hly hy-

luidked groups, sash as the roses 846). This might have arisen from an
(uigiual (fifierwoe betweoi the division-rhythm of the paternal and maternal

faapbid groaps (Holt, op. cit.),^ or possibly by multipolar mitosis follow-

ing a H-niideate <x syncytial condition which mig^t produce many irr^-
lartties of mmdwr afto’wards held constant by bqmlar division (p. 9x7).

I. Supomometasy Chromosomes and Missing Chromosomes. If<m-

Disjunction. Fragmentation

A Sequent source of definite variation in chrxMnosome-number is shown

by the appearum of one or mme supemvmtrary chromosomes, in addition

to the normal chromosome-group.* Such chromosontts are of two kinds,

differing entirdly in nature and mode of origm, and producing certmn types

<A defirute and indefinite variation respectively. The first of these result

from an abnormality erf mitosis known as:

^e. Nondisjimetion. This process is a failure of two synaptic mates

to separate in the reduction-division and their passage together to one

pole erf the ^indle- (Wilson, '09, Bridges, ’16, etc.) and it may ap-

]KOf»iately be applied also to a failure of sister-chromosomes to sepa-

rate in an oidhl^ equation-divixkm. In such cases one daughter-

nstdeus receives an extra chromosome (thereafter a supemxmxerary) which

is conespemidhig^yfliiisriDg in the sster-nucleus. If it occurs in a- meiotic

or h^dmd diviskm this chrmnoaxmie will be diploid in one nucleus and

ahtsmt in the other; if in a diplcad division it will be correspondingly

dthec triplfud or Single. In eitbor case the initial modification may
be jffnvVid <BX to'ktter descendants of these cells; and when the gametes

have been affected may reappear in cme or more fcrfiowing generatixHis as a

constant charaettF d the individual. Supernumeraries thus arising may
thesefoce lead a 1^°^ wandoing life in tlw species (hmice Painter’s term

plaiosome), passiiig from one individual to another in successive generations,*

fautfatmii^ no nebesaary pact of the chromo6(Hne-grotq> as a whtrfe aixd erften

* 'Ibbsonaiwb buid «u die Isot tku tibe lote” and "q never oppesr h the noM

' ' '
' >in«rteiB iptdte rfB«atlpUiin,Ti«. Janew «etw (WIboa, ‘os, ’or*);

.

(WBmu, 'orb, *09) ead b the beetle DMreHco (Steven*. 'oS). They
DitMeinOlttdceidbOftlMqiem (Stev«naCawaien,McC]nn«neilot]ien),

mKKrdmm (Letts, Hu«e, ete.).

' neocbdvtbf hr the bnedbf esperfuent* « Bridce* (’1^ «n the wwet-

^tkm'rrnmhm.
mmitfotkrntt
vinEMiincoDoni

*|!|id«n>l
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tMlng aJraent. Thdr inconstaacy in the spedea was the eouice of cottfusuat

in the earli^ Eterature and gave rise to some iU-consideied criticism. In

fxnnt di hurt, however, thdr behavior is tantamount to an experimental

demonstrarion of the genetic continui^ ci the chromosomes; and the

cytological phenomena also find genetic expression in modified forms of

heredity which give an equally cograt demonstration of the determinative

action of the chromosomes in heredity (p. 944).

The process d non-disjunction has been directly observed in very few

cases;^ but indirectly both the cytological and the genetic evidence indicate

Tif. 40S.—^Non-disjunction oi the XF-pair in Mdapodius.

A-D, Dornul disjunction of X and X, second qieiinatocyte division Ui-C, if. Jtmaraliu;

D, U. £, noa-disjusctioa, U. Jmeratm; F, if. UnmmUt.

its occurrence much oftener.* In (Enotiiera (diploid 14) it results in the

production of spcm-nuclei having reflectively 6 and 8 diromosomes in-

stead of the usual 7. In this case the minus or 6-chromo9ome class is be-

Eeved to be non-viable but the 8-chromosome class is believed to survive

and ultimately to give rise to an S-chromoscHne gamete-nudeus. Union

of such a nucleus with the normal 7-chromc6ome type will produce a 15-

chromosome zygote, diploid in respect to 6 chromosome-pairs but triphod

' Br Oates CoS) in the heterotypic dMtianof tbepoUen-mother-cdls of (Smthra, oonfinaed by
Davis Cto, 'll); iadepeadentBr t^'Wfiaon (’09) in case of the XV-pelr of sez-chnsMaoBses in the

JtrsfsitadiMs; more eecenthr% S^er (’»tj in the poiax divia&iins of the Woth tTSaU^iena.

* Uavot Cat? 'as> has nportedtheesperimentaf tHoductionof aoa-dhjuiiction in l>»osi»|iJta by

X-Ay*.
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lii«aiq9ectt(>OQepak(t. e.,withcmesupenmmerary). This cooiiitioQ ac&ts

W a orad^ralde groi^ <d imitants, dE whidi (E. hia b the type, known to

have axisei fnsn i4-<chromoaome fonns sudt as <E. l^mon'cldana, biennis (x

n^icalyx.^ Blakesiee (’ao) has recently found similar conditions in the

VSg. Ml.—Sapterniimetsiy K-chromoaonus in the hesaipter, Utiapodhu (WnsoH).

In «a£h hotisontal tow the Irft figure is a ^jemintagoaul metaphase, the middle one a first

speanaloeyte, the right noe a epennatocyte nudw with chromoaome-nudeoii (X, Y, s) and plas>

Wnawiti; (f); X, Y„ sex-cfarDmosomes, t the supernumeraries, and «t the st-drramosomea

41-C, Jf. Jh/mbm/ir, rr chrainosomet, no supenuimetBiv; the same, 33 chromosomes, one

aasaU Wpanumerary (t); G~J, the Mine, two large nipcmumenriee; J-L, U. Imoratm, 36 chn>-

moenmeg, 3 huge upetaaineraries and 3 snail.

^anoa-weed {Xhkerd^. There the dipleg number is normally 24 but it is 25

in 4 aeries of fonys that are coiiq»rable with the bUa-group (p. 94S)>

Bk Mttafodin^ Hkewise, non-^junction was observed in the mmotk
(iq}ermaj|qgene8is), and the particular chromosome*pair ctmeemed

9il#i bese he {xMl^tivdly i^Ufied as the uneqtuil sex-chromosmnes or XV<
(f%. 4018^. |lhe siqxmumeraito thus p^uoed retain al| the charu>

*>1 ‘See Cutes, ’xs.
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teristJcs d Y-dbromosomes, and have been found ht vaiying nutnben in

different individuals of three species. Some individuals have zs chro-

mosomes (the normal diploid number) including one Y, others but 21 (Y be-

ing missing) ; still others 23, 24, 25, 26 or (in a single case) 27, both the num-
b» and the ^e-rdations being constant in each individual.

*

In synapsis these sui>emumeraries usudly couple with the normal XY-
pair to form compoimd groups (Fig. 409). During this mitosis they disso-

Tlg. 410.

—

ChTomosomes ol Melapeiiui lermituilis, with one small supernumerary F-dmanosome
(r) (WasoH),
A, B, diphud (spennatogonial) metapbases, 33 chromosomes (2 small m’s, i small supemumeraiy);

C, ODTrespondlng first spetmatocyte-metaphase; 1>, E, ist (heterotyruc) spermatocyte divinmi in

side-view, dividon oi AT, F and a; P, second spennatocyte-metaphase; G, B, anaphas^ s undivided;

I, J, sister groups of same, polar view, one with s and one without it.

date in various ways, X and at least one Y always separating, while the su-

ponumeraries may accompany eitho' X or Y, apparently at random

(Fig. 410) so that various combinations therefore appear in the sperm-

nudd. Since those of the X-dass (female-producing) may contain, also Y
the possildlity thus exists of introducing supernumerary Y-chromoscanes into

both sexes at the n»t fertilization.
_ ,

By fartlKr recombinations the number of supernumeraries might theo-

retit^y increase Indefinitely; but in point of fact not more than $ or 6

Imve yet been found in Mttapodius; and they are often snud]^ thaii IT ia
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various Aegam. thenefote, the stiq>miametstiej| sooner or ktiar

4eeiRimto ood disBjipear.

MtiafoUm also aiforded tlie proof that supemomeranes may be of more

tiMW one dilute Qrpe; fw a 8b|^ individital oi M. fmmratus was found

bavii^ one sv^tonumeituy showing none oi the peculiarities of a Y-chrotno-

someWt all those an fM-chromosome (Wilson, ’zo). These peculiarities

am of «idl mariced type (^. 8^9) as to preclude all error in the idaidficadon

and the case is furtto remarl^le bemuse this individual lacks a Y-chro-

mosome (»f. p. 815) yet the small m does not take its |dace but behaves

nc. 4U<—SiUMoiisiiwraiy M-duviiuwomes in the bemipter Meiapodtus femoratus.

A~B, Domid form, for snmpariioa with modified foom iE-B).

4 t ipcrmetng'Bual metaabMe, 22 dumiuaomes; 2 m’s; B, C, normal metaphases'Di first sper-

jmfoqrto, with «s-bivaieitt, in i^e-view; Z>, aaapimie, m’s and the X- and r-cbroroosomes divid-

InSfoaMiatclir- The eM^rilmosoakes are hen disjoining (reduction-division) the X- and K-cbro-

maSMmdhdAna equatfoaalbr.

X, tptaOmtOgotbi grooii vlih 23 duomosomes {3 m's); E, G, B, side-views ol first i^jcnnstoiTte-

ist’tijhl.iWi- w-nivslent.

after its own kind and in meiosis couples with the other m-chromosomes to

lam || trivafent elelaatt (Fig. 411). It thus c^ers a striking example of

chameterbtic diff^mbces of bdiavior between chromosomes udiich in other

impecta appear exactly alike to the eye (p. 839). These cases demonstrate

with^ utmost d^uness tbe fact that univident dmunosomes Q^ncally

bat once In^ course of the meiotic divisions, paaung undivided to

wtae pole hi ^ otl^ diviskm. In Metapoims it is the first division in

wli^ the 8iil|periHt|tiemies divide (Fig. 4x0); in Bamm, the second; in

to fibevens, in either diviricea but ncA in both.*

’iU) hM bwastifo foehsKveiMtHtpiinottkin diractb in the first
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Asalogoius Id tibe foragaiDg caae is that discovoed by Bridges (*1;}, ’x4,

'j6
) in BrasophUa, remarkaUe because it was purdy genetic gtady that

first led him to predict the existence ai So extra ,or supemutoeiary

chromosotne in this particular race; tmd this was fully con&rmed by cytO’

logical examination. The non-disjunction itself has not yet actually bem
seen, but the bdbavior of the sex-linked factors (p. 947) leaves no dcubt

that it takes place in the meiosis of the and affects the XX-pair. A
primary disjunction of this type would give ^s containing either XX or

no-X; and fertilization of such eggs by n<»inal sperm would give XXX, XO,
XXY and YO. The first and fourth of these classes have not been found

in this race and are believed to be non-mble. The XO-dass is composed of

males, of normal appearance but absolutely sterile, thus demonstrating a
connection between the Y-chromosomc and fertility (p. 815). From the

XXY females (having 9 chromosomes) Bridges raised a race in whidi the

phenomena of “secondary non-disjunction” of the XX-pair is continued in

about 4% of cases. Bridges explains this as due to the presence of Y, since

in the maturation of eggs containing XXY, Y is always disjoined from one

X, while the second X may pass to either pole. Thus may arise four

classes of mature eggs, namely: (i) XX, (2) XY, (3) XO and (4) YO;
and fertilizaticm of these by normal sperms (X or Y) might give as zygotes

the six classes (i) XXX, (2) XXY, (3) XX, (4) XY, (5) XYY and (6) YY.
Of these, XXX, XYY and YY are unknown (though the class XYY prob-

ably exists); XX and XY are ordinary males and femalre; while XXY may
serve as a starting-point for repetition of the process. The gcmetic aqrect

of this interesting case is further conadered at p. 947.

More recently Bridges has found in Drosophila a supernumerary auto-

some of the very small fourth pair, which c^ers a close parallel to the su-

pernumerary m-chromosome of Metapodius (p. 876). Blakeslee’s recent

observations on 3$-chromosome mutants of Datura, make it probable that

in that form non-disjunction is of rather frequent occurrence and may effect

any one of the twelve chromosome-pairs (see p. 945).

h. Fragmentafim. “ Deficient ” Chroptosomes. Ffuctuatkms. In the

foregoing cases the normal chromatin-content of the nucleus is increased

(at correspondingly decreased) in a definite and constant maimer. In a

second type supemumeraiies arise by a cross-divisicm or fragmentation of

one or more of the chromosomes—a process which does not alter the total

chromatin-mass but only breaks it op into a largo* nmnber of jneces than

the nontud. The variatioins thus prodtKsd axe inconstant, varying m
different cdis of the same iiu^ividuai and thus having the dmracter indefi-

nite vanBitions or floctuatirms. This is dearly demonstrated by studiea

of Bbmoe on the somatic mitoses ot the^ (’xj) and of (Enathem
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toms (*tS) in -Miikli the ty|>kal dijdoid numbers are respectively 40 and 15.

Nn dendathms from these nmnb^ were found in the germ-line; but in

the Smnatic mitoses, along with the tyj^cal numbers occur also numbers

rating m the pig from 40 to 58, and in (Enothera from 15 to 21, owing to

the iH-esence of supernumeraries (Fig. 412).

This seems at first sight a fiat ccmtradiction of the specific constancy of

chromosonm-number; but Hance’s careful studies place the matter in a very

abc 4. e/ghijkttHftQpqrs tu

'’5(b)i))o»(«

''(t'XOIKfftIHtiiM.

4X1.

—

Variations of cbromosmae-iiumber in (Enothera uitUiUatu (Hance).

At the si^it. A, (jrpied somatic (roup, with >5 chromosome; B, one with 19 chromosomes; C,

one wlrii at. Abwe, £, F, the diromosomes of nch groups amaged in the order of their size,

Inaoi a to «. heloir, G, M, /, the conespooding cbromosome-Ieagths, similariy graded, so arranged

St t0 bif^ toeetha the'chtomoaoiae-ftagment* and to riiow the constant total length.

dUtnimt jj^t Tike suponumeraries are always smaller than the normal

chreitaeiBomes andlboA their numba and size are exactly correlated with

ciKtesfKht^ilg defences in the lengths (A particular chromosomes;, so

(hat whai die fetd^ uft artificially fitted upcm the latto' the normal size-

/ iwt^red (f%. 4^2)- Mol kn^ of the chromosomes is
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thus a specific constant irrespective of their number. In respect to their mode
of origiH) therefore, these supernumeraries are evidently not whole chromo-

somes but pieces, thovyh in behavior they are not to be distingoished frmn

true chromo^mes, dividing lengthwise in mitosis, so as to be handed

on from cell to cell without loss of their identity.

This conclusion is susUuned by many other observations. Carothers (’13,

’17) and Robertson (’15) showed that the unequal or heteromorphic chromo-

some-pairs observed in certain grasshoppers arise in certain cases by the

cross-division of one member of the pair; and Carothers shows further that

the break takes place at a particular point marked by two large chromo-

some-vesicles at which the spindle filers are attached (Fig. 438). This,

again, is in harmony with numerous observations which demonstrate the

presence of cross-sutures at certain points in the chromosomes, which in

some species at least are constant in position. The conclusion that chromo-

somes may occasionally fragment across the transverse sutures and thus in-

crease the number of chromosomes becomes still more plausible when taken

in connection with other evidence concerning the compound nature of the

chromosomes (p. 903) and the possible modes by which chromosome-

numbers may have permanently changed. The evidence indicates that the

position of these cross-sutures is constant for any given chromosome; and

hence that if supernumeraries be produced in the supposed manner they

probably have a quite definite value.

6. Chromosome-linkage

This subject has already been touched on in case of the sex-chromosomes,

the X-chromosome, and pxissibly also the Y-chromosome, being in some cases

attached to one c& the autosomes (p. 779). Such linkage constitutes a

source of definite variation in number that is the reverse of that caused by

the presence of supiemumeraries. A similar linkage of autosomes with one

another is known to take place in some sp>ecies, esp)ecially among insects;

and the evidence indicates that it has probably played an important piart

in the piermanent change of number from species to sp}ecies.

The classical case is offered by Ascaris megalocephala, where the chromo-

scnnes of the somatic cells, which are small and numerous, are in the cells of

the germ-line united in linear aggregates to form larger and fewer dumno-

somes (p. 323). We might, it is true, reverse this terminology, desfgnatmg

the breaking up of the long chromosomes into smaller bodies in the primor-

dial somatic c^s as a process of fragmentation. This, however, is a mere

question of terminology which leaves the fact unaltered, and it is rendered

improbable by the numbers in related ^>edes of Ascaris (p. 855).

Most frequently linkage takes pdace between the chromosomes two by
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t«m to {»oduce stKaUed ^'bivafeat” etoneaits, each such iiohage reduc^
the amiftrest dtnxBuMODw>Bamber by one. Some of the beat examples of

axe fouml amooig^ acridian grasshoppers, in which the typical diploid

number is 23 or 24, with aU dm duromoscanes rod-shaped ami having ter-

minal attadiments. This rdation is typimlly shown in Chortophaga viridi-

faschta (Fig. 4x3, A); but McClung found one male of this species in which

G H
Mi. eta.—SpenruitfignaUl tnetephue cfananoiome-xroat)* in Ortboptera. (A, D, £, F,Mc-

Cumn: B, Kqmcusoh; C. B. l, Davu; C, Boaixn).
Tte'dtWimttwwwi* to 4-C nnmbend scconiliig to tbeir site. In A-C, F, G, all the dnomotomes

tcfaedlto mhiitteitokaSe; toil, three ateiottoticV'a, to H two, and in/ dx.

A, dm^^atA, B, Sy^mh, C, Arphia, taiA wMi 33 rad-ahapad tetomitic ciuomoaomes; D, Chor-

» Aaoai)»ilifat*{3vdin1ikkviy, EiMtcotktkiu; F.TnpiAaiopImt Us dnomasomcs};

G, (31 (dunniwiMei) ; B, SuBaa^ (39 chroBWonwa); /, Slatobail^ (17 chromoioatea).

^snnnber of sqiamte chromoscanes was reduced to 19, four ct the chrmno-

somes being Vnabaped with attachment at the apex <d the V (Fig. 413, D).

Here, obidoilily,^ afipamit nductum m number is due to the linkage (d

loijg’ pahss of ncl|lr]daq>ed chromosomal, two two at their inna: ends,

Icrionn yvdtaMt Ths coocfition was found in every visible sperxnato-

gMlhd ^ this individual. Quite apidogous is the case

t. % » B cextoin strain of
' i'’*

” ’
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in the females of which the two X-chromosomes, ncaraafly rod-diaped, are

linked together, end-to-end, to form a single V (Fig. 415). Such a diromo-

some is never found in the male, since all eggs receiving it develop into

females 947)-

Still more remaikable are the facts in Hesperotettix and Menmria (Mo
Clung, ’05, '17). B. brevipmnis and festivus thus far have shown cmly the

typical acridian relations (23-24 rod-shaped chromosomes), and jtfaese

likewise appear in certain individuals of H. viridis. In other individuals of

the latter species, however, two or more of the rods were found to be linked

by their central ends (points of attachment), to form V’s (as in Chortophaga)

attached to the spindle by their apices, thus producing an apparent corre-

sponding reduction of number. The linkage may affect either the X-chromo-

some or the autosoines, X being rarely free and most commonly linked with

the largest autosome (Fig. 414). Whatever be the character of the linkage

il is constant for the individual in aU the cells of the germ-line (spermatogonia,

spermatocytes) though varying from one individual to another. Thus far

six distinct kinds of classes of individuals have been found, as follows:

Cuss Linkage
Apfasent

Sfexuatocokiai.

NtrUBEE

Appakbvt Nmt-
BBK IN tsv SFEK-

MVrOCVTES

I. No linkage. All the chromosomes free 2j rods 13

J. X-linked with No. 12 (the largest) 21 rods; i V II

3 - X-linked with No. 9; ii and 12

linked 17 rods; 3 V’s 10

4 - X-linked with No. 8; ri and 12 linked;

9 and JO linked. 15 rods; 4 V’s 9
S- X free; ii and 12 linked; 9 and ro

linked tj rods; 3 V’s.
1

10

6. X free; ii and 12 linked ig rods; 2 V’s II

The linked forms (“multiples” of McClung) are at once recognizable in

the spermatogonia by thdr V-shaped or J-shaped form {F%s. 413, 414).

In the first spermatocyte-division they are likewise distinguishable in sine

and form, the X-linkage producii^g the L-shaped type already described,

while the autosome-lid^e produces large tangential rings or V’s of the

StenoboHJinw or Tomopteris type” (p. 530). Tb» second spermatotytes

show conre^xmding rdations.

In ifermma, likewise, certain species show no linkage but in M. hmUabt

X is finked with one of the autosomes, producing a V-shaped multiple, the

synaptic mate of which is in this case also V-shaped. In syni^pds tbtae two

V’s unite to form a trivaJent element (“hexad”) showing a cmnplex appear-

(mce which formerly led McClung (’05) to condutfe that in die &at
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• F G ^
figt 414.

—

ChtBnvMome-linktge in the grudxq>per BetttrMUtix (McCluno).

A, B. kmtpmmit; tbe «tiwn B. vMdii; A, qtetmntaetmial gnnip with »$ teptxaU, rod-sii^Md

dnamomBes (Ctaw i); $, carmpoD^ag graipcfCUm j, ao duonuacunea, linkage ai X witb g,

widcif It etiSi It; C> tke aame, Cbaa J, ae duomosamea, linker of xi irith it and of g wHli

igsl\4henaM«€3aaa4, ax daoBuwoBkea, linkjtge <rf ii with xa; £, the heterotypic chnoioaMici of

lavdiienat (teweaeSii|d in the order of thdr aiee aa nimibaed above (xa to x); o, Claaa i, no

R4HVe;4, CSeaa a.fJT BKM with ta>;c,<3aiB 9. tx Usked with it aad X with 9 ; d, Claai st xx

ttefeed wink xa xo; f-Z, teoand qiematocTte-inetaphaae of different daaaea; F, Clasa

A ($* Md M l||ta|ii^Whaa; 1^ no XKdaaa; St T-dra, and I no JT-doe ixtm fike e

{Oaia ottB XI and (me u.
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ffloQ whcde bivalents (tetrads) passed to one pole. It is now dear that this

trivalent differs from that of Besperotettix only in the fact that both m«nbm
of the trivalent are V-shaped or J-shaped (atelomitic).

Whether the linkage in these cases is permanent or temporary can only

be determined by breeding experiments. In Ascaris megalocephala the link-

age is clearly permanent from generation to generation in cells of the gram-

line, but in each generation is broken up in all the somatic cells (pp. 323, 879).

In the moth Lymantria monacha the linkage, as described by Seiler and Hand
(’21) is temporary. Here the diploid number in both sexes, including the

gonia, is 62. We should expect the heterotypic division, accordingly, to

show 31 bivalent chromosomes; but such is the case only in the female.

In the male both divisions show but 28 chromosomes one of which is much
larger than the others. The plain inference is that this chromosome repre-

sents not one pair but three pairs linked together. Since the diploid number,

Fig. 41S.—liniuigc of the X'.chromosomes io OrosopkUa mtlanpgaster (L. V. Mokcan)

A, normal female diploid group, with two separate rod-shaped X’s (Bridces); B, C, D, from

yellow (sex-linked^ females with linked X-chromosomes ( V) and y-ebromosome; £, triploid-X

{V -f- X): F, noodisiunctianal female, with two freeX’s -1- Y (Bkidges).

62, uniformly appears in the blastoderm cells, this linkage must be dissolved

at some time, following the formation of the sperm, to be reestablished at

some time prior to the heterotypic division. The validity of this condusioh

is established by the conditions seen in the meiosis of the female; for al-

though the first division shows the haploid number (31) of bivalents, with

no largo ckromosome, the second divirion agrees with those of the male in

showing but 28, including one large one. This can only mean that in the

female the linkage takes place after the first division and before the second,

while in the male it occurs prior to the first division,^

It is evident that linkage, whether permanent or temporary, in no wise

alters the nuclear content as a whole. The same nuclear materials are, as

' For the linkage in S^tnebia aee Seiler (’aa). ,
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U ime, sdottte x^inpatckets of liiEemt at

in i^fforant cdis d one iiMEvidual~-4Ktt so di^buted as always to «asuin

tlte aatne enMntial Mlotanoit to the daog^t»-celIs ai^ uldomtely to the

lEune^ C3e3ietica&y, 8«»dt {(»TOs of chromosome-linkage mig^t be ejqpected

to be ^qnessed hi a conespaading linkage of unit-factor groups; but excqit

in the XX. linkage d Drosophila (p. 880) this particular phenometum 1^
not yet been lecqgnusecL^

Wt PERMANEKT CHANGES OF CHROMOSOME-NUMBER

We do not yet know with certainty, even in a lungle case, precisely how
the chromosome-number has changed from species to sp^ies; but all points

to the conclusion that many such changes ^t took place as variations of

the same Q^ies as those above described within the species or individual.

In respect to the general phylogeny of chromosomes we know still less.

It is not even clear whether a large or a small number of chromosomes

r^res^ts the mcHe primitive ccxiditicm. Both sides of this question have

been suppori^ed by different writers. Montgomery (’01) accepted, rather

doubtfully, the fcsmer alternative, Haecker (’04) the latter; but neither

otmclosicm was sufficiently based. Both large and small numbers are found

amcmg Protista, and in higher forms it does not dearly appeair that within

the limits of particular groups the more primitive forms have smaller or

larger numbers than the higher ones. A study of the facts leads, indeed, to

the conduwHi that spedfic changes of number have taken place in both

(Erections, perhapa repeatedly and in many groups; linkage, for example,

might cause a decrease, reduplication or fr^mentation an increase, non-

(Esjunctum a change in both directions. It may, therefore, often be diffi-

ccdt or imposdble to distinguish in any particular case between, indpient

finkage and fragmentatioa not yet fuDy j^ed. With this in mind we may
distinguish provisionally not less than six possible modes of change, as

fellows:

. (1) By a gnduld reducticm in size and final disappearance of individual

ChimnoBonus, a |»rocess that may be connected with a corresponding

^kciffgkag out of g^tic factors, or a redistribution involving a transfer of

fiieir s^Mimce to other drromosomes. (Paulmmr, ’99.)

ITay small diromoBomes have been described in many fcsms, in some

CMM so minute as almoM to suggest vestigial structures. The best kiu>wn

of these oues ac^the m^bromososnes (p. 839) and tiie Y-chrcmioscnnes,

iaboti^ whi^ 4e may trace gradations fr^ dircmuMomes of ordinary

vanyung p(^t (PP- 768> 833). caat the Y<

I F« {wUht mnaiiu m liakase Me Wf, gsA
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diMbioeome it is almost certain that this process has in many cases culmin-

ated in total <li8a^>earance, since m a large series of forms Ute X-«^iromo-

iome has been left ndthout a synaptic mate. In case cd the iM-chroraosames

the case is not so dear, since they seem always to be present in the Com-
detf though in some cases so minute as to appear like vestigial structures

{Artdtmmts^ Pachyiis).^ In the nearly rdated family of Pyrrhocorida

they are absent, so far as known. As shown especially by Metz (’14, ’zd) a
somewhat similar series is shown in Drosophila and other Diptera by the

two minute diromoscanes that commonly lie near the center of the grotq),

(Fig. 396).

(2) A second and probably widespread mode of change has no doubt been

by the occurrence of abnormalities of mitosis, such as non-disjunctkm.

Irregularities thus arising often produce combinations that are unstahfe

(since they tend to break up in the next following meiosis). Nevertheless, a
single such irregularity occurring durir^ meiosis or at any other point in the

germ-line, will if viable be multiplied many times by mitosis during the

ensuing development. The chances of producing new and stable recombina-

tions in the course of later processes of meiosis and s}mgamy are thus greatly

increased; and we here see also how the result of an irregularity affecting

even a single chromosome may ultimately appear in both gametic grot^
In non-disjunction, for instance, the initial effect is to produce haploid groups

of the types n -f- i and n—i. Union of such groups with the normal will give

respectively 2» -|- i and 2»- r. Meiosis of the first of these may give as

gametes « -f i or n/ and union of two gametes of the former type may give

2» -f- 2, a stable combination having one more pair of synaptic mates. We
can thus see how not alone non-disjunction but any other irregularis rff

distribution may readily become a source of permanent change of chro-

mosome-number, provided the new combinations be viable, and above all

if they involve new somatic characters of any value in survival. It is

possible, as elsewhere indicated, that the 16-chromosome and 23-chromo-

some mutants of (Enathera may have had such an origin (p. 873), and the

varying chromosome-numbers in Metapodivs (p. 875) or DaUtra (p. 874)

illmtrate the condition of species now actually passing through such a state

of transition.

(3) Analogous to tiw for^ioing, but on a larger scale, is the occurrence of

aeries oi numb«s of which the higher one are e«ict multqrie of the lower

i^yplotdy). Specific differences of this type are dosdy similar to the

omresponding one shown by different race or individuals such as have

earlier be^ noted in the case of Ascaris megalocephala, Parechinus miara-

ftdsercuUam^ Artmia sttlim and other forms (p. 870) ;
and they have jHobaUy

’WOwnCii).
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in tbe same^y. Hie most striking examples of this occui in plants,

A in tlie ^pedes ^ Chysam^itemum, BieracUm, ,TrWam or ifusa; but

stoBar cases are not infrequent in animals, e. g., in Artemia, Asierias,

pods or sea'-nrchins. in both cases the higher numbers are often associated

srith parthdiogeD^is or apogamy, whidi in many cases is the only known
mode of rquroductitm, e, g., in certain forms of Artemia, Hieraciwif, Rosa,

or AldemUlc (p. 230). In some ol these cases higher diploid numbers

represent exact multiides of lower ones; Jbut most usually intermediate

numbers may also occur. In a considerable number of cases higher diploid

numdiers represent progressive arithmetical series of a fundamental haploid

number; for example, in Bieracium (fundamental haploid 9) the specific

diploid numbers include 18, 27, 36, and 54; in CkrysasUhemum 18, 36,

54, 72 and 90; in Rosa, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42 and 56 (p. 848); in Musa
16, 24, 32 and 48. In many such cases, it is true, a certain number of

intermediate nundiers also occur; but in some the series {Rosa) the

progression is so remarkable as to make its origin by reduplication ex-

tremely probable.

The precise manner in which such reduplication has arisen is unknown;

but time are many ways in which it may readily have occurred {cf. p. 870).

Oae of the most probable is by an inoimplete or “suspended” mitosis in the

sygote, such as has 'been actually produced by the artificial induction of

mcmaster-fonnation in sea>-urchin eggs (Boveri, Herbst, and others).^

This view has been adopted by many writers * but it is also possible that

doubfing may have arisen by the union of two diploid gametes (Stomps, ’10),

Ot by nuclear fusion. On the other hand, triploids and other forms that do

not^ into the diplmd series 2x2X2, etc., must have arisen by a process

invi^ving cmly one of the gametic groups, such as tbe union of ajdiploid and

haj^oid gamete, the union of three gamete-nudei, or the like.* In any

diese cases the total relative mass of chromatin is thus correspondingly in-

creased; and, in general, cases this type may be expected to produce

larger cells (and often larger individuals) as is the case in CBnotkera gigtu,

m Artmia; but there are important exceptions to this (p. 101). It is

luswevex equaHy {Possible, as both DeViks and Strasbuiger have urged,*

that double numbers may also arise by a transverse division or fragmenta-

thm whtdb would produce thKHnosomes of doable the number but of smaller

tiaCf widiout altering the sum total of duomatin. An example xA this,

en^lmrieed hy Srirasbutger, is offered by Aomex acetoseUa, which has 32

t&oaioa<H»es of die riase the presort in R. acOosa and several

p. Jwth ^

*aBrflow fioj, 4rtan <'«), WhUer Cop}, etc.

*Stt “W)-
4 s«r sallliw <'1^7.
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other q>ecies (Rotfa, ’06), the nuclei and cells being of the same aze in the

two cases (p. 101).^

(4, 5) fourth and fifth mode of change, both probably important, are

linkage and the opposite process of fragmentation, the ftniner leading to a

decrease of number, the latter to an increase. These can best be con^dered
together owing to the practical difficulty in many cases of distinguishing

between the two.

(a) That linkage is one important source of definite variations in the

number and shape of chromo&omes within the species is certain. Whether
the same can be said of permanent changes of chromosome-number is less

certain; nevertheless, there are some cases that find their most obvious

explanatioiT under such an assumption. The clearest of them are found

among insects, the inter-sp>ecific conditions closely duplicating those pro-

duced by linkage within the species, as has been emphasized especially by
Robertson (’16). Among the locustids, for example, one of the prevalent

diploid numbers is 31 (<?), the chromosomes being rod-shaped with terminal

attachments. In Steiroxys trilineata it is but 29, of which two are V-shaped

(Fig. 413). If-it be assumed that the latter have resulted from linkage, as

in Chortophaga, the number becomes 31, as in the related form Decticus.

Again, in the acridian genus Chorthippus (Stenobothrus), the male diploid

number is but 17 but these include three pairs of V-sh^)ed chromosomes

(Fig. 413, 1). If each of these be conceived as double, consisting of two

rods permanently linked at their central ends (as in Chortophaga) the total

number becomes 23, the type-number.

Facts of this type make it almost certain that linkage has played an im-

portant part in the change of chromosome-number in these animals by the

imion of rods to form V’s, and surest (as Robertson has especially urged)

that the V-shaped chromosomes of other animals may have had such an

origin in many cases. Robertson, however, seems to have carried this view

coo far by overemphasizing the constancy of the point of attachment to

the ^indle. TTiis is conclusively shown by the recent studies of Carothers

(’17) upon Trimerotropis and Circokttix which demonstrate that in the same

species the point of attachment may shift from a terminal {telomiiic) to a

non-tmninal (at^omUic) point, even in the same chromosome-pair. Thus

arise V-shaped chromosomes, of which there may be in Trimerotropis

from sevm to seventeen (Figs. 439, 440), but the spermatogonial nmn-

1 On the other hand, in tltt tetiw>i<^ mutant Primiila haaenm, otiginallx from a st«r3e deltoid

l^bild lorn. Fanner and Digl^ Cis) ihowed that the chromosomes, though tnke as ntUMtous,

were but M huge ns before, the origmal chromosomes having presam^ly fragmented tmne-

vmeiy assumed by Stiasbumur). The total chromstin-maas thus remained unchanged: never-

tfaeiets the celts and nuclei were lai^ than in the diploid individuais in the appraghnate lado $4-

Ihis remit is ascri led the authors to the increase of cbromoaonmmrfoce. .

,
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)

b« JnoaiQs ajj «* ia ti» type4onas. A^aia, CirviMtk hts but n
dvtauaaosnes; but not merely one pair but from 4 to 7 pairs may be
'(Mmped. Here <lie V‘'rf»pe <rf these duromosomes can at best be due to

finhage ut wily two pahs. Oeariy, thoefore, the shape aod mode of attach*

meat is not in itself a safe guide in estimating the natoie <£ V-daaped chro-

mosomes in other animala

0>) Whethm fiagmentaticm, like linkage, has been a cause of permanent
diange cd chrQm<^Qme<-number is a qumticm that will a];q>mr in a (dearer

h(^t alter considering the chromosomes as compound bodies. Here we
oidy uuhcate the strong probability that such has been the case. The
clearest evidmce <rf this is olSFered by the X-element, which, as has been
shown, may be eitho' a ang^e chromosome or a multiple group of com-
poomts, ranging in number from two to eight, that b^ve as independ-
ent dbromosonies during the diploid divisions but during meiosis are

doady associated in a cc^beient group that behaves as a unit (p. 772). To
regard this as a result of linkage invdves great difficulties.

Afl beccanes dear, however, if we assume the whole group to have been

ccigmally a sim^de XY-pair, the X-member of which has undergone a pro-

ipessive segregation of different materials whidi, by a process of fragmen-

tatioo, have finally enmtged in the form of separate (bromosomes.

in case of the autosomes the case is less convincing, owing to the diffi-

culty of distinguishing between linkage and fragmentation. A good ex-

Mn|de of this is diuwn in the genus Drosophila smd its nesur allies, in which,

as dtown Metz (’14, '16), the number in different spedes ranges from six

(emie*) to ef^t (mdanagosta', wmigrans, etc.), ten (melanica) or twelve

(fimehris). The dipkad groups typically indude one pair of very small

dkranaoaomes, the others being mcaem less dongate rods (v V’s, sirranged in

pahVi and diowing not less than 12 different types in respect to ntmiber and
alai{)e. Schm of tfhese dffierences may plausiUy be explained as a result

ehhsar UC a tiakage of rods two by two to form V’s or the fragmentation of

V% at tiidr i^rkes'to form pairs of rods (we know not which). Uncertaunty

atiaea, howeva:, frmn the fact that V’s w J’s may have arisen frcmi rods (or

tiiewmac ptocm^ mady Ity a chat^, of attachment to the spindle. Such

Qertamll’ hn occurred in some i^jedes ha which theX-chio-

mWoraeiaaV insfead of a rod (AfttBert, obiScurataffisiis,mri6bea (Fig. 396).

Agilai* curfMea ate numeri^y alite in reqtect to the lazier

idtaoiBiMoanea; l»i4 both have Vdiaped X-dbrmn^mes the foxmer

i|fa^ hn ht ad^tion three pairs of rods, the latter pairs of V*s}

iile whale UBaa cxitKexn^ the of number in Drosepikki is thmelty

^

M
,

|.V - -i

^tTbt. <lHh*iB|d>li^aild”ew4JBlMii(m»l»s«alosBmtemia^»w»WB4tyCitrttUMCT Trim^



PEatMANENT CHANGES OF CHROMOSOME^NUMBER ^
iffindered doubtfdi; and the same may be said of the pretty case d
linkage (so-called) in the species Notoneda, as iqxtrted by Browne
(’lo, ’13, ’16).

The stune question arises in respect to the transveme sutures or con-

striction at (%rtain points in the chromosomes, referred to beyond (f^). 904,

90s). That, these sutures may often represent points at which fragmen-

tation may take place, has been made probable by Hance in the case oi

(Enothera (p. 878); but in many cases they may equally well be a conse-

quence of linkage. Both linkage and fragmentation are nevertheless un-

doubted facts; and they facilitate our understanding of how changes of

chromosome-number affecting only one or a few chromosomes have arisen.

Here, perhaps, lies the explanation of the almost continuous series of num-
bers observed in some groups (e. g., in copepods, beetles, or aphids) or the

interpolation of intermediate or non-conformable numbers in other series

which otherwise show a regular progression.

(6) It seems not improbable that chromosome-numbers may have

changed by a sudden mutation. Such a process has already been consido'ed

under the head of reduplication (p. 870); and it seems probable that muta-

tion may also have produced suddenly new numbers that are neither exact

multiples nor fractions of the old. Such a change is suggested, for instance,by
the very closely related two species of Tkyanta (p. 866) in one of which the

diploid number is 16, in the other 27, 28; but for the present such a mode of

change is purely hypothetical.

(7) Lastly, it is aot improbable that changed chromosome-nranbers

may have resulted from hybridization through irregularities of chromosome-

distribution in the ineiotic divisions, such as have earlier been indicated;^

but little is yet positively known of this.

Conclusion. The evidence clearly indicates that specific changes of num-

ber may have been effected in several ways, involving sometimes an in-

crease, sometimes a decrease, and that both processes may have taken place,

po’haps many times, within the limits of the same groups, often accom-

panied with little morphological change. All this sustains the conclusion,

that the number of chromosomes is c$ relatively minor importance. What
is essential is the materials of whidi they are composed. Their number

represrats no more than a particular configuration assumed by these mate-

rials in the process of mitosis and meiosis; it is, in the phrase eff Fick (though

in a vety different sense from his) a tactical formation of the nuclear c(m-

stituents, and mie that may change from species to speora or even witfaitt

certain IjiwitB from individual to individual, without necessarily producing

any other virihle disturbance d heredity or developm^t. In view d all

^ Cf. Roambeig, '17. etc.



ago MOI^HOIXXSICAL PROBLEMS OF THE CHROMOSOMES

^s, the surptfeing and signiiicaBt is the fidelity with which within the

^pedes the number and relative dzes cd the chromosomes adhere to the type.

Vn. DIRECT EVIDENCES OF GENETIC CONTINUITY

Attempts to identify the individual chromosomes as such in the

“reding” or vegetative nucleus have been completely successful only in

exceptional o^es. Among these may be recalled the fact that the chromo'

somra often visibly persist as such during the interpbase between the meio-

tic divisions (p. 532), and during the growth-period of the auxocytes (p. 350)

;

that the sex-chromosomes often persist in the form of chromosome-nucleoli

in the spermatocytes (p. 758); and that the X-chromosome often gives rise

to a separate and persistent nuclear vesicle in the spermatogonia of Orthop-

tera (p. 764). 'These, however, are sp>edal cases. We are here interested in

the more general aspects of the question as offered by the nuclear cycle in

(Hxlinary forms of cells.

L Rations of die Chromosomes in Telophase, Inteiphase and Prophase

Rabl (’85) assumed the chromosomes to retain their relative position in

the vegetative nucleus (p. 829). Later observers have not succeeded in es-

tablishing this by direct observation, except in the case of very rapidly

mu!tipi}dng cells, such as plant root-tips, in which case several observers

have concluded that the telophase-chromosomes, though much branched

and vacuolated, may still be distinguished as individualized bodies during

the interpbase and pass over directly into the prophase-chromosomes with-

out complete loss of their boimdaries.* A parallel to this is found in the his-

tory of the chromosomes in the germinal vesicle of the oocytes in many
forms (p. 350),

One the most successful attempts to attack the problem was made by

Boveri ('88, '09) in his remarkable studies on the blastomere nuclei of Ar-

caris megalocepAaia. Hiese nuclei commonly show a number of finger-

shifted Idtes, whkh are formed during the telophases by the free ends of the

V-shif>ed chromOBomes (Fig. 416),’ thus giving landmarks in the resting nu-

cleus to maHi the position in whidi the chromosomes have entered into it.

Id the die chromosomes (spireme-threads) always reappear

whlft Aeirjree en4s lying in these lobes and continue to occupy this positimi

uofff die dliscdatkm of the nuciiear membrane.* In a general way therefore

di» fact ccmfiimf Rabl’s assumption and the case was furtho’ strengthened

*MhW ('«7, 'tiSf, Gr%ofa« fae), Booncvie (’oS), Lundegfinih (’u), Sdnutow

<’14, ’ao| LiUtrdto ('*ih Overton ('a»).

•Vm fkntim towi Iwiart itt), Boveri C87, ’86).

(ittcnaecthwi Kpested conftmintioo. Sot Bonaevie (’08, ’14), Vc!j<*ovik;f Cial.
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by the fact that boUi the number and the position of the nuclear lobes (and

hence of the spireme-threads) vary widely in different cells, but ore alike

in sister-cdls. This may readily be observed during the early cleavages

of the ovum. In variety uttivalens there are two chromosomes (with four

free ends); and the number of lobes varies from one to four, disposed in

various ways. In respect to the number and position of these lobes sister-

nuclei are mirror-pictures of each other, though with minor variaticms ci

FI(. 416.—Individuiility of the chromosomes in the eggs of Ascaris CBoveki).

E, anaphase of the first deavage: F, two<eU stage with iobed nudei. the lobes formed by the

ends of the chromosomes; G, early propbose of the ensuing division; chromosomes re-forming, centers

dividing; later propbM, the chromosomes lying with their ends in the same position os bdore;

centers divided.

detail (Figs. 417, 418), Boveri proved, in an elegant demonstration, that

l/iig various observed groupings oj tehpkase-chromosomes and nuclear lobes corres~

pond closdy to varying positions of the chromosomes during the prophases and

metaphases. lb? whole series of facts, therefore, is simply explained by the

Msumption that whatever be the chance grouping assumed by the chromo-

somes in the metaphase it is retained with only sli^t changes through aB

the subsequent stages, induding the interphase or ^'resting” nudeus, until

the ensuing prophases. When for example the four free ends are well



|||3 ID0iKffiEC«:<OGICM. PRCBLSMS OF IHE tHKjQMOSOMES

'9e|n»^ m ^ metaj^ULse, four uudieBr prooetsea are formed, vaiyiag ia

bat always mote or less similar in sister-cells (]%. 4x8, D).

two, three or even all four ends are very close togetfao: they become

Sadoaed in a single process (418, C). Both the number and the grouping

of the i»ocesses ckpend, therefcHe, on the grouping of the chromosomea,

which varies caatinualiy from one mitoris to anot]^ owing to displacements

in the later prqdiases.

Evidence of the same hind, but in smne respects more direct, has been

found in the spermatogonud divisirms of grasshoppers where, as shown by

Sutton (’00, ’02), in Brachyskla, the nucleus likewise oftai shows finger-

shaped lobes corre^nding to the telo^ase-chromosomes. In the telo-

phases the chromosomes, without Icsing their polarised disposition, lose

their homogeneous appearance, become granular or alveolized, and are

fioaliy transformed into elongate vesicle or karyomeres, which may give

nc. 417—ChramaaoiDc-gnHiirfng in sister-cdls, 4-ceU stages of Ascaria meiahafkala tmnalau
(Bovxaz.),

quite the appearance of small separate nuciei.* Fcff a time, therefore, the

nucleus appears to be composed of separate compartments; and this may
persist more or less clearly during the whole inteiphase. As a rule the vesi-

cles in later stages undezgo partial fusion at their periphery cods, leaving

fhe»'' cgqxisite (central) ends tree, in the form of lobes like the fingers of a

f^ove, that, are obviouriy ccsnpaiable to those of Ascaris, as described above.

These processes often persist -during the whole resting-stage, and even in

tha: mam body of the nucleus distinct indications of the vesides are cdten

dearly visB>le sft every stage (fig. 361). In the frophases a single spirem-

isfamsd itt each veside of process, qmte as in Ascaris, but the case is

iHie arim stroi^p: owing to the pardal perristence of the chromosome-

IboiB^bBleB thmm^ioat Che ratii^-stage. (Figs. 26$, 4^.)

«

£^|;inscer wdgkt is given to this conduskm frcun Che history of the X-

iStettiy duoinosome wUkh puses tlnoc^ essentially the same Ghanps

raniialiOBonie^ with the hnportant difference that tlw tdopharic vesidb

^feti-^TCytai)MiiStlas|erooBBitaMdtyw«yl»terobwww»<M<<3imnP»^ Kdwrtnm,
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to wliidi it gives rise never fuses with the others hut retaitua its klentify

at every stage, giving exactly the appearance of a small mdqjendrat nu-

cieus lying dose beside the prindpal one and distinguMied by its lightly

Fig. 418.—Genetic continuity of the chromosomes in the early deavage of Asearis megiUoce^
ala imivalms (Bovxu).
At the left (a, B, C, D, E) are Umwn varioua forms of meUpbaae-gtoupings, marked i ia each

caae; at a are oorreqModing tdophaae-figures showing poaitiottS in which the chromosomes miter

Uie daughter-nuclei; 3 and 4 in each case are corresponding prophase-figurea of the dao^tef^Bii-

del

Staining appearance (Figs. 561, 363).^ In the early propfaases the X-drroaio-

Bome is fomwd as a single, spiral spireme coiled within the X^vedde (Fig.

361) and may be traced th^ce uninterruptedly forwards, to the metapfaase.

' Thia acocMUt haa been confirmed in a number of other Orthoptera, in particokr Iqr Phmey f'oS,

Davit Wenddi ('14. ’tfi). The phenomena appear to be shnOar b many other giaasliat)|MMB

She Midur (’tfi) oa Ueutia.



^ MORPHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF THE CHROMOSOMES

Ijb case oi this cbromosoaie, therefore, qo doubt can exist as to its genetic

coatinuity throughout many generations of cells.

In agreement with this is the evidence in respect to the chromosomal

vesides of segmenting ova and embryonic cells. Many earlier observers

had noted the irregular or polymorphic form of the cleavage-nudd and
showed * that it was due to an incomplete fusion of the karyomeres at the

dose of mitosis in rapidly dividing cells. Conklin found that exceptionally

the karyomeres might remain separate through the whole of the resting-

Rg. 419.—ChromoMines and kaiyoraeres in the cleavage of the egg of the fish FundtUus (Rich-

«08).
A-D, Buccessive stage* in transfonnation of the anaphase-chromosomes into karyomeres; E, F,

Snid telojdiases; G, “testing” nucleus; £,/, early ptopbases; J, new chromosomes forming sepa-

lately inside the old karyomeres; K, metaphase-chromosomes.

period, showing the structure and behavior of miniature nudei. More

rec^tiy Ridtards (’17) likewise found that in the cleavage of the teleost

FtcMctobtf the karyomeres do not at any time undergo complete fusion, but

•oidy become closely oppressed, the partitions between them being more

or less OQmjdetely retained at every stage up to the ensuing prophases. The

IKW dtepsiftfimssnes arise, each end(^;enoudy within one of the vesides, the

&iaQy bn^aking down and. disappearing as the prophases advance

4-1$). In auch cas« the karyomeres are seen not only in the telo-

pbdaea in t^e prophases of mitosis. A striking example of this type
* 5ee CMihUn ('o»), Rubascbkin {'05), Bedkwith (’6g), Bov«ii {’07). etc.
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occ^s in the prophases of the first polar spindle of the gasteropod

where the chromosomes first appear in the form of irr^ular

vesicles within each of which is formed a condensed chromosome (tetrad).

Still more remarkable is the case offered by the mite Pedictdopsis * in which
the karyomeres remain completely distinct during the early cleavages

throughout the whole mitotic cycle, each assuming a spindle-shape during

mitosis and developing internally a thread-like chromosoipe that splits

lengthwise and then separates into two parts. In this process (called by
Reuter tnerokitusis) and the foregoing ones, the prophase-karyoraeres seem
clearly to correspond to the alveolized prophase-bands in the root-tips of

plants.

When we consider the varioxis intergradations that connect the fore-

going cases with less extreme ones we can hardly avoid the concluaon that

even vegetative nuclei of the ordinary type must consist of definite areas

or regions, each the product of a single chromosome and each the funda-

mental basis of a future corresponding chromosome (Boveri, ’01, ’04).

These same facts clearly show, however, that the chromosomes are not to

be regarded as fixed bodies that persist unchanged from one cell-generation

to another. They grow, become vacuolated and often branched, and give

rise to linin, nuclear sap, in some cases to the nuclear membrane. Only

a small part of the complex thus produced is preserved in the ensuing mitosis.

We cannot therefore properly speak of a persistent and unchanged individ-

uality of the chromosome, but only of a genetic continuity such that each

new chromosome is derived from a portion of its predecessor.

Boveri suggested that the persistent portion might completely lose its

colorable (basichromatic) component only regaining it as the next division

approaches; and out of this grew a controversy as to whether the basis of

chromosome-continuity is “chromatin” (basichromatin) or “achromatin”

(oxychromatin or linin). The latter view, adopted by Haecker (’02, ’05),

Strasburger (’04), Montgomery and others, has received definite support

from those cases, earlier referred to, in which the chromosomes undergo a

more or less complete loss of basophily during the growth period of the auxo-

cytes without loss of their morphological identity (pp. 350, 545). This,

however, is a question of secondary importance; for the theory of the genetic

continuity of chromosomes need for the present go no further than to main-

tain that the old chromosome passes on to the new a portion of its own

substance which somehow carries with it the essential features of its own

organization. That the continued presence of “chromatin” (t. c., basi-

chromatin) is essential to the genetic continuity of the chromosome has,

however, become an antiquated notion (p. 653).

1 Smalltrood. 'oa. ’Itwter (^oo).
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S. ThA ChnmiuMmftJiTpoithMite

Tbe most noteworthy fact esUibKshed by the foregoing observations is

the m^iigenous formation new chromosomes, each in the form of a fine

s^iiieme-thread fndosed within its predecessor; and out of this fact, now
condusively demonstrated in certain cases, grew the chromonema-hypothesis

of Bonnevie and Vejdovsky (p. 136). The existence of a findy Coiled basi-

thromatk thread (chromonema of Vejdovsky) during the ant^hases and

tdoplmses, early reported by Barenecki (’80) in the pollen-mother-cells of

Tradescaniia, was again briefly described in the telophase-chromosomes of

the q>ermat(^nia of urodeles by Janssens (’01), who found the thread

coiled more or less definitely around the periphery of the chromosome and

imbedded in an “achromatic” basis of “plastin.” The first germ of the

chromonema hypothesis appears in his suggestion that this thread may be

identical with the spireme which is seen unraveling from the prochromo-

aomes at chromatin-blocks in early prophases of the ensuing division (’01,

p. 58). This idea was develc^)ed in greater detail especially by Bonnevie

and later by Vejdovsky,* both of whom believed the telophase chromo-

nema to be c<;mverted directly into the nuclear framework and in the ensuing

{Hx^faase to give rise directly to the early spireme. In evidence of this both

found that in Ascaris the spiral prophase spireme-threads reappear with

their free ends in the nuclear lobes originally formed by the ends of the telo-

phase-chromosomes, as described by Boveri (Fig. 59).

Bonnevie argued from this that “the nuclear network arises . . . from

thin, spirally coiled threads, which have arisen endogenously in the old

duomosomes; and these threads develop in the prophase directly into the

ciircHnos<nnes cf die following mitosis . . . (’08, p. 470). In rapidly di-

viding cdls (root-tips) Bonneide believed that the telqihase-spiials may
still be distinguiadied more or less clearly m the vegetative nucleus so that

tlm individuality of the diromosomes is never wholly lost at this time.

Tie ocmclusioni erf Vejdovsky (’12), especially in the case of Ascaris, were

• eaamtially simitar. like Janssens, he gives a circumstantial accoimt of how

in the tdofAases the chromosomes swell up and finally unite, their achro-

matic sudal portions giving rise to the nudear be^ and membrane while the

colled peripheral thread produces the general framework. The thread it-

adf hs said to arise by the linear a^;regation of originally scattered, minute

irf^E^omatic giinules ac chromides.*

Bonnevie found the prophase-spiral or duromonema in the anaphases

Or of die preceding mitpsis and bdieved this spiral to persist as

^ Sid siiEiNKioBi st |hi

* of the fomiodoa of the spM audeer thmd of bacteria from icatteeed

m Stt.
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sodi dorii^ the mfa»phase, uxtcoaling to form the prq[>hase-q>ireme, and splitr

ting lengthwise. Vejdov^y’s conclusion conies to same in the end, but

is complicated by the additional condusion (in Ascaris), that the original

cfaromonema first arises within the ^o^ltase-spireme. While, th^efore, the

latter, considered as a whole, splits lengthwise (as concluded by Bonnevie),

the same is not true of the new chromonema, the dose coils of which seem to

break up more or less into rings or discoid chromomeres (Fig. 59). In either

case the new chromonema is cut crosswise at more or less regular intervals

by fission of the thread as a whole. How the continuous anaphase- or tel-

ophas^chromonema is formed from their products remains undetermined

and the whole hypothesis is thereby materially weakened. As will presently

be seen, however, Vejdovsky’s condusions on this particular point have to a

certain extent received support from the recent work of Martens (p. 898).

Bonnevie (’13), on the other band, was unable to find either ^iral or rings

in the metapbase-chromosomes.

The chromonema-hypothesis involves the three main postulates, each of

which has been called in question by other observers. These postulates are:

(r) The presence of a definite spiral or zigzag thread in the anaphase or

telophase-chromosomes from which is formed the framework of the in-

terphase-nudeus; (2) the identity of the prt^hase-threads, individually

considered, with those of the preceding telophase; (3) the longitudinal

splitting of the thread during the prophase or an earlier period. We may
briefly consider these in order:

(i) Definite anaphasic or telophasic spiral formations have been de-

scribed by a few other observers; ‘ but some of them describe the spirals as

longitudinally double, consisting of two interlacing threads (Brunelli,

Schneider) while another finds the spiral single, temporary, and not in the

form of a separate thread but rather a transitory ridge on the surface of a

chromatic axis (Lee). A considerable group of careful observers have, how-

ever, conduded that the appearance of a coiled thread is but an optical il-

lusion due to the vacuolization of the anaphase and telophase-chromosomes,

leaving the partition-walls so disposed as to offer the appearance of a con-

torted, zigzag or coiled thread (Fig. 55).* Martens, however, in one of

the most recent studies of the subject gives a very circumstantial account

of the formation of a trye tdophasic chromonema (Fig. 420), irregularly

rigzag or convoluted, and arising by a differentiation of the chromosome

into an “achromatic” core and a single basicbromatic peripheral thread.

1 BiundU (’10) in the gxauboMwr TryxaKs, Schndder (’11) m Amptdbie; sod Bo&es Lee in the

pisat -Pwif C^)» sod moee reoeoUy Cm) in urodeles, insects and other cases.

* Amoog these may be named e^tSdaUy Sharp Cts, ’m), and Utaidiin C^t). vheae <Mnd»aioM
oonceming bbe tdoidiaik vacubliMtion an dosity to tboie of Gi^die and other obeesven te-

femd to above. See abo Kuwada Cei). Overten Cea).



^ PSOBIJIMS OF tSE CHROMOSOMES

hK tfab respect Iiis account is dose to that of Bonnevie and Vejdovsk^ save

tar the irregularity of the thread; but otherwise it is wholly different.

(a) The proof that the prophase-threads are identical with the telophasic

chrtHBonema involves the same difficulties encountered under any hypoth-

E F G li

nc* —^Scheme of tbe duomooema la the seed-plaoc ParU (Maktens).

it, porticHl a£ tiie e«rly prophaee-thread; B, its dongatioD; C, D, bilateral accumulation of the

dBOnKmeliia-substaiicie; £, F, longitudinal divisioQ; C, early telophase; B, Utec telophase, sem-

hmgittiduud duality.

esis of genetic continuity. Bonnevie’s belief that the spirals might often

be distinguishedi,as such even in the vegetativh nudeus still lacks con-

finnatioa, aiul «ven if correct the fact may be explicable because in

diviffing meristem-cells the nucld often do not return completely

ti^ ^ “lestmg” state (p. 890). The substantial evidence on this point

is th^ {HacdcaUy limited to the fact, that the prophasic spiral threads

bl A*e(^ reap|>ear with thdr free ends in the nudear lobes whidi
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repreaent the frra ends of the preceding telophase-chromoBotnes, ss de>

scribed by Bovcri.

There are, however, many other facts to be taken into account. No doubt

can now exist that the early prophasic spireme-threads often show a fine,

contorted, zigzag or even spiral appearance, later uncoiling or straightening

out as they shorten and thicken (Figs, ss, 422). It is also certain that

in many cases the fine contorted threads arise by uncoiling or unraveling

from larger or massive bodies (p. 902); * and that in some cases the

prophasic spiral formations are formed in the interior of the v^cles or

karyomeres resulting from enlargement of the telophase-chromosomes.

Such cases differ only in degree from those earlier mentioned (p. 121) in

which the spireme-threads disentangle themselves from locaHzed areas of

Fig. 4S1.—Spamatogonial prophases in the newt Trilon (Janssens).

a, early stage with chromatin-blocks (chromatin-nuclei or prochromosomes) ; b, resolution into

convoluted threads, which in c have uncoiled to iorm the early spireme.

the nuclear framework which become marked off in the earliest proph-

ases® and, as several recent observers have especially emphasized, are

closely similar to the alveolized telophase-chromosomes.* A step be-

yond brings us to cases where the threads arise by a spinning out or

internal regrouping of the substance of more or less massive chromatin

blocks or bodies (chromocenters or prochromosomes) as described for

instance by Janssens (’01) in the spermatogonial prophases of Triton

(Fig. 421) and more particularly by Davis (’08) and many later observers

in the presynaptic nuda of Orthoptera, by Wilson (’12) in those of Hem^

iptera, or by Nonidez (’10) in those of Coleoptera (Figs. 266-288).

AH points to the condusion that in these various cases, whether chromo-

some-vesides, localized nudear areas or massive prochromosomes, we are

dealing with chromosomes, variously modified, derived severally frcnn the

»Cy., Wilson (’la, ’13. ’14)- 'Mano (’04). G*«goire CodJ.

' See espedally the above dted works of Sbaip, Litardiire and Martens.
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telo{>lMapKjbw«noflome8 and destioed to ^ve irise eadi to cd tlte ptondmse
threads. All this, evklmtly, harmonises with the chrot^»ienia4iypothesiSi

ito {xesent wiesh pdbt, ovk^atly, is tlw t^ophaslc chTtmuffiema*

(3) CoBctirnmg the third postulate, idl cd^serven, with two exceptions,

have foimd thi^ the prophaae-threads ^lit lengthwise, in preparation

logr the aisutng metaphiue. The first excq>tion is offered by Bcdles Lee’s

aocoont (’so), the {idtenotnena in the seed-plant Paris, where these threads

are said to be longitudinally douUe in consequence ai a transverse division

of the preceding V-shaped anaphase-chromosomes at the apices of the V’s.

This result, contradictory of those of so many other good observers, and

Jig. Stt.—Praphaste chnwuncau-fotmatioDS in Ortboptera M-£, from Wilson; F~I, from

Mon).
A, eady spemtstosonisl pro{duue of PhryneietHx, «ide-view, polarized maaahne bodies, which in

B midC ip^mr view)^ seen imomlins in the form of S|jral treads; D, E, later stages; F, the X-
efaromesame of Laaula, last spomatogonial t^pdiase; G-l, successive stages in its transformation

htCo a vedde contahtiog a ceded thread.

eyjdeatly iniqiplicalde to tod-shaped anaphase-chromc»om@, is specifically

denied li&wtoiis (’2a), afto’ a re&zaniination of the facts in the same

spedes. ThM obsmer, however, in his turn, contradicts bis predecessors

denying the sigsag diromonetna within the ordinal prophase-

Qfhtee is set flm or straightens oat to Jorm a single fine thread. On the

ocooitrsiy, tiw wh^ qnteme is said to'shorten and thicken, while the dtromo-

aetna tetalos its I^iral at di^iositioa. Its substance now concen-

rides, nntO the chimnoeome gives an appearance of Itm-

if, and &t^y ^)fits Iisigtbwiae, the deft cutting across the

c^the iqfmal, by which the two halves are at first connected

Acciiidhif to account, dmilar in principte to that ci Vejdov'
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«ky {p. 897), there is no lon^tudinai division of the dhromonexos at any

period. Martens describes an appearance in the ana|diase- .and tdophase-

chromosomes that is closely similar except that the concentration of the

duomonema on opposite sides does not in this case lead to actual lopgitadi-

nal division.

How to harmonize these residts with the chromonema-hypothesis, does

not 3ret clearly ^pear; but in the judgment of the writer it seems impossible

to doubt that the finely coiled or convoluted prophase-threads do in many

cases actually uncoil and split lengthwise.^ Until these doubts and disp

crepancies have been cleared up, however, the chromonema-theory of

genetic continuity must await further critical study.

3. The ProchromoBomes

In the foregoing section the prochromosomes have been treated somewhat

incidentally as an interesting but inconstant element in the mitotic process.

irjg. 4tS.—Frochromosomes in the early meiotic sUgea of seed-plants (Ovekton).

A-D, ThalUtmm; E, F, Calyamthus.
^ ^ , . .

A, somatic nudeiu from anther-wall, B, C, E, young Men mother-cells; D, early gyniseaa

(more enlarged}! pstred prochromosomes bdore and during sjraiaesis.

Attempts to give them a more general significance have been made by

observers who were struck by the fact that the nuclei of the vegetatiw ceBs

in higher plants in some cases contain numerous karyosomes which are

approximately the same in number as the chromosomes.* A study of

the behavior or these bodies in various plants led Overton to the amclu-

sioa that under favorable conditions of growth the nudei may contain an

‘See the figuraa and photographs In partial fflustration of this m the early ptophase of the

Me,; Ufbacb (’ey) in Cmeiitrm; Hschlet (’ro) in IfeMO,- and others.
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excess df chromatin, a part of which remains aggr^ated about definite

ooiteis without passing out into the framework formed by the chromo^

som^ Around these centers the renuuning chromatin collects to form the

definitive chromosomes as the cell prepares for division (Fig. 433). Over-

ton found the prochromosomes both in the vegetative somatic nuclei of

various plants and in the presynaptic nuclei, where they conjugate two

by two as they pass into synapsis. He also found the prochromosomes

turanged in pairs in the somatic nuclei (in Calycanikus and Podophyllum)-,

so that the synaptic mates are already associated in pairs when they enter

the reconstruction-stages of the germ-nuclei (’09, p. 52). Overton de-

scribes the prochromosomes of the early prophases as local accumulations

of chromatin in the spireme-thread, as first often more or less elongated,

but later shortening and thickening to form the chromosomes while the

intervening strands of “linin’’ disappear.

The phenomena on which this interpretation was based have therefore

been closely examined by many cytologists. The prochromosome theory

has been strongly supported, especially by Overton and by Rosenberg,

and a number of odier cytologists have described conditions more or less

in accordance with the theory.* A remarkable case is that of the sedge,

Carex aquatUis, in which Stout found about 74 small prochromosomes which

could be traced continuously in both the somatic and the meiotic di-

visions throughout all stages excepting the synaptic knot. On the other

hand, many observers have found the number of “prochromosomes” or

karyosomes to be in many cases variable and often greater or less than that

of the chromosomes.’ They seem often to be quite absent
;
and their number

and size are said to vary materially with the mode of fixation under

different conditions of nutrition and apparently also with the length of the

into'kinesis. Rosenberg concludes, for instance, that the karyosomes are

mtxre distinct and more constant in niunber in the stages of “^mplete

rest”

For these reasons the prochromosome-theory has thus far failed to pro-

vide an adequate basis for a general theory of chromosome-continuity;

but the observed facts nevertheless are of much cytological interest. It

is {ffd)able that prochromosomes are related on the one hand to chroma-

tin-nucleoli or karyosomes, on the other to the chromatin-blocks, massive

bodies, or nudear areas from which the spireme-threads so often arise (pp.

132, 5^9). Hi all Hiese cases we are dealing with localized reservoirs of

1 (?/. Yamanoudd (‘06), X>av« <’07), Malte (*o8), Tahan (’10), FriwndaU (’la), Stoat (’13), and

* JS. f. ABaf^teO). Hiyske C06), Ldbadi ('07), Grfttdre (’«>7), Sykes (’08), MotUer (’07). Lewie

(V>S),LusrfciWMlii (’«8, Gsert* (’00). Stiaabecgcr (’05, ’09), Digby (’la

Ct*h Lttai^ Ctii.
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basicliromatin which (as was recognized by Flemming) is destined ul-

timately to enter into the formation of chromosomes. In the case of chro-

mosome-nucleoli (sex-chromosomes, etc.) or of karyospheres it is evident

'that these chromatin-nucleoli represent chromosomes or groups of chro-

mosomes. It is equally clear that the prochromosomes of the presynaptic

stages of insects likewise represent chromosomes. There is, therefore, no
reason to doubt that in some cases the prochromosomes described in the

vegetative nuclei of plant-cells really are such, and that some of the observed

variations in number may be due to the fact that they may often represent

only portions of chromosomes, or several chromosomes united (as is cer-

tainly the case with karyospheres, p. 93).*

It is important to bear in mind the fact that very often, both in the pre-

synaptic stages and in somatic prophases, no trace of prochromosomes

can be discovered; and oven when such bodies are unquestionably present

(as in the presynaptic stages of insects), they very rarely if ever arise di-

rectly from the telophase-chromosomes ® but from a net-like stage in which

the telophase-chromosomes are for a short time at least lost to view (p.

536).

VIII. ORGANIZATION OF THE CHROMOSOMES

There are many grounds for the conclusion that the chromosomes possess

a complex and definite internal organization, and one that varies not only

from species to species but also from one chromosome to another in the

same species. The most cogent of this evidence is perhaps that offered

by genetic experiment (p. 949) ; but although the direct cytological evidence

still lags behind, it points uiunistakably to the same conclusion.

1. The Chromosomes as Compound Bodies

The metaphase-chromosomes often show no visible structure, appearing

as nearly or quite homogenous bodies. That they are nevertheless to be

regarded as compound bodies at this time is proved both by their earlier

history and by comparative studies. The fact is obvious in cases of linkage;

and equally convincing is the evidence offered by the multiple X-element

in various species of insects, and nematodes, such as Ascoris incurva or

lumbricoides, Gdastocoris, AchoUa mtdiispinosa, etc. (pp. 772-779). All

the evidence indicates that this is not due to linkage in the ordinary sense,

and that the group as a whole corresponds to the single X-chromosome

* Cf. Rownbeis Coo). Lundegirdti (’oq,
’

13)-

* Such a mode o{ origin Is described by Janssens (’05) for the " chromoplast “ or karyosome of the

early spennatocytas of Bairacosept, by B. M. Davis for the “chromatin bocBes” the preraeotic

nuclei of (EiMfkera and by LundegStdh (’13) in CaairbUa. The same was believed to be the case by

Montgomery and some other observers for the presynaptic prodiromosomes in insects.
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lorsns. We aught consider its multiple charadter as a sin^ple Hag-
aaentatkm; bat this leaves unexplained the zemadcaUe fact that the X-
compmatts are ctm^arU not only in number but in siae~rdatiom, the latter

often extiemdy maiRed and characteristic. No other explanation of this

is apparmt save that these componmts are qualitatively different. Hie
force xff these facts is evident when we consider, for example, the remarkable

X<chromo8ome of Nokmecta indica, in which X likewise consists of several

components during the late prophases, metaphase and anaphases of the

hetmtypic division, but in the spermatogonia appears as a single and

simple diromosome (Fig. 424). A slight increase of independence on the

part of these components would cause them to appear as separate chro-

Vic. 4St.—Stiuctureqi the sa-chramosomes in Hemipten (A~P from Bbowme).

A, B, second qiennatocyte-metspfaases in ffabmecU imdica; C, four eziimples of the XF-pair from

•me; D-E, the X-chnmmaomesin thefsophases; F, same in metaphase of first division; G-J, the

aeB-chromaecmes in the smwth-period of Lytmta bkrucis; H, I, and J show the X-duomosome
nafy, G pidMbiy the X- and y-chramoiames united end to end.

mosonws. Further evidence in the same directitm is afforded by the earlier

mentkmed cross-sutures or constrictions (p. 889) which, as many observers,

have noted, dften appear in certain chromosomes and at particular points.

The cksfflcal case of this is the median cross-suture (“ Querkerbe ") described

by Haecker ('95, ’02, etc.) in the bivalents of copepods (Fig. 425)- This

mture was r^arded by Haecker as representing the point of telosynaptic

mucm ot the two sysnaptic mates; but later researches * showed this in-

topcetathm to be untenable. The suture does not mark a plane of division,

eitilmr m meiosis or jpoito^; and it is found in the univalent chromosomes

at the smoatic divimpus as well as in the bivalmits. AU pmta to the con-

thai'lt matkiltbe point of junctureM two closdiy united con^xments

Sti)0«r Bam {•hfl.'tol.Maticfaek (’zo), Ktinund C'so), Konhouier (’ij).
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thftt have not, fts yet, tho value of separate chromosomes but m^t easSy

becmne sucb.^ ^mllar transverse sutures or omsMctions have been

soibed by many other observers both in plants and animals.*

These sutures or constrictions may be median or at any othN point;

but in some cases at least are constant in position for each particular chro-

mosome, as has been emphasized by all the observers named. In Ficia,

for example, Sakamura found that several of the chromosomes show a
subterminal constriction and that th(»e of one pair of these characteristically

Fig. iU.—Chromosome-saturea in the copepod Seriifia (KosmuDses).

A , meUphsx of cleavage-stage B, of qyennatagomum, in each case a cross-suture in certain diio-

mosomes; C, ist spermatocyte-division in ade-view, cross-sutures in two tetrads; D, to-

trads; E, first obcyte-division in polar view, F, second spermatocyte-division.

show also a median constriction in addition (Fig. 426). Agar found further,

in Lepidosirm that these sutures (varying in position in different chromo-

somes) correspond with the points of attachment to the spindle * and that their

position in the chromosomes of the meiotic divisions corresponds with that

in the spennatogonial groups, just as does the point of attachment in case

of the Orthoptera, as shown by McClung, Carothers and other observers

(p- Sii)-

Some 6L the so-called “tetrads” described by various authors in the so-

matic diviaons ^ particularly after treatment by narcotics or when in a

‘ Witem (’ll). C/. V^dovsk^,
* See Jatuaens, ’or (rr«w)/ Gidgcdie ud Wygsrts, 'oe {TriUiim); I.undeg&dh, 'ro (AlUim),

Freaer and Snell, 'ii. Sharp, ’14 (Fieio)/ Kowalsky, ’04, Della VaUe, '07 (luodeles); Koeenberg, ’op;

t^y, ’z4 {Crtpis); Sekamuta, 'ao (TriHaim, Latkynts, Pinm, etc,); Hance, ’18, Gatea, *ao «E-
turihera); A^, ’la {Lefidosirm). Nawaschin, ’14. 'is {FriAUtria); Litardihre, 'at (ferns).

* It Is h^rtant to note that tlie statures or csostrictions are vidble in the pnqdiaaes before the

has been foraied, and hence azenot cauaed by the attachingit,

* See Defla Valle foS), PopoB (’07), Nemec (’04, ‘10), SdiiUer Top), Kemp (’10), Nawaschln (’14)-
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patlxd^^cal eoncBticm, are nodoabt due to the {uesence of such omsbricdons

or sotures. Schiller has in demonstrated that upon treatment of de-

vdoihig Cydops eggs by thkooform or ether the cross-suture is exaggerated

30 that a perfect tetrad appearance is given by the univalent chromosomes

during the process of cleavage and in other sconatic divi^ons (Fig. 426).

^Such facts ^ indicate that each chromosome possesses a constant serial

differentiation, and that the nature and order of the components are con-

stant in eadt particular chromosome; and this is borne out by direct ob-

servations on the actual structure of the spireme-threads. They make

.—CbromosaiDe-gutures in pUnU and animals.

A. apemutogonial duomoaomes of TrUim Ganssens); B, iiom root-tips of Vkia, with sub-

coastrictions (Sakamoka); E, F, from blastoraere-divisions of Cyclepa, slight]/ etherized

^cStUxa); C, D, from LepUosirm (Acai). In the latter two a shows a pair of somatic chromo-

zmaes with sub-tenniaal constriction and attadunent, b and c the corresponding bivalents and

d, anaphaae-forma of same.

tiasy the assumption that single chromosomes may readily break apart

into separate components which thenceforth behave as independent chro-

mosCHiws. A partial explanation is here offered of the origin of supemu-

metaiy chromoatunes, of fluctuations of chromosome-number in the in-

dividual, and of pmaanent changes of chromosome-number (p. 868).

%. The Chtomoscnnea oa linear Aggregates. The Chromomerea

We are tiius brought, finally, to one of the most fundamental conceptions

of cytokigy and g^tks, namdy, that the ^ireme-threads are linear aggre-

much atnaUer self-perpetuatii^ bodies, aligned in single series, and

SwWUicw ('ll), Asarriz).
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in definite order. The importance of the ^ireme-formation in mito^ was
early perceived by Strasburger and Flemming (hence Flemming’s term

mitosis)] but its fundamental significance was first fully grasped by Roux
(’83) with whom arose the conception of a differentiation (ff the thread along

its longitudinal axis, so that it represents a linear series of smaDer com-

ponents (“qualities”) that are to be distributed to the daughter-cells in a

particular manner. To this conclusion the whole course of later discoveiy,

in both cytology and genetics, has continually added weight.

In Ascaris megalocephala it is certain that the long chromosomes of the

early cleavage-stages (and of the later germ-line) are each the equivalent

of a much larger number of smaller chromosomes in linear series, as is proved

by the fact that in all the somatic cells it actually breaks up into such smaller

independent chromosomes which approximate in number to those observed

in other species of this genus in which no linkage occurs, e. g,, in Ascaris

lumbricoides or A. incurve (p, 855). It is therefore highly probable ’that in

A. megalocepkla the long chromosomes of the early cells and of the germ-

track are plurivalent as compared with the small chromosomes of the so-

matic cells or of other species.

Somewhat similar to this in type is the case of the sedge Carex, as described

by Stout (’12). In the prophases of mitosis appear about 74 small, rounded

chromosomes which become aligned in a single linear series, like beads upon

a string. The continuous spireme thus formed seems to persist even during

cell-division, and splits lengthwise in the metaphase. Only in the synap-

tic and leptotene stages do the small chromosomes spin out into thin

threads and disappear from view. A similar case is offered by Amceba

glebes, in which Dobell (’14) describes 16 small globular “chromosomes,”

which seem to arise by the coalescence of a much larger number of smaller

granules derived from the large “karyosome” of the vegetative nucleus. As

in Carex these chromosomes become aligned in a single linear series to form a

continuous spireme, which in this case forms a closed ring and as such ^lits

lengthwise and divides at the equator of the spindle.

The foregoing three cases show how conventional and artifidal is our

common conception of “univalence,” “bivalence” or “plurivalence.”

In Anusba gkbee, for example, we might equally well describe the facts by

saying that division takes place with a single, ring-shaped chromosome

composed of a linear series of chromomeres. In Ascaris megalocephala

such a description seems inadmissible because the smaller bodies may become

wholly independent, to divide as separate chromosomes.

The Chromomeres. We are thus brot^t to the fact that even the so-

called single or univalent chromosomes (spireme-threads) often give a

beaded appearance, as if consisting tff a lii^ar series (tf smaller baskhio-
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autk btidies sa^ieMied in n sum Jiglitly staMnf or oxychmsuttie ^b-
gtaiux. It was loag sboe ati^gested ^that ^ese bodka might have a pers&t-

jdentitjr (Bafibiaoi^ ’76, *81) and that loagUudmal spitUmg of the tbroads

he due A» ihm fissim, (Pfitzn^, '83). This was supported by Van
Boteden who ^wed (in Ascaris) that the granules are cd different sizes,

«tn{^aasmng e^tedally the fact that afta q>Iitting of the thread the granules

rd^ dau^ter-threads exactly correspond to (me another.^ These bodies

(Fig. 8} first known as “Pfitzner’s granules" and later as chromomeres,

were later found in many plants and animals. Their existence has been

dispated by a ccmsiderable group of observers, including eq>eciaUy Gr^goire

and his followers, who have either failed to find the chromomeres or have

txmsiidared them as due to accidents of coagulation, local differences of

density, the like without furtho' dgnificance.* Sucdi scepticism, however,

cannot be maintained in view of the positive results of recent careful

stu<Ues.' Chambers has shown that chromomeres can be seen as paired

swdUings in the diplotene stages of the spermatocytes of grasshoppers exam-

ined in vtDD and that they are not destroyed but only moved further apart by

stretching the double threads under the micrcecope by means of the micxo-

duaecticm-appamtus (Fig. 439). The evidence from sections, though less

direct, is hardly less convincing.

The chrcanraneres have been described as spheroidal bodies (Pfitzner,

Van Beneden), or discs (Strasburger, Camoy, etc.); sometimes as rings

SDRounding a o^tral ‘‘achromatic” core (Van Beneden, ’83, Merriman,

’04, Vejdovsky, ’ti-’is) and 1:^ some observers as irr^ular both in shape

and in si« (Allen, ’04, ’05
;
Sands, ’32, ’23). Many observers, beginning with

Film ('99, ’00) have considered them to be compound bodies or aggi^ates

olamallat granules OT‘*chromiole5." This lacks confirmationhut we ^ould

not take too sceptical an attitude towards the principle here involved.

The dhromomeres are most readily seen in the spireme-threads during

the earlier staged of mitosis or meio^ bdoie the condensation of the chro-

moaomes has proceeded very far. As the threads shorten and thicken the

i^atanooieres miderso various changes, oftra becoming less evident and

in many cases (fisap|>earing from view so that many observers have been

ifwahte to find than in die metaphaseKhrcanosomes. During this process,

dnomtanoet ctftsen seem to diminish in numbo* and also to increase

jttti&Sbt Myil^'We may infer tfaU they become closely associated, per-

ilsh the perfect qrnuiwtiy of the two fiiunenta;thQ' are idmtical with

|la:oiiuitiiHpamik the cine has its counteiiMrt in the other, and there

l&oity of one that issot found exacth^ diqilicated In its fdhiw ” (83,

WiMtiBt* foa), BoSnevie foaji Gt^soiie ('os. W. ’07. ’*<»). M«» Co4). Ms**-

S Stoo^ Shsip ('13, ‘lo), Lnudes&nn ('12), linudihm (’ex), etc.
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baps evoi to Iona laiger bodies. Certainly the origbiM diipodtioa

these bodies must be greatly altered during the condeitsation that

takes place in course of the prc^hases; and peiiiaps it is partly owing to

these changes that some observers have dcKribed the chromtHneres as

having a quite irr^ular grouping. In spite of these complkatkms scmto

d the most careful recent stuches in this field have confirmed Van Benedeti’a

results on the use-differmices of the chromomeres, and have made it nearly

certain that in some cases at least these differences are constant and that

ihe ehromomeres display a definite serial order in the spireme4hre<ids.

A ^ple example is seen in the hemipter Lygeem hicrucis (Fig. 434), where

Tig. Sir.—OrganUation o{ certain chranosoniea in the spermatogenesis of the grasshoppo'

fhryneleuix (Wenkich).
A, dipjotene, showing oluom<»»nes “A” and X; B, four examples of chromosome “B," showing

duMnoineies different sixes. C, eight examples (d the same chromosome, smilatly placed to show

amstamv of seriai order of the principsl diramomeres.

the rod-shsqwd X-chromosome during the growth-period characteristically

shows three (sometinies four) large dhnnnomeies, each longitudinally double,

(Wilaon, ’la). Stffl mcM definite and striking is the X-chromosome of

Notonecta indica (Browne, ’16) which in the diakinesis consists of six chro-

momeres, a huge central one with two small ones at one end and three at

the other, all longitudinally split and coimected by thin threads (Fig. 424).

These components are still clearly dbtingui^ble at the time the chxmno-

somes pass tqxm the sjMndle and even, in a measure, during the anaphases.

Stfll moie remaAable conditions have been found in the autoscnnes <rf

Olthoptera by Finney C08), Carothers (’x6), and especially by Wenridt
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f The latter (Aisesver found in the spermatocytes of PhynoMiix that

certida of the autosome bivalents are individually distinguishable in the

eatfy di^tene sta^ by the diaracteiktics of their chromomeres. In the

moat striking cd these cases Chromosome B”) the constancy of the size-

^erenoes and the serial order is strikingly demonstrated (Fig. 427);

and this bivalent is also diaracterized during the heterotypic division by a

peculiar roughened or brudi-like contour at one end.* Wenrich was able

to dlatlngiiigai at kjast <Hie other bivalent in Phrynotettix (‘* chromosome A ”)

which differs from “chrconosome B ” both in the size relations of the chromo-

meres and their serial cnder; and he gives reason to conclude that other

Vic. 418.—Etriy stages at meiods showing chromomeres in Dendrocalum (Gzlei).

C, Mvaleat from sn^ihiteDe, with porasyiupsis in progress; B, early diplotene thread seen in

theGonJugatian-pIsQe; b, eaiiy diplotene to sh^ twisting (^chiasmatype); .1, somewhat later stage,

trilBWed from the side, to show the first Indications of the secondary (equatorial) longitudinal

delt, the oonjagsttion^dane befog that of the paper. Size-Differences of the chromomeres.

autoBome-faivalents likewise show constant differences in this r^rd. More

reoenriy Gdei (’21, ’92) shows with great clearness that the post-synaptic

chimnoaomes of the platodc Deudroccdum consist ol regular series of chro-

monimea^ diowing sliced size-differences, accurately paired in the diplo-

tene Mage, and qoadipartite after the appearance of the secondary or

equatioDal {Mt (fig. 438).

..^th the foregmi^, are the '‘polar granules” as first

deMciilMfl^lNiuiey^^’oS) hi Phrynoiettix. These are very distinct, deeply

oftoi i^daiged granules, typically fcamd at the proximal or

I Sm also McCIiiok. ’la.
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attached end but said also to occur at the distal rad. In the sperma-

togonia these granules are single and persist in a onnpact form in

the vesicular stage of these chromosomes (Fig. 361). In the leptotrae-

nuclei, when the threads form polarized loops, the polar granules are crowded

tcgether at the pole and often unite to form large composite granules;

but Wenrich (’16) believes that their identity is not lost at tJiis dme, the

granules separating again in the pachytene-stage, and retaining their original

connections. The studies of Carothers and of Wenrich make it probable

that these bodies are derived from terminal chromomeres, serially hmnol-

ogous with those of the central region; and they also raise interesting ques-

tions concerning their relations to the plasmosomes. Wenrich found that

in certain cases the polar granules become enlarged, more or less vesicular

in appearance and stain less deeply, thus assuming somewhat the character

of a plasmosome, and is thus led to suggest a relationship between these

granules (enlarged chromomeres) and plasmosomes. Carothers (’13, ’16)

had observed such vesicular chromomeres in the central region of the thread

(Fig, 438) and has produced evidence that they are constant both in number

and position (p. 142).

Such observations, made by cautious observers, are not to be explained

away by the supposition that the chromomeres are coagulation-products

of no significance. Coagulations they undoubtedly are as observed in sec-

tions; but the significant fact is the constancy of the result, which demonstrates

the existence of a definite longitudinal differentiation in the spireme-thread,

the expression of a serial organization in the living object. As a working

hypothesis, therefore, we need not hesitate to accept the cytological evidence

at its face value so far as concerns the essential point at issue.

If, as the foregoing facts indicate, smaller chromomeres may aggr^;ate

or fuse to form larger ones, we once more reach the conception that in many
cases they may themselves be compound bodies having perhaps a definite

internal architecture. In point of f2u:t it seems clear that at least the larger

chromomeres, as seen in sections, are aggregates of still smaller granules;

and in case of Bafrachoseps Eisen went so far as to maintain that the number

of granules is constant. This conclusion, certainly a rash one in view of the

fact that proteins generally so often coagulate in the form of minute gran-

ules, has not been confirmed by later observers; and the problems here

ariung lead us into a region beyond the present reach of our technique.

Nevertheless the cytological evidence points unmistakably to the conclu-

sion that the chromosomes arise from spireme-threads whicii in some sense

or other are serial aggregates which have a perfectly definite wganizntion,

and one that differs specifically from chromosome to chromosome and from

species to species. This is a surprising condusion, but it involves furthw
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CieaiBequetices nuae astoo^uog still. Tlie soial cs^anuaticm of tite dim*
moBcmnes, displayed by tite chTomomeres is not only duplkated in the

dat^ter*tlueads i»oduced by fission in the somatic divitions, but also in

the l»va^t diTomoeomes the meiotic period^ wh^ the longitudinal

duah^ arises (if the theoiy of para^oiapsis be ctorect} by the side-by-side

ccaijugation of laeviously sqiaiate threads. We thus come in view of the

possibility that the chrcunomeres, ahatever be their ultimate significance,

fla> aMw—Nodcar ctnietani in tlm ipermaiocyte* oi the gtBmbopiperI>isiasteirattadSedm vivo

tt&a the aakiD-diiMCtioa tteedle (Ckakbkks).
nudeiis of bitect Uvtns cdl, showing only the cbnnnosame-nucleolus (X) and pbamosomes

(e); 3, aupeannoe of dodde threads on puncture of the cytosome; C, fourminutea later; D, dip-

lehm bop pO&ed out by peedle (chiomomerea): a, portion of the thread before stretching, i upon
eOetddng; JE, late dtalcineaU, tetnda and X-dmnnotomes; F, e-c, successive changes in a tetrad

Mpsueeil from the nudena, in the body-fluid.

loe rwppKlw not CHily of growth, definite alignment and divition, but also of

coBjUKating two by two and lilu with like (p. 952).

To mhtdfl, jperhaps to many, this result may seem too staggering

{«Mf serious con8^Btation. If so we may with advantage reflect on the fact

that ptedsdy the same result concerning the idations the Mendelian

^nffwjsetnm ef genefof heredity has been indqiendently readied by the exact

eiperinae&tal metiiqlls <d modem genetic iuibI}^. That these two Imes of

lesaazch ate but ddslij^ with different sides ci the same prbtflem ia dem-

ofurtzated by eridciace now to be mitlhied in the foUowing diapter.
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CHAPTER Xn

HEREDITY AND THE CHROMOSOAIES

"NtMnBl devdopment is dependeot upon a particular combination of chrmnosomes;
and this can only mean that individuai ckremosomes must possess different qualities.’*

Bovbxi.>

Tlie itnportant part played by the nucleus in heredity has been indicated

in a general way in Chapter Vm, and more specifically demonstrated in

Oiapter X in considering the heredity of sex and of sex-linked characters.

We have now to egtamine this subject more broadly. A continually growing

body oi data -demonstrates irresistibly that the phenomoia of Mendelian

heredity generally result from combinations, s^regations and recombina-

tions of ^e chromosomes in successive generations. Even were the chro-

mosome-theory of heredity based on evidence less demonstrative, it would

stfil be indispensaUe as a practical means for the analysis of genetic phenom-

ena. Opposition to it has largely arisen through a failure to grasp the mech-

aniun of devdt^ment as conceived by students of cytology, embryology,

and genetics. No one familiar with these subjects now conceives the chro-

moeomes as exclusive agents of heredity. They may be considered as modi-

fiers in a reaction-system (p. 637), the specific products of their activity

bdng deterrnmed not al<me by the chromosomes but by the whole system

ol which they form a part. Chromosomes are to be regarded as differential

ftt^grs of heredity, rather than central governing elements; nevertheless it

is often amvenient to speak, ot them as "determiners,” taking the rest

for granted.

L tJDAIlTATIVR DIFFERENCES OF THE CHROMOSOMES. THE
EVIDENCE FROM MULTIPOLAR MITOSIS

By earlier wtkeia it was generally assumed that in any given species all

the drromoBmnes ate essentially ali^ both morphologically uid physkfiog-

and Wdhnaum hdd that every chrmnosome contains an idioplasm

or gma-fdasm in which are embodied all the hereditary (|aaUties of the in-

#riciiul, and evea of large groups <d individuals.* This view was over-

* PM. d med. Ok.m WSrAmg, XJCSOM, p. ige*.

* WSaiMBina lint mdt cbnauMme oamtob oS maiiy ASerins sarm-plaatt

f sAUk CBCTWposa to wafatioM to the spedw. To tMi arteat the ehromoMnwi
but ttJs ewMWtio" fa fundnoenuUy different from that of

Sviwi. r
916
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throim by Boveri (’os, ’07), in his remarkable ejq)erimental researches on

moltipolar mitosis in disparmic sea>urchin ^gs.

It ivas made known by O. Hertwig and Fol, that when this egg is f^til-

iaed by two sperms, the first cleavage-figure is multipolar with four poles

(less commonly three), such eggs dividing at once into four or three blast-

omeres (Fig. 430).'^ After the initial multipolar division, cleavage proceeds

by regular bipolar division and a blastula of normal ap}}earance and activity

is often produced. Such blastulas occasionally produce normal larvae

(Fig. 431), but only in a small percentage of cases. As a rule, as was first

noted by Fol (’79), their development leads to the production of a variety

of monstrous forms (Fig. 431). In the least modified forms the larvx differ

from the normal only in their somewhat asymmetrical form. Others may still

Fig. 4S0.—Multipolar mitosis in the first cleavage of dispermic sea-urchin eggs (£ from Bait-
tSB).

A, TaxapnemUs, in metaphase; B, Paratenirottts, in anaphase.

be called plutei, but exhibit local defects or abnormalities, such as absence

of pigment, abncusnalities in the mesenchyme and ^eleton, alimentary canal,

etc.; such larvae are not uncommonly normal on one side, or in one-third

or one quadrant, but abnormal in the remaining r^ons. In more extreme

cases monsters are produced, some of which may differentiate small patches

of normal structure (pigment, skeleton) wMle others are purely nondescript.

A common form is the “stereoblastula,” actively swimming but unable to

^trulate and ultimately becoming filled with a solid mass of mesenchyme-

like cells. The most abnormal forms are amoiphous and finally disinti^rate

without any visible attempt to form an embryo. Many of these monstos

are almilnr to those which often result from multipolar mitosis in artificial

partbenogaiesiB.

^ Difpemdc 4lgg> miiy oftw be obtamed adding a large excess of sperm. The tetrastess taSet

by tire fonnation of two oentMS In oonoecthm with each qienn. Bov^ found that tdasten are

nad^ produced idnUnC the dispermic egg^ whidt often prevents the division of one

«inter.
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I^*c9di (’9a), isolated more than 80 dtspermic tetraster-«ggs without

obtainmg a gastru!a and observed that when the tetraster is symmet-
rical, ». when the four centers lie in a plane passing at right angles to the

egg-axis, the later cleavage of the egg is in some respects double, ei^t in-

stead of four micromeres being fonned at the lower pole; but be succeeded no

He. 4S1.—Sispennk and dvwf larve of lea-utcbins (Bovsxi).

A-D, four dwuf plutei from isolated blutomeres of a single normally fertilized egg in the 4-ceU

tage (i*ara<e>iXnii<w); £, notmaliy fonned pluteus from diq>ennic egg which divided by tripolar

ndtods; tbe three areaa developed from the three cells (as indicated by size of the nuclei) indi-

cated bf blade outlines^ £, portion of ciliated belt at junction of small and large nuclei; G, normally

feDBMd (Uqienmic larva of similar origin and type {Sphareckmus), showing junction of smalt-

audeatc and iarger-nbefoste thirda; B, highly patbofogicaf dispettnic larva of Pamerntrotm;

/, OMSHteona ds^eemic, aoenteric la^a d EekiKi$s.

better thaw FiA id explaining the abnonnal devdopment. Boveri’s solution

of the riddle, a masteriHece of experimental-analytical reseiu'ch, proved that

the duhtridiipee e^dendofment resultsfrom an irremeiiaHe derangement in the

^ eheomosmes, produced by the initud fmdtipdar ndtosis.

f!^t l^ag3fmteetrical distribution of the chromosomes to the daughter-
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cells occurs in most cases of dispermy is readily seen in Sections of the tri-

polar ch: tetrapolar anaphases. Is such cases the nuclei rarely receive the

same number of chromosomes, the distribution taking place in a quite

irregular and apparently random manner (Fig. 430). The results are plaMy
apparent to the eye in the cells of the resulting larvae, which always show
conspicuoiis variations in the size of the nuclei. Nuclei of different azes

Fif. 43a.—Nuclear size ia sea-urchin larvae from dispermic e^ (Boveri).

A

,

dispermic sea-urchin larva {Echintti), showing large nuclei on one side and sanall on the other,

the latter presumably of haploid constitution, the former o! dipioid; B, gastrula oi Paracattro-

tus (in section) resulting from partial fertilization, having haploid on the left side and diploid on the

right; C, portion of the dilated bdt of dispermic pluteus showing junction of regions of large and
small nudei; D, from wall of dispermic pluteus, junction of diploid and haploid regions.

are not in general intermingled haphazard but are grouped in definite areas

which in some cases may be seen to occupy approximately the same position

as the original three or four cells resulting from the multipolar mitosis

(Figs. 431, E, G).

It is enwenttid to bear in mind the fact that the mere number of chromo-

somes, though it may have a omsiderable effect on the devdoping organism

does not p&r se determine its charsu;ters as a whole. Among Hymenoptera.
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fcff exampte, males toe haplc^d, the females diploid, yet a{>art from tibe

sexual duEracters they are of the same specific type. In plants having an

antithetic alternation of generations the ^rophyte, itormdly diploid, may
exec^^koadly possess only the haploid number d chromosomes, being pro-

duced by vi^tative apogamy (p. 469) from the gametq>hyte; ^ while con-

versely di^md gametophytes occasionally rise by apo^iy, e. g., by budding

from the qimt^hyte.* Again, in a considerable numb^ of cases certain

imfivkhtals or races of a qimes are tetraploid, yet show few or no cor-

respcmding morf^clopcal differences as comptared with the normal diploid

forms 870). In the jimson weed, Datura, Blakeslee and his colleagues

(’aa, etc.) have found sporophytm with the haploid, diploid, triploid and

tetraploid numbers, each showing certain minor distinctive charactetrs yet all

of similar general type. Lastly, it has been found possible in many cases to

alter the number, experimentally without changing the morphological type.

In sea-urchins, for emmple, an egg (or a portion of an egg) may develop

with the haploid number (merogony, artificial parthenc^ensis), the triploid

(dispermy), or the tetraploid number (after doubling of the normal number

by monasttf formation); yet in all these cases, as Boveri and others have

dmwn, devdopment may take place without material alteration of the nor-

mal type 739).

The almormal development of dispiermic e^ is therefore not due to va-

tiatioiis in the mere number of chromosomes or quantity of chromatin.

Ndther is it due to a derangement of the cytoplasm the egg, as is made

dear by the devdt^ment ol the symmetrical tetraster-eggs, in which the

first four ceUs occupy exactly the same position as in the normal embryo.

All thi« shows, as, Boveri concluded, that normal development is dependent

m the normal comimatim of chromosomes; and this can only mean that the in-

dmdnal chromosomes must possess different qualities.

Statistical tests conclusively confirm this fundamental result. Evidently,

in a nuuhjm distribution, the chances of obtaining the normal chromosome-

r«imhinfttion .m afl of the cdls are much greater in tripolar mitosis than iu

<]aadl^9olar. The actual results accmd with this expectation. Thus, 1500

tetcaster-cggs produced <Hily two normal plutei, and one of these was of

doiditM oti^,’ udiile 719 triaster-egga gave rise to 58 perfect plutei, or 8.0%.

These fiiptres approximate fairly wdi to the theOTetic expectatkoi according

te the theecy f^dial^ties {op. cU., p. 80}. The same result is reached

imm the devdcqmomt of single tfiastcHneres isdated immedi*

alely after multipdar mitosu. CH}v&>aaly, the dumce obtaining

* i

» Is ins* yaauBKuwW, 'oS, St«U, ’19).

^ 1d 'or, Stnobutsec, '<07} ami vaiioua leed-ptanta ttCiiri>ed(, Juci Hat*
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Hie fioittial combination in any single one of these cells is much
greater than in ail three, and is also greater in the isolated one-tMrd

than in Uie o>Qe>fourth. Figs. 433, 434. Further, larvae derived from
isolated blastomeres of triaster-eggs should show a much l%her per-

centage of normal development than those from tetraster-eggs (since

their chances of obtaining the normal chromosome-combination are

greater). These expectations also are realized, though for various rea-

sons the figures are less adequate than in case of the whole eg^. Driesch had

previously shown (’00) that by the use of Herbst's calcium-free sea-water

(p. 1046) ^-blastomeres of normal (monospermic) eggs may be isolated and

ng. 43S.—First cleavage of dispennic eggs (Boveu). In each case the gametic gronpa are la-

Sumed to contain tour chromosomes, a, b, c, d.

A, B, first cleavage, with chnmunoraes so disposed as to show defective ctanbination in one
quadrant Cstippled); C, D, the same, showing three defective quadrants.

may produce normally formed dwarf plutei. Boveri demonstrated that by

this method all four blastomeres from the 4-cell stage of a normal sinj^

egg may thus be isolated and that in the greater number of cases each of

the four gastrulates and produces a dwarf pluteus, the four being in general

of atmUitr type (Fig. 431). When the same experiment is performed with

the 4-ceIl stage of a dispicTmic egg, the four products are often abnormal, and

rarely of simfiar ^pe. Furtha", the laxvw from Y4-blastomere8 (from a

quadripolar cleavage) are in general more diverse than those from

Uastfnneres (from a tripolar cleavage), as is illustrated by the fdlowfng

data. Out <rf 57 diqiermic ^gs 34 divided by tripolar nutmus and 33 Iqr

quadripcdar. In each di these cases Ml of the blastomerm from each egg
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welto isi^ated and s^Mtratdiy nared. From loa such ^It-blastomem (from

34 eggs) were produced 44 nearly or quite normal gastrulas, w 47%,
while 93 l^*btotammes (from 33 quadiipdar e^} produced only 17 nor-

R«. 414.—flist dnvage of dupermic (Bovebi). (Continuation of Fig. 433.)

S, P, fint cleavage pixxhidiig defective combinations in all of the quadrants; C, H, first cleavage

giving oosnplete oomldnatian (a, i, d, e), in all the quadrants.

mal gastrulas, or 18%. The distribution of these gastrulas with reference

to the individual aggs was as follows:

A. 34 TuFOLiUi Eggs
1

B. 33 (jVADKipoLAa Eggs

No. erf gastrulas % of whole number No. of gastrulas % of whole number
from a single egg of blastomeres from a single^ !

of blastomeres

14-4%
32.8

0 . 0%
4*53

40.0
32.8

2, 4*5
IS 1 54 S

36 s
,

ZOO. 00 ZOO . 00

' AUowing for d krgt error, the forgoing data strSdiigly demonstrate (i)

^ f$t amaSimr ptobabSity of normal development m blastomoes from dls-

fNstaikeiggaaa camiMued with those from mono^permic; and (2) the greater

pedbahMty of oOaml devdopoMat in ^/rbSasUmtexea frmn dispennk

wlilt ^/tUaMmueuB.

ft hi ooniud or mcmoqiermic fertilisation the lumoid
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chiomosoine-combmation established by fertilization is automatically

maintained by mitosis; (2) that in dispermic ^gs the normal combination

is most commonly deranged by the initial multipolar cleavage; {3) that

although the normal combination may accidentally be established in one
m mme of the cells the probability of this is relatively small after a ttipolar

mitosis, and still smaller after a quadripolar; and (4) that the rhanr<» of all

the blastomeres receiving the normal combination is still smaller in the

tripolar eggs and almost nil in the quadripolar. (C/. Figs. 433, 434.) Ihe
conclusion is irresistible that normal development, whether in a whole larva

or in any of its component cells, depends upon a normal combination of

chromosomes. And since heredity is the product of development it follows

that each chromosome must play a particular part in its determination.

This conclusion, more specifically demonstrated by the relation of the

chromosomes to sex, is established by a multitude of additional facts. We
now proceed to its more specific development as applied to the phenomena
of Mendelian heredity generally.

II. CYTOLOGICAL BASIS OF THE MENDELIAN PHENOMENA. THE
SUTTON-BOVERI THEORY

1. General Outline

When the long-forgotten phenomena of Mendelian heredity were re-

discovered in 1900 by Correns, DeVries and Tschermak it quickly became

evident that in a general way they run parallel to the history of the chromo-

somes. Van Beneden and his successors had demonstrated that in the

zygote and its products the chromosome-group is double, or diploid, while

in the gametes it is angle or haploid. The same was now seen to be true in

respect to the unit-factors of heredity. The conclusion was obvious that

the Mendelian disjunction and segregation of unit-factors might be caused

by the reduction of the diploid chromosome-groups to haploid ones in the

course of the reduction-division. The cytological parallel soon became

evident in respect to the relative independence or free assortment of the

MenBeBan units as displayed in their power to combine, dissociate and

recombine. They are like cards in a pack, which may be shuffled and re-

distributed in continually new combinations, without in the least degree

losing their individual character. All this, evidently, su^ests that the units

of hmedity are dependent upon separate material bodies or substances that

undmgo corresponding combinations, dissociations and recombinations.

Almost from the start it was seen that the material entities in qimstuHi

might be the chromosomes, or their components, and that in then Ix^vim
Anriwg the period of meiosis might be found an adequate medhankal e»*



»»4 AKB m& ammmoim
altwtfwii <tf dw Mendffliaa {^teaoinnui. TbaX such is really^ oue mu
ima dbdshrdydnnoQstnted
' Hie my to this demoostzatkm vas but gradually deared. Iadc|>end>

ently of ^ rediscovery of Mendel’s fundamental law of gen^k scgrogSr

iMoi, ^rt^Ogpbal observation and eiperiment mae almost at the same mo>
meat bringfag to l^^t toe most essential of the cdHtoenomena by which

it is ei^pdbdned. A fust stq> had been taken by Henking (’91) with the sug-
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Vlg, SM^Tbe dttOiaiiMiiia of tSc gruAopper SyrMt (RovniBcm).

4* tte 93 m«rauila|aDUl dutHwione* utifidtHy ananged in ]>aSn aocording to tbeir sUe W,
Ua SSfdf X i> tli« vt^Mbod X-duoDoaoine; B, the oorKqxmiUng bivalcDts (tetiadi) ol the &nt

igWWWSoqrtoflUlMia# C, rioUlar series from another oril; D, £, chromosomes of the secondaiy

, dhoerias two types, aoomriSng to riie absence of X (IT) or its presence (£).

geritkm that tte fnicess of reduction is mithtted by a conjugation of cbromo-

Boam tm by tiro and coopted by a subeequmt disjuncticm oi toe two

of oac^pair in the ieduction'division; and this was early uxepteA

% Bfnmd intelligible oxidanatitHi oi the zeduo

titiii-fnooesn. JSlhheit als^^ la two notewmrtoy short papers (’9aa, ’93b} on

,.i[li.ni%eiWis ef|chutraolRanchB, acc^ted toe conjugate at diromosomm,

Ibe ^osdbStty that the coniugants may be el dMerent puental

4siCiiwt,inMl thlf an asdiango of duonmtic material fi^ toe two pa>
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icntai lines (an “amfrfiiinixis of the chromosomes'’) may thus take {>iace

prodadng new- hitfeditary cmnbmatioiiB. Here is the germ of the later om-
dwons (rf Montgomay (’oj) and Sutton (’02, ’03) of which the most funda*

mtmtal <me was that the synaptic mates, or conjugating chromosomes of each

pair, are respectivdy of maternal and paternal ancestry. This result, first

reached by Montgomery without knowledge of Mendel’s law, was based

on the size-relations of the chromosomes in insects. Montgomery urged

the constancy of the size differences among the chromosomes; the cx:cur-

rence in the diploid groups of symmetrical pairs of chromosomes (Fig. 435)
and the existence in the meiotic divisions of size differences among the bival-

ents exactly corresponding to those previously existing between different

chromosome-pairs. From these observed facts he concluded:

(i) That the members of each chromosome-pair are homologous, and are

respectively of maternal and paternal derivation; (2) that in each case

these two members play the part of synaptic mates, conjugating in s3rnapsis

to form a bivalent of corresponding size; (3) that this proc^ may be re-

garded as “the final step in the process of conjugation of the germ-cells”;

and (4) that in the reductbn-division the maternal and paternal homo-

logues are disjoined.

These amdusions provide all the essential data for an explanation of

Mendel’s law of s^regation; but Montgomery did not attempt to bring

them into any relation with genetic phenomena, conduding only that the

synaptic conjugation is a means of effecting a “rejuvenation of the chromo-

somes.” * From a purdy cytological point of view, however, his con-

dusions displayed a remarkable insight into the essentials of the phenomena.

They were soon afterwards confirmed and extended by the studio of Sut-

tcm (’02) on the chromosomes of a particularly favorable object, the great

“lubber” grasshopper Brachystola magna, in which the double nature of the

somatic chromosome-groups (especially in the spermatogonia) is dearly

viaiUe. Here the diploid number of the male is 23, among which may be

distinguished eleven pairs of chromosomes of graded sizes in addition to the

unpah^ “accessory” or “X-chromosome.” Subsequent to synapsis deven

bi^ents of correspondingly graded sizes are distinguishable beddes the

univalent or unpaired X-chromosome (Fig. 436). Similar facts have since

been dbtennined in many other cases and throughout a wide range of ^)e-

des; and in some forms the chromosmnes of the diploid groups are actually

palrtMl, hmnologous chromosomes lying dde-by-ade throtighout the diploki

cyde 1^). 837), a fact conspicuously di^layed in the Diptera (Figs. 395, 396).

« upcented the probability of la inteidiaoae of msterid betmea tlw

ebnaioionos and oompimd Uiis to the interdumge of audear sidwtanoes between oon-

loBMiac InhnoiiK
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. Meaa.’wiiile Rove’s experimental demoostmtion of tlut qualitative

diffoetuxs ai the clmanoKtmee (p. 930) supplied additional data necessaiy

iat a ccnnpiete cytok^cal intopretation of the Mendelian phenomma as

Aen known, as tet dearly fcumulated by Sutton (’03, ’03) and in certain

directioas further developed by DeVries (’03).^ In these papers we find

S

C D
ni. SaS.—Tetrtds in the eariy spermatocytes of the grasshopper Braehyttola, from smear-

pceparatioos (Suirow)*

A, B, from the same nucleus, early diplotene; C, D, two separate nuclei each showing all the

tetrads. Eadi nucleus shows ten teti^s and the condensed X^'Chromosome (X); the tetrads num-
bered in the order of thdr sice from i to ii. These figures show some of the roost characteristic

betetotype-figures—tings, double ctoaaes, double V’s and their mode of origin, parosynapsis clearly

invested, e. by B, n C, t; D, i.

an almost completely reasoned analysis in which are foreshadowed both the

modem theory (tf linkage and also that of recombination or “crossing-

over** between homok>gous linkage-groups.

Inief sumipaiy Sutton’s conclusions were as follows:

(i) The aoma^k at d4ilo»l chromosome-groups are made up of two

* See p. ass. A pnejiUe oaoneettan between the Mendelian dtsjunctfcin and the reductian-dividon

wnannatef by Stmtenaer foe, ’«) and Cocrau Cot). Slightly later the last-named writer Coa)

eMend n naie debdM tytolaglcai interjaetadon wbidi. though incomplete, included both the
dt^fanraim^and the wmnmhbtaUfai of factan by random amnitnnent. Quyer also was led

lar Us Stttiesm tbe|pennatogen«sis of hybrid pigeons C«>k *02, ’03), nude without knowledge of

MewdePs lew, to Ibeemiastkii that both in hybrids sod in '‘ordlnsry crosses” there Is s separsdna

eldwjjwmnsfsad tiy maternal ctooowsomiis WMcfa had fused dur^ gmapsia** (’00, p- sT). Csn-

nan *<u} wasleddo SstafOar oonctuskRi by atsdiea cm the q^rnmtogeneris cd hybrid cottm, end

len^Ait Us leaaits iafb definite ndedon witb Mendri’s law; but bis Uteqaetaden, diough ooReotU

pMlljIg), leoiefaei bUdegwate fe oertsln ingKirtaat wqiecta.
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equivalent chromosome-groups or series, one of maternal derivation and
one d paternal (Van Beneden, Boveri, Montgomery).

(2) The chromosomes retain their morphological individuality and are

genetically continuous throughout the life-cycle (Van Beneden, Rabl,

Boveri).

(3) The process of synapsis consists in the union or conjugation of cor-

responding or homologous maternal and paternal chromosomes which in

the reduction-division disjoin, pass to opposite poles of the spindle, and
thus always into different germ-cells (Montgomery, Sutton).

(4) Each chromosome plays a definite part in the determination of

development (Boveri).

To the foregoing Sutton added the following theoretic postulates:

(s) A given size-relation is characteristic of the physical basis of a def-

inite set of genetic units. Each chromosome of any haploid series in the

species has a homologue in any other series, and these homologous members
of each pair "cover the same field” in development. This means, in more
modem terminology, that the synaptic mates contain the physical units

(factors or genes) that correspond to the Mendelian allelomorphs.

(6) "In the reduction-division the position of the chromosome-pairs or

bivalent chromosomes in the equatorial plate is purely a matter of chance

—

that is, any chromosome-pair may lie with maternal or paternal chromatid

toward either pole irrespective of the positions of other pairs—and hence

a large number of different combinations of maternal and paternal chro-

mosomes are possible in the mature gametes of an individual.”

Suttoii clearly showed that the formulas of Mendelian heredity generally

(as then known) could be applied without alteration alike to the hypothetical

"factors” or “genes” and to the chromosomes; and that the combinations,

segregations and recombinations of the former are paralleled by those of

the latter. Sutton also foreshadowed the modem theory of linkage, point-

ing out the necessity for the assumption that "some chromosomes at least

are related to a number of different allelomorphs ”; that “all the allelo-

mmphs represented by any one chromosome must be inherited together ”;

and further, that “the same chromosome may contain allelomorphs that

may be dominant or recessive independently ” (’03, p. 240). This, as far

as it goes, is in all essentials identical with the results afterwards worked

out by Morgan and his co-workers in genetics which demonstrate that iq

cased DrosopkSa at least the mmber of linkage-groups is the same as the hap-

loid numb» of chromosomes (p. 938).

DeVries’s int^esting discussion was in considerable measure based on

Sutton’s, and followed the same general lines but went beyond them in

regard to the recmnWnation-phenomena in the trcatmait of which Do-
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V)ies mty be as^ to kwe fore^lutdowed the niodem theory of '^erossitig*

m&” as Sutton did die modem theory of linkage. Like Conens (’02),

iunraver, IkVrks Cbj)* emfriutsued dtr^hout the individual units rather

than the chnnnoscnnes', and seems not to have had in mind the theory of

Imkage snggested by Sutton. His discussion of the recombination-phe-

ntmtemt thus deals almost wholly with the exchange od units rather than

the reccsnlnnation Of the Unkage-grou^s (chromosomes).

In the meantime Boveri himself had reached conclusions in all essentials

identical with Sutton’s, though with the exception of a brief ref^ence in

his paper of 1902 diey were not published until 1904. Boveri had provided

two ci the fundamental postulates of Sutton’s theory, namely, the indi-

viduality or genetic ccmtinuity of the chromosomes (which he had done

mme tlmn any other to establish) and e^iecially their qualitative differences

in respect to development, for which he alone was respionsible. The names

<d Sutton, Boveri and DeVries will therefore alwa)^ be closely associated

fnth the cytological interpretation of Mendelism. That this interpretation

B fimdamentally correct now seems to be placed beyond doubt by its

numerous successful applications to more specific and detailed problems.

Con^icuous among these is the cytologic-genetic analysis of sex, where

the paralldism between the cytological and the genetic phenomena leaves

nothing to be desired in pcwt of sr^ematic dearness. The similar analysis

of such phenomeoa as linkage, reduplication, non-disjunction, defidendes,

and the hke is hardly less striking. The most essential addition that has

been made to the chromosome-interpretation by later observers is the

duasmatype-theory of Janssens and Morgan, a sketch of which will be

offered in a later section 954).

It does not lie |iithin the scope of this work to consider the genetic phe-

mmiena in We <^er here rnily a few illustrations of their connec-

tioa with the cytdogkal facts, for the most part in cases where the latter

have been actua% observed.

i. Me^hddien Segregatioa and ffie Jleductioa-diviMon

The m<M obvihus, and p^haps the nmst dedsive proof that the Mende-
Mfcw far disjunction is acconqilished by the reduction-division

is derived kom me he^Mlity of sex and of sex-link«l characters. Here the

C^ttdogieal and genetic evidence ocandde in proving diat the sex-factors

and that the composition cff the gametes

in ee^^ect to ffM|n is detdmined during meiosis in the reduction-diviakm

lift 7^). i 4 tein|ikkUeemm^ of this demonstration is offmed by the case

. ‘w. 'M>. Startmat, BtUmvia UaSkt faj) m4 ,vofk*
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if the livtTWtwt Spharocarpus, as eailier described, where Doiun and Stras-

btu;ger were ^le to ^ow that of the four spores of the spore^uartet fOTiaed

during spcnogeneris two are male-producing and two femaJe-producii^, while

later demoi^trated the sex-chromosomes by which this disjunction

is effected (p. 813). The experimental researches of the Marchals on mosses,

though less complete, point unmistakably in the same direction (p. 746).

The later discoveries of Bridges (’14) on non-disjimction of the sex-chromo-

somes, and of L. V. Morgan (’22) on X-Iinkage likewise afford conclusive

proof of the same general conclusion as applied to sex-linked characters

(p. 946). In harmony with this is the whole body of evidence derived from

hybrids or mutants having uneven chromosome-numbers (p. 944) and from
triploid or tetraploid forms (p. 943) ; in general also that from the genetic

behavior of individuals showing other departures from the typical or normal

chromosome-constitution. A remarkable example of this is offered by Fed-

erley’s moth-hybrids. In the spermatogenesis of these, as earlier stated

(p. 853), synapsis and disjunction nearly or quite fail, so that the sperms

receive nearly or quite the diploid number (Fig. 406). In correspondence

with this, when such hybrids are back-crossed with one of the original par-

ents almost no segregation is observed, the progeny (unlike the usual re-

sult of such a back-cross) being in nearly aU respects the same in appear-

ance as the first hybrid.

Less direct but convincing evidence is drawn from many other sources.

Plough’s experiments (’17) proved that crossing-over must take place near

the synaptic period of the auxocytes, and hence that disjunction is effected

between this period and the hnal production of the gametes. Genetically

a pretty piece of evidence is offered by hybrid Hymenoptera. As shown by

Newell (’15) in reciprocal crosses between pure bred Italian bees {Apis li-

pistica) and the Camiolan (A . camica) the hybrid females (queens, workers)

in both cases show the dominant yellow color of ligustica, while the maks

are strictly matriclinous. This gives, of course, fresh proof of the origmof

the males from unfertilized eggs (Dzierzon theory). But, secondly, if the

hybrid females be fertilized by drones of liptsHca all the female offering

again show only the dominant ligustica yellow, but haU the male offering

axe of the Ugustica type and half of the recesrive oomica. Paralldi i^ults

were obtained by Whiting (’18, ’21) in crosses between an orange-eyed rece^

stve mutation of the parasitic wa^ Badrobracon with the normal

eyed form. Hie natu^ interpretation of thme results, evidently, is that

(lljuitction of the factors for the two parental types takes place in the mat-

mation of the eggs of the hybrid queen, and that the mature qgs an as

Ukdy to receive one type as the other.

TlKse quite analogous to an ordinary Moui^ian back.t<roes,giv«
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Ita especolly clear result because tbe males are of haploid constitution and

have duomostanes of purely maternal origin. Still more conclusive in type,

hut based on less complete evidence, are the results of Fascher (’16} on ^e
flagellate Cktamydomonas, a unicellular organism, believed to be of haploid

cmtstitution, and to have 10 chromosomes. Meiosis is here zygotic, the

^QTgotic dividing into four swarm-spor^ all of which alike are functional

(as in CEdogoniwn or Bidbocheeta, p. 604). This organism could be reared in

large numbers on agar by special culture-methods which readily make pos-

ribie isolation-experiments and the study of pure lines. Two species or

races of this organism (A and B) differing markedly in external form and

in several definite structural characters, were found to hybridize readily.

The hybrid ^gote is intermediate in type between the zygotes of the pure

parental lines. Isolation-cultures of these zygotes and of their products,

showed them to be of three kinds, two being of the pure parental types and

two tff mixed type (Fig. 4.37); further, by isolating all four zoospores from

Rg. 4S7.—Tbunee types of CUamyimunas from the germination of a heterozygote (Fascbes).

A is Dflariy like Form A^ D nearly tike Form B, while B and C are hybrids showing di0erent re-

oomUnations of the original gam^c type, as shown by the general shape, the chromatophore,

•ttgnta, pyrenoid and other characters.

a fmigle zygote one was found to give offspring of only the A-typ>e, one of

cmly the B-type, while two were of mixed type. A Mendelian segregation

has ther^ore taken place during the germination of the zygote, i. e,, its

divirion into four xoospores; these divirions, therefore, are almost certainly

meiotic, and the ordinary vegetative individuals are haploid, as in Spirogyra

or the desmids. JQf this is substantiated we shall have a complete proof of

Mcmleliaii disjunctUHi in the meiotic divisions, exactly analogous to that

detaoustnded hi Spharocarpus in respect to the sex-characters (p.'748).

The faregoiQg lacts are <«ily examples of a great and continually growing

body d evidaua^ that sustains the same condurions. It is indeed prob-

shk thet noeK^juncticm or otho' chromosome-dislocations taking place

St juiy peiM o| tlM^e-histcsy tpay to a limited extent produce genetic

lesiflts of xehtte(|h||ft for instance in the i»oducti<m of gynandromorpki

(p. Sit). ^rch^EioaMna do not, howevex, betong to the nmmal li£e>

Ordoj mill
‘‘Hgrode body of evince now indicates the extreme im>
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prcdtability of true Mendelian se^egation taking place outside the period

of meiosis.^

8. Random Assortment of ttie Synaptic Mates. Heteromoridiic
Chromosome-pairs

Sutton expressed the opinion that the distribution of the chromosomes

during the reduction-division produces a free or random assortment (p. 927)

such that the gametes receive all combinations of the original paternal and
maternal elements possible within the limits of a complete haploid group,

in accordance with the laws of probability (Fig. 105).

This (linkage being for the moment disregarded) is in accordance with

Mendel’s so-called second law, i. e., that of the independent assortment (or

recombination) of different pairs of unit factors or allelornorphs; but Sutton

had no adequate cytological proof of his conclusion. The conclusive evi-

dence in its favor was first found in the meiotic behavior of heteromorphic

chromosome-pairs, in which the synaptic mates differ visibly in size or

shape and thtis offer conspicuous landmarks by which the relative positions

of the bivalents in the reduction-division may be determined. In such cases

the gametic recombinations to which they give rise may readily be recog-

nized. It has thus been possible to set aside every doubt concerning the

independent segregation or assortment of the S3maptic mates as maintained

by Sutton.

Heteromorphism of the synaptic mates may appear in not less than five

different ways, all of which are exemplified both in the XY-tyjw of sex-

chromosomes and in the autosomes. These are: (i) inequality in size, of

which many degrees exist; (2) a difference in mode of attachment to the

spindle-fibers, one member being telomitic (terminal attachment) the other

atdomitic (non-terminal attachment) in various d^ees, or (3) both mem-

bers being atelomitic in different degrees; (4) a difference in structure, one

member showing a transverse suture or constriction that is absent in the

other; and (s) a difference of shape without other visible differences. Of

these, the first four have been clearly recognized in the autosomes of Or-

thoptera.

a. Inequality in the Synaptic Mates, Inequality of the autosomal mates

reported by several observers in Orthoptera was first carefully examined in

Brachystola, Arpkia, and Dissosteira, by Carothers (’13) whose results were

borne out by those of Voinov (’14) on Gryllotalpa, of Wenrich (’14, *16) oil

PkrymOeUix, and of Robertson (’16) on Tettigidea and Acridium (Pig. 438).

Such chromosome-pairs bear a very dose resemblance to an XY-pair (rf

sex-chromosomes and have in fact been ctmfused with them. The qc^in <rf

• Cf., however, Bateson, 'so.
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i&esa unecpuil |»ks is dk»tl»t{uL Th« |aoMem hare offered is the same sa in

case td the XY^fttir, in sidikh the inequality is almost certainly doe to a re^

duetion or progpresave loss df substance on the' part of the smaller member,

perhaps acccaxqiaiued by a corresponding loss of genetic factors (p. 748).

A saiailar explanatkm is adc^ted by Robertson and by Wenrich in case of

certain heteatnnofphic pairs; but as Rdiertson ('15) especially has ^own,
it is probal^ that other mocks of cmgin may have taken place. One is a

imi^de ftagmencaticm by cross-division of one synaptic mate, prcxiacing a

"tWdent” smaller duromoscnne which still may serve as the smaller syn-

iq)tk mate ctf the intact normal member of the pair (in Tettigidea). Another

t ^ m lu
G H I J K L M

Me. sea.—^HatemBoiplBc bivkieots in Ortbopten IA~C, Robcbtsok; I>-M, Caioibess).

a, hetetomorid^c bivSleat, X, x-duomoaome.

4> Mnt tpenaaUxjt0-diviab>o in TMt/iJna/ B, C, fhe same la AeHdimm; D, E, the same ht

Jfpihi; f, S, heteramarphic bivalent attached to X duiing the growth-period; IJ, Iteteramorphic

in Trimeretn^; t, J, in Cinoteaix, I in the growth-period, stiowiag vesitlffi (t); K, L, M,
dtSmeat oon^doia o( IIm wme tetnd in three different individuals of Trimeroinfis, K, hetero-

mcnpUc, L and ht, fadinonioriffdc of two types.

is by a iHiailar fraiginentatiaa of <me synaptic mate (a) in a tetrad so as to

form a sesqmvaleiit elonent (A + t) a^d a semivalent element, 7, which

iiiayla|erdisa{q>e|rortogivetuetoasupemumecaiy(p. 877). Ontfaeoiher

hand, the aesquiv#lent dement, may pair with a single, normal chromosome

oC the neat ^ the unequal ;»ir A^+ a. Such a mode of

OI%in is mtggieMsj both by the shape rad sise-relations erf the unequal pair,

ia aml^ihe subsequent draervatums of Caroiheis cm Tr^mro^trit

0rt>jiraa #ifct «|ddrace of «idt a mode <rf <»%in (F%. 43S), dm fraj^nrata-

§m a p<Sat marked by two large drroaioacmto^veaides which

naath cl gihidte-attadimKit RobeErtson pdhta out dm explaoar
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tloQ that such ^heaomaul loay giv« of the dropping cnit at low at unit-*^

factors; and the subsequent researches of Bruges cm the genetic fdieaonieaa

df “deficieacy” have rendered this mteii»etatioa extremely prdmfale

(p. 948),

Carothers Q13) demonstrated, especially in BrachysUda, using the X>
chromosome as a standard of comparison, that the unequ^ mates of sud^ a
pair are distributed at random to the sperms, i. e., equally to the female*

^[Hodudng or X-dass and the no-X or male-producing, thus giving rise to four

131]
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U 11 10 9 870 04821
He. iS9.—Chratnoaotnes of the gnashopper Trimerolnpis (Caxoihekb).

A, spemutogoDial group from an individual with 15 atelontitic ebromosoaes (Ua^) and 8

tdomidc (white); B, wmilar group from individual with 17 atelomitic and 6 telomitic;C, the chio-

moaomee A amiiged according to size, with 7 bomamoipbic and 4 heteromoi^c; D the cone-

qjondiag bivalents.

approximately equal classes of spenn.^ With respect to tlmse chromostxnes,

we should tlwrefore e:iq»ect to find not only individuals with the imequal

pair (which may be designated as Aa) but also some with a small equal pair

(aa) and others with a large pair (AA). Robertson established in Tetfi-

gidia the existence, in difiterent individuals, of classes Aa and AA, and in

AeruUam of edasses Aa and aa, and hi spite of the absence of one expected

in each case concluded that we have here
"
the basis for a Menddian

ratio” ('is» P- i*?)- PhrynoteiHx Wouich (’16) found all of the ex*

* Out of 30O first msrmstotTta in Sracliyttala the large monber of this pdr wus seen pess^ to

theX-pote^ 154 cases or 51.3% of t^o'ixile number, to the no-X pole in 146 cases, or 48^.- Sfan-

flarreeidtowweobtsJiMd. in end but the data were lets eattensive. ‘PwrenHs
irfrtdiud by the study of the second (Hvisiui beer out the result vioe X mey be eeoompeaitd by

the Inge Iff tlm utoB tnembcc.



AND CHROMOSOMES

Ii6ct«d[ dMaes in case ol a pardccilar heto^onuxtphic dinanoscMne-palr

We have here the first com^^te demonstration ai the free ot
raadma aasortmeat oi dmunoscanes in the meiotic process, and it is oh*

vixm that voy strong ^iqxnrt is thus lent also to the theory of the genetk
GonthuiUy of the cfaromosacoes.

'h Differmcef of the Synaptic Mates in respect to Attachment and Shape.

Hk for^joing results are confirmed and largely extended by the later re-

markable studies of Carothers (’17, ’31) on the chromosomes of Trimero-

iropis and Circotettix (p. 835). In these cases certain of the chromosome-

pairs are markedly heteromorphic owing to the fact that while one synaptic

mate is rod-shaped with terminal attachment its fellow is hook-shaped or

V-shaped with non-terminal attachment, which varies in degree in differ-

ent cases but again is constant in the individual. These pairs are repre-

sented in the heterotypic division by correspondingly heteromorphic

bivalents (Fig. 439). The heteromorphic pairs vary in number from one

to eight in different individuals but in any particular individual the number

is constant. Furtha:, owing to the size-relations and other characters it is

possible to recognize most of the chromosome-pairs individually, especially

as seen in the heterotypic division, and thus to demonstrate the fact that

the character of each pair is constant in a given individual, though differing

frcun one individual to another. For example, in Fig. 441, B, F, are shown

all the chromosomes of the heterotypic division spread out in a series, from

five different cells of the same individual. It is seen here that in each case

three heteromorphic bivalents are present, namely, i, 7, and 8 (No. 4 is the

touvalent X-chromosome), while of the eight homomorphic ones, four

(*» 3> Sj fi) telomitic and four atelomitic. In Fi-;. 440, D, from another

individual, two bivalents (6 and 7) are heteromorphic; in a second (£)

daee are heteromorphic (3, 6 and 7); in a third (F) all are homomorphic.

Thtoe figures also ahow the variation in the total number of atelomitic

chromosomes in different individuals; in D this number is 15, in E it is ii,

in F f7. In every oise, comparison of the spermatogonial groups with those

the first ^>ermalocytes shows that these fiber-attachments remain con-

atmit throughout* ^1 be seen from a comparison of Fig. 441, A with

441, B-F; the forma' showing the spermatogonial group, the latter five

from the heterotypic divirion of tlm same individual. In eadi case

twdviB of the duornosmnes are atelomitic, all being free in the ^termato-

gnda while m the fpermatocytes 8 are united to form 4 homomoiphic bi-

mdents (i*, IJ, soi 9), 3 are found in heteromorphic assodation (8, 7, i),

the twelfth hi ^ unpaired X<hr(snosame or accessory (4), always

itg#ocgh contour. In like inanner, Fig. 439 is a spermato-

l^aoial itbowl^ 15 atdmoiUc chromosomes, which are shown arranged
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in pairs in Fig. C, D shows the correspcmding tetrads of the first qiermato-

cjrte-division of the same individual, with 5 homomorphic atelomitic bi-

valents (12, II, 10, 7, s), 4 heteromorphic ones (9, 8, 6, i), and theX-diro-

mosome, in exact correspondence with the spermatogonia! condition shown
infi.

By means of these characters it may readily be demonstrated that in re-

^^ct to position the heteromorphic bivalents in the heterotypic division are

wholly independent of one another and also of the pole to which the in-

HlftUHMM
'j III Cl) ''!*»
13U1D9 876 94421

nc-«40.—Chramoaomes of the grasshopper Trimerolnpis (Caboxeebs).

A, diploid female group, with lo atetomitic chromosomes (black) and 14 atelomitic (white);

B, spermatogonial group of another individual (male) with seven atdomitic chromosomes (the

minimum number observed) and 14 atelomitic; C. second spermatocyte group, from an individual

srith 7 atdomitic duomoaomes; note here j such attachments only; D, the tetrads of an individual

having one heteromorphic pair (7); £, the tetrads of another individual having three hetoomotphic
pairs (3, 6, 7); B, from another individual having only homomorphic tetrads.

paired X-cbromosome passes. Their relative position varies from cell to

cell in the same individual, as may be seen for instance in Fig. 441 by oom-

parison of the relative positions of Nos. i, 4, 7 and 8, which, demonstrate

clearly that independent assortment (free segr^tion) takes place for

these four chromosomes, thus producing 16 different gamete-combinations.

That tins concluaon applies to the chromosomes generally in these forms is

demonstrated in several ways.

Frst, in the second spermatocyte division the bhromoscnne-attadiments

(and dmpes) persist unchanged, but the relative number of tetminal ami



fifiSWXV AND THE

iidn*t0nidmdii^tacfaQi0at» is no loiter constant (as it is Iq tbe^istdivisbi^

|}«it varies iraiBi cdl to cell, ow^ to tlie varyvog telaUve posiricnts oi the

Irivateits {a first division.

Secondly, statistical studies show that the various combinatunis of trio

Ef ^l|4 f

jtswtow riwtttnoit of duomoaome* fa Uw meiotic lUvItioni of the stuafaqipei

ntwuMh'wtit. Hie 3ii0ii>okhim> unaged fa the order of their rise; the JC-chtomoicenc b No.

4 (CiUiofainSl*
from an fadWidaal wHk twelve otefamltic duoiaoeoiiie* (bfadk, }•

tefainltic (wldte, rod-ehaped); B~F, Utend view of the tetrads ri the

fadivldoal bam 5 dffiereat fpematecytes; note etpedslly vaifatimx.

7 end S; Crr/, scomd tpenimuiQrte meUrdisses from mme fadivldtud

. 7 V'sand 5 rods;/, SV’s and 4 rods (t^ s^ieaHuice of V-shase fa

IModucedlnf' the looidfaidnal *edn ritfiduely).

4^ TpefwdtmipinM

dsfaed wv^Apvri)
iHtmisMe rivfakm

jflL ^IBv

[i|crihnlii!UMoriie8frioidte ibdividttris oonea|iodid

^apeitted McnAriian attios. Taking, for exann^, the amrileri
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<4 the dsjitanostxCaes (No. x), whidi is one of the most eadly xecogoized,

out of 6a individiiids this pair is homoraoiphic and telomitic in iS, hcnno-

and atelomitic in X3i and hetenmunphic in 31—a dose apywrinuu
tion to the Mendelian ratio 1:2:1 to be expected under ti^ a^umption of

laiulom assortment. Certain individuals also show one or two supemumer-
ary duomosomes whidi likewise segregate in the heterotypic dividmi with-

out relation to the accessory or to each other.

Thirdly, in Circatetti* Carothers (’21) has succeeded in crossing certain

individuals of known chromosome-character and subsequently determmii:^

the resulting combinations in the offspring (Fig. 442). Twenty-eight malb
offspring have thus been examined from five matings with espe^ ref«enoe

fig, iia.—ChtooMisQine-Tecnmbitiatioaa in FtoSspring of Cinateltix vermaUatus (CABOxasis),

Three selected bividents from the heterot)^c mitosis are shown, numbered (aocordiiig to siie}

8, 7 and i. In each cose the parental types are at the left, those of the Fi oSspiiag at the right,

with the nombers of each observed in I3 male oS^ting.

to three chrom<»ome-pairs (Nos. i, 7 and 8) which may be either hetero-

morphic or hamomorphk. The data thus obtained, though not very ex-

tended, offer a tesult that seems to be decisive. They demonstrate, in case

oi these three pairs, that whm a partkular pw is homomorphic (whether

tdomitic atdomitic) in both parents, the corre^mntdng chromosoimes of

the are likewise bomomoiphic, and of the same type. Whoi one

parental pair is homomcni^ic and one hetezomorphic both parent^ types

appear amoog the When both puental pairs are faeteromarphic

a^ oi the same type this type a{^)eacs in some of the offspring, while in

otheri two new hemamorphk lypes appear, one telomitic and one atekxmitic.

Ah tids, of cowse, exactly parallels t^Menddian phenomena. Ihemsmbeta

amasyettoosmaUtobedmnimstFativebut^far as they go conform toes*



mstmmi and the chromosomes

{MCtKtion. l^lg. 44a shows the history of the three pairs in the best of the

observed tnatings, winch jHoduced la male offspring. Pair i, homonun^kl
and in both sexes, appeared in the same iorm in all (rf the la

fenuiM aSts^dng. Pairs 7 and 8 were heteromoiphic in both parents, in 7

the same condition was jnesent in the mother, wiule in the father both woe
atdonoitic but m different degrees. In Fi appeared duee types, one heter-

omoij^c like the parent fonns (6), one hom(HnoT}dnc-telomitic (4) and one

faomonMXjduc-atdomitk (4). This ratio (2:6:4) is a close approximation

to the MeodeliBn e:q>ectation (3:6:3). In case of pair 7 all the male Fi off-

q»ing show this pair heteromorphic; but it is of four types (AB x ab Aa
+ Ab + aB +ab) which should theoretically appear in equal numbers; the

observed ratios are 2:3:5 :a.

It is to be hoped that these interesting data will be further extended.

As they stand^ however, they offer decisive proof not alone of Sutton’s con-

dustons but also of the constancy of the fiber-attachments (and shape) from

cme gerreration to another, of the r^uction-division, and of the genetic

ccmtinuity of the chromosomes.

4. linkage

The linkage of genetic characters or units forms the converse of independ-

ent assortment and found no' place in the original principles of Mendel,

to whom the phenomenon seems to have been unknown; but some of the

early students of heredity were struck by the fact that in crossing different

races certain associated charact«^ may readily be split apart while others

teml to be transmitted together. To cite Gallon, one of the first to ero-

{diasize the fact of “particulate inheritance” (t. e., the indqwndence of

heredity-units): “We tqipear, then, to be severally built up of a vast host of

mhtute particles, of Whose nature we know nothing, any one of which may
be derived from any one progaritor but which are usually transmitted in

afsgngates, oomadfrable groups being derived from the same progenitor”

(Natmal Inheritance, 1889). The phaiomnia were at the rime too imper-

fectfy known to affect the later development of the subject. The true ex-

pln^ion was first, found with the develf^nnent of the hypothesis that each

dnoaueaome represents a group of a^odated hereditary units (“factors,’^

“ffeocs”) which rimd to cdiere in a iinkage<group; if drey enter a hybrid

iBigethAr th^ tcanff to iasm togeriwx from it and to hold tc^ther in its

coDchiBion was in a measure foreseen by Sutton but in

ribe dbsenieeH^itlMeaat data was treated by him as a diffi<^ty in the tvay

<ff:tlse:<^m^8eacii^4lieory of heredity as it also was by Lock (’06) and some

httccj|^b|a. Suftna. ooi^ not himself meet this sui^msed difficulty; but

It-JligP^ed siffisequcaot genetic lesoirdi demcaistrated that the
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uoit^factors are in fact linked together in groups precisely as the diromo-

some-tlMoty demands.

a. The Linkage-groups in General, Linkage in the modem sense of the

term was first recognized by Bateson and Punnett in igo6 in certain charao
ters of sweet peas which show a tendency to be coupled in heredity (“game-
tic coupling”); i. e., if they enter an Fi hybrid together they tend to make
their exit together in the gamete-formation, so as still to remain in assoda-

tion in the Fj offspring. This fact, since widely observed, evidently calls

for an important modification in the law of independent assortment as

originally formulated by Mendel; for if the free assortment of Mendelian

units be compared (as has often been done) to the random shuffling of cards

in a pack we must add the qualifying assumption that certain of the cards

tend to stick together in certain groups which may reappear as such in

successive deals. The reality of this and its explanation were first fully

placed in evidence by the remarkable analysis of linkage made by Morgan,

Sturtevant, Bridges, Muller and their co-workers in the case of Drosophila

melanogaster.

In this fly, bred under standardized artificial conditions, a large number

of definite heritable mutations have arisen since 1910, affecting most of the

external characters of the animal and in some instances (wing stmcture)

of extreme type. The study of innumerable crosses, of many kinds, proves

that these mutations fall into four definite linkage-groups; and thus far

every new mutation (more than four hundred are now luiown) has fallen

at once into one of these groups. The units of each group are quite inde-

pendent of those of other groups. The especial cytological interest of this

discovery lies in the fact that in this animal the gametic number of chron^

somes is also four (Fig. 396), which creates a very strong presumption that

each linkage-group is represented by a chromosome. This presumption

has been tested in many ways, of which the most important are the relations

of the linkage-groups to sex and to abnormal chromosome-combinations.

Both tests afford a conclusive confirmation of the hypothesis.

b. Sex4inked Heredity. If each chromosome forms the basis of a linkage-

group, one of the latter obviously should ^ow a specific rdation to sex,

as is the case with the X-chromosome; and such is the fact. One oi

the four groups, and one only, shows sex-linked or sex-limited heredity.

This form of linkage, long known in the heredity of color-blindness, has-

mqphilia, and a few other characters in man, has more recently been studied

in case oi the color-piattems of moths and of birds, and of numerous

diaractets in flies (DrasophUa) and various other cases. The b^avkr

these duuracters may be summed up in the statement that ffiey feJlow pre-

dady the course to be expected if then determining oi«differential futora
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t^^ tranUe faijr tte X^dmax^MOBe; aad the key to fkb bdtavknr Bes tn tke

Itot tkto; idtea die male is <%iuaetic the X-duomosocte ol the male (single

ia'dihi asx) is ahvajm derived in fertilization from the e^ whBe two
X-^htomcNioBiea of die female are doived one from the sperm and one front

die egg Cp- Iti other words, in fertilization the chromosome of the

maie-nonmiSy passes from father to daughter, while those of the female

ptos, cme &om mother to scm and one from mother to daughter. In these

facts lies the explanation of ''criss-cross heredity and of its exceptions

hi "acHHhsitmGtkm'’ (p. 947); at the fact that the sex-Hnked characters

are almjrs heterozygous or sin^ represented in the male but in the female

may be either hetennygous or homozygous.^

Ih Fig. 443, for mstance, the homcoygous recessive female xx, crossed

'^th the doorinant male XY, gives criss-cross heredity, the betero^gous

A

OhMiNudet

Gamates

Zy^olM

Ito SSt -P**irr~‘ at aHt-Unked bereditsr aad the X'<fan>motaiine; X is assumed to bear the

factor for • SoadBaat aad x that for its recessive elieiomorph.

A, aim crom hecodUx. The hotaoiyzous recessive fenate m X the dominant male XT, gives

f* daaghtefs sJt, sfon^tas the dominaat patcraai character and sons sK showing the maternal

meemhm. A the F* aOvring cwswd together give the grancfoatental and the F> forms in e(}ual

dam^htecs Xx shofring the dmninant character of the father (X), while the

Mob show the leoesave character ci the mother since they contain only a

leoessitto x-chnmuiisCHDe received fnsn the mother. When these are paired

togrifwr the Pf c|bpring show the grandperental conditions in equal num-

Ijim This is gci^ihicaliy shown in F%. 444 (from Hcngan), showing n~

f^msses hetween the normal (dominant) red-eyed Droso^tih and

jccesshne wiii|e-eyed fdnoi both sex-linked or X-bome diaractem; the

^ the XiiAxamovmts shown by the connecting lines. In the first

Clsi^ bflfHhig are aU led-j^e^ iriiile the F| generaricm shows the

^jl3g|(|j||3Xlifaa4pi|toi«tio,inda^Bngaoep^

hefotowwontos one tooessiv;^ v^tick is aiways u male. la the reverse

• amt'Wtow tieAsh fc laBWftawtfe fltoptaofkws, tents) th— «io»4tefand «n etmwi.
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cr<Ms ^B) the Fi scms Bite like the nuitheT aiid the dai^^ters like the tatfaer

(crisa<T<»8 haedity), m eadi case owing to the crosMng-ov« <rf the X-chro-

mosomes from one sex to the other. The Fj ftams show red^eyed And ndtite-

eyed individuals in equal numbers, (or a amilar and evident reascm. These
are but particular examples of a large class of cases in which the behavior

of the sex-linked characters, formeHy tiering so enigmatical an aspect,

at once becomes clear when their ccmnection with the X-chromosmne is

Fif.' 444.—Scx4tnked uui criss-cross heredity of a psic of sex-tinked sUeknoorphlc chaiacten,

dominant red-eye and reoewve white eye, in DrototkUa, showine the history of the sez-chtomo-

lomes X and K. In each case the black X-chromoeome stands for red-eye and the white for white-

eye (MoacAM}.

A, the resnlt of txossins female red-eye with male white«ye. By crossing white-eyed males with

heteosygom females may be obtained bomosygous white-eyed females (shown in B).

B, the revose cross, showing criss-cross heredity, the Fi dsughten like the father (red-eyed) and
the KOI Uke the mother white-eyed.

recognized. For the problem of linkage the decisive fact is that fraoak

faomogamety is associated with the presence of two homologous sex-linked

genetic groups in the female and but one in the male, in exact correspond-

ence with the constitutions of die respective sexes as XX and XO os XY.

Predsely the same cmreaptnidence, mutatis mutandis, is found in cases of

femde digamety (p. 783).
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fi TImi camnnoMiBM of C«tala Matants. Totnid^da «ad IVi^oida.
GoMtic IqstiibUity of UaeToi ChromoBome-nambon ^

Many obsm^ nnitatioas liave involved no visible changes in the chro-

mneoknes, a fact illustrated by many of the mutants of (Enothera and Dro^

sopMla, Thete are other cases in which definite visible changes have

occurred in the dmonosome-groups; and some of these offer important

evvlaice concerning the determinative action (d the chromosomes in de-

vdk^ment. The subject can here be considered in only a cursory manner

hy indication of a few illustrative cases.^ The chromosome-changes in ques-

tion have been of two principal types, namely: (i) duplication of the entire

chromosome-group or of one of the haploid groups, thus producing a tetra-

plohl or triploid condition, and (2) the duplication of one or several chro-

mosomes as the result of a preceding irr^ular distribution of chromosomes,

in particular nonKlisJunction (p. 872), or other causes.* Both modes are

known to have occurred in the evening-primrose, in the fruit-fly, and in the

jifflson weed, Datura. The second of these types has afforded demonstra-

tive evidence of the causal connection between chromosomes and heredity.

The first 't)rpe is exemplified by the so-called gigas or giant mutants of

(EHOtkera, where the cytological facts have been carefully examined es-

pedally by Gates, Lutx and Stomps. The fundamental or gametic number

in this genus is 7 and the diploid 14, as in CE. lamarckiana (DeVries’s original

puent-form), grandifiora, biennis, etc.; and the same number appears in

certain cS the mutants from these forms, e. g., rubrinervis, nanella, or

brevisl)4is. The gigas mutants, of which several distinct forms are known,

are dbaiacterized by marked increase in stature, in the size of organa, in

the me of cells and nudd, and by certain structural differences in the

leaves, ftowers, seed-capsules, pollen-grains and other characters. In

ttmsy lespects they are dosety paralleled hy certain giant races of the

Chinese primrose. In most these cases the chromosome number is

tetrai^iid fastesH of diploid—munely, in (EnoAera gigas 28 (sometimes 27

oi: ig) inytisad of thife original 14 (Lutz, ’07, Gates, ’08, etc.), and in Primula

48 hutead of 34 (@r^ry, ’13, ’14). In both cases the giants are fertile,

and i»odoce gameles that are diplcad as compared with the original Qq>e.

* 'Om tem bm be enqilQred in tbe oUer leafe to deriznete niddeB beritabie devi-

•eb*!*Am tbe uaal apdette type, witbout zaUnz the moie modern qiMstbn whether tbex are due

te a aqfIBatbe It the imfta »t the gent-pien or utereh to e noorabiaatian of iweviouitr

„ ^ ClSX SteiMie C»)> Lot* (’17). Moq^ui. Stuitevant, MQIkr and Bridece (’is. *23),

' mimlM' (’»!} nptuita of die latter tj^ ere celled triiomie, tawamic, HC., Mooidbui to

WjlWf ipi'lieidlr ’ft in e irt nf rtinTlinttie; the inimbfir nf ntirh arte ii inrtiretifH hr fbr twm
,de«iH^ta^iie,et(j!> TbeaMMt£teiiu^«MKfitiapie^ifaiWietcioioiBic(j.e., with one eetef

i.-j '
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Tetraidoids of this type having even chromosome>numbers breed true,

and in their genetic behavior offer a remarkable confirmation of the chro-

mosome-theory in the fact that in back-crosses or in the Fj gmioation they

show modified ratios such as are to be expected if the normal number of

Unkage-grorqrs have been doubled.^

Whether the doubling of the chromosome-groups is itself the cause of

these giant forms is not positively known; but there is reason to conclude

that other factors have been involved, for it is certain that gigas mutants
have arisen in several groups of plants without any increase in the number
of chromosomes.^ Conversely a number of cases have earlier been cited

(p. 870) in which related species, or even different individuals or races

within the same species, have twice the number of chromosomes found in

others without increase in size or other change so far as known.

How the doubling has been effected is likewise unknown, though many
interesting possibilities have been discussed. It may have been caused

by a “suspended mitosis” or splitting of the chromosomes of a zygote with-

out division of the nucleus (Gates, '09, Strasburger, ’10) such as occurs in the

monocentric mitosis of the animal egg. It may, however, have occurred at

an earlier period, the gametic nuclei having been already diploid (Stomps,

'10, ’12, ’16); and this is made plausible by the existence of triploid mutants

or semi-gigas forms which, as Stomps has urged, may have followed the

union of a diploid and a haploid gamete.^ Such triploid mutants, evidently,

are closely analogous to hybrids between tetraploid and diploid forms and

perhaps may in some cases have arisen as such.

Geerts (’07) observed in (E. lamarckiana a tetraploid primary mega-

sporocyte with 28 chromosomes. From such a cell might arise a tetraploid

race directly by apospory (Gates)
;
or it might give rise to a diploid egg,

fertilization of which by a similarly produced diploid poUen-nucleus

would produce a tetraploid zygote (Stomps). Nevertheless the suggesr

tion of Gates and Strasburger seems at least equally probable in view

of the doubling of the zygotic number by monocentiic mitosis in animal

eggs (p. 729), a process which may occur spontaneously as well as under

experimental conditions.

The evidence from tetraploid mutants leaves us somewhat in doubt con-

ryimiwg the relation of the chromosomes to mutation, though it is interest-

ing as indicating a change of nuclear organization. That derived from

trilfioids and from nmi-disjunction, on the other hand, has given a complete

* See Qncoiy (’14), MlUler (’14). Bhkealee, Bdling and Faraham (’ao), etc

* Thwin AAmrfs (Gngoiy. '09> ’>4). <» Ifartissw and (Emtiere (StcnqM, '14, '19) and in

mOm (TiKhlet; ’18). See also Gates ’ij. C/. p. loi.

* Triploid wen discavered in (EaatAcra by Luta (’is) and Stomps (’is), and iatm found

in DrmfkOt (Bridges, ’.si), Dahm (Blabeslee, ’as) and tome irifaer fonna.



mc!a>rnr amo th£‘

ol tlie determla&dve action i)f tlie dstomosonKs and sbo is

itt^Kotaoit htm a cyttdogical poiat of vkw. to. the as-Kdiror

wiototoe tz^doiilB l“seim^gig0s*’ mntaats) axe intenneiSate in chat-

acti^ (tB ia mimbcar of dmasosomes) betwera gigas'anA the patent

•iam, lomardiioma; and DeViks has shown that th^^ axe closely sim-

iBbtr to, if ncn hientiad with, actual hybrids between these two fonns,

of okHttse lUceadae have at duomosomes. The semi^gas mutants

. axe mt, Imwever, hybrids in rite usual sense; for they have arisoi in pure

adttaes both of tamarciuma and of lata as well as in crosses between lata

and hmarcleiana (Lutz, ’la, Stonq>s, 'la). They produce highly variable

oflsprtog (trUtz, ’la), in this respect differing from gigas and agreeing with

the ss-diromosome foto-types, presently to be described. In this case the

duonuMonae-distributkm seems not to have been worked out; but in the

doaetysimilar ai-chrmnosomehybridsithasbeenfoundtovaty widely. In

. the h^tid gigas x lata. Gates (’09) found the distribution usually to be 10

and II, eccarimialty 9 and la. Geo'ts (’ii) found in the same hybrids,

on the other hand, that only seven of the chromosomes reach each pole,

dn remaining seven lagging on the spindle and degenerating— a differ-

ence possibly due, as Gates indicates, to a difference of seasrai. The cyto-

kigh^ much clearer in a triploid Canna (Belling, ’ai) and in Datwa
and Biakeslee, ’aa) in both of which the homologous chromosomes

rejgdlaiiy conjugate to form trivalents of the haploid number (9 in the fwmer

caae, la in the lattor). Hiese regularly disjmn in the first division, passing

two and one to o^wsite poles, quite like the w-trivalent of Metapodius

(p, 876). Sinoe-thare is iw cmrelation between the position of different tri-

vadetos with tCBpest to the pdes, various combinations are thus produced by

tin hetemtypic diviricm; e. g,, in Comma x8+ 9, 17+ 10, etc., up to 14 + ly,

11^ in DtOimt 24 Hh la, 83 -j- *3, etc, to 18 4" r8. A remarkable demon-

Mxntiao is here offered of the free or random assortment of dmanosomes;

and the same is oquaBy true of the poUen-formatkm in the triplokl and

tofaqdoid Daturashs recently described by the same observers.^

A huge and gtoi^rg body of evidence of the same general type is derived

Acnb mntants vh^ diow one or more supemutmnary cluomoscHnes as

ton^ptyNsd wi& thtf parart fcmns. Among the most widdy known of these

eaam me the stKiified ‘*laio-*ypei,** so caBed from De Vries's i5-(hroaM>-

totoe imdaak lota, known to have arisen £ram a i4-HduomosaBie

lei^ h# nmirrffsjuactHm Sudi forms, of which a oona^urable

i^her ate nxm |»own,* a» of oonrse cytcdo^cBlly tmbalanced (like the

hybrids) and in metosis 4iow a oom^Moding
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sftjntanietty of chromosomeKlistributiim. Though the phenoiscuiiEi are etOl

mcxnnpioteiy kaown {ouing to difficulties that may here be

the work of Gates and Thomas (’14) and others seems to leave no doubt
that the s^regation tends towards an 8-I-7 distribution, though it may be

94*6 (perhaps other numbers). Self-fertilization of such i^-chromosome
forms should therefore give inconstant offspring, with three main classes

having 14, 15, or 16 chromosomes; and this is borne out by the facts.

The striking genetic instability of these mutants was emphasized by De-
Vries and confirmed by all later observers; and this has been shown by
several observers to be correlated with differences of chromosome-numbo'
in the offspring. When self-fertilized the lota-form (derived from lamarck-

iono) produces not only many kUa offspring (8 -f- 7 chromosomes) but also a
large proportion of lamarckiana (7 -|- 7 chromosomes) and smaller numbers of

other mutants of several types.* It is evident that the lamarckiana forms

result from the union of two 7-chromosome gametes, the lata from the

union of 7- and 8-chromosome gametes. The fact that self-fertilized

Iotas produce many lamarckianas seems clearly to indicate that the lota-

form is produced directly by the new equilibrium induced by presence of

the odd or extra chromosome, i. e., by the trisomic condition of this chro-

mosome in conjunction with the disomic condition of the others; since the

lata characters disappear on restoration of the normal number.

Since any chromosome-pair (presumably) might undergo non-disjunction

we should expect to find 15-chromosome forms of several different genetic

types, and such is actually the case. Lutz found 7 such types in addition to

typical lata. A remarkable example of the same thing is offered by mutants

of the Jbason weed (Datttra stramonium) in which the normal diploid number

of chromosomes is 24. Blakeslee (’20) has foimd twelve distinct as-chromo-

some mutants of this species which produce pollen-grains having either 12

or 13 chromosomes. It seems almost certain that each of the twelve mu-

tations has been associated with the triplication of a different chromosome

(presumably due to non-disjunction) and that a way may here be opened

for the identification of the particular chromosomes concerned in each case.

The foregoing facts indicate that disturbances of the normal equilibrium

by changes in the number of the chromosomes may be per se a cause of mu-

tation; and further, that whenever such changes produce an odd number

one may look for genetic instability in the offspring.

4, Vie Genetic Phraomena in Chromoaome-Hnkage and Non-dfajoaetlMi

A crucial dmnonstration of the determinative action ai the daomoaomes

is i^ven by the heredity of sex and of sex-linked X-b(»ne chambers of

>Sm MOfldKlIr (’15), Gates (’oS, ’15), Oates and Thomas <’t4)> CrTL



AND THE CHROMOSOMES

JJmttfMa IB (Bses <A Bon-4isjuQctioa And iTCX-^inkage. Bodi these cases

c^ler definite escq>tk>B8 to the so-called “oriKs^ross” type of sex-linked

heredity, in which the sons are like thdr mothers and the daughters like

their fathers. To recall this type of heredity, if a female homozygoaa

for a recessive sex-Hnked character,* such as white eye or yellow body-color,

be fortdused by a normal or “wild” male, XY, having the a>rresponding

dmninant, all the daughters (xX) will show the dominant color of the

father (red-eye or ydlow body) and all the sons (xY) the recessive color

the mother. This is because the single x-chromosome of the sons

is in fertilization derived from the mother (Fig. 443) while the daughters

(xX) re(»ive one X from each parent, the recessive one (x) being domi-

nated by the normal paternal (X). In the two exceptional cases under

consideration this rule is reversed—regularly in XX-linkage, in a cer-

tain small percentage in non-disjunction—the sons being like their

fathers and the daughters like their mothers. Both cases find a very

simple explanation in the behavior of the sex-chromosomes, as was

first made evident by Bridges’ brilliant studies on non-disjunction

(p. 877).

The subject may be most conveniently approached by considering the

somewhat ^pler phenomena in XX-Unkage (p. 880) more recently dis-

covered by L. V. Morgan (’22) in a certain strain of Drosophila showing the

recessive sex-linked character yellow body-color. This strain shows a,con-

stant and complete reversal of the expected criss-cross heredity, homozygous

ydkm females (xx) mated to ncmnal gray males (XY) giving regularly

yeSow daughters and gray sons. Cytological examination proved that the

d^jioid chrmoosome group of every female shows, in place of a normal pair

cf separate rod-shaped x-chromosomes, a single v. Most females show also

a Aiqiemumeniry Y-chrcaitoscnDe (recognizable by its non-terminal attach-

ment), as in Fig. 4x5, and a very few show one normal X in addition to the

y. AB thu at once becmnes dear under the assumption that the v

represents two rorl-shaped x’s, attached at one end, which do not dis-

jofo hr the reductkm-divisioa. For, evidmtly, in the usual case the

iQCjosis of such ydlow females [v (>-xx) Y] produces mature ^gs

having eather v (xx^ or Y; and when fertilized by the sperm of a normal

% healing tlMdoimnant gray bo^jM»l(», the result should be as ac-

(^teerved: ;

u

i;ggv|4Sjt4 -4-sperm Y - v,(«xx) Y, (yeOow 9 )

Ifeg# -fqiermX- XY (normal, gray <#•).

'
‘ idff

/'
'i

^ la itoqieiu s dcDOtH tte Ma-ihraoMianB bouSw a leccMive «Bd X Uiat bvKlQK
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Tbm should be two additional dasses, namely:

(3) Egg V (=xx) + sperm X = v (= xx) X (txisomic gray 9).

(4) Egg Y + sperm Y = YY ?

Of these, class 3 is of low viability and rarely survives; but its mdsthnce is

proved by the occasional presence of one free x besides the v. Class 4 ap-

pears to be completely non-viable, as Bridges showed to be the case in non-

disjunction.

The demonstration here is complete that it is not the sperm or as a
whole that determines sex but the X-chromosome. The Y-class of sperm,

normally “male-producing,” becomes female-producing if it fertilizes an

A

ng. 44S.—Supternumenuy chromosomes due to noa-disjunction in DrosopkiUi meUaugasler

(Bkidges).

A, B, normal diploid groupB (spermatogonia) of if composition XV; C, D, normal diploid groups

of 9 , composition .YX; £, female diploid groups of the composition XXV; F, female diploid group

of the corapostion XXXY.

^ which contains two X’s. Conversely, the X-class of sperm, normally

“female-producing," becomes male-producing if it enters an egg of the Y-

rlawi Sex, therefore, is not predetermined in the gametes as such, but is deter-

mined by the chromosome-combination established at the time of karyogamy.

Precisely the same demonstration is offered by the facts in non-

disjunction. Bridges discovered a certain definite strain which regu-

larly throws about 4% of exceptions to criss-cross heredity; and he dem-

onstrated that these exceptions are due to a non-disjunction ai the two

X-chromosomes of the female that is itself due to the presence df a supre-

numeraiy Y-chromosome in the diploid groups (Fig. 443)* ^ female hom-

ozygoiffi for a sex-linked recessive character (c. g., white-eye or vermilkm-

eyt) has therefore the constitution xxY (p. 946}; and in maosls ^ould



fiioiliief! iwft types of xnatme eggs, acooniing to vaiykig growings of die

'j^ilidksoiiapoDOits and to vaiymg pc»iti(»is on the spindle, as fo^wa:

iMotyte ^ «
£gg z xY u y

fX these dieses, the fizst two, x and xY, are produced by a normal (hsjunc-

tam of the xz-pair, az«l should give normal criss-cross heredity, thus:

(x) £gg z 4- spenn X » zX red-eye 9

{a) hSgg z + sperm Y « xY white-eye cf

(3) Egg ZY 4- spenn X “ xXY red-eye 9

(4) hJgg xY 4- ^Jetm Y » xYY white-eye c?

The egg-classes xz and Y, on the otha hand, result from a non-disjunction

of the xx-pak; and' it is these, evidently, that give the exceptional non-criss-

CKSB cases, thus;

. (5) XX 4- spenn X = xxX tiisomic red-eye 9 (missing)

(<l) Egg XX 4* <gJenn Y == xxY white-eye 9

(?) %S Y 4* ^«nn X » XY red-eye d*

(iO Egg Y spmn Y = YY ? (missing)

The two missing (|asses are probaUy non-viable. The sixth and seventh

Aotr adute-qred da«|^ters and red-eyed sons, or non criss-cross heredity.

Here i^ain it is dhur Uiat the Y-beatii^ sperm, nonnally male-producing,

becomes femak'produdng if it enter an egg containing two X-chromosomes

(asm caM 6) and in like manner that the x-bearing sperm, normdly female-

piodudi^, becomes male-p»oducing if it enter an egg containing no

»dmHaoBome (esse 7). The result therefore depends m the chromosome-

etmAmatimt ImweviU' it be established, since the remainder of the ceU-sys-

Icaa, j^ §ar as out be detremuied, is the same in both cases.

' y. Dofideacy. X>i9licatioB

tYe meWtiWi ftnaly two other omrelated types of mutation discovered by

whkh stxlk^y flhi^rate the ooitelation between toe genetic and

Iha^^tolqiiksdfto^omen^ In ndtoer case has toe lytokigical bads of toe

|ki|ainaei>a heen a|ffidentiy worked out; but cytdog^ coodiGbos of siffii-

Iftlii ime waB4|to«m is other cases 93s).

; ilhMidndsfr tof foretk phenomena (Bribes *x7>
’

19) diow a fadure to

tnuMoic a csrtahtjgroig} of genes or characters pefnta to toe inacri-

yadon er aoaaplelh Ioh of a measurable sectimt df a thtoimMKme. This

coaikikB jaaina^ if not afamys lethal, and in the case of ses4ihk«di <har>
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acteis {e. g., in the neighbadtood of the mutant “bar” in Drow^ilay, can

(mly be {ueserved through hettfozygous females, in which the letihal effect

is coimteracted by the presence of a seccmd, normal X-chroraosmne. Hie
reality of the interpretation in this case is shown by the fact that no cresHi^

mer takes phee in the region of the deficiency and also by the fact that reoesh

sive characters (such as “forked”) whose loci lie opposite to the defidmit

region show themselves in heterozygous females. So far as its active com-

ponents are concerned, therefore, the chromosome concerned is shortmed

by the length of the deficient region. Though this has not actually been

seen in Drosophila the anrectness of the interpretation can hardly be ques-

tioned when we ccmsider such observations as those of Hance on the frag-

mentation of chromosomes by cross division (pp. 878, 879) and espedally the

conclusions of Robertson and of Carothers concerning the origin of heter-

omorphic bivalents (p. 933).

Duplication offers a condition that is the converse of deficiency and is

probably correlated with it. Bridges (’17) found, for example, that certain

individuals of Drosophila behaved genetically as though a piece of one X-
chromosome, normally lying near the middle of the chromosome, had become

detached (thus producing a deficiency) and then attached to one end of the

other X-chromosome, <luplicating the normal corresponding regimi near the

middle of that chromosome. In another case the facts seem to show that a

piece taken from the second chromosome has become interpolated in the

middle of the third chromosome.' In these cases the complementary charac-

ter of deficiency and duplication is clearly seen, and is closely analogous to

the relation between supernumerary and missing whole chrconosomes due

to non-disjunction (p. 873). It is also cleeu: that duplication is only a form

of chromosome-link^e 879), though one of the linked components is only

part kA a chromosome. Both deficiency and duplication illustrate remarkably

the practical value of the chromosome-interpretation in the analysis df ge-

netic phenomena which under any other interpretation seem unintelligible.

TIT. RECOMBINATION PHENOMENA. CROSSING-OVER AND THE
CHIASMATYPE THEORY

Introduction

The recombinatkm of factors displayed in the c^Espring is of two types

which differ wk^y in their mechanism. In a mumdpopulatkm, hetaxu^goim

In respect to a certain numbe' of units, new combinations of these units are

ccfsthiui^ arising both by random assortment and by cros^ll^ whkh
tn^ng together chromosomes differing in respect to one w moie units.

> Reported in Motgen (’10)1.
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SttttoQ ]ib4 ^ oiify. recombioatkms of tiiis type, may be

esfled ickramomuai; but we now see that the results dius produixd are no

flaore than reoombiiiatjcm of Imkagt-groups, Of widely diff^nt type ate

lecombuiattcms windt ibvolve a partial dissolution and re-fonnation of the

iinkageigrou{» themselves—« process now believed to take place during the

ride-by’-aide associaticm oi homolc^us chramosomes or synaptic mates dur-

mg their csoDjUgation in meiosis. Hiis may be called ckro«KHHmc in contia-

distmction to tlm chncnnosomal type (rf reccanbination. Its recognition has

laigriy been due to the work of Morgan and his co-workers, by whom this

form of recombinatioai has been called “crossing-over but Correns, De-

Vries and Stiaribiuger had earlier offoed a general interpretation of some-

iriut rirailar nature.

It is essential to keep clearly in mind the fact that recombinations ci

the second type take place only bdwem homdogous linkage groups or, in

cytdogical terms, between homologous chromosomes or synaptic mates;

and from the standpoint of the chromcsoroe-theory this can only mean that

it invdves an exchangfi of material between these chromosomes. If, for instance,

AB be two dominant sex-linked units derived from one parent and <d> the

conespmiding recessive units from the other parent, the hybrid offspring

wQl have the compoaitkm ABab. The gametes of these hybrids (as proved

by the characters of the grandchildren) are for the most part the same as

those of their parents, i. e.,AB and ab; but along with these may appear also

acertainnumberof the new combinations A£ and aB. The original linkage-

groupis AB and ab most therefore in some cases have been split apart and re-

oomlKUied by an exritange of corresponding factors. The phenomenon be-

Covnes mme utrilring vrhen a larger number of units is concerned. When,

for instantvi, one parent contributes the linkage-group ABCD, and the other

the aUelomorphic group abed, the diploid group of the hybrid offspring

A
wIB be When inbred these hybrids produce (^spring which may

show Qot only riiis oombination, but also in a certain percentage of cases

«tc Here it is pl^ that new groups of unit-factors
AScif oBCd, ABctf

^

have been fottned .eq^valent to the original ones but differing ftmn them

io the mf^Bcement of certain units by canespoa^ag ones derived from the

aBbtoraorpliic gtot^. • Sudi a remit, obviously, must be due to some definite

md oRh^ process ^ give and take betwem the linkage-groups (chro-

awsooMs), hi k guid pro qm a always mid«:ed. Evidently this

pmqm leaves the craginal umt-pats unchai^^ so that, ctmsidaed iiidi-

wiS con/tigate and dish^m acooiKiaace with Men*

liilb &eit and ikespedwe ai rite bdbavior of other uidts.
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lluit the exchanges are actually of this type is fully established by genetic

evidence, e^>edally in the case of DrosophUa, but their cytt^ogical mechan-

ism is not yet certainly known. DeVries (’03) clearly indicated that the

exchange of units probably takes place between homologous maternal and

paternal chromosomes or spireme-threads when lying side by side in synapsis.

Sudi an hypothesis, evidently, involves the four following assumptions or

postulates (Figs. 447-450).

(1) The synaptic mates (homologous spireme-threads or chromosomes)

must lie side-by-side, in parasynaptic association.

(2) The unit-factors must lie in serial order in the threads.

(3) Homologous or allelomorphic units, maternal and paternal respec-

tively, must lie opposite one another; consequently,

(4) In both synaptic mates the individual units must lie in the same

serial order and at corresponding distances.

The second of these assumptions is identical with that which formed

the basis of Roux’s general interpretation of mitosis (1883). The third

was first advocated by Correns

(’02) in his attempt to explain

the recombination-phenomena gen-

erally. Assuming the allelomor-

phic units (“Anlagen”) to lie in

pairs and in serial alignment, as

in the diagram (Fig. 446), crossing

over then becomes readily ex-

plicable by the assumption that

one or more of the unit-pairs may

rotate on the longitudinal axis so

as to reverse their original posi-

tion. Through such a process,

evidently, any recombination of

maternal and paternal umts might

arise.

n* iBple co^nKtion falJs in

line wirii cytological observations

which diow parasynapsis is often followed by so close a union of the syn-

as a single thread (p. 569). Correns

chromosomes as such (and hence

the linkage-groups) and also failed to recognixe the necessity

a constant serial order of units in the threads, without which

many of the most important of the data as now known are inexpUcahle.

DeVries, on the other band, cleariy recognixed aU of the essoo^Ual portidatws

aptic mates that they appear externally

to take account of the

44S.—Correns’ diagram of crosslos-over tiy

3
•S



BEKEDITV AMD THE CHEO&KJSOlffiS

iniOHiat a^cn^rtiitg to evpfato the predae medbaiusnu la own woi^i *

"iSbartfy^ bdonk their eepandcHi the chronHjeomet Be togetiur in pats,

aimaiya one to the paternal pronudeus («. e., of patmtal tnigin) nnited with

the oocteqmiKitog thread of the matemtd pronudeus. . . . We condd^
that the s&uctuie d the nudear threads is such that it not only makes
posstole, but regulates and dominates the rdations of the two pronudeL . . .

We assiune Uiat the individual units to the stretched threads lie in the

same nusMxical order; then, when the threads are dosely appressed length-

wise, to pairs, we can imagine that all the like units of the two pronudei Be

I
tfaploid Group Diploid Group

(

Gamete Homozij^^e (9)

2>X 1 m M H II EM Eli

ChrOmowmes Chromosomefairs

aig, MT.—Diactau of aacU aBgaiaeat of imit-facton or gooes in the ciuomoeomes of the haploid

sad fipUd Sloops.

oflpodte cadi other. ... If the two like units lie opposite each other at any

ftoeninomait, we may^ssume a simple exchanged them.”* (Figs, 447, 448.)

tibtljbntion of exchanges along the thread DeVries considered to

be a waiiter df chan^ so that “all kinds of new combinadons of paternal

aadmateniai mdts day occur to the two pronudd, and when these separate

sAlltefMmadan of |he sexual odls each of then will harbor to part pater-

iu^ to peart matBtn4 units. These cxnnbtoadons must be governed by the

tow* of probehiBly^ |U>d toEun these cakuladons may be derived which lead

to iie e^phnatton of tbs rdatimis of a^ty between the children ahd

perente, tlUE grandtbadren and thdr grandparents.”

fg hammi ^'^^Svery mdt can be exduu^ised only for a Bke tme-^

IhMil ffawW fclH****"" f "* **** eAiM—. ttomw«S»i»Sw»«»w*toaMy

Wto|b,4toMa|mIM?itoeui^ n» ward "ptaiiMdiBi’* to egriswtB » haplofd an.

dawwawneaiwuw thM «• mtoiW toamV iipiap
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BHiaits lor one wbidi, m the other prfsaocletts, represcatts the saxne

hoedlitaiy character. . . . For the children must inherit all specific char*

actm &cnB their parents, and they must also transmit all of thmn to their

own pn^^y. The exdiange must hence be accompli^ed in such a 'way

that every prcmudeus (i. e., haploid group) retmns the entire series of

units di dl the specific characters, and this result can evidently be obtained

only vfhett the interchange is limited to like units.” * DeVries, like Weia-

mann, considered the “essential purpose” of sexual reproduction to be the

increase d variability and the power of individual adaptation; and this

may be effected, in his view, by the exchange of individuid units “ and thus

cause the creation of those countless combinations of characters of which

nature is in need in order to make species as plastic as possible and to liable

Diploid Group Diploid Group

Complete Helerosy^ote {5) f^rtiai Hetermyf^e (9)

IS. J.I JSM ws JL II mil mz
f]g, 44g,—Diagram of serial alignment of nnit-poirs (aUdomorphs) in the chromosomes ci s

heterc»ygvus form with four pairs of chromosomes, incduding XX.

them to adapt themselves in the highest degree to their ever changing cn-

vironmmit.” Here, DeVries, in telmlogical language, seeks to bring his

recombination-theory into relation with the theory of natural sdection,

adaptation and evolution.

A little later Strarfjurger emphasized especially the importance td the

tyipniug out (rf the nudcar substance into spueme-tbreads as a jnocess

vriiidt not alone al4[ns the nuclear units in linear smes in the spirane'

for meristk division but also adjusts them for orderly erdum^

during the association <rf maternal and paternal elmnents in ^ma|»is.*

“I rimt these units (pangens) succeed one another in fixed wder

in the aepiate chromoswnes and that they there divide by the iHoducta

l^to the longitudinal halves of the doomoBomes." * Wh^ ho-
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aotofOUB natemsl and paternal threads place thensdves side-by-side in

ayjufi^ th^ andeiigo the same degree id dongatioii. '‘As a result of

espial dcHoi^tioB <d the two m«nbers a pair of hcnnotogous ids (units) take

up corresponding portions in them; tl^ lie t^podte one another. . . .

Tte juxtaposition of homologous ids thus brou^t about is adapted to faci-

litate the interacticm and thus seems to me to offer an especially desirable

bams for an inmgh^ the processes that are here theoretically to be ex-

pected.” ^ The* principal advance beyond these earlier results was the

discovery, due to Morgan and his o^borators,* that the exchange of

alldomcuphic units rardy if ever affects a single pair alone, but groups of

factors,
—^whole pieces, as it were, of the original linkage-groups—^in which

the units retain their serial order. Hie only explanation thus far offered of

this fact is that provided by the cktasmatype theory of Janssens and
Morgan, which now briefly be considered.

The Cktasmatype Theory. The basis for a more adequate cytological

intmpretation of crossing-over was first provided by Janssens’ theory of the

cktasmatype (’09) as elaborated by Morgan and his co-workers. Unfor-

tunatdy this ingenious theory, though it may be correct in principle, still

rests upon an inadequate cytological basis; it was, indeed, founded orig-

inally iqxm what now seems to have been a misinterpretation <rf certain

c}rtdogi^ appearances.*

In its simplest form the chiamuat3pe-theory assumes that crossing-over

results from three events: (i) a spiral twisting about each other of the synap-

tic mates, l}riDg side-by-side, during the strepsinema stage (Fig. 273);

(i) a fusion (cfaiasma) of the two threads at certain points where they cross

each other as a result of the twisting; (3) a subsequent .r/rutfA/Jongitudinal

setting apart of the threads at these points. The result of such a process,

evidently (as will appear from the diagrams, Figs. 449, 450), would be an

qtdiange of corre^nding pieces or r^cms, longer or shorter according

to the character of the torsi<m and the distance between the points of fusion,

f^bviocely such a process would leave unimpaired the integrity of the threads

aa muh, ihice the loss of any particular region is simultaneously made good

by the mibmitation of an homdogous region. Janssens (^ered only a very

fgtaetai statenumt d the genetic bearings of his thecvy whith were later

wnticed oat hi a mdst retnaikable manner by the investigators of Droso-

AJkOi.
jBWWpoaaw

lanagena' condudcms were based whoUy on cytdogkal studies, originally

(*0p) m the bbwknt thromosonus d Amphibia and later (’19) on those

^awUwiniii StrntmnnU IfoBer mA BtU$m fix), Uocgw Cm), «to.

a. 960.
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of Orthoptera, which led him to indicate two types of cfaiaain$rfonnadon

as follows:

The 6xst or “two strand chiasma, ” will readily be understood from Jans-

sens’ diagrams, here r^oduced with ^ht modification (Figs. 451, 452).

The tetrad is here assumed to have arisen from two originally parallel

threads, each longitudinally split, and twisted or bent upon each other, so

as to form an X-shaped figure. Two of the four threads, or strands, were

assumed to fuse at the point of crossing to form an anastomosis or “chi-

asma,” followed by a straight split across this point, in such a manner as

to leave a piece from each side connected with one from the opposite side

Fi|, M9.—^Diasrun ot a, siogle heterozygous chromosome-paii shovriog various forms of crussing

over according to the cbiaamatype-theory.

I, the primary parasynaptic pairing, aJielomorphs indicated by letters; 2 and 3, single cross-

overs at different levels; 4, double and 5 triple cross-overs.

(Fig. 451, D-F). Such a process, evidently, would lead to an exchange

of equal and corre^nding r^ons of two of the four threads (chromatids),

so that two of the resulting threads would be “cross-overs” or recmnbina-

tions while two would be unmodified. This type was conadered by Janssens

as the most frequent, but he also recessed the possibility <rf a second

opo
,
the “four-strand chiasma,” in which all four of the thieatk might

undergo this process, so as to giAre ertss-overs in all four of the spamatida

(Figs. 4SI, A-C, 452).

The fbregoii^ two types were based on facts ol»erved in the luodeles

(Triioth Bairachoseps)] but the eristenoe of a third type was there indicated



9S^ msmm mD im oiiioiio^qiies

in Jmmaia* latxst pa|Mzs (19a, zg&X, baaedm a ^udy of tlw C^thoii*

tien» is gives aa iinportant place. ^ tl^ case it was assumed (be

diiasaiatype cxxnned in a t^md of tbe douMe or muldide riag'type as

deacrSbed m tbe wotioi t£ many studoits €i the OrdK^teia {SotUm, Gtao-

ala, McOm^ aod others), ei wfakh an aconiiit has earlim' beai given

^ 517). Here (as may more readily be uaderotood from the cBagrams,

fSg. am, than from a description} Uie pkne of cleavage is assumed, as be-

fore, to cot tangkodinally throuj^ the tetrad in a sb^ |dane; and owing

to dbe altematums cf successive rings in planes at i%fat angles to one an-

other {(^. p. 959), this deavage passes in every other ring through the equa-

tumal split, and in the alternate rings through the plane which separates

die synaptic mates. In this case, accordingly, the division is equational

A B C
t

s
a

i

%

a
7

S
9

fig, an,—Diastm cntnptrityt mitoiis, wn*P*i* ud croiaiic-over. The fifuiM aimibolice

g^tnoie-tfenwlicaataiaiqS Mrikhr snmnsed componentt which may lUitd for either chromomaei,
or Ifenddfaui uiits (aence, etc.) Theee compoocnU ere usumed to be qwUitativelr

<flSefent aad to be pbudid in definite seinl order.

A, ifaiple lontitorfinnl jfianon (mitods); B, dde-by-iide oonjusetion of homolagous pairs (pan-

UrMVMie) wUhoot cniasinil^over; C, the same with two cnwa^cra.

ia some regbns, reductkmal in others; and is ftdlowed b)' a second division

ol tibe mixed Were this result correct, two maturation-divisions,

would bejiieoessaiy to effect oanplete disjunction of all the S3map-

lic itttfes or aSdoonMw^
‘Hie ptindple mtlrohred m Janssens* ingenJous interpretations has been

on a gnu4 scale Mfxgui md his associates to the Hoid^ian

aniiyiis; * a»4 m iiesr Inu^ the chiasmatype-thecHy has proved itsdf a

pOweiM msttumerl of gdnetic reseamh. We can here only touch on one

W^ cl iChs htoit ftto^esting featum of the devdopmoit H has under-

most inportaiit, perhaps; relates to variatifms k the so-called

ffaha^l*’ bkw^ diff^erent units (I tite aaan A**Cton-

;* /’I'.'V
*

'I
^ *a«feNBe«»«t|i.psS.
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(or ditasma), obviously leads to a breakage (d Unkafe irithm tbe

linear ^ippoup (qfHreii»}. Accepting tbe dbiaunatype-thewy, it is d>vkKis

tbat tbe muaber <tf cross-overs between the two monbers cdl any pair ctf

associated cfaromosomes will dq>end on the nature of the twisting, itod the

I. The “toui'Strand” douma.; two double threads (ayn4>Uc mates), twisted about each oU»c

(4) ocane into contact, (use and q>Ut apart rtiaight through the {ushn-point (S), erring four emsfr’

over duDOMtids (iQ. r

II. The “two-itnnd” cross-over, (usloa and quitting apart oi only tsra of the four threads (I>,

JO, Sivins tiro crass-over ebromatids (JO-

QL Conesponffing fisotw, showing their origin and mode of divisfon 'without toraon or ddascoar

fooulion.

points at which fusions take place. It was pcanted out espedslly by Stun»>

vant (*13) that, otto: things equal, the chance duasma-fomu^ion be-

tween any two points in the thread woidd increase with the distance

wtdiC^ tluy are separated. The number of aross-ovets betwemi siM:h

pdnta may with certain qualifications,^ be used as 0 measmtjofUft^-

* CnMlaK «»w hsa been fund to be afiKtnd tor taaiietanue (Bfongh, ’ij), tm 0*ideia
notti^ •#. mC), and the actfon of X-njrs (Mavw tad SvenMB. *S3).
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^imett ktitma them; or, to state the matter differently, variatimis in the

Mtength of itokege between different units may be interpreted in tenna of

their rdative distances and positions in the linear s»ies of the ^ireme-

^hroMl The practical value of this is demmistrated by the fact that when
the distance (stroigth ci linkage) between any two units, A and B, is known,

and also that between B and a third Unit, C, the linkage between A and C
may be calcubted with considerable accuracy in advance of actual ob-

servatum. When, therefore, new units or mutations appear, their posi-

tion in the sories may readily be (fetermined by the study of its linkage

Division
" *

2na Division

Tig. Ma—Diagrains of double (Janssens).

s ]Mir of truptic mstes, eseb kmgitodinaUy split, and loosdy twisted; B, a two-strand cross-

St e«Cb point of fiontact, giviag b and c; C, correapondins fisues of {oar-strand cross-over.

vdtit other onhs of known position. By this ingenious method it has been

Icumd possiide, in case of Drosophila, to construct efiromosome-diagrams or

maps in which tiu^ serial alignment and relative distances of more than 150

unit-hurtorB have heoi determined.* These maps are in principle akin to

the stroctural (ffa|p;amB of the organic dmmist and fulfill a similar functimi.

Whether they aif to be taken literally at thmr face vdue is a question (ff

stmthod tito cA fact The important thing is that the ccmceptions

whidh thgr e«dw4y have made dear a vast numba of genetic plmnomena

odbcrwfse and the geoe^ working method which they provide

kpe|M«y|idm$miiirto tespect to slm[dldty, effickney and wi^
'•i * vf^ BouMtf, Iw Mwwo. Stnrtevaat, MSlier.

awtlhfiiwl^faw^efarootttiiwsiii^wvplottid.
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nets oi lange. UnfortuQatdy the s&tae cannot yet be said oi its cytolog^nl
basis; for the cytological facts at present seem more m accmdance with a
much simpler interpretation based on the observations of many investi^itnrs

of meiosis, including espedally the Schreiners (’o6) and many 'students of

meiods in the insects.^

These observations prove conclusively that the apparent crosang-over

of two of the four threads in such cases as Figs. 451, 45a involves in itself

no chiasma and secondary splitting, but results simply from the separatmn

(rf the four-strand thread or rod, from one end along one plane, and from the

other end along the other plane, as has earlier been explained (Figs. 254,

Vlg. tBS.—DUgram erf Janssens' interpretation of the compound rings of Orthopten (after

Janssens).

A, the ring-series in perspective, synaptic mates in black and white; B, its first division, the

scooimI following in the plom of th^ paper; C, the four chisses of mixed spennatids resulting from

such a divisioo.

257). In later stages such figures do not break apart at the j>oint of crosshig;

on the contrary the four threads draw apart and separate without loss

their identity. A similar explanation applies to the various otha figures

of this type, induding the double crosses, the double rings, etc. (F^. 454)*

Robertson even goes so far as to suggest that the twisted appearance ti

the strqisinema so often described may in some cases be an illusion produced

by successive alternating r^ons of separation along the two respective

pla)r«^ deavage; but t^ almost cmrtainly goes too far. In any case itis

clear *>>««' the original basis on which Janssens founded his theory is still

itwMiffifftHntly based. So remarkably, nevmtheless, does the hypothec

fit tfae g^ietk facts that we are almcst compelled to accept the emtet^eas

‘ S<e Robwtjtm (’tS), Wenridi C16). Mohr W&oa »ai!l Mots» fwji.



assxmtv^ AixD im dotuBiosciiEs
^

ya^w^pfe |iivq|\^, aod to lui fa^abMaatlcm to mm pcoccas of

^ toi[aii»to>4^ttii:^at«aeiMtiierstafe<tf matonU^
Me aiie tod to look for ttos to the ^tu4>tic pertod of meiom both

gOEWtto and ’cytological xesulte. The expertooental researches ctf Ptonijj^

Cx7) on ttie effect of temperature oq cros^ng-over give strong ground to

oQitotode that the process doto to fact take pJace to the eari}' stages, near the

fitoe of mdbsis. As earlier to^cated (p. 555), a considoabie number of

(toaerven (Janssens tocluded) have described or figured the toptotoie-

thieads as twisttog tcgetbor during synapsis to form the pachytene; and

fl|. 4|i.—tovtuu «a diigferiBS* (-X, B), cf theii relatioiu to double aoMai (C), end to double

Wi *a£ mMfie (fi) riqsi; P, mode o( divii^ of multiple ring.

the latter, oftoi af^xueotly undivided for a time, afterwards undergoes a

neadly straight imigitudtoal split. The evidence for the syn^tic twisttog

iSv however, still dabioos, while the assomptioD Aat the deft that produces

^l^Otene cuts straight through a S3mi^tic spiral in the manner de-

'IMihllllhid ^ Janssitos* theory is almost whdly unsuj^rted by weU-deter-

aihit^lMtotogiad |acto. The same may be said for^ later changes which

atrepatoema, nearly all observers having found that the qnral

ntotwtota (|uttog the later sta^ (diaktoeais, met^hase) without

dhiy toWifte {8XMa|of hidoa and secondaiy splitting.*

Tb Iton atolKr, gfl seems to point to toe conduaion that the mechanism

*1jmtli mswr Itoejhiirfiwor Jaamea^ new attended aMoair “La «M«iewO|d* daw Ja^
XXSaV), b taeatred too hto tor aaota Ifaea a nty bdef moitloa. In tidi

tai»itilaa«d|inalntalei gad eatoadi Ito eaiUer aeadaefeae. gaaiihielains parthdaiily

btoifimd aidto toa<da(^Stjpi|«ai toem aad hi aa aedtoe tittooee (WinD aad

^-Sf***
in tUwMiwl elm

tna ‘^honiwwodtoaiMma'’
bithMd to M at iMi

a iuipiitJMidcai apaMawt, aAaittiiiS tnati
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of must be sought in tbe padiytdw stage during die period

foSoudoK ajmspsis when the two synaptic mates are so dosely^ assodatod

as oftdl to give the appearance of a sinj$e, undivided thread. . The pos^
IdUty has earlier been indicated (p. 555) that the two conjugants may in.

fact fuse into <me without destroying the identity of the two linear aeries

of smaller units originally contained within them. The genetic evidence-^

above all the orderly exchange of groups of unit-factors between the Hnhage-

groups, and the phenomena of “interference”—leads almost irreristibly

to the conclusion that crossing-over must involve some process of toraon

and subsequent splitting apart of the two series. It does not sem too mu^
to hope that it may be found practicable to observe directly some such

process in the pachytene and early diplotene stages; but we must admit

tbat on its cytdogical side the problem still remains unsolved.^

TTie difficulties here encountered by the chiasmatype-theory have led to

certain attempts to explain crossing-over in a different way. ' Here bdong

the reduplication-theory of Bateson and Punnett (Bateson, '09) and the

hypothecs of variable force of Goldschmidt (’17); both of which are purely

theoretical constructions.^ Seiler * has discussed the possibility of a partial

explanation based on the phenomena of linkage, disjunction and recombinar

tion already refold to in the case of Lymantria monacha and Solenobia

pttuU (p. 883). In -the first of these cases four of the chromosome-pairs

became linked diiring the maturation-process, to form a compound element.

ABCD
In a hybrid heterozygous for such a group, e. g.,——-,the grouping mi^t

AbcD .

* take place in various ways, etc., thus giving corresponding recandn-
ABLd

nations in ike linkage group, similar to those produced by chiasmatypy. In

Solenobia pineti different races or strains differ in respect to the linkage,

which is absent in the 33-chromosome race, partial in the 31-iace and com-

plete in the 30-tace (p. 883), the random assortment of these pkirs varyii^

aocwdingly. In a mixed hybrid population of the three races would appear

cone^xmffing variations of the Unkage groups somewhat analogous to rimse

due to chiasmatypy. Goldschmidt (’33) has tried to cany this furthm in a

stucfy^ of LymatUfM dispar, showing that the 31 bivalents of this q)e<^aie

in the pnphases associated to form 9 or 10 linear a^^r^ates whidi petmri:

as such more or tess distinctly to the heterotypic division, when tief~

rads are aipdn separate. 3h^ the chromosomes in general are thcmsdhrto

linear the posribility is thus sugge^ed of reoomhinatioii*

plK-noiiMnn to varying modes in the assembling of tin chromoscHims of

* or. umsu (’»>-

* Umw ooiuW>tioas, We Motgao (’tg), { tf).

» Mw •«>d Ewwl, 'at.
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%lujdsl37£lmuagips«garti(mM£maU«r€»t^ ^ 4:109 ia too v«^
Wi lQ^>othetical to be of nstudi presosit valitt, tbotigh tbe temporary linear

aifgEt^^itkmof cfatomoatwoes in the heterotypic prophases ia & highly intesr-

.«th>9 Met <p. |66).

It is Or angular fact that in some cases "crossing'Over” takes place only

M the-homo^l^us or homogametic sex; e. g., in the females of Drosophila

(Mmgan) or in the males of Lepidopteia (Tanaka).' The explanation of

this ia not known; but a due may po^ibly be foimd in the different behavior

ofthesex-<hrcHnosomesintheauxocytesof thedigaineticsex(p. 758). Thus
ffiTj however, this fact goes no further than to show that sex, when once

Ostablidied, may react in a specific manner upon the chromosomes. The
question is made more puxzling by the fact that in some forms crossing>over

seems to take place in both sexes.^ Another interesting fact, discovered by
Nabours in Ap(4ettix is that crossing-over takes place as freely in partkeno-

gmetic heterozy^us females as in those resultii^ from fertilization. This

mustman that synapsis and a reduction division occur, and Nabours found

that aftor such segregation the F* puthenogenetic generation was homozy-

gous for the characters concerned. Unfortunately the C3rtological conditions

are not yet known, and it is even doubtful whether the offspring are haploid

or di^id. In either case the case offers no spedal difficulty. This is obvi-

ous if parthenogenesis be of the haploid type, since the egg has undergone

oomjdete mdods. If, as is mote likely, it be diploid, the roost probable con-

jecture is that after complete reduction a secondary doubling takes place,

by an additional equation-divisum, or by a rermion of the second polar

nuc^us with the egg-nudaus such as has been observed in the partheno- *

gmem of sevml other forms (pp. 477, 962).

Leaving these particular cases it may be said finally that for the present

the duasmatype-^theoiy can hardly be regarded as more than a working

BiMhod, one t^t is in the highest d^ee fruitful if it be not indispensable,

but luverthdess on its cytological side insecurely based. Apart from all

qjlKiStioiDS M the j^articular mechanism of “crossing-over” the evidence is

irmsistRile that somehow during tlm process of meiosis orderly exdianges

iff malerial between the symqitic mates take place. The facts indicate,

farther, that this|noce8s occurs at only a single point in the life-cycle, the

hitqgt&y <ff the dlromosianes being sbtictly preserved at other times. To
extent ^jhis process may go the post-synaptic chromosomes are

pmlsd^the inne Individuals as before. Once mote, tlwiefore, we may
dte Bound's i of the oonjugatkiin of chramosaimes to the conju'

‘•ttceaWH

liaae (Ntbmin, 't«):

MiAmMfe (Gn«gi7. 'st).
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gutfoa of ciliate Inftisoiia (p. 925), aad emphasize the conchiidini that the

cfannoosonie is not an absolutely undianging structure. It is an assemblage
of smaller units or genes which vary in tactical formation not alone from
spedes to species but also more narrowly from individual to individutd

within the qjecies.

It is dear, finally, that as applied to the chromosomes considered as

wholes the old distinction between the “reduction-division” and the “equa-

tion-division ” breaks down in so far as the process of crossing-over takea

place. As applied to the smaller units aligned within the spireme-threads

the distinction retains its full force. In this respect om modem views on
the subject, different as they otherwise are, approach those of Weismann
(p. 502) ; but all this, in the writer’s view, serves to render the doctrine of

the individuality or genetic continuity of chromosomes more acceptable

rather than less.

IV. ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE

We here append certain additional data of importance for the chromo-

some-theory.

1. Evidence from Certain Reciprocal Crosses

An interesting demonstration of the determinative action of the chromo-

somes in development is afforded by certain cases of reciprocal crosses, in

which the result differs according to which parental form is taken as the

male or ‘the female. The best known of these are the crosses between differ-

ent species (and even genera) of sea-urchins already considered (p. 842).^

The pluteus larvae of Sphcerechinus gramdaris and Paracentrotus {Sirongy-

locerUrotus) lividus differ markedly both in form and in the structure of

the skeleton (Fig. 456). The hybrid from Spk. 9 x Par. cf develops into a

normal pluteus, somewhat variable in type, but showing distinctly the in-

fluence of both parents (456, C), The reverse cross. Par. 9 X Sph. cf ,
is

often more or less abnormal, but is always distinctly matriclinous in t3q>e

and often purely matenud in appearance. An ezphuiation of these faults,

noticed mmre or less definitely by wlicr observers (Vernon, Fischel, Doii-

caster, Herbst, etc.) was found by Baltzer (’09, ’10) in the different behavior

of the dbumosomes m the two cases, whidi has been described at p. 843.

In the first cross all the chromosomes from both parents take part equi^ in

the devdr^nnent; hence the approxiinately equal effect of both parents on

' la fwiffcWhij thew it b neoeaaaijr to beuin mind the feet that the doinkuace of petenul or

metomal diancten in eBa-urcMn-Iarv* varies condderabiy vdth extenud oonditieiiSt inchKaDC

seasonal doe to lelative maturity of eggs and nperms (Vernon,^
tiwe Cboncattet,W Vemmi, ’05, Beebst, ’06, ’o7,et<:.,Tennt«t. *10) onacentmtink efdm nenwaaw
(Vem<»)orkiittitlativealkaliBity,wydi8Miyitadfbedependent«n8M»nandteaiipe(«tttre^!eB-

nant ami apparently to tome extent abo inrbviduBi diffeemoes aitwnK the imentdkidMmdi.
SikA asttroM irf «nor an not, however, here In question.



' mmMt Mm the dmomdsoim
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^ f i»

*

&<il»aeeendci»^allb«t3<Hr4<rftliepateniid'0^ilK«^

dmtt&oao^Bcs sat eUmioi^ 4ui^ the first two deftwftges (Fig.

4|^^^'tifiiE3e the Mt oociqilemeat oi xoatemal duumosomes (xfi) E preserved.

4Plip-'T|e dmaanmes In icctpmsl ckmks cf tn-nrefalB* (BAtnn).

Jt^(MAwms>otStlm*eimm,4ia<AtomKant S,^itiaidsmtpbtmhytiadS^tmtMMu Q
Xi^wnn«^>»«f.a»qw»«»*«’>w (»o+ iSliC.cattteKndiiig croup tnimtbeicireiieaoiBM^
cicliisW^ Ai (SuWBMWBW (iS 4* 4: dMiSd tmoti^ fonn a Uiinli^ of u dmlUr Iqrbdd,

KiHiWf fX g|»WW*f(w d*.M dnwpowww («t 4- 6) } Jt. f, wuqjluaoctoMnwomw of Oie fttit

ciiiWllMtt«mtWtiow|iiM^jSdi^°i>wKuaei lioak-duipeddmnoMi»e*iclHti<<

i>rBMIitteet?Wni»u^^ s, anuphunuad cwttr l«to|rfaiiita( Ow<MuijPunKrWiWurffX 5p*Mr.
SphmmUim

4K tf, tUteted chmnweii

^^^ ^ the hiivsil nadei whk^ as hi to

liatoiiiaSjr to thS' iiecqtid troM.^

'

^
^ he diawvtds s0M«*}iit stator CUM In tto««• fWtoMidW
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T%at tlte dkoinated chromosomes axe derived firom the iperm>itudeus

is proved by the foUowiitg facts: (i) One pair of e^wdahy long <hr<»ii<»omM

dharacteristic of Spharechinus always appear when this form is t^en as the

9 ,
but never in the reverse case; while in the latter two long hook-shaped

dmanos(nnes characteristic of ParacetUrotus are always present, (z) In

monoi^Knnic hybrid eggs the total number of normal daughter-chrmno-

somes, counted in anaphase of the first (bipolar) cleavage is 42-44 (18 plus

(3 or 4) X 2). In dispermic eggs the same cross the number, counted in

anaphases of the tetraster, is 52 or 53. The difference, which Baltzer

reckons at 8, must be ascribed to the second sperm-nucleus (18 plus 8) X 2

52; hence each sperm-nucleus of Spheerechinus contributes at most but 4
of its 20 chromosomes. (3) The elimination may be observed in enucleated

fragments of Paracenfrotus eggs fertilized by Spharechinus sperm, which

proves conclusively that it is due to a lack of adjustment between most oi

the Spharechinus chromosomes and the Paracmtrotus cytoplasm. In the

reverse cross all the Paracentrotus chromosomes are able to survive and per-

form their normal functions in the foreign cytoplasm.

Baltzer has studied a number of other reciprocal crosses among sea-

urchins, most of which give results similar in principle, though the period of

eiimmation varies considerably, in some cases taking place in the course of

the first two cleavages, in others not until the blastula stage. Up to

this time the blastulas appear quite normal and possess nuclei of nor-

mal size. They now undergo a period of temporary physiological dis-

turbance after recovery from which the nuclei are much reduced in

size and divide with a much smaller number of chromosomes. There

is here no definite proof of the source of the eliminated chromosomes,

but in view of the results already denmnstrated, it may be concluded

that in these cases, likewise, it is the paternal chromosomes that are cast

out

Taken as a whole these results afford fresh evidence of the qualitative

difference the chromosomes; for the fact that in several cases a nearly

constant number of chromosomes are eliminated strongly indicates that

these particular ones differ qualitatively from the others in thdr reaction

to the foreign protoplasm. Still more important is the weight added by

these facts to the omcluskm that the chromoscunes are a determinative

factor in the development at the larvae. The eliminated chromosomes,

evidently, must include those which are necessary to the developmsmt of the

distinctive paternal characters c£ the skeleton. Could these h3d)rids be

reared to setual maturity and reproduce thems^ves, the lost paternal char-

acters ^ould not reappear in the offering, owing to ccmiplete loss of the

chromosotoes. In this napect, as Baltzer points out, tl^
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lesemfaie the so-called ‘^fslse h)dnid8” df Miliardet, which ^bow

O^the diaxacter of <»ie patent, and bre^ tnie.^

%, The Cmahiiied ffiSectsM Pardienogesetic Acttratioa sad Crouing

Ranilts of the same type have been obtained by a preliminary activation

of the ess ^ parthenogenetic agent fcdlowed by its fertilization with

sperm, niis experiment was first performed by Loeb (’o6, ’07) and by

Tennent (Tennent and Hogue, ’06). Tennort treated the e^ of starfish

(Ashetias) by Delage’s CXli method and then fertilized them with their own
sperm. The results varied with the length of exposure to the partheno-

genetic agent. With a relatively short exposure normal union of the germ-

nuclei and deevage ensues. If fertilization be delayed to a later period,

various abncumalities appear in respect to the sperm-nucleus, the paternal

chromosomes entering the first mitosis insularly and often being in part

cast out. Simfiar (Experiments were later performed by Herbst (’06, ’07,

’09, ’12), Godlewdd (’11) and HSndera- (’14), all of whom fertilized the egg,

subsequent to chemical treatment, by the sperm of a different spedes.

Among themost interesting cd these cases is Baltzer’s cross of Sphcerechinus 9

X Pwacentrotus cf, the eggs of the former being first treated with one of the

fat^ adds 475) and th«i fertilized by the foreign sperm. Under normal

conditions, as stated above, this cross produces hybrids intermediate in

type between the two parental forms (Fig. 456, C), and no elimination of

chromosomes takes place. Under the conditions of the experiment hybrids

are produced, as shown by Herbst, that still show both parental characters,

but as a rule ^ow a definite matrodinous tendency both in shape and in the

structure oi the skeleton.

Such larvie (rften ^ow a mosaic-like mingling of the Spheerechinus and

ParacelUrtAus characters, certain areas being of intermediate type, others

puidy OF mainly maternal. Interesting examples of such mosaic types are

(rffered by krvse whidi show nutemal characters on one side and hybrid

chatacten on the other. A striking feature of these larve is the fact that

the rise of die nudei varies in these various areas, those of the maternal

anas teing m general mudt smaller than those ef mixed type—a condition

otmqpiaioudy dioim In the lateral mosaics (Figs. 456, F, 457, G). Cyto-

logjcld ekahiinatian (Hobst, ’09) yielded a partial explanation df these con-

(fitkms idmnjir in loiitdple to that found by Baltzer in the cross Paracen’

patia 9 X Spharec/dtius cf . Befoxe the sperm alters, the paithoiogeQetic

Mtiktes A nitolk; transfonnation cd die egg-nucleus, the latter thus

- ‘Rnihiiliilt l^lliW foil lii|r(»Stnif *» >n nrpliniitinii rf fiirti hirtriiTi in t*T rm~w
harMiiet Silt* nala end fanwlc oeB btve bm Mntnfissd, pHb^dntnai«d,by
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gaining a lead wbidi the sperm-nucleua is often unable to overcome—a fact

quite analogous to that determined by Tennent in the steuhsb, as menticmed

above. Hence, although the germ-nuclei conjugate as usual, the Paracm-
trotus chromosomes show a marked tendency to fall behind, lagging on the

spindle and undergoing many abnormalities of distribution; some of them

Fig. 4M.—Hybrid sea-urcbin larvae (Herbst).

A, normal pure-brod pluteus (partbenogcnetic) (d SpkancUnus grontdoris; B, normal pure-bted

pluteua of j’ararenlroliu {SinmgyliKentrottts) purpuratus; C, normal hybrid form 9 X Par.(f;

D, £, F, bybtida from the same cron after prdimiruuy treatment of eggs with butyric add; F.

showing size of nuclei from adjoining regioas; £, F, show predominantly maternal characters on one

side (skeleton) and hybrid characters on the otha. In F, a and b are respectively diploid andhaploid

nuclei from oomqionding regions of the right and left oral fields; c and d, nudd of the ciliated bdt

of the two aides.

pp.<« to one pole only, others fail to reach either pole, while in some cases

(Fig. 4S7, A, C) the whole paternal group passes to one pole (somewhat as

in Boveri’s “partial fertilization,” p. 458). While all tiie nud« thus re-

ceive the nmmal complement of Sphareckinus chromosmnes they ctften

receive only a defective set of ParacetUrotus (hrmnosomes, or even none.



^ the ciiR0iiQ$oME$

Wm* (ixvimiiyt lies « partiaA iOBfia/naJldon. of tiw mosaio^e pdlchworit of

mui faybzid.^jhaiacfseta shown by these larvae; of the vatiaticHsi m^ aiae ol their nuc^; tuid of larvae whidi show maternal ^^aracters chi

one shie^ hybdd on the other.

Fnrtho’ vwk aknig the same lines Heibst (’is) and by Snderer ('13)

dunred tfa^ another factor may be invdved in the results. Both observers

•T .S'*-! -t?

0^0

Wt^ Sers^wCMioiiRiait of tfgt of Spl^tdimu dim treated with valeriaBic add tad then fer-

tffiead with ipMiD «f FunmOnm CHutaar).

A, lateethphaaaiWMiqMiwi-BMiettsatc^tS.amilarstase.speiwiHiudcutatd'sCaiiaphaMwWi
tpwwMhniiiioMMMli P, tntphgse, wini ^MniKhiDihiotomei at (f ; £, kur ttase like laM,

apoaa-fawywMrites at tf; f, t-cdi stase (deavase atHsmaMd); idiowiiig fona tike C, tdtb woe

Wiatamat and «ne iwhrid ttweteOs; G, tatetai ntoiak'lam, hybrid (d{|>loid) on one dde, laatemal

0M(Md) OD the ether. Atdsht aad hit eniarged midd frea thetwoddea.

lottod fiabt alter tze^nent oi these egg* by certain parthenogenetic agents

(valeCiBidctMclii^ atmii^k, CO^, many ol t^m give rise to monasters wfaieh

may paai (n| or several mitotic cycles and may thmt be foUlised

Snca die ntmdxr id chromosomes is i^mbted

ll jphitk ^ r68> such eggs contain a ihptoid or jx^iddd aet ol
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roattt'Baj dasomosiMBes, the si^ of the niidei being thus hacietbed con^
spending^ at each step. fertilization by a spam sodi eggs i^eodVe

only a haploid group of paternal chromosomes, a l^e excess <d maternal

chromosomes being prmmit. Such eggs, having nudei of double the normal
size fcdlowing a monocentric mitosis, and fertilized by the sperm of Fara-

cenir^tm^ give rise to larvas with abnormally large nuclei and showkig a
matriclinous tendency even more marked than in the preceding case.*

Herbst at first attributed this likewise to a partial dimination ai the ^>erm>

chromosomes; and Hinderer’s observations on the same material indict^

that the chromosome-numbers in these crosses are in fact often somewhat
below the mqpected numba* 58 (Sph. ao -f- ao 4* ParacaOr. 18). How the

defidetvey is caused was not determined; but ffinderer showed that no
elimination takes place during deavage, and careful measurements of the

larval nudei leaves no doubt that a large excess of maternal chromosomes

is present.

The later studies of Landauer (’aa) on the same hybrids, first activated

by ammonia and then fertilized, confirm this, showing that no chromo-

somes are eliminated during cleavage, and also giving reason to condude that

the defidency of chromosome-number bdow the expected one is due to a

failure of certain chromosomes to divide during the monaster-formation or

to a reunion d their halves after division. Apart from this, however, the

condusiem was fully established by the studies of both Herbst and Boveri

{rf giant eggs presently to be considered (p. 972).

Godlewski’s e^riments (’ii) form the converse of Herbst’s, sea-urchin

eggs {Spherechinus) being first fertilized by the sperm of an annelid, Clue-

topkrus, and then treated with hypertonic sea-water. Neither of these

processes alone will lead to complete development; the first of them is fol-

lowed by the formation of a fertilization-membrane, by conjx^tlon (d

the gcsm-nucld, and by the appearance of a monaster which mver divides;

while the hypertonic sea-water by itself has no visible effect. When the

two processes are combined, complete devdr^iment may ensue, the prod-

uct being a typical Sphareckinus larvse of purdy maternal 'type. The

stU(^ of seedems proves that conjugation of the germ-nudei is followed

by an elimination of chrmnatin that takes place before the formatkm of

the nstral figure and causes a marked redxKtion in the dze of the nucleus.

The chromcffioines of the dividing ^gs are of the SphareeJmm type, in re-

flect both to shape and size differences. Their numba was not accurat^y

dntemined; but the nudei of the ^'hybrid" plutei are ccmspicimusly smaBer

than in tfy pure-lned fornu^ indicating that they are at Imst a{fflW>»imatdy
hiq^oid, Fiozn all this G^ewski condudes that before deavage

‘Qf. Bw«ri {**4, P- *»4)-
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{dikoe^ CMo^nts diaomoeraxies tat ^inuoated and degenerate, so that

tho IftTval niid^ ctHttain only maternal or Sphcereehiiws chramosomes.*

S. Hetarogmeoua Crosses

Ihe work of Go<Sewski introduces us to a third type of eaperimmit that

leads to tJie same general result. It has long been known that under normal

conditions crossing rarely takes place save between nearly related spedes;

though Giard (’po) succeeded in fertilizing the eggs of a sea-urchin, Psamme-
ckkuts, with the sperm of a starfish, Asterias. Loeb (’03, ’04) demonstrated

that sudi “heterogeneous crossdng” may be greatly facilitated by slightly

altering the chemical nature of the surroimding me^um, e. g., by rendering

the sea-water slightly alkaline,* or by altering its concentration. In his

first SKXXSsful attempt, sea-tmdun eggs( Paracentrotus) were fertilized by the

qjerm of a starfish (Askrias), the result being normal young plutei, of purely

maternal type, lowing no influence whatever of the foreign sperm. He
subeequeiltly showed that the e^s of sea-urchins could be fertilized by the

sperms of various starfish, of an ophiuran and even of a mollusk, Chlorosioma,

always with the same result; the larva were of purely maternal type. A
partial explanation of this was discovered by Kupelwieser (’06, ’09, ’12),

in sea-urdiin eggs (Pareckitms), fertilized by the sperm of the mollusk

itytUus or the annelid Adouinia, both of which crosses again give rise to

characterise sea-urchin plutei cd purely maternal type. In both these

cases the germ-nudei approach eacdi other in the egg, a typical sperm-aster

ami aznphiaster are formed, and the egg-nucleus divides as usual (Fig.

458}, biU the speitn-chromatin di^enerates. In the cross Parechinus 9 y
MytQus d* the sperm-nudeus fails to fuse with that of the egg, usually under-

goes no mitotic transformation, lags upon the ^indle, and usually passes

into one of the dac^hter-cells, where it degenerates. In the cross Parechinus

p X Adouima d* the nudei unite and may even fuse; but in the ensuing

pra|fltases the patenial nucleus fails to produce chromosomes and breaks up

into formless dumps which also finally degenerate. In both cases the

funetkmai chromosomes are of the sea-tuchin type and form a haploid group

ci nine, as in a parthaiogenetic vr merogonic larva. From all this it is

«fear that these eggs develop leUk only the niaiemol chromosomes, as if they were

parthenogemHe.

to this pohM all the facts are in harmony. Godlewski’s results (’06,

*9^ on. the hmetogeneous cross between the sea-urchin egg Pareehittm

* 8b% Godlewiikl fia<b thst «ii eKmlnatioci of the sperTn-ebromatin fatkes pUce alao

Ttliril ttam CSf-inihfrw ftT ftifffltiril Uietpemof tb« omIIimc OwoHtiM; biU ao^
lun* fiwi aftw Utetamt byigi>enoakie$'water.

bi'-tgos that tlw «gg» ei JOrnta/bei •ad fioMi an man nadily ierttBced if •

MhH anpatui added to tli* mter,
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and the ctint^ ^>erm (Antedon) seems t;p c^er a contradiction. In this

cross, too, the larve are purely of the sea-urchin type; neverthdess

Godkwski (whose results have -been confirmed by Baltzer), shows that

m ditninaiim of the patemel chromosomes takes place and that in all prc^-
bility the larvae devdqp with the full complement of both Parechinus and
Antedon duomosomes. This result was regarded by Godlewski as givii^

demonstrative evidence that the obplasm, as well as tltt chromosonies,

plays a definite rdie in determination; and this was espedally supported

Fig. asa^Heterogeneou! fertilisation (Kupelwigser).

A, conjugation of the gamete-nuda, sea-urchin (Sckmus) 9 X annelid (AArumitt) B, C, D,

aea-urd^ 9X pelecypod (UyUbts) d": £, F, C, sea-urchin {EcUnus) 9X ga^n^xx)

(Poldia cf).

by the further observation that supposedly enucleated egg-fragments of

Parechinus fertilised by Antedon spam likemse produu merogonic embryos

of maternal type.

We p(»sess in fact demonstrative evidence, derived from other sources,

which demonstrates the reality of such determinative action by the ot^lasm,

as will later be shown (p. 1063). Such a conclusion would in no way con-

tradict those sdready reached in respect to the spenn-chromostnnes. The

evitfence fWan the Parechinus-Antedon cross, is, however, inoondusive in

several mpeets. So far as the entire eggs ate ocmoetned, the case
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feme to{ siDoide Meod^an ^inoinaiKse, as almdy miggestdl la

T^BaBmeiifs TcaeafmmskS’-ff^l^j^moS crosses. A|[ain, it is possStle, as both

Boveii md Baltao* pointed out, that althous^ the Anteim dnomosomes
aae able to maintain themsdves in the PttncMms egg they are unable

to play aiqr effective part in the ^>ecial phenomena of differentiatkin

in the hneign pmtoplasm. As already indicated, Baltzer found in many
of ins immogmeous crosses that the cmbiyos pass through a pmod of

ph^sd^ogical disturbance (in tbe blastula stage) in the coarse of which

mai^ of them perish; and it is at this time in several of these cases (e. g.,

iaArbada $ x Faracenfrohts<f, or Parechintts 9 x ArbMia<J') that the elimi-

mdion cd patmnal chromatin takes place. Baltzer has observed at this time

a similar ihstuibanoe, and the accompanying high mortality, in the Pare-

dumus-AnMon cross and ascribes it to a lack of normal adjustment be-

tween the <gg*pmtoplasm and the paternal chromosomes at the time the

latter first become active, though it does not go so far in this case as to

produce elimination. The problems here involved will, however, appear

in a dearer after further consideration of the relative idles of nucleus

tg cytoplasm in deveh^ment (p. 117s).

a. Evidence from Hybrids Produced by Giant Eggs

The occasional occurrence in several groins of animals of giant (ggs of

doable the usual size has long been known.^ They are known to arise in

some cases by the fusion of two originally separate eggs into one, either

qmntaneously ot as a result of experimental conditions; * but it is probable

that th(^ may arise in other ways; e. g., by the failure of protoplaanic

deavage in the final odgonial division (SaJa), or by the formation of a mon-

a^ier accompanied by tbe doubling of the chromosome-number and the

atdjseqrtoat growth of the egg to twice its normal size (Boveri). Budi giant

eggs may oontaintwo separate nuclei or only one of double the normal rize.

Id dtli» case, it is evident that thqr are bivalent in respect to both nudear

Md cytoplasmic content. When fertilized, they often produce double

momdas of various types; but they may g^ve rise to single larvae, nonnally

lisnned, bat oftaride^ nonnal rize (Fig. 530) as was diown byZur Strassen

fathtt ease of Asiarit, and bter by Dilesch and Bierens de Haan in the sea-

itrcitii&. The lasf-named observm found, as vias to be expected, that

fertSiadl tdth thidr own qpexm, there e^ dhide with tri^oid mmbar <4

mu Alidtj*'1

„ JO tbe fntcMMdPMAw OCeuan-DutUen, *7$), fo tlie anoeBd OfiKye-

MBMSt Ir afltaSBeeiMMnier fa «M0Khfa> (ZbfeKk ’ae^ to sdtfas

seatoddiH tdedai; ’«) Md fa NiacAde 'Oi, 1J% *a0);wto
‘ ^peeUli,
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ekvimamies (in Spbeerechims 6o &i pboe at the usual 40), and tlte tmM
of the lesidtuig krvse ate correspondingly larger, as mu also found by
Herbst, Hinderer and Boveri.

Heibst (’14) and Boveri (’14) have shown, in<kpendaitly, that when
such f^ailt eggs ot Sfharecldnus are fotiUzed by the sperm of Pwracm^nhu
or Parechinus the residting larve are markedly matriclinous (as compared

with the same hybrids from eggs of normal size) and have demonstrated that

in this case, too, the result must be ascribed to the preponderance of mater-

nal chromosomes. Herbst’s condusion was based on a comparison of these

hybrids with those from eggs of normal size in which the nudai had been

doubled by a preceding monaster-formation. In the giant hybidd' the quan-

tity of maternal cytoplasm is double that in the latter, yet thdhaatidWtus

tendency is no greater. The result, therefore, cannot be ascrib^ tt? the

maternal cytoplasm but must be due in both cases, to the preponderance of

maternal chromosomes.

Boveri reached the same result by a stricter proof, comparing (i)

brids from entire Sphterechinus eggs ( x Paraemtrotus sperm) with (a), thoM

from isolated blastomeres of the a-cdl stage of the same eggs, and (3) those

from nudeated egg-fragments of thesame size fertilized by the same spenn.

All ot these gave substantially the same result A possible influence

the cytoplasm is thus eKluded; for were the maternal cytoplasm coo-

cemed the hybrids from whole eggs shotild be more matriclinous than those

from ^^-fragments of half size; and were the sperm-cytoplasm concerned

the larvae fnan jl^-blastomeres should be less matriclinous than those from

egg-fragments of the same size, since the latter have relatively twice au

mudi q>enn-cytoplasm au the former. Since, however, no such differences

ii{q}ear in the restdts the decisive factor must be the nudeus, i. the chro-

mosomes.

&. The Evidence from Merogonic Hybrids

Boveri (’89, ’96) ingeniously attempted to demonstrate the determinative

action 0! the nudeus by fertUiring enudeated egg-fragments o& one q>edes

(^pkartchitms granvlam) by the sperm of a different species {Parecfmm

micrabtberadat«s) having markedly different larval characters.* It mi^
be eipected that merogonic dwauf Phitd derived from such egg-feagments

would show only paternal characters (since the maternal dmn&osomes axt

noasiBig) ; and in point of fact Boveri obtained a few such larvae identkal in
‘

foritt and in the structure of the skdeton mth the pat^nai iPamMma) tppd-

459). Ihese lanvae had smaller nudei than those ot fhe nonnal

kids;4Uid tins vas taken by Boveri as a proof that the nocld «ere of haploid

ttkaw MMtndiiiu bdong to diSenat genen «ad «vw, Kogvdkig to llfWtamiD, to dOhnot
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oMMtitntiaD and dotved aoldjr frora the qiain; later observers ahowedi

howSveC) that this residt is uicoBdt;^ve.

In the first {dacn, even nonnal crosses (t. e., inon whole nudeated ^gs)
hetiveen these and other spe^s of sea-nrchins often produce larve which

show only the paternal characters,

or predominately these characters.^

This is no doubt a case of individual

dominance. Boveii himself, in a re-

<snt posthumous paper of great in-

terest (’18), has brought forward

still more weighty reasons to cpies-

turn the validity of his earlier con-

dusions. One of these is the fact

that it is not possible to make sure of

the absence of a nudeus by simple in-

^pection of the living egg-fragment;B for the <q}eration of shaking the eggs

to pieces often causes a breaking

down of the nudear wall, leaving the

nudear substance as an irregular

chimp of granules and fibrills that is

invisible in the living egg or egg-

fragment, though clearly seen in sec-

^ ^^B tions. This operation does not kill

^Bf ^B the nudeus; for if the egg or egg-

fragment be allowed to stand unfer-

tilized in sea^water the nudear dump
^B givesrise to a group of typicalchromo-

^B ^B somes near which appears an astral

radiation, as so often happens in ar-

w ^B tifidal parthenogenesis (p. 484). Bo-

veri foimd nearly demonstrative evi-

lly 4lt4—Noimd kna and dmrf wto- chromosomes, or some
n^limirfdWMMiRUai. (Bovdu). of them, mav take part in the devd-an^iuwidtheMMiRUa (Boi^ of them, may take part in the devd-

din«f#tteos a(Ui« bom an amdeated
wgdnwMMitt «( pmtM*, Ur-

wittn the siqqxisedly non-nu-

ittiad vitk ypem of JPmmiuu mUratmUfm- deated ttes or fowineats are subse*

quentiy fertilized. Thus, op repeating

mm. hts earlier eiqieriniatts with **omr

a
i
Wdayterf.*’' of SfkantMm, f^tilized with the ip«nn of

and isdated, they were found in many cam
S'.

^ ^ sl^Matr |;*M, 'fld), li««sait Cw. '«5?. VaiBOo (’00).
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to produce dwarf Flutei baviu^ all the characteristics Ol hybrids, beii^

intermediate form and structure and having nuciet of the typical d^oid
size. These facts indicate that the larvae in question mujd have arisen

from fragments in which the broken-down nucleus still was present anH

took part in the development.

Boveri demonstrated also that the development of merogonic larvse from
eiuicleated egg-fragments differs accordii^ to the species employed. When
such fragments are fertilized by sperm of the same species, perfect dwarf

Plutei may be produced, having nuclei of the correct haploid size (Boveri,

’89, ’02, ’©s) ;
and the same result was obtained with egg-fn^ments of Par-

echinus fertilized with Paracentrotus sperm (Boveri, '96). This cross, how-
ever, is not available for the purposes of the experiment owing to the dose

similarity of the larvae of the two species. The case is different with the

hybrids originally studied by Boveri (egg-fragments of Sphareckmm for-

tilized by sperm of Pareckinus). In this cross, as is demonstrated in Bo-

veri’s final work (’18) a really non-nucleated fragment (as judged by exact

study of the size of the nuclei) never produces a perfect dwarf Pluteus. Dwarf

larvs with nude! of the typical haploid size are indeed frequently produced,

but only in very rare cases do they develop beyond the beginning of gastni-

lation and at most never beyond the “prism” or initial pluteus stage- It

seems probable, therefore, that the few perfect dwarf hybrids obtained from

this cross in Boveri's earlier work were in reality derived from nucleated

fragments and, contained some chromosomes of maternal origin, though the

paternal characters dominated. To this day, therefore, the case remains

incondusive, so far as the sea-m-chins are concerned, and can only be de-

rided by renewed experiments.

As Boveri has indicated (’18, p. 461, ff.), the facts observed in the mero-

gonic hybrids of sea-urchins greatly weaken the force of Godlewsky’s con-

dusions. In his experiments the egg-fragments were likewise obtiuned by
shalting the eggs to pieces, and there is nothing to show whether they were

really non-nudeated or not; furthermore, none of the four cases observed

developed to a sufficiently late stage to show the influence of the sperm-

chromosomes. The question is here at once raised as to the respective parts

played by the nudeus and the cytoplasm in determination. To this subject

we shall return in the final chapter (p. 1106).

V. CONCX.USION. CHROMOSOMES AND DETERMINATION

In what can the chromosomes be considered as agents rif deteminaK

tion? By many writms they have been treated as the actual and even aa

the exdusive “bearers of heredity numerous ritations from the literiUiue

of the subject might be offered to show how vStm they hsim been treated
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of betKB^ aiid> devdoipnasiit;, to wlldi nfi

. Tho itea^ Otnaitete obbii^ of tl^ coaoefttiim, pevlu^M,

ifton^ao^Bed ki^ tfaeoiy-of U» as devdo{ted by WofaMo'nn; bat
l&oiiie Iona or aiiotber it has persisted aloK^ to the presesd day,^ MsJty

miters, vh& avoiding this p^cular usage, have referred to the ehroimo^

aames, or tfaeh: oompooeats as ^'detenainers" of oorte^adiag dharacters;

but ’^lis tma,- too, is beoaaiag obsc^te save as a eoavenieot descriptive

devke. The whrde tendmcy of inodna investigation has been towards

a and miHe rational omception which recogniaes the fact that the

egg is a xeactirnM^stm ^ 635) and that (to dte an earlier statemrat)

*‘thetilu^genuinalooii^ilex is ditecriy or indirectly invdved in the produc*

tkat of every character.** * Genetic reseaidi is constantly brining to light

new casea of the cooperation of sevoal or nuuy factors in die isroduction of

ehancten (f g., in diat <d sex, p. 815) ;
and it is possible that all tlw

dttonioaoines, or eves all of the units which they contain, may be concerned

in the fnoductian of every diaiacta’. Beyond this it is evident that every

character is produced during <levei<qnDent by an activity in which the cy-

toidasni, and what we call the “organism as a whole’* plays a most im*

poctaat part. When, for ezanqple, we speak c{ the X-chromosome as a

“tfetenmner **
<rf sex, we mean mdy that it is a differential factor or modifier

, ^ 635) the rdarive quantity <ff whidi in idation to the autosomal materid

817) oon^tions u particular reaction by the developing germ. The
value of die dir(nnosome>tlieory rrf heredity does not lie in our identification

of this or diat “dettnuiner” or “bearer of hoedity,” but in its practical

uiqimtauoe as a means of experunaital analysis. In this respect, in the

writer's opinkm, the themy Im dw same kind of value as the molecular

and atonric ocmstruotioas of physioo-diemical science; and the “mystical”

and “unadendfic** riiaiucter asaibed to it by some writers is purely
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GROWTH, CELL-DIVISION, AND DEVELOPM^JT

dienfoiei «e may st«te the conclueioB that ail the oella or their equivalents

in fu% devi^aped (Mfeaiyam have arisea by a proKreasive segmentatkm of the ^-cell
latomorphokiciral^yrimaar dementi; and that the which fonn the eariy hash of any
pnrtarmgaaof the embryo, however smaU their luanber, form the ezduaive souroe of all

the fonaed dements («. e., o^) of whidi the developed organ conants.” Rjucaz. ^

pc^t of dqrarture for every approadi to the problem of inheritance

Kuif devdopment is given by the faa that the germ is originally a ringle

oeQ, eqahndent in all of its essential features to any one of the tissue-cells

ol whkh tihe borfy is composed. Ihe development of this cell involves

four diacactetistic snies of operations, as follows: .

(i) Cdt-dktuion or Qeavage, a process in which, as was first clearly rec-

ognised by KdDiher and Remak, the egg imdergoes a series of rapkUy

anooeedu^mitotic divisions, thus qilitting up into blastcnneres or embryonic

odl$ii«a wMch, by further contiaued diviskm, are produced all the cells

of die xom individtial.

(s) Grewth and MorpfutUeais. By growth as here emplr^^ is meant

not meidy increase hr sire but also growth into a particular form. In this

latter respect growth merges ins^tsibly into inorphallaxiB (to use the

uwful tom of M<w]^} by which may conveniently be designated the

moulding of dm botfy into a paiticulaT form by a proces in which

nterie enhuggpent cdl-divisi<ai are not directly invedved. If, for in-

^mos, a Bydra or k PUmaria be cut into rather small pieces ear^ piece

itM^'jtonn he otmvened into a dwarf whrde by & process invedviog Ut^ or

no inorease in siae op- ceU-muItrpIicatkm. It is, in the phrase of Driesdi,

ig ^ a pimi or mot^d of a new little Bydra or worm were first {oi^MUed

and die ofai audeilrf poured into it.

(l) ijoadianMon^ or the appearance of the parts of the embryo, in a ty^u-

chl eeddf of opdce and time. Hus jnooess is often foreshadowed bcl^
tiea^naieliqi^ and fdten before it is lerdliaed, by dm appeaianoe in dw
JIK ofptilDealiaed aeeas or itrm-famint regms; but at a sulidendy early

fwdod emaa p#Kadiaad^ Lecahna^ indudes

die annet l|Ki obscure of devdopment

DIHHialjnl the actual tmiuf(»madon of the embryonic stroo

»Witontainwem,

I*® *
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kUMd, ceUs OF groups of cells, into the particular parts to rddtii

th(^ are destioed to give rise.

lliese four process^ are closely correlated but not necessarSy connected.

Localization and differentiation, for instance, take place in many Ptvtisitt

without cell-divirion, and to a certain extent may occur in eggs in wMch
deavage has been experimentally suppressed (p. 1083). Growth and nKM*-

I^iallaxis may likewise take place without ceU-divirion, as we see in the

coenq>hytes or non-cellular plants (e. g. Cavlerpa), in the apical r^ons
of certain alg® (p. 1030), or in regenerating fragments of Protista (p. 638).

In higher plants and animals generaUy the four processes are so closely as-

sociated as to offer a complex problem, as yet only partially solved. At
this point we will direct attention especially to certain aspects of cleavage

that will serve to define more clearly the nature of this problem.

During the growth-period the egg leads a vegetative and almost parasitic

existence within the maternal body. A spectacular contrast to this is offered

by the sudden resumption of intense mitotic activity with the onset of

deavage; but this involves no real breach of continuity. Cleavage is but

a amtinuation, after a brief interval, of that series of cell-divisions which, as

was emphasized especially by Virchow, has been going on uninterruptedly,

though with periodic pauses, since the most remote antiquity (p, ii).

The divirions of the egg during cleavage are in all essentials of the same

type as those of the adult tissue-cells; such differences as may appear

—

e. g., the promii^nce of the asters, the frequent asymmetry of the amphi-

aster, and the consequent inequality of cleavage—are of minor importance,

though often interesting for analyzing the mechanism of mitosis. The

deavage of the ovum possesses, however, a fundamental significance of its

own because of the phenomena of localization and differentiation with which

It is so closely accompanied. Even in its earliest stages we may often trace

definite relations between the planes of cleavage and the structural axes

of the adult body; in the asddian or the cephalopod, for example, and

often in the frog, the first cleavage-plane coincides almost exactly with the

median plane. In slightly later stages we often find whole systems, organs,

or defixite parts of them hewn from the egg, as it were, by a single stroke.

Cleavage, therefore, is not merely a vegetative repetition of similar

as was formerly assumed by many writers, but is dosdy bound rp with

the fonnative activity. This connection is too intiiaate to be anal3^zed

adequatdy by observation alone. By means of experiment, however, the

phesoinena tnay in some measure be disentangled, so that we are enalried

to identify certain features of deavage as due to rimpler medianiad factins

end primaiify an expmsion of certain general rules kws of cdLdivirioo,

and others as a definite expression the i<»mative process. It is ^ea
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«Q^z\«sikot» Apoonta^sly, to distinguish between the merely geometrical

idati<His of duvage on ibe one hand, and on the other the so-c^ed promor-

pMegical rdatioiis which foreshadow the morphok^lical value of the in-

dmdtial hlastomeres oc i^vage-planes in the building of the body. The
disiinc^n has only a provisional value; but is useful for a first approach

to tlw i»ch]fiins ol cleavage. The brief discusdon of these topics here offered

is a i»dude to a consideration of the more general aspects of development

in the light espedally of erto^nmentai embryology.

I. GEOMETRICAL RELATIONS OF CLEAVAGE-FORMS

A. Some Geneeal Rules of Cell-division

The geometrical relations of the cleavage-planes, and the consequent

rdarive sizes and positions of the cells, show endless variations of detail,

many of them fdainly due to comparatively simple mechanical conditions,

such as the amount and distribution of specific cytoplasmic materials

(ydk, etc.), the shape of the egg as a whole, or the effect of mutual pressure

of the cells, others to more complex conditions. All, however, may con-

veniently be treated as variants of a single fundamental type which has

been moulded this way or that by special conditions and which is itself an

expression oi certiun general rules of cell-division, first formulated by Hof-

mdster and Sachs in the case of the cells of growing plants.' Hofmeister

('63, ’67) pointed out that in the division cd plant-cells the new partition-

wall tends as a rule to stand at right angles to the prinapial direction of

growth of the cell, *. perpendicular to the long axis. Sachs (’77, ’87,

etc) developed this into two general principles or rules, as follows:

(x) Cdb tyiNcaSy tend to divide into equal parts.

(3) Each new {dane d division tends to intmect the preceding one at

ril^aQ^es.

Dismegarding for the mcanent the frequent excqitions to these rules,

the patterns f<»ined by cell-aggregates are conditioned by the geth

end form 0^ the dmidmg mass; for, as Sachs showed, the division-planes

tqid to he either.yertkal to the surface (antidines) or parallel to it (peri-

tfoes)^ Jded^ schemes of diviritm may thus be constructed for various geo-

wiftriwil %ure8. fn a fiat circular disc, for example, the anticlinal planes

|M«s the tadU, sriiile the peridines are circles concentric with the

'0ectBlbei^. H thedisc be dongat^ to teem an dlipse the peridines also

Iheomne sdlQe the antidines ue converted hito hypofidas confocal

whli tof Iff it have the farm of a pazabola, the peridines and an-

et (Ml Manjccl Me O’Atcr Thaeapwa'a woifc, Omek end
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tidmes fonn two ^tems of confocal parabdas interaecting at right angles.

AH these schemes are mulatis mutandis, directly convertible into the corre*

^londing solid f^ms in three dimensions.

Sachs showed further, in a beautiful manner, tihat all the above ideal types

are closely approrimated in nature, and Rauber (’82) etwly applied the

Tig. MO.—Gooioetrical rdatioiu of deavage-piaoes in growing plant-tiasoes (from Sacks, after

varioos authors).

A, flat dlipaoidal germ-disc of JdeMetia {Rosanofl); neariy typical rdation of dliptic peridines

and hyperbolic anticlines; B, C, apiosl view of temUnal knob on epidermal hair of ffngarioala;

B, showa the eUipndd type, C, thecicculai.(apheioid type), somewhat modified (only antidiDeB

preaent); D, growhig point of Salvima (PringAdm); typical elUpsoid type, the single pericSne is

however incomtdete; E. growing point of AtMa (Strasbutger) ;
circular or spheroid type trail*

tional to dttpe^l; F, root-cap of EquUOum (Nigdi and idtgeb), modified drculai type-, G,

Oosa-section of leaf-vefai, Trtchemmes (Prantl); dUpsoldal type with incompime pecii^Ms: 8.
emlwyo of Xfima; ^cal dlipsmd type, peridine incomplete only at lower side; t

,

growing point

of bud of the pine UhUt); typical pacabolaid type, both anticlines and peritonea havUig the fiittt

of peldMlas (Sac»).

SBme principle to the cleavs^ of animal cells. Hie diacmdiH, sjihetolial

aad ellipartM^ forms are more or less nearly realised in Ow titaBtad
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of vtaigm kmv i^huits, and k tlm emkryoB ol iowedng plaMl.

Hw jpttndxdotd farm is second to Sachs duuacieristk of the gtvmis^

^c&ts of mmiy hi|^ {dents, adlidi offer cdl-pattenas that^ sometimea

remarkab^ itoSar to the ideal adteme (fig. 460).

fhr die stodjr of aidnud devel<q»aent the most ini^xHtaat form is the

sidiaoid, since most forms oi cleavage may be related to the typical

diviffltm of a ^here in accordance with Sachs’ rules. The ideal form of

deava^ wouB here be a succession oi rectangular cleavages in the three

dim^ioos of ^Mtce, the anticlines pairing through the center so as to split

the agg in the initial stages succesdvely into halves, quadrants, and oc«

tints, while the peridines are {larallel to the surface so as to sqmrate the

inner ends of these cells from the outer. In no case is this order accurately

f(^wed thrxn^out, and the {)ericlinal deavages are of comparatively rare

occutraice in the eariy cleavage, being found regularly only in those eases

adiere tl^ primary germ-layers are separated by delamination. The sinir

pleat and dearest form of deavage occurs in eggs like those of echino-

dttms, which are of qdierical form, and in which the deutoplasm is small

in amoant and distributed nearly equally throu^^ its substance. Such a

deavage is beauttfuUy dii^layed in the egg of the holothurian Synapta,

as shown in f%. 4, slightly schematized from Selenka’s drawings. The

first deavai^ is vertical, or mcridumai, passing through the egg-axis and

chviding tile qg iato equal halves. The second, also meridional, cuts the

SM. plane at t^C angles and divkks the qg into quadrants. The third is

hoikontal, or equatorial, dividing t^ egg into eqria! octants. The order

of dhidan is thud far exactly that demanded by Sachs’ rule, but the later

(mes deinrt frtan the ided type in the d>sraceat first of peridinal divisions,

the ttfibiyo becoming fadiow, and its wdb consisting of a single layer of

in whkh aoitidinal deavages ocmtinue in regular succession. The

deavage isdgain meri^mial, giving two tiers eight cells each; the

k horutmtai, ^viding each tier into an upper and a lower layer. The

legidar altemati^ k continiied up to the ninth dividmi (giving 513 cells),

when ribe nhviskniiB pause while the gastrulatioa begins. In later stages

dm legidadty Is Curbed and finally kst The e^ of few animals o«

{linls dismay so ^tgular a cleavage as this; nevortheless, loany of them em-

it^ to it la the hist three deavages and often in several later ones, and

when the dnvage has become hqhb^ xnodifiedl, traces of the same

|lih nuto-'totidlly |e dbcei^
wire sqqplemeated hy'O. Kertwig (’84) in the foSoadq;

whEd^sre of eqiedel mterest as aj^died to the analysh of tto

^ ofxtowudws imi Atoce^ Clin lewh
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iemifif^ emkr iff Us sphere ef infiue»ce, i. e., ef the priUopiasmU mtus m
vtkickUlm.

(a) Tie ims ef the spitnUe typically lies in the hngeU axis af the priflo-

fittsmic masSt and dmsion therefore tends to cut this axis tramea'sdyk

Xa the early cleavage of a homog^ieous qdierddal for instaaoe, the

first divisicm is followed by a second one at right an^es to it, since eSidi

hemtsphere is twice as long in the plane of division as in any plane vertioal

to it. The spindle of the second division lies therefcffe parallel to the first

plane, whidi forms the base of the hemisphere, and the ensuing divirion is

vertical to it. The same applies to the third divirion, since each quadrant

is as long as the entire egg while at most only half its diameter. Diviston

is therefore transverse to the long axis and vertical to the first two planes.

The later stages of cleavage offer a more complicated problem; but in general

it may be said that prior to and during eadi deavage the cell tends to d<Mi-

gate in an axis perpendicular to that of the preceding spindle—a condithm

which may often be observed up to a kte stage, though there are many ex>

ceptions due to a great variety of modifying conditions.

The mechanical basis of Hertwig’s sea>nd rule is still unknown. It woohi

seem obvious that in many cases the position of least mechanical resist-

aoce for the spindle is in the long axis of the cell; and the pres8ure<expm*

ments described beyond (p. 1059) prove that the spmdle may be forced to

take up such a position by mechanical deformation of the cell. Undoubt-

edly, however, this explanation is too simple; for there are numerous excq;>-

tions to the rule,* traceable to many causes, some rimple, sudi as the dis-

tribution of formed bodies in the cell; others less obvious, such as localised

dianges cff surface-tension (p. 194), conditions of radial tension in the

astral systems (p. 180), protoplasmic currmts (p. 195), or the imtnre of

preceding telokinetic movements (p. 139), and still others of mtxre C(»n{fii-

cated nature involved in the fundamental organisation ci the^ (p. loofi).

B. The GscncETRiCAL Fobics of Cleavage

The rules of Sadis and Hertwig must not be pushed too far. They are

no more than a roug^ approximation, yet they offer a convenient baris of

oonqMurison for the study d deavage-f<»m3 in general. Departures firoia

Ujem may appear in the rhjdhm diviskm, in the dinctfon of the dfisy-

agP-ffianes (indoding dispiaconents of the cells), or in inequalities of oeffi-

diviakm of various d^(tee. Any d these, as will be seen, may be due dfibec

to idativdiy wmple medtanical conditions or to xo/xn compioc causes. X^
at this point the latter asped of deavage, and pasdi^ over Oe

enaventiond embrydogpeal dasrifications (mndfiasric, hoMilasSit;^ ,et^}i

Vfim <*»*• 'd). Zw Stanm feet, CantSai tMht ..
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Itttaiedm SBionnt snd distribution of the yolk, we may in a descriptive

aeaae recognize three main geometrical forms or types of cleavage, namely;

(i)^^ radial (or orikoradial), (2), the spiral {oUiqm or alternating) and

(3) the bilateral. To these might be added (4) mixed forms that com-

bine CCTtain features of the others (the annelid egg, for instance, divides at

first ^irally but lat^ to some extent bilaterally), and (5) indefinite and

irregular fomffi, which rither show no constant form (as in some coelenter-

at^) or do not conform to any of the preceding three (e. g., in the

nematodes)

1. The Ordioradial Type

Tins type, weU illustrated by the cleavage of Synapta (Fig. 4) or the sea-

urdiins (Figs. 512, 513), most nearly conforms to the rules of Sachs and

Hertwig, successive cleavages cutting straight through the egg, at right

angles to <Mie another and symmetrically disposed around the egg-axis, so

that when the ^g is viewed from one pole the blastomeres lie in simple radial

symmetry. In all these cases, as above indicated in the case of Synapta,

meridional and horizontal cleavages following in more or less regular al-

ternation, sometimes up to a late stage. In the sea-urchin egg the regular

ahemation between vertical and horizontal cleavages is disturbed already

in the fourth cleavage, the four upper cells dividing meridionally while the

iower divide borizoatally and unequally, budding forth four small micromeres

suxTounding the lower pole (Fig. 513).

Orthoradial symmetry in cleavage is rarely as perfect as in these cases and

in aU cases'it does not long persist, sooner or later giving way to irregulari-

ties due to shiftings of the cells, or to non-radial processes of growth.

2. The Spiral Type

Xys type, characteristic of platodes, annelids, and molluscs (cephalopods

enc^ted), admirably illustrates many the problems of cleavage, both

nyuriiitnirftl and pk»norphdogical, and has been the subject of many in-

Vestigation& Difierent as it is from the orthoradial type, the two are closely

rdated aad haye 10 doubt had a common origin. It may most readily be

of aa arising by a bending or twisting of the radii, so that the

deavages instead at cutting straight through the egg (as in Synapta) be-

fiome witltro^^ect to both the egg-axis and the equator. This ap-

limph cause leads to a profound modification in the grouping of

die yaatoiaem aiid in tlsB rdation of the deava^ planes to the ^-axis;

^ verllcal (mesidkmal) and boriatmtal (equatmrial or parallel)

into 8{^t«b, or segments at spirals; and in consequence

(la not He in regular Uerl, as in the orthoradial ty;^ but
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interlock or alternate with one another after the fashuMi of soap-bubbles

in a mass.

The most convenient approach to a study of this type is offered by cases

in which the first two cleavages are equal and only slightly oblique, and in

which the later cleavages are unequal in various degrees. In such cases,

more or less nearly approached by the gasteropods Trochus (Fig. 464),

Patella (Fig. 478), or Crepidula (Fig. 477) or the leech Clepsine (Fig. 471),

we may distinguish four basal quadrants, or tnacromeres (A, B, C, D), typi-

cally larger, from which smaller micromeres are cut off towards the upper

pole in successive quartets a^, b*, c*, d*, a*— d*; a®— d*, etc). Owing to the

obliquity of the cleavages these quartets do not lie exactly above the basals (as

in the orthoradial type) but are displaced towards one side or the other so as

to alternate with them in regular order (hence the term “alternating” cleav-

Fl(. 4U.—^Soap-bubble models of cleavage figures in TrocAs;. Compare Fig 464 (Robest).

A and B, models of 4-ceU stages, C, D, 8-cell models, £, la-cell model, F, j6-cell model.

age). The first quartet is displaced towards the left as seen from the side,

or rotated clockwise as seen from the upp>er pole (Fig. 464, etc.), the second

in the opposite direction, so as to alternate with the first, the third again

towards the left, like the first, and so on, the resulting blastomeres bdng

fitted together more or less like the cells of a honeycomb. As a rule not more

than four or five regular quartets ure formed; and often the quartet-forma-

tion becomes disturbed or irregular after the third or fourth. As new quar-

tets form, the cells of the earlier ones divide, so that the boundaries of the

quartets are often lost to view soon after their formation; but by sufficiently

careful study they may usually be iruide out.

The regular alternating displacement of the quartets is a noteworthy pl^

nomena; and still more remarkable is its cwastancy of directron. Through-

<rat the platodes, nemertines, annelids, and molluscs (excluding the ceplui'
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So^d^), iritli ft sii^^ie s^gftificaat exception (p. 994), the odd-oftmbaed

quartets (3, s, etc.) are rotated in a dockwise direction, the even-numbered

(a, 4, etc) in an antidbdcwise. Close study of the whde proems has shown
that this effect is iM)t due primarily to an actual movement of the quartets

(though this may contribute to the result) but to the direction of the swxessme

C D
FIc. 4M.—Clwvacc of PelytetHut, from life.

Ax foW-oeH ctasB, Irma above; B, oorresponding view of eight-cell stage; C, of the

hh; D, aixteoi-oen stage from Uie aide.

dtmasB-^iemes, which are themselves often more or less clearly foreshadowed

hy the direcdimM the spindles before deavage begins. These planes follow

a tneue <x less spiral course, the spirals being altanately right-handed or

d&doAnfk 0. e., with the hands of a dock, or clockwise) and left-handed or

(aati^fladkwise). These spirals cut across each other (i. e., tend

^^HeSlOw Sachs' rule); but owing to the interlocking of the blastomeres
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the restdtib&g angles of intersection tend to increase towards 120°, as wiU be

plain from the figures.

'The relation of the cleavage-planes may therefore be stunmed up in the

statement that from the third cleavage onwards the odd-numbered plmes
tend tofollow dexiotropic spirals, the even-numbered leiotropic.^

Hie same rule of alternation is followed also in the subsequent divisions

of the quartet<ells. In t3TDical cases, up to a certain period, every cleavage

throughout the egg follows the same general direction, i. e., a dexiotropic

spiral in the odd cleavages and a leiotropic in the even. This wiU be made
clear by the purely diagrammatic Fig. 463, which shows only the generfd

direction of the successive cleav^e-planes in a single quadrant, disregarding

the ensuing displacements. Owing to this rule the cleavage-pattern is in

Fig. 4(3.—^Diagram a( the quartet-ionnation in spiral cleavage.

A, the four primary quadrants, showing the plan of formation of the first four quartets, it, 2^.

3^, 4^, in the JS-quadrant. Successive cleavages from the third to the sixth indicated by numerals,

B, scheme showing the subdivisions of the quartets up to the 64-cell stage. Displacements of

the cells not shown.

many cases of such remarkable regularity that when the egg is viewed ex-

actly from one pole, even at a comparatively late stage, every cell in view

falls exactly into place (Fig. 479) and may readily be identified. The sym-

metry of the cleavage-pattern is thus at once seen to be radial in type; hence

the view of some cellular embryologists that the orthoradial and spiral types

should be regarded as modifications of a single fundamental radial type.^

The rule of alternation of the spirals is in large measure independent of the

relative sixes of the cells. It occurs in typical form when the quartet-cells

are nearly or quite as large as the basals («. g., in Polygordius, Fig. 462);

when they are extremely small, as in certain leeches and gasteropods (Fig.

477) ;
or when they are even larger than the basals (a very rare condition)

seen in the first quartet of nemertines (Fig. 527). It is seriously disturbed

' Among'the numerous observers who contributed to the demonstration of this law or rule may be

moitioned Rabt (’76), Whitman ('78}, Blochmann (’82, ’8j), Seleoka (’81), Lang (’84), Wilson (’92),

KeytnoM (’03), Conklin (’pi, ’07), Kofoid (’ps), Mead {’p7), Child (’00). A full reviw of the h'ten-

tui* in Rob^ (’03)-

* Conklin, '07.
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or wildly lost only in certain highly modified forms oi development, es-

pecially foetal types, such as occur in certain platodes, earthworms, leeches,

and in cqdialcfpods.

In some cases the spiral character of the cleavage first clearly appears at

the third division, the first two planes being almost exactly vertical (me-

tiditnud) dividing the egg into symmetrical and orthoradial quadrants
;
an

example of this is seen in the nemertine egg (Fig. 527), and is approximated

in that of Patella or Pdygordius (Figs. 462, 478). More commonly the spiral

character clearly appears in the second cleavage and may even be fore-

shadowed in the first. In such cases the four resulting quadrants no longer

meet at the poles (as they do in the nemertine), but are so disposed that

A, B, 4-«U stage* from upper pole; C, S^cell stage, first micromere quartet; D, la-cell stage,

transitional to i6-cdl, second quartet just formed, E, 20-cell stage (transitional to 32-ceU), from
upper pole, third quartet formed; F, ad-cell stage from upper pole; showing apical rosette (r), tro-

chd)lasts (() and ail the blaatomeres of the first two quartets (28 cells).

two of them (typicallyA and C) meet along a “ cross-furrow ” or “ polar fur-

row” which passes through the upper pole while the other two (B and D)
meet along a corresponding furrow passing through the lower pole but at

rig^t angles to the upper one (Fig. 464). This is due to the fact that the

qpjndleft (A the Second cleavage are both inclined to a horizontal plane, but

in of^xsite dirqctimis, which causes two diagonal opposites (A and C) to

lie hSgW in thO egg and two (B and D) lower, the cells thus interlocking

from the start. As the figures show, this particular disposition results from

the fact that the second cleavage (like Ihe fourth) is left-handed or leio-

tropic. r'jwdfHi* (’97) has even shown that the position of the nuclei and

central bodies ip the early z-ciell stage is such as would result from a slightly
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dexiotropic first cleavage, thus agreeing with the third cleavage. The rule

of the regular alternation of the spirals is thus extended to the series of

early deavages from the beginning.

It is obvious that the effect of the spiral cleavage is to cause the blasto-

meres to dovetail or interlock from the beginning, so as to form polyhedral

bodies of the same general t3rpe seen in later stages of development and com-

monly also in tissue-cells when aggregated in solid masses (e. g., in par-

enchyma). This form approximates to that of massed plastic spheres (such

as soap-bubbles or balls of clay) when flattened together by pressure or

capillary attraction, and also to that seen in a honeycomb. The position

of stable equilibrium assumed under these conditions is that which gives

the greatest economy of space; and it has been shown by Plateau, Lameere,

Kelvin, and other physicists that this position is attained when the area of

surface-contact between such bodies is a minimum (law of minimal contact- or

partition-area). When, for instance, such bodies are grouped in a single

layer on an extended surface, as is often the case with cells, they tend to as-

sume the form of hexagonal prisms with three faces or planes meeting along

a line and forming angles of 120° with one another. When they are massed

in three dimensions they tend towards the form of tetrakaidecahedrons hav-

ing 14 faces, of which certain ones are slightly curved. We need not enter

here into the rather complicated problems here involved further than to

point out that in the actual tissues these forms vary widely, being affected

by many modifying conditions, such as the direction of growth, the effect

of recent cell-divisions and the like.^ Broadly speaking, nevertheless, it is

evident that massed cells in many forms of tissues tend towards polyhedral

forms that approximate to those demanded by the theory, as was early

pointed out by Berthold (’86), Errera (’86, ’87), and Chabry (’87), and the

conclusion is irresistible that this grouping of cells conforms to the same

general physical law as that of non-living bodies.

It seems certain that the spiral form of cleavage is an expression of the

same tendency, and in a general way has been determined by mechanical

conditions. This conclusion is supported by the fact that many of its stages

may be accurately imitated by physical models. Robert (’03) in particular

has published a series of photographs of soap-bubble models imitating

with remarkable exactness the cleavage of Trochus up to the 16-cell stage

(Fig. 461), showing the characteristic size-relations of the blastomeres and

even the cross-furrows of the 4- and 8-cell stages. When crowded in solid

masses (f. e., in three dimensions), they assume a more complicated poly-

* The forms of veg^able parendiymens have recently been carefully studied by F. T. Lewis (’ij),

who gives an interesting discussion of the subject. See idso the remarkabie work of D’Arcy Thomp-
son on Grmnh and Form (’i?)-
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iminil Icoxq, interlockiBg in sudi a maoner that four lines, each formed hy
the mtersectioQ irf three pianes i3o° apart, meet at one point, there formh^

vdth one another anj^es that ai^roximate to those of a tetrakaidecahedron

(109“ 28' i6'0."

In an interesting earlier work by Roux (’97) it was shown that oil-dn^s

suspended between alodtol and water in a cylindrical vessel may be divided

ng. asa—^Diagram comparing the developmait of dextnl and sini&tral gasteropoda (Conkun).

A-f, dextral foniW (raoddled on Lytiuun) showing s-celi stage; A , a-cell, B, S-cell, C, i6-cell;

n, the gastr^ amtuesoblast-baads (£) and a^munetty of adult (F)-, a-J, coireqxmding sinistral

tw (modefied on jfo«a) G, B, dextial and rinUtnl sheUs.

a g^ass rod in various ways so as to imitate certain of the early forms of

cleavage, inclut^^ even the bilateral. Many of these groupings are, how-

ever, unable imd tend to take up ultimately the position of minimal con-

tact-areas acooscUng to Plateau’s law. A pretty illustration of this is that

‘ TId* in dw mneinlatioa diown by thcinteriocking bases of Uie two tiers of ceOs of the honey-

aM)ti)»aa<iiniO'tMd|yt>efaititatedhy day models. These will make deer the fact that under thm
eoB^tiou-fis idanef med »t one such piAnt.
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four equal drc^ may be divided crosswise so as to produce an orthoradial 8-

drc^ 9xiup like that of the &-cell of Synapia; but any slight disturbajice will

cause a regrouping such that the upper quartet conies to alternate with the

lower, as in the spiral type of cleavage. It is, however, important to bear in

mind that the spiral type of cleavage is not directly caused by the displace

ment of plastic spheres in some degree free to shift their position, though to a

certain extent such movements may occur. The study of cell-lineage has

shown that the direction of the cleavage is often clearly foreshadowed by the

position of the spindles before the cell divides.^ Plateau’s law fails to ac-

count for the regular alternation of the spiral cleavages; and above all it faUs

to give any clue to the remarkable reversal of the spiral type that occurs in

the sinistral gasteropoda,^ a fact very strikingly shown by the comparison of

doaely related forms (Fig. 465) that are respectively sinistral (e. g., Physa)

and dextral {Lymnaa). The explanation of this fact is unknown, though

Conklin (’03) has offered some interesting speculations on the subject. This

is but one of many facts showing that spiral cleavage has a significance be-

yond that suggested by simple and obvious mechanical conditions, and one

which clearly belongs among the promorphological relations of cleavage

(p. 1006).

8. The Bilateral Type

In this form the spindles, and hence the cleavage-planes, are bilaterally

disposed with reference to a plane of symmetry which coincides with the

median plane of the resulting embryo. This type of cleavage is therefore

essentially promorphological, and might more appropriately be considered

imder a later heading. The most perfect examples of it appear in the tuni-

cates and the cephalopods, where the first cleavage-plane passes through

the plane of symmetry and all later deavages up to a late stage are symmet-

rical with respect to it.* The deavage of these eggs offers most striking

pictures in wWch violations to the simple mechanical rules of deavage may
everywhere be seen, particularly in the early stages; for instance, foiu planes

instead of three meeting along a line, or cells dividing along their diorter

instead of their longer axis (Figs. 466, 467, 468).

In other cases, bilateral cleavage, though often recognizable, is less con-

stant. In the frog, for example, the early cleavages often show striking

indications of bilaterality—it was indeed in this case that Newport (’54)

first discovered the coinddence of the first deavage-plane with the median

‘ Wilson, ’ga, Conklin, ’07, etc.

* Tfais was first dearly recc«iiized by Crampton (*04)1 Inter innfinned by Hifimes <’oo), and otbeis;

but Kofidd (’04) alao independently gave reasons for accepting it, based on the earlier observations

(d Kabl C70) on Phiurbu and of Haddon (’82), on Janthina.

* See eqredally Van Beneden and JuUn ('84), Vialleton ('S8), Wataie ('91), Caatle (’96), Coidclin

Cos).
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pkaie of the embryo—^but it is here subject to many variations (p. 1069) and

inany case is soon lost to view. On the other hand, in the annelids and mol-

luscs (the cephalf^ods excepted), bilateral cleavages only appear at a rel-

atively later stage of development, aU the early cleavages being typically

^nral in type (p. 998). In the annelid Nereis the writer found the first bilat-

eral cleavage appearing suddenly in the 38-cell stage in certain ectoblastic

Fif. 466.—^Bilateral cleavage of the tunicate egg

4, four-cdled stage of dateltno, viewed from the ventral side, B, sixteen-cell stage (Van Bsne-
JXEN and JmjN); C, cross-section through the gastrula stage (Castle), a, anterior, p, postenor

end; 1, left, r, right ride (orientation according to Castie).

cdls of the up^r hemisphere ^ while nearly at the same moment the first

tnlateral division of the lower hemisphere takes place in the primary meso-

all or teloblast (“4D”). Thus is initiated (Fig. 469) the formation

in the upper he|ui^here of a bilateral cross-shaped structure which forms

the main fouodntion of the cerebral ganglia, while the symmetrical division

of 4D leads thewy in the formation of the coelomesoblast bands which form

1 Jddaj foun^ the 6xft Uiatml cleavage in AmPhUnk and Clyneadia taking place after the

ai-oril Mute.
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the foundation of the segmented trunk-region and incloses the coelom (Fig.

473). The facts in the gasteropod or pelecypod are similar in principle.

In these cases, the cleavage is of mixed type, being at first stricdy spiral,

later both spiral and bilateral. This again illustrates the fact that in

all cases the original form of the early cleavage is gradually obliterated

Fi*. 467.—Normal cleavage of the ovum in the tunicate Stycla (Cyni/iia) parlita (Conklin).

A

,

4-cell stage, from animal pole, yellow crescent, showing through from below; B, early S-cell

stage, from the right side, C, 20-celi stage, from the vegetal (dorsal) pole; D, 20-cell stage, from

animal (ventral) pole; £, corresponding view of 64-ceU stage; F, the same egg seen from the vegetal

(dorsal) pole; G, H, two views of the same gastrula (180 cells), C, showing the superficial cells, B,
those at a deeper focus; np, the neural plate; ms, muscle-cells; oh, the chotda-cdls: I, young tad-

pole, from left side; nt, neural tube; me, mesenchyme; ch, notochord.

by displacements of the cells, irregularities of division, or specific forms of

growth as development proceeds.

4 . Special Modifications.

The preceding cleavage-forms are not dependent upon the amount and

distribution of yolk or similar conditions—the bilateral form, for example,

is equally marked in the small holoblastic egg of the ascidian (Fig. 467) and
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in the huge meroblastic one of the cqihalopod (Fig. 468) but eadt them

may be modified in its detail by definite chauges in the rhythm of dhrishm

OT in its size-relations. Attempts have been made to reduce both these to

ample mechanical rules but thus far with little success.

In the least modified forms divisbn is equal and syndironous throughout

the embryo, the number of cells increaang in regular geometrical progres-

aon to 2, 4, 8, 16, etc.; this rhythm is nearly approached by the cleavage of

Sympta up to the 5 12-cell stage, as mentioned above. Nothing, however, is

mme common than departures from such regularity, some of them slight

and inconstant, othks marked and definite. To take but a single example,

in the annelid Nereis (Fig. 470) the typical succession in the number of

ns- 468.—Bilateral cleavage of the squid’* egg (Watas£).

4, eight-oeB atage;LB, the fifth cleavage in progress. The first cleavage (a-p) coincides with the

future median plane; the second (f-r) is transverse.

Uastomeres is with considerable constancy 2, 4, 8, 16, 20, 23, 29, 32, 37, 38,

4t, 42, aftm' whidi the order is more or less variable. The factors that deter-

mine such qmcud rhythms were at first referred to very simple mechanical

conditions—^Bailour, for example (’75, ’80), held that the rate of division

in any pardcufo' biastomere or region of the embryo is inversely propor-

tionat to the aniount of deutoplasm that it contains; and in a rough way

this seems to be true of many forms of cleavage. In teloledthal ova such as

those of the froi or the ganoid, for example, the slower rate of division of

the blastomaeslDf the lower hemisphere is correlated with the greater rela-

tive amotmt of l^Missive yolk in this region. Numerous accurate studies in

faav4 however, shoiwn the entire inadequacy of such an explana-

tion, (k9^irastz8|iag that remarkable differences of rhythm are often dis-
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{dayed by blastomeres that show no perc^tible differences of dentojdasntic

Content.^ Anumg aniwlids and moUusks, for example^ the two upper
sister-cells in each quadrant of the i6-cell stage differ wholly in diviaon-

potentiai. The upper one continues to divide rapidly and gives rise to

numerous small cells of many kinds in the pre-trochal r^on, wMle ^>e

lower one divides but twice more, producing four large cells which devdop
dlia, differentiate into primary trochoblasts, and never divide again (Fig.

478). This striking difference between sister-cells, of the same^ and nearly

in the same region of the embryo is not visibly correlated with differences

of deutoplasmic content. It has obviously a promorphological significance

arising from a different prospective relation to the development of the

embryo. Anal)rsis of the cell-lineage of annelids and mollusks led F. R.

Lillie to the conclusion that in many cases the rate of cleavage obviously

shows a direct relation to the period at which the products become func-

tional and the number of cells required at this time. In Unio, for ex-

ample, a certain large cell of the second quartet (“d, 2 ”) formed at the fourth

cleavage shows individually an accelerated division-rate that is correlated

with the early formation of the shell-gland to which it gives rise, and with

the large number of its component cells; conversely, the relatively slow

division-rate of the first quartet of ectomeres is correlated with the reduced

condition and small number of cells of the pre-trochal region formed from it.

The prosf>ective character of cleavage, here clearly evident, applies to many
other of the blastomeres.

The study of unequal division in cleavage clearly reveals the same prin-

ciple. Such divisions sooner or later appear in all forms of cleavage, the

long maintenance of perfect equality, as in Synapta, being rarely seen. The

period at which inequalities first appear differs greatly in different forms.

In Polygordim (Fig. 462) it first clearly appears at the fifth cleavage; in sea-

urchins at the fourth (Fig. 512): ™ Amphioxus at the third (Fig. 471); jin

the tunicate Clavdina at the second (Fig. 466) ; in Nereis at the first division

(Fig. 470). The extent of the inequality varies in like manner. Taking the

third cleavage as a type, we may trace every transition from an equal divi-

sion (echinoderms, Polygordius) through forms in which it is but slightly

tnarked {Amphioxus, frog), those in which it is conspicuous (Nereis, Zmtuea,

polyclades, Petromyzon, etc.), to forms such as Clepsim or Fulpir, where the

rel^ of the upper quartet are so minute as to appear like mere buds from the

four large lower cell^ (Fig. 477). At the extreme of the series we readi the

partial or meroblastic type of cleavage, such as occurs in the ceidialcq>ods,

in ftlaBmnlira.nrha, teleosts, birds and reptiles. Here the lower hemisphere

* See Wikon ('93). Kofdd ('04). Uffie fgs. ’99). Zur Strtsaen (’gs), Cgs). J«aidag« fgrX

(’97), Child (’00), and later obaerven.
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liie egg does not divide at all, or only at a late period, cleavage bdng co^
&ied to a disC'Hke blastodisc or blastoderm at one pole of the egg (Fig. 473).

Ainoi^ the most interesting of these various cases is that of the telo-

hlft^ or pole^Us characterise oi the development of many annelids and

fflollusks and found in some arthropods. These remarkable cells are

large blastomeres, set aside early in the development, which bud forth

smaller cells in regular succession at a fixed point, thus giving rise to

long cords of ceils while form the most important part of the segmented

trunk-region. Teloblasts are especially characteristic of apical growth

such as occurs in the elongation of the body in annelids, and they

Tig. 4M—Early bilateral cleavages giving rise to the “cross” in the ejgs of annelids. The cross-

cells shaded in each caae. A~C, from Nertts (WitsoN); D-F from Amphitnte (Mead).
A {i$ cells) and D ere almost exactly at the same stage; E is slightly later than B (j8 cells); C,

aomevliat later than F. Note the close correspondence between the two species in cleava-e-pattcrn

in qaite of different size-relations of the cells.

are ctoscly analogous to the apical cells situated at the growing point in

many plants such ks the ferns and stoneworts. The most familiar of them

axe the pritaaiy nseSoblasts (Fig. 473) discovered by Kowalewsky (’71) in

the oUgOduetes (Lkmbricus, etc.) and later found in a large number of other

tmhnals.^ EquaUy interesting are the ectoblastic teloblasts discovered by

Whitman (’78) in leeches, and subsequently by other observers in a nmnber

df anndids (Wilsbn, Bergh, Vejdovsky) and a few Crustacea (Bergh,

McMutridi). In^ annelids one pair of these are neuroMasts, from which

arise the vwitial aerve-cord, while two or three additional pairs, the so-

,
* Sze tiM wades ‘fi^ SSsbence d C. O. Whitman, Hatschek, Vejdovsky, Wilson, Bergh, Meyer,

lieymou, Kwdd, Meai^ Cmklin, Holmes, Heath, Tortey, Robert.
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called “myoblasts” (Fig. 473) give rise to circular muscles aad posably

also to a part of the nephridia.

Of general interest, likewise, is the formation of rudimentary cells (Fig.

474) arising as minute buds from the larger blastomeres, and t-aking only

an insignificant part, or even no part, in the formation of the embryo
Precise studies in cell-lineage have shown that some at least of Uiese

cells are constant both in origin and in number; and there is reason to be-

C

F
Fig. 470.—Cleavage of Nereis An example of !<piral cleavage, unequal from the beginning and

of markedly determinate character.

A

,

two-cell stage (the circles are oil-drops) ; B, four-cell stage; the second deavage-plane passes

approximately through the future median plane; C, the same from the right side; D, eight-cell stage;

E, sixteen cells, from the cells marked I arises the primary prototroch or larval cilikted belt, from

X, the ventral nerve-cord and other structures, from D the mesoblast-bands, the germ-cells, and

a part of the alimentary canal; F, twenty-nine-cell stage, from the right side; p, girdle of prototrochal

cells which give rise to the ciliated belt.

lieve that they are probably to be regarded as vestigial structures that no

longer play an active part in the building of the body but still persist as

part of a definitely ordered mechanism of development.*

In all these various cases analysis quickly shows that cleavage-patterns

are due in part to simpler mechanical causes, in part to more complex and

obscure ones belonging to the formative process. The size-relations of

cleavage, like its rhythm, are often correlated with the distribution of

‘ See WUaon (’gx, 'gS, ’ggb), Lillie Cgs), Torrey (’03), Robert (’o,?). etc.
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ytMi (dputoftlasm) in tgg, a result generalized by Balfour (’80} in tbe

statement tl^t tbe size of the cells varies inversely with the rdlative amount

of protoidaBm in the region of the e^ from which they arise. Thus, in

tdolectthal ova, where the deutc^lasm is mainly stored in the lower <a

vi^tative hemh^here (worms, moUusks, vertebrates), the cells d the

Itig. 4Tl.-^The ei^i|-ceD itsse of four different uiimals diowiDg gradations in tbe inequality of

A, The leech CltpsHt* (Whitmao); B, tbe duetopod Rkyncidmis (Vejdovdcy); C, tbe lameffi-

Irahdi tfwbi B, AmfiMaau.

uiifwror

may be diet

iwtio

to

tb^mic heniiq;>here are smaller than those of the lower, and

as mieromeres bom the larger macromeres. The size'

and munomo’es is often directly proportional

protoplaffin and deutoplasm. Partial or discoidal

|duai the mass oi deutojdasm is so great as mtirely to
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pievent cleave in tihfi lower hemisphere. This rektion was experime&tally

estahlis^red by 0. Hertwig (’98) who, by placing frogs’ in a centrifugal

machine, has caused them to undergo a meroblastic cleavage through the ar-

tificial accumulation of yolk at the lower pole, due to the centrifugal force.

That inequalities of yolk-distribution often lead to inequality in deavage

is beycmd doubt; but the most cursory survey of the known facts at once

shows its hopeless inadequacy considered as a general interpretation. Every

student of cell-lineage has been impressed by the characteristic behavuo'

of individual blastomeres in respect to both the rhythm and the siae-reht-

tions of division without discoverable relation to the amount and distribu-

tion of the yolk. In Nereis, for example, a large cell of the second quartet

known as the first somatoblast, formed at the fourth cleavt^ (X, Fig.

FIs. —Partial or meroblastic cleavage in the squid LMtO fWAlAst).

470), undergoes three very unequal divisions followed by an equal one,

then by three other unequal divisions and again by an equal. This cell

contains little or no deutoplasm and shows no other visible correlaticm of

the form of division with the distribution of the cytoplasmic substances.

Analc^ous phenomena (not always quite the same in detail) have been ob-

served in case of this particular cell in various other annelids and molluscs.^

The teloblasts, large protoplasmic cells commonly containing little or no

deutoplasm, divide always unequally and in the same plane. The collapse

of Balfour’s second rule is most complete in the case of rudimentary or

vestigial as above mentioned. Such phenomena again demonstrate

that the which determine the form of cell-djvision are not confioed

to aimpiA mid obvious mechanical conditions but are determined less im-

‘ See Coalrfin (’97), Mead (’97). Cbjld (’00), Treadvatt (’01), liSie (’98, ’90b), Wc.
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ntetBatdy by that intiicate complex of factors which we call the specific

’Oi%a»izaticm of the germ.

It is none the less an interesting question what are the immediate con-

ditums by which the form of cleavage is determined. The fact was early

recognized (Conklin, ’94 ’97) that the immediate cause of unequal division

seems not to lie either in the nucleus or in the amphiaster; for the chromo-

somes always divide equally; and although during division the asters are

usually unequal in direct ratio to the inequality of cell-division, they often

seem to be equal in the early prophases of these same divisions. The in-

equality is in this case obviously correlated with (perhaps a result of)

the position of the amphiaster, which is central in equal division, eccentric

in unequal division; and the greats the eccentricity the greater the in-

equality. This is strikingly shown in the polar mitoses of the egg. In their

earlier stages the amphiaster seems to be perfectly symmetrical (Fig. 103),

but as the spindle moves into its radial position near the periphery the

development of the outer aster is more or less suppressed. The conclusion

is here indicated that the size of the aster depends on that of the cytoplasmic

area that forms its sphere of operation. We should therefore expect to find

that artificial displacement of the polar amphiaster would correspondingly

affect the inequality of the polar divisions; and such appears actually to be

the case. The occasional formation of giant polocytes has earlier been

mentioned (p. 494), and Conklin has shown that this result may be produced

experimentally in the eggs of Crepidula by displacement of the polar am-

phiasters as a result of centrifuging the egg. Again, Lefevre, Kostanecki,

Buchner and others have found in certain types of artificial parthenogenesis

that the polar amphiaster may sink into the egg and lead to its equal di-

vision as the first step in cleavage (p. 477).

These conclusions, however, do not reach the root of the matter. Lillie's

important observations on Nereis (’12) show that the inequality of the

first deavage is foreshadowed already in the early prophases by a marked

inequality of both the asters and the central bodies that is already present in

the sperm-amphiaster before the gamete-nuclei have united, and long before

the cleavage-figure has taken up its definitive position (Fig. 475). Here,

therefore, the inequality of the centers and asters seems to. be due to a more

deepfy lying cause somehow involved in the organization of the egg. A
dmilar condusion seems to be forced upon us by studies on the direction

of deavage in iater stages, where simple mechanical factors undoubtedly

play an teporbtnt r^e yet often fail to explain all the facts. Experi-

ments by' Pfiti|er (’84), Roux (’85), Driesch (’92) Ziegler (’94) and

later in^t^fiigators have proved that the direction of deavage may be

or At least modified, by mechanical pressure which changes
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the f<»Tn (d the dividing mass. Driesch and his successors, for ex-

ample, demonstrated that when the eggs of sea-urduns are flattened

i78.—Embryos of the earthwotm Allobopkvra fatida, showing tdoblasts or npical cells.

A, gastrula from the ventral side; S, the same from the right side; m, the terminal tebblasta or

primary mesobhsU, which bid forth the mesoblast-bands, cell by cell, l, lateral teloblasts, comprising

a neuroUasl, nb, from which the ventral nerve-cord arises, and two nephro-myoblasts from whidi

arise a porrion of the drcular muscles and possibly of the nephridia; C, lateral group teloblasts,

more enlarged, the neuroblast, nb, in diviaon; «, the nephro-myoblasts; D, the primary mesoblasU

enlarged; one in division.

by pressure the amphiasters as they are successively formed assume

the position of least resistance, i. e., parallel to the flattened sides,

80 that the cleavages are all vertical. The egg therefore segments as a
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flat plftte of e^t* sixteea m Uiirty two or even mty-four cdls (Fig. 505;.

This is totally difierent from the normal form of cleavage; yet such eggs,

when rdleased from pressure, are capable of develqpment and may give rise

to normal onbtyos. It is probable, therefm-e, that the disc-like cleavage

of m^oblasth: eggs (e. g., ol the squid or bird) is in some d^ree a mechanical

result of the accumulatkn yolk by which the formative protoplasmic

reg^a of the ovum is reduced to a thin layer at the upper pole; and it in-

dicates, further, that the unequal cleavage of less modified telolecithal

A £
Tic. 4M.—^V«sti8Ul bksttHneres in the embiyo of an annelid, Aricia.

A, bom knrer pole; vesdgdal ceUs at e, e; the heavy outline U the lip of the blastopore; B, the same
in aagitil optical seoiion, showing vestigiai cell (<), primary mesoblast (Af), and mesoblast-band (m).

eggs, Eks those of the frog or snail, are in like manner due to the displace-

ment of the imtoric figures toward the upper pole.

The results cf PfiUgeris and Driesch's pressure-ezporiments obviously

hamonize with Hertwig’s second rule (p. 985), and with DrUner’s hypothesis

of the active rfongadon of the ^indle in mitosis (p. 182). Nevertheless

namerous facti prove that neither the form of the protoplasmic mass nor

tibe (Sstribatioh of metaplasmic materials is sufficient to explain the posi-

tion ef the ^Ufdle, whether with reference to the direction or the inequality

the deavago, Berthold (*86) long since clearly pointed out that prismatic

or cyffi«£ncal '’Vegetable-cells, for instance, those of the cambium, often

divkie hmgthirise; and namerous contradictions of Hertwig’s “law’^’ have

dnoe been observed by students oi cell-lineage (F%. 476).* In some of

WMuf (*9D, Mwd (’94,
’

9t, ’oa), Heideahaia (’ps), Wbeder (*95), Cutle (*g6), Jenniaga
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tjieae cases the positicai of the spindle Meim to be not that least bat fd

greatest re^tance,^ the spindle actually pushing away the adjoining cell

to make way for itself. Similar diffictilties stand in the way erf the attempt

to explain the eccentricity of the ^indle in unequal division. AH these

considerations drive us to the view that the simpler mechanical fact<ffS|

such as presure, form and the like, are subordinate to more subtle and cesn-

plex operations involved in the general development of the organism.

This conclusion is strikingly illustrated by the phenomena of teloblastic

division (p. looi). The constant succession of unequal divisions, always in

the same plane, is here correlated with the apical growth of the embryo,

Fig, 47S.—Spenn-oenters and cleavage<eiiters in the fertilization of ATervu (F. R. Lillie).

A, young spemi-amphiaster (heteropolar) and sperm-nucleus; B, later stage, secondarily con-

nect^ above with inner pole oi polar amphiastec; C, following katyogamy, only larger oentei

visible; D, later phase, with heteropolar fi^e.

and this expresses a deeply lying law of growth in animals of this type.

This is quite analogous to the definite forms of division in the apical cells

of plants. In all such cases we cannot comprehend the specific forms of

cleavage without reference to the end-result (rf the formative process; and

the problems here encountered cannot be separated from those of develop-

ment in the larger sense. The teleological aspect of cleavage thus suggested

has been recognized more or less clearly, by many observers; ® most ade-

quately perhaps by Lillie, who has urged that with this principle in mind “ one

can thus over every detail of the cleavage, and knowing the fate of the

cells, can explain all the irregularities and peculiarities displayed." The

egg is not merely a cell dividing as best it may, under toe stress of simple

' See eipedeUy the cue observed by Mead (’94, '97, ’m), hi the egg of Am^kUrUe.
* See WBaon (’99), Roux (’94), Bnem (’94), Liffie {’95. ’99). Jennings (’97), etc.



Of dte trutk d thid anyooe laust, I

.^^''&U-mi3calIy studied these phsKuneoa. Such a GOBcltHioB'iind -lB><

Vuiw 6o oiystkal doctrine of teleology or of final causes. It-mcaus oidy

Ih«^^'facl6is sriddi deavage is detomined an ia p^iather or ]«»

diO|ffie.hotard up 'Vrith an underlying OTganization of the tf^ tiutt |»«ce^
(hffiAajgeand is te^nsible for the general m<»phogenic process, Ilie nature

of riiis organization is almost unknown; but we can proceed wirir its in«

Fig. 47S.—Segmenting eggs o{ Ascaris (Kostanecki and Siedlecki).

A, etiiy prophase of second division, shoving double central bodies, B, second cleavage in prog-

lesa; tipper blastomere dividing parallel to long axis of the cell.

vestigatim tmly on the mechanistic assumption that it involves some kind

(d material configuration in the substance of the egg (p. 1035).

We are thus brought to the second or promorphological aspect of cleavage

in which are hrvolved the most fundamental problems of development.

n. PROMORPHOLOGICAL RELATIONS OF CLEAVAGE
i

By numy of the earlier writers cleavage was regarded primarily as a

ptoblem merely.'of c^-division; the eminent physiologist Pfli^er, for ex-

ample^ ootuddered it as no more than a process by which the egg splits up

into equivalent indiffaunt cells, which, in his words, have no more def-

« ‘UlUe (’9S)| P- 46-
I



liiwM
to '<to"«b^ ^»qr coDtrib&te.* Many, latw

vitv awwbr .fa priaapfe^ the egg bdag coasideFed as “isotropous”

latoliM it degmeats as ^<eqti^teat’’ (p. tojS); l»^
^

less laadetliiuM^ <if Such & conception was long since ^nactttiSlxatedj la %
vwcy iaige nuisbet of cases a precise relation ejdsts between tiie deavsiga'

products and the adult parts to which they give rise—one which in some
cases may be traced back to the b^huung of development, so that from

the first division onward we are able to predict the exact future of every

individual cell. In this regard the cleavage of the ovum often goes forward

with a wonderful clock-like precision, giving the impression of a strictly

ordered series in which every division plays a definite rdle and has a fixed

relation to all that precedes and follows it. Beyond all this, the predes-

tination of the embryonic areas may often be recognized in the undivided

ovum, even before it has been fertilized. The egg itself, therefore, may
exhibit a distinct promorphology which underlies that of the cleavage-

process and certain features of which may sometimes be identified even

in early ovarian life.

1. Special Promorphology of Cleavage

This subject may be illustrated by further consideration of the spiral

typ>e which offers some of the most striking known cases of cellular pre-

destination and mosaic development. Comparative studies on cell-lineage

of this type have demonstrated that the successive quartets of cells have

definite promorphological values which, with only minor variations, hold

constant throughout a large series of platodes, annelids and molluscs.

These values are independent of the size of the egg or the eimount and

distribution of the yolk: Conklin (’07), for instance, has shown that in

gasteropods the quartets are not only formed in the same way but also have

the same value in the large yolk-laden and very unequally dividing eggs of

the snail Fulgur as in the small, yolk-poor, and almost equally dividing

eggg of Lymnaa (Fig. 477). Similar examples might be given from the

annelids; and it is noteworthy that the values of the quartets seem to be

uninfiuenced by the character of the first two cleavages, f. e., whetha: equal

(as in Patella or Crepidula) or unequal (as in Nereis or Spio), and whether

these are nearly or quite radial (as in Patella or Cerebratidus) or markedly

spiral (as in Nereis or Fulgttr). These values are in brief as follows (Figs.

463, 469, 477 » 48O:

(a) From the first, second and third quartets is formed the entire ecto-

blast of the larva, which is thus completely s^regated from the eitoblast

‘ (’83), p. 64.
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In tl»; tn^bophote Ism «£

and ntidiiiacs tibe fiist <|aartet gives rise to tlieentire pretoochal ec>

toUaaft^Indtitiing tirepreendgangBa and tlteauUn part of theprototxxKih),it8

postal lintit; beit^ maricedin a generalmy by theproftotroch or dliatod btit

(Hgs. 4y8-4S0)> The {Mindptd part of the latter arises from a group of *‘pii-

raaiy trochdtiasta,*' t3^ikafiy four in number, to the {urodocts d rriiich ate

ng. <T7.—A eenpuboa of tlie wr]y itagos of spin! deavage in three gasteropoda.

Scdl, ifi-cdl and a4<ea stages in Faigwr (Comkuk); D, E, P, correapondiog atages in

OfiUitbi {CoMnm)r S, I, wnaponding stages in Tnckiu (Rovcrt).
In alt tliiee cases, in s|dte ti the wide differences hi the siae-rdatkins, the cdb ooRespond exactly

to adgfn, poaitioo and ptaoHHphola^cal value.

tisaally added certain additional <^a (‘‘seoHidaiy trochdilasts”) from the

Off sectmd qtlartet, or fnnn both. From the second and third quartets

aiises tito post-tilbchal ectoblast. Fnan the left posterim: membo' of tire

fleoaad<|¥iartot> called the "first scmatoblast" (sd) often distiaguished by its

iaigei^{3Cia 1^.470), arises the ectoblast of theventnd plate, givii^ rise to

timeetohhtstk tdpblasts(whensiidiare{»e9(mt, above referred to, p. 998), in*
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(duding the neurobiasta,. iwidiroblasts and myoblasts wjoch bud toil tbe

matarial for the ventral nexv&<ord, and circular muscles. ^

An interesting detail is the origin, in many cases, from certain blastcsneies

of the ectoblastic quartets of certain cells (ectomesobiast) which contribute

to the mesoblast, their number and origin varying somewhat in diffinent

types.^ These cells show a series of conditions, that seem dearly to in-

dicate a phylogenetic series culminating in rudimoitary or vestigial cdls

Fis. 47a—^Earlier stages of typical spiral cleavage b tbe limpet PaltUa.

A, 4-cell stage; B, 4tb cleavage; C, ifr-cell stage, from the side, primary trochoblasts stipped; D,

37 cells; E, 48 cells; F, same, from upper pole.

Otherwise inexplicable. In some of the Turbellaria they are formed in all

four quadrants, are of relatively large size, and give rise to a considerable

part of the mesoblast (Fig. 481). In the annelids and gasterc^Kxls meso-

blastic cells are in many cases produced by certain cells of these quartets,

but only in certain quadrants; and they are often very small, and in some

cases seem to produce only tianritoiy larval structures, hence the terms

“larval mesoblast'’ (Lillie) or “peedomesoUast” (Eisig). In the pdydade

the ectomesobiast seems to be formed only from the second quartet.* In

the gastropod Crepidula Conklin (’97) found mesoblast forming from three

rwlla of the quartet,’ in Unto lallie (’95) found it in only one. Further

‘ See WUtmia (’78, ’87), Wilsoa {’98), Beegdx Coo), Vejdovskf (’88, ’pa).

• Revhw in WUaon (’gS), Tbttey ('03), (’03).

' T-^"g (’84) bdleved the whole of the second end tUrd quartets produced mesoblast akme; but

both tbe writer (’98, Leftophma) and Surface (’07, IHanoetra) found the facts as above stated.
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studies ^owed that m «Hacie cases the ectomesfddast Is fcffined mainly or
whcffiy by two or three snoall cells frmn the tim’d quartet;* and finally it was
fcnind by Tcarey (’03) ia the annelid Thalassema that a con^oable number
of such odis were poduced by all three quartets. Of these, only two (from

dw third quartet) are functional, the others being vestigial and degenerating

lUce polar bodies. AH this, evidently, suggests that ectomesoblast or larval

mesoblast o£ annelids and moUusks is a more or less reduced formation de-

rived from an antestral one in which it played a more important rdle, as is

Fig. 47S.—Continiution of Fig. 478. Spiral cleavage in Patella.

G, s8 cdU, upper pole; B, later “ctenophoie stage,” dliation of primaiy trochoblasts; I, Jr cells,

lower pole; it-if, ride-views, appearance of secondary trochoblasts.

still the case in the platodes. As will presently be seen, a similar result is

indicated with equal clearness in case of the fourth quartet.

(b) The farmatitHi d the'iourth quartet marks an abrupt transition, the

ectoblast and ectomesoblast having ccunpletely split off. Three members of

this quartet, 4A, 4B, and 4C are purely entoblastic. The fourth or posterior

member, 4D, is. the “second somatoblast” or “primary mesoblast" which

divides into two equal teloblasts (Fig. 474, A) ;
and from these are budded

forth tile main m^soblastic bands (ccelomesoblast) which fom the walls of

the caSmt, indwitng the ocelomic epithelium, the gonads and an import-

affit pert of the n|uscular system (longitudinal muscles of annelids).

Tte history of this cdl again brings -prominently to attention the occur-

renoc oi nuhmen|aiy ceUs which seem explicable only as Feminiscoices of
‘ ‘

" In some cases, poshly in. all, 4D is not purely mesoblas-

r WtaHjlcri (’e7}< fimaeHt, Hriaut (’97), TMvtma, Tomy (’os).
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tic but makes a small contribution to the entoblast, in some cases so mudi
reduced in amount as to include but two minute and rudimentary cells no
larger tlan polocytes and probably to be regarded a^ true vestigial struc-

tures.^ These cells are formed immediately after the first equal division (rf

4l> prior to the production of the mesoblast-bands. In some .cases [Arida)
they lie superficially and are quite rudimentary (Fig. 474); in others they
are represented by larger cells which enter into the formation erf the end-

portion of the enteron (Nereis, Crepidula, ClymeneUa)} It is difficult in

Fig. 480 .—Continuation of Fig. 478. Early larvte of Patella (Wilson),

.4
,
larva of g hours in sagittal optical section, showing primary meso-teloblasts, M; B, 20 hours,

from upper pole; C, trochophore 30 hours; D, optical honzontd section of same through ciliated

belt; E, dwarf trochophore from fertilized e^-fragment; F, optical horizontal section of same.

the former case not to consider the rudimentary cells as remini^ent cA

earlier conditions in which they were larger and contributed to the func-

tional entoblast, as they still seem to do in Crepidula and Clymertella.

(c) Beyond this point the residual substance of the basal quadrants, so

far as known, is purely entoblastic and the quartet-formation is not long

continued. When a fifth or sixth quartet is formed (e. g., in Arida,

* See espedally Wilson (’gs, ’gS), Heymons (’gs), Mead (’ge, ’97), UUie (’os). Holmes (’97),

Conklin (’97), Robert (’02).

* In some of the moUuacs they seem not to be connected with the enteron but are carried into the

interior, lying near the front end of the mesoblast-band on each side. See Wierzeiski (’97). Genentl

review in Robert (’02).
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474) <*Ha aM AhtiayB entobiastic like tiie 1»m*I quadrants from
1)1^ they arise.

& setiK c^es thffita seem to be certain minor exceptions to the foregoing
account; aiui thixe are scnne f<mns (e. g., in the foetal types of development
in the oligochietes and sane of the leeches) in adrich the r^[ular quartet-
format^m is obscured and pm'haps lost. Nevertheless, the striking fact is

the constamy ditnm by the history and values of the quartets in so extended
and varied a smies of animals . Equally impressive are the promorphological
relations semi in the lulateral type of cleavage, which has been studied with
great exactness (rf detaQ in the ascidians by a long series of observers from
the time (rf Van Beneden and Julin (’S4) down to that of Conklin (’05).

Jm ah these cases cleavage offers the appearance of a mosaic-work in which
every cdl has its definite v^ue and which is built up by a precisely ordered
series of events. That such is actuaOy the fact has been shown by numerous
experimental researches which demonstrate that the cleavage-pattern is a
true mosaic of potencies. This mosaic owes its character to an antecedent
segiegation of cytoplasmic materials the main features of which preexist
in the unsegmmited but the problems here involved belong to a later

stage of our discusrion (Chapter XIV). .

A. Axld Relations ot the Primary Cleavage^planes

Attmtion was early drawn by Newport (’54), to the fact that in the frog’s

tgg the first cleavage furrow often corresponds with the median (sagittal)

plane of the larva and adult, the first two blastomeres giving rise respec-

tivdy to the right and left sides of the body. This discovery was confirmed

loi^ afterwards by Pfltlger (’8$) and especially by Koux,^ who found, how-

ever, that this rdadon is not here wholly constant, the first deavage-plane

biaiig m a few cases more pr less oblique to the plane of symmetry, or even

at r^t angles to it. Ihe latter conditkm he ascribed to an “anachronism ”

ipdeavage, thefomm to errors of observation. Later and more piredse stud-

iesby many observers * proved, however, that in the frog the relation really

Is Brnnewhat vaih^le, though ccnnddence is the rule. On the other hand,

hat die of asddians {Qaedina, Ciona, CyaOda, etc.) all observers from

the time of Van Bened^ and Julin (*84) have found a very predse cor-

raqiondence, without noticeable exception, between the plane of first deav-

Sge saad the futuse mwlpm plahe,* and also have shown that aU the later

stages of deavsgO display a most strikii^ bilateral symmetry with respect

to the .first tleavoge-plam. This symmetry can be traced up to so late a

\, abo G€iofim^ AikamJImmtat, 1894-

f«iiui sad Botteg ro3), KopfKh Cos), 'm. 0. Sdniitu Cw),

nUfai (’m, 'os), witli Mricws of tbeHtemUne.

1 See eepeiifrib'RMl ('>$> ’88

*s«iB ftpMfaAy 0. fm), a

-fcidwt PwApOI* R#faeett tW*
«See(»pFw). 4^(h8).<a>
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Stage tiuit ths coiaddence of the £ist deavage-plane with die oiediaQ plane
of the larva is placed beyond all doubt (Fig* 467).^ - In the eggs of c^iha-
lopods the same relation 'occurs, the early cleavages being stripy bilateral

with respect to the plane of first deavage (Fig. 468), and the latter in its

turn coindding with the plane of symmetry of the unsegmented ^g (Fig. 485)
and of the bilateral larva to which it gives rise. In both the foregoing cases,

accordingly, we can from the beginning clearly distinguish the right and left

halves of the future larva, its anterior and posterior regions, and its dmsal
and ventral aspects, even in the uns^mented egg (c/. p. 1019). In the cten-

ophore, likewise, the first cleavage-plane corresponds accurately with

the sagittal or gastral plane, while the second is at right angles to it

(Fol, ’69).

Van Beneden (’84, p. 64) surmised that the development of animals gen-

erally would be found to show the same relation, but this proved to be unten-

able. In a second class of cases, the first deavage, though constant in di-

rection, is nearly transverse to the future sagittal plane; well-determined

examples of this are offered in the annelids (Nereis, Chatopterus) gastero-

pods (Crepidida, Umbrdla), and pelecypods (Teredo)} In the newt Diemyc-

tUus Jordan found the first deavage-plane to be often transverse to the lar-

val plane of symmetry, though varying more or less from it. In a third dass,

commonly found in polydades, annelids and molluscs, both the first and sec-

ond cleavages cut the sagittal plane at a considerable angle, sometimes nearly

at 45“. Examples of this among the polydades are offered by TkysanozoSn

or Leptoplana; among the annelids by Ckpsine, Rhynchelmis, Amphitrite,

Arenicola or Thcdassema; and among the molluscs by PUmorbis, Apiysia,

Vnio, or Trochus}

In a fourth class may be placed the nematodes, in which, almost alone

among animals, the first cleavage-plane is equatorial, cutting the egg-axis

horizontally and corresponding roughly to the horizontal plane of the larva

(Boveri, ’99). In a fifth class, lastly, the relation is more or less variable

(as in the frog or newt)
,
and sometimes wholly inconstant, as has been proved

by careful study, especially on the eggs of fishes and uroddes. Examples of

this are offered by the toad-fish Bakackus, the teleosts Ctenolabrus and Ser-

rattus, and the salamander Anddystowa}

' See Ussow (’81), VWleton (’88), Wataaf (’91).
, ^

‘ SeeHatschek. ’«o (r«wi»): WlUon, 'oa (Peras)-, Heynnns, 03 WmbrdU); CoakUn, «7 {Crej^

Wliitman, ’78 {Ckpskui)-, lilfie, ’oS

CMM, ’00 (AnmJeola); Toney. ’03 (T/ulassema); 'W (WwwM: Blbchmim^ ^
Rrfxat >oa (Trtdms). Ml of these eggs belong to the sfinJ type, wdWi^vBgepHwe^ttedi^

<^n*I dtavage-pUnesbeannes more or less twisted disto^ or fatorupt^. tl»M«h m

a aeaetal W^heir fdatfan to the adult symmetry can stHl bo determined. Tltt aame is trueof the

mnritflons imm In Nereis Crepidida or Umbtdia and the a|4tal type generally*

* Oapp, ’91 (.Bsttrachm)', Morgan, *93 (teleosts); Jordan and Eydeshymer, 94 (4«tKjirt«m»).
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Rtan aB tibis it ls{da& th&tno&ced rule can be bdd down amcamog tbe

{HJOOMHphcdogical relatioiis of the early cleavages—^not even the rule that the

first two cleavages pass through tiie egg-axis—and that we cannot ascribe to

tiiem any fiundamental s^nificancx. This is borne out by the fact (p. 1059),

that the n(»mal pattern of cleavage, even in a highly determinate type, such

as Nereis (Wilson, ’96) may be very widely modified by means of mechani-

cal pressure and other agents, with comparatively little disturbance of the

^dopment. Nevertheless it is of the utmost interest that definite pro-

mmphdogical rdations are so often seen in the early normal cleavage; and
the very fact that the adjustment between the pattern of cleavage and that

of the process of localization varies from group to group, and even in the indi-

vidual, and may in some measure be experimentally modified in the lab-

OTatmy, <q>ens the way to a fruitful experimental analysis of the whole

problem.

m. PROMORPHOLOGY OF THE OVUM

Reference has already been made to the fact that the ovum itself,

before deavage begins and even before its maturation and fertilization,

often shows certain structural features that foreshadow corresponding

features of the future embryo and adult. The most fundamental of these

is the polarity <rf the egg, which is probably characteristic of all eggs, even

when not visible to the eye.

1. Polarity and the Egg-Axis

This subject, briefly treated at p. 275, may here be somewhat further con-

ddered. It was long ago recognized by von Baer (’34) that the unsegmented

egg of the frog shows two hemispheres, visibly differentiated by the dis-

tribution of pigment and further distinguished by the constant position of

the two hemispheres oi the floating egg with respect to gravity, the egg being

deqfly pigmented on that hemisphere that is ordinarily turned upwards,

while pigment is nearly or quite absent in a considerable area surrounding

the point This position of the egg is determined by the greater

abondance of —(which in this case b relatively heavy) in the lower

hemisphere. In the frog’s egg, accordingly, the egg may be thought of as

having two poles connected by an ideal egg-axb. Von Baer pointed out,

furthm’, that the.£af]y cleavage-plaims are definitely related to the axb, the

first two passing through it in two meridians intersecting each other at a

3%ht at^, w}nl||i the third b transverse to it, and hence horizontal. He also

bhserved that ^ later deavages are somewhat unequal, ip such a manner

that the o^' the hembphere are smaller than those of the lower;

ahd seftfilward proved that the larger celb the lower hembphere
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jiqncseQt, broadly speaking, the “vegetative layer” of von Ba^, i, e., the

inner gam-layer or entoblast, from adnch arise the enteron and its appen-

dages; while the smaller cells of the upper hemisphere represent the “animal

layer, ” outer germ laya: or ectoblast which gives rise to the epidermis, the

Via. aSl.—Diaaroms illustrating tlie value of the ectoblast quartets in a polyclade (Lefie^oHa).

a lameiUbranch {Uttio), and a gasteropod (CrepHtUa).
A, Leptoptana, showing ectomesoblast-formation in the second quartet; B, Cnpidula, showing

source of ectomesoblaat (from a’, i', c>) and entomesoblast (from quadrant D); C, XJnio, ectomeso-

blast formed only from a>.

In aU the figures the successive quartets are numbered with Arabic figures; ectoblast unshaded,

mesoblast dotted, entoblast vertically lined.

nervous system, and the sense-organs. This fact led to the designation of

the t\TO poles (and hemispheres) respectively as animal and vegetative, fer-^

motive and nutrUive, or protoplasmic and deutoplasmic. Von Baer spdce cA

these poles or hemispheres (in case of the frog’s egg) as the “upper" and the

“lower” because of tie position assumed by the floating and these
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Mttis bsve pei^sted in xxHamoa us^ down to the preset day» thov^
dfiten ’vtuffiy inaffHo^iatB. In some cases it is the vegetative or “lower**

hntti^fdiere that in turned ig)wards owing to the presence of fat-drops in this

part cf the <gg (e. g., ia the pelagic ^gs of certam tdeosts and annelids,

such as Nereis, Figs. 190, 470), while in very many cases the teloledthal^
floats indiffetently in any position.

The pohirity thus clearly tecognised in the frog’s egg by Von Baer and
Remah (p. 1014)^ was subaequ^tly found to be expressed in one_ way or

anothtf in the eggs of all other animals and probably always shows funda^

mentally similar relations to the formation ci the embryo. The tendency

oi the ydk ot deut<^lasm to accumulate in the lower hemisphere is of widc-

qnead occurrence (“teloledthal” type of Balfour) though even in eggs of

Mf. iBt.—Polarity and beginning ol cleavage in the mollusc DmlaUum.

C, begbudng of the Ibst cleavage; D, first cleavage in jnrogress, formation of the polar lobe (p. 1.)

“befoB’-atage.

flus type certain exceptions occur. In some cases, e, g,, in the eggs of cer-

tain aandids {Itytoaoma, Fig. 534), molluscs {Dmialium, Fig. 107) and

(afto fertilizatioB) tunicates (Styela, Fig. 533), the lower pole is sur-

nmnded 1^ a definite protoplasraic polar area nearly devoid of yolk (c/.

p.. 10^4). la odietB a small special protcplasmic area is also found at the up-

per pole (1%. X07). Certain other cases agree with the frog in showing a

tflstributkB) of p%nM3it that is symmetrical with respect to the egg-axis. In

the aea-urdiin Paracentrotus lirniw the unsegmented egg b encirded

liba Its maturaticm by a rather broad band of superficial red pigment just

bdow die equator .md exacdy at rig^t on^es to the egg-axb (Fig. 5x3). In

thcxm^Koc the egg,even beffWe its Biaturadon, is surrounded by a

somewhat but much broader band ol fugment (reddi^ or oUvaceos)

]m«iQge^C«o<^hitepdarai«assarroun(flng the upper and the lower poles

‘ AwWw «0i«» yriw e*(trW Mnw «n the fanpcrtaace of dm egg-polarity may be nMnUoned

-MiimfeHl BhMwk Ctrl WUtmta {'78), Wak fSd lad Van Botiedea ('Ss-'Sg).
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4^» 3°?)* Sections show tliat in this^ the lower colorless polar area

cofces^xnuis with a mass clear protc^lasm into which the yolk does not ex>

tend; while the upper pole is occupied by a Mptils-r but a very much smaller

protc^asmic disc at the cento- of the upper colorless area (Fig. 107). In

Mytostema (F%. 535) the lower pde (rf the unfertilized egg is surrounded by

a green substance, rdiile the remaining portion of the egg is colored red by a
siq)erfidal lay«- of pigment (Diiesch, Carazzi). In the tunicate Styda

partita the egg contains orange-yellow pigment-granules at first scattered

FiC. 48S.—Eariy deavage in the moUiuc Dmtalttm.

A, beginDiiig of the Snt cleavage by formation of the polar lobe C^<); B, later (trefoil) stage of

the same dmvage; C, teasdUng s-ceU stage; n, second cleavage in progress, with second polar lobe

(#•).

in the oOTtical layer but soon after fertilization collecting to form a very

definite disc that lies at first exactly at the lower pole and later moves to

the posterior aide of the egg (Fig. 524).

To the forcing more obvious manifestations of polarity may be added

the position of the microp)de or micropyles (when such structures are pres-

mt) which are usually either at one of the poles, <»- symmetricaUy placed

with reference to it In some cases the miCTC^yle is exactly at the tqiper

pde, as in aea-urchins (Fig. 5x3), cephalopods (^. 113), cff fishes (Fig. IS4}*

In others it lies at the lower pole, as in gastnxqxxls or pelecypods (Fig. 488).
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& tamy insects a group of jaicnqjyles is found at or near the upper (ante-

rior) pole.

The polarity of the^ is manifested by other phenomena which, thnngh

less conspicuous, are oi great significance. In very many cases the original

egg-nucleus (germinal vesicle) is eccentric, usually towards the animal pole;

and in all cases it is at or very near to this pale that the polar bodies or polocytes

an aritriidedfrom the egg.^

These facts make it evident that polarity is present even in eggs in which

it is not made evident by the distribution of yolk or pigment (e. g., in the

C, 4-cdl stage, from lower pole, H, third deavage, with third polar lobe (^>). /, resulting 8 cell

8tai^ lower pole; /, fourth deavage, resulting la i6-cell stage, L, after formation of the 3d quartet

centroledthal eggs of ccelenterates or the "aledthal” eggs of many echin-

odenm). All the evidence thus convwges to the conclusion that the polar-

ity of the egg is of universal occurrence among animals. Its fundamental

{nmiKMphblogical significance lies in the fact that the axis of the egg shows

a definite relation to that of the gastrula of the later embryo, and of the

adult body; and this relation, broadly considered, appears to be constant

> A abido seeming otcqitiaQ to this is offered by the eggs of ctenophores (Ziegler, ’98, Ystsu, ’ii,

'iM, Ksnui ’sa) wherS polocytes lie near what appears to be die vegetative pole. Ziegler's ob-

aervaticna this is due to a special peoiliarity of the fourth (micramete-ptodudng)
dmrage widch^flatS involve a Sow of ydk towards the origfnai animal pole while the ectoblaat-

|MiiihMfaar&|HPaui^ fscanJeddoWn into the lower honlnibere wlwfe micrametes Snaffy are

mtoBL ^|Hpw>ts«veiaaliifpoia(ity is thru caused wUch almost suggests that occurring in the

kVttfWljHlPIlg <p.ji07a}. Tfete account does not, however, seem to be 8tu>pofted by the latet
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throughout the Bilateralia, though it is often disguised in later stipes

through processes of asymmetrical growth such as are strikingly seen in the

metamorphosis of echinoderms or, in a simpler form in the platodes, an-

nelids or molluscs. The questions here involved would lead us far into the

more special problems of embryology.

The nature of the polarity of the egg is wholly unknown; but there can be
little doubt that it is fundamentally the same nature as the polarity of

the tissue-cells. At this point we emphasize the fact that the polarity of the

egg cannot be regarded as merely the expression of a polarized grouping of

its visible materials (such as yolk or pigment) or even such an arrangement

of its structural components (such as the position of nucleus and central

apparatus). Experimental evidence hereafter reviewed (p. 1087) makes it

probable that polarity is inherent in the protoplasmic substance itself;

and both Boveri and Driesch were thus led to refer it to a polarization of

ultimate structural particles of which the odplasm is built (p. 1090).^

2. Bilateral Symmetry of the Ovum

Second in interest only to the polarity of the ovum is the bilateral sym-

metry shown in the shape of the egg and sometimes also in the grouping of

its structural components, a condition so clearly marked in some cases that

the position of the future embryo may be exactly predicted in the egg before

it has been laid or fertilized. The classical case of this is offered by the eggs

of insects, where it was originally pointed out by Leuckart and Metschnikoff

and later studied by many observers,* and a bUateral structure was also in-

ferred by Van Beneden and Julin (’84) in case of the unsegmented egg of

ascidians which display so marked a bilaterality in the form of cleavage.

Watas4 (’91) observed the same fact in the egg of the cephalopod {Loligo),

and demonstrated that the plane of symmetry during cleavage coincides

with that of the ovum before cleavage begins. The form of the new-laid

egg, prior to cleavage, is somewhat like that of a hen’s egg, but is distinctly

flattened on one side which Watase proved to be the future posterior repon,

while the more convex side is anterior, the more pointed end dorsal and the

larger end ventral (Fig. 485). The first cleavage-furrow here may be seen

to lie in the plane of symmetry, the second in the transverse plane, while all

the later ones, up to a late stage, are symmetrically disposed with reference

to the plane (Fig. 468).* It is probable from this that the egg of the

* For further remarks «>n polarity, see pp. 10J3, 1087.

* See Halle* (’86), Blodimann ('87), Wheeler (’87. ’m).

* Wataa6 observed, however, the remarkable fact that the blastodisc, efeoemf bihUeivlly as ustial,

may sometimes lie on the side of the egg instead of in its normal position on the dorsal a^wct. The
bilateiaUty of deavage is therefore not a mechanical result of the bilateral dmpe of the egg httt hi-

hetes in the protoplasmic substance.
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aacidian is also lateral btifoce cleavage (as Merrad by Vam Beaedta and

Jlilio) though not suffidmtly marked to be vistt>le to. the eye.

The great variety di shapes oSered by the eggs d. insects has long bew
familiar; but many of them are known to be bilateral in sh^, and this may
be true all. Most commonly the egg is more or less elongated, often an-

gular in diape, and shows a very distinct plane of symme^, together with

anterO-postnio and dorso-ventral differentiation which coincide with those

of the future mnbryo; while Blochmann and Wheeler have observed a cor-

leqxmding bilateral distribution of yolk. Hallez found, in a study of the

oot^nadt (Periplaneta), the water-beetle (HydrophUus) and the locust

d

(Ig. 4M.—Outiine of muegmented aquitf's egg, to show bUstenlity (Waias^}.

A, iram light dde. B, from posterior aspect.

enifV antero-poBten'or axis; d-v, dorao-vaitEal axis; i, left side; r, right side.

{Locttda) that “the egg-cell possesses the same orientation as the maternal

ntfflnism that produces it; it has a cephalic pole and a caudal pole, a right

side and a Idt, a dorsal a^)ect and a ventral; and these difierent aspects

of the cgg«ceU OOindde with the corresponding asparts of the embryo.”

WhedfS (’93) iQ^ied the same result alter a study d over thirty species

of bisects and copduded that evsi in insect eggs that approadi the spherical

form the symmdicy stQl exists, though not obvious. Hallez (’86) also deter-

wied the remmpaMe fact, confirmed by a number of later observers, that

the always t|es In the same position in the oviduct, with its anterior or

toijpaids tim tgiper end of the oviduct and hence towards the

'* When, tber^ore, the eggB ID r^piOUt

1^4 ^
^ip^maased in flat plates (a frequmit ccmdition) all occuw tibe mwa® P«®i'
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1

tiODU The nmter has observed a good case of this in the beaudful eggi oi the

hemipter MiiapodUiSt which are large, of a pearl-like luster, and markedly

bilateral in Uma (Fig. 486). Ibese eggs are often deposited one after

another in regul^ series on the surface of plant-stems or leaves. When,
therefore, the embryos become viable through the semi-transparent envel-

nt.m.—Bilateral egg of the hemipter Uetapodius femorottis.

A, viewed from the ventral aspect; B, from the right side.

A, P, the anterior and posterior poles; D, K, dorsal and ventral aspects. The egg is always
attached in the mid-dorsal surface (at D). Actual length 2.6 mm.

opes they are seen to be perfectly aligned as if marching focward in single

file.

S. General InteipretationB

The interpretation to be placed on the promoiphology of the ovum and

of cleavage ofiers a series of questions that belong to the more general prob-

lem of development, hereafter to be considered; nevertheless it may briefiy

be ctmsidered at this point Should polarity and bilaterality be regarded as

primary or preformed characters of the egg-cell, or are Uiey a secondary

condition established in the egg by a process of epigenetic development?

The first alternative was adopted, at at least implied, by Van Beneden,

Flemming, Whitman and other of the earlier writers; More modem studies

have toided to support the second alternative, wMdi was early adopted

by Mark, Pfitlger, 0. Hertwig, Driescb and Watas^, and later sus-

tained by Boveri and many others. That the polarity of the e^ in-

volves no fixed mid immutable organization was proved by the eiqxxi-

inents of Pfliiger (’84), Bom (’8$), Sdiultze (’94), Morgan {’95) on the

showed that if the egg be k^t in an inverted

the rytoplaanic materials undergo a rearrangemwt, lender the
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of gravity whidi invd.ves a lawe or less imu^ed displacement of the old

ytatsy othm (d>se)rvatioBs point to the conclusion that polarity, bilaterality

O'

llfi MT.-—Eggs of Insect Corixa CMetscbnikoiv).

A, esriy stage before fonxmtion of the embiyo, from one side; B, the same viewed in the plane
of aymmettr; C, tfae'cmbiyo in its final position.

s, anterior «od; ;^,3>osteiior; I, left aide, r, right; v, ventral, i, dorsal aspect. (These letters refer

to pnrition M the embryo, which is nearly diametrically opposite to that in which it first

Oet^dopsli "*1 miaofflrie; oeM ^ is the pedicle by which the egg is attached.

and other pnmicspbological features of the egg are as truly a result of

epigenetic devt^^pment as are the chararters which first become visible

St l^ter stages.
;
Tliey are gpsdually established during the preembryonic

'^fo'tttfolrtDcas t^e oq^tidal, |ngli^t..eo&ta!hing plasma remains fixed, thus giving a vety defi-

id&tiificAtioo of the oHgina! axie. Whether the OngliuU polarity is actually lost or
a4s|i^ is a imt^ delicate Question. Bom^s studies showed that intet-
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stages, and the egg when ready for fertilization, has already accomplished

part of its task by laying the basis for what is to come. Mark (’81), who was •

one of the first to examine the subject carefully, concluded that the ovum is

at first an indifferent, homaxial, or isotropic cell which afterwards acqtdres,

polarity and other promorphological features; and essentially the same view

was clearly formulated by Watas6, who urged that the ovum “which may
start out without any definite axis at first, may acquire it later and at the

moment ready for its cleavage the distribution of its protoplasmic sub-

stances may be such as to exhibit a perfect symmetry, ancf the furrows of

cleavage may have a certain definite relation to the inherent arrangement of

the protoplasmic substances.” This is a remarkably close approach to the

conclusions developed in later years by experimental studies (p. 1093).

In considering the questions here involved we must hold fast to’ the fact

that the egg is a cell, similar in its essential features to other cells. There

are many reasons to conclude, accordingly, that the cytoplasmic differen-

tiations that the egg undergoes must arise in essentially the same way as in

other cells. In the latter case such differentiations, whether in form or in

internal structure, often show a definite relation to the environment of the

cell—to its fellows, to the source of food, and the like; and we may expect

the same to be true of the egg-cell. Mark made the pregnant suggestion that

the primary polarity of the egg might be determined by “ the topographical

relation of the egg (when still in an indifferent state) to the remaining cdls oj

the maternal tissue from which it is differentiated,
” and added that this rela-

tion might ojjerate through the nutrition of the ovum. “It would certainly

be interesting to know if that phase of polar differentiation which is manifest

in the position of the nutritive substance and of the germinal vesicle bears

a constant relation to the free surface of the epithelium from which the egg

takes its origin. If in cases where the egg is directly developed from epithe-

lial cells this relationship were demonstrable, it would be fair to infer the

existence of corresponding, though obscured, relations in those cases

where (as, for example, in mammals) the origin of the ovum is less directly

traceable to an epithelial surface.” * In this case the polarity of the egg

would therefore be comparable to the polarity of epithelial gland-cells, where,

as the nucleus usually lies toward the base of the cell near the source of food,

while the central bodies, and often also characteristic cytoplasmic products,

such as zymogen-granules, typically appear in the peripheral portion.*

nal oSpIasmic substances undergo a kind of rotation, the more coarsely granular or yolk-^baaring

portion moving downward on one side while the more finely granuiar moves upward on the other;

but the exact meaning of this is not yet dear.

' Watasfi, ’qi, p, 280.

•’8t, P.SIS.
* See also Hatschek, Zjilogk, p. 112.
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^ i oHuxptiap im iwprived strting support iiom itumawus observ&ticBa

i I^Eodi 4iemoistiate tlie edsteooe ci ddiiute rekticMas beMeoi die oOcyte

jmui the nateni^ ‘tissues. The gmninal veside, as Koiscfadt (’89) espe-

daUy p(^tedoat| unially lies eccesitrically towards the point of attadiment

or of food*ei^)|)}y; aiid this pc^t has beoi proved in many cases to coincide

with one d the pdes at the egg, as is demonstrated by ^e position tit the

micrt^yie, ol- the polocytes, often also by the distribution of pigment or

yo&. Hist die micrc^yle is formed at mie pole of the obcyte is made co’*

tarn in some caftes by die fact, first established by Jhming in the pdecypod

Scrnbictdaria and later in other forms ^ that the^ is in some cases drawn

(Hit ton the point of attachment to form a more or less attmuated pedicel,

which persists until the egg-envelopes are formed, thus causing an interrup-

tMQ udiich becomes the micropyle (Fig. 488). The latter is sometimes ac-

tually traveiseclby the pedicel until the time when the ^ breaks loose,

when the pedicel is withdrawn, sometimes leaving a temporary papilla

winch (in the nemertine) may be identified with certainty as lying at the

lower pcde {Wilson, ’03). In other cases * the micropyle is marked, and at

first pardally filled, by a special cell, derived from the ovarian epithelium.

The fact now fleems well establidied that the micropyle (when present)

may be situated eitho: at or near the upper pole (echinoderms, insects,

fi^ies) at the lower pole (nemertines, many molluscs). In the maturation

of eggs of the latter type the central bodies first appear near the upper

(otiguially free) pcfie, asJs the case with epithelial cells generally (p. 108).

This omnpaiison seems to fail in cases where the micropyle lies at the

pde; but the relations in this case call for further study. In the sea-

unjun Boveri (02) believed that the ipicropyle, undoubtedly situated at

^ Upper pole, marks the point of attachment in the ovary. Jenkinson

i'lf) has tried to show tl»t (in Paracmti^us) the obcyte is originally

attadied at the vegetative pole; and that the micropyle is here a new forma-

tifOeu The evidtoce of this, however, leaves miudi to be desired and the

qUesticm as to whether a uniform relations ezhts among animals generally

between the point ai attachment and the pole therefore remains c^en.

tesa » knowB of the bilaterality of the egg; but the presumption is the

aame as in the .base of pdarily. The (xmstant poutitm of the bilateral q[g

lUj^ovaxy of Insects (p. loso) is hard to explain under the hypothesis that

the us Mhukeral from the beginniiq;; and it seems more probable that

bIbtfetaBty ai^es qsigenetically in c<»Tdati(m with the intta-ovarian en-

ttotoaitt ef ^e egg. Xn any case the expmmoital evidence (p. roS7)

Itoca that the^nina of hOaterality, like that td polarity, is not to be sought

Stimtiim r«4}. C. 8. mioa C»). £ B. Wilioa ('03, ’mX eu.
^gw EtewWfftmg ’9a {tdtaiMbi), Mint ’ga ig^pUntm), BodiBcr, *19 {Sittiita),

<v
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men^jr in tlie of the egg or in the tqwgraphical distributioa of its

materials. As in the case of poliaiity, therefore, Driesch and Boveri were'

led to (he conclusion that the fundamental basis of bilatmlity must lie in

A bHatesRil (wientation of ultimate protoplasmic partides ci the odplaao.

.
IV. GROWTH, CELL-FORMATION AND MORPHOGENESIS

1. The Limits of Growdi and Cell-division

A distinction is often conveniently drawn between determinate and inde-

terminate growth and division, the former being strictly limited by inherent

ng, 488.—^Attachment of the otkyte and micropyle-fonnatioa in pelecypods. (A-C, in Cyelas

from STAurrACBEB; D, £ in Screbtadaria iiom Jhsbing).

A, B, earlier and later oScytea, stalk of attachment to epithelial wall of ovary; C, oScyte after

detachment, with omphi-nucleolua and micro[^Ie (m); D, ohcyte, still attached to ovarian wall,

surrounded by “albuminous envelope" traversed by stidk of attachment; £, egg free in ovarian

cavity, with envelope and micropyle (m).

conditions (as in higher’ animals) the latter having no definitely assignaMe

limit, as is seen in many perennial plants. Evmi in the determinate tjipe

it is probable that the cessation of growth and division is due to secondh^

causes, In any case it is certain that different ceDs and tissues ^er
^riddy in this respect In the course of individual development growHi

and division are in general most active and general in the embnydmc

tissues and become more restricted as diffmntiation proceeds. Sooner or

later an approximate ccmditicai of equilibrium ,
is established. Some the
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fOiOatic cells, sadi as aervie-cells, appear to lose the power of diviaioQ al>

' together; others, ^di as the muscle-<ails, connective tissue<ceUs and various

fonos of gland-cells, may divide undis special conditions; still others con-

tinne to divide throuj^mut life, thus replacing the worn out or dead cells

of the same tissue (e. g.^ in the Malpighian cells of the epidermis). In all

higher animals, where growth is limited, a nearly balanced state is finally

reached in which replacement only suffices to make good the losses. In

higher plants, on the other hand, progressive growth and division may con-

tinue for very long periods of time in the apical regions and in the cambium,

thus leading to indeterminate growth with no assignable limit; the giant

redwood, for example, is known to grow for upwards of two thousand years,

vdiile the banana and some other cultivated plants, have been propagated

for centuries by purely Vegetative or asexual processes (p. 235).

From these facts we infer that in plants and animals generally the cessa-

tion of growth and division, like the advance of senescence of which it is one

expression, is an inhibitory effect due to secondary causes (pp. 235-237).

This is strikingly illustrated by the phenomena of tumor-formation in higher

animals, which strongly suggest a release of the cells from a check or obstacle

by which they had previously been held within normal limits. It was long

smce assumed by Thiersch and Boll that each tissue continues to grow up to

a limit offered by the resistance of neighboring tissues or organs; hence

the removal or diminution of such resistance through injury or disuse leaves

the remaining cells free to renew their growth and division until the normal

barriers are restored by regeneration. At best, however, this is hardly

more than a figure of speech, as is shown by many well-known facts.

A remarkable example is offered by the reversal of symmetry that occurs

during the regeUeration of amputated asymmetrical structures in certain

crt^taceans and annelids. The decapod genus Alpheus possesses an asymet-

risal pair of chelae, one a small and simple structure with cutting edges,

the other a very large and complicated crushing chela (Fig. 489). Indi-

vMtials of the ipecies as found in nature are indifferently right handed or

. |dft handed in this respect and either chela is readily regenerated after

aiqnitation.^ ^^zibram discovered that if both chelae be removed the original

ooQi^tioii is restored; and the same result follows if only the small one be

mpiiiqvecL When, however, the large chela is amputated a small cutting

16 regenesated in its place, while the original cutting chela enlarges and

illtmitfomed $fiio a large ctusking chda, thus reversing the original asym-

' SWent obtained a closdy. similar result in the serpulid annelids

efip.) whith originally possess two opercula, one laige and

an^ <me very small and non-functionad. An^utation of the

'y/ ( , ' f ' Ptdbtsib (Vi, 'o*), WUion ('03), Zeleny Coi).
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lai^e operculum causes a new small one to grow forth in its place^ while

the former small one quickly grows forth into a large functional one, of typi-

cal form and size.

In these curious cases it is evident that the smaller structure possesses a
power of growth, cell-division and differentiation that is held in check,—we

A, B, normal left and right chels (the latter widely opened to show the ‘‘hammer,” k) of Alpkeut

heUrockdis; C, cast skin of right small chela after the first moult of an individual foUowing amputa-

tion of left large chela D, the right chela withdrawn from C at the first moult, already showing

character of a large chela; £, F, normal left rudimentary and right functional operculum of By-
drMes dUmtkus; G, B, I, stages in transfoimation of a left ludimentary operculum into a large func-

tional one after removal of original right functional one.

know not how, but conceivably through the action of hormones—by the

prmnee of the larger chela. This check, obviously, is not a direct mechani-

cal barrier but is somehow involved in the normal equilibrium of the organ-
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Mat ^ ^ ^ diaiacter of the species. Muiy iQustratioiis of the sanie

be ctfEenaL Ibe adult sabtioander^ for ^cample, is able to

itgeQaO'te aQompatated limb, whereas the adult frc^ only heals the wound
> sd^teut fttrther legieBtemt^ (Fraisse).^ Agam, among coelenta:at^ as was

hmg since aboMa by Loeb, certam forms such as the polyp Cenontfnu,

show a poiaiity so tnaiked that tentacles can be regenerated only at the

dtstfd d a section; but in the hydroids tentacles may be produced at

bo^ ends of a imt stem if the piece be placed undm* proper conditions, and

this is die case a^ in certain polyps.^ In the earthworm (to take stiU

anotber example) if the posterior region be amputated a new tail is readily

devdqied by the frcmt piece, but hinder piece usually regenerates no

head. H, however, the section be made near the anterior end a new head is

often formed hy the larger posterior piece. If the trans-section be made in

the mkUhe nq^n the posterior piece sometimes regenerates a head but more

usually a ta!L* Afl this shoWs the futility of attempting to treat the com-

pensatoiy changes that may follow upon removal, atrophy or displace-

UMit <d particular parts as direct mechanical effects of the disturbance.

Th^ ate ocmiplex specific physiolc^cal responses which belong in the gen-

eral category of regulative phenomena.

Both the limitations of growth and cell-division and their release may be

affected by a great variety of agents, many of which may in themselves be

dmide sUdh as the amount of available food-stuffs, or the pres-

eoce ce absence o( particular hormones or the like in the blood. Funda-

nMitid^, howevet, the various types of behavior arc determined by hcred-

*, they arcyian outcome of the specific organization of the germ-cells.

TIM is at once <^vious from the familiar fact that the specific mean size

of taganiaim generally is hereditary. Size, however, is in general deter-

mined 1^ tbe uujpaber of cells produced by the egg rather than by their

^)-^he ntouse, for example, differs in size from the elephant miunly

b<MUise of the smtUler number of Its cells. The modem Mendelian analysis,

bttghmhtg vdth MtUidel's own experiments on tall and short races of peas,

has IhOwn that w|tfain the same spedes racial differences in size (and hence

i&^ somber of ^eBs) may segregate in typcal fashion; hence we conclude

lal90iTO cadlB at least, the limits of growth and cell-division are de-

the cmumosomes. We thus see that a valid general basis exists

for the hypothe^ of Boveri ('14) that the rdease of growth and cell-

^vMioit ffurn thatncamid mstmints wbidi so impiesses us in the fcHmation

* |^^ad|iB«l|Uiaw nmasUett dobi'Uto iAkc K tfae bone ii cVt scrou, fallhig to occur if the limb

mlMatteiaiimMb«biewnaeiiasteuM>iputBfedlinb,btitiMt

'^^uion (N*>|
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of naay be traceable to a definite disturbance tbat has taken place

in the chromosome-group.

2. Cell-diTirrion and Morphogenesis

The problem takes on a broader aspect when we consider the phenomena
of apical or teloblastic growth and all-division in relation to the formative

process to whidi reference has earlier been made. In the Characea for

example, we see a characteristic kind of metamerism produced by succes-

sive divisions of the apical cell, the single cells thus cut off, giving rise in

regular alternation to the nodes and intemodes of the mature stem. In an-

nelids and some arthropods we find a quite analogous though more cmnplex

process, in which successive divisions of the apical cells or teloblasts (Fig.

473) form the fundamental basis of the adult metamerism, including that of

the mesoblast-bands and coelomic cavities, the nervous system, nephridia

and many other structures.* In particular Vejdovsky’s observations on the

annelid Dendrobcetta give strong ground to believe that the number of met-

americally repeated parts of this animal, and probably of other annelids,

corresponds in like manner with that of the number of cells segmented off

from Ae teloblasts. A remarkable case is offered by the isopod Crustacea,

where the number of somites is limited and constant. In the embryos of

these animals as shown by McMurrich (’95), and by Bergh (’00) there are

two groups of teloblasts near the hinder end of the embryo, an inner groi^

of mesoblasts from which arise the mesoblast-bands, and an outer group

of ectoblasts, from which arise the neural plates and the ventral ectoblast.

The mesoblasts divide sixteen times, the ectoblasts thirty-two (or thirty-

three) times, before relinquishing their teloblastic mode of division and

breaking up into smaller cells, and the sixteen groups of cells thus formed

give rise to the axteen respective somites of the post-naupliar re^on of the*

embryo (t. e., from the second maxilla backward). Each ^gle division d
the mesoblasts, and each two succeeding divisions of the ectoblasts, thus

splits off the material for a single somite. The number of these divisions,

and hence of the resulting somites, is a fixed inheritance of the species. Such

cases bring prominently into view the long debated question as to whether

the character of growth and morphogenesis is a cause or a result of the cot-

re^nding activities on the part of the component cells indi^dually c<m-

sidered. This question was first raised in case of the apical growth of |dants

by Hohndster, DeBary and Sachs. All of these reached essentially the same

result, namely (in the words of Hofmeister), that “the growth of the indi-

vidual of a growing point is controlled and conditioned by the growth

* See WUttiuui’i ediservAtions on leeches (>8), ud those of WUsim (’87} and of Vddonrskf

fSS-’os), on eerthworms and other oUgoduBtas.
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Ilue «ii^ vegetative p<^t, whether it be striving towards increased siz?

aloae ex towards the development of a particular shape. ^ This conclusion

was based laigdy cm the fact that the characteristic form of growth is often

^wn by the growing mass before it splits up into cells, and the form of cell-

dhdsion adapts itself to that of the mass. Herein lies the explanation of

Sachs’s rule that the direction of both anticlines and periclines is definitely

ad|asted to the form of the growing mass (p. 982); and here is the basis for

the oft-quoted aphorism of DeBary: “The cells do not form the plant: the

plant forms cells.”'

The same conclusion, evidently, is strongly suggested by the growth and

(hvision of tdoblasts, and also by the fact that in many cases the form of

deavage may be altered experimentally (e. g., by mechanical pressure) with-

out materially affecting the end-result of development (p. 1059). A presump-

tion is thus created that the primary factor lies in the development of the

embryo as a whole; and that the adjustment of the cleavage-pattern to it,

however accurate, is of secondary significance. Among earlier writers who

mged this view may be mentioned Rauber, Hertwig, Adam Sedgwick and

especially Whitman, in his striking essay The Inadequacy of the CdUtheory

of Deodopment (’93). The same general conclusion is indicated by experi-

ments on regeneration, which show that definitely formed material, in some

cases even the adult tissues, may be directly moulded into new structures by

moti^ialhpds with little or no accompanying ceU-division. Driesch showed

(’95, 2, ’99) that if gastrulas of Sphcerechinus be bisected through the axis

so that each half contains both ectoderm and entoderm, the wounds heal,

each ha'i forming a typical gastrula, in which the enteron differentiates

itsdf into three typical regions (fore, middle, and hind gut) correctly pro-

portioned, though the whole structure is but half the normal size. Here,

the formative process is in the main independent of cell-division

Or increase in siz2. Bickford (’94) found that in the regeneration of

decapitated hydranths of tubulariap hydroids the new hydranth is

|)rimarily formed, not by new-cell formation and cell-formation and

l^^wth from the cut end, but largely by direct transformation of the

distal portion thi stem. Morgan’s interesting observations on Hydra,

and Planturia showed that here also, when the animal is cut into pieces,

complete produced from these pieces, but only in small degree

thrm^ the formation of new tissue, and mainly by direct remolding of

the matwal into a new body having the correct proportions of the

species

AS this, e^ddenfly,>' is on the ride of the original contention of Hofmeister

sod Sachs and (so ^ as growth, cdl-divkion and development are con-

'
‘ Cited by Kwvet fo8, p. aSi).
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oemed) seems opposed to Schwann’s conception of the multicellular organ-

ism as a composite or mosaic (p. loi). On the other hand, it is certain that

this result represents only one side of the truth; for it has been conclu-

sively shown that multicellular aggregates having very definite and constant

structural characters may be built up by the aggregation of cells originally

separate. Notable examples of this are offered by certain simple plants,

including Hydrodictyon, Pediastrum and others, in which new colonies are

formed by endogenous division within the old cells. The cells thus pro-

duced become separate motile zoospores or swarm-spores, in Hydrodictyon

numbered by thousands, which after swimming freely for a short time within

the mother-cell, become aggregated and build up new colonies, each within

a mother-cell, having all the characteristic features of the species.^ These

undoubtedly owe their characters to the interaction of cells orig-

inally separate.

Even more remarkable are the observations of H. V. Wilson (’07, ’10, ’ii)

and his successors on sponges and hydroids more or less completely dis-

sociated into their component cells by being rubbed through fine bolting

cloth. In the resulting debris of the sponge, the cells reassemble in small

groups each of which may produce a perfect little sponge of charactCTistic

type; and Galtsoff (’23, ’24) has shown that this is effected by amoeboid

movements of the cells, which creep together and coalesce to form small

aggregates from which the new sponges arise. Even in hydroids (Eudend-

rium, Pmnaria) Wilson obtained a similar result, characteristic small hy-

dranths being formed by the aggregation, coalescence, growth and differ-

entiation of separate cells or very small cell-aggregates. Wilson at first

considered that in sponges this was effected by the amcebocytes (archaeo-

cytes), assumed to be totipotent cells of embryonic type; but later con-

cluded (in case of the hydroids, and by inference also in sponges) that the

differentiated tissue-cells become dedifferentiated to form masses of “toti-

potent regenerative tissue.” This conclusion was, however, not sup-

ported by the subsequent work of Huxley (’20) and of Galtsoff, which

shows that while certain of the dissociated cells may become somewhat

simplified—the collar-cells, for example, often lose their flagella and col-

lars—this does not involve a true dedifferentiation or a return to the

embryonic state. For the most part the dissociated cells retain their histo-

logical character and reaggregate without (at first) the occurrence of mito-

sis. In Huxley’s phrase; “The development of a restitution body is primar-

ily a sorting-out of different kinds of cells_, followed by a redifferentiation of

the individual types of cells.” . . . “The fate of the cells is not a function

of their petition (as in substance was assumed by Wilson), but their essential

' See Helper (’08, ’14, ’18).
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iKMltiba is a functko of thdr ocmstitutifaid differences.” Gkdtsoff's con-

^dbslca is in piinc^e snaffer.

To the foat^foing mhy he added the fact that in many cases possess

soh^ a degtee (ff ind^jendenoe that profound modifications may occur in

spedal r^ons through injury or disease, ndthout affecting the general

equilibrium of the body. The most striking proof of this lies in the fact that

grafts or tran^lanted structures may perfectly retain their specific diarac-

ter, though transferred to a different region of the body, <x even to another

species; and equally dmonstrative is the fact that in many cases single

Uastrnneres of the segmaiting egg, on removal from their fellows, continue

to as if still fcnming part of a complete embryo. It is evident,

therefore, that further analysis will be required to show what is the true re-

latkm betweoi the cells, individually considered, and the body which they

frmn. Such an analysis will be offered in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER XIV

DEVELOPMENT AND HEREDITY

“It is certain that the germ is not merdy a body in which life is dormant or potential,

but that it is itself simply a detached portion of the substance of a preexisting living

body.” HinoBY.*

“ Inheritance must be looked at as merely a fonn of growth.” Darwtn.*

“I would like, therefore, to make an attempt, by giving an account of the observed facts,

to lead you to a deeper insight into the reproduction and development of organized bodies,

and to show that these are neither preformed nor, as is commonly supposed, do they come
forth suddenly, at a particular moment, out of a formless mass.” Von Baes.'

I. INTRODUCTORY

From a merely physico-chemical point of view the germ appears as a

magazine of matter and of energy which undergoes a series of specific trans-

formations during development to produce a typical result. From a cyto-

logical and embryological point of view the germ is a single cell built upon

the same plan as other cells. That a single cell can carry the total heritage

of the complex adult, that it can in the course of a few days or weeks give

rise to a mollusc or a man, is one of the great marvels of nature. In attempt-

ing to attack the problems here involved we must from the outset hold fast

to the fact that the specific formative energy of the germ is not impressed

upon it from without, but is somehow determined by an internal organiza-

tion, inherent in the egg and handed on intact from one generation to an-

other by cell-division. Precisely what this organization is we do not know,

We do know that it is a heritage from the past somehow perpetuated by cell-

division, and that development is only a further extension of processes that

have been going on since life began. The dramatic aspect of development is

due to the apparent simplicity of its starting-point, the suddenness of its

onset, the prodigious speed with which it goes forwards, and the complexity

of the results achieved within a span so brief.

But when we have grasped this fundamental fact we have only focussed

our instruments for a study of the problem. In what form axe the potencies

of the adult borne by the germ-cell, and how do they become visible realities

as development proceeds? .We can answer only imperfectly; but we are at

least able to formulate many of its problems in terms of cell-activities. The

^ Evchaim, Science and CtiUm, p. 3^1. *Variaium of Animals and PlaeOt, 11, p. jgS.

’ ^twick. da Thiere, H, 1837 , P- 8.
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groSK mors of tite tatfy prafonoatiooists woo loi% since dispdted. We
kDO«r tiiat geniH^ contains no pre-^dkeated embryo; tlm.t the parts

«! the ein]»yo axe .gradually formed in a typical order by a process which,

ecfcmially at least, is one oi qiigenesis as understood by Aristotle, Harvey

and Wolff. The fact has been made dear that the qperations of development

do not differ In any essential way fnnn those which take place in the adult

oiganhun. The cleavage ol the e^ is a series of rapidly succeeding cell-

(hvHHcms by mitoais. The moulding of the cdls to form tissues and organs

hi dtaractraistk gronpings, as many eminent naturalists have perceived, is

essentially a phenomenon of growth. Differentiation invdves specific

txanaformations of the cell-substance which, like other cell-phenomena,

have their root in the processes of metabolism. The problems of devel-

opment and heredity are therefore inseparable from the more specific

pheiunnma of cell-structure and ceU-activity that have formed the subject

the foregdag chapters.

1. Statement of Qie Problem

Ttm course of devdopment is conditioned by both external and internal

bctors. The egg, like the adult organism, is a reaction-system attuned or

adapted to a parthmlax set of external conditions, and it responds to changes

in diese ccmditions by corresponding changes in its mode of development.

Tot jsxample, the eggs of most marine invertebrates undergo normal develop-

mmit only in searwater; and even a slight diange in the chemical composition

of this medium may lead to profound changes in the normal mode of devel-

(^Mnent. If, for Instance, sea-water be deprived of caldum chloride (of

which less than i% is normally present) the cells of the segmenting egg are

unabie to maintain their normal association (Herbst, 'oo) ^ and the embryo

devdops and differentiates vqi to a c»tain point as a mass of dissociated

ffvi^g cells imtmd of forming a single multicellular body. Typical develop-

ment is depends igxm the adjustment of the germ in a thousand ways to

the tyidcal or notmal external conditions. For the purposes of our analyris,

howevtt, we shall treat the external factors as conditions of develcpment

rathee than primary or determining causes. This is justified by the fact

that Ihe eggs of widely different animals give rise each to its own typical

product under identical extenud conditions;—the eggs of a sea-urchk, a

eoaS, a WOOD arid a firii undogo their characteristic transformations, each

after ha own idriS, ride by ride in the same vessel of sea-water. The specific

dIffilireaoeB of ch^ehqnnent riiown by these various animals must be deter-

intmud factora inherent in the ^-cHganieation. It is

' ty. p. xa46.
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ibeM iactfKS Vrych we ^*11 lien<»f(»wanl treat as ^e primary causes of

devel^noeiit a&d as (Bering us its major problems.

We may define heredity as an innate capacity of tl% organism to deydbp
ancestral traits.’^ Heredity as thus defined depends, in Weismann’s phrase,

upon the continuity of the ** germ-plasm,” i. e., upon a ph}'sical contmuity

of cell-substance from one generation to another by means of growth and
cell-divisicm, through the medium of the germ-cefls or (in somatogenic re-

production) of reproductive groups of cells. Development may be d^ned
as the sum total of the operations by which the germ gives rise to its typical

product. Its particular course is determined (given the normal conditions)

by the specific “organiaation” of the germ-cells which form its starting-

point. As yet we have no adequate conception of this organization, thou^
we know that a very important part of it is represented by the nucleus.

Its nature constitutes one of the major unsolved problems of nature;

and by some leading investigators, such as Driesch, is regarded as in-

soluble from the mechanistic standpoint (p. 1115). Nevertheless the only

available path towards its exploration lies in the mechanistic assumption

that somehow the organization of the germ-cell must be traceable to the

physico-chemical properties of its component substances and the ^lecific

configurations which they may assume. The fundamental problem, there-

fore, which includes all others, is that of determination.

From a cytological point of view this problem first began to take definite

form with the idioplasm theory of Nageli (1884) and its more specific devel-

ofunent by 0 . Hertwig, Strasburger and Weismann. That part of the

problem that relates to the mechanism of development centers in the phe-

nomena of localization and differentiation (p. 1083). How do the various

parts of the developing organism take on their specific characteristics in

the course of development? How do they come to form an orderly system in

space and time? The first of these questions was first taken up to a certain

extent from the cytological side by Beale (1861) in his conception of “ger-

minal” and “formed” matter in the cell. The second was first clearly

formulate in the modem form by the discussions of His (1874) on germinal

localization, and the mosaic theory of Rmix (’83, ’88) and Weismann (’85,

’92)-

S. The Idic^laam Theory

NSgeU’s celebrated theory was a purely speculative attempt to conceive

bereifity as determined by the transmission of a particular substance or

iHopiasm carried by the genn-crils and constituting the essential physical

^ It ’botne in mind that sudi tnitn are often Intent or nceuivei and nuiy be inhented

throniih manr unwattons wit^t actually cooling into ricw; alao that no slni^ in^vidual bears

b iti^ the eoto hethage of the ipedes.
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xd hcaredity.* Tl^ substance was assumed to be quite distinct from

the otiia* compaaents of tlw ceil, which were regarded as forming a ^‘nutri-

tive jdasma” br ta^tbc^jiasm which plays no direct part in inheritance.

Mg. gM.—Hatf-embiyos of the frog (in transverse section} arising from a blastomere of the

tw»-eeil tUge tifter killing the other blastomere (Roox).

4,h»i{-hl»(aln (dead blastomere on the left); B, later stage; C, half-tadpole with one' medullary

f<^ sad ooe meaptrlast pbte; post-generation of the missing (right) half in process.

iWi, udheateiit; casdtyt<fe-t deavage-caviUr; ek, notoc)iord; m. /., medullary fold; tM. r., mesoblast-

plste.

Hereditary traits w<a« assumed to depend upon a definite molecular organi-

zatioa <A the idliop&am. T%e hen’s egg differs from the frog’s because it

crmtaiihs a diff^ent liio^ism. The species is as completely contained in the

oie ns other, niwl the fami’s^ differs from the frog's as widely as a

^VfewMpIp or ioH to bits had gadler been suggested by Buffon in his theory of organic

in hb pesvhdonai ll9>polhaBis of paagenesis. by Herbert Spene» in Ms theory

oitdhy Haeckel and Ek^rerg in the theocy of idastidulei and Berigenetla.
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Ism from a fn^. The idisqslasm was conceived as an extremely comjdex

substance coissisting of elementary complexes of molecules or “micelipe";

and these were assumed to be variously grouped to form units higher

orders, which, as development proceeds, determine the development of

the adult cells, tissues, and organs.

Nageli made no attempt to identify the idioplasm with any partrcular

morphological component of the cell. It was somewhat vaguely conceived

as a network extending through both nucleus and cytoplasm and from

cell to cell throughout the organism. Meanwhile, however, cytological

researches were pointing more clearly towards the nucleus as a leading

factor in heredity. Soon after the publication “of Nageli's theory, the con-

clusion was drawn by O. Hertwig, Strasburger, and later by Kdlliker,

Weissmann, and other prominent leaders of biological research, that Nageli’s

idioplasm is nothing other than the so-called “chromatin”
(
= basichro-

matin) of the nucleus; and this view was brought into especial prominence

through its ingenious speculative development by Weismann, whose term

germ-plasm as a substitute for “idioplasm” is still in common use.

The far-reaching influence of the idioplasm theory upon later studies in

heredity is evident; but it is now plain that the theory can be accepted only

in greatly modified form. Nageli seems to have conceived the idioplasm as a

single substance that is chemically homogeneous; and a similar view con-

cerning the chromatin appears to have been held at first by many other

early investigators. Roux’s speculations on the significance of mitosis

(p. 500) pointed from the beginning towards a more complicated conception;

and this was fully borne out by Boveri’s epoch-making discoveries concerning

the genetic continuity of the chromosomes and their qualitative differ-

ences (pp. 829, 916). In the light of these discoveries and their later devel-

opments it became evident that the nucleus cannot be thought of as com-

posed of a single, homogeneous idioplasm or germ-plasm. It is a biological

system, built up from a specifically organized group of different chromo-

somes which are themselves highly complex bodies; and it is only one part

of a larger protoplasmic system, represented by the germ-cell as a whole.

The term idioplasm or germ-plasm thus lost much of its original meaning;

nevertheless it is often convenient as a collective name for all those com-

ponents of the cell-system, whether nuclear or cytoplasmic, that are trans-

mitted unchanged from generation to generation and which embody the

primary and essential factors of determination.
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a. liSE LOCALIZATION PROBLEM

A. Theosies or (^sional Pkelocaumtk»i

To Bonnet and other prefctfmatiomsts the localizaUcm problem chared no

rhfficolties. The Gorduui knot 'was cut by the aasumptiim that the embryo
is fnm the first prefmmed in the The final overthrow of this doctrine

Xlip, in.—Pufid devekipquot of isolateil bbitoi&er»<gioups in the ctenopbore Btrei (Fiscsel).

A, ¥S<0(& elaae divi^bd oloag die Une-of fint deaviee, each with 4 micnnnerea end 4 mncro-

aMKs; n, dw iwitthicfbTve, each with 4 nnn oi paddlea; C, D, asymmetrical fiagmenta fiom an

tfg it, with^ and 5 ndf^macrooieiea ropecdvdy; E, F, the resulting larva:, with 3 and s

nmn ot aHTa^pond&i^.

by Wtfiff and hisisuccessors eadoded this easy eolation, but the pooability

adK mnalned dia| the egg may contain prelocalized r^ons that are inevit-

l^y predestined lor the parts to Which they give rise-^o a certam extent

auih ptodeMinaliQn is huhsed a matto- of observation in toe case of iqggs Oiat

^yidNy Sipbiy p^izity and Inlatetdlity. The questions Imre raised were
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diacBwied by W2hdm EDs C74) ia his iaterestii^ work Umere Kdrperform.

“It is dear, on the tme hand,” he says, “that every pdnt in the embtyimic

iQ^ioa of the blastodenu (of the chick) must represent a later organ or part

of an otgta, and, on the other hand, that every organ devdoped horn the

ttetodenn has its preformed germ (vorg^ild^ Atdage) in a definitdy lo-

cated r^iion d the germ-disc. . . . The material of the germ is dready

present in the flat germ-disc (in the chick), but is not yet morphologically

marked off and hence not directly recognisable. But by following the de-

velopment backwards we may determine the location of every such germ,

even at a period when the morphological differentiation is incomplete

before it occurs; logically, indeed, we must extend this process back to the

fertilized or even the unfertilized egg. According to this principle, the

germ-disc contains the organ-germs spread out in a flat plate, and, con-

versely, every point of the germ-disc reappears in a later organ; 1 call this the

Fig. 49t.—Experiment on the egg of the ctenophore Berd (Fiscxiei).

A, nomul Urva, with eight rows of paddles; B, larva from S-celi stage partially separated abng
the line of first deavage into two groups of four cells, Showing paddles in two groups of four each

and two apical organs.

princifie oj organ-forming germ-regions” Ray Lankester (’77) developed

this conception as follows: “ Though the substance of a cell may appear ho-

mogeneous under the most powerful microscope, it is quite possible, indeed

cerUdn, that it may contain, alreadyformed and individualist, various kinds

of physiological molecules. The visible process of segregation is only the

sequel of a differentiation already established and not virible.” ^ The ^-
C3ft(^>laatn has a definite molecular organization directly handed down from

the parent; cleavage sunders the various “physiological molecules” and

isolates them in particular cells Whitman expresses a rimflar thought in his

dasrical worit on Clepsine: “While we cannot say Uiat the embryo is pre-

delineated, we can say that it is predetermined, the ‘histogenetic sunder-

ing’ of embryonic elements begins with the cleavage, and every stq> in the

process bears a definite and invariable relation to antecedent and subsequrat

st^.” * , . . The coiicludon d Rabl (’79) was similar: “In ^ite cff our-

t >

'7T, ». *. ’
’ys, tk 49.
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adinA tlie qtiestioa is f<»ced upfonw ^riiether we miist not assvtme &e exist"

vnm, evm k tbe unsegmented of a quite de&iite and orderly grouping

and (Estribution of tJie protoplasmic particles and molecules.” ^ Van Ben-

eden ('S4} pointed out-the dose-kinship of this conception to that of a theory

of |H<ef<nmation: *‘1i this were the case (t. e., if the e^-axis coincided with

the prindpal axis <rf the adult body), the old theory of evolution would not

be as basdess as we think to-day. The fact that in the asddians, and proba-

bly in other bilateral animals, the median plane of the body of the future

animal is marked but from the beginning of cleavage, fully justifies the hy-

pothecs that the materials destined to form the right side of the body are

situated in one of the lateral hemispheres of the egg, while the left hemi-

sph^e gives rise to all of the organs of the left half.”

Later researches, both comparative and experimental, have brought

forward a complete demonstration of the essential correctness of these

condusions. Many- cases have now been made known in which the egg-

substance is more or less definitely marked out
—

^by the presence of pigment,

spedfic types of granules and the like—into visibly different areas which

give rise to particular parts of the embryo; and artificial destruction or

removal of these areas is followed by the formation of an embryo from which

the corresponding parts are absent or defective.^ Before considering these

facts more criticsdly (p. 1062) it is desirable to examine the so-called mosaic

theory of development as applied to deavage.

B. The Mosaic Theory of CtEAVACE and Development

1. Foundation and Eaily History of the Theory

The earlier observers considered deavage to be no more than a multipli-

caticm of indifferent rmd essentially similar cells; but a'ter the development

of studies on cell-lineage by Whitman, Rabl, Van Beneden and their suc-

cessors all dose students of deavage and cell-lineage were increasingly

iippnssed with the mosaic-like character of the deavage-pattem. Rabl

and Whitman, for example (following Kowalewsky’s earlier work) traced

the mesbblastk germ-bands to a single cell (pole-cell or teloblast), while

Rabl danonstmted ^ origin of the entire ectoblast (in Planorbis) from'

^dve cdls formed 'ip three successive quartets (p. 1007). Whitman dis-

orveied the fact, at that time received with incredulity by some of the fore-

most emlnyokigists, that the central nerve-cord (in Clepsim) could be traced

to a Sii^ pair of &ter-cells (neuroblasts, p. 998). Facts of this type,

aiterv^Kri^ made knolra on a far' more ^tended scale, stroi^y suggested

deayage-paltom should be r^arded as a composite or mosaic-

’’ Sgie i3K> {teuniag,
^ f in the 4^ sutaiopbd*, ctesotdkim, and e/. tk. le&a.
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woi^ ai specifically difietmt, self-difiFerentiating cells. This view seemed

St first to be placed on an assured basis by the independent experimental

work of Chabry (’87) on the ascidian egg and of IU>ux (’88) on that

of the frog. Both operators worked by destroying one or more of the

blastomeres of the early cleavage-stages by a fine glass stylet (Chabry) or

a heated needle (Roux). Save in one important respect their results were

closely similar. Chabry found (i) that after destruction of one or more of

the blastomeres of the 2-cell or 4-celi stage the remaining cell (or cells) con-

A, 4/8 stage, from the si<fc, B, 8/i6 stage, trochoblasts stippled, C, resulting larva, with }4 ptoto-

troch, D, 4/i6-3tage: £, S/ja-stage, F, resulting larva, with pnmary trochoblasts (P) below and
secondary ones (/«) above

tinued to segment as if forming part of a whole embryo; (2) that although

the products of their development gave rise to a gastrula and in some cases

to tadpole-like larvae, the latter always displayed certain defects correspond-

ing to the region of the destroyed cells. The anterior or posterior 2/4 em-

bryo differs markedly from the right or left 2/4; the 1/4 larva is less complete

than the i/a ca* 2/4. Chabry therefore concluded, that: “Every blastomore

contains the potentiality of certain parts, its death involves irremediable

loss, and the different parts of the animal are preformed in the different

parts of the egg.” These results were later confinned and much extended

by Conklin in a beautiful experimental study (p. 104^}.
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j iPw i«d Iw^Jer «l the naosaic theca7 wa« Boox^ l^r reuna bodt of Im
iBi^penmeiaM ivork aod lyswdiaeqtt^t theoretical mt^
Cte.kjBit9oraeaf th6U«$tomm!sof the 2<ell stage of liio frog the u^jtued
hldf develc^ied m some iqases mto a weli-fonaed half-Jarva (Fig. 490) rqire-

aeatXBg apimHdiaaldy' the n^t oc left halt of the body, containing one ine>

duBaiy fold, oaO anditcny pit, etc.* Analc^us though less complete re»ilts

17016 obtained fay <^>eialjag with the 4-oell stage. Roux was thus led to the

condition that *^t^ devdopment <il the frog-gastrula and of the embryo

fig, 4M.—Devdapmeat ef isolated fint quaztet-oeUs (ectoblastic) of tbe 8-cell stage in Palttto.

A, its fint divldoo; B, Its second (Vas-stage); C, the product, 24 hours, actively swimming,

with 4 primaiy tioclxddaaia (f>), two seoondaiy ones (shown in C) and two sensory c^s,- D, group

host apical region with two senaoiy cells; £, F, isolated sensory cells (flagella non-motile); G.

atthe gtoop nsolting ftoai omtfanied development in celcium-fm aea-water.

farmedfrom it is from the second cleavage onward a mosaic-work, consisting

of at least four vertical indqiendently developing pieces.’/

Roux obsQTved, hotvever, that in the end the half-larva restores the missing

atnictuires by a kind regeneration whidi he called post-generation. Even in

the tumOate, as found by Qiabry and later by Conklin, the half or quarter

amdnyo does tiot remain an exact hi^ or quarto but closes the wound and

in tim <3um of the half-embryo assumes a fonn so much resembling a emn-

plate dwarf tad|ide 'that it was actually mistaken for sudi by some kter

obaovers. llie moaaic theenry, evidently, must not be taken in too rigid a

*tkaeoit«yofijU* diaputed byOKU tbrtwlg Cfid. ) «iid«mem;lwthterfll>Mr-

WSn saMjfilr SAwW; imdtoSnd Moegsa, dwMd thw both liertwlg «r4 kflhx vere right, lUdvw

hfioiemww fnay give tow true btlf-krvg, to a htw* *dtli iimgidar defecti,

«kh>,*iidiaielim«{lHm;^«m8^gtocircunutaiKws. The imphusotfeinit this fact (p. ro6p)

iHWhto sihiw hr timing rcoiBtwwhof SrsdMt frrl.
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sense, tor the partial embryo or larva atiH retains, in some dc^pree at lea^
the power to approach a whole devdopment.^ Roux tried to meet this fact

by the assumption that differentiation is of two types, namely, sdf^iffervn-

tiation, or sdf-determination, due to intrinsic factors within the cells, and
corrdatke dijfferettHaiion d^)ending upon the relation of the individual cell

or group of cells to the embryo considered as a whole.^ Primarily the deav-

age-modac is an expression of self-differentiation, each blastomere being,

as it were, set for the production of a particular structure or group d stnic-

Flg. 4SS.—Isolated living trochobUsts in PoTeKa.

A-D, isolated primary trochoblast and its later development up to 24 hours; £, ^Qar result;

P, pair of trocboblasts, from isolated half of primary trochoblast after its first division; C, single

primary trochoblast; H, /, secondary trochobUsts, all actively free-swimming.

tures by virtue of its internal organization. Secondarily the predestina-

tion of any particular blastomere is capable of modJ£cation by regula-

tive processes, akin to those of regeneration, that are thrown into ac-

tion by disturbance of the normal devdopment. This conclusion has

not beam shakem by later investigation, though the nature of “corrda-

tive differentiation” remains alnust wholly unknown. It has been

vagudy ascribed to “interaction” of the cdls (0 . Hertwig), to the

“devdopment of the organism as a whole” and the like; but such phrases

are only restatemaits of a fact which in its essential nature still remains

unexplained.

* Cf, McClandoD p. jejg. *<y. p. 1076
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;
St. letter Dweloimumt of the Moudc Ilieonr

'Iha mosaic theoiy vms sustabed by a bng series of later experimental

studies which can here be reviewed only in brief outline. Its first confirma-

ti(m came k(m experiments on the eggs of ctenophores and gasteropoda

which proved omduslvdy that blastomeres completely isolated fr(Hn their

fellows oonthnm to segment as if still forming part of a whole embryo and

give rise to corresponding partial structures. In the ctenophore Berffe the

woih of Driesch and Morgan (’95), amplified by that Fischel (’98),

Ziegler (’98), and of Yatsu (’ii-’ia) showed that isolated blastomeres of

the 3-cdl, 4'cell or 8-cell stages give rise correspondingly to larvse which,

though closed like whole larvae, are morphologically fractions, showing in

particular a number of swimming plates reduced to 4, 2, or i, in place of the

normal 8 (Figs. 491, 492). The experiments of Fischel clearly proved that

each of the eight micromeres of the i6-cell stage is definitely specified for

the formation of oae of the rows of plates, and this was confirmed by Yatsu

(’12). In like manner Crampton (’96) found in case of the marine gastero-

pod Uyanassa that isolated blastomeres of 2-cell or 4-cell stages segment

exactly as if forming part of an entire embryo, and give rise to larvas cor-

respondingly defective.

Mor6 extensive and detailed experiments of the same type, carried out

by the writer (’04a, ’04b) on the eggs of molluscs and of an annelid Lattice,

and by Conklin (’05, ’12) on those of tunicates and gasteropods, confirmed

and much extended the foregoing conclusions and placed the mosaic theory

on a firm basis.^ It was thus demonstrated that in Patella and Dentalium

blastomeres isolated at any period up to the 32-ceU stage, continue to seg-

ment as if forming part of a whole embryo; that, if of sufficient size, they may
close and gastrulate; but that they nevertheless always give rise to defective

structures that correspond more or less accurately to those to which they

wotfid have produced in the normal embryo. For example, the primary

“trochoblasts” of the 16-cell stage of Patella, upon isolation, divide twice

equally to form four equal cells (as in a whole embryo), and at the proper

tkoe each develop# a row of powerful cilia and the group swims actively

about (F^. 495, 497). The isolated sister-cell (a‘‘S b*‘S etc.) of the primary

trochoblast, thou^ identical in appearance with the latter, has a wholly

diSerentbte, giving rise to two “secondary trochoblasts,” to a portion of the

apical sense-organ, and to a group of smaller ectoblast-cells,

—

i. e., to the

same structures titat it would have produced if still part of a whole

emlvyo. The ent^ upper (ectoblastk) quartette from the 8-cell stage

produces a structune comparable with the upper hemisphere of the trocho-

*lA)^'mikm8gteKtlyaidedlgrHeri)gt’s<&a>very UiatthebUatomecesofgegmwting^gsinay be
tben tempoTarily incaldum-freeaea-water (c/'. p. 103b).
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phore larva, i. e., a mass of ectoblast-cdis bearing an apical org^ and a

ciliated belt but devoid of alimentary canal (Fig. 494). A 1/8 cell from the

iq>per quartet fails to gastrulate but produces an apical organ, and the four

typical primary trochoblasts (Fig. 494 C). The corresponding 1/8 cell from

the lower quartet gastrulates but produces no apical organ, and no primary

trochoblasts. In Dentalium the results are not less striking. The 1/2 or

A, B, C, from CD-, half of 2-cell stage; D, E, twin >i-larvae from same egg: D, from CD-

half, £ from .4£-half; £, >i-larva from O-quadrant; C, K-larva from C-quadrant of same egg;

similar K-larva; I, i/8-larva from posterior (d) micromcre of S-cell stage; J, j/8-lar\-a from c-

micromere of same egg.

1/4 blastoraercs segment as if still forming part of a whole embryo, and tally

the CD (posterior) half or the D quadrant forms a polar lobe. (Fig. 496).

These and many similar experiments demonstrate that in these embryos the

cells possess individually.an inherent power of self-differentiation that cannot

be ascribed merely to the interaction of blastomeres as such. Whether in

Union or separated, they run through with their preordained course of de-



'leAsi^toKsA mmI levcDi jteiiona theit' ooroial functions («. g., in case nf

tiM ixocfadblssts} »lien >coi^)leteiy iadated. Tlte cleavage-atagea of

tiiOM animab thecefore nfucsent as a whole .uid in detail a mosakhWfKk of

9df'><SffevNitiatUQK celb asicsg adiich the developmental potencies aie

definitdy d^tibtited; and while condadve action is no doubt in stane

f||i 10f.—laolatfld liviiig cdli from DtntoUmm eggt devebping for 24 hours in caldum-free sea-

a*t«r.

A-^i tree-asrimmhig ttocfaoblaats of TkMaliiim{ B-l, cdb nsembUng mesenchyme sod

amicle-oA of Patdh.

siaeamae dbo oon^aned, its main part seems to be played at em earlier stage

tjiikRiAlBtigeay 1094).

becaeKxtt by obaervadoos on the annelid Lanice (Wilson, ’05)

idwiaIBhe e^ecfments were Imre Im ^tailed. As in Deittelium the first

are une^ml in size, the larger one (as in annelids generally) pro*

the gteah^ part (d the metanseik trunk and id the codomesofafast
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in tbe segmentation of the body takes its origin. If the

be destro3?ed the iar;^ one produces an embr3ro having a segmffiited trui^,

Mihile if the iargra' cefl be destroyed the smaller one produces no trunk-

ii^km and remains unsegmented. Both embryos produce a ciliated bdt.

v4‘^

ng. 498.—Development al partial embryos in the tumcate Slyda {Cynthia) partita (Conklin).

A, 1/4-embryo, in about iSo-cell stage, right baU-embryo; a,,cotTespondlng 1/4 half-ga^rufat.

about 330-ceU stage; C, right 1/4 haU-tadpole; D, postoior 3/4-embiyo, half 33-ceU stage; £, later

stage (half 76-cell stage) of similar half-embryo; P, later 3/4-embryo, postmor baU-embiyo dtow-

ing musde-and mesenchyme-cells (shaded); G, somewhat earlier anterior half-embryo, showing sen-

sory spots, chorda-cells (ck), absence of tail or muscle-cells, yellow crescent still evident in injured

cells (y, c); B, from 4-cell stage, left anterior and right posterior K-embiyos, the ftKmersrith nelml
pUte-cella, latter with muscle-cells, and ventrd entoderm; I, similax embryo, ri^ anteriai

X (sensory igiot) and left posterior (with yeBow cdia).

a irnwdl pre-trodial region and an apical organ, their ncffmal products wh«i

hinning parts of a whole embryo. Conklin’s experiments (’05) on ascidhut

blastomeres (Styela) have given results quite simEar in piincqde.^ If at

any period a blastomere or group ctf blastomeres be destrt^^ cleavage ctm-

^ employed mainly the mmhod (d spurting the segmenting effis in and out al a pipette,

seieering such as showed the mechanical destruction one or aaatt blastomera.



mimmima: and HEREomr

Httle er ao znodification. Hie 1/2, 3/4, aad 3/4 embiyos dose

,Aii^ gutitdate, bvtt& & defective manner. Tlie t/8-anbryos fail to gastru*

li^. Tlie 1/3 larm from a stage, or from the lateral half d a 4-cdl

ata|p^ produces a head and tail; a notochord composed of half the nontaal

ntnaber of cdQs; an atypical neural phtte, a single atrial invagination, and

Uie musdecdls of one ade only (Fig. 498). The anterior 3/4-larva (Fig.

498, G) never forms a tail or muscle-cells, possesses the normal number of

chorda^odls (though the diorda is tardy if ever formed), and of neural-

pJate cdb, and' may fmm the sense-spots. The posterior 2/4 larva forms

no chrada^cells, neural-plate or sense-spots but produces a mass of

muscle and mesenchyme-cells and a double row of caudal entoderm-cells.

Tlie 1/4 mbiyos (Fig. 498, H, I) form chorda-cells, neural plates and sense-

spots if they come from the anterior quadrants, if from the posterior quad-

rants none of these structures appear; but muscle, mesenchyne and caudal

entoderm cells arie present. Analogous results were obtained from 1/8

and 1/16 blastomeres. In all these cases the isolated cell produces essen-

tially the structures for which it is predestined, the result being only modified

the more or less complete closure of the embryo and the overgrowth of

the region of injury by cells from the uninjured side.

The foregoing observations demonstrate the validity of Roux’s concep-

tual (rf self-differentiation, and spiecification of the cleavage-cells. The only

question that can be raised is how it arises, and in what measure it may be

overcome by subsequent regulative processes such as have earlier been

referred to in the “post-generation” of the frog (p. 1044). The specification

of the blastomeres fe undoubtedly of the same general nature as that of the

tissue-cells in later stages, which is so strikingly displayed in the indepen-

<feaoe (ff grafted tissues, or in the long-continued culture, without loss of

their ^[ledfic type, of living tissue-cells isolated in vitro, which has received

so mud attention from the works of Harrison, Burroughs, the Lewises

and many others (p. loa).'

IW questions raised by the foregoing results thus apply to all stages

of tlw oob^ny and open the broader problem cd the mechanism of develop-

ment genially.

i. The Development of Totipotent or Equipotent Blastomeres

We nmv encomtter an apparent contradiction which, however, mil dis-

iqpfManr critical analysis (p. 1106). Driesch discovered in 1891 that

in s^dKitdhin |m isdated Uastomere <d the 3-ceU, the 4-ceU, or even

restidlctmDs) of the 8-cdl stage, may gm rise to a perfect larva,

|*'*-*r'*r*' e’er. **091 Bunpochs {^xX Lcnb tod LemU (’is), and Utentoie there
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of ccffrespondingly diminished size but of normal propivtions. In one re-

flect only do these blastomeres suggest a mosaic devek^mmt, namely,

in the fact that they segment as if stillfarming part af a normal larva and often

give rise to a small blastula that is at first more or less widely opea on one

side (Fig. 499). These blastulas soon dose and gastrulate informal fasfa-

C D
Fig. 499.—Half and whole cleavage in the eggs of sea-urchins.

A, normal sixteen-cell stage, showing the four micromeres, above at the vegetative pole ffrom
Driesch, after Setenka); B, half sixteen-cell stage developed from one blastomere of the two-cell

stage after killing the other by shaking (Driesch); C, boll blastula resulting, the dead blastomere

at the right (Driesch); D, half-sized sixteen-cell stage at Texepneusles, viesved from the mfctomere-
pole (the eight upper not shown), This embryo was probably from an egg-fragment.

ion and in many cases give rise to normafly formed dwarf plutei. In this

way it is easy to produce two or even four quadruple embryos from a single

egg; or, if the blastomeres be incompletely separated, double or multiple

embryos, united in various ways.’ In this case the blastomeres have been

1 Driesch’s original method (’99) was to shake the blastomeres apart in a small gbaa tube. L^tjer

t'oo) he made use of Herbst's caldum-free sea-wata (see p. 1036) and was thus able to make a

very accurate study of the phenomena.



AND HEREDItlT

Mifotent (S^Hm) m (Drnsdi) smce eadi, thougjb aor-

aiM^ intMliu:^ oDe^Utlf tor quarter of oa embiyQ, aevathdess ^os-

aewea tlb« oapadt^ to {xudoce k idude one.

l>iciesck*8 remarickMc ^acovery has repeatedly bera c(Hifinn»l and ex-

teatuied to otket aftatials. In Amphumts (Wilscni, ’93} the facts are similar

(f%8- $00, 501) though dte 1/8 embryos rarely attained the gastrula-stage.

In the hydrmpedttsa Clytia Zoja (’95) obtained perfect dnarf embryos even

from kxiintod oells oi the 16-^ stage. Morgan (’95) obtained complete

nkMo.I—Normal and dwarf gastrulos of Ampkimus.

A, aorttol gostiula; B, half-sized dwarf, from an isolated blastomere of the two-cell stage; C, quar-

tfr-knsd dwarf, fram an fsoUted blastomere of the four-oell stage.

bixn the.egg of the teleost FunAdus after total destruction of one

of the hrst two blastomeres. In the salamandw Meigt Herlitzka (’95, ’97)

iraoDeeded in ccmiyietdy separating the first two blastomeres by means of

Om^xictkm with i fixie loop of hair, and in rearing from the two separated

UittwnraeB two pfsiectly formed dwarf tadpoles. In this case ea<di isolated

hhukOBWxe seems, to develop like an, entire egg without ^ving rise first

to O f embiyo, p in Roux’s eaqreriments on frogs. In a beautiful serks

of htto stud^W this method Spemann (’01, ’os, ’05) showed that in

THtm dtoihle m(#*t«rs or ^‘Siamese twins” of various types may be pro-

thlOM imoaithi^ ^ the d^«e of ocmstriction of the egg while in the s-cell

«t;^1iyalM|>of|«ir. Averydeq)e<mstrictioniuayleadtotheiHoduction
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of a having two perfect heads, two pairs of fore^l^ (Pig. 502)

and longitudinally divided nearly as far back as the root of the tail. A
leas degree of constriction produces a head slightly constricted in the middfe,

with two pairs of eyes, a brain double as far back as the medulla, but with

Fig. 601.—Dwarf and double erabiyoB of Ampirioxus.

A, looiated blostomeie of the two-cell stage apparently segmenting Bite an entire egg ({/'. Fig.

409. D); twin gastrulaa from a single egg; C, doubte deavage residdiig from the partial separation,

By ibal^, of rfw Uastomeres of the two-cell sta^; P, E, E, double gastruks aikiag from sodi

fonss aa the last.

a sit^e body. Still slighter constriction may produce a head that is single

in form but possesses a median double eye, and two pairs of cerebral hemis-

pheres. Id these eggs, accordingly, all degrees td du|^ty may readily

be induted at will in the product of a single egg.
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la hamony with this was the discovery d McClendon (’ioc) that even

in the Anum {Ckoropkilus) if one blastomere be destroyed and eemplody

remnedi the lemaining one develops in the main as a whole, becoming ^he-

Fig. MS.—Double-iieaded development in the newt [TriUm) pfoduced by various degrees of

oonstriction of bte developiiig egg by means of a loop of hair (Speuann).

A, after canstiictkni along the Une of first cleavage in the r-cell stage; B, after slighter con-

st^dt^n in the blasaila, with auditory vesides in contact anteriorly; C. similar but with less

onutriction. anteriorijr with two eyes in contact but no auditory vesicle; D, after slight constriction

in 3-cell stage, with Median double eye in front, but no auditory vesicles.

roidal and prodiicing a whole blastula, gastrula and larva of half size (the

cleavage was no|t examined).

The nemertiha Cerebraiulus (W3son, '03) ^ agrees closely with the sea-

inrchin; the isolated 1/2 or 1/4 bhistomere s^ments as though still forming

a complete embryo and usually gives rise to a blastula that is open

oriMm Mde (Fig;. 503) though it completely doses before gastrulation begins

|||W fpivm Ip a perfect gastmia and {^dium larva (Fig. 504). The

Ptiai deavage pi isdated blastomeres is indeed the general rule; and such

^iparaxt exo^floiDS as have been noted (& g., in Amphioxus at the hydrp-

* Sen ^80 Zekaf, ’04, ITatsn, ’10.
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medusa) require further examination. The partial rhai-arter of tte cleavage

is rfiovra by the size-relations, by the direction of cleavage, and by its

rhythm. In the sea-urchin, for example, the normal embryo forms four

micromeres at the lower pole during the fourth cleavage, the 1/2 embryo two,

and the i/4-embryo but one. In Cerebrattdus the regular alternation of

clockwise and anti-clockwise spirals is accurately followed in the partial

development. During the fifth normal cleavage of this egg the four cells

of the second quartet are always last to divide (Fig. 527). The same is

true of the partial embryos, the 1/2 embryos, therefore, passing characteris-

flg. 508.—Cleavage of isolated ;4-blastomere in the nemertine Cerebratvim.

A, 4/8-stage; B, 8/16; D, 16/32, half-blastuiaseen from inner side; £, F, later half-blastulas,

closing.

tically through a 14-celI stage (28/2) smd the 1/4 correspondingly through a

7-cell (28/4) stage.

It is an interesting fact that the closure of the open blastula to form a

whole structure differs in different species. For example, among sea-ur-

chins, as shown by Driesch, the open type is typical in Echinus as in Cere-

bratuhts; but in both these cases the cells may shift at an early period so as

to produce a “compact” or closed bastula from the beginning. In Spkeere-

chimis, on the other hand, the compact or closed type is the rule, though as

in the open type of Echinus the form of the deavage is strictly partial.

Similar differences are seen in the partial development of PateUa and Den-

ialium (p. 1046) some individuals following the dosed and othors the open

type. In Cerebratulus the open type is sometimes exaggerated, the blasto-

mere producing a curved or almost fat plate of cells; yet even these forms



vitimtidy cloae apd fireduce nonnal dwiuf ladtm lii hydrcnrae-

s& sbown Hfuis fot), the iscdated l^tmoere oftat segtamU in

iidU mote loQiie^aiul tipea fadoen, giving rise to very irregui&r plate» or eveh

^ocde cdb, whidi lyevartheless are often able to dose and develop.

Facts of dus kh»} at first sight seemed fatal to the dieory d mosaic de^

vekqiment ami self-differentiation and led some leading investigators in

this field, notary Drksch, to abandon the hope of arriving at a mechanistic

interpretatimiof. devel(^»nent (p. 1115). Driesch held, in opposition to Roux,

ns. S04—^Pffidium lame of the nemertine Cerebralulus laclcus.

A, mimal Suva of jfa faouis, from whole egg; B, C, twin dwarf larvoe from blastomeres of one

eis iw^***** nt 3-cdll iuge; <(h*ail 1/4-larvie fnnn irolated 1/4 bhutomeres.

that “ the feagmehts (t. e., odls) produced by deavage are completely equiva-

Imt IX indiffdienl.^' '^Tbe blastomeres of the sea-urchin are to be regarded

as fomung a ui^Stom matecud, and th^ may be thrown about, like balls in a

{8^ without in ffie least d^;i» impairing thereby the normal power ot de-

vdofnnent.” * *'^ke r^atkie posUum of a iia^omere in the whale ddo’tnines

in general wAof tSendop from it; if its posUian^be changed, it gives rise to

mneffmtg di^roii^ in words, Us prospeOiee value k a function of Us

Cga, etc.) in like manner hm$ted that the organism

'1
Studfan IV, p. aa*

,

> stn&n IV, p. 39> Cf. Wv, “S« intiH dte WaehstwiiBeiteebaiiitit to Bin elm Functim to
Sminc* Mb” C74. P» iss).
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devekfiS as a wbok as the result of a physiolo^cal interactioQ ^ equivalent

blastometeS. The tranafonnation and differentiation of the embryonic

was ascribed by biin not to an inherent specific power of self-differmtiation,

as in Roux’s mosaic theory, but to the action upon them of the whole systm

of which they are a part. Cell-lineage is therefore devoid of causal signifi-

cance and is merely an incidental result of the continuity of development, •

since every.group of cells is derived from an earlier group and hence at a suf-

ficiently early period irom a single cell. Kindred views were expressed by
Whitman and a number of other observers; but these conclusions were pre-

mature, as was demonstrated by subsequent experimental researches.

Some of the earlier writers sought a reconciliation between these two

divergent interpretations by assuming two different types of cleavage,

one of definite and mosaic-like character, the other indefinite and, in its

earlier stages at least, without fixed specification of the cells. Conklin (’97)

thus distinguished between the “determinate” cleavage of such forms as

annelids or gastropods and the “indeterminate” cleavage of sea-urchins or

medusae, in which a single blastomere may produce a perfect embryo. Hei-

der (’00) spoke correspondingly of “mosaic-eggs” and “legulative eggs.”

Later observations demonstrated that these distinctions are misleading,

yet they have a certain utility for our discussion. Turning aside for a mo-

ment from this question, we return to the earlier attempts to find a specific

interpretation of mosaic development and self-differentiation, which be-

gan with a theory especially associated with the names of Roux and of

Weismann.

4. The Theory of Qualitative Nuclear Division and Its Experimental
Disproof

The tbeoiy oi qualitative diviaon, due to Roux (’63 and later papers)

was most highly elaborated by Weismann (’85, ’92, etc.). Both, these

authors, like O. Hertwig and Strasburger, considered the primary determina-

tion of development to be effected by the nucleus and held that “chromatin”

is identir-Al with the germ-plasm or “idioplasm” of Nageli. Both assumed,

however, that the ordinal chromatin of the egg-nucleus is a h^hly complex

substance consisting of numerous different components; and further, that

cleavage involves divisions that are either qmrUUative only or qualitatiDe,

the former invdving merely an exact halving of all the nuclemr oiMnponents

(as in ordinary mitosis of the tissue-cells), the latter a ^tmg apart of dif-

ferent ccnnponents which are then aliottwi to different cells. Divisum of

these two types were assumed to take place in a fixed and predetmuined

order, the original idioplasm thus bang progressively split up during (mtog-

eny. “Ontogeny dq}ends on a gradual process of disinte^tion of the
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|eita-p!afi{Q| 'nycli splks into anally and mailer groups of detenoinants

^ tite developmeatd each individuaL . . . finally, if we neglect possible

onai^catunis, oidy me kind of detenoinant remains in cell, via,, that

i^idi has to control that particular cell or group of cells. ... In this cell

It {»eaks up into its constitutent bit^hores, and gives the cell its inherited

specific diaracter. ” ' Development as thus conceived is essentially evolu-

tionary and not epigenetic;* its point of departure is a substance in which

all of the adult -characters are represented by preformed, prearranged germs;

He. MS•^Normal and modiBed cleavage in sea-urchin eggs.'

A, normal 8-celI stage of Toxafneiistes (WitsoK); 3-JF^, successive stages of a single egg of Pore-

CktoKt (ZtEOLBa} ooBifHesaed vertically between two glags plates^ and continuously observed.

The 8-ceB, l6-cell, 3i-oen and transition to the 64-oeD stages figured. All the spindles are hori^

amtal gad the deavtfes ate in the fine of wewtfe.

its course, the result of a predetermined harmony in the succession of the

quaHtative chvifions by which the hereditary substance is progressively

diaiiit^rat^

In ord^ to account for heredity Roux and Weismann were obliged to as-

mtOe that, by nreaiK of quantitative or equational division, a certain part

at^ mlg^uil -gsrm-plasm is carried on unchanged, and is finally delivered,

oci^pat architecture unaltered, to the germ-nuclei; the power

ation is <|;qktained, in like manner, as the result of a transmission of

I or modified gmm-plasm.

tlwo^ ^ develf^ment has met with decisive experimental dis-

Tp. tfi, 77- * I- c., p. IS-
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proof, as was fuUy recognized by Roux himself and in substance by Weis-

mann. The evidence in question came from two sources One erf these

consisted in experiments on the unsegmented eggs of various animals (cten-

ophores, nemertines, molluscs) which proved that the removal of particular
'

regions of the oOplasm of unsegmented eggs without injury or disturbance of

the nucleus is followed by corresponding defects in the resulting embryos

and larvae. Since the work of Driesch and his followers had proved that a

complete embryo might arise from a single blastomere representing only

1/2, 1/4 or even 1/8 of the original egg, the defective development in question

cannot be ascribed to a quantitative defect of ooplasm. It must be due to

some other condition, such as the lack of a particular kind of ooplasm or a

lack of regulative capacity. A presumption was thus created that the

immediate (as distinguished from the primary) causes of self-differentiation

and mosaic development are to be sought in the odplasm (cytoplasm)

rather than in the nucleus.

Still more decisive evidence was drawn from the pressure-experiments

of Driesch and his followers, which directly contradicted the theory of

qualitative nuclear division. Pfliiger (’84) and Roux (’85) had shown that

if frog’s eggs be flattened between two glass plates (or otherwise) they divide

parallel to the direction of pressure (vertically to the protoplasmic elonga-

tion).^ Extending these experiments Driesch demonstrated that the eggs

of sea-urchins, if sufficiently flattened, may be caused to segment in the

form of flat plates of 8, 16, 32 or even a larger number of ceUs (Fig. 505).

If this process be not carried too far, such plates, when released from the

pressure, quickly divide horizontally (parallel to the direction of elongation)

thus forming a more or less flattened blastula which finally rounds out,

gastrulates and may produce a normal larva. These experiments have often

been repeated since with the same result.^ In such eggs the cytosome has

been artificially deformed, without regrouping of its materials. The nuclei,

on the other hand, have been forced into a new position, wholly different

from the normal; yet normal development results. Specification of the

blastomeres cannot, therefore, be due to specific nuclear differences produced

by a fixed order of qualitative nudear divisions but must be sought in conditions

of the odplasm. In Fig. 505, for example, the normal 8-cell stage of a sea-

urchin is shown at A, an 8-cell plate under pressure at B. These nuclei are

obviously the same in both cases, but their distribution in the ot^lasm to-

tally different; yet the result is the same {cf. the schematic Fig. 507). The

case win become still clearer if we consider the corresponding experiment with

the eggs of an annelid (Nereis) * which give a demonstrative result ance their

develc^ment is of pronouncedly mosaic type from the be^ning. In the

‘C/. p. 981. ’See Ziegler (’94). Yatsu (’10) etc. ’Wilsoii (‘96).
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flMMal devdopmeot df tiiis snimal (F%. 506, A-C) the arctotenm aiisn

fran lour lM;ge or laacromem (entcnoeres), frhidi are distinigaidmble

aa tedi as late as the swimnui^ trodiophcxre; titdr substance always

‘tetdnhig a chaiactarlstk i^qieaiance that <Mers frcrni that of the other

*k- sea—^SfocHfications of cleavage by pressure in if/ereis.

A, S, nOMaal faar-s|ie es^t-oeU stares; C, normal srounr tnudiophore larva with four macromeres;

Dt, ftdttrOdt ftage aiiiiig ftoman«gg tlstteaed by praHure; sucfa eggs may give rise to neariy normal

Sm<ao|Aores itith gfest instead of four eato<ierm>cells. Numerals designate ths successive

rtetMlahs.
^

UaotoBtetea la i|i pale nrm-graQular diaracter and in the presence dF large

M mssegenenterf q^gs be aubjected to prss»ite in the direction

omeiegg-aaifl, ^hey augment in a dat plate, all of the deavages bdng verti-

tlda am itmaed Sncdl {i^tes in wjhich ah of the odls contain

Shdj D). When rdra^ from thw {nessum they show many
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'kregud^ties, but oftoi divide in a plane approximately faoaiinmtal, a smal-

ler gtawulal* micromere bemg formed above, leaving bdknr a laigW dear
macromere in which, the oil-drops remain. Such eggs produce a sixteen-

cell stage, therefore, consisting of ^ht deutoplasm-iaden macromeres and
eight protoplaamic micromeres (instead of four macromeres and twelve

micromeres). Some of these embryos devei<^ into free-swimming txocho
phores nearly normally formed but having ei^t instead of four entomeres.

Fig. B07.—Diagnuns of cleavage, nonnal and under mechanical pressure in the direction of the

egg-axis. Cleavage is assumed to be of the orthoradial type. The dotted area represents the

entoblaat-zonci the upper clear area the ectoblast-zone, and the lower the meaoblast-ione (as in

the sea-urchin).

A
,
normal 4-ceU stage, from the side, s[»ndles for third cleavage; B, normal 8-cell stage, from the

side; C, the same from upper pole; D, 4-cell stage flattened by Vertical pressure from above, showing

position of spindle for third cleavage; E, resulting 8-celI stage, in a flat plate; E. deavage ensuing

on release from pressure, from the side.

In the normal development nudei left white are destined for the ectohlast, those shaded for both

ectoblast and entoblast. In Figs. £ and F they are drawn to correspond with those in the normal,

but their distribution and fate are widely different.

In this case four of the ectoblastic nuclei were nonnally destined for the first

quartet of micromeres (Fig. 506, B), from which arise the apical gan^ia

and the prototroch. Under the conditions of the experiment, however, they

have givmi rise to the nuclei of perfectly characteristic entoblast cdls.*

Even in a highly differentiated type of cleavage, therefore, the nuclei of the

segmenting egg are not specifically different but contain the same ma-

t^als in cells that undergo the most diverse subsequent fate. How

* Morgan (’lo) in repeating these expedments likewise found that some ol tire lorv* doielr^
ptoached the nonnal form, but emphasized the foct that they were aiwiom rdmonnol in some le-

ipecta. This result, to be expe^ in view of the changed rdations of the rtonri^phttem and coa-

aertrnnt Asplteaiieiit ol the genn-regions, does not seem to invaUdata Uie ludn vesult as above

stated. Yotsu also Ciob) found that eggs of Cerdrratrdus sopnentiag under pmsote Hat

I^tes of 8-16 cells, whl^ likewise [Roduced Pilidium larve. but slews sbowed adiao abtfonnal
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lotag ^iis identity of ifae auda persi^ we do not kaow; bot 8ii\ce it is

nmjtttained dudi% soaie of the most fundamental dl the early spedfica*

tiqQs of the a presumption is created that it may persist

tiuou^^KKit the wtu^ ontogeny. In any case the Roux-Weismann theory

of qualitative nudear division as an explanation of differentiation and

mosaic deindopm^t has become untenable. That it offered any explanation

of localkaticm was never maintained by its authors.

C. Cytoplasmic Prelocalization

1. The Development of Egg-fragments

Roux himself suggested that the cleavage-mosaic might be determined

in part by a differential distribution of cytoplasmic materials as well as of

IHCi MB.—Synunetricatcleavage of egg of Dmtalium after removal of first polar lobe (Wilson).

A, 3-c^ stage and the sqianited polar lobe {p‘); B-F, later stages of cleavage up to the 22-cell

stage-

nudear; and it was here that the solution of the problem ultimately was

found. Evidence gradually accumulated to show that definite prelocaliza-

tpm edsts in the cytoplasm of the unsegmented egg and that His, Lankester

and Whitmtm had come dose to the truth when they spoke of cleavage as a

indfiess of "hiStogehetic sundering” or segregation of preexisting “physio-

logical molecules,” or the like (p 1041). This evidence was derived especially

faW the developmient of egg-fragments or of eggs from which particular

qtagdasnuc tegi^ had artificially been removed; but many other obser-

vntkms convngmfp the same amdusion.

-Among Iba earli|E(t e^ieriments df thk type were those of Dtiesch and

Hfho Stowed diat if part of the ot^lasm of unsegmented cteno-

nli^vpa removed the remainder gave rise to a larva lacking
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certain particular parts. The later and more detailed vrock of Fisd^ ^

on the same object proved very clearly that at the time the first cleavage

begins the material which gives rise to the eight rows of swimming plates is

prelocalized in the in a rather definite peripheral zone encirding the egg

in the animal hemisphere; for if a part of this zone is cut away the resulting

Fig. SOS.—Normal and modified larvie of the mollusc Dmtaliwn.

A

,

egg showing three horizontal zones; B, normal trochopbore of 72 hours, metamorphosing, with

foot (/), and shell (r); C, corresponding larva of 72 hours produced by egg after removal of the

polar lobe (lower polar area).

larva lacks one or more of these rows of plates in a region corresponding to

the injury. Again in the gasteropod Ilyanassa the ^ passes during the

first cleavage through a “trefofl” stage (c/. Fig. 483) in which a large

cytojdaamic “yolk-lobe” or “polar lobe” is formed at the lower pole.

* '07. ’98. ’03
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lofM thk lobe my lead^y be

Ing power of die to segment and produce an active latva. Such

Icrvie hu^ however, the mesoblast-bands of the n<ainal larva-^ result

of sd^fking agtdficance k view of the fact that from this r^on of the nor-

mal egg arises the cdl "4D” (p. 1010) from which the mesoblast-bands are

fmrmed.

Subsequent experimental work on the scaphopod mdiusc DenkUiwm

(Wilsaa, ’04). con&med and considerably extended Crompton’s results.

The egg of this animal produces a ty^cal trochophore larva closely similar

to that of an annelid and is an extremely favorable object for experimen-

tation—it seems, indeed, as Lacaze-Diithiers long ago said, “ expressly made
for the study of develt^ment.” The broad horizontal pigment-band (p. 1016)

afforcb a ready means of orientation (Fig. 50^. During the first cleav-

age the egg forms a large polar lobe from the region of the lower white

pdar area (Fig. 48^) and the later cleavage is of typiod spiral form (Fig. 484).

From the lower' (white) polar area are derived the two large “somatoblasts,”

3d and 4d, which together give rise to nearly the whole of the post-trochal

r^;ion at the embryo. After removal of the polar lobe in the trefoil stage

the egg segments in typical spiral fashion as before but the first two cleav-

ages are now equal owing to the absence of the material of the polar lobe

from the postaior or CD half (Figs. 508-510). It produces an actively

bee-swimming larWi which in favorable cases lives as long as a normal larva

but differs from the latter in the following three very important particulars

(Fig. 509): (i) thepost-trochal region is wholly lacking or represented only

by a small group ci cells by which the larva is closed in behind; (2) sections

^ow that the mesodast-bands are lacking (as in Jlyarmsa); (3) these

lacVs! unifmmly Itck an apical organ. These differences become accen-

tuated as development proceeds; for, while the normal lanfg elongates,

fhnns its foot from the ventral post-trochal region, and also its delicate coni-

cal sh^, the lobriess larva produces neither of these structures, makes no

virible attempt tn regenerate the misring structures, and finally perishes.

This rmultk paltticularly striking when compared with that of the isolated

antnior (AB) orposterww (CD) i/a-tdastomere, since it is always the latter

riicrives the s^l»tanced the polar lobe. The AB half imdergoes a de-

in all r^iects similar to that of the lobeless egg (Fig. 496), The

CD haff, though fibhuger than the lobeless egg, produces a trochophore with

WriMewtkped po^t-trodud tegiar and apkai mgan (Fig. 496) though it is

TOOtUk thsfcorted and out of' normal prcqiortioos. This jwoves

lobriem hlrva does not owe its driects to lack dl sufficient materials

hu|^^ hirit c$^^r^ieidar kind of >inatmri that is prriocalized in the polar
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If the egg be bisected (with a fine sadpel) exactly through the Tortical axis

two complete though often deformed huvs may be obtained irom the same
If, however, the egg be cut in such a plane that one fragment omtains

and the other lacks the lower white area and both fragments be fertilixed,

the upp>er one produces a larva like that from a lobeless egg or from the AB
half (Fig. 511) while the lower one produces a more or los nearly normal

larva of diminished sise. The conclusion is irresistible that prelocaliza-

tion of the structures in question exists in the oOplasm of the unsegmented

lie. BIO.—Crosa-sectians through normal troebopbore of Dmiolium, and through larva from egg

after removal of polar lobe.

egg, and that to this extent at least, 1/k specification of the UasUmeres is dm
to the nature of the specific cytoplasmic materials which they receive during

cleavage. These materials we may conveniently designate as organ-forming

substances orformative stuffs. It is further evident that in this egg queditaHve

division is an observed fact; in the first division it is only the posterior <w

CD half that receives the substance of the polar lobe; hence its specification

for the production of the {q>ical organ and the post-trochal complerq and

the corraspcmdmg limiting specifications of the A6-haIf.

An equally striking demonstration of these conclusions is offered by the

ascidiaii Slyda partita, where Conklin (’05, '12) distinguished no less than
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five visibly diffeient o^lasmic substances that undergo a quite definite

nMxie (d distribution to fihe blastomeres during cleavage, and give rise eadi

to its own specific product. These substances are (i) a yellow myoplasm,

which produces the musdes of the larval tail; (2) a light-yellow chymoplasm,

pmduch^ mesenchyme; (3) a light gray substance that gives rise to the

dicada and the neural plate; (4) a slate-gray endoplasm producing the endo-

ng. SU.—^Devek^tnent of egg-fragments of DmiaHum with and without presence of the lower

polar area. Plane of section indicated by key-6gures at right (Wilson).

A-C, from large fragment without lower area, 4-ceIl stage, i6-ceU stage and larva of 34 hours;

2>-i, fmn fragments of different sices oontaining lower polar area; D-G, ttefcd stages of various

gfrea with oearfy oqtlect proportkms; B, dwarf trocbophote (24 hours) from G; I, shnilar but slightly

larger trorfiopbore, qf sunilw origin.

tfertn; and (5) & transparent ectoderm-producing ectoplasm. These sub-

stances {ue disifinguishable by the eye owing to the presence in them of

, f^pedfic forms granules or pigment; and may thus be readily fdlowed dur-

mgtdeavage. '£he yellow myoplasm forms in the unsegmented egg a crescent

on the posterior side <A the egg, and in the tadpde larva is S3munetrica}ly

divided by tfae'^first deavage; but in the second deavage it passes wholly

into pdtoior blastomeies (Fig. 467). Thus, evidently, is explained
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the fact that the kurva from either of the first two blastomeres (though

defective in some other respects) develops tail-muscles, while it is only the

posterior or CD hrdf of the 4-cell stage which possesses this power (Fig. 498).

In tliis particular respect, therefore, the first cleavage in this egg is merely

quantitative, while the second is qu^tative. Similar visible differences

between the germ-fOTming regions of the egg, before or during cleavage

have been described by many other embryologists.^ It is, however, impor-

tant to note at this point that centrifuging ejrperiments have demonstrated

that these granules or other formed bodies are not in themselves the true

organ-forming substances or formative stuffs. They are secondary products

of tbe ooplasmic activity which can at most be regarded as only external

signs or indices of a more deeply-lying organization of the clear ground-

substance or hyaloplasm of the egg. This point is more fully considered

beyond (p. 1090).

2 .
“ Mosaic ” Eggs and “ Regulative ’* Eggs

The apparent contradiction between the totipotent blastomeres of the

so-called “regulative eggs” and those of limited potency as shown in the

so-caUed “mosaic eggs” will now disappear. The key to its resolution was

provided by the important investigations of Boveri (’02) on the egg of the

sea-urchin ParacetUroius lividus, 'This egg, as earlier mentioned (p. 263),

is encircled by a clearly marked horizontal pigment-band (Fig. 512) lying

below the equator and at right angles to the egg-axis. It therefore shows a

condition not unlike that of DerUalium; and Boveri found that its three

visible strata have similar promorphological value. In both cases the upper

white area gives rise to ectoblast, the lower one to mesoblast (mesenchyme

in the sea-urchin) while the middle pigmented zone contains the material for

formation of the archenteron (Fig. 513). That this prelocalization is not a

mere coincidence is proved by the fact that when the eggs are shaken to

pieces and fertilized it is only those fragments that contain at least a portion oj

the pigment-band that are able to gastrulate, and thus to produce an embryo.

The pigmented zone roughly represents, therefore, the entoblast zone; and

we may infer that a similar zone exists in the unpigmented eggs of other

sea-urchins even when not made visible by the presence of pigment.*

These facts demonstrate that the sea-urchin egg is no more isotropic thsm

that of the mollusk or annelid. In principle the two cases differ only in

respect to the mode in which the ot^lasmic materials (i. e., the formative

stuff) are distributed by the cleavage. For, in the sea-urchin egg, the first

‘ Dueabog (’13} has ^wn that many of the granules in the asddian egg show the ortological char-

acters of mitocfaoadria.
* The i^gment its^f is not to be regarded as the eatoblast-forming stuff but only accompanks the

latter. See p, 1087.
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tio dca.V8ge$ tM^ tja^e strata of the^ symmetrically (both passinj;

the egg^axis ami at i^bt angles to each otlur); both, ther^ore, are

imiely (Quantitative. Ihe first two or four cdk thus recrive identical

porthms of each the riiree aones, md are consequently equipotenrial and

tot^toit. In the mollusc or anndid, on the other hand, at the first <deav-

1%. am.r—Fiauhy’ uxl {>rek>caliss(tion b> tbe egg ot the sea-utchin Poraetulnlta (JStrmsslocm

tftftiq) JMim OSo^Oi).
a, «gg beloitt md^matioa, sumnmded by thidE jelly perfonted by mioopyle (m) at the upper

Bate, s^th aigment onitoiBib' dbtrfinited in conical l^er; B, after extrusion ol the poloQrtes {p)i

C, later atage, after localitation of the pigment-band; jp., entrance-cone immediately

aiUt catitaaee et tpgaa.; D, i-celt stage.

1^ tha lowar ^xatum (lower polar area) passes bcxhly into one of the two

"lllis dbririon, therefore, is cQuahtative, allotting diff^ent combina-

oSplaaflEiic materiais to the first two blastomeres; hence the mosaic-

c^vage frcmi the beginning. We may therefore conclude

<mf SjSfermx bdweat the so-called **mmc eggs” md the
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“r«p4aiioe eggs" lies merely in a differeni rdation tiie deamge-pattem to

the edplamic materials. TTie primary factor' in boi cases is, clearly, the

locaikatimi-pattern in the unsegmented egg, and the diaracter of tfw ceU-

mosaic is determined by the relation of the cleavage-planes to it.

This conclusion is placed in^a very dear light by experimental studies on
the frog’s e^. In this case (p. 1012), the first deavage-plane often coinddes

nearly with the median or sagittal plane of the future embryo; but Houx
and his successors (0. Hertwig, Kopsch, O. Schultze, Morgan, Jenkinson,

Brachet) found many exceptions to this. The contradiction at first led to

doubts concerning the accuracy of Roux’s condusions; but the whole sub-

ject was deared up by the discovery that the egg possesses a very distinct

bilateral symmetry before deavage begins, and that the relation of the first

cleavage-plane to the plane of symmetry is somewhat variable. Before fertiliro-

tion the egg seems to be radially symmetrical (Fig. 5t4) showing only a

large upper pigmented area and a smaller unpigmented one surrounding

the vegetative pole. After fertilization, as has long been knovra (0 . Schultze,

’00) the egg becomes visibly bilateral owing to the appearance of a gray

crescent (apparently caused by a retreat of pigment into the interior) at one

side erf the white area (Fig. 514, B, C). This side is opposite to the point

at which the sperm has entered the egg; and all observers are agreed that in

this region arises the dorsal lip of the blastopore. The observations of

Schultze and later observers * demonstrated that the first cleavage-plane

commonly bisects the crescent at or near its central point; but not infre-

quently deviates more or less widely from this plane and sometimes is even

transverse to it.*

An elegant demonstration of this is offered by Brachet (’xi) who em-

ployed Roux’s puncture method (p. 1044), and compared the development

of 1 /2-blastomeres from eggs showing varying angles between the first cleav-

age-plane and the median plane of the gray crescent. As is to be expected.

* Morgan and Boring ('03) Brachet ('04), Jenkinson (’06).

* The data for different species vary considerably. In Rana palustris, for example, the variation

la mudi greater than in R. lemporaria (Morgan and Boring, ’03). All observers have found, however,

a maiiced tendency towards coincidence. In R.fmsca Brachet (’04) found that 100 eggs, taken at

hapfaaaard, showed the foilowing conditions;

Divergence %
o" 48
10* or less so

10-45®.

4S'i>o°
90°..,

10-13

10

S
8-10

Jeidtiiaoa®s ('06) figures froin a more extepdefil study of R. temporaria agree fairly weS with tMa,

tfaougdi the number showi^ close coincidence is consdeiabiy smaller. His ftecpicncy clnutts dntfy
dmw a much greater correlation between the plane of egg-symmetry and the sagittal plone of

mibtyo between the latter and the {fiane of first cleavage.
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He. Coo&^Utioa of Fig. sii, showing kter history of the three zones (Bovfm).

R, iii-odl al^; F, hl^stala; Q, B, formation of the mesenchyme; /, J, gaatrulatiom
'

1. ' , t .
•
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such (QKrations give rise to many abnormal forms; nevertheless the results

bear out the expectation created by study of the normal eggs. When the

first cleavage-plane passes vertically through the center of the crescent

the resulting i /2-embryo corresponds nearly to a longitudinal vertical

half of a normal embryo like those figured by Roux (Fig. 5r4, D, G,).

Tig. S14.—Promorphological relations ot the early cleavage-planes m the frog (4-C somewhat
schematized after Jenkinson; D-F, Morgan and Boring; G-l, Bracbet).

A, before appearance of the crescent; B, side-view of crescent (c); C, same from loner pole, o-i,

the plane of symmetry; D, s-4-ceil stage, first cleavage-plane (/) passing through* ciddle of cres-

cent; E, 3-4-cell stage, first plane passing obliquely through crescent; F, 4-S-cell stage, second plane

(II) p^ng thiou^ middle of crescent; C, left half-embryo, after killing of ore blastomere of

2-c^ stage with furrow through the line a-b (Fig. C); H, defective embryo after similar operation

with first furrow through line c-d (Fig. C); I, after timilar operation with f rst furrow through line

When the first cleavage-plane is transverse to the plane cf synaretry,

destruction of the posterior blastomere is followed by the production of a

symmetrical embryo -normally formed anteriorly, but defective posteriorly

(F^. 514! F, I). Finally, when the angle between the two planes is approxi-

mately 45® and the posterior oblique half is destroyed the remaining blasto-
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mecediowB an oUique drfectpostffiorly, cm the right or left ride accord!^

'to the dkectioB of the first dcavagc-plaoo S*4» H). Hiese results,

eJjviouriy, diow that the. primary factor in hcalisafion is not th$ pattern of

OeoMp bta that of Ok distrUmHon of oifplasmic substances in the egg. In

the words of Bradict; “The plane of bilateral symmetry in the fertiliaed egg

always becxanes the plane of bilateral symmetry in the embryo, whatever

be the direction of the first cleavage-plane. The destiny of the two bias-

tomeres produced by the first cleavage is absolutely dependent on the direc-

tion of the tdeavage-plane, and is determined by the nature of the oapksimc

materials that they contain ” (’04, p. 113). We can thus understand how

nc. ff the primary stratification in the eggs of the sea-urchin (4-0 and the

amw^ er Saatropod UMO. The first two dea\’age-planes designated as I or II. The u[g>er or

Whitte aoM is ectnblaatii^ the middle or granular one the entoblastic, the lower or lined one the

BMSoMaatie. In A-C all the zones are equally divided; in D-F only the two upper tones are thus

Veiled, the bwer tme IWssing entire into ttw D quadrant

. ^ m the toad-fish, for example, the direction of the first cleavage is

^cdte yarialrie and* shows no constant relation to the plane of symmetry,

vftilptlt toBrefay afiecting in any manner the outcome of development

frog’s egg the plane of first cleavage is somewhat varia-

thoagh ttodifig towards a constant conditicm. In the annelid, the

.Iricildiati or the mollusc the relation appears to have become nearly or quite

mtorsl|onidition8, though even here it may readily be altered

by iKessme or other agents.'

‘IHelliricgaiilg tst^urions opened the way Ux a raticmal interpretation ai

that runs closely parallel to the general'theory of

IBMc;a^ WwhwaA Intt ia OOW' ttansfeired from the nudtos to the cyto*

^ i)i@l thiwwihiMtt iMtheiiapixUialatm- paimdt
ly ttswri. 1H.Vni (!««). in (iqm). and Simtmbs., XXXM (loiol.

Si
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g^ne. For it is now clear that, in respect to the disttibution of the cytth

pbtsmic inatemls, cleavage may indeed be dther quantitative or qualita-

tive and that the latter at <mce differentiates the resulting blastomeres hrom

each other in respect to their prospective value in the development. How
this conception works out will be made clearer by a return to particular cases.

Totipotence on the part of the early blastomeres is dependent primary

ily on a symmetrical or merely quantitative distribution of the proto-

jtenic stuffs by the cleavage. In the hydromedusa (Fig. 516, J-L),

the original grouping of these materials is, broadly sp>eaking, concen-

tric about the center of the egg; and all of the radial cleavages ac-

Hc. la.—Continuation of Fig. 515 Diagram of the primary stratification in the ascidian

(C-J) and the hydromedusa iJ~L) Strata indicated as in Fig 516. In the ascidian the lower

(mesoplasmic) stratum is equally divided between the A and D quadrants. In the hydromedusie

this stratum is absent and the remaining two are equally distributed up to the time of delamina-

tion (4 ).

cordingly are quantitative (Maas, ’or). Since the first five cleavages are

of this type, complete dwarfs may be produced from any of the blastomeres

up to the i6-cell stage (Zoja) when the first qualitative divisions begin by

the delamination-cleavages parallel to the surface. In the nemartiiw

or sea-urchin the odplasmic stuffs are polarized, displaying a s3rm-

metrlMl horiaontal stratification at right angles to tha aris the

ef®. Since the first two cleavages pass exactly through the axis and cut idl

the strata symmetriraJly (515, A-C) the first two or four Wastomer^ J«eive

etpjal allotinents these strata in their normal proportions and hence *»-

mirin totipotJHit, thou^ retaining the same pdarity as that of the or^md
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tlrei^elove are ^uld expect the third cleavage (whidt is the first

Wtizcmtal one) to be qualitative; this is borne out both by observation and

eqierijnent. In the notTnal deveiqiment the upper quartet produced by

this cleavage always gives rise to ectoblast and most commonly to ectoblast

only, while the lower quartet always produces all or nearly all of the ento-

faSast, also to the main mass d the mesoblast and to some ectoblast. It is

instructive to compare these facts with those derived from an experimental

sq>aration of the upper and lower quartets or of their conqxment cells.

Um simplest case is offered by the nemertine or mollusc. In both cases a

sharply marked contrast appears between the upper and the lower quartets,

llX. UT.—^Larvc front uolated quartets of S-ceil stage, from the nemertine Cerebrahiliu mar-

fiMtef (TKUinr).

A, 4/8~larvB, from entire iqxier (ectoblastic) quartet, with apical organ and no enteion; B, 4/S-

inrvn from lower quartet, with enteron and no a[acal organ; C and D a similar pair, showing the

Mine at a ^ishtly eadier stage.

. the iom^ giving rise to purely ectoblastic structures (as earlier described

for DmtaHtm) while the latter are able to gastrulate. A pretty demonstra-

tion of this was g^en in Ca^aUdus. Zeleny (’04) was able to separate the

S-odl emlnyo inth halves either vertically or horizontally, and to compare

tlie development the isolated 4/8 embryos thus obtained After hori-

Kostal sedioh (t. if., along the plane of the third deavage) dther the upper

ct the lower quartet readily devdops into a ciliated larva; but the upper 4/8

hurva flevdkips a« ai»cal <ngan but never gastrulates, while conversely the

lower «H>e gastralites diaiact«istically but never produces an apical organ

ThiBipastdt, confirmed by Yatsu (’loa), is especially convindng

hechdie ill the adaiertitje (contrary to the general rule) the upper quartet-
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cdls are larger than the lower. The failure to gastrulate must therefore be

due not to a lack of sufficient protoplasmic material but of a particular kind

of material. The demonstration is made complete by the control experi-

ment of separating the 8-cell stage into two 4/8 embryos by forcing the

blastomeres apart along the vertical line of the first or second cleavage.

Such half (4/8) embryos develop characteristically into larvae that are nor-

mal except in size. It is thus clearly demonstrated that while both the

first two cleavages are quantitative the third is qualitative, i. e., separates

materials of different promorphological value in the specification of the blas-

tomeres.

A particular interest attached to the case of the sea-urchin—the “regula-

tive egg ” par excdlence—where Driesch (’00) was able to obtain gastrulas

from isolated cells of either the upper or the lower quartet of the 8-cell

stage. At first sight this seems quite subversive of all the foregoing results.

Driesch himself demonstrated, however, that such is not the case, for certain

constant and significant differences exist between the development of

upper and lower i/8ths. The former are more transparent, more active

and more tenacious of life; they gastrulate in much smaller numbers and

frequently show abnormalities in the archenteron. The lower i/8ths show

the opposite qualities; they are more granular, less active and more perish-

able; but a much larger number gastrulate and with fewer abnormalities.

This can only mean that the upper and lower cells differ in respect to their

oSplasm,

—

i. e., the third cleavage is in some degree qualitative but not

strictly so. The facts therefore become readily explicable if we assume that

the entoblast-zone extends higher in this egg than in the nemertine or mol-

lusc so that a small portion of it may be included in the upf)er 1/8 blasto-

meres. Driesch tested this by subjecting the eggs to slightly diluted sea-

water which frequently causes displacement of the third cleavage plane

towards the lower pole. Isolated upper i/8 blastomeres from such eggs

showed a large increase in the number of gastrulations. All the facts there-

fore fall into line under the assumption that the relation between the third

cleavage-plane and the upper limit of the eptoblast-zone is not completely

fixed in this egg, and also that this zone graduates insensibly into the ecto-

blast-zone. We thus explain, further, how it is that in the nemertine or

the mollusc the lower quartet still retains the power to produce ectoblast

after total removal of the first quartet.

Quite analogous conclusions apply to the mesoblast, though the facts are

less completely known. In the sea-urchin, ascidian, mollusc {Dsntalvm)

and MTinplid alike, the, principal part of the mesoplasm, appears to lie near

the lower or vegetative pcde (Fig. 515, D-F). In the sea-urchin it renuiins

at this point and is symmetrically divided by the first two cleavages so that
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^ |cH«r eqoaUy to the ta«seiK%nie (poa^jr .ak$o to

tha avdi^teilc pouchy thou^ th^ is not knom). hot the asckliaii;

nuterisl movies to the posterior SKte of the^ befcne de&vage^ is «|iu%
div$M the &st deavage but Is isdbited by the seomd deavage in the

two ptxterior odk (5x6, G—I) which alone conttibute to the {wmation of the

aaesendiyme 995). In DaUaUum or the annelid the main nuas of zneso*

[^Ssn pasaa into the posteriw blastomere (CD) which therefore alone

retahis the power oi producing mesoblast-bands and the poBt*tiochal legkm.

Di the sea-urcyn the first qualitative division takes place at the third

deavage, hr the asddian at the second, and in the mdluac or annelid at the

first All toese eggs at&e oonform to the mosaic prindple, but it is more

comqfdcttoas in the asddian or the mdlusc because qualitative division

takes place earlier.

a. Mosaic Cleavage and Totipotence

It is thus ipade plain that the prmcijde of mosaic development and self-

differentiaticMi cqjfdies as much to “r^ulative eggs" as to “mosaic eggs.”

Thdr differences of behavior are due in part to a different relation of the

deavage-pattem to the original pattern of localization, in part to differences

in regvdative capacity. An instructive example is offered by the develop-

ment of the fresh water annelid Tvbifex. This egg undergoes a highly de-

tetmmate spiral deavage and gives rise to teloblasts, ectoblastic (2d) and

mesoblastk (4d), firom whkh grow forth germ-bands closely similar to those

of leeches and earfiiwoms ^p. 998, 1003). Peimers ' showed experimen-

tally that this deavage is in many r^pects a true mosaic-work. Iff, for in-

stance, both tdoUlbsts be destroyed the resulting embryo is closely similar

to the lebeless laiia DaUalmm ^ 1064) and is likewise devoid of germ-

haands. If 0^ of the tdoblasts is killed the germ-bands are formed

tmt ocHiei^on<fin^y htdt completely either the ectoblastic or the meso-

hSa^k compcHUmlts. These and other experiments fully establish the

nxnaic-diatacter ti dte deavage; neverthdess a com|fiete dwarf embryo

may be product kesa other the CD-half or the D-quadrant alone,,

wi^ the AB'^idfor the A-, B- or C-quaihants lack such a capadty. This

means, bhvioasly^ that cmly thoK are toti^tmt which recave ihe

mMeda! d ad and 4d in addition to die general edoblast and entoblast

dbaeed a& the^quadrants.

Even more leafaukdfie is the &ct that twins ex double embryos may
‘m&ne a aingle egg; but dda is poadble only in those sbnorW cases

vdMim tin first deavage » equal Inst^ ol unequal Cytolqgical exam^*

*kMteeaet» *tA ttto.
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tion proves tlia£ ia sudh cases the material from which the tdoblasts ariw

(f. the pdar rings) is divided betwemt the first two blastomeres instead of

{Mst^ intoone of them as in normal deavage. Both cells are thus rendered

totipotent.

In all these various cases, obviously, the totipotence {i. e., the powa to

produce a whole) of any particular blastomere depends upon its possession,

Dg. atS.—Doi^ embryos of tipe devdcqied bom eggi inverted when in tbe two-ceO ttage

(O. ScBOtwey.
A, t«rins -with beads tunwd in oppodLe directions; B, twins united bade to bade; C, twins umted

by thdr ventml aide« A double-headed tadpole.

first of the necessary materials, and second of sufficient plasticity mr regu*

lative capadty to build from them a whole thoi^ smaller body. Tffis

capacity is’no doubt of the same nature as in the so-called regulative <^;gSi

e. g., of tbe nemertine or sea-urchin. Even in the latter cases die isolated
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l^la^tomcie wiafly segsaeats aa a part and is imly giadualiy moulded into

a viiole as dev^pmait proceeds. Such fractional deava^ may depend,

as Driesdi long ago suggested, upon simple conditions like {notoplasmic

tii^ty ot the deformation of the living bkstomere by the dead; and this

is saqsported by various ei^teiiments on frogs’ eggs. O. Schultze (’94)

. ^owed that if Uiese eggs be ^pt inverted during the a-cdl stage they often

produce twin or douUe embryos <Fig. 518) owing to a rearrangement of the

egg-materials by gravity:’^ Morgan (’95) proved, correspondingly, that

after killing one of the first two blastomeies the remaining one undergoes

a fractkoml devekgtmmit if kept in its normal position, but if kept inverted

may produce a whole dwarf. Here, evidently, the remodeUing process is

facilitated by the rearrangement caused by gravity. As earlier mentioned,

however (p. 1954), the same result may be produced by complete removal

(d the blastomere, as in McClendon’s experiment.

All tins dliows that sdd-differentiation and correlative differentiation or

embryonic inducticm (p. 1045) are in no manner mcompstible, and that

they may coexist m the same ontogeny. This was clearly shown by later

studies on the eggs of Amphibia which afforded a remarkable demonstra-

tiQQ of embryonic induction or correlative differentiation. Experiments by

Spemsam, Lewis and others proved that the formation and differentiation

of the lens from the outer ectoblast is dependent on contact with the under-

lying aptk cup, and that the latter is able to incite lens-formation in ecto-

blastic rearms far removed from the normal position. Spemann and his

foUowos mbsequently proved * that in the urodeles {Triton) an important

influence on differentiation is exerted during gastrulation by a group of

cells called by Spemann the “organiser,” situated just in front of the dorsal

14> of the blastopore and including cells of the roof of the aichenteron. If

IS piece from tibia^ngion be transplanted to the ventral region (d4Jie same or

another egg at ike same stage it may incite in the cells in hxmt of it the

production of a^eural folds, chorda and meaoblastk: somites. Again, if

during the gastrulation a piece of die dorsal ectoblast in front of the or-

ganiser be intendtanged with a piece from the ventral r^on, each piece

undergoes a di&rmitiathHl ai^iropriate to its new positicm—^the originid

dorsal piece now produces uiuMmentiated ectoblast, the original ventral

inece neural fol^ and thdr products. Corrdative differentiation is here

coa^hmu^ i^wn; nevertheless, experiments by Spemann and by Ruud

on the%odllaiH|4-celt stages of Triton proved that even at this early period

^|||«MQinete4«e not aUalflm equips The first cleavage may here

iMliitm' ymtidil {meSm) or transverse (horizontal). &i the former case

KefaewMStp. ttoo.
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dtlier K-bl&stomere may produce a perfect dwarf, in the lat^t case only

the dorsal one has such a capacity. This result, evidently, is akin in prin-

to that obtained in the case of Tub^ex.

Lastly, one of the most important results in this field is the proof that the

germ-regions can be thought of neither as sharply delineated nor as abso-

lutely fixed areas. The egg is not a fixed mechanical structure; it is a plastic

protoplasmic system comprising substances that tend towards a certain

grouping in the egg. The predestination of the germ-regions is primarily

qualitative; though a quantitative factor is also present it is in considerable

degree subject to regulatory control. In the spiral type of cleavage, for

example, the larger size of the left posterior or D-macromere is evidently

correlated with storage in it of the main mass of material for formation of

the post-trochal region (p. 1010). In Dentalium this material is already to

some extent recognizable in the unsegmented egg as the lower white polar

area, from which arises the polar lobe. As earlier stated, complete removal

of this area involves the absence of a polar lobe and of the main post-trochal

region derived from it (p. 1064). It is, however, very noteworthy that when
the egg is cut in two horizontally the upper half develops like a whole egg

from which the polar lobe has been removed; while the lower half, though

it contains the whole of the polar area, develops like a whole egg of dimin-

ished size, forming a polar lobe of correspondingly diminished size and in

some cases producing a correctty proportioned dwarf larva (Fig. 511).^ In

this respect the lower half differs remarkably from an isolated CD-half

or D-quadrant, in which the polar lobe and the post-trodial region are

in each case nearly or quite as large as in a complete embryo or larva.

Again, in the ctenophore Yatsu (’10) has shown that when even a

large portion of the lower t^on the e^ has been cloved during the

first cleavage the micromeres (produced at the 4th cleavage) are of corre-

qxmdingly reduced size, having the correct pnqwrtions. Similar results

were r«u:hed in Cerebratulus (Yatsu, ’loa). If a portion of the vegetal

hemi^faere be cut off during the first cleavage, or in the 2-cell stage, the

upper and lower quartets of the 8-cell stage show the correct prcq[>(»tions,

the upper cells be^ reduced to a size in proper ratio to that of the embryo

as a whole. All again shows clear^ that prelocalization the cyto-

plasmic r^<ms, vriiile definite in respect to quality, is subject quantita-

tively to r^uladve controL

4. The Fonnation of Single Embryos from Doqble Egg^ mastolas

Among the most remaikdirle examples regulative phenomena in de-

velqimieiit is the production of a single normally formed giant larva from

> Wilsoa, '04.
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» ^'ftod coBvetse ^^eacmeoA ot the l<»ma.UoQ cf B nonttaHy

lomed lartta horn a fragment <d a sinj^ egg (merogony, p. 465). (M

SBO^ type ^tlwpnxliictian of a giant larva from ttro blaatnlaft fused into

eiieef dcndde the mamnl^be.^ Acaitittdstudyof ^ichcasramsea-urchBis,

fig. nS^MpoM ad larvK of &e tMnidtin S^tertchiniu (Biebehs oe HjUM).

4t it aeli ttattm lam fimi nonnsl egg; C, D, corresponding Msce* tiom giant egg.

eifwd>|b^ by iDliesch and de Haan, ^avred that although faaut of

-

1^ tira hiastulilB is oftem coo^dete, tl» later devdoptooit often b more or

leas de&dli^ 4<Hdde^ two archentera comnmnly being formed while the

Imt^ JiliNra & d|^ dmdde in various degrees in respect to ofho' structures,

wiStsf caae^^wwivery the pcoduct of such fodon Is a single giant latVa,

» ItonteawB fa kitnemf CB6), Moqan (sg), andMpKisQy tMaidi (W and Blatroda

’
, .S
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mxmaHIfy fonoAd but ot double the normal size. Tlie latter case, dndously,

<Mea a rmmkable case of regulatim, and at first sight seems to offer a

flat Gontxadictioa cd the mosaic theory of develqsnent, as was in fact

odguially urged by Diiesch. As pointed cnit by Boveri, however (’or),

whether a single larva or a double one is produced by such embryos may
depend on the rdation of the miginal axes to one another; and this is strongly

suiqxnted by the worir cd fiioens de Haan, which makes it probable that in

the double larvae the axes form all possible angles with each other, and that

a angle devdopment “occurs only when two germs are from the first united

in the same way as two blastulas, i. e., only vdien from the beginning

their mces and planes of symmetry lie side by side.” Even so, the single de-

vdopment cdfers a remarkable example of regrilation, and shows that the

specification of the embryonic r^ons in the blastula stage is not an abso-

lutdy fixed prdocalization. In these facts we see another proof of the con-

dusion that the localizing process is a progressive one, which in its earlier

stages marks out only the more general features of the future larva.

The analysis of giant larvs formed from giant or double eggs is more

difficult than in the preceding cases owing to the fact that the double (giant)

^gs often fail to devdep bQrond an early stage and also are often pdy-

qjennic In the case of Ascaris Zur Strassen (’96, ’98) found that the devel-

opment of the giant eggs is typically normal, and that the abnormal forms

observed were due entirdy to polysf)ermy;»and essentially the same condu-

sion was readied by Bietens de Haan in the case of sea-urchins (Fig. 519).

The evidence thus far available seems to show that if the egg devdops at all

it devdops as a single whole, in this respect contrasting remarkably with die

double larvK from fused blastuls.* The explanation of this is still conjec-

tural; but it seems probable that fusion takes place at a time when the lo-

raliating operations so often occurring at the time of maturation and fertili-

zation (p. 1094) Imve not yet taken place. This is supported by the woric

of (’13) which indicates that in Ascaris fusitm takes place near the

time ol fertilization before ot shOTtly after the fertilization membrane has

been formed, and hence before the localizmg operations which in many ^gs
occur at this time.

6. Sammaiy on Mosaic Development and Protophuanic Prelocalizatton

From the {ongoing analysis it may be conduded that the devdopment

of afl i^gs coiffonns to the mosaic principle in grmter or less degree. The

difference between the so-called “mosaic egg&” and “r^n^tive eggs”

> Coiddb BUtSi that fai CrepUuh, loHowfag oeDtiifugint, all double eggs, lAetbw fated befoK
or dadaa deawage, retain thdr teapeedve poiaritiee and devdop as more or less double stroctuies

(’ifi P- but tte proof is not apparent that any of theae double embiyoe arose bom fused iMM«-
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fkiwiids on two leading Victors, namely, the nature of cytoplasmic division

and regulative, capacity. The cleavage moauc in general, and the powa:

of setf-^eientiation dspkyed by its ounponent blastomeres, is the result,

broadly speaking, of a distribution or segregation of different protc^asmic

materials among the blastcaneres and their isolation in the latter by cell-

divisioDi. In this respect the individual cleavages may be either quantitative

or qualitative in precisely the same sense as originally maintained by Roua
and Weismann in case of nuclear divisitm. The totipotence of a particular

blastomere is due first to the allotment to it by a merely quantitative divi-

sion of all the essential protoplasmic components of the miginal as in the

first (me or two cleavages of the sea-urchin, nemertine, Ampkioxm or frog.

But, secondly, the totipotence of an isolated blastomere depends also upon

the possession of a sufficient degree of plasticity to enable the regulative

process to restore the normal form and structure of a whole embryo. What
determines this capacity is as little known as that which determines the

form of p-owth in a whole structure or the process of morphallaxis in a

fragment of an adult Hydra or Planaria (p. 980).

Partial development is dependent on the same two factors. “Mosaic ^gs ”

differ from “relative either in respect to the relation between cleav-

age and the original pattern of localization in the unsegmented egg (e. g.,

Denkdium as contrasted with the nemertine or sea-urchin) or in the degree

of r^ulative limitation in the isolated blastomere (e. g., the ascidian or cteno-

phcwe as compared with Amphioxus or the frog); or both types of differ-

ence may exist In this respect we may trace a nearly continuous series

between widdy separated extremes, in the mollusc or annelid qualitative

divM<m begins with the first cleavage and the regulative capacity of the

isi^ted blastomeres is limited. At the of^rosite extreme are such eggs as

those o£ h3rdcDmedusse, where qualitative division is deferred at least to the

fif& cleavage or later, and the regulative capacity of the isolated blastomere

is highly developed. Intermediate (x>nditions are offered by the ascidian

or ctrau^hore. In the ascidian the first qualitative division is the second,

in the the fourth, but apart from this the regulative capacity

u in both cases decidedly limited. Lastly it may be pointed out that

the regulative power on the part of an isolated blastomere is akin to

RouxV "coirdative differentiatioD,” to the development of the organ-

ism as a #ude, and to Morgan’s “ morphallaxis groi:q) of phe-

nomaaa nf diff««nt nanus 'fenr the Same phenomenon)—^which

for the imiiBeat fmther analysis.
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HI. LOCALIZATION AND DIFFERENTIATION

1. The Relatioa of Cleavage to Localization and Differentiation

Cleavage vras formerly often thought of as a direct cause of differentiation;

but the facts show that it is only indirectly such a cause. Cleavage only

noarks off and stabilizes areas or genn-forming regions that to a certain

extent pre&dst as such and are often in a general way recognizable in the

undivided egg. Cell-division is, however, not even a necessary condition of

differentiation, as is obvious in the case of unicellular organisms, some of

which (the cihates in particular) display a differentiation ahnost comparable

in degree with that of many of the simpler Metazoa. Even in animals as

high as annelids, as has earlier been indicated (p. 474) cleavage may be

entirely suppressed by artificial means, yet the unsegmented egg may un-

dergo to a certain extent differentiations similar in type to those occurring

in the normal embryo, and may even give rise to actively swimming ciliated

structures that have some resemblance to normal trochophore larvae. In

the case of Chatopierus Lillie obtained this result by treatment of the eggs,

fertilized or unfertilized, by the addition to the sea-water of a certain per-

centage of potassium chloride. In some cases the egg becomes multinu-

cleated, either by complete cleavage followed by fusion of the blastomeres

or by division of the nucleus without cytoplasmic cleavage. In others the

nucleus seems never to divide but becomes greatly enlarged, while the num-

ber of chromosomes correspondingly increases, a condition probably re-

sulting from successive cycles of monocentric mitosis.

Meanwhile the cytoplasmic materials of these eggs undergo a process of

segregation comparable in some respects with those which precede and ac-

company cleavage in the normal development. A part of the ectoplasm con-

taining characteristic granules flows towards the animal pole, and there

aggregates; a part remains at the vegetative pole, where the polar lobe

normally forms (p. 1063), while the entoplasm remains in the equatorial

region (Fig. 520). This is followed by a rapid overgrowth, partial or com-

plete, of the entoplasm by the upper ectoplasm, so as to produce a “unicellu-

lar gastrula.” The egg then develops cilia, typically over the whole ectoplas-

mic surface, and actively swims about. At the same time it often elongates

so as to approach the form of a young trochophore larva, while a series

of vacuoles are developed in or just beneath the ectoplasm, especially in the

equatorial r^on, which evidently correspond to those which appear in the

prototrochal cells of the normal larva (Fig. 520). All these duuages recall

those seen in the normal larva; and the uns^;mented ciliated larvx are so

similar in external appearance to trochophoies as to have actually been

mistAken for sudi. Th^ larvK, however, never form an apical organ.
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laoatli, aaes, mesobliBt'baQ^ or ccekmt, ^ad iiev«r becow $iespamted,

Ibe main resiilts readied in the case of Chatoj^ems were confinaed fread*

(*02) in Podorhe, and by Scott ('06) in AmfMinte; in both these cases

it tiras found that the dha may be ananged in a definite band whidh dhom a

IK. no.—^DKoentfaitloii without deavage is eggs of the annelid Ckaltplenu after treatment

niUi salt-mlnrian. Ftotn fiviog eggs (F. R. Loue).
In eadt case Um dear ectOfilBm is indicated Iqr small drdes, the yellow entoidasm by borizontal

Biyf

A, B, stages in tbn aegregitfan of the egg-materials, polar ectoplasm at p, nucleus dtown at B;
ovWgppwlh of entoplama by edoptam to form tbe “ uniediulsr gattrub”; P, G, H, abated

cmbiyoa with vgcuolea (a) in podtlon cotwagwndlng With those seoi in the tnototr^ of tbe nonnal

mdiatiutt'ilh

oonddenddd resemblance to normal prototroch (F%. 520). Phmmnena of

sim3ar ivere abo observed by l^evre (’07) in Thalassma.

Hkso demonstrate that eym in the midtif^lular anknals cytajdas-

Kdcdoavasiii^ and even nuclear'tfivuKHt, is not a neosstuy condidem of either

jbod^aidmior tMerendation. Normal deavage however, an essoi-

pai^ln|the mxiaal devdt^mamt of higher oigaidsms by boladon of the

mncldals in cells sepsnuxd by definite and a|puendy In^iasS'
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«Ue baixien. Tlw pattern erf localization is thus given form and stability,

providing a definite fundamental plan for later processes of diierontiation

and DO doubt also farther and more detailed processes of Segr^tion.

The question is here reused as to whether new <yt(^lasmic matedals or

organ-fonning substances are continually and progressively fonned by the

embryonic cdls as develcpment advance or whether all such materi^ al-

ready pre&dst in the uns^^nented e^. So far as external appearances go
tlw cytoplasmic diversity steadily increases as cleavage proceeds, and many
observers have described definite localizing movements of the cytoplasmic

Bulstance in the individual blastomeres, even up to comparativdy late

stages.* It seems probable, therefore, that only the more general features

ot localization and differentiation have been accomplished at the time cleav-

age begins, and that as the process proceeds the individual blastoma^s

themselves amtinue the formation and segregation of cyto^dasmic materials

in ever increasing detail by operations similar to those that took place in

the original ^g. On this subject, however, great uncertainty still prevaSs.*

2. The Immediate Causes of Differentiation

The purely speculative side of this question need not long detain us.

DeVries, in his remarkable work Intracelluiar Pangenesis (1889) considered

differentiation to result from the activities of invisible, organized “pangens”

(analogous in some respects to Darwin’s “gemmules”) whicb migrate from

the nucleus into the cytosome and in large measure build up the active cyto-

plasmic substance. A view similar in all its essentials was subsequently

adqpted by Weismann, O. Hertwig and other writers. More accessible to in-

vestigation are hypotheses which assume differentiation to be ^ected by the

transformation of visible cytc^lasmic granules or other definite bodies, aris-

ing either by migration from the nucleus or independently in the (ytosenue;

and these views are based to some extent on direct cytological observations.

The questions that here arise (p. 720) evidently apply alike to the ovum be-

fore its cleavage begins, to the eariy blastomeres and the embryonic

derived from ttem, and to the tissue-cells in so far as they may be c<q»al^

of further differentiation (by dedifferentiation, redifferentiation and the like).

Kiristlng knowledge of this subject Is still too fragmentary and discordant

to offer a sufficient basis for adequate discussion. At one extreme are att-

thors who have ascribed cytcpiasmic differentiations to the activities of

dtemiidia, extruded from the nucleus of the ^g. This view remains to Say

the Wsf very doubtful, though thme is a certain amount evidence (Hit

certain cl tte fenped cell-components may arise from eadruded

fingmunte 705}. At the oppotite extreme is the view of Ahinan%

i Stt WBwa (’ca, '«$}, Dritidi C’cSl. CmAKi fgr). LOBe ('06). *Sm footaota P> '
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mi lieves tihat the leading i61e in diffaentiation is i^yed by granules

paitk^W adtoduHidria and other forms chondriosomes) that are of

purdy cytoplasmic origin, and 'ndtich posribly may arise by the ^vth and
cBvisicai Of pne&dsting bodies cd the same kind ^ 706).

An iatmnediate portion between these opposite extremes is taken by
Schaxri in an interesting soies of studies on the development of coelenter-

ates, ecfainodmos and annelids.^ This observer accepts up to a certain

p(^t the conduricns d both sides, recognizing the existence of both chro-

nudia and chmidriosomes in the egg and the tissue-cells and ascribing to

both an important idle in diderentiation. Schaxel admits that the chon-

driosmnes or ^‘plastosomea” may become directly transformed into differen-

tiated (xnnprments of the tissue-cdls but considers the main rdle to be

played by extruded nuclear material in the form of chromidia.

Hiis process, according to Schaxel, takes place either at an early period

of the ovarian^ (Fig. 344) or in the blastomeres or their products imme-

diately preceding the conversion of these cells into the differentiated tissue-

cdls; and the latter process is carefully described by Schaxel in the mesen-

chyme-oeUs of annelids, and other objects. Development thus falls into two

wdS-macked periods, an earlier one in which the general framework of de-

vd<^unent is estaUished in the egg, and a later one in which more specific

differenriations are initiated. Schaxel does not, however, believe that the

dffoniidia are directly transformed into the formed elements of the cyto-

plasm. They disappear as such, having accomplished the initiation of

d^wentiation and localization. The nucleus, therefore, initiates differen-

riaticm, while the C3doplasmic elements (chondriosomes and others) are the

mote immediate agents (rf the process.*

One would like to accept this conception of development and differentia-

^fon, which offers so simple a view'of the mechanism of the process. Unfor-

evidence amcerning the extrusion of chromidia from the nucleus in

iwnne** described by Schaxel is still too conflicting to be accepted with-

further inquiry (p. 703) ;
and the same must be said concerning the

l&ect osigBi of fwiaied cytoplasmic elements from extruded fragments of

mideoHi On the other hand, it is cmtain that a large amount of nuclear

both liquid and formed, is ^ven off from the germiiutl veside in

1^|Mi^a(hS8es of dm,polar mitoses (p. 356), and to a less extent in the pro-

odusT iphttes. Erpoiment has shown that the material thus

A rndvliportant physiological effect upon the (ytc^lasm of the

qjg ^ 405^1 is evidence thajt the escaped matmial or “reridual

gcinnmal veside may cemtribute direcdy-to die formative

‘*sh Mid evecteOy Cuh vttb oompicte StwtUm
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materiel ot the egg. In the case of pnlmonate gastercpods, for instance,

Ctmklin (’03, ’10) has shown that the residual material spreads out over the

upper hemisphere of the egg and constitutes in large part the upper stratum

frc»n which the ectoblast in these animals t^es it origin; and he has found

reason for a similar conclusion in the asddian (’05). F. R. Lillie {’06) has

reached a similar result in case of the annelid Chcetopterus, in which the resid-

ual substance is more specifically described as constituted of fine granules

or microsomes visiWe in life both before and after their discharge from the

germinal vesicle (p. 356).

3. Organ-forming Substsmces. Experiments with the Centrifuge

These conclusions fit with the conclusion, derived from experiment, that

while the cytoplasmic substance plays a direct part in the immediate proc-

esses of differentiation and development it is one that is influenced in an

important manner by the nucleus; and this remains true even though we
are not yet in a position to state the respective parts played by formed ele-

ments and by unformed (such as soluble enzymes or hormones) of nuclear

origin. Important light U thrown, on this question, by subjecting eg^
to the action of centrifugal force which seems to demonstrate that the

so-called formative stuffs, or organ-forming materials, cannot be identi-

fied with any of the larger visible granules or other cytoplasmic “inclusions”

in the egg (pigment-granules, yolk, etc.), by which the strata or other regions

of the egg are marked off. Boveri (’01) as earlier indicated (p. 1067), pointed

out that the red pigment-granules which mark the entoblast zone in Strongy-

locentrotus do not in themselves constitute the specific entoblast-producing

stuff, but are only an accompanying “symptom”—a conclusion based on

the fact that the intensity of the color varies considerably in different in-

dividuals of this sea-urchin, and in some localities the eggs show no pigment,

yet develop normally; while in other species the pigment ring never appears.

Later experiments initiated by Gurwitsch ('04) and Lyon (’07) gave an

important confirmation and extension of this conclusion.* Lyon and his

successors found that when the ^gs of various animals are subjected to ^

powerful centrifugal force the granules of yolk, pigment, and the like may
readily be dislocated becoming grouped in parallel strata, at right angles tp

the direction of the force. The number, and relative bulk of these strata

vary considerably with the nature of the cytoplasmic compon^ts—most

commonly there are three or four, their order of succession beit^ d
course determined by their spedfle gravity. In general ydR^granules

> S«e«fpedally F. K. Lillie CoS, '09} on t]ieuiQeli(lstrAafc>>(inuan<iiF<rep;M4>tgaii (’of, ’aSr'iUdj

on the MB-Urchin Arbacia, the pele^pod Cwimria, the neme^tiae Cer^bm^ibtt, the rotiier

flua, «nd on the fish um! the frog; Bovai (’10) tad Hogue (’10) on Asearis; CanhSa (’10, 'la, ’17) nh

Various moltuWK KodoptriU {’i0 Jenkinson fts) the frog.



-^(wplE^ the heaviest of the iodusions) collect at the OtttQr iff ceQtiffilglil,

fatty suhstanoes (a^iarentiy iodudiog many dF the adtodioQdtia)

attiheceott^jetaipde, the ouam bulk d dear substa&ce(largdy hyal(>-

.
phsm) focBos a oeotral zone in which lies the audeus {Fig* 521). la

esse thehrst polar spiodUe isfonaed before the experimeat la €^h«etap‘

G
[ cttttffuted eggs of the stt-urcUn (Mokdak and Bpooner).

y !4jt •tvs* rW«a JeBy^vdope pajonUed by tiw miaopyle (»#) at the

WSiHiswv: A iiiiW|iiiith|id in ^Eter ecatrUusiog, sboiiiBC atmtification at light antde* to the

tS«dl ftage with phsaeiit in vegetative Ontcromere) hcraiapbm;

A'gigMMit fa aafanal benwphere; £, ftfntat on one aiiie; F, C, B, three tvpee of brne imltlng

faw aw thiee ooneepeadlnc tarpea of iS-odi etagei (C, D, and £).

ttnul it leey detadied from its peripheral podtioo aad comes to

1^ in ^ dear (Lillie). The position of the |dgiaent varies k
lin^t GaMa;.iip /CdMins (Fig. 531} it is found in the d&tal hemh|d>ere of the

vifh liIHe {’06, ’09) have found tjNt these didix
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ol Wtttedal ex^ IlCtk or no effect oa tfaepduityitf Since

tlie egg* may in aaost cases lie in any position with r^etence to the

of tlie orattMufal force it fb&rws th^ die strata form aJUpoanble

the at%izial axis, as determined by the pomt at which the pdytyt;^

extruded frmn the egg and also by certain relatioiu during d^vi^.
deavage>planes nevertheless maintain their normal relation to the or^^nal

egg-axis and sem for the most part to remain unchanged by the redistr^-

tion of the coarser viable cytoplasmic materials. It thus comes to pass in

some cases that the polocytes may be extruded at the cotter ci the yi^-
cont^ing stratum or at any other point with reference to the plane of

stratificati<Hi. Such ^gs may not only segment normally but often produce

larvse which up to a certain point are normally formed.

This is strikingly demonstrated by the work of Lyon (’95-06); confirmed

and extended by that of Morgan and Spooner (’09), on Arhada. Ihe normftl

egg contains red pigment-granules nearly uniformly distributed. Lyon
showed that when centrifuged this egg shows four zones or strata, viz. (i) a

deep red one containing most of the pigment, (2) a yellowish equatorial

band, (3), a rather broad white zone, and (4) a small grayish cap oppemte

the red zone. These strata are parallel, and thus define a “secondary

axis” at right angles to them as was proved by Morgan and Spooner; but

this axis may form any angle with the primary or true axis of the egg, as

marked by the position of the micropyle, near which the polocytes always

are extruded {cj. Figs. 512, 521). Cleavage proceeds normally, and has the

normal relation to the true or primary axis, having ther^ore no constant

relation to the direction of the strata, save in one respect, namely, that the

first cleavage usually is vertical to the stratification (Lyon). The micromeres,

formed at the third cleavage, always appear at the crossing point of two

deavage-planes, but also approximatdy opposite the original upper pole

(maihed by the position of the micropyle) as in a normal egg—». at the

lower p<de, as usual. This point (Fig. 521) may lie in the center of the red

zone, of the white (gray) zone, or at cme side where the red and white zones

join and at this point gastrulation takes place. The resulting larvse, ac-

cordingly, may show the red zone either in the posterior, anterior or lateral

region—a Striking proof of the non-significance of the pigment (a^ pre-

sumably of other ^ble zone-materials) for the formative and localmng

{wooess.

In this case the direction tA the strata seems to have a slight effect tm^
ditedion of the deavage-planes; but in others no sudi ^ect has been de-

inatitnee in Ckixlo^e^ (IHlie ’06, ’09) deavage fdlows its noc-

md course mid retains its usud relation to the (wigind egg-ads, but diows no

jtjjffTfrylhlf cqiutant relation to the stratificalioB. Morgan’s obaerv^xmiB
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#1OtHAfltgia itocD t6 Iwar tUs oat, as do abo Cot^jin’s loate studies

^Otliiemiis juie ^ubstsstisBy ia agremeat, thovfoixr, tlist neither

j|be|Kilaidty el the e^, nor the pattern d cleavage, nor the iocalimtion d
luecphogemc {acUua can be ascribed to the distribution in the oi^lasm of

the Jaxger 'M^e indtndons; and it seems probable that the same may apply

to the. smaller gnmules that ure less readily diq>laced by the centrifuge.

KlgrlB.—Time olwerved types of deavage in dispermic eggs of Asearit megatoceplulo compiired

triUi tile Bonnal (BovrauK

A-C, Bomwl deevigc; dUpennk eggs; D, G, 4<dD end S-eell stages of dispenaic egg. Type
I; B, B, Vypt H; B, I, Type HI. la each case tie cytopUmic rt^on of the future steQi.cel>s (i)

is IniBcaMl PUB^ fiiMfs.

2% lofpopapkicd pwfiing <?/ amponents in the egg is ther^ore nd tite

em^ hit a result ^'pdarity, bilaterality and other prdocaUzations in the

<i^«8KAistance; ai^ must mean, as was urged especially by Lillie (’o6,

*^9} thiBt the '*ioimative att^*' or otgah-fcmning substances of the odplasm

fit not its Induskms, but belong to the apparently structt^ess

.fitilteintal giuiin)S-«t^te|asce or hyaloplasm. Perhaps, riierefore, what

<#a 0^’^ei|pa'lcn3a|t^ i&stances or “Icumative stuffs” may be localized
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physicQrchemical modifications of this substance, perfiaps hormones or the

like localized within it.

An interesting confirmation oi these conclusions is offered by the wcdc of

Boveri ‘ on the formation of the primordial germ-cells in di^rmic eggs of

Ascaris or in monospermic ^gs after centrifuging. In tiie normal oggs,

Kg. ns.—^AbiKHinaJly segmenting eggs of Atearis megalocephala, to show variations in number of

stem-cdls (BovEKt). „ - j,

A, dispetmlc egg, Type I (Fig. 522, D.G)-, B, centrifuged egg, Type II (Fig. sn, E, H); C, (bar

permic egg, Type II; D, dispermic egg. Type III (Fig. S”. E, B), one stem-ceB in ri, two in B
and C, and three in D.

as earlier described (p. 323), the stem-cdls from whidi the primordial geym-

cells ultimatdy arise, take their origin frmn a particular cell the 4-cdl

stage (Fig. 144) which divides into two; and one of these undergoes dunma-

fjnti, giving rise to s<»natic cells, while the other repeats the pirocess in

each of the two succeeding 'mitoses (Fig. 145). In the normal th^

fore, each step in cleavage up to the 16-cell stage always ^uxws one stem"

‘ Boveri {’op. ’10), Boveri »nd Hogue (’to).
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uadi, once distfagdaihafale dm^ iU dividoa by its htige undimjiBMwd

tdbswamomm (fSg* x45» %, D, F» G). In both di^>emiic and oemzifugHl

agga the ear^ embryo oftm ^ows two or three si^ stemK^Us, owing in

the Bust due to the Isct that the d;^)amtc egg typically divides into tour

blastomeies varieu^ grouped (Fig. 523). A study oi these various group*

ings dtows that the varying number ci stem-cells is due to varying relations

ol tiw deavage-idanes to the c}^oplasmk: regions of the egg. Thus, if in the

diagrams the regicm of the future sBmi-cells be indicated by the ^laded

areas in Fig. 5S2, it is evidoit that this area may remain un^vided or di-

vided into two ac three such areas, amuding to the position of the spindles

in the first d«ivage. Every cell that fails to receive a portion <d this area

undergoes diminuticm; mul diminudmi finally ceases when this area has been

finally isolated in d»e primordial geniMrells. This can only mean that the

bdtavior of the nudci in these eggs is determined by the cjdoplasm in which

they He; the whole nudear content being retained only in the particular

(ytoplasmic region predestined to form the germ-cells. The explanation of

the dmilar facts in centrifuged is of similar type, the result being due

to didocatioa of die ammal adjustment between the deavage-planes and

the cytcplaamic regions.

The difficulty cd conceiving how the prdocalized oiganization d the

can be bound up in a hquM or semi-liquid substance, such as the hyalo-

pbsm often seems to be, is obvious. Lillie and Conklin have accordingly

argued m fayar of a relatively firm craidition of aggregation in the hyalo-

pbtsm, yet one cd such a nature that the cytoplamoic indusions can still

move through it, " flowing movements,” accordingly, whether in the nor-

mal egg or {H'oduoedl^ the centrifuge, are regarded as no more dian gran-

afemovements witlda this semi-solid framework d the odplasm.^ Conklin

has produced coDsdoable specific evidence that such a persistent frame-

moih of mxte viadd jprotcfdasm (hyalcplasm) exists in the dear substance

of file egg,pad ^t it forms the basis d the true localizing activi-

tiSa. " lbs substance 1$ assumed hy Conklin to be elastic and contractile,

mi tp ptodttce^the so-called flovniig movements of livii^ protoplasm

loi 1^ ooatahied gtanuleg which make visible to the eye the localizing ao
pi the oflidami. He emphasizes the ffict, also noted by earlier ob-

If toe acts at a sufficiently ear^petffid and is not

didocated egg-components tend to return more or

' miimal poddon; and ffiis too h> ascribed to the ao
firanmnork wbSch has, maintaiiied unchanged its

&|hiipti)^aldB pj^tskffiig^cafiy to the odginal contzactii^
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theory of Vm Beneden ('87) and of Boveri (’S?), but morpbdIogicaHy it is

widdy d^oraat; for Conklin does not consider the framework as a reticuliun

but identifies it with the “interalveolar or oontinuous substance.” ^ To this

he applies Leydig’s old term spmgMjdasm, designating the clear alveolar

material or eachylema as hyaloplasm.^ Conklin’s observations on the topo<

graphical relations and movements of materials in the centrifuged ^gs,

seem to show that the spoQgipplasmic framework holds the nuclei, centrO'

spheres and mitotic figures more or 1^ firmly to a peripheral or cortical

layer; that its material is more abundant towards the animal pole; and that

it differs in ph3rsical conastency in different regions of the egg and at differ-

ent stages of development. How all this can be reconciled with the evidence

of flowing movements in the hyaloplasm itself—such as its centripetal

flow towards the astral centers (p. 192)—is not easy to see, nor is it easy

to grasp the conception of an interalveolar substance that is firm enough

to maintain its typical configuration, yet plastic enough to permit extensive

movements of granules and other inclusions through it. It must be ad-

mitted, therefore, that the mechanics of localization still present an unsolved

problem.

IV. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE EGG AND ITS GENESIS

We now enter upon the last stage of our analysis with the inquiry whether

cytoplasmic germinal prelocalization exists from the beginning or is itself

a product antecedent development. In the first case prelocalizaticxi

would closely approach preformation, in substance if not in form; in the

second it would fall into line with an essentially epigenetic interpretation.*

In the writer’s view the results alike of observation and experiment pdnt to

the second alternative as the correct one, so far at least as some of the more

obvious features of prelocalization are concerned.

Our analysis has shown that some of the most obvious of the odplasmic

prelocaliztitimis are expressed by the presence of a number of zones, either

concentric (various coelenterates) or vertical to the egg-axis (echinoderms,

nemertines, etc.) which mark the primary germ-r^ions, irrespective of the

direction of the deavage-planes that later intersect them. Do these zones

‘ ’17’ p. sfi#.

* lUiuMweb the teveoe of thst employed by Rlnonbier Co^). and ottier stadents oC prou^iluni,

who haw Uie tcm hyakiplum to the contisuous or intoidveolaT substance (WQson, ’oia.

p. S40> oto.) . ^oe the latter usage acooids more nearly with Hsnstein's otieinsl use oi the wotd and

has heaoaie widdy conwt amcng those who accept the alwolar theory o{ protoplasm it seems tin-

fartooato to introthKenew cnufiuioo ^ resosdtating the word “qxw^oplasin,” which is so doody

aaodated wfih Iha redculsr dreeiv protopiasa.

'Wo itwll find it convenient, here end later, to distinguish between “pedonned” nnd ''«|>ice-

Ootlc,*'(htonctnaor qualities in the egs- This usage (Boven’s) is purely pravi4aBa].«IUl must Dot

be tafcnn tohnpIvUW fundaUMital (fisttoodon faetsnaa the two setsd thatactatn p. uoyl.
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{ne&^tiat^o^&om tfaeb^miuQg <v aie they die prodtttt of a secondary

localiziiig process? This question has been attacked both by »m|de ob*

servation and by experiment. Both methods Seem to give conclusive evi~

dence in favor of the s«mnd alternative, demonstrating the occurrence of a
localizii^ process that takes place prior to cleavage, and often as an imme^
dnite ctmaequence of maturation, fertilization or both. It is in any case cer-

tain that s(«ne features of the prelocalization existing at the time cleavage

begins are the result of an antecedent process of epigenesis.

1. Observations on Localizing Activities Prior to Cleavage

(%servations on movements of the odplasm are made possible by the

presence of suspended granules of various kinds and are particularly facili-

tated by the presence of pigment-granules; but it may again be emphasized

that these are cmly the external signs of underlying processes in the hyalo-

plam that for the most part escape direct observation (p. 1090). Localiz-

ing activities thus made visible have been studied by many observers,

prominent among them Driesch, Boveri, Lillie and Conklin. The simplest

and clearest of these cases show a progressive localization of ectoplasm,

entoplasm and mesoplasm prior to cleavage. In Faracentrotus (Strongylo-

centreius) lividus, for example, Boveri (’01) showed that prior to the matura-

tion (rf the egg the three characteristic strata (p. 1067) do not appear, the

pigment-graniiles being uniformly distributed around the periphery of the

egg (Fig. 512). Only after both polar divisions have been completed does

the {»gment collect to form the sub-equatorial red zone; and the experimental

evidence, as Kirill be seen (p. rioo), indicates further that only at this time

does the localization (A the three zones take place. Boveri’s x>bservations, to-

gether with those of Selenka (’78), prove however that this process is pre-

ceded, and no doubt conditioned, by a pr&ixisting polarity to which the

Stiatificatktn precisely conforms, as is demonstrated by the position of the

mioqiyle.

Similar to this in principle are the cases of the ascidian Styda partita

(Qmkliii, ’os) or of the fresh-water pulmtmates Pkysa, Lymmea and Planor-

bis (Ccookhn, *10). In Styda the unmatured egg shows no visible polarized

stratification, consisting of a central, gray, yolk-containing substance sur-

rounded by a thin cortical, layer filled with yellow pigment-granules. After

the ^ gmninal vesicle breaks down, libmiting a dear residual

substance, the first pdar ^indle forms; but no visible localizingaction

un^ ^trance <d the sperm near the lower pde of the egg. This

evoat is immediately foUowed by a down-rush of the peripheral yellow pro-

IP tite hmer pde to fc»m the mesoplasm, while the dear residual

Ehiilfelieof the geminal veside moves to a podticm just above it and entas
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tlw middle stratum. The gray yolk'bearing material remains at first in

the upper honisphere (Fig. 524).

During and subsequent to the extrusion of the polocytes remaHcable

further localizing movements of the odplasm take place. The yellow meso-

plasm, accompanied by the clear stratum derived from the germinal vesicle

(ectoplasm) moves to the posterior side of the egg, and as cleavage ap-

proaches the clear protoplasm moves into the upper hemisphere, while

the gray substance (endoplasm) moves forwards and downwards, finally

Pig. SM.—Localizing activities following matiuation and fertilization in the egg of the tunicate

Slyda (.CynMa) parlUa (Conklin).

A, unfertilized egg, germinal vesicle above, gray yolk in center and periphera layer of ydiow
mesopla-sm; B, five minutes after insemination, downrush of the yellow peripheral mesoplasm; C,

resulting yellow cap at lower pole; D, posterior movement of mesoplaW to form the posterior

crescent, with clear oSpiasm alrave it; £, posterior view of the crescent as division b^ns; F,

resulting s-cell stage, in the same view.

lying in the lower hemisphere (Fig. 524). The final result of these proc-

esses is a grouping of materials somewhat similar to that seen in the Fara-

centrotits egg, save that the mesoplasm has moved away from the lower

pole. From the upper (clear) zone arises the ectoblastj frpm the lower

gray zone the entoblast together with the chorda and the neural plate

(chorda-neuropiasm); while the yellow mesoplasm gives rise to the mesen-

chyme and the musde-cells of the tail-region. By the completion erf the

first cleava^ no less than six different kinds of cytoplasmic substances arc

diBtingiiifthiLhU by the eye, namely (according to the structures which they
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{Isoduce), «(^ai>la8Bi« myt^lano^ ch3muq^a8m, cftudft! fliyiao<

plasm and cbqiiift-iieunqc^a^

Xa the {HiloEKUtates tba clear material aet fttc by the breakhig down ol

gamiaal vesicle ^v^sds over the upper hemisidiere to form an iqjper

stratum fimn wfaidi the ectoblast is lai]^y derived, vdiile the remahiiDg

portum, ydlow in coko- and containh^ the yoUc, gives rise to the ento^dasm

mad mesqdasm. Only two definite zones here are visible; but it is wholly

pudmlde that the same three zones eld[stasmi^e«t(d^tt(R,^yelaQc^Str<n^

hccntrotus.

Of the same general type are the ^gs of certain ann^ds, in nhich the

impm and lower strata appear to be r^nesented, broadly speaking, by the

*'p<dar rings" (p. 415), as described by Whitman (’78) in the leech Ckpsine.

and by Vejdovskj^ (*8i, ’ES) in the oligochete Rhynchdmis, In these cases

tim rings have at first the form of protc^lasmic disks lying at either pole of

the (gg; thw fate is not yet precisely known but it is probable that both

may contribute to the ectoplasm, the lower one to the mesoplasm, while

the middle zcme contains the entoplasm.* The three zones thus marked

out do not visibly ezist piirH* to maturation, but first make their appearance

after the completkm of maturation and the entrance of the sperm, the upper

and lower strata O^olar rings) appearing as localizing thickenings of the ecto-

{dasmic layer ol the egg*

In all the foSqimng cases the localizing activity is first actually in prog-

ress during moturation and faHlizcUion, and it is highly probable that ac-

tivities of this type always take place to some extent at this time. Such

activities may, however, occur earh'er in the development. One of the most

giTwml of them is made visible to us in the accumulation of yolk in the lower

or vegetative hfmisphere in eggs of the tdoledthal type, though this process

may be deferred, or may be accentuated at the time d maturation. In

w««»r cases the same is ^wn in the localization of pigment, a pretty case

of whkh is seen in the parasitic annelid MyzosUma (Fig. 525).^ Here the

egg before its maturation already shows two pigment zones at right angles

to the nTia, an upper red one and a lower green; but during maturation the

one mto su upper red zone and an equatorial colorless one.

Tto e^ thus acquires three iuHizmital strata, which have the same general

|(^ue as in S^mgylocentrotus, Sfyda or Denkdium, i,

the red tone- id comprawd mainly d ectoidasm, the cieax equatorial one of

the green cm has a fate quite rimilar to toe lower white

mm U to64h Here, however, the segregation' begins already

iwii|yiit and is not completed until afterwards. An ansdogous

se«cre|MpnSetod the frog’s egg, in whidh an dath area and a

1^ MciMk <*ml. *^ DiImcIi ('96k CluMnt <'«4}.
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lovn* white cme are already evidott before the egg is fertiliaed, wMe the

gny crescent X069) first a{q>ears after the ^lerm has «itiered, somewhat
as ddes the yellow crescent of the ^g.
HoaUy we have sudt cases as that of DaUaUtm, where the same three

aones are establidied long before maturation, and even befcnre the egg has

coanpieted its full growth in the ovary. The moiphogenic value of these

aones, seems to be essentially the same as in the other cases reviewed

(p. 1074). The important point, here readily determined, is that the is

Fig. 8S8.—Localizing activities in the early developmat of the annelid Uyuslema {S, C, froni

Dkbscb, a, D-F from Caoazzi).

A, the egg before maturation and fertilizatioa, r, red zone, «>, white zone, f, green zone; B, after

fertilization and extrusion of the polocytes, concentration of the red and green zones; C, trefoil

stage at first deavage; D and E, s-cell stage, green zone in larger cell; P, secood deavage with

second polai lobe (F- U *nd green zone passing into large posterior ceU (^. DtnUtUtm, Fig. 4B0).

eiUached to the ovary by the lower or vegetal peh, the lower pc^ area bang
drawn out at this time into a stalk-like prominence that is withdrawn into

the egg after its severance from the ovarian wall. We are thus enabled to

observe tfirectly the impm-tant fact that the strata make their appearance

quite independently of maturation or fotilization, in a position and (»dear

d^nitdy condated with the preexisting pdariQr of the egg; we observe

also the fact that the axis of polarityb in its turn correlated with the position

of tlM egg with reference to the matonal tissues. And this points dearly

to the coodusion that tl» polarity itself k determined by an qi^mietk

process during the early history of the tqg (p. 1023).^

* V^dovskf Cfii, ’88} li*a lound tbat three attatz that seem coamamUe to diose ofDmUiitm an
alK found at an eul» aedod in the egg of the enneik) Sttmastb.
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A coa^pariacm of the facts indicates Utat the various cases reviewed'-^

particttter the eggs of ^ongyiocen^ohts, Rhynehdmis, Styela (CyntMa),

Myzoi^oma, Dmtalium and Stemaspis—offer a common general type of

ptdocaliaatkiQ thai is aOamed at diferent periods in the ontogeny, the

process occurring late in the sea-urchin (»* ascidian, very early in Dentalivan,

and at an intermediate period in Myeosioma. If this be admitted, the pre-

localizatmn in question, dbviouriy, cannot -be considered as a primary

duuactec or “{neformed quality" of the egg. It is a secondary condition

devdoped in the egg by a process of epigenesis; and the presumption is

thus created that other “preformed qualities" of the odplasmic substance

are essmtially o£ the same nature.

Were we limited to observation alone this conclusion might reasonably

be quffitioned. Fortunately, however, it can be approached by experiment,

and the results, as far as they go, lead to the same conclusion.

S. Experiments on Cytoplasmic Prelocalizstion

Experimental investigation of the problem has proceeded along several

paths. One of the most direct is the study of the development of egg-frag-

IS.MI.—PoiHitx of the unaesmented en of the aemertiDe Ctrttnahdus hcteus, ftom Ute.

A, nnfatiBied tgg Imaedietefy after liberation, aumninded by membrane, showing sulk at

{Mint «f artaffamwtt and ecccDtcic germinal veaide; B, the same egg, still unlertilized, one hour

later, djaaiyeaianoB of gehninal veride leaving clear polar area in which lies the first polar sjdndle

in metaiihaae (af. Hg. i8^; C, an egg 40 ndautes after ferUUzatioo, first polot^rte.

loents. In sudi taxes as DenkUittm we should eiq>ect to find the devdt^

agent of egg-lragmeitts to differ according to the r^pon of the^ from which

come; sad guc^ is actually the case (p, 1064). The case is different with

in wl^ the nmtificatkm first i^^iears after maturation and fertiliza*

ti(»; Uutkdset ne isiould expect the development of ep^-fragments to differ

to 0iepetiod of die opoation; and again such is actually the case,

l&e Anown of these cases is offered by the egg of C&vtnahdm,

la. ‘IFidsi^s observations proved (’04), a marked redistribution iff

1i1iilwliiW§iniir liln till lull takes {dace i^en the germinal veside breaks down.
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the yolk accumulating especially in the lower hemisphere and the protoplasm

in the upper. ^

This object is a highly favorable one because of the facility with which

the egg may be cut in two under the lens, the ease with which the plane of

section may be determined, and the tolerance of the egg to mechanical in-

jury. The newly laid egg is somewhat pear-shaped, but soon kfter dis-

charge into the sea-water (before fertilization) becomes nearly ^heroidal.

At its narrower end is a distinct protuberance which marks the point at

which the egg was attached to the ovarian wall and is diametrically oppoate

the point at which the pdycytes are extruded (Fig. 526).* This protuberance

therefore is situated at the lower pole of the egg and there persists imtil the

first polocyte is formed at the upper pole.

After discharge into the water the germinal vesicle breaks down and the

first polar spindle advances as far as the metaphase but proceeds no further

until entrance of the sperm when maturation proceeds (Coe). The egg may
therefore readily be cut in any desired plane at any period and both frag-

ments from a single egg may be fertilized, isolated, and reared. If the opera-

tion be performed before the germinal vesicle breaks down only the nucleated

fragment develops, first forming polar bodies like a whole qgg. If the opera-

tion be deferred until after breaking down of the germinal vesicle both

fragments may develop (c/. p. 405). The fact should be recalled that the

nemertine egg has a very characteristic form of spiral cleavage differing from

all other known cases in that the first quartet of ectomeres are larger than

the basal cells (Fig. 527), also that an isolated blastomere of the 2- or 4-cell

stage s^pients as if still forming part of a whole embryo (p. 1055).

If the be cut in two at any period before maturation and fertilization

the egg-fragment, whatever be the plane of section, may segment in every de-

tail like a whole egg of diminished size (Fig. 527) and if of sufficient size may
produce a perfectly formed dwarf larva (Fig. 528).® In the latter respect

the egg-fragment is like an isolated 1/2- or i /4-blastomere but in the former

respect is widely different. It is nearly certain that the ^-fragments at

this time retain their original polarity; for in nucleated fragments, the

cleavage pattern shows the normal relation to the point at which the polo-

cytcs are extruded. Nevertheless, the results show that neither the factors

detomining cleavage nor those involved in the morphogenic process have

assumed a fixed localization up to the time the germinal vesicle breaks down.

A very different result is obtained when the eggs are cut in the stages fol-

lowing ffie entrance of the sperm and the completion oi jnaturaticm. The in*

' It is that sufficiently dose observation would show the presence of the usual three

strata in these egg» prior to deava^e.

’ C. B. Wiboo Coo). E. B. Wilson (’03), Zdeny ('04). Yatsu Coit, ’08, ’00. ’los. *«ob).

’ Wfiion C013). Yatsu (’04), Zdeoy (’04).
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4Ep«Bd«o|«$cd]ii8at8 «l Y«tau C«4>ftBd of Tdeay the develofnaoit

of «gg-&agraeids {^taised at differait periods, canM out cm a cooriderable

eK:ile,biiii^oateevmlmyiateie^ang points. Yatsufound^tattheperceDt*

A, a, C, typical 4-, a te-ceO atagea {com eotire iggi D, £, 4- and 8-cdl atagcs horn rather

later fcagiiaent cat (tom i^iier tieMdqibece (JB it leea bom the lower pole); F, typical id'Cell atage

iNpt naBcr Aa^neat; C, S, 4- and S-cell atages itom amaller btgaeat; I, nonnal tS<dl stage,

•B&e «eC, la abw ddayaf dwrage of eecoad quartet.

age of oonnaSy fatted d«azf larm produced from egg-fragments steadily

tfedmaesfratt the tbne the germinid vesicle disappears up to the time of the

first deavige, but soddeob'' hicreases in case of the development ctf isolated

Ifitttomeaes at the a-cdl'etage. Ihis is dioira in tlw following table;
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llle decfOMe in percentage of nonnal iams in the peckx! following

ntatimthnli cleody points to a progressive regronpiog or localirai^kn

materials that is in prog^ress at this time* In a latv confirniatory atndy

(’lo) Yatsu found that picw to fertilization the germinal locahzation does

not advance noticeatdy for as long as five hours after formation of the first

pc^r spindle (in metaphase); but proceeds as soon as the sperm entm8.<

The facts do not, however, show wfaetho: the effect is direct (as would seem

ntion (£, F, froni Yaxsv).

A, B, twin.l>rvB, nearly normnl, from borizonUl section ol an egg before the completion of

maturation; C, sim^ larva, from upiier hendqdien; D, abnonnal larva from later stage, after

removal of ufgKr polar region; £, F, twin larvte from egg-fragments; E, from upper bemisidiae;

F, from lower.

to be in case (ff the ascidian egg, p. 1105) or is indirectly caused by release of

the maturatkm-diviidons.^ Yatsu bdieved that most of the egg-fragments

segmented like whole eggs; and essentially similar results were obtained by

him in a later work (’ii) on the ctenophotes. Fragments of Beroi eggs ob-

tained by cutting in any plane before formation of the polocytes typically

segment like wh^ eggs and often give rise to nearly normal larvie. If the

cq;>etatioa is deferred until after the compl^ion of maturatroa the fragments

* Theonfotty the obwrvod fecti might he huoprsted ns due merely to a deennse of regulative

capidty at nwaatntttian and fertmaation period. Smdi a decrease manUestly takes pbee; but h b
deuly a eaiiaee||Uea« oi Ae iww cotuBthns created hgr the segregation going on in the eg;. That

udt b the eoneet eondiaiatt b indteated by tbe sudden incteese in perMtage of iwniiat brsse hi

thea bbstniMiei far thb Obviouiily b due to a notmai quantitative dtatiBMitiQn of the ess-raatefbb

by aatoUldwvtii^Nch aabonly rareb' fKHiibb by aaeans of the rude c^Nntiea of Ht^kbt aedfcHk
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8(39 aeijpxwnt I3» a «iiole but the lesidting Ituevae most c(»]ira<»)ly 8hcnv

tBiuhiedddects,asdescribedb7Fiscbel^.io46). From thisYatsu concluded,

as bitfoie, ^&ai th^ is a decided advance in the specification of the germ-

altu' formatioa of the pdocytes; but that the factors datenninii^

the form of cleavage are not necessarily identical with those of the loc^iaa-

tkm-iHittem:—a condu^n also indicated by many other facts (p. 1072).

Th^ results have been stgiplemented by the mme recent experiments

of Cmdhn (’17) on the production of giant polocytes in Crepidula as a

result of centrifuging the egg (p- 494)» which show that even when the second

pdocyte.is fully as large as the remainder of the ^ the latter may still

segment, at least in the earUer stages, like a whole egg (Fig. 235}. This

shows that, in this case too, localizaUon o( the deavage-factots is not fixed

until a relativdy late period.

The work of Brachet (’05) <m the frog’s egg gave a result comparable in prin-

d|de with those obtained on the nemoline. At the time of fertilization this

egg has extruded the first polocyte and shows a polarized localization of both

3^091 and pigmait, the former being more abundant in the lower hemisphere,

(he latter in the upper; but the gray crescent has not yet appeared. Brachet

produced locafised defects in the tms^mcnted eggs at successive periods

after fertilization by puncturing them with a needle and thus causing the

formation of atra-ovates. If the operation is performed at any time within

45-50 minutes afto* entrance of the sperm the egg shows a perfect power of

r^ulation and devdops normally in spite of the initial lesions. From this

time forwards, i i /4-2h., the regulative capacity of the egg rapidly dimin-

ishes, the egg loring the p>ower of exp>elling the dead substance remaining in

the woimd and produdug embryos that are correspondingly asymmetrical

mr show localized defects comparable with those resulting from destruction

of one the blastomeres of the 2-celi or 4-cell stage. This progressive limi-

tatkm of regi^ative capacity is ascribed by Brachet to the progressive segre-

gation of the egg-materiaJs at this time, an external sign of which is given

1^ the iqipeapmce of the gray crescent about two hours after entrance of

tte igaim ^.,1069).

g. The Rdle ol tiu Sperm in Localization

B
fn»n the foregoing that in some sp>ecies in^>ortant localizing

take {dace indep>endently of the spierm, and prior to its

parthenogenesis, obviously, the action of the qierm is wholly

he same localizing activities take place as in the fertilized egg.^

ptrifitaBy tyl>»tiffli>alaflwpMtb«naomcric<ag»<rftl»efaiig whenactivstedby

•^^474). la ezei tlw any craMcsi Md the Uktenl WMWMtty (he

uawab sildhb« iiUMitiiw bet that Om gray cKKent, vUdt In tha
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NevertUkss it is an. miportaat questim whether the spetm may not play

a pwt fa the localizing activities ci the fertilized egg. It is notan easy one

to ajrawer because of the dose association betwreen maturation and fertiliza*

don fa many animals. In Siyda, for example, the movement of the spenn-*

nucleus seems to determine the posterior region and the bilaterality of the

egg and embryo; but the reverse interpretation is also possible and Conk-

lin gives reasons fa .favor of such a condusion.' There is, however, ap-

parently condusive evidence that fa some cases the sperm may have an

importaivt direct influence on the localizing activities.

One of the most important questions here involved is how the first plane

of deavage is determined, particularly in mosaic-like types in which all the

earlier deavages have a definite promorphological significance. Roux {’85

and subsequently) demonstrated that the first deavage of the frog’s egg

passes nearly through the point at which the sperm enters, and that this point

is later found on the ventral side near the posterior end of the larva. He
therefore conduded that it is the entrance-point that determines the plane of

first deavage, and thus indirectly the median plane of the embryo. Tbe
first of these condusions has received confirmation from various sources.

The second is open to discussion, owing to the fact that while the plane of

symmetry of the^ before cleavage becomes that of the larva, the plane

of first deavage often forms a considerable angle with it, even up to 90®

(p. 1069).* Roux examined the question experimentally by fertilizing the

egg locally (with a silk thread or a fine pipette) in a sdected meridian. The

results proved that fertilizaticm may be effected in any meridian, that the

first deavage-plane most frequently passed through or near this meridian,

and that the point of entry is afterwards founcf fa the median ventro-pos-

terior region of the embryo.

Approximate coinddence between the entrance-point and the first deav-

age-plane has also been demonstrated in several other animals. Such coin-

cidence is a matter of course when the sperm enters at either the upper or

the lower pole of the egg, as fa the asddian egg (p. 1094) and a common

condition in many other animals (p. 409). The tignificant cases are those

fertnized egg is formed on the side of the egg oigXMite to the entrance-point of the !g>etm, shows no

constant rdation to the point of puncture in the paxthenogenetic
‘
’os, p. pi.

’ Roux shoved that the entering sperm carries in rrith it some of the plgmoit from the cortical

layer, thus leaving behind it a trail which persi^ during the first two cleavages or even lotra;. Tbe
plane of foat deavage always passes through or parailei to this trail and hence thiouth or near the

pdnt of entianoe, as may readily be observed in sections. This hss recdved repeated confirmatkia

by later observers, but is modified by the carved path of the Qxnm, since tbe “copulattim-path*’

(p. 4S4) may focm a considerable angle with the “penetratiob path," uid it is the former that hkflu-

encei the directkm of the first deavage in accordance with Van Beneden's law. This is because divi-

sion of the ^MCOMenter prodoces a spindle at right ontdes to the cnpidatioa-^th and oopalatiaii of

tfae'goimita-sttdd tahm plMS in a plumpv^ to this axis. The first deavogs-phne of oouzaeMs
this at dgM angles and henqe possea throng tbe copuladon-path.



in ^ tBk(nb»<{>otot my be outside ^ polar tf0im^‘ tliebiiM

l»Ow» of tiuse aice^be sea-urcfala (Tumpaeuftes) aiiid tbe ani»lid

upiiidi, talm tcgetiter« seem to give ccmdosive evidence. 'tbe see-

orchia * liw spermmy enter time^ anyidine, and the ent(UiM!»>oc«eftt^'
pnt^ety of the egg 0[>. 410) penists Itmg enough to give a kadmxk for

siune time alter the ^»erni enters. The plane of first cleavage passes through

oT' near this point (Fig. 190). Since the first cleavage also always passes

throns^ the tu^irud e^-sjds (as condusivdy proved by Boveti, '01) the

particular mmithau of this cleavage must be approximately fijmd 1^ die

enteanoe-poittt of the sperm. Whether the first cleavage-plane also has a
fixed relation to die symmetry (d the larva in tlua case is not certainly known.

Briesdi ccmduded from certain experimmital evidence that the first deav-

age-jdane is transverse to the larval plane of symmetry; but Boveti, whose

results are siippcnted by those of Herbst, has made it more probable that

this result reverses the actual ccaiditirH). In either case, emdmitly, the

entrance-point td the sperm could be a determining factor in the establish-

ment of the syavBaetry of the larva.

The most decmve evidenoe seems to be (^ered by Just’s diaervations

(’13) on the of Nereis, a particulariy valuable object because d the highly

detemiinato omistant character €d the deavage. In this egg the sperm re-

mains attached for a k»ig time to die periphery before its entrance (p. 414):

so that, when, the egg throws off its gebtinous envelope the sperm lies in a

somewhat hntndrslu^ied canal, communicating with the surrounding sea-

water. M imeminatioo be cBected in sea-water containing a fine suspmsian

oi Intha ink tjbe bhuh. mixture is left within the qierm-canal aiul thus forms

a very di^nite nuih pcxnting exactly to the entrance-point (Fig. 539).’ In

aU cases the 4t8t chavage-plane passes very nearly through the point of

entrance as thus indicated, and is approximatdy transverse, sqiaratuig a

smsBer antmior cell (AB) teom a lar;^ posterior one (CD) which contains

the mesoplasm and the main foundation of the post-trochal region, pre-

eiedy as in or Mytosioma, Since this relation is perfectly cdn-

mw* it seems at least extremdy probaUe that in this case tite directm d
the first detfvage-jdaae, and of die plane of symmetry (with aB that

jtidi ioBfiBes) Is not prdbcalized hi the igg or determined 1^ tlK changes

aCcoB^trayfug matuiadmi, but dipends vgwn the entcaaoe-pomt of the

steu that the sperm b the sole detemdnmg cause d thh

J!lt is thatB dib egg, like dioBe of oihar

iatwim nd UM/Omn, '95.
.

’

Hgt SWtfw «M MighMlb nvlwvd far Bwm (^1 ) to dtOMaittrtte tte iBtoepsb b tte
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having a shhi^ type ei deavage (Ampkitrite, Thalassema), could be caused

to uadeigo a iuwn»l partbeoogeoetic devdc^ment, the first deavage trould

take pbw ila.tfae same way and show the same relation to localizatirm. Xu
such cases the plane of symmetry would be determined .by the egg alww;

and the saam may be said of the ai^>eaTance in some eggs of aperfect bilateral

symmetry in the ovarian egg, long before either maturation or fertilization,

as we see In the egg of the insect or the cephalopod (p. 1019). From all this

we must conclude that the sperm merely acts as a selective or limiting

factor, serving as it were as a point d^appui about which the localizing action

is centered, and thus fixes the actual cleavage-meridian out of many pos-

sible ones. And here again we must conclude that bilaterality, like the

Fi(. ns.—^Entrance-point and first cleavage-plane in Nenii (Jvsx).

A, the egg at the time of inaeminatioD with equatorial girdle <rf oil-drops; B, ntru^n of first

polar body {f. A.), indicator at ri^t; C, entrance-cone, indicator forming behind the sperm-head
(A), the outer line is the boundary of the jelly; O, egg with two polar bodies, oil drops have strnk

into iovrer hesshqdrere; £, P, i-ceU stages with indicator.

stratificatitm of the egg, may be developed epigenetically in the egg at differ-

ent periods in diffeimit cases, and may be conditioned by different factors

—

in some cases, perhaps, by the relation of the ovarian^ to the maternal

tissues (insects), in others by cytoplamiic changes occurring at the time (ff

maturatkm, in still others by the entrance-point of the sperm. It may be

flifficult to djaringuish with certainty between these various cases, owing to

the overiap{»ng erf the different stages; but in any case the estalrfishment

(rf Irflafnw
iriity And other fundamental ptoitaoi^logiad dmacters in the

egg Sj^MAts to us as an ^ugenetic process. This amdosion at <moe

luhtgs ^to view broadw hotuons (rf inquiry that are srill in large BUBSitre

unesplored.
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V- Tse Mechakism ok DEVBXorwsm

The fact that specification oi the blastcaneres d the segmenting egg &
detmoumd fay their specific cytcq^mk materials seems at first s%ht to

oSer a contiadictibn when we recafi the equkUy demonstrative proc^ of

the important part played fay the nucleus and the chromosomes in deter-

afination and heredity. The contradiction cannot, however, be real, for

both sides rest upon experimentally demonstrated facts, and both must be

included in any adequate general interpretation.

Some writers have sought such an interpretation in the assumption that

haedity is essentially a dual process, including both “nudear” and “cyto-

{dasmic*’ h»edity; and both cytology and genetics have in fact brought

forward a certain amount of evidence which when superfidally viewed

seems to favor such a distinction. It is obvious that formed bodies such

as piastids or other self-propagating cytoplasmic bodies may in some

cases be the determining factors for certain characters. A very dear

case of this seems to be offered by the leaf-colors of certain plants as

determined by Bauer, Correns and .Shull. There are, however, other

cases of more or less similar type (e. g., the hybrid silk-worms examined

by Toyama, *12) in which, as Morgan has dearly shown, the “cyto-

plasmic” inheritance is really chromosomal and Mendelian, though slightly

disguised in type.^

On the cytological side Meves (’08, etc.) in particular has urged that the

chondiiosomes may be regarded as the agents of a cytoplasmic heredity that

runs parallel to the nudear heredity effected by the chromosomes; and both

forms of heredity are assumed to be effected by the sperm as well as the egg.

This view is Still unsupported by definite genetic evidence, but a means of

testing its vafidity should be c^ered by such evidence; for it is only in case

of the dmanoBCKnes that we have thus far been able to identify a mechanism

for the mtierly segregation of unit-factors, while the distribution of the chon-

drisosmes in the maturation-divisions appears in most cases to be a haphaz-

ard proress. *1116 possibilities of discovery m this direction have still been

too little erp^ored to warrant extended discussion. There are, however, cer-

tain more general questions that must here be examined.

A nnnfiber of observers have suggested an interpretation of heredity

adiidi assontos that the larger group-characters are transmitted by the

irfaik those of the spedes, variety <xr individual (which alone

Men^dian bdiavior), are transmitted by the nucleus. In the pic-

tmsque phmse Lod>, the cytr^Iasm of the egg is '^tbe embtyo in the

the genus- m even the q>ecies-heredity, while Mendelian

* See MocgHi C««), Btuer fi^).
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Ka«dity adds cmly the £ner details to the rough block (’19, p. 153). 'j^his

singular notion originally grew out of the study of hybrids, niOTe particularly

those produced by heterogeneous crosses between different genera or even

more widely separated groups. Boveri (’92, ’03) found that in' crosses

between different species of sea-urchins (Spheereckinus 9 X Parec/nnus <f)

the cleavage of the ovum is purely of maternal type though the resulting

larva show the characters of both parents. From this fact, and others, he

concluded that the form and rate of cleavage is determined wholly by the

organization of the cytoplasm of the egg, and is uninfluenced by the nucleus

of the sperm.^ This was confirmed and extended in a more extended series

of experiments (Driesch, ’96, ’98) * which seemed to show that the general

type of the blastula, the number of primary mesenchyme-cells, the pattern

of pigmentation, and even the form of the young pluteus larva in the crosses

examined by him showed only maternal characters, the influence of the

‘ sperm first being shown in the character of the skeleton. Boveri showed

(’03) that in several of these characters the influence of the sperm may be

seen at a somewhat earlier period; but like Driesch he concluded that up
to a certain point the character of the development is wholly determined

by the cytoplasm of the egg.* Boveri suggested a provisional distinction

between “preformed” amd “epigenetic” ontogenetic characters, the former

being to a certain extent blocked out or prelocalized in the cytoplasm of

the egg independently of the sperm. These include certain very general

characters of the embryo, including obviously the promorphological char-

acters of the egg (polarity, symmetry and the like) the plasma-structure of

the early blastomeres, the form of cleavage and that of the resulting blas-

tula, the tempo of the early development,^ initial size of the embryo, and the

primary axial relations. The epigenetic characters were assumed by Boveri

to be determined directly by the nucleus, being gradually superimposed, as

it were, on the “preformed ” cytoplasmic characters; as development proceeds

the latter characters, accordingly, may thus become obscured by the nuclear

* ’ga, p. 469.
* See also Peter ('o6), and Tennent (’12).

’ The important part in determination played by the cytoplasmic structures had been deaxly rec-

ognized by Driesch in his interesting earlier irork Anaiytische Thaarie der Organisehen Eattwickhing

(1894); but he there treats that cytoplasmic structure as only a limiting oonditicHi, dm nudeos being

the oiiginal source of all determinaUon. This is nearly the position adopted in the first editicm of

this wodi (1896).

“In so far as it a nucleus every cdll during the ontogeny is the bearer of the totality of all

the {actacs.o{ heredity (Anlagen); but in so bu' as it possesses a specific prcdtqilasmic edi-body it is

only cap^le of tespont^ to certain causes. . . . The specific pdtency of the cells of evmy de-

maitaiy oi«an Is founded in tltt specificnatvue of their c^plasmby which it is Emited, and be-

comes always more limited in the course of the (devdopanental) proc^" Wilson, cit^

pp. 8t, 82,
* Newman (’10) has found, on the other hsnd, that in fish-hybrids the rate of deavage It dlstiacdy

sAected by the sperm.
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jiafftKteEQH: degnftkx^to view«‘ Boy^ jjadtofafl

iKtltecfiigEnBdcdian^^ the«ssaitial dwacted^jaidft^ltu^lvii^

iuid of tbe tpede&t*** cad, by imjdicatMm at least, jdaced amco^ the ^^|»«*

l()EBaBd'**<qua]ities1bo8ethat aie oatnnwa to different q>edes and hence axe

tdncactttiBtic of Mg^ groi^
Out of this fftm loeb's c»incq>tH» of the *'eml»yo in the rough^' as

detomraed by the (^tt^fdasm alone, and of the nudeus as moely adding the

finer detaSs to the model* Jenkinson (*17) adopted a dmfiar view,

holding that the larger diaractera are transmitted by the cytqdasm, the

smaller by the nucleus. Conklin is mme ^>ecific. "We are vertebrates

because our mothers woe vertebrates and produred eggs of the vertebrate

pattern; but the calm of our skin and hair and eyes, our sex, stature and
mental peculiarities were detmnioed by the sperm «is well as by the egg

fnnn whichwe came.” These statements are rhetorically effective, but will

not stand the test ci critical analysis; and they do not r^resent the condu-

rions at which Boveri himself finally arrived. Th^ fail to reckon with the

fact that the cytoplaamk mganiaatton of the egg by which Boveri’s "pre-

formed qualities” are determined is Usdf tke product of <m auUcedetU process

ef epigatetic development in the course of which, as we haAre every reason to

bdieve, the chromosomes Imve played their part. Boveri's distinction

between "preformed” (cytoplasmic) and epigenetic (chromosomal) char-

acters was dmwn in a purely provisional sense; and in later works be em-

phasized the probability that "i»efc»med” characters, even such funda-'

mental ones as polarity and bilaterality, are established by an epigenetic

process at aa early poiod in the history of the e^.* If this be correct,

the whole force of the evidence drives ns to the ccmdusion iJ$at tke chromo-

somes are as muck comented in the determination ef the so-called ''preformed"

or cytofdasmie chaoaders as in any others. It would therefore be highly mis-

kad^ to stite that the "embryo m the rough” is determined solely by the

cytc^t^sm. *Tbe cytc^dasmic characters of the ovum are themselves the

l^oduct of fa4)arenta! hetedh^y, even though they may be determined before

the ^>enn enters.

Coi^ih pidnts out that a real difference of modus eperandi nevertheless

esohts betwd^ the two kinds of dtaracters. (^viously those promorpho-

logfcal charfictem of the emlsyo that are fcnediadowed in the cgg-cytoplasm

btfiom iertidiatioin make af^pearaace unaffected by the apeim that

WBeneU^Uie4iH(nB0»tfast w caa utwlbpcnaivelMtinmtfaecytoplMmd
AiMiKNaz aoi «( a £|wwMaMHM& tt U utoaU^ to He In ta* hybrid totve bow la Uw
MMwalaW|a«»a<|fwpMiMBWdert<VtaBsS:<iaaiaiManoaiBpte^

* ’m. p. u. 4^ etc.
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Bubaequoidy «nte» egg. So as. they have be^ affected by the

duomoscmies, it must have beeu by those of the egg, which have been

derived from both grandparents.^ Qmklin has rightly maintained, there-

Sote, that to this extent the parental and sperm cb not play identical

parts in detramination, the former contributing mrae to the heredity of the

<^spring than does the latter. .

A pretty example of this fact is <^ered by the heredity of dextral and

sinistra! coiling in the gasteropods as shown by Sturtevant (*23) in an analy-

ses of the work of Boycott and Diva: (’23). With rare excq>tions a particu-

lar individual, whether dextral or sinistral, produces only dextral or only

sinistral offspring in a brood; e. g., a dextral individual produces either dex-

tral or sinistral young, but not both types at once. This is made intelligible

by the assumptions (i) that genetically the dextral type is dominant over the

sinistral, but (2) that the character of a particular brood is due to the genetic

constitution of the egg before maturation and fertilization. The reversal

of symmetry is apparent at least as early as the second cleavage (per-

haps at the first) and is almost certainly due to conditions in the matond
cytoplasm that are established before the sperm has acted on the egg. The

q;gs of a sinistral individual therefore produce sinistral offspring even if

fertilized by sperm carrying the dertral (dominant) factor. The eggs of het-

erozygotes thus produced, if self-fertilized, should produce three genetic

types of (^spring, DD, Ds and ss; but all of these, even including (he ss

individuals, wiU be dextral in somatic appearance, because of the constitu-

ti<m of the egg from which they arose. The offspring of the first two types

will obviously all be dextral; but those of the ss dextral class will all be

sinistral, since the mother carries no D. These curious relaticms, at first

si^t so mysterious, at once become perfectly plain when we perceive that

the effect oi the sperm-chromosomes is delayed for one generation, produc-

ing no ^ect upon the Fi soma (already predetermined before fertilization)

but so affecting the cytoplasm a[ its ^gs as to determine the direction of

coiling in Fj. It is, however, obvious that when the whole life-cycle is taken

into accotmt both the “epigenetic" and the “preformed” characters are

alike determined by an activity in which the dmanosomes have played an

essential part, and that both alike may be forms d Mendelian boedity.

The possibility may finally be indicated that cytoplasmic pred^omina-

ricm (in the foregoing sense) may have played some part in the matriclinous

touloKy of hybruis frmn heten^ieneous crosses (p. 971), even in cases

where the paternal chromosomes have been in part or whdly dindnated;

but such afact would be hard to prove, and if established would not weaken

rim condurions based cm the history of the sperm-diroinosomes. The only

* Cf. CoakSn, *20, p. ig7.
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taae pomta ta sudi « omdusion is that ol Godkw^y's
crOssas; yet even hoe, for the reasons already ptmted

oat 973) tbe results are inrandusive.

VI. PREFORMATION AND EPIGENESIS. HEREDITY

We liave now arrived at the furtlKSt outposts oi investigation in this

field and may more dearly perceive the modem aspect of the old

controvmies that grew up about the problem of prdonnation and

epigenesis. Perhaps this problem is sdeutihcally insoluble; at any rate

no goteml agreement has yet bera reached in r^iard to it. The modem
tuologist must be permitted to treat the problem in pragmatic fashion,

eomiaying the terms of one hypothesis m' the.other ac(x>rding to the proce-

dure that he finds most useful in practice. The physiologist and experi-

mentalist have for the most part instinctively turned towards an epigenetic

interpretation of development, the morphologist towards a preformistic

(»r evolutionaty ooe; but many conspicuous exceptions might be named.

Weismann and Driesdi, for example, though standing in many respects at

oppomte poles of thouj^t in respect to their treatment of this problem,

alike express the opinirm that fundamentally epigenesis is inconceivable.^

This does not, of course, mean the acceptance of preformation in the older

and cruder sense. It means (to paraphrase the expression of Driesch) that

we are unable to conceive how a self-determining system can increase its own

initial complexity by interaction of its chemical and physical components.

In so far as such a S3r5tem is independent of external causes it can only

ttanslonn and redistribute components that are inherent in the system

from the beguining. iTuxley, with characteristic acuteness, had long before

approximated to a similar condnsion. Writing in 1878, be sa}^: “It is

nptf impossible that when the analysis of the process of development is

cairied still further ... the theory of devdcpment will approach more

Ueady to metammpliuds than to epigenesis. . . . From this point of

view the process wfitch in its superficial a^>ects is epigenesis appears in

essence to be evtihition in the modified sense adopted in Boimet’s later writ-

mgs; and devdopmesit is merely the e:q>8nskHi of a potential organism or

^orqpnal pnefpnnatiop* according to fixed laws.’’ *

la their purely lo|ical aspects the questions here raised belong perhaps

to meta^yiM than to science. Nevertheless we cannot ful to

pttiofsm jfhati Ip crnmim re^Mcts the condusion exptmsed by Huxley ap-

iheHMultSfof mod^ esperiaieptal research. We have seen that

away of tiis so^called “initid structure” of the cytc^lasm are

i
fUm, p. 14.

te lisqwtoJiBitoMtamfea , VTII. iSrt. Abo Mid CnOntc, 188a, pp.»9S-e
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piiuducts of an ejngenetic process; and grounds have bem for the!

conclusion that the same is probably true even of such fundamental features

as polarity and symmetry. What detemunes the pattern of these initial

localizations is still almost completely unknown; but there are certaui in*

dications that it may be regarded as a product of the response of the ^g to

conditions external to itself. This seems to be true of both the polarity

and the symmetry of the egg; for polarity is known to be correlated in

many cases with the position of the egg in the ovary, and bilaterality with

the position of the egg in the oviduct, or with the entrance-point of the

sperm (pp. 1020, 1103). Directly or indirectly, therefore, formative stimuli

from without may play a part in all localizing processes in the egg. It

seems clear, however, that external formative stimuli are but limiting con-

ditions to which the egg adjusts itself. This we see, for instance, in the

determination of the direction of the firet cleavage-plane, in one case by the

entrance-point of the sperm, in another by the egg itself developing after

parthenogenetic activation. In spite, therefore, of numerous well-estab-

lished cases of determinative formative stimuli in development, the genera!

problem of localization in the egg still remains in large measure unsedved.

The outstanding result that emerges from our study of the problem is that

the localizing process appears essentially as one of cytoplasmic epigenesis,

and that its superficial likeness to preformation disappears when all the

phenomena are taken into account

When we turn to the nucleus the problem offers a different aspect. All

the available evidence indicates that the nucleus is indeed a kind of “original

preformation” in which are contained great numbers of self-perpetuating,

definite entities grouped in a definite though shifting pattern. Their nature

is unknown. They are conceivably single molecules of nudeq)roteins,

in which the protein component may perhaps be the determining dement to

which the different genes owe their several q)edfic characters (p. 65a).

Heredity may thus be determined fundamentally by the chemical constitu-

tion of the various proteins, as so many biochemists have held (p. 641).*

If such be the case the root of heredity may lie in the processes by which

these proteins are built up or perpetuate themselves (p. 199).^ On the

whole, however, it seems for the present more convenient to think of the

nuclear units as molecular aggregates, analogous to the plastids or centrioles

of the cytosome and capable of division, but lying for the most jrairt beyond

the reach of direct microscopical vision. The essratial fact, from which

the genetic evidence seems to leave no escape, is that they are self-perpetuat-

'
'Cf. R. S. unie’s inUKsting wort ('18) ; also D’Arcjr Thampsoa (’*7).

'Tile analogy betwsaisiowtli and heredity, recagBised by Darwin and anasy other earlier writen^

haa hem accepted by many later writers, such as Loeb, Robertaon, Ostwsid, R. 8. liHte and aAer%
who have aiao emiihaaised the tesemblanoe of growth to an autocMalyUc pnOHs.
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l&d iBtiat, ia aoiae ^iMcm ar atiter^ {»ts«fve Identity Stum

giMenliiai cdb to anotiier.

mod eyteii^M evidence unite in the deiacH£$tmtion that the

pdmsy imits «ie aggiegated la Imear series and in deMte order to {<Hin

nane eoo^plex IhdutgO'gnngM which appear to the eye as ^ireme^threads

or (iuoinosorctes; adudr per^t withont loss of their spe^c character

'domig^Mwt the Individual Ide-cyde; but which may also, within certtun

weB-de&ied Irmits, undergo reconstruction at the time of meiom (p. 050).

in this result, there is mudi that calk fw further elucidation. We must

ledkoQ vddr the poSsSdlity, woiked out with so much ingomity by Weis'

mann (p. 500} that there may be in the nucleus aggregates intennediate

in ordor of magnitude between the gene and Uie chromosome; and there

b much tosugge^ that the “cfaromomeres" may represent such aggregates.

We do not Jmow sfitfa certainty how the identity of the linka^e'groups

(t. e., the genetic continuity <A chromosomes) is presm^ed in the diffused

vegetative state <rf the nudeus or interkinesis. But these are questicms of

debsiL The large fact b that both the genetic and the cytological facts

jfiod ^eb most natural intajaetation in tlw conception, ffrst clearly fonnu-

lated by Rmix, DeVries and Webmann, that the nudeus possesses a definite

aiddtectare of whidi the most futKlamental feature is the presence of a

vast number of adf-perpetuating and independent elementary units which

ooneqxKid severally to genes or unit-fact<»8 of heredity. The evident

hK&ct^ that it b only these units that pass on unchanged fn»n generation

to genemtion. In other reflects the nudear organization b periodically

reawatructed in greater nr less d^^ree by the phenomena of crossing-over

& SEwlasb and fay tlM rqjlacement d chromoscHnes that takes jdace as a

lesidt of mdoab and syrqpuny. Fundamentally, however, we reach the

concjaakin that in respect to a great number nt diaracters heredity is

e^detei fy Ote koiati^stioit ^ a nudear frefomadon vdtidt m the course ^
Semlopmeid finds exfressioH in a process cj cytoplasmic epigenesis.

'Vdite&m bM Iwie^taty traits are represented in the nudear organization

b aa CfWn At least a partial ezcq>tion seems to be offered by

pliatid4Dliefitaiioe; ind should a similar condusion iqifdy to the chortdiio-

aomca, fk^^^dtodies imd other fcamed elmnents of the cytoi^asm, the con-

ospliimnf acytcplal^pidorm (In the sense that has bem indicated)

iX^llhtlMrgreatiy ec^BlI^ed. Evert were thb establlahed, however, we alwuld

to ledualiritli the pcrailnli^ fhat sudi at^-perp^uatiag cyto*

ijwwifr iMsIbs tolgiil take tlieb first might in the nudeus or be mftwm»d

-Die oupdudoiDS, evidoitly, have somewhat in common edth

of latiiKXllular pangeoesb and with hs devdopment
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WdittaMEm, O, ami otl:^ writers though dSffentait ia ^maay

iii^pertaiit details. Hypotheses d this type have met with axudl hcvor ia

the eyes of ihoBt mod^ tfniters. They ia.vt been characterized as erode

and artifidai devices, which qjQore the pre^m of indiyidutdity in the

organism as a whole, are beyond the reach of verification, and cany
anthropomorphic and teleological implicati<His that are in conflict with

scientific princiifles. No one, however, has pretended that such corpus-

cular theories of the cell-substance offer a complete solution of the

problmns of life; and it is not »sy to see in what respect th^ are more

anthropomoiphic or teleological than the cell-theory itself or than the

molecular and atomic theories of non-living matter. The same may be

said of the use by geneticists of the chromosome-hypothesis of linkage,

of the serial alignments of genes in the spireme-threads, and of “cro^ing-

over” by chiasmat)py. “It is, I suppose, theoretically possible to consider

such hypotheses as nothing more than a convenient fiction or algebraic

symbdism, a kind of ideal mental model by means of which the genetic

facts may conveniently be grouped. Those, however, who prefer to take

their point of departure in the observed cytological facts will be more likely

to make use of the actual model which every dividing cell diqilays to us in

visible reality— model that is not less impressive because at present the

cytologist sees it only in broad outline, with no more than dim indications

of the finer complications inferred from the results of genetic research.

At any rate it was this actual model that gave the point of departure for the

foregoing conceptions concerning the nuclear organization and thus made

possible some of the most fundamental of modem experimental researches

on heredity. Considered only as workii^ instruments, therefOTC, these

conceptions have a practical value almost comparable to that (rf the atomic

thewy as employed in chemistry and physics;
”

* and “as biologists we are in-

terested in faere^ty not primarily as a mathematical formulation but rather

as a problem concerning the cell, the egg and the sperm. ” *

How genes or chromosomes c^rerate is unknown; but we may suspect

that they, like plastids and other cytoplasmic bodies, are centers of ^xdfic

chemical action, and possibly may serve for the productiem of soluble

enzymes or hormones. Without speculating on this question we here

en^iasize tte conception that the cell is a reacdon-^tem and that tite

whefle cell-system may be ccmcemed in the production of evmy hereihtaiy

trait (p. 976). In practice all the purposes of ezperimoital analyaib are

suffitiettfly met if the hereditary “units,” “genes” or "pangens” be thought

of meridy as modifiers which call forth reqxmses, this way or that, aoourdi&g

to thrir specific nature. To of them as “determioocs” is to make
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yim Acommieiit %uie t(f ^leech; tmt this need no more tlM« that

tlitsr aie <^fiera(^ia}s fagr ^ use \dudi we are «iabled accurat^y to

aiM^^ the c^isetved remits. Such a|>rocedure makes no pretense ci serving

aH the preltons of devdopment and heredity; but its vdue as a practical

woddng hypothesis was long since made plain to all.

m CONCLUDING REMARKS. MECHANISTIC AND VITALISTIC
INTERPRETATIONS OF DEVELOPMENT

A retroq>ect m the ground traversed in the forgoing pages improves

ns i^ce by the great advances that have been made by cytologiosi and

genetic research and by the limitations of our present knowledge. Viewed

from the staoffrxiint of fifty or even twenty years ago these advances astonish

us, reason of the clearness which which the general mechanism of heredity

has been reveakd and of the precision with which its medus operandi may
mm be etamined. The convergence of cytolc^cal and genetic research

that has mack this possible marks one of the most noteworthy advances

in modem bidogy.

Two outstanding results above all othos claim our attention, namely,

that the mechanism <rf heredity is intimately bound up on the one hand with

the phencHBma a£ constmetive metabolism and on the other with those of

nfitotic cell-divlsioD. In cme of its primary aspects, therefore, heredity has

become a problem of biachemistry; for the evidence has steadily accumulated

^t fundamentally the specific type of each organism is an expression of the

chemical nature of its conqx>nent substances. The production of these

substances, obviously, is a problem of metabolism. Their maintenance

(or of that wlpdr detomines them) in successive generations is primarily

a prodem of cytology; for it is the ^^raxatus of mitosis by means of which

tlm factors of freredity are handed on unchanged from cell to cell and are

also enabled to undergo those dissociations and recombinations the results

at which are made visiUe to us iu the Mendelian phenomena. The opera-

tkm of this mechanism is most dearly displayed to us in the distribution of

idm audear sabstunoe; but it is Urn same mechanism that we see at work

also in the'd^stnl>utioD of the cytoplasmic components the cell-system

doting ckava^fe and differentiation.

On the oth^ hand, the new horieons of investigation that are contmually

apeoedfa thhi field of wmk impress us with the present limitaticms

knOirlidge. We are still withtnit adequate unebrstanding cf the

iMations between nucleus and cytc^ilaan andrtf the manner in

'mjm'Hbit nu^eus is concerned in tihe operations at omstructive metabolism,

MMcwth andrqair, mmI in thedetermination of hereditary traits. Ihesaffle

pi&.lw aiud of our present Icnowkdge of development, above all in ie^>ect
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to the problem of }ocaliza,tion, 'ivhich has beoi so puzzling a oui eaqperi.-

mmxtal embsyclogy and cytology and has even fonned the rallying point

for a modem revival of vit^sm. What determines the appearance of he-

reditary traits in regular order of space and time? How are the opera^ms
of development so codrdinated as to give rise to a definitely ordered system?'

It is our scientific habit of thought to regard the operation of any specific

system as determined primarily by its specific physico-chemical compositmn.

We continually refer the particular mode of development of an mganism
to its so-called “organization”; but we are unable to define precisely the

meaning of this vague term. The mechanistic assumption implies some kind

of specific structure or material configuration in the system; and since the

organization of the egg is hereditary the structure or configmation must
somehow be preserved by cell-division without loss of its specific character.

This treatment of the problem has, however, not been permitted to go un-

challenged by modern investigators. It has been seriously questioned

by Driesch, an accomplished master of experimental embryology. His

earlier work was guided largely by mechanistic principles, as may be seen

from the serious and carefully elaborated attempt to formulate a mechanis-

tic theory of development contained in his Analytical Theory of Organic

Development (1894). With the progress of his experimental work, however,

Driesch became convinced of the hopelessness of this attempt. His argu-

ment was based primarily on the phenomena of localization in the li^t

of his discovery that a single blastomere of the sea-urchin egg may produce

a perfect dwarf larva (p. 1050), and on Boveri’s discovery that the same is

true of a fertilized fragment of an unsegmented egg (p. 465). Driesch con-

sidered this egg (and the so-called regulative eggs generally) to be an “equi-

potential system, ” i. e., one in which any part contains the potentiality trf

the whole, and may give rise to the whole, subject only to the limitations

imposed by the primary symmetry and bilaterality of the egg, whkh he

considered to be inherent in the component particles of the egg-substance.

The development of such fractional parts of the like the vdicfie ^g,
displays a “harmony” or definite order and sequence of iocalizaticm (hence

the term “ harmonic equipotential system”) originally referred to the initial

structure cS the egg and the environmental conditions under which it devd-

ops. In the end, however, Driesch became convinced that the harmony

of developnaent cannot thus be explained. For (to j^ve only the moat

essential at his argumrats) the action of a mechanism w machine depmrds

upon the maintenance of its structural inti^ty, i. e., of its component

parts in tlmir normal relations. We can not concdve a mechanism that can

be subdivided without being destroyed. But the egg can be thus subdivkledi

di^nived this part or that, or suffer dis^fiacement of its parts,
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The <lhec^km. or cootrdl of ita (ievdoiisMint cansot, th^efore,

be ham wk^aeil iiiadiiQe>iilBe structure or material ocmfiguratioo*

A iMtaraq^umeat is hasSd \xpan the jdimoinena cd reseneration, functhauU

’luili^itetkai smd the scHaUled “purposive” or reguhijive processes gmoally.

t^jeai^ argues, thm^me, «e can only find a sufficient explanation of

likeae phmicaneiia in the vitalistic assumption of an immaterial entity or

pdndide ctf development, neither energy nor matter nota ccufigura-

tiea of matter; and to this he gives tlitt name of entdecky (a word borrowed

&om Aristotle) or (in some later discussions) that cf “psychoid.”

Ihiesch’s interestmg devdcgunent of this conc^tion has failed of wide

acoeptmioe partJ^ because U is contnury to the spirit modem scientific

inquoy, and involves a practical abandonment of the problem; but even

more because ot new discoveries that struck at the very foundations of his

argument. The most important of these was Boveri's experimental demon-

stration of the qualitative differences of the chromosomes (p. 916), which

proves that narmai dmiopmetU is strictly dependent upon the integrity of the

nudear orgamaaiian, t. e., on the maintenance of the normal combination of

dueraosomes (p. 920). This applies alike to the entire egg, to the cells

into whkdi it amy j^lit up and to fragments of the unsegmented egg. In

its ori^nal farm, therefcMre, Driesch’s main argument Is thus materially

weakoaed; fat the nucleus is seen to conform with his own definition of a

mechanism oe^ msrhine-ltke structure, a fact of course unknown to him

whim his germtaJ inteipretatioat was formulated. The removal from the egg

of anyportion ftf its protcfdasm, cff the destmction of one or more blastomeres

of die euiy dsavages, leaves the nucleus intact. On the other hand, removal

of any of tha chramoscHnes of the normal combination is irremediaUe.

Ill Bovtti's wi^ttds: “We may take away frcnn the young sea-urchin germ

miy of the fHidd we Uke, but can take away nothing from the nudeus"

$0 long as the nucleus remains intact the power of rqmxiucing the vidude

rtxmtmt itaa3e$t in so far os it may be held in check by secondary obstacles

dttt ntii^t frian diffoeotiatioB. Hde again, obviously, we find reascm for

OBBShtering t|e nudetn as an “original {Heformaticm” (in the sense that

has been looted) which {days a leading part in <teterinination. Asectmd,

liKWif^ tern bbjectfam to l>tie8ch’s conduaimts lies in Boveri’s ^kmoQ'

itnflaa^bitlthe sea-urchin egg agtem dosdy with the acxaUed “mosaic”

aggllliype^ ;^<dbcaiisation before ravage, and ffiat only in a mddi re-

«(aw| is it an aqu^iousitial system at diis time. For all we know,

ha^aaiiiiai may be deterarined by the nudetm, at a| Iteast by a

w^lidi tiw imclats ii'ocmoortied.
'

% ghod neaaon to hope lor ihstber li^t on the prddem ftma the
*1
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8tu^ of the tdfttioQ of the devekp>ing genn to external omditioiis. Un-

«toubtediy a multitude of localizing activities are called forth in the devdt^
iog ocganhan as responses to localized external “formative stimtiU’’;^ the

devdoptog eml»yo appears indeed not merely as a complicated piece d
mechanism but as a respcmse of the inherited organization to the external

ccmdititms of its development. Hie production of roots and other structures

on plants as a result of localized stimuli is familiar to alL In hydrotds

Loeb’s interesting experiments (’91, etc.) showed that tiie production of new
hydranths or roots at particular points is determined in the same manner by
localized conditions of light, exposure to the sea-water, contaa with the

substratum and the like.

TTiat such localized conditions of the environment may be concerned in

the localizing activities of the egg seems to be dearly established by the

fact that both the polarity of the egg and its bilateral symmetry are often

correlated with the mode of attachment of the egg to the ovary, or its

position in the oviduct (p. 1021). In the same category, perhaps, may be

placed the effect of the entrance of the sperm on the plane of s)munetiy

and the direction of the first deavage (p. 1114), and perhaps also on the de-

termination oi the antero-posterior differentiation of the embryo (e. g.,

in the asddian egg, p. X103). Since all subsequent localizations diow def-

inite orientation to the initial ones thus established, we can in some fashion

imagine how, by subsequent “interaction of the parts,” or the influence

of the “organism as a whole” on the development of its compoi»nt parts,

all localizations may originally be conditioned by the external enviromnent;

and certainly the possibilities d an analysis of this problem by observation

and experiment seem by no means to have been exhausted.

Modem experiment has emphasized the long familiar fact that polarity

invcflves an underlying
“
axial metabolic gradient ” in the <hrecti<m of the

axis (c/1 p. 107), and has thus added new we^t to the early view

that the pcdarity of the ovum may thus be determined as a reactkm

to its ovarian environment 1023). Even if this view could be

accq>ted, however, the problem is only thrown further back; for the

inescapaHe fact remains that the spedfic reactions of the devdt^ing egg

depend upon Us organaoHm. Concerning the fundamental nature of this

oiga«i«a.Hnn we are Still ignorant; but we have nothing to gain the

vitalffitic assumption that Ae guiding prindple in devdopment is npt only

udcnown but unknowable. Existing medianistic interpretatiom of vital

phenomena, evidently, are inadequate; but it is equally dear, as some*

one has said, that are a “ necessary fiction.” &M)wiedge will be

’SoeHnWsvwk (’ot),PwmoMw £»<« fa Sir (ttriKSm OatvfWM*, and thaw of LMbCtS) wd
om exj. ‘IS. fad

.
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iQOsIt sordy by Msuiaing that the proyems of the oeQ can be

sdlved by (xaxveiging fq>on th^ all our forces of observation and ex-

periment. If are are confronted still arith a formidable array of problems

not 3ret solved, we may take courage from the certainty that we shall

solve a great number of them in the future, as so many have bewi in the

past. If Mendelian heredity, at first sight so inscrutable, is effected by
so sinqile a mechanism , we may hope to find equally simple explanations

for many other puaeles of the cell that lie beyond our present ken.
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GLOSSARY

Tlie following list includes for the most part only terms actually employed in

the text. Many obsolete terms included in former editions have been omitted;
those still mentioned are enclosed in brackets. Wherever convenient the deriva-

tion of each term, vdth its author and date of first use, are given; but no attempt
at completeness in this resprect has been made. Most of the derivations are from
the Greek.

Aebromatin (see Chromatin), (a, udthout; chroma, color), originally applied to

the non-staining or oxyphilic components of the nucleus, including especially

the linin or plastin and nucleolar substance, but sometimes applied also to

the enchylema or the membrane. (Flemming, 1879.)

Anldlc (originally “ acid ”), applied by Ehrlich to dyes (in particular coal-tar

colors) in which the color-determining radical plays the part of an acid.

They are in general “ plasma-dyes ” (eosin, light-green, mange G, etc.).

Aorobtut {akros, tip; blaslos, bud, germ), a body or group of bodies in the sperm-

atid, derived from the substance of the idiozome and Golgi-bodies, from which
arises the acrosome. Variously called “ idiosome,” “ sphere,” “ archoplasm,”

etc. (King, ’07-08.)

Aoroiome {akros, tip; soma, body), the apical body or “ perforatorium,” situated

at the anterior tip of the sperm. Originally applied to a granule within the

acroblast from which the acrosome arises. (Lenhossek, 1897.)

Alaolthal (a, without; lekitkos, yolk), applied to eggs having little or no yolk.

(Balfour, 1880.)

Allelomorph {alldon, one another; morphe, form), one of a pair of alternative

hereditary tmits or characters. (Bateson and Saunders, 1902.)

Allopluina.tio or alloplaunlo formations (alloplasm), specially differentiated

elements of the cell such as the neurofibrils and myofibrils, not forming

autonomous organs, but arising as special transformations of the cell-sub-

stance for the performance of special functions; contrasted with “proto-

plasmatic formations ” (plastids, chromosomes, centrosomes) which form

autonomous organs capable of division. (Meyer, 1896.)

AlloaomM (u/for, other; soma, body) = ^tarochromosomas, 9. a., special kinds

of diromosomes distinguished from the ordinary^ chromosomes or aiOosomes

by certain peculiarities of behavior. (Montgomery, 1906.)

[Allotypieal] (o//es, other), applied to the special types of mitosis Oieterotypical

or homeotypical) concerned in meiosis. (Steasbdrger, 'igos.)

Aw^te^a {a, without); (in contradistinction to Kltoais, q. v.), direct or amitotic

nuclear division; mass-division of the nucleus without the ftmmatioa ol

^Hieme, chromosomes or spindle-figure. (Flemming, 1882.)

AaapbiMtai' {amphi, both; aster, a star), the achromatic figure in mitotis, ona-

prising two asters connected by a spindle. (Fol, 1887.)

u»3
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SaaagMikmtoa. (mijfiki, bofli; karyan, nut, luidaa) (</. WwnljrMyai^, a 4]i>loid

aaclettftc^takdi^( iin>i»{^d groups oi dmioosomes or th»r desceiKlants.

(feovwo, *90$.)

teqilrinrihtft iam^dy bodi; «£su, mingling), the nnioa or assodtttion of patonal
and matei^ ekinents by syngamy. C^bisuanm.}

Amphinocleolua iag^hi, both), a double nucleolus consktiag typically of a
basoidiilic and au ox3rphilk oompcment in d(»e associati<»i.

(Ampbl^rrsiiba iampM, toth), see Pyranin], the substance the nuclear mem-
bnne. (StswAsz, 1887.)

Ampihftam ( « Zyf<^«ta, Synaptena, 9. a) (a«^‘,both; kema, band, ribbon),

the syuf^ric stage of meiosis in which the nucleus contains thin ^lemc-
thzea^ llepMetu) uniting two by two to form thick threads (pa^ytme).

(Jakmsseks, 190$.)

Amytofdaata (flmyium, starch; plaslos, fonxtcd), the coloriess starcb-fonning

piastids of plant^cells. (Esa£BA, 1^2.)

Anaalirojnaaaia (see KatachroTnaala) (aaa, up, up along), the sum total of the

pn^haaic trtnafonnatkms of the nudras by which arise the spireme-threads

andthiumosomes. (VEjoovsEi, 1907.)

hnapbata {ana, up, up akmg; pkasis, a^^iearance), the period of mitosis following

' the metaphase, during which the daughter-duomosomes are passing towards

thepdes. (SiSASBCKOEa, 1884.)

hfiaaohlitlo (am, as in anaphase; sckistein, to cleave) ( EaimUotic), applied

to brvalenta or tetrads that undergo two longitudinal divisions in meiosis and

.
ate typicaUy split longitudiiially in the anaphases of the heterotypac division.

Correlative, DiaackiOk. (Faksiek and Mooke, 1905.)

Amlroeytw (aker, man; kytos, hollow, cell), the equiWent of spermatid in the

caae of the qmsn-produdng cells of plants. (Allen, X912).

ABdrogWieria (oner, man), devek$Hnent of the egg with only chromosomes and

nodd of paternal origin. Correlative to Gynogenesu.

AiulreigeaBta (oner, man; gonos, offspring), the earlier cell-generation from which

arne the andrqcytea and sperm-cells of plants. (Allen, 1912).

AatWgUBY (»e ttogamy) (a, not; kos, equal; gamos, union), in general, the

oondition in ufikh the gametes are unlike. More specifically, a condition

dbameterized by u sue-^erence between gametes i^ch are otherwise of

sinsOartype.

4BiM>lropy (see iMtrapy) (s, not; itos, equal; trepein, to turn), having a pie-

detondned axis c« axes (as ajgdied to t^ e^. (Pn.tloEa, 188$).

4isflwreswidi (see Spenaetaaold, Mpmrm) (anHus, Sower; to6n, animal; eidos,

nacniMimce), ithe mkrogametra (usually motile) in heterogamous plants,

a. g.,ka]gik,btyophyteaorpteiidoidiytes.

jtoWpkltf eoM, ^ ooiue o( astnl nys opposite the ^ndle. (Van Beneden,

*88$,)

iWStWndBe i/u a;^ikd toaltematum <rf generatioas), altenuriimi between hapdoid

and dkhrid (spocophyte) genemtions, v^ch are usually of

^^^etesttstruOkral type; jto homologous alternation.

ilipenlBf f«aSs.
j
iiiiy : gOfiiM, Bweriage, union), the productioa at a qporc^yte

m hy a y^etarive process, widtout the formation or

(0* Basst, 1878.)

J^sowoiar. (aSmmriaom. teed, the ptoducthm of a gsmeto^byte fam
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Htle QX>Rif)hyte by a v^etative procew (budcMsg or tbe &e} adlbimt ippi»-

ionsatioa or (Bowxa, 1887.)

Anpanrte nfeioc^Utro « the Golgi-apparatus or the Gdgi-^dies odDectivdy,

^necific formed CQinp<ment8 of t^ cytoeome, distinct from the chanddoo
aomes. (Golol) Sw p. 48.

A^qrone (a, without; pyrm, fruit-stcme, nucleus), pathtdc^cal ^wtms occurring

in certain animals (l^epidoptera) and characterized by the absence of a nur

deus, omtrasted with eupyrene, digopyrate, q. tu (Meves, 1903.)

Anihlplmm or Azetuqdaam {archi, first; arckm, nila; ^tama, a thing formed}^

the substance of which oondst, or from winch arise, the spindle-fibers and
astral rays; believed by Boveri to constitute a specific material; nearly equiv-

alent to Sinoplaam {q. z.). Originally written ardtoflam (1888), later

dianged to ardddasm (1901). (Boveki, 1888.)

[Arrhenokaryon (Arrhanokaryotlo)] {arrenos, male; karyon, hollow, nudeus),

the ^leim-nucleus. The ardienokatyotic organism arises from an (or

egg fragment) having only paternal nudei. (Boveki, 1905.)

Aster {aster, a star), i. The radiating, star-like structure surrounding the central

body, during mitosis or in the vegetative condition of the cell. (Fol, rSyy.)

{a. A star-shaped group of chromosomes seen in mitosis (see Katyaator, both

terms in this sense obsolete). (Fleioiimg, 189a.)]

[Aatrooantar], the central body. (Fol, 1891.)

Astnwhara (see Centroaphore). t. Hie central mass of the aster exdusive

of the rays, equivalent to the attraction-sphere of Van Beneden, the centro-

qihene of Strasburger, or the ccntrosome of Boveri. (FoL, 1891.) [a. The en-

tire aster exclusive of the ccntrosome, equivalent to the “ astral splrere ” of

Mark. (Boveki, 1895)].

[Attraotion-apharo] (see Sphere, Centrosphero, Centroaoine), the central

massof the aster from which the rays proceed; also themass of “ archiplaam,”

supposed to be derived from the aster, by vdiicb the central bodies are sur-

rounded in the
"
resting ” cell In this sense often equivalent to idiifsome.

(Van Beneden, 1883.)

Atdlotnltio {a, not; Idas, end; mitos, thread), non-terminal, as applied to the

attachment of ^romosomes to the ^indle, in contradistinction to tdomitic

ot tenninaL (Cakotheks, 1917-)

[Antoblaat] {autos, self; blastos, bud, germ), applied to bacteria ando^T minute

organisms conceived as independent soUtary “ bioblasts.” (Altuann, 1890.)

Aatoi fllanunt, the central filament, probably contractile, M die ^>erm-fiagelhiin.

(Edisk, 1874.)

Aatogoiny {gametes, spouse), originally, self-fertilization; more recently often

lued to denote the conjugation of dosely related cells or (in Protista) katy-

Qgamy within a sinj^ cell.

Antoaotnas (owfau, self; soma, body), the typncal or onfinary chrmnosoraea aa

ilkringiriaW from the specially modified heterodiromoscHnes or allosotniea.

Synonymous with eudkromosomes. (Montooueky, 1906.)

AmooTta {amein, to grow or increase; iyftw, hollow, cell), the cyte (qpennato*

cyte* oOqyte, or qrorwyte) during the g^wth-pedod. (Bolues Lb^ t;897«)

AanNgiirMna {aum», to grow; spirme), a tena smnewhat vaguc^ afgilied to

die to^ieme of the auxocy^. (Janssens, 1905.)

Baris <d|^, a term {Kimarily to the coal-tar colors, in wtddb lbs 'dek/^
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{days ’^te put <rf a hatt (ua^ in oontn^bdistiactioa to
4ya^ j. t.), «. *., aafranin, methyl greai, or Bismarck brown. Basic

djrak Ito 'ka Seuenl
^
nuclear ” as dwtinguirfiod from “ plasma '’ staining

(l^nosCK.)

BnrtftlWsWlMtlfcllt (see CBvomaAIn) (L. basis, base; ckrotna, color), equivalent to
^ idbroiiia'tin ” in tbe older sense. The basophilic part of tlw nuclear sub-

stance wlddi k deeply stained by basic dyes {q. v.), in contradistinction to

OxjM^hmUliH. (HjODENHAIK, 1894.)
* BWM^pklUo (BnslpIriHn, Basophllous) {pkUem, to love), having a sqiecial

ajfinity basic dyes. Used in contradistinction to Oxyphilic {q. v.).

{Weblasts] {Ues, life; blaslos, bud, germ), hypothetical, ultimate vital units (equiva-

lent to piaarmes, biophores, pangens, etc.) and identified as granules, visible

or invkftle, having the power of growth and division. (Altiiann, 1890.)

Wogwui ^Hognnu) (bias, life; -gen, ptodudn^, hypothetical large molecules

or Bioleciile-coinptezes, of which “ living matter ” i$ composed, and in the

pngMrtks of vdiich lies the source of die protoplasmic or “ vital ” activities.

(VnwonN, 189s).

BloidMKM (bias, Kfe; pkerein, to carry), hypothetical, ultramisctoscopical, supra-

mdecular vital units (equivalent to pangens of De Vries, plasomes of Wiesner,

etc.). (WnasHANN, 1893.)

Binplatas (bias, life; p/asma, a thing fortsed), nearly equivalent to protoplasm

in die vnder sense. The active, “ living,” “ formative ” or “germinal ” part

of the cell-substance; perhaps equivalent to hyaloplasm (q. v.). (Bsale,

1870.)

Woplant (bios, life; plastos, formed) (see Protoplast, Energid), nearly equivalent

to cdl, iqipliedeqiedally to the sum-total of the active “ bit^lasm.” (Beaix,
' *87«.)

BlvalaBt feee UatnJmt) (bis, twice; luiere, to be worth), having a double value.

Apfdted to dnuble duomosomes or “ g^nini ” formed by the coupling of

two cfaromosdtnes, e^redalty in the process of synapsis. (Haecxek, 1892.)

Mspharoplswt (Mepharis, an eye-lash; plastos, formed), the tksal body from

wfakh a dhuRn or fiagdliun grows forth. In many cases identical wilh a

ceatnole. (Wbbbss, 1897.)

Bominat, die polarized stage of syn/^isis in which the spiieme-threada, onn-

dtonl^ loop.dh8ped, are polarized towards one pole of the nucleus near whidi
^ the ooatial boij^ He. (Eisen, 1900.)

OanMUealar apfantos, a term ei^lo)%d by those who consider the Golgi-

lyplkntiia to be essentially a system of intra-cellular canals. (Holkgksn.)

’OttCfoVta (ami XAsratiid, die substance of the nuclear reticulum, including both
^ eltfeniatiiir (basidnoaiatin) ami “ Hnia ” (tnonduomatm) in the onHnary
wioff- (liWtoseJatm, 1910.)

Co&'ftolb (we ffeovCBMPiMki Mi&4»ap), a protoplasmic lamdla aiuuog as

» getltii of thickenings irf (Be spi&d^fiben in the equatorial plane i^cb
ihmit* oontfeaous^illit*. This ^ts into two layers between which

(SnUSBlISOEK.)

^iailqtieian, tk.

ipiiiMl a timit designating the stractmes the center of the

I?
indude the minute cmUHole at the fomis of the

W'-'' by wydt It is wrrouad^. It is bften diSradt
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to detenuuke wfwther a ceatial body represents one or the otlier at both of

.these structures.

Onatral spiadls, the primary spindle by whidi the central bodies are oonnected,

as oi^MMed to the “ contractile mantk-hbers ’* by which it is surrounded.

(HiQQiANN, 1891.)

Oantrtola (see Cantral Body}, (diminutive of cmtrum, center), a minute body,
commonly surrounded by the centrosome {q. v.), lying at the center of t^
aster. It is often regarded as an autonomous cdl-organ arising only by the

growth and division of a pre&dsting centriole. (Boverj, 1895.)

Caatrodaamtts, CantrodatmoM, Oantrodaaia {kentron, center; desmos, band),

the primary connection between the centrioles from which the central spindle

has been assumed to arise. See ParadesmoM. (HsioENHAtN, 1894.}

Oantrolecithal {kentron, center; lekUhos, yolk), applied to that type ol ova in

which the yolk is mainly accumulated in the central region. (Bauogs,
1880.)

[Cantroman] {kentron, center; meros, part), that part of the sperm containing

the central bodies; especially the neck-region. See Kaiyomara, Cytomara.
(Waldeyer, 1903.)

[Oantronudlaua], a nucleus that contains a central body or which itself plays the

part of a division-center. (Boveri, 1901).

Cantrophormiuzn {kentron, center; phormis, a basket), a form of the Golgi-

apparatus which appears in the membrane of Descemet as a basket-like htdlow

^here. (Ballowitz, 1900.)

OantropUuu {kentron, center; plasma, as in protoplasm), the substance of the

centrosome. (Eelanger, 1897, more precisely defined by Boveri, 1901.)

Gantrwoma {ketUron, center; soma, body), i. Originally, the central body
lying at astral center, and constituting an autonomous cell-organ; the

division-center or dynamic center of the celL (Boveri, 1888.) 2. Subse-

quently, in a more specific sense, the larger central body, composed of eentro-

^asm, within which lies the much smaller centriole. (Boveri, 1895, 1901.)

Oontroaphar* (see Spbisra, etc.), a relatively large central body lying at the

center of the aster during mitosis, but assumed to persist in many cases in

the vegetative state of the cell; equivalent to the “ attraction sj^ere ” of

Van Beneden, and in many cases to the centioscAne oi Boveri. (Stkas-

BtniGER, 1893.)

Oentrotlwoa (Idlowune or Idioaoma, q. v.) {kentron, center; ikeke, a case or

boa). (Meves, 1902.)

Gontrum (see Central Body, Centroeome, Oentroqthwe), often used as

equivalent to central body {q. v.). A term of somewhat vague meaning ap-

{died to the divisioa-ceater of the celL

Obinematype (Chlaama^rpy) {ditasma, two crossed lines, like an X-figure),

the sui^posed cytological procese of
“
crossing over *’ by toisioa of the syn^

tk; mates, fusion at certain points, and recosnlunation. (Janssens, 1909.)

Ohlort^ilMK^ {chloros, green) green j^astids which possess chlorophyll and

have tibe''^giwer of forming staysh by photosynthesis. (Schucper,

tShondrhNWBt {cf. OhondriomltM) {ckondrion, granuk), chondrlosomes {q. a.)

in the form of homogenewu tods or fibriUae. (Meves, 1907.)

OluHUliiaixm {ckondrion, granule), a cofiective term foe the entice rhonrfiioaoinie-

^tem of the cell. (Meves, 1908.)



W‘ OtWBAtooMttt) {cimirimt gnai^; tltm^ dmOf^
<pao«Ma<» (?• *.) Ikttvii^ the fona o{ linear wriest gi^antw (miUxdiondiia},
hk fiontadis^hietknk to homogtaeoua fltwtnSiloeoata, (Msvw, 1900.)ObmMimmm iOtmdHom, gasavk; soma, body), a grawtte temW loiBi* ai Mitodtendria, dioa<bjocoats, dmdiiMnjtes ami othm' pyto-
Pfawnfe **«&« <rf the Mine Qattae. (Bjwda, 1904,)

gwoirtMB^MWt * dtondrioaome having the fona of a aphme. (Bshda.)
VtemaMMt «w*i <rf the four parte (umvalent chromosoota) erf irirfch a mefotic

tetrad is enmposed. (McCi.tmo, 190a)
tAraokatia ^ek»ma, oohur), eipiivalMt to basiehromatm ia the modem sense.

Originally ap^ied to the baaopiUlic part of the "udear substance lebich
fomss the moat conspicuous part of the nudear network and the duomo-
SQBtes, and stains deeply with the “ nuclear ” or basic dyes. (Flsmuxng,
Idyp.)

CBmnaalold iMtdIaa (dmmatin, tidos, form), intensely staining cytcqplasnuc

bodies of unkXKnm function found in the sseimatocytes and passed on to
oerbrin of the qiamatids. They are probably always cast out of the sperm.

Ohromatttobora {cktoma, color; ^herein, to b^), a general term applied to

oafori>taducrag plaati^, induding drfontohuts and chromoplasts. (Schaas-
H3QIIDT, 1880, SOBlim, 1883.)

Ohromldln {danma, color), minute granules of chromatin sttoposed to be de>

lived from the inideus at amstituting a scattered chromidial system lying

in the cytoplasm, appeatii^ in the form of separate granules or forming a

fhynwddial networit. (R. Heutwig, 1903.)

the amalltat viable oiganixed parte of the chromosomes, grouped

to form chromoiiHRa (9. v.) (Etses, 1900.)

CamnaoiBums i/chnma, «xto; mens, part.) 1. First employed as equivalent to

oiSMBMiiHNnr ^ but m this some obsolete. (For, 1891.) a. The serially

grapileB of the gpireme-threads of chromosofmes; equivalent to

**
Ffitsaei’s jgmniks " « Weismana’s “ ids, ’’bdieved in many cases to be

MsasOer dmomioles. (WitsoN, 1896.)

iBktidmUOkam (fkromA, colof, nema, thread), a fine baskhromatic thread from

«ych atisei the qrfrmne-thread. (VBjoovsck, 1913.}

fllirwniirlfT*r IcArema, cdor; ptastos, foaaed) i. Pispnent-producing piastids,

titan dilowiidarts (miginaav writtm <airoinopli|at*da). (Scancpzk,

4883.) a. ‘Ihe large, baaiditanatic nudedus <v nodeoB of the

knyiri- ^goat, igoo).

fT'.lT
'

ij'il 'IT wnMtrftn’MH. oofor; soma, bodly; in ^uahm to their fotense stafoing-

tafmdiy}, do^ly ttainiigt basophilic bodies, otnomoaly rod-duped

Of jbpfkdhiM^ foto wUdt the sabmanoe <rf the noclear network resolves it'

•elf 4m^|nitosh>, ind which spBt ImgthiriBe in the course <rf this process.

<888.)

181 the {Mfoiuy tmtieos of die egg wfaidi i^ives riso ^ ^visfon

;'jfo lidbl <d the eOitega. hi dw foiillsBd egg it te dw tgii»t8>ntK3^
In dm ftwrfcenegnirdcm the eggamdeus.

cteaoMa; lyfot, hoSiow, aSB), a ignuytial pbust4>ixy> «• in

imdteif&kadhfn^
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'iMHMVlttMtt mamm) a muKaaodbite gwoete. (Davib, $906.)
OroHliag vnr, the fficombinBtkm of graies at Meodelian uoits iaterefaamge

betmea houMricvous tinkage-sroups or synoptic mates- (StonsvAinr, 1910.)

Oiraiiosdhiloas (kyama, bhu; pkUein, to love), having an eopedal affinity for

certain blue or gresi dyes as opposed to r^ See SrytluvlitlotiK* (Atnen-

BAOS.)

Oftaater {hyhs, as in cytoplasm; aster, a star), i. The same as aster {q. v.), in

contradistinction to ihirya;/er. (Fleiocno, iSSs.) 2. Anasternotaasodated
with duomosomes; c«muaonly emi^oyed as eqmvalent to “ accessory aster

**

or supenuimmaiy ast». {Cyioaster, Motiier, 1S97, Cytaster, Whbom,
1901.)

[t^ftoblaai^ {kytos, as in cytoftasm; bla^s, bud, germ), z. The ceU-nudeus.
(ScHU^EH, 1S38.) 3. One of the hypothetical vital units (bioUaats or

granuia ’’) of which the cdl was assiuned to be built up. (AinuDN, 1890.)

(Oytoblaatonza] (kytas, as in cytoplasm: Nasiema, bud), the formative material

from which ce^ were su^^iosed to arise by “ free c^-formation.” (ScHlXl-

DEN, 1838).

CytoxAuxoeyta (kytos, hollow, i. e., cell.)

Cytoe«iitnim<BOwtrum, q. v.

Oytochylema-Knehylama (kytos, as in cytoplasm; chylos, juice). (Stxasszixgek,

z88a.)

[Cytode] (kytos, as in cytoplasm; eidos, form), a su;^>osedly non-nudeated cdL
(Haeckel, t866/)

Oytodlorwis ••Mitosis (ii^r, as in cytoplasm; diairesis, dividon). (Caxnov,

1885.)

Oytob^oplasm (see Byaloplum). (Stbasbubcek, 1882.)

Oytolysis, GytoUtio (kytos, as in cyie -cell; lysis, loosening), cell-disintegzatum

or disorganization.

Qytidyiiii>li (kytos, as in cytoplasm; lympha, water), cell-sap, the (ytqffimnic en-

chylema, or ground-substance. (Haeckel, 1891.)

OytokiiiMls (kytos, as in cytoplasm; kifiesis, change, movement), the changes of

the cytO[dasm during mitosis, meiosis and fertilization. Oi^wsed to Aoryo-

A>»eiis-the nuclear changes. (Wbitiian, 1891.)

Ojrto0i«r« (composed of cytoidasmic and meros, part) -PtHtonm* or dUHt*
drkmmn, that part of t^ sperm formed of cytc^lasm only; e^zedallty the

flagelltun. (Waldeyer, 1903.)

Oft<aiiiiira«niuw (see MhtroBonMs), cyugdasmic microstnnes in oontmdis'

thiction to thoto of nudear origiiL (Stxasbdsceb, 1883.) .

OyttualtoaiM (kytos, as in c^plasm; mitos, thread), the <yto(daamk Ihtead-

work in contndistinctkm to the nudear threadworit. (Fisidaiio, z88a.)

OyfeQOMWpluwti (kytos, as in cytoplasm; morpkosis, shapmiO* tbe trao^irmation

of the oell-sidtttanoe during devekqunent, esjxciaUy that invdtved in dif-

femitiation and regarded as a cause of aenescence. (Jktmss.)

Gytoplaim (kytos, hollow, cell; ^<uma —|MotoplasnO. t. protoplasm or

substance of the cytoamne (cdH-body) in oontndhdmKtion to the suhatance

cl ffie nudeiis (karyaplatm or imltoplasm). (SiBAsmmoBB*

eai&ecwritenwmmtmimetDpbyedaaeqatvaknttohyala#^^^ OKbTJJWBB),
or to protoplasm as used by Mohl, Rehax, ScBosmi or Dt Baev,

OytotoMoqlciin -Oytomitoms (q. t.}.
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dffeaMMik»(j^yias,«> ia cykt^am; soma, body), the oell'khcMfy or cytoplaas^ atasi.

•k eomte^tincrimi to the nudeus. (HiuscExt, 1891.)

|l>atanfl£BMtttta}, iQipothetical units oi the geim-idasm ftnmed hy the agirega*

tioa el " yof^uE^ ” end detonoinlng the develapmeat of a single cell 01

indi^NaideaUy vtliiable group of cells. (Wbokanh, 1891.)

Bmstobrosli (daikras, second; brock&s, sua^ of a netwtHh, see Frotidiroeih).

The secQztd stage of the presyiu^tic auxocyte^udd as they begin to pre-

pans for the kptotene-fonnaticm.

Omtugplana (deiOeros, aeoemd; piorma, as in pr^o^am), a goieial term applied

to pa^ve or
“

lifeless ” prott^Is^mic components in contradistinction to

them which are active or “ living.” Equivalmt to meiapiasmic or paraplastk,

but applied e^sedally to reserve food-stu& such as yolk. (Van Beneden,

1870.)

XHaldaudP {.dia, throu^; kmesis, change, or movement), stage j of meiosis, in-

dikUog the later propiiases in the auxoc^'tes. During this stage the bivalents

gradually aasame their definitive forms and commonly lie on or near the

nuclear membrane. (Haecker, 1897.)

Oinnih (dis, twice; ardie, beginning), a type of anastnd spindle in higher plants

that is bipolar from the beginning. ^ Folyanh. (Stkasburopr, 1900.)

XMaadilttle {dia, throu^; sckis$ein, to cleave), undergoing one transverse and

tme longitud^ division in meiosis. Corr^tive, Anachistk, q. v. (Fasues
and Moore, 1905.)

ZMaatama, IMaatun {diastema, severance), a structural modification of the cy-

toplasm in the equatorial plane throu|^ which the cytosome divides.

Digaipatlc {dis, twice; gametes), (-Bstorofamatio), ^ving gametes of two

dasaes, in particular a nude-producing and a female-i»roducing class. {Wit-

tmf, 1911).

{diptoos, double), applied to the zygotic or fundamental somatic number
of dircKBosames (dodde the haploid or gametic number). (Strasburoer,

1907)
pHpiBfcMfyon} {di^oos^ double; haryoa, as in karyokifiesis), a tetiapldd nudeus;

L e., one with twice the normal diploid nuinber of duxunosomes; used in

cxmtra-distinctioa to Ampldkaryon (q. v.). (Boveri, 1905.)

OfanfantlMi (not to he conhued with Reduction), the elimination of a portion

cl fibs Buctoax substance in the formation of the primordial gcim-cells or at

• later pdnt in the geno-line.

fXlglfimihdBm (tUpioos, double; soma, boc^). i. Any spall double body in the ceB,

e. g,, a psir df ceatiades. [3. Apfdied by MomoouKKi (X904}, to the paired

‘^duoaMkHaaekoB " (m-chromosomes and XY-pair), in contr^tmetion to

HiO mmoired X-dirmiMBDnie <a monesom {q. a).}

Hlpfelialf dodde; tmia, band, ribbon), adjective form, ol dipionme
' h). Apf^sd to Stage k at meiosis in wfaiA the auEOcyte-efrireme is km-
'Ijtef^^BydoatiB. IIFoimARnK, 1900.)

l|l|
||p|li|gB|l (tUptaot, d^jjle; turn, thn^, nibstantive form of dietetic.

yppUpiliatto) {tNploot, d^Ie), that {duue at die life4iteu»y,

,
if

,
jpBlTOmWiy to ‘dba siitidietk altenatkm of geaaatioaat in vdiiich the oudd

i/ 1 in dit upmisisybe. {G<»b|el,)

the eqpdvdeot at Biddmtti^per; now
1848.)
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Db^wriBf (see Fdjn^vnasr) (jiis, tmce), the mitrance of two 9|>enti8 into the

egg-

D^id {dyas, two), a douUe chiomoacHse; e^>eda&y used in contradistinctiotl to a
qua^partite tetrad, particularly in die meiotic divi»ons.

(OyadoO]rtaa>Heiinooe7tal, (dyas, tiro; kytos, as in cytoplasm) a second qienna-

tocyte or aistocyte containing dyads. Correlative te^a^yte. (Gsbooxke,

1905-)

[Dfaater] {dyas, two; aster, a star), i. The double group formed by the an^faase

chromosomes in mitosis. (Fleioong, 1882.) a. Sometimes used as equiva-

lent to amphiaslef {q. v.).

Xotoplaam (Cxoplaam) {ektos, outside; plasma, as in protoplasm), in general, t^
cortical or peripheral protoplasmic layer of the cytosome in contradistinction

to endoplasm; often used in. mote specie senses. Originally applied to Proto-

zoa. (Haecxel, 1873.)

Sotoaomaa {ektos, outside; soma, body), spedde cytoplasmic granules character-

istic of the primordial germ-celk and stem-cells in copepods. A form of

“ germ-cell determinant.” (Haecker, 1897.)

UaioplMt {elaion, oil; plastos, formed), a fat-pro^dng plastid. (Wakkee, 1888.)

Uaetosomaa {eklegein, pick out or select, soma, body), a general term applied to

chondriosomes (mitochondria) considered as centers of specific chemical

action. (Regadd.)

Xneh^ama {en, in; ckidos, juice), t. Originally applied to the cell-sap or c3rto-

lymph. (Hanstein, 1880.) a. The inter-filar substance, cytolymph or ground-

substance, of protoplasm as opposed to the reticulum. (Caknoy, 1884.)

3. The alveolm substance of protoplasm. (Rhumbler, 1896.)

ndoplMm or Kntoplaam {endos, within; plasma, as in protoplasm) ,' i)at inner

or medullary substance of the cytosome as opposed to ectoplasm. Originally

applied to Protozoa. (Haeckel, 1873.)

[SodoplMt] {endos, within; plasios, formed), the cell-nudens. (Huxley, 1853.)

Xnacgld {en, in; ergon, work), nearly equivalent to Protoplast, {q. v.), the cell-

nucleus together with the cytoplasm lying within its sphere of influence.

(Sacss, 189a.)

SquMorlal PlM, the {date formed by the metaphase-chromosomes lying at

the equator of the spindle. (Van Beneden, 1875.)

IrfMtki {ergatomai, to work), applied to relaUvdy passive formed products of

proto^asmic activity such as starch or cellulose. Neariy equivalent to

metaplasmtc or para^astk. Cf. alloplasmaiic. (A. Meyer, 1896.)

lifMtoplaam (see Iri^Ctie), a suppoWd ^>ed&c prott^lasmic material fn»n

which arise various fibrillar formations, e. g., in gland-ceUs. Related to the

kmepbum oi Strasbuiger. Later writers have greatly extended the meamng
t^ tom. (Gaxniek, 1897.)

tytlun^hfioiu {erytkres, red; pkilein, to love), having an especial afifinity for

red dyes as c^^msed to Uue or green. Cf. Oyaiuvliiloiu. (Auxabacs-}

rjfghrolilaMs {erytkros, red; hlastos, bud, germ), the from wlndi arise the

orytkrocyta or red corpuscles.

SuehcwDOMonM^ArttoetHiM (w, weD, good), a chrotnoaome of the onSnaiy

or typaal kind, in contradistinction to ketmehromosoma or

{MoCumo, 1914-)

{IWBlhOfete} (en, good ; mstots) —Anoichistk; apphed to Mvaheata or tooads



IT
' tiW»la>^tBd^d(aviigeato

liEHks. OMmstive, iaeidemiietk, q, t, (E<»schec7 and HzmsB, 1^3,)
IttvpMM <«i^ inffl, flood; ifjirai^ ftni^«toae, imckw), the

(a. f.» k fliMiDfwds or l^qddofttiem} k ooBtndktkctum to ^ ^fopyrme
m apynm (f. «.), (WAUtBioa, 1903,}

ItatOkkl* a aokble rabstaace produced by the egg and to play an
eaaential put k fertkaatkm as a chemical link between <flg and ^nn.

IL ms.)
OttkMOa t^amt), the germ-cells that unite by syngamy k the ptoc-

eaaea vl oonjoflatkin and krtdkatitm.

CkaMtOMBflta (goa^ldua kytos, cdl), a cell by the division of which an produced
gaOMites, a- the apuinatoc3rte or oScyte.

lkHBBafla{piqtoa (gometoi, aa m gamete; piiyton, plant), the haplont or haploid,

gamete-{»oduckg pJant k the antithetic alternation ol generations, q. v.

CoRdative, sfonpk^.
fOomandd ixemma, a bud), hlTOtbetical germs assumed to be thrown off by

the amaiMdc and stored k the germ-cells, and to determine the devd-
opment of partkmisf duuactera. (Dabwim, 186S.)

Omm (-gcM, pro^oe or {nodudng), the unit of Menddian heredity; an hypotheti-

cal elementary entity that is esaendal to, or detomkes the devdopment of,

a particular character. (Jokanssen.)

{OMloblMtl} (‘gni, produckg; Nastost bud, germ), the mature germ-cells,

(hfnior, 1877.)

Ohraa flacnt. eqidvaknt to idioidaara, q. v. (yVmttAm.)
OontDlnal the sudedm erf the egg-nuefeus. (Poxj^je, 1835.)

ftormfnal toe egg-mideua beforo formation of the polocytes. Often

nttiicted to toe later stages k which this nudeis is much enlarged, and often

k a aet-lke oooditnm. (PesamjE, 1835.}

Qwad {guu, aeed), toe fainete-.^txiuckg idaixl! ovary, testis or an equivalent

atnactiue.

Ototoh a geaenl teryn for sfemutogotm or oUgonia (q.. ».).

flMUMVta (gOfie, as k gcmsd; ijiat, cdl), a gamete-producing cell.

toWMMMkrjf {gOwe as k gonad; Merer, part). The condition k which paternal
'> and maternal cfakanoaimtes lemkn k two aepaiate groups k the products

tiha i^fgate (sea p. 431.)

QiemBtalwmt ^me;, lb k g/mai; tokos, brkgkg forth), equivalent to amocyte

a)i CUnm, 9904.)

tomfoCMMk koman, female), devdopment of aa egg activated by the

apeua but kd^ the paternal diroiiKnames.

mtolhM Quofton, ski^, applied to the reduced or gam^ number of chrotno-

MBaM(f.e.,ofaii^giotq>)>kcoatradi8tkctioatorfjph»d. (STiusEmiSEa,

» *9Br4 .1

HigjiplHW- ijmfkiKS, aa k lupMi), toat {toaae of toe UfodUstoiy, partkularly

< ^ atodtoetSt^akerastka of geaieratioas k pknta, k toe nudet

*ai» V9^ k oimtmdittimrfka to Digioflim. (Goaaxt.)

WlllltoaliibP (heab^fluiJf; kaynw, nudeu^, a mideua omtoidag tim lu^doid

/ ' Vtotototo-al (totokoaomea, 1905.}

(Wiianaemto)tkftw, other), dumnoKaaes distkgnitoed

|toMd|nitoa af btotodar. form m aiie, k oontntoitiBetiMt to
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mtiamii or mckvmiontes. Often ised (eifwteoasly) as tysBs^toiBm witli

sezH^lmiiKHKanis. (Moiktoweey, 1904.)

BafeoratnilMtis (wIMi^tfactlo) (Jtderoi, diffenait; gam-, m in ganute), having
gametes of more than one kind, eq>edally as aig>Ued to sec-ptododioa. Cor-

relative, Somgonutk. (Wilson, 1910.)

BetemiviBg {hetercs, other; gamos, as in gamete), a condition hv which the

gametes are unlike, commonly tued to desigaate diSeiences of both «ze and
structure.

BEstarohdnasis (heteros, other), meiotic division in the course of vdiich the

sex-produdng gametes become se^mrated by differential distribution of the

sex-^nanosomes. (Gdtherz, 19^.)
Botandaelthal (heteros, different; lekiikos, yolk), having unequally distributed

deutoplasm (applied to both centroledthal and teloledthal eggs). (Manx,
1892.)

Hatarom<»phte (keteras, other, different; morphe, form), applied to synaptic

mates, vdiether sq>arate or united to form bivalents or tetrads, that differ

in rise, form or structure; in contradistinction to Bomomoiphio, q, v,

(Cahothexs, 1917.)

HsftMromorphoito {heteros, different; morphe, shape) the production, by regener-

ation or otherwise, of a structure not normal to the place in vdiich it arises,

as in case of a head in place of a tail, etc. (Loeb.)

Batsaropyenosls {heteros, as in keteroch-omosome; pyknos, dense), condensation

of a chromosome (in general a heterochromosome) to form a chromoeome-
nucleotus during tte “ resting-stage ” or interphase, especially in the gonia

or cytes. (Guthem, 1906,)

Habarotfpie (btaro^pleal) {heteros, different; typus, type), a{^lied to the

first meiotic division, in contradhtinction to the second or homeAlypic; in

the former the chromosomes, and sometimes also the achromatic fiiguie,

differ in certain characteristic ways from those of the somatic divisions.

(Flemhinc, 1S87.)

Hologtamy ( >«]gaerogamy) {halos, whole; gam, as in gamete), a condition in wdodi

the gametes are of same sise and structural type as the vegetative cells.

Bomaotyple (or BbmaatTpioal) {homoios, same; typus, type), apidied to tiie

second meiotic division (in contradistinction to the first or heterotypic), whidi

aji^rooches more nearly to the ordiiuiy somatic type. (Flehnikg, 1887.)

BamioimBtotie {homos, alike; gam-, as in fotnefe), having gametes (d but cm
daas in leap^ to sex-production, in contradistinction to digomaic or Ariero-

gamatic. (WitsoH, igio.)

Homolealtlial >*aleci<Aal {homos, alike; lekitkos, yolk), having equally distrib-

uted and <dten littie or no deuttqslasm. (Mass, 1892.)

BoOMnoiplile {komos, like; morphe, form), applied to synaptic mates of shoHar

rise and fonn. Cmtelative, HOeramorfkic. (CABOtHEits, 1917.)

Qyoloplaem {k^os, ^sas; plasma, as in protoplasm). 1. The dnr gr(n»ul-«d>;>

of protoplasm as datinguabed from the granuka or aticroMaato

(HANStEiN, x88o) or frmn the spot^ioplasm os reticulum. QjEsma, iSils.)

9. T!lu» peripheral layer of the cytoploara in plant cella.

mm)- j.The dear, horoogmaous substance of^ proteptosmfo ftomewwk
(v^hether or sudear and vdather dvedor or mticsriadfoi'ElliiCli

ttm impended ^^toidcrosmies or toryawHcmeiMet, whfie iSut Imwartfoea of
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itmemA «» occopiedljjr Hit mckylaM «r tnU-»ap {cylaiAyima m
Haryoekyhmt). la. luom^ witib tJhfe, u to the cytof^ann, » the

HWIVC TWHfPt vsBUe of iUnimbler, Wibra uad many odaen. (STXASBtatSKf

<t88s.>

MhMttroautiil (i^os, as in id), chromatin concerned eqaedally with the rquo-

ductive functions CthnMaoaome-fonaation, etc.) as distinguished from the

imttitive or “ somatk ” irtphaAromaHtt. (Lubosch, igot.)

Idloeliroinidhs {idhs, as in id), durcnnidia derived from Idiochrom<dm {q. v.),

tdndh aie of predkmdnantly generative functiqps, and may enter into the

^Hmation of gamete-nuciei. (Mesnil, 1905).

UloelliroiiMsoma-dM-diromosoma, q. v. (idios, peculiar), originally a^galied

to sex-chromoscanes of the XY-type, later to sex-chromosomes in general.

CWasoN, 1905.)

IdloplaBm (idion, t^ characteristicof a^iedes; ftama, as in^oto^orm), equiva-

lent to germ-fiasm, identified by many writers with “ chromatin." That
aduch otmstitutes the physical basis of heredity. (Nagsuei, 1&84.)

IdtoMOM {idios, as in id; soma, body) [i. The same as idiobtasl, plasome, pangen,

etc. (Whitiian, 180J.) 2. The same as idiosonu. (Regaud, iqio.)

IdtMumo (IdiosonM) {idios, as in id; toma, a girdle) •‘Centrotkeca, a spheroidal

cytoplasmic body in the early auxocytes, parria^rly in the q)eTmatocytes,

variously called by earlier writers the "attraction-sphere,” "archoplasm-
gfdiere,*’ "^ihere," etc. It surrounds the centri(des and is itself surrounded

^ the Gol^-«q^Kiratus (of which it may form a part) and often also by chon-

diiosomes. (Meves, 1896.)

[Xda] {idios, distinct or peculiar; idion, the characteristic property of a species),

hypothetical structural units of the nucleus resulting from the successive

aggregation of bktphores and determinants, and assumed to be represented

by die ckromqmo'es. (Weeshann, 1891.)

IttMiflar wbataBoe {inter, between; Jikmn, thread), the ground-substance or

emhyiema as opposed to the fibrillar substance or miUme. The parmnitome.

(FtEiamto, tfiSa.)

tetaitrtnaoia {inUr, between), originally the stage between the first and second

mdotic diviskms, now crften tq3idied to the " resting " or " v^tative "

stage of audei generally. (Gs^oozas, 1905.) {ltderphase of LtmoEoAsoa,
s9ia.}

]Manii»al flbeni {filaments rtumssanis), the connecting fibers of the mitotic

spiiidfe that egtmid between the two dau|dtter-groups of chrcmtosomes during

the anaphasei and telophases. (Mask, 1881.)

liwgamar {isoe, eifUal; as in gamete), dmilarity of the gametes in size and

stractare.

iMMrataf (i»«> d|u*l; trepem, to turn), without predetermined axes. eig)echi%'

as to the egg>

aHBMinwai
ds m harpoUeuiit; emAyma, infusion), the nuclear sap

W (FUeanmfo, 1883.)

ffiudaodtglMBa* XasyaoidqrBHi) {haryom, as la imyMnetb;

j|^ oodemr mp or grouad-«aiataiio& {Vtaaam, iS6a.)

ddidt kwyMmk; pomm, mka), the ooujugittkm of oudoi
taphiiu^tmyt
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SirfokiBMtff (taryow, nut, nucleus; kinesis, diange, movemwit)

Jndittcl nucleftr divirion, involving the foimatioa and lo^tudinal d
[qph<eme>1hKads and diranosotnes, and of an achicunatic ^ndle (see C7to>*

UiMsla); oft«i apfdied to indirect divirion of the cefl as awhoiot (ScBtEt-

CBtEX, 1S78.)

XwyolTiii^ (karym, as in karyokinesis; lympha, water), ’<°kaiyochylema oi

“ nudear sap.” (Hazckei., 1891.)

{B^wyolvaii] {karyoti, as in karyokinesis; lysis, loosing), the apparent <haam>ear-

ance of the nudeus during mitoris. Karyokinesis in the modem sense.

(AttESBACS, 1874.)

Earfvsawt {karym, as in karyokinesis; meros, part), i. Originally used as

nearly equivalent to duomomere {q. ».). (Fol, 1896.) 2. By most later

writers applied to the chromosomal vesides formed in the telopha^of certain

types of mitosis. 3. The anterior region or head of the sperm containing

the nucleus. See Centromere, Cytomere. (WALDEVEa, 1903.)

Xeryomerltes (karym, as in karyokinesis; meros, part), by some writers used
as equivalent to karyomeres (see Gk^gooe and Wygaerts, 1904); by others

to designate partial nuclei, whether formed from one or several chromosomes.
(See Goldschuidt, 1902.)

[Kerjomlerotome Nuoleoinlcrosome] (karyon, as in karyokinesis), nuclear

microsome (see Mloroeome). (Strasburger, 1882.)

[KerTomitome] (karym, as in karyokinesis, the nudear as opposed to the

cytoplasmic fibrillar formations. See Mitome. (Fleiohmg, 1882.)

Karjromitosis (» Karyokinesis). (Fleioung, 1882.)

(Karyon] (karym, nut, nucleus), the cell-nudeus. (Haeckei., 1891.)

Karyoplasm (Nucleoplasm) (karym, as in karyokinesis; plasma, a thing formed
or moulded), the nudear substance in contradistinction to the (^toplasmic.

(Flemming, 1882.)

[Karyqplaat] (karym, as in karyokinesis; plastos, formed), the cdl-nudeus as

exposed to prob>^asi»cylosonu. (Strasburoer, 1903.)

Kayryosoma (karym, as in karyokinesis; soma, body), i. A chiomatin-nudeolus

or net-knot, in contradistinction to plasmosome. (Ogata, 1883.) 2. C<Hn-

monly applied to the large karyosphere of Protista from which may arise

many or all of the dunmosomes. $. Thd same as chiomostHne. (Plainer,

1886.) 4. The cell-nudeus. (Watase, 1894.)

Xaryotln (Oaryotin) (karym, nucleus), the substance of the nudear framework

whether barichromatic or ozychromatic. (Lonoeg^roh, 1910.)

NaeaotifwwMta (kata, down; chroma, color), the sum total of the telopharic trans-

formations by wfoch the daughter-chromosomes reconstruct the dau|htn~

nudei. See Anafthromaais. (VEjoovsKfr, 1907.)

Klsurtoauolous (kineia, to move), a b^y found in flagellates in connection with

the basal ai^Mratm of the flagellum, and by some earlier obsorvms caQed the

kkpharopittst, by others kinetonndeHS in the belief that it represents a
second nucleus eq)edally concerned with the kinetic fun£tioD.s (laovemeiit,

divisioo). PtobaUy identical with the cytoplasmic parabasal body (g, s,).

(WooooocK, xgofi.)

KburtotMBt (ktn^, to move; soma, body), granular iff tod-hfce bodiea often

aggregated to fom i^atedike txxhes, wUdi occupy the Ih

sporggeneric mitoses of mosaes. (Allbk, ipis.)
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^ idigastctic aex) paiticuluijr iviten ia tl»e cooditioii of a daonwOiOfr*
Btidealus idhtcing the growtlHi^od d the spumatocytes. (MoNTO(»ffisY,

3tS>04.)
plotiftui^Mili] ftmn; plama, as in protofiam), the subetanoe of the

{HOtOfdastnic haioeVDtk (letkulum), in oontiadistinctioa to tiw (pround-aub-

etaace (onoli^eini^. (His, 1899.)

Myootoojbw (see n^reotoma) {ntykes, fungus; k^s, ceil).

M^wOoma ( >-.?Mudo-TltoUiiad Huxxey), a group of foUide-celis (myoetocytes)

by 'wfaich the oOcyte, m sqfdiids, is infected with intracdhdar symbiotic or-

gaoisms. (Bucsmxx, ign.)

llyattirfllse (leys, musde), the intra-cdltdar fibrils of the musde-cell.

myonoBiM (Myr, muscle; mma, thread), minute, supposedly contractile fibiillie

in Protista.
*

HOboakom (Goman neben, beside; kem, nucleus) (Porauudau), the chondrio-

mie-body or chondiiosome^here of the animal spermatid formed by the

aggregation of mitodiondrk or chondrioconts, and ultimately drawn out to

foiai the envdope of the axial filament in the flagellum. The word has been

incorrectly used in many other senses. (Bdtschu, 1871.)

Mot-kaot, a clirMnatin~nucIecflus formed as a local aggregation of basicfaromatin

and oftm irregular in shape. (Fleuidig, 1882.)

VoanriUMtilbO nerve), the elementaiy intracdlular fibrilhe of the nerve-

odL (ApXxhy, 1897.)

Ifudaear tap, the’ground-substance or enckytam of the nucleus. Karyochylema.

XndMlo-eesitraaoine, an intra-nudear diviskm center simulating a nucleolus,

eapedaUy in Protista.

iraei«eOh]rl«iist» ("Mkiyotdiyiemn) (cAyfos, juice), the nuclear si4> or ground-

wbatsooe of t^nucbua as opposed to thatof the cytoplasm. (Strasbukox?!'

rflSa.)

VtHdMbgalaidacm (see SpstoplMBit)* the achromatic substance (linin) in

which the dmnnatin-granules are subtended. (STSASstAGES, 1882.)

Hneleollgas, a minute deqfly staining granule contained in the nucleolus, and
said b somecases todh^ regulariy in the coarse of mitosis. (Habckxi..)

ItaeleointeroaoBMe (see mcrusome), the nuclear (dnomatin) granules as

opposed to lliose ct the cytoplasm. (SxsASBUKOEa, i88a.)

XsMleqpiMlii (me X«70|*lam&). (STRASBtntact, 1882.)

<lMiMO^mBBie.>or XeiyoplHmlo Ratio (RemipJaHnaiwIatton). The ratio

d nuclear tp cytofdaiinic vtdurae. (R. Hebtwic, 1903.)

Im; pynti, stone of a fruit, i. rdsting to the nucleus) 1^
liiitd todaoramal fiHmaof m»nsst in which onlya part <ri the mnma) duo-

QMaomegiuup eaten the nucfeia. See Apyrene, InpiymM. (Mxvbs, 1902.)

OSRfit (OvMy^) (aOa, mtg), the ^-0^ pdat to oooqiletkm of maturation'

pmoeas CRbvxu, 1891.)

O^mMria (OfbgHMMla) (oAt, egg)- genesk of the egg (oDcyte) after its ixigd

% biam the mother'cell (odgmum). Often used more ^edfically
tA 4aB«ka|iBieiQii& hi the female.

egg; gatm, ditptfeg), 0^ whidi by dieir ooikhnied division

IlHthiiibil Afewfe, du^, moveowmt), the mitotic pbenomerA In the

mmemdmt and fertflisstioB. QffsmtJm, zSSy-)
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O&IilMin (od», «gg; plasma, aa in protopiastii), the cytc^lasm ol the egg ot

oocyte.

Oottd (Ovotid} (pSn, ovum, egg), Uie ^ or polocyte subsequent to oaeiosiB;

one of the four products of the meiotic divisions in the female. Corrdative,

Spermatid, q. v.

Ootom* (odff, egg; soma, body), the so-called “ genn-cell detemunant a cyto-

plasmic body or group of bodies in the mature ovum that passes into the

primordial germ-cells or stem-cells. (Sylv^tsi, 1914.)

Ooosatar (OTooontsr)i the division-center of the egg. (Fol, 1891.)

Oxyohromatin {oxys, sharp, acid; chroma, color), that portion of the nuclear

frameworh t^t stains with acidic dyes; correlative, Basickromaiin. Equiv-

alent to linin in the older sense, q. v. (Hxidenhain, 1894.)

Oiyphille (pxys, sharp, add; pkilein, to love) having a spedal affinity for addic

dyes, e. g. oxychromalin.

Paebyiuma (packys, thick; noma, thread), the post-synaptic spireme, consist-

ing of thick threads, often longitudinally double (diplonema), (Gregoibk,

1907.1

Pachytene {packys, thick; Uenia, band, ribbon), adjective form of pachynema.

(WiNiWiSTEn, 1900).

Paagen {pan, aU; gen, producing, as in gene), hypothetical, ultimate imit of the

cell, originally intra-nudear, ultimately cytoplasmic. See Biophore, Idio-

ome, Plasome, etc. (De Vries, 1889.)

Pangenesia {pan, all;>°ge», producing), the theory of “gemmules” (pangens)

omceived as germs or determiners of hereditary characters. (Darwin, t868.)

Panmerlatle {pan, all; meras, part), applied to the oinceptionof proU^lasm and
the cell as aggregates of more elementary bodies.

Parabasal Body {para, beside) (probably »Kinstonuoleus, q. v.). a cytoplasmic

body connected with the basal apparatus of the flagellum in many flagellates,

supposed to be an accessory part or “ kinetic reservoir ” of the motor appara-

tus. Qanicki, 1910.)

[Paraohromatin] {para, beside), the achromatic nudear substance (linin of

ScawARZ) from which the spindle-fibers arise. (Piitzner, 1883.)

Paradoamoae (ParadMoaua) {para, beside; desmos, band), an extra-nuclear fila-

ment connecting the division-centers in the mitosis of flagellates. (Koroio

and SwETY, 1915.)

[Paramitomo] (see Itttome), the ground-substance or interfilar substance of

jnouqfiaam, opposed to mitmne. (F1.E1011MO, 1893.)

Parannelain, see Kudein, the substance of true nudeoli or plasmosomes. Py-

lenin of ScBwau. (0 . Hertwig, 1878.) Applied by Kc^ to “ nudeins
”

dexived from the cytoplasm. These are components of protein bases with

“ paranudeic " add which yields no xantlun-bodies.

Parai»sai«i», see RdMukam.
ParagdanoL, Panidagtte {para, beside; ^asma, as in prtdopiasm; formed),

the lesa active portmn of the cell-substance. Originally ^iplied to the cortical

ngbn of tire cell (exoplosm). In its adjective form now commonly used as

eqidvRlent to mttapiasmic ot ergfisUc, q. v. (Kueerer, 1896.)

pgraggQgfillg ( aaparasyndtsia) {para, beside), side-by-side unioa of tlm chro-

mosomes in synapsis. (Woson, 19**.)

Faranmdasis (*Parasya^sls> q> *•) (^o> beside). (Haeckbr, 1907)^
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^parthfm, viigia}, the demh^uacnt of an egg without «Bti<

vstHA e. qieim. CondatiW, FertSitaiion. (Owen, r&49,)

Ihttd^igbiaiig, iPMrodiaoas ipakr, iather), mcliDed hi hoedity towards the

fihtenud side.

> ^e^tottlft (PeiUide), oftm applied to the suriace^lm cd “ naked ” cetbor proton

idasnic inaaBes; the plasm-maubraae.
'JewaostoBMi, « gramde in the androcytes (qiermatids) of biyophytes,

poas&ly comparahle either to a duomatoid body or as acroscnne-graiude

(M. WSLSON, ipit.)

ysrtarwtoritiin, the acrownoe. (WauiEyEK, 1906.)

^Wfldaetl (pm, around*, plastos, fonned <» moulded), i. The peripheral part of

the ceU, mciuding those parts outside the nucleus or “ en(k>piast." (Hcooey,
1853). 3. A tenn somewhat vt^oely applied to the attraction-sphm or the

centrosome (Vejdovsk^, 1888.)

[Parispluea] (peW, around), a term a^^died to the outer region of the attraction-

qdteK in ^erve-cells, in oantradistinction toan inner “ centio^here.'* (Lem-

HOSSEX, 1895.)

Phracmoiilast (pragma, a fence; plastos, formed or moulded), the enlarged con-

necting spindle, barrel-shaped or greatly broadened, in the later phases of

anastial ^at-mitoses, within which is fonned the cell-plate.

yiasma (piama, a thing formed, as in protoplasm), often used as the equiva-

lent of Pretitplasm, or Cytoplasm. (Haeckei., Koluxes, 1866.)

flanaandasms (naanodasmos) (plasma, as in protoplasm; desmos, band), the

cyttgdasnuc filaments or bridges by triiidi in many tissues adjoining cells

are oonaectad.

Wawnodimn (pHama, as in priSoplasm: eidos, form), a syncytium, especially in

the case of Protista.

{nMnBoq^Mro,} the aame as Pariaphmv.

Manuriyris (piasma, as in protoplasm; lysis, dissolution), the withdrawal of

water from the cdl by altered osmotic pressure.

Plaamoaoma (0ama, as m proto^asm; soma, body), i. the true nucleolus,

kaUy stain^ with acidic or “ j^asma ” dyes. (Ogata, 1883.) 3. Minute

rytoidasiaic.jgranules or microaomes, in general connected by fibrilhe and sup-

posed to b4 fundamental units of protoplasmic structure. (Axmold, 1898.)

tlMimnEiay (plasma, as in protoplasm-, gamos, as in gamOe), cytapiaatuc as

dbtimguWMXl fnan nudear fusi^ ^ Karogaiiiy.

iPIlPflBll (platiM, as in protoplasm; soma, body) hypothetical, ultimate supia-

inohigilar aital uidta. See Btophara, Paagm, etc. (Wiesmee, 1890.)

fteniid (ptaslagf loitted or moulded), i. A cdl or cytode. (Kasocei:., i8fi6.)

9. CVh9bta^lw)i&s,niuItipi3dng1i^ growth and ^vision, the seat of specific

dwmksl a^vities, and bdteved to be persistent structures ariring by divi-

ihm. Zi«iiaoidE*t, AmylaplaEt* etc. (Scaiiimi, zSS^.)

PhMiUdiW ipoiribs, as in pitu^, the sum-total of plaatid-content in the c^
PhoriM S^iPmiikiome, etc (Daikisabd, i9i9--3o.)

Plldlltt fi^noed at moulded), rritcB used aa eqaivaleat to Imm, Imt orig-

dso to dm aabstt^ of the tytofdasBric fmneworit. (SaaMicB

llilllpmMiltt (pfostoc, as la pUsliif oktmMa^ pairn^ ftuutlea) « Jl'sto'

' 0txm,
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RlMtooenlt^«Ohoii^bto«oitt (pastes, formed). (Meves, 1910.)

XlaUeguav (PiadBEWfuny) {plastos, formed; gamos, union), c)^to{>lasmic fusion

as o{)jposed to nudear (haryogamy).

PlMtosono (^oMos, formed; tma, l3^y)«-Chondriosome. (Meves, tgto.)

nastoixiMW (pastas, formed; meros, a part), that part of the^rm Gontaining the

dumdriosomes (j^tosomes). See cjtemer*. (Meves, 191S.)

yi»st>duls,l the ultimate supra-molecular vital unit of protoplasm. {EissBuma,

1874; Hackel, r876.)

Pturinlant (plus, more; miere, to be worth), applied to chromosennes that are

mult4>les, i. e., have the value of more than one univalent chromosome.
(Hacker, 189a.)

Polar Bodies (Polar Olobules) =poloeytas, two minute cells segmented aS
from the ovum before union of the pronucleL (Disc, by Carus, 1824; named
by Robin, i86a.)

Polar Bays, a term sometimes applied to all of the astral rays as opposed to the

spindle-fibeis, sometimes to the groiq> of astral rays opposite to the spindle-

fibers ( —antipodal cone).

Pola-platas (Polar-platas), condensed plate-like bodies at the ends of the spindle

in certain forma of mitosis. (R. Hertwio, 1877.)

Poloeyta - Polar Body (polos,- ana-, kytos, cell). (Waldeyer, 1898.)

Polyaroh (polys, many; archt, beginning), a type of anastral spindle in higher

plants that is multipolar from the beginning. (Strasburger, 1900.)

Polyiparmy (potys, many), the entrance into the ovum of more than one S4>erm,

whether normally or pathologically.

Posb-hoterokiiMsia (post, after; keteros, other; kinesis, change, movemmt),
differential distribution of the sez-chromosomes in the second memtic
division. Correlative, Prt-keterokinesis. (GtTTHERr.)

Post-reduction, chromosome-reduction in the second meiotic division. Cor-

relative, Pre-reduction. (Korschelt and Heider, 1903.)

Preeessloii, passage of the undivided X-chromosome in the heterokine^ to one

pole in advance of the other chromosomes. (Wdlson.)

Pre-taetwoUiMsla (see Post-heterokinesis), segregation of the sex-diromo-

somes in the first meiotic division. (Gutherz.)

Pre-redootion, chromosome-reduction in the first instead of the second meiotic

division. See Post-roduetion. (Rorschelt and Heider, 1903.)

(Proehrwaaattn—Parantieloin of 0. Hertwig, or Pyroninof Schwarz] (pro, be-

fore), the substance of true nucleoli or pla«nosomes. Later “ pseudodtrenna-

tin.” (PmxNER, 1883, 1S86.)

ProflltnniioaemM (pro, before), separate masses of basichromatin in the “ rest-

ing ” nuclei, or in the presynaptic stages, sujqxned to.be forerunners of the

d^niUve chromosomes or caters for their formation. (Overton, 1909.)

Pnonitoail (pro, before), a primitive type of mitosis in Protista in whidi dw whole

{ROcen is intranucl^, asters ate absent, and a large “ Jraiyosome ” is present

(Naoixk, 1909.)

ProBueisiu (pro, bdore), a gamete-nudeus (egg-nudeus or ^wmi'^nidea^

duihm fertilizatkm- germ-ntic/eiu of O. Hertwio. (Vam Bsnsdiqi, 187s.)

Pn^bMaM (preios, first; HaOos, bud or germ), a blastmaem of qiedfic prooior-

phcSogfasal significance to whicb 1$ traceaUe the migin a psrdcidar oegatt

or group of structures. (Wilson, 1892.)
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iusi,' inehes, mesh of a networiO. Stage h <)f hwtosis, itt

vMdb, the atmxsyte-sudeus is net-^; the “ rmtingHstage." (WcrawAKtEA,
3900.}

VmiQldMBt ( xoSioj^Mnik of Bbaxe) (^Otoc, first; j^asma, a thmg formed)
,

‘* liv-

ing matter,V the "i^ysicajl basis of fife.” Spedfically: i. The active or
*' Uving

"
«;d>staD)oe of the cytosome exclusive of the nucleus. (Fitrkimje,

3840; VON Mom., 1846.) 3, The active or living substance of the cell as a
whole, comprising c^^oplasm and karyofiasm. (SntASBUSGES, 1883.)

fnyliimlaat (fratos, first; photos, formed), the protoplasmic portion of the ceU,

BUdodiBg nucl^ and cyti^l^m, r^arded as a unit Nearly equivalent to the

ewergji of Sachs. (Hanstetk, 1880.)

{PMadooh]mnoaomM>>Arelumlaamle loops of Heshank], an eariy name for

the ** batonettes ” or rod-like Golgi-bodies of the spermatocytes. (Heidek-
HAiN, 190a)

(Pssucloinitotk^ i, —IHasoMstto of Fakuex), a type of meiosis showing one longi-

tudinal and one apparently transverse division of the bivalents or tetrads.

Correlative, Eumitotic, q. 0. (Korschelt and HEioEa, 1903.)

{VMUdoBttelootm] (pseudos, false) »Kar7osom», Net-knot, Chromatin-
nucleoli. (Rosek, 1894.)

BModoredoetton, the apparent halving of the chromosotns-numbcr by synap-

sis. (RikiKERT, 1894.)

Pynnoid (pyrm, the stone of a fruit; like a nucleus), rounded bodies, formed

within t]^ chramatq>hoies (cMoroplasts) of alge, and acting as centers of

stardi-fonnatioii. (Schmitz, 1883).

fJptartoA, the group of four cdls, whether spores, spermatids or egg-j-polocytes,

produced by the two maturation-divisions; contrast Tetrad.

Boduetion»]feiocte, the change of chromosome-number from diploid to haploid

(halving of the numbo) during maturation or meiosis.

fiaraoda (sarx, fiedh) the protoplasm of Protista. (Dujaroin.)

BaortoU <m^, supporting aad nutritive ceils of the testis to which the sperms are

attached by their heads at an eaiiy period, (v. Ebner, 1871.)

ieSHdffoaaoMme (see Idtochromocome)
,
a particular pair or group of chio-

moamaes having a special relation to sex-determination. They ate commonly
dcsitpiated as X- and Y-chiomosomes (WiitsoN, 1906.)

SktiaxSpireow.

Bpcnai (i^Mnniam) {sperma, seed). The spermotozodn, spermatosome or ^>enn-

oeit of tlw nude.

IpiirDUttld ispenpa, seed), one of the final generation of cells which, withemt

fitrtlier divMali, is metamoiplK»ed mto a ^rm. (La Vaeette Sr. George,

x886.} ^ .

HgpecNMftoflgtc (xperma, as in sperm; kjdos, cq|i), one of the ceils to whidi the

iQMmatogonta give rise and wfai^ ^vi^ twice to produce the spermatids;

.th«yaae<fe*if^iisbed as primary (l^(»e their divis^) and sectmdary {sites

tStrie fiist diifision)* (La Vauetce Sr. Gsostm, 1876.)

origin), tlm phenomena inwrived in

liiri jHUdMdb of the openu. Often used more especially to denote the

bt the male,

llpitiartWPMiM^ r Ofenautadte ") seed; gene, gmemtom), one of

dig desccnrialito <i the pchomribl gerioH^ in the mole. Each ultimate
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qicwnatogoniiutt becooies a primary spermatoc^ (aiixocyte) and tyi^cally

^vea rise to four sperms. (La Vaxstie St. GeIwcs, 1S76.)

8p«rxaaitoiold<«Antiiwo»>ld (see Bptxm), the dliat^ paternal gamete in plants.

The word was first used by VoK Siebolo as synonymous with sperm.
^parxuloMlaoito, I^Mruatelaosis -•Sparmlorenesis (spern, as in ^nn;

tdeios, finished), the metamorphosis of the spermatid into the t^rm. (Ga-
TENBY, 1918.)

SpermlocsiiMis i. -Sparmlotelamda, metamorphosis of the spermatid into

the ^leim. (Wau»;yek, 1903.) 2. «SparmatoirsnMi*. (BsMoa and Lsn-
HOSSfiE, 190S.)

Sparmatoaobn ~ Sperm {sperma, seed; zo6n, animal), the male gamete of

animals. (Leeuwenhoek, 1677.)

Sperm-naoleus, the. nucleus of the sperm especially applied to it after entrance

into the egg before its union with the egg-nucleus. In this sense equivalent

to the “ male pronucleus ” of Van Beneden. (O. Hertwig, 1875.)

[Sphlsrosome] {sphaira, globe; soma, body), the envelope of the “ stato^here "

or idiozome, formed by the Golgi-bodies. (Kuschakewitsch, 1913.)

Bpireihe {spekema, a thing wound or coiled; a skein), the skein or “ KnMuel

"

stage of the nucleus in mitosis, during which the chromatin appears in the

form of a thread, continuous or segmented. (FLEiacCNG, 18S3.)

Spozkgloplaam {spongia, sponge; plasma, as in protoplasm), the cytoplasmic frame-

work. (Letoig, 1883.)

Sporophyte {sporos, spore; kylos, cell), the asexual, spore-producing diplont or

diploid generation of plants in the antithetic alternation of generations. See

Qamtttophyta ("the haplont).

[Statoapharej ("Idlosome or Oentrotheoa). (Kuschekewitsch, 1913.)

StraptinuQB {slreptos, pliant, easily twisted; nema, a thread), substantive form

of strepsiUne. (GRfiGOiKE, 1907.)

Strepiitene {streptos, pliant, easily twisted; Umia, band, ribbon), the twisted

form of diplotene during meiosis. (Dixon, 1900.)

Syimptoiw ("Zygotene or Amphitene) {synapsis and tiatia, band), the syn-

aptic stage in meiosis while the chromosomes (leptotene-threads) are con-

jugating two by two. (Winiwarter, 1900.)

Syncytium {syn, together; kytos, cell), a multinudeate mass of protoplasm. See

PUemodium. (Haeckel.)

Synnpais {synapio, to fuse together), the conjugation or union in pairs of homol-

ogous chromosomes (synaptic mates), respectively of maternal and paternal

origin, to form bivalents; the primary step in reduction or mdods. Oftm
erroneously applied to the oontiaction-figuro or synisesis that is its frequent

arxompaoiment (Moore, 1895.)

lyndMia-Synapgil (syndesis, a binding). See MetMyndcsls, Panayndmls.
(Haecxek, 1907.)

Syngwny (syn, with; gamos, marriage, union), union of the gametes in fertOiaa-

tion or conjuj^tiim.

SihImcU (synaesis, a rxfilapse}, the contractkm-figuie often seen at the dme of

synapsis, with the chromatin massed towards the center or one aide of the

nudeos. Often called " syno^jis ” g. e. (McClung, igos )

ftfaknrfon (syn, whh; karyon, nudeos), a nudeos resulting from the ankm of

two nu<^; in general, ^ zygote-uudeus.



mxsssmy:

<9}W| mms, a siqjposed axdbmge of
€MiBVMaBao.iMtta 4ai^ tho seootid mdatk divkim io ogi>Q>o(k {ii*xc-

aaat, 190*.}

IMoUwIt (fcf«vc9ad; Uashi, bod or genn), laxge cells situated at the Browrag end
of tho eosbiyo {in aimdids, et^« vUdt )»*d forth rows of Mroaliffr

OH^BIXlCANt WxtaOK, ,1887.)

lUidetaMit {tdos, end; kmesis, change or movement), certab movements of the

ce^ral faodia, nudm and qdndle accmapanying or foQawjng the telophases

M mitosis. Q&IOEMHAIN, 1894.)

<hiiolo«M>aX (teliu, end; Idutlm, yo^), that type of ovum in wbidi the yolk is

raably aocumWted in one hmisphere. (Batioox, 1880,}

Tshwnttte (fdos, end; tinfor, thread), tenninal attachment of the Chromosomes
to the spin^fr-fibras. Correlative, Atehmiic. (CAXoinps, IQ17.)

Tslophaast (Idas, end), the closing {bases of mitosis, during which the daughter-

midd are re-formed and the cytosome divides. (Heioemhaim, 1894.)

ThltMysia|Mds<«Ma;toiyiidaiis (tdos, end; sympsis, union), end-tp-end union

of the duomosomes (synaptic mates) in synajxsis. (WttsoK, 1913.)

Vaitoad (fdras, four), toe quadruple group of chromosomes (chn^tids) formed

by toe bivalent dumnosomes in the later stages of meiosis.

Tafecaplaidf Polijdotd {tatnu, four; pdys, many), having the value of four or many
gametic or hsploid dunmosome-groups; (dten applied to the oigtmiam having

dtromoaomes of itoubie (or a higher multi{>le of) the typical number,

fttiaigkaiTOlil (fhdys, female; harym, nucleus), a maternal gamete-nucleus or

its desexodant Correlative, Arrhemkaryon. See Hemikaryon. (Boveu
1905.)

Toac^aats (Umos, tension; plasUn, as in idastid), plasddi which are suppo:^3d to

peodaoe vacudM in {dant-cells. (De Vxies, 1885).

Tnqtoaolnoinattis (tro^, food), chrmnatin assumed to be concerned especially

with the vqsetative or nutritive functions of the cdl. Cbndative, ldwchro~

matim, q. v. (tnaoscB, 1902.)

{tropht, ford), chromidia arising from lropke<Momatin (7: «.)

aod preiioiiBnantly vegetative or nutritive functions. See Chromidia,

Mtosihiiiwnldja. (lifomm., 1905.)

m food; plasma^ as in protoplasm). 1. The nutritive orv^U-
* torn sttbstaiioe^ toe cdl, as distinguished frmn the (dm^a.wr. (NXgeu, 1884.)

a. The au:dys substance of toe cytoidasm other than the “ kinoplasm ” or

acdii^UBi. ^ixASitntiGSR, 1892.)

Tnt/^egk0b ifn§^, food; pl«^, formed) -PlvtUL (A. Meyee, 1883-83.;

limfiMliptnifaal ioaAispenpa, ^x«^), a system of intiaceihilar canals

iitwntf&d by SKMse observers wito toe Golgi-appatatus, by others with in-

fRMtostnf storoimdiag cells. (Hoihcben.)

SotoTf h cytofdasnk body in toe ymmg ofic/te, whidt

aervestohC^derfmtheyd^onnatioainmaiqrfoiins. In many cases it is

friuoeahle to fie idkncnie and ito amodated structures. (Cakus, 1830.)

fWfM toe formed by union of toq gametes; toe fertiUMd

gwiSme^3K«tsni>. Atopbltona) {wygm, yoke; b^nd, ri!^>, toe

ggbk^glgmim fmtol cocun to* stdetoy-side conjsgatioB of apimine*

AmW iQKbdSmk >907).
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Tbe following list makes no approach to completeness. It iodudes for the most
part titles of works referred to in the text and certain others which for one reason

or another it has seemed desirable to refer to. For more complete bibliography

the reader is referred to the literature-Usts in the special works dted, among others

the following. For reviews of the early history of the cell-theory sec Remak’s
Untersuchungen (’so-’ss), Huxley on the Cdi-tkeory (’53), Sach’s Bistory of

Botany and Tyson’s Cell-doctrine (’7S). An exhaustive review of the earlier litera-

ture on protoplasm, nucleus, and cell-division will be foimd in Fleming’s Zell-

sabstam (’83), and a later review of dreories of protoplasmic structure in Btltschli’s

Proioplasma (’93) and in Fischer’s Fixierung, etc., des Protoflasmas (’99). The
earlier work on mitosis and fertilization is thoroughly reviewed In Whitman’s
Clepsine (’78), Fol’s Htnogtnie (’79), and Mark’s Limax (’81). For more recent

reviews see among others the following works dted in the chapter-lists, as m-
dkated. Delage, ’03 (Intr.), Haecker, ’99 (Intr.), Heidenhain, ’07 (Intr.), Hen'
neguy, ’03 (Intr.), O. Hertwig, ’06, '10, ’12, ’20, ’23 (Intr.); Lillie, ’19, Strasburger,

'07, Agar, ’20, Buchner, *15, Doncaster, ’20, Pienant, Bouin, Maillard, ’04, Sharp,

’21 (I); Brachet, ’n, ’17 (XIV); Jenkinson, ’09 (XIV); Morgan, ’19, Morgan,

Sturtevant, Bridges and Muller, ’23 (XII); Kor^elt-Heider, ’03 (V), Gelei, ’22;

Waldeyer, ’06 (I^, etc

The titles are arranged in alphabetical order, according to the system originally

adopted in Minot’s Human Embryology. Each author’s name is followed by the

date of publication (the first two digira being onutted, excq;it in case of works

published before the nineteenth century), and this by a letter to desigdkte the

pi^ieT, in case two or more works were published in the same year. For example,

Bovwi, Th., ’87b, denotes the second paper published by ^veri in 1887. In

order to avoid repetition titles that have already been given in the special lists are

here r^ened to only by name and date with the numb^ (d the chapter-list in

which they will be fou^ in full indicated by Roman numerals in brackets; for

exampk, Bovarl, Th., ’04 (IX). In many cases titles have been more or less

^rtmed by tiie mnnsion of certain words, as indicated in general by " etc.” or a

aeries of dots; and titles cd purdy prclimmaty papers have oftim been omitted un-

less for q>ecial reasons. For the sake of further economy of ^>ace titles of journals

and other publications most <dtea referred to have’been ablueviated as much as

poaaiUe, in accordance with the following list

ABBREVIATIONS

A. A., Anstomischer Anzdgw- (/eno).

A. A, U., Aichiyesde I'anatonde uiczoBcqidque (Paris).

A* A. P., AttMv fttr Anatomie und Fhy^o;^ (Jjei^g).

4.3,, Ardllves de Bido^ (Liigo and Paris).
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A. S. N., Annales des Sciences NatuicHes (Paris).
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A. Zf., Arduv fiir Zellfoischung (Leipzig).

B., Biometrika (Cambridge, Unix. Press).

B. A. B., BuHetin de I’Acadteie Royale de Belgique (Brussds).

B. B., Bi<d<^cal Bulletin (Woods Hole, Mass.).

B. B. P. B. (see B. S. P. B.)

B. C., at B. Z., Biologisdies CentralWatt (or Zentralblatt) (Leipzig.

B.G., Botanical Gazette (CAicago).

B. D. B. G., Beridite der Deutsdien Botanischen Gesellschaft (Berlin).

B. M. Z., Bulletiii of the Musetun Comparative Zofilogy, I^rvard (Cambridge

Maes.).

B. S- P. B., Bulletin Sdentifique (later Bidogique) de la France et de la Bel
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C. R., ComptesRotdus de I’Acadfmie des Sciences (Paris).
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£. P., Eigrindale der Physklogie (Wiesbaden).
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S, Nv,, BandlsOrteifmdi dm* Naturwissenschaften (JPischer, Jena).

7. A. #^||(ntfl^ de I’An^Eomie et de la Physiologie (Paris).

J, of the O^ege of Science, Impeiml Unhr. (To^),
J.JK|Konndfl of EzReritncntal Zodc^ (PkSaddpkiti),

U ii:^snbriits,Bin^snS).
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axial rdationg, 1012; mosaic theory,

lots fif.; types of differentiation, 1045*,

qualitative division, 1057; locaUz^

fertilization, ri03.

Rttdcert, chr^osomes, genidnal veside,

iSh S4S. 563, 6sxj merocytes, 417;
gonomery, 433; pseudo-reduction, 503*,

an^rhasic duality, 561; rytologtcal ba^
of Memtelism, 924.

Rudolph, plastais, 710.

Sadrs, enetgid, 22, $8; celtbridgea, xo$;

formative stuffs;, 636; odl-dlvision, rob^
983.

Sakamura, chroma8ma&«itureB, 905.

Santos, sex-driomosomiee, 813.

S^rihin, {dastid-dlviskni, 162; oentinl

bodies in mosses, 801; synizeds^ 542;
plastida, 710.

Sddlfer, bkpharodast, 357.
Schaxd, chroim^ ^ Tcg; dlSeietitia-

tian,io86.

SdiaU^Bim, mitods in Hj^win^ tBtt

of tvotBCava 6x4* tints

UBUdfa»%,7|e^ ’
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dMoidial lutckut, Sa, fo$,

Scii!(ii«ir,|&st$d% i^.
aa^oais, taoj dooRioaatae-

^satia^^,
Mn^, plttstldi^ 4$, 74<

SelSt*, tfeKHdmMQQmBBs, Sto.

S»MiaM>»PdS<jiwapn,t-
ScUe^ lpena4Mnuition k aats, 799;

SkU^^t a^a; aeK-duaoiOgoaaM in nama-
UiAt%, 809.

•SchoduOTt, intnrnudear ceoten, 149.

Sefarader, F., sex k Triahareda, 331, 794;
In Tihrmy^tus, 704-

Sdbmker, iL,nad^ and secretion, 39, 96,

70s. •
.

SdOeineir, A. and IL, chmaatoid body,

564; patacymapsis, 8W ff.

Sd^tae, M., tnotofdasm and cell, 4, 33.

Sdkidtae, muadkodte, 40; invetaion-

eapenmimta, 1020, 1077; first cleavage in

bog, 1069.

Sdnrana, 0^, ai; ceU^aggregatas, toi.

Sdivai^ linin, 88.

fioOti, Ckaioptarut, 1084.

Sdkmigger-Seidel, sperm, 8.

'^fiedgsrick, cdl-bridg^ 105.

Sefier, parthenogeaeais, 331; sex in Lepi-

dopt^ S77, nfii 805; diniinutioa, 336;

ctasaing.over,96i.

Sefciika, deavag^ Syiupta, 10; twin

•peMkaos-
Siaflinw, lex in Arisama, 743,

Sifixp, aoltotis, iX3> 139; bfepfaxR^lasts,

388.

Sbnw, lilqduRiidasts, 388.

Sfieam and Uoyd, cbromocomes in

artificial parthenogenesis, 476.

StekKi,aex in DkafiOus, SdB.

^kaits, dicaiotaxis of ^penna, 406.

Sfidfi, A F., sex in lotifdts, 339, 743,

i^blxild, Fiotista, loi, sSr; ofigopyKne

300.

' ^iMtd,OOsonis^3rt>IKdar{0tiao-Bttde^

J-WS. 0

^ntlk. at;.dw«M»0Bw, 74S;»finkage, 779.

^fin%Odl||Mw&s, so, 34x|

1
k 4XZ4

Afl2Mbbd4k iftVWIftllH

Spek, expetiments on mltosia, 195.

Spenmnn, merogony, 4M,- donto cttkiyoa,

105a.

SpeiHxr, H., senescence, rejuvenescence,

"«S.
Stevens, sea, 16; pairing oi chromoscuaes,

434, 837; Synaptic twisting, 555; X.<!hto.

mosome, PhtAttm, 757; (^moiome-
nudeoli, 763; XY-p(dr b insects, 763,

767, 768; linkage <rf XY, 781; sex to

^diids, 791.

Stieve, meiosis, 536.

Stock^ and Fapanicdaou, tarmtoolagy,

spenn>f(»ination, 381.

I

Stomps, diploid gigas forms, 101; synapsis,

360; diploid gametes, 943.

I
Stout, Cartx, 133, 560, 902, 907.

Strasbuiger, i, 14; terminology of proto-

plaaoi, 33; spireme, 81; nucleus, 87;

nudeoli, 95; body-size, 99; cell-bridges,

106; sptodte, 153; cell-plate, 159, 160;

fertilJzaticm, 443, 456; parthenogenens,

330, 469; meiosis, 519, 330; ori^ of

syngamy, meiosis and antithetic alterna-

tion, 617 ff.; heredity, 666, 1039; centro-

spbere, 678; kinoplaM, 723; cell-evdu-

tion, 734; sex, 743, 748; crossing-over,

953; conjugation and deconjugation, 793.

zur Strassen, giant embryos, 833, 1081.

Stuitevant, crosting-over and chromosome-
maps, 957, 958; sinistral snails, 1109.

Sttlzer, Difflugia, 597.

Sutton, cytological basis of Mendelism, 16,

88S ff.; chromosome-vesldes, 13^ 89
X-duomoiame, 749, 763; chromosome-
pairs, 837.

Suzuki, elasmctoianch sperm, 380.

Sveddiua, alternation to red algte, 638.

Swarcewsky, Arcdto, 303, 20S.

Swezy, basal apptaiatua, 693, 698.

Sadh, geim-cri^ 317.

Swto^germ-c^to toog, 319, Sai.

B^vestri, oOsome, 331.

Tfirktoitei, hybrid rosesj, 848.

Taa^ cdl-biidges, 104.

Taylor, M., duomosomcacff X%tm, 837.

Thytor, W. X., dimmosoroea of Goiferto,

138.

Tdd»puBm,difOBwaoiBe4M»diptodKJ7y»
deayag^ 193; poltiid figtiltoktiOD, 439.

Tt^yeud^, Wufeui, 80.

Tewmti scaMdaOtDiqsoxwa, 73S; byfiiid

>Mr4lldhtol» 843, 983^ 986, XX07.
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Thed, fertiMsation-membrane, 411.

Ttdench and Bdl, growth, loaS.

Tifflbcrlalce, apindk, n8; cell-plate, 161.

Hachler, parthenogenesis, 230; chromo-

some-numbers, 834, 867.

Tfianiges, Litkobius sperm, 376.

Torrey, vestigial cells, loio.

TownseAd, membrane-formation, 661.

Toyama, cytoplasmic heredity, i7. iio6-

wsta.t.cfcbAV, vx,v, diffitswAja-

tion without cleavage, 1084,

Treub, cell-plate, 161.

Tteviranus, variations, 248.
'

TrSndle, meiosis, Spirogyra, 603.

TschenzoS, anaphasic duality, 212.

Tschermak, Mendel’s laws, 15, 933-

Van Bambeke, yolk, 342, SM.
Van Beneden, historical, i, 14, 29; deuto-

plasm, 58; protoplasm, 65; chromatin,

89; polarity, io8j bilaterality, no; telo-

pha^, 136; spindle, 143; theory of

mitosis, 178; amitosis, 215; fertilization,

401, 438; “Van Beneden’s Law,” 426,

429; tetrads, 515; staining reactions,

651; central bodies, 678; first cleavage,

1013; prelocalizatiou, 104a.

Van Beneden and Julin, cleavage in tuni-

cates, 1012, 1019.

Van Rees, autophagy, fiij.

Van der Stricht, pushing of rays, i49> ynih*

nucleus, 340; yolk-fonnation, 3^; fertili-

Mtion, 435; centrosome, 679; division of

centers, 681.

Van Herwerden, volutin, 36; microsomes,

68; nuclease, 644.

Vejdovsky, chromonema, 136, 896 ff.;
j

spindle, 149; polar rings, 4tSi
I

1096; karyosphere, 353; mitochondria,
|

436; fertilisation, 440; periplast, 678;

asters, 683; teloblasts and metamerism,

1029.

Vejdovsky’ and MrAsek, centrosome, 674,

678; asters, 683.

Vernon, sea-urc^ hybrids, 03 .

Verwom, cell-phyriology, 5; regeneration in

Prodsta,659.

Virdkow, lustoraal, i, SJ g«>*tic
continuity,

II, ti4; otlhatate, loa.

vaulting, 107.

Voinov, blejduttp^t, 3575 hetttomoiiiluc

synaptic laatai, 931-

Wattkee, daii^ilasta, 39r 4S>

AUTHORS isij

Waldeyer, qterm, 280; germinal ejnthdium,

31a, 3i«-

Wallengren, ciliated oeBs, 699.

Waller, regeneration, nerve-crib, 657i

Wallin, diondriosomes, 739.

Watasi, bilateral cleavage, 993, 996, root;

prommphok^ of oephalt^od egg, lorp;

,

origin 0 polarity and symmetry, 1023.

Wassielewsky, amitosiS) 214, 219.

Wehhas, -A cynda,

388; fertilization in Zamia, 452; xrtiia,

454-

WeigI, Golgi-apparatus, 50.

Weismann, heredity, ii, 310; senescence,

235; amphimixis and variation, 238,

248; order of meiodc divisions, 498, 373;
hbtogenetic plasm, 498, 723; meioris,

reduction, 498; reduction-divifion, 503;
parthenogenesis, 469; theory of develop-

ment, ros7.

Wemich, Trichomonas, mitoris, 2ro; tet-

rads, 323, 329, 547; parasynapsb, 352,

SS4> 5655 heteromorpKc tetrads, 372,

574, 931; plasmosome, 763; chromomeres,

909; polar granules, 91 1; random assort-

ment, 933; chiasmatype, 939.

Wheeler, on Wolff, 7; polmity, Mysostoma,

3335 eggs from worker ants, 795; pro-

morphology of ovum, 1020.

Whiting, hybrid wasps, 929.

Whitman, cell-lineage, 15, 1042; polar rings,

261, 415, 1096; polocytes, 619; trio-

blasts, 998; cell-theory of development,

1030; predetermination, roar.

Whitney, sex in rotifers, 229, 743, 801; in-

crease of vigor, 247.

Wiemarm, nutritive crib, 666.

Williams, spindle-formatitm,' 134.

Wibon, C. B., entrance oi qjetm, 408;

nemeitine egg, 1099.

Wilson, E. B., 16; protoplasm, 69, 73;

pnqkhases, 137, 8^; cbondiiridneBb,

t63, r63, 800 ff.; monasters, 168; mitMb,
r86; {gketm-farmarion, 371; duomatrid
body, 384; oqieiiments on fertilization,

4or, 447; cytoplasmic matmatMin, 405,

420; entrance of ^>etm, afo; ^vmnents
^ pronuclri, 423; aidficial paithenogene-

sb, 481, 482; cytasteis, 48s, 684; synap*

sb, 54t( 544> 554, 5655 chromoBomes giid

sex, 745 ff., 7^; m-chioramcBiKa, 839;
chiomoaomes of Tiyanta^' 866; non-
^^unctlon, tapeiaumeniiaK, 87a, 876;

i^jeme, 8w; dtrogpomattt, pop;



;
I9|ntn,' pijff; 'irtiitliiilal 'fitAli ':

1046 S.; OK AmfUeait, 1053; on aaoer-

dli^ 4flSt 4«>b «>j4: pnwm- eipeti-

iBieati, 1D59; eBS-fnvaoita: DaOtMmmj
utfiiff.; nonertiiiei, logg.

WiboB, IL vanga, wgeneatiaa, 1031.

IWhBa, Hwwqihere, 391.

'WSmb ud Uoigaa, diimutype, g6i.

Hmwotter, intiodluoiBotomii 506, 570;

tenaiiMdogy of ^ncioii^ 336; puMgrup-
550; dOTBWKMOMiideoltn^ 763.

Winiwarter aad Saintnunt, otigat of genn-

orfh, 3i«, 338; paruynapaia, 530.

Wiage, aex-chnnioBamea in plant*, 814;

1. diioriMeMag»«uiBb«a, &S4, 867.

iUSnUo’, ptutboMBenesia, #89; Schumm,

giput dux«MBoaie>puoiber and cell-

*itrti 739.

Wfrti4>> 339.

Wpdbdtldc, dimcgaly of sperms, 783;

Wolirtockf poeudo^odnctian in partbeno-

gouabi, 7^;aex-{actan,8i8.

Woodoodi, Unetonudeus, 695.

W«0dniff, dlTtbna, 341* eaperimaitB on

itibacs, 343, *43; wWfcwHris, *44,

4SS-

ITananondll) fertOisstioii, 4$ii gUnotic
«iu4nriy^ Fwuit 83$; sotidietite alteilia*

tfaa, CvOtrionAi^amtiia, 637; .F^
sipkBiiia,6A,

Yat^ deavage, 178; q^tsaten, 403; ew^
dsi^ fragnmi^ 8S7, 690; etUann of

qwrm, 407; ^gierm-oaiter, 444; oentin*

some, 674; eqKzimarti on ctcnophom-

4gg^ iioi; on artnertipe-eggii

»75i 1079,-1098.

Yocum, motorium, 700.

fachar8a^^ nudeoli, 9a, 370; nudeus, 96.

Zsmik, aex-chrodnoamnes, pterqioda, Sio.

Zeleny, (fimeg^ of i4)ena3, 783; icvms*! of

qimmetiy, 1016; erpeiiinents on nemer-

tines, iioo.

Zdeny and Faust, dimegaly oi tpenai,

783.

Ziegler, mitosis, 185, 193; amitoai*, 31$,

316 B.; lertlEsatia&, 447; polocytes b
CtenopWes, 1018; iractknal devdop-

ment, 1048.

Zoja, esperiments oq medusc^ 1058.

U&m, Hdioaaa, 303, 680.

Zwdger, giant ^leniu, 304.
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jlUw, 8|8.

Airium, fSg.

AetmtimvAis, i8z, aoi; central

bodies, 684.

Acoesacny chinmo«nne (see Sex-chromo-
somes), 74g.

Aetofio, 774.

Achromatic figure (see AmphUster), 148.

Achiamatln, 87; hypotbe^ of genetic

continuity, 653, 895.

Acimmatum, S09.

Acrobkst, 361, 884, 881.

Acrosome, 281; fonnatioo, 381; in fertiliza-

tion,43S.

Actinopkrys, nutosis, conjugation, 585, 697.

Admospiaritm, regeneration, 658: chio-

Activation of the egg, in fertnjzation, 409,

440; in parthenogenesis, 478 ff.

Agametea, 228.

Affregato, aygotU; meiosis, 605.

A|i«inHHtM.£ii((erM, antit^tic alternation,

«a6.

Athtfo, gametes, fertilization, 595.

AlgR, gametes, 590, 698
;
antithetic alterna-

tion, 626 ff.; regeneration, 661.

Aledthal, 260,

Alimentary type, 331.

Alloplasmatic, 58.

ABaaomes, 839.

Alphtus, reversal of symmetry, toa&
Aitenation of generadons, antithetic, 492;

sad meiosb, 496, 617, 681.

Alveidar structure <d ptotc^dasm, 68; and
metaatntctuni^ 721.

Amino-adda,fi4o.

Aahosis, genm^ iifi, 81A; phyiitiioKicd

and tbeot^eal atgwcts, 215; in

oeSs, 214, t2a.

7* S3: adtosib W6, aig;
ibw * Jiii^ifciliilgiMWhl* Aaron

Aniph%(my, 228.

Amphimuds, 233; aAd variation, 248.

Amphinucieoli, 94, 77 i.

Ai»phioxus, e:Q>eria>^ts> >052.

Amphitene, 543. SSf
Amphoteric proteiiU, 641; stalning-ieac-

tions, 649.

Amyloplaata, 44, jo9‘

Anaphases, 131.

Anaphasic duality, in mitosis, 138; in

meiosiB, 661.

Anata, 304; sex and chromosomes, 750.

Anaschistic tetrads, 5 i5 -

Anastral mitons, UM): meiosis, 508.

Ancyracaathus, spenns, 300; fertilization

and sex, 733, 766,

AndEog^nesia,

Angiosperms, fertilisation, 452; double

fertil^tion, 454; antithkic ahematkn,

496, 620.

Anghstemum, sex-ch^oniosoroc*, 809.

Anisogajny, 584, 59
*-

AnUdon, hybrids, 972-

Antberondds, 307, 387> 4SO-

Annelids, ^mvager 996; vestigial ceS^,

1009, roll.

Alternation td gmsmtions, 492; histoi&aL

617; 680 ff.

Antfpmkl cone, 179-

Anura, q>etn)s, 2^; Sperm-fotmatian, 373,

376.

ApankUi, egg, 322.

AfikamnAieu, gameiaa, 592.

Apkal growth, oi plants, zoap.

pyrene ^rnma, s^>
Aiffdda, Kfe^yde, aa8> *67, 76?} *W-<

chromoBoeaea, 790*

Aradmida, aex, 794.

AftektuAoidani^^fai.
AmBo, S3, sns; dtfon^iS. Tdi.

Ardlotlaadi (atdmialuaa}. .<e, sfia. Ml.
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Altffidid

4y*j fa ifamlat. 473! aetfaxk, 473 :

pectficfly, 474} faoom{dete activ*to,
474; Loeb’» tfaxny, 475; hfaniy «rf tw-

47*^ ‘bodi^ asten, cytas-

4**, 684} ioarii«niam, 485; aex fa,

fiOQ*

Awarw, 184; dawnonema, 136,
^0b} dmifafaeatnes, 163; geno-fake,

(Bmfautioiv 333; fartilicatian, 395} type
<rf faetifiBatfaii, 398-400; potygpenay,
^7;‘iaanudd, 4*6; tetrads, 50X, 513!
fatnMtudear centers, 675; sex-chirmio-

•Of«a. 769. 77*1 773; Hfaiage, 781; hy-
faida, 831, 841; gimt eggs, 83X, 97a;
dnommome-oontfauity, ttO; cyh^klas-

aic detexmfaatlaD of geii(4fae, 1091;
dBpeniiic eggs, 109*.

AseUia^ 343,
As9us, paiaqmt^ids, 573,
ifatena, ao6, an.
After, 1x7, lAA; spind, 145, 184; viscoeity,

198; and oentrosome, 678; fa Protista,

bto; divisixm, 680; iscmes, 682.

Asitriv, atttaction<cone, 409; partheno-
genesis, 478; cytastets, 678.

Aatnl wy» Aster), 1x9, 143; pusbkg, :

X49i fa Hdiofoa, x8x; croanng, 144, 186;
groig^, 178; nature, 179^ 191; as
toes <rf tow, 19a; action, 179 ff.

AttiacftiOB a{>bete, 678.

AiAiewitoi, 3X1. *

Afaacata^jiafa 199.

Aategaaty, 581.

Ante^ihagy, 6x5.

Adfaeatees, 839.

Atotestos, 314, IW, 49a; faages, SM 8.

Aamfittam, $44.

\ lament, d i^ienQs, aSj, 357,
' ATS? *“ ®Wetotea; 690*.

^^IcfliAgiwtontB, 107, xtt7.
,

Aafal telatfam deawsge^tfanes, loxa.

AitxSfakdBalaystefa, 680.
'81 » I

Iwtfafa, Tnidfaif, 84; dividjpa, 309; and

Av'lil^desKfd

ietofWOW*

. Oii ^Ptfate, 89B;

msan'm. $ . .

t’ "ift't'i'’*
'

'

BandfeMtu, 59a.

Basophilic, 87, 647.

Batonettes, 30.

Bofracfase^r, 534, 9SS-
Botrachespenuum, 6a8.

Batraekus, ioz$.

Baustefae (building-stones), of protdns,
640.

Bees, hybrids, 929; partbenogeaeds, 787,

79s I sex-determination, 795; spermato-

8«®«s». 797; hybrids, 939.
Btne, see Ctenophores.

Bidder’s organ, 820.

Bilateral symmetry, of cells, no; of egg-
envelopes, 274; of ovum, 276, 1019, 1021.

Bfauclearity, 695, 726.

Bfablast^ 73, 720.

Biodiemistry and cellular biology, 632.
Biogen, 670.

Bio^ore, 300, 718.

Bioplasm, it, 58,

Birds, sperms, 293; sex-chromosomes, 786.
Bivalents (see also Tetrads, Heterotypic

chromosomes), 303, 515.
Bfapr, ptochromosomes, 539, 362; XY-

complex, 778, 782, 824.
Biat^omeres (see Cleavage), rhythms, 996;

size-ieistions, 997; prospective vdues,
X003; equipotent, 1007; isolated, lOtt ff.;

totipotent, 1050; qi^fication, 1063,
1082.

Blatta, 763.

Blepi^plast, 31, ISO, 156; in sperm-
formation (animals), 364, 872; (plants),

387; fa Protista, 591, 696.

Block to polyspermy, 419, 421; to self-

feiti]jzation, 421.

Bodt>, basal af^kstatus, 592, 696.
Body-nse and cdl-number, 99.

Bmqwt, 343, 551.

Bracky^, 763, 923, 933.
BraneMptu, syna^s, 793,
Bmraiim movement, 61,

Bryonia, sex, 743.
Bt^, 389, sto.

ifatocifato, 604, 623.

CdUipiara, 313.
CsmWam, csB-^yUon,
CMsHcnfar «yste0i

Bombmalor, sperms, 389, 291.

Bombyx, bl^haroplasts, 357.
Bondlia, sex-deteroifaation, 7<
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612.

Core*, doomoaomes, 560, 902, 907.

Carinaria, gamet«>nuclei, 42S.

C&tpogQnium, 628.

Cauds^ sheat^ 378.

Coukrpa, 24, ^1.
Cell, in generd, 3; definitum, general

sketch, 81 S.;‘' an dementary organism,

101, 1031; a colloidal system, 61, 633; a
chemical machine, 633; a reaction-sys-

*«“>, 63s, 976; a moving equilibriiun, 637.

Celhazis, 108.

Cell-bridges, 103, 335.

Cell-chemistry, 63 a ff.

Cell-components, proportionate growth,

656.

Cell-division (see Mitosis, Amitosis, Qeav-
age), general significance, 10, 1114;

general account, 114 ff.; cyclical char-

acter, 226; reductional and equational,

503; rules of, 982; relation to growth and
differentiation, 1025; quantitative and

qualitative, 1057.

Cell-fragments, experiments on, 657.

Cell-lineage, 15, 1007.

Cell-plate, 144, 159.

Cell-regeneration, 658 ff.

Cell-sap (see Enchylema).

Cell-size (see Kaiyoplasmic ratio), general,

97; in polypoids, too, 656; in dispermic

frogs, 656-

Cell-state, 3, tot, 103.

Cell-substance, chemical comporition, 638.

Cell-theory, general sketch, 1-14.

Cell-wall, cell-membrane, general, 34.

Cells and cell-aggregates, loi, 581, 1031;

criticisms, 103.

Central apparatus (see Central bodies).

Central b^ies, 26, 29; in mitosis, 143;

intra-nuclear, 149; in sperm-formation,

363; in fertiliiathm, 438; in parthcnogen-

eris, 481; sunoumhng formed elements,

684; structural relations, 675, 677, 600;

division, 680; as blepharoplasts, 357,

£90; ori^ de wvo, 684; evolution, 735.

Central capsule, 30.

Central sidndie, 143, 148.

Cmitrifuge experiments, 1087.

Centriole, 26, 119, 673; as U^hanplest,

357; in qtexm-fmmatioii,. 37a ff.; in

ffajT^tes, 69a.

Ceiti^Ddeamus, 147.

Centiioidasiii, 145, ISB3.

Cenuoplaaft 202.

CentifOpyxit, mitous, 181, 204, 211.

Centroswnfc, t6, 119, 143, 673; “mmfft-
ing," 684.

Centrospbem, ^78.

Centrums, chondrioidnesis, 165, 360;

sperm-formation, 365, 366, 371.

Cepbak^iods, micn^yl^ 273; deavage,

1013; bilateraHty iff ovum, 1019.

CeraUum, 211.

CerebratulM ' (see Nemertines), central

bodies, 146; fertilization, 403, 405, 408;

centrai apparatus, 674; cytaSters, 687;

experiments cm, 1034, 1074, 1098; ovum,
10^.

Chora, sex, 232; sperms, 391.

Chetopterus, residual substance, 356; ovum,

403; androgmeris, 465; embrTms without

cleavage, 1083.

Characters, preformed and epigenetic, 1107.

Chemistry of the cell, 637 ff. ,

Chemotaxis of sperms, 406,

Chiasmatype theory, 949 ff.; two-strand

and four strand, 955; doubtful aspects,

959 -

Chimcera, egg-envelopes, ajs^

Cktronomus, germ-cdls, 320.

Chlamydomonas, meiosis and segregation,

604, 930.

Chlamydopkrys, 207.

Chondrioomts, 34, 46.

Chondriokinesis, 47, 163.

Cbondriomites, 34, 46, 338.

Chondriosomes, general, 17, 46, 706; func-

tions, 48, 709; in BUxocytes, 330; in

yolk-formation, 344, 346; in ^Mlm-
atocytes, 339; sperm-formation, 364,

369; in fertilization, 435; in histogenesis,

706; and plastids, 709; growth and (fivi-

sion, 711.

Chond^pheies, In Lepidopteia and scor-

pions, 361.

Chortkipfm, ring-tetrads, 529, 554.

Chiomatids, 504, 509.

Chromatin, as t^plamn, 14, X039; 87 ff.,

647, 653; spedfidty, 644; “eyto{da»-,

mic,” 645, 724; and nudeoli, 6$^;'

dimoiphisn, 723.

Cbzomatin-iuKledi, 93.

Chiomatoid body, 365, 38a.

Chromiiffa, 23, in yexrfa
Metazoa, 703; idatStn to OTtodriiH

somto, 703.

596.

ChrmnSolm, 34, 911.
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136^ 896*

C^unmoeet, vs5>««i7;iB«an«pdi| SS5ti<^

./ llpdtjFtne, srOiSOrfl.

CBOTaBpl<<U.<chiw>tnirf^^ 44; (ctuo-

.JMlBMiudegll, 554).

ChWBwanwBi, 116; fcnnai grotooivs, 197;

j^itdb^taduaepts, 130; tpimflMt-

'taclncBte, 13C4 511; M, in denvtge,

, 437; In Ite Ufe-^de, 950; segKgatjQ&

«Md wtdan. nantmcak, 959, 997, ttl;

. 'hlCeadeSkoWedity, 953,IB;fert3iMk

Hon, iUt; in partlienaseiMak, 4KI ff.;

.fcdMtka, 488; heteratypk, 511; as

nnaiBfiew, 437; idadon to lex, Ttt ff;

IndMdUalky, SaS; diffenencea of siae and
‘ ioKm, 888; paired contSti^ 837; be-

(.liaMar, 839; of kybrida, nU; nonnal

anaili^W ff.; di^tiisiii in numbei,m aapanuineraiy, 879; non-disjunc-

tioB, 877;;fni0Dnail9,tiaa, 879: linLkge,

779, 879;* ffcaetic cootinuity, direct

..loMmOt 890; organizatkn, 903; as

bo&HS, 9D4', •nfeiLira, 904; ns

E^ar agpegalei, 906; a» ^erentiaia,

194^ ipii^Btatlwediaene^^ 818 ff.; as

aex<delanmnen, 818* 888;fa detcnniiin*

OweaoaoBB^fJtoiination, in liybiids, 963,

966,969, 970-

C3ii8aKHaHe-liida«e,gawtic«945 8<

ChwHniiiMne wmiits, 958.

Cbw|iHai»iMUfr««d<icB, 93.

jffltitiaTaliBIW p
wnyjWirBtinii ,

; in meio^

CmtndaaDiffviiidBa, 133.

CbranmipiK*, an.
rfaiwddl^apenwh apd.

aBtt«dceib,4i-^8BI.
Cnnta% -aajnBaffea and nluvenescence,

a«B; nndnnihfc, a44i
813;' cmiugatno,

. <B7;«aiQgainy,6ii.

ffyirptMit; betawMipliic thnanoswne-
' priH, 579; dnmnoacMBeattBdnBaita,
' 9timim aaBWtiiicsit, 937.

cBffnffef XS 881 ff.;

'-.^IpMiiiidrfaw sdatkai, 98a; ttn^ ndea,

'9a»;'liMqi‘985t; nrtfaandUit 988; apMi
MHA; matnii 9»; l«!lrt«a>r «•;

^<^rtia[i
-9977ptiMwqMl8y> *888 *•»

iota.

|g|iii|iiiafl'i)hiiit, isS.

Oeavnaopatii, 4*4^

Ctspf^ polar riOB^ 4aS«

ClMlerlMi, conjiffii^ioRt

Clymmdh, odl-li»«a|e> ton.

C7>Im, eiperimepts, wja.
Pnogiilsriwi-ptwIWPiena. 63.

Coal-tar dyea, &i8.

CwbaiesoMaat, u>to.

Coenocytes, 98X.

Ccttu^uncteSy

COtoeJuHe, plartMa, i6a; adtematiim, 618,

629. •..

Collar.oellB, 696.

CcUodictyon, ai^nratin, 698.

Compound typea of aez-chioinoaoaiea, 779.

ConfiexioB, 568, 571 -

Conjugate divisi^t 601, 694.

Conjugate speraA 30S-
Conjugation in ftotbta, 938; pbyaiological

effecta, 93S-947; types of, 581; in cOiatea,

607.

Coordination, fwtween cdh, 103, 63s;
Wrfrfm iObc c*. ^ tevda^ntaaft,

ms>
Cofidottma, oOeome, 321; cffakinetic con-

jugation, 564,

C»fromotm, conjogatioo, 598.

Copniatioo, 5S1.

C<qnilati(m-patb> 494-

ConiltMa, >00.

Cmtical changes itt *8K> 4io.

Coitkal layer of ovum, a6i, 409.

Cortical tone, of attractioa-q»here, 878.

Crefidido, riae-f^tkma, 99; fertil&aticm,

443; cleavage, tooS; ectomeaoldast, X009;

1099; locaSxdng activitlei,

Criis-croga beredttyi 9401 946-

CrilUdia, baial eppnntus, 694, «9>-

Cioiaed inaertion* 5t8-

Cmaring-over, period, 939, 960; chiaana-

^lie-tlieoiy 0*1 888; othm hypotheaes,

961; differenoea, 98a; in. par-

tbeaogeneiia
,
ptia.

CtensiffiORa, cb»««Be. i9^ xtaj;

awnts on, 10481 1 tot.

Coloc, chiDittaaoff^ 78t, ffTt^r

Cwafac<>i 4771

fuging,xo9o.

CiMM«8t(AaaMH«, 588.

Ctdbria, ohcniidioB* S9Xi

Cyaxto^hiytett, af* 83>

Cicada* ^Mima, 3091
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CyOnta, eOerizcd eggs, aao; germ>ce]ls,

CymMki, latSfizaticm, 442.

CyfOft, *31, 564.

Cjm/Ha (see Styda).

CyffHptihm, embiyo^Mc, 621.

Cytarten, X7i>, 4gi; diviskm, 482; function,

4S3,; (oigin, 4Bi; b egg-fragmenta, 685.

Cytoduomatb (cytopbsmk chtomatm),

264, 64s, 714.

Cytokbesis, 116, 142.

Cytdkigy, 2; ori^, 13.

Cytomoipb^, 236,

Cytophuin (see Protopbam), 22; in fertili-

iBtion,434.

Cytophsmic components, rektive site,

304,656.741-
Cytopksmic heredity, 17, 1106.

Cytoplasmic maturation, 405.

Cytosome, formed components, 28.

Datura, triploids and tetraploids, 567, 944;
h^lcnds, S72j hybrids, 845; chromo-

tOGOC-numbers, 920.

Deconcentration, of chromosomes, 350.

Deetieus, chromosomes, 763.

Deficiency, 948.

Ddeueria, life-history, 628.

Dendroarlum, parasynapsis, 552, SS4-"5S6,

068, chtomoffleres, 910. «

Deutalium, ovUm, 260, iot6; cleavage,

1016-1018; experiments on cleavage,

1047; cm egg-fragments, 1064; prebcali-

latiim, 1097-

Depression periods, 240.

Domids, JQigotic meiosis, 604.

Determinate and bdeterminate cleavage,

10S7-
Determination, 1037, 11x3.

Deutoplasm (see Yolk), 58, 257, SOI;

cbemiatiy, 262.

Deutobtoch, 536.

DevdngKnent 6; factors of, 980; and

herecfify, i086; external cmditions,

1036; tbfiaed, 1037; Rota-Weiamann

theory, xos?; mechanism, xxo6; and

enviiomnent, 1x17-

Derdotxpidc, 988.

Diakinesis, 5X1, 547-

Dlakbe&coejutptikan, 563-

IBucUifb, sxj, 5*(»-

KasMU,
pbtom ibMb, mi oatiBgbimb

Didycdcinesu, 165.

Oictyosomes, 48, 50, 165.

I

Dktyota, mho^ 200; alteinafibn, 627.

Dic^rotic stage, 351.

Dic^nxkk, 622,

Diddphys, spenns, 305 -

Didimtm, gaxoete-nudei, di i, 615.

Diemyaylua, X013.

DiSeientiation and setkescence, 235-, with-

out cleavage, 474, 1088; and cleavage,

1083; causes, X085.

Diffiu^, chromkha, 597.

Diffuse stage, S4S-
Digamety, sexual, <rf the spenns, 782: of the

ova, 784.

Digestion-tests, of nudeoprotebs, 643; of

basichiomatb, 644-

Dimegaly, of ovum, 277; b rektion to

I chromosomes, 806; of sperms, pathdcg-

ical, 303; physiological, 304; sexual, 782.

Diminution, 8SS; rektkm to cytoxjiiam,

325, 1091; and “histogenetic” plasm,

499,726.

Dimorphism, of ova, 277.

• Dinopkilus, dimegaly of ova, 277, 807.

Diplocystis, zygotic meiosis, 605.

Dipldd and haploid, generd, 16, 250.

Diploid, gamctophytes, 920.

Diplonema, diploteDe, 544, 572.

Diplosmnes, 839.

Diplont, 492.

Diplotene (see Difionema).

Diptera, chromosomes, 575, 925.

Direct divirion (see Amitoris).

Discoglosaus, qxenns, 289.

Disjunction and segregation, 569.

Dispetmic eggs, dev^iunent (ff, 9x7 ',

Boveri’s studies, 918 ff.

Di^kermy, 416.

Division-centers, 29, ii9> 978.

DouUe crosses, 523.

Doubfe fertiUntkm, 454-

Double eggs, toTp.

DouUe embryos, 1051 ff.

Double stabbg, 647*

Drosera, hybrids, 842, 845.

Drasop^, getru-cc^, 320; tx^Ws, Sxfi$

chromosomes, 836, 888; non-cbjlbctian,

877, 947; Bnlmge-lpmipiL 9395 W*
linked heredity, 940; ErhnlaKe^ 94165

chroinoBoiofr-inBlM,958.
^

<

Dedication, 948.
Dyes, nndeu^ 87; hnflc^ acUic^

87, Ml.
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JfjUkeiu, so5', ^nlnutim, 3*6;

33$,
IMbaoti dMOijr,

Behkhta, tpemis, 293,

Mddmtwbuita, fertiUsatian, 421; pu-
theBaKetiHd^48s.

Ef^dmts (see ForecftHuu).

Ectotaesoliilas^ tao^
Edn$)iast, si.

'Egg (seeOvum), as aTeactiou ^stem, 1036,

Egg^uas (see Ovum, PoUxity), 1014;

eqaemneatal di^pbcement, X021; in

BBft-tudims, 1067,

Egg^eHs, abe, 99.

E|g;-envdgpes, 27a; entnnoe <tf apeim, 409.

Egs-^ntgment^ a^Kiiments on, i9Si.
Egg and sfienn, sf^unach, 40^.

Eg^ aonul, asexual, 229, 467, IBS.

Q^tqdasts, 45.

Eteiea, sex^toonaoaomes, 813.

Eidxsm in the rough, 1106, 1108.

ShBidnid, 63.

EodqHbna, 64, 96.

Entystment and tejuveneaceiice, in Pro-

"tista, 61$.

^idugamy, 581.

Eadiiiece, 286.

Eodcmuxit^ 244; and poithenogene^,

613.

Eaeegid, 22, $8.

EntaKuy, 1116.

Entnvhce-cone, 406, 410, 413.

Entnmte of tpam, 413.

Ehtqrines, 638.

Epigenedso^pr^caination, 6, ixi, 1036.

EpithdiofitoHK, iix.

SpiAtmk, 66i.‘ ,

EouatioR-^Kvijdea, 503.

Eq^otentiojliyatan, 1115.

E^riiiedms, odtosis, 153; h>epliaie|}ia^

39c^aBX, 742.
^

5S<
' '

BiffrtyilMe*, i&h 724,
" 0aHkammm€», f7if.

S39. 7

247.

^

Exogamy, 581.

Es^ieiimental embiyology, 1$.

“Fdse hybrids,” 467, 966.

Female d^amety, 783 ff.

Fertilisation, history, 13; general, 394; in

animals, 395; relations to nmtuiation,

397', genenil condltjkms of, 404; reaction

of ovum, 409; chromosomes, 426; <yto-

piasmic structuies, 434; chondriosomes,

435 ;
central bodies, 438; Boveri’s theory,

441; in plants, 449; in cycads, 45T; higher

gymno^jerms, 452; angioq>enns, 451;

cytopla^c structures in plants, 454;
diviskm-centets, 456; partial, 458; fer-

tflizatirni-membrane, 258, 272; in fer-

tilisation, 410; preCxistence, 411; throw-

ing-off, 412; in parthenogenesis, 475.

Fertilizin, 421.

nbrilbe, 40; ergastoplasmic, 41; in plas-

modesms, 41; in histogenesis, 41, 707;

archiplasmic, 42; in living cells, 42, 64,

7 *-

Filar plasm, 723.

First deavagc-plane and sperm, 1103-1305.

Flagdla, structuie, 690, division, 691

.

Flagellates, structure of flagella, 690.

Flagellum, of sperm, 286
;
formation, 356 fi.

FoQide, 331.

Forfimda, nuise-cells, 334, 664.

Formative stimtili, iiii.

Fotmativc stuffs, 636, 1035.

Formed bodies or cell-components, 59, 672.

Fractional fertilisation, 445.

Fragmentation, 215,877, 887.

Frog, parthenogenesia, sex, 479', sex.-

detennmation, 743; 61st deavagoplane,

10T2, 1069, 1103; egg, 1014; momic
devdopment, 1043 fi.; devek^ent of

invert^ ova, 1077; hi^-developmeiit

and whole develo{anent, 1078; localizing

process, 1102.

Fuciu, spenns, 391,406, 594; fertiliaatioin,

4$7;a»oriii,62$.

Fidgar, 731.

Ptmea, 784.

Fundiiiw, 843.

Fuakmmud^ 400.

Gollmfo, 621.

Csiwte^ genenl, 31^, 356; of Mdaoli,

Vf fl.; of plants 387; fomuriioii, b
animals, 3ioiiB 387;wdDD, 404;

tdorio* to vogoto^ am ^
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Frodoto, 589; of a]g», 590; and swann-
tpaits, 591; phyeiologicid differences, 585;
structure in lower forms, 589; chronudial

foimaticm, 596.

Gametocytes and gametes, 583; and
coenogametes, 594..

Gametc^yte (see Alternation of Genera-

tions), 492; reduction of, 496; diploid,

6S7, ijl, 9*0-

Gametozofin, 622.

Gemini, 503.

Genes, serial order, 951, 1131.

Genetic continuity of chromosomes, gen-

eral, ns ff.; direct evidence, 890 ;
achro-

matin-hypothesis, 895.

Genetic instability of uneven chromosome-

numbers, 942.

Geometrical forms of cleavage, 985.

Germ-cell determinants, 320.

Germ-cells, in heredity, 1 1 ;
ori^ of differ-

entiation, 310; primordial, 314.

Germ-line (germ-track), 312, S14.

Germ-nuclei, 422.

Germ-plasm, 310, 498.

Germinal matter, 58.

Gemunal prelocalisation, theory, 1040.

Germinal vesicle, general, 266
;
chromo-

somes, 267; 8W; nuclei, 269, 353; in

growth-period, 349; residual substance,

3 SS-

Giant cells, 23.

Giantism, and chromosomes, too; in

CEnothera, Primula, loi, 942.

Giardia, in.

Gigas forms (see Giantism).

Ginkgo, ISO, 309.

Gndum, embryo-sac, 621.

Golgi-apparatus, general, 48, 714 ff.; in

mito^ 165; in auxocytes, 330; in yolk-

formation, 34s; and ^here-substance,

361; in spermatocytes, 361.

Gonads, 313.

Goida, 313.

Gonomery, 431 ff.; in Amasia diploiiea, 601;

in fungi, 624.

Conotiiyraa, germ-cells, 31a.

Graita, 1032.

Granules, general, 31; secretory, 37; stor-

age, 38; in fat-synthesis, 39; pigment, 40.

Granule theory of protoplaw, 7*-

Gittvity, (Sect t» the egg, *76, 1015.

Giegatines, 597.

Gro^ 9^ xoa$; aad ptil'tiiviaum, xoas*

toaftiaadino^hageDesls, 1019.

GryUus, 759.

Guinea-pig, sperm, spemv-foimatimi,

378-381. /
Gymno^rms, ova, 306; ^nns, 307;

fertilization, 452.

Gynandtomorphs, 8ii,

Gynogenesis, 460.

Hadrobraeon, hybrids, 939.

Haminea, 893.

Haploid and diploid, general, 16, 350.

Haploid sporophytes, 481, 920.

H^ilomitosis, an.
Haplont, 492.

Heiiozoa, mitosis, 202; conjugation and
meiotis, 585.

Helix, 335, 380.

Hemiptera* sponn-formation, 369, 372,

37Si 384; sex-chromosomes, 794.

Heredity, general, 1 1 ;
and the nucleus, 14,

666, 1089 ;
biparental, 233; and variation,

24S; and proteins, 641, 668, 895, i ii i
;
and

the chromosomes, 916 ff .; definition, 1037.

Hermaphrodites, 80S.

Hesperoteltix, chromosomes, 780.

Heteroebromosomes, 839.

Heterogamy, 256, 584.

Heterogeneous crosses, 461, 970 ff.

Heteromorphic tetrads, 532; reduction

division, 571, 573; random assortment,

931, 949.

Heteropycnosis, 759.

Heterospoiy, 498.

Heterothallic moulds, 588.

Heterotypic chromosomes, 611 ff.

Heterotypic division, 509, 611 ; types of,

514; general enurse, 616 ff.

Hippiscus, ring-tetrads, 529.

Heterosis and vigor, 247.

Histogenetic (ottgenetic) plasm, 498, 725.

Histobgy, 2.

Historical problems of the cell, 732.

Hologamy, 582.

Homeotypic divisimi, 509, 882.

Homoledthal, 260.

Homomoiphic chromosmne-pairs, 9137.

Homothaliieinoulda, 588.

Hormones, 636.

Hyaloidasm, 31, 59, 61, 64, 70, 77; oiigankac

tiem, 74, Ttt, logo; in tnito^ 19a, 19&.

Hysloidasm-^pbeie, 192.

Hybrids, of Asearis, 831, 841; DnufOt
THticum, (Smrtkerit, 84a;

,
4S9f 84*1 9635 fishes, 8437



fiisnsitr tat

9^ mM$ ^ *11: ttatf%, 9«4; <£

|N«*% 3l|9iMW liS; ^ajftmr, &t6;

mi JnractMMt «M«% &l7i

fena cM* <iiin> 97a: mmma^ 9n-
ttamBOtpiiueh oA tex, aag,

Ms; aoi^ «CBI| dfiiBCSfify, tot S.

Sg/mUoim, 6t*, 1931.

ByMiw, icwnl tS qnunetiy, loati,

jBfaaMmnpt9*a> pttAt/oo^tue^ and lez,

4fi7f 869; 939-

ItttdinnstiB, 338, fas, faiA
MfcnJwm, 733, UUfi as cbiooiatbi, 1039*

fittninme ^lAwrase), 30, 50, 339, 119;
and

Sn&.-aifKleus, 341; ^ tpenB-fannadoB,

339, 3S8, 361. 39»-

lii%$oo.
.

ilnimm, aspsalmeBts, 1^5. **

IlsggMiMlity of dmmeaoni^ 818; gen-

«nl etddaiice, 830; soeptica, ^3,
**IafaM slnwtmt” oI cytoplum, mo.
htma&Jmli, 13(1.

ImwMwwI^ aS; tukAc, 333.

'Utmai n^enittr ^ifianitia (tee Golgi-

t|ii)n3iMB},4a.

iaMMiial Oiein, I44-

mwrtnltalti: ptogoaesh (we 9e Vries),

H85.
SawMi pSWBoiplWioigyd
BBvCsiw^wVpn wOOe

AsMoliaat^^driiiieBts, 1076.

/Sflfcr, fenswitaB, 301, 406.

famofff* asA
1039.

JUIW; IptttllM 398.

VArranuar* •s>h 9m: oad (ht duono-
WMe)i|4fti> S8s>

ftiyslljwjris («w MUeali^, defidtioo, it6;

geaiid sooMBit^ S'

AiQwWtoCfcAdi; 157.

XstMowiMtt. 7tS.888i

! '(

I I

iMmiHt, 33.

dnatioioiBei^ ssoii

JMbs, eiqieliinMltsoB, loi^^
Larsiw^ »eiMi% 356,

JUv^aAndiiiss.
Lamlausobisst, 1009.

tatS'^Tpes, b A; in IMtwia

MS'
I^kttiepic, 98S.

Lqildopteia, qtoms, 303; disatnutialt, 336;

cbouhkaoates, 359; qNm-foniwtioA

374; aooMBBe, 381; sU'diiDBiosoiiies,

784; puthenogeneda, 804-

Lepti^rta, ooDjugatioa and deoanjugS'

Sd4, 793; chncBaeaiscs, 90$.

qtenns, 396.

L^Hsma, pttsfixpiia, 561.

L^ttonana, ]4>tolene, 349, 539, 5S8.
L^ttmeae threads, aumW, 556.

590.

Leucocytes, 33; origin, ai8; asters, 683.

Leuccfdasts, 43'

Life^jnJe, general, 336.

LfliMW, fartfliaatka, 453; tetiada, 51S,

5*9-

Umax, admi asters, 145; Golgi-bodiea,

itf/jpranudei, 43d; aslna, 68t.

Umoqdne, 391.

T.H«
^ gg.

Linkage (cbromoeoise), of aex-chnnno-

somes, 779; of duotnosomes, 878 S.;

^uptrOMix, 881; LymaaMa, 883, 887.

linkage (genetic), Hnlcage'gtoiqis, 17, 937,

938; sex-linkage,W A
LiUmiuUx, oasome, 331; pdogrtes, 495.

Liviag and lifdeia mattw, sA 59'

Localbntion, 980, UMO; i^^ewntlatia^
1083; and cnvinoaiait, 1x17.

LocaKziag activities, UM S,; rtle of the

ipemhi, ms.
LacuOa, tetowb, 554; X-chmBoaane, 760.

Leligo, cleavage, 996, 1001; ovum, xeao.

Locp-focmati^ theoryd, 557.

Lyt»a^Ve,p64.
£gmmirta,96i.

liymma, (JdgMwdeg, s*, i«f, 7*4;
dbavage, 993.

M*g"y»»******^ 389,

UaetqgaaQji; 380.

^IiatatwAw7«f*—

_

i!ssss!;si$^m
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sdtiM^ 189 C
Ubilh-olBCIfi.

‘‘Male'' and "foiaiile^'* in Frotkta, 584.

Idide and Saaak digamety, nlationa, 811.

Marowala, apema, 393; qwtm-fonnatioB,

87$';aaq«eBie, 384 .

Maatle-filien, 143.

JirnHif), apeima, 388.

UAtimtien (aee Mebnia), asi, 314; cytcy-

plaamk, 40$.

libtimtkm, qomteta, 493, 497>

Ueaaomae&t^ micraac^cal, 33.

Mecha&iata <d mitoais, general analyst,

1T( ff.; kt&ieace of chromoaomea, 177.

Merhaniam and'vitalisn, 1114 d.

Uedianiadc interpretatim, 671, 1117.

IfecosUhus, preaynapaia, tetrads, 522, 529.

Med«diaiy acau, 678.

Megaapore (macrospore), 496.

Medoais (maturation, meiotic), 251, 3r4;

graetal, 488; typ^ 490; external as-

pects in aninukls, 492; in plants, 496;

internal phenomena, 498; gametic (ter-

tnlnal). 490. 3975 aygotic (initial), 491,

603; ^Mric ^teimediate), 491, 617 ff.;

historic and theoietiad, 498; pre-

linunary outline, $03; and recombina-

tion-pt^omena, 377, M8 ff.; origin of,

«U; in hylnida, 844; and rantW as-

sortment, 881.

Mootic diviuona, genoai characteristics,

«e: coune o^ fid; reduction, 569,

oidn of, 572.

Meiotk recwnlnnatian, 576, 950.

Membnnes, general, 34; of ovum, 272.

Membrane-formatioa, in fertiliaation, 411;

and a^-iotilitKtkm, 421; in paidieno.

geo^siii 475.

Mendifian heredity, 667; aoregation and

tadatia,9a8.

MeadeSan phenomena, tytoiogicB! basis,

9*8 fi.

UmUk'Pmitiie hyiaidt, 433.

ICeiudc diyidcm, nudeat, nd; cytoi>laa-

snk; tda,

Maradida, dnoBMteBn^
Uhtohbstkcledvage, 997.

Metahhromatic gtanofea, 36.

Metamerism, 1029.

Metamltoda, 202, 209.

Metaphaae, 127 S.

Metaplasm, $8.

MOapodiut, ovum, 273, to2i; XO-mate%
785, 825; non-di^uncthu, S74; super-

numeraries, 873, 876.

Metastructure of protoplasm, 7x7,

Mittsler germ-cells, 323, 320; dlminutuai,

326.

MicelUe, 634.

Microcentium, 26, 29, 672,

Microchemistry, 63S.

Microdissection-apparatus, 33.

Mkrogametes, 384.

Microgamy, 583.

Micromeies, 987, 1000.

Micropyle, 258, 273, 408, 1027.

Microsomes, 32, 64.

Mid-body, 144.

Middle lamella, 56.

Middle-piece, 280, 284.

Minimal contact-area, 991.

Mitochondria (see Chondriosmuea), 17, 14,

48. 708.

Mitome, 64.

Mitosis (see Kaiyokinesis cell-diviskin),

general, 14, 116; phases, lao; anastral,

J50; monocentric, 168; multipolar, 171;

mechanism, 174; fibrillar hypotheses,

178; dynamical hypotheses, IM ff.; in

etherize eggs, 183; and polarised fidds,

186; (hffuaon-streams, currents and

surface-tension, 188 ff.; changes of

viscosity, 197; chromosomes, 298; in

lower organisms, 188 ff.

Mitosome, 120, 259, 366.

Mitodc (Kaiyokinetic), figure, 117.

Mixochromoscmies, 506, 369.

Models <ff cleavage, 991.

ModUers, 635.

IfetM, genn-cdb, 315.

Melgija, 343-

Monaster,^ 447. 484. 729.97**

Moneia, 24, 23.

Monfesso, anitosiii, 219.

tmee tiaia-iB, 4̂ :ii

ffWliiteii. 408; k vertebrates, 488;

dhmraMMMS, 4^1 Iqfkbk 973 -

ItonocyBlu, 203.

Moiufooy, asS.

Mdoo^jemy, 4x6.

MraphaSaeia, xmo. *- *

'
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INDEX OF SimjECtS«}|f6 *

391; ttx, tl|l{

kuyi^ilasii^ 7jo.

Sfot^^tiddar dbrooMMiaes, 84a, 850;

geaeiles, 939.

Kovcments, protqdunuc, 61; of pio*

Vw^ 493 ff.; o{ nudd, 663.

Muter, Ui ea, faS, 745'

lli;dtipa]3r ndtods, 171; Boveri’s studies,

916 ff.

MyoUasts, 999.

Uyc^Klls, 40, 70$.

Myxine, dmwiat^ Ixidy, 385.

llyBomyoetes, 304.

Mymstma, nune-cells, 333; fertUization,

443; p^ment, 1017; loniliring, 1096.

Fit^tria , 693.

Neriada,
coujugatioB, 601.

,

Ndwidu^ 360, s&k ari.

Ndmikeni-Mgaa, 3B7, 373.

NmeFce, tneioBis, 633, 638.

NttpirpMnm,
feitfliiatkni, 451.

Nematodes (see Asceris), deavagge, 1013.

Noantiiiea (see C<r«troMiw}, experimenu

eadeavafe, X054, 1074, 1079; on locatica-

^ tO08.

Fertis,
oortkal layer, 361, 373; ipena, 381,

sBsi fertakation, 444; dwvage, 9^
999; unequal dhdsioa, 1903; veat^al

son; pnsaure-e^ednusita, 1059;

fitst deavage and speim, 1105; ferdlisa-

tioB.aa4.

NetJiBoto, 93.

llMiiQblaMa, 99S.

Meuiafiidls, 40, 70B.

Femtmu, partbenosenesis, 799.

Feme, Y-dumnosome, 768.

FectOwm, ndtods, 304, 310.

Noa-^siimctiaB, 873,9n, 881$; genetics of,

m.
Fetenecle, fcaiyoipheie, X4i«<ir353 : SP^nasr

S89; X-dnomosonie, 777»v,i9«>#; Hnlcage,

88^ cbnunantetea, 909.

,

Nwlm fRnaesmfc, 8$.

Nndegr nesoibmiie, 8$, ;

N9de«crdre4» 8;. 6M.
. Nmlimr-vMaioie, 135. ^
Jfticfaiae, test Ilk lMsii^(tott4^

N«i^ aitid, <S43; l48f
di«4 to peotsEi-iwaei,

N<k^ «4*»64S. ;

' iMMb 941 'Ud- dfe ita

udtoda^ 141; (d getrobd vedefet 389,

353; extruBkm, 354; and 3ralk4i8>aatlaD,

345-

NudeoHoi, 97.

NudedcHsatsMome, 97, 304, -906.

Kudeo-pioteua, MS; staiiuBg-ieactiana,

648; and detttmination, 853.

Nudeus, in heredity, 14, 666; pelymot-

>3, 79i physiological lelatkiii^ 3$,

853; general account, 78; in Udng ceils,

78; labyrinthine, 79, 664; ^rpes ot struc-

ture, 83; chrottiid^ 83; and growth,

roe, CM; in mhosis, i3i; of ovum, 366;

of sperm, 381; in sperm-formatloo, 369;
in oligenesis, 349; ^ q>emiatog»esi^

369; in organic synthesis, 653; in growth,

654; in regeneration, 657 ff.; and mem-
brane-formation, 660; pontiona, move-
menta, 663; <A nuise-cdls, 664; organiza-

tion, Ilia.

Numbm of chromosomes, 86S ff.; nonnal,

855-868; variations, 868-8S4; perma-
nent changes, 884-890.

Nurse-ceUs, 331, 336.

Nutiimentary type, 331.

(Edogonittm, fertilization, 8, 450, 585;

meiosia, 604, 623; alternation (?), 618.

(Beolhera, telosynai^s, 559; gigas forms,

100, 731, 943; lata forms, 944.

digopyrene sperms, 399.

Oncafielttu, sex-chromosomes, 768.

OOcytes, 314, 331; oOplasmic components,

3^; nudeus, 349, 492.

OOpania, 313.

Oeplaam, 360; general hiatory, 338; move-
mrats in fartilizatioQ,4U.

OfUera, prori^laam, 363.

OOemme, 331.

Ofkrypirixka, nurse-oells, polarity, 333,

665; ovum, 403.

OfiFo, epeaa, 381.

OpMtlocwfitlM, dfetyddneaia, 163, 363.

Older of meiotic diviskms, $73.

Orgao-foiybigiubBtanceB, 1087.

OtgEOism as a ediotef 103, 976, 1117.

Organization, 635, 670; of the egg; uf,
»9JSi *093;

Odhopten, teiaphasei, 134; prapbaeee,

ntf 899; tetwds, 338, 335, 539, S4«i

danNe(ii«s,34iP*«^tMp<^SS4<
Orthomlialtyi^pSd-
OMtsolkpiwiBe«IN lilaa^flsE

Owwenle, aaOab, sixt 561.
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Ovwa (we 0e<^), a cell, 7, 1035; general,

*57; yolk, a6i; p%ment,‘343; c^irio-
Bomes, *64; seooiuiBry nuclei, *65;
germinal ve^de, 366; chromosomes, 367;

nudedi, *69; envdbpes, 37*; micropyle,

973; pnanotphology, *75, 1014, jo3i;

pc^ty, 375, Ktt4, 1115, iti7; bikteral-

ity, *76, lorg; and gravity, 376; sexual

dimorphism, 377; of plants, 306; and
accessory cells, SSI; dimeg^, 806; a

reaction-system, 1036.

Oxit»^la, mitosis, so*.

Oxychromatin, 88, 647.

Oxynkis, mitosis, *07, 3ii, 213.

Pachynema (pachytene), 543.

Pachytene, 330.

Ptedomesoblast, leog.

Paired condition of ditomosomes, 575, 837,

838 .

Paludina, dictyokinesia, 165; sperms, 283,

800;
sperm-formation, 371, 3S0.

Pangenesis, etc., 7t8.

Pangens, 1113.

Parabasal body, 691.

Paracentrottu {Sirongylocenlrotus), 1087;

hybrids, 842, 963, 966; chromosomes,

965; ovum, pigment, 1016; experiments

on, 1067; polarity and cleavage, 1067.

Paramitome, 64.

Poramaxium, racial sizes, 97; mitosis, 309,

310; life-cycle, 240; conjugaUon, 340 S.,

606 S.; endomnds, 343, 61S.

Parapban, 64.

Paraplastic, 58.

Parasynapsis, parasyndesis, 508, 880 .

Parental homologues, 503.

Paris, mitosb, 139; chromonema, 900.

Poreckimts (i^Vw«), sperm, 373; chromo-

Bmne-number, 370; heterogeneous crosses,

970.

PatthcBogenesis, 888 B.; 487 S.; natural,

diploid, haploid, 467 ; in idants, 469; in

Asirofecten and Arlaniss, 371; arti&dal,

478 &•; endomixis, 613; rations to

aex,nr ptoUanatical cases, 803; and

Bwual dinwgdy of ova, 806; and oxms-

ing-over,Qd6.

Pardai devdcpmcat, cmuStiona, 1083.

Partial fectSh^lna, 458.

Pardcnlate cnociiEplions of protoplasm,

7*8.

.P11MIB0, deawwe,987i wag fi.; e]q>erimeatB

on, to43, 1046.

SUBJECTS 13*7

Pectose, 56, t6i.

Penetration-path, 434.

Pennatuiacete, 103.

PetUaioma, chromatcod body, 384.

Peferomia, embryo-sac, 621.

Fercnosome, 391.

Perforatorium (acrosome), 381.

Perigenesis, 1038,

Peripatus, sperms, 558.

Periplasms, 683.

Perla, sex-chnnnosomes, 890.

Periplast, 30, 678.

Pholeus, yolk-formation, 342.

Phoiinus, sex-chromosomes, 756.

Photosynthesis, 654.

Pkragmalobia, diminution, 336; sex-cbro-

mosomcs, 785.

Phragmoplast, 159.

Phrynotettis, tetrads, 525, 547, 574; synap-

siSi 55 *> 5S4 )
pla^osome, 763; chromo-

somes, 909.

Phycomyces, sex, 745.

PkyUactinia, mitosis, 200.

Phyllirhog, pronuclei, 428.

PkyUoxera, sex-chromosomes, 773, 790;

Ufe-history and sex, 788, 790; sex-

determination, 806, 817.

Pkysa, reversal of deavage, 993; localizing

activities, 1094.

Piefis, sperms, 303.

Pigment, in oviim, 263, 1016.

Pinus, microgamete, 309; fertilization, 455;
gametophyte, 621.

PiscMa, central bodies, 259; nurse-cells,

333 -

Planosomes, 872.

Plants (higher), mitosis, 150; gametes

305; ovum, 306; sperm, 367; fertiUzaticn

449; meiosis, 496; antithetic alternation

496, 616.

Plasma-dyes, 87, 646.

Flaama-membrane, 33, 55.

I

Plasmodesms, 103.

I

Plasmodium, 34.

I

Plasmosomes, 92, 911.

Plastids, 43; ori^, 45; relation to d«»-
drioMmes, 45, 709; in cytokiiietts, r8*.

Plastin, 88, 91.

Flasto^tmy, 350, 58*.

Fkstosomes, 45-

Platyftax, nucli^ 81.

PhtmbagsOa, embryo-sac, 631.

Pdaratiea, xox6-

Balat <iea Fcdoqitadt
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Mkt ifniudnti ?%, $«».

fuM^, of0^ x0$: of mam, afs, xoM«
iMtst; aotOie tad oz^Jo, im$, J0D. S4
80d txi?.

lobft ^ ndtei^), 15S} in cieBrage,

loid, i«n7, 1063.

lM«r ^itgii a6i, 4ZSj togS.

Mufaed id aato^.xSa.

iMocarOo Cpobr bodies), ‘39^ dtt; giast,

401^ and n^^taitic ahcimtioa, 6x9.

deOvage, 1013.

ftUyfimm, gena-c^ 393.

Pwmwtis, iMwl i^ipontas,

169, 870, 885.

.FdyfaHtm, hybrids, 849. ,v

^aljnfkmia, altematicut, 6^.
tal^fagamy, 416; prevent, 419, 491.mjaiwdto, life-bistoiy, 584, 586, «08;

tegenont&iB, 859-

gametes, 583, 698.

Pahkidmm, odtoBiS, aot; spenn-foima-

3Sft«

AISjimmhm, 341.

BMMwtmUBeais, 75$.

jpafbOTBaptic ipiR^ 544.

PieOaikm, 755.

Xnldtaiation (evohitkn) agd ejdgeseals,

d, 1936, USB.
VwdWttwidBeds, 75$. ^

pRiocaMasttoii, egrt^plaamk, 1043, IMI;
OHiwilWda on, 1099; DeimUtm,
*097.

J^taaois^fneiffiaKtioa, 1457.

jP'MMiilfrcqwifawttts (HI dgavage, 1003,

»X4f 1MB. '

jMgoiiilpkdttt^

BiHMMd gnoMeils, 343, iZ4; cjFtxgdaa-
‘

'ido diaWctMii ^aoi WKliir dmoidna,

fmUmm, wsaelafi
^mSda,^ Sdfi 858*

g«tMi«niBaiie gntmdM, >341, 361, ^
|ftt. I

JtndwiBMOiBMt, bi atdoiiay 538} gedeni,

rumiitwdi ini I

Pt9f 4®*$ Mmtff
*Hh"; 4l6t *>8

V tlSd X J *

• ’'’4 '''f'

fall limdlty, 3sar, ds*;

&«i; tpsdfid^, da|«>444>%>; ottfaiWiddg

ponw, lifdlc iiod add, f4t.
iWaaowtsW ?^9^ ?S0 i.

iVotnu, ladcMia, S5d.

Ptotha^ and OeXf 74a.

'PiMfita, mfaodn, mzt wx and nproduo
Uon, <n ff.] gametes^ S89> gam^ utd
gametmytes, 594$ duoiai^ gametes,

598-

Protofilasm, birtcny, 4; genetal, 07 ff.;

{diyakal aod dwmi^ I»opoides, M,
8ST; fibiiUax tbecHies, 63; alveolar

tbe^, granule tbecn^, 74; meta^
atmctore, 717; dnalisdccoiuxptiiou, 799.

Protoplasmatic, $8.

Piotm>last, 99.

Prototroch, 349, 536.

Fiotosoa and Metasoa, xoi, 938, BU.
Pseudalveokratnictuie, 79.

P9eudo-blepharm>last, 375.

Fseudo-chnamosames, 50.

Pseudo-oonjugation, 594.

Paeud<>4intodc, 514.

Pseodo-nuidems, 643.

Pseudo-reduction, in nutritive cells, 336;
general, 503, 556; in dqdoid partheno-

gonesis, 793; to semi-haploid number,

869.

Pseu^viteilus, 366.

PgychidiB, sex-dbromosomes, 784.

I^eridophTtes, sperms, 398; fertiliaatkm,

450; spores, 498.

PtareiracJua, proBnctei, 438 (see also Physa,

Ltiwmm).
Pulmonat^ Gol(d-bodies, 714; locaHring

activitiesi, 1094. ^
Pygan, tpenna, 30*, 37-t; bybrids, 853.

F}mnald8,45.

Pyntuma, 595; fertaSaadoa, $95, 598.

Pyrrkocark, dhUaetk Gonjugari^ 563;

aa-chrcmioBomes, 74S, 751.

QaadriOe Of otatem, 489'

ijaalitotive divfaian, nirclear, 10571 strict*

plmaik; 1073.

Qnantfaative rdationa of oefis fjim Xmyo*
plasBifen^X 97, 7*7'

Qaaztebo^ ^7, liQM.

Mma fm gpami^
Barnfagii iiian»hwitin8»»i^Mi. '<

Raartfanoftfaaon^j^
fl| lam

{ XM^pDOCII QDQHAii Iffl} fit



ni&EXW SUBJECTS

ItoogWiMliati^^ MA ff,; diio-

ttMaiad «nd4mnaBi^
JtiHBoMmctSso, 133.

Sfidoctloll (*M »51,
4Nf

.

il«ductian>^Kwjiioii, 303; tniuvene

393« 557> SM; ud wgngation,
9fB.

lUducBoDHBttdet, ia AeUiutfhrySt 399; is

<iatomS| 600; in Spkogyra, 603; in

deunicb, 604; ia dlkt^ 6og S.

XedqpticMba, 870, 885.

R«dui^k»tion-theoiy, 961.

ReguiAtivc (AenomenA, in development,

1076.

Rejuvenescence and syagamy, 233 ff.

Reproduction, genoal, nj, 580; lomato-

godc, cjrta^enic, 227; sexual, asexual,

228.

Reakltial substance, of germinal vesicle,

3S5, IH't lit qietinrforoiation, 367; in

development, 1086.

Reticular appantus, 48.

Reticular thMiies of protoplasm, 64.

Reversal of qtiral deavage, 993.

KhMUis, sex, 330; gysogenesis, 460; aex<

r^romosomea, 809.

Rbiaoplaat, 694.

JUfse^, sex, 588.

EMtdin, fife-cjrde, chromaaomes, 231,

JtktpaMi«, conjugation, 600.

Skymckdmis, 146, 415; central bodies and

aster, 14b, 682, 683; polar tings, 1096.

RI^Tthm, in oeU-tB^d^, 226; in dUates,

14x7 in deavage, 996.

Rbi^tetnds, 524; double or multiple, 527:

in divisioa, 528; axial or atdomitic,

iqaatcKial or tel^tk, utter-

Rod^i?nfS., 53i>

Rolatioa of spenn-bead, 396, 4SS.

Roito, ffiti^de, partbenogenesh and

aax,a^r«ii7> 7*4 *<»*>

Ri4m «f «d(-ifivU(n, 982.

Saifftta, gena-odb, 315, 3*»; pronudei,

SamniMidk, )pt»w«, SOS.

9dii»0pi>d%«ieia%a^

jMsOfoi 6s8.

IdneNa, 163, idji^termabM^tedivUliema,

380^366; q^ecm-fonnation, 371,

Scn^>iail»ia, polarit}', nticropvie, 331,
lOM.

SeylUtm, gnmunal vedde, 351.

Searuicbiaa, ptou^tdasm, 70; fertiUxatitm,

395; fype of fe^lization, 398; mitoais,

11S-X20, 135, 176; monast^ 168;

pdyastm, 183; fertitizatian, SU S.;

disp^y, polyspermy, 4x9; f»ths of

pronudei, 423; etherised eggs, 447;
partial fenilixation, 458; memgony, 4835
artifidal parthenogeneds, 473 S.; sex-

chromosomes, 7S7; hybrids, 842; dis-

permic eggs and la^ie, 817 ff.; reciprocal

crosses, 963; parthenogeneas and cross-

ing, MB ff.; giant eggs, 972, 1080; moo-
gonic hybrids, 973; ci»vage, 986;

isolated blastomeres, 1030, 107V; pte»-

sure-experiments, 1059; egg-fragments,

1067; polarity and pielocaUsation, 1067
ff.; centrifuged eggs, 1089; locaUzing ac-

tivities, 1094.

Sea-water and inorganic salts of proto-

plasm, 638.

Serond syiuzesis or cmitraction-figure,

S4S-
Secondary nudei, 265, MB.
Senescence, general, 233; views of Spencer

and Miriot, 235; of Hertwig, 236; and
conjugation in Protista, 388 ff.

Sex, in Protista, S80 ff.; germ-cells, extemid

conditions, 742; hletuldisn interpreta-

tion, 744; in moulds, 745; in mosses and
liverwort^ 748; in pa^enogeaesis,

general, 787; hfe-rydes, 788jS.; in d^dmd
parthenogmesis, 789; in higxloid pB^
thenogenesb, 794; >n arti&dal par-

thenogenesis, 806; ia bemmphla^tes
and gyasndromoiidiB, 808; physidofl^
problems, 815.

Sex-chromosomes, 745, 748 S.; la sea-

uxchins, 758; in veddnates and tnaa,

766; in {dints, Bis; evdutimi fas.

Sex-dfitenaineia, 8x6, 817.

Sex-linked factors, 939.

i^radeM, ovum, 409- '

Selomm, pob’^ddp, 799.

SetemMa^paithgxagiwMdi, agi; wac, 8oS«
Smaatbhhiits, 1008, idio.

SpBdficatioa of MastoBme% - - r
Speims ^SpamatoBDa), smnl^
mil stinidwe, 179- 1

tiiQ%MV§.7 oE kvlitc^illhpi^



mmii of sufibcts

^ tt&aopaii, 3«9; of
«iertelqiMM» vtyuM fbte^Ux,

i9Si wa^ftmtete, 097; Oi Couttuea^

99rt dbwuldliRm, 099,
oo^'qgal^ 3«%; of ptats, jo;', orii^
dtUteieittiktioo, geneiy, termiaoki^, 356;
aif|^ of notoiiak, 357; fomatioB, 9BB
M.; tHh kt bndkatkm, 1 loaj movciAents,

dHontuis, 906;tntnaoe, 4x3.
Speura^otar, 400.

SfwmKcnter, 396, 410 S.

apenBKtii;i 4aS.

Spennotid, 379, 356; cooqtoBitiQn aad
geaenl histoiy, 363; central aiqHuntua,

363J dtmidnaata, acrdtiast, 364; diro-

hoiy, 363; qdndlo-i^pia&t or

KHtaaono, 366; midsal i^toplBsin, 367;
later Ustory, 3O4, 368.

Spenastocytes, 314, 356; (fiviaoDB, 357.

SpermatcXTte-dlviataiis, omtnd bodfeg, 357;
dbimiiloaaiBes, 358; Golgi'4^>pantus,

i^tee^ibatanoe, 361,

%)etinatogatia, 313.

S^gtmUatoiSt, 307.

^xnnikitdbMnis {qiennkigeneiia), 368; telo-

^Jdaetic mooements, 368; ni^us, 369;
r&oadtKHotmB, 369; nebenfcetn, 370;
oaitnl appUntuB, bkpharaplast, 372;
actoUaat and acrosomey 381; diroina-

toHt body, 382.

SfiutradUmut Ityinids, 842, 963, 966;

BaeteSooy, 975-

^/AamOifi, caaietea, 5S4.

S^karo^arfm, tex, aa-doomoKHoes, 746,

8t2.

S9ten,30,i4S,
Sfiiteteteibatatioe, 329.

SfhMcMj tedwnte, 560.

J43i aynthetic foiBUitioD, 149;

Dteii^Hdar (^andbal, pcfyaiybal), 25a;

18& f

%inJiMttediyDente of dnoodpaamea, in

oltealBr it steiniiaj^ax, lid-giB.

t$9, 366. 4

^l^iypaHt^daairate:, 986.

^pkmktdm.

oil 300^

«|Sr tealtwii^ »*« m,
.lUiaMliMeaeiaUiUL m

JBBfiMffSi. 1
.liAaiS,4«x»4«r-^; I
mg^^M^99h ^7* ^

SponeuaesU, 493.

SptHt^ibytei 49a, 496; baptoi^ 9W<
SpwQKMi gametes, $92.

Stacheladim, 104.

Stamiiv leaOdons, genml, 843; batnre,

846; as indicatoi^ 646; chemical* theiny,

6^,MAS.; ph}rat^ tIaMiy,847; changes

oiiAsoff.

Stem-iins, 313, 315, SS8.

Stettior, i^(eneradon, 658, 659.

Stenob^HS, img-tetrada, 529, 531,

StereoUastula, 917.

Sterility of hybrids, 845.

Stigma, S9I.

StrepsinemB (strepsitene), ia6, S44<

StnMnfttcT, sperms, 303.

Structure and fimction, 670.

5tyeia (CytUkia), 263; localizing move-
ments, 415, 1094, 1103; movements of

pranudei, 425; cleavage, 99s, 1017; exw

perimoits cm deavage, IMS; ohplaanic
stuffs, 1065; localizing activities, lOM.

Slyltmyclda, life-cyde, 239; experiments on,

615.

Successicm, 755.

Supeiw protophumi, 724.

Suriai^tenuon in mitosis, 194.

Swirdla, conjugation, 599.

Suqiensoid, 63.

Sutton-Bovoi theory of Mendelism, 923.

Symbionts (in ovum), 265.

Synapsis, 249, 503, 341; general, 840;

parasynapsis, 530; telosynapsis, ana-

phasic duality, 561; diakinctic, "363;

critical, 588; mechanism, 566; in poly-

plrads, 587; indirect evidence, 574; in

dipknd parihenogoaesis, 793, 804, S05.

Synapki, cleavage, 10, 984.

Synaptic mates, 303; heteramor{risk, 931.

Synaptic period, 333.

Synaptic stage, 541.

Syn<^um, 24.

S^d^ (see Syhaptis), 303.

Syagsaty, 228; effects, 232; and variation,

2^; stddliiing dement, 250; 625.

Sisktral simils, cfeavage, 993; heinMty,

ttog.

Syiazcri8,54i:, SS*-

^ynkaiyoa, 396.

Synthcsb la ^oeQ, 453.

Sjinmuteit dutenosam^e^ g63t

Foifayterisv

its4t4sg.
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rdboKts, deavage, 1013.

Tdobk^ 998^ loot, 1009.

Tdokmesis, 139,

Telddnetic movHBenta, 138, 368.

Tdophaaes, 133; gonial, 536; rations in

intefphase and prophaae, 8W.
Tekgihasic conjugation, 358, 576.

Tdosynap^ (Metasyndesis), 508, 5B7.

Tenodera, sex'Chromosomes, 769, 777.

Tetrad (see also Heterotypic chromosomes,

Bivalents), 504, 309; fi®al’ transforma-

tion, 348; in somatic divisions, 905.

Tetramilus, divi»on, a 10.

Tettaploids, genetics of, 943; origin, 943.

Tetraspores, 6a6, 627.

Thalassema, centrosome, 146,' 682; par-

thenogenesis, 477; vestigial cells, 1010,

1084.

Theory of development, Roux-Weismann,

roS7 -

Theridium, fertiliaation, 442.

Thyanta, chromosomes, 77Si 823, 886, 889.

Thysanosodn, 146, 239; centrosome, 679,

681.

Tissue-cultures, in vitro, 102, 234, 1050.

Tomopleris, nuree-cells and synapsis, 333;
parasynapsis, 352, 553, 568.

Tonofibrillar, 41.

Tonoplasts, 34.

Torreya, fertilization, 434.

Totipotent blastomeres, 1050, 1052.

Totipotence, and cleavage, 1073.

Toxopneustes (see Sea-urchins), 13; proto-

plasm, 73; fertilization, 401, 402, 410;

etherized eggs, 447; artificial partheno-

genesis, cytasters, egg-fragments, 684 ff.

Trachehcerca, nucleus, 39.

Traction-fibers, 143.

Tfialeurodes, sex-chromosomes, 232,

Triasters, and polari^ fields, 189.

Trichomonas, mitosis, 204, 210; central

bodies, 697.

Tfichospht^ium, gametes, 6od.

TrimarOropis, hetcromoiphic tetrads, 332,

S 7 a. 83S> 934-

Tripldds, genetics of, 942; in C<mna, Da-

tura, 944.

Triton, yolk, 343; merogony, 466; tetrads,

5*9-

IVochobtaats, looS, 104S.

Ttockus, cteavage, 987, 99o-

Traphocbramatin, 328, 878 ff.

Troplx^ilma, 7a, 7a*, *038*

TnK^uiytes, 5a-

TrcfihoqMiigitim, 33.

TryxaUs, X-chromosome, 739.

Tumors, 173.

Tunicates (see Styda), deavage, 994, 993:
experiments on deavage, 1043, IM8|;

localizing activities, 1093.

Turbellaria, sperms, 293.

Trristing, in synapsis, 333.

Tyndall effect, 634.

Uhthrix, gametes, 384, 586, 590.

Ultra-microscope, 720, 737.

Ultra-microscopical organisms, 720, 737.

Unequal division, 145, 997 ff.

Unicellular organisms (see Protista, Pro-

tozoa).

Unio, centrosome, 679; deavage, 997;
larval mesoblast, 1009.

Unravelling stage, 339.

Urodeles, sperms, 291; speim-formaticm,

378.

Uredinales, antithetic alternation, 624,

Uroleptus, experiments on conjugation,

2448.

Vacuoles, 34.

UaUisnefifl, fertilization, 433.

Foneisa, nurse-cells, 334, 664.

Vaucheria, 24.

Vtjovis, chondriosomes, 16.3.

Vespa, spermatogenesis, 796.

Vestigial cells, 999, root, loii.

Vicia, mitosis, 131; cbondriokinesia, 163.

Viscosity of protoplasm, 60; in mitosis, 197.

Vitalism, 1056, IIU.
Vitelline body (see Yolk-nuckus).

Vitelline membrane (see Fertilization-

membrane), 258, 272.

Volutin, 36.

Vdvox, cell-bridges, 104; gametes, 383, 591.

Vortical currents in mitosis, 294.

VortkeUek, conjugation, 6ro.

aster, 202.

X-chrmnosome, 748 ff.; qtedal peculiarities,

758; and seorntdaiy aezual characters,

817; and sex-linked hemffty, 733, 999,

945 -

X>^k*dtffm,X-chtoinos(»ne, 761.

XO-XX, or Prateuor type, 732 ff.

XY-XX, « Dyg<ais-ty^' 76^ ff.

Y-duomoaonw, 764, 8x5; fanetkns, 8s%

877. 948.
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